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ART. I.- Souvenirs et Correspondance tirés not a fact to be disputed ; and therefore the

des papiers de Madame Récamier . 2 Vols. institution— " salon ,” is of importance . But

Paris : Michel Levy. from its de facto importance to its actual

worth, and to the admission of its beneficial

It has been a constant subject of regret with influence, there is some distance. We do

men of the world in our own country , that not think it easy to exaggerate the mere im
the social habits of France in former times portance of salon life, as it once was, in

(namely, the establishment of social inter- France . The questions that depend im.

course upon intellectual bases) should never mediately upon it are no less than these :

have been introduced into England. From the superiority of domestic over social in

Horace Walpole to Lord Holland, you fluences, and vice versa ; the more or less

ineet everywhere with the strong feeling of active power of women in public affairs ;

French superiority, as far as the organiza- the respect for intelligence, or the sub

tion of society is concerned. It is quite serviency to wealth ; the substitution of

clear that we envy the French their salons, coterieisin for public opinion, and several
and that directly an Englishman ceases to others we could name. Because all these

be an irreclaimable " sporting character," or questions bear upon the morals of a nation,

to be riveted to the mere drudgery of poli- and have mainly contributed to fashion the

tical life, he is ready at once to exclaim , public life of France to what we now see ,

“ Why don't we talk like the French ? why we maintain that le salon, as the term was

are we so utterly ignorant of what they understood some years back by our neigh

term la causerie ? bours, is a thing of very great importance,

Now, at the same time with this , may be and ought to be studied by all who wish to

observed in France the disposition to cast a obtain an accurate knowledge of French

regretful, retrograde glance upon society as civilization as it has been and is.
it once existed in that country, and to say Whether our inability ever to found the

with a sigh, “The real genuine salon exists salon -sovereignty in our own society be, or

no longer - it is extinct.” From the sad- be not, to be regretted ,-that, we take to

ness with which Frenchmen speak of the belong to a different order of topics, and to
decline and fall of salon life, and from the be subject to a different system of dis

regret expressed by Englishmen whom we cussion:
have been thoughtto regard as of superior The first salon established in France ( for

intelligence, that no such thing could be in social life especially Paris is France) was

established in our own country, we might that of Madame de Rambouillet in 1620 ;

reasonably infer that the Paris salon was a the last one was that of Madame Récamier.

social institution of importance and undeni. What precedes the former, and what follows
able worth. the latter, are equally without action, and

That the “ salon ," such as it was consti- undeserving of note. The great Revolution

tuted in France from Madame de Ram- of '89 -'93 has passed between the two
bouillet down to Madame Recamier, was epochs, and has torn up out of the political

one of the chief springs whereby the poli- soil all the roots wherefrom other nations

tical and social machine was set working, is draw their political existence. A crown has
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been shattered , a noblesse suppressed , and of energyto positive business; and it has been

the most insane theories set up in lieu of the justly enough remarked, that whilst French

humbler devices of practical experience. men discuss matters of art, for instance,
Yet between the Hotel Rambouillet and the with a large amount of earnestness, and even

Albaye aux Bois there is an astonishing gravity, reserving all the constitutional

likeness ; and assuredly, if any considerable levity of their natures for serious affairs,

changes have been wrought by events upon we, who give to public affairs all the energy

the mass of the French race by the century that is in us, have small power left for the

and a half which extends from the middle of delicate appreciation of finer, lighter sub

the seventeenth to the end of thenineteenth jects. We probably are the most undis

age, such changes have not told upon the criminating nation upon earth as to our
two types of female supremacy denominated amusements. We do not make them our

la Marquise de Rambouillet, and Madame study ; we take them as they come ; asking

Récamier. These two women are terribly chiefly from them the largest amount of

alike, -terribly , for they ought to be so physical and mental relaxation that they can
dissimilar. Both of them might have made possibly afford to us . Our habitual mode

their daily toilette in that bright apartment, of securing them is to pay for them ; but we

“ Sacred to dress, and Beauty's pleasing cares, " givethembut little of our time,and noneof

our genuine selves. The French system is

of which we are told in the fourteenth book precisely the reverse. They fashion their

of the Iliad as having been built with “skill diversions by contributing to the utmost

divine " by Vulcan for Imperial Juno. They perfection of the latter with all their might.

are no more simply, naturally, women than Amusement is, and has always been, the

that comes to . Their home is in Olympus ; business of a Frenchman ; for the business

and well might a witty Frenchman of the that is not amusement has always been to

present day say, “ You are trying now to him an insufferable bore. Work, hard

make a saint out of MadameRécamier ; but work, the harder the better, comes natural
it is in vain . Ce n'est pas une sainte, c'est to the Anglo Saxon race ; they find an ex

une dcésse. ” She is so—a goddess belong. citement in absolute labour that is unknown

ing to that mythology, where Catharine de to any other setof men ;-hence their per

Rambouillet is familiar to “ immortals” un- sistent predilection for the roughest and

der the name of Arthenice. And yet an en- most fatiguing of field sports ;-whilst the

lire society, a very world, had been over- French, on the contrary, and generally all

tcrown from base to summit between these communities of Latin origin, escape from toil

two, whose order of ideas remained so at the first opportunity ; and not having

nearly identical , and the very graceful folds thrown their very souls and their very

of whose vaporous classical veils enshroud selves into the work, throw all that they

their charms in like fashion, and all undis- are into the pleasure. Let this pleasure be

turbed by the fierce breath of thathurricane, of one species or of another, that is com
the Revolution. paratively of little import ; with one race it

“ My great desire,” says the Duc de will be artistic, with another social — that is

Montmorency in one of his tenderly serious of no consequence ; it is the fact of its being

letters to Madame Récamier, " is to see you pleasure and not work that has to be noted.
conceive some weariness of all your parties The French, who are not an artistic nation,

(un peu d'ennui de vos soiries ), and some and are utterly wanting in all the qualities

distaste of a vast number of ' charming peo- that could make them so, are pre-eminently

ple. Is not that a cruel wish ? yet it is far a social one : namely, a race for whom the

from my intention to do anything displeas- pleasures of society , properly so called ,
ing to you." were, up to a very late period , the one chief

“ Un peu d'ennui de vos soirées ! ” In aim of existence . The consequence of this

those words lies the whole thing. It is just was, that what the French themselves term

that “ weariness” that French society never “ la vie des salons," when salons were in

did feel. It went on from year to year , their splendour, was the one form under

sutisfied with its superficial existence, and which , what we call public life was tolerable

not anxious for anything beyond it. It is a to a Frenchman . They never voluntarily,

question, how far a nation , or an individual, and of their own free will , made a nearer
can keep up in an equal proportion two dif- approach to it ; and what an ambitious

ferent kinds of activity ? how far any inten- young Englishman achieves in Parliament,
sity of energy can be brought to bear upon was achieved in France in the salon of some

two totally dissimilar pursuits ? Now, a great social authority.

Frenchman usually shows as much vivacity It would be far beyond the purpose of

with regard to his amusements as we devote these pages to examine all the causes which
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have struck at the existence of social centres in which personal and intellectual superiority

in France ; but one of those which have took the most decidedly the lead of wealth .

irrevocably destroyed them , is the love of Money really was powerless to achieve

and the necessity for gain . social consideration for any one in the ancien

Speculation is the inevitable resource of regime ; and the people who founded the

those who worship gold and hate work. All traditions of French social excellence were

France (and there is no exaggeration in the all free from any preoccupations of mere

expression )—idolatrous of money as the money.getting. From the moment when

representative of enjoyment, and more outward show parade, le luxe, as it is termed

averse from toil than ever — has thrown —has been imposed as a duty upon a society

itself insanely into speculation under every that is — whatever may be said — not richer

imaginable shape and form ; and now the but poorer than it formerly was, and upon

nation is incapacitated from taking any in- a race more and more degenerate, morally

terest in what were its pursuits and amuse. and physically , every day, and less capable

ments in other times. Gambling, of what. of transforming time and labour into gold,

soever species, is a curse to the gambler, —from that moment the struggle was inevi

and utterly absorbs and enslaves him , leav- table of fa whole nation against “ Chance . "

ing no freedom of anydescription . French- What we would fain term the “ Svcial Insti.

men have not replaced an idle and elegant tutions ” of France were overthrown ; for

by a toilsome life. They do not work more that species of intercourse which is founded

or harder than they were used to do, nor on extensive mental cultivation , and on de

gain in wholesome labour a desire for such licacy of perception, inseparable both from

pleasures as merely relax .—No ! they are habitual freedom ofthought,cannot co-exist

not incapable of their former pursuits be- with a state of things in which every man is

cause they are devoted to more serious for ever rushing through life as through an

ones . They are incapable of them because overcrowded thoroughfare, pushing and

they are less free, because their entire social being pushed , splashing and beings plash

and political system , since the great Revolu . ed in which he would give all the

tion , binds them down to the dire necessity poets, from Homer to Lamartine, for a

of gaining wherewithal to live upon , and rise” of 20 cents, and subordinate the

that, their inborn Jaziness of naturenot hav. honour of his very country to the fluctuation

ing in any degree been modified, they, as a of a “ valeur publique.” From the moment

national aggregate, and from the highest to when “ the Beautiful” grows to be a word

the lowest ranks, prefer speculation to toil . literally void of sense, and when the “ Ideal"

They derive no satisfaction from the con- awakens no more vibration than would the

tinuous efforts of their own energy , or from song of a nightingale upon an untanned cow

any assertion of will, but like rather to trust hide, -- from that moment, what is under

to the caprices of Fate. There is something stood as “ polite society ” is at an end. Balls

irresistibly charming to the French mind in where no one dances, concerts where no one

undeserved favours ; and the easily -won listens, crushes, routs,—excuses for the bring.

wealth which, by Bourse transactions, falls ing together of a heterogeneous crowd, -all

to the lot of the “ lucky" gambler, con- these are possible, but these are not " socie

stitutes in France a sort of distinction , and ty ;" and the meeting of well-educated and

proves the winner to be on good termswith refined men and women, who derive delight

Destiny. The French like the “ wheel of from exchanging and comparing the impres

Fortune” better than that rougher, harder, sions produced upon them by things of an
but surer “ wheel,” to which practical men intellectual order the " communion of

know how to set their own " shoulders” minds” —is destroyed, the power of
appre

when they are determined to get on in the ciating it is gone.

world . Something else, too, to which we would

But this being the case, gambling being almost rather not allude, is so natural a con

the mostabsorbing and enslaving ofall pur- sequence of the restless condition to which a

suits, and all France being infected by the race must come which is engaged in a per

gambling fever, it is not very hard to see petual conflict with luck , that society is”

how the importance of salon life has ceased. put upon the defensive, and has to barricade

It has ceased altogether ; and a “ salon," such itself against the attacks of an outdoor

as it existed even under the Restoration , enemy it had been accustomed to despise.
for example, is, we should say, a thing of The “ Demimonde" drives the “ Monde” into

absolutely impossible existence now. At a corner, captures what might be its best

the time when salons Aourished, we must do ornaments, and whenever an encounter oc

the society of France the justice to say, that curs, carries off the victory. With a race

it was, of all European societies, the one whose sole energies are exhausted by the

>
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" idol" by

feverish and ceaseless attempt to compel |have been too decidedly “ somebody," to

Fortune, self-forgetfulness is the synonym consent to follow the lead of the haughty

of relaxation . Hence the kind of immo- class of people who chose to make her house

rality which is to the galanterie of the ancien their place of rendezvous. Now, no salon

régime what a Republic is to a Monarchy. has ever become famous in France whose
The

orgy is substituted for the salon ; the mistress was predominant. M. de Talley

Dame aux Camélias is put upon a pasteboard rand distinctly told the Duchesse de Duras,

throne, but Madame Récamier is impossible. in 1823, that she was by no means what

Why it is that the salon, as an institution , the head of a salon ought to be, for that she

was of such of difficult establishment in was not half “ passive” enough. There is a

England that it may be said never to have curious proof of how right he was, in the

been rightly achieved , will , we think, be different use made of the same

made evident more than once in the course Madame de Duras and Madame Récamier.

of the few pages we have devoted to the The former lady was handsome, distinguish

salon life of our neighbour ; but it is as the ed, higher-born could not be ; she was still

representative of that life in its fullest ex- nearer to youth than age— " elle était pres

pression, though in its last farewell splen- que jeune encore," to quoteM. Villemain's in

dours, that Madame Récamier seems to us genious words, —she was asevidently “ some

pre-eminently to claim our notice. Madame body ” as it was possible to be ; and the

Recamier is, to use an Americanism, & re high priest of her temple was M. de Châ

presentative woman. In her was incarnate teaubriand, then in the zenith of his fame

the civilization of a country and an age. and influence; yet never did Madame la

She was a link between Past and Present, Duchesse de Duras succeed in establishing

and clearly shows where the link dropped , a salon that could be compared to that which

where the chain lies for ever broken . She was nominally held by Juliette Bernard

prolonged salon life far beyond the term of Madame Récamier, the wife, and later wi

its natural existence in France ; but as she dow, of the Lyons banker. The high priest

prolonged it, it was the true semblance and of the temple, too, was the same; only ,

image of what the once important reality when he fell to the lot of his latest idolatress,

had been . Madame Récamier's salon did he was not in the zenith of his fame or in

not spring living out of the national life, but fluence. But the salon of the Abbaye aux

it perpetuated the memory of what had once Bois was then infinitely superior to that of

exuberantly lived, and was a lingering partof the Hotel de Duras. The devoted editor for

bygone France, just as are the Théatre the Souvenirs before us shall , in spite of her

Français and the Grand Opéra . The come- devotion to the memory of her aunt, give us

dies of Molière played by Mīle. Mars, or,later,herself the principal reason : “Madame Ré

the classical tragedies of Racine and Cor- camier,” she observes,* “ submitted to those

neille, galvanised into being by Rachel , did around her upon intellectual matters ( dans

not more thoroughly appertain to the tradi- l'ordre des choses de l'esprit, elle se subordon

tions and to the social organization of the nait encore davantage) ; happy in being able

pre-revolutionary epoch than did the Abbaye to reflect lofty thoughts, and feeling herself

aux Buis. Madame Récamier's salon , after capable of inspiring them, she entirely re

the democratic bewilderment of the Revolu- fused all attempts at producing any work of

tion of '93, the military despotism of the her own. She disliked even to write a letter."

Empire, and the pretentious and unpractical Here is the real secret : Madame Réca

" Parliamentary ” drama so absurdly per- mier's nature was a subordinate one ; and

formed by the Monarchy of July, was not a such only have the pliancy that is requisite

" revival,” it was merely a survival. It to put at their ease the various and often

endured till its equilibrium was disturbed ; conflicting elements of which a salon, pro

but when once it fell, nothing springing from perly so called, is composed.
it took its place. It was the last - it marked It was not her personal character alone

the irrevocable end of what had one been that prevented Madame Récamier from any

and could no more be.. predominance, it was her social position

Juliette Bernard , the daughter of a notary also. She never would, in a natural and

of Lyons, and wife to a hatter's son of the ordinary state of affairs, have found herself

same town, was, by a combination of cir- mixed up on a footing of equality with what

cumstances, formed expressly for presiding remained of the once arrogant Cour de Ver.

over the last salon in a capital whose aristo- sailles. Circumstances brought her into the

cracy had lost all its power, whilst preserv- intimacy of these people; but she was so

ing all its pretensions. Had Madame Ré- perfectly " adopted ” by them , because she

camier married a grand seigneur, or even a could not by any possibility reign over them .

well-authenticated gentilhomme, she would
Souvenirs. Avant Propos, p. iv.
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These obsolete distinctions, made doubly by the poet, the poet proclaims the hero

ridiculous by the lamentable and complete un grand d'écouvreur d'hommes !" He

political inferiority of the French noblesse, likewise attributes a wondrous gift of “ dis

were neverthless of such weight (nay, are crimination ” to the despot, “ for that he saw

so, up to the present hour !), that Madame at once what men could only be called to the

Lenormand herself, alluding to her aunt's highest places — could only lead , never fol
connection with the aristocratic society of low .” The eulogistic strain sinks into a

France, comments upon the friendship for very different key, it is true, when the
her of Madame de Boigne in these words : "great discoverer of men ” has, instead of

“ * Her birth, relationships, tastes, and family the “ highest position ,” left the diplomate no
traditions, placed her far more naturally position at all save that of an opposition

and more exclusively than Madame Réca- chief, which he is forced to occupy as best

mier in the centres of Royalist opposition .he may ; but however that may be, the

• Madame Récamier liked every- coming together of Bonaparte and M. de

thing in Madame de Boigne,---even thatslight Châteaubriand was no ordinary one ; it was

touch of disdain that made her kindness the shock of two poetic temperaments, and

and approbation , where vouchsafed, more from the sudden contact, fire flashed forth .

flattering ." The manner of Napoleon's first meeting

We suppose that to a Frenchwoman, with Madame Récamier was no less strange,

whose habits of life have familiarized her and perhaps even more characteristic. But

with such “ distinctions ” as are here pointed this time we have the stage hero whole and

out, and who has been enabled to regard as entire, the man who studied Talma to the

- Aluttering " the “ approbation " that plea- least as closely as he did Turenne, and who

santly contrasts with a disdain ," it would be endured impatiently that his theatrical “ ef

an impossible task to make clear what are fects” should be interfered with. We will

the feelings roused in the minds of British give the account of this meeting as it stands

gentlemen and gentlewomen by such a in the editor's own words :
passage as the one above quoted. But we “ On the 10th of December 1797, the

maintain that that passage speaks volumes Directoire gave a species of triumphal fête

touching the whole social organization of for the reception and in honour of the van

France, and throws a strong light upon the quisher of Austria in Italy. The ceremony

incurable stolidity of the noblesse, the incur. was to take place in the grand court of the

able subserviency of the middle classes, and Palace of the Luxembourg. At the extreme

upon the standing in society of Madame end of the court was an altar, and a statue
Recamier.

of Liberty ; at the foot of the altar were

The most curious part of the latter's early the five directors, attired in full Roman cos

existence is, to our mind , her juxtaposition tume ; lower down, the ministers, ambassa

to Bonaparte. It is strange that the two dors, and all sorts of public functionaries

persons who are to tread the down-hill road were grouped together upon semicircular

of life hand in hand, and the most romantic benches ; whilst the crowd of personsinvit

portion of whose earthly career is to be ed found room as they might behind the of

found towards its close, are, both of them at ficials . At every window ofthe Palace was

its outset, brought face to face with the hero of a cluster of heads ; and the adjacent courts,

the Italian campaign. M.deChâteaubriand is the garden , and streets leading to the Lux

a mere youth when he finds himself glared embourg were thronged with sight-seers.

upon, looked through, by the “ deep, gray, Madame Récamier and her mother seated

watchful eyes of Napoleon," as Eöthen calls themselves upon the banquettes réservées.

them . And those extraordinary eyes have Madame Récamier had never yet seen Gen

power over him ; fascinate, draw him on, eral Bonaparte ; but she shared the enthusi

and — through the poetic sense that is in him asm which at that moment was universal,

-subjugate him . “Il n'eut pas été ce qu'il and she certainly was impressed in the live

était si la muse n'eut été la," exclaims the liest manner bythe prestige of a renown so

author of René of the young conqueror, sudden , and won at such an early age. Bo.

whom he delighted to picture to himself as naparte appeared : he was at that time

fascinated in turn by his own genius . Certain slight, thin , if not all but emaciated, and

it is, that, whether the influence or not of the outlines of his head and face had an ex

" the muse ” dictated the preoccupation of traordinary character of grandeur and firm

Bonaparte, preoccupied he was by M. de ness. Hewas surrounded by generals,and

Châteaubriand ; and therefore, too, when he by his aides-de-camp.by his aides-de-camp. To å speech of M.

has discovered his future diplomatist, and de Talleyrand's ( thenMinister for Foreign

when the glaring gaze of the "gray, watchful Affairs ) he only replied by a few , short,

eyes ” has been received en pleine poitrine plain -spoken sentences, that were greeted by
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a burst of applause. From the seat she oc- ling actor, for whose benefit it was all ar

cupied , Madame Récamier could not distin - ranged, was enjoying to the utmost that

guish the speaker's countenance . A feeling species of intoxication which with true bis

of curiosity, easy enough to understand, trionio natures ranks above every other sen

made her wish to have a good view of Bo - sation, when all at once there is a sudden

naparte's features ; taking advantage of a interruption to all this rapture . Some one

moment when Barras was engaged in mak- else is applauded ! some one dares to stand .

ing a long reply to the young general, she between the great artist and his public ! and

rose from her place, and stood up in order then the “ hero” turns round sharply upon

to see him better. But this movement, bis rival, becomes aware of the presence of

which suddenly also showed her to the whole a very young woman dressed in white, and

assembly, attracted its attention towards with (again) the “ gray, watchful eyes ” (they

herself. All eyes were fixed upon her, and flash with anger this time) looks down into

a low but long-enduring murmur of admi. subserviency, and drives away from these .

ration greeted the apparition. This murmur his own particular “ boards," this imperti

did not escape the notice of Bunaparte ; he nent, venturesome “ bella creatura bianca

turned bis head abruptly towards the point vestita.”ards the point vestita .” We can really fancy we see the

where the attention of the public was fixed, whole scene, which for the thousandth time

as though to ask at once what object could justifies the exclamation of the poor old

possibly divert from its contemplation of Pope,Pius VII , at Fontainbleau : “ Comme

himself that worshipping crowd, whose idol diante ! ” is reported to have been the one

he deemed that he exclusively was. He word by which the Holy Father replied to

perceived a female figure robed in white ,all the vain phantasies, mad projects, and

and a glance fell on Madame Récamier, the ungenerous insults that, in their first inter.

harshness whereof she was unable to bear; view , the “ modern Charlemagne ” showered

she resumed her seat as quickly as she upon his captive.

could ." The second interview of Bonaparte with

So ! here we have all the irrepressible Madame Récamier was of a different order.

envy, all the uncontrollable meanness and It took place two years after. Lucien Bona

greediness for applause, of the genuine parte, the First Consul's republican brother,

óstage-player !" -- of the man with whom had chosen to fall desperately in love with

self-exhibition is a passion at once and a the beauty of the day, and,under pretence

trade, and who revels in the noise and show that her name was Juliet, to, propose him

of reputed greatness far more than he de- self for the part of Romeo, and to write

rives any satisfaction from the consciousness letters, which she showed to M. Récanier.

of a great deed done. He has played Persistent discouragement ended by cooling

through his part at Arcola and Lodi , chiefly , Lucien's flame, and he remained upon cor

for that to do so was to insure the enacting dial terms of innocent intimacy with the

of such scenes as we are here called upon wealthy banker and his fair wife. In the

to witness at home. He is destined to scale winter of 1800, after the coup d'etat of the

great heights in a fallen country, to domi- 18th Brumaire had restored to the French

neer over men whom there is small honour the utmost amount of that over-government

(and this he knew ! ) in subduing ; and he is which they bear so pleasantly, and for

luxuriating in a foretaste of all this, on that which they seem so fitted, the winter in Paris

said 10th of December, 1797 ; he is sacri- opened agreeably . Upon one occasiou Lu

ficed to by the pagan Barras, and anointed cien Bonaparte, then Minister of the Interi

as it were in words by the still half-Christ. or, gave a banquetand a concert to the First

in ex - Bishop Talleyrand; he has at his feet Consul. Madame Récamier was amongst

all the corrupt tribe of law-givers and the guests . As at the fête triomphale of the

breakers, of whom he dimly guesses what Luxembourg, MadameRécamier was attired

he shall one day make ; and more than all , all in white , with only a necklace and brace

-five directors in full Roman costume ( ! ) , lets of pearls. The whole ceremony was

whose mock citizenship of Rome his hand pompous and theatrical as before, and as

is soon to scatter to the winds. Nothing is always, wherever a Bonaparte is connected

omitted of what “ scenic effect” requires : with the business on hand ; but we are re

there is the " altar," commemorative, how lieved to find that there are positively no

ever, only of a profaned, proscribed , and more " Roman costumes," — this part of the

utterly uncomprehended creed ; and the pageant having been abolished when the last

statue of Liberty, in “ whose name so much semblance of Republicanism was so cava

wrong " had been,and so much more was to lierly “ thrown out at windows" by the
be “ done.” Nothing could be better “ got “ General- in -Chief of the army of Italy."

up” than the whole exhibition ; and the lead- " Having on entering the rooms seated

-
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herself close to the chimney,” says the edi- Dinner was announced. The First Con

tor of the work before us, “ Madame Réca- sul rose, and not offering his arm to any la

mier remarked at a little distance a man dy, passed on to the dining-room alone, and

whom she took for Joseph Bonaparte. As at the head of his guests ; thus already as

she often met Joseph at Madame de Staël's, suming the airs and etiquette of royalty.

she made him a sign of friendly recognition , After the same fashion, he seated himself at

which was responded to with eagerness, but table ; his mother, Madame Letitia, takirg

with a certain slight air of surprise. At the chair at his right hand . The chair on

the same moment the lady became aware of the left hand remained vacant. As Mad

hes mistake, and saw it was the First Con- ame Récamier walked into the salle à man

sul she bad bowed to .” ger, Madame Bacciocchi whispered to her

Madame Récamier was upon this occasion, something she did not hear ; and the fair

as we are told , extremely struck by the ex- Juliette seated herself several removes be

pression of Bonaparte's countenance, which low Bonaparte, who, after looking round at

appeared to her quite different from what the assembled guests 'with undisguised ill

she had thought it upon the former occasion . humour, beckoned to Garat, the celebrated

She was this time impressed by the “ gentle- singer, saying sharply, “ Eh ! bien , Garat,

ness " of his air. A moment or two after mettez vous là .” Garat took the chair to

they bad exchanged bows, Napoleon turned the left of the First Consul ; and when the

to speak with Fouché, who wasat his elbow ; very hurried repast was over, which Napo

and it was plain that their whispered words leon's rapid way of devouring what he ate

had the lovely Juliette for their object, for, inflicted upon whomsoever had the honour

whilst speaking, the eyes of the future des of eating with him, he approached la belle

pot never left Madame Récamier for an in- Juliette , and abruptly enough asked , “ why

stant- an attention that may have been she had not taken the seat by his side ? "

rather embarrassing to its object, we should " I should not have presumed to do so," an

presume. Here, too, comes the first entrée swered she ; to which , “ It was your place,"

en scene of that vilest of all Napoleon's was the rejoinder; Madame Bacciocchi

counsellors, Fouché ; the man to whom , justifying herself in her brother's eyes by

perhaps of all others, the perpetual mixture eagerly adding : “ That was what I tried to

of crime and corruption came easiest. No make you understand as we went to din

sooner had his master released him, than ner !"

Fonché glided up to the back of Madame Later in the evening there was music ;

Recamier's chair, and murmured pleasantly and Garat, the idol of the place and of the

in her ear , " The First Consul finds you time, sang air after air from Gluck's operas,

charming !" to the enthusiastic applause of every one

They certainly had an off-hand way of present. Madame Recamier, who really

doing these things at that time ; and bash - loved music, was absorbed by her admira

fulness scarcely seems to have constituted tion of Garat's singing ,—not, however, so
one of the qualities of even a professed entirely so as to prevent her from appreciat
prude, as was Madame Récamier. The ing Napoleon's admiration of herself ; " for,”
editor of these “ Souvenirs” distinctly states, says her biographer, as she every now and

that “ the respectful and evidently admiring then raised her eyes, she found those of

attention paid to her upon this evening, by Bonaparte persistently fixed upon her, their

the man whose glory was beginning to fill gaze riveted to her features, with a deter

the world , predisposed her to judge him fa- mination that in the end made her feel a

vourably ;" and she records above all, the certain degree of embarrassment; and when

superiority of his simplicity" over Lucien'sthe concert was over, he came up to her,
pompous and " theatrical airs." There is remarking, that she really cared for music .'

undoubtedly " simplicity ” sufficient in his He would have resumed the conversation ;

first words to a lady he had never addressed but Lucien came up, and it was broken off.”
before. Bowing gracefully, he said with a We confess that our want of familiarity

smile, and in by no means a low tone, “ I with the tone of fashionable manners in

too should like to go to Clichy . ” . Rather France at the period we are treating of,

a free and easy entrée en matiere, as we induces us to think , that the fair Juliette's

might perhaps conceive ! but thought on the sense of embarrassment at the Dictator's

contrary , graceful in the extreme, and full " persistent ” attentions was somewhat long

of a delightful “ simplicity ” there where it in manifesting itself; and when the admiring
took place in reality. editor of her « Souvenirs " does chronicle the

fact of her being " in the end ” (though onlySouvenirs, Livre i. p . 37 . Clichy " was the

certain degree" ) " embarrassed," we

and Madame Récamier received their friends, are strongly tempted to cry, “ Enfin !" and
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speculate upon how much less it might take time without suspecting that the connivance

to bewilder and confuse an Englishwoman of a public functionary -- of one of the very

of seventeen or eighteen , as was then heads, indeed , of the postal administration

Madame Récamier's age. was the cause of all. The whole of these

This meeting at Lucien's house_is the communications passed under the cover of

circumstance to which we shall find Fouché my father's name !"

alluding later, in the course of a wondrous Without expecting that a woman, and a

negotiation entrusted to him by his master, Frenchwoman , should judge of this kind of

and in which the morals and manners of the proceeding with the rigid straightforwardre ,

epoch, and of the Napoleonian court, are that men in England would apply to it ,oor

shown in the strongest possible light. This desiring, even , that a daughter should view

is the one solitary interview with the ruler her father's conduct in its worst light, we

of France which , four years after, Madame cannot refrain from saying, that if Madame

Récamier is assured that formidable po- Recamier made up her mind to leave a

tentate has been pleased “ never to forget.” written record of this circumstance, we

Meanwhile, when this one interview was could have wished the tone of it to have

over, and the effect of Madame Récamier's been somewhat different. Here, again, is

beauty upon the First Consul had ceased to one of the forms assumed in France by

be immediate, the First Consul seems to dishonesty ; one of the evils brought about

have easily enough made upon his mind by the unstable condition of public affairs ,

to worry and annoy Madame Récamier in which are now delivered over to the

her most intimate entourage. There is even, anarchical rule of the mob, now compressed

as it appears to us,a species of mean and into the grasp of one self -chosen tyrant.

jealous satisfaction felt by Bonaparte and by The moral sense of the nation is so perverted,

his nearest relatives in any kind ofalarm ,or the genuine notion of right and wrong is so

of persecution inflicted on the person who absent from the national mind, that courage

failed to be sufficiently dazzled by the and deceit are actually confounded , and a

autocrat's marked attentions. In 1802, two mere act of treachery is applauded as an act

years after the concert at Lucien's house, of resistance. From the Revolution and the

M. Bernard , Madame Récamier's father, first Empire, down to the present day,

who had been made Administrateur des Frenchmen have shown less and less

Postes, was arrested , and thrown into prison . eagerness to protest, but they have shown

We have the story of the arrest in Madame more and more readiness to betray ; and,

Recamier's own words. Madame Bacciocchi, unfortunately, party spirit has invariably

who, whatever she might think of la belle admired a base , as it ought only to admire

Juliette's want of discrimination as far as a bold action. “ I am with the Emperor

her illustrious brother was concerned, liked only nominally,” exclaimed a too famous

extremely the society she was used to meet Royalist marquis, two or three years ago,

at the Chateau de Clichy, Madame Bacciocchi on being made a senator. “ My opinions

had begged Madame Récamier to make her are unchanged, and in heart I am with you. "

know M.de LaHarpe, in the way of a literary Berryer was the person thus addressed .

lion . M. de La Harpe was accordingly He shook his head, and haughtily replied,

invited to Clichy, had been presented to the “ God defend us from such friends as are
First Consul's sister, and the guests were traitors to both parties at once ! " But this

about to sit down to table, when Madameis not sufficiently understood in France ;

Bernard (the mother of Madame Récamier) and here we have a case in point, in the

received a letter, and having glanced at its conduct of M. Bernard . He is an honest,

contents, screamed, and fainted away. Her honourable man ; Madame Récamier the

husband, M. Bernard, was arrested ! most honest-hearted woman in France, as

Now , to be just, we must allow, that if her admirers devoutly believe. Yet neither

ever any one deserved to be punished, M. Bernard nor Madame Récamier feel

M. Bernard seems to us to have been that rightly upon this question. Bonaparte is an

individual. His daughter, coolly enough, oppressor, a tyrant, the scourge of France !

as we conceive, states the case thus :- -" In Well and good. So think these people who

the autumn of that year ( 1802) , a very are sincere Royalists, and so think we, who

active Royalist correspondence gave the are free-born Britons ; but they never arrive

Consular Government no end of trouble and at the conviction, that whilst it is right and

anxiety. Pamphlets, too, in the same shade proper to oppose and protest against your

of opinion , were circulated all over the south enemy, and to encounter all risks in order

of France, without any one being able to to overthrow , it is forbidden to betray him.

discover how they escaped the watchfulness They do not see that a political opinion is

of the authorities. The latter were a long a thing to be sacrificed to ; that it is a
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luxury, and like other luxuries, must be 1804. Madame Récamier's own impulse

bought and paid for ; and that those who had been to see at once the First Consul;

are morally too poor to pay for it to but Elisa Bonaparte says, “ No! you must

the last farthing, must do without it. see Fouché ! " It is true she adds that if,

Failing the heroic qualities ( to which no after that, her fair friend needs her good

one is obliged ) , they can, at all events, offices, she shall be ready to oblige her.

practise the one virtue, to which all who “ I would not be discouraged ,” continues

serve are held , namely , honesty. It is here Madame Récamier, " by the coldness of her

they show that deplorable perversion of the air and tone, but I asked her where I could

moral sense, of which so many successive see her in the course of the evening ? ' In

revolutions have, alas ! made a chief my box at the Theatre Français,' was the

characteristic of the French race. They reply, ' where I am going to join my sister

profit by a government which they expect to Pauline . '

be applauded for hating ; they take the one Such a place of rendezvous to a woman

master's pay, and try to secure his adversary's who is in fear for her own father's life ! and

praises ; incapable of consenting to be ob-so like one of the frail, yet thoroughly

scurely honest — honest “ sans phrases” —they unfeminine females of this race !-so like

would fain set up for being devoted partisans; what the German language now universally

and , as has been truly said ofthem , ils veulent designatesby the title of “ the Napoleonides !”

avoir de l'héroisme au rabais." Yet, nothing daunted, Madame Récamier

We are glad to have found that half a must go through all this, or await the worst.

century ago this one form of corruption was She goes to Fouché, who certainly does not

already known in France ; for we confess to understate the gravity of the case, but who

having been somewhat converted to the unhesitatingly advocates the visit to the

notion, that the want of a genuine distinction First Consul. Then Madame Récamier

between what is right and what is wrong resolves to apply to Madame Bacciocchi, and

was a vice peculiar to contemporary French- drives to the Theatre Français. Naturally

men . Well, here then we see M. Bernard enough her manner is full of emotion , and

consenting to receive from a government he she can bethink her of but few oratorical

hates a goodly annual income, and at the precautions. Pauline and Elisa Bonaparte,

same time doing all he can—in the very however, are wrapt up in the business going

exercise, too, of the functions for which he on upon the stage ; and, unwillingly diverted

receives payment— to subvert that gov- from her inspection of the helmet worn by

ernment, hoping thereby so to satisfy his Lafont in the part of Achilles (and which

future employers that his reward from them she declares “ becomes him very ill !" ),

shall be insured ! We submit that this Elisa brings to the petitioner's knowledge

constitutes a manner of misdemeanour for somewhat sharply, that she will not be at

which a ruler less self-willed, less tyrannical her service “ till the tragedy has come to its

even , than Napoleon might be excused if he end ! "

proved himself severe. Another person , however, is in the box ;

For the Royalist party, of course ,Madame and this is Bernadotte, who evidently waxes

Récamier's father was a victim ;'; " and we angry at what is being done. He bends

have so far no desire to dispute with them down to the ear of Elisa, and says, that her

about terms. M. Bernard is in prison , and friend (?) looks so ill and harassed , that, if

must be got out of it, or his beautiful she will give him the permission, he will
daughter will die of grief. Madame Bac- drive her home in his carriage, and go

cioccbi is in that daughter's company at the himself to the First Consul about her father.

moment the news of the arrest and im- Madame Bacciocchi consents " avec empres

prisonment is known, La belle Juliette sement,” enchanted to escape from any

Alies to the First Consul's sister, and naturally trouble in the affair ; and Madame Récamier

enough tells her she counts upon her for is taken home by Bernadotte, who does
protection. But the First Consul's sister immediately after repair to the First

does not seem at all disposed to act as Consul . Whether Napoleon liked this visit
Providence to la belle Juliette ; and she as much as he would have like the other, is,

merely answers, with according to Madame we think , problematical ; but Bernadotte's

Recamier's own version ) “ considerable was a great influence just then , and M. Ber

hesitation,” that the first step to take is, in nard was saved. PerhapsMadameRécamier
her opinion, “ to see Fouché !" Here wewas no less so than M. Bernard. This we

have the connecting link of the chain, which leave to the appreciation of the readers of
we fancy we see running from the dinner at her “Souvenirs."

Lucien's in 1800, to a
we shall Rather more than two years after this in

describe presently, and the date of which is cident (in the spring of 1805 ), a proof was
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given of how little Madame Récamier had | practice of staring at her, that the entire

been in reality Jost sight of at the Imperial crowd of surrounding courtiers made up their

Court. Fouché requested her to receive him minds as to what her influence was soon to

at Clichy . It was not a time when any one be ; and when all this had been continuing

would have refused to be civil to Fouché, and for a certain period , there remained nothing

Madame Récamier replied to the demand by for it but to ask the opinion of M. Récamier

an invitation to breakfast for the next day . himself , upon the bestway of getting out the
M. Recamier was in town and the Minister whole affair !!

de la Police was alone with the beautiful Ju- When came the announcement of the im .

Jiette . The début of the most dreaded of all perial nomination to a place of Dame du Pa

Napoleon's emissaries was a cautious one ; luis, then — the alternative being between

he was full of zeal for Madame Récamier, honor and disgrace - Madame Récamier, re

and besought her to moderate the tone of duced at length to adopt a positive decision,

opposition that was the reigning one at her refused. The refusalwas ill taken by Fouché,

house. He instanced the Duchesse de Chev- who chose to recognise in it nothing beyond

reuse, who had been forced , in order to pur- the anti -Imperialist influences exercised upon

chase the tranquillity of her family, to accept | Madame Récamier by her Royalist friends,

a place of Damedu palais, and ended by these Above all , he singled out Mathieu de Mont

words: “ The Emperor, since the day he morency for the object of his fiercest resent.

saw you for the first time, has never forgot- ment. He it was, he exclaimed , who had

ten , never lost sight of you ; be prudent, " prepared, counselled, planned this insult to

don't annoy or irritate him .” the Emperor ;" and with an outburst of fury

From this moment Feuché's visits became against every member of what he termed

frequent. Beginning warily, by the advice " nobiliary caste," of whom Napoleon, he

to the rich banker's wife to “ ask for a post said , was fatally fond ,” the future Duc

in the household ,” all this diplomacy ended d'Otranto retreated from Clichy , where he

at last in the announcement that “ sa Majesté never returned more, and where in our opin

l'Empereur et Roi ” meant to " name " Ma- ion , he had already come too much .

dame Récamier to a position about the This circumstance, however, whilst it

Empress Josephine's own person ! Amongst clearly marked out Madame Récamier's po

other pleasant portions of the Police Minis- sition in society , separating her irrevocably

ter's discourse was an Idyllic description of from the Government and official set, made

what the attachment of Napoleon would be, her of course the necessary object of suspi

“ if he ever became attached to a wornan cion and ill will . From this time, her house

who was worthy of him ! ” and then there was naturally enough set down as a centre

came the old Syren song of temptation,seek- of opposition, and she herself became, vol

ing to hide sin under the mask of charity . untarily or involuntarily, a species of female

There was much made of the “incalculable chef de parti - one of the representatives of

good” that a “ pure, high-minded” favourite an opinion , of a cause.
could do. By nature never was a woman less fitted

Probably Madame Récamier's character for such a part ; but, as we have said , Ma

was too gentle a one to admit of even the dame Récamier was , throughout life, second

most legitimate indignation ; or perhaps, in- ary and subservient; and whatever import

deed , the times made indignation too unsafe, ance she obtained in the society of her time

unless for such natures as are attracted by and of her country, was obtained through

danger, and find relief in the very commission her friends, through what surrounded her

of a proudly generous imprudence. Of any- exteriorly, not through any force that resided

thing of this sort we discover no trace in in herself. Madame de Staël and Mathieu

Madame Récamier ; and to our British no- de Montinorency at one period , and Château

tions, the negotiation with the Emperor's in- briand at another, constituted the power and

famous agent appears to have lasted over influence ofMadameRécamier ; and becau : e

long. The Ministre de la Police was several she was attractive to those who opposed him ,

times received at Clichy ; Caroline Bona- Napoleon feared , and, up to a certain point,

parte, taking the place of Elisa, who seems persecuted her.

to have been a trifle sulky at her former Taken together, we know of few publica.

failure, built no end of castles in the air at ſtions that throw a stronger light on the mar

the expense of Josephine and ofM.Recamier; vellous meannesses of which the first Napo

and la belle Juliette occupied Caroline's box leon was capable than do these Souvenirs of
at the Theatre Français upon more than one Madame Récamier and Villemain's Essai

occasion, when Sa Majesté l'Empereur et sur Châteaubriand . * We see in both these

Roi, from the opposite side of the house, ren
* See the August No. of this Review , for the year

dered her so conspicuous by his incessant( 1858.
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works to what miserably minute details of other intrigue de bal masqué lasted through

persecution the Potentate wbo hesitated an entire winter with M. de Metternich.

whether he should most liken himself to This was in the year 1810. The Emperor,

Alexander or to Trajan, could descend . having discovered that on one occasion three

We find him spelling over private denuncia- of his ministers had called upon Madame

tions of the man to whom he had confided Récamier at the same moment, sharply ask

a diplomatic mission, flying into melu-dra- ed one of them , “ Since when the Council
matic rages, and threatening to massacre was held at Madame Récamier's house ?”

on the steps of his palace” the writer who had He had precisely the same dislike to the

indulged in some disagreeable allusion to presence in her salon " of any members of

him ;* condescending to exercise his wit at the diplomatic corps ; yet most of these, on

the expense of his enemy's portrait ; and first arriving, wished to be presented there.

chafing with vexation at the idea that, in his M. de Metternich, then First Secretary of

"capital of Paris," foreigners could show any the Austrian Embassy, was somewhat more

curiosity concerning a lady whose personal circumspect. The relationship between his

charms had made her celebrated throughout Governmentand the Empire was so extreme

Europe. These “ Souvenirs" of Madame ly delicate, that he feared to add a personal

Récamier are the chronicle of Napoleon's offence to graver political complications."

littlenesses ; and are useful in showing how In plain English, M. de Metternich was as

inconceivably but naturally narrow was the little distinguished for his boldness or inde

mind that framed such formidable projectspendence of spirit as are the large majority

against the peace of the whole world. It is of his colleagues in diplomacy. He was ex.

satisfactory to know to what infinitely small tremely curious to make acquaintance with

devices the invader of Russia could stoop ; Madame Récamier, but did not venture 10

and there is a morality in the ease with which satisfy his curiosity openly, so had recourse

every gnat-sting could irritate this giant. to the bal masquéde l'opera, aſter causing to

The glory vanishes when we see from how be brought to Madame Récansier's know

little it can shield its possessor ; and wrong ledge his reasons for not being able ostensibly

appears shorn of what too many people to frequent her house. Now, says the biv

thought its splendour, when we find it coupled grapher of la belle Juliette, “ as M.de Metter

with suspicions and fears that would best nich was very amiable, and had a great re

befita police spy anxious for promotion. putation, she, too, was desirous of knowing

“ You give me a cruel certainty of fame," him , and used , during an entire season , 10

wrote Madame de Staël to Bonaparte in meet him at the masked balls .” When the

1803. · My exile insures me a page in yourÝ “ season" was ended, however, it had seemed

history !” This was the case with many an so very pleasant to the Austrian diplomate,

almost obscure individual , whose namewas that he determined to find a way of reconcil

rendered famous by a despot's apprehension . ing his pleasure with his interest, and per

With Madame Récamier the multiplied ex suaded Madame Récamier to consent to his

amples of the alarm she caused the most ab- paying his respects to her at hours when other

solute ruler ofthe epoch , are often really lu- visitors were not likely to meet him .

dicrous. We have the Prince of Bavaria went habitually to see her, but only in the

(afterwards King Louis) petitioning for an mornings ;-be met no one, and thus avoided

audience throngh Madame de Bondy, and the susceptibilities of the Imperial Police ! "

suggesting that he might come to the Abbaye And so with the hereditary Grand Duke of

aux Bois , not to see its mistress, but under Mecklenburg Strelitz ( brother of Queen Lou

pretence of seeing only her portrait. Then isa of Prussia) : the mysterious causeries of

there is the Prince of Wirtemberg, who con- the bal masqué lead him , like M. de Metter

trives to become acquainted with la belle Ju- nich, to being secretly received " out of vis

liette at a masked ball , and to take from her iting hours" by Madame Récamier; and, in

finger a ring, which, a few days later, he is deed , upon the occasion of his first visit, he was

induced to restore to its owner . To say the very nearly seized by a watchful concierge,

truth, the bal masqué de l'opera would appear who seeing him after nightfall escape across

to have been the neutral ground chosen by the courtyard towards the housewithout

those who wished to gratify their curiosity giving any name, eagerly followed His Royal

without imperilling their safety, and to make Highness, came up with him in the entrance

the acquaintance of Madame Récanier with hall, and laid hands upon him , as he opened

out losing Bonaparte's good graces. We the drawing-room door - prince and porter

find from the Souvenirs before us, that an- thus making simultaneously the most ludi

crous entrée imaginable into the presence of

the astonished mistress of the house.

* M. Villemain's Essai sur Chateaubriand. And so with the most of the “hauts et

" He

:
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puissants Seigneurs,” who, by their conduct |than alive," and quite determined only to

to Bonaparte during his prosperity, did them- mix in his friend's society in case the Impe

selves the very worst service that has been rial answer to the proposition of a Joan

done to legitimate Royalty in modern times: should be favourable; from which we infer

they all avowed the same desire to be re- that, whatever the difference of manners,and

ceived by the reigning beauty of the day , but perhaps morals, the difference between the

all evinced precisely the same intention to character of Frenchmen then and now was

shirk the consequences of so doing. That not so great as might be supposed. Loans

Napoleon showed himself miserably little in by the Bank of France, upon the terms of

his behaviour towards the two or three fered by M. Récamier, were events of every

women who stood at the head of the Royalist day occurrenee, but not equally so the fact

opposition in France, there can be absolutely of the master descending to prevent them

no doubt ; but the foreign princes, and dele- from private pique. Forty.eight hours from

gates of princes, who allowed him to dictate the moment when M. Récamier told his wife

to them in what was, after all, a matter of of his impending disasters, those disasters

private and personal conduct, saved him were public, and his bank had stopped pay

from the charge of monopolizing all mean. ment. From this moment the renown of

ness. It must be premised that Napoleon la belle Juliette reached its climax.
had seldom expressed himself more resolute- It has been the custom for all Madame

ly in any case; and such small sovereigns Recamier's panegyrists to demand, some

as held to his friendship may well have what authoritatively , the admiration of the

thought twice before becoming the habitual world for her conduct at this trying juncture

associates of a person whom “ to visit, ” had of her life ; and our first impulse is to go
said the Emperor, was to be declared his with them , and admire without reserve.

own personal enemy. But, upon narrower examination, we think

This enmity was, in truth, not shown in there are a few qualifying remarks to be

the minuter details of social life only-it had made, which, without diminishing the high

a severely practical influence on the fortunes mindedness shown by Madame Récamier at

and credit of M. Recamier ; and we think this crisis , perhaps make her perfect disin

we can trace to the revengeful spirit of the terestedness more doubtful. There are

unaccepted suitor of 1804, the order to the minds tempted equally by celebrity as by

Bank of France in 1806, not to prevent the wealth , and we suspect our heroine's to have

ruin of la belle Juliette's' husband by a loan been of this temper. We do not say the

of one million of francs. A pitiful piece of tempting medium is not a far more avowa

spite, surely , but wondrously in keeping with ble and nobler one in the former than in the

the character of the personage. latter case, but we are inclined to suppose

On a certain Saturday in the autumn of the amount of selfishness pretty nearly equal

1806, M. Récamier had driven out from in both. It is undeniable, that from themo

Paris to Clichy , to acquaint his child -wife ment she had added what her admirers

with the fact that, by a combination of cir- denominated the “ halo of misfortune ” to

cumstances, he foresaw a probability of stop- her other charms, Madame Récamier had
page of payment by his house - a probabil achieved a distinction that nothing could

ity that, indeed ,could only be averted by the henceforward impair. Now, we have al

agreement of the Bank of France to advance ready tried to show that her business in life

the sum of a million of francs. was precisely to “ achieve” distinction ; and

Madame Récamier was at this period not she did most laboriously and successfully

quite eighteen, and upon her was immedi- “ achieve ” rather than have it " thrust upon"

ately placed by her quinquagenarian husband her. No sooner is Madame Récamier

all the responsibility of the situation , as far “ ruined ,” than we have Madame de Staël ,

as social " appearances ” went. M. Réca- with her usual exaggeration, exclaiming that

mier feeling himself quite unable to support now she knows what the word envy means !

the burthen of his impending ruin, Madame “ Certainly," writes Corinne, you may be

Récamier undertook to do the honours that said to have lost something ; but if I could

day to a large party of persons who had ever envy what I so much love, I would

been invited to dine at her house,and whom give all I possess to be you ! " And when

it was thought advisable not to put off, in the Duc d'Abrantes joins the Emperor in

order to avoid giving any alarm as to the Germany, and begins telling him in detail

financial condition of la maison Récamier. all the “ pomp and circumstance ” of a fail

As to the head of the firm , the editor of the ure which places Madame Récamier on a

Souvenirs admits that he was more dead pedestal in Paris society, Napoleon sharply

interrupts him with the words : “Why,

* Souvenirs, p . 90. they could not make a greater fuss about

7
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the widow of a marshall who should have purely social, and less dependent on the po

died on the battle-field !" litical element.

The “ envy " of Madame de Staël, and the Madame Récamier had, by some strange

indignant acknowledgment of the " effect" chance, succeeded to the fair and amiable

she produces by the Emperor !-we would Duchesse de Duras in the good -will of M.

fain not be thought hypercritical; but we de Châteaubriand ;,and he now established

do imagine that, for a French woman, all himself at the chimney-piece of the Abbay ,

this may be more than equivalent for the aux Bois, furnishing the idol for the temple,

mere power of giving fine dinners,wearing the divinity without which no solid or per

fine clothes, and driving about in fine car- manent system of salon -worship can ever be

riages. There is herean amount of "fa. organized in France. In every other respect,

mosity,” to use the French word, for which save only in the adoration of M. de Châ

the sacrifice of mere riches might be thought teaubriand, the Abbaye aux Bois might be

far from too dear a price. But now that regarded as neutral ground, and this it was

we have shown ourselves what some may that chiefly gave it a right to its exclusively

think severely just to the individual , let us social supremacy. You might be a Legiti.

show a larger justice to the time,and say at mist, or an Orleanist, or a Republican even,

once how far superior it proved itself to the yet be perfectly well received at Madame

present moment by the very fact that its ap- Récamier's, so long as you were convinced

plause was won by the apparent disdain of that M. de Châteaubriand was the one great

mere worldly wealth. Half a century ago, est literary genius of the age, and that all

in France, fame was secured to whomever the troubles of the French nation were the

took up a conspicuousstand against tyranny, consequence of bis not having had his own

and the preference of fame to fortune was way in politics. The principal object of the

a means of achieving position and social in- receptions at Madame Récamier's was the

fluence. This, we say, constitutes the supe. fusion between literature and “ society," — a

riority of that over the present time ; for thing which formed the basis of French so

at the present time, in France, Madame Ré- cial intercourse under the old monarchy, and

camier would have been forced either to ob- which had come to be nearly impossible,

tain , by no matter what means, the “ mil- since the democratic theories of the Revolu .

lion " necessary to her husband's credit from tion had left no social superiorities standing.

the Bank, or to abandon all idea of achiev. To its credit be it said , French society was

ing distinction . The dinners, the chateaux, the immediate result of the fusion we have

the equipages, the material luxuries pur- mentioned; when at its zenith, it was int« l

chased by gold, are now the representatives lectual. From Madame de Rambouillet

of social influence ; and were a Madame downwards, the respect for human intelli

Recamier in our time to dream of com - gence, the homage paid to the works of hu

manding fame by despising these, she would man thought, were the distinguishing trails

be voted a fool for her pains, and would find of those who most aspired to be considered

no “ Corinne” to “ envy” her, nor would the as the leaders of society in France. But

"effect" made by her cause any Duc then it must be remarked that the purely

d'Abrantes to merit a rebuke from his an- intellectual sphere was never transgressed;

gry master by his account of it. and when the entire social edifice was over .

After the Restoration, and under the ré- thrown and built up anew , la société, with its

gime of the Monarchy of July, Madame purely intellectual traditions, became un

Recamier's position changes. She then re. practical, and gradually grew to be a simple

presents the social traditions of past times, curiosity, an objét de luxe, an anachronism .

and becomes a species of type of bygone From the moment that society in France
customs and ceremonies. As the import- was composed of a small number of antag

ance of salon life grew to be less and less onistic cliques, and that in the educated
in France, so was the importance of Mad- classes the division was made between those

ame Récamier's individual salon increased , who did something and those who did no

as being the last. Under the Restoration, thing (the latter arrogating to themselves

Madame Récamier was eclipsed by the the sole right of being called gens du monde),

Duchesse de Duras and the Marquise de from that momentsalon supremacy was

Montcalm , and the Duchesse de Dino (pre- virtually at an end. The power of salons

siding over M.de Talleyrand's receptions); in France was the produce of mutual esteem ;

but under Louis Philippe's reign the Ab- the esteem of the great writer orsavant for

baye aux Bois took rank equally, to say the the Grand Seigneur, and of the Grand

very least, with the salonsof Mesdames de Seigneur for thesavant or the writer. Nei

Boigne or de Castellane. Some will contend ther exists now; and while the high -born of

that it was superior to either, as being more contemporary France affect undisguised dis
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dain for whosoever is guilty of any intellect- out the world, but which, at the same time,

ual labour, the man of mere intelligence we cannot regret was never, could never, be

seems to ridicule, but in reality envies, the established amongst ourselves.

man of birth, —thus, by his very envy , ad

mitting the superiority of his antagonist.

This brings us to the point from which

we started ; namely , to the fact of the re

grets so frequently expressed by highly ed

ucated Englishmen upon the difficulty expe. Art. II. - The Military Opinions of General

rienced in establishing salon influence in Sir John Fox Burgoyne, Bart., G.C.B.

England . We take it not to be a difficulty, Collected and Edited by Captain the Hon .

but an impossibility, and we are by no GEORGE WROTTESLEY, Royal Engineers,

means disposed to deplore it. Salon influ- A.D.C.

ence is, we believe, incompatible with the

practical duties of a hard -working, self-gov- The first session ofthe present, and the last
erning, business like race . One broad dis session of the late Parliament, were alike

tinction should certainly be made between remarkable for the unanimity which pre

the English and the French in this respect ; vailed amongst their members on the im

while the French were so proud of the or- portant subject of national defence ; nor was

ganization of their society, they were pre- it surprising that the nation should have

eminently an intellectual, idealistic race. been at length aroused from its apathy ,

We have always been (under one form or when France was seen springing to arms at
another) an almost exclusively political race . the sound of the trumpet, prepared, at a

Englishmen work too earnestly, throw moment's notice , by land and sea, to enter

themselves too vehemently into action, ever upon a war, the duration of which few were

to be talkers par excellence. When they bold enongh to make an attempt at guess

talk , it is to obtain some end ; whereas the ing. A few angry words, spoken at a court

very perfection of la causerie is to promote reception, by a sovereign, whose establish

an elegant interchange of ideas without any ments were ostensibly kept upon a peace
object being too ardently pursued . The footing, created surprise and alarm through

French consecrated a large portion of what out Europe ; but it was scarcely anticipated,
they would perhaps call their energies into at the time, that, before eight months had

the work of talking of what other people elapsed, the Emperor who had thus spoken

did ; we have always been more or less busy would be returning in triumph to his capital,
governing ourselves. A salon was the arena surrounded by captured banners and can

of a French gentleman ; Parliament is, soon- non , and by the bronzed troops who won
er or Jater, that of the English one. The them , in three pitched battles and three

two are incompatible. From the hour combats, from an enemy who accepted a

when any country becomes, or thinks it be peace at the cost of a captured province.

comes parliamentary, salon life is really at The uncertainty in which events thus ap

an end . This is what we have to observe pear to be shrouded, makes it incumbent

in the case of Madame Récamier. The in- upon England to be, at least, as ready in
stitution died with her, because the elements her means of defence as her neighbours are

of salon life in France had become extinct. in offensive preparations; but when the

Whether, since that period , the attempts English people began to look about them ,

made by the French race to substitute pub. they found, that notwithstanding the millions

lic for merely polite life have been altogether they had annually been spending on naval

successful ? whether they have really estab- and military establishments, their house was

lished anything better suited to them than not in order, and that it would require a

the salon influence which helped to form so large ontlay in money , and a considerable

many intellectual superiorities under the amount of time, before this could be effected .
ancien régime ?—this might be matter for Whilst giving the late Ministry full credit

long protracted study and discussion . But for their exertions, we believe this was a

such as the men of modern France are, question upon which they must have felt

whether for good or for evil, we believe there was no choice open to them ; for the

them to be now past deriving any benefit or spirit of the country was thoroughly aroused,
any pleasure from the elegances of salon and no Government would have remained á

life. Madame Récamier's Souvenirs have week in office, which was unwilling to incur

interest, as it seems to us, from their being the responsibility of placing the national de

the record of the last French salon, of the fences upon an efficient footing. It is , of

last of a social species of institution that en course, very unpleasant to be compelled to

dowed France with brilliant renown through- attend to such matters, and it is still more

a
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so when we are called upon to pay for them ; try. On the threatened rupture with Rus

but the unkindest cut of all is, when we are sia, he again withdrew from his duties as

toid we must pay all the more, in the long Inspector General of Fortifications, and pro

rin, on account of previous economy ; and ceeded on special service to Turkey ; but

when it appears that our gratitude to the very shortly after his return, he was again

economists of the day had been quite thrown ordered out, to join the army at Varna,

away, and that, after all , while we were from whence he accompanied it to its land.

clipping at estimates, and pruning down ing at Old Fort, and remained to share

Chancellors of the Exchequer, we were doing with it the privations of that terrible winter,
so to our own ultimate loss. Lending his advice and counsels in that great

We cannot say, however, that we have struggle, the history of which, though much

not had sufficient warning on the subject for has been written thereon , is but little

several years past ; and amongst the earliest known .

of those who wrote, was the author of the Before closing this short notice of his

various essays comprising the volume, pro military career, we may be permitted to

fessing to contain the “ Military Opinions of remark, that a very erroneous idea existed ,

General Sir John Fox Burgoyne." There and still exists amongst a few , regarding

is in the work so much that relates to mat- the nature of Sir John Burgoyne's employ.

ters which continue to occupy people's ment in this campaign. He was supposed

minds, that we believe, notwithstanding its by many to have been sent out as the Chief

disjointed nature, it is one which will be Engineer of the army ; but such we believe

carefully studied. The views of an officer not to have been the case . We are not

who served in Egypt, the Peninsula, Amer. aware, of course, of the precise nature of

ica, and the Crimea, in a service which gave the instructions given to him ; but the more

him peculiar advantages for studying such correct statement respecting his position in

subjects as the defences of a country , and the army would be, that he wasan adviser

various points connected with the organiza- to the Commander - in -chief. That he was

tion and administration of the army, are en- not second in command, though from his

titled to weight ; and although the work seniority he was entitled to be such, if from

now before us contains but a portion of the no other cause, was well known ; whilst his

essays which have emanated from the high rank, as well as his age, would have

writer, it gives evidence of a life spent in precluded him from filling the more sub

the pursuit of military knowledge, both ordinate post of Commanding Engineer.

practically and theoretically — of oportuni. We have, in this imperfect sketch, alluded

ties made the most of — and of an ardent but slightly to the civil duties upon which

love for his profession. Sir John Burgoyne has been employed,

Entering the army in 1798, as a second wishing to contine ourselves as much as

lieutenant, in the corps of Royal Engineers, possible to the character in which he comes

a branch of the British service at that time before us--as writer of the essays now for

occupying an unimportant position, Sir the first time collected together under his
John Burgoyne has served in it continuously name. It will also scarcely come within

to the present time, holding, when enabled our present limits to enter into any review

by his rank to do so, most important posi- of Sir John Burgoyne's administration of

tions. Director of an attack at both sieges the office of Inspector-General of Fortifica

of Badajos and at that of Ciudad Rodrigo, tions. He had filled his present post under

and commanding engineer at the sieges of such men as Wellington, George Murray,
Salamanca forts and of Burgos, he succeeded Anglesea, Hardinge , and Raglan ; and he

to the command of the Engineers at the was highly esteemed , and his advice valued ,

siege of St. Sebastian, upon the death of by allof them . Of late years, however,
Lieut. Colonel Sir Richard Fletcher ; and at during the changesoforganization which the

the close of the Peninsular war, Lieut.- Co. War Office and Horse Guards have gone

lonel Burgoyne accompanied the flower of through, and which do not yet appear to

the army on its ill-fated expedition to New have been completed , Sir John Burgoyne's

Orleans, andwas thus shut out from parti- name has been less prominently brought
cipation in the final triumphs of his great before the public in military matters.
chief and master. He subsequently held must apologize for devoting so much of our

important commands in his profession, and space to the author before entering upon

was placed at the head of the corps of En his book ; but it is necessary to do so, in

gineers in 1845, from the duties of which he order to acknowledge the authority with

was soon temporarily called away to Ire- which he can discuss subjects now of the

land , to assist, during the famine, in carry- deepest importance and interest.

ing on the great work of relief in that coun -1 Captain Wrottesley has arranged these
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career .

essays in three distinct parts. The first | are equally sure, that a man of Sir John

part, treating of National Defences, is de Burgoyne's clear-headedness and sagacity ,

cidedly of the greatest interest, especially at must have soon foreseen, that the words of

the present moment; the second relates to the great man who so long led our armies

the events of the war with Russia ; and the to victory, and who was well known for the

third is made up of several essays and pa- accuracy of his statements, would not fall

pers, written from time to time upon a va- upon a wholly barren soil ; and that, sooner

riety of military subjects, during the greater or later, this nation, remarkable as it is for

part of Sir John Burgoyne's professional intelligence and sound sense, would act upon

them.

The latter comprises considerably the We are not disposed to agree with the

largest partion of the work ; and though to editor in the opinion expressed at the foot

the non -professional reader it may be the of the first page, that there is very much

least attractive, yet, when examined by difference between the facts which called

military men, it will be found stored with forth this paper, and those which now exist,

valuable and practical information. Of at least not as regards the stability of our

course, in a progressive age (and in military relations with France. And with reference

matters, we believe that we have at last to the difficulty of procuring seamen , alluded

drifted into progression) , there is much re- to at pp. 13, 14, it remains to be seen,

lating to detail, which has undergone great whether we have yet arrived at any satig.

change since the remarks were penned ; but factory mode of effectively manning our

great principles — and of these Sir John fleet. The great fact likewise remains, that

Burgoyne seems to be a master-still re- there exists still the same desire on the part

main pretty much as before, as no agent has of the French armyfor constant active em

yet been fully developed in warfare, which ployment, and for the acquisition of glory ;

will make a thorough revolution in the and that, by a large portion of it, England

whole principle of the art, like that caused is still looked upon as the stage on which to

by the introduction of gunpowder, and, in make the most favourable display of their

later years, by steam . Werecommend to prowess. The augmentation of the French

all our readers, and especially to our mili- navy to such an extent as to be able to cope

tary ones, an equally careful persual of the with that of England, is, as alluded to by Sir

three divisions we have alluded to ; for in John Burgoyne at p. 13, still a favourite

each of them are to be found important project with the ruler of the French nation ;

truths brought forward in a striking man- and the spirit which prevails amongst French

ner, opening up wide fields for study ; and naval officers, is to strain every nerve to

some of them fraughtwith practical instruc- promote the naval superiority of France to

tion , to which we should be glad to see such a degree, as to emulate that superiority

effect given. The book contains evidence which she must fairly be allowed to possess

of the writer being at heart a thorough sol- both in the numbers and organization of her

dier ; and of his possessing that thorough army.

knowledge of soldiers which experience Sir John Burgoyne endeavours, in this

alone can impart. article, to confine himself as much as pos

The first article, is the statement prepared sible to the state of our military defences ;

in 1846 upon our military condition at that but his observations regarding naval opera

period , which originated the celebrated letter tions, pp. 13 to 18, are well-grounded , and

from the Duke of Wellington ;the publica- useful for present application , as showing

tion of which, had the Duke lived to the the possibility of losing superiority in the

present time, he would probably have ceas- Channel for a short period, and what might

ed to consider in the light of an indiscretion . be the consequences of such a disaster. It

Sir John Burgoyne has lived to seethe fruit ofshould be recollected that, whatever the

that letter slowly yet very slowly indeed , but danger was in that respect in 1846, it is

surely, ripening by the increased interest now greatly increased, first, by the aug.

given to subjects ofNationalDefence, and by mentation of the French navy, since that

the greater readiness of the nation to follow year, having been out of all proportion to

out the general system which is advocated in that of ours ; and, secondly, from the great

every paper in this portion of the work, -- advantage which the application of steam

namely, that of rendering ourpeace estab- has given to the French for cases of sudden

lishments more efficient in warlike organiza- emergency. The latter is by far the most

tion, so as to be more easily raised to a important consideration, because it enables

war footing when necessary. And though them to turn their previous inferiority to us

we are sure he much regretted the publicity into a positive superiority. Their inferiority

given to the Duke's letter at the time, we was attributable to their naval reserves,
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being formed by conscription out of a non- ) army for India, is one of increasing import

seafaring population ; whilst ours consisted , ance, we would urge, that although the force

excluding coast-guard, in the seamen of our of bayonets, sabres, and guns nowmaintain

merchant navy ; and so long as the question ed is perhaps sufficient for the protection of

was one of seamanship, there could be but this country in time of peace, and for keep
little doubt on which side the advantage lay. ing up our reliefs abroad, yet those num

But with the aid of steam , for carrying out bers should be wholly composed of regular

any sudden, rapid, and secret movement, troops. If, therefore, there is no reasonable

the object of which might be either the in- expectation of greatly reducing the force at

vasion of this country, or the overwhelming present serving in India, steps should be

of one of its fleets by a more powerful force, taken for replacing the militia regiments

their conscripts having been exercised in now embodied, by battalions of the line, as

the drill and practice of great guns before soon as the men can be raised.
being marched on board ship, would, when We are next led to the consideration of

mingled with a small portion of sailors, the opinions expressed in this and in subse

possess a superiority over our excellent sea- quent papers, respecting the militia and

men, but wholly inexperienced gunners. volunteer forces of the country. With

We do not wish it to be imagined ,however, some of Sir John Burgoyne's remarks on

that the application of steam to naval war- these subjects we do not agree, and others

fare will ever enable the French to claim a are now out of date ; the system which

permanent superiority at sea ; on the con- prevailed regarding our militia at the time

trary, we believe that, in case of a breaking he wrote, and which he so much deprecated,

out of hostilities between the two nations, having been considerably changed . In his

any such advantage would be of quite a observations, pp. 97, 98, after examining

temporary nature; and there is no doubt the efficiency of the militia under various

but that, in proportion as war continued, circumstances attending on their enrolment,

our resources would come more and more the conclusion he forms, is that militia is

into play , and our ancient superiority re- worth but “ one-half, or at most two-thirds

assert itself. This would arise from our of an equal force of the line." We confess

greater resources in coal, from our superior ourselves to be among those who look upon

power of manufacturing machinery, and this as " undervaluing the militia, " and we

from the wider field open to us for procur- think that the experience of the last few

ing engineers and firemen from our steam years may have somewhat changed the
mercantile marine and other sources. Add writer's estimate of this very important

to this the great experience and practical element of our national defence. It is pos

knowledge possessed by our seamen, which sible that he may have, in a great measure,

would assist us in husbanding steam grounded his opinions upon the state of our

resources, be of considerable service both militia during, and subsequent to, the last

during and after an action, in refitting, and French war ; and if he did so, we can un

we think that there is every reason to be derstand their being extremely erroneous

satisfied that, in the long run in a warwith when applied to the militia of the present

France, our naval position would still be day . In the first place, the service was then

maintained. compulsory, and not a favourite one at a

Sir John Burgoyne brought to notice, in time when our regular troops were every

this paper, the exceedingly small proportion day acquiring distinction and renown on

of regular troops available at the time for their well-contested battle- fields ; neither did

the defence of the country ; he pointed out it contain, as at present, amongst its officers

their want of knowledge of the art of war," many gentlemenwho had had the advantage

and the defective organization of some of of previous service in the regular army.

those departments upon whose efficiency in Lastly, its regiments were avowedly used

a campaign the very existence of an army as nurseries for those of the line, and were

depends. He also remarked upon an ex- consequently inefficient on account of the

traordinary deficiency in artillery, and the frequent thinning oftheir ranks, and a want

absolute uselessness of our fortresses as of esprit-de-corps, which must ever be the

then existing. The total want of organiza. result of such a system . We do not ques

tion of our reserves did not escape his ob- tion the wisdom of this arrangement at the

servation , and the necessity of maintaining time, or indeed whenever difficulties are ex

A sufficient quantity of the matériel of war perienced in recruiting with sufficient rapidity

attracted his attention. Respecting the for an army carrying on a war in a foreign

amount of troops required for the defence country ; but the militia Sir John Burgoyne

of England alone, à subject which, in deals with is that which is supposed to be

consequence of the vast drain upon our called out for the immediate defence of the

D - 2VOL . XXXII .
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country against invasion – a body with this, our most important reserve, really,

which no man in his senses would dream of useful on an emergency.

adopting such a course, when the efficiency Looking at volunteers as a force of great,

of every battalion , whether of line or militia, but of less importance, in a military point

would be a matter of paramount importance. of view, than the militia, we are not pre

We believe that the only cause of militia pared wholly to agree with Sir John Bur

regiments, after having been a year or two goyne in his estimation of its value. It is ,

embodied, remaining inferior to those of the however, somewhat remarkable to compare

line, arises from the feeling of uncertainty a few of his suggestions for its organization,

regarding their period of service, which the with the system which has lately been

nature of that service must engender ; and adopted for this purpose. But probably

we are confident that if one of our English, his most valuable recommendation
is that

Irish, or Scotch militia regiments,now more in which he advocates (p. 106 ) as “ the

than two years embodied, were turned over principal and most useful application of

at their own request to the line,and ordered volunteer corps,” their being trained to the

to take their place in brigade beside another exercise of great guns, so as to assist in

line regiment in the field, there would be no manning coast batteries; and in this way

difference whatever found in the fighting or we are inclined to believe that artillerymen

general campaigning qualities of the two would prove as valuable to the country in

corps. It is to be regretted that nowhere case of invasion as the rifle corps, which

in the volume have opinions regarding the branch of the service is evidently the

training of disembodied militia been ex- favourite one in the present volunteer

pressed. This subject is one requiring the movement. Still the enrolment of com

most careful consideration, and we are con- panies, and even smaller bodies of practised

vinced that the system at present followed riflemen , to form a second reserve force

is not such as to ensure the greatest amount ( the militia being the first), which might be

of efficiency which might be obtained while used in skirmishing and as light infantry, or

having a due regard to economy and public for other duties requiring superior intelli

convenience. It is well known that a costly Igence or knowledge of the country, will , if

headquarter staff is maintained during the a permanent measure, be the most impor

disembodiment of the various regiments ;tant addition to our defensive arrange

this staff should be kept in an efficient state, ments.

and there is no reason why its service might In depreciating a volunteer system, we

not be made available for drilling recruits believe that Sir John Burgoyne alludes

of the regiments during any period of the chiefly to the plan of maintaining regiments

year, both at the headquarter station , and and large bodies, such as were formed

also in the various districts and villages, so during the last French war, when “ the

as to interfere as little as possible with their king reviewed sixty battalions in Hyde

ordinary avocations. This arrangement Park ” ( p. 29 ), which, in his opinion , would

would be attended with but little expense be of small value when opposed to regular

to the country, and would enable the period troops. The volunteer system now author

allowed for annual training to be devoted ized is, however, wholly different. Sir John

to the more advanced stages of drill. Such Burgoyne holds, however, too low an opin.

training should be attended by the whole of ion of volunteers under any system of

the men belonging to each corps, and should organization ; and with the recollection of

be extended for a longer period than at what was affected in the American war by

present. Unless a change be made in both a volunteer army, and in La Vendée by a

these respects , we fear that the money voted similar description of force, against regular

for the disembodied militia service will con- troops, we are at a loss to account for the

tinue to bring but a small practical return observation at pp. 121 , 122, that “ there is

to the country . We are convinced, like- no instance on record of a populace, how

wise, that it would tend greatly to increase ever superior in numbers,successfully oppos

the efficiency of the militia force, if, besides ing an organized army, except by a very

the annual training, a system were adopted prolonged desultory warfare . " History

of embodying each regiment in rotation for contains frequent instances in which volun

such a period as would enable it to be teers have been successful against regular

thoroughly disciplined. This might be done troops, not only in prolonged warfare, but

once in ten years ; but the arrangement in actionsand campaigns. As to one observ.

should not interfere with the number of ation , we must express our total dissent;

regular troops retained in this country, but being convinced that if ever a demand were

simply be one for rendering the service of made for the services of volunteers in this
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country , the remark at p. 104, predicting a still remains to be acted upon, and that in

vast amount of absenteeism , would prove vessels of great speed , superior in that

wholly incorrect. The arrangements now respect to the best ships of our mercantile

making are, however, in too early a stage of navy, we are still deficient. This is a want

formation to enable us to arrive at a just which might easily and speedily be supplied ,

conclusion as to the real value of our volun. considering the facilities we possess for the

teers ; but the nation must be cautious, construction of such vessels in our private

when estimating its means of defence, not dockyards. When pointing out (p . 79 ) the

to allow the enthusiasm of the moment to advantages which would be gained , by hav

give this element more consideration than it ing a certain number ofthese steamers, that
is really worth . which would be of the most importance in

It is to be regretted that the editor of this case of a war with France is omitted. We

volume has not attached the date to each of are supplied, however, with a hint on this

the essays collected in it. To that on the subject at pp. 16, 17 , in the remarks upon

military condition of Great Britain he has the movements of the French fleet, their

given us this information, but in those on powers of eluding our own, of preventing a

naval gunnery and foating defences, he junction between our Channel and Mediter

gives us no assistance for judging how far ranean squadrons, and of obtaining a tem

the opinions they contain on certain points, porary command of the Channel ; and it is

were expressed before they could have been to prevent such a disaster, as the latter of

tested by trial or practical experience in the these contingencies might prove, that this

field. We imagine, however, from various nation should be prepared with a sufficient

observations, that these papers were written number of the light-armed steam cruisers,

prior to 1854, from which time the adoption of unparalleled speed, to which we have

of steam as a propelling power for all-sized alluded.

ships of war, and the general use of the In his remarks on Floating Defences,

rifle musket in the army, may be said to after pointing out the importance of floating

have commenced. If such be the case, it is batteries as auxiliary means of defence for

remarkable how clearly the writer foresaw harbours, Sir John Burgoyne condemns

the enormous advantages which must attend strongly the adoption of block ships for

upon the latter of these changes, and how, such a purpose. The objections which he

unbiassed by prejudices which existed in brings against them are, we believe, now

the minds of other officers who had seen acknowledged ; and the most important one

battles wonby the old musket in the hands appears at thepresent moment to be, their

of our soldiers, his judgment was able to absorption of men -of-war's men, at the very

find a counter-argument for every objection time when the services of the latter in sea

brought against the adoption of the rifle going ships would be most necessary.

an arm for all infantry. It was not long, After considering various substitutes, he

probably, before he witnessed the fulfilment arrives at one, which has the appearance of

of his predictions , in the slaughter inflicted originality, and is free from the objections

by our soldiers, with even inferior weapons brought against other such modes of de

of this description , at Inkermann ; and it is fence. It is that of having vessels con

almost superfluous to point out how his structed solely as batteries, having their

opinion is now shared by every officer in motive power, consisting of tug steamers,

the army . By none, we believe, was it separated from them , “ as a field-piece is

more decidediy held than bythe late Com . from its limber.” Any such arrangement

mander -in- Chief, Lord Hardinge, to whose would be an important addition to the de.
exertions the army. is principally indebted fence of our commercial harbours, towards

for the system of rifle instruction , now fol . which large sums are now annually pro

lowed with incalculable advantage under vided. These batteries, if strongly cased

the watchful supervision of his successor. with iron plates, impervious to shot or

In remarking upon the more general in- shell, not only as a means for preservation,

troduction of steam into our navy, the but for giving confidence to irregular troops,

maintenance “ of a class of men-of-war might be served by volunteer artillery ;

where the amount of armament shall be their anchorage might be fixed in the most

made completely subservient to speed,” is commanding positions, whilst, to avoid

strongly urged - ships, which “ will form interference with traffic, they might be

the flying squadrons, and like cavalry and withdrawn from their moorings till required

light troops in the field, will act as the look-for the exercise of the gunners, or for actual

out, and be formidable skirmishers." We warfare. Other measures of floating de

are afraid that this admirable suggestion fence are adverted to, but as they all might
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easily be overcome by an active and intelli- be, at p. 137, the expression of a dangerous

gent enemy, we forbear any further allusion doctrine, when, in stating the objects for

to them . which reserves of soldiers should be kept

The article upon Army Estimates and up at home, Sir John Burgoyne concludes,

Military Establishments is well worth by holding out as one of those objects, their

perusal, though we think a great deal more being "available for aggressive operations."

might have been made of the subject. Sir We do not mean to say that, if attacked, we

John Burgoyne gives evidence, through his should maintain a wholly defensive warfare.

writings, of a capacity to foresee events to With our fleets, we should hope to see a

a remarkable degree, and we are conse contrary course adopted ; but we are ear

quently not surprised to find him, in an es- nest advocates for reserving our army to

say written but two years ago, bemoaning defensive operations, until such time as it

the reductions of the period. He does so may be our misfortune to be drawn into

in no wasteful or extravagant spirit, but offensive wars, by land as well as by sea,

with the good sense of a man wishing to for political purposes ; but it is not the

avoid the fatal error of being a penny wise policy of England to keep up great military

and pound foolish; " and he is fully sensible establishments to prepare for such events,

of the importance of exercising economy in which must be met as they best can , with

every branch of state expenditure. “ It is the force which circumstances may at the

not here,” he says, at p. 129, “ the desire to time enable us to provide.

advocate profusion , or an indiscriminate In estimating the annual expenses of our

compliance with every demand made. Let military establishments with a view to their

economy, and a limitation to that which is efficiency and to our own safety, the leading

strictly necessary, be rigidly enforced ; but points for our consideration Sir John Bur

let the expenditure be with reference to the goyne considers are, first, regular forces ;

real wants of the service ,and not to a given secondly, reserves ; thirdly, matériel ;

sum , which , right or wrong, it must be fourthly , fortifications. We should be glad

made to fit. ” This opinion is but in keep to think that the money spent on these, the

ing with the spirit of what he previously most important heads of expenditure,formed

remarked at p . 50 : “ Nor would I advocate the whole amount of our army estimates.

any species of extravagance of outlay ;-It is, however, well known, that large sums

first, fixing upon the necessity of a case, let are swallowed up in other contingencies at

the most rigid economy be observed in tendant upon military establishments ; but

making the required provision ; let the in no other country, we believe, is this the

smallest means, and those the least costly , case in so large a proportion as in our own.

be provided, so that it be adequate, but do Let those, therefore, whose duty it is to re

not let the matter be treated as a question duce estimates, consider well how far they

of expenditure in the abstract, without can bring their reductions to bear upon such

reference to the vast importance of the ob . matters before they trench upon the more

ject, which is no less than to prevent the important items of expenditure which we

certainty of great sacrifices in our foreign have enumerated, the reduction of which

possessions and commerce, and the pos- should be carried out by adopting an econo

sible loss of our very existence as a na- micalsystem of administration, and not by

tion .” reducing numbers of men , amounts of stores

In stating, however, that “ of all items of and supplies, or extent of fortifications, be

expenditure , that for the military service is low what is necessary for the safety of the

the one of all others that should not be country . To that more economical admin

lightly reduced ,” the writer is hardly con- istration we trust the attention of the War

sistent with the spirit of his remarks in Minister will be directed, and we have no

other essays, regarding the importance at- fear that the efficiency of our army or the

tending upon the adequate support of our security of the nation will be endangered

naval establishments, and the difficulty ofby any reforms in expenditure which hemay

procuring seamen. For our own part, we deem it his duty to introduce. We quote

should rather see the army placed on a Mr. Sidney Herbert's own words to prove

footing like that of the United States, and that he is fully alive to our requirements,

containing in its ranks no more than suffi- and we rejoiced, when reading them, to per

cient men to provide garrisons for our ceive that there was tire prospect of a more

fortified places at home and abr than see enlightened era of military administration

the navy reduced by one ship below what is than the country has yet had the good for

necessary for the maintenance of our inde -tune to experience. In his speech of the

pendence and dignity as a nation ; and we 29th of July 1850, on the motion that the

must wholly dissent from what appears to expenses for completing our defensive works

"
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be met by a special fund, independent of yielded to the pressure, and , as far as

the annual vote of Parliament, Mr. Sidney soldiers of the live are concerned, thinks it

Herbert said , “ Your army, if small, ought is almost hopeless to expect much from

to be the best equipped, best armed , and them . There is a great deal urged against

best trained army in the world, and no the expediency of making soldiers work ,

effort on the part of the authorities ought to which is attributed to prejudice. Some

be omitted to produce that result ; but commanding officers disapprove of it, be.

amongst those effects . . . there ought to cause they suppose that it wears out the

be provided that apparatus for defence men's clothes; others, because they fancy it

which mere flesh and blood cannot alone gives the men a stoop ; others say it makes

supply. It is cheaper to build fortifications them irregular in quarters and unsteady on

than to depend upon the manœuvrings of an parade. The inferior officers adopt the

army in the field .” He then proceeded to same tone, and when necessity compels the

show in the abstract that the cost of fortifi- employment of military labour they do not

cations is small as compared with that of look after their men ; and we find the whole

men, and to acknowledge frankly our defi- thing looked down upon, considered to be

ciency in that respect, and the importance he no part of a soldier's duty, voted a bore.
attaches to the subject. The disastrous results of such a system

Admitting the great importance of the (which we shall have occasion again to

completion of those few fortified posts allude to) may be found in the records of

which it is the duty of England to maintain, every siege operation which the army has.

we would urge, both as a measure of econo ever undertaken, from the days of Marlbo .

my and as one which would in many ways rough to our own ; thousands of lives have

benefit the army , that, as far as practicable, been its victims, and we dare not attempt

the troops should be made available for to form an estimate of the money unneces

their construction. As to the economy of sarily lavished in consequence of it. Why

such a proceeding, we are quite ready to then not break through the prejudice at

allow, that so great a saving as might at once, and insist upon both officers and

first appear probable would not be effected soldiers being made to labour in the defence

by the substitution of the military for the of their country, and consider such occupa

civil labourer, notwithstanding that the pay tion as much a part of their duty as to fight
of the latter is more than double that of the on a similar occasion ?

former. But we are not prepared to admit, To meet the objections which prejudice

as some have urged , that there would be no urges against such a course of action, we

saving whatever , inasmuch as the only real are brought to consideration of the second

superiority which should exist on the part reason for which we advocated the employ.

of the navvy over the soldier, as a labourer, ment of troops upon works of defence, -

is that resulting from a more habitually ex- viz. , the improvement of the soldiers them

ercised strength and skill . Allowance must selves. We maintain that the sanitary state

also be made for the necessity , on the part of the army would be much benefited by it.

of the soldier, for devoting a portion of his Idleness has much to say to any unusual

time to military duties and exercises. We amount of unhealthiness, which has been

grant that there must always be these dif- found to exist among the men ; and as an

ferences in favour of civil labour ; but with illustration of this, we believe that we are

regard to the former of them, it would , by not wrong in asserting, that the corps of

time and constant exercise, be considerably Engineers, whose members are in constant

diminished ; and as to the latter, we would employment, is the most healthy body in
observe that discipline, regularity of atten the service. If work wears out men's

dance, organization , absence of strikes, and clothes, we would only beg commanding

ready obedience to superiors, should tell a officers to recollect, that working pay is

good deal to the advantage of military given mainly for the purpose of enabling

labour in making up for any loss of time the men to supply any deficiency in this re

consequent upon drill or other military em- spect, and not to be spent in the ale-house, -
ployment. What we cannot, however, thereby rendering them irregular in quar

admit as a plea against its use, is, that be- ters. We will allow that, perhaps, some

cause the British soldier dislikes such work, work will occasionally make them round

and is proverbially idle when so employed, shouldered ; but, we would ask, whether the

we should make no use of his services for use of the pick and shovel, rammer and

such purposes . The charge of idleness is barrow, will not expand the chest, strengthen

frequently brought forward by Sir J. Bur. the arms and legs, and develop everymuscle

goyne, and from what we can judge , he ap- in the body,—thus making each individual ,

pears, after many years of trial , to have physically, a finer man and a stouter soldier ?
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The eye of the martinet might, perhaps, de- than regimental ones ; and they are in some

tect some difference occasionally ; but in a instances sought after by men anxious to

once well-drilled, and always well disciplined avoid the irksomeness of regimental life.

regiment, we are convinced that there need This should not be the case ; and though we

be no looseness or unsteadiness on parade, do not believe that in either of these depart

nor, indeed , anything which would , in the ments, officers are too highly paid , yet it is

slightest degree, injure its fighting qualities, worth consideration, how far economy of

but rather the reverse. It may be urged , expenditure on this head might be effected,

that the rifle practice might thus be injured, by a reduction in numbers, and an assign

the excellence of which is now the desidera-ment to each individual of an adequate

tum with the infantry soldier. This would amount of work.

be the case, very possibly , were the men to We turn now from the first portion of the

work daily from Monday till Saturday, for work, to that which has reference entirely to

twenty -one years ; but when we make allow. the events of the late Russian war, and

ance for the period spent in acquiring a which, with the exception of the two first

knowledge of the rifle — for the changes of articles, is confined to the allied operations

regiment to stations where no work would in the Crimea. In the first article, a critique

be required — for a weekly drill -day, and for upon a yacht voyage in the Baltic, Sir John

the time devoted to annual rifle practice, - | Burgoyne seizes the opportunity to state his

we have no hesitation in giving it as our opinions upon what appears, from various

opinion that no injury would arise, from remarks throughout the volume, to be a

this cause, to that most importantportion of favourite subject with him , —the relative

& soldier's duty. Lastly, the great object merits of ships and shore batteries. This

would be obtained, of teaching and accus- question was very much discussed , when a

toming the soldier to the use of implements fleet was sent to the Baltic, which half the

which, in time of actual warfare, are fre- world expected would level the fortifications

quently of far more importance, for a sea of Cronstadt, and which the other half felt

son , than the musket and bayonet. The convinced would be sunk , should any such

system we advocate is, of course, carried attempt be made. We confess to having

out everywhere by our Engineer troops, and held the latter opinion ; and therefore sub

is also, to a small extent, practised by the stantially agree with the view taken of this

line in those colonies where large works are controversy by Sir John Burgoyne. We

prosecuted, and where civil labour and con cannot see how an officer, who had witnessed

tracts are difficult to obtain . But in this the gallant but ineffectual attempts of the

country it has hitherto been neglected ; allied feets before Sevastopol, on the 17th

though we cannot conceive why civil and October 1854, and who must have carefully

military labour might not be combined , and studied the history of the unparalleled siege

why, in constructing fortifications, the earth- of Gibraltar in 1780-1-2-3, could form any

works should not be thrown up by soldiers, other conclusion, in comparing the merits of

while those portions of the work requiring wooden with those of stone walls. Still ,

skilled labour are contracted for. It should, we trust that no feeling of over -confidence

however, be established , before the intro- in the latter will ever induce our Engineers

duction of such a system , that to work is a to oppose stone batteries with exposed revet

military duty, and that idleness or inatten- ments, to the action of shipping ,in situations

tion is a military crime, and one to be visited where earthen ones can by any possibility

by immediate punishment. We have dwelt be established .

somewhat long upon this subject, and must The memoranda written upon the course

plead as our excuse, our conviction of its of defensive operations which was advocated

vast importance.
at an early period of the war between Rus

The extent and expense of our Staff, and sia and Turkey, and before war with Eng

of the Civil Departments of the army, are land had been actually declared, induces us

subjects of too minute detail to enter much to believe that the writer could havehad no

into here. It is notorious that the former conception of the magnitude of the assist

service is the most sought after of any in ance which the allies had determined to

the army,—chiefly, we hope, because officers render to their “ sick ” friend . Sir John

have a pride in holding situations of trust Burgoyne's scheme for the defence of Con

and responsibility, which may lead to dis- stantinople, securing at the same time the

tinction , and to fill which creditably, calls Sea of Marmora and the Black Sea to the

for superior acquirements. But it is also allied fleets, is well conceived . It is one

well known that, with few exceptions, staff which almost any other nation but the Turk

appointments are better paid , and their ish , holding possession of Constantinople,

duties in time of peace are far less severe, I would at once adopt for the permanent de
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fence of the capital ; yet the lines of Galli- | battering train, and undertaking siege ope

poli is the only portion of the project as rations, is clearly shown ; and in the subse

yet executed. We know not by whom the quent critique upon the defence of Sevasto.

retention of a portion of our army to garri- pol, he implies his disbelief that the opinion

son them , even after the invasion of the on the subject attributed to the late Sir

Crimea had taken place, was advocated ; but George Cathcart was ever held by that offi.

we fancy it was felt to be an over cautious cer . As far as can be gathered from what

proceeding at the time. It is, however, too is before us of the views of Sir John Bur.

late now to discuss to what advantage these goyne upon the campaign generally, it

troops might have been turned had they would appear that he approved of the siege

been sent to the Crimea at an earlier period, having been given to the south side ; that he

or how far their presence might have less- considered the Malakoff as the key of the

ened the sufferings of the army during the place, and as the proper point of attack ;

subsequent winter. that he approved of the continuance of the

The reader might perhaps expect to find siege till the fall of the town, in opposition

a good deal , not known before, about the to the plan of the Emperor Napoleon , which

siege and campaign generally, on perusing was in favour of taking the field in such

the headings of the various articles compris- force as to make the siege an object of se

ing the remainder of this portion of the condary importance, if not of wholly aban

work. If such be the case, he will be dis- doning it ; and that, when the enemy had

appointed , as the articles are extremely been driven from the south side, he was in

guarded, and contain little or nothing which favour of the army then undertaking opera

throw any actual new light upon the opera- tions somewhat of the nature of those sug.

tions of the siege. This probably arises in gested by the Emperor. The last opinion,

a great measure from the fact, that until the though not expressly stated to have been his,

history of the siege had been published un- we are led to infer was such , from the tone

der the sanction of the BritishGovernment, adopted at the closeof his critique upon the

Sir John Burgoyne was unable to furnish imperial project. We have not, however,

information upon various points which still sufficient materials before us for entering in

remain uncleared up, without a violation of to any controversy upon the subject of the

that confidence which he from his position conduct of the siege, or the general plan of

at the time, and share in the general opera- operations; which, after all that has been

tions of the army, probably enjoyed with written and said upon the matter, we think
its leaders. When the work to which we should be allowed to rest until some fresh

have alluded is given to the public ,* we and authentic information has been afforded

have no doubt but that it will contain Sir to the public. This can only now be done

John Burgoyne's officially expressed views by publishing the officialrecord of the siege ;

respectingthe general plan of operations. and if such a work be ever written , we hope

From the paper entitled , “ Observations it will be one in which the truth is not slur

on the present circumstances of the allied red over from a mistaken desire to conceal

army before Sevastopol,” we gain indeed an our own shortcomings, or lest an imaginary

inkling as to his opinion upon the true point offence might be given to our late allies in

of attack . It is stated, at page 185, that the campaign.
“ so soon as the result of the battle of In- In his treatment of the M'Neil- Tulloch

kermann opened the field for an extension report, Sir John Burgoyne endeavours to

in front of the most favourable side for at- make the best of the case for the army, by

tack by the tower of Malakoff, it showing the disadvantages which it laboured

became necessary, as was maintained on the under, by attributing much to the want of

part of the British General, to carry into organization of its transport, and by point

execution an extension of the attacks, so as ing out that, after all, we were not very

to embrace the front of the tower of Mala- much worse off than our allies. This was a

koff;" butfrom the sentence following, we large and important subject to have touched

are led to infer that this was not a part of upon ,and we admit to our disappointment

the " original project. ” That Sir John Bur- in finding that it has been lightly treated .

goyne was opposed to any immediate assault It might fairly have been expected that Sir

of the place, without previously landing the John Burgoyne would have drawn some

comparison between the condition of the ar

my with which he served in the Peninsula

* Written previoustothepublication of the Jour havegiven some opinion as to the relative
and that in the Crimea, and that he would

Dals of Proceedings connected with the Siege of Se

vastopol. 4 vols. 4to. London : Longman, Brown, merits of the arrangements made for carry.

Green, Longman , and Roberts. ing on the winter operations in both cases .
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We cannot believe but that a man possess headed “ British soldiers in the trenches,

ing the prudence and judgment with which and military labour," at pp. 286 and 298, in

Sir J. Burgoyne is evidently gifted, must which the writer's views upon the indiffer

have formed stronger opinions than we find ence of our troops as soldier-workmen, even

anywhere expressed in this volume, upon in presence of the enemy, are plainly set

the absence of administrative ability in offi. forth . It is well known that the late Duke

cers who, from their position on the staff of Wellington was fully aware of this evil ,

and in the Civil Departments of the army, and issued severe condemnatory orders up

were responsible for its general administra on the subject. That such things should

tion. But this deficiency is one which per- have happened is a disgrace to an army,and

vades our whole military system, and arises that such will happen again must be evident,

chiefly, we believe, from the circumstance unless some radical change in our system

that administrative qualities are little culti- be effected before a British army again takes

vated amongst our officers, and are by them the field .

much undervalued. The remarks upon the importance of an
The expediency of having two wholly efficient Engineer Department, p. 313, and

distinct governing departments in the army, the two following papers, open a wide field

is a question which much concerns its effi- for inquiry as to the extent to which it

ciency, and has of late been much discussed . would be advisable to employ this force,

Is is obvious that, according to the constitu- and maintain its strength in time of peace.

tion of this country, where financial authority In time of war there is nodoubt but that its

rests there must also be the superior con- proportion to other branches of the service

trolling power ; and yet there is this pecu. should be at least equal to that of Conti.

liarity in our military affairs, that positive nental armies. The reverse, however, has

command is exercised by a military officer always been the case ; and it is in a great

holding an appointment to which no respon- degree to this circumstance, rather than to
sibility to Parliament is attached . We any want of skill on the part of the Engin

should be sorry to see a divided responsi- eers or Artillery, or to any want of bravery

bility in the army, but we know no feasible on the part of the Infantry, that we mayat

way of getting rid of the divided authority tribute blunders, failures, and waste of life,

which at present exists . It is an evil , we in the carrying on of siege operations by
believe, but it is one which , being necessary the British army.

according to the constitution of our army, The articles upon the defects of organiza

should be diminished by every possible tion in our service, and upon British cavalry,

means. This can best be done, not by pp. 413, 433, contain sound practical opin

amalgamating theWar Office with the Horse ions, formed after witnessing the whole

Guards, as many have proposed , but by so working of our military system during the

working those departments, that their actions Russian war. In them , while doing ample

may be en accord, and that there may be justice to the discipline and gallantry of our

less likelihood of jealousy or disagreement cavalry force, Sir John Burgoyne points out

between the governing or controlling body, its deficiency as a body, owing to the total

and that which regulates military discipline. absence of the lighter element in its compo

We might hope that, under some such ar- sition , and the serious defect in the service

rangement, the country would be less likely arising from a want of affection on the part
again to witness misfortunes such as those of the soldier for his horse. This latter

which were attendant upon the blunders of evil we agree with the writer in looking up

administration during the first winter of the on as a national peculiarity, and therefore

Crimean campaign , or the reckless expendi- more difficult to be remedied than the for

ture of public money which was adopted as mer one, to which we have adverted : it is not,

the only means of avoiding them during the however, less important, and both combine
following one. We might hope, also , that to prevent the British cavalry from holding

during peace, the army departments would the highest place in the cavalry of European

be vastly benefited by a reduction of much armies.

needless routine and circumlocution in the We cannot close a volume which we have

performance of their duties. perused with interest and much instruction,

The Essays collected in the third division without expressing our dissent from the

of the volume are principally written upon spirit of the article containing the writer's

subjects of military detail, and will be stu- views upon the educational test as applied to
died with interest by military men . To the army. They are at variance with the

their attention we would specially commend received opinions of the day , which have de.

the writer's remarks upon the various decided in favour of the application of that test

tails of siege operations, and especially those to entrance and promotion, and latterly to
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the obtaining of staff appointments. We accomplished men were to be found in the

may assume that Sir John Burgoyne dis- army ; but such cases arose principally from

approves of any examination on matters the voluntary cultivation of previously form

connected with general education ; but we ed tastes.

can bardly believe, from the tenor of the Sir John Burgoyne's arguments against

opinions expressed throughout this volume , the system of competitive examination are,

that he would object to its application in we think, so weak , as to be of little value.

purely professional matters as a test for He brings forward the case of promotion

promotion ; but whether this be the case or from the ranks as an example of its inappro

not, we have no means of deciding, as he is priateness, demanding how, if high education

strangely silentupon the subject. It appears in an officer be necessary, is such promotion

that his objection to an educational test, is to be justified ? This observation would

founded upon the idea, that a young man in- apply if it were intended that officers should,

tended for the army would be, under ordi- as a general rule, rise from the ranks, and

nary circumstances, as well educated as that the exceptional cases should be, the ap

those members of his family brought up for pointment of gentlemen to commissions .

other professions. From this opinion we But the system is precisely the contrary ;

wholly disagree. A boy, who, before the and we see no reason why the educational

introduction of the present system , was in- test should interfere with isolated cases of

tended for the army, received a certain promotion from the ranks, considering the

amount of education either at home or at a extent to which non -commissioned officers

school ; and as the means of his parents are now educated, and how few in propor

were at times exceedingly small , so the in- tion to the number of officers in the army

struction at times was extremely insufficient. such cases would be. Sir John Burgoyne

It was known besides, in all cases, by both would prefer as an officer, a smart, active

master and pupil, that after the scarlet coat boy who could swim, play cricket, and take

was donned nothing further would be re- part in all athletic exercises, to a mere book

quired in the way of education, and that so worm . So should we ; but we are pretty

long as an officer could sign his name to a sure that the former would turn out no

report , made out for him , or was willing to dunce, and that if he were required to be
beresponsible for the correctness of his pay- decently educated he would not be one whit

sergeant's figures, all would go smoothly . the worse in the various points enumerated.

But how great the difference in other pro- Sir John asks what use there is in an officer

fessions ! In two of them at least, the church " possessing a minute kuowledge of history,

and the bar , school was of necessity succeed- of his being able to read the classics, and

ed by the University ; in the medical pro. having much knowledge of modern lan

fession, education was and is progressive guages, although someacquaintance with the

almost till the day that practice ceases ; in latter will be doubtless of advantage to

the navy, scientific acquirements, as well as him ? " To the latter portion of the sentence

practical ones, were the test for promotion we give our entire assent, but is not the

to the grade of commissioned officer, and no educational test from which the writer dis

clerk would have been taken into a public sents, the only means by wbich the public
office or house of business who was not an can secure this advantage to officers gene

intelligent and well-educated young man. rally ? As regards the former portion, we

We would ask, then, any person possessing believe that there are very few persons in

a reasonable amountof knowledge of human deed who have a minute knowledge of his

nature, whether, under these circumstances, tory, and such a knowledge certainly never

it is likely that youths entering the army need be required of military men ; but that

from sixteen to twenty, would , as a general amountofacquaintance with history, geogra

rule, be as well instructed in the leading ele- phy, and modern languages (the latter need

ments of a gentleman's education prior to ing not to be extended beyond one European

the receiving of their commissions, as those tongue ), which is possessed by,and is essen

who, knowing that they had a further test to tial to every gentleman in civilized society,

gº through, would, as boys, have had their should, without question , be insisted upon in

elementary instruction more carefully looked our army. These acquirements, if not as

after ; and whether, having entered a pro - sociated with high mathematical attainments,

fession requiring no further stimulus towards which are perfectly unnecessary for the mass

education, the generality of young men of cavalry and infantry officers, will never

would be apt to pursue their studies, or have the effect of excluding from the service

take up those with which they had formed young men of active bodily habits and

no previous acquaintance ? We are ready energy of character, which, with general in

to admit that exceptions did occur, and that telligence, Sir John Burgoyne holdsto be

7
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the necessary qualifications of a regimental | promise ; but no really great man has yet

officer. As to insisting upon examinations illustrated its ranks — no man to whom the

on subjects of a non- professional character army can look up for example and instruc

being made a test for promotion, we believe tion , and in whose judgment full reliance

that such a system would be injudicious. and implicit confidence might be placed.

Examinations should certainly take place, We must only trust, that whenever circum

but they should be restricted to professional stances again bring our army into the field ,

matters alone; and as high a standard as a generalmay be found capable of leading it

may be thought necessary being once estab . to victory - one who will possess the admin.

lished, an officer should be left to extend his istrative as well as the military talent of

acquirements or not, according to the bent our great Duke, and who, like him, will be

of his own inclination. Many, we are sure, capable of maintaining, amongst his officers

would do so, especially when knowing that and men, an iron discipline, and who will

to obtain staff appointments a higher qual enforce an implicit and unquestioning obe

ification is necessary than for regimental dience to his will , from all under his com

ones. Every encouragement should be af mand . From the many improvements

forded to any such feeling, by granting leave which have lately been effected in the or

of absence in timeof peace to young men ganization of our army, and the increased

desirous of following a University course and liberality of Parliament in dealing withmili

obtaining a degree, and by adopting Sir tary matters, an English general will not

John Burgoyne's suggestion of having, at again, we trust, be compelled to organize

principal military stations, institutions for his troops or departments when in the field ;

the assistance of officers in the pursuit of but from the long absence of a master mind

their studies. Such an institution, we be- among its chiefs,and the increasing disposi

lieve, now exists at Woolwich, and we see tion, on the part of officers of all ranks, to

no reason why others might not be estab- call in question, and discuss in a tone of de

lished at Aldershott, Portsmouth, Devon- preciation, the actions of their superiors, we

port, Chatham , Dublin , and, in fact, at any feel convinced that a general will have a hard

large and permanent garrison at home or task, to obtain from those below him , a
abroad . cheerful obedience, in temper as well as in

We regret to close our remarks upon this act. Once obtained, we are sure that by

work, while disagreeing so strongly with the this infusion of the old spirit, with the mo

writer's opinions upon such an important dern improvements of military science, the

subject as military education . We are dis . British army will be found capable of main

posed to look upon his views on education taining the high position that it held at the

as exceptional , and inconsistent in spirit with close of the last French war.

those which we find expressed on other sub

jects . The reader will find much repetition

of subject and matter in many

comprised in this volume, arising from the

nature of the work, made up, as it is , of

papers composed at different periods, and Art. III .-1 . MIPIAE ETKAMION. Stul

for different objects, but bearing upon similar titiæ Laus. Desiderii Erasmi Roteroda

subjects. The interest of the book would mi declamatio, 1518. Erasmi opera om

have been far greater, if it had contained nia IV . , 380-503. ( Lugduni Batavorum ).

fewer of the critical, and more of the official Written in 1510.*

or semi-official writings of this distinguished 2. Colloquin Familiaria Auctore Desiderio
officer; but we must be content to accept Erasmo Roterodamo. 1524 . Erasmi

the editor's explanation, that many of these Opera Omnia I. 626-894. ( Lug. Bat.)

Jast are of a confidential character, which for Written in 1522.+

the present precludes their publication. 3. Erasmus Roterodamus De Utilitate Collo
Enough, however, has been given, to show quiorum ad Lectorem . 1527. Erasmi

that Sir John Burgoyne must ever stand Opera Omnia I. , 901-908 . (Lug . Bat.)
high in the ranks of our military men . He

is one of the last, we believe, of those officers During the Diet of Augsburg in 1530, a

who,having held a command under the Duke little comedy was acted in the dining-hall of

of Wellington, is still employed in the pub- Charles V., to amuse him and his guests. A

lic service — the colonels, generals, and staff

officers, who led the Peninsular and Water.

loo armies, having passed from the sphere * Letter from Erasmus to More, prefixed to the

of active duty. Anew race of military men “ Praise of Folly.”

has since sprung up one full of zeal and + Eras. Op. i., p. 895.

of the essays
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man in doctor's dress first entered the hall | belies the keenness of the first, or if the

bearing a bundle of billets of wood , crooked same views are not found in both , —then the

and straight, threw itdown on the broad hearth , old theory may be true . Was it so ?

and , in retiring, revealed the word Reuchlin, 1st, What were the early views of Eras

written on his back. The next actor was mus upon religious questions, and from

also clad in doctor's garb, and he set about whence derived ? .

making faggots of the wood ; but havingl He is at Oxford in 1498. Though only

laboured long to no purpose, in fitting the just turned 30, his wasted sallow cheeks and

crooked billets to the straight, he also went sunken eyes, show that youth has long ago

away out of humour, shaking his head ; and taken leave of him—that long deep studies,

a smile went round among the princes as bad lodging, and the harass of the life of a

they read upon his back Erasmus. Luther poor student , driven about, and ill-served , as

came next with a chafing -dish of fire, set the he has been , have long ago sapped out of a

crooked billets thereon, and blew it till it weakly body the most part of its physical

burned . A fourth actor, dressed like the energy and strength. The sword has proved

Emperor himself, poked the fire with his itselt, ere half worn, too sharp for the scab.

sword , meaning thereby to put it out, but bard . His fame, as a Latin scholar, is in

making it instead burn brighter than ever. every one's mouth . He has written one or

And lastly, a fifth actor came, in pontifical two Latin works, chiefly of a critical nature ;

robes, and, by mistake, poured oil instead of and the learned world has read and admired

water on the flames. them . Why, then , is he at Oxford ? Greek

The part assigned to Erasmus in this little is to be learned there ; and Greek , Erasmus

comedy, three centuries ago, is very much is bent upon adding to his Latin . To belong

the part assigned to him by historians of the to that little knot of men north of the Alps,

struggle which it was intended to represent. who know Greek , whose numbers he may

It is the part which he undoubtedly seemed count upon his fingers, is his object of ambi

to play as an actor on the Protestant stage. tion ,—his motives, love of faine, and dis

At a certain point he seemed to turn from tinction ,—nothing worse certainly, and per

the Reformation in fear and disgust. It was haps nothing better. His college companions,

very natural that Protestants should, there it chances, are young More and Dr. Colet,

fore, conclude that, so far as regards religi- men who ever after count as his closest busom

ous reform, he was a time-server ; and this friends . When three such men are thus

has ever been the Protestant verdict. thrown together, the strongest character of

Such a verdict is not, however, a logical the three must leave its impress on the other.

deduction from the evidence, unless it be two. Elsewhere we have traced that in

proved that, in turning away from the Pro - Auence on More. How does it work upon
testant cause, he was departing also from his Erasmus ?

own convictions, and kicking against the Erasmus is skilled enough as a logician .

pricks of his own conscience. It may be He knows well how to make the worse ap

that he was adhering throughout to his own pear the better reason . He can argue on

previously formed opinions ; and that the any side of any subject. No theologian-in

reason why he seemed to forsake the Pro. the round of his learning he yet knows some

testant path was, that he and the Protestant thing of the theology of the schoolmen ; and ,

Reformers, though walking for a while in consequently, is wont to draw arrows from
company , were really travelling different their capacious quiver whenever Colet, as he

roads . How far this was the case must be often does, engages him on theological sub

learned by the comparison of his early views jects.

with his subsequent writings ; and none of Colet has just come home fresh from that

these are better fitted for this comparison Italy to which Erasmus is longing to go.

than his satires . We have “ The Praise of He was in Italy while Lorenzo de Medici

Folly," written before Luther was heard of; was in the full blaze of his glory , as the
and we have “ The Familiar Colloquies patron of art and learning, and artists and

written after the Pope's Bull had issued learned men. He talkedwith many of these,
against Luther, and after the epithet ofhe mingled in the crowd of their admirers,

“ Antichrist” had been hurled back upon his and now he has come home inaster, not only

Holiness by the excommunicated heretic. of the elegant Latin of Politian, but master

And , finally, we have a defence of these Col- of that artof the use of language in general,
loquies , written in the midst of the Anabap- which makes some men's words, few and

tist riots, and after Erasmus had himself simple, tell more than torrents of eloquence,

entered the lists against Luther. If the tone —an art which is not to be learned, so much

of the one differs from the tone of the other, as it is the gift of men of character. Idle

or the last vein of satire, by its mildness, words fall not from such lips as his.
“ You
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Speak what you mean , and mean all you really does think still that Aquinas was

speak,” says Erasmus.' “ Words rise from great theologian. The fire kindles in Colet's” "

your heart - your lips utter your thoughts eye. " Why do you praise such a man

without changing them ; and when you write, Aquinas ?" he says earnestly—" a man who,

your letters are so open and plain that I read unless he had savoured much of the spirit of

the image of your soul in them , reflected as the world , would never have polluted, as he
in clear water." did , Christ's doctrine, by mixing up with it

The truth is, little as Erasmus may as yet his profane philosophy .”

understand it, that Colet's whole heart and Few words these, as is Colet's wont ; but

soul are wrapt up in one great idea, and from Erasmus opens his heart to receive them .

thence is derived that strength of purpose in He likes Colet's boldness, and begins to think
everything he does, that earnestness and that he must be right . Yes, he thinks over

force in everything he says . Whether, as to himself, this strange, complicated web of

we have elsewhere hinted,the fire in his own philosophy—this splitting of hairs, and dis

heart was kind ! ed by personal.contact with coursing upon utterly immaterial points—

the great Savonarola, when in Florence, is whatever else it may be, it cannot be that

not our present question . It is rather to Christianity which is to save the souls, not

trace the influence of Colet on Erasmus. He only of the learned , but of women and child

is wont to bring forward some passage from ren, peasants and weavers. But, if I begin

the Gospels orEpistles, upon which hisown to doubt what the Churchdivines teach , where
thoughts have long been brooding. He pares am I to stop ? And again, he goes to Colet,

off, one by one, what he calls the cobwebs of the when and the where weknow not exactly ,

the schoolmen , and then gives his own clear but this we do know is the lesson he learns—
simple view of its real meaning. Erasmus a lesson that will stick by him for the rest of
is wont to take the schoolmen's side, and his life, and be, as it were, a loadstar to him

clever and keen are his arguments. But the in the darkness of the troublous times that
question is with him a mere trial of skill. are coming. “ Believe what you read in the

Colet's first work is to wean him from this Bible, and in what is called the Apostles'
schoolmen's habit. “ Let us defend (he one Creed," says Colet, “ and don't trouble your

day writes to Erasmus) that opinion only mind any further. Let divines, if they like,
which is true, or most like the truth , dispute about the rest. And, as to the ub

and when,like two flints, we are striking one servances in general use among Christians, it
another, if any spark of light flies out, let us is better to observe them whenever they are
eagerly catch at it ! " * clearly not contrary to the Scriptures, lest

Sometimes,when away from Oxford, Colet, you should harm others by their non-observ.

in his letters, starts questions concerning pas. ance."*

sages from the writings of St. Paul, of so Erasmus begins now to enter into the

free a nature, that Erasmus dares not reply great object of Colet's life. It is to bring

in writing, “ since,” he says, “it is dangerous out again the Scriptures as the foundation of

to speak of them openly ." But as the two theological studies — to fight down the school

friends become more closely knit together, men with the Bible-to preach the Bible and
their flints strike more and more often the not the schoolmen from the pulpit-to teach

one against the other, till spark after spark the Bible and not the schoolmen at the Univer

enters deep into the heart of Erasmus, and sities, utterly regardless of thetempest and the

he is fast becoming the disciple of Colet . dust that may be raised , or whether he, D. Co

One day they are talking, as they often let,shall survive it or not . “ Erasmus,willyou
do, of the schoolmen . Erasmus has sin- join me in this work ?" he writes to his disci.

gled out Aquinas, the best of them , as ple at last, " I want a partner in my labours.”

at least worthy of praise, seeing that he Erasmus replies, bidding Colet God speed !

had, at all events, studied the Scriptures. That Colet should have put his own shoulder

Colet holds his tongue, as if wishing to pass to the wheel, he marvels not, but he does
from the subject. Erasmus is not then mine marvel that Colet should wish such a novice

even yet ; perhaps he is thinking to himself. as he to join hands in so glorious a work.

But Erasmus turns the conversation upon He feels that he is not ready -he must study
Aquinas again . Colet turns his searching theology deeper first -- he must nerve up his
eye upon his friend , to see whether he is mind to greater courage. “ But when I shall

speaking, as he does still, sometimes, in jest, be consciousthat I have courage and strength

to bring on an argument such as he delights enough, I will lend my aid to your work.
in . Erasmus is this time in earnest. He Meanwhile nothing can be more grateful to

me, than that we should go on , as we have

* Colet to Erasmus, Eras. Op. v. 1291-2.

+ Eras. Op. v. 1292, A , * Opera Eras. i. 653, C.

»
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begun, discussing, even by letter, the mean . waggoners, husbandmen, children and wo

ing of the Scriptures. Farewell, my men, sound and sick - combing their heads,
Colet."* wiping their brows, cleaning their boots,

Now, what was the consequence of this stinking of garlick, and making as great a

Oxfordintercoursewith Colet, extended, as confusion of tonguesas there was at the
it was, by letter, till Colet's death ? building of Babel! No literary work can

Ist, We find Erasmus ever after devoting be done here, it is plain ; and , when past

the best of his life to Biblical labours, his midnight, Erasmus is at length shown to his

Greek New Testament, translations, and par- bedchamber, he finds it to be rightly named

aphrases - works upon which the Reforma- - there is nothing in it but a bed ,-- and the

tion maybe said to have been founded . 2d , great task before him is now to find, between

We find Erasmus ever after taking Colet's its rough unwashen sheets, some chance hours

position in theology - believing the grand of repose.*

doctrines of the Bible and the apostles' creed, So fare Erasmus and his horse on their

and regarding philosophical questions as ques day by day journey into Italy, sometimes a

tions for divines, secondary only in import- little better and sometimes a little worse ;

ance, about which men may well differ. 3d, but by virtue of perseverance in the jog-trot

We find Erasmus ever after firmly adher- of the steed, and patient enduranceon the

ing to the Church and her usages in general, part of the jolted rider, Erasmus at length

but hard in his blows, and biting in his satire, finds himself in Italy, and afterdiverse wan
upon every abuse or usage which seemed to derings, in Rome herself. Now we are not

him contrary to the Scriptures. And among going to tire the reader with a description of

the abuses upon which he lavished his se- what Rome was in those days, or with a long

verest satire,were the morals of the clergy description of what Erasmus did there — how

and monks, the reliance of the latter upon he was flattered , and how many honours he

their rites and observances, auricular confes. was promised, and how many of these prom

sion , pardons and indulgences, saint and ises he found to be, as it is said injuriesought

image worship, and war, upon all which points to be, written in sand. We had rather see

Colet's views and his were closely alike . him on his old horse again, jogging on as

Colet had either taught them to Erasmus, or before, back again from Italy after some

they had learned them together from the years' stay there, travelling the same dirty

Bible.
bad roads, lodging at the same kind of inns,

and meeting with the same kind of people,

We turn now to the “ Praise of Folly ; " on his way home to England. There are

in order, first, to point out the circumstances hearts in England that Erasmus can trust,

under which it was written , and then to bring whether he can or cannot those in Rome ;

home to the reader the views it expressed . and , when he reaches England, and is sately

After some years of close study ofGreek , housed with his dearest of all friends - Sir

arid through its aid, of the New Testament Thomas More, and can write and talk to

and early fathers, during which his inter- Colet as he pleases, he will forget the toils

course with Colet is maintained by letter, of his journey, and once more breathe freely.
Erasmusdetermines to visit Italy. He can : Butwhat concerns us most is this : that it

not be satisfied without going there ; and so, was to beguile these dreary journeys, that

after another short visit to his English friends he thought out in his head,and that it was

on his rough hack, with his travelling boots when he was safe in More's house that he

and baggage, behold him trudging, day after put into writing his famous satire upon the

day , through the dirt of German roads, such Follies of his age-a satirewhich had grown

as they were three centuries ago. Thor- up within him at these roadside inns, as he

oughly hard , unintellectual day.work this for met in them men of all classes and modes

our student, in his jaded bodily condition, of life , and the keen edge of which was

now close upon 40. Strange places, too, for whetted by his recent visit to Italy and Rome

a book-worm, those road-side inns, into --a satire which he wittily named The

which he turns his weary head at night. One Praise of Folly ."
room serves for all comers ; and into this In this little book he fulfilled his promise

one room, heated like a stove, some eighty to Colet :- “ When I have studied a little

or ninety guests stow themselves, boots, deeper, and have got courage enough, I will

baggage, dirt and all . As their wet clothes come to your aid.” What Colet and he had

hang on the stove iron to dry , they wait whispered in the closet at Oxford , in it he

for their supper. There are among them , proclaimed upon the house top . And let it

footmen and horsemen, merchants, sailors, be remembered , it was no mere obscure

* See Erasmus' description of these inns in his

* Eras. Op. v . 126. colloquy entitled “ The Inns."
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pamphlet , cautiously printed , anonymously, thus, with unclean lips, to dispute so sharply and

till it should be seen how the world would detine so presumptuously of things sò sacred ,that

take it ; the wounds it made were not in they are rather to be adored than explained ; and

Aicted in the dark by an unknown hand, but their own cold words and sordid thoughts.tbus to defile the majesty of divine tbeology with

the barbed arrows of his satire flew openly * But, spite of these better men, the divines

in the daylight, straight to the mark, and choose to follow their own fancies ; they will oc.

their wounds were none the less keenly felt cupy themselves night and day in their own fool

because they were known to have come from ish studies , while they will scarcely spare a mo

the bow of the world-famed Erasmus ! ment to read either the Gospels or the Epistles of

Folly from her rostruin deals with a vari. Paul. ”

ety of topics, and finds votaries every where, Truly Erasmus has in good earnest joined

She portrays the “ grammarians ” or school- Colet in his battle against the schoolmen .

masters, as despicable tyrants, and their He has taken Colet's simple view of theol

filthy, unswept schools as “ houses of cor- ogy, and has grown bold enough to publish

rection .” She points to the follies of the it. And though the “Praise of Folly ,"

lawyer, sophist, and astrologer, in turn , and being a satire upon existing abuses, does

has her hard hit at each . And then passing not tell us fully what he wishes to see in

from smaller to greater and graver fools, she their place ; yet there is other abundant

casts her eye upon the schoolmen : evidence, that he not only sought to wean

" Perhaps it would be safestfor me to pass these men's minds from the works of the school

by. It might be bazardous to speak of men so men, that he also sought to lead them to the

bot and passionate. They would ,doubtless,brand Bible. He was already preparing for his

me as a beretic.” But, nevertheless, she under- Greek New Testament, by a patient study
takes the task , and points out the sort of ques. of its contents ; and already was the truth

tions in disputing about which they spend their dawning on his mind , which afterwards found
lives — such as whether Christ, instead of taking vent in his defence of his Testament, viz.

upon Himself the form of a man, could have

taken upon Him the form of a woman, a devil , a
translated intothat the Scriptures should

beast, an berb , or a stone, and how, in the last all languages, so that not only all Christians

case, He would have preached His gospel,or been but that Turks and Saracens inight read

Dailed to the cross - questions of so subtle a na- them . “ I would ,” said he, " that the pea

ture that the apostles themselves would stand in sant should sing the truths of the Bible as

need of a new revelation were they to engage in he follows the plough ; that the weaver

controversy with these new divider. These men should tune them to the whirr of his shut.

(she continues) complain that St. Paul , when be

said that ' faith is the substance of things hoped tle ; that the traveller should beguile with

for,' luid down a very careless definition ;and its stories the tediousness of his journey ." *

say that be described charity very inaccurately in
From the doctrines of the schoolmen and

the 13th chapter of the first Epistle to the Co- divines, “ Folly” turns to the morals of popes

rinthians. Again— " The apostles were person and clergy , their secular pursuits, and the
ally known to the mother of Jesus, but none of wars which they engage in themselves, and

them pbilosophically proved, as some of these fornent among the princes :

men do, that she was preserved immaculate from

original sin. The apostles worshipped in spirit “ The popes of Rome (she says) govern in

and in truth; but it does not appear tbat it ever Christ's stead ; if they would but imitate His ex

was revealed to them bow the same adoration ample, there would be no party strife, no buying

that is paid to Christ should be paid to His pic of votes in the concluve, io secure an election ;

tare here below upon a wall. Tbey often men and those who, by bribery , get tbemselves elocted

tion .grace,' but never distinguish between pope, would never resuri to pistol, poison, force,

gratia gratis data ' and ' gratia gratificans.' and violence, to maiutain their position.

They earnestly exhorted to good works, but never It is singular that St. Peter should bave told our

explained the difference between opus operans ' Saviour that he had left all to follow Him, and

• and opus operatum .' They invite us to press yet could leave us an iuberitance to these popes

after charity, but they never divide it into .in . (St. Peter's patrimony they call it. ) fields, to wlis,

fused ' and acquired,' or determine whether it treasures, and large dominions! Wbile, too,

is a substance' or an accident." " And so in their only weapons should be those of the Spirit,

other particulars. to defend this patriinony, they fight with fire and

Writing these words at More's house, sword, As if Übrist were perished , they

Erasmus could not help mentioning the ex- delend His religion by arms. Yes, though war be

istence of a little band, who felt as though
so brutish , that it becomes beasts rather than

they could shake off thevery dust of their be the work of the furies- 80 licentious,thatit
men -- so frantic , than even the poets feigned it to

feet against this scholastic theology . Thus puts a stopto all justice and honesty -- so unjust,

a little farther on Folly adds : that it is best waged by ruffians and bandiiti-

“ But there are some men, and among them and so impious, that it cannot exist along with

theologians too [ Colet for instance), who think it

Bacrilegious, and the beight of impiety, for men * Erasmi, Op. v . 140.

*
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Christ ; set, in spite of all this, these popes will lit altogether, Folly asks, " Whatdo men
go to war. pray for, and thank the saints for, but such

Then again , “ the popes only thrust their sickle

into the burvestof profit, while they leave the toil hasescapedfrom shipwreck; another has
into theburvest of profit,while they leave thefort things as minister most to their folly ? One

of -piritual husbandry to the bishope. The bish .
ops, in their turn, bestow it on tbe pastors ; the lived through a battle; another, while the

pastors on their curates; they, again , commit itrest were fighting as bravely and as happily,

to the mendicant monks; who give it again to fled . Another has broken jail ; another,

such as know how to take advantage of the flock, against the will of his physician , has recov
and to benefit out of their place . "

ered from a fever ; but nobody thanks the

Passing from the clergy to those “ who saints for preserving him from Folly !”

vulgarly call themselves the Religious,' Such was the “ Praise of Folly ;" silent

and · Monks,'though most of them are as upon the use of these things (if such there

far from religion as theyswarm in numbers," be) but bitter as gall upon their prevalent

the satire rises to a severer tone - a tone,
abuse.

the very seriousness and solemness of which

must have made it doubly stinging to its
We turn now to the Colloquies to ask ,

unfortunate victims. first, under what circumstances they were

written , and then what views they express

" Their religion consists, for the most part, in ed. Ten years have passed since the former
their title • and yet they tbiok that they satire was written . Colet, having laboured

bave worked so many works of supererogation, manfully during his short noble life, rests

that one heaven can never be reward enough for from his labours. Erasmus has not yet

their meritorious life ; little thinking that Christ,

at the last day, shall put all their works aside,followed him . A wanderer from city to

and ask only whether ibey bave fulfilled His own city, to study this manuscript and thal

single precept of cbariry. Then will one brag struggling with poverty, the wolf scarcely

that he bus ſed only upon fish - anotber that be; ever driven for long together from the door

bas done nothing but sing psalms - a third will irritated by constant conflict, owing to

tell how many thousand fasts he has kept – the enemies that his bold satire has made

apotber will plead, that for threescore years be

has never so much as touchedapieceofmoney, friends, and the excitement of success in
worn by incessant literary toil— the loss of

without protecting bis fingers from pollution by a

double cloth another shall glory in having, for the midst of wasting bodily maladies, he

seventy- five years, lived like a sponge, fixed to has, nevertheless, given to the world his

oue spot - apother sball aver, that his voice is Greek New Testament; and the wonder is,

hoarse with ivcessant singing — another, that his that he is still among the living. He had

topgue has growo stiff with long silence . Bot worked hard in the hope that he might eke

Christ, putting a stop to their never-ending self- out his bodily strength to the end of his great

glorification, sball answer, ' I told you plainly in

My Guspel, ihat My Father's kingdom was pro
work ; but to survive the thrill of approba.

mised , not to coal: or babits, vigils or fastings. tion with which the best men of Europe

but to the practice of charity. I cannot own have hailed its publication, was beyond what

such as think so much of their own deeds as if he looked for.

they were bolier than I. Let those who prefer A little while ago , he was indeed brought

their own traditions to My precepts, go and vc- to death's door. But the destroyer spared

caps the empyrean beaveus, or order new ones to him . “ Who would have thought that this
be built for them . '

" When the monks shall hear the e things, and
frail wasted body (he writes) weaker now

see sailors and waggoders preferred to themselves, by increasing age, after the toils of so many

wbat grimaces, thiuk you, will they not make ?" journeys, and the labour of so many studies,

should have struggled through such an illness

Thus boldly did Erasmus bid defiance to as I have had. You know how hard I had

the most powerful rabble upon earth — a been working at Basle just before it.

rabble that he well knows will take sum- a kind of suspicion that this year would be

mary vengeance in one way or another. fatal to me, because worse and worse mal

As to indulgences and pardons, without adies came so thick upon me in succession.

saying that all pardons are wrong, he points When the disease was at its worst, I felt
out the evil of their abuse.

that I could neither grieve at the loss of life ,

". By the purchase of pardons, a merchant, nor tremble at the fear of death. There

soldier, or judge, by giving up a portion of was hope in Christ alone; and to Him I

his ill.gotten gains, deems the sink of his could only pray that He would give me just

heart purged from iniquity - a bargain what was best for me.— Forinerly , when a

struck, as it were, with his sins; and then , young man, I remember that I used to trem

all arrears being paid, he enters- upon a new ble at the mere name of death .” *

cycle of crime.

As to saint worship, without condemning * Erasmus to Beatus Rhenanus, Eras. op.

.
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It was then from a sick, and as it was the Protestant Coverdale, an English trans

thought, a dying, bed , that Erasmus rose to lation of these paraphrases of Catholic Eras

grapple with times more troublous than any mus was ordered to be placed side by side

he had yet seen . with that Bible, as best fitted to teach its

While Erasmus had laboured, another real meaning to the people. At this work ,

man had entered into his labours, and was then, it is that Erasmus is labouring, while

pushing them much further than he had torn in pieces between the two opposing

dared to do. While, with the rest of the parties, and while he is refusing to side with

world , he was wondering what manner of either, to the vexation of both, it is this

man this newly risen Luther could be, the work that he is writing to Froben, the

world expected him to tell them boldly printer, to press forward, though to the

what he was; and to take his side either neglect of others, being the one best fitted for

with Luther or the Pope. For long he had times such as these.

kept silent, on the pretext that, not having Had the paraphrases been written in

read his works, hewas not able to judge. calmer times, wemight have passed them

Then the crisis had come. The Papal Bull by ; but that, in the most controversiai of

and Luther's book , " De Captivitate Baby- all times, this most uncontroversial of all

lonicâ, ” had made all things ripe for a expositions of the Bible, should have come

schism . He grieved to separate himself from the pen of Erasmus, is too sure a proof

from such men as Hutten and the gentle to be slighted, how closely he followed the

Melancthon. He hated the very thought of advice of Colet, “ Keep to the Bible and the

siding with the monks, "for if the monks Apostles' creed. Let divines, if they like,

get the upper hand again, they will try,” he dispute about the rest.”

said, “ to entomb Jesus Christ so that He Nor is this mention of the paraphrases

may rise no more.” But yet he dared not irrelevant to our review of the satire of

lend his aid to a schism . “ I would join ,” Erasmus. It was during the intervals of his

he writes, “ with Luther with all my heart, Biblical labours that the old vein of satire ,

if I saw he was with the Catholic church. traced before, found veut again , this time in

If things come to extremities, and the Church the garb of a mere school book, dedicated

totters on both sides, I will fix myself on to one ofthe children of Froben, the printer,
the solid rock till a calm succeeds, and I can and entitled, “ Familiar Colloquies . And

see which is the Church .” Was it wonder- these little bursts of wit are only to be cor

ful that, in his bodily weakness, he should rectly judged with those greater and graver

refuse to join as a leader in the Protestant labours in the background.

battle ; that he should complain of being What are these " Colloquies ?

dragged into the controversy, and confess " This book (said Erasmus) is not a book

that not having the courage requisite for a upon the doctrines of our faith, it treats upon

martyr, he feared, that if put to the test, he the art of correct speaking."
should imitate St. Peter ? Was it strange It begins with simple instructions as to

that he should choose rather to pursue in what a polite boy is to say upon this and

peace, so long as bodily strength might upon that occasion , so thathe may pass for

allow, those Biblical labours that Colet and agentleman, and not for a churl. Itteaches

he had planned and undertaken together ? what forms of salutation are used by the

Whether strange or not, he has made his vulgar, and what approved by the learned ;

choice, and to that choice adheres. how to greet a friend or a stranger when

He publishesrevised editions of his New you meet,and how to bid them farewell at

Testament; and , more than this, he proceeds parting. It then proceeds to explain, by

steadily with a work supplemental to it — a example, how a man may show his concern

work, the first portion of which had been for another who is ill , or congratulate him

issued as early as 1517, while Luther was if he be well . And, as by degrees the

sticking up his thesis on the Wittemberg sentences and conversations lengthen ,they

church doors and which had been com- grow into dialogues on various subjects

menced many years before that, viz. , a sim- supposed to be instructive to youth . As

ple paraphrase or exposition of the plain these advance, they become less and less

sense of the text of the New Testament, trivial, and more and more serious, until at

undefiled by the subtleties of the schoolmen , last, by insensible degrees, you find yourself

and unbiassed even by the controversies under the full force of the severest satire,

raging around him . How honestly and one thing after another passing under the

faithfully this work was accomplished, is lash in turn.

pointedly shown by the fact, that when an As in the “ Praise of Folly, " so in the

English Bible was ordered to be placed in “ Colloquies,” Erasmus takes no pains to

every English church , at the suggestion of conceal his disgust at the utter hollowness

а
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and want of principle which marks the tone winds up with reminding the reader that to

of general society, or his conviction that play such a part with success, one thing is

monkery has eaten into its very core, and absolutely needful, viz. , that a man should

is to be blamed for much of its rottenness. believe that after death there will remain

Take, for instance, the colloquy of the nothing of him but his carcase !

“ False Knight.” It reminds one of Elles- Take again the colloquy called “ Charon ,” in

mere's essay on “ The Art of Self:Advance which Erasmus represents the old ferryman

ment,” in the last series of “ Friends in mourning his wiecked boat, while his over

Council.” It professes to show how a man crowded passengers are paddling among the

may cut a respectable figure in the world, frogs. Fame brings him word that he may
though, in fact, he is nothing at all , and has expect a brisk trade; for the furies have

nothing at all - not even a conscience. shaved their crowns as smooth as an egg.

Strange animals, in black , white, and grey

“ Go to a place where you are not known, and habits, are hovering about the ears of

call yourself a nobleman , for the pobility have a princes, and stirring them up to war. In

general license to be lawless. If any traveller France they preach that God is on the

should chance to come that way , itmay be out of French side ; in England and Spain that

Spain -- ask bow your cousin the Count of Nassau the war is not the king's but God's ! Add
does, and the like. Wear a seal- ring upon your

finger ( you can get a brassring gilt for a triple) to this, that a new fireof strife has grown up

Hang a coat-of-arms up over every door you of late in the variety of opinions that men
lodge at. Have counterfeit letters sent you, in have. At these news Charon determines to

which you are styled the Illustrious Knight, invest the halfpence, which for the last 3000
and so forth ,and in which there are plentiful years he has been scraping together, all in a
mention of castles, estates , and great affairs. new boat. But, alas ! he any should

Cootrive to drop these letters by chance, or what
is better, send your coat to the tailor's to be start a peace,my gains will be taken away

mended , with one in the pocket; and ,when you at once ! Never mind that. They who

bear of it, as you will , put on an air of exceeding preach peace, preach to the deaf. Alas, too,

Fexation at your carelessness. Take care to have all the Elysian woods having been felled

servants about you who shall call you My Lord , ' for burning heretics' ghosts, where is his

and so on . Bribe some peedy printer to mention wood to come from ? Then who is to row

you in bis pamphlet as some great man, e. 9. , a
over these multitudes ? The ghosts shall

nobleman from Bohemia, and in capital leiters.
Andmind you your servantsmustguin theirpar mindtoget over.

row themselves, says Charon, if they have a

by the use of their fingers. In the retinue of a
What if they have never

nobleman they cao do this with ease. Then , as learned to row ? Charon has no respect of

to the money, people always give to a nobleman persons. He will make kings row, and car

credit. And never be afraid of your creditors ; dinals row, as well as the poorest peasant.

they will never offend so great a personage, lest Every one with him takes his turn . Mean

they should lose their money altogether. No one while the banks of the river are already
bas his servants more io awe than a debtor his

creditor. If youever pay them anything they boat, andthe messenger hastens on to hell
crowded with ghosts. Charon goes after a

will take it more kindly by far than if it were a

gift . When they come to you always make a
with the good news.

show of money. If you bave to borrow the money , Passing from the general to the partic

and pay it back the same day, you must have ular, in another colloquy Erasmus repre
money to show. When you are over head and sents a soldier coming home with empty

heels in debt in one place , remove to another ; pockets, but heavy laden with sin. He tells
that is the way all great princes do, and therefore of the crimes committed under the sanction

you need not fear — you are in good company of the law of arms. His friends tell him

. . If things grow desperate, pick up a
quarrel with some monks or priests (they always that his only excuse is, that he is mad, with

Lave plenty of money ). Breathe Dutbing but the most of mankind. The soldier retorts

destruction and raip npon them, and when they that he has heard a parson say from the

are thoroughly terrified, offer to compoundmat. pulpit that war is lawful. “ Yes, ” says the
ters by the demand of 3000 pieces of gold. If other, pulpits are no doubt oracles of

you demand such a sam , they will be ashamed to truth' ; but though war be lawful for a

offer you less than 200, at all events. When you
find tbat you must leave the place altogether,give prince, it does not follow that it is lawful for

it out that you are called away suddenly by theyou.” The soldier then urgesthat every

Emperor, and let it be known that you will shortly man must live by his trade. “ Ha,” replies
returo at the head of an army. And , finally, you the other, honourable trade this !-to

Deed not forget that you havea pair of heels to burn houses, rob churches, ravish nuns,

trast to, if you cannot depart like a lion ! " plunder the poor, and murder the innocent. "

What of that ?" replies the soldier ; “ if I

After such maxims as these (we have had robbed Christ Himself, and cut off His

only given the pith of them) the colloquy head afterwards, the priests have pardons to
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over

cover it, and commissions large enough to dashes now and again against the ground.

compound for it.” “ But what, ” says the She must soon fall to pieces. Here is an

other, “ if your composition is not ratified in old priest, and there a Dominican monk ;

heaven ? " “ What a troublesome fellow and see how fast every one in turn is making

you are, to put such scruples in my head. hasty confession ! There is one only who,

My conscience was quiet enough before ; seeing the bustle, confesses himselfprivately

pray , let it alone." Nay, you should be to God—the man who had prayed to God.

glad to meet a friend who gives good ad- Then comes a cry of land . But the ship is

vice. ” “ I can't tell how good it is,” says falling to pieces. A rush begins for oars,

the soldier, “ but I am sure that it is not planks, and poles. The boats are

very pleasant;" and so they part. crowded , and sink. Only seven out of

seventy-eight passengers get safely to shore ;

" I wrote this colloquy,” says Erasmus (in and among them are found, not those who
1526 ), “ that young men may learn to hate the

about pardons in these colloquies (and they are bawled their loudest “ Salve Regina," — not

villanies of the soldier's life. And in what Isay promisedmountains ofgold' to the Virgin ,
or wax candles to the saints,—not those who

often mentioned ), I do not condemn all pardons,
but those vain triflers whoputtheir trust in those who confessed most devoutly to the

them without the least thought of amending their priest and the monk ;—but the calm, pious

lives. Surely it is well to admonish young men woman and her child , and the man who

in this matter. But you will say, that by this prayed and confessed himself only to God ,
means the commissioners may lose their gains! these are the first to be landed in safety !

If you are an honest man , bear me : If they be

goodmen, theywill rejoice that the simple are evidencethatErasmus, while still adhering
Holding these colloquies to be conclusive

thus warned ; but if they be such as prefer gain

to godliness, then-Fare-them- well ! " to the Church and her usages in general , as

he has ever done, is bold as ever in his sa

Next we adduce a colloquy satirizing tire upon such abuses or usages as are in

Confession and Saint Worship. his view contrary to the Bible, we now turn

In the “ Shipwreck ,” the effect of the ter- to the question , how far he maintained in

rors of a raging sea, and the prospect of a this work the general position in theology ,

watery grave, on the various passengers, is which, as we have said, he had inherited

depicted with all Erasmus' power and skill from Colet, and adopted as his own .

in word-painting. You feel yourself in the Has the great Protestant Revolution ma

midst of it all as you read it ; shrouds and terially changed his views ? Does he, still

masts shattered and gone ; bales of mer- hating the schoolmen, still look upon

chandise turned overboard ; sailors singing Bible as the fountain -head of the Christian

lustily their “ Salve Regina,” in hopes that faith ? Does he still point to the Apostles'

the Virgin Mary (though she never took a Creed as the line within which the interpre

voyage in her life) may hear them , and tation of that Bible should be unanimous

save them from the all-devouring sea. An throughout the Christian Church ? Is he

Englishman promises mountains of gold to still willing to admit that, beyond that line,

" Our Lady at Walsingham ;" another, a men may well differ in their interpretations,

pilgrimage to St. James de Compostella, and need not be too anxious to agree ?

barefoot and bareheaded , and begging his Now that difference of opinion has become

way ; another, at the top of his voice, vows more prominent than ever, does he depart

a wax taper as big as himself to St. Christo- from his liberal views ; or does he seek to

pher (but whispers that if once on shore, he disarm the difference of opinion of its bitter

shall not have even a tallow candle) . How ness by calling men to rally round their

affliction makes men religious! One man points of agreement, rather than fight about

only there is on board who makes no vows, unessential points of difference ?

and bargains with no saint. “ Heaven is a There is a colloquy called the “ Child's

large place,” he says ; and if I should re- Piety , " in which one schoolboy tells another

commend myself even to St. Peter, who, as about his religion. In answer to numerous

he stands at the door, would perhaps hear questions he is made to say , “ I kneel down

soonest, before he can come to God Alo by my bedside at night, say over the things

mighty and tell Him my condition, I may learned during the day at school, and ask

be lost. I will go to God the Father Him . Christ's forgiveness for my faults."

self ;no saint hears sooner than He does." " During divine service, when I feel myself

There is a mother there, with her little child polluted with the stain of any sin, I do not

clasped to her bosom , calmer than any one withdraw myself from the altar, but in my

else. She neither bawls, nor weeps, nor mind, standing as it were afar off, as though

makes vows ; but hugging her little boy , not daring to lift up my eyes to God the

she prays softly and in silence . The ship Father, whom I have offended, I strike upon

the
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my breast, and cry out with the publican, it is taught by some divines of great fame.

Lord, be merciful to me ' a sinner. ” I bring in the person of a Lutheran, so that

" I give thanks to Jesus Christ for His un- by showing that we do agree in the chief

speakable love in condescending to redeem articles of orthodox religion, a reconcilia

mankind by Hisdeath, and I pray that He tion may be made more easy between them

will not suffer that His most holy blood and us. Let us try (he continues )

should have been shed in vain for me. " candidly to interpret other men's words,

... “ I confess daily ; but I confess to and not esteem our own as oracles ; for

Him who alone truly remits sin.” “ To where there is hatred in judging, judgment,
whom ?" “ To Christ." “ And do you is blind . May that Spirit, which is the

think that enough ? " “ It would be enough pacifier of all , who uses His instruments in

for me if it were enough for the rulers of variousways, make us agree and consent in
the Church and received custom. Whether sound doctrine and holy manners, that we

Christ appointed confession as now used in may all come to the fellowship of the true

the Church, I leave to be disputed by di- Jerusalem , that knows no discords !"

vines. To confess to Christ is certainly the

principal confession , and nobody confesses to Clearly and explicitly must these Collo

Him but he that is angry with his sin . If I quies be admitted to uphold those general

have committed any sin, I lay it open and views which we have endeavoured to bring

bewail it to Him, and implore His mercy ; out in these pages, as the views that Colet

nor do I give over till I feel the love of sin and Erasmus had accepted before the name

purged from the bottom of my heart ; and of Luther was known outside convent walls.

the peace of mind that follows, I take as a But it may be said, as it has been said a

proof of the sin being pardoned. I confess hundred times, " Why, then , did Erasmus

to a priest before I go to communion, but attack Luther ?" It is no part of our pur

even then only in few words.” As to his pose to deny that Erasmus had faults, or to

future life, he rather inclines to divinity, free his character from every charge of in

" though the bitter contentions among di- consistency. Theory is one thing, and
vines displease me.” Finally, to the objec. practice another. A man may be sectarian

tion that many are afraid of divinity, because in his very denunciation of all sectarianism ,

they see no principle but what is called in if he denounce it in a sectarian spirit. And
question, he answers, “ I believe firmly that that spirit is to be found embittering

what I read in theScriptures and the Apos- thewordsof Erasmuswhen in controversy

tles' Creed , and I don't trouble my head with Luther, far be it from us to deny .
any further. I Jeave the rest to be disputed Few men of that day were free from it.

and defined by the clergy, if they please. But it is worth our while to remember, that

Whatever is commonly observed among the charge Erasmusmade against Luther, in

Christians, if it is not repugnant to the his controversy on the Freedom of the Will ,

Scriptures, I also observe, lest Ishould harm was not only a charge of error in his view
other people.

When I was a boy, of the question itself, but also the very
and very young, I happened to live in the charge which he and Luther had both made

house of that honestest ofmen, John Colet ; against the schoolmen — " Why encumber

. . and he instructed me, when I was Christianity with your philosophies ?"

young , in these precepts." * That the position taken by Erasmus upon that

Finally, there is another colloquy, in question was, that it was one of philosophy,

which a Catholic is made to examine a question which had vexed Pagans be.

a Protestant closely concerning his belief in fore Christ was born, and which was in its

the Apostles' Creed . And having elicited nature inexplicable. Ile thought, therefore,

from the Lutheran a full and orthodox an- that it was best not too anxiously even to

swer to every question upon every point in try to fathom its unfathomable abyss.*

turn , the Catholic at length confesses : Leaving, then, the faults and weakness of

“ When I was in Rome I did not find all so Erasmus, in matters of action and practice,

sound in the faith ! Well, then, since you untold and undefended, we have, in conclu

agree with us in so many and weighty points, sion, to ask only whether any alteration in

how comes it that there is this war between his general views can be traced in his last

you and the orthodox ?" And , in his de- works and words.

fence of the Colloquies, before quoted, Would that we could throw anything of

Erasmus says ( in 1526 ): “ I set forth in tragic interest or brightness round his last

this colloquy the sum of the Catholic faith, years. There is something so grand in a

and that, too, somewhat more clearly than great man's life, ending just in its meridian

* Erasmi, Op. i. 653 . * Erasmi, Op. Epistolæ 764 D.
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glory - whether the end comes, as in More's purity of pastors to feed the flock . Thirty

case, upon the scaffold, or the pestilence years ago he declared his opinion in the

steps in rudely , as in Colet's case, and spares - Praise of Folly, ” that the priests and“

him the trial of faith, and perhaps the clergy alone did not make up that Church

pains of martyrdom — that it is painful to which is the spouse of Christ. Why should

dwell instead upon the long dragging out of he not add the testimony of his dying voice

life through years of sickness — the pale to the purity which the Gospel demands

messenger so long in view , but so long in equally of each individual Christian and

coming, as if the process of dying were as member of that Church ? He takes up,

tedious as man's life is short. therefore, his pen once again. 6 Some

Thus it has been usual to hush up the last think ,” he says, “ that Christ is only to be

days of Erasmus. But we want to know , found in the cloister. I think He is to be

when we hear of his being crippled by dis- found, universal as the sun , lighting the

ease, and brought nigh to death's gate, world. He is to be found in the palaces of
whether he still holds at seventy, and dying, princes, and in the soldier's camp. He is to

the views learned from Colet at thirty, pub be found in the trireme of the sailor, and
lished in the “ Praise of Folly ” at forty , in every pious heart. .. Know then,

and confirmed by his Biblical works and oh Christian! thy true dignity, notacquired
Colloquies between fifty and sixty. by thy merit , but given thee from heaven.

Let us then look at Erasmus, on the I am speaking to thee, whether thou art a

verge of seventy, wrapped up in his blan . man or a woman, young or old , rich or

kets, writhing with pain, daily dragging his poor, noble or ignoble, a king, a peasant, or

wasted body, as it were, piecemeal to the a weaver ; and I tell thee, whoever thou art,

grave-- and mark that he is writing, in his if thou art born again in Christ, thou art a

sixty -seventh year, a simple exposition of king ! thou art a priest ! thou art a saint !

the Apostles' Creed , and a treatise “ Con- thou art the temple of the living God !

cerning the Unity of the Church in Love . " Dost thou gaze in wonder at temple of

It is well to mark, too, how he bears up marble shining with gems and gold ? Thou

under the news of the execution of his art a temple more precious than this ! Dost

darling friend, Sir Thomas More—that exe thou regard as sacred the temple that

cution, of which a severe critic has ac bishops have consecrated ? Thou art more

knowledged that it was the world's wonder, sacred still ! Thou art not anointed only

as well for the circumstances under which with sacerdotal oil ; thou art anointed with

it was perpetrated, as for the supernaturalthe blood of the immaculate Lamb. "

calmness with which it was borne-a calam- " Each in his own temple ,” Erasmus goes

ity which was to Erasmus like the severing on to say, we must sacrifice our evil pas

of his joints and marrow , but which was sions and our own wills — offer up our lives

borne by him patiently , under the full and and hearts—if we would at last be trans

avowed assurance, that very soon he should lated into the heavenly temple, there to

meet again that friend , “ whose bosom was,” reign with Christ, to whom be glory and

he said , " altogether whiter than snow .' thanksgiving for ever !"

Nor did his sorrow stop that work which This is the last sentence of the last work

his maladies could not. His grief found of Erasmus. It bears date January 1536.

vent in the preface of a treatise, which he On the 15th of July , after uttering many

named " Ecclesiastes,” or “ the Method of sentences, which, says his friend, Beatus

Preaching ." The great want of the Church Rhenanus, plainly showed that he put all

he thinks to be pure and Christian pastors, his trust in Christ, with the words “ Lieber

who should scatter the seed of the Gospel. Gott" upon his lips, he died at midnight.

He asks, Whence the coldness of men's Thus the last days of Erasmus set a seal

hearts ? Whence so much paganism , under to the consistency with which be held the

the Christian name ? And he answers these main tenor of his religious views unchanged

questions by saying, “ When I was in Italy, to the end.

I found a people willing to be taught ; but

I did not find the pastors to teach them .”

Thus dropping the negative tone of satire,

his mind grapples with positive and practi

cal questions, during the months of suffering

and sorrow which usher in his seventieth

year, and the pale messenger with it.

He has urged with his dying voice the

1
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* See preface to “ Ecclesiastes. "
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Art. IV . - 1. The Silence of Scripture. ( omissions of Creeds and Catechisms, and

A Lecture by the Rev. J. C. MILLER, Forms of Devotion, in the New Testament,

D.D. London : J. Nesbit and Co. 1858. appear to him as the most remarkable in

2. Essays on Certain Peculiarities of the stances of this Divine Silence . Mr. Charles

Writings of St. Paul. By R. WHATELY, Hare, among his popular sermons, has a

D.D., Archbishop of Dublin . London, felicitous discourse, entitled , “ Wheat is

1858. better than Bread, or Principles better than

Rules," than which there could not be a

In the Silence of Scripture, lies a Negative finer single illustration of the whole subject.

Internal Evidence and Teaching. It is a Canon Miller, in his recent Lecture to the

buried evidence and teaching, not like the Young Men's London Institute, has anew

body of Moses, where no man might find it called attention to the subject, and shown

to this day ; but like the seed-corn , to be us how large a field of evidence and in

found and to be fruitful in its season . Si- struction it presents. He has done good

lence is notalways Sir Oracle. It may only service. He had, perhaps, done better ser

be a cover for ignorance, a silence of neces- vice still , if, instead of scattering himself

sity ; proceeding from an unthinking mind, over the whole field, he had , like Whately

or unfeeling heart, — that nothing, out of and Hare, selected the instances of this

which nothing comes. To be an Evidence, silence that had most impressed his own

it must be of design , and not of necessity ; inind, weighed them fully, and assigned their

not only so, but of wise, far-seeing design, value. That this field of Scripture evidence

into the ways and workings of human na- and instruction should, hitherto, have been
ture ; of a foresight and sagacity far so little explored, may seem a presumption

beyond the human, which no writer would against its being a gold field ; but Silence,

have thought on , nor reader looked for, - in its nature, is unobtrusive, and its meaning,

nay, where all readers, beforehand, would not unsought, was to be found. It was na

have looked for speech, unreserved and out- tural that the positive and articulate lessons

spoken - a Silence not accountable, therefore, of Scripture should be first found, that in

on any natural or human principles; which their light the shadow on the dial might be

expresses the presence of Him who sees the seen and read . Then, history must also

end from the beginning. reflect its light on the past, to aid in the

The Silence - especially that of the New right reading of the shadow . This Silence

Testament – bas been oftener felt than ac was a seed of Time, to open itself by de

knowledged, and exerted an unconscious grees, and scatter its fruit in its season.

influence, where no one ventured an audible In the discussion of this evidence we think

interpretation. It is chiefly in our own day some instances should be omitted that have

that this voice without any sound has begun been too hastily included, such as the silence

to be openly noted as a character of Holy of the Scriptures as to the secrets of creation,

Scripture, and admitted, not only as an Evi. a plurality of worlds, and like matters ofna

dence of the Divine, but as designed, in its tural interest, but not to the purpose of a re

season, for reproof, correction, and instruc- velation of the will ofGod ; such also as the

tion , in common with the positive and arti- silence of Scripture as to the secrets of our

culate voice of Scripture. future state, because the revelation of such

The piety of Boyle, the cotemporary of matters, it is natural to think, was impossible

Newton and Hook, had discerned the wis- to our present faculties, as well as, for many

dom hid in Scripture Silence, and expressed good reasons, undesirable in our present lot.

it with equal truth and beauty, “ Scripture For a different reason we would exclude the

teaches us, like the sun -dial, not only by its secrets of unfulfilled prophecy, which by

light, but by its shadow .” Hall of Leices- turns excite and baffle curiosity, because,had

ter has a discourse on the glory of God in they not done so, such prophecies might have

concealing a matter, in which he dwells on fullilled themselves. For the present, we

the concealment in the mysteries of Scrip. limit our inquiry to the silence of the New

ture — a concealment that pertains to the na- Testament as the completed revelation of

ture of the subject, and of the human mind God to man , and to some instances of this

- which might have been looked for, and silence which stand in the forefront of the

cannot, therefore, be regarded as properly New Testament, and on matters on which ,

an Evidence of the Divine presence in the according to all human anticipations, we

formation of Scripture. The first, so far should have looked for speech , copious and

as we know, that brings it out distinctly , as unreserved .

an Evidence, is Dr. Whately. To him The first that presents itself to every

belongs the honour of having brokenground , thoughtful readeris, The silence as to the

and put his plough into this new soil. The Nativity of our Lord. Some years ago ,
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*

when the late Duke of Wellington was rising had before them the example of Moses to

into distinction in the Spanish peninsula, a the contrary, so far as great events are con

Scottish gentleman in East Lothian, feeling cerned, who were accustomed to reverence

the national enthusiasm which his military the festivals founded thereon,and to observe

achievements awakened, wrote to the mother even the Feast of Purim and the Feast of the

of Wellington to inquire the day of his birth , Dedication, in memory of their deliverance

and received a prompt and courteous reply. from Haman and the restoration of their

The desire to celebrate the birth-day of our temple.*

British hero was natural. The wish to have With such historical precedents and re

the exact day was equally so ; and not less collections, it seems difficult to conceive, on

the prompt reply of the pleased mother. any natural principles, how four separate

Next to our desire to have the personal like- writers of the life of Christ should, if left to

ness, is our wish to know the very year, their own impulses, have omitted both the

month, and birth -day of those we love to birth -year, month, and day of an event which,

honour, that we may set them , with a mark, in their view, was to change the religion of

in our calendar of time. Plutarch, in his the world .

Life of Alexander the Great, gives both But is it so that we cannot make out from

birth-year and birth-day. The biographer the New Testament the time oftheNativity ?

of Mahomet records the year and month. Those whose attention has not been specially

Ever, the more eminent the subject, the more called to it will be surprised how little has

careful are all writers of lives to gratify this been or can be made out of the most inge

desire, to search out and settle the birth -year nious and elaborate sifting of the hints in the

and birth -day four Gospels. Luke gives us the chief notes

It is true, Moses, in the Old Testament, of the time.t

does not give us either the birthday or birth- InLuke are the chiefdata for determining

year of great men . But he is careful to re- the birth -year. They are given by that

cord the date of great events, as of the Exo- Evangelist who tells us that he had “perfect

dus. * He is not only careful to give the knowledge of all things from the very first."

year, but the month : “ This day came ye Yet they are evidently given without any

out in the month Abib !” + Nay, the very day design of informing us asto the very year ;

of the month, the “ fourteenth !” No doubt andwhen examined , yield no such precise
.

there was an object in this . This month was information . We are left quite uncertain

henceforth to be “ the beginning of months;" whether he reckons the fifteenth year of the

and the day " for a memorial, a feast to the reign of Tiberius from the beginning of his

Lord throughout all generations: it is the joint reign with Augustus, two years before

Lord's Passover.” This statement of year, the death of the latter,orfrom the commence

inonth, and day, is repeated once and again, ment of his sole reign . According to the

to preclude all possibility of mistake. But one, our Lord's birth was 749 v. c.; accord

while Moses gives the birth -day of great ing to the other , 747 years after the building

events and notof great men , in the Gospel of Rome,-making a difference of two years.

history both areomitted. One event — the Then the phrase, “ began to be about thirty

Nativity of Our Lord included — was to the years of age, ” admits of considerable lati

Christian Church what the Exodus was to tude of interpretation, and does not forbid

the Jewish ; yet the time is unrecorded, or the supposition that our Lord was thirty

given with such indefinite marks as to leave one or even thirty-two years of age,-making

it a matter of difficult determination to this

day .

Incidentally, we learn that Christ's birth * It is remarkable that the festival-loving spirit

occurred in the reign ofAugustus Cæsar, and only developed these two Feasts inaddition tothose

about the time of a general taxing, or re- of directDivine appointment— as if theJewish Church

gistration with a view to taxation . This were less under this festival-loving spirit — or was
eatisfied with the Divine development given to it.

is all the direct information given by those + Now in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tibe

whose writings declare their consciousness rius Cesar, Pontius Pilate being governor of Judea ,

that they are telling the word of His birth and Herod being tetrarch of Galilee, and his brother

who is come to change times and seasons, Philiptetrarch of Iturea and of the region ofTracho

and introduce a new era, more important far and Caiaphas being thehigh priests, the word of
nilis, and Lysanias the tetrarch of Abilene, Annas

than that of the Olympiads, or Rome's foun- God came unto John the son of Zacharias in the

dation , or the Jewish Exodus. This omis. wilderness. And be came into all the country about

sion, be it observed, is that of writers who Jordan, preaching the baptism of repentance for the
remission of sins. - And Jesus himself began to be

about thirty years of age, being (as was supposed)

* Exodus xii . 40,41 . + Exodus xii. 4. the son of Joseph, which was the son of Heli. - LUKE

Leviticus xxiii. 5. Luke ii. 1. iii. 1-3, 23.
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another difference of oneor more years, ac- registers ; side by side with which , in all

cording as we interpret the phrase. probability, they might have found the very

The present era of Christians, says Father year, month, and day. Even if not permitted
Newman in his “ Church of the Fathers,” |to assume this, all , and more, they might

arose in 550, from one Dionysius Exiguus, have had from the lips of Mary, who lived

who was its framer. * Bengel says—- " The with John in her age. What question so

Dionysian era is now in use, who published natural in them to put, or in Mary to an

his Chronological System in 532. He is swer, or in the Evangelists to record !

now considered to have placed the birth of It is true the Gospels are not regular

Christ four years too late ; so that we should histories or biographies, in which facts are

add four years to the present era to obtain marshalled with the attention to chronology

the right birth-year .”+ Alford, in his Notes of modern historians ; yet they are quite as

on Luke iii , 1 , concluding his examination, much regular histories as the Books ofMo

says— “ It may be doubted whether in all ses, which give the times of all great events.

these reckonings more accuracy has not been Each Gospel begins with the birth of ourLord,

sought than the Gospel narrative warrants or the opening of His ministry, and goes on
any expectation of finding." to His death and resurrection. Each parti

The difficulty of determining the month cular between may not be given in its order,

and day of the Nativity is still greater. “ It yet that order is preserved wherever it was

has been placed,” says Dr. Adam Clarke, “ in of consequence ; and of all things it would
every month of theyear..” The two ablest naturally appearof consequence, when giving

writers of modern times that have investigat- His genealogy, to give with it perfect notes

ed the chronology of thelife of Christ Dr. of the year, month,and day.*
Burton and Mr.Cresswell - have come to op- Butwere the Evangelists illiterate ? We

posite conclusions, the one contending for the have been accustomed to acquiesce in the

spring, and the other for the autumn. Pope application of this epithet, and to glory in

Julius first decided the matter for the Latin it, without considering its different meaning

Church, and placed it in the Roman calendar in reference either to their times or our

on the 25th December, when the sun begins own. They were undoubtedly well versed

to return to the northern tropics, and there in the Jewish Scriptures, containing the

fore, in Europe, the natural emblem of re- history, poetry, and moral wisdom of their
turning light and life . But if Pope Julius country .But if Pope Julius country. They had drunk deeper than

decided on this latter ground,it was a narrow most of their age, priest or rabbi , of the

one,-as narrow as that on which the Latin spirit, if not also of the letter, of those

Church, in the rubrics of her missal , has too wonderful classics -- Moses and the Pro

hastily enacted that the bread of the sacra- phets. To be versant in them implied ,

ment must be always wheat, and the wine though fishermen , the knowledge of the

always of the grape, not knowing that whilst Hebrew, thena dead language,or of the

the Gospel was for all the world, wheat and Greek of the Septuagint translation, imply

the wine belong only to certain zones ; or ing therefore the knowledge of one, if not

that the spring and summer of one-half the two languages , besides Aramaic, the spoken

globe are the autumn and winter of the other language of Palestine. Can we call that

half. man illiterate that speaks one language, and

How, then, shall we account for this has acquired one or two besides, and that

silence ? Is it sufficient to say the Evange- not for purposes of trade only or chiefly,

lists were illiterate men, not accustomed to but to gain access to its literary treasures ?

give heed to dates, because uot appreciating Their knowledge of Greek, in which the

their interest or importance ; or that the Gospels have come down to us, however

Gospels are not so much regular histories or acquired, is a fact implying that they were

biographies as memorabilia, notes of the “ lettered ” even in the modern sense, and

more remarkable sayings and doings of implying a culture that may well rescue

Christ, and the failure hitherto of allattempts them from the imputation of being unable

at a chronologicalharmony is the proof that to appreciate the interest attaching to the

the Evangelists aimed at no more ? Is this record of the birth year and day of Christ.

answer sufficient ? It is certain this silence The truth is, the Evangelists, in relation to

is not that of ignorance or indifference. Two their times and country, were illiterate only

of the Evangelists give the genealogy of our in the sense of being unskilled in that

Lord, taken, we may presume, from public

9

a

See John's account of the testimonies of the

Newman's Ch, of the Fathers. Ed. 1842. P. Baptist recorded in chronological order, John i.

313. 19-27 ; also Mark's account of the Crucifixion , Mark

Gnomon, v . 1. P. 52. Pref. Clarks' Ed. xv. 25 .
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Rabbinical learning in vogue in Jerusalem themselves first to the Baptist when he an

-an iguorance blessed to them , to us, to nounced the Messiah. At least three, out

all ages — which enabled them to read and of the twelve apostles, were disciples of the

interpret, as Rabbies could not do, Moses Forerunner, and followed John until shown

and the Prophets; and made them the most by him - The Christ. Illiterate, therefore,

pure and perfect medium of transmitting they were not, save in the eyes of Jewish

the teachings of a greater than Moses. We rabbies, whose light was as darkness, and

have talked of the Evangelists being illite. whose literature wasonly perverted know

rate, because by trade fishermen, and ledge. Illiterate the Evangelists were in po

because Pharisees and Rabbies said so ; sense that incapacitated or disinclined them

but no man can calmly consider these facts, to attach to the events they record , and

or read those discourses which John has especially to the greatest of all, the notes of

recorded , without feeling that men who Time. This answer, therefore, is not to the

could appreciate those sayings of Christ purpose, and when examined only heightens

which have exercised , and still exercise, this silence. To what, then , shall we as

some of the highest minds of our race in ex- cribe it, but to that Divine prescience that,

ploring their depths of thought, could not presiding over the formation of the four

be intellectually unequal, or indifferent to , Gospels, restrained the writers from giving

the record of the nativity of Him whom what was of no use to their great object, or

they make known as the Light and Life of of which an ill use might one day be made ?

the world . The name fishermen expresses The religions of the heathen were all ritual

their social, but not their intellectual posi- ism , the observance of times and seasons,

tion . To what class of fishermen on our in which the intellect, heart, and conscience

British shores shall we compare a John or a bad little part. Even Judaism, with its

Peter ? Fishermen that knew, when they great central truth of the Unity of Jehovah,

wrote the Gospels, two living and one dead and its prophetic hopes, was an adaptation

language, and wrote in Greek ; fishermen to this stage and state of society . Moses

familiar with the sacred classics of their records the times and seasons of the great

country from their earliest years ; fishermen events on which were to be founded the

that frequented every Sabbath -day the syna- three great and three minor festivals of the

gogue of their native village,* and were Jewish Church. But the Gospel came to

accustomed in the schools of Moses and diminish the ritualism of religion to the

the Prophets to take not a mere passive, lowest measure consistent with our present

but an active part as speakers and question - condition, and to rouse man to a worship

The apostles of our Lord were pro- of God " in spirit and truth.” Was there

bably some of the best specimens of the not some need, then, that all helps towards

Jewish common people, quickened into the observance of Christian times and
intellectual and moral life above the com- seasons should be buried, like the body of

mon people of every other ancient nation , Moses, where no man might find them to

by the Sabbath and the synagogue ; the this day ? If, as men, the Evangelists felt

foremost men in the synagogues of Caper- an interest in knowing the day of the Na

naum and Bethsaida ; inquirers into the tivity, and put the question to Mary, yet,

meaning of types and ceremonies, and of as Evangelists, they acted a higher part,

ancient prophecy ; and waiters for the com- and did a greater thing in exercising a dis

ing of Him whom they saw foreshadowed creet reserve. They conceal what every
in all Jewish things, answering and asking other man, learned or unlearned , fisherman

questions about all such matters, and not or rabbi, would have thought it foolish to

unaccustomed to speak their minds. Just conceal . What shall we say ? The foolish

because they were more awake and alive to ness of God is wiser than men. This

all these things, these fishermen attached silence heightens the Divine in the New

ers.

* Of these, Jerusalem in the time of Josephus social questions are so much investigated , it were

had 480, a number that appears to us almost fabu- worth while to inquire how much socially the com

lous. Every village had one or more, however mon people of Judea must have been above all

insignificant, a proof of the immense popularity of other people, when they could use aright such

this institution . But more than this, there was privileges, or could acquire them or retain them ?

liberty of speech , without respect of persons -a Doubtless that superior intelligence which elevated

liberty evidently in common use, of which the the Jews of the Middle Ages to be the bankers and

apostles, as well as our Saviour, constantly availed financiers of Europe, as well as of the East, was due

themselves — a liberty which must have quickered to the clerk -like education the synagogue made the
and cultivated the popular mind , and induced a use and wont of that people long before any

habit of self-restraint, without which no such custom Europeans save the priesthood had any kuowledge

could have been long endured . In our times when of letters.
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one

and day

nor year.

Testament. It is a silence that now speaks, here, if there be no discouragement. If we

and is more eloquent than any words. observe them , neither are we the better

“ No speech nor language ; its voice is not than others that do not. If we observe

heard, yet its line is gone through all the them not, neither are we the worse. Let

earth , its words to the end of the world ,” all things be done for edification, and let

speaking in behalf of the simple and spirit- brotherly love continue. Let no

ual in worship, of areligion of the conscience censure the traditional customs of any man

and heart, and rebuking thereligion of times or church where they affect not the great

and seasons. It was a seed oftime,to spring things of our faith and hopes. It can harm

up , in its season , for reproof, correction, and no one in Europe to believe, and to act on

instruction , to recall Christians from their the belief, that

wanderings, and check tendencies to fall “ It was the winter wild,

backwards. The ecclesiastical develop- When the heaven-born child,

ments of Christendom are the historical in- All meanly wrapt, in the rude manger lay . ”

terpreters of the Divine meaning of this

silence . Foremost amongst the festivals of
Yet it is well to be able to pluck the

the Church is Christmas,or the Nativity. thorn of dogmatism out of all such matters,

Though not one of the earliest,* yet none in times like ours, when the Gospel is over

could be more natural , and none has so spreading the wilds of Australia and New

universally established itself in the Syriac, Zealand, and the islands of the Pacific; and

Greek, and Latin Churches, surviving the to remember that the Saviour of the world

Reformation, and establishing itself amongst was born for all climes, and that those who

the fixed festivals of most of our Protestant loved Him most and knew Him best have

churches, Still this silence informs us that left us ignorant of His birth year, month,

this Festival is no part of our common
;
and if men will differ on such

Christianity. It is nopart of that which is matters, they ought to differ without any

required of us by Christ, seeing He has breach of love.Nay more, does not this

withheld all natural helps towards it, and silence say that the disciples of Christ are to

we can neither tell day, month,
indulge this festival-loving spirit within nar

It is true, men have decided this for them- row limits, and that this is not the best way

selves. This silence did not stop them ; of developing the religion of Jesus? It we
yet many a thoughtful heart must have felt may not say rudely of such outward de

these omissions of Scripture as a dis velopments -- They are naught! because so,.

couragement. Certainly no one ever took in our limited experience,we may yet say

them for an encouragement, as they would confidently, that had such periodical fes

have taken any positive information ; and tivals touched nearly, either the rise or

now that we can look back on the ecclesi- progress of pure and undefiled religion, or

astical developments of eighteen centuries, tended to that higher spiritual life in the

and read this silence in the lightof history, individual Christian, which our Lord came

we cannot but feel that such developments to impart, the New Testament would not

pertain neither to the being, nor are essen
have been so reserved on such matters.

tial to the well-being of the Christian ,or to Judging, beforehand, after the manner of

the Church of Christ.
men , who would not have liked this reserve

Do we, then , condemn the observance of had been broken respecting the time at

all times and seasons ? We neither con least of the Nativity? Yet, looking back

demn nor approve. The New Testament
on the past history of the Church , who is

does neither. It says nothing for them, not ready now to confess that if speech on

helps nothing towards them , withholds such matterswould have been silver, silence

what we should have thought most desira
has been gold ?

ble. There is surely no encouragement of Christ, wemighthave anticipated a like
Where there is silence as to the nativity

,

silence as to that of all other New Testa

* The death of Christwas celebrated everywhere ment characters. As to the birth or death

on an appointed day, when as yet His birth-day was day of Mary, the mother of our Lord , the
celebrated nowhere. Easter preceded all others. silence is complete. The Evangelists and

Chrysostom represents Christmas as only coming
isto observance someyears before 386. Augustine Apostles have forborne all mention of their

represents the Feasts of Christ's Passion, as Easter, own ; even of the dates of their call to the

also of His Ascension, and of the Outpouring of the apostolic office. They tell these with singu

Holy Spirit, as celebrated in his timeover the whole lar brevity and simplicity, yet withoutany
Church , butthat of Christmas as only then being es notes of time. The conversion of St Paul ,

tablished .-- Aug. Ep. ad Januar., and Ep. ad Gal.,

lib. 214. See also Neander's Ch. Hist., v. 13, 406- is recorded once and again along with

416. Clark's Ed .
interesting details, but no hint to enable the
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Gentile churches to place it in the calendar. when not felt as a prohibition ? If, instead

Luke relates the death of Stephen, the first of silence, the Evangelists had furnished all

martyr ; also of James, the first that suffer . manner of particulars, would not these have

ed amongst apostolic men, but without any been received as a positive encouragement

notes of time.* to such developments, as indicative of the

Some difficulty may still linger in the festival use to be made of them ? A pro

minds of our readers as to these views, pensity so strong, that no scriptural stinting

from the thought of how little, in the past, or starving of it has kept it long under,

this silence has prevented the evil it foresaw, would have shown itself earlier and stronger,

and which , we think, it was designed to stay. and rendered the work of reformation more

If of design, has it not failed in its design, difficult. Unheeded, this silence may have

and been understood too late ? Is it not a been , or observed only by the few, who durst

forethought, that looks very like our after- hardly utter their thought; but are the

thought ? The concealment of the body of eighteen centuries of the Christian era,

Moses was successful in preventing the already past, the whole ofthe Christian age ?

worship of the man Moses. His body was Has folly yet exhausted its inventions ? Is

never found , and no Jew ever pretended to not the Gospel for all times, as well as for

have done so, or exhibited any relic of the all climes ?' Is there no danger, when the

Lawgiver. But thus New Testament con- Gospel spreads to festival-loving India - to

cealment, if a finger on the lip, was not only China — to Japan — that the same tendencies

not felt as a silence ofreproof, but as a pro- may reappear in their strength, when this

vocation to supply its omnissions, fill up its silence shall again speak , enforced by the

blanks, and multiply inventions. history of the past, when the future churches

It is hard to say what amount of prohi- of the East shall read the Divine finger on

bition, positive or negative, will prevent the lip, this shadow on the dial ?

men from doing what they have a strong The sum of our argument is this : The

tendency to do. The tendency, which by its silence of the New Testament as to times

force, carried ancient nations back to a and seasons, birth days and death days, is

religion of times and seasons, after the first not a solitary fact, not on one or two, or a

fervours of spiritual Christianity were spent, few occasions only , but at sundry times and

may help us to feel the strength of these diverse manners,-a class of negative facts,

tendencies. The return to them, amidst the involving in like obscurity the nativity of

intelligence of our own day, should give us our Lord, of His mother, and of all the

some experience of a tendency in human apostles and martyrs of early Christianity,

nature, which no New Testament silence involving the chronology of all the great

could stay. Yet what it could not prevent events of the Gospel history. There is but

it might retard , and make the wheels of folly one exception, and that is as to the day of

drag more heavily.
Who can tell how the week on which our Lord rose from the

much, in the past, it has thus hindered, even dead , out of which was to arise the only

Christian festival that all churches, from the

* Let this be contrasted with the ecclesiastical beginning of the Gospel, have with one

developments of Christendom . Finding no answers consent observed with more or less rev .

in the NewTestament, men have madeanswer to erence , as The Day of the Resurrection of

themselves in the following festivals of the Media Our Lord.

val Latin Cbrirch, which still keep their place in the Our second instance is—The Silence as to

Calendar of the Roman Missal :

In honour of Christ,
the Infancy and Youth of our Lord . Who

n Festivals.

In honour of Mary, has not wished to know more of the early17

In honour of sundry Scripture inci years of our Lord, of His infancy in Egypt,

In honourof Church incidents,
His youth at Nazareth, the cottage-home

and the workshop hard by ! Such an
Miscellaneous,

In honourof Apostles and Evange
infancy and youth, told simply and naturally ,

lists, after the manner of the Evangelists, we

persuade ourselves, would have been only

less instructive than that which they have

To whichmore recent times have added sundry given us of His manhood and public ministry.
others, making in all the extraordinary number of
74. To these are to be added Saints' days ,leaving Yet, we have not one incident of the infancy,

no day without a festival or saint to honour or be and but one of His youth. On the great

honoured in it, going near to turn all the working fact that He was an infant of days, and

days of the year into church festivals, or saints' passed through all life's early stages, no
days, as if orare estlaborare ," a saying as wideof Shadow of doubt is permitted to rest ; but
the mark as Carlyle's modern variation , “laborare
est orare," instead of the Scripture wisdom which all further curiosity is disappointed , and if
directs us orare et laborare." men will put questions, they must make
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answer to themselves. Yet it cannot be tell how many thoughtfulminds, in the past,

said that they could not have given us all have been withheld ? Christians, in general,

manner of life-like details as to the family were not, but individual Christians doubtless

life of our Lord. Mary, in her age, lived were, as they read the New Testament, and

under the roof of one of the Evangelists, found nothing recorded but the wonderful

and might, nay must, have heard all that a fact, and felt the tendencies of their heart

mother had laid up in her heart ; yet it is and of their times rebuked .

not John , but Luke, who gives us the one But is not our Saviour to be adored as

incident. John carries us over the entire the Divine Child ? Did not the wise men

family life of Christ, preferring to tell of His from the East fall down and worshipthe

pre-existence as the Eternal Word ,by whom Child in the manger of Bethlehem ? Did

all things were made ; and comprehending not the shepherds come at the call of the

His birth, infancy, and youth, the first thirty angels to see the Child ; and a Simeon and

years, in the single sentence, “ The Word Anna take the Infant in their arms, blessing

was made flesh, and dwelt among,us.” God they had seen the day ? Yes, and we

Is this the manner of men ? Never had wonder at a faith so simple-hearted, so

there been such a morning, in which the independent of all the surroundings of that

child opened into the youth, and the youth Infant Saviour. Yet all wise men are not

into the man, a pure and perfect whole ; so so simple-minded, nor all shepherds worthy

like us in all outward conditions, so unlike of an angelic message ;nor all aged persons

us in that inner and higher life, which, with Simeons and Annas. To the greatmajority

God , is Life in its highest sense. How of men, such a sight proved too severe a

could the four Evangelists write four trial of faith ; and to most Christians, in all

different narratives, and be silent as to those ages, full details of that infancy and youth,

thirty years ? Did they form no part of such details as Mary's recollections could

our Saviour's work as our great Substitute have supplied, would have led to many super

or great Example ? Had they no bearing stitions, filled the imagination with themerely

on our salvation, except as introductory to human,and overlaid the spiritual and Divine.

the crowning events of His life ? Was all A mote, if only near enough to the eye, may

pertaining to our salvation enclosed in the hide the sun. The humble conditions of our

three last years of His life ? Why, then , Saviour's earthly lot hid from the Jews,

this veil so closely drawn over the opening day, often from the Twelve, that greatest of

life , and our attention fixed only on its all miracles, -- Christ Himself. Would not

closing years and scenes ? minute details of His infancy and youth

Time alone has interpreted this silence, and have brought the human so near, as to

our own times are still interpreting it . overshadow instead of revealing the Christ ?

What, for ages, has been, what is now , the Visiting, some years ago, an exhibition of

favourite image and object of devotion in statuary, amongst the thousand models and

the greater part of Christendom ? Is it not statues, our attention was drawn to one of

the infant Jesus ? In churches, closets, our Saviour. The artist had chosen the age
couches, throughout Roman Catholic Europe, of which Luke gives his one anecdote.

may be seen the pictures of that infancy, He had been perplexed in framing an ideal

respecting which the disciple that Jesus where Scripture had been so reserved , and

loved is silent. It is true, in spite of this his perplexity had solved itself in the figure

silence, men put questions and made answer of a boy treading on a celestial globe,

to themselves until the worship of the Child emblematic of his Divine nature, as Ruler

prevailed over the worship of the God-Man. of the universe; but with a lap full of toys,

If, instead of the one incident of Luke and to express the boy. He had done his best

this silence of all the rest, John had told all to unite his ideal of the God - like with the

he could have gathered from the lips of child-like, and had failed, because the Divine

Mary, how much earlier might this worship in that infancy and youth was not manifested

have shown itself - how much more strongly through the attribute of power, but of

taken root in the conscience as well as meekness, truth, and righteousness ! He

imaginations of Christians ! How many was not known as the Son of God with

legends and superstitions, still more puerile power, until His baptism and public

than those of medieval Christianity, might ministry. See Matthew iii . 17. The Apostle

have been added to the narrative of John , Paul applies the phrase, “ with power, "

and fastened themselves on the churches, emphatically to His Resurrection. Yet the

sheltered under the idea of honouring the artist gave us an ideal, just such as we

Infancy ! It is true this silence did not turn should have had from the four Evangelists,

men from their purpose ;yet, in withholding had they written from their own inspiration,

all Scripture helps and stimulants, who shall of that infancy and youth .

7
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It would have been well had men only alone within his reach ; and with such in ven

broken this silence in statues and paintings tions, all the apocryphal histories of apostles

of the Infancy. In answer to their own and saints abound, making the boundary

questions, they forged “ Gospels of the line between the inspired and apocryphal

Infancy." The titles of some of the chapters Gospels no finely -shaded line, but as sharp

of one of these Gospels are sufficient to and well-defined as ever boundary -line stood

show how men have broken this silence. out againstthe sky .*

Of chapter III . , the contents are How unlike to all these is Luke's one

anecdote of Christ's youth ! There we

“ The wise men visit Christ. Mary gives our Lord growing in wisdom as in stature,

them one of Christ's swaddling -cloths. The wise but still only as a learner, asking as well as

men make a fire and worship the swaddling-cloth , answering questions. Nothing is unnatural.

and put it into the fire, where it remains uncon . He appears as a youth, and acts only as one
sumed ."

Ch. VI.— “ A leprous girl is cared by the water more thoughtful than other youths. He re

in wbich He was washed, and becomes a servant turns, after that incident, with his parents to

to Joseph and Mary ." Nazareth, and is “subject to them .” For

Ch. IX.-“Two sick children are cured by wa- eighteen years more he dwells with them ,
ter wherein Christ was washed .”

and in the obscurity of a cottage home
Ch. X1.-“ Bartholomew is restored by being grows up to manhood, finding in the hum .

laid op Christ's bed."

Ch . XIII.— “ Jesus and other boys, playing
blest lot an opportunity for fulfilling

together, make clay figures of birds and beasts. righteousness," until the time of His "show.

Jesus causes them to walk,and also makes clay ing unto Israel.” In this silence we see a

birds, which be causes to fly, and eat, and drink . most kindly adaptation to our human weak

The children's parents hearing of it are alarmed , ness. As much of that infancy and youth is

and take Jesus for a sorcerer .'
told as we could bear. We may think we

Ch. XVII.— “ Jesus plays with boys at bide could have borne more, or profited by more ;

and seek. They are transformed into kids.Le but the people of Nazareth, who got more,
fetches water for bis mother, breaks the pitcher,

Are we
and miraculously gathers the water in his mantle, were offended, and so might we.

and brings it home."
not, at times, half afraid to speak of our

Cb. XX .— “ Sent to school to Zaccheus to learn Lord as “ The son of the carpenter,” and

bis letters ; he teaches Zaccheus. Sent to another " The carpenter. ” This may be our little
schoolmaster; he refuses to learn bis letters, and ness, our pride, our sin, yet so it is. We
the schoolmaster going to whip bim, his hand cannot always bear, even in thought, the
withers, and he dies."
Ch.XXI.- " Disputes miraculously with the glory of His humiliation , though He bore

Doctors of Law , Astronomy,Physics,andMeta- the reality for thirty long years. The glory

physics, and is worshipped as a philosopher." of His last sufferings we can more easily

realise, and say even with the sufferer, as

they approach, " Now is the Son of man

Had any of the four Evangelists given us glorified, and God is glorified in Him ." But

such tales, Christianity would have shared more difficult by far is it to realise the glory

the fate of these legends ofMediæval Europe. of thirty years ' sojourn in a cottage and

Why have we none such from the fishermen workshop, with its every -day drudgeries and

that companied with Christ, and ministered common -place humiliations. Enough for us,

to Mary's age ? They not only give us no enough for our consolation and instruction ,

early miracles, but expressly forbid all is the great, broad , wonderful fact, as it

thought of such , by telling us that the mira- stands revealed in all its simplicity and gen

cle of Cana was " the beginning of miracles . ” erality , enough to sustain our hopes of for

The author of the ApocryphalGospel of the giveness for all our infart youthful perversi

Infancy, understood so little, The Christ of ties, enough to teach us to be " subject” in

the Evangelists, that, in one of his tales, he

makes our Lord, as a boy, full of petty
* Some years ago, W. Hone published what he

contrivances of revenge on the slightest pro- called “ The Apocryphal New Testament," contain

vocation . To have given us some idea of ing a collection of spurious gospels and epistles,in
that infancy and youth was to show Him order to discredit the canonical. The slightest

acting andspeaking as the Holy Child , as perusal of Hone's A poc.New Test. will be sufficient
the thoughtful,gentle, and loving youth,do- to any intelligent person. The contrast betweenthe

“Paradise Lost' of Milton and “ Hudibras," is not

ing and suffering his dutiful part in every na. greater than between the Gospel of John and the

tural, childlike, and youthlike way. But this Gospelof theInfancy," or " The Gospel of Mary.".
was farabove, out of the sight of the writer See also “ Jones on the Canon ” for ample specimensof

of this forgery. The Divinity of power was
the same thing. So great was the avidity for tales

of the Infancy and Youth, that forty Gospels have
the only Divinity he understood ; and to add been enumerated, composed with a view to gratify

miracle to miracle, for childish wonder, was this kind of curiosity.

etc. etc.
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our youth , learn obedience, and to do our the spiritual man, along with the sayings

duty, as He did , in the humblest of lots . and doings and conversations of Sucrates,

More would only have filled our imagina- gives all manner of particulars as to his per

tions to the exclusion of the fully developed sonal appearance , bis bald head, his flatnuse,

character and work of Him who, as the per. his thick lips, and prominent eyes, his round

fect Man, is designed to be to us— “ the and robust figure, his homely dress, and bare

image of God.” feet,just such peculiarities of the outward

This instance suggests another akin to it, man as set him before us, as he paced the

yet one which has always appeared to us streets and highways of Attica twenty -four

still more impressive — the New Testament centuries ago , conversed in the market place

Silence as to the Personal appearance ofof Athens with all comers, and discoursed
Christ. We love to possess the bodily not under its porticoes with bis youthfuldisciples.

less than the moral features of our greatest , Take up a inodern biography—such a one

wisest, and best beloved . The evangelists as Boswell's Life of Dr.Johnson - what is it

might have given the one as well as the we must prize in that work , and why

other ,-a portrait to which painters and do we style Buswell the prince of biogra

sculptors might have given a life-like reality . phers, but because he gives us the whole

How easy for them that knew Him so well man, as Johnson looked, and lived , and

to have shown us that face and form , as he moved about, as he eat, and drank, and

looked , spoke, and lived amongst men. talked amongst his cotemporaries, down to

What memorials they have left us of His the involuntary twitchings of the muscles of

majestic wisdom , His calm self.possession, his face, and the scar which early disease
His patience, His loving, self sacrificing had left ? On all such matters the four

heart! Why not satisfy our curiosity as to Evangelists are silent. They give us four

His figure, complexion, eyes, features,voice, apparently independent narratives, unsur
and manner ? The art of the painter has passed in interest, yet deriving no part of

derived from His life her noblest subjects. their interest from such details. They give

Hardly an incident of His life but has been us parables, discourses, sayings of far-reach

made the subject of what is termed “ sacred ing thought, and unearthly purity and gran

art ; " yet the Evangelists give no aid deur. They show us the Christ as He lived

towards reproducing Him on the canvas or and suffered in action, and place before us a

on the marble ; nor is this reserve broken mind and heart wise above the wisdom , and

within the canon of the New Testament. loving beyond the love of the children of

Strange, we must go to the old Testament men ; but without one word of the outward

to find anything that approaches to a notice man of Him who spoke and lived as never

of His personal appearance. The prophet man did . They loved and reverenced Him

Isaiah speaks of Him as in visage more as no man was ever loved and reverenced.

marred than any man, having no form nor Why did they not express this as other men

comeliness, and no beauty that we should do ? They lived and wrote only to make

desire Him.* These are not encouraging Him known and loved. Why did they not

notices to those that seek after the bodily take the way all other writers take of trans

presence of Christ. On this very account mitting a beloved memory ? They could

some will not have them to be understood have told us all these things, and they tell

literally , but only as prophetic of the dis . us nothing. They could have given us a

appointed expectations of the Jews. But in narrative personal as Boswell's, minute as

whatever way we understand them , it is cer- the description ofSolomon's temple, to form

tain no one can find in them anything to a groundwork for all poets, sculptors, and

satisfy the desire of the early and Mediæval painters in all time to come, yet herein their

Church, in common with the heathen world , four narratives are a total blank .*

to represent the god -like under the perfection Is it possible that the Evangelists did not

of physical beauty and majesty, or to en- indulge, in the retirement of their own
courage the Christian to use such helps to thoughts, in such recollections ? Could it be

his devotion .
that “ The Crucified ” did not rise before

This silence is contrary to the universal their imaginations, as they had seen Him

practice of the Greek and Roman world. sitting at meat, or hanging on the cross, or

Take up the ancient memoirs of Socrates . ascending to heaven ? To suppose they did

Many are said to have been written by his not, were to divest them of their humanity.

disciples. Two have come down, those of

Xenophon and Plato, themselves gifted men.

Plato, the most refined of the Greek sages, to our Lord's manner in the four Gospels, in John
* So far as we can recall, there is but one allusion

xvii. 1 : “ These words spake Jesus, and lifted up

* Isaiah lii. 14, and Isaiah liü . 2 . His eyes to heaven .”

*
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They must often, in imagination, have lived is the disciple Jesus loved , and on whose

over every scene of that wonderful past, bosom he leant at meat ; yet still no word

taxing memory and imagination to the ut- of that loved Presence, which he was priv.
most, until their absent seemed their present ileged to be so near . Two of his disciples

Lord. That nothing of all this should meet Him, after His resurrection, on His

appear in their written narratives , is un- way to Emmaus. He talks with them by

accountable. They wrote in Greek ; but the the way, and their hearts burn within them .

Greeks were accustomed to see their gods, He is recognized, and vanishes out of their

heroes, and every object of adoration, repre- sight. An indelible image of that meeting

sented in the beautiful or majestic forms of must have fixed itself in their hearts ; yet

Greek art. They wrote in the language of there is no transcript of it, no relic preserv

a people, whose artistic power prolonged ed ; no, neither then, nor when recording

the days of paganism , who were more apt their last look of Him, when they gazed into

than any other people to mistake beauty for heaven, as He receded from their sight, and

truth - a mistake which afterwards paganised blessed them.

Christianity, and which ever returns in cer. Is this silence, also, to be explained by

tain minds with every revival of the fine saying that the four Gospels are not histo

arts. Yet to this mistake the Evangelists ries, nor biographies in the modern sense,

are never tempted . but notes and fragmentary recollections, the

It is true, this silence is after the manner work of illiterate men, unaccustomed to,

of the Old Testament, which says nothing of and unconscious of, the interest that would

the bodily presence of its worthies — nothing belong to such details ? Why, the more we

of the person of an Abraham, Moses, or suppose them simple and unlearned, the

David ; but this only gives us a succession more singular their silence. The narrative

of thirty instead of fifteen writers, extending of such should have been minute and per

over 2800 years, all observing the same re- sonal as those of women and children. If,

ticence on subjects of common interest to all on other matters, brief and fragmentary,

their readers. If we cannot account for the here they should have abounded in just such

silence of the fifteen, how shall we account fond and personal details. The difficulty

for that of the thirty , living at different requiring to be explained is, that being what

times and places ? There is also a great they were, by birth and upbringing, they

difference as to the persons respecting whom should have recorded just what they have

the Old and New Testaments are silent. done, neither more nor less,—given all of

Reserve as to the personal appearance of an Him that is morally and spiritually great,

Abraham or Moses was much less difficult; and no more respecting his humanity than

and therefore, by so much, less wonderful was needed to assure us that in all respects

than silence as to the personal presence of Hewas one of us.

the God-man . The writers of the Old Testa- There remains the supposition that the

ment might very justly be afraid to dwell New Testament writers had a strong pecu

too muchon the persons of its worthies, lest liarity of mind and character, an idiosyncra

they should tempt to man-worship. But no sy so remarkable, that such matters, of in

such fears could keep back the recollections terest to all others, had none for them .

of a John respecting the person of the Mes. This hypothesis, allowable in the case of an

siah . His fears were only lest men should individual, cannot be admitted of a succes.

not honour Him enough. Every reason for sion . Unlikely in one writer, it becomes

the reserve of the one seemsa reason for the infinitely so in a succession, where the

unreserve of the other. How difficult for temptation to speak gathered strength with

Matthew to be wholly silent as to the per- every increase of Christian converts, of cu

sonal appearance of Him who called him rious inquirers, and with every decrease of

from the receipt of custom, and for whom surviving witnesses of the life of Christ

he made the great feast in his house! How most of allwhen John wrote, the last sur

much more difficult, when we know that vivor of the Twelve.

Matthew wrote his narrative when he be- If these suppositions exhaust the attempts

lieved that his Master was exalted to the to account for this silence on any human

right hand of Divine Majesty ! How diffi- principles, we are shut up to the acceptance

cult for the affectionate John to tell of the of the account which these writers them .

time when he first saw our Lord on the selves give, that in this, as in other matters,

banks of the Jordan , and heard the Baptist they were moved thereto by the Holy Spirit.

point to Him , as “ the Lamb ofGod,” when This silence is of God — a Divine silence ;

he followed, and " abode with Him that another internal evidence of that Presence

night !" Six times, in the course of six which suggested or controlled what they

chapters of his Gospel , John tells us that he should and should not record for the instruc
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tion of all ages,-an evidence the more im- | When the Jewish Church got the Shekinah,

pressive, that it has remained long unnoticed , though nothing more definite than a bright

or been observed only by the few, biding cloud, it was yet retired within the veil

its time, its season , and its service. It which only the High Priest could draw aside.

is told of an Egyptian architect employed In giving us that highest image, was there

by one of the Pharaohs to erect a lighthouse no need of retiring as well as of revealing it ,

on the Nile, that being ordered to inscribe on lest his humanity should overshadow instead

it the name of the monarch in whose reign of revealing the Divine ? Is not this silence

and under whose patronage it was reared, the veiling of the Christian Shekinah ? We

he inscribed the name of his patron on the have seen how little of this image we are

plaster, which time soon effaced, but his own permitted to see in the infancy and youth of

on the stone beneath, which time disclosed the Messiah. Almost thirty years are pass

as fast as the other disappeared . Who ed in silence . In three only of his thirty

that saw the architect's name brought to three years, is He openly seen and known ,

light, could doubt that he had hidden it and seen best, it has been said, in the glory

for a time, only that it might reappear of His receding Majesty. “ It is expedient

another day ? and who, as he observes this that I go away ;" not only that the Holy

silence, can doubt that it is of Divine fore. Spirit might come in His spiritual power,

thought and intent, that Scripture might but in order that our Lord's bodily presence

teach us, like the sun- dial , not only by its might not hinder the higher objects of His

lightbut by its shadow ? Divine mission . * Theimage of Christ was

What, then , does it teach ? Two tenden- to be perpetuated for worship, not on the

cies man has shown in all ages : The one to canvas or marble, but on the human heart,

make a god of every new and striking object through the written Word ; not fixed and

and appearance in nature, or Polytheism ; unchangeable, but a thing of life, to grow

the other, to lose all thoughts of a personal with the growth of each Christian, who, as

God in creation , -- or Pantheism . Both, in he partook of the Divine nature, through

the view of Scripture, are idolatry ,—the one grace, should see more of Christ, and through

being idolatry in the particulars and details Him enjoy more and more of the beatitude

ofcreation ,and theother in the sum . Against of the pure in heart,— “ for they shall see

the first, the Jewish nation was, and still is, God . ” The rise of a Christianity of the

God's standing witness. Against the second , senses and imagination so soon after the first

the New Testament has revealed a personal witnesses were in their graves —its revival

God in Jesus Christ. “ The Word became from time to time to our day,-show us

flesh, and dwelt among us . This is the historically the meaning of this veiling of

ladder let down from heaven, by which the the Christian Shekinah.

human spirit ascends nearest to God . In In heathen countries, the gods were carried

Christ, as Son of Man, the ineffable bright about in rings, amulets, and miniatures, that

ness of the Godhead is shaded and softened they might kiss and worship them , and they

by being humanised, that we may draw near disdainfully asked the Christians to show

to the Most Holy, not only without terror, them their gods. A religion without a visi

but with filial confidence and love. How ble God, altar, and sacrifice, with nothing

expressive are the New Testament names of but the memory of His sayings, sufferings,

our Lord ! "The knowledge of God ;" | and doings to read and muse on, they did not

“ The image of God ;" “ The express im- understand ; and to the worship of Christ

age;" “ The brightness of His glory ;" by a visible image and sacrifice, Heathen

" The glory of God in the face of Jesus ism at length dragged down Christians .

Christ ;" " The fulness of the Godhead Yet, as if awed by this silence of the New

bodily .”*** Plutarch tells of an inscription Testament, no writer, for many centuries ,

on an Egyptian temple : “ I am He that attempted even to invent a description of

was, and is , and shall be ; and who is he

that shall draw aside my veil ? " Christ has

drawn aside the veil , and shown us the about to throw herself at His feet, -John xx. 17 ;

Father. “ He that hath seen Me, hath seen also in Luke xi . 27, 28, when He pronounces more

theFather.” Yet, in showing us all of the the Word madeflesh ; yea, more blessed than theblessed those that hear and obey, than those that see

Father that human eyes and hearts can now mother that bore Him: a strange thought to the

receive, it was needful to guard the image. f worshippers of Mary.
Alford, in his note on John iv. 24, says well ,

" That the Word became one flesh with us , that we

* Ephes. iii. 19 ; 2 Cor. iv. 4-6 ; Heb. i. 3 ; Col. might become one in spirit with Him ." This would

ü . 9 . have been defeated by too full details of His human

+ Christ, after His resurrection, refuses bodily wor- ity, or by making any other use of that humanity,

ship from Mary. “Touch Me not," when she was than to raise and refine our spiritual ideal of God.

>
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Christ's person . Clemens, Barnabas, and I treasures. At another time wemay renew

Ignatius — called , from their nearness to the search for the treasure hid in the field.”

apostolic times, “ The Apostolic Fathers”- But no one man nor age can read out this

say nothing of the bodily presence of our Silence. It has somewhat to say for the

Lord. * Either the Church was still too benefit of all men and all ages. As an ar

spiritual to desire it, or its leaderswere too gument of the Divine in the formation of

honest to invent what the first followersofthe New Testament, it is ever calling up be

Christ had withheld . So late as the fifth fore us the idea of amazing circumspection.

century, Augustine says “ that the real fea- Not that of man , who sees only a little way

tures of the Virgin, as of our Lord, were on all sides of him , but of Him whose cir

unknown .” + cle is eternity, and whose eye surveys at

When the Fathers break this silence,it is once the infinitely great and little, who says

only, says Milman, to dispute and differ nothing and does nothing without a füll

from each other,—one party taking literally knowledge, not only of the thing said or

the words of Isaiah, “ Without form and done in itself, but of all its relations to all

comeliness ;” another as confident that the time and all being, of all surroundings and

Divinity shone through His Humanity, and all their issues. As an instruction, this fin

endowing Him with a celestial grace and ger on the lip has been ill understood at the

corporeal beauty, bearing about a celestial right time, because men seldom take warn

halo on His head.I Still no Church histo- ing beforehand against evils on which their

rian of the first four centuries ventures a de- hearts are strongly set. There is hardly an

scription of His personal appearance, leav. instance of this silence that may not still

ing it to Nicephorus, a mere compiler of prove offensive to some one or other of the

history, and that so late as the fourteenth many phases of religious character in our

century, to give us a personal portrait, the day, to the zealous observer of religious fes

the only one which the learned Calmet, vals, to the lover of church legends, to the

anxious for the credit of his Church, knows devoted ritualist, the frequenter of holy

of, to justify its many consecrated and mira- places, the too ardent admirer of logical

cle-working paintings of our Lord . As systems, the eager stickler for ecclesiastical

Christians departed from the spirit of the order, etc. , etc.,-all that seek in Scripture

New Testament, they grew impatient of this that for which man was sufficient in himself,

silence, and made answer to themselves, or which it was not to the purpose of a

pleased with the Christ of their own imagi- spiritual revelation to impart. To avoid all

nation, or of the favourite image of their offence, it would be necessary to hold back

day or their locality. It is said of a distin- not one ortwo instancesof this silence, but

guished sculptor of our times, Thorswalden, one and all, and be wholly silent as to the

that a friend one day seeing him dejected, silence of Scripture. It is told of Raphael,

and inquiring the cause, was answered , “ My that, intent on teaching a lesson to his critics,

genius is decaying ! " “ What do you mean ?" he adopted by turns their successive sugges

said his friend. “ Here,” said the sculptor, tions as to one of his paintings, inserting them
.

“ is my statue of Christ. It is the first of in water colours over his own in oil . When

my works with which I ever felt satisfied. they had exhausted their critical spirit, and he
Until now my idea has always been beyond had complied with each suggestion in turn ,

what I could execute. It is no longer so . he called them together to see the effect of

I shall never have a great idea again .” | the whole, when, with one accord, they be
When the churches became satisfied with sought him to restore the original. A full

their portraits and statues of Christ, the search for, and discovery of, all “ this treas

geniusof Christianity had declined . Ilow ure hid in the field of Scripture,” would, we

unlike the ever-expanding ideal of the in- fear, be only , in its practical application, a

spired writers ! succession of offences. Yet some compensa

We feel that we have only broken ground tion there would be in the readiness of each

in a large field, in which may lie untold party and each individual to understand the

finger on the lip designed for his neighbour :

* See Milman's Early Latin Christianity ,vol. iii. 516. the reverential, on perceiving that Scripture,
and the offended feelings might change into

Aug. De Trinitate, ch . 8.

# See Milman's Early Christianity for details re
in its silence , is no respecter of persons or

specting this controversy. It is instructive to ob- sects, but everywhere shows, in its silence,
serve that Justin Martyr and Tertullian, and all the a wonderful length, breadth , anddepth of
earlier Fathers,take the literalview of Isaiah. Ori- insight into manand hisways. One thing

gen, Jerome, Chrysostom , Ambrose, and Augustine, all may feelfrom the silence of the New
and all thelater Fathers,farthest removedfrom apos : Testament, thatGod has given to Christians
tolic feelings and traditions, took the view that at

length prevailed and was realised in mediaeval art. and Churches a larger charter of freedom

a
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than in our local and ecclesiastical differences the case of Austria it has been from local

we imagined - a charter meet for that Gos- grievances and injuries, despotically inflicted

pel Church which , like the common sun, air , and gallantly resented, that danger to the

and water, is designed to exist in allregions, integrity of the empire has arisen. In our

and is adapted to the people of all languages, own day, we have seen in the Hungarian
custo and climates under heaven ,—for provinces the spirit of insurrection so power

the Kosmos. ful and so sustained, as to necessitate for its

suppression the armed intervention of the

Czar. The difference we have thus adverted

to, has made France a power of more con

tinously transcendent influence in Europe

Art. V. - Secret History of the Austrian than Austria, though the latter be greater in

Government, and of its Systematic Perse- extent, and not inferior in population.

cutions of Protestants. By ALFRED Mi- The work of M. Michiels is not a general

London : Chapman and Hall . history of Austria . It does not seek to su

1859. Pp. 421. persede the work of Coxe, still , heavy

though it be , the standard authority in this

M. Mignet, in one of his historical essays . country on that subject. It is not even a

has traced , step by step, the progress of the complete narrative of the period which it

French monarchy during the time of the embraces, from the accession of the Styrian

kings of the third race . At the commence- branch of the Hapsburg family in 1619. It

ment of that era, the monarchy,properly so does not present to us the full history of the

called, did not extend beyond the duchy of government, or the complete delineation of

France, and was flanked on every side by the people. While professedly dealing only

duchies and counties equal in extent and in with the Transalpine dominions of Austrin,

power to that monarchy to which they to some of these, such as the Tyrol, there is

owed a feudal subjection little more than no allusion whatever made. It is a narra

nominal. One by one these rival powers tive, skilfully and on the whole accurately

are either conquered or more peacefully ab- given , of the proceedings of the Austrian

sorbed, and at the close of the middle ages, court since the accession of Ferdinand II . ,

France, though still with limits considerably against civil liberty and the Protestant faith.

short of her present ones, has taken her The author makes no professions of impar

place as one of the great monarchies of Eu- tiality . He writes with the natural bitter

rope. In existing France, the marks of for- ness of a political exile. He might have

mer territorial division are, indeed , far taken for his motto the expressions of Jo

from wholly lost. The Alsatian still retains seph de Maistre in one of his recently pub

his German speech , largely, too, his Luthe- lished letters, “ I keep all my hatred for

ran faith, and deems himself as distinct from Austria. That house is a great enemy of

the Frenchman as the native of Canada does the human race. I detest it cordially." A

from the American . The Breton still, in calmer style would , however, have been

dialect, in the names of people and of places, more in keeping with the proper dignity of

and in character and feeling, keeps up the history , and would have commended the

remembrance of his Celtic descent, and his volume to more general acceptance. It is

once independent position . In the local col. not strength, but weakness of style ; not

ourings which afford so rich a harvest to the taste, but tastelessness of expression, to ac

writers of fiction, whether in prose or po- cumulate in the compass of half a page such

etry , no district of France affords a wider phrases as— " Ferdinand II . , the Tiberius of

scope than Bretagne ; and of this, such Christianity, the crowned inquisitor, the im

gifted sons of hers as Châteaubriand, Sou- placable devotee. " M. Michiels, in his

vestre, and Brizieux, have taken full advan - preface, censures the style of Baron Hor

tage. mayer as “capricious, wild , and tortuous.

But if in France the traveller or the stu- Truth compels us to say that we have sel

dent is reminded of the provincialities that dom with a book so annoying by the affec

have melted into the present centralized tation and strangeness of its style as that of

empire, it is only in a peaceful form that M. Michiels. Thus we have " bestiality"

these surviving influences of the past are pre- used in the sense of brutality. We read of

sented. It is different in the rival empire a “ country being inflicted with a curse,'

of Austria. It is, and on a larger scale than " disgusted of fighting," " the gloom of thea *

France, a conglomeration of once separated scholastica," “ expose the maxims of the so

states. But while in France, the provinces, ciety ” (meaning(meaning expound ), “ provinces

if ever convulsed by civil war, have been so swamped by soldiers.” The weapon which ,

from general religious or political causes, in in historical writing as well as in ordinary
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conversation, is usually called a sword, is literature commences in the middle of the

with M. Michiels a " glaive." His figures sixteenth century. Not only do we find in

are numerous, and often might be better the theological literature of that period, es

spared. Thus we read — "stolid as the pecially the mystical section of it, how tho

countenance of a statue,” as if any statue roughly a revised Romanism was the ex

worth the looking at were not the very op- pression of popular sentiment, as is manifest

posite of “ stolid ” in expression. M. Mi- in the works of Luis de Leon and Luis de

chiels is fond of calling the Jesuits " the Span- Granada, Juan de Avila, Juan de la Cruz,

ish order ;" but, not to speak of minor fra- and St. Theresa ; but the whole of Spanish

ternities, were not the Dominicans quite as literature, in its gravest and in its lightest

Spanish in their origin as the followers of sections, during the century of its chief distinc

Loyola ? Worse by far than any merely tion, from Cervantes to Calderon , from Men

literary faults are his contrast of " the terri- doza to de Solis, is thoroughly pervaded by

ble God of Moses," with the God of the the evidence of a triumphant,and not merely

Gospel, and his sneer at “ the improper in- governmental or sacerdotal , but national

terlude of Boaz and Ruth ."

One passage of Romanism . Of distincti
ve

Catholic
ism

the book , it is stated ( p. 366 ), has been there is far more in Cervantes than there is

omitted, as too realistic for English read-of distinctive Protestanti
sm

in Shakspere.

ers.”

We regret that the eminent publish- The latest pages of the last work of the

ers did not strike out such irreverent greatest of Spanish authors, written only a

phraseology as we have quoted , and subject week or two before his death, wind up the

the whole volume to the revision, so far as story with a pilgrimage of faith to Rome.

the style is concerned , of some thoroughly Even in that peculiar production of Spanish

competent person. But with all its faults, humour, the Picaresco novel , we find the

the work of M. Michiels is eminently international religion powerfully prominent.

esting. If it is more fragmentary than it need There, as in other sections of Spanish litera.

have been ; if repetitions not uufrequently ture, the heretic is uniformly represented as

occur ; if episodes, such as the account of the worst of beings, and devotion to the

the personal habits of Wallenstein and Pope and the Church as an influence for

Kaunitz, are somewhat too prolonged ; if good, from which none but the vilest ever

that proportion which is so principal an ele- succeeded in freeing themselves.

ment in all good histories, and is so very Such was the form which the Romanist

important when , as in the present instance, reaction assumed in a country where the

the events of centuries are given in a single sway of the Holy See could scarcely be

volume, is by no means carefully preserved , said to have ever been seriously disputed.

-the work of an exile is not to be subjected But matters were quite different in Germany.

to the same rigorous criticism as the produc- Mostof the north of that country had been

tion of a literary man enjoying all the ease torn from Rome, and her hold on the south

and advantages of fatherland . For the gen- seemed by no means firm . The Spanish

eral reader the book is intended , and it is branch of the Austrian house ruled , in its

adapted to be at once informing and inter- southern dominions, over à people who

esting to that class.

looked with abhorrence on the few Protestant

Ranke has dwelt upon the Romanist reac - victims whom the Inquisition martyred . The

tion after the Reformation, as powerfully suppression of Protestantism there made no

influencing the literature and art of Italy in drain on the royal treasury , involved no

the latter part of the sixteenth century. But anxious negotiation , required not the enlist

its influence is still more evident in the lit- ment of a single additional soldier.
For in

erature of Spain . The representatives of vaded civil rights, blood had freely flowed

that nation at the Council of Trent were so in Spain, and was freely to flow again.

perseveringly in favour of episcopal resi- Arragon and Castile had risen against

dence, and other mere disciplinary reforms, Charles V.,Catalonia stood up boldly against

or rather returns to earlier usage, that the Philip IV .; but Protestantism led no forces

Curialist party were accustomed to say they into the field . The few peaceful votaries

were more troublesome than the heretics. fell unresisting victims to

But nowhere was there less disposition to
“ The bigot monarch and the butcher priest."

depart from Romanist doctrine. A few enJightened persons embraced more or less At Vienna, if the sway of Rome was to

fully reformed views, and became victims of be maintained, a far more difficult game
had

the Inquisition . The nation remained not to be played than at Madrid . The policy of

only Popish, but intensely so. An auto -da. the Austrian Government was characterised

fe wasas great an enjoymentto the mobas by three different principles in succession

a bull-fight. The golden period of Spanish regaining by concession, toleration , and sup
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pression. The first was that adopted by faith to leave his dominions ; and Munich,

Ferdinand I. In conjunction with the Duke sorely weakened in population, grievously

of Bavaria , he urged upon the Council of damaged in trade by the expulsion of her

Trent the importance of granting the laity most industrious citizens, was complimented

the use of the cup, and of allowing the by the Jesuits with the title of the German

clergy to marry. After all efforts to influ . Rome. William himself received from them

ence the Council had failed , and that body the title of a second Theodosius, thus fore.

had separated without even properly discuss- stalling the flattery which for similar wicked

ing such reforms, Ferdinand did not despair. ness on a large scale, was given by Bossuet

One of his latest acts, as we learn from to Louis XIV. The example of Bavaria was

Father Paul ,* was to write to Pius IV . eagerly followed by the Prince-Bishops of

urging the exceeding desirableness of these Northern and Southern Germany.

concessions. But even imperial desires William of Bavaria was maternal uncle

were in vain . So far from the Roman to Ferdinand, ruler of Styria, Carinthia, and

Curia meaning to go beyond the Fathers of Carniola. Brought up under his uncle's
Trent, it was only occupied in endeavouring guardianship, and under Jesuit tuition , that

to render as nugatory as possible the dis. prince became thoroughly devoted to Rome.

ciplinary reforms which these Fathers had in his hereditary states he resolved to sup

sanctioned, press Protestantism , after the model which,

Many have supposed that Ferdinand's son in his guardian's dominions, he had seen only

and successor, Maximilian II ., was, at least too successful. In 1596 he was the only

in the earlier part of his reign , at heart a person who, at Grätz, communicated at Eas.

Protestant. At all events, despairing of the ter in the Romish form . Next year he went

attainment of such concessions as might re- in pilgrimage, first to Loretto, and thence

store German religious unity , he proved to Rome ; and having derived all the inspi

himself the sincere , if not always the suffi- ration of devoteeism which the sight ofMa

ciently energetic, friend of toleration. But ry's house and Peter's chair was likely to

to set a sufficiently influential example in this impart, he returned home, determined to
respect to Germany, and to ensure the future prove himself worthy of the benediction,

peace of his dominions, there was needed which Clement VIII. had bestowed upon

both a firmer will and a longer reign. Many him .

must have sighed to think how different in With Ferdinand , as we remarked above,

both respects he was from his cousin Philip the work of M. Michiels opens. It is a

II . With his death in 1576, the difficulties somewhat grave omission ,that herepresents
of Protestantism in the Austrian dominions the Counter -Reformation as if it had been a

began. mere work of force. The governmental and

His successor, Rudolph II., was a prince the military parts of the scheme are dwelt

not unlike our James III . of Scotland. Fond upon to the exclusion of others. The edicts

of the arts and sciences, he was averse to of princes, the movements of troops, were,

the needful cares of state. Like his Scottish however, only one side of the plan of

prototype, his long reign closed in weakness, Rome. The means by which the cause of

difficulty, and disaster . Hungary, Austria, the Reformation had been promoted were ,

and Bohemia were abandoned to his brother as far as the principles of Rome ailowed,

Matthias. But injurious as were these divi- turned against the Reformation. Preaching

sions to the power and prestige of Austria, and education had been mighty instruments

they procured an interval of respite to the with both the Lutherans and the Calvinists ;

Protestants. The work of suppression of against either branch of Protestantism , edu

the Reformation had begun in other parts cation and preaching were assiduously emn

of Germany. The first to inaugurate this ployed . In rivalry to Luther, the Jesuit

policy of persecution was Duke William V. Peter Canisius wrote his Larger and Smaller

of Bavaria. Ile was completely under Catechisms, and these ever after formed the

the influence of the Jesuits, who, having ef- favourite manuals in Romish schools. Ca

fected establishments at Ingoldstadt, Vienna, nisius found able successors, especially

and Cologne, pursued from those three among the Jesuits. The pages ofM.Michiels

centres their chosen task of winning back would have been more informing,his picture

Germany to the Pope. The Duke obliged of the Counter-Reformation would have been

all who would not renounce the Protestant more complete, had he given an account of

the labours of such indefatigable emissaries

* Storia del Concil . Trident. VIII. 88. The re- of Rome as George Scherer and Wenceslaus

cent Florentine edition of this valuable work ,'well Pillar.

edited, sufficiently annotated, and moderately priced,

has brought within the reach of every Italian student
We pass over the suppression of the Re

a book previously scarco . formation (by means similar to those already
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own ,

mentioned as having been employed in Ba- | as the executioner had finished his task, some

varia) in the hereditary states of Ferdinand . masked men wrapped up the Count's remains in

Attempts of a similar kind , though with less it, and bore them away. The next to appear ou

system and with intervals of quiet, had been the blood-stained stage was Wenceslaus of Budo

wa, a scholar renowned throughout Europe. He
made by Rudolph. During the brief reign had been imperial ambassador to Constantinople.

of Matthias (1612–1619 ), the Protestants of He was seventy-four years of age when led before

the Austrian states were greatly alarmed by the judge and condemned. Pardon was offered

the prospect of the succession of Ferdinand him , but he smiled contemptuously. You have

to his childless cousin . Bohemia offered her thirsted for my blood so many years,' he replied ,

crown to the Elector Palatine . Frederick v. ) that I would not preventyou from satisfying your

(whom M. Michiels calls Count Palatine ).
thirst; I would rather die than see my country
die. ' Whenever one of the martyrs strove

This distinction he owed to his father having to address the people, a roll of the drums or a

been the head of the Evangelical Union,and peal of the trumpets drowned his voice. The ex

to his connection, by marriage, with the Eng- ecutioner tore out the tongues of some of the vic

lish crown, more than to any merits of his tims prior to striking the (fatalj blow ; among

A more unfortunate choice could not these , the most famous of all the culprits, Jobs of

have been made. Bohemia needed for her Jassen, whom anatomists regard as one of the

ruler a far-seeing statesman and an expe- this friend of Kepler and Tycho Brahe, who was
founders of their science. All Europe respected

rienced general . She chose a prince, weak, chosen as physician by theEmperors Rodolph and

vain, and unwarlike as his father-in -law Matthias. After the death ofall the victims, his

James I. We can hardly even pay him the body was carried beneath the gibbet (scaffold ),

left-handed compliment which Colletta pays cut into four parts, and the bleeding limbs were

to Joseph Bonaparte, that , though a bad new exposed on posts. — Pp. 21-26 .

king, he might have made a good old one.

The single battle of the White Mountain The measure thus dealt out by the Go

placed Bohemia at the feet of Ferdinand.vernment to the chiefs of the insurrection

The country of Zisca and the Procops was was copied by the Romish renegade nobles

found incapable of striking another blow for on their domains. When life was not taken ,

independence. In the language of Pelzel, shocking indignities were used to compel

“The records of history scarcely furnish an their vassals to abjure. The villagers, their

example of such a change as Bohemia under- wives and children, were driven to mass by

went during the reign of Ferdinand II . Till letting loose bull-dogs on them , or cutting

this fatal period the Bohemianswere daring, themwith huntsmen's whips. Many of the

undaunted, enterprising, ambitious of fame; apostate lords, such as Mittrowsky, William

now they have lost their courage, their na- Klenau, Slavata, and Martinitz, imprisoned

tional pride , their enterprising spirit. Their and tortured their vassals, thrashing them

courage lay buried on the White Mount- with sticks or the flat of their sabres, in or

ain ." der to make them kneel before the Holy

M. Michiels thus describes the executions Sacrament. They forced their mouths open

of the most distinguished insurgents : with the butt of their fusils, or with iron

wedges, in order to thrust in the host, and
“ Several squadrons of Hulars occupied the make them communicate in only one ele

square and the entrances of the adjoining streets, ment. The Protestant ministers who did

while a triple row of chasseurs and arquebusiers

surrounded the scaffold . Strong platoons, accom
not fly, were the victims of the soldiery .

panied by artillery, held the centre of the main Some men entered the house of the curate

streets, and patrolsof cuirassiers marched about of Bistritz, an old man of seventy, whom ill

the city during the entire ceremony. At five ness confined on his bed ; they plundered

o'clock A.M., the boarse sound of the gun was the house, and then shot him as he lay .

again beard. The victims embraced, and took Paul Moller was killed by a bullet while in

leave of each other. The first to appear was the pulpit, and Capito was poniarded and cut
Count Schlick. The Elector of Saxony with whomhe had taken refuge, hadsurrendered him to the open in his house. Some of the ecclesiastics

Einperor. He was a man of fifty -three years of
died a slower and more fearful death : the

uge , of majestic figure. As the sunin all its mercenaries piled up their books and MSS.,

splendour had now risen above the houses, the suspended them over the mass, and then

martyr lifted bis band to Heaven : Sup of fired it . With others, they first cut off the

righteousness," he exclaimed, 0 Jesus ! deign to right hand, then the head ; some, like Mat

lead me to eternal light beyond the shadows of thias Ulisky, were cut into four pieces. John
death.' Then he walked across the scaffold several Buffer was fastened to a tree, and served

times with a calmand dignifiedair . At length for a target. — Pp.38, 39.

he knelt down before the fatal block , and received

the death -blow , after which the executioner cut
The sufferings of theBohemian Protestants

off his right band. A piece of scarlet cloth bad are thus summed up by Dr. Pescheck, the

been stretched out beneath the block , and , as soon author of “ The Counter-Reformation in

а
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Bohemia : "_“Taking away of churches, with the element by which he lost his life ;

exile of the ministers, forcing upon the for whenever the Bohemian Romanist is

people ignorant priests , intrusive visits of suffering from drought, his crops and his

Jesuits, removal and burning of Bibles and cattle are relieved by an application to his

books of edification , forcible abstraction of country's patron !

children to bring them up in the convents as The suppression of the Reformation in the

Catholics, forbidding of Protestant marriages , duchy of Austria was not effected without a

interment elsewhere than in the churchyards, sanguinary, and for a short time, successful

fines for non-attendanceatmass, imprisonment resistance. M. Michiels thus describes the

in dark dungeons and choke-full cellars, for overthrow of the insurgents :

Jong periods, and with irons that wounded

the parts to which they were applied,
“ Maximilian (of Bavaria) determined on

cudgellingsand floggings, applying oflighted putting an end to these defeats, and sent against

candles to different parts of the body, tying extraordinary boldness, energy, and rapidity,the peasants Count Pappenheim, a general of

of women so that theycould not reach their This skilful captain employed the most refined

infants while nursing !” Hardly one of the tactics to baffle the vigilance of the peasants.

cruelties inflicted on the French Protestants By night marches and long detours, he joined the

sixty years afterwards, could boast even the Austrians at Ling, and attacked theDissenters

poor merit of originality . at Efferding, on the 9th November 1626. The

The best of the Bohemian people were peasants displayed beroic bravery. Singing

expatriated, the industry of the country cries,they rushed on the horsemen, dragged them
paslms, invoking the Lord, and uttering terrific

paralysed, its language proscribed asrebel from their steeds, and struck them with clubs,

and heretical. But Bohemia gained (though spears,andmaces. Ambushed in ravines, clumps

M. Michiels has omitted to inform his of trees, and hedgerows, bebind walls and houses,

readers)—what more than made up for such other mountaineers kept up a rolling fire, wbich

small things as impaired trade and dimi- decimated the papal battalions. These gave

nished population — a new saint ! History way several times, and Pappenheim had to make
and legend are hopelessly at variance about extraordinary efforts to continue the fight.He

the life and death of St. John Nepomuk . But at last destiny declared it-elf for the bad
was wounded, as were nearly all his generals.

According to the former, after being pre- cause, and the defenders of free inquiry were

viously tortured, he was thrown from the overthrown. On November 13th the imperial

Moldon bridge of Prague into the water, army recaptured Gmünden ; on the 19th and

by order of the Emperor Wenceslaus, in 20th it gained two or more victories. A few

1393. He remained obscure till the Jesuit days latter Pappenheim surrounded the rustics,

reconquest of Bohemia. It then occurred to forced their entrenchments, and massacred the

some ingenious Jesuit that the pame of pitiless tyranny. The province was
men who had been driven to extremities by a

soon in

St. John Nepomuk might be played off with military occupation.”–Pp.48, 49.

effect against that of Huss. Any remaining

figures of the latter were (as they had good M. Michiels does not occupy many pages

precedents at Rome for doing) changed by with the events of the Thirty Years' War.

an alteration of designation into figures of That deadly conflict begain during that

Nepomuk, which was the more easily done, shameful parenthesis between Elizabeth and

as ungrateful contemporaries had omitted to Cromwell , when England's foreign policy

preserve his likeness ! No previous miracles was either a nullity or a blunder. The

are recorded, but as Nepomuk had now place which, earlier or later, England would

again got his head above water, he vigor- have taken as protector of the Protestant

ously set to work. Revered as the patron- cause, was occupied by Sweden . The chief

saint of Romanized Bohemia (though not interest of the struggle centres in the two

canonized till 1729 ), wonders of all kinds years and a half which intervened (June

became rife. No other saint had so many 1630 — Nov. 1632) between the arrival of

images or altars. Legend told how, having Gustavus on the scene and his death . If the

become the confessor of Joanna, wife of Swedish monarch was not quite so spotless a

Wenceslaus, he perseveringly refused to character as old Fuller has described him

betray the sacerdotal secrets thus gained , in the Holy State, where he is the model of

and , prophetically conscious of the future, the “ good general ” -if he was more indis

predicted the evils which his native land putably and eminently a hero than a saint

was to entail upon itself by hearkening, first at least his services to the Protestant cause

to Huss, and then to Luther ! Wenceslaus can hardly be over-estimated . In antagonism

put him to death for the reason above given , to him the headlong courage of Pappenheim ,

and the Jesuits celebrated his memory as a the veteran skill of Tilly , the military genius

glorious confessor for — confession ! The of Wallenstein met only with defeat and

saint appears now to be on the best of terms disaster. He turned back the tide of
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Austrian victory . He coustrained the Ger- nine hundred parishes were Lutheran , a still

man Lutherans and Calvanists into union . greater number Calvinist; sixteen gov

A Romanist historian affirms that it was ernors. nearly all dignitaries of the kingdom ,

disgraceful to the German Protestants to had abjured the old dogmas. The moment

have implored the aid of Gustavus. Their could be almost predicted when Hungary

oppenents had at least set them the example would be Protestant.”

of calling in foreign help. When from her The chief workers in the Counter-Reform

Belgic and Italian provinces Spain poured ation were the Jesuits. They entered Hun.

in troops to reinforce Ferdinand and Maxi. gary in 1561 ; but during the reigns of

milian , it was only natural in the oppressed Maximilian and Rudolph their success was

Protestants to send for succour across the by no means great. Yet their indefatigable

Baltic. But (and , in fairness, M. Michiels activity awakened general apprehension;

should have adverted to this) had German and at the Diet which raised Matthias to

Protestantism been true to itself, her need the Hungarian throne, the question of their
of Sweden would not have been so great . expulsion was seriously mooted . Their

It was the miserable dissensions between continuance was in a great measure owing

the Lutherans and the Calvinists that to the effect of a pamphlet, published by one

produced the disasters of the early period of their body, Peter Pazmann . This man
of the war.

The House of Saxony was true was in youth a pervert from Calvinism , and

to only one part of the character of her had, in consideration of his varied and ready

fvunder Maurice . His selfishness was copied, gifts, been most carefully trained for pro

his sagacity was lost sight of . The coldness selytizing work by the Society . To no one

and delays of Brandenburgh were as noto- inan didRome, in connection with Hungary,

rious as the selfishness and seeming treachery owe so much. That his name does not

of Saxony . Had these two chief Protestantoccur in the work before us, is, we presume,

powers done their duty from the first as owing to M. Michiels hurrying over the

well as some of the smaller potentates did , events of the reigns of Matthias and Fer

Germany might have arranged in a campaign dinand in Hungary . To facilitate the return

or two her matters for herself. The Swiss, of the Hungarian Protestants to Rome, he

unaided, had expelled the House ofHapsburg wrote in that language his “ Guide to
“

from their soil. William the Silent, with Heaven, “ which, says the Romanist

the seven provinces at his back, had Schrödl, " did more injury to their cause

successfully defied the power of Spain . than a hundred thousand Spanish troops
Maurice of Saxony had arrested the career could have done. " Plausible, eloquent,

of the Einperor Charles. With greater liberal in money matters, he succeeded in

resources than any of these, the German accomplishing many perversions. Count
Protestants were untrue to their position. Mailath, the historian of the Magyars, thus
The Evangelical Union only embraced a characterizes him “ The man who refuses

portion of their ranks, and it was dissolved to Pazmann the title of great, has either no

soon after the fatal battle of the White sympathy with greatness, or is sunk in
Mountain . Its antagonist, the Catholic party spirit . When he entered public life

League, achieved far more for Popery than the Catholic clergy were few in number,
it did for Protestantism .

poor, downcast in spirit ; when he died , the

Nearly a third of M.Michiels' book , and Magyar hierarchy was rich, bold, influential,
we think the best portion of it, is devoted highly educated. Before his time the

to the treatment of Hungary in the seven- Protestant theologians were more learned

teenth century by Austria. This part ofAus-than the Catholic ; with him begins the

trian history is comparatively little known, learning of the Magyar Catholic theologians,

and M. Michiels has given an interesting and no confession produced a man who

and informing record of it. Into Hungary could measure himself with Pazmann. He

the Reformed doctrine early penetrated . found Hungary Protestant, and left it

Luther dedicated part of his version of the Catholic.” In this there is a good measure

Bible to Mary, queen of Louis , the last of partisan exaggeration , butof the greatness

Jagellon. In spite of bloody edicts, Pro- of Pazmann's services to Rome there can

testantism made constant, and in many be no question. He died a Cardinal , and

places, rapid progress. Hundreds of Hun. Primate of Hungary, in 1637 , the sameyear

garian students received instruction at as Ferdinand II. Ten chapters of his work

Wittenberg. The most distinguished ad- are devoted by M. Michiels to the reign of

vocate of the new doctrines was Matthias Leopold I.

Levoy, called the Hungarian Luther. At

the accession of Rudolph II. , says Michiels, “ The Jesuits," says be, “ had in him a prince

“ In those provinces belonging to Germany, ' according to their heart ; every morning he heard
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three masses, one after the other, during which be , which ever since the year 1222 all Hangarian

remaioed on his knees, and did not raise his eyes monarchs bad sanctioned on their coronation,

Once . On festival days the triple ceremony was granted the Magyars the right of taking up arms

accompanied by music. Leopold insisted upon whenever theirfranchises and privileges were viola

all the ambassadors being present ; and it was ted. The Diet demanded the removal of the imperi

at times enough to make them resign office, so al troops. w bo annoyed and plundered the popala

fatiguing did the task become : thus, during lion." --P. 113.

Lent, they were bound to be present at eighty

offices. When priests or monks approached the The Austrian Court refused to satisfy the

Emperor, be humbly doffed his bat and gave them wishes of the Hungarians. For the double

like head weighed avast peruke. Hewas very purpose of crushingthe Hungarian liberties

weak in the legs, and seemed to be always and oppressing the Hungarian Protestants,

tottering. His stature below the middle beight, the Government of Vienna found two apt

the awkwardness of his gestores, and the stiffoess and unscrupulous instruments, Prince Euse

of his mapper, did not produce a favourable bius of Lobkowitz, and Szeleptsenyi, the

impression. With bis ill-shapen mouth, be bad new Primate. The Magyar nobles held a

the temerity to play the flute, which made him secret meeting at Neusohl, and resolved to
ridiculous. A black but very thin beard im .

perfectly covered bis prodigious cbio. The priests
revolt from Austria, and obtain Turkish aid

had taught bim everytbing , save the art ofby recognising the suzerainty of the sultan,

governing; and bence a notice was several times Mahomet IV . An Austrian spy contrived

found affixed to the palace gate, containing the to be present at the interview , which their

words : Leopold , be an Emperor and not a envoy had with the Grand Vizier, and re
musician ; au Einperor and not a Jesuit. This vealed the plot to his employers. Amused

prince, though so well op ia religion (!). was not with promises made by Lobkowitz to gain
warlike. During a reign of half a century, in time, the Hungarian leaders, unsupported by

which he had to support five great wars and Turkey , werespeedily crushed after the
subdue tbree dangerous insurrections, he never
once showed bimselfin the field of 'battle . A Austrian troops, poured in from the western

small pumber ofreviews, beld on solemn occasions, provinces, had time to arrive. What resist

were sutticient to satisfy his martial tastes. ance there was proved useless through its
During the siege of Vienna by the infidels, the isolated character. The chief of the Mag.
timid Emperor escaped as rapidly and as far as yar nobility were made to pay the penalty

he could. " The Jesuits, however, to reward their of their plan of revolt with their lives. Wo

pupil for bis obedience, suroamed him Leopold

the Great . ”—Pp. 105-8.
quote one example.

“ Tattenbach did not perish at Grätz until De
He had no proper sense of national, cember 1, 1671. Thirmon had been irritated in

though none everinsisted more on personal every conceivable way, and led to the verge of

dignity . • The Islamites strongly abused the abyss. In order tirst to compromise and then

his concessions and humility. When Count to accuse bim, the service had been employed of
Leslie, sent as envoy to Constantinopleafter a miserable wretcb called Thuro, a devoted Cath

the signature of peace(in 1664),proceeded olic, or atter debauchee, overburdened with debts

to take leave of his Highness, being a very have a conscience • wide as hell.'. An ex-chaplain
and harassed by want ; one of those men who

aged man , he could not bow so low as Mus. of Tattenbach's, Michael Ferie, at that time

sulman etiquette demanded : an usher thrust priest of Crayburg, served as his accomplice in

his head to the ground with such violence the ignoble work . The two scoundrels suggested

that he received three wounds in the fore. dubious proceedings to the Count, induced bim to

head. The Imperial Court did not complain utter imprudent language, and then denounced

-asked no satisfaction for this outrage.” bim. To render the mystification complete, Thuro

The subjugation of Hungary , which his
was at the outset imprisoned with his lord, and

they were examined together. But the agent was

grandfather had, during the Thirty Years' speedily released , wbile the scaffold was erected

War, been unable to effect, was considered for the credulous gentleman. The unhappy man

by Leopold as reserved for himself. sent off an express to Vienna, imploring the mer.

cy of being shot ; but Leopold refused this last und

“ As son as the alliance with Turkey was con gloomy favour. The executioner gave him three

cluded, Prince Lobkowitz assembled themagnates, strokes before his punishment ended. The mon

io Leopold's name, at a Diet held at Presburg. arch deducted a sum of money from the confiscat

He asked them for subsidies, intended for the ed property of the victims, with which he pur

fresh imperial troops to be stationed in the coun- cbased three thousand masses for the repose of

try , for buildiog new forts along the frontiers, and their souls . The sons and legitimate heirs of the

recommended them not to annoy, according to decapitated magnates were reduced to misery ;

their usual fashion,the pashas residing near their and to set the seal on their misfortunes,they were

districts. The Estates replied by violent recrimi . ordered to wear a red silken cord round their

Dations : the Hungarian charter forbade the in . necks, imitating the mark made by the axe.

troduction of foreign troops into the kingdom . Many wives and daughters of the first families

In addition, the Golden Ball of King Andrew II. , languished in Vienna and Wiener-Neustadt, either

.
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in common dungeons, or in the oubliettes of the las active as ever, the Society of Jesus prac

convenie ." -- P . 127-9.
tised upon the weak yieldingness of the Em

On the 6th of June 1671, Leopold issued peror to obtain large grants of land and

an edict, in which he annulled the national money. “ The minister , on several occa

charter, proclaimed military occupation of sions, opposed this inopportune liberality,

the country, placed the Magyar nobles on a and tore up several acts of donation, espe

level with tradesmen and peasants in liabili- cially that which granted the Spanish order

ty to taxation , and laid heavy imposts on all the county of Glatz, in Silesia, and gave

articles of consumption. The Primate and them , as guarantee for a sum promised them ,

other Hungarian prelates in vain remonstrat- the town of Grätz, in Styria. When the in

ed against a decree bywhich they them- satiable apostles(!) came to ask the head of

selves were involved in pecuniary loss. But the Cabinet for the official deed, he showed

while to this part of the imperial procedure them the letters I.N.R.I. placed above a

they took exception, they gave themselves crucifix, and interpreted them thus : Jam

diligently to the enterprise of persecuting nihil reportabunt Jesuita . He had carried

the Protestants into submission to their his malice to such an extent as to draw up

Church. All who could escaped into the his will, which he showed everybody. This

Turkish territories, where they found tolera- jesting document commenced in a humble,

tion. We cannot wonder that, as in the con- contrite, and lamenting tone ; then left the

temporary persecutions of the Scottish reverend ' fathers, as a sign of repentance

Presbyterians, armed resistance was at times and affection , eighty -two thousand-here the

lade. On one such occasion , Barsonzi , bottom of the page was reached , and it was

Bishop of Grosswardein , one of the most necessary to turn it over ; the top of the

pitiless of the persecutors, was saved by next page explained the prince's legacy

ihe intervention of a Protestant minister eighty-two thousand nails to build a new

from experiencing the fate of Sharp. | house !" - P . 153. Before long, dexterously

After a number of instances of local op- availing themselves of the dislike borne to

pression, all the Protestant ministers, school. Lobkowitz by the new empress, the Jesuits

masters, and precentors were summoned to procured his downfall and confinement in

appear at Presburg on the 5th of May 1675. his castle of Raudwitz in Bohemia, where he

Four hundred appeared. The tribunal was died two years afterwards. Assisted by

presided over by the Primate. Ecclesiasti. Michael Apoffy, Prince of Transylvania,

cal and civil offences were blended in the the Hungarian exiles re-entered their native

articles of accusation . On condition of land. They defeated Spankau, the Austrian

abandoning the exercise of their offices, and commander-in -chief. If their plan of mili .

virtually acting as Government spies, the tary operations had been more sustained and

liberty of remaining in their native land skilful, they might have driven the imperial

was offered to them ; if they refused this, a troops out of Hungary. Their successes

fortnight's time was allowed them to remove were not always used with moderation ; on

ibeir families and effects to other lands. one occcasion, having seized twoand twenty

But, in either case, the signature of a docu . Romish priests, they cut off their ears and

mient implying their guilt as rebels was in- noses, and then finished them with their sa

dispensable . A fourth of their number bres. The Marquis de Bethune, French

yielded in the one or the other form . Sen- ambassador at Warsaw, was interested in

tence of death was pronounced in the case their favour,and, “ in an underhand manner,"

of those who refused. None were actually as Voltaire says , “ Louis XIV . gave them

executed ; but not a few died in consequence his support." . In the end of 1677, Emerio

of the hardships they were exposed to, first Tekeli appeared among the patriots,bring

in imprisonment in the six Ilungarian for- ing them a succour of two thousand men.

tresses, and afterwards when condemned to

the galleys . In February 1676 only twen distinguished. His loftyfigure
, his hands meface,

.
“ This new champion was a man in every way

ty-eight martyrsremained at Naples. They, bis talents, activity,and kindness, attracted atten

were found by De Payter, the Admiral of tion , and prepossessed in his favour. To these

Holland, then the first Protestant power, natural gifts—to courage and coolness — be added

through the incompetent foreign policy of a precocious experience. Having grown up in

the restored Stuarts. He claimed them ; misfortune and resentment,be had gone through

and as his appearance in the Mediterranean the harsh apprenticeship ofa military life. He

was to aid Spain in naval contest with knew, and spokewith equal facility, Hungarian,
Latin, German , and Turkish . Of the immense

France, his demand could not be refused.

Though Lobkowitz proved himself the Hungary and Transylvania, the latter portion had
property his family bad possessed in Northern

willing tool of imperial oppression, he bore escaped the Emperor's clutches, and assured him

no favour to the Jesuits. Grasping as 'welll the influence of an immense fortune. His rapidity
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of conception, his spirit of organization, and a most distinguished of Polish subjects. But

firmness of character indispensable in action , now the Emperor felt his deep and dire need

destined bim to exercise on all sides an irresistible of him . " He had recourse,” says Salvandy,

acendancy. He was only twenty -oneyears of " to the great expedient of his House, the
age when the retirement of Teleky, owing to his
disputes with the French captains,decided the hand of an archduchess, offering this alliance

exiles on appointing him their general-in -chief. to the young prince of Poland, to whom was

A proclamation summoned to arms every individ- also to be guaranteed the succession to his

ual capable of wielding a sword or bearing a mus- father. " On the other hand , the united

ket, while the scattered bands, fighting withoutdis- cabinets of Paris, Berlin , and Copenhagen

cipline, received orders to join him . In a very short offered him Silesia ; Louis XIV. added
time i wenty thousand men assembled, and other The
squadrons continually joined the Army ofIndepend- Hungaryfor himself and his sons.*
ence. The troops be commanded bad a numerical temptation was great ; Poland would thus

superiority over the Imperialist legions, and the have become a powerful empire. The diffi

young chieftain traversed in triumph all the north culty of decision was enhanced by the Sultan

of Hungaryand the chain of the Carpathians.' sending to the Polish monarch a letter, in

Pp. 165 , 166 . which he disclaimed all intention of hostility

to Poland .

After various efforts to reduce Hungary Sobiesky relied little on the friendship of

had failed , Leopold concluded an armistice ; Leopold, but he considered the Empire a far

but, distrustful of his sincerity, the Magyars less dangerous neighbour than the Turk , and

would not agree to the proposed terms of he threw all his energies into the scale of the

peace. The war, on being resumed, was former. Of the campaign which destroyed

more fiercely contested than ever ; and mat- the Turkish host, and rescued the beleaguered

ters appeared brought to a crisis, when, in capital, M. Michiels has given , in his thir

1682, a league was formed with the Turks, teenth chapter, a succinct but animated ac

and the Grand Vizier, Kara Mustapha, count. of his treatment by Leopold, So,

brought the full force of theOttoman Empire bieski had as much cause to complain as,

to bear against Austria. The united force a quarter of a century afterwards, Peter
amountedto three hundred thousand men . borough and Stanhope had to be dissatisfied

A century before, the House of Austria with their usage by his son, the Archduke

had furnished the commander who beat baek Charles. Even the panegyrists of Austria

the Turkish naval power at Lepanto. It ap- would scarcely have the hardihood to affirm ,

peared as if that great disasterwas about to that with that House gratitude has been a

be more than avenged . The forces, which prominent virtue.
had of late barely kept the field against the During the siege of Vienna , Tekeli had in

Magyar insurgents, were utterly unable to vested, but fruitlessly, the castle of Presburg.

cope with their Mussulman allies. Leopold After the overthrow of his allies, he was

could only muster thirty-three thousand obliged to take refuge within the Turkish
men , whose command was entrusted to territory. Now, in turn , the Austrian and

Charles of Lorraine. M. Michiels calls this Polish army laid siege to Gran, the strongest

distinguished general a Frenchman , – a fortification in Hungary. It only held out

somewhat singular designation for a prince, four days . Masswas immediately celebrated

whose family had, forty years before , been in the Cathedral of St. Stephen, which, for

expelled from their dominions by the French nearly a century and a half, had been con

He made a most skilful retreat be- verted into a mosque. Sobieski endeavour.

fore the overwhelming force of the invaders, ed to mediate between the Emperor and the

and diligently repaired the crumbling fortifi- Hungarians, but without effect.

cations of Vienna. “ During the negotiations, the army of
Two monarchs stand out from the mass Lithuania arrived like a stream of barbari

of crowned heads of the seventeenth century, ans. As it had not set out early enough to

as men possessing the highest claims to the take part in the campaign, it substituted

title of great - Gustavus Adolphus and John pillage and destruction for the services it did
Sobieski. The former had saved Germany not render. Hungary was sacked with as
from Austria ; the latter was now to rescue much cruelty as if infidels inhabited the pro

Germany both from the Ottoman and the

Frenchman. Sobieski had gained the thorny

and anxious crown of Poland through a * It is worthy of notice, that in the same number

burst of popular enthusiasm . Neither then of the official Parisian Gazette which congratulated
nor at any subsequent timedid he owe any . the Hungarians on the religious liberty which they

thing to Leopold. Had imperial intrigue ofthe converts" lately made in Poitou presumed to
now enjoyed, appeared a proclamation, that if any

succeeded, he must have remained merely re-enter the Protestant temples, they would be sent

the most illustrious of Polish warriors, the to the galleysl - Salvandy, Hist. de Sobieski, ii. 128 .

arms,
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vinces. Irritated by their violence and de. the treaty of Zathunia in 1711 , by which

predation , Tekeli attacked the Poles,and did the former Magyar liberties were restored .

not grant them a moment's rest. Peasants The arrangement of M. Michiels is some

or soldiers fired on them from every house , what confused at times. Thus, after enter

out of everythicket. Sobieski was broken- ing on the reign of Maria Theresia in his

hearted . Urged by his wife to return , eighteenth chapter, and continuing that sub

threatened with utter desertion by his troops, ject in the three following ones, he reverts

exposed to the revenge of the Hungarians, in the twenty -second to the persecution of

and disgusted by the ingratitude of the Em- the Protestants of Salzburg, which occurred

peror, he at length marched homeward, in the time of her father Charles VI. The

where he arrived at the end of December.” Prince-Archbishop of Salzburg, Leopold

-Pp. 194, 195. Antony, Count of Firmian , too weak him

Tekeli had set his mind upon being sove- self to deal with those of his subjects who,

reign of Hungary. But neither Leopold nor calling themselves Evangelicals or Aposto.

Sobieski would sanction this arrangement, licals , had latterly assumed the name of

though gilded over by a tribute to Vienna. Lutherans, and were virtually Protestants,

Irritated by the disposition of some of his had applied for aid to Austria and Bavaria.

noble supporters to come to terms with Troops were accordingly sent into the dissi .

Austria, he seized , condemned, and executed dent districts, and remained there until the

the most obnoxious. The cause of Hun- work of suppression was accomplished . All

garian Independence was soon seen to be who held fast to their opinions were, hy a

hopeless ; and what hope was there, with decree which appeared in October 1731,

Leopold on the one hand , and Mahomet IV . obliged to go into exile. M. Michiels states

on the other ? Sobieski would not ally him . the number of exiles to have been 30,000.

self with the Magyars, and the succour of Gieseler makes it 22,000. Guericke gives it

France was feeble, interested , and pre- as much above 20,000 . The Romanist Gries

carious. When a truce of twenty years was reduces it to less than 20,000. Persecuted

concluded in August 1684 between France thus for conscience sake, the exiled Salzbur

and the Empire, the Hungarians must have gers were kindly received by the German

felt that their last hope of foreign aid was Protestant Powers.
shattered . “ The Elector of Hanover received them

It is a trite quotation - eagerly . The King of Denmark ordered

collections on their behalf in all the churches.

“ Who would be free, themselves must strike the On the second of February 1732, the King

of Prussia published letters patent, in which

But Hungary had always confessed, by Berlin even engaged the Catholics to exert
he offered them an asylum ; and the court of

seeking and from without, that she felt her

selftwo weak to contend againsttheImpe- reception. A large number, consequently,
all their influence to secure the exiles a kind

rialists alone. The court of Vienna con

tributed to render Tekeli suspected by the established themselves in this hospitable
Turks. He was seized by them in October country. Frederick William also sent two

commissioners to Salzburg, officially ordered
1636 , and carried to Adrianople in chains.

Deprived of their leader, the insurgents but, in return for this
, the Archbishop or

to collect all monies owing to the exiles ;

generally laid down their arms. When a

new Grand Vizier found out the mistake
dered the payment of the debts they owed

that had been committed, and set Tekeliat lowed the example furnished by the sove
to be enforced . All Reformed Germany fol

liberty , his name had lost its influence, and
the war, which he still carried on , shrunk reigns. Although the Free Citieswere no

into a mere series of guerilla combats. We longer in that powerful and flourishing con

pass over the narrative, too similar to pas. had önce raised them, they behaved most
dition to which the commerce of the East

sages already quoted given by M. Michiels

of the cruelties which attended the final sup. found employments there, andmany were
generously towards the immigrants : several

pression of this revolt of Hungary . We
could have wished that, instead of the fol assisted by philanthropical institutions. In

lowing, chapter of twenty-five pages, in many parishesthe authorities went to meet
the exiles, while the bells rang a peal ; the

which the author gives us his views of the
policy of the Jesuits, he had favoured his burgomaster held (made ?) a speech to them ,

readers with some account of the insurrec- side the walls, sang the famous Lutheran
and the inhabitants, collected in crowds out

tion under Rakoczy, which , taking advan
canticle, -

tage of the pressure upon Austria through

the war of the Spanish succession, procured " " * A tower of strength is our Lord. No one

blow ."
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tences :

.

is abandoned by the Savioar. Help us, Master, and savage habits of the Austrians in the
according to Thy promise ' At Ansbach, when eighteenth century." We quote a few sen

the travellers reached the Townball Square, four

buodred and thirty catechisms of the Augsburg

Confession were distributed among them , and “ The bandits displayed great audacity. It

George Förster, an old man of eighty.seven, was found necessary to cut down thewoods along

tbanked the town in the name of the exiles . The the high roads in various portions of the country,

citizens then contended for the honour and satis- empty suspicious hostelries, and put in them

faction of lodging them. The vast trustworthy men . Military posts were establish

trade in togs, of which Nuremberg is now the ed on bigb places, whence the country could be

centre, was transferred thither at this period, for surveyed for some distance, and patrol- weut out

tbey bud hitherto been manufactured on the banks regularly duriog every bour of the night. The

of ibe Königssee. The gold , silver, iron , and provosts made their rounds once a month, rigor

copper mides were abandoned ; rain , ice, and ously watched the frontier defiles, and kept up a

snow invaded the galleries. The soil coop became band of bigbly paid scouts ; prompt and sure

a desert ; fields, bitherto cultivated , became sterile result was obtained by bribing some traitor in

moors , and the lowlands were converted into pes the gang, or introducing into it a false brother.

tilential marches.” — Pp. 311-313. The most cruel mappers and savage

babits prevailed in these unclean and unhealthy

A number of our readers must remember towns. Duels, assassinations in open day , and

that the same archdiocese of Salzburg, which armed contests,frequently stained the public road
with blood. An Austrian general stopped an

since 1816 has belonged to Austria, lost in

1835 some hundreds of inhabitants from the get out andfight; and the diplomatist was only
ambassador's carriage, and wished to make bim

Zillenthal , for their indomitable adherence saved from the disagreeable situation by the

to Protestantism . Then, as a century be arrival of the watch , and the cleverness and reso

fore, Prussia proved their actively sym. lution of the commanding officer. The duellists

pathising friend. In the beginning of his rendered celebrated, by their furious combats, a

seventeenth chapter M. Michiels makes the place in Vienna vow called the Josephstadt . They

strange remark— “ It is not generally knownfought on fout and horseback, with swords and

to what an extent French ideas penetrated and it was the custom at that day for the seconds
pistols ; the fighters came from long distances ;

into Germany in the eighteenth century." to take an active part in the quarrel. Passers

It would have been singular, indeed, if the by and curious spectators frequently followed their

influence of France, felt from Spain to Swe example, so that the duels were transformed into
den , from England to Russia , bad found the skirmishes. Among the tradespeople, those who

German people alone impervious and un- displayed the most turbulence werethe butchers,

assailable. Germany, with as yet no nation
the masons, the stone cutters, and the fishermen .

al literature of her own, coming more the civic guard and watch (two different troops)
They often began figbting in the streets ; and if

slowly than any other civilized nation to her run up, the brave workmed held their ground

full intellectual growth , was quite in a con against them , and real combats terrified the

dition to be swayed, and indeed too unduly peaceable citizens . The turbulence of the students

swayed, by the mental products of France. did not at all yield to the wurlike vehemence of

There is not a single historian ofGermany,the guilds, and they had frequent disputes with

civil or ecclesiastical, Romanist or Pro the police. Iudefatigable hectors (!) us they were,

testant, absolutist, constitutional, or ultra they were not at allafraid of any pumerical

liberal—there is not a single historian of their leaders, a young man of twenty five, who
superiority ; and the cbroviclers mention one of

Europe during the period we are now en. alone fought against twenty-fourmen of the watch,

gaged with , but has adverted to the fact wounded several of them , and dispersed the rest.

which M. Michiels seems to think he has the passion for the chase was so impetuous

only now dragged to light. Let one quota. among the nobles,that they treated poachers with

tion serve instead ofa hundred . the utmost var barity ; and the ecclesiastical

princes of Germany,” says Cantu in his princes themselves furnished them withanexum .

Storia di Cento Anni, “ Had it as their am
ple.” — Pp. 330-333.

bition to imitate the court of Louis XIV . There is in this chapter, however, an

They were educated by Frenchmen, they evident wish to make out a case against

showed themselves ready to copy that coun . Austria. The coarseness ofthe last century

try in everything. The busts of Voltaire was not an endemic in Austria, it was an

and Rousseau appeared in the cabinets of epidemic all over Europe. Assuredly Eng.
ecclesiastical electors and canons of sixteen land had small reason to look down with

quarters.” The influence of France beyond contempt on her imperial contemporary.

the Rhine was never thoroughly broken till We would not put M.Michiels through any

the memorable national rising of 1813. To very lengthy and alarming course of histo

prove the need of French civilizing influence, rical reading to enlighten him as to the state
M. Michiels devotes a whole chapter to ex- of eighteenth century England . Esmond

amples of " the brutality, demoralization , and the Lectures on the Humorists, Horace

* The

"
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Walpole's Letters, the Histories of Lord , War of the Succession , with the loss of

Stanhope and Mr. Massey , may serve to Silesia to Russia. We need not dwell upon

show him what this country was during the treaty of 1756 , by which Austria broke

three-fourth of that century . As to France, with England, and combined with France

the Memoires” of courtiers and philoso. to effect the ruin of Frederick the Great, or

phers show how imperfect was her civiliza- on the Seven Years' War which followed .

tion, how corrupted were the views alike of On the internal state of Austria during the

those who sought to preserve all , and of forty years' reign of the empress-queen, we
those who wished to overturn all . may dwell longer. M. Michiels thus de

The chapter wehave been just considering scribes her Prime Minister, Wenceslaus An

is wound up with ascribing all the then exist- thony, Prince von Kaunitz:
ing evils of Austria to the Jesuits. The

“ He was tall, well built, muscular, and thin ;
name of that order is justly hateful. But it the whiteness of hiscomplexion, his light hair, and

is inaccurate to accuse its members of hav- bloe eyes,deep and calm, attested bis Sclavonic

ing universally sunk into intellectual debility origin, while his eagle glance revealed the su

in it latest days. Not to speak of other perior man. His inflexible will never abandoned

names, the last distinguished author of the a design , and no cause was powerful envogh 10

old school in Spain , Father Isla, the author draw bis mind away from it. Frivolity in politics

of “ Fray Grundio, " was a Jesuit. It was ed andstudied questions deeply, regarding them
or in business gave him great disgust : he analys

as a Jesuit the ecclesiastical life was begun from every side. His whole life was spent in re

by Sailer, afterwards Bishop of Augsburg, flecting and working ; hence be took the greatest

the German Fenelon , to whom, more than care to preserve that evenness of tempernecessary

to any other single individual , what earnest for the free exercise of his thoughts. One of the

religion bas been found among the German causes that strengthened the prince's position,

Romanists of this century is to be ascribed, and augmented bis ascendancy, was his incorrap

and of whom Protestants of both confessions tible probity. To bim is owing the re -establish
ment of Austrian finance, which the Jesuits bad

uniformly speak in the highest terms.* The suffered to fall into the most frightful state of
last century witnessed an unprecedentedly disorder. Throngh the solidity of bis reason, the

Jarge number of female occupants of thrones. suppleness of bis mind , and his continual labour,
But

among them all there is none so estim- he managed to make himself so indispensable,

able as the Empress Maria Theresa. She that he exercised almost sovereign authority up

had no great education. She was not exempt
to the death of Maria Theresa, and then till that

from prudery. She bore a part, though the of Joseph II., and did not quit his post even a ben

least guilty and the most reluctant part, in eccentric sideto this grave picture
. The open

There was anyears bad obscured his intellect.

the first partition of Poland. She was air inspired him with the greatest borror, and

slower than might have been wished in even his carriages were hermetically closed.

adopting internalreforms. But she was not, During the fine season, when a suffocating beat

like Elizabeth and Catherine of Russia, ruled prevailed, and not a breath of air stirred the

by male favourites. She was not, like Anne foliage, he would sit at times for somemoments

of England , the slave of female favourites. in an easy chair in the garden of the Chancery,

Shewas not, like Maria of Portugal, the palace ; but in either case, he carefully held a
or cross it at full speed, to proceed to the imperial

tool of successive confessors. A devout handkerchief to his mouth. As soon as people

Romanist, and of exemplary life, she entrust- saw him, they would exclaim , · Here be is ! bere

ed the affairs of her dominions not to intru. be is ! ' and the servants hastened to shut all the

sive priests, but to competent statesmen . windows."—Pp. 369-374.
Modern Ultramontanes, unable to deny her " The only grave fault committed by the skilful

virtues, yet detract from her memoryby politician,was his having given bis consent to,
and facilitated the first division of Poland , al

saying that she was the mother, not only of
though it is true that Frederick II. spared

Joseph, but of Josephism . nothing to seduce bim. Further-sighted than her

The loyal enthusiasm of the Hungarians minister, Maria Theresa instinctively blamed this

for their youthful sovereign at the Diet of iniquitous measure, and apprehended the vicinity

Presburg in 1741 , is told by M. Michiels, of Russia.* The minister eventually recognised

as it has been told by so many authors, bis error, and formed a plan for the restoration of

since Voltaire first gave it European cele- Poland, the throne of which country he wished
brity, in his “Siecle de Louis XV. ” We to render hereditary,under a prince of the house

a

of Saxony. But it was too late ; neither Prussia

need not go over the history of her early nor Russia consented to give up her prey.” — Pp:

losses, and how Austria emerged from the 380 , 381..

* Few religious biographies are better worth read- * In an autograph letter to Catherine II. , the

ing than that of Sailer. by Bodeman (a Protestant of Austrian Empress signed herself “ your most affec

evangelical views ). The writer knows how to nar- tionate sister, but, please God , never your neigh

rate , to select, and to - stop. bour ."
"
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M. Michiels gives full-length portraits of tion of the Government from Church affairs.

the eminent men associated with Von Kau- But the Pistoian Synod , held without Rome,

nitz in the improvement of Austria in the nay, in spite of Rome, had excited the

reign of Maria Theresa, and her successor, deepest consternation in the Curia. Not

Joseph II. Some inaccuracies occur in this more alarm was raised by the Harper's

part of his volume. Thus he states, that Ferry rising in America, than took place at

long before the appearance of Beccaria's the Court of Pius VI., in consequence of this

work, torture was abolished in Austria, effort of ecclesiastical independence in an

through the influence of Sonnenfels. But immediately neighbouring state. It seemed

the book of Beccaria, “ Dei delitti e delle as if heresy had taken up her place almost

pene, " appeared in 1764, and Maria Theresa in the very sight of the Vatican,--almost on

did not decree the abolition of torture till the very threshold of Peter's Chair. The

twelve years afterwards. alarm , however, in this case , as in the recent

These individuals are particularly men. Transatlantic example, proved exaggerated.

tioned as Austrian reformers by M. Michiels, The Tuscan Government soon had more

Gerhard von Swieten , Joseph von Riegger, pressing matters to think of ; and the Tuscan

and Joseph von Sonnenfels. The first was people were too ignorant and bigoted , to
a Dutch physician, obliged to quit his pro- approve of proceedings which had, as

fessorship at Leyden on account of his Ro- their object, to draw them away from
manist creed. His influence was chiefly felt saint veneration and image worship to the

in the remodelling of the University of study of the Bible in their own language .

Vienna on more modern principles, and in Except in the little Church of Utrecht, Jan

the improvement of education throughoutsenism-great in great in men, holy in me
the empire. mories, affecting in associations, frequent in

Several pages are devoted by M. Michiels sufferings - has never had a permanent being.
to an account of the life, principles, and Elsewhere, in the Romish communion, it has

writings of [Paul] Joseph von Riegger. He flitted from place to place ; it has reappeared
says :-“His name, but little known in Ger- from timeto time; it has called forth re

many, is perfectly strange in France.” It pressing edicts ; it has drawn down papal

is true that Riegger has not met with the anathemas; but it has never succeeded in

general reputation, in after times, which his permanently impressing even a single dio
merits demanded . His very name does not cese . Witness, confessor, martyr,-even

occur in the Church Histories of Gieseler on a limited scale it is never victor, Its

and Guericke, of Hase and Kurtz. Jis principles, imperfect as we deem them , are

views were those of that secondary period too pure to admit of its employing the

of Jansenism , when disciplinary more than paltry arts, the coarse machinery , the un

doctrinal matters were discussed ; when a scrupulous devices, which the Jesuit and the
position was taken up rather anti-Curialist Curialist feel warranted by their lax system
than pro -Augustinean . M. Michiels would to employ . We return to M. Michiels'

have thrown more light on this period of his account of Riegger :
narrative, if he had taken into account the

Italian Jansenists, — whether Milanese or “ At the age of sixteen be obtained his doctor's

Tuscan . Liberal ecclesiastical views char- diploma ; and before he reached his majority, be

acterised the mostdistinguished authors in was already doctor utriusque juris. When a few

these parts of Italy. The best known of of Innsbrück, a desk of recent formation, where
years over twenty, be occupied , at the University

these was the erudite canonist Tamburini, be taught thelaw of pature and of nations, the

raised to the chair of theology at Pavia by history of political legislation in Germany, and

Maria Theresa. He died so recently as the history of the Gerinanic Emperors avd Em

1827, at the age of ninety. Italy had not pire. The hate the Jesuits bore him, and their

listened to opinions so liberal since the death incessantmaneuvres against him , did notprevent

of Father Paul . Italian Jansenism culmin . bim being appointed eight times Dean of the

ated in the Synod of Pistoia, under the being chosen thrice asdeputyfrom the University
Faculty of Law; thrice Rector magnificus ; and

bishop of that diocese, Scipio Ricci, —the to theCourt. The principal Juristic establish

reforming views and decrees of which were wents, at bome and abroad, consulted him on the

guided by Tamburini. Leopold (afterwards most difficult and entangled problems of civil and

Emperor), Grand Duke of Tuscany , fully criminal law. In 1749, when the poble academy

sanctioned these Church reforms ; and sought, called “ Academie Savoyenne," and originally es

in the provincial council of Florence, to tablished for the instruction of young nobles in

carry them out in his dominions. But the tended to fill the offices of statē, was reformed,

Maria Theresa gave the professorsbip of canoni
majority of the Tuscan prelates were found cal law to Riegger ;and afterwards that of politi

anti-reforming. The speedy succession of cal law , instruction in which the religious strug.

the French Revolution drew off the atten -Igles gave extreme importance and an immediate
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interest. In 1751 he joined the Commission of dote :-" A malicious censor bad expunged whole

Ceveorship, presided over by Von Swieten. It pages in an important tract Soppenfels bad writ

is a tortunate epoch when men of the future are ten. Indigoant at this conduct, the author re

appointed to watch the press, and routine alone solved to brave everything in order to sare his

is placed in the lodex ! In 1756 ( ther auıbori- work from mutilation . He reached the palace at

ties say 1753 ), Riegger at length beld a profes- the time when the empress was absorbed in ber

surship in Vienna ; and simultaneously, be was favourite amusement of cards , but he did not

nominated to the Chancellerie of Bohemia, and hesitate to stod in his name. The slightest cir.

[nopoiuied ] Reporter-general op ecclesiastical af cumstance that surprised Maria Theresa, or dis
fairs Soon after, bis Institutions of Clericul turbed her in her pleasures or business, caused

Jurisprulence served everywbere as the basis of her extreme annoyance, even at an advanced age.

instruction ; while equal favour was shown to his She, therefore , left the card -table with some irri .

collection of civil decrees op religious affairs , his tation , and came into the ante- chamber, bold.

dissertations on ecclesiasticalcouncils and chastise.iog ber cards in one hand , and with the other

ments, on the origin and true foundation of canon pashing back her cap and bair, which fell over

law , on the Teutovic order, etc. These inmense ber face. Well , what is the matter ?' she asked.

works , which would suffice to glorify several “ Are you being apvoved again ? What do they

writers , did not merely produce a theoretical ef want with you ? Have you written anything

fect, or remain coufived to the region of specula- against me? If so , I pardon you from my heart,

tion, for each of them occasioned an edict from for a good patriot must freqnently be out of tem

Maria There-a. Never, perhaps, bas an author per ; but I know your good sentiments. Or

produced a more prompi and decided effect by have you attacked religion ? In that case, you

his writings, than did Joseph Riegger. When on are a fool. I cannot believe you bave made an

bis dying bed , a prelute [said to have been Migaz assault upon morality , for yon are pot an unclean

zi , Archbishop of Vienna) glided into his room , animal. But if you have criticised my ministers,

and addressed an insidious exhortation to bin, - 1 -oh , tben, my dear Sonnepfels, you will be ob

. At the moment of making the fearful passage , liged 10 bite your nails ; I cannot be of any use

do you not experience any doubts or uneasiness to you. I believe I have told you so often

with reference to your opinions ? If it be so, enough.' And the noble woman burried buck 10

you can retract thein, without fearing the opin- fuisb ber gume.” — Pp. 351-2.

iops of men , which no lopger possess any impor

taoce for you . A slightly iropical smile played The story that Maria Theresa was influ

round the poble old man's lips,as he replied , " enced to sign an edict for the expulsion of

have just recoociled myself with the Eternul . the Jesuits froin her domivions, by Von

The truth appears to us on the threshold of the Kaunitz giving her proof that her confes
tomb. Of all my doctrines I have not a syllable

sions to her Jesuit director had been sent to
to retract.' "

the General of the Order at Rume, has been

The writings of Riegger were placed in taken by M. Michiels from the “ Anemoder"
the Roman Index, and he himselfwasthreat- of Baron Von Hormayr. It had , many

ened with excommunication. He is gener- years before the appearance of the Baron's

ally considered the founder of the Church bok, been given to the public in a some

Law of Austria, which prevailed up to the what different form by Gulani. But it does

recent Concordat. An able representative not rest upon good authority, and has not

of his views was left by him in his son , been accepted as true by the best inodern

Joseph Anthony, professor first at Vienna, historians . Though Maria Theresa broke

and afterwards at Prague; a writer nearly down in many ways the papalized system of

as voluminous as his father, and of more her predecessors, she never granted religious

varied, general accomplishments. Next to wleration either to the Protestants of her

Riegger, the inost able defender of liberal dominions, or to the members of the Greek
ecclesiastical views was Francis Stephen Von Church. But the year after Joseph II . , by

Rauterstrauch, whom M. Michiels barely his mother's death ,came to the possession of

He was a Bohemnian by birth.

In his “ Institutes of Ecclesiastical Law ," the most galling of the
full imperial authority, he ( 1181 ) removed

previous restrictions.

he vigorously defended the opinion that the It was then seen to what a large extent, par

Primacy was only incidentally connected ticularly in Hungary, the Protestant faith,
with the See of Rome ; and , therefore, could in one or other of the confessions, had been

be transferred by the Church to any other cherished in secret.

bishopric. Keenly desirous of reuniting the " The Protestants, hitherto persecuted,

P otestants to his Church, he advocated dis- had the rightto profess their religion public

ciplinary reforms; and, above all , the de- ly, and the monarch himself built them

priving the Pope of all temporal power. churches. The Jews were declared admissi

His writings still possess sufficient influence ble to all offices, and the Catholics were

to be the subject of attempted refutation in separated, as far as possible, from the Court

high Romanist systems oftheulogy. of Rome, by giving the force of law to the

From M. Michiels' pages on Sonnenfels, we principles of Fabronius. The Bishops re

have ouly room to extract the following anec-iceived authority to grant those dispensa

names ,
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tions hitherto obtained from the Apostolic to order the confiscation of every copy of the

See. The Emperor closed seven hundred offensive publication, and to enjoin its author

monasteries, and employed their revenues to make a public recantation of the liberal

for the benefit of the secular clergy ; im- sentiments it contained . But under Maxi

posed charitable works on the nuns ; and milian Joseph II . , liberal principles again

forbade all the traffic in indulgences, amu- prevailed. This prince suppressed more

Jets, and prayers. The number of eccle.than four hundred religious houses. He

siastics was reduced during his reign to removed the previous restriction on the

thirty -six thousand . Lastly, he erased from press . Protestants obtained full toleration.

the breviary the orisons addressed to Greg. Professors and teachers belonging to the

ory VII., which had kept up the memory of Reformed confessions were brought from

Henry's humiliation for so many centuries. other parts of Germany to advance the in

terests of academical and general instruc

“ The pope wrote letter opon letter to the empe- tion. Processions and pilgrimages were

ror, hut bis remonstrances produced no effect. discountenanced. In Bavaria, as in the Ty.

Pius VI., therefore, formed the resolution of going rol , there had lingered on in a number of

to Vienna, and bolding a personal conference with places the mediæval miracle plays. Amongst

the revointiopary disciple of France. The beba.
the uninstructed Romish population, these

viour of Henry IV . and the scene at Canoso were

about to have their counterpart : in the eleventi dramas, rude and coarse as they were, were

century the temporal power bad bowed the kore exceedingly popular. To the rustic au

before the insolence of clerical authority, but now diences that crowded from many miles round

the church appeared before the throne of the em to witness these travesties of Scripture, or

peror, submitted a request to bim, and implored impersonations of legend, the best executed
his kind offices.

adaptations from the French stage, or the
** Juseph II., like Gregory VII., showed bim finest productions of the recent German

self iurxorable. The pope was received with
marks of deference and the politeness ofmodern drama, would have seemed frigid and with

times, hut obtuised no concessions. The work ofout interest. They would rather have seen

the philosophic monarch remained upright ; bei their traditional representations of the Fall

therine French invasions, the Congress of Vien- and the Flood , the Bethlehem Manger and

Da, vor the thirty.three years that followed , could ibe Calvary Cross, than been spectators

shake it.” — Pp. 390-1 . while a tragedy of Lessing , or Schiller, or

Goethe, was acted by the foremost actors

Rechberger, we may remark, the most that the Fatherland could produce orimport.

famous church lawyer in the time of Francis The Bavarian Government put these down,

1. of Austria, wrote entirely in the spirit of with the exception of the Mystery of the
the Josephine. Till the Concordat, his Passion at Ober.Ammergau, which, as a

Mimual was the text -book in most of the mark of special favour from Maximilian,

universities and seminaries within the Aus- and after great exertions on the part of the

trian Empire. district to preserve it, was still allowed to be

We have seen that Austria followed in the celebrated . It is still kept up, and attracts

wake of Bavaria in the persecution of the enormous crowds.

Protestants, in the beginning of the seven. But perhaps the most memorable in

teenth century . Bavaria copied the example stance of the influence of Josephism in

of Au - tria at the close of the eighteenth Germany, was furnished by the proceedings

century, in introducing a more liberal eccle- of the ecclesiastical princes. Fifty years

siastical policy. The far smaller extent ot before the appearance of John Ronge, the
the Bavarian dominions ensured the more word German Catholic Church was used ,

full carrying out of the principles predoni- but in a sense far different from his. Dur

nant in the Court of Munich .' The elector ing the electorate of Charles Theodore of

Maximilian Joseph, during his whole reign, Bavaria, a papal nuncio was sent to Munich .

acted quite in the spirit of Joseph II. In The interference with episcopal rights

the time of his successor, Charles Theodore, which, under orders from Rome, he prac.

who was entirely under the influence of the tised,occasioned much irritation. In August

ex-Jesuits, the old Papal principles again ob- 1786, the electors of Mentz, Cologne, and

tained the ascendancy. Of this a shameful Treves, and the Prince Archbishop of

instance was given in the case of Andrew Salzburg , agreed to the Punctation of

Zaupfi-r, an employé of the Government at Ems. The leader in this movement was
Munich. He had published an ode, in Maximilian, elector of Cologne, brother of

which the cruelties of the Inquisition were Joseph II . The Punctation founded a

severely handled . Not only did the mure German Catholic Church, which, indeed,

zealous clergy preach against him and his recognised the primacy of Rome as a mat

poem by name, but they induced the elector ) ter of honour and rank, but denied it as a
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matter of jurisdiction . Each bishop was to ecclesiastical, and in the other of the civil

rule his diocese by the power transmitted reforms of the philosophical Emperor. The

to him by the Head of the Church. All Church system continued, the State policy

subjection of the religious orders to their was altered . The reason was, that the Gov

foreign generals or superiors was forbidden . ernment increased its power largely by the

Cloister vows might be dispensed with, or former, and only the people would have

released from , by the bishops. Nuncios profited by the latter. On too many occa

were to exercise no power, and merely to sions, indeed , Joseph, in his de haut en bas

be looked upon as envoys from the pope. style of alteration ,managed to give deadly

Two circumstances, however, combined to offence to the people. Wegive an instance,

prevent the Congress of Ems from having from the wittiest of periodical writers :

permanent results,—the jealousy of the in

ferior clergy , who had not been consulted ,
“ There existed in Hungary an iron crown,

and who professed to dread the substitution about the size and value of a horse-shoe, with
which all the first kings of that country had been

of a near and permanent for a remote and
crowned. The immense importance of this rusty

occasional yoke ; and the outbreak of the relic to the male, female, lay, ecclesiastical,civil,

French Revolution. The chief lasting result and military old women of Hungary, may easily

of the meeting was the establishment, by be imagined ; and this political toy the philo

the Elector of Cologne ,of the University of sophical Emperor — a great despiser of prejudices
Bonn, where the principles were those of and associations — transported to Vienna. To

liberal Romanism, and the professors en
avert a civil war, and at the earnest intercession

joyed his liberal patronage and his powerful of his best and wisest friends, the royal carbonate
of iron was restored to the afflicted Hungarians,

protection against detractors.
Bonnre- who submitted,after this,with the usualcheer

tained this liberal spirit till the condemna- fulness to the usual abuses of power.”

tion at Rome of the views of Professor

Hermes in 1831 . Leopold II . only reigned two years, and

Before leaving the subject , it may be was succeeded by his eldest son, Francis II .

remarked that a history of Josephism, The reign of this Emperor ( 1792–1835 ) is ,

compact, informing, spirited—is still a desi . with one exception, the longest in the whole

deratum . It would require years ofpatient, Hapsburg line. Born at Florence, he was,

honest, continuous study. No ordinary when a boy, sent to Vienna, to be brought

amount of reading - Latin, German, Italian, up under the eye of his uncle. The indo

ecclesiastical, historical, political-- wouldbe lent and poco-curante lad could not under

needed. The subject is thus safe from being stand the fuss and fidget of the crowned

invaded by any writer of the “ get up" philosopher, who, on the other hand, had a

school. It is not likely to be produced in hard task in scolding and drilling into any .

this country. The students of German in thing like habits of attention to affairs the

England have generally turned their atten- future Emperor. Throughout his long

tion to subjectsmore æsthetically attractive, reign, Francis was never other than popu

or more Protestantly orthodox. But from lar in his capital . The Viennese were en.

France or from Germany, from liberal thusiastic for their good Frazl !

Romanist or unsectarian Protestant, per- At the very commencement of his reign ,

haps such a book may be expected . As Austria had to meet the shock of the giant

yet, the subject, wide as it is, and not energies of the French Republic. Her

merely curious, but interesting, as all com capacity of meeting the onset was not,

petent judges must admit it to be, has however, diminished by any_disaffection

received only fragmentary and superficial within her own dominions . Far different

treatment, whether from civil or ecclesiasti- in this respect was 1792 from 1859. The

cal authors. Lombardy of the former period expressed

M. Michiels takes his leave of Joseph in no discontent with the Austrian Govern

the following words : — “ Before his decease, ment, and in no way hailed the advent of

the crowned Messiah (!) saw his best pro- the republican troops. As many have let

jects fail, one after the other, and experi. this slip from their remembrance, we quote

enced the bitter pang of himself revoking the testimony of a most competent and
his most salutary decrees." It is a fault most reluctant authority, Edgar Quinet :

of this author's style to be over fond of “ The French of our days have difficulty in

antithesis, and he thus often appears to con- figuring to themselves that the French

tradict himself . The words just quoted Revolution encountered only antipathy and

may appear irreconcileable with those given hatred among the masses of the Italian

a paragraph or two back , about the perma- population . They generally believe that

nency of Joseph's innovations. But in the the soldiers of the Republic, in descending

one place M. Michiels is speaking of the the Alps and driving before them the Aus
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trian armies, were received as deliverers by ! We cannot, indeed, equal Marcellus as &

the immense majority of the people. It is commander with Scipio ,but he was a great

the contrary that is true. For some time er benefactor to Rome. The first check to

Milan belongs to itself, the Austrians flying, Hannibal was more important than the

and the French delaying to arrive ; during final overthrow. Zama was but the proba

that interval there is seen no desire of an ble consequence of Nola. And so it may

unknown liberty. One must be blind not be truly said, that though the battle of

to see that the hopes of the peasants and Asperne was barren of immediate results,

towns-people of Italy were in the victories it was of immense benefit to an oppressed

of Austria." (Les Revolutions d'Italie. ) Continent, by showing that Napoleon could

The apologists of Austria can, however, be driven back. Asperne was not like

derive no triumph from these facts. In so Leipsic, a battle gained by numbers. The

far asthe sentiment was enlightened, it was contending armies were nearly equally

the effect of the reforms of Maria Theresa balanced in force ; and it was gained over

and her son . Napoleon in the full maturity ofhis genius,

With Francis the long list of the Ger- as well as the entire command of his mate
man Emperors closed. As the end of the rial resources. After his Russian cam

last century witnessed the extinction of the paign, the French Emperor never was the

ancient Venetian State, the commencement same man , either in his physique or his

of the present century saw dissolved that intellect. In Asperne, we repeat, lay in

Empire which had once been in power the germ the overthrow of the military despot

first, and still was admitted to be in rank ism of France. *
the ' foremost of the European powers. French writers are unanimous in execrat

Half a century before, Voltaire had pro. ing the policy of Austria in the campaign of

nounced it an utter misnomer, for, said he, 1813. First an ally of France , then

it is neither Holy nor Roman , nor an Em- taking up the interim scheme of an Armed

pire. Austria, up to 1806 only an arch . Mediation, and next procuring the Armis

duchy, now gives its name to a new empire. tice, of which every advantage rested with

In the wars with Napoleon, two great the Allies ; preparing them to encounter,

services were rendered by Austria to the without being dispirited, the check at Dres

cause of European independence. The den , and animating them for the overthrow

noble resistance of the Tyrolese in 1809 to of France at Leipsic. Both at Dresden and

the united French and Bavarian arms was Leipsic, Austria contributed her share of

a tower of strength to patriots everywhere, antagonism to Napoleon . That the conduct

to down-trodden Prussia, and to struggling of Austria was most embarrassing to France

Spain. To overpowering numbers they there can be no doubt ; that it was high

had indeed to succumb. Like Wallace , minded and open , not even a partisan will

their_leader was put to death as a rebel. affirm . But it is plain, that in the existing

But Europe acknowledged that Hofer had temper of the German people, neither coali

as true a claim to its gratitude as Palafox. tion with France, nor even neutrality , was

The Tyrolese innkeeper has bequeathed to in Austria's power. No dynastic connec

posterity an imperishable name. tion could possibly then have withstood the

In the same eventful year another service stormof popular hatred to France. With

of yet greater amount was rendered by all safety , then, and with a higher reputa

Austria to the cause of European freedom . tion in coming time, the Court of Vienna

In that warrior age the younger sons of might have declared against Napoleon

reigning houses vied with one another in whenever the disasters of the Russian

seeking military laurels. But while the war became known. Yet from their stand

Duke of York only tarnished his country's point the strong hostility of French writers

reputation by his incompetence ; while to the then conduct of Austria is perfectly

Prince Louis of Prussia only hastened his
country's temporary ruin by his boastful * How fine are the words put by a French poet

rashness; the Archduke Charles proved into the mouth of the dying Lannes, mortally wound

himself a general of the foremost rank. ed at Asperne:

He met Napoleon atAsperne ; and whether Une fois ecoutez, une bouche sincere ,
“ Retournez en arriere,

we take extent of loss or retreat from a Vous n'aimezrien que vous ; et de vos eperons,

position as the tests of a defeat, it must be Toujours vous harcelez le flane des nations.

owned that the French Emperor suffered Croignez qu'en se cabrant l'indocile cavale,

defeat. The Roman poet has said of the Ne vous fosse vider la selle imperiale.
Le monde, croyez-moi, n'est pas ce qu'il parait,

successful stand of Marcellus at Nola
Quand on dit : Il vous aime, on vous trompe ; il

“ Ille dies primus docuit, quod credere nemo, vous bait.

Auderet Superis, Martis certamire sisti Aux peuples harassés leur esclavage pese :

Posse ducem Lybiae." Ils lèchent votre moin pour vous madre à leur aise . "
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intelligible. It was the accession of that Louis Philippe in the latter days of the

powerto the cause of the Allies that made Monarchy of the Restoration, and the Mo

possible, with a hope of success,the invasion narchy of July. But no wise man can deny

of France in 1814. With an agony of that a renewal of the alliance between the

grief and shame was that successful invasion former Napoleon and the former Alexander

then witnessed and endured . Nor can we is possible between the present emperors of

expect that after the lapse even of nearly those names, and no politician can doubt

half a century , such feelings should be ex- that such a treaty at England's expense,

tinct, or even much weakened. Yet no and perhaps for England's invasion , would

dishonour to France was involved in yield be greatly facilitated were Austria thrust

ing then , or in the following year. Had a down from her existing position as one of

Continent in coalition assailed England, and the Five Great Powers.

had the Channel been as easily crossed We grant that her past has not been a

as the Rhine, as easily passed as the noble one. Spain , Italy, Sweden, Holland

Pyrenees, London must have undergone a crowd of inferior states — all have

the fate of Paris. Reason, however, urges historical associations more thrilling than

in vain the truth when feeling has possession those of this Hapsburg empire. With the

of the ground. exception of some few historians, Mailath ,

The pen of Pellico, the voice of Kossuth, Hammer, Paloky, none of them of the first

have aroused general dislike to Austria order, the contributions of Austria to serious
among free nations. Few comparatively literature have been almost null . In

will consider other than as a Rugby crotchet lighter literature she has the pleasant novel

the expression of Dr. Arnold , in one of his ist, Caroline Pichler ; but England has, at

letters, that he had a liking for the Aus- this moment, living and writing, a score of

trian Government and people. But as few lady fictionists quite as good as the author

will subscribe to the conclusion , which , ess of the Swedes in Prague. Of late the

from his whole historical narrative, M. name of Friedrich Halm has acquired

Michiels ventures to draw, “ Sooner or later deserved celebrity as a tragic dramatist.

France must make an end of Austria . ” But, on the whole, we may apply to the

That were indeed to make the remedy far nation the words of Sydney Smith , and ask ,

worse than the disease. His preface is " In the four quarters of the globe, who

dated from Paris, though his title-pagebears reads an Austrian book ? or goes to an

the imprint of London, and perhaps the Austrian play ? or looks at an Austrian pic

above quoted words are merely a piece of ture or statue ? " Little Saxe Weimar had

unmeaning flattery to Napoleon. But, if its Karl August; Bavaria had its Ludwig.

the expression has an earnest meaning, if M. But what Hapsburg has been the patron of

Michiels means by it to take full advantage literature ? The intellectual tastes of the

of the perhaps excusable recklessness of race were only too well expressed in the

exiles, who involved in political suffering, question put by Francis to Châteaubriand at
are exempt from political responsibility, he the Congress of Verona : “ Ah ! M. de C.,

must be reminded that the interests of are you related to that Châteaubriand who

England, the interests of Europe, demand – who — who has written something ! "

that France be not permitted to make Austria claims to be the chief of the Catho

dynastic or national capital at Austria's ex- lic powers. During the last half century the

pense. Austria, indeed, has been only too Romanist press of Germany has been

much an obstruction to Europe, but she has incessantly active. Though not in exeget

long ceased to be a danger. In regard to ical , yet in dogmatic, in controversial, above

England, she has often been an ally, she all, in historical theology, the German

has never been our rival , she (destitute as Romanists have maintained a not altogether

she is of a navy) can never be our invader. unequal contest with the Protestants. But

Assuredly , England will never permit, Freiburg and Tubingen, Munich and the

nor will Prussia or Germany allow, that Rhine-land, not Vienna or Prague, have

Hungary or Bohemia should become king- been the centres of such confessional ac

doms for Plon -Plon or Achille Murat, or tivity through the press. The works of
that a Niel or M.Mahon dynasty should be greatest immediate or permanent interest,

founded in the East of Europe. the Symbolik of Mohler, the Athanasius

We are no alarmists. A careful com- of Görres, the religious philosophy of Franz

parison of the events of the last thirty years von Baader, have all been produced apart

with those of the existing time will satisfy from Austrian control.

any impartial person that England has less Still we have no wish to see Austria dis

ground of complaint against Louis Napo- membered in the interest of France, or for

leon than she had against Charles X. and the advantage of Russsia. She has a useful
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Future before her, would she pursue it. To to nearly 15,000,000, and the Magyar to

do so, it is indispensable that she retrace 4,800,000. There were 10 universities,

her two chief blunders since the end of Vienna, Prague, Pesth , Pavia, Padua,

the Hungarian war — the Concordat of 1855, Cracow , Lemberg, Innsbrück, Grätz, and

and the System of Centralization . The Olmütz. The intermediate education was

evils of the former are too palpable and too provided for by 282 “ gymasien,” and the

generally admitted to be dwelt on here. primary instruction by 20,000 “ Volks

In regard of the latter, to use the language schulen.” The Romish ecclesiastics amount

of a recent thoughtful and well-informeded to nearly 70,000, or about double of the

writer in the Revue des Deux Mondes, number to which Joseph II . reduced them .

“ Austria is fertile in material resources ; Last year there were published within the

she can then get rid of her present embarrass- bounds of the empire 97 political journals-

ments, if her Government does not lose 58 in German, 10 in Slavonic, 19 in Italian,

precious time. To abandon a system of 8 in Hungarian, 2 in Romaic, and 1 in

administration at once expensive and unpo . Greek . There were 257 journals not politi.

pular, to throw herself with confidence on cal — 125 in German, 21 in Slavonic, 89 in

the nation ,—such are the energetic measures Italian , 20 in Hungarian , 1 in French, 1 in

which it is necessary to take. That Politi. Russian . These statistics of journalism af

cal Unity may continue, it must be made ford a fair index of the relative amount

popular. Hitherto, unhappily, its name re- of intelligence in the different sections of the

calls to the people only the ideas of imposts population of the Austrian states.

tripled , deficits increasing ; constant bureau- In taking leave of M. Michiels, we can

cratic annoyances. In giving to the country honestly recommend his work to the English

liberal institutions, in according to it a just reader. The works of Baron von Hor

participation in public affairs , the Govern- mayr and others, which he enumerates in his

ment would at one blow destroy all anti- preface as having furnished him with his

unionist passions, and would communicate materials, have indeed been diligently avail

general popularity to the idea of Political ed of in Germany for the last dozen of

Unity, which can only be solidly founded on years. But they have hitherto remained,

the basis of a national representation : Bis for the most part, closed against the mere

dat qui cito dat. English reader. M. Michiels has rendered

The amount of taxation in Austria has in- an important service, by putting them

creased 70 per cent. since 1849, a rate per. within reach , in a volume of moderate size

fectly without precedent in history. This and price. He intimates his intention of

enormous increase has been chiefly caused following up the present volume with

by the new system of centralization , which, another, in which Modern Austria will be

sweeping away all previously existing local " shown up." As the apologetic work of

government, is still more minutely ramified Baron von Hortig has been , a few years ago ,
than that of France. In the latter country, issued in this country, in a cheap transla

the Minister of the Interior has prefets and tion, it is desirable, for the general public,

sous-prefets under his authority ; but the to listen to the full statement of the other
corresponding Cabinet official in Austria has side. But should the promised second

three sets of functionaries below him , the volume appear, or should this one reach

governors of provinces, the chiefs of circles, more editions, alike for the sake of M.

and the chiefs of cantons. In 1847 the ex- Michiels and of his subject, we would desire

pense of administration amounted to 62 a reconstruction of his style. He says, in

millions of fiorins ; in 1856 they had risen his Preface , “ I have reproduced facts in

to more than 160 millions. This new sys- a simple and severe style. I have

tem has thus oppressed the people by the abstained from declamation, and almost

increased imposts it has necessitated, while from reflection .” This, unfortunately, is not

it has disgusted the nobility, whom it has ex- the case . M. Michiels ' has a good deal of

cluded from their position of previous local common- place reflection to get rid of, and

importance. a number of inflated epithets to discard .

From the most recent German sources, The taste is questionable anywhere, which

we extract the following statistics about indulges in such language as this , “ Oh,

Austria . Previous to the cession of Lom- severe and terrible Muse of History ! thou

bardy to Sardinia, the Austrian Emperor who carriest the thoughts through ruins and

ruled over 29,000,000 of Romanists, some tombs !" But when we meet with such

what more than 3,000,000 of Protestants, tawdry grandiloquence in a preface, the

nearly 3,000,000 of Greeks, and 850,000 effect is irresistibly ludicrous. M. Michiels

Jews. The German population of the em- appears, from his book, not to know much

pire amounted to 8,000,000, the Slavonian of English literature. His literary allu
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sions are generally French. We can give treated by our countryman, Mr. D.R.Hay,

him no better advice, than to study, before in several excellent works which have ex
his next volume appears, the manner in cited much interest . * Adopting the dis

which our best English authors have coveries of Newton respecting the decom

written history. Let him then try his best position of white light, and the combination

to approach— surpass he cannot- the ex- of colours, and guided by a knowledge of

cellence of the English, which Kossuth has, those physiological actions of light upon the

by force of genius and dint of study, learned retinaupon which the harmony and contrast

to employ. As he is not an unpractised of colours essentially depend, Mr. Hay has

writer, it may be somewhat difficult to get laid down the rules of harmonious colouring

rid of his 'unfortunate mannerism ; but M. for all the arts of ornamental design, whether!

Michiels may be assured , that only an ill- they are practised in the interior decoration

cultured taste, or an indiscriminate partisan- of houses, or in the various fabrics in which

ship, can admire it. History , perhaps, coloured materials are employed .

above all other themes, demands a noble Previous to the researches of Chevreul

simplicity of treatment. and Hay, so early as 1810 indeed, the cele.

brated Goethe had published his Farben

lehre, or Doctrine of Colours; t & work

which, but for the reputation of its author,

and its partial reappearance in an English

dress, would have long ago sunk into com

Art. VI.-On Colour, and on the Necessity parative oblivion . The Farbenlehre, as

for a General Diffusion of Taste among all originally published , was divided into three

Classes ; with " Remarks on laying out parts, Didactic, Controversial, and Histori

Dressed or Geometrical Gardens. Eram. cal; but Sir Charles Eastlake, who trans

plesof Good and Bad Taste, illustrated lated it in 1840, has given us only the di

by Woodcuts and Coloured Plates in Con- dactic portion , “ with such extracts from the
trast. By Sir J. GARDNER Wilkinson, other two as seemed necessary, in fairness

D.C.L. , F.R.S. , F.R.G.S., M.R.S.L. , to the author, to explain some of his state

M.R.I.B.A. , etc. London, 1858. 8vo. ments.” The attack upon Newton's optical

Pp. 418. discoveries contained in the author's preface,

is equally presumptuous and impertinent.

The subject of the Harmony and Contrast The Newtonian theory is described as an

of Colours, and their applications to the arts, old castle, precipitately erected by a youth

has, during the last fifty years, been forcing ful architect, and abandoned by those who

itself upon the attention both of the philo- assisted in its construction and worshipped

sopher and the artist. The phenomena of within its walls, and now occupied only by

accidental , or complementary , or harmonic “ few invalids who, in simple seriousness,

colours, as they have been called, have been imagine that they are prepared to defend

long ago studied and explained by optical it.” Thus “ nodding to its fall, as a deserted

writers, and the subject has to a great extent piece of antiquity,” the mighty Goethe pro

been exhausted by the labours of De La claims to the world of science that he begins

Hire, Castel,* Beguelen, Buffon, Scherffer, at once to " raze the Bastille,” and “ to dis

Æpinus, Darwin, Laplace, Hauy, Plateau, mantle it from gable and roof downwards ;

and others. The law of contrast, or the that the sun may at last shine into the old

change which colours undergo when seen nest of rats and owls, and exhibit to the eye

simultaneously or successively, was observ- of the wandering traveller that labyrinthine,

ed by several of these writers, but particu- incongruous style of building, with its scanty

larly by Dr. Darwin ; but it is to M. Chev- make-shift contrivances, the result of acci

reul, a distinguished member of the Institute dent and emergency, its intentional artifice,

of France, that we owe the establishment of and clumsy repairs !"

the important law of the simultaneous, suc- It would be an unprofitable task to ex

cessive, and mixed contrast of colours, and amine the pagoda of card-board which

of its application to the nymerous arts in Goethe has substituted for the old castle of
which coloured materials are employed. the prince of philosophers ; but it is curious

Under a more limited aspect,the subject

of harmonious colouring has been ably * The Laws of Harmonious Colouring, adapted to

Interior Decorations ; with Observations on the Prac

tice of House Painting. By D. R. Hay, House

* L'Optique des Coleurs, fondé sur les simples ob- Painter and Decorator to the Queen, Sixth Edit.

servations, et tournée surtout a la pratique de la Edin., 1847.

peinture, de la teinture, et des autres arts colorées. + In 2 vols. 8vo, with a quarto volume of sixteen

1740. plates.
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to remark, and not unworthy of being re- Jany indications of the law of simultaneous

corded , that Sir Charles Eastlake, and other contrast of colours which he afterwards dis

cultivators of the highest art have chosen it covered, and which affords “ the means of

as their residence, and announced it as a assorting colored objects so as to obtain the

truth, " that the statements of Goethe contain best possible effect from them , according to

more useful principles, in all that relates to the taste of the person who combines them ;

harmony of colour , than any that have been and of estimating if the eyes are well or

derived from the established (Newtonian ) ganized for seeing and judging of colours, or

doctrine. It is needless to say to any well if painters have exactly copied objects of

informed reader, that Newton never con- known colours."

templated the æsthetic application of his dis- These views were first given to the public

coveries, nor to any philosophical artist, that in a lecture, delivered at the Institute an the

laws of colouring that are to guide his hand, 7th April 1828. In a more mature and ex.

and regulate the public taste, must have a tended shape, they formed the subject of

better foundation than optical paralogisms eight public lectures given at the Gobelins,

and poetical paradoxes. * in thecourse of January 1836 and January

In a very different spirit from that of the 1838 ; and they were published, in the last

German savant is the subject of harmonious of these years, under the title of “ The Prin.

colouring treated by Sir Gardner Wilkinson . ciples of the Harmony and Contrast of

Abjuring all theories “founded upon a fan- Colours."*

ciful basis,” he maintains that a perception If we place beside one another two stripes

of the harmony of colours is a natural gift, of different tones (degrees of intensity) of

—that discords in colour can only be per- the same colour, or two stripes of the same

ceived by a correct eye, in the same manner tone of different colours, the eye will per

as discords in music can only be perceived ceive in the first case certain modifications

by a correct ear,-and that a sound know- which affect the intensity of the colour, and

ledge of the subject “ can be derived only in the second case certain modifications

from a natural perception of the harmony which affect the optical composition of the

of colours, improved and matured by ob- two colours placed in juxtaposition.

servation .” This opinion will doubtless these modifications make the stripes appear

require some modification when we have different from what they really are,-in the

studied it in the light of optical and physio- first case, different in the intensity of their

logical laws;—but before we enter upon the colour, and in the second case, different in

consideration of this and other parts of Sir the nature of their colours,—M. Chevreul

Gardner Wilkinson's work , we must make has given them the name of Simultaneous

our readers acquainted with the previous Contrast of Colours ; calling the modifica

and elaborate researches of M. Chevreul, tion in the intensity of colour contrast of

with whose views he has expressed a general tone, and the modification which affects the

concurrence. optical composition of the two conjoined

This distinguished member of the Institute colours, contrast of colour.

had entered upon his scientific career asa Under the head of successive contrast of

chemist, and had given to the world ample colours, M. Chevreul includes what have been

proofs of his analytical skill , when the Gov. called accidental colours, or those which are

ernment, in 1825, gave him the superin . perceived when we turn our eyes from one

tendence of the dyeing department of the or more coloured objects to a white or dark

Royal manufactories of the Gobelins. In ground. Under the name of mixed contrast

this office he felt it his duty to place the of coulours he includes those which arise

dyeing on a new basis ; and he was there from the mixture of a red colour with the

fore led to study two distinct subjects, colour seen after looking for some time at

namely, the contrast of colours, generally another colour. When we look, for exam

considered , either under their scientific rela- ple, at a red wafer for a short time, the eye

tion , or under that of its applications, and will see green , and when the eye, thus im

the chemical part of dyeing. Having inci- pressed , looks at a yellow colour, the union

dentally observed the influence of colours of these is an example of mixed contrast.

upon each other in juxtaposition, he studied In order to show the importance of at

the subject of accidental colours in the writ- tending to the phenomena of the mixed con

ings of Buffon , Scherfer, Rumford, Prieur, trast of colours, M. Chevreul mentions two

and others ; but he failed in finding in them important facts communicated to him by

dealers in coloured fabrics.

The reader will find a severely critical analysis * This work which appeared in one vol. 8vo, with

of Goethe's speculations in the Edinburyh Review , a quarto volume of plates, was translated in 1854 by

Oct. 1840, vol. lxxii. p. 99–132. Charles Martel, and published without the plates.
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1. “ When a purchaser has for a con- uniforms; to male and female clothing ; and

siderable time looked at a yellow fabric, and to horticulture and flower gardens.

is then shown orange or scarlet stuffs, it is Notwithstanding the importance of M.

found that he takes thern to be amaranth red Chevreul's researches, and their direct appli

or crimson ; for there is a tendency in the cation to so many professions and interests,

retina, excited by yellow , to acquire an apti- it is a singular fact that they should have

tude to see violet, whence all the yellow of remained so long unknown to English rea

the scarlet or orange stuff disappears, and ders, and so long overlooked by English

the eye sees red, or a red tinged with violet. manufacturers. They have been long known

2. If there is presented to a buyer, one after and fully appreciated by manufacturers and

another, fourteen pieces of red stuff, he will workmen in every part of France ; and

consider the last six or seven less beautiful hence it is that the porcelain , fancy silks,

than those first seen, although the pieces be paper hangings, carpets, ribbands, etc., of

identically the same. The cause of this French manufacture, have been so superior

error of judgment is, that the eyes, having to those of England in the beauty of their

seen seven or eight red pieces in succession ,patterns and the richness and harmony of

are in the same condition as if they had re- their colours, as well as in the grouping of

garded fixedly, during the same period of the figures, the adoption of the finest models

time, a single piece of red stuff ; they have of antiquity, and the introduction of flowers,

then a tendency to see the complementary fruit, and foliage, in the very forms and co

of red , that is, to see green . This tendency lours which nature has given them .,

goes, of necessity, to enfeeble the brilliancy The inferiority of English art, and the

of the red colour ofthe pieces seen later. In unwillingness of successive governments to

order that the merchant may not be the suf patronize it, had, for a long time,excited the

ferer by this fatigue of the eyes of his cus- notice of several men of science, and it was

tomer, he must take care, after having shown by their reiterated complaints that a com

the latter seven pieces of red , to present to mittee of the House of Commons was ap

him some pieces of green stuff, to restore the pointed to inquire into the subject. Schools

eyes to their normal state. If the sight of of design were subsequently established in

the green be sufficiently prolonged to exceed various parts of the kingdom ; but it was not

the normal state, the eyes will acquire a till the Great Exhibition of 1851 displayed

tendency to see red ; then the last seven red to the world the superiority of foreign art,

pieces will appear more beautiful than the that a powerful impulse was given to British

others.” manufactures .

In studying the subject of simultaneous Admitting the inferiority of England to

contrast, when the stripes or coloured spaces “ other countries in all the various branches

have different magnitudes, and are placed of æsthetic art,” and desirous " to see her

either close to each other, or at different rival, and, if possible, excel them," Sir

distances, M. Chevreul was led to the fol. Gardner Wilkinson composed the work,

lowing results : which we are about to analyse ; “ ventur

1. The effect is a radiating one, setting ing," as he says, to point out what appear

out from the line where the stripes meet. to him certain errors and misconceptions

2. The effect is reciprocal between two into which we have fallen, or are liable to

equal surfaces in juxtaposition. fall , and endeavouring to show how impor

3. The effect still exists, but in a less de- tant it is that all classes of the community

gree, when the stripes or coloured spaces are should appreciate the beautiful,and encour
at a distance from each other. age the production of good works.” In the

4. The effect exists when it cannot be execution of this task , our author abjures all :

ascribed to fatigue of the eye. theories and speculations whatever. He re

The principles thus laid down by M. nounces altogether the aid of physical sci

Chevreul have been applied by him , with ence, and regards the optical and physiolo

much ingenuity and success, to almost every gical relations of colour as tending to mis

case in which coloured materials are em- lead rather than to guide the inquirer.

ployed ;—to the Gobelins and Beauvais Those, he maintains, who are to “ instruct

tapestries; to the Savonnerie and other car- us in the harmony of colours must be tho

pets ; to moreens; to coloured glass win- roughly imbued with the true feeling for the

dows; to colour-printing upon textile fabrics subject, and must possess that natural per

and paper ; to calico printing ; to written or ception of colour which , though it may be

printed characters on differently coloured improved , cannot be obtained by mere

papers ; to the colouring of maps and en study.” Although, as will afterwards ap

gravings; to the decoration of churches, pear, we cannot entirely concur in these

theatres, and houses ; to military and other views, yet regarding a knowledge of bar

2
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monious colouring, as depending more on pose of entering the army, and in 1821 left

facts than on theories, and believing that its Italy for Alexandria.

principles and rules may be most correctly In pursuing his Egyptian studies with Sir
obtained from the writings of those who William Gell, they adopted Dr. Young's

have studied the finest works of art in vari- method of reading the hieroglyphics alpha

ous countries, we shall endeavour to convey betically ; and their various attempts to de

to our readers the opinions and decisions cypher the characters according to the alpha

which Sir Gardner Wilkinson has given on betic or phonetic process, which are preserved

the various subjects embraced in his valua- in the note-books they then kept, afford indis

ble work . That his judgments have been putable evidence of Dr. Young's priority to

formed after ample opportunities of observa- Champollion in that important discovery.

tion and study, and are therefore entitled to When our author had reached Cairo,

much weight, will appear from a brief notice in 1822, with his friend and fellow-col

of his life and writings, which we have been legian, Mr. Wiggett of Allanbury Park,

enabled to present toour readers. Berkshire, he made a large collection of

Sir John Gardner Wilkinson was born on hieroglyphical and other drawings from the

the 5th October 1797 ; and was the son of monuments of Egypt and Nubia, many of

the Rev. John Wilkinson and Mary Anne, which, by Dr. Young's advice,were publish

daughter of the Rev. Richard Gardner, and ed in the Transactions of the Royal Society

great-great-granddaughter of Sir Salathiel of Literature. After spending four or five

Lovell of Harleston, one of the Barons of months of 1823 in the Eastern Desert,

Exchequer in the reign of Queen Anne. between the Nile and the Red Sea, he re

Having lost his father and mother at an turned to Cairo, and in the following Feb.

early age, he was placed under the charge ruary revisited Upper Egypt, where, after

of the Rev. Dr. Yates, one of the chaplains a skirmish with the rebels who had enlisted

ofChelsea College. He was sent to school under Sheikh Ahmed's standard against Mo

at Harrow in 1813, and in 1816 he matri- hammed Ali, he took refuge in an island

culated at Exeter College, Oxford. Having near Sivot from the great plague of 1824,

met at his father's house the celebrated which made such fearful ravages at Cairo,

African traveller, Mr. Jackson, and listened and penetrated even to the upper country.

as a child to his interesting adventures, he The events which preceded and accom

evinced an early passion for travel; and panied this dreadful epidemic were very

while he was at Oxford , he availed himself remarkable.

of his long vacations to visit Belgium , As in the days of Herodotus, violent rain

France, and Spain. So eager, indeed, was is still thought to portend calamities to

he to gratify his favourite propensity , that Egypt. Its unusual continuance at the be

he no sooner passed his examination for his ginning of 1824 appeared to justify the

B.A. degree in 1819, than he again went to prognostics of one of the “ wise men," who

the Continent without putting on his bache- had foretold that “ in that year Egypt would

be visited by rain , fire, sword , pestilence,

In choosing a profession, Mr. Wilkinson and famine." The prophecy excited uni

gave a preference to the army, and by the versal interest, and, soon after it was an

advice of his cousin , Major-General Sir nounced, violent rain fell in Cairo and all

Lovell Lovell, his name was entered on Lower Egypt. The streets became streams

Lord Bridgewater's list for appointment to of water ; numerous houses, drenched by the

a cornetcy by purchase in the 14th Light rain , crumbled and fell; and in many others,

Dragoons. While preparing himself for hisconsisting of three stories, the water pene

profession, it was his intention to make a trated through each successive ceiling into

tour through Italy and the East ; but having the lower rooms, so that a single day more

become acquainted with Sir William Gell at of rain would have laid in ruins every house

Naples, he was advised by him to make bis in Cairo. The damp from so much water,

visit to Egypt something better than one of and the alarm spread through the whole po

idle curiosity, and he therefore deferred his pulation , created a general expectation of the

departure for Egypt till he had prepared plague, which soon made its appearance. At

himself by studying all that was then known the sametime the arsenal caught fire; and

of that country, from the works of Dr. Tho. the powder magazine having blown up and

mas Young and other writers on Egyptian destroyed a great part of the citadel, the

antiquities. Substituting, therefore, the flames threatened to extend to the whole of

study of ancient monuments and the de- Cairo. The terror thus produced had

cyphering of hieroglyphics for fortification scarcely subsided , when intelligence arrived

and military drawing, he abandoned his pur- from Upper Egyptof the rebellion of Sheikh

lor's gown .
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Ahmed . The dread of anarchy and plun- | that country ; but a coup de soleil at Thebes

der was thus added to four out of the five prevented him from completing his re

calamities foretold by the mysterious seer ; searches, and he was enabled only to collect

and it was not long before famine, the result some of the principal materials for a work,

of civil war, completed the fatal list. which we hope may yet be published, as the

Towards the close of 1824 our author nucleus of some future examination of those

made two journeys to the Fyoom ,and com- neglected monuments.

pleted his map of that province. In the In October 1856, Sir Gardner married

winter of 1825 he extended his survey to Miss Lucas, daughter of Henry Lucas, Esq. ,

the Little and the two Great Oases, and in of Uplands, Glamorganshire, descended from

1826 to the Ababdeh Desert, from Kossayo a family well known in the History of Eng

to the emerald mines of Berenice, and about land. Lady Wilkinson is already known as

half a degree farther south . Towards the the author of an interesting work “ On the

end of the same year, and again in 1830, he Wild Flowers of England,” and is well

was occupied with the survey of the Eastern suited by her talents and accomplishments

Desert from Kossayo northwards to Suez, to assist her husband in any future investi

together with the valley of the Nile ; but gations which he may desireto make in that

the results of this long and laborious under country to which he has devoted so many

taking have, from causes with which we are years of his life.

unacquainted, not been published . The greater part of the researches to which

During two or more visits to Thebes, we have thus briefly referred, form the sub

where he remained each time upwards of ject of many valuable and highly esteemed

twelve months, he was enabled to complete works. The most important of these are

the materials which he had previously col- his “ Hieroglyphical Extracts, and Materia

lected for his great work , “On the Manners Hieroglyphica," published in 1827-28 ; his
and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians," " Topography of Thebes and Modern

and his large topographical survey of that Egypt ;" his “ Modern Egypt and Thebes ;"
ancient city ; and he was preparing to make his " Manners and Customs of the Ancient

another visit to Upper Egypt in 1833, when, Egyptians," in six vols. ; his “ Dalmatia and

from exposure to the sun during his long Montenegro ;" his “Popular Account of the

and frequent journeys in summer, his health Private Life, Manners, and Customs of the

gave way, and he was obliged to quit Egypt Ancient Egyptians,” in two vols.; his

for its recovery. But though thus inter- " Handbook of Egypt;" his “ Egypt under

rupted in his researches, he availed himself the Pharaohs ; ” and the interesting volume

of the first opportunity of resuming them . on “ Colour and Taste,” which we shall now

He accordingly left England in 1837 for the proceed to analyse .

purpose of revisiting Cairo, but he was Sir Gardner Wilkinson divides this work

stopped by ill health at Paris, and it was into three Parts :

not till 1841 that he was able to accomplish Part I. On Colour.

the object which he had so much at heart. Part II. On the Necessity of a Diffusion

The reputation which Mr. Wilkinson had of Taste among all classes.

now acquiredas an author, and the great Part III. On Dressed or Geometrical Gar .

value of his Egyptian researches, gave him
dens.

a just claim to some of those marks of dis- After endeavouring to show that a know.

tinction which, even in this country, literary ledge of harmonious colouring can be ob

services occasionally command. In 1839 tained only “ from facts and their results ;"

Her Majesty conferred upon him the honour that the perception of this harmony is “

of knighthood, and in 1852 he received the natural gift ," and can be taught only, in so

degree of D.C.L. from the University of far as it is teachable ,“ by those who possess

Oxford. the faculty of perceiving it ;" our author, in

In 1843 Sir Gardner Wilkinson made a illustrating these views, discusses several

third journey to Egypt,and spent two years important points which it is necessary to

abroad, visiting also Syria, Constantinople, consider,

Dalmatia, Sicily, the Regency of Tunis, and One of these points, which possesses a

other countries; and in 1848, in his fourth considerable interest both in its theoretical

journey, he went through Upper Egypt to and practical aspect, is the proper position

Gebel Birkel, and the fourth cataract in of colours in the interior of a building, or

Upper Ethiopia. After spending twoyears when applied to parts of a picture at differ

in Italy and other countries, and visiting, in ent distances from the eye. According to

1850, Belgium and France, he returned for some authors, the proper position of colours

the fifth time to Egypt, in 1855, with the should be deduced from the manner in which

view of examining the Christian remains in they are presented to us in nature. Because

*

.

"

"
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the grass at our feet is green , the lower part nearer point of convergence, just as in the

of a wall should bear the same colour ; lenticular stereoscope the more distant pair

while, as the brown earth is beneath the of points in the dissimilar image appear,

grass, a brown colour should occupy a still when united , nearer to the eye.

humbler place ; and as the lofty sky rejoices “ It is an obvious result,” says Sir D.

in azure, so a blue colour should decorate Brewster, “ of these observations, that in

the ceiling. Although our author justly de- painting , and in colored decorations of all

nounces such an order of colours, yet he kinds, the red or less refrangible colours

approves of the blue having a prominent should be given to the prominent parts of

place in a ceiling, not because the sky is the object to be represented, and the blue or

blue, but because cold transparent colours more refrangible colours to the background,

are of use in that position, as they not only and the parts of the objects that are to retire

give lightness to the upper parts of a room, from the eye .”

but “ convey an impression of additional But, independently of the fact that differ

height when it is required , and accord with ences of distance are given , in binocular

the gradations of distance, and other neces- vision, by differences of colours differently

sary conditions. It has been denied, in- refrangible, there are obvious reasons why,

deed, that any effect of distance, or rather of in decorated apartments, the colours should

difference of distance, can be obtained by be lighter from the floor upwards. Sup

using any particular colour or colours ; but posing that the windows are equi-distant

Sir Gardner states it as a fact not at all from the floor and ceiling, the ceiling must

doubtful, that a ceiling may , to all appear. always be less illuminated in the daytime,

ance, be raised or lowered by these means, whether the sun is shining or not ; and hence

--that blue in many positions seems to re- it is necessary that, if coloured at all , the

cede, and that red comes nearer the eye, as ceiling should beas nearly white as possible.

frequently observable on coloured glass win- In a climate like ours, where the windows of
dows.

our apartments cannot be very large, and

This very remarkable observation, — where the ceiling and angles are of necessity

which , by the way, can only be made with but feebly illuminated , owing to the ob

two eyes, -is a scientific fact capable of the struction of the light by window -curtains, —

most rigorous demonstration. It was first light carpeting, light furniture even , and

pointed out by Sir David Brewster, and pub- light paper-hangings are most desirable, and

lished in his description of what he calls a especially when the walls are covered with

Chromatic Stereoscope.* If we look with engravings or paintings.

beth eyes through a lens about three inches Thosewho argue that the place of colours

in diameter, any object having colours of should be determined by their place in na

very different degrees of refrangibility , – ture, maintain, with apparent consistency,

such as the boundary lines on a nap colour- that the colours which we should use, must

ed with red on one side and blue on the be determined by their quantity in nature.

other; a red rose among green leaves, and The prevalence of green, therefore, in our

on a blue blackground ; or any scarlet ob- fields and in our foliage, is held to be an ar

ject whatever, on a violet ground ; or, in gument for the copious introduction of that

general, any two simple colours not nearly colour into our apartments ; but in our judg .

of the same degree of refrangibility,-the ment the prevalence of this colour out of

differently coloured parts of the objectwillap- doors, is the very reason why we should dis

pear at different distances from the observer. pense with it in our apartments. In south

If we place, for example, a small red and ern climates,where the brilliant green of our

violet disc, like the smallest wafer, beside fields is unknown, we might, with great pro

one another, so that the line joining their priety, refresh ourselves with the sight of it

centres is perpendicular to the line joining in our decorations. Within the arctic circle,
the that rays from both an eye accustomed to the blue and white tints

wafers enter the eyes when their optical axes of nature, would rest with peculiar satisfac.

are parallel, it is obvious that the distance tion on the verdant colours of the temperate

between the violet images on each retina zone --and even a sensationof heat mightbe

will be less than the distance between the derived from the warmer colours of the spec

real images ; and consequently, the eyes will trum.

require to converge their axes to a nearer In discussing this subject, Sir Gardner

point in order to unite the red images, than Wilkinson considers “ the introduction of

in order to unite the violet images ; the red large quantities of green as one of the mis

images, consequently , will appear at this takes which always creeps in when society

becomes artificial, and as one of the signs of

* Treatise on the Stereoscope, pp. 126–129. a want or of a decline of taste.” In place

eyes, and suppose
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of adopting " for ornamentation " the quanti- will admit, that the sounds uttered by a parrot

ties and arrangement of colours found in and a pig, though quite natural, are far from

nature, he is of opinion that “ we should agreeable. So, too, with flowers; and as some

generally deviate widely from them ;"and are most beautiful and harmonious in their colours,

others are discordant ; and few persons will go so

that it would be absurd to “ use the same far as to maintain, that all nature's works are

quantity of green with which nature covers equally pleasing, or that the figures of all animals

the large expanse of a landscape, or to intro- being beautiful, we are to admire the hippopo

duce into any part of a building the mass of tamus, or other hideous creatures, as well as the

green we see in a single tree .”
most graceful. It might be as reasonable to

maintain that every odour in nature is agreeable,

" It may be admitted,” he adds, “as Burnet as that every combination of colour in nature

observes, that the colours to which the eye is ac .
is so."

customed in nature are those that are to be sought

for in a landscape painting, such as blue, wbite,

In support of these views, our author

or grey in skies ;green, in trees and grass ;brown adducesan argument which, though highly

or warm grey , ioearth, wood,or stone. But this is interesting in its details, may not be very

a totally different question from the treatment of convincing to the admirers of colours

pure, flat, positive colours used for decorative pur- naturally combined . “ Those, ” he remarks,

poses, where no ' toping to those hues most common “ who appeal to nature as their guide, should

in nature' is required, or admissible. The paint- rather consult the natural taste of man in
ing is a copy of nature ; not so a building, or a

carpet. Attention to the due 'equilibrium' may

colour,” which is “ in accordance with the

be necessary in one as in the other ; but from thecoloured ornamentations ofthe best periods,

use of mixed or compound hues in theformer, and and of people most remarkable for taste .'

of positive or pure colours in the latter, their In the coloured works of the Arabs, for

treatment, as well as their effect, is very distinct ; example, or other orientals, such as in

and while in paintings, especially landscapes, carpets, and other ornamental fabrics, the

the colouring chiefly consists of various combina finest taste has been displayed. The children

tions far removed from the primaries (red, yellow, of an Arab family of taste, if furnished by

and blue),in ornamentation the due effect is pro chancewith a number of colours,

duced by the union of positive colours, most of

which should be primaries ."

arrange them into a pattern in some pleasing

concord, and often produce toys remarkable

The same persons who refer us to nature for the beauty of their coloured ornaments .'

for examples of harmonious colouring, Thirty or forty years ago , Sir Gardner

maintain that when two colours are found, saw, even in the streets of Cairo, the most
as they frequently are, in flowers, they must striking combinations of colour, “ in the

necessarily be in harmony. If this were bands of the unsophisticated members of the

true, there could benosuch thing as harmonic community ; and he states that Mr. Salt,

colours, —for nature presents us with nu- our late consul-general of Egypt, and a man

merous objects in which two discordant ofgreat taste, often purchased the playthings

colours are combined . For such a combin- of children, on account of the beauty of their

ation two reasons may be assigned . By fancy designs . Among these, our author

uniting each of the seven prismatic colours saw " an orange, into the surface of which

with their discords, as well as with their they had cut a mosaic pattern , leaving the

concords, a much greater variety of colouring orange rind as a ground, and filling in all the
is obtained, and the natural world is thus triangular and other hollows, with various

decked in a gayer and more gorgeous attire. brilliant colours,—than which nothing could

But flowers and other natural objects are be foundmore harmonious in the mosaicsof

not made to be examined singly. A number Italy or Damascus, or on the walls of the

of flowers, in each of which the colours are Alhambra .”

not discordant, may be so placed as to form Among European nations, Sir Gardner

a harmonious group ; and in the conservatory considers the Italians as having the truest

or the flower garden , or even in the fields perception of the harmony of colours, and he

or in the heath, one of the discordant colours warns our English artists to follow the taste

of a single flower or plant may stand in of Italy rather than that of Germany, which

harmonious combination with another dis- is unfavourably displayed " in the lower part

cordant colour in its neighbour. Sir Gardner of the great staircase of the British Museum ,

Wilkinson replies differently to the admirer in the windows of the south aisle of Cologne

of natural combinations :
Cathedral, and in the corridor and other

“ The same acceptation ," he says, “ of the kothec of Munich .”

parts of that frightful building, the Pina

The Italians use freely

colours of nature as necessary concords, must beextended tosounds, and we mast, at least, allow the primary reds, blues, and yellows, and

her the creditofgiving them to the notes of birds, the greens and other compounds in smaller

and the voices of other animals ; yet every one proportions, and they obtain a balance of
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tone by placing deeper colours near the really decorated, or how far they are really

ground , and more transparent ones on the disfigured, by paintings or by windows of

upper parts of a wall. coloured glass. The solemn services of the

The preference which is given in this sanctuary are not likely to be more deeply

country to dull colours, and our general impressed by glimpses of works of art, or

indifference to the beauty of colour, as shown by patches of coloured light straying over

in the neutral tints or quietcolours of our Gothic traceries, and discolouring the faces

churches and other public buildings , has and draperies of the worshippers. Even the

been ascribed by some writers to our holy men , who were driven from temples

familiarity with the sober and grey tints of made with hands, found a more peaceful

a northern climate. Sir Gardner, in admit- altar in the time-worn cavern , on the bleak

ting the fact, rejects the explanation of it. hillside, or on the blank shore, than in the

The inhabitants of North America, Siberia, picturesque glen or the rich woodlands of

and other arctic regions, as he states,employ civilisation .

the three primaries and other brilliant Sir Gardner Wilkinson is of opinion that

colours, and some centuries ago the same paintings on or canvas are out of

taste for highly coloured decoration existed place in a Christian church . “ When

even in England. Public monuments, the paintings,” he says, were put upin a Greek

interiors of houses, and even churches, were temple, it was for security, and because

ornamented with rich colours, and the beautiful works were honoured by a place in

brilliant colours of their glass windows were that sacred edifice. This was quite consistent

not isolated in walls ofplaster and of stone. with, and will explain the fact of their not

According to Mr. Ruskin, the builders of being dedications ; and their subjects were

the cathedrals of these days " laid upon them seldom connected with religion, or the deity

the brightest colours they could obtain ; of the place. They were not intended as

and he adds, that “ there is not a truly noble part of theornamentation of the temple;

monument in Europe which has not been and, unless the walls were of some uniform

either painted all over, or originally touched hue, adapted to their effect, they must have

with paint, mosaic, and gilding in its pro- ill 'accorded with its coloured interior.

minent parts. ” The protection afforded them by the temple

From these discussions Sir Gardner is led was the excuse for their being there : the

to treat at considerable length, and with place was notchosen as one suited to works

much learning, of coloured glass windows, of art ; and if some were dedications, they

a subject which is now exciting universal proved the piety rather than the taste of the

attention. It is a question of somedifficulty, donor. So, again, though the finest pictures

and one which our author does not discuss, may have been painted for churches, they

to what extent the decorations of coloured are not suited them on any plea. We do

glass can be properly introduced into private not go to church to look at pictures ; and

houses and public buildings. It is very churches have seldom either a good light, or

obvious that, in apartments commonly any other recommendation possessed by

occupied by the family, and in which they picture galleries ; to which, moreover, the

workand read, such a mode of illumination bestpaintings have, in process of time, been

would be wholly unsuitable. In rooms tranferred."

containing pictures, or objects of natural Although our author thus abjures the

history or of vertu , coloured glass windows introduction of paintings into churches, he

are likewise inadmissible. They must be is in favour of coloured glass windows,

confined to lobbies, staircases, and corridors, which, he says , have justly claimed attention

where they are seen only in passing, and in the present day, and which, as our readers

where the light which they transmit does know, are rapidly finding their way into our

not interfere with the general effect, either by Presbyterian churches. His approbation,

the tints which they radiate, or by the however, of this species of ornament is of a

patches of colour which , in sunshine, they very limited kind . He admits that “ there

throw upon the walls. When, in the are somechurches the style and decoration

country, a window looks into an ugly court, of which neither require nor accord with

or when in town it faces a blank wall or an coloured glass, such as those of the Renais.

otherwise disagreeable object, the use of sance painted with large frescoes, where

coloured glass would not be inappropriate, coloured glass windows would conceal and
though the same end might be attained by interfere with their effect. Nor would

employing grey or roughened glass. painted glass, ” he adds, “ be suited to a

It is a point which has yet to be decided building of Gothic style decorated with

by a jury of unquestionable taste, how far fresco paintings, such as Giotto's Chapel at

churches and other public buildings are Padua . In such buildings, the windows

à

2
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necessarily consist of colourless glass, in the worshipper who views it from within, or

order to admit the light required for that to the stranger who regards it from without.

species of decoration . Our author's appro- Its rich and varied forms require no foreign

bation of coloured glass windows is still ornament. They are beautiful when they
further limited. He considers them as transmit the pure light of day, and not less

admissible only when the interior of the so when the wind howls through their

building is painted in harmony with them . broken mullions.

The admiration which the English have for It is necessary to the stability of every

coloured glass windows he thinks inconsistent edifice, that the openings in its walls be no

with their objections to colour in the rest of larger than is required for lighting it. If &

the building, and he pronounces those persons church, therefore, or other public building,

more consistent who object to colour, “ both has been erected without any reference to

on the window and the wall. A better the use of coloured glass, nothing could be

excuse,” he adds, “ may be found for their more absurd than to adopt a decoration

prejudice, than for the caprice of placing a which would reduce to more than one-half

coloured window only at the east end of a or one-third the light which is required.

church, where it stands in glaring contrast But even in the case where the windows

to all the rest of the white -washed building ; had been made large enough to give a suf

and where, from its generally affecting to ficient light when reduced by coloured

imitate a “painting,' it hasall the appearance glass, the objections to its use are numerous
of a transparent blind.” In this sentence, and well-founded . The eye is doubtless

Sir Gardner Wilkinson distinctly condemns pleased with the display of colours,however

all the coloured windows in England, rudely combined , whether in the unpatterned

wherever the interior of the building is not oriental carpet, the illuminated missal , or

coloured, and coloured harmoniously with even in the dress of Harlequin . The eye of

the windows. the sage as well as that of the school-boy,

During the present epidemic in favour of surveys with pleasure the ever-varying

coloured glass windows, and other expensive forms and colours in the kaleidoscope, the

decorations in our cathedrals and places of splendid tints of polarised light, or even the

worship, it is hardly safe to give utterance most formal combinations of mosaic colour.

to opinions which call in question the taste ing ; and they have ample opportunities of

and congruity of this class of ornaments. gratifying so harmless a taste. Why, there

As we shall not presume,however,to discuss fore, should we seek within the walls of a

the question in its religious phase, we hope church, or even of a palace, for an indulgence

to evade much of the censure which we which we can obtain by the light of day in

should otherwise have incurred. A temple, the boudoir or in the staircase, or which we

a cathedral, a church ,are buildings essentially may command at night by surrounding our

different in character from a theatre, a circus, artificial lights with all the colours of the

a court of justice, or a presence chamber. rainbow. There is no sympathy whatever

The Worshipped and the worshipper are between coloured glass and stone walls, and

there, and in the awe due to the one, and the we might, with as much taste, cover the

humility due from the other, we may vestments of the priest, or the gown of the

discover reasonable grounds for a chaste and judge, or even the drapery of women, with

even a severe grandeur in the surrounding harmonious patches of primary and second

edifice. Nothing in human art can be more ary colours. The introduction into churches,

sublime than the interior of the Greek or poorly endowed, of painted glass and co.

the Gothic temple, with their gigantic loured borders, is, we trust, the commence

columns, their noble arches, their many- ment of a revolution, in which the present

groined roofs, and their spacious domes system of gorgeous colouring will be re

their " long -drawn aisles, and fretted vaults." placed by a new art, yet to be developed ,

Hewn from the rocks of a pre-Adamite age, in which colourless combinations of orna

which water and fire had prepared , the mented ground glass will be enriched with

devout worshipper appreciates their sober borders of chaste and simple colouring,

hue, which neither the builder nor the which may be softened by the interposition

sculptor would venture to improve. In of glass of different degrees of roughness,

order to throw the light of day upon materials from almost perfect transparency to almost

so exquisitely combined , windows of large perfect opacity .

extent are required. The highest art, and Asthe rage for windowsof coloured glass

the finest taste, have been called forth to will doubtless continue, like other equally ,

give to the Gothic window its magic forms; distasteful varieties of church decoration, our

and there is perhaps no branch of the fine readers will not be displeased with a brief

arts which has given so much pleasure to notice of the origin of stained and painted

a
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glass, as given by our author. When glassployed in France ; and in Flanders and

is of one uniform hue, it is called stained, Germany,in the 1200. Although there can

and when colour is applied to the surface of be no doubt that we owe to the Byzantine

colourless glass, and then burnt in , it is said Greeks the art of painting upon glass, yet

to be painted . In the " enamel method ," France had themerit of bringing the art to

as it is called , the whole picture is painted a perfection which the Greeks could never

and burnt in on the previously colourless have attained, and of giving to the paintings

surface ; while in the simple mosaic method , a brilliancy which constitutes its real merit.

the picture is composed of pieces of stained In reference to “ the choice of style in

glass. In the “ mosaic enamel method,” coloured windows,” Sir Gardner Wilkinson

both processes are used. recommends for study and imitation the

“ What is generally called Mosaic glass,” | mosaic glass of the 1200. That of the next

says Sir Gardner, “ has really some of its century , he admits, is often richer in the

details and shadows marked out by colours ; colour of the material , but inferior “ in the

and of this kind are the earliest windows of arrangement of the colours and the charac

the 1100 and 1200 in France. For, though ter of the ornamentation.”. According to

composed of coloured pieces of glass, held Lavarte,* quoted by our author
together by the leads, which form the out

lines of the designs, the shading is made by
“ The merit of the windows of the 1200 is their

lines in bistre laid upon thesurface,and perfect harmony with the generaleffect of the
edifices to which they belong. In the

afterwards burnt in ; and the same colour is middle of the ffteenth century,the revolution in

used for some of the details and folds of the art of painting upon glass was complete.

draperies. Thenceforth glass was nothing more than the ma

The art gradually grew out of the original terial subservient to the painter, as canvas or

simple mosaic process. But it has longbeen wood in oil painting: Glass painters went so far

a question when and where the first idea as to copyupon white glass, as apon canvas, the

originated, of adding the few shadesand the other great painters of the ItalianRenais
masterpieces of Raffaelle, Michael Angelo, and

bistre lines; for in that was the germ of the
. We also find entire windows

enamelled process, and the real origin of painted in mono-chromatic tints. But

painted glass. " the era of glass painting was at an end. From

Our author does not mention a process, the moment that it was attempted to transform

in which two or three plates of stained glass an art of purely monumental decoration intoan

are welded alternately to two or three plates art of expression,its intention was perverted, and

of colourless crown glass. The writer of this led of necessity to itsruin ."

this article, when in Switzerland in 1814, In the mosaic windows are placed a series

found a specimen of this glass, in the Abbey of medallions, or lozenges -- circular, oval ,

of Konigsfelden, near Brugg . It consisted or of other shapes — containing Scripture

of six plates, three of common greenish subjects and surrounded by a coloured mo

glass, and other three of stained glass, of a saic ground ; the medallions, with a rich

reddish pink colour. The effect of the com- border, form the whole window ; and hence

bination was a very pale pink,* different they are called medallion windows, to dis

from that of the plates, so that by this pro- tinguish them from canopied windows,which

oess any tint whatevermay be produced. contain the figures of saints under canopies.

Windows of stained glass seem to have very fine specimens of the medallion win

been used in the fourth century , in the age dow are found in the cathedrals of Rheims,

of Constantine, and probably a century ear. Chartres, Bruges, Auxerre, Sens, and the

lier. From Byzantium , the repository of Sainte Chapelle in Paris.

all the arts after the age of Constantine , In the latter part ofthe 1300, the coloured

coloured glass windowspassed into the west window assumed gradually the character of

of Europe. About 400 they were used in a large picture, until, in 1500, the whole

the San Paolo -fuorile-mura at Rome, built | window , thoughconsisting of several lights,

by Constantine; and in the sixth century, was covered with one picture; u and mosaic

in the Apse of S. Giovanni Laterano , at yellow canopies, and monstrous transparent

Rome. Before the 1100, they were em columns, with other architectural accessories,

defied all harmony of colour, proportion, and

* This specimen, when cut and polished on its possibility.” In the middle of the fifteenth

edges, to show the combined plates, was presented century, the revolution in the art of glass

to Sir Walter Scott, who fitted it up on a stand, and painting wascomplete, and its era was
is probably now at Abbotsford.

The choir of the church at Konigsfelden is lighted whicha painter substituted for canvas; and
an end." Glass was inerely the ground

by eleven coloured glass windows, by whose light,

we believe, are displayed the portraits of all the

knights that fell in the battle of Sempach. * Handbook of the Arts of the Middle Ages.

>
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the works of Raffaelle, Michael Angelo, and ceiving at first sight whether their arrange

other great painters, were copied upon white ment forms a concord or a discord , than

glass. " The attempt to transform an art of they can help distinguishing red from green,

purely ornamental decoration into an art of which one out of every 750 cannot do. * "“To

expression, led, according to our author, to give an eye for colour, " he says,
its ruin .”

more possible than to give an ear for sound ;

Our limits will not permit us to follow and though both might be improved by

Sir Gardner, in his interesting inquiry , into study , if possessed ,so both may be impaired

the true principles of glass painting ; but by bad habit. ”

such of our artists or readers, who are inter- In order to improve our natural percep

ested in the subject, will be gratified with tion of colours, we must not only ascertain

the following list of the conditions or pro- what two, or more, when placed together ,

perties of coloured glass windows :- are concords or discords,” but also the

“ quantity of each," as well as their proper
" They should be subservient to the general position . We have already explained the

ornamentation, their object being decorative ; opinions of M. Chevreul on the contrast or
they should assimilate to, and aid the decorations mutual influence of colours. Sir Gardner,

and style of the building ; they should not be a

contrast to a white wall, nor pretend to be a
adopting similar views, mentions harmony

painting or large picture ; the small figures in by contrast as the most important, namely,

the medallions, though conventional, should be red or scarlet with blue, and orange with

good, pot imitations of a rade style , and should blue. Some, he says, are contrasts by cold

be part of the coloured effect of the window, ness, as those just mentioned ; and some by

when seen at a distance; broad opaque shadows difference of lucidity, as yellow contrasted
should not be introduced, por an attempt be with black or with brown. The next is

made to convert the flat into a round style ;
figures larger than life should be avoided,as in harmony by analogy, as crimson and red

jurious to the proportions ofa building ; nogreat brown, purple and crimson, yellow and gold.

expanse ofone colour in one place should catch There is also harmony of tones, as different

the eye ; and a picture extending over two or blues, reds, etc., the light one being the

morelights, cut by an opaquemullion, is incon- ground for the darker; and lastly, harmony
sistent and offensive. A quantity of white glass of hues, as verdigris green to lighten up blue

is bad and poor, and yellow is better than white
for preventing red and bluefrom appearing green,and scarletwithdark red . Harmony
purple ata distance.The border should be in by contrast and harmony by analogy consist

proportion to the size of the light ;too small, in the due proportion of two or more colours

and even too large a quantity of ground between which are concords.

medallions, should be avoided ; but the medal- In all our inquiries into the harmony of

lions should not be all of the same form , and the colours, it is necessary to classify them, an

patterns should not be too small, nor have a operation which has been performed very

spotted appearance, as in a kaleidoscope ;* the differently by different individuals. The

primary colours should predominate over thesecondary and tertiary; andthe best windowsfollowing is adopted by Sir Gardner Wil

kinson :
for imitation are those of the 1200. In rosette

windows, the tracery lights, or openings, should “ A. PRIMARIES ( Simple colours): blue, red ,
radiate from the centre,rather than be concentric,

and yellow .

But coloured glass is not required in buildings of B. Secondaries ( Compound colours) : purple
the Renaissance style.” ( composed of blue and red ); orange

( composed of red and yellow ) ; green

From the subject of coloured glass win
(composed of blue and yellow.)

dows, and the principle of glass painting, C. TERTIARIES (Mixed colours) : russet (com

our author passes to the consideration of the
posed of purple and orange) ; citrine

( composed of orange and green ); and
perception of colour, the balance of colour,

olive ( composed of green and purple) .
and the manner in which colours affect each

D. (Irregular colours) : brownish greys, deu

other . The perception of the harmony of tral tints, drabs, stone colour, etc.

colours he considers, as we have already E. ( Extreme colours ): black and white. "

seen , a natural gift ; and he asserts, that
As it is difficult to ascertain what idea is

those who possess it can no more help per conveyed by the mention of any colour,

whether primary , secondary, or tertiary, Sir

* As very few persons have seen a really good

kaleidoscope, we presume that our author may not * This is a mistake, as it will be seen from our

be of this number. When the instrument is good, Review On Colour Blindness, in vol. xxiv., p. 342 ,

and the ground properly chosen, and the objects of that Dr. George Wilson, to whose researches our

a right colour, and properly illuminated, there can author refers, found, from the examination of 1154

be no such thing as spotting in the patterns,which persons of different professions, that 1 in every 18

· never have been , and never can be, equalled by the was colour blind, the ratios in different classes being
most skilful artist. from 1 in every 8.4 to 1 in every 50 .
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Gardner is of opinion, in reference to prim- yellow, they do not combine so well as blue and

ary colours, that red is best represented by scarlet.”

the colour of the Verbena melindris, yellow In the interesting table, of which this is a

by gamboge moistened with water, and blue specimen, our author treats of the combina

by the deepest colour of the sky, or by lapis tion of two, three, four, five, six, seven , and

lazuli, or French blue.
eight colours, and refers to the succeeding

In order to give an idea of what is meant sections of his work for explanatory inform

by different colours in different languages, ation.

Sír Gardner has drawn up a very interesting In order to illustrate by examples the

table, occupying eight closely printed pages, effect of a combination mentioned in the

in which he has given the names of the prin- table, Sir Gardner refers to the actual com

cipal colours in English , Arabic, French, binations as given in the coloured plates of

German, Greek , Latin, and Italian . This several works, such as Waring and Mac

valuable table, the result of much learning quoid's Architectural Art in Italy and Spain ;

and research , is followed by an elaborate Grüner's Fresco Decorations of Italian

discussion of the arrangement of colours, in Churches and Palaces ; Digby Wyatt's

twenty -one sections, occupying upwards of Memoirs of the Middle Ages ; Mr Owen

seventy pages. In the sixteenth section he Jones' great work on the Alhambra, and his

begins by treating of the arrangement of Grammar of Ornament ; and the Messrs

colours by twos, showing their agreement or Day's Treasury of Ornamental Art.

disagreement, in order to establish their
In the last or twenty - first of the sections

effect upon each other by juxtaposition, with we have mentioned , our author gives an

out reference to the quantity of each. The account of the very interesting and elabo

following are the most pleasing: rate researches of Mr. Babbage on the em

" 1. Blue and orange or gold.
ployment of coloured papers for printing,

2. Blue and scarlet . with the view of determining the colours of

3. Blue and white. inks and of papers which are least fatiguing

4. Blue and black. to the eye. With this view Mr Babbage
5. Blue and borse chesnut. provided THIRTY vols. , each containing paper

6. Purple and orange or gold. of different colours, and having tables of lo
7. Green and gold.

8. Black and orange or gold.
garithms printed on them in black ink ; and

9. Horse chegdut brown and orange (or gold ). alsotwenty-one vols., two of which were

10. Brown and gold . printed with black ink ; two with light, and

11. Brown and gold." two with dark blue ; two with purple ; two

with dark, and two with light red ; two with
This table is followed by one of thirty- dark, and two with light green ; two with

two pages, showing the concords and discordsOlive, and one with metallic ink. The

of several colours, and mentioning the plants coloured sheets of paper employed were

whose colours, either simply or in combina.
No. of Sheets. No. of Sheets.

tion, illustrate his views.
Although the Purple,

14 Yellow , orange, buff, etc., 42
details in this table are of great practical Blue, 13 Greys and neutral tints, 40

value to the artist and the amateur, we can Green,

find room only for a specimen of it :
Red, pink, etc., 150

After a careful examination of these papers,

1. “ Blue and red harmonize, butwantyellow, Mr Babbagefoundthat the order of distincti
.and scarlet is preferable to red. In flowers,

Double Delphinium . ness in which coloured papers with black

2. “ Red and green wanting. When the red ink are inost suited for use, are as follows:

approaches to dark, a discord . When the red has “ 1. White paper cream coloured.

a scarletbue, and the green is bright and rather 1. Do. do. bluish.

Fellow , the combination is less disagreeable than 3. Light ochrous yellow tinge.

when the latter is bluish green ; and though this 4. Light ochrous with warm or redder tinge.

may be contrary to theory, which requires more 5. Light ochrous with yellow tidge.

blue to balancethe red and yellow of the scarlet, 6. Light greenish tinge.

the fact is proved by experience ; thus the flower 7. Light pink tioge.

and leaf of the scarletgeraniums accord better 8. Ligbt straw colour.

than the same flower with the blae leaf of the Iris 9. Light purplish grey .

or Flag." 10. Light bluish grey.

3. " Yellow and green harmonize, but inferior 11. Bright yellow.

to orange and green. Yellow and pink discord , 12. Bright pea green .

disagreeable and poor.” 13. Bright yellow orange.

4. " Scarlet and green better than red and green , 14. Bright blue.

and still better than crimson and green, but 15. Vermillion.

wanting . " 16. Purple.

5. " Crimson and blue barmonize, but wanting ! 17. Carmine pink .”

.

.

23

18

a
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When black ink is used upon white paper, same purple hue as does a red ( or a crimson) in

the distinctness is a maximum ; but it is juxtaposition with blue, owing to the yellow in

said to be more fatiguing to the sight than the scarlet.

on some other colours,especially in a strong when there are many) should be placed between,
5. A fillet of yellow (or some other colour

light, and it is stated " that a light tone of
or near to, red and blue, to obviate their purple

ochrous yellow is more comfortable to the effect.

eye for long-continued use. This is a more 6. The two accidental colours do not necessarily

important point to determine than the de- harmonize.

gree of distinctness ; and it appears from a 7. Harmony is not limited to similarity of

careful comparison by Mr. Babbage, that, colour ; but there is harmony, by contrast also,
and contrasts are of different kinds.

with black ink, papers Nos. 3 and 4 are

better for long use than No. 1 ; the green considered .
8. The effects of simultaneous contrasts is to be

of No. 12 more comfortable than Nos. 11, 9. The intensity of tones of colours should be

13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 ; No. 6 better than equal in the same composition, but a dark and a

No. 12 ; and Nos. 15 and 17 very fatiguing, light hue may be used together with good effect.

and red far more so, especially by candle- 10. The quantity of colours is to be balanced,

light. The general result of these observa and some may be in a smaller quantity when

tions is, that black ink upon red ochrous combined with certain others.

yellow paper , when not too yellow, is the
11. The proper relative position of colours is

to be consulted.

best for the eyes by candle-light. Dr.
12. Some colours by candle-light and by day.

George Wilson, in his book on Colour light have a different effect, and allowance is to

Blindness, has mentioned an opinion of Sir bemade for this.
David Brewster's, that orange yellow light 13. Colours that accord well, both in their

exercises a more powerful action upon the bues and in certain quantities, do not always suit

retina than white light of greater intensity ; every kind of ornament,and some combinations

so that, if this should prove generally true, for a dress.
which suit a carpet and a wall do not answer well

it would explain the superior distinctness of
14. In some compositions, and particularly in

black upon yellowish paper. the painted walls ofa church, or other building,

Having had occasion to repeat Mr. Bab- the coloured patterns should not cover the whole

bage's experiments on the coloured papers space. The eye requires some repose, and is,

referred to, whichhe kindly presented to us, fatigued by any object overloaded with ornament

we found it very difficult to decide upon the 15. A great quantity of the same colour in

degrees of distinctness and fatigue which one part, and little or none of it in another, are
.

different eyes have different degrees of sen- not catch the eye. There may be a mass or

they produced. We are persuaded that fatal to the generaleffect.
16. Large masses of one single colour should

sibility to the same colour,and we know ground of one colour in the centre, and a border

that the eyes of the same individual are not of several colours round it.

equally sensitive to colours, just as one ear 17. Bright green may be introduced to lighten

will hear the chirp of the cricket while the up a composition, but not in masses except as a

other is deaf to it, and yet the vision and ground. Green as a ground must be a glaucous

the hearing in both cases perfect. The sub - greed.

ject must,therefore, bestudied inductively, swer well as a ground,and softenthe abruptness
18. Greys and some other neutral colours an

and that which is found to be true with a of contrast when required.

great number of individuals may be received 19. Two of the primaries may harmonize bet
as scientific truth . ter with each than other two of them , and they

Sir Gardner Wilkinson concludes the first accord in different ratios ; 80, too, between any

part of his volume On Colour with the fol- two of the secondaries, and so between the pri
lowing summary of “ necessary conditions ” maries and their (accidental) secondary colours."

for harmonious combinations :

We have thus endeavoured to give our

“ 1. The eye is the proper judge of colour, and
readers as correct an account of SirGardner

the perception of colouris a natural gift.
2. We should abstain from theories till the Wilkinson's system of harmonious colour

subject is understood . ing as our narrow limits will permit. The

3. Flowers and other ornaments should be con- system is founded on facts or experience
ventional, pot direct copies of natural objects ; alone, and it is placed in direct opposition to
por should we tread on these in carpets, nor walk theories of accidental or harmonic colour,
on the tracery of architecture.

4. The three primary colours, red, blue,and hasreferredtoexperiments which we have
which our author pointedly abjures. As he

yellow , which are a concord, should predominate

in ornamentation ; yet scarlet (which is really a made, and as we have on many occasions

compound colour) looks better than red, even maintained what may be called the optical

with blue and yellow , and always so when with or physiological doctrine or theory (if that

blue alone, with which it does not assume the word is more suitable) of harmonious colour
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ing, we are called upon to submit the ques- they are perfect concords when not primary.

tion to a rigorous examination . The cause of this is , that different kinds of

If the laws of colouring are to be obtained red and green have been combined, and

from facts, we must begin by ascertaining therefore the perceptive faculty has not run

what a fact is. It is the opinion of a person counter to theory . These viewswill be rightly

who has the natural gift, or the perceptive appreciated when the true theory of har

faculty, of appreciating harmonious combi- monious colouring is understood, the colours
nation ; and in order to obtain such facts, we being, of course, the pure primary calours

must collect the opinions ofmen of undoubt- of the spectrum - produced by the decom

ed taste, or gather the facts from an examina- position of white light ; or compound

tion of the works of art of all ages. Now, colours, produced by thin plates, as seen in

the person who possesses this perceptive common or in polarised light.

faculty must first decide what colours are In the true theory of harmonious colour.

concords, and secondly, their due propor. ing, the harmony depends on two con

tions, before he pronounces on their har. ditions - one optical, and the other physio

mony . In order to obtain one fact,we must logical. The optical condition is , that the

have the concurrent opinions of a large colours, whether two, three, or more, shall

number of individuals of acknowledged taste form white light ; and hence it is that the

and experience ; but these can only be col- three colours, red , yellow, and blue, are in

lected from the study of thebest coloured glass, harmony. The physiological condition , to

windows, or from the paintings of the most take the case of two colours, is, that when

distinguished masters. That no concurrence the retina is impressed with one of these

is to be found in the perceptions of colour colours it is simultaneously impressed with

by the artists of coloured glass windows, or the other — that is , when it sees red it at the

in the perceptions of the most eminent same instant sees green, the two making

painters, we venture to assert. If such a con- white. When the eye, therefore, contem

currence exists, it must be exhibited in a plates in succession red and green wafers

number of facts capable of generalization. supposed to be correctly complementary, it

It would be easy to point out, in the finest transfers the complementary red of the

works of coloured art, as many discords as green to the red , and increases its tint, and

concords ; and there is no painter in whose then the complementary green of the red to

works we cannot point out combinations of the green , and enhances its colour. Had

colours which are reconcileable with no sys- the green wafer been blue, its complemen.

tem or theory whatever, whether they pro- tary yellow would have made the red scar

fess to be founded on facts or optical and let, and the complementary green from the

physiological principles . It is quite different red would have made the green bluish green ..

in the case of harmonies in music, with Now, these effects are perfectly analogous

which our author compares those of colour. with what takes place in music.
When a

No discords will be found in the works of string gives out its fundamental sound, it

the great composers ; and did they exist to gives out at the same time its harmonics,

any extent, they might be explained by a the two being simultaneously heard, just as

state of the ear in which it is deaf to cer- the two complementary or harmonic colours

tain grave or acute sounds. There is , there are simultaneously seen . *

fore, no system or set of rules for harmoni. The harmony produced by the comple

ous colouring, which can be said to be mentary colours may be thus explained.

founded in fact, so as to entitle us to ques. The retina is put into different states of vi.

tion the results of any rational theory en - bration by different colours. The comple

tirely independent of the varieties of in- mentary vibrations from the green water,

dividual organization. namely, those that give red , are in perfect

When the perceptive theory tells us that concord with the stronger ones of ihe red

red and blue are concords, which we deny, wafer ; and the complementary vibrations

and maintain that they are discords, we ask from the red wafer, namely, those that give

what kind of reds and blues have been placed green, are in perfect concord with the strong.

in combination. Were they colours of the er ones of the green wafer.
When the colo

spectrum , or were they the colours of min- ours are compound, each of the component

eral , vegetable, or animal substances ? colours producing vibrations of different

The red and blue of the spectrum may be kinds, the concord may not be so perfect as

discords, as they are in theory, while the when they approximate to primary colours ;

red and blue submitted to the perceptive

faculty may be concords. Red and green * The old theory of the fatigue of the eye pro

are said perceptively to be discords, which duced by looking at one colour, and referred to by

they are when primary, while in theory our author, has been loug ago abaudoned.
VOL . XXXII . D-6
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but even in the extreme case, where the compelled, in order to support his family, to

compound colour consists of rays from op- manufacture what did sell — the most com

posite ends of the spectrum , the general ef- monplace ornaments, among which were

fect is to produce pure white light, which is " dogs and flowers, Canova's three lanky
not a discordant result. Graces, and elongated vases equally deficient

in proportion , form, and decoration ." Hence

The second part of Sir Gardner Wilkin- he considersit as afirst step to know what

son's volume, “ On the Necessity of a Dif- to avoid in choosing," and therefore that the

fusion of Taste among all Classes,” is sub- public should be taught " what is bad, and

stantially a Treatise « On Taste in Orna- why it is so," rather than what is in good

mental Design, ” which, indeed, is the run . taste and what is worthy of notice.
ning title of the whole part, occupying no Among the causes to which our author

less than 200 pages. It treats of a great ascribes the general deficiency of taste in

variety of interesting subjects, and in a England, he mentions the want of Museums

large number of woodcuts it presents to the in our manufacturing and other provincial

reader examples of good and bad taste in towns, and the shutting up on Sundays of

the numerous articles of household furniture, the Museums we do possess, especially the

and in various architectural structures. Af Crystal Palace atSydenham . The first of

ter pointing out the advantages of diffusing these causes is doubtless the most prominent,

a taste for ornamental art among the lower and one which it would not be difficult to

classes, and showing that the most beautiful remove. The second is one of more doubt.

designs may be given to the commonest and ful propriety, and which might bring evils

cheapest utensils and objects in the humblest in its train that would be poorly compen

households, he adopts the three maxims sated by the amount of diffused taste which

givenby Vitruvius for architecture, namely , it might introduce. The diminution in the

1. That the articles should answer the working hours of the population , the increas

purposes for which they are intended ; ed number of holidays which are given and

2. That they should be durable, or of taken, and the number of excursion trains

solid workmanship ; and which carry crowds of the people, both from

3. That they should possess beauty - not town and country, to visit all the objects of

the beauty obtained from capricious interest, and the Museums we have in the

ornament, with which so many of our larger towns, might, if Museums were more

modern productions are overloaded . general, supply the place of art-study on the

“ Taste," our author adds, “ to be useful, Sabbath .

must pervade all classes ; and by this means In discussing the various points on which

graceful and beautiful objects for everyday good taste depends, Sir Gardner mentions

use will come into generaldemand, and be the great importance of a perception of the

generally made. They will also be obtain- harmony of proportion, which is nowhere

ed at a moderate price, and thus be placed better shown than in the buildings of the

within the reach of all, instead of being cou- Greeks and the later Italians. " Symmetry,"

fined to the wealthy few who happento be he says, “ in one sense may be called the

possessed of cultivated taste. For it is not harmony of proportion, though there is

by making what is elegant dear to the pur- really a difference between proportion and

chaser, that it will be generally appreciated symmetry; the latter applying to the con

—this is an impediment, not an encourage- cord of the different parts with each other,

ment to it ; and until good things are within as well as with the whole, as in the human

the reach of all, and recognised by the ma- figure ; while an object which is of one sim .

jority, it is in vain to hope for excellence in ple form, without detachable parts, is regu

any country .” lated by proportion, such as an obelisk, and

After remarking with Mr. Wornum that other simple geometrical figures.” The

the prosperity of the inhabitants of the small faculty of perceiving proportion and sym :

island of ancient Samos was a singular in- metry our author considers as a natural

stance of the great national benefit to be gift, which may be taught like music, but

derived from the judicious application of art not acquired by rules, however good and

to manufactures, Sir Gardner ascribes the well-defined ; thus concurring with Professor

deficiency of taste in articles for common Cockerell , who observes, “ that we begin by

use in England to the want of taste among admiring ornaments, details, and forms, but
the workmen. The manufacturer,when a it is in a more advanced stage only that we

man of taste, often manufactures beautiful make all these subordinate to that sense of

articles which the public refuse to buy ; and mythical proportion , and that harmony of

our author mentions an Italian who was quantities, which affect the mind like a
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mathematical truth ; and , like a concord of observations which are well- deserving of

musical sounds on the ear, are perceived and public attention . In a climate like ours,

confessed as obvious and unalterable . " where we spend so much of our life in our

Among the errors in taste committed in libraries and public rooms, nothing ismore

the middle ages, and even in modern Europe, desirable than that our eyes should derive

Sir Gardner mentions the custom of repre. all the pleasure which can be imparted by

senting landscapes, or a number of distant harmonious colouring, beautiful forms, and

figures, in bas-relief, upon metal, stone, and fine proportions. Every house, tastefully

similar materials,–a practice not followed decorated, and containing examples of high

by the Greeks, who never represented dis- art, would thus be a school of design in

tance or perspective as the ground of their which our visitors, and even our domestics,

basso-relievos. For a similar reason , he might add to their knowledge, as well as im

reprobates landscapes upon fictile vases, or prove their taste. In private as well as in

even upon a porcelain cup, as is done in the public buildings, ornaments, whether colour.

sumptuous vases of Sèvres manufacture, and ed or sculptured , should not extend over the

in porcelain plates “ where the landscape is whole surface of the walls. The eye re

buried beneath meat and vegetables." No quires repose, and the general effect should

less offensive is the practice of employing be that of broad masses, displaying minute

natural objects as ornaments in decorative ness when not seen at a distance. Small

art, which our author regards as indicating uncoloured spaces in the midst of coloured

poverty of invention, and a deficiency of patterns afford an agreeable relief and varie

taste for design . The Greeks never used ty ; but in employing paper-hangings with

servile copiesof flowers or other natural ob- equi-distant coloured patterns, wemust com

jects. “ They took the idea, the motive of bine them in such a manner that they are

the object, and made it an ideal imitation , not likely to produce, in certain abnormal

which was much more pleasing to the eye. ” states of our vision, the strange and almost

The patterns of the Arabs, which are more supernatural phenomena which we have

varied than those of the Greeks, had the described, at great length, in a former arti

same character, and evince an extraordinary cle. *

talent for combinations of forms. “ In all In painting the rooms of a house, or in

the best periods of art, " as Mr. Owen Jones selecting a paper for them, when pictures

remarks, “ all ornament was rather based are to be introduced, the walls should be

upon an observation of the principles which of one colour, without patterns , and that

regulate the arrangement of form in nature, colour, according to our author, should be

than on an attempt to imitate the absolute red or tea -green , either of which we should

forms of those works ; and that, whenever think too absorptive of light in rooms where

this limit was exceeded , in any art, it was it is almost impossible to obtain a proper

one of the strongest symptoms of decline illumination, owing to the smallness and po.

true art consisting in idealizing, and not sition of the windows, and thedarkness pro

copying the forms of nature.” duced by the curtains. We should, there

Themixture of materials of different kinds fore, prefer a very light blue, which would

in articles of furniture is justly denounced harmonize with the gildings of the picture

by our author, such as the union of bronze frames, while it reflected light upon those

with wood, and, above all , of bright brass portions of the pictures which receive no

with wood ,—wooden tables inlaid with stone, light directly from the windows. In a room

-stone doors either wholly or partly of ma- covered with pictures, a ceiling almost white,

lachite, —and rich cabinets inlaid with costly a carpet as light as possible, and furniture

jewels. The highly prized and expensive ta- of the same hue, are necessary to obtain

bles of Florence in pietre dure , imitating sufficient light to display the pictures. The

birds, flowers, etc., are equally inconsistent proper exhibition of the picturesisthe object
with true taste. to be accomplished by every available means,

In illustration of his proposal to diffuse whether they are consistent or not with

taste by exhibiting to the eye forms and good taste.

combinations in which it is violated, Sir In Egypt, Assyria, Greece, Etruria, and,

Gardner has given a large number of wood- in later times, inChristian churches, painting

cuts representing vases of bad forms,-incon- was a necessary part of architectural decora

sistent combinations,-good designs badly tion . Statues, obelisks, and even

copied ,—tasteless columns, obelisks, colossi, ments of granite, were painted ; and the

domes, spires, pediments, arches, weather. Greek bas-reliefs were in the oldest times of

cocks, pinnacles, chimneys, etc.

In treating of the decoration of houses, * On Binocular Vision, in vol. xvii . p. 192, 193–

our author confines himself to a few passing | 196.

monu
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a uniform red colour, with a background of compatibility that one object be not employed

blue. The question of colouring statues, for another of a different character ;-that au
which is now exciting much interest, is thority be not an excuse for a faulty design ;

viewed in verydifferent lights. Although that the spirit,not the direct imitation, of natural

it is certain that statues were coloured by the education ofthe Eye be preferred to a mechan

the Greeks, yet, as the effect was successful ical adhesion to mere rules."

only when it was produced by the first art

ists, Sir Gardner Wilkinson is of opinion

that it should not be attempted in the present In the Third and concluding Part of our

day. Accustomed to admire statues of author's volume, entitled On Dressed and

white marble, it is not easy to reconcile our Geometrical Gardens, he does not propose

selves to a coloured Venus, or to the col . to give all the necessary instructions for the

oured bust of a relative or friend . The at- laying out of gardens. His principal object

tempt, however, has been made, to a small is to show “ how advantageously form and

extent, by two distinguished artists to whom colour may be combined in formalbeds , and

our author has not referred. The Venus ofhow necessary is their proper combination

Mr. Gibson of Rome, decked with ornaments for giving full effect to the geometrical pat

of gold , and with a slight coloring in her terns of a dressed garden.”

drapery, has been denounced by one party In order that an ornamental garden near

and admired by another ; and the bust of the house may be in harmony with the for

the Queen , by Baron Marochetti , presented mal character of the building, it should be

by Her Majesty to the Earl of Aberdeen , laid out in geometrical patterns, and bound

and other coloured busts by the same artist, ed by terraces and balustrades of masonry.
have experienced a similar reception . These Beyond the terraces “ a less formal garden,

two works of art,however, both of which we with borders and winding walks, might suc
have seen , and partially admired, are treated ceed , leading gradually from the symmetri

in a very different manner. The bust of the cal and artificial part to that which bears a

Queen is simply stained , as it were, with a nearer resemblance to the wildness of na

solution of coffee, which is darker in the ture."

dress and the hair than in the flesh ; and the The gentle slope of a hill is considered

effect, though at first startling, like that of particularly suitable for a terrace garden,

Mr. Gibson's Venus, is more agreeable after with a succession of different levels con

we have looked at it for some time. nected by flights of steps ; but it is com

Our limits will not permit us to follow monly on a level field or lawn that geometri

our author through the remaining pages of cal gardens are laid out. When the space

his Second Part , in which he discusses a allotted to the garden is limited , a number

great number of most important subjects, of high ,formal yew, or other clipt evergreen

which cannot fail to interest a very large hedges, are not appropriate, and in no case

class of readers . After treating of the pro- should trees be made to imitate birds, or be

per place for Pictures and Statues — of the cut into grotesque shapes. No trees should

pointed style of Architecture of the inven- be near the house ; and the approach to it

tion and history of the Arch -- of the simi- may be by an avenue of fine trees, though

larity of Greek to Egyptian inventions — of the road , before reaching the avenue, may

early Christian Art— of the history of Mo- be as circuitous as is consistent with the cha

saics of the rise of Painting in Italy — of racter of the ground . The lawn nearest the

the decay of Art—of the Beautiful, and the house may be planted with cedars and other

difference between the Beautiful in Art and fine trees ; but no large piece of water,

Nature—and of the different styles of Archi- whether natural or artificial, should be near

tecture, he concludes the Part with the fol- the house . Sir Gardner recommends trees

lowing brief summaryof the more impor- of vertical growth and dark colour, as form

tant points of which he has treated :- ing a good contrast with a building in the

Italian or Grecian style, the horizontal lines

" One of the most important points is , that of the building being opposed to the long

taste be general among all classes. These, too, vertical stems of stone pines, or old Scotch

are essential :—that the beautiful be combined firs, just as the long level of a meadow is

with the useful ;- that proportion , good form , and agreeably contrasted with the upright pop

( when required) harmonious colours, be combined lar.

in objects of everyday use ;-that rare and costly

materials be not preferred to excellence of de should be large. Sir Gardner Wilkinson
It is not necessary that dressed gardens

sign ;—that good examples be imitated , rather
than new designs invented, merely for the sake of has seen one “ with a terrace walk , and the

novelty ;-that no design be made up of partsput usual beds, not a hundred feet square, which ,

together to form it without reference to their when bright with flowers, gave the impres
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sion of far more importance than it had any dwelling exhibit to them the choicest forms

right to claim from its extent.” of art, or those scenes of the picturesque

When the geometrical pattern has been and the sublime with which modern science

fixed upon , the next step is to determine the canso cheaply supply them.

colours for harmonious combinations, and The pleasures of the Eye and the Ear

select the flowers by which these colours are are the cheapest and the sweetest of our

to be obtained . Flowers that have the same luxuries ; and when they shall be equally

height, and that blossom at the same period appreciated by the classes whom no com

must be chosen , in order that the designs mon sympathy had previously blended , or

may be continued during successive seasons . whom the usages of a barbarous age had

Rare plants are not necessary, some of the too widely severed, society will be welded

most common being more eligible. together by more enduring bonds, and new

In order to exhibit the arrangement of buttresses added to the social fabric. The

colours, Sir Gardner has given coloured artisan or the labourer who devotes his

drawings of three geometrical gardens, with leisure hour to the observation of Nature,

their flower-beds, in none of which there is or the admiration of Art,—who gathers

perfect symmetry either of form or of colour , for his family the curious plant, or the tiny

which we think would have added greatly to organism , or the travelled pebble, or who

their beauty. We might dispense with presents to them the elegant flower-vase or

symmetry of colour, but symmetry of form graceful statue, is not likely to seek for ex

would be pleasing even in winter, when no citement in village revels , in political clubs,

colour is to be seen . The principal colours or in dishonest combinations. His moral

recommended by our author, are blue, red, nature will rise with his material tastes ; and

scarlet, pink , purple, lilac, yellow, orange, while his less instructed neighbour will look

and white ; and he has given an interesting up to him as a model for imitation, his more

table, occupying nine pages, which contains educated superior will appreciatehis acquire

the names of the plants, with their different ments as a companion or a friend.

colours, the times when they flower, and ob- It is only in those studies where the Eye

servations on their treatment. becomes our teacher, that we can expect to

unite in a common pursuit the dissevered

If the analysis we have so imperfectly classes of society. It is in the Galleries of

given of Sir Gardner Wilkinson's interesting Art,—in the rich Museums of our cities,-in

volume should induce our readers to peruse our Botanical, Zoological , and Horticultural

it themselves, we shall have conferred upon Gardens,—or in our Crystal Palaces, where

them no ordinary favour. The subjects of Art and Science are rivals, that the children

which it treats are so numerous, so closely of wealth and of toil can assemble in the

connected with our daily life and pursuits, common admiration of all that is beautiful

and so calculated to subdue and purify the in Art and Nature ; and if our rulers should

aspirations of wealth and rank , and to refine listen to the appeals which have been so long

and elevate the hard working children of toil, and so urgently made to them , they would

that its lessons should be impressed upon establish Museums in every town, and fur

the young and the thoughtless, upon the old nish them from the hoarded treasures of the

and the wise, as great moral truths to guide Metropolis.

and to cheer them amid the corruptions and The extension of education, the improve

sorrows of our social life. The beautiful in ment of our schools and universities, and the

Art and Nature, equally the gift of the Great advancement of science, are all objects

Giver, may be enjoyed by the humblest as worthy of a great nation ; but it is not

well as the highest of our race. The cup of through their agency that we can refine and

cold water will taste the sweeter, and the elevate and unite the various masses of the

goblet of rich wine the richer, when the eye community. The depths of science are not

rests with pleasure upon their lovely forms. to be sounded, nor the heights of philosophy

The village Lavinia will be “ adorned the attained , even by the most favoured classes,

most, ” when she has exchanged the mere. and still less by the uneducated and neglect

tricious decorations borrowed from the ball- ed sections of society. Science and philoso

room for the simple drapery of homely phy, therefore, can afford no common ground

life ; and the court beauty will not be the of study or of converse to the rich and the

less attractive when she has replaced her poor. It is among the remains of ancient,

gaudy and costly attire with the chaste and the achievements of modern Art, and

and hallowed models of a less luxurious amid the beauties which we daily appreciate,

age. Nor will the cottage family be less and the lovely forms of organic life which

joyous when in their plot of flower garden are ever before us, that we can all , high and

they revel in the harmonies of colour, or low, breathe the same pure air, and rise to

when the mantel-piece and walls of their'a higher morality and a nobler civilization.

>
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Art. VII. - The Life of Jabez Bunting, be easy enough to find things in the Wes-

D.D.; with Notices of Contemporory leyan creed and organization to which we

Persons and Events. By his Son , Thomas should be disposed to take exception ; but

PERCIVAL BUNTING. Vol . 1 .. London : this does not hinder us from expressing our

Longmans, 1859. |hearty admiration of the zeal and devoted

ness with which Methodism has prosecuted

In the year 1785 , well nigh half a century the great work of promoting the best inter
after the rise of Methodism , a sapient so- ests of mankind .

ciety in London discussed , for three nights Our readers will have no difficulty in dis

in succession, this question : “ Have the cerning, that the special ground of our es.

Methodists done most good or evil ? " The teem for this branch of the Church of Christ
disputants do not appear to have been either is the amount of good which it has done to

a company of free-thinkers, or a set of the souls of men. Indeed , it is only when

frolicsome and reckless young men . It we look at man as an immortal being, and

seems to have been a grave and earnest af. take eternity into our reckoning, that we

fair. Thomas Olivers , of whom Southey , can duly appreciate the services of Wesleyan

in the Life of Wesley , gives such an inter. Methodism. We cheerfully admit that it

esting sketch, joined the society to be pre- claims our respect and gratitude upon other
sent at the debate, and his speech on the grounds. It has done much to elevate and

occasion was published long afterwards in civilize the lower orders of society in Eng

the form of a pamphlet. How the question land and elsewhere, and thus to diffuse ele

was decided we do not know ; nor is it of ments of order and stability through our

any consequence . It is the discussion, not social system . By its efforts multitudes in

the decision, of the question that is at all heathen lands, who, a few years ago, were
curious. That serious men should at that debased and brutal savages, are now

date have made this a subject of prolonged ting clothed , and in their right mind.” It

debate, is not a little remarkable. We has produced many men of distinguished

cannot but think that, in our own day , Meth- talent, and the literature emanating from its

ism is better understood and better appre. book -room has neither been scanty in amount
ciated . Looking at its extensive labours at nor contemptible in quality. But we strong

home and abroad , and estimating—if it can ly feel thatWesleyan Methodism would be

be estimated—the value of its services to unfairly treated if it were tried by such
the human race, we might smile at, but standards of judgments as these. For

should never think of discussing, the ques. however great may have been the material ,
tion which the London sages so laboriously or social, or intellectual benefits flowing
debated . Doubtless, there are still whole from its labours, these were rather the inci

classes of men who would promptly give dental accompaniments of the Christianity

their vote against Methodism . Infidels which it sought to diffuse than the direct

would do so ; so would Papists ; so would object of its efforts and aims. If it were

the enemies and revilers of evangelical reli- the main business of a church to polish and
gion ; and so , we fear, would many who refine human society , to add extensively to

consider themselves zealous Christians in the stock of general literature, to maintain
that church which the Wesleys loved so well a body of dignified , well -bred , and scholarly

and treated so tenderly . We are told by ecclesiastics, or even to frame an orthodox

John Wesley, that up till the time when he creed, and construct symmetrical systems of

commenced field -preaching, he thought it divinity, and exhibit a stately and harmo
“ almost sin to save souls out of a church ;" nious development of correct ecclesiastical

so there are some who seem to think that it order, we might probably be of opinion that
is almost a sin - if, indeed , it be not an im- Methodism must retire from competition

possibility—to save souls out of the Church with some other denominations. But it was

of England ; and that it is both almost and not any of these things which it set before

altogether a sin to detach them from her it as its leading object. “ Your business is
communion . But among intelligent and to save souls," was Wesley's pointed and

earnest Protestants, who will , of course , oft-repeated admonition to his preachers.

treat such pretensions with derision , there And if this be, in truth, the primary and
can, we imagine, be only one opinion as to principal mission of the Church of Christ,

the debt which the world owes to Method. then we cannot but regard Methodism as

ism. That debt we cordially acknowledge, having , from the first, done the great work
without qualification or reserve. We do of the Church vigorously and well . And

not say, of course, that we are prepared to the more adequately we realize the incal

subscribe all its dogmas, or to approve of culable value of immortal souls, the higher

all its ecclesiastical regulations. It might will be our estimate of all that Wesleyan
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ism has done, and is still doing for their dred spirits, formed at Oxford about one
welfare. hundred and thirty years ago, what was

It is not necessary that we should affirm called , in derision , the “ Holy Club," and

that the erection of the Wesleyan Institute were nicknamed “ Methodists . " Braving

was the very best thing that could have oc- the storm of ridicule,—that most formidable

curred in England at the time when it arose , of all modes of assault against educated

- that it was better, for example, than young men , —they resolutely held on their

would have been an extensive revival of course. Prominent even then , as ever after,

true religion in the Establishment, or better was the distinctive aim of Wesley, to which

than if some one or more of the Non-con- we have before adverted . And , as their work

formist bodies had taken the place and per- went on , the broad and placid surface of ec

formed the part which fell to Wesley and clesiastical routine was stirred ; the waters

his coadjutors. But, if the religious condi- were put in motion, and though there might

tion of the Church was such as to call for be here and there, a turbid eddy visible,

supplementary efforts for the Christianiza- yet even the wildest rush of the torrent was

tion of the people, and if none of the other infinitely preferable to the sluggishness and

ecclesiastical systems afforded them, then we stagnation which reigned before . The Wes

are surely not only at liberty, but bound to leys and Whitefield were soon surrounded

rejoice in the rise of Methodism , and to by listening thousands, many of them men

look with complacency upon its progress. for whose souls no one had hitherto cared ,

The annals of Methodism form a curiousand on whose ears now fell, for the first

chapter in the ecclesiastical history of Eng. time, the warnings and offers of the Gospel.

land . The reign of the second George is a Church dignitaries fretted and fumed at

singularly dreary and uninviting period to these disorderly proceedings; though they

contemplate, both as respects the political, might have remembered that, as Wesley

and social , and religious , character of the says, “ one pretty remarkable precedent of

nation . Corruption rioted in all the public field -preaching" is to be found in the Sermon

departments of the state ; a withering Soci- on the Mount. But with all their reverence

nianism infested the Church, and , as a con- for the Church, these fervid evangelists were

sequence, gross immorality and avowed ir- not to be driven from their labour of love,

religion widely prevailed .' Nor did evan- even by a bishop's frown. " You have no

gelical religion fare much better among the business here,” said the Bishop of Bristol to
Dissenters in England than in the Estab- Wesley, you are not commissioned to

lished Church . The fervent piety of the preach in this diocese.” “ My Lord ,” said

early Non-conformists had grievously de- Wesley, “ my business on earth is to do

clined ; and many of the ministers had what good I can . Wherever, therefore, I

lapsed, or were fast lapsing, into a virtual think I can do most good , there must I stay

and practical, if not an open and professed so long as I think so . At present I think I

Socinianism , and many of the people into can do most good here, therefore here I

utter ungodliness. It was at the time when stay.” The pulpits were generally shut

the gloom seemed to be deepening all around, against them ; but this , instead of silenc

and every source of illumination becoming ing, only drove them the more to preach in

hopelessly obscured, that a light dawned at the open air, where tens of thousands lis

Oxford, which, faint and struggling at first, tened to their message, who never would

soon shed its rays into the surrounding dark- have entered within the walls of a church to
ness, and ultimately did not a little to dis- hear it .

But the frown of the regular clergy, was

The Wesleys sprang from a good stock . far from being the only or themost formid

The parents had been educated as Puritans, able opposition, which the early Methodists

though they subsequently “ conformed ." had to encounter. They were violently per

The Father — the rector of Epworth — was a secuted ,—and the narrative of these perse

diligent and conscientious minister, The cutions is one of the strangest chapters in

mother - like so many mothers of eminent their history. It is sad to think that, in a

men was remarkable for strong sense, Christian land , those who were preaching

high principle, deep piety , uncommon natu- the Gospel of the grace of God, and who

ral talent, energy, and force of character. could have no other aim or object than the

It is easy to prophecy after the event ; but good of their hearers, should be assailed

one feels disposed to say, that the sons of and put in peril of their lives by fierce and

such a woman could hardly turn out mere brutal mobs, composed of men and women

ordinary men. who had themselves been baptised into the

Under deep religious convictions John Christian Church , and who called themselves

and Charles Wesley, with three or four kin - Christians. Weread , till weare absolutely

"

pel it.
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sickened with the details, of Methodist the most appalling dangers ; with a determi.

preachers being hustled, pelted with stones nation which bore him right onward over

and filth, dragged by the hair of the head obstacles which would have staggered the

through the streets, and trampled bleeding timid and repulsed the feeble ; with a

in the mire ; of men and women plundered capacity for work which hardly knew weari.

and maltreated ; of soldiers sentenced, one ness or claimed repose , and a capacity for

to receive two hundred, and another five administration, which moulded with plastic

hundred lashes, for attending a Methodist skill the rough materials with which he had

meeting, when off duty , etc., etc. We to deal , into form and symmetry ; with a

might fill pages with the hideous recitals , heaven -inspired devotedness which breathed

and yet the worst would remain to be told . the spirit of his Divine Master, - “ My

No honourable mind can learn , without in- meat is to do the will ofmy Father, and to

dignation and disgust, that these abominble finish His work ; ” and with a band of ardent

atrocities were, in many cases, openly en coadjutors, whom he raised up, or rather

couraged by the gentry and the clergy ; not whom God raised up, to second his efforts

unfrequently by some of both these orders and to share his toils; and above all , with

who were in the Commission of the Peace, the blessings of the Most High upon his

and occasionally by some of both these or- and their labours, Wesley soon had thou

ders, who were at the moment in a state of sands belonging to his societies, and calling

intoxication . “ We find and present,” themselves without scruple by the once

said an English jury, when receiving -- or despised name of Methodists.

rather when throwing out- the depositions But we are to keep it full in view, that

of some of the sufferers, “ We find and pre- in all this, John Wesley never intended to

sent Charles Wesley to be a person of illo establish a separate ecclesiastical commu

fame, a vagabond and a common disturber of nity, or to detach his converts from the

his Majesty's peace, and we pray he may be Church of England. This pregnant and re

transported.” markable fact should at least exempt him

When scenes like these occurred in Eng . from the imputation of ambitiously aiming

land, one cannot be surprised to read of at making himself a name as the founder of

men and women present at a Methodist a sect. But it deserves careful consider

meeting in Ireland, being “ beaten without ation on many other grounds. His resolute

mercy ;" the preacher being knocked down, and tenacious clinging to the Established

" one thrusting a stick into his mouth, an- Church, and his desire to frame his own

other tramping upon his face, swearing that institute — or rather to regulate his societies

he would ' tread the Holy Ghost out of -so as to give scope to this strong attach

him ,'” etc., etc. It is pleasing to us,as ment, and harmonize, if possible, with this

North Britons, to think that though Wesley fond adherence, materially affected the con

might occasionally have to complain of a stitution of the Wesleyan system , and

Scottish congregation, “ which seemed to modified its course. Indeed, the relation of

know everything and to feel nothing," no Wesley and Wesleyanism to the Church of

similar proceedings disgraced our Presby- England, is one of the departments of this

terian country. Meanwhile, fed continually subject which deserve special attentiov.

by the untiring labours of its founder and As to Wesley himself, it is certain that,

the preachers appointed by him , and organ- amid obloquy and insults heaped upon him

ized by the sagacity and administrative for half a century, and fierce opposition to

talent which so pre-eminently characterised his efforts for the salvation of souls, he

him , the system of Methodism began to cherished an undying love for the Church,

také shape and consistency . Wesley was and was most unwilling to become, or to be

not content, like Whitefield, simply to called , a separatist. No man was more ten

Christianize great multitudes of men. He der of her reputation or more anxious for,

would not leave the “ babies in Christ ” to her welfare. No man with a spirit so high

walk alone, or find support to their totter- as Wesley's, and, as has been sometimes

ing steps wherever they could ; whether alleged, so imperious and impatient of con

from the clergy, or in the chance fellowship tradiction, could , unless animated with pro

of private Christians. He surrounded each found reverence and affection, have borne

of them with suitable counsel, and provided the treatment which he had to endure from

needful superintendence , thus linking the his mother church and her clergy, without

several parts of the mechanism together by being driven into hostility and hatred . To

a strong yet flexible chain. With a zeal wards her, at least, he largely manifested

which burned like a fire , and consumed that charity which “ suffereth long and is

every personal feeling of reluctance or self. kind,” which “ envieth not, doth not behave

indulgence ; with a courage which bravedlitself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not

. "
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easily provoked , thinketh no evil, beareth telligent and candid Wesleyans, like the

all things, believeth all things , hopeth all biographer of Dr. Bunting, freely admit

things, endureth all things;" and, in this that “ Methodists do not profess to rest

respect, as in so many others, his mantle their ecclesiastical policy upon any jus divi

has, to a wonderful extent, fallen upon his num. ”—P. 84, note. It is interesting to

successors . Even in the state of separation , observe how, in spite of Wesley's fond

into which the Church did so much to force predilections, and strong prejudices, and

them to enter, they have cherished towards resolute struggles, and firm will, and sove.

her feelings, not merely of forbearance, but reign authority, his societies were gradually

of kindness and good- will , which have been falling, even in his own day, into a distinc

but coldly acknowledged and but scantily tive ecclesiastical mould, and admitted an
reciprocated. organization which paved the way for a

We remarked that Wesley's stanch ad- separate denominational existence . Some

herence to the Church had an important lament that he did not bind his societies

bearing upon the constitution of his socie- indissolubly to the Church : we can only

ties. It followed from it that Methodism, marvel at the tenacity with which he clung

as it came from the hands of its founder, to her. What was anticipated by others,

was not properly a Church, but a society and dreaded by himself, occurred soon after

within a Church , not a distinct and com- his death. Yet so reluctant were many,

plete ecclesiastical institute, but an auxiliary , even then, formally to withdraw from the

or supplement , or appendage, to the nation- Establishment, that we find, in the life of

al institute already existing . Thus, he ad- Dr. Bunting, that when he was on probation

monishes his preachers to attend the Church in the Macclesfield Circuit, in 1803, “ ser

at least two Sundays every month, and vice during church hours not having been

denies that the service of the Methodists is yet introduced into the Methodist Chapel,

“ public worship ,” in such a sense as to su- he was able frequently to attend the vigor

persede the Church service. " It presup- ous ministry ofMr. Horne ” —an Episcopal

poses public prayer, like the sermons at the minister — and he communicated occasion .

University." " If the people put ours in ally at his church . ” — P . 148.

place of the Church service, we hurt them Ere we pass from the Methodism of

that stay with us, and ruin them that leave Wesley's day, and the career of that extra

us." In harmony with these views, so fre- ordinary man, we have a few additional re

quently and forcibly expressed, was the marks to offer. We have seen that Wes

constant declaration of Wesley, that his ley did not owe his success,in any measure,

preachers were mere laymen , having no to the exhibition of a new church , claiming

right to administer the sacraments, or to to be more scriptural and complete in its

assume the designation of ministers, or constitution than the existing Establishment.
clergy, or the title of reverend. Nor did it flow from the promulgation of

From all this it follows that the Wes- new doctrines, although so obsolete had the
leyan system was not framed after what old doctrines become in many parishes, that

was in reality - or even after what appear- we read of the people, in one place , engag.

ed to itsfounder to be — the New Testament ing in high debate as to what religion the

model of a Church, just because it was not preacher (Wesley) was of, some averring
designed to be a Church at all . It was that he was a Quaker, others insisting that

constructed piece-meal , as experience re- he was an Anabaptist, till a village oracle

quired, and as new emergencies called for solved the problemand settled the contro

new provisions. The Conference, the Dis- versy, by pronouncing him to be a Presby
trict, and Quarterly , and Leaders' Meetings, terian Papist.

the Circuit and Superintendent, the Class Nor did Wesley attract men to him by

and its Leader, Itinerancy and Lay Preach speaking smooth things, and crying, “ Peace ,

ing ,—these and other parts of the vast peace,” while there was no peace.
He and

machinery of Methodism , were instituted, his fellow -labourers proclaimed the total

not primarily or professedly, because Scrip- depravity of the natural man, and the abso

ture expressly prescribed them as necessary lute necessity of the great and thorough

component parts of, and as together consti- spiritual change called conversion, and offer

tuting, the external economy of a Church ofed to their hearers a free and present salva

Christ, but because they were deemed im- tion through an all-sufficient Saviour.

portant auxiliaries, and useful arrangements Under God , we ascribe Wesley's success,

in carryingon, in the bosom of the Church instrumentally, to that noble characteristic

of England, the great work of converting which pre-eminently distinguished him , and

sinners, and building up believers in their which has distinguished all great men , and

most holy faith. Hence it occurs, that in- been productive of all great achievements,
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the characteristic of hard work. It was not ( engage in a work of which the wages

by the magic of genius that he won his amounted to such a pittance as this. These

triumphs, Universally, indeed—at least the circumstances made the hard work of the

exceptions are marvellously few—it has early Methodist preachers harder still. Yet

been by strenuous, persevering toil — by we find Wesley labouring after the fashion

sheer hard work—thateven great men have now indicated, from day to day, and from

achieved great results. year to year, through more than half a cen

So it was with Wesley. When we read tury. It is truly a noble spectacle to con

his journal and letters, we discover the template, such a long lifetime of toil ex
secret of the spread of Methodism , in so far pended in such a cause. We must not, of

as it depended upon human instrumentality. course, say that it absolutely deserved suc

For example, under the date of Friday— cess, but we do say that it was the most

not Sunday, be it observed—the 11th July likely of all things to obtain it.

1765, when he was in his sixty -third year, And when treating of this subject, we may

we have this record, “ Preached at five; observe that the example of Wesley has

again at nine, in the new house at Stokes- been extensively followed by his successors.

ley; came to Gainsborough a little before No one, indeed , will affirm that they have

twelve, and preached immediately ; then universally or generally manifested a zeal

rode on to Whitby, and preached at seven . ” and assiduity equal to his. Had they done

Writing from Dumfries, on June 1st 1790, so, there would scarcely , we believe, have

says, “ I doubt I shall not recover my been at this momant, a man, woman , or

strength till I use the noble medicine, child, in England, ignorant of the way of sal

preaching in the morning.” Well may Mr vation. This, however, was not to be ex
Bunting exclaim , “ To think of an early pected . Men like Wesley are not so rife,

morning preaching" — i.e. , at five A.m.- But the volume before us contains ample

" curing the ailments of a man in the eighty- evidence of the possession by others of an

eighth year of his age ! ” All the pages at admirable aptitude for work. " My circuit,"
our disposal might be filled with similar wrote John Bennet in 1750, “ is one hun.

illustrations of this splendid capacity for dred and fifty miles in two weeks, during
work. which time I preach thirty -four times, be.

And these labours of Wesley and his sides meeting the societies and visiting the

confreres were carried on amid many out . sick,” p. 3. Half a century later, “ Brother
ward discomforts. We have referred to the Solomon Ashton " describes his walks and

persecutions which they endured, but they labours in the Lancaster circuit. “ Eighty.

had other hardships to encounter. “ Bro- two miles and eleven sermons the first week ;

ther Nelson ,” said Wesley, one morning forty -three miles and nine sermons the
about three o'clock , to his companion, as second," and so on . • This, ” he adds, “ was

they lay on the floor, where they had ſain my first month's work on foot. The fatigue

every night for near three weeks, one of of walking and talking, rain by day, damp

them having a greatcoat for a pillow , and beds by night, etc., have caused me to suffer

the other “ Burkitt's Notes on the New very much in health ,” p . 123. During the

Testament ; ";" “ BrotherNelson,let us be oftwo years which youngBunting spent in the

good cheer, I have one whole side yet, for Oldham circuit, “ he preached six hundred
the skin is off but on one side.” Then look and twenty-eight times in his owncircuit,

at Mr. Thomas Taylor, paying 3s. a week and twenty-two times outof it,” p. 126. In

for room , fire, and attendance in Glasgow, his four years of probation , " he preached

often telling the landlady not to provide thirteen hundred and forty -eight times," p.

anything for dinner,dressing himself a little 149. We are told of an old gentleman,

before noon, and walking out, then coming still surviving, who “ walked with Adam

in to his “ hungry room with a hungry Clarke, during the three years of his resi

belly," thus making her think that he had dence in London, six thousand miles, heard

dined out, and so saving his credit. We him preach nine hundred sermons (eight

read of an entry in the society book of a hundred and ninety-eight of which were from
certain city to this effect, “ 7s. 6d. for turn- different texts ). ” Work like this carried on

ing the assistant preacher's coat to make it for a long course of years, and over the

fit the second preacher.” In the Bradford whole empire, could not fail, by the blessing

Circuit book for 1770, the whole annual of God, to be extensively successful.

income of the preacher for food, clothes, In sketching, however rapidly, the history

books, and all other necessaries, for himself of Methodism , one loves to linger upon

and his family, isstated to be less than character andcareer of Wesley. Helived

L.33. Assuredly it could not be for filthy so long and bulked so large, that it is not

lucre that any man, educated or not, could leasy to lose sight of him . Fettered as he

a

the
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was by his devoted allegiance to the Church | staggered in the storm , she never foundered:

of England, hampered and hindered as was nor, though once or twice very near the

his rare talent for organising , by the fear breakers, did she ever run aground.

of invading existing ecclesiastical authority, In looking at Methodism after the death

yet impelled irresistibly onwards by his ar- of Wesley, we miss, of course, the grand

dent zeal for the conversion of sinners, and central figure — the master- spirit which had

his anxious concern for the growth in grace so long directed all its movements ; and the

of his converts, this great evangelistwent men whom he left behind must havemissed

resolutely on, doing most energetically the him much more. They would feel every

work to which he felt himself called ,preach hour the want of his sagacity and authority

ing the Gospel , tending and training his in couusel, his skill and promptitude in ad

spiritual children , and providing for the over. ministration, his energy and unquenchable

sight and government of his rapidly multi- ardour in action . But it was not merely

plying societies. We follow his footsteps that his seat of supremacy was empty, and

with unflagging interest for upwards ofsixty that the blank was sorelyfelt. There were

years, from the days of the " godly club ” at grave questions, which a respectful deference

Oxford , onwards to the time when, in 1790, to his feelings and authority had kept in

he presided over his last Conference, and abeyance while he lived, and,wewere about

when the circuits in the British dominions to say, reigned, which now urgently cla

numbered 119, served by 313 preachers, and moured for a settlement. Were the tens of

comprising 77,000 members ; and, in addi- thousands who had grown up in the bosom

tion to these, therewere 97 circuits, 198 of Methodist families, or had been converted

preachers, and 43,000 members in the by Methodist preachers, both of which

United States. With what feelings must classes had scarcely known, and had never

the venerable Wesley have contemplated valued any other religious services than

the prodigious results of his apostolic la- those held in Methodist chapels — were

bours! Before another Conference, he had they still to profess a nominal adherence to

entered into his rest and reward ; and when the Church of England, and were they to

at length he rested from his labours, of few deny themselves, or suffer themselves to be

men that ever lived could it be said with so deprived of sealing ordinances within what

much truth and emphasis, that “ his works they could not but esteem their own com

do follow him . " " There may come a time,” munion ? They had in the Wesleyan preach

said Southey , some forty years ago, “ when ers the only ministers of the Gospel from

the name of Wesley will be more generally whom they had ever derived spiritual bene

known , and in remoter regions of the globe ,fit ; were they to goto others, of whom they

than that of Frederic or of Catherine." As knew nothing, and who might possibly refuse

suredly that time has already come. and repel them , for the sacraments of bap

Wesley passed away ; but the vast me- tism and the Lord's Supper? They had;

chanism which he had constructed did not hitherto yielded to Mr. Wesley's wishes ;

fall in pieces or come to a stand . The hopes hut was the glaring anomaly to continue ?

of enemies, and the fears of friends, were In short, was Wesleyan Methodism to be a

alike disappointed . Another Wesley, in- church, or was it to be a mere appendage or

deed, could not be found, nor could any one supplement to the English Establishment ?

stand in the same relation to the societies The moment was critical, the question vital.

which he had formed . It was impossible, Warm and wide-spread discussion took

therefore, to perpetrate such an autocracy as place as to whether the sacraments should

he had exercised, and if it had been possible, be administered in Wesleyan chapels, and by

it would not have been desirable. But the Wesleyan preachers ; and it required all the

conference which had met annually for al - cautious wisdom of the Conference to pre

most half a century, through which, and in vent an explosion . The danger was averted

whose name, Wesley had governed the so- by the adoption of a prudent “ Plan of Paci.

cieties, and which he had formally designat- fication ,” which permitted , under certain reg

ed , by the legal Deed of Declaration, his ulations, the sacraments to be administered ;

successors in power, now firmly grasped and thus was Wesleyan Methodism launched

if we must not say the sceptre--at least the as a distinct and independent branch of the

helm , and the good ship moved steadily for- Church of Christ.

ward in her course . She did not, indeed , Then came the controversy raised by Al

escape some stiff gales, which now and then exander Kilham regarding the infusion of the

rent a sail , and snapped a spar, and on more lay element into Wesleyan legislation , and

than one occasion severely tested the sea- the admission of the people to share in the

worthiness of thevessel , but she bore bravely management of all Connexional affairs. A

on ; and though she sometimes reeled and small secession was the immediate result ;
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but often since that period has the struggle Dr. Bunting owed little of his fame or his
been renewed .

high position to his published writings, for

It was while these controversies were go- these were exceedingly few and unobtrusive.

ing on , that young Jabez Bunting began to But as a man of action and counsel, as a
look with an inquiring and intelligent eye at preacher and debater, as a ruler of men and
the working of Methodism . And so con- administrator of affairs, and consequently, as

trolling did his influence speedily become, a man of weight and momentum , of power

that his biography will be found to include and influence, he was without a rival in the

the history of the Connexion for more than Wesleyan Connexion since the days of its

half a century. “ During this period,” says founder. It cannot be uninteresting, and it
Grindrod, in his “Compendium of the Laws ought not to be uninstructive, to trace the

and Regulations of Methodism ;" referring career of the individual who left his mark so
to the thirty years preceding 1841 -- and the deeply engraven upon the whole system of

remark would be equally applicable to the Methodism , and through it upon the
subsequent fifteen years— “ Our legislation world at large . We must confine ourselves

bears intrinsic evidence of being the produc to the more prominent incidents recorded in

tion of one superior mind ; other parties this Memoir ; or those which may seem best

may have contributed original suggestions fitted to illustrate the character of the man,

and emendations ; but it is obvious that one or the distinguishing features of the commu

master-hand , for the last generation , has nity to which he belonged, and of the times

framed the great majority of the acts of our in which he lived . We hoped and expected
Conference. Besides many minor regula- to have had the completed biography in our

tions dispersed through our annual minutes, hands before commencing this article ; but
the invaluable system of finance, particularly we have still to regret the want of that part

in the department of the Contingent Fund , of the work which , of necessity ,will specially
the entire constitution of the Missionary So- treat of the public life of Dr. Bunting.
ciety , of the Theological Institution, and of While, however, the absence of this volume

our Sunday schools, were framed by the is, in one sense, the more to be regretted on

same honoured minister.” — Introduction, p. account of the prominence and publicity of
XV. Of course, the “honoured minister ” the topic of which it will have to treat; in

referred to can be none other than Dr. Bunt- another, it is of less moment on that very

ing ; and we shall find, that the services here account, inasmuch as the leading incidents

indicated form only a small, though in them- which it will record, are already before the

selves important part of what he did for world ,—and the part which the principal

Methodism , during his long and active career. actor performed, is tolerably well-known,

On the occasion of his death, the Irish Con- or may be readily ascertained from other
ference spoke ofhim as the “ ever -to -be-vene. sources. Besides, apart from the subjects

rated Jabez Bunting.” The French Confer- with which the next volume must deal , and

ence say, “ A great moral light has disap- upon which we can only touch slightly at

peared in England ; a sun has set among present, we shall find, in the portion of the

you .”. And the British Conference reply, Memoir already published , ample materials

“ In the death of Dr. Bunting we have lost to occupy all the remaining space at our dis
our wisest counsellor and our most able de posal .

fender.” And , in the minute upon his death, Jabez Bunting was born at Manchester in

this sentence occurs : “ The most precious 1779. “ Ofmy father's ancestors," says the
gifts of nature, rich and copious endowments biographer, “ I read in quiet church -yards in

of heavenly grace, and a favourable conjunc- the Peak of Derbyshire, the simple story

tion of providential circumstances,improved that they lived and died .” And in connec

with extraordinary faithfulness and diligence, tion with this we have, at the outset, one of

made him , during more than half a century , the many genial and suggestive remarks in

whether in or out of office ,' more honourable which this volume abounds.
“ It was soon

than his brethren ,' in a degree at once won- after the birth " of Mary Redfern , Dr. Bun

derful and indubitable.” - Minutes of Confer- ting's mother, “ that the first Methodist

ence, 1858. Such was the estimation in preachers began their mission in the Peak.

which Dr. Bunting was held in his own Con- Wesley had sent them , not so much to the

nection . We might fill pages with similar masses, already partially supplied with
testimonies from eminent men in other com- Christian ordinances, as to those who need

munions. We content ourselves, for brevi- ed them most ;' and on many a broad

ty's sake, with quoting one of the pithiest parish , and into many a dark hamlet

and most comprehensive of them all, viz. , throughout the land, the doctrine of a per.

that in which Dr. Chalmers pronounced him sonal, happy , and active religion, flashed as
to be “ one of the best and wisest ofmen ,” with the brightness of a new revelation from

6
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heaven . In this age of great cities, let not | he attended for several years, " the Septua

the claims of the few and destitute be for- gint and the Greek Testament; the Greek

gotten ; of the plain and impressible country- and Latin Classics ; English, Greek, and

folk, who still form the strength and staple Latin composition, both in prose and verse ;

of the English people. Such was one of the the translation of French ; the Psalter in

latest counsels bequeathed by Jabez Bun- Hebrew ; the correct and emphatic read

ting to his successors in the work of Meth- ing and recitation of English ; Geography ;

odism ." - P . 2. Astronomy ; and the elements of Natural

Mary Redfern heard Richard Boardman Philosophy,were all included in the curricu

preach from the text, “ And Jabez was more lum through which he passed," p . 25 . We

honourable than his brethren, etc.," 1 Chron . must not lay too much stress upon the cir

iv. 9, 10. That sermon made a deep and cumstance of all these subjects of study be

lasting impression upon the maiden ; and ing in the curriculum , for from what we

ten years afterwards, she gave the name know of such schools in England, we sur

Jabez “ to her first and only son, a solemn mise that putting them there and getting

record of her piousgratitude, and a presage, them into the heads of the pupils, are two

not then understood , of his future character very different things. But there can be no

and history ," p . 9. Of this estimable doubt, that the young scholar was diligent

woman it is recorded, — and but for the and successful in his studies, and became

feminine noun and pronoun , one might fancy Methodist as he was—a favourite both with

that the description was designed for her his schoolfellows and his teacher.

son , — “ She was a woman of excellent judg- Introductory to the account of Jabez

ment, quick perception, firm will , and very Bunting's conversion, we have a paragraph

active habits ; and if somewhat haughty, was on the subject of baptismal regeneration ,

yet of a generous and tender spirit. Grace which we do not altogether comprehend, and

subdued her pride, and sanctified her various which we may say, is the only passage in

faculties to the service of God in her own the volume with respect to which we are in

vocation,” p. 15. A mother like this would this uncomfortable predicament. Then we

train her son wisely and well ; and among are informed how the mother watched, with

other amiable traits in that son's character, anxious and prayerful longing , for tokens of

were the sentiments of profound gratitude, grace in her son , and how , at length, in his

and respect, and affection, which he cherished sixteenth year, the fervent desire of her heart

for his mother. “ Before his marriage, he was satisfied . Joseph Benson's preaching

regularly gave her one-half of his income; had deeply impressed his soul ; and Alex

which, board and lodging being provided for ander Mather's discipline, accompanied by a

him wherever he chanced to reside, never solemn word from his mother, brought him

amounted to twenty pounds a year. In his to a decision. He joined the society ; and

poorest and most pinching days afterwards, on his first ticket of membership, prepared

-if, indeed, they can be distinguished from and printed in London, he formed a part of

the rest,-he took upon him the sole charge the Prayer of Jabez, “ Ohthat Thou wouldest

of eking out her scanty resources, so as to bless me indeed , and that Thou wouldest

provide her with comforts at least equal to keep me from evil !" " I can imagine him , "

his own," p. 16. says the biographer, “ taking it home and

Mary Redfern's husband and Jabez Bun- showing it to his mother, but scarcely how

ting's father, was a tailor by trade, a Meth . she felt when she read it .” — P . 39.

odist in religion, and a radical in politics. At the age of sixteen he entered the house

For a tailor to be a radical is nothing extra- of Dr. Percival , a distinguished Manchester

ordinary ; but a radical Wesleyan tailor is, physician , to act as the doctor's amanuensis,

we presume, a phenomenon much less fre- and at the same time to acquire a knowledge

quently met with . of his profession . This arrangement pro

The only memorable circumstance record - mised great worldly advantages to the young

ed of Bunting's infancy, is his being taken pupil; but his careful mother stipulated that

by his mother to be presented to Wesley, in he should sleep at home, “ thus gently de.

Oldham Street Chapel, and his being devout- taining him under the spell of domestic
ly blessed by the venerable apostle. Wes- piety. With Dr. Percival he read and

ley , we have said , had no successor in the conversed upon all subjects, wrote exten .

government of his societies ; but if any one sively to his dictation, studied general litera

was ever to make an approach to his lofty ture, and “ familiarized himself with the dis

position, the child who then received his cussion of public events, in their relation to

benediction was to be the man . The parents order, happiness, and religion .” He asso

of Jabez Bunting gave him a superior edu- ciated on free and friendlý terms with the

cation . We read that at the school which intelligent and well-bred visitors of the fa

a
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mily ; and this intercourse, acting upon the these meetings, too, manywho longed for

substratum of his own inherent goodfeeling the privileges of theSabbath, but busy, per.

and good sense, communicated insensibly secuted , or ashamed of ragged poverty,

that politeness and polish which sat so grace- habitually went without them , hailed its

fully upon him , and which led some one, in dawn as its curfew sounded ; and while the

after years, to say of him , with reference to bell rang out the day, seized eagerly its

Wesley's injunction to his preachers, not to evening blessing. And great was the ad

" affect the gentleman,” “ Dr. Bunting does vantage realized by those wholed the hum
not affect the gentleman, he is one. " “ Al. ble devotions. It was the drill of the pri

together," says the biographer, he was, vate : it was that and much more to those

by the time he attained his twentieth year, a who were thereafter to head the armies of

man ripe for the business of life; with well. Israel. City missions are a great modern

tried tools in well-skilled hands, ready for institute ; but the agency of which I now

use in whatever kind of speculative or prac- speak, issomething even simpler and more

tical labour he might be called to follow. extensive, and bores more deeply and direct

Best ofall sciences,he had learned thorough - ly into the lowest strata of society. It is

ly how to work .” — P.53. not the casual, nor even the periodical visit,

It would be mere pedantry to deny that however useful, of the hired missionary, but

the training through which young Bunting the erection, in every lane and alley, of the

passed comprised in it many of the elements standard of Gospelordinances. And all of

of a really good education ; yet it would not average intelligence may, under proper reg

be fair, either to the author or the subject of ulations, engage in this work . It requires

this biography, to refrain from quoting the no pecuniary outlay ; it may be set about
candid and sensible view taken by both, of the very next Sunday evening ; and , even

the importance of a strictly professional when conducted on the largest scale, it is

training to a minister of the Gospel : " It is happily disencumbered of all that apparatus

impossible to repress a feeling of regret that ofwheeland weight which impedes so many

he was not subjected to courses of study efforts to do good. ”—Pp. 66, 67.

more directly relating to the sacred calling. When he had completed his nineteenth

He himself always mourned over his irrepa- year, Jabez Bunting, without at once aban
,

rable lack of such an advantage. ”—P. 49 . doning the study of medicine,began to act

At the age of seventeen he founded a as a local preacher. Some who heard his

young men's religious society, which exer- first sermon in a cottage, always maintained

cised and strengthened both his gifts and that it was never excelled by him afterwards,

graces, and soon he became a regular “ either as to its matter, manner, or manifest

prayer-leader.” And here occurs a beauti - effect.”. But the biographer anxiously and

ful passage, for which we must make room , wisely interposes the remark, that this “early

both on account of what it tells of the Meth- popularity and influence were due, not so

odism of the period, and the hint which it much to his rare talents, as to his careful

furnishes to other churches in dealing with cultivation of them .” " And thus,” he adds,

what is confessedly one of the greatest and in that quiet vein of caustic humour in which

most difficult of problems, “ the evangeliza- he sometimes indulges, “ those in every posi
tion of the masses." “ In those days the tion to whom “much,' and those to whom

main strength and efforts of zealous young little is given '-all , indeed, except the men

Methodists were spent upon the adult rather who, having little , think it so much, that

than upon the young ; and Manchester was they do not care to make the most of it,

pervaded by a system of prayer-meetings, may learn a profitable lesson .” — P . 96 .

held principally after chapel hours, on Sun- But the all-important question had now to

day evenings, by means of which the " water be decided , Was this young man to prose

of life,” fresh from the fountain of the sanc- cute his medical studies, andbecome aMan.

tuary, was carried to large multitudes of chester physician, with, probably, an exten

people, who themselves never fetched it. sive practice and a large income,or was he

Small companies were collected together, to devote his life to the hard, and pecuni

generally in cottages ; and the simple ser- arily ill-requitted work of the Wesleyan

vices attracted ready and general sympathy. ministry ? And in dealing with this ques

Short hymns, short prayers, and short, but tion, we have a striking and characteristic

earnest addresses - exercises suited , not to specimen of his manner of looking at a sub

the stated worship of the church, but to the ject in all its bearings, stating the reasons

awakening of ignorant and careless sinners, pro and con with great candour and distinct

roused the attention of the people ; and a ness, numbering them in order, 1, 2 , 3, etc.,

respect for religion was induced, where its and calmly and deliberately making up his

power was unknown, or but little felt . At mind as to the course of duty, ready and

>
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resolved to adopt that, at whatever cost ., with the existing constitution of the Church

Happily, if not in number, at least in weight, of England, and the obstructions to a lead

the reasons in favour of the ministry pre- ing mind making its influence felt through

ponderated, and cheerfully, and without a all her borders, Methodism would have lost

murmur, surrendering the prospects of afflu- more by Bunting's conformity than the Epis

ence which were opening before him, he em copal Church would have gained ; and as to

braced the profession in which he was per- himself, instead of the Dr. Bunting with

suaded heshould be “ most happy and most whose name and fame the distant isles of

useful;" and in 1799 he set out on foot for the sea are familiar, he would have dwindled

Oldham, on his first circuit, as a probationer, into a comfortable , creditable rector , useful

carrying his luggage in a pair of saddle-bags, to his parishioners, and perhaps rather trou

his uncle and class-leader, Joseph Redfern, blesome to his bishop, from a stubborn pro

walking with him some distance, and at a pensity to judge for himself and to take his

lone spot on the road, kneeling down, and own way. He did well — for others and for

asking the blessing of God upon the young himself — to remain where he was.

preacher. We are told that at this time “ the pulpit

Along with notices of his pulpit and pas- received his first attention, not so much be

toral labours, we have the characteristic tra- cause its claims were instant and almost

dition, that even at that early period he daily ,as because he knew that the secret of

" stood by his order.” He refused to retire ministerial influence lies chiefly there. He

from a quarterly meeting, as the preacher never missed an apportunity of hearing a

had been expected to do, during the discus- sermon. He carefully copied and preserved

sion of certain questions; and it was indig- skeletons and sketches. Ilis own prepara
nantly remarked, that “ a good old rule had tions were full and elaborate, and were sub

that day been set aside, to please that proud jected to continual revision, ” p. 148. As
son of Adam, Jabez Bunting.” the period of his probation drew to a close,

From Oldham he went to Macclesfield , we find preparations of another kind .

where he completed his four years' term of “ Every Methodist preacher, when his pro

probation . We have quoted a passage refer- bation has ended, and he is fully received

string to the operations of Methodism among and recognised as a minister, but not before,

the scattered population of rural districts; is entitled to charge the Connexion with the

it is but just to quote another, which speaks maintenance of a wife, " p. 149. The curious

of its no less effective labours in the midst record drawn up on the occasion is frankly

of the densely peopled manufacturing towns : given by the biographer, with the very just

" Macclesfield , like Manchester, and other remark, that " it supplies many suggestions

towns in the district, was then rising rapidly to young ministers whose thoughts may be

into importance as a great seat of industry ; similarly occupied ; and it is a striking ex

and, during the latter half of the last centu- hibition of the writer's characteristic quali

ry, Methodism seized as its own, though not ties.” For the latter reason, if not for the

with a selfish exclusiveness, the places where former, we greatly value the record ; and if

men gathered thickly together. The histo- our space had permitted, we should gladly

rians of our country have failed to tell how have transferred it to our pages for ourread

Methodism , with its simple agencies for the ers' gratification and benefit, both as “ sup

conversion of the common people, attended plying suggestions to those whose thoughts

upon the rise of the manufacturing system ; may be similarly occupied, ” and as being

and in the dearth or famine of all other pro- highly characteristic of the subject of this

vision , made safe and beneficial the vast and memoir. There is first of all a clear state

sudden increase of the population , and of ment of the question at issue, and, for a lov

its means of wealth ." - P . 155. er, a marvellously calm and candid discus

Itcertainly would not be easy to estimate, sion of it ; and combined with all this, there
though it is a pleasure to acknowledge, the is manifest throughout a quiet but thorough

deep debt which the nation owes to Wes- determination to do whatever should be seen

leyan Methodism , for its services to the ever- to be the right thing. “ There are two ques

accumulating swarms of our mining and tions," he says, “ tobeseriously considered.
manufacturing population. May God graciously direct my paths, and

While at Macclesfield, we learn that this enable me to judge aright ! 1. The first

popular young Methodist preacher was of question is general, viz., Shall I marry, or

fered Episcopal orders and an incumbency, take any step toward marriage at present ?"

but that hepromptly rejected all such over- Then he states in order what may be urged,

tures .” It is vain to speculate upon what first, on the afirmative side, and, secondly,

might have followed if they had been ac- on the negative side of this general question,

cepted. One thing is tolerably clear, that and concludes— “ After themost deliberate

a
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consideration, accompanied with solemn ab- | I entreat you to perform the same brotherly

stinence and prayer, my judgment is that office towardsme, and to watch over me in

the balance of argument is greatly in favour love.” — P. 140.

of matrimony as soon as convenient ;" and In the letters from London, wehave many

in vindication of the soundness of this con- similar utterances of mingled affection and

clusion, he proceeds quietly and effectually faithfulness, and many curious glimpses of

to demolish and pound to atoms the whole the life of a Methodist preacher in the me

array of objections to the step. But then tropolis half a century ago. Among other

comes a second question : “ Is Miss a things, the writer refers frequently and feel

proper person to beaddressed by me on the ingly, though, we must say, in a different

subject ?" Then follow ten good strong rea- strain from that which John Wesley was

sons in favour of the proposed application , wont to use, to the early morning preaching,

and six weak ones against it. No one can at five o'clock . For example : - “ Thursday

doubt for a moment either what the decision evening, September 8th. I was so weary and

is to be, or that in arriving at it strong af- drowsy this morning at five o'clock, that

fection was linked to and controlled by a though I heard Mr. Taylor going out to

still stronger sense of duty . We cannot preach , I had neither curiosity enough nor

help saying that the portrait of the lady in piety enough to rise and hear him . To

question, drawn by the hand of her son , is morrow I must be up, as it will be my own

one of the most exquisite of the many charm- turn to conduct the early devotions of the

ing sketches of this fascinating volume. sanctuary.” But alas ! the resolution had

Immediately on being “received into full no better fate than many other evening reso

connexion, ” young Bunting was stationed in lutions of early rising, for we find it recorded

London. We have from the pen of the ven- next day— “ I was very unfortunate this

erable Dr. Leifchild a beautiful notice of him morning. I did not rise, for I did not wake,

as he appeared at that period . The writer after day -light appeared, until half past five

speaks of him as “ calm and self-possessed o'clock . However, it does not appear to

in the pulpit,” of the “ clear and command. have been of much consequence . They seem

ing tones of his voice,” of “ the flow of strong to have been accustomed to such disappoint

manly sense in his sermons;” and dwells ments for some years ; so that when Mr.

upon that singular richness and fervency of Taylor preached yesterday, and informed

prayer which even then characterised him , them that they might expect me this morn .

and for which he was all his life remarkable. ing, Mr. Lovelace, an old worn -out barrister,

“ I was charmed and delighted while I was could not help expressing his belief that
instructed. Never before had I heard such now there would be a revival in London,

preaching. Other preachers, indeed ,excelled for there had been little good done since the

him in some points, but none that I ever morning preaching had been discontinued ;

heard equalled him as a whole .” — P . 166 . and that the abandonment of this practice

Fortunately we have the benefit of the was the true cause of the presentwar.”” On
letters which at this time he wrote to his this unlucky morning the extraordinary num

betrothed, and are thus admitted to the pri- ber of twenty -one had assembled to hear the

vacy of his inmost thoughts, as well as to new preacher. The average attendance

the inspection of his daily work. And we seems to have ranged from eight to thirteen .

must say, that the perusal of these letters, “ This seems to be the ne plus ultra, beyond

written in such circumstances, greatly en- which the attractions of my morning elo

hance our estimate of his piety and devoted. quence cannot avail.” And he adds, in plain

ness, his warmth of heart, soundness of judg. terms, “ I view this service as a complete

ment, sterling good sense,and the manliness, work of supererogation.” Shade of Wesley !

and worth, and weight of his whole charac- has it come to this ? Seriously, however,

ter. At a still earlier period , we find this we must confess that, looking at the change

young man writing to one of his most inti- in the usages of society , we are entirely of
mate associates in termswhich, for friendli- young Bunting's opinion .

ness and fidelity, we consider too character. His old love for hearing sermons-- so that

istic and remarkable to omit : — “ As I am they were not preached at five in the morn

never likely to be able in any other way to ing — remained strong within him . And

testify my grateful sense of the obligations very interesting are the notices which he

under which your friendship has placed me, gives of various celebrities of the period;

I will endeavour to do it by acting towards some of them long since departed, and others

you the part of a faithful friend, it I should but recently withdrawn from us, but all of

ever have the pain to see you, while busied them now gone. For example : - “ After

about many things, grow weary and fáint in finishing my letters, Ihastened to St. Mary

your mind concerning the one thing needful. Woolnoth, and had the pleasure of seeing

a
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and hearing, for the first time, the rector, | were a few laymen , issued at next Confer

Mr. Newton, ' venerable in virtues as in ence in the appointment of a committee,

age .' He appears to be quite worn out, and composed exclusively of preachers , " as they

tottering overthe brink of the grave. His choose to manage their missions in future

text was, ' Rejoice the soul of Thy servant.' only by their general superintendent, and a

There was nothing particularly interesting committee chosen out of their own body .” .

in his sermon, except as viewed in connec- “ So ended, " says Mr. Bunting, “ my father's

tion with the character and circumstances of first essay at developing the constitution of

the preacher. I love to hear old ministers.” Methodism . "

-P. 181. Again : “ I went to Surrey Jabez Bunting's next “ essay " in a matter

Chapel, and heard a sort of lecture from of public interest was not more successful.

Mr.Jay. Few preachers are able to extort We find him , young as he still was, vcted

tears from me, but he conqueredme. When into the chair at a meeting of ministers of

I hear such preaching as Mr. Jay's I am various denominations, for the purpose of

always ashamed of myself, and wonder that establishing a Review , on the basis of " the

the people should ever like to listen to my doctrinal articles of the Church of England ,"

poor swashy sermons.” — Ibid. Again : “ We but free from sectarian principles and pecu

went to hear Mr. Cecil. On the whole, I liarities, for the defence and advancement of

was very much delighted , though I acknow- a common Christianity. The experiment
ledge the justice of a critique on Mr. Cecil failed. The Review--the Eclectic - was

as a preacher, made in my hearing by Mr. established, but its basis soon became less
а

Symons, a pious clergyman. He said, “ Mr. broad and catholic. The age was not ripe

Cecil is a very wise preacher. He is a for the enterprise as originally planned, and

second Book of Ecclesiastes. Yet I should other circumstances tended to render the

like him better, and he would do more good , well-meant design abortive. Wesleyan

if he were rather a Second Epistle to the Methodists were not regarded with cor

Romans. ” — P. 217. One is disposed to diality, either by the Nonconformists on the

smile at theterms in which the future finan . one hand, or by any section of the Estab

cier of Methodism speaks of the steps — lished Church on the other. But Mr. Bunt.
" bold ,butcertainly necessary" -- which were ing points out, in a very striking passage,

taken about this time with respect to the that there was a still more serious difficulty .
management of the missionary funds. To " The frozen Establishment had begun to

us the necessity of the steps is much more thaw, and , waking and warming into con

obvious than the boldness, though we doubt scious life, had stretched its limbs, had be

not that, to a Methodist of that day, the gun to look about it, and discovering its

boldness would seem much more palpable powers, had displayed them in the sight of
than the necessity . Hitherto the whole friend and foe. The common people ' al

direction of this, as of all other Connexional, ways ' heard it gladly , ' and its parochial

as distinct from local, funds, had been en- system gave it a quick , firm , and simulta

trusted to, or assumed by, the preachers, or neous grasp upon the entire country . No

rather the Conference . The very gentlest wonder, then , that those who thought they

and most limited infusion of the lay element discerned in all state churches a tendency to

was now attempted. “ A committee of evil rather than to good, were startled

finance and advice” was appointed , and on when they saw the Church of England in

that committee a few trusted laymen were downright earnest, and would not feign

placed . In a previous enactment, that cir- friendship when they felt nothing but suspi

cuit stewards should have a right to be cion and dread . So it came to pass that when

present at the meetings of the district, and this strong man became a rejoicing com

to advise at the settlement of all financial petitor in the race for usefulness, and Me.
matters; and in the appointment, in 1803, thodism running all the faster, yet breathed

of the committee, “ to guard our religious out a welcome, bade him play fairly, and
privileges in these perilous times,” of which wished him quickly at the goal , the old

the majority happened to be laymen, and Dissent stopped and questioned , saying

one a representative, viz. , the general stew- now , that the strange racer carried too

ard of the London Circuit for the time be- much weight, and now, that he had undue

ing ;-in these provisions is here traced the advantage; all which little heeding, he went

germ of the present financial policy of the on his way , and , as many think , got a fair
Connexion, -- a policy which, it is remarked, century's start of those who tried to hinder

Jabez Bunting did not then conjecture “ was him . But may all win ! "--Pp. 237 , 238.
to be distinctively and emphatically his We are told that from this incident Dr.

own .” As to missions, the “ bold ” measure Bunting learned the lesson of caution res

of appointing a committee, in which there pecting schemes of united action among
D-7

.

VOL . XXXII .
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Christians of different denominations, look- when devising the system of Free Church

ing at them keenly rather than coldly ; " economics," and that he anxiously con

and while cordially supporting such institu- sulted with Dr. Bunting on tire subject. We

tions as the Bible Society and City Mis are confident that , in so far as the different

sions, and becoming an attached member circumstances of the two churches would

of the Evangelical Alliance, as a manifesta permit the application to the one of the ex

tion of the substantial unity of Christians ; perience of the other, the suggestions of the

yet, when a specific course of action was great Wesleyan financier and leader would

proposed, preferring that it should be carried be highly prized by his Presbyterian friend .

under the recognized direction and Traces of the strong and steady hand and

responsibility of some one branch of the clear intelligence of Jabez Bunting, are to

Church of Christ. be found in the legislation of the Confer

When Jabez Bunting left London , after ence of 1807, as in the rule “ insisting on

a residence of two years, at the early age the immediate emancipation of slaves be

of twenty-six , he was already a man of longing to any minister in the West Indies,

mark and high standing in the Connexion , or to his wife," that which regulates the

and was looked upon as rapidly rising to jurisdiction of Conference considered as an

the foremost place . In such a body, a appellate court, rather than a court of first

young minister with his power in the pulpit, instance, etc.

his general intelligence, his energy and fear- In his next circuit — Sheffield - be prose:

lessness, his admirable good sense, liis turn cuted vigorously his ministerial work, and,

for business, and his over-mastering force at the same time, looked around with a

of will , could never rest in a position of clear and comprehensive glance over the

mediocrity. whole Convexion and all its affairs. His

His next circuit was Manchester, where thoughts were now anxiously turned to the

he was distinguished for “ that active every establishment of a collegiate institute for

day discharge of the duties of a Methodist training young men for the ministry. He

preacher, which is the best preparative for did not, indeed, advocate the systematic

the general service of Methodism ." We may education of every man whom the grace

extend very widely this just remark, and and providence of God called to the work

say , generally or universally, that the best of the Methodist ministry ; but hebelieved,

preparative for our next sphere, whatever as stated by his biographer, that “ culture

that maybe, is the thorough and conscien- will, in most cases, improve both the flower

tious performance of the duties of our pre- and the fruit ; ” while at the same time he

sent one, whatever that may be. was ready to say, “ If culture would weaken

He was now a family man, yet his annual or destroy the plant, let it grow wild .” After

income, from all professional sources, did the persevering efforts of a quarter of a

not exceed L.83. His letter to the Income century , this object was at length accom

Tax Commissioners brings before us the plished . While in the Sheffield circuit, he

Wesleyan system of ministerial support. strenuously assailed a practice which had

“ The societies do not support their minis- come to be common among the Methodists

ters, as is usual among other religious deno- in the north of England,-that of teaching

minations, by fixed and regular salaries; writing in Sunday schools. How religious

but by sundry small allowances, which dif- men and teachers of religion could reconcile

fer considerably in different places , and this practice with the reverence for the Sab

which are varied , from time to time, ac bath which they inculcated, it is not very

cording to the actual wants of the preachers, easy to imagine. But so prevalent had the

and in proportion to the number and neces- evil become, that it required all the com
sities of their families.” No wise man , manding energy of Jabez Bunting to put it

familiar with the difficulties which beset this down ; and, after his departure,it revived.

subject, and looking at the peculiar system His manner of dealing with this subject ,

of itinerancy subsisting in the Methodist and with some misunderstandings springing

Connexion, will venture captiously to criti- out of it, is highly characteristic ; but we

cise this method of supporting the ministry. have not room for extracts.

We already know in part, and we hope to As to his treatment of generalConnexional

learn more in detail in the second volume, affairs, we have the following succinct ac

how Dr. Bunting laboured to ameliorate count:- -“ It was his policy to promote

the pecuniary condition of Wesleyan minis simultaneous improvements in all directions.
ters and their children . It is understood Let the entrance to the ministry he still

that Wesley's old rule of a penny a week diligently guarded ; let all the ancient

and a shilling a quarter from each member, usages of mutual inquiry and supervision,

afforded important hints to Dr. Chalmers of itinerancy, and of sententation, be sacred
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ly preserved ; let the standard of literary, ists to the state ; and , about the same time,

theological, and religious attainment be zealously and energetically supporting the

made higher and more uniform ; in short, movement for opening India to Christianity .

let the ministry be such as should command, It will present him before us projecting that

without controversy or reluctance, the recog- mighty enterprise, the establishment of the

nition and confidence of the people . But , Wesleyan Missionary Society, and, in con

at the same time, respect their rights,” i. e. , junction with Morley, Watson , and others,

the rights of the people ; " secure their ser- presiding over its inauguration , -an event

vices in every department not assigned by fraught with unspeakable important conse

the New Testament exclusively to the min . quences and blessed results to myriads of

ister or to the pastorate ; relieve the clergy mankind. We look for interesting details

from a burden which was greater than they regarding Dr. Bunting's resolute adherence

could bear, and from wretched suspicions, to the Anti-slavery Society at all hazards

ill-natured insinuations, and bitter calum- and at whatever cost ; of his labours as

nies ; and pour the light of noon -day upon editor of the Wesleyan Magazine, and the

the smouldering fires of faction, so putting new and high tone which he imparted to the

them out for ever. The two lines of action, Connexional literature ; of his advocacy of

so far from being diverse, were the two Catholic emancipation in opposition to the

component parts of one complete and com- views of almost every minister and member

prehensive system ; and, as each was stead of the religious body' to which he belonged ;

ily and prudently pursued, it promoted and of his other opinions and actings with respect

secured the other.” — Pp. 360, 361 . to important measures of state policy ; and

When Lord Sidmouth proposed his nefa- of his London life when permanently located

rious Bill for amending the Toleration Act, in the metropolis as missionary secretary,

Jabez Bunting stood boldly forward in oppo- being now beyond all question the foremost
sition to the measure . It was in connection man and the recognized representative of

with this subject that he was first brought Wesleyan Methodism , and as such mingling

into contact with Richard Watson, and a in and influencing all the prominent religious
friendship was begun which may truly be movements of his time. We shall doubt

said to have been productive of momentous less hear of his undisputed and skilful lead

consequences to millions of the human race . ership of the Wesleyan counsels and Con

With the Conference of 1811 the first ference for the long period of thirty years,

volume of this most interesting memoir -of his great power in debate and singular

closes , leaving its subject moving steadily administrative talent, and the profound re

upward to his inevitable pre-eminence,-a spect and deference paid to him throughout

pre-eminence which was rather yielded to the Connexion. And when this is spoken

him than arrogated , -rather made uver to of, we shall not be surprised if we find it

him and recognised as being his by right of acknowledged in this frank and candid bio

merit than ambitiously grasped at or eagerly graphy, that the great man before us had his

assumed ; and which, if referred to in Con- failings, -- that, for instance, there might oc

ference, must have been spoken of under casionally be some reason for the offence

another name than pre-eminence or supre- which was now and then taken at the scath

macy. ing sarcasms flung abroad in hot discussions,

The rest of Dr. Bunting's long and active and that some of the complaints of imperi

career was passed, to a large extent, in the ousness and arrogance which at one time

full view of the religious world. This will were so rife, may possibly not have been
not make the second volume less welcome, altogether destitute of foundation . The

-it only renders it less necessary for filling faithful biographer of Luther would have to

up the sketch ofhis life and character. Such make the same admission . But it will also

a sketch we had designed to present ; but be shown that his immoveable adherence to

our rapidly narrowing limits compel us to the position which he took up so resolutely,

touch very slightly upon the subsequent and defended so stoutly or so sternly , was
events of his history , and to satisfy never for a moment linked to any mean or

ourselves with indicating, in a very gen . paltry scheme for his own aggrandisement.

eral way, some of the leading topics with The narrative will , we believe, make it clear,

which the coming volume will have to deal. that if Jabez Bunting had a giant's strength,

It will exhibit the subject of the memoir in and sometimes used it like a giant, he was

1812 — so early for him and so late for the only wielding not merely the influence which

transaction -- taking a prominent part in pro- he had fairly won,but what his brethren had

curing the passing of the law which repealed almost thrust upon him , and that all was
the Five Mile and Conventicle Acts , and done with a pure and single eye to the pros

which adjusted the relations of Nonconform- perity of the Wesleyanism which he so
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fondly loved . Among the many tributes to tion of the complicated Wesleyan machine,

Dr. Bunting which we have seen, one of the and the most ardent desire for its efficiency,

most masterly is that which appeared some could accomplish, both for the independence

twenty years ago in an extremely clever and authority of the ministry , and in the

book, with the foolish title of . “ Wesleyan way of recognising therights, aud enlisting

Takings,” from which we extract a passage the sympathies, and utilizing the energies of

bearing upon this particular feature of cha- the people ; admitting them extensively into

And we quote from this sketch the committees, and employing them freely not

more readily, that it is understood to have only in managing the secular affairs of the

been drawn by a very decided opponent of Connexion, but summoning as many of them

Dr. Bunting's policy, one of the leaders of as possible to the exercise of spiritual func

the recent large secession from the Wesleyan tions, as local preachers, class leaders, etc.

ranks, Mr. Everett. After speaking of the And whatever difference of opinion may

feelings of jealousy which had been excited have existed, or may still exist, regarding

by Dr. Bunting's overwhelming influence in Dr. Bunting's policy, his biographer may

the Connexion , the writer proceeds - well be permitted to point to the fact, that

when he became a preacher, the members of

" All acquit him of selfishness ; all unite in giv- the Wesleyan community, exclusive of those
ing him credit for the purest motives ; and when in the United States, numbered 120,000, and

bis proceedings are viewed in the aggregate, hethat when he retired into private life, the

will be foundto be generally philanthropic ip his number had swelled to upwardsof 400,000 ;

views, feelings, and purposes. And we again in
quire, How has he obtained such ascendency in and this in spite of considerable secessions,

the body ? Not by frand, not by misconduct, butand notwithstanding all of the revived zeal of

by lending his superior talents to promote the best the Church of England, which Methodism

interests'of the Coppexion. He has not satisfied had done so much to quicken and evoke, and

himself with barely preaching, and quietly eating which now provided for and absorbed multi

the bread of his labours ; with pioning his mind tudes who would otherwise have found their

down to the circuit in whichhe moved, like afig way into the Wesleyan ranks. And he may

whose prospect is bounded by the breakfast- table
on which it alights ; with taking Methodism as it also point to the kindred fact, that the annual

had been handed to him, resolved to allow it to contributions from the Connexion for the

pass on in the same state : but he has taken an support of missions to the heathen ,----which ,

enlarged view of the whole ; bas looked upon when Bunting originated the Missionary So

Methodism as the mere creature of providential ciety in 1813,amounted only to some L.5000,

circumstances ; and has been always on the watch and when he, assumed the management on

for times and seasons, in order to mould its laws Watson's death in 1833, had advanced to

to the temper of the age — the changes and im . L.47,000,-reached, when he retired in 1851,
provements experienced in society at large. He

has kept his eye fixed on the working of thewhole the noble sum of upwards of L.100,000,

machinery, while others have attended to the with more than a hundred thousand converts

rotatory motion of a single wheel ; he has watched enrolled as members of society . And in

while others have slept ; be bas laboured while addition to all that Dr. Bunting did for his

others have loiterer'. By attending to the inter own church , the biographer may point to his

est of the whole, knowledge has poured in upon eminent services to the general cause of

him from every quarter ; menof inferior talent Christianity, and his readiness to aid whathe
bave committed their concerns into his band ; and

now he reigns supreme, is equalto a king in believed to be the cause of truth and right

Israel ; with this security to the body - He is eousness in communions far removed from

wise and good. No man was ever more useful— his own, of which his ardent support of the

not Wesley himself—in the various offices be bus Free Church movement in Scotland may

sustained . He is, properly speaking, a man of serve as a specimen.

business ; not as it regards its bustle , for he might Of the manner in which the biographer

do more,but in theknowledgehe brings to it, has performed his part we can scarcely speak
and the number of handsemployed . The polities in tvo high terms. He has told the story of
of Methodism have been bis meat and drink, his

daily study ; and its laws and usages, subsequent his father's life — so faras it has yet gone
to his entering upon public life, bear the impress with admirable tact, ability , and skill . This

of his mind."-- Wesleyan Takings, pp . 11 , 12. memoir is a singularly fresh and interesting

work, containing much important informa

We confidently anticipate that the com- tion, and many valuable and suggestive re

pleted record of his public career will show marks, and pervaded throughout by a genial,
that he honestly did all that he deemed the manly, Christian spirit, which it does one
Methodist constitution permitted, and all good to meet with. If we complain of any.

that, within that range, the highest talent and thing, it is, that with exuberant good feeling

the soundest judgment, combined with the the author has devoted too much space to

most intimate acquaintance with every por- sketches of his father's early friends. With
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all respect for these worthies , we must con- of the Wesleyan Connexion , to churches

fess thatwe rather grudge them their room ; rising in the spiritual waste, and Gospel

and we shall be surprised if the biographer light dispelling pagan darkness, he might

himself do not come, ere his next volume have said — or the myriads who honour his

see the light, to be of our opinion . How. name and memory may say for him , for he

ever, we condone the venial fault, partly be- would have been the last to say it himself,

cause of the kindly feeling which led to it, “ Si monumentum requiris, circumspice.”

and partly because these sketches are really And in the world of literature this admira

very interesting in themselves, and are re- ble biography will constitute Dr. Bunting's

markably well executed . Altogether, we worthy and enduring memorial.

can express no better wish for Mr. Bunting

as an author, than that he may be as success

ful with his second volume as he has been

with the first. He will have to touch some

delicate connexional questions, and to walk

" per ignes suppositos cineri doloso ." But Art. VIII. — Ceylon : An account of the

we have great confidence that he will step Island -- Physical, Historical, and Topo

firmly and freely, yet gently ; and that, by graphical ; with Notices of its Natural

the frank and honest record of his father's History, Antiquities, and Productions.

actings and opinions, he will not stir the By SirJames Emerson Tennent, K.C.S.,

embers of former controversies, or give rea LL.D., etc. Illustrated by Maps, Plans,

sonable offence to any .' And we are sure and Drawings. Third Edition . London :

that he will have more to say of his warm Longmans and Co. 1859.

affections, his urbanity and genuine kindness

of heart, his modesty and lofty disinterested -" I am going Overland,” said a friend to us

ness while intolerant of selfishness and con- some months ago, when about to start for

ceit in others, his quiet unostentatious de- India, “ and will write to you long accounts

meanour as a Christian gentleman, with the of Gibraltar, Malta , Egypt, the Red Sea,

easy dignity of a venerated Christian minis- Aden, and Calcutta. ” Ceylon had not oc,

ter, and of his gentle and genial manners in curred to him. e touch, " said another,

the bosom of his family. And after tracing " at Point de Galle , but I suppose there is
his career through many trying and some not much to interest one there." This

stormy scenes, the record will tell of the tran- ignorance of what turns out after all , to be
quillity of his latest years, and the honours for several reasons, the chief point of in

which crowned his hoary head ; of the calm terest in the overland route, is almost uni
and peaceful evening in which his sun de versal , even among well educated men. It

clined to its setting, and his happy death in seems strange that it should be so, when

the faith and hope of the Gospel . The au . works like those of Major Forbes, Dr.

thor is rendering an important service to the Davy, Henry Marshall, and Dr. Hoff
universal Church,-tó which, indeed , Dr. meister,* are easily accessible to all . The

Bunting belonged ; for, as Angell James said able work of Sir James Emerson Tennent

of him to some Wesleyan ministers, “ He is will make this ignorance without excuse for
ours as well as yours, ” - and it is nothing the future. But if the traveller to India

more than the barest justice to the subject expect little at Point de Galle , his surprise

of the memoir that such a record should be and pleasure are all the greater when he

drawn up. Jabez Bunting has left little in finds himselfamidst scenes from which he
the world of letters to keep his name alive. had not hoped for a new sensation. “ It is

And never do we look upon him with greater now a week,” writes one friend, “ since we
respect and reverence than when, with all sailed from that charming anchorage - Galle.

his lofty aspirations, his refined literary taste, Our approach to it had been magnificent.

and his consciousness of the possession of The coast, from the time we caught sight of

powers which would have raised him to a it, was uninterruptedly beautiful. Stretches

lofty niche in the temple of Fame, we find of bright yellow sand, intervals of rocky
him addressing a friend in these simple yet beach and low cliffs, with here and there

sublime words: “ The die is cast. If I give to craggy points and reefs running out into the

our missions the attention they require,I shall sea , all adorned by a luxuriant forest of
not have any time hereafter for literature.”

His monument was to be of another kind.

Standing in the centre of modern Methodism ,
* Travels in Ceylon, etc. Translated from the

and looking abroad upon its well-compacted the list of works on Ceylon given by Sir J. E.
German . Edinburgh : W. P. Kennedy. 1848. - In

institutions, or pointing to the distant isles Tennent, Hoffmeister's Travels are not mentioned.

of the sea, and the whole wide mission field It is, however, full of most interesting information.
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cocoa -nut trees and big-leaved plantains, the Adam's Peak , with its summit enveloped in

stems and roots of which are washed by the clouds.”

salt surf, meet the eye. The surf, too, But Point de Galle has other attractions

greatly addsto the charms of the scenery . besides its scenery. It was the “ Kalah ” at

Its bright white masses ever and anon rise which the seamen of the renowned Haroun

up out of the blue expanse, rush up the Alraschid “ met the Chinese junks, and

beach, or over the rocks, or up the cliffs to brought back gems, silks, and spices from

unaccountable heights, and then from those Serendib to Bassora ;" and there is every

cliffs rejoining parent ocean in hundreds of likelihood that it is the long lost Tarshish of

white rills and pretty cascades. Nor does Scripture. The reasons for this conclusion

the beauty terminate in all this ; for beyond are fully stated by the author. The details

the beach, and the groves of which we get a are interesting, as suggesting to us how

glimpse, and the thickly set native huts much light may yet be shed on Scripture

which stand out with an occasional smoky topography. Again , Sir James says,

plume nodding over them, rise hills and “ The nucleus of its mountain masses con

swelling uplands all crowned with dense sists of gneissic, granitic, and other crystal

woods ; while yet above all these are lofty line rocks, which in their resistless upheaval

mountains, looking grandly as their pointed have rent the superincumbent strata, raising

summits reach towards the sky . In all my them into lofty pyramids and crags, or

Continental wanderings never had I seen hurling them in gigantic fragments to the

anything so beautiful as this entrance to plains below . Time and decay are slow in

Point de Galle. The freshness, the luxuri- their assults on these towering precipices

ance, the variety of outline in the scenery, and splintered pinnacles ; and from the

the pretty bungalows peeping out from absence of more perishable materials, there

their embosoming groves, the streets with are few graceful sweeps along the higher

their deeply shaded side-ways, the avenues chains, or rolling down in the lower ranges

of great, old trees, the lovely and dazzling of the hills . Every bold elevation is

flowers of tropical shrubs and creepers, the crowned by battlemented cliffs, and flanked

bustle, animation, and perpetual movement by chasms in which the shattered strata are

of the Singhalese in their grey -toned gar- seen as sharp and as rugged as if they had

ments, all conspire to excite and to interest. but recently undergone the grand convulsion

Above all , it was the first ushering into the that displaced them .

new forms and dazzling specialities of tropi- “ The soil in these regions is consequently

cal life, vegetable and animal." These light and unremunerative ; but the plentiful

were first impressions. But that even a moisture arising from the interception of

protracted residence on the island , and much every passing vapour from the Indian Ocean

familiarity with its scenery do not modify and the Bay of Bengal, added to the intense

them , is plain from Sir James Tennent's warmth of the atmosphere, combine to force

work. The grandeur and beauty of the a vegetation so rich and luxuriant, that im

scenery rise ever freshly before him . Thus, agination can picture nothingmorewondrous

remembering first impressions, and glancing and charming : every level spot is enamel.

at some general features of the island, he led with verdure ; forests of never-fading

says, — “ No traveller fresh from Europe bloom cover mountain and valley ; flowers

will ever part with the impression left by of the brightest huesgrow in profusion over

the first gaze upon tropical scenery , as it is the plains ; and delicate climbing plants,

developed in the bay, and the wooded hills rooted in the shelving rocks, hang in huge

that encircle it ; for although Galle is sur festoonsdown the edge of every precipice.

passed both in grandeur and beauty by · Unlike the forests of Europe, in which

places afterwards seen in the island, still the the excess of some peculiar trees imparts a

feeling of admiration and wonder called character of monotony and graveness to the

forth by its loveliness remains vivid and un- outline and colouring, the forests of Ceylon

impaired . ... The sea , blue as sapphire, are singularly attractive from the endless

breaks
upon the fortified rocks which form variety of their foliage, and the vivid con

the entrance to the barbour ; the headlands trast of their hues. The mountains,

are bright with verdure ; and the yellow especially those looking towards the east

strand is shaded by palm -trees that incline and south, rise abruptly to prodigious and

towards the sea, and bend their crowns almost precipitous heights above the level

above the water. The shore is gemmed plains; and the emotion excited when a

with flowers ; the hills behind are draped traveller, from one of these towering eleva

with forests of perennial green ; and far in tions, looks down for the first upon the vast

the distance rises the zone of purple hills, expanse of the low lands, leaves an indelible

above which towers the sacred mountain of impression on the memory. The rivers

.
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wind through the woods below like threads found along the western coast, formed by

of silver through green embroidery, till the agglutination of corallines, shells, sand,

they are lost in a dim haze which conceals and disintegrated gneiss. Incorporated with

the far horizon ; and through this a line of these are small sapphires,rubies,tourmaline,

tremulous light marks where the sunbeams etc. In the Northern Provinces a recent

are glittering on the waves upon the distant coral formation is the prevailing rock.
shore. “ Nearly four parts of the island,” says Sir

" From age to age a scene so lovely has James, " are undulating plains, slightly di

imparted a colouring of romance to the ad- versified by offsets from the mountain sys

Fentures of the seamen who, in the eager- tem , which entirely covers the remaining
ness of commerce, swept round the shores fifth. Every district, from the depths of

of India, to bring back the pearls and the valleys to the summits of the hills, is

precious stones, the cinnamon and odours of clothed with perennial foliage ; and even the

Ceylon. The tales of the Arabians are sand -drifts, to the ripple on the sea- line, are

fraught with the wonders of ' Serendib ;' carpeted with verdure, and sheltered from
and the mariners of the Persian Gulf have the sunbeams by the cool shadows of the

left a record of their delight in reaching the palm groves. But the soil , notwithstanding

calm havens of the island, and reposing for this wonderful display of spontaneous vegeta

months together in valleys where the waters tion, is not responsive to systematic cultiva

of the sea were overshadowed by woods, tion, and is but imperfectly adapted for
and the gardens were blooming in perennial maturing a constant succession of seeds and
summer. ”—P. 6.

cereal productions. But the chief interest

Again— “ In its general outline the island which attaches to the mountains and rocks

resembles a pear, and suggests to its admiring of this region , arises from the fact that they

inhabitants the figure of those pearls which, contain those mines of precious stones which,

from their elongated form , are suspended from time immemorial, have conferred re.

from the tapering end . When originally nown on Ceylon. The ancients celebrated

upheaved above the ocean, its shape was in the gems as well as the pearls of " Tapro

all probability nearly circular, with a pro . bane;' the tales of mariners, returning from

longation in the direction of north-east. their eastern expeditions, supplied to the

The mountain zone in the south, covering story- tellers of the Arabian Nights their

an area of about 4212 miles, may then have fables of the jewels of “ Serendib ;' and the

formed the largest proportion of its entire travellers of the Middle Ages, on returning

area ; and the beltof low lands, known as to Europe, told of the sapphires, topazes

the Maritime Provinces, consist to a great amethysts, garnets, and other costly stones'

extent of soil from the disintegration of the of Ceylon ,and of the ruby which belonged to

gneiss, detritus from the hills, alluvium the king of the island, ' a span in length, with

carried down the rivers, and marine deposits out a flaw, and brilliant beyond description .'

.
addition to these, the land has for ages been is sufficient to account for these early tradi

slowly rising from the sea ; and terraces tions of their splendour and profusion; and

abounding in marine shells, imbedded in fabulous as this story of the ruby of the

agglutinated sand, occur in situations far Kandyan kings may be, the abundance of

above high -water mark. Immediately in- gems in Saffragam has given to the capital

land from Point de Galle, the surface soil of the district the name of Ratnapoora,

rests on a stratum of decomposing coral ; which means literally, “ the city of rubies. '

and sea -shells are found at a considerable dis- They are not, however, confined to this

tance from the shore. Farther north , at quarter alone, but quantities are still found

Madampe, between Chilau and Megombo, on the western plains between Adam's Peak

the shells of pearl oysters and other bivalves and the sea, at Neuera-ellia, in Oovah, at

are turned up by the plough, more than ten Kandy, at Maitelle in the Central Province,

miles from the sea .” - P . 12. and at Ruanwelli , near Colombo, at Matura,

The geological features of the island are and in the beds of the rivers eastwards

not of very much interest. On the crests towards the ancient Mahagam ,” — P . 33.

ofthe mountains, stratified crystalline rocks, This glance at the outstanding physical

with massive veins of quartz, are found dis- features and mineralogical peculiarities of

torted and broken by great intruded masses the island , may form a fitting introduction

of granite. Gneiss prevails; and as this to a general outline of its civil history. The

assumes remarkably eccentric forms, both descriptions in which Camoens, in his great

in position and in the process of disintegra. epic, sets before us the regions

tion , the surface of the country is every- -Where Ceylon liſts her spicy breast,

where extremely picturesque. Breccias are And waves her woods,
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were, at best, but feeble echoes of the gor- a metrical chronicle, written in Pali , con

geous pictures which, from earliest times, taining a dynastic history of Ceylon . Con

had been given of “ the land of the hyacinth tributed by various authors, it embraces a

and the ruby," " the island of jewels,” the period ranging from 543 B.c. to 1758 A.D.

“ second Eden .” Greek and Roman , Christ- A dead letter to all but those initiated in

ian and Mahometan, Chinaman and Hindoo, the mysteries of Buddhism , the Mahawanso

have vied with each other in exalting the had happily been the subject of a running

praises of Ceylon. Its geographical position, comment, accompanied by a literal annotat

the wildly luxuriant beauty of its scenery, ed version of the original text. With the

and the rich variety of itsfauna and its flora, help of this, Turnour rendered it into En

were sure to attract the attention of nations glish prose, and thusopened up the authentic

whose spirit of enterprise was directed either early history of Ceylon to the public. Sir
by the lust of conquest or the love of gain .' James Emerson Tennent takes the Maha

But the island , universally talked of, was wanso for a starting point, and gives his
till recently , little known ; less indeed, his- readers an admirable sketch of Singbalese

torically, than India or China. As inquirers history under the three great divisions,

searched into the remote past of these won. “ Ancient, Mediæval,and Modern.” As the
drous lands, they found, even in their most ground is comparatively little known, the

extravagant myths, resting points of historic materials fresh and full of interest, we pro

certainty standing out at one dimly defined pose to follow Sir James' most interesting

period and another, like objects shrouded in and able outline, marking what seems to us

the mists of the morning. But for many the leading links in the chain of events,from

generations every attempt to make out the the conquests of the island by Wijayo, 543
true history of Ceylon was after a season B.C., to the British possession in 1798.

given up as hopeless, because of the deep Wijayo was the founder of “ the Great

darkness resting over it. “ It was not till Dynasty." Having with a few followers

about the year 1826 that the discovery was left Bengal, the adventurer landed in Ceylon,

made and communicated to Europe, that where he found the Yakkos, the aboriginal

whilst the history of India was only to be inhabitants, pursuing the peaceful art of

conjectured from myths,and elaborated from husbandry. Differing in language and gen

the dates on copper grants, or fading in- eral social characteristics from the ruling

scriptions on rocks and columns, Ceylon was classes on the Indian continent, the Yakkos

in possession of continuous written chroni- appeared to have belonged to a race broadly
cles, rich in authentic facts, and not only distinguished from the Bengalese strangers.

presenting a connected history of the island Wijayo soon ingratiated himself with the
itself, but also yielding valuable materials natives, married a Yakko princess, and in

for elucidating that of India. At the mo- time, was recognised by them as king. Pride

ment when_Prinsep was deciphering the grew with power. The patrimonial name

mysterious Buddhist inscriptions which are of Wijayo was Sihala, to which he changed

scattered over Hindustan and Western India , the name of the island ; whence Singhala,

and when Cosma de Korros was unrolling Singhalese, Seylan, and Ceylon . When he

the Buddhist records of Thibet, and Hodg. had obtained a firm footing as king, he re

son those of Nepaul , a fellow-labourer of pudiated his Yakko wife, and married the

kindred genius was successfully exploring daughter of an Indian sovereign . . Wijayo

the Palimanuscripts of Ceylon , and develop and his immediate successors were anxious

ing results not less remarkable nor less con . to encourage by all means the introduction

ducive to the illustration of the early history of people from the continent, and prided

of Southern Asia. Mr. Turnour, a civil themselves on the toleration of every form

officer, of the Ceylon service, was then ad- of religion . Brahamanism soon began to

ministering the government of the district prevail, and appears to have been the su

of Suffragam , and , and being resident at perstition which stood most out until 307

Ratnapoora, near the foot of Adam's Peak , B.C., when Tissa, the Déwána-pia, or beloved
he was enabled to pursue his studies under of the saints, began to reign. At this time

the guidance of Gallé, a learned priest, an apostle of Buddhism arrived on the island,

through whose instrumentality he obtained and gained over Déwánapiatissa and his

from the Wihara, at Mulgiri.galla, near people to that faith . The rites of Brahaman.

Tangalle (a temple founded about130 B.c. ) , ism yielded to the worship of Buda, and
some rare and important MSS ., the 'issa's satisfaction was complete when :

of which gave an impulse and direction to branch ofthe sacred Bo- tree (Ficus religinsa )

the investigations which occupied the rest of was planted in his kingdom . A slip taken
his life .” - P. 312. from the identical tree in Magadha, under

The Mahawanso, thus brought to light, is which Gotama reclined when he received

perusal
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Buddhahood , was brought in a golden vase dynasties continued to be regarded by the

to Ceylon, and planted at Anarajapoora, aborigines as usurpers, and though the con

“ where," says Sir James, " after the lapse quering race spread over the whole island,

of more than 2000 years, it still continues the Yakkos were slow in mixing with them .

to flourish and to receive the proferred Marks of their gentilitial separation still

veneration of the Singhalese.” The stupen- exist in the island, in the remains of their

dous ecclesiastical structures, whose remains ancient superstition .” Traces of the worship

arrest the attention of travellers, appear to of snakes and demons are, to the present

have been all built about the time of the hour, clearly perceptible amongst them .

introduction of Buddhism into Ceylon . As The Buddhists still resort to the incantations

in Europe, the great Gothic cathedrals may of the “ devil dancers” in cases of danger

be said to have been the expression of the and emergency. A Singhalese, rather thanA

skill and the taste of one or two generations, put a cobra de capello to death, encloses the

or of one or two leading minds, so the sacred reptile in a wicker cage and sets it adrift on

fabrics of Ceylon stand associated with one the nearest stream ; and, in the island of

brief period in the history of the island . Nainativoe, to the south-west of Jaffa, there

The next important political change oc- was, till recently, a little temple dedicated

curred about 237 B.C. Two youths from to the goddess Naga Tambirau, in which con-.

Malabar rose to great power and distinction secrated serpents were tenderly reared by

among the Singhalese. Having formed a the Pandarams , and daily fed at the expense

strong political faction in their favour, they of the worshippers. Notwithstanding the

put the reigning king to death, and divided abounding political troubles and intestine

between themselves the supreme power for divisions which characterised the lengthened

a period of twenty years. Overthrown in period of the Sula-wanse dynasty, the island

their turn , the legitimate line was restored , progressed in material comfort. Agricul

but only to enjoy the throne at that time for ture was extended, public buildings were

a period of ten years, when it was again reared , the arts of social life were fostered,

usurped by a Malabar named Elala, who great tanks were formed ,and a national lite

held possession of it for forty years. “ In rature sprung up, based on the doctrinal

the finalstruggle for the throne,” says our system of Buddha which had been reduced

author, “ in which the Malabars were worst to writing.

ed by the gallantry of Dutugaimunu, a Sir J. E. Tennent has succeeded in throw.

prince of the excluded family, the deeds of ing much interest into his elaborate sketch

bravery displayed by Elala were the ad. of Singhalese Mediæval history. The copi

miration of his enemies. The contest be- ous notes which accompany the able narra

tween the chiefs is the solitary tale of Ceylon tive, bear witness to the learning, industry,

chivalry, in which Elala is the Saladin and and varied information of the author. Here,

Dutugaimunu the Cour-de-lion . ” The suc- as in other parts of this valuable work, we

cessful claimant is noted in Singhalese his- have clear proofs that no pains have been

tory for his piety not less than his prowess. spared to make it a complete monograph on

In his reign, thefar-famed brazen palace was Ceylon . The fame of the beauty and wealth

built, whose ruins still testify to its original of Taprobane had reached the soldiers of

grandeur. Roofed with plates of brass, “ it Alexander the Great in their Indian cam

was elevated on 1600 monolithic columns paign , and, on their return to Europe, they

of granite twelve feet high, and arranged in “ brought back accounts of what they had

lines of forty, so as to cover an area of up been told of its elephants and ivory, its

wards of two hundred and twenty square tortoises and marine monsters." The at

feet. On those rested nine stories in height, tention of the nations of the West thus

in addition to one thousand dormitories for called to it, continued ever on the alert for

priests, containing halls and other apart- additional information. About twenty years

ments for their exercise and accommoda- after the death of Alexander, Magasthenes

tion ."
was sent as ambassador to the Prasii, " from

Members of the “ Great dynasty held the whose country Ceylon had been colonized

throne,with the exception of one or two in two centuries before by the expedition un

terruptions, for more than eight hundred der Wijayo,” and though the reports which

years, from Wijayo, its founder, to Maha- he made of Taprobane and of its inhabi

sen . The dynasty of the Sulu -wanse, or tants, the “ Palæongi,” or sons of Pali, were

infer race' succeeded , and amidst invasions, greatly exaggerated , they nevertheless ad

revolutions, and decline, continued , with un - ded much to the existing knowledge of the

steady hand, to hold the government down island. But it was reserved for a Roman

to its occupancy by the Europeans in the seaman , in the reign of Claudius, to open the

beginning of the sixteenth century. Both | route to the “island of spices,” and to put
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Europeans in the way of becoming fully ac., the people of the East. “ They appeared in

quainted with it . “ Hippalus observing the the Indian Seas in the threefold character of

steady prevalence of the monsoons which merchants, missionaries, and pirates. Their

blew over the Indian Ocean alternately from ostensible motto was "amity, commerce,

east to west, dared to trust himself to their and religion .” The third character too fre

influence, and , departing from Arabia, he quently absorbed the other two. Rapacity

stretched fearlessly across the unknown took the place of the lawful commercial

deep, and was carried by the winds to Mu- spirit, bigotry, on the side of a superstition

ziris, a port on the coast of Malabar. ” “ An very little better than that of the Yakkos,

extensive acquaintance was now acquired usurped that of the true missionary of

with the sea coast of India ; and the great Christ ; while, for amity, the natives every

work of Pliny, compiled less than fifty years where were treated by a cruelty which knew

after the discovery by Hippalus, serves to no relenting, when aggrandisement stood in

attest the additional knowledge regarding the way.

Ceylon which had been collected during the The Portuguese flag appeared for the first

interval.” About seventy years later, time in the waters of Ceylon in 1505.

Ptolemy described it so fully in his “ System Twelve years elapsed before it was again

of Geography, " as to show how rapidly cor. seen there. They had , however, meanwhile

rect information of the island was finding its been obtaining influence and a firm footing
way to Europe. “ The extent and accuracy on the Indian Continent. Ormuz had been

of Ptolemy's information was so surprising, captured ; Goa and the coasts of Malabar

that it has given rise to surmises as to the had been fortified ; and Malacca had yielded!

sources whence it could possibly have been to their power. Midway between their

derived .” extreme settlements, the harbours of Ceylon

Cosmas, an Egyptian merchant in the rendered the island a place of importance.

reign of Justinian, wrote an account of Cey . And, at length, in 1517, Lopo Soarez de

lon from information given him by Sopha- Albergaria appeared in person before Co.

ter, a Greek trader, who had visited it. The lombo, with a flotilla of seventeen sail , and

particulars stated are full of interest. They with materials and workmen for the crea

embrace its government, products, and ec- tion of a factory, in conformity with a pro

clesiastical affairs. One sentence is worth mise alleged to have been made by the king

quoting. “ The island,” he says, “ has also to Don Lorenzo de Almeyda, in 1505 ; that

a community of Christians, chiefy resident the apprehension of the Singhalese court were

Persians, with a presbyter ordained in Per- aroused by the discovery that seven hundred

sia , a deacon , and a complete ecclesiastical soldiers were carried in the merchant ships

ritual." of the Viceroy, and that the proposed factory
In this imperfect general outline of its was to be mounted with cannon. After a

Mediæval history, we have confined our good deal of diplomacy on the part of the

selves to the intercourse of the European strangers, and many scruples on the part of

nations with Ceylon. Sir James, however, the king and his people, they were allowed to

deals with the relations between the Singha- land, and the first European stronghold in

lese and the people of Arabia, India, and Ceylon began to rise on the rocky beach of

China. This we must pass over, and come Colombo . " The footing thus gained was

to the last division, namely , the Modern made the most of. Repeated concessions

History of Ceylon. This may be said to were wrong from the Singhalese ; and , for å

commence with the expedition of the Vene- time, the attempts to free themselves from

tian voyager, Marco Polo, who touched at the troublesome strangers tended only to

Ceylon in 1291. But, without doing more strengthen their position in the island. San

than thus refer to the Venetian, we ask our guinary wars raged frequently between the

readers to follow us as we glance at the parties, characterized by atrocities almost

story of Portuguese adventure. “ Begin by without a parallel in the history of Euro.

preaching, but, that failing, proceed to the pean intercourse with the East. This state

decision of the sword,” formed one of the of matters continued during the whole

instructions given by the Government of period of Portuguese influence in Ceylon.

Portugal to the adventurers who, more than But a new and formidable rival now ap

three hundred years ago, went forth in peared to contend with Portugal for the

search of riches in India and the adjacent possession of Ceylon. The Dutch had ob

islands. The advice was faithfully followed. tained a footing at the Kandyan court, and
It was not likely that the preaching would formed an alliance with the king, alike dis

be
very influential ; and, we accordingly astrous to the missionary zeal and the com

find recourse to the sword, universally cha- mercial enterprise of the Portuguese, who,

racteristic of the Portuguese dealings with after a struggle of nearly fifty years' dura
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tion , were finally expelled from that island , British drove the natives to open revolt ;

which their kings had magniloquently de. and , though the rebellion was speedily sup

clared “ they would rather lose all India pressed, much blood was shed in doing so.

than imperil.” The leading Singhalese au- The home authorities resolved to withdraw

thorities were forward to welcome and to the island from the control of the East In.

enter into alliance with the Dutch ; when dia Company, and to put it under the imme

it was made evident to them that they were diate direction of the Crown. In 1798 the

bitterly at enmity with their tormentors. Hon. Frederick North, afterwards Earl of

The Portuguese held their ground till 1658, Guildford , was sent out as the first British

when they were expelled from the island Governor. Governor North found his task

and replaced by the Dutch, who set vigor. a difficult one. He succeeded, however, in

ously to work to make the most of their soon putting matters on a much more satisfac

position and to enrich themselves in their tory footing than they had formerly been ; and ,

commercial relations with the natives. had he kept clear of the intrigues at the

66 Throughout all the records which the Kandyan court on the death of the king

Dutch have left us of their policy in Ceylon, Rajadhi Raja Singha, in 1798, his period of

it is painfully observable , that no disin. rule would have passed without any great

terested concern is manifested, and no mea- shadows on it. But it appears that he did

sures directed for the elevation and happi- not discourage the conspiracy of the adijar,

ness of the native population ; and even or prime minister of the late king, to pro

where care is shown to have been bestowed cure the violent dethronement of the reign

upon the spread of education and religion , ing king, and to take possession of the Kan.

motives are apparent, either latent or dyan crown . Governor North's complicity

avowed , which detract from the grace and led to most serious consequences. The

generosity of the act. Thus, schools were views of the unscrupulous and ambitious

freely established ; but the avowed ob. adijar seemed about to be realized — the ball

ject was to wean the young Singhalese from wasnearly at his feet. There was only one

their allegiance to the emperor, and better hinderance to perfect success, namely, the

to impress them with the power and ascend- presence of the British troops who had come

ancy of Holland.” to his aid, but whom he found unwilling to

The tales of wealth which had reached carry out all his designs. He formed the

Europe, connected with the Portuguese pos- daring design to massacre the British troops,

session of Ceylon, so influenced British now enfeebled by disease. This was so suc

merchants, that they resolved to becoine cessfully realized, that only one soldier es

sharers in it. The Turkey Company sent caped, and lived to tell the tale of the

four adventurous merchants to India. One slaughter. Vengeance ultimately overtook

of these, Ralph Fitch, visited Ceylon in the prime minister. Detected in an attempt

1589, " probably the first of his nation to assassinate the king , he was beheaded in

who had ever beheld the island ." British 1812, and his nephew Eheylapola , raised to

interest in the island was kept up for the office of adijar.

many years by the visits paid to it by “ But Eheylapola inherited, with the power,

Englishmen ; and , in 1796, they obtained all the ambitious duplicity of his predecessor;

possession of it from the Dutch without and availing himself of the universal horror

striking a blow. “Private property was with which the king was regarded, he secret

declared inviolable ; the funds of charita- ly solicited the connivance of the governor,

ble foundations were held sacred ; the gar. Sir Robert Brownrigg, to the organisation of

rison marched out with the honours of war, a general revolt. The conspiracy was dis

piled arms on the esplanade, and returned covered and extinguished with indiscriminate

again to their barracks. Night closed on bloodshed, whilst the discomfited adijar was

the descending standard of Holland, and at forced to fly to Colombo, and supplicate the

sunrise the British flag waved on the walls protection of the British . And now followed

of Colombo.” The island thus acquired was an awful tragedy, which cannot be more

handed over to the East India Company,and vividly described than in the language of

its management was intrusted to the Council Davy, who collected the particulars from

of the Madras Presidency. The Singhalese eye-witnesses of the scene. · Hurried along

first experience of British rule was anything by the flood of his revenge, the tyrant, lost

but satisfactory. Portuguese and Dutch to every tender feeling, resolved to punish

had whipped them with cords, but their new Eheylapola, who had escaped, through his

masters seemed resolved to whip them with family, who still remained in his power ; he

scorpions. The result inevitable in such sentenced his wife and children, and his

circumstances followed. About a year after, brother and his wife, to death ; the brother

the misdeeds of men employed by the and children to be beheaded, and the females

G
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to be drowned . In front of the queen's pa. for the approach of a British force to rescue

lace, and between the Nata and Maha Vish- them from the monster on the throne. At

nu Dewales, as if to shock and insult the length the insatiate savage ventured to chal.

gods as well as the sex , the wife of Eheyla- lenge the descent of the vengeance that

pola and his children were brought from awaited him . A party of native merchants,

prison , where they had been in charge of fe- British subjects, who had gone up to Kandy

male gaolers, and delivered over to their to trade, were seized and mutilated by the

executioners. The lady , with great resolu. tyrant ; they were deprived of their ears,

tion , maintained her and her children's inno- their noses, and hands, and those who

cence and her lord's, and at the same time survived were driven towards Colombo, with

submitting to the king's pleasure, and offer the severed members tied to their necks.

ing up her own and her offsprings' lives,with An avenging army was instantly on its

the fervent hope that her husband would be march. War was declared in January 1815,

benefited by the sacrifice. Having uttered and within a few weeks the Kandyan capital

these sentiments aloud, she desired her eldest was once more in possession of the English ,

child to submit to his fate ; the poor boy, and the despot a captive at Colombo.”

who was eleven years old, clung to his This bloody tale very fully illustrates the

mother, terrified and crying ; her second son , terrible tyranny under which the Kandyans

of nine years, heroically stepped forward, then lay, and the disgusting atrocity of their

and bade his brother not to be afraid, he supreme ruler . The day of vengeance came

would show him the way to die ! By a blow speedily ; and the mode in which the ruth.

of a sword the head of this noble child was less tyrant was dealt with, was well fitted to

severed from his body ; streaming with strike with terror all who, like him , were

blood , and hardly inanimate, it was thrown willing to set at defiance the power of the

into a rice mortar, the pestle was put into British . Yet scarcely two years had elapsed,

the mother's hands, and she was ordered to when the people, who had welcomed the

pound it, or be disgracefully tortured . To British as deliverers, rose in arms against

avoid the infamy, the wretched woman did them . After many difficulties, this rebellion

lift up the pestle and let it fall. One by was put down; and since that time, 1817,

one the heads of her children were cut off, British rule has been undisputed . Under

and one by one the poor mother . . . . but the protection of this country, the native

the circumstance is too dreadful to be dwelt population have enjoyed a degree of liberty

One of the children was an infant, and to which formerly they had been complete
it was plucked from its mother's breast to strangers. The arts of Christian civilisation

be beheaded : when the head was severed have been introduced . Roads have been

from the body, the milk that it had just made, courts of law established, domestic

drawn out mingled with its blood. During slavery abolished , education fostered, and

this tragical scene, the crowd who had as- commerce encouraged. “ The blessings of

sembled to witness it wept and sobbed aloud , peaceful order, the mild influence of educa

unable to suppress their feelings of grief and tion , and the gradual influx of wealth, will

horror. Palihapane Dissave was so affected not fail to produce their accustomed results ;

that he fainted , and was expelled his office and the mountaineers of Ceylon will , at no

for showing such sensibility . During two distant day, share with the lowlanders in the

days the whole of Kandy, with the exception consciousness of repose and prosperity under

of the tyrant's court, was as one house of the protection of the British Crown." It

mourning and lamentation ; and so deep was might be added , that Sir James, during his

the grief, that not a fire, it is said , was kin- tenure of office ,has done much to realise the

dled , no food was dressed , and a general fast hope which he here expresses ; and that

was held . After the execution of her child when the after history of the island shall

ren , the sufferings of the mother were come to be written , his period of rule will

speedily relieved.She and her sister-in-law form one of its most attractive chapters.

were led to the little tank in the immediate We might dwell on this, but it is time our

neighborhood of Kandy, called Bogambara, readers were admitted more fully to the in

and drowned.' This awful occurrence, inall teresting pages in which Sir James has de

its hideous particulars, I have had verified scribed Ceylon . Here is a notice of its cli

by individuals still living, who were specta- mate, of the pretty phenomenon • Anthelia”

tors of a scene that, after the lapse of forty and of a Ceylon May.

years, is still spoken of with a shudder. “The climate of Čeylon, from its physical

But the limit of human endurance had been configuration and insular ' attachment, con

passed ; revolt became rife throughout the trasts favourably with that of the great lo

kingdom ; promiscuous executions followed , dian peninsula. Owing to the moderate

and the terrified nation anxiously watched dimensions of the island, the elevation of its

on.
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mountains, the very short space during greatest northern declination , and created a

which the sun is passing over it in his re- torrid heat throughout the lands of southern

gression from or approach to the solstices, Asia and the peninsula of India . The air,

and its surrounding seas being nearly uniform lightened by his high temperature and such

in temperature, it is exempt from the watery vapour as it may contain, rises into

extremes of heating and cooling to which the loftier regions,and is replaced by indraughts

neighbouring continent of India is exposed from the neighboring sea, and thus a tenden

From the same causes, it is subjected more cy is gradually given to the formation of a

uniformly to the genial influences of the trade current bringing up from the south the warm

winds that blow over the Indian Ocean and humid air of the equator. The wind , there

the Bay of Bengal.” — P. 54. fore, which reaches Ceylon, comes laden with

“ May is signalised by the great event of moisture, taken up in its passage across the

the change of the monsoon, and all the grand great Indian Ocean . As the monsoon draws

phenomena which accompany its approach . near, the days become more overcast and

“ . It is difficult for one who has not resided hot, banks of clouds rise over the ocean to

in the tropics to comprehend the feeling of the west,and, in the peculiar twilight the eye

enjoymentwhich accompanies these periodi- is attracted by the unusual whiteness of the

cal commotions of the atmosphere ; in Eu. sea-birds that sweep along the strand to seize .

rope they would be fraught with annoyance, the objects flung on shore by the rising surf.

but in Ceylon they are welcomed with a “ At last the sudden lightnings flash among

relish proportionate to the monotony they the hills and sheet through the clouds that

dispel . Long before the wished - for period overhang the sea, and with a crash of thun.

arrives, the verdure produced by the pre- der the monsoon bursts over the thirsty land ,

vious rains becomes almost obliterated by not in showers or partial torrents, but in a

the burning droughts of March and April . wide deluge, that in the course of a few

The deciduous trees shed their foliage, the honrs overtops the river banks, and spreads

plants cease to put forth fresh leaves, and all in inundations over every level plain .
vegetable life languishes under the unwhole. " All the phenomena of this explosion are

some heat. The grass withers on the baked stupendous ; thunder, as we are accustomed

and cloven earth, and red dust settles on the to be awed by it in Europe, affords but the

branches and thirsty brushwood . The in- faintest idea of its overpowering grandeur in

sects , deprived of their accustomed food, dis- Ceylon ; and its sublimity is infinitely in

appear under ground , or hide beneath the creased, as it is faintly heard from the shore,

decaying bark ; the water beetles bury them- resounding through night and darkness over

selves in the hardened mud of the pools, and the gloomy sea . The lightning, when it touch

the helices retire into the crevices of the es the earth , where it is covered with the

stones or the hollows, amongst the roots of descending torrent, flashes into it , and disap

the trees,closing the apertures of their shells pears instantaneously ; but, when it strikes a

with the hybernating epiphragm . Butterflies drier surface, in seeking better conductors, it

are no longer seen hovering over the flowers ; often opens a hollow like that formed by the

the birds appear fewer and less joyous ; and explosion of a shell, and frequently leaves

the wild animals and crocodiles, driven by behind it traces of vitrification. In Ceylon,

the drought from their accustomed retreats, however, occurrences of this kind are rare ;

wander through the jungle, and even venture and accidents are seldom recorded from

to approach the village wells in search of lightning, probably owing to the profusion

water. Man equally languishes under the of trees, and especially of cocoa-nut palms

general exhaustion ; ordinary exertion be- which , when drenched with rain , intercept

comes distasteful, and the native Singhalese, the discharge, and conduct the electric matter

although inured to the climate, move with to the earth. The rain at these periods

lassitude and reluctance . excites the astonishment of a European ; it

“ Meanwhile the air becomes loaded to descends in almost continuous streams, so

saturation with aqueous vapour drawn up close and so dense, that the level ground,

by the augmented force of evaporation, act- unable to absorb it sufficiently fast, is

ing vigorously over land and sea ; the sky, covered with one uniform sheet of water,

instead of its brilliant blue, assumes the sul- and down the sides of acclivities it rushes in

len tint of lead, and not a breath disturbs the a volume that wears channels in the surface.

motionless rest of the clouds that hang on For hours together, the noise of the torrent,

the lower range of hills . At length, generally as it beats upon the trees, and bursts upon

about the middle of the month, butfrequent- the roofs, flowing thence in rivulets along

ly earlier, the sultry suspense is broken by the ground, occasions an uproar that drowns

the arrival of the wished -for change. The the ordinary voice, and renders sleep im

sun has by this time nearly attained his possible.” — P. 61 .
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“ A curious phenomena , to which the name , whilst clinging to the bark with its finely .

of 'Anthelia' has been given, and which may pointed claws, and leaning for support upon

probably have suggested to the early painters the short stiff feathers of its tail. And on

the idea of the glory surrounding the heads the lofty branches of the higher trees, the

of beatified saints, is to be seen in singular hornbill (the toucan of the East), with its

beauty, at early morning,in Ceylon . When enormous double casque, sits to watch the

the light is intense, and the shadows propor- motions of the tiny reptiles and smaller

tionally dark — when the sun is near the birds, on which it preys, tossing them into

horizon, and the shadow of a person walking the air when seized, and catching them in its

is thrown on the dewy grass — each particle gigantic mandibles as they fall. The re

furnishes a double reflection from its concave markable excrescence on the beak of this

and convex surfaces ; and to the spectator extraordinary bird may serve to explain the

his own figure, but more particularly the statement of the Minorite friar, Oderic of

head, appears surrounded by a halo as vivid Potenau, in Friuli , who travelled in Ceylon

as if radiated from diamonds. The Budd. in the fourteenth century , and brought

hists may possibly have taken from this suspicion on the veracity of his narrative,

beautiful object their idea of the agni, or by asserting that he had there seen “birds

.emblem of the sun , with which the head of with two heads . "

Buddha is surmounted . But unable to As we emerge from the deep shade, and

express a halo in sculpture, they concentrated approach the park-like openings on the verge

it into a flame.” — P . 73. of the low country, quantities of pea-fowl are

Very much attention has been paid by to be found, either feeding amongst the

the author to the zoology and botany of the seeds and nuts in the long grass, or sunning

island ; and the pages in which they are themselves on the branches of the surround

described are among the most interesting of ing trees. Nothing to be met with in

the volume. While in both departments of demesnes in England can give an adequate

natural science Ceylon has much in common idea either of the size or the magnificence of

with the neighbouring continent, it can lay this matchless bird, when seen in his native

claim to an interesting fauna and flora of its solitudes. Here he generally selects some

own. Sir James, and the accomplished projecting branch, from which his plumage

men who lent him their invaluable assistance, may hang, free of the foliage ; and, if there

deserve the thanks of every naturalist, for be a dead and leafless bough, he is certain

the great care they have devoted to this. to choose it for his resting place, whence he

We are introduced to the birds of Ceylon droops his wings and suspends his gorgeous

thus : - “ In the glory of their plumage, the train, or spreads it in the morning sun, to

birds of the interior are surpassed by those drive off the damps and dews of the night.

of South America and Northern India ; and In some of the, unfrequented portions of

the melody of their song will bearno com-the eastern province, to which Europeans

parison with that of the warblers of Europe ; rarely resort, and where the pea-fowl are

but the want of brilliancy is compensated unmolested by the natives, their number is

by their singular grace of form , and the so extraordinary , that, regarded as game, it

absence ofprolonged and modulated harmony ceases to be " sport" to destroy them ; and

by the rich and melodious tones of their their cries at early morning are so tumultuous

clear and musical calls. In the elevations and incessant, as to banish sleep ,and amount

of the Kandyan couptry, there are a few ,such to an actual inconvenience. Their flesh is

as the robin of Neuera-ellia, and the long- excellent, when served up hot ; but, when

tailed thrush, whose song rivals that of their cold , it contracts a reddish and disagreeable

European namesakes ; but, far beyond the tinge : it is said to be indigestible. But of

attraction of their notes, the traveller rejoices all, the most astonishing in point of multitude,

in the Aute- like voices of the oriole, the as well as the most interesting, from their
Dayal - bird , and some others equally charm- endless variety, are myriads of aquatic birds

ing; when, at the first dawn of day, they and waders, which frequent the lakes and

wake the forest with their clear reveille . water -courses, especially those along the

It is only on emerging from the dense coast, near Batticaloa, between the mainland

forests, and coming into the vicinity of the and the sand formations of the shore, and
lakes and pasture of the low country, that those which resort to the innumerable salt

birds become visible in great quantities. marshes and lagoons to the south of Trin

In the close jungle one occasionally hears the comalie. These, and the profusion ofperching

call of the coppersmith, or the strokes of birds, fly -catchers, finches, and thrushes,

the great orange-coloured woodpecker, as it which appear in the open country , afford

beats the decaying trees in search of insects, sufficient quarry for raptorial and predatory
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species - eagles, hawks, and falcons, whose vision characteristic of animals which take

daring sweeps and effortless undulations are their prey at night. I doubt whether this

striking objects in the cloudless sky." -- P.165. conjecture be well-founded ; but at least it

Ceylon is rich in cheiroptera : would seem, that in their peculiar economy,

" The multitude of bats is one of the fea- some additional power is required to supple

ures of the evening landscape ; they abound ment that of vision, as in insects that of

in every cave and subterranean passage—in touch is superadded , in the most sensitive

the tunnels, on the highways, in the galleries development to that of sight. Hence, it is

of the fortifications, in the roofs of the possible that the extended screen stretched

bungalows, and the ruins of every temple at the back of their nostrils,may be intended

and building. At sunset they are seen issuing by nature to facilitate the collection and

from their diurnal retreats, to roam through conduction ofodours,as the vast development

the twilight in search of crepuscular insects; of the shell of the ear in the same family is

and as night approaches, and the lights in the designed to assist in the collection of sounds,

rooms attract the night-Aying lepidoptera, and thus to reinforce their vision when in

the bats sweep round the dinner-table, and pursuit of their prey at twilight, by the

carry off their tiny prey within the glitter superior sensitiveness of the organs
of

of the lamps. Including the frugivorous hearing and smell, as they are already

section, about sixteen species have been remarkable fór that marvellous sense of

identified in Ceylon , and of these two touch, which enables them, even when

varieties are peculiar to the island." The deprived of sight, to direct their flight with

colours of some of them are as brilliant as security, by means of the delicate nerves

the plumage of a bird — bright yellow , deep of the wing. One tiny little bat, not much

orange, and a rich ferruginous brown, in- larger than the humble bee, and of a glossy

clining to red. The roussette of Ceylon black colour, is sometimes to be seen about

( the “ flying-fox, " as it is usually called by Colombo. It is so familiar and gentle, that

Europeans ) measures from three to four it will alight on the cloth during dinner, and

feet from point to point of its extended manifests so little alarm , that it seldom

wings ; and some of them have been seen makes any effort to escape, before a wine

wanting but a few inches of five feet in the glass can be inverted to secure it .” — P . 137 .

alar expanse. These sombre-looking creatures Here is a pleasant sketch of the cobra :

feed chiefly on ripe fruits - the guava, the “ The cobra de capello is the only one ex

plantain , and the rose-apple, and are abundant hibited by the itinerant snake -charmers ; and

in all the maritime districts, especially at the the accuracy of Davy's conjecture, that they

season when the silk -cotton tree, the puluri. control it, not by extracting its fangs, but

imbul, is putting forth its flower-buds, of by courageously availing themselves of its

which they are singularly fond. By day accustomed timidity and extremereluctance

they suspend themselves from the highest to use its fatal weapons, received a painful

branches, hanging by the claws of the hind confirmation during myresidence in Ceylon,

legs, pressing the chin against the breast, by the death of oneof these performers,

and using the closed membrane attached to whom his audience had provoked to attempt

the fore-arms, as a mantle to envelop the some unaccustomed familiarity with the

head. At sunset, launching into the air, cobra ; it bit him on the wrist, and he ex

they hover, with a murmuring sound, pired the same evening. The hill near

occasioned by the beating of their broad Kandy, on which the official residences of

membranous wings, around the fruit trees, the Governor and Colonial Secretary have

on which they feed till morning, when they been built, is covered in many places with

resume their pensile attitude, as before. the deserted nests of the white ants (ter

They are strongly attracted to the cocoa-nut mites), and these are the favourite retreats of

trees, during the period when toddy is drawn the sluggish and spiritless cobra, which

for distillation, and exhibit, it is said, at such watches from their apertures the toads and

times, symptoms like intoxication . lizards, on which it preys. Here, when I

The tiying-fox is killed by the natives for have repeatedly comeupon them , their only

the sake of its flesh, which I have been told, impulse was concealment ; and on one occa

by a gentleman who has eaten it , resembles sion , when a cobra of considerable length

that of the hare. could not escape sufficiently quickly , owing

There are several varieties (some of them to the bank being nearly precipitous on both

peculiar to the island ) of the horse-shoe- sides of the road, a few blows from my whip

headed Rhinolophus, with the strange leaf- were sufficient to deprive it of life. There

like appendage erected on the extremity of is a rare variety which the natives fancifully

the nose. It has been suggested that bats, designate the “ king of cobras ; " it has the

though nocturnal, are deficient in that keen headand the interior half of the body of so
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light a colour that at a distance it seems like who had been eye-witnesses to what they de

a silvery white. A gentleman who held a scribed. On one occasion, in March, 1854, a

civil appointment at Kornegalle, had a ser friend of mine was riding, with someotherci

vant who was bitten by a snake, and he in- vil officers of the government, along a jungle

formed me that on enlarging a hole near the path in the vicinity of Bintenne, when they

foot of the tree under which the accident oc. saw one of twoTamils, who were approaching

curred , he unearthed a cobra upwards of them , suddenly dart into the forest and re

three feet long, and so purely white, as to turn, holding in both hands a cobra de ca

induce him to believe that it was an albino. pello, which he had seized by the head and

With the exception of the rat snake, the tail. He called to his companion for as

cobra de capello is the only serpent which sistance to place it in their covered basket,

seems from choice to frequent the vicinity of but in doing this he handled it so inexpertly

human dwellings, but it is doubtless attract that it seized him by the finger, and retained

ed by the young of the domestic fowl, and its hold for a few seconds, as if unable to

by the moisture of the wells and drainage. retract its fangs. The blood flowed, and , in

The Singhalese remark that if one cobra.be tense pain appeared to follow almost imme

destroyed near a house, its companion is al diately ; but, with all expedition, the friend

most sure to be discovered immediately af of the sufferer undid his waistcloth, and took

ter,-a popular belief which I had an oppor. from it two snake-stones, each of the size of

tunity of verifying on more than one occa- a small almond, intensely black and highly

sion . Once, when a snake of this description polished, though of an extremely light sub

was killed in a bath of the Government House stance. These he applied one to each wound

at Colombo, its mate was found in the same inflicted by the teeth of the serpent, to which

spot the day after ; and again , at my own the stones attached themselves closely , the

stables, a cobra of five feet long, having fallen blood that oozed from the bites being rapidly

into the well, which was too deep to permit imbibed by the porous texture of the article

its escape, its companion of the same size applied . The stones adhered tenaciously for

was found the same morning in an adjoining three or four minutes, the wounded man's

drain. On this occasion the snake, which companion in the meanwhile rubbing his

had been several hours in the well , swam arm downwards from the shoulder towards

with ease, raising its head and hood above the fingers. At length the snake-stones

water ; and instances have repeatedly oc- dropped offof their own accord ; the suffer

curred of the cobra de capello voluntarily ing appeared to have subsided ; he twisted

taking considerable excursions by sea. his fingers till the joints cracked, and went
When the “ Wellington,” a government ves on his way without concern. Whilst this

sel employed in the conservancy of the pearl had been going on , another Indian of the

banks, was anchored about a quarter of a party who had come up took from his bag a

mile from land , in the bay of Koodremalé,a small piece of white wood , which resembled

cobra was seen,about an hour before sunset, a root, and passed it gently near the head of

swimming vigorously towards the ship . It the cobra, which the latter immediately in. .

came within twelve yards,when the sailors clined close to the ground ; he then lifted

assailed it with billets of wood and other the snake without hesitation, and coiled it

missiles, and forced it to return to land . into a circle at the bottom of his basket.

The following morning they discovered the The root by which he professed to be en

track which it had left on the shore, and abled to perform this operation with safety

traced it along the sand till it disappeared in he called the Nayathalee Kalinga (the root

the jungle. On a later occasion, in the vi . of the snake-plant), protected by which he

cinity of the same spot , when the “ Welling- professed his ability to approach any reptile

was lying some distance from the with impunity. In another instance, in 1853,

shore, a cobra was found and killed on board, Mr. Lavalliere, the district judge of Kandy,

where it could only have gained access by informed me that he saw a snake-charmer in

climbing up the cable . It was first discov- the jungle, close by the town , search for a

ered by a sailor, who feltthe cold chill as it cobra de capello, and, after disturbing it in

glided over his foot." '-- P . 194. Again , - its retreat, the man tried to secure it, but,

" The use of the Pamboo-Kaloo, or snake in the attempt, he was bitten in the thigh

stone, as a remedy in cases of wounds by till blood trickled from the wound. He

venomous serpents, has probably been com- instantly applied the Pamboo.Kaloo, which

municated to the Singhalese by the itinerant adhered closely for about ten minutes, during

snake-charmers who resort to the island from which time he passed the root which he held

the coast of Coromandel ; and more than one in his hand backwards and forwards above

well authenticated instance of its successful the stone, till the latter dropped to the

application has been told to me by persons ground. He assured Mr. Lavalliere that all

ton
i
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danger was then passed . That gentleman ter has ever been employed as a spongy ab.

obtained from him the snake-stone he bad sorbent, it seems hardly fit for that purpose

relied on , and saw him repeatedly afterwards in its present state ; but who can say to what

in perfect health. The substances which treatment it has been subjected since it was

were used on both these occasions are now fit for use, or to wbat treatment the natives

in my possession. The roots employed by may submit it when expecting to have occa

the several parties are not identical. One sion to use it ?” — P . 197.

appears to be a bit of the stem of an Aristo- The following introduction to Sir James'

lochia ; the other is so dried as to render it notice of the insects of Ceylon affords a fair

difficult to identify it , but it resembles the illustration of his style, which is always

quadrangular stem of a jungle vine. Sme fresh, lively , and pleasant, and sometimesa

species of Aristolochia, such as the A. serpen . exceedingly attractive, especially when he

taria of North America, are supposed to act throws his vigorousthought and well-trained

as a specific in the cure of snake bites ; and fancy into descriptions of nature :

the A. indica is the plant to which the ich- “ Owing to the combination of heat,

neumon is popularly believed to resort as an moisture,and vegetation , the myriads of in

antidote when bitten . But it is probable sects in Ceylon form one of the characteristic

that the use of any particular plant by the features of the island . In the solitude of the

snake-charmers is a pretence, or rather a de. forests there is a perpetual music from theira

lusion , the reptile being overpowered by the soothing and melodious hum , which frequent

resolute action of the operator, and not by ly swells to a startling sound, as the cicada

the influence of any secondary appliance ; trills his sonorous drum on the sunny bark

the confidence inspired by the supposed talis of some tall tree. At morning the dew

man enabling its possessor to address him- hangs in diamond dropson the threads and

self fearlessly to his task, and thus to effect, gossamer which the spiders suspend across

by determination and will , what is popularly every pathway ; and above the pools dragon .

believed to be the result of charms and stu flies, of more than metallic lustre, flash in

pefaction. Still it is curious that, amongst the early sunbeams. The earth teems with

the natives of Northern Africa, who lay hold countless ants, which emerge from beneath

of the Cerastes without fear or hesitation, its surface, or make their devious highways

their impunity is ascribed to the use of a to ascend to their nests in the branches.

plant with which they anoint themselves be. Lustrous beetles, with their golden elytra,

fore touching the reptile ; and Bruce says of bask on the leaves, whilst minuter species

the people of Sennar, that they acquire ex . dash through the air in circles, which the

emption from the fatal consequence of the ear can follow by the booming of their tiny

bite by chewing a particular root, and wash. wings. Butterflies, of large size and gor.

ing themselves with an infusion of certain geous colouring, futter over the endless ex•

plants. He adds, that a portion of this root panse of flowers, and frequently the extra

was given him , with a view to test its effi. ordinary sight presents itself of flights of

cacy in his own person, but that he had these delicate creatures, generally of a white

not sufficient resolution to undergo the ex. or pale yellow hue, apparently miles in

periment. As to the snake-stone itself, I breadth, and of such prodigious extension

submitted one, the application of which I as to occupy hours, and even days, uninter

have been describing, to Mr. Faraday, and ruptedly in their passage -- whence coming,

he has communicated to me, as the result of no one knows : whither going, no one can

his analysis, his belief that it is “ a piece of tell. As day declines, the moths issue from

charred bone which has been filled with their retreats, the crickets add their shrill

blood , perhaps several times, and then care- voices to swell the din ; and when darkness

fully charred again . Evidence of this is af. descends, the eye is charmed with the mil

forded, as well by the apertures of cells or lions of emerald lamps lighted up by the

tubes on its surface, as by the fact that it fire-flies, amidst the surrounding gloom ."

yields and breaks under pressure, and ex- P. 248 .

bibits an organic structure within . When But the living things are not all so attract

heated slightly, water rises from it, and also ive. Snakes and serpents, ceraspes and

a little ammonia ; and , if heated still more crocodiles, lizards and giant frogs, abound

highly in the air, carbon burns away, and a everywhere. They meet wanderers in the

bulky white ash is left, retaining the shape jungle,intrude themselves on notice in the

and size of the ' stone. This ash, as is evi- open plains, bask in deceitful beauty on the

dent from inspection , cannot have belonged sunny slopes of the hills, lurk in the neigh

to any vegetable substance, for it is almost bourhood of human dwellings, and even , in

entirely composed of phosphate of lime . " many cases, take without ceremony posses

Mr. Faraday adds, that " if the piece of mat- sion ofa man's bed. This is all bad enough
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worse :

and to Europeans sufficiently, irksome, be - Jof the palanquin bearers and coolies are a
fore a few months' residence has taken the favourite resort ; and their hands being too

edge off their dislike to creeping and crawl- much engaged to be spared to pull them off,

ing things. But here is something even the leeches hang like bunches of grapes

“ Ofall the-plagues which beset the round their ankles ; and I have seen the

traveller in the rising grounds of Ceylon , blood literally flowing over the edge of a

the most detested are the land -leeches. European's shoe from their innumerable

They are not frequent in the plains, which bites. In healthy constitutions the wounds,

are too hot and dry for them ; but amongst if not irritated , generally heal, occasioning

the rank vegetation in the lower ranges of no other inconvenience than a slight inflam .

the hill country, which is kept damp by fre- mation and itching ; but in those with a bad

quent showers, they are found in tormenting state of body, the punctures, if rubbed, are

profusion. They are terrestrial , never vis- liable to degenerate into ulcers, which may
iting ponds or streams. In size they are lead to the loss of the limb or life . Boch

about an inch in length, and as fine as a Davy and Marshall mention , that during the

common knitting needle ; but capable of marches of troops in the mountains, when the

distention till they equal a quill in thickness, Kandyans were in rebellion , in 1818, the

and attain a length of nearly two inches. soldiers, and especially the Madras sepoys,

Their structure is so flexible, that they can with the pioneers and coolies, suffered so se

insinuate themselves through the meshes verely from this cause that numbers of them

of the finest stocking, not only seizing on perished.

the feet and ankles , but ascending to the “ One circumstance regarding these land

back and throat, and fastening on the tender- leeches is remarkable and unexplained :

est parts of the body. The coffee-planters, they are helpless without moisture ; and in

who liveamongst these pests, are obliged , in the hills, where they abound at all other

order to exclude them, to envelope their times, they entirely disappear during long

legs in ' leech gaiters,' made of closely wov- droughts, yet reappear instantaneously on

en cloth. The natives smear their bodies the very first fall of rain ; and in spots pre

with oil , tobacco -ashes, or lemon juice ; the viously parched, where not one was visible

latter serving not only to stop the flow of an hour before, a single shower is sufficient

blood, but to expedite the healing of the to reproduce them in thousands, lurking be

wounds. In moving, the land -leeches have neath the decaying leaves, or striding with

the power of planting one extremity on the rapid movements the gravel.

earth and raising the other perpendicularly Whence do they reappear ? Do they, too,
to watch for their victim . Such is their take a “ summer sleep, ” like the reptiles,

vigilance and instinct, that on the approach mollusks, and tank fishes; or may they be,

of a passer-by to a spot which they infest, like the Rotifera, dried up and preserved for
they may be seen amongst the grass and an indefinite period , resuming their vital

fallen leaves on the edge of a native path, activity on the mere recurrence of moist
poised erect, and preparing for their attack ure ?" _ P 305.

on man and horse . On descrying their prey, Sir James' antiquarian lore, and his skill

they advance rapidly by semicircular strides, in clearing up old customs, come strongly

fixing one end firmly , and arching the other out in the following pleasant gossip about

forwards, till by successive advances they geese :
can lay hold of the traveller's foot, when “ At the entrance to the great wihara, at

they disengage themselves from the ground Anarajapoora, there is now lying on the

and ascend hisdress in search of an aperture ground a semicircular slab of granite, the
to enter . In these encounters the individu- ornaments of which are designed in excel

als in the rear of a party of travellers in the lent taste, and executed with singular skill ;

jungle invariably fare worst, as the leeches, elephants, lions, horses, and oxen , forming

once warned of their approach, congregate the outer border ; that within consisting of

with singular celerity. Their size is so in a row of the “ hanza ,' or sacred goose, —

significant, and the wound they make is so bird that is equally conspicuous on the vast
skilfully punctured, that both are generally tablet, one of the wonders of Pollanarua,

imperceptible ; and the first intimation of before alluded to .

their onslaught is the trickling of the blood, “ Taken in connection with the proverbial

or a chill feeling of the leech when it begins contempt for the supposed stolidity of the

to hang heavily on the skin from beingdis- goose, there is something still unexplained
tended by its repast. Horses are driven in the extraordinary honours paid to it by

wild by them , and stamp the ground in fury the ancients, and the veneration in which it

to shake them from their fetlocks, to which is held to the present day by some of the
they hang in bloody tassels. The bare legs Eastern nations. The figure that occurs so

across
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frequently on Buddhist monuments, is the " Soliciti canes canibusve sagacior anser. '

Brahmanee goose ( Casarka cana), which is
- Ovid. Met. xi . 399.

not a native of Ceylon ; but from time im- The feeling appears to have spread west

memorial it has been an object of venera- ward at an early period. The ancient Bri

tion there, and in all parts of India. tons, according to Cæsar, held it impious to

Amongst the Buddhists especially, impress eat the flesh of the goose; and the followers

ed as they are with the solemn obligation of of the first Crusade, which issued from Eng.

solitary retirement for meditation, the hanza land, France, and Flanders, adored a goat

has attracted attention by its periodical mi- and a goose, which they believed to be filled

grations, which are supposed to be directed by the Holy Spirit.

to the holy Lake of Manasa, in the mythi- " It is remarkable that the same word ap

cal regions of the Himalaya. Thepoet Ka - pears to designate the goose in the most re

lidas, in his Cloud Messenger, speaks of the mote quarters of the globe. The Pali term

hanza as eager to set out for the sacred hanza, ' by which it was known to the

lake. ' Hence, according to the Rajavali, Buddhists of Ceylon , is still the ' henza' of

the lion was pre- eminent amongst beasts, the Burmese and the gangsa' ofthe Malays ;

the hanza was king over all the feathered and is to be traced in the 'xnv' ofthe Greeks,

tribes . ? In one of the Jatakas, which con . the anser' of the Romans,the 'ganso' of the

tains the legend of Buddha's apotheosis, his Portuguese, the ansar' of the Spaniards,

hair, when suspended in the sky, is described the gans' of the Germans (who, Pliny says,

as resembling the beautiful Kala hanza .' called the white geese ganza), the gao of

The goose is at the present day, the national the Swedes, and the ' gander of the Eng

emblem emblazoned on the standard of lish.-P. 487 .

Burmah ; and the brass weights of the Bur- Our author devotes more than a hundred

mese are generally cut in the shape of the pages to a description of the sciences and

sacred bird, just as the Egyptians formed social arts of the Singhalese, from the ear

their weightsof stone after thesame model . liest to most recent times. This affords him

“ Augustine, in his Civitas Dei, traces the frequent opportunity to mark progress or

respect for the goose, displayed by the retrogression. Here, too,he is enabled to

Romans, to their gratitude for the safety of give bold relief to every philanthropic effort

the capital, when the vigilance of this bird of the British since they obtained possession

defeated the midnight attack by the Goths. of the island. As he mentions one social

The adulation of the citizens, he says, de- feature and another which has yielded to

generated afterwards almost to Egyptian the higher and more healthful civilization

superstition, in the rites instituted in honour of their present rulers, and as he shows the

of their preservers on that occasion . But happy change which has come over the ad

the very fact that the geese which saved the ministration of justice between man and

citadel were already sacred to Juno, and man, it is not possible to resist the feeling

domesticated in her temple, demonstrates that, if Britain has taken complete possession

the error of Augustine, and shows that they of the Island, its inhabitants enjoy an amount

had acquired mythological eminence before of social blessing to which at every other

achieving political renown. It must be ob- period of their history, even from the con.

served, too, that the birds which rendered quest of Wijayo, they were entire strangers.

that memorable service, were the ordinary Slavery and compulsory labor have been

white geese of Europe, and notthe red goose done away with ; courts of justice,as free

of the Nile (the xnvalóang of Herodotus), from partiality and oppression as those of

which, ages before, had been enrolled Britain, have been established ; a system of

amongst the animals held sacred in Egypt, elementary education is gradually spreading

and which formed the emblem of Seb, the like a net-work over the land ; the pursuits

father of Osiris. Horapollo, endeavouring of the agriculturist are patronized and en

to account for this predilection of the Egyp- couraged ; roads have been made, bridges

tians (who employed the goose hierogra- built, and indeed everything has been , or is

phically to denote a son) , ascribes it to their being, done which a paternal government

appreciation of the love evinced by it for its could devise for the good of the people.

offspring, in exposing itself to divert the at- The Singhalese, like their neighbours on

tention of the fowler from its young. This the Asiatic continent, appear to have been

opinion was shared by the Greeks and the fond of such subtilties as those which, to

Romans. Aristotle praises its sagacity ; this day, are characteristic of the Hindoo

Ælian dilates on the courage and cunning of mind. Like them , too, in their intellectual

the ' vulpanser,' and its singular attachment fencing, the inhabitants of Ceylon very fre

to man ; and Ovid ranks the gooseas supe- quently hide great childishness of thought.

rior to the dog in the scale of intelligence - Sir James gives an amusing illustration of
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this from early Singhalese history. Ma- the ferry opposite the old Dutch Fort; and|

hindo, the first apostle of Buddhism , is re. which the natives suppose to proceed from

presented in the ancient chronicle as testing some fish peculiar to the locality. The re.

the wise king of the island: port was confirmed to me in all its particu.

“ Oh King ! what is this tree called ?" lars, and one of the spots whence the sounds

“ The Ambo ." proceed was pointed out between the pier

“ Besides this one, is there any other and a rock which intersects the channel, two

Ambo-tree ?" or three hundred yards to the eastward .

“ There are many." They were said to be heard at night, and

“ Besides this Ambo, and those other most distinctly when the moon was nearest

Ambo -trees, are there any other trees on the full , and they were described as resem .

the earth ?” bling the faint sweet notes of an Æolian

“ Lord, there are many trees, but they harp. I sent for some of the fishermen , who

are not Ambo-trees." said they were perfectly aware of the fact;

“ Besides the other Ambo -trees, and the and that their fathers had always known of

trees that are not Ambo, is there any the existence of the musical sounds heard ,
other ?" they said, at the spot alluded to , but only

“ Gracious Lord, this Ambo-tree ." during the dry season , and they cease when

“ Ruler ofmen , thou art wise.” the lake is swollen by the freshes after the

“ Hast thou any relations, oh King ? " rain . They believed them to proceed from

Lord, I have many." a shell , which is known by the Tamil name

‘ King, are there any persons not thy re- of (oorie coolooroe cradoe, or) the crying

lations ? " shell,' a name in which the sound seems to

“ There are many who are not my rela- have been adopted as an echo of the sense.
tions." I sent them in search of the shell ; and they

" Besides thy relations, and those who are returned bringing me some living specimens

not thy relations, is there, or is there not, of different shells, chiefly littorina and ceri
any other human being in existence ?" thium . In the evening, when the moon had

“ Lord, there is myself." risen , I took a boat and accompanied the

“ Ruler of men, Sadhn ! thou art wise . " fishermen to the spot. We rowed about
-P.502. two hundred yards north - east of the jetty by

Returning again to Sir James Tennent's the Fort gate ; there was not a breath of

description of the Zoology of Ceylon, his wind , nor a ripple except that caused by the

notices of its ichthyology claim our atten- dip of our oars; and on coming to the point

tion . Some of its fishes have the singular mentioned, I distinctly heard the sounds in

habit of burying themselves deep down in question. They came up from the water

the mud on the approach of the season of like the gentle thrills of a musical chord , or

drought; and others are well known as the faint vibrations of a wine -glass when its

travellers, which leave their pools at the rim is rubbed by a wet finger. It was not

dry season also, and shape their course one sustained note, but a multitude of tiny

through the grass to the nearest pool of sounds, each clear and distinct in itself ; the

water. These are like “ the Doras of Guiana, sweetest treble mingling with the lowest

which have been seen travelling overland bass. On applying the ear to the wood

during the dry season in search of their work of the boat, the vibration was greatly

natural element, in such droves that the increased in volume by conduction. The

negroes have filled baskets with them during sounds varied considerably at different

these terrestrial excursions.” The travelling points, as we moved across the lake, as if

fish of Ceylon is closely allied to, if it be the number of the animals from which they

not the same as, the Anabas scandens of proceeded was greatest in particular spots;
Cuvier. " This little creature issues boldly and occasionally we rowed out of the hear

from its native pools and addresses itself to ing of them altogether, until on returning to

its toilsome march, generally at night or in the original locality the sounds were at once

the early morning, while the grass is still renewed."

damp with the dew . ” Some of the fish of It was our intention to have given , with

Ceylon climb, while others are musically illustrative extracts, as much prominence to

inclined ! the botany of Ceylon as we have done to its

" On the occasion of another visit which I zoology, but the space of our disposal for

made to Batticaloa, in September 1848, 1 bids. We can, however, promise our bo.

made some inquiries relative to a story tanical readers much pleasure in the work
which I had heard of musical sounds, said to before us. The pages devoted to the coffee

be heard issuing from the bottom of the district of the island are full of information ;

lake, at several places, both above and below but we can do no more than mention them,
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as we wish to glance for a little at that part | ber; and the caution to be observed involves

of the present work which is taken up with patience and delay , as it is essential to avoid

notices of the elephant. The subject is a alarming the elephants, which might other

favourite one with Sir James, and he suc- wise rush in the wrong direction . . . . . At

ceeds in making it the same to his readers. last, the elephants are forced so close to the

He thinks it necessary to make something enclosure, that the investing cordon is united

like an apology in the Introduction , for the at either end with the wings of the corral, -

space devoted to the elephant. This was the whole forming a circle of about two

not needful. The notices of this noble miles, within the area of which the herd is

animal, --of his haunts and habits, the detained to wait the signal for the final

modes of hunting him, and thelike,—will drive.

be eagerly perused by all . Here is a “ Two months had been spent in these

description of an elephant corral, or en. preparations ; and they had been thus far

closure into which wild herds are driven by completed , on the day when we arrived and
the hunters : took our places on the stage erected for us,

In 1817, arrangements were made for overlooking the entrance to the corral .

one of the great elephant hunts for the sup: Close beneath us, a group of tame elephants,

ply of the Civil Engineer Department, and sent by the temples and the chiefs to assist

the spot fixed on was on the banks of the in securing the wild ones, were picketed in

river Kinbul, about fifteen miles from the shade, and Jazily fanning themselves

Kornegalle. . . . . In selecting a scene for with leaves. Three distinct herds, whose

a hunt, a position is chosen which lies on united numbers were variously represented

some old and frequented route of the ani. at from forty to fifty elephants,were en .

mals, in their periodical migrations in search closed, and were at that moment concealed

of forage and water ; and the vicinity of a in the jungle, within a short distance of the

stream is indispensable, not only for the stockade. Not a sound was permitted to be

supply of the elephants during the time made; each person spoke to his neighbour

spent in inducing them to approach the en in whispers ; and such was the silence

closure, but to enable them to bathe and observed by the multitude of the watchers

cool themselves throughout the process of at their posts, that occasionally we could

training after capture. hear the rustling of the branches as some of

“ In constructing the corral itself, care is the elephants stripped off their leaves.

the
brushwood within the included space, and stillness of the forest was broken by the

especially on the side by which the elephants shouts of the guard , the rolling of the drums

are to approach, where it is essential to con- and tomtoms,and the discharge of muskets ;

ceal the stockade as much as possible by the and , beginning at the most distant side of

density of the foliage. .... The space the area, the elephants were urged forward

thus enclosed was about 500 feet in length, towardsthe entrance into the corral.

by half that width . At one end an entrance “ The watchers along the line kept silence

was left open , fitted with sliding bars, so only till the herd had passed them, and

prepared as to be capable of being instantly then , joining the cry in their rear, they

shut ; -and from each angle of the end by drove them onward with redoubled shouts

which the elephants were to approach, two and noises. The tumult increased as the

lines of the same strong fencing were con terrified rout drew near, swelling now on

tinued on either side, and cautiously con- one side, now on the other, as the herd in

cealed by the trees ; so that if , instead of their panic dashed from point to point in

entering by the open passage, the herd were their endeavours to force the line, but were

to swerve to the right or left, they would instantly driven back by screams, guns, and

find themselves suddenly stopped and forced drums.

to retrace their course to the gate. The “ At length the breaking of the branches,

preparations were completed by placing a and the crackling of the brushwood , an

stage for the Governor's party on a group nounced their close approach ; and the

of the nearest trees looking down into the leader, bursting from the jungle, rushed

enclosure, so that a view could be had of wildly forward to within twenty yards of

the entire proceeding, from the entrance of the entrance, followed by the rest of the

the herd to the leading out of the captive herd. Another moment, and they would

elephants. . . The corral being thus have plunged into the open gate,—when

prepared, the beaters address themselves to suddenly they wheeled round, re -entered

drive in the elephants. For this purpose, it the jungle, and, in spite of the hunters, re

is often necessary to fetch a circuit of many sumed their original position . The chief

miles in order to surround a sufficient num- headman came forward, and accounted for
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the freak by saying that a wild pig — an ani- and discharges of musketry. Collecting

mal which the elephants are said to dislike into one group, they would pause for a mo

-had started out of the cover and run ment in apparent bewilderment, then burst

across the leader, who would otherwise have off in another direction, as if it had suddenly

held on direct for the corral ; and he inti- occurred to them to try some point which

mated, that as the herd was now in the they had before overlooked ; but again re

highest state of excitement,-- and it was at pulsed , they slowly returned to their forlorn

all times much more difficult to effect a suc- resting place in the centre of the corral."

cessful capture by daylight than by night, II. 354.

when the fires and flambeaux act with double The scene after the hunt is equally well

effect ,-it was the wish of the hunters to told , and full of interest :

defer their final effort till the evening, when “ When every wild elephant bad been

the darkness would lend a powerful aid to noosed and tied up, the scene presented was

their exertions. one truly Oriental. From one to two

“ After sunset the scene exhibited was of thousand natives, many of them in gaudy

extraordinary interest ; the low fires, which dresses and armed with spears, crowded

had apparently only smouldered in the sun . about the enclosures. Their families had

light, assumed their ruddy glow amidst the collected to see the spectacle : women ,
darkness, and threw their tinge over the whose children clung like little bronzed

groups collected round them ; while the Cupids by their side ; and girls, many of

smoke rose in eddies through the rich them in the graceful costume of that part of

foliage of the trees. The crowds of specta. the country—a scarf, which , after having

tors maintained profound silence, and not been brought round the waist, is thrown

a sound was perceptible beyond the hum of over the left shoulder, leaving the right arm
an insect. On a sudden the stillness was and side free and uncovered . At the foot

broken by the roll of a drum , followed by of each tree was its captive elephant; some

a discharge of musketry . This was the still struggling and writhing in feverish ex

signal for the renewed assault, and the hunt- citement, while others, in exhaustion and

ers entered the circle with shouts and despair, lay motionless, except that from

clamour ; dry leaves and sticks were flung time to time they heaped fresh dust upon

upon the watchfires till they blazed aloft, their heads. The mellow notes of

and formed a line of flame on every side, Kandyan flute, which was played at a

except in the direction of the corral, which little distance, had a striking effect upon one

was studiously kept dark ; and thither the or more of them ; they turned their heads

terrified elephants betook themselves, fol. in the direction from which the music came,

lowed by the yells and racket of their pur. expanded their broad ears, and were evi

dently soothed with the plaintive sound.

“They approached at a rapid pace, tramp- The two little ones alone still roared for

ling down the brushwood and crushing the freedom ; they stamped their feet, and blew

dry branches ; the leader emerged in front clouds of dust over their shoulders, bran

of the corral, paused for an instant, stared dishing their little trunks aloft, and attack

wildly round, and then rushed headlong ing every one who came within their reach.

through the open gate, followed by the rest At first, the older ones, when secured ,
of the herd. spurned every offer of food, trampled it

“ As if by magic, the entire circuit ofthe under foot, and turned haughtily away . A

corral, which to this moment had been keptfew, however, as they became more com

in profound darkness, now blazed with a posed , could not resist the temptation of the

thousand lights ; every hunter, on the in- juicy stems of the plantain , but rolling them

stant that the elephants entered, rushing for- under foot, till they detached the layers,

ward to the stockade with a torch kindled at they raised them in their trunks, and com

the nearest watchfire. menced chewing them listlessly. On the

“ The elephants first dashed to the very whole, whilst the sagacity, the composure,

extremity of the enclosure ; and , being and docility of the decoys were such as to

brought up by the powerful fence, started excite lively astonisment, it was pot possi.

back to regain the gate, but found it closed . ble to withhold the highest admiration from

Their terror was sublime: they hurried the calm and dignified demeanour of the

round the corral at a rapid pace, but saw it captives. Their whole bearing was at vari.

now girt by fire on every side : they at- ance with the representations made by some

tempted to force the stockade, but were of the sportsmen' who harass them , that

driven back by the guards with spears and they are treacherous, savage, and revenge

flambeaux; and on whichever side they ap- ful. When tormented by the guns of their

proached , they were repulsed with shouts persecutors, they, no doubt, display their

suers.

:
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powers and sagacity in efforts to retaliate or precaution , however vigilant, against insidi

escape ; but here their every movement was ous attacks. During the greater

indicative of innocence and timidity. After part of this upward journey, the summit of

a struggle, in which they evinced no dispo- themountain, theobject of somuch solicitude

sition to violence or revenge, they subunit- and toil , is seldom visible, being hidden by

ted with the calmness of despair. Their the overhanging cliffs ; but, at last, on
attitudes were pitiable, their grief was most reaching a little patch of table -land at

touching, and their low moaning went to the Diebetne, with its ruinous rest-house, the

heart. It would not have been tolerable had majestic cone is discerned towering in

they either been captured with unnecessary unsurpassed sublimity , but with an interve

pain or reserved for ill - treatment after- ning space of three miles of such acclivity,
wards .” — P . 372. that the Singhalese have conferred on it the

Adam's Peak , and the famous sacred foot- appropriatename of aukanagaou , literally,

print at the top,were visited by Sir James the sky-league.' Here, descending into

Tennent. Asusual, he mixes up his graphic one of the many ravines, and crossing an

sketches of scenery with kindly gossip and enormous mass of rounded rock overflowed

historical lore. By the Brahmans the foot- b perpetual streams, the ascent recommen

print was held to be that of Siva, the ces by passages so steep as to beaccessible

Buddhists looked on it as that of Buddha, only by means of steps hewn in the smooth

the Chinese as that of Foe,theGnostics as of stone. On approaching the highest altitude,

leû, the primal man, and the Mahometaris vegetation suddenly ceases ; and , at last, on

regarded it as thatof Adam . “ At the pres. reaching the base of the stupendous cone

ent day the Buddhists are the guardians of which forms the pinnacle of the peak , further

the Sri-pada, or sacred foot-mark ; but progress is effected by aid of chains,securely

around the object of common adoration the riveted in the living rock. As the pillar

devotees of all the races meet, not in furious like crag rounds away at either side, the

contention, like the Latins and Greeks at eye, if turned downwards, peers into a chasm

the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem , but in of unseen depth ; and so dizzy is the eleva

pious appreciation of the one solitary object tion, that the guides discourage a pause, lest

on which they can unite in peaceful worship .” a sudden gust of wind should sweep the ad

They are easily pleased. " Were they less venturous climber from his giddy footing

superstitious, they might possibly be more into the unfathomable gulfs below . An iron

ready to quarrel. “The route tåken to the ladder, let into the face of a perpendicular

mountain from the western side of the cliff upwards of forty feet in height, lands

island , is generally from Colombo to Rat- the pilgrim on the tiny terrace which forms

napoora by land, and thence by jungle the apex of the mountain ; and in the centre

paths to the Peak ; and, o! the return , of this , on the crown of a mass of gneiss and

visitors usually descend the Killuganga in hornblende, the sacred footstep is discover .

boats to Caltura. The distance from the ed, under a pagoda- like canopy, supported

sea to the summit is abont sixty- five miles, on slender columns, and open on all sides

for two thirds of which the road lies across to the winds.

the lowlands of the coast, traversing rice- “ The indentation in the rock is a natural

lands and cocoa nut groves, and passing by hollow artificially enlarged , exhibiting the

numerous villages, with their gardens ofjak .rude outline of a foot about five feet long,

trees, arecas, and plantains. After leaving and of proportionate breadth ; but it is a

Ratnapoora, the traveller proceeds by test of credulity , too gross even for fanati

bridle roads to climb the labyrinth of hills cism , to believe that the footstep is either

which cluster round the base of the sacred human or divine. The worship addressed

mountain. These form what is called the to it consists of offerings, chiefly flowers of

• Wilderness of the Peak ,' and are covered the rhododendron, presented with genuflex

with forests frequented by elephants, wild ions, invocations, and shouts of Saadoo !

boars, and leopards. There the track The ceremony concludes by the striking of

winds under overarching trees, whose shadean ancient bell , and a draught from the

excludes the sun ; across brawling rivers; sacred spring, which runs within a few feet

through ravines so deep, that nothing but of the summit.”—II. 141 .

the sky is seen above ; and thence the road Reference has been made already to the

reascends to heights from which views of " creeping things" of Ceylon . They appear

surpassing granıleur are obtained over the to be in the habit of taking all liberties with

hills and plains below . In these moist the dwellings of man .
The sensation would

regions the tormenting land-leeches swarm not be of the most pleasant kind, which

on the damp grass, and almost defy every would be called up by discovering a snake
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with her young under our pillow, or by feel - sense , literary skill , sound information , and

ing the cold crawl of a lizard over an exposed general ability, characteristic of every portion

leg. of the work , will make it attractive and in

* Serpents are numerous on the bills ; and teresting to all intelligent men.

as the house stood on a terrace formed out

of one of its steepest sides , the cobra de

capello and the green carawella frequently

glided through the rooms on their way

towards the grounds. During the residence

of one ofmy predecessors in office, an inva. Art. IX. –Works ofGEORGE Wilson,M.D.,

lid , who lay for some days on a sofa in the F.R.S.E., F.R.S.S.A. , Regius Director

verandah, imagined more than once that she of the Industrial Museum of Scotland ,and

felt something move under the pillow ; and, Professor of Technology in the University

on rising to have it examined , a snake was of Edinburgh.

discovered with a brood of young , which,

from their being born alive, were most pro- 1. Chemistry, in Chambers' Educational

bably venomous. A lady residing in the Course. 1850. Twenty-fourth Thou

old palace adjoining, going to open her piano, sand .

was about to remove what she thought to 2. The Life of the Hon . Henry Cavendish .

be an ebony walking -stick that lay upon it , Cavendish Society, 1851 .

but was startled on finding that she had laid 3. Life of Dr. John Reid. Sutherland and

hold of a snake. Knox. 1552. Second Edition .

“ One day , when the carriage had come 4. Researches on Colour- Blindness. Suther

to the door, and I was about to hand a lady land and Knox. 1855.

in, a rat-snake uncoiled itselt on the cushion, 5. The Five Guteways of K’nowledge. Mac

and glided leisurely down the steps. Those millan and Co. 1856. Second Edition .

creatures, however, are perfi - ctly harmless, 6. Electricity and the Electric Telegraph .

and are encouraged by the horse-keepers to Longmans. 1858. Second Edition.

take up their abode about the offices and 7. On Isomeric Transmutation. 1844 .

stable yard, which they keep free of vermin . 8. Experimental Demonstrations of the

In colour they are brown, with a tinge of Existence of Haloid Sults in Solution.

iridescent blue, Transactions of British Association,

6. Another less formidable intruder was the 1839.

great black scorpion, as large as a little 9. On the Employment of Oxygen as a

cray-fish, which sometimes, when disturbed Means of Resuscitation in Asphyxia,

in the daylight, made its way across the and otherwise as a Remedial Agent.

Aoor with its venomed tail arched forward , Transactions Royal Scot . Soc. of Arts,

prepared to encounter any assailant . ”—II. 1845.

205 . 10. Account of a Repetition of several of Dr.

In this notice of Sir James Emerson Ten- Samuel Brown's Processes forthe Conver

Ceylon ,” we have not been able to sion of Carbon into Silicon. By GEORGE

do more than refer to some of the leading Wilson, M.D., and Joux CROMBIE

topics in a work which , for the rich and Brown, Esq . Ditto, 1844.

varied information it contains, and for the 11. On a Simple Mode of constructing Skele
great ability with which it has been written , ton Models to illustrate the Systems of

is unequalled in recent books of travel. This Crystallography. Transactions Royal
is saying much ; but we are persuaded the Scot. Soc. of Arts, 1845 .

estimate will be cordially accepted by every 12. On Dr. Wollaston's Argument from the
reader. We are glad to see that it has Limitation of the Atmosphere as to the

reached a third edition, and have no doubt Finite Divisibility of Matter. Trans

but that this is only the beginning of its actions of the Royal Soc. of Edinburgh,

sale. As a monograph on Ceylon it is com- 1845.

plete . From some knowledge of the litera 13. On the Applicability of the Electro -Mag.
ture of travel which treats of that island, and netic Bell to the Trial of Experiments

from acquaintance with several who have on the Conduction of Sound, especially

spent many years there, and who have read of Gases. Edin . New Philosophical

Sir James' work ,we believe nothing has been Journal, 1846 .

left out which could be of value to British 14. On the Solubility of Fluorideof Calcium ,

readers. The historian, the antiquary, the etc. Transactions of the Royal Society

naturalist, the sportsman, the merchavt, and of Edin ., 1846.

the lover of travel-talk, has each in it some. 15. On some Phenomena of Capillary At

thing specially for him ; while the good truction observed with Chloroform , Bi

nent's “
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sulphuret of Carbon, and other Liquids. coverer of Fluorine in the Blood. Phi

Ditto, 1848. losophical Magazine, March 1 =57.

16. On the Action of Dry Gases on Organic 36. On the Production of Photographs on

Colouring Matters, and its Relation to Fluorescent Surfaces. Journal of Pho

the Theory of Bleaching. Do., 1848. tographic Society , 1857.

17. A few Unpublished Particulars regard 37. On the Recent Vindication of the Prior

ing the late Dr. Black . Do., 1849. iry of Cavendish as the Discoverer of

18. On the Specific Gravity of Chloroform . the Composition of Water. Royal So

Montbly Journal of Medical Science, ciety , April 1839.

1848. 38. On Dryness, Darkness, and Coldness, as

19. On the Argument for the Binary Theory means of preserving Photographs from

of Salts. Read before the Chemical Fading. Journal of the Phorographic

Society, 1848 . Society, 1859.

20. On the Extraction of Mannite from the 39. On the Fruits of the Cucurbitucece and

Root of Dandelion . Royal Society, Crescentiucev . Edin . New Phil. Jour.

Edin ., 1849. nal , Oct. 1859.

21. On the Decomposition of Water by Plu- 40. What is Technolngy ? Nov. 7th, 1855.

tinum and the Black Oxide of Iron ata 41. On the Physical Sciences which form the
White Heat. Journal of Chemical Basis of Technology Nov. 1856.

Society, 1847. 42. The Oljects of Technology and Indus

22. On the possible Derivation of the Dia- trial Museums. Feb , 1856.

mond from Anthracite. Edin . New 43. The Relation of Ornamental to Indus

Philosophical Journal, April 1850. trial Art. 1856.

23. On the Proportion of Fluoride of Cal. 44. On the Chemistry of Building Materiuls.
cium present in the Baltic. (FORCHAM- Nov. 1854 .

MER.) Edin. New Phil . Journal , April 45. The Progress of the Telegraph , being the

1850. Inir ductory Lecture on Technology for

24. On the Crystallization of Bicarbonate of 1858–59 .

Ammonia in Spherical Masses. Royal 46. On Pharmacy as a Branch of Technolgy.

Society, 1851 . April 1856. Pharmaceutical Journal.

25. Presence of Fluorine in Blood and Milk, 47. On the Relations of Technology to Agri.

etc. Edin . New Philosophical Journal, culture. Jan. 16th , 1856. Transactions

1850. of the Society:

26. On Two New Processes for the Detection 48. On the Eurly History of the Air Pump

of Fluorine, when accompanied by silica, in England . Edin .New Philosophical

etc. Royal Society of Edin . , 1852. Journal, April 1849.

27. On a supposed Meteoric Stone, alleged to 49. On the Electric Fishes as the Earliest

have fallen in Hampshire in Sept. 1852. Electric Machines employed by Mun

Ditto . kind. Dublin Meeting, 1857.

28. On the Organs in which Lead accumu- 50. The Industrial Museum of Scotland in its

lates in the Horse, in Cases of Slow Relation to Commercial Enterprise. 1857.

Poisoning by that Metal. 1852. 51. Address as President, Royal Scottish
29. On Nitric Acid as a Source of the Nitro- Society of Arts. Nov. 1856. Trans

gen found in Plants. Transactions of actions of the Society .

ihe Royal Soc. of Edin ., 1853 . 52. Address as President, Royal Scottish

30. Recent Scientific Ballooning. British Society of Arts. Nov. 1857.

Quarterly Review, Jan. 1854. 53. Paper, Pens, and Ink. Macmillan's

31. On the Extent to which the Received Magazine, Nov. 1859 .

Theory of Vision requires us to regard 54. Sketch of the Life and Works of Wol.

the Eye as a Camera Obscura. Trans- laston . British Quarterly Review.

actions of the Royal Society of Edin ., August 1846.

1855. 55. Skeich of the Life and Works of the

32. On the Artificial Preparation of Sea Hon . Robert Boyle. British Quarterly

Water for the Aquarium . Edin . New Review , Feb. 1849.

Philosophical Journal, 1855 . 56. Sketch of James Wilson of Woodville.

33. Chemical Final Causes. Edin . Univer- Edin . New Philosophical Journal, July

sity Essays, 1856. 1856.

34. On the Transmission of the Actinic Rays 57. Bingrophical Notice of the late Professor

of Light through the Eye, and their Re. Edward Forbes. Royal Society , April

lation to the Yellow Spot of the Retina. 1858.

Royal Society, April 1856. 58. Life and Discoveries of Dalton. British

35. On M. J. Nickle's Claim to be the Dis. Quarterly Review , Feb. 1845.
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.

59. On the alleged Antagonism between sixteen years ago . His mother, Janet

Poetry and Chemistry. Nov. 7th, Aitken , who is still living, was the youngest

1845 . daughter of a land-surveyor in Greenock.

60. Introductory Address delivered at the She is a lady of great intelligence and

Opening of the Medical School, Sur- piety, and she devoted much attention to

geons' Hall, Edin . Nov. 1850. the education of her children . There were

61. On the Character of God as inferred eleven of the family ; but of these only

from the Study of Human Anatomy. three now remain , -a son , Dr. Daniel Wil.

Address to Medical Students. A. and son, the well-known author of " The Pre

C. Black. 1856. historic Annals of Scotland ,” at present

62. On the Sacredness of Medicine as a Pro- Professor of English Literature and History

fession. Edinburgh, 1849. in the University of Toronto , - and two

63. The Grievance of the University Tests. daughters. From his childhood, George
A Letter addressed to the Right Hon. was distinguished by many noble qualities

Spencer H. Walpole, Secretary of great truthfulness, self sacrifice, and delicate

State for the Home Department. sense of honour, and generous feelings.

1852. Studious, and with a marked love for books,

64. Anæsthetics in Surgery, from a Patient's he gave early promise of great mental

Point of View . A Letter to Dr. ability.

Simpson, published in his Obstetric In 1822 he commenced his studies in a

Memoirs, Vol . II . private school, and in 1828 he entered as a

65. To the Stethoscope. A Poem . Black- pupil of the High School , under Mr. Ben

wood's Magazine, March 1847 . jamin Mackay, an able classical teacher.

66. The Wings of the Doveand Eagle. A He was always among the first five in the
Poem . Blackwood's Magazine. class, and was remarkable for his general

67. Verses in reference to Prof. Ed . Forbes. knowledge — a quality which was exhibited

Blackwood's Magazine, Feb. 1855 . during life, and which seemed afterwards to

68. Lines on the Atlantic Cable. Black- fit him specially for the situation he occu

wood's Magazine, 1858 . pied in the University. So warm were his

affections, and such his power of attractivg

Purposing to give a Biographical Sketch of others, that from his boyhood onwards no

the late Professor George Wilson, we have one was more generally beloved . While at

placed at the head of this article a list of his school , in 1828–29, he and his brothers

various publications. These extend over a formed among their companions a " Juvenile

wide range of literature and science, and Society for the AdvancementofKnowledge.”

several of them have already been noticed They met once a-week in his father's house,

in this Journal. Hewas a man of exquisite when papers were read on natural history,
literary power and fancy, and his writings mechanics, astronomy, etc. Minutes of

are deservedly popular. By his death , the their proceedings were kept by his brother

University of Edinburgh has been deprived Daniel. His mother presided over the

of one of its bright ornaments, and Chemis- youthful assembly, and usually wound up

try has lost one of its most felicitous and the evening by giving a verse from Pro

pleasing expounders. verbs.

Dr. Wilson was born in Edinburgh, on Wilson remained at the High School

21st February 1818 ; and was thus, at his until he was fifteen . On leaving it he

death, in the forty -first year of his age. selected Medicine as his object of study,

" His parents were highly respectable, and commenced by becoming an apprentice

though not in such an elevated station as to in the laboratory of the Royal Infirmary,
diminish the credit due to his own exertions where he remained for four years. The

in attaining the position which he ultimately suffering and distress which he witnessed

reached ; but it deserves to be noticed , that during this period , made an indelible im

he may be included in the number of dis- pression on his very sensitive nature, and

tinguished men who have been in a great had a saddening effect on his mind. Many

degree indebted for the development of are the stories which might be told illustra

their talents to the maternal character and tive of his sympathy with the patients, and

influence ." * his eager desire to relieve them . In his

His father, Mr. Archibald Wilson, was a opening Address to the Society of Arts on

wine merchant in Edinburgh, and died about November 23, 1857, in referring to appren.

ticeships, he says, — “ Ah me ! when I recall

some of the enforced companions of my

* Lord Neaves' Opening Address to the Royal apprentice days, I feel that I would make

Society of Ediuburgh, December 5, 1859. the greatest sacrifices rather than permit a
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youth dear to me to encounter similar students, he carried on his chemical pursuits

temptations.” for a period of six months.

He entered the University of Edinburgh During his attendance at the University,

in 1834 , passed as surgeon in 1838, took his he took an active part in all the doings of

degree of Doctor of Medicine in 1839, and students, and joined in many of the jeux

wrote a thesis “ On the Certain Existence of d'esprits which were in vogue at the time.

Haloid Salts of the Electro Negative Metals He sent contributions to the University

in Solution .” After taking his degree, periodicals which were then established . In

chemistry became his favourite pursuit . He ihe University Maga for Tuesday, 230

had studied the subject assiduously under February 1838 , there is a paper by him,

Dr. Hope and Mr. Kenneth Kemp ; and in with the initials B. I. (meaning Bottle Imp),

1836–37 he had been engaged for eighteen on “ The Consulting Roon and College

months as chemical assistant in Dr. Christi . Philosophers. ” He refers to the various

son’s laboratory , which was at that time the classes of students who frequent the room,

best school of analytical chemistry in the and, in speaking of medical students , says :

University. His first lectures on chemistry " Wedraw attention to a species, individuals“

were given to private audiences, in the of which are to be found at every table.

drawing-room of his father's house, in 1837, They are known by their care-worn ,anxious

In a MŠ. journal kept by him, we find the looks, and by having a huge volume of folio

following entries : — " September 20th , anatomical plates before them , and a Dublin,

1838 ” — “ I meet with scarcely one lady in Dissector lying hard by. You peep over

ten or fifty , who has sufficiently cultivated their shoulder, and find them tracing the
her natural intellectual powers. ' “ This course of the Vidian nerve, the relations of

winter shall see medo my utmost to suggest the external carotid, or the like ; and you

an improvement among my own small know that before the eyes of each floats,,
circle.” like the mirage of the desert, a japanned tin

" May 1839. Following out the proposal case, which, when attempted to be grasped ,
to amend the subjects of ladies' conversation fades, like Macbeth's visionary dagger, into

and study, I assembled some of them in my viewless air. Reader ! these unliapry mor

father's house, and delivered a course of tals are aspirants to the name and honours

prelections on chemistry, especially the of Surgeon.

chemistry of nature. This was in the win- He began to lecture publicly on chemis

ter of 1837–38, so that I was then not 'nine - try in Edinburgh in 1840. About this time,

teen. The majority of my audience were however, his health began to suffer, appa

older than myself by a year or two. I was rently in consequence of excessive exertion

greatly praised and encouraged, most kindly during a pedestrian excursion in the High
listened to, and assisted in many ways, lands with a cousin . His first course of

especially by J. M'G ., a generous, unselfish, lectures was arranged when he was confined

happy fellow , without whose aid I should to bed , and he was scarcely convalescent when

have come on very poorly . This course, he commenced the session of November,

which began in October, was first inter. 1840. His health continued broken after
rupted by the illness of my sister, and this . An attack of rheumatism was follow

afterwards by the mournful indisposition of ed by disease of the ankle-joint, which ulti

my cousin C .; so that only ten or twelve mately called for amputation.
lectures were given.

“ I place here the names of those who

smiled on a juvenile attempt, both because * He wrote a paper for the same periodical , “ On

I would keep on record the title of those the Natural History Museum ,” which was sent to

persons, who gave rise to many a happy Edward Forber, the editor,but was not published.

thought, and that, as I hope to address other In it, atter someamusing remarks on the etymology

the word Museum , he proceeds to commeut on

audiences, I may not lose the recollection of the mode in which some of the quadrupeds in the

my first, which was more kind , generous, Museum are stuffed. Hefound that the lower lip of

and forgiving towards me than any future an elephant, in the collection , was madeup of a piece

audience canbe. "
of cloth , painted black on the outside and red within .

He had read of canvas-backed ducks, but never of

Subsequently to this Dr. Wilson went to canvas -lipped elephants; and he proposes to desig.

London, and entered the laboratory of Uni- nate the species" Elephas linteulabiatur.” A rbino
versity College, under the superintendence ceros also attracted his notice, on account of a piece

of Professor Graham , now Master of the of wood supplying the place of a skull and project

Mint . There, with Dr. Lyon Playfair, Mr. ing into the mouth. To this animal he applies the
Dame of " Rhinocero xylocephalus." It was thispa

James Young of Glasgow, Dr. Livingstone, perwhich called the attention of the editor to Wil

the African traveller, and other zealous son.

" **

This was

.
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performed in January 1843, by his friend, resemble the horns of a crescent. The foot

and afterwards his colleague, Professor is cased in chamois leather. I have

Syme. His case is thus described in Mr. stood for six hours (notconsecutively ) daily,

Syme's “ Contributions to the Pathology and for months together, without any inconveni

Practice of Surgery," 1848 : — “ A medical ence ; and I wear the artificial foot, without

gentleman , about twenty-five years of age, intermission, from morning till bed time. ”

after suffering from general rheumatism , John Goodsir was the only assistant at the

was, twelve months ago,* attacked with se operation . The feelings which Dr. Wilson

vere pain in the left ankle,accompanied with experienced previous to the operation , and
swelling and inability of using the limb. during its performance, are graphically por

Various remedies were used without benefit. trayed by him in a letter on " the Anästhe .

An abscess opened in the course of the sum . tics of Surgery ,” which he addressed to Pro

mer, and continued to discharge from a sinus fessor Simpson, and which is published in

behind the ankle and heel . Six weeks ago Simpson's Obstetric Works, edited by Drs .

I saw him with Mr. Goodsir. He was much Priestley and Storrer, Vol. II . , p . 796. lie

reduced in strength, and greatly emaciated , contrasts the condition of patienis in his day,

obtaining no rest except through the use of before the use of chloroform , with their state

opiates, and evidently sinking under his pro- at the present time :

tracted sufferings." Amputation seemed to

offer the only hope of relief, and Mr. Sy me to prepare, on very short warning,for the loss of
“ Several years ago, " he says, “ I was required

proposed disarticulation. Accordingly, he
a limb by amputation. A paiptul disease, which

performed this operation ; and as the articu- for a time bad seemed likely to yield to the remedies

lating surfaces of the joint were everywhere employed, suddenly becaine greatly aggravated,

divested of cartilage, rough and curious, in . aud I was informed by two surgeons of the bigh

stead of removing the malleolar projections est skill,who were consulted on my case. that I

separately, he exposed the bone suficiently limb.- and thatmychoice must be promptly made,
most choose between death and the sacrifice of a

tosaw off both together, with a thin lamina formy strength wasfast sinking under pain, sleep

of the tibia connecting them . This was the lessness, and exbaustion. I at once agreed to sub

first instance in which Professor Sy me am- mit to the operation , but asked a werk to prepare

putated through the ankle-joint for disease of for it , not with the slightest expectation that my

the joint. It is therefore interesting in the disease would take a favourable turn in the inter
annals of surgery . The case proceeded fa val , or that the anticipated horrors of the opera

vourably . Dr. Wilson , on 9th June 1846,
tion would becoine less appalling by reflection

wrote to Professor Sy me in these terms :
upon them ; butsimply because it was so probable

“ You will remember that I lost my foot in is-ue, that I wished to prepare for death , and
that the operation would be followed by a fatal

January 1843. The stump healed rapidly, wbat lies beyond it, whilst iny faculties were clear

and in six weeks had all closed except one and my emotions were comp-ratively uudisturbed.

small aperture, from which a slight watery For I knew well that if the operation was speed

discharge continued to come till the month ily followed by death, I should be in a condition,

of June, when it suddenly ceased , and com
during the interval , in the last degree unfavoura

plete cicatrization occurred . Since that pe
ble to making preparation for the great change. "

riod I have experienced no pain or uneasy During the interval , he diligently and

sensation of any kind in the stump, nor any prayerfully studied the Bible, and at the end

tenderness, making standing or walking irk of a week the operation was performed.

some or unpleasant. I can lean the There were no anæsthetics in those days,

weight of my body on the naked stump with and the operation was a very painful and

out inconvenience. The artificial somewhat tedious one. Not being gifted

foot I wear within an ordinary half-boot, is with great physical courage, he was one of

made of light wood , with a spring across the those to whom cutting, bruising, burning, or

part corresponding to the roots of the toes. any similar physical injury , even to a small

This spring, however, is of no use, as the rigid. extent, was a source of suffering never wil.

ity of the boot enclosing it prevents its acting. lingly endured, and always anticipated with

The foot might be made of one piece ofwood. more or less apprehension. He states that

At the heel, it is hollowed into a concavity he could never forget the black whirlwind

corresponding to the shape of the stump , of emotion, the horror of great darkness,

but rising up before and behind into two and the sense of desertion by God and man ,

prolongations, which, seen in section , would bordering almost upon despair, which swept

throngh his mind and overwhelmed his heart.

Chloroform would have been the greatest

* The account was written 1843, and appeared
boon to him . From his relations he con

in the April number of the Edinburgh Monthly cealed the impending operation, fearing that

Medical Journal. the expression of their grief would shake

.
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power to

his resolution. They were not aware of vey. 10. The Edinburgh Class of Natural

what had happened until the surgeons made History._ 11. The Artist and Litterateur.

it known to them . “ During ihe operation , 12. The End. 13. Epilogue. -Of these the

he continues, " in spite of the pain it occa- first five chapters are ready for the printer,

sioned , my senses were preternaturally acute ; and the sixth seems also to be finished,

I watched all that the surgeons did with fas- though not copied out. As the materials

cinated intensity . I still recall with unwel . I have all been accumulated, it is earnestly

come vividness the spreading out of the in- hoped that the work may be completed by

siruments, the twisting of the tourniquet, other hands.

the first incision, the fingering of the sawed Up to manhood the vigour and elasticity

bone, the sponge pressed on the flap, the ty- of his health was unusual ; but from the

ing of the blood vessels,the stitching of the year 1842 to the end of his career, a thorn

skill, and the bloody dismembered Jimb ly. in the flesh never ceased to buffet him . It

ing on the floor.” He then dwells on the was during this illness that his attention was

value of anæsthetics, and concludes thus :- specially directed to matters of eternal mo.

“ The sum , you will perceive, of what I ment. Hehad been religiously brought up

have been urging is, that the unconsciousness amidst ihe hallowing influences of domestic

of the patient secured by anæsthetics, is piety, and had always shown a great respect

scarcely less important than the painlessness for religion ; but he does not appear to have

with which they permit injuries to be inflict- closed with the Gospel offer, and to have

ed on him . .... I plead, therefore , for the had settled peace, until this epoch of his

administration of anæsthetics. I have life . “ A student of God's works, and not

thanked God many a time that He has put ignorant of His Word ,he as yet stood only

it into your heart to devise so simple and so in the outer court of the temple of Divine

sale it way of lessening pain. As for the truth ; the veil had yet to be parted that

fear entertained by some, that the moral hung between him and the mysteries of its

good which accrues from suffering, and is inner shrine ; and there needed

incended by the Ruler of All to be secured be put forth to draw him with meet rever

by it , will be lost if agony is evaded by ence and truthful confidence into the pre

sufferers having recourse to anæst hetiis, – sence of Him who is there revealed.' He

we may surely leave that to the disposal of now realized deeply his personal need of a

Him who does all things well." Saviour. The bed of affliction was made to

His friend Goodsir visited him most as. him a blessing. The chastening of the Lord

siduously . They were both keen medical was for his profit. There happened at that

students, and had been associated together time to be a student at the Divinity Hall

in that scientific brotherhood which wils who became acquainted with Dr. Wilson,

established mainly by the late Professor and was a constant visitor at his house.

Elwird Forbes, under the nine of the This was the present Rev. Dr. Cairns of
* Oineromathic.” A bond of fellowship had Berwick. He becameacquainted with Wil

been thus formed among many of the votil- son at a Non-intrusion meeting in the As.

ries of science at the Elinburgh School, sembly Rooms of Edinburgh, in the spring
which operated in no small degree on their of 1839. He writes thus :—“ I was intro

after career. Forbes was an older siudent duced by his cousin, my intimate friend, Mr.

than Wilson, and had attained eminence as James M’Gibbon Russell, a most distin .

a rising naturalist before their acquaintance guished student of philosophy , who died in

began . He was a genius in science who had 1841, before completing his studies for the

thewonderfulpower of attracting followers, ministry . I had known Mr. Russell from

and of stimulating to exertion. Forbes' 1237, and about ihe timethat he introduced

influence told in no small degree on the mind his cousin to me I began to visit at the house

of Wilson , who afterwards undertook to in Gayfield Square. The friendship which

write his Biography. This work occupied sprung up between Dr. Cairns and himself

bis leisure hours ever since the lamented was of ihe warmest kind, and continued

deatlı of his friend ; but we fear that little throughout the remainder of life. Their

more th : half the task has been completed. fellowship was cemented by holier ties than
In : MS . note-book , the chapters of the Life any of amere earthly nature. Dr. Wilson

of Forbes are sketched out ihus : always regarded Dr. Cairns as his spiritual

1. Isle of Man. 2. Boyhood and School father, whose counsels encouraged him , and

Life. 3. London Artist Life. 4. The Uni. whose ministrations at the hour of death

Ver- ity of Edinburgh. 5. The Student Life helped to cheer his spirit. What he owed
of E. F. 6. The Sea Naturalist. 7. The

Mediterranean Cruise. 8. The London * Rev. Dr. Alexander's Sermon on Wilson's

Chair of Botany. 9. The Geological Sur- Death, p. 17 .
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His recoveryto God's discipline during his life was ever from his severe illness was

gratefully present to his mind. tedious, and he was rendered unfit for public

In a letter to his brother Daniel , in 1843, duty for some time. His father died very

he remarks on " Trench’s Sermons ” and on suddenly in April 1843, and this added not

“ Maurice's Work ," and alludes to his own a little to his sufferings. The family were

spiritual experience : at this time pressed hard by troubles in va
rious ways.

“ We shall discoss," he says, “ Maurice first, He was a member of Dr. W. Lindsay

then tbe Puseyites, and finally we shall say a word Alexander's congregation. In his letter to

about onrselves. Now ,you must understand that Mr. Walpole, on the Grievances of the Uni

I can offer you no criticism of the kingdom of versity Tests, he thus writes :-“ To prevent
Christ. To do that would demand an amount of any misunderstanding, let me further state

classical, metaphysical, theological, historical , and that I am a member of a Congregational

political acquirements such as I have not,and church. There are two sections of Congre

never will possess . Though I have

learned much from his volume, and admired much, gationalist, Independents and Baptists, who

I bave sympathized with very little of it.” After differ' as to the mode, the subjects, and the

giving some critical remarks, he goes on to say :- significance of baptism , but agree in other

“ I have been greatly pleased with the account of respects, in reference to doctrine and Church

Quakerism , and the comments on Unitarianism ; government. I am a Baptist ; but regarding

still more with the decided way in wbich the Pro- a difference with respect to baptism as not a

fessor sets bis face against Carlyle's nonsense. valid ground of separation between Christians

You know how much I admire the great Tbomas,
as an original thinker and a poble poet. Ihold who are at one in other matters, I am a

him , however, as a most upsafe, nay, to many member of a church, the majority of whom ,

minds, pernicious spiritual guide. I have seen including their minister, the Rev. Dr. W.L.

several imaginative young men of my acquaint Alexander, are Independents.”
ance led away by him. Samuel Brown's first lay The commencement of Dr. Wilson's ca

sermon was a specimen of the cloudy religion his reer as a lecturer was thus also that of his ill

interpreters would substitute for the clear revela- health . His weak body seemed often to be

tion of the Bible ; and that dogma, of each
needing a new revelation of truth,may be true in sinking into the dust, while his noble spirit

a bigb sense, but is a dangerous doctrine in the ignored its fetters, and seemed to rise above

bands of speculative, fanciful young men . I have the feebleness of the flesh. For fifteen years

been quite grieved with the conclusions which he continued to teach as a private lecturer,

many fiave derived from the works of Carlyle, and he acquired eminence and celebrity .

and am pleased, therefore, to see them opposed ; During all this time he struggled with many

for the men (of religious feeling at least)who read difficulties; but in the midst of them all he
Carlyle willread Maurice also. There are many exhibited a Christian equanimity of temper.

other passages I have admired and profited bg; II health and the res augustæ domi only

but I cannot conceal from you that the general

impression the book has made upon me bas been tended to wean his affections from earthly

unfavourable. It so completely contradicts my things, and to centre them in heaven. In

individual religious experience, and is so op- 1844 he was appointed by the Directors of

posed to all I have learned from the Bible, that the School of Arts their lecturer on chemis

cannot believe it to be true.

Maurice mean by saying that the individual of the Highland and Agricultural Society, he
What does try ; and in the same year, with the sanction

prayer is not the higbest and most essential
became lecturer in the Veterinary College

prayer , but rather is no prayer at all ;' or ,
the idea of prayer and the idea of a church of Edinburgh. Between 1844 and 1852 he

can never be separated ?' I will never believe continued to deliver regularly nine lectures

such a statement. I cast it from me, not with. on chemistry every week during the six win

out a strong sense of indignation at the par- ter months, and at a later period of his his
rowing of God's promises which it proclaims. tory he even delivered thirteen . For many

When I was recently struggling in a great fight years the Friday was welcomed by him for

of afilictions,'soul and body racked and anguisbed, the opportunityit gave him of blistering, in
my life hanging in the balance, and eternity in
prospect, I prayed God for light and help, and order to fit him for the recurring Mon.

my prayer was heard and answered - my solitary day's work. He often lectured with a blister

individual prayer, offered up without idea of or an issue on his chest.

church , or idea of anything but that God had Dr. Wilson had a peculiar power of

promised to listen to every needy prayer, and to making science popular, and describing in .

help all who believe on Christ Jesus. Will 1 , tricate subjects in such a way as to make

think you, sacrifice my sense of pardon and ac them. plain to a common audience. His in.

ceptauce, realized in most trying circumstances,
to ang doctrine, however supported by secular ventive powers in illustrating his lectures

evidence, which would deny its reality , and con . were remarkable. His graceful diction and

tradict what I dare not, cannot disavow, even if æsthetic taste, combined with his play of

I wished to do it ?" fancy and of genial wit, gave peculiar attrac
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tions to his prelections, and crowded au- The full course of technology embraced

diences hung on his lips whenever he ap- three sessions, in each of which certain of the

peared in public. In ihe Academic Hall , industrial arts were made the subject of lec

the Philosophical Institution , the learned so- ture, which were not discussed in the other

ciety , and in the miserable lecture-room in two. The course was divided into Mineral,

the Cowgate or the Canongate, he was Vegetable, and Animal Technology. Under

equally at home and equally successful. the first were included the relation of the

The attention which he devoted to econo- atmosphere, the ocean and tributary waters,

mical science, and to the applications of and the earth, to technology ; and among

chemistry, pointed him out as theman best special subjects, fuel, building material , glass

qualified to occupy the situation of Director and glass-making, pottery, earthenware,
of the Industrial Museum of Scotland. In the stoneware , and porcelain, metallotechny,

autumn of the same year he was chosen by the electrotechny , and magnetotechny . Under

Crown to fill the newly-instituted chair of the second, or Vegetable Technology, were

Technology in the University of Edinburgh . considered : saccharoamylaceous substances,

The duties of this unendowed chair he ful. sugar-making, albuminous substances and

filled with the greatest ability and success . fermentations, distillation, wood and wood .

Although the class was not demanded for fibres, textiletissues,bleaching, dyeing,calico

any academic honours, and was not included printing, paper-making, scriptorial or graphic

in any curriculum of study (except that of industrial arts, caoutchouc, gutta -percha, and

the Highland Society) , still the talents of the the resins, fats and oils. Under the third

Professor secured a large attendance. At section, or AnimalTechnology, were included

the time of his death (although the entrance the mechanical application and chemical

was not completed) the number of pupils products of bones, ivory, horns, hoofs, tor

was eighty-four, embracing students from all toise-shell, shells, and corals ; skins, tanning,

the Faculties and many amateurs. Nothing fish -scales; hair, fur, wool , bristles, quills

could more plainly indicate the value put on and feathers, animal refuse .

his lectures. In his inaugural lecture he The lectures were fully illustrated by

considers the subject, What is Technology ? experiments and drawings, and by specimens

and he thus writes: " Technology is the sum from the natural history collections and the

or complement of all the sciences which Industrial Museum . Occasion was taken

either are or may be madeapplicable to the throughout the course to visit various manu

industrial labours or utilitarian necessities of factures.

man . While the subject has a connection The Museum of the University had been

with various subjects already taught in the handed over to the General' Industrial

University, it steers a course distinct from Museum on the condition that the Professor

all , has a province of its own, and will not, of Natural History should have the full use

when properly handled, interfere with the of the specimens for instructional purposes.

duties of any other professor.". Dr. Wilson It was also in contemplation to hand over

was particularly desirous that he should not other Museums, such as those of Comparative

tread needlessly on the domain of other pro. Anatomy and of Agriculture, under similar

fessors, and he was very sensitive on this conditions. It seemed , therefore, to the

matter. At the same time he felt that there Government proper to put the Director of

must of necessity be a certain overlapping the Museum in immediate connection with

of courses. Thus he remarks, “ Every pro- the University by means of the Professor

fessor of the Faculty of Medicine is continu- ship of Technology, allowing him to lecture

ally discussing, to a greater or less extent, on the varied applications of science to the

the subject specially taught from all the industrial arts, without interfering with the

other medical chairs. Anatomy , Chemistry, elementary departments of science, which

Physiology, and Pathology are more or less are taught by separate professors. The

expounded by them all. The Professor of salary of the Director was at first L.300, and

Chemistry and Natural Philosophy must subsequently L.400 a-ycar. Dr. Wilson

largely consider the same phenomena and was now placed in a position which seemed

laws. Light, heat, electricity, magnetism , to be most congenial to his taste, and his

actinism , are included within the domain prospects of usefulness and of comparative

otherwise peculiar to each ; and it must be ease were brightened.

left greatly to the judgment of each professor,

and to the mutual arrangement among them . " It was fondly hoped ,” says Lord Neaves,

selves to determine how much or how little " that in this new position , in the midst of friends

of these common subjects any one will ap- and in the busom of bis own affectionatefamily
and fellow.citizens who loved and appreciated bim,

propriate."
his constitution might gain strength, and that he

* Inaugural Lecture, Nov. 7 , 1855. might live to develop more fully, and, perhaps, in
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some new and original shape, the talents and similar trait will be afterwards noticed in

genius of which he was possessed. But ruch was connection with the session of 1859–60.

not the desting appointed for bim . He was some

times, perhaps, tuo careless of consequences,whrretions in the University and in the Museum ,
Besides occupying these important posi

the call of supposed duty was beurd , or where an
opening of usefulness was afforded ; und in the Wilson was also an active member of many

midst of much ill-health , and many 'waruings of societies, and contributed pipers to their

danger, he continued to exert himself in a manner Transactions, as will be seen by referring to

that would have been more appropriate in one of the list of his publications. He was twice

robuster frame. But his pleasure lay in the exercise elecied a member of Council of the Royal

of his jotellectual faculties, in the advancement Society of Edinburgh ; he was a member of

of science , and in availing himself of every ppor the Council of the Chemical Society of Lon

tupity to do good or show kindness ; and it is
probable that the pious resignation with which don ; a member of the Chemical Committee

he lorg contemplated his precarious condition of the Highland and Agricultural Society,

and the state of preparation wbich he constantly and one of the examiners for the Agricul .

endeavoured to maintain against the approach of tural Diploma; an honorary member of the

death , may have led bim to fear that event lesa, Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain ;

and to despise precautions for his own safety and he had been twice president of the Royal

which his friends would havewished him to adopt. Scottish Society of Arts, and for some time

His ardent spirit could not rest. He setabout editor of its “ Transactions.” The last paper
muking collections for the Museum , visited manu.
factories, corresponded with foreign couutries,and whichhe read in public, was that to the Bo

tok active steps in getting parties in power to tanical Society, in July last, at the Botanic

makearrangements for the site and building of the Garden ,“ On the Fruits of Cucurbitacea and

new Museum. The delay in the latter particular. Crescentiaceæ as Models of various Articles

ly caused bim much anxiety and annoyance. It of Industrial Use .” The paper was fully il

was only about a fortnight before bis death that lustrated by Museum specimens, and hasap

Mr. Maibeson informed him of the expected real .
isation of his wishes. He continued tv labour in peared in the “ Transactions” of theSociety.

the accumulation of specimens of industrial art in
A growing holiness, sweetness, and pa

all departments, and ihe temporary premises in tience, had been markedly visible in Dr.

College Street and Argyle Square were filled with Wilson of late years. In times of sickness

them atthe time of his death . These, when de and dangerous illness, there was ever a se

posited in the New Hall, will prove a lusting rene calmness and cheerfulness, that seemed

memorial of bis zeal, activity, and taste. The greatly to aid recovery . His patient endur
treasures wbich be amassed will advance technolo

gy and commemorate bis name, but, alas, the ar

ance of suffering was remarkable. Patience

rangement of them will be committed to other wronght experience, and experience hope

hands. How prophetically does he speak in a even that hope which maketh not ashamed .

lecture, on this very Museum , where be says :- He was always ready for his great change.

' I can but sow the seed ; I am hopoured to do About six months ago , when saying good bye

this much ; but “ one soweth and another reap on a morning visit to a friend , he said, “ I am
eth , " and I am not so selfish or thonghtless us to trying to live every day, so that I m :ny be

wish itotherwise. We must be content to pluck ready to go on an hour's notice.” To an.
the first fruits,and leave the full barvest to be ther he used the remarkable expression, “ I

gathered by those that follow .'”
am resigned to live.”

In September last he attended the meeting

In 1858, when Dr. Gregory died, many of the British Association at Aberdeen, and

members of the Town Council, as patrons took an active part in the proceedings. The

of the University, looked to Wilson to suc- duties which he there undertook, under

ceed him ; and had he come forward , there symptoms of great debility , were not such

seems no reason to doubt that he would have as to prepare him for the arduous work of

been elected. He declined, however, to the winter. The news of Professor Kel

stand . Hewas always ready to oblige his land's accident having reached him at Aber.

friends. When the Professor of Botany deen, he expressed a kind and warm sym .
gave a popular course, he kindly aided him, pathy; and knowing that the accident had

by giving in the class-room , at the Botanic prevented his colleague from attending the

Garden, lectures on the chemistry of vege- meeting, he sent him an account of the pro

tation, which were of a most attractive cha- ceedings, with the view of cheering him in

racter; and he also revised the part of the his loneliness :- ,

botanical class-book in which the subject is ELM COTTAGE, EDINBURGH ,

treated. When Mr. John Wilson , the Pro September 25, 1859.

fessor of Agriculture ,was prevented from Rev. Prof.Kelland.

lecturing by ill-health, he again gave his
MY DEAR COLLEAGUE,-Along with your other

willing assistance, along with some of his
friends here, I heard with the greatest sorrow of

colleagues, in conducting the course.
your accident this day fortnight, and, as usual,

A
rumours made the calamity worse even than it

>
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0

was; and I could learn no particulars till I saw | sections sat down.* We broke up very early, but

Christison and Forbes at Aberdeen some days not before Blackie bad astonished them with one

later. Knowing what a broken limb and an in- of his songs. I welcome these dinners for the op

jared leg are, I can very heartily sympathise with portunity they afford for seeing men youhave long

you in your sufferings and confinement, and do not known by report,and wish to know better. I

utier idle words when I wish you a quick and en- was beside De la Rue, who told me all about his

tire recovery. Asincere wish is a prayer to God , sun and Jupiter photographs, and near Grant, the

and as such, besides more formal prayer, I offer it bistorian of Astronomy,who tells me that a new

to Him , that you may be sustained patiently to and improved edition of his history will soon ap

bear the weary days and nights which for a season pear. Faraday seemed unusually well, but disap

are appointed you, and have a happy issue out of peared early . " Lloyd and Sir W. Hamilton of

it all. Your serene, hopeful spirit will stand you Dublin were active througbont.

in good stead now, and you know where to look The Abbé Moigno was in every section , and had

for sustainmentof hope and patience. papers for nearly all. Some were very curious,

I write you mainly to ask if I can do anything others of small importance; but being delivered

for you , and to beg that you will not hesitate to in very fluent, and, in truth ,eloquent French , they

command me to the utmost. It will be a great were all listened to, though, I fear, by some solely

pleasure to serve you in any way. Meanwhile, I on the omne ignotum pro magnifico principle.

pote down a point or two about the British Asso. But I tire you ; indeed, I am far too critical. I

ciation at Aberdeen , which may not be uninter- spent a very happy and instructive week , and came

estiog. back a lowlier inan . These meetings ought to

Wehad a numerous meeting. Great are the make one bumble. I hope they made me so. I

attractions of a Prince, and had he remained only add , that I had a friendly discussion recently

throughout the week we should certainly have had with Sir J. Herschel, by letter, as to the statistics

to hold our meetings al fresco, and to bivouack in of colour- blindness. He shakes his bead at my

the open air. Wisely,however, he gave but one high per-centage; I have in consequence got L.10I

duy to the sections, and the stir moderated there from the British Association, and will have to

alter. His address was given in a modest, courte- work again on the matter.

ous, gentlemanly way. It was, I believe , entirely

his own, and io matter and manner pleased all In replying to this letter, Professor Kel

reasonable people. I did not hear Sir land acceptedWilson's kind offer of service,

R. Marchison's lecture . The gift of the Brisbane

medal at its close greatly delighted him . He re
and requested him to deliver an introduc

lated to me in private that he very highly prized tory lecture to the class of Mathematics.

it ; and it was very satisfactory to find thatthe This request was a most unexpected one, but

younger geologists did not grudge him an honour with his usual kindness he at once assented,

which they thought he had amply and incontest- and performed the duty entrusted to him.
ably wou , asthe greatest recent contributor to In this lecture he noticed the bearings of va
Scottish geology. Dr. Robinson's lecture was rious sciences on the business of lite , and
perbaps scarcely worthy of him , but, as I know
irim experience, it is an immensely dificult thing gave a comprehensive history of the mode

to explain in a few words to a popularaudience in which science had been prosecuted in the

the construction of an electric coil machine. The Edinburgh University.
experiments were in the highest degree successful His feeble health at the commencement

and beautifal. With Gassiot, the skilful experi- of the Session 1859 was ill calculated to fit

mental observer, and Ladd, the instrumentmaker, him for the arduous duties hehad undertaken,
everything went well, and the magnificence as and there seemed to be in his own mind a

nerespectacles of some of the phenomena shown, feeling that he was not likely to survive long.
especially those of fluorescence and phosphores

In the month of October he wrote to Pro
cence, was such as to evoke from me, grave and
80'er though I am, a cry of delight ; and I do not fessor Goodsirthe following note, in which

doubt that youngsters who saw these things with he evidently alludes to the uncertain tenure

fresh, unsated eyes, will be roused by them to of his life :

studies which by and by will enable them to push

Qs old professors from our chairs. ELM COTTAGE, October 21 , 1859.

Oar Edinburgh men mustered strong-Allman , Professor Goodsir.

Balfour , Bennett, Christison, Laycock, Blackie, My Dear Sir,—You did quite right about the

Shack More, Robertson , Playfair, Forbes, and Electrical Fishes. I intended to say to Mr. Bail

myself, were present. We only wanted you to lie when I saw him again , as I hope to do tomor

make up the dozen, and all lamented your absence. row , the dead one was to count as mine, and the

There were few strangers. The con

tinental men believed Aberdeen to be in the arctic
* These dinners were commenced at Birmingham

circle, and were afraid to come. Liebig could not
come, because England did not helpAustriain byE.Forbes, one of the membersof Section D ; and

the Italian war ; but hehas since, I regret to see, Red Lion, that namewas afterwards given tothe
the party baving met at an inn with the sign of the

met with an accident like your own. Agassiz party. Ateach meeting of the British Association
would have come if it had been a week earlier. since that time a Red Lion dinner has taken place.

We had a Red Lion dinner on the Morday,when The modeof cheering speeches indicates the Leonine

Owen presided, and about sixty men from all the character of the party.
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living ones go to you .* I shall do myself the for taking a seat in place of standing during

pleasure of looking in on the survivors some early the lecture as usual. When he reached

day.
home he was scarcely able to get up stairs

When at Burptisland this summer , I had ser
eral conversationswith Mr. Kirke, who has for- to bed, from whence he never rose.

mally engaged to procure for me, free of expense,
On Monday morning he dictated the fol.

two living Gymnoti next summer. I intend one lowing letter to Dr. Balfour, being the last

of them for you, and mention this, that as they of his letters:

canpot arrive till I suppose mid -summer, you may,

should I be out of the way, claim it. My preca- " ELM COTTAGE, Monday Morning (21 Nov. 1859) .

rious health makes me avoid looking forward to " MY DEAR BALFOUR,-A sudden and unex

a period comparatively so distant, and I should pected attack of pleurisy, with accompanying in
not like you tomiss getting the Gymnotus. Hammation of part of the lang, came on onFriday,

" You would perhaps at your leisure suggest and, as you may suppose, lays me aside from lec

what precaution should be taken in transporting | turing, much to my distress, at the very begin

the eel. Mr. Kirke is sure the Dutch captains ding of the session .

might be trusted, but is not so certain of the “It would be a very great favour if you could

English ones.-Yours very truly , lecture for me this week, beginning on Tuesday.

“ GEORGE Wilson ." My present topic is the amylaceous group, includ

In the last few days of his life his serenity quite inyour way. Myassistantwill see that the
ing starch, gum, sugar, and cellulose, and falls

wasmore obvious than at any previoustime. carriagegoes down every dayto bring you up

So well was it known that, living or dying, with diagrams and specimens, and four assistanis

he was the Lord's, that the anxieties of a will be at your service every day. I trust you

death -bed season were as much lightened as will be able to do me this service ; but if you

is possible in this life. His death wasmore cannot, please inform the bearer, that I may make

like a child going to sleep than anything other arrangements."

else.
After that, class business and other secular

Ten days before his death, when calling matters did not trouble hin, his thoughts

on a friend who had been laid aside bya being wholly occupied on eternity ,

severe accident, he said— “ I can say from On the morning of Tuesday, 220 Novem

experience it has been good for me to be ber, there appeared to be a slight alleviation

afflicted.” When under severe illness at of symptoms, but it wasa temporary rally .

one time, it was his earnest prayer that Ere long it was evident that he was sinking .

God would give him work to do for His Hewas peacefuland happy, when he breath

own glory and the good of others. Howed his last.

this prayer has been answered has been
The respect and affection with which he

abundantly testified .
was regarded were well shown in the public

He commenced his lectures in November funeral, which was attended by Professors

1859 with high prospects of success . His of the University, the Lord Provost, Ma
introductory lecture was characterised by gistrates, and Council, the Colleges of Phy:

his usual felicitous illustrations, and the sicians and Surgeons, members of the Royal
class-room was crowded to the door.

Society, Royal Scottish Society of Arts,
His last illness began from exposure to Royal Physical Society, Botanical Society,

cold and wet in a manufactory in the west, Philosophical Institution, School of Arts,

on the morning of Friday, 4th November. Merchant Company, Chamber of Commerce.

He had gone there to acquaint himself with His friends, the Rev. Dr. Alexander and the

the particulars of a Court of Session case Rev. Dr. Cairns, officiated on the occasion.

relating to the dyeing mauve-coloured silk . His remains were interred in the Old Calton

On the morningof Friday, 18th November , Burying-ground on 28th November, and his

he complained of a pain in his side, but he funeral sermon * was preached by Dr. Alex
treated it as a pleurodynic attack , and ander, in the Music Hall

, to an overwhelm
went to lecture as usual. He was,how-ing audience, on 4th December — the text

ever, much exhausted ; and in spite of this being, “ Blessed are the dead that die in the
he continued to write letters, receive visitors, Lord ," Rev. xiv. 13.

and make business calls, and he even ven- While Wilson's lectures threw a genial

tured to give a second lecture in the after- light on the facts of science, his writings
noon . This seemed to prostrate him com . contributed not less to extend and popularise

pletely, and he had to apologise to the class them . Everything he touched became in

stinct with life, and was impressed upon the
mind of the hea

* He alludes to three specimens of Malapterurus
or reader by associations

Beninensis which had been brought over alive by

the Rev. Zerub Baillie from Calabar, one of which

was intended for Dr. Wilson, but unfortunately it * The sermon has been published by Messrs. A.

died_soon after its arrival in Edinburgh.
& C. Black .
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of the most pleasing and lasting nature. His æsthetical relations, as " the loopholes

collected writings will undoubtedly be an through which the spirit gazes out upon the
important contribution to literature. world, and the world gazes in upon the spirit,

Biographical memoirs were among the porches which the longing, unsatisfied soul

earliest productions of his pen . In this would often gladly make wider, that beau

department of literature he shone with tiful material nature might come into it

marked lustre. At the request of the Ca- more fully and freely ; and fenced doors,

vendish Society, he wrote the life of the which the sated and dissatisfied spirit would,

Hon. Henry Cavendish, including extracts if it had the power, often shut and bar al

from his more scientific papers. It is an together.” The work “ is a prose poem , a

admirable biography, “ full of life, of pictur- hymn of the finest utterance and fancy -- the

esque touches, and of realizations of the white light of science diffracted through the

man andof histimes.” It contains a critical crystalline prism of his mind into the col

inquiry into the claims of all the alleged oured glasses of the spectrum - truth dress

discoverers of the composition ofwater. On ed in the iridescent hues of the rainbow , and

this subject Dr. Wilson made a communi- not the less, but all the more, true . ”

cation in April 1859 to the Royal Society His volume on Colour: Blindness, or that

of Edinburgh,' in which he completely affection oftheeye which renders it insensible

established Cavendish's claim to the dis- to certain colours, is a most complete one.

covery . In the conclusion of the paper he He exhausts the subject, and brings together

dwells on the brightened moral aspect of a collection of most valuable and interesting

the water controversy , and remarks : “ From facts relative to the prevalence of chromato

De Luc's • Idées' all trace of charge against pseudopsis, and to its bearing on the æsthe

the fair-dealing of Cavendish has vanished . tic andeconomic arts in which colours are

Lavoisier is found making full, if somewhat employed . It is a highly popular and read

tardy, amends for any wrong he did the able production, written in his usual easy ,

English philosopher ; and as De Luc and flowing, and simple style, and partaking of

Lavoisier testify that Cavendish had reached the healthy happy tone of the author's mind.

his famous discovery in 1782, the most His remarks on the colour-blindness on the

uncharitable must cease suspecting that he part of signal-men at railway stations and

borrowed or stole it from Watt, who had it on shipboard, called the attention of the

not to offer any one till 1783.” He rejoiced Royal Scottish Society of Arts especially to

in being thus able to vindicate Cavendish's the subject, and induced them to place a

claims, and at the same time he treats the sum ofmoney at Dr. Wilson's disposal, for

opponents in that true spirit of love which the purpose of carrying on his investigations.

is kind, and which rejoices not in iniquity, His merits in this department of research

but rejoices in the truth . have been already fully noticed in the North

His life of John Reid , Professor of Med. British Review.

icine in St. Andrews, “ is a vivid and me- Wilson's last paper, on “Paper, Pens,

morable presentation to theworld of the true and Ink ,” inthe first number of Macmillan's

lineaments, manner of life, and inmost Magazine, displays both the brightness and

thought, and heroic sufferings, as well as of vivacity of his mind ; and the concluding

the noble scientific achievements of that paragraph appears now in a peculiar light,

strong, truthful, courageous, and altogether when we consider the immortality of the

admirable man and true discoverer, —a writer. We quote them with pleasure :

genuine follower of John Hunter . ” In his " When Paper, Pen, and Ink bave made the

account of Reid's physiological discoveries tour of the world, and have carried everywbere

relative to the nervous system , he exhibits the acknowledgment of brotherhood between

in a remarkable manner his power of render people and people, and man and man , and the

ing the abstruse facts ofscience popular, and Song of Betblebem , fulfilled to the full,bas en
of putting themwithin the reach of ordinary lightenedevery intellect and softened every heart,
readers. In his delineation, also, of the their great mission will be ended.And let uspot

spiritual life of his friend, he speaks asone all so frail and perishable, for God Himself has
complain that our writing materials are one and

who from personal experience could tell of been content to write His will on the frailest

the great things which the Lord had done things. Even His choicest graphic media are

for his own soul. The work brings out in temporal and perishable. The stars of heaven

a clear and striking manner the happy com- are in our eyes the emblemsof eteroity, and they

bination of physiological eminence with high are the letters in God's alphabetof the universe,
Christian attainments . and we have counted them everlasting. Great

In his little treatise on “The Five Gate. astronomersof old have told us that the sidereal

system could not stop, but must for ever go on

ways of Knowledge,” Wilson treats of the printing in light' its cyclical record of the firma.

organs of the senses, in their intellectual and ment. But in our own day, and amongst our.
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selves, has arisen a philosopher (Professor William | said, “ Be wise as serpents, and harmless as doves."

l'homson ) to show us, as a result simply of pby. May none of us be ashamed to call Him Lord !

sical forces working as we observe them do, that May we all confess Him beforemen ,that He may

the lettered firmament of heaven will one day see confess us before the angels in heaven !"

all its scattered stars fall, like the ruined type

setting of a printer, into one mingled mass. Al In his paper on the Character of God, as

ready the most distant stars, like the outermost inferred from the study of Human Anatomy,

sentinels of a flock of birds, have heard the signal Physiology , and Pathology, or in other

ofsunset and return,and have begun to gatherwords, aslearned from the study of physical

closer together, and turn their faces bomewards.
Millions of years must elapse before thathome is life and death, he inquireshow far the study

reached and the end comes ,but that end is sure. of Biology displays the wisdom, power, and

God alone is eternal, and they who, through His benevolence of the Creator ; and he concludes

gift,are partakers of His immortality.
thus :

“ It is wonderful to find a patient mechanical

pbilosopher, looking only to what his matbematics
“ The image of the earthly will be fully under

can educe from the phenomena
of physicalscience,stoodonlywhen it haschanged into the imageof

using words which, without exaggeration, are ex
the beavenly ; and the chapter on morphology,

actly equivalent to these :- Thou, Lord, in the which we shall readfor the first time in the im

beginninghastlaid the foundation ofthe earth, mortal law , will be found to supply the key to all
andtheheavens arethe work of Thyhands : they that was inexplicable in the morpbology and

shall perish, but Thou remainest ; and they ail teleology of this mortal state . Christ calls us to

sball wax old as doth a garment, and as a vesture

be partakers of this blessed change. For us He

shaltthoufold them up, and they shall be chang- died ,rose, and revived. For usHe ever liveth to

ed; but
, Thou art thesame, and Thy years shall nake intercession ;and when Christwho is our

life shall appear, then shall we also appear with
not fail .'

Him in glory.”

“ If God's Paper, Pen ,and Iuk are thus perish

able, shall we complain that ours do not endure ? In bringing this sketch to a close, we can

It is the writer that shall be immortal, not the not help remarking how mysterious are the

writing.” ways of God, in removing from among us

one so well fitted to advance the cause of

It was not merely in scientific matters that

George Wilson shone. His appearance in midst of his usefulness, and his sun has gone
truth . He has been taken away in the

public, whether as a speaker or a writer, down while it is yet day. We must bow in
was of a varied and diversified character. humble submission to the will of Him who

He was always ready to aid in any philan. doeth all things well, and in infinite wisdom

thropic scheme ; and he gladly embraced and love.Wilson's kind and social manner,

any opportunity of advancing the cause of his mellifluous and graceful eloquence, his

the Gospel. Not long ago he advocated the graphic illustrations,andhis holy Christian

cause of the Bible in India , and in connec

tion with the Medical Missionary Society, whocame into contact with him ; and his
deportment, will long be remembered by all

he pointed out to students the relation which

science bears to religion .
name will be handed down to future genera

In all his prelec- tions, associated with all that is noble in
tions there was a high -toned religious feel

science and literature, and , at the same time,

ing, founded on a true Christian faith,-a
faith which animatedhim through the trials holy in life and conversation.

of life, and supported him in the hour of “ The effort of his life," Dr. Cairns remarks,

death . “ was to render science at once more human and

How beautifully, in his paper on “ The more divine. His heart was strung throughout

Sacredness of Medicine as a Profession, ” in sympathy with the touching prayers of the

does he point out the benevolent, moral, and Norum Organon , that all science may become a

Christian character of medicine :
healing art ; and his last public office wasregard

edby bim with special affection, as ministering to

industrial progress and happiness. He sought,

“ We should all be medical missionaries," he however, not less to link science with religion;
says , " whether wepractise among the rich or the and that not so much with the cold and compara

poor, the wise or the ignorant ; among nominal tively unsatisfactory results of natural theology,

Christians or undoubted Pagans. Therefore I as with the warmth and life of the Christian faith.

adjure you to remember thatthe head of our pro- No scientific writer of our day has so habitually

fession is Christ. He left all men an example and lovingly quoted the Bible, from his essay on

that they should follow His steps ; but he left it Dalton , wilom be represents as proving that God

epecially to us. It is well that the statues of literally weighs the mountains in scales, and the

Hippocrates and Æsculapius should stand outside hills in a balance,'down to bis last paper, wbich

of our College of Physicians, but the living image closes with remarking the identity of Professor

of vur Saviour should be enshrined in our hearts. Thomson's astronomical proof of the evanescence

The symbol of our vocation is the serpent ; but it of the beavens with the words of the 1020 P -alın ,

should be thought of not merely asa classical He hoped to live to write a Religio Chemici,

emblem, but as recalling the words of Him who corresponding to Sir Thomas Browne's · Religio

>
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"

Medici,' and embracing amongst other topics of the shore ;" the feeling that it " all mightbe

discussion the doctrineof the resurrection .” a fancy ; " the “ no room for that, for there

On this subject he read a communication was exactly the very print of a foot, toes,

to the Edinburgh Medical Missionary So- heel, and every part," are all inimitably true

ciety , in which he partially developed his to nature, and to the “ strange, unaccounta

Chemico -Physiological views on this weighty ble whimsies which come into thoughts by
topic and displayed much originality of the way." The first time we read the

thought as well as beauty of conception. account of the ornithichnites of the Connec

We may, it is to be hoped, look for some ticut valley, the feelings ascribed to the hero

extracts from this paper in the extended in the fiction were forcibly recalled to

biography which is ere long to be published . memory, though nearly thirty years had

" To have moved ,” adds Dr. Cairns, passed since we had read the footprint scene.

" amidst the altitudes and solitudes of sci- | But the creations of fiction are surpassed by

ence with a humble and loving heart ; to the facts of science ; and the student of

have spoken out words on the sacredness of natural science is often led to walk calmly

medicine as a profession and scientific life in amidst wonders, of which even an imagina
general, more lofty than have almost been tion like that of Dante or of Milton would

heard even from the pulpit, and to have not have dared to dream . In 1802 an

illustrated them in practice; to have en- American boy turned up with his plough, at
forced the subjection of all ' knowledge to South Hadley, in the valley of the Connec

one Name, the highest in earth and heaven ; ticut river,a slab of sandstone, well marked

to have conquered by faith in a life - long by what seemed to be the footmarks of birds.

struggle with pain and suffering ; and to The discovery took a strong hold of the
have wrought out the work of the day pla- imagination of the people . Had the waters

cidly and devoutly till the night came;-of the flood rolled wildly over these sand

these, in any, and especially in the leaders stone slopes ? Was the top soil only the

of science, are processes and results greater result of very recent changes ? Might not

than can be described in the transactions of the surface of the sandstones, at the time of

any society, or preserved in any museum ..” the deluge, have been so soft as to receive

easily the marks of a bird's foot, as we see

the sand on our shores marked , after the

tide has been at the highest, with the foot

marks of the sea-birds which have followed

the retiring waters ? May not the footprints

Art. X. - Ichnology of New England. A be those of the birds which left the ark ,

Report on the Sandstone of the Connecti- after the dark waves had rolled into the

cut Valley, especiully its Fossil Footmarks, ocean, or lost themselves in the valleys

made to the Government of the Common down which the rivers wander ? And if so,

wealth of Massachusetts. By EDWARD may not these impressions be actually the

HITCHCOCK , Professor in Amherst College. traces with which " Noah's raven ” has writ

Boston : William White, Printer to the ten the fact of his historical standing on the

State . 1858.
great earth itself ? The popular question

ings caught at the last suggestion , and the

“ It happened one day about noon, ” wrote footprints on the Connecticut sandstones,

the author of the life and adventures of that were set down as those of Noah's raven !

immortal hero, Robinson Crusoe, “ going"
The discovery remained much longer in

towards my boat, I was exceedingly sur- the regions of popular ignorance and super

prised with the print of a man's naked foot stition than couldhave been expected at the

on the shore, which was very plain to be time. A race of scientific men had begun

seen on the sand . I stood as one thunder- to appear in Britain and in America, who

struck, or as if I had seen an apparition. were not likely to allow such phenomena to

How it came thither I knew not, continue without being closely looked into .

nor could in the least imagine . ” The whule They afforded tempting material for theoriz

passage in which the imaginary discovery is ing on the order of time in which different

recorded, affords a fine illustration of that forms of life were introduced on the globe,

graphic power of description for which the and for assorting the discoveries so as to

work stands unrivalled . Longfellow's " Foot- harmonize with existing views regarding the

prints on the Sands of Time” is tame, when deluge, etc. Yet twenty-six years passed

set alongside of it. The listening and without much attention having been directed
"

looking ;" the " going up the shore and down to them . In 1828, the late Dr. Duncan of

Ruthwell , a man who stood far ahead of the

* Macmillan's Magazine for January 1860. class to which he belonged in scientific ac
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quirements and in general knowledge, while ichnology, we cannot follow the history of

equal to the most carnest of that class in this branch of science in Britain, except in
the work of his profession , once more drew a very general way. We have indicated its

the notice of geologists to these fossil tracks, rise, and have named those who, because of

in connection with the sandstones of Corn- the time at which they appeared in the field,

cocklemuir . Dr. Duncan described the deserve to be remembered as having first

Corncockle tracks with great ability and seen the value of the discovery , in connection

clearness to the Royal Society of Edinburgh with some of the most important cosmical

in 1828. The discovery was now set in a and palæontological questions. After 1836,
light in Britain wbich was sure very soon to many other observers appeared , whose la

attract attention. Dr. Buckland , then in the bours have both laid the foundation of, and

prime of those great talents of which he was supplied the materials for, that magnificent

spared to make such good use in the cause structure which our greatest living palæon

of science and in the service of Christ, gave tologist has built up in his recent memoir . *
a prominence to the Dumfriesshire discov

eries, which they could not have so well got triassic periodin geology, or at the time of the
“ The existence of birds," says Owen, " at the

in any other way, by devoting some space formation of sandstones,which are certainly inter

to them in his " Bridgewater Treatise.” mediate between the lias and the coal , is indicated

Quoting from Dr. Duncan , in regard to the by abundant evidences of footprints impressed

position of the tracks, Buckland suggested upon those sandstones which extend throngh a

an element of great interest, and one fitted great part of the valley of the Connecticut river,

to awaken a multitude of such feelings as
in Connecticut and Massachusette, North Ame
rica.

those so graphically described by Defoe,
“ Thefootprints of birds are peculiar , and more

when his hero lighted on the footprint in the readily distinguishable than those of most other
desert island . The fact of the existence of animals. Birds tread on the toes only ; these

animals, every trace of whose remains have are articulated to a single metatarsal bone, at

perished , was not only established , but the right angles equally to it; and they diverge more
duration of their existence on the globe was from each other, and are less connected with each

clearly hinted at. “ Dr. Duncan states,y other, than in other animals,except as regards the

says Buckland, “ that the strata which bear web -footed order of birds. Not more than three

toes are directed forward :f the fourth , when it

these impressions lie on each other, like exists, is directed backward,is shorter,usually
,

volumes on the shelf of a library when all rises higher from themetatarsal, and takes less

inclining to one side; that the quarry has share in sustaining the superincumbent weight.

been worked to the depth of forty- five feet No two toes of the same foot in any bird bave the

from the top of the rock ; throughout the same number of joints. There is a constant nu

whole of this depth similar impressions have merical progressionin the number of phalanges

been found, not on a single stratum only, (toe-joints), from the innermost to the outermost
When the back toe exists, it is the inder

but on many successive strata ; i. e. after most of the four toes, and it has two phalanges,

removing a large slab which contained foot- the next hasthree, the third or middle of the

prints, they found perhaps the very next front toes has four, and the outermost has fire
stratum , at the distance of a few feet, or it pbalanges. When the back toe is wanting, as in

might be less than an inch , exhibiting a sim- some waders, and most wingless birds, the toes
ilar phenomenon . Hence it follows, that have three, four, and five pbaladges respectively.

the process by which the impressions were
When the number of toes is reduced to two, as in

made on the sand, and subsequently buried ,and fivein number ; thus showing those toes to
the ostrich , their phalanges are respectively four

was repeated at successive intervals." *
answer to the two outermost toes in tridactyle and

Meanwhile another able and accurate ob. tetradactyle birds.

server had entered the field . Sir William
“ The same numerical progression characterises

Jardine brought his habits of discrimination the two pbalanges in most lizards, from the inner

as an ornithologist to bear upon the fossil most to the fourth ; but a fifth toe exists in them,

tracks of Dumfriesshire ; and he has which bas one phalange less than the fourth toe.

bodied his observations in a monograph , to
It is the fifth toe wbich is wanting in every bird. In

which we would call the attention of our
some GALLINACEA, one or two ( Pavo bicalcaratus)

spurs are superadded to the metatarsus ; but this

readers. It is full of interest, and marked peculiar weaponis not the stunted bomoloqueof

by much ability. a toe. Dr. Deane, and Mr. March of Greenfield,

As our desire is to give our readers an United States, first noticed, in 1835, impressions

outline of Professor Hitchcock's labours in resembling the feet of birds, in the sandstone

rocks near that town. Dr. Hitchcock , president

of Amberst College, United States, whose atten

* See Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise, edited

by his Son. Two vols. London: Routledge, 1858. * Palæontology, by Professor Owen . Encyclope
In No. 59 of this Journal, we called attention to dia Britannica . New edition.

the merits of this edition. + Save in the Swift.

toe.

em
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tion was called to these impressions, first made and ninety-three species. The Invertebrata

public the fact, and submitted to a scientific or- lay claim to two great groups, sixteen genera,

deal bis interpretations of those impressions, as and twenty-nine species ; making, in all , one

having been produced by thefeetofliving birds ; hundred and twenty-two species of Lithich
and he gave them the name of Ornithichnites.

" It was a startling announcement, and a con
nozoa, whose tracks on these primeval sand.

clusion that must bave had strong evidence to stones are all that remain to tell that, in

support it, since one of the kinds of the tracks had other ages and under climatal conditions

been made by a pair of feet, each leaving a print wholly different from present ones, they had

twenty inches in length. Under this term Ornith- passed away life's brief span . The time

ichnites giganteus, however, Dr. Hitchcock did which must have elapsed after they departed

notshrink from announcing to the geological from the scene of being, yet before the ap

world the fact of the existence, during the period

of the deposition of the red sandstones of the val- pearance of man on the earth , must have

ley of the Connecticut, of a bird which must have been immense. The period which has

been at least four times larger than the ostrich. elapsed since Adam conversed with his

The impressions succeeded each other at regular Maker, amidst the groves of Eden, is as yes

intervals ; they wereof two kinds, but differing terday, compared with the time at whichthe

only as a right and left foot, and alternating sun saw the last living things which have left

with each other, the left foot a little to the left, their footprints on the Connecticut Sand

and the right foot a little to the right, of the mid
stones.

line between the series of tracks.
What a world of life had peopled

Each foot.

print exhibits three toes, diverging as they extend that valley, when man's only place was in

forwards. The distance between the tips of the the depths of that Eternal Mind, which, be

inside and outside toes of the same foot was fore the time when the foundations of the

twelve inches. Each toe was terminated by a earth were laid, anticipated the epoch of
short strong claw projecting from the mid toe, a Adam, and even from everlasting rejoiced

little on the inner side of its axis, from the other in the habitable parts of the earth ! *
two tves , a little on the outer side of theirs. The

end of the metatarsal bone, to which those toes
Taking a closer glance at the classification

were articulated, rested on a two-lobed cushion,of the Connecticut Lithichnozoa ,we find the

which sloped upwards bebind. The inner toe line of life run from the Marsupialoid ani

showed distinctly two .phalangeal divisions, the mals through pachydactylous, or thick-toed

middle toe three,the outer toefour. And since, Birds, leptodactylous, or narrow -toed birds,

in living birds, the penultimate and ungual pha- on to Annelidans ; passing thus in its range

langes usually leave only a single impression , thethe curious group of Ornithoid Lizards and

inference was just,thatthetoesof this large foot Batrachians, lying between the true Licerta

hadbeencharacterised by thesame progressively and Batrachia, which are largely represented,

ipereasing number of phalanges, from the inner to
the outer one, as in birds. And,asin birds also, theChelonia, Pisces, Crustacea, and Insecta.

the toe with the greatest number of joints wasnot The organic remains of the Connecticut

the loogest; it measured , eg. , twelve and a half sandstone are so numerous, that it requires

inches ; the middle toe from the same base -line not a strong imagination to picture the scene

measured sixteen inches ; the outer toe twelve down on which the sun shone, and the rains

inches. Some of the impressions of this huge descended, and over which the winds swept

tridactylous footstep were so well preserved , as to
demonstrate the papillose and striated character at the time, between which and our day lie

of the integument covering the cushions on the great ages of unimagined duration. Swim

noder side of the foot. Such a structure is very ming the estuary waters, countless Lepi

similar to that in the ostrich. The average ex. doides tempted more formidable fishers than

tent of stride, as shown by the distance between , man to venture from the shore in search of

the impressions, was between three and four feet ; them ; for, in neighbouring marshes the huge

the same limb was therefore carried out each step Grallatores, whose foot-prints have been
from six to seven feet forward in the ordinary rate

of progression .
presented to us, found a home, and turtles,

* These footprints ,although the largest that lizards, and Batrachian reptiles swarmed

have been observed on the Connecticut sandstones, around. The vegetation was in keeping with

are the most numerous. The gigantic bronto the forms of animal life. Equisetacea shot

zoum, as Professor Hitchcock proposes to term their jointed stems up out of the marshes,

the species, ' must have been , he writes, “ the Cycadites hung their pinnated fronds out in

giant rulers of the valley. Their gregarious cha shining beauty in the sunlight : the inter

racter appears from the fact, thatat some locali

ties we ind parallel rowsof tracks a few feet dis
twining Club Mosses yielded the green

tance from one another.' ”
covering, up out of which the arborescent

forms of vegetation sprung ; while the droop

The red sandstone of the Connecticut Valley, ing characteristic fern, Clathropteris rectius

thus fruitful in the fossil tracks of birds, sup- culus, with here and there a half -decayed

plies many traces ofother groups of the ani- leaf, revealing its beautiful reticulations,

mal kingdom . The Vertebrata are repre

sented by seven groups, forty -four genera, * Proverbs viü .

)
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stood out in dark green patches on the edges to the man of science, and to the engineer

of a life- full pool.* True, there was no eye also, in what might be called the economical

of man to be satisfied with their beauty ; bearings of palæontology. Breadth of view,

but they stood forth in glory under the eye patient research, and great acuteness, are

of the great Creator, who rejoices in all His seen on every page ; while its illustrations

works ! “ Is it not truly wonderful,” says of characteristic scenery, and of surface ge

Hugh Miller, " that in this late age of the ology, its numerous sections, and its figures

world, in which the invention of the poets of organic remains, greatly increase its value
seems to content itself with humbler and and attractiveness. We are led to notice it

lowlier flights than of old , we should thus thus, from the help it has afforded us in un

find the facts of Geology fully rivalling , in derstanding the position of the Connecticut
the strange and the outré, the wildest fancies Sandstones, their relation to other American

of the Romancers who Aourished in the strata, and because, more than any other

Middle Ages ? I have already referred to work we are acquainted with, it contains

flying dragons,—real existences of the Ooli- abundant material for the assistance of any

tic period , that were quite as extraordinary student who mayhave a taste for one of the

of type, if not altogether so huge of bulk , as most interesting forms of geological study,

those with which the Seven Champions of that, namely, which seeks to realize a sys

Christendom used to do battle ; and here tem of probable synchronism between the

are we introduced to birds of the Liassic strata of countries locally far removed from

Ages thatwere scarce less gigantic than the each other.

roc of Sinbad the Sailor. They are fraught The American geologists have always an

with strange meanings, those footprints of eye to the economical as well as the purely

the Connecticut. They tell of a time far scientific bearings of their pursuits. _ “ I have

removed into the by -past eternity, when spoken of this subject," says Professor

great Birds frequented by myriads the shores Hitchcock in the Ichnology, “ as if it had no

of a nameless lake, to wade into its shallows bearings ofconsequence upon the economical

in quest ofmail-covered fishes of the ancient interests of the state. But, in this case,

type, or long extinct molluses; while reptiles there is an unexpected application of this

equally gigantic, and of still stranger propor- sort, which certainly deserves attention . In

tions, haunted the neighbouring swamps and describing the footmarks, it has been an

savannahs; and when the same sun that important point to determine precisely where

shone on the tall moving forms beside the the rock in which they occur belongs, in the

waters, and threw their long shadows across series of geological formations. The Con.

the red sands, lighted up the glades of deep necticut River sandstone has proved one of

forests, all ofwhose fantastic productions, the most difficult of rocks to identify with

tree, bush, and herb - have, even in their those whose position is settled in Europe

very species, long since passed away." and elsewhere. It was early regarded as old

Much light has been let in upon the cha- as the old red sandstone, or at least the coal

racteristicstrata, in which the organic remains, formation. Subsequently, a part of it at

suggestive of all this, lie embedded. In the least was proved to be as new as the trias,

work before us, Professor Hitchcock gives or new red sandstone. But the more recent

us information of great value. Sir Charles researches and discoveries of John and W. C.

Lyell has also turned his attention to it, Redfield, of Prof.W. B. Rogers, and Edward

while Professor Rogers has brought to its Hitchcock, jun ., have produced the con

examination a skill in judging of mineral pe- viction, that at least the higher beds of this

culiarities, talents as a field geologist, and formation — those containing the footmarks,

varied attainments in palæontology , which the fishes, and the ferns -- are as new as the

are not often found united in one man . lower part of the jurassic or oolite series,

His great work on the " Geology of Penn- say the lias. The lower bedsmay be older ;

sylvania ” affords abundant evidence of all and there seems to be thickness enough to

this ,-a work to which we would direct our embrace several rocks below the lias. So

readers, as containing not only a most ela- long as the rock was regarded as the old

borate examination of the Geology of Penn- red , or the new red , sandstone, the idea of

sylvania, but also as full of information on finding workable coal in it was given up.

American geology generally. Written, as But if it be liassic , as many now regard a
this magnificent work is, from the point of part of it, it is identified with the rock in

view both of pure science and of industrial Eastern Virginia, containing beds of bitu

pursuits, it teems with facts of great interest minous coal of great value ; and we may

very reasonably resume our researches after

* Geology of Pennsylvania. By Professor H. D. this valuable substance in the Connecticut

Rogers. Vol. II. Part II. Page 694. Valley, with some hope of success."

7
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on

"

ever

This reference to the economical bearings | Valley, with drawings and maps connected
is , however, by the way. It is time we therewith , be printed, under the direction of the

were looking more closely at the merits of committee for the library ; that a snfficient

the work itself. It would be difficult to
number be printed , and one copy furnished to

determine the value of the contribution to departments of the government for the present
each member of the executive and legislative

the literature of science which Prof. Hitch - political year,and one copy to each town and

cock has made in preparing and publishing city in the Commonwealth. 1857."

the “ Ichnology." The author is mainly Resolved, That one thousand copies of Pro

known in Britain by his physico-theological fessor Hitchcock's Geological Report on the

works. His popular fame rests chiefly on Sandstone ofthe Coppecticut Valley, authorized

them ; but much of their influence, all of it, to be prioted by chap.83of the Resolves of 1857,

indeed , of a solid and lasting kind , is the under the direction of the committee of the
be printed at theexpense of the Commonwealth ,

result of the confidence which men of science library ; and that, in addition to the distribution

repose in his scientific attainments. The already authorized, one hundred copies of said

testimony of Professor Owen, already Report be given to Professor Hitchcock, three

quoted , is enough to show this. That the copies to the State Library , and twelve copies to

confidence is well deserved, a glance at the the trustees of the State Library, to be used for

list of Papers on Ichnology alone, named the purpose of internationalexchanges. 1858.”

along with the writings of others on the The difficulties which met Professor

same subject at the beginning of this volume, Hitchcock in the investigations, which have

sufficiently bears witness. In addition to been crowned with complete success, were

these, we have such works as that
Strong faith in his own re

“ Surface Geology," and the one now under
very great.

sources, much acuteness of observation , and
review. We have reason to know that this

volume has been prepared amidst many branches of natural science, were needed in
varied stores of knowledge in collateral

trials from failing health, and that its author order to overcome them . His first descrip

regards it as his last important effort in a tions of the fossil tracks were called in

department which he has made peculiarly question by most of his contemporaries,

his own, and with which his name will

be associated. It bears not the slightest afford a reliable basis for ascertaining the
many of whom denied that a foot-print could

trace of failing strength, but comes from its character of the creature which had left it,

author in hisold age, as clear in its reasoning, when no single bone even of the animal

as powerful in its riches of thought, and asitself remained ; while some of the New

vigorous in style, as it could have done had

itbeen sent forth from his hands inthe mid- hadbeen made by fucoids. Then the poYork Geologists were sure the impressions

time of his days. It lies in gracefulness and
sition of the sandstones on the scale of rocks

strength on the monument which he has,
in his writings, raised for himself; andwe was to be determined ; and here even greater

even hope that it may not yet be the last variety of opimion prevailed. The progress

stone he is to add to that building. Asitis, towards the truth as to this point, even so
of investigation seemed, however, to be

the monument is already , like that of the

Latin poet,
early as 1833. Up to that period , such

more lasting than brass. "

The Report, as the title-page bears, Silliman, and Cleveland, regarded the sand
American geologists as Maclure, Eaton ,

was made to “ The Commonwealth of Mas.

sachusetts.” It is published at the expense
stone as Old Red .

of the State, and affords another to the many " In my report on the geology of Massachusetts

previously existing illustrations of the zeal in 1833,” says Hitchcock, “ I presented reasons

of American statesmen in the cause of for supposing these upper beds to be the equi

science, and of their princely liberality in valent of the new red sandstone of Europe, while

promoting it. John Bull would get no the lower beds were left unnamed . Inmy final

harm , and he would bestow a great boon on report, in 1841, I took essentially the same
science, were he to take a leaf out ofbrother ground . The strongest argumentforthis opinion

Jonathan's book , and be as ready as several character of the fishes found in these rocks, –

was based upon what is called the beterocercal

of these American “ Commonwealths” are, such fish not having been discovered above the

in fostering anddirecting scientific enterprise, new red sandstone. Idid not profess to bea
and in coming forward just at the right time good judge of this matter ; but Mr. Joby Redfield,

with material assistance. It is worth while of New York, who had shown great skill on this

to copy from the State “ Resolves" of 1857 subject, made methe following statement, just

and 1858 the following emphatic deliv. before I published my report, and I of course
acquiesced in it :- In my paper,' says he, upon

erances : the genus Catopterus, I staied that, in Agassiz's

“ Resolved, That Professor Hitchcock's Geolo- arrangement, it would come under the homocercal

gical Report on the Sandstone of the Connecticut division of his family Lepidoides. This statement

66
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was made with a great deal of hesitation ; and I been found in the Connecticut river sandstone;

now feel disposed to qualify it somewhat. The but there is such a general resemblance between

fact is, that this genus seems to occupy a sort of the Virginia and Connecticut rocks, as to lead

intermediate position between the two divisions; Professor Rogers to regard them as probably

peither being exactly equilobed, like the home identical.

cerci, nor yet baving the decided heterocercal “ Still more decisive as to the jurassic, or rather

character which belongs to those gepera wbich perbaps liassic character of the upper part of the

Agassiz has placed in that division. But from Connecticut river sandstone, are the discoveries

the strong analogies which, in other respects, it of Edward HITCHCOCK , Jr., M.D., in the strata of

bears to the heterocercal fishes, I am inclined to Mount Tom, in Easthampton. He has found

think it should go among them .' there a species of Clathropteris (C. rectiusculus) ,

“ Assuming this opinion as to the heterocercal a peculiar fern found in Europe, only in the lower

character of these fishes to be correct, and also part of the lias and upper part of the trias. It

that of Professor Agassiz as to the place on the occurs not far from the middle of the sandstone

rock series where such fishes disappear, and the of the valley, measuring its perpendicular thick

homocerques taketheir place, andthe conclusion Dess. It may safely be concluded , therefore, that

could not be avoided , that our sandstone was the the rock above this point corresponds to the lias,

trias, or new red. Mr. REDFIELD, however, had, or lower part of the jurassic series. ” — P . 6.

some years earlier, suggested, from the character

of the Catopterus, that this sandstone might The whole of this part of Professor

have a higher situation in the series than that Hitchcock's able volume, but especially

assigned to it by geologists, because analogous that devoted to trap agency, the mode in

fish had not been found below the lias. From a which it has been intercalated among the

recent paper by his father, the late WILLIAM

C. REDFIELD, Esq., read before the American sandstones, its influence on the position and

Association for the Advancement of Science, in even lithological character of the great stra.

August 1856 , itappears that both those gentlemen tified masses into which it seems to have, at

are ofopinion that such is the case, judging alone various times, been protruded, and the like,

from the fish. And when we consider the great afford ample evidence of his great ability as

attention they have given to the subject, and how

admirable a collection offossil fishes they bave these features,let us see how he looks at
a field geologist. But, without dwelling on

to judge from , their views cannot but command
great respect. Yet, in the language of Sir the position in which the footprints chiefly

Philip Egerton, although this character, occur :

organization of candal fin ,

termination of various fossil genera offossil fishes ,it tions named above, occur on the upper side of

is nevertheless necessary, in drawing general con.
the trap, and in the lower part of that division of

clusions, to be careful not to assign to itmore im- the formationthat consists of shales and tissile

portance than it is strictly entitled to ; for we find, sandstones. That seems to have beenaperiod

by the comparison of several genera, that it is not of life, or to the preservation of its rem -ios;
peculiarly favourable, either to the development

one of those well-defined trenchant characters the latter probably is the most plausible supposi;
which can be affirmed to exist or not,as the case tion . My own opinion is, that the thickbedded
maybe,but that it is variable in amount, passing sandstone below the trapwas deposited in much

from extremeheterocercy toabsolute homocercyby deeper water,andtherefore we find in it scarcely
a sliding scale so gradual, that it is (at all events
in fossil examples)most difficultto define a positive anytbingbut fucoids. But near the close ofthe
line of demarcation between the two forms. period ofits formation, a tilting process com
In the Connecticut riverfossil fishes, 80 balanced menced ,which brought up a portion of the rock
are these characters that the same observer will to the surface, and gave a footing for animals and

place them in different classes at different times; fopteris, and animals (Brontoznım giganteum ,
plants, and then sprang up the gigantic clath.

and though, as we have seen, the soundest opinion validum and Sillimanium ) begao to tread the
locates them in the jurassic series, we need other shores. Next the trap was erupted, which ex;
evidence to confirm this conclusion. Such evi- tended the area of land, and afforded a congenial

dence we have in recent discoveries.

“ Belts of sandstone, analogous in appearance Brontozoum giganteum and Otozoam Moodii,
resort for animals of all sizes, from the huge

to thatof the Connecticut, crossthe Statesof down to almost microscopic myriapods and in

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia , and North
Carolina. One of these belts in Virginia,and sects. The fauna of thatperiod, as shown by

another in North Carolina, contains thick beds
tracks alone, must have been unusually foll, as

of bituminous coal . Many years ago,Professor we shall see when we come to describe ibe foot

Wm.B. Rogers made it very probable that the marks, embracing more than one hundred spe.
cies. ”—P. 20.

Virginia deposit should be referred to the lower

part of the ooliticor jurassic series , like the coal The Professor vindicates, with character
formationsof Whitbyand Scarborough in York : istic ability, his reason for holding that the

shire, England. For he found in theVirginia footprints ofanimals afford sufficientgrounds
rocks specimens of Equisetum , Zamites, and
Lycopodites, among the fossil plants, and two for determining to what family or class of

species of Posidonomya and two of Cypris among animals those which have made them must

the shells. These fossils have not yet, indeed have belonged. Next to the teeth, the foot

is one of great valueand significathe in die die “Itappears that allof them ,with the excep
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prints afford the best means of determining ! Having adduced other weighty facts, all

the individual animal. Who would mistake pointing in the same direction, Professor

the human foot for that of any other ani- Hitchcock adds : “ The“ The evidence, then,

mal ? or the feet of quadrupeds for those of seems already strong and rapidly accumulat

birds ? or those of birds for the feet of rep - ing, that at least a part of the sandstone of

tiles ? “ Among the mammalia, who would the Connecticut valley is as recent as the

confound the feet of the ruminantia with lias, and possibly some beds even more re

those of the carnivora or marsupialia ; or cent. But does this conclusion and the pre

among birds, the feet of the grallæ with ceding reasoning apply to all the sandstone

those of the passeres or palmipedes ; or the of the valley, or only to certain beds ? This

feet of the kangaroo, or platypus, with those question I have been trying to solve for sev

of the tiger or the hog ; or those of the eral years. In order to do it, I found it

Struthis rhea with those of the eagle or al necessary to obtain several reliable mea

batross ?" Passing from the feet to the sured sections across the valley ; a work

tracks make by them, we are told that- which none of us, who for so long a time

“ Bipeds leave tracks pearly equidistant, ex- have been trying to fix the place of the
cept when slackening or accelerating their pace ; sandstone, had ever attempted .” (!) Five

pearly in a right line if the animals legs are long , such sections were made by the Professor

bat deviating more or less from the line of direc- and his students, and the district was care

tion to the right and left, according as the leg is fully mapped out. With the aid of these
longer or shorter, and the body wide or narrow he proceeded to draw such inferences re
The more the tracks deviate from the line of di.
rection , which I call the median lipe, and the specting the rocks as seemed to warrant a

greater the angle which the axis of the foot distinct theory in regard to their lithological

makes with that line outward, the stronger the character and position . He found veins of

presumption that the animal was a quadruped. greenstone, amygdaloid, and volcanic grit,

The right and left foot can be distinguished by traversing the sandstone longitudinally,

the following marks : - In the pachydactylous, trending in a north -easterly direction, and

or thick -toed animale, by the number of pba-lying in the form of interstratified masses.

langeal impressions,which are usually different T'he dip of the rocks is from 50 to 50 °.
on the different toes. In four-toed animals

, one In the northern basin the sandstone under
of whose toes points backward , by the bind toe,
wbich is alwayson the inside of the foot. I used lies the trap, and is west or north -west of it.

to suppose that in bipeds, more frequently than

in quadrupeds, the toes turn inwards towards the “Immediately above the trap - tbat is , on its

line of direction ; but the exceptions are too pu. east side - the rocks are quite different; consist
merous to allow of any rule to be deduced from ing of interstratified red and black sbales, vol

this circumstance. The inner front toe in bipeds canic grit, micaceous sandstones, red , grey, and

is usually shortest ; yet it is sometimes difficult to white,and compact fetid blue and grey limestone.

determine which is the shortest in fossil impres. Still big her up-tbat is, farther east , we have a

sions. But even when the above characters show recurrence of coarser sandstones, becoming in

a regular alternation of the right and left foot, some places thick -bedded , and resembling those
we sometimes find that the animal was a quadru- below the trap , but generally distinguishable by

ped, as will be shown in speaking of the tracks the eye. Still farther east, on the very margin of

of that class. The simplest and plainest case of the valley , we find a coarse conglomerate in a

the footmarks of a quadruped, is where the avi- few places, of quite peculiar character. It is

mal leaves two rows of tracks, some distance made up chiefly of fragments of slaty rocks, ar

apart ; the impressions in each row showing two gillaceous and silicious, such as we find in places

tracks close togetber, or even interfering, and farther north, among the metamorphic strata.
tben a much longer interval before another two The fragments are sometimes several feet in dia

are reached . This is a common mode of pro. meter, and the stratification of the rock is very
gression with quadrupeds, and is well exbibited obscure. It looks, in - fact, like a consolidated

usually in the tracks of a borse ; but some ani- mass of drift. Now it is in the shales and sand

mals—the cat and dog for instance - frequently stones, lying immediately,above the trap, that we

bring the bind foot so exactly into the place va- find organic remains,—the fishes, the tracks, and

cated by the four one, that often it is necessary to the plaots. Those rocks, then , if our reasoning

examine quite a row of tracks before discovering is correct, are of jurassic or liassic age ; but the

the double impression. The character of the reasoning does not apply to that thick deposit

foot in euch cases will often distinguish the tracks below the trap ; for in those rocks I have never

of a quadruped from those of a biped. If detected any organic relic save fucoids, and per

there be a solid or divided hoof, or if the foot haps a few trunks of trees, some six or eight in

have five, or even four toes , the presumption is ches diameter. This rock, then, may be older

very strong that the animal is a quadruped. If, than the lias,and it has great thickness. And so
however, some of the feet bave only three toes, the remarkable conglomerate along the eastern

it will not do to infer that they were not made margin of the valley inay be a distinct and more

by a quadruped ; for some such, both living and recent deposit than the jurassic, since organic re

fossil, bad only three, either on the hind or fore mains, with the exception , perbaps, of oneor two
foot.” — P . 26. species of footmarks, have not been found in it
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We see, then, that from lithological characters | cerned in the tilting up of both. 5. The most

alove, we should be justified in regarding this perfect and delicate footmarks are found on this

sandstone as belonging to two, and perhaps three, sandstone, on slopes from 10. to 40o. At Tur

geological formations; and since the organic re- ner’s Falls you will see the finest of them , where

mains supposed to be jurassic scarcely extend be- the dip is 400, rupning in all directions, and yet

low the trap, we may reasonably assign the infe showing no marks of distortion , as if the animal -

rior beds to an older formation ; -what one, re- walked on an inclined surface. Now, in the first

mains to be determined. ”—P. 11 . place, no animal could walk over a slope so bigh

but with difficulty, and certainly not without im

Has the Connecticut valley sandstone pressing one part of its foot much deeper than
been deposited as it now lies ; or are there others . I have occasionally seen cases wbere the

evidences of upheaval, of disturbing forces beel suok twice as deep as the toes; but this

having once acted with great power on the would require a dip of only some 10. to 150,
whereas, at the Falls, and at Mr. Field's quar

once horizontal strata ? These questions
ries, where the dip is nearly 350 , the imprints are

Professor Hitchcock answers in a way, to so evenly made as to indicate that the animals

the study of which we would direct those moved over a horizontal surface . " -- P . 15.

who are mad on the theory that the present

forces going on unnoticed in nature, are suf- Thirty characteristics, based on the prin.

ficient to account for all the phenomena of ciples of comparative anatomy and zoology,

position and of superposition.
are stated as affording reliable grounds for

determining the nature of an animal by its

“ The opinion ," he says, " has been advanced track ; and from these it is concluded, and

by several able geologists, that the strata of this
sandstone, both in New England and New Jer. we think on good grounds, that it might be

sey, were deposited in their present inclined posi- confidently decided whether the animal is

tion, and pot subsequently elevated. That some vertebrate or invertebrate, biped, quadruped ,

part of the dip may have been thus produced, or multiped ; to which of the great classes

may, perhaps, be admitted, as in all other sedi- of the vertebrata or the invertebrata it may

mentary deposits. But the following reasons belong, and, with some probability, to what

seem to me insuperable agaiost the opinion, thatorder, genus, or species. " In making out

these sandstone strata have not been tilted up the groups, I have brought those together

subsequent to their deposition:-1. If the strata whose tracks exhibit certain predominant

had been deposited over the floor of the estuary, whose tracks exhibit certain predominant

they must bave conformed to the inequalities of analogous features; but in several cases I

the surface, and this, being composed of hypo- have made these groups intermediate be

zoic or metamorphic rocks, must have been quite tween existing classes. In all cases I have

upeven , so that ihe inclination would have been subdivided the groups into genera , and these

in all directions, and not so uniformly to the into species. I can only say this is the best
south - east. 2. The materials composing the de result' I can reach after twenty-three years'

posit correspond better with the rocks now found
op the valley, worth of the sandstone,than with study of these footmarks. But my own

those on the east or west sides. 3. Since the progress, as I look back on my experience,

bills on both sides of the valley rise sometimes as admonishesme that more satisfactory con

much as one thousand feet, if the depositionbad clusions will doubtless reward future ichno

beguo on the west side, as it must bave done to logists. I feel as if I had only commenced
have an easterly slope, the same inclination could the work . Would that those who come

not have been continued to the very foot of the after me could know how great have been

eastern hills, since these must have been above the difficulties I have encountered, and how

the ocean ; or if beneath , they must havepre- hardit has been to grope my way without

vented the waves from silting up the valley from

that direction. If the sides of the valley were guides through the thick darkness that has

above the waters, as seems almost certain, the rested on this subject.” After this the Pro

materials must have been carried into the estuary fessor proceeds to an exact scientific charac
by the tributaries from both sides , as well as from terisation of the different forms. This part

the north . And as the estuary must have opened of the work is distinguished by great ability,

to the south, the silting up must havebeenfrom and bears testimony to the possession of a

that direction. Probably, however, the current knowledge in comparative anatomy and in
, is

the Connecticut Valley , had more to do than the zoology both extensive and accurate. He

ocean with spreading out the materials over the then gives, at the close of these determina

bottom. 4. The prevailing dip ofthe sandstone tions, a popular account of the footmark
in New Jersey (the equivalent, doubtless, of that animals. Take the following from this part
along the Connecticut) is opposite to that in of the work :
Massachusetts and Connecticut. If the ocean

deposited the former with a westerly dip, is it “ First comes that huge giant, Brontozoom gi

credible that on the same coast, a few hundred ganteum, with a foot 18 inches long , and embrac
miles distant, it should place the latter with a ing an area 13 inches square within its outlines.

contrary dip ? It looks rather as if an anticlioul Its stride was from 30 to 60 inches, and its legs

axis, or elevation between them, had been con- were so long that it went forward nearly on a
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straight line. The great resemblance between olept Being as the Author of all. And what an

the general character of the foot and those of the interesting evidence of His providential care of

Cassowary and Rbea, or South American Ostrich, the creatures He has made, do these modifications

and especially the number of the phalanges in the of structure and function present! Did the same

toes, corresponding exactly to those of birds, unvarying forms of organization meet us in every

make it extremely probable that this was the variety of climate and condition, we might weil

great courser of sandstone days. In my Final doubt whether the Author of Nature was also a

Report on the Geology of Massachusetts,I have Providential Father. But His parental care

gone into a calculation to show the probable shines forth illustriously in these anomalous forms

height and weight of such a bird . I will not of sandstone days, and awakens the delightful

bere repeat the details ; but the result was that confidence that in like manner He will consult

the animal must bave been 12 feet high , and have and provide for the wants of individuals.

weighed from 400 to 800 pounds. The ostrich, The ancient Flora of the Connecticut Valley

the largestliving bird , stands between seven and was probably as peculiar as its Fauna. Gladig

eight feet in beight, and weighs sometimes 100 would I also develop its vegetable wonders ; and,

pounds ; and the length of its step in walking is indeed , I am not without numerous specimens for

26 inches. The great extinct birds of New Zea- such a work. But if the ichnology of the sand.

land and Madagascar must have been nearly or stone is difficult, still more so , as it seems to me,

quite as large as the Bruntozoum . The recently is its fossil botany. Before attempting such a

discovered fossil bird Gastornis Parisiensis, in the work, I feel that some years of careful study

tertiary rocks near Paris, was 'at least as large would be a prerequisite ; a larger number pro

as an ostrich ;' get it appears that these enormous bably than one can hope for, whose sun is so near

birds passed over the surface in flocks, as their the horizon as mine. But othersuns have already
rows of tracks near the railroad in the south -east arisen or will arise, whose brighter light shall

part of Northampton sbow. They were doubt- bring into view the peculiar vegetable forms of

less wing less (apterous) birds, like the ostrich, American colitic times.” — P . 190.

divorpis, and æpyornis.”—P. 178.
We have studied the Ichnology with

The other forms of life described by Pro - much care, and we can freely congratulate

fessor Hitchcock are not less remarkable. Professor Hitchcock in having contributed

To these ,however, we can do no more than such a monograph to the literature of

refer our readers, who, we are sure, after science. Had he done nothing more than

following the author throughout his graphicthis, he would have gained for himself a

yet scientifically accurate description ,will name honoured wherever science is culti

cordially sympathise with his concluding vated. Accepting the figure used in refer
words : ence to himself at the close of our last

“ Such was theFauna of sandstone days in the extract ,wewatch the sun on the horizon,

Connecticut Valley. Wbat a wonderful mena.
and hope that He who has control over it,

gerie! Who would believe that such a register may detain it long among the golden

lay buried in the strata ? To open the leaves, clouds of even .” It draws, in such a work

to oproll the papyrus, has been an intensely inter- as the Ichnology, so much brightness after
estiog though cifficult work, having all the ex- it, as to tempt us to look above the author

citement and marvellous developments of romance. to Him to whose service his life has been

And yet the volume is only partly read. Manya devoted, and, adapting the words of the

Dew page, I fancy, will yet be opened, and many

a newkey obtained to the hieroglyphic record . poet, to say

I am thankful tbat I have been allowed to see so “ Tbose hues that mark the sun's decline,

much by prying between the folded leaves. At So soft, so radiant, Lord, are thine."

first men supposed that the strange and gigantic
Professor Hitchcock has not, however,

races which I bad described , were mere creatures

of imagination, like the gorgons and chimeras of been permitted to bear away his laurels,

the ancient poets. But now that hundreds of without other hands making an attempt to
their footprints, as fresh and distinct as if yester- grasp them . The experience which might

dag impressed upon the mud, arrest the attention almost be said to be common to all who

of the sceptic on the ample slabs of our cabinets, strike out new thoughts, or bend their

he might as reasonably doubt his owo corporeal working energies into new paths, has been
existence as that of these enormous and peculiar his. Rival claims to priority in scientifi
races.

And how marvellous the changes which this cally investigating and describing the foot

valley has undergone in its inhabitants ! Nor was prints have been made. About fourteen

it a change without reason . We are apt to speak years ago, Dr. James Deane of Greenfield
of these ancient races as monstrous, so uplike laid claim to precedence in these points ;
existing organisms as to belong to another and and since his death, which took place while
quite a different system of life. But they were the present Report was being prepared,

only wise and benevolent adaptations to the

changing condition of our globe. One common
some of his over-zealous admirers have re

type runs through all the present and the past newed those claims, which most men of

systems of life, modified only to meet exigencies, science had held were set aside during the

and identifying the same infinitely wise and benev- original discussion. The controversy is

66
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one which admits of an easy settlement ; interest by the most eminent men of Eu

and, after studying it without bias,we have rope and America .* The questions in

not the least doubt but that, in the pages Natural Science, in Physics, and in Socio

devoted to it in the present Report, Dr. logy, which fall to be considered at the

Hitchcock has settled it. Dr. Deane had yearly meetings, are of themost important.

accidentally found some specimens of tracks kind . The author of the Handbooks is so

" lying upon the side-ways at Greenfield ," fully alive to this, that her admiration

and had informed the author, who commis- sometimes passes bounds, and her praise

sioned the finder to purchase them for him . becomes too like adulation. She sees only

They fell under the eye of science when Dr. perfection in the organization and the ob.

Hitchcock obtained them . Had they been jects of the Association , whose able chron.

left to Dr. Deane alone, they would have icler she has become. Perhaps, had she

been lying on the “ side-ways ” still . Pro- been in the place of one called to take active

fessor Hitchcock set to work at once , and concern in the business of the meetings, she

for six years, during all which time Dr. might have discovered a good many things

Deane was silent, he worked constantly at capable of improvement, and might have

the footprints. He had published descrip- felt that the principle of association, in order

tions of thirty -two species, with twenty -five to scientific and social progress, demands a

plates, before Dr. Deane had published any- development ahead of present attainments,

thing on the subject. Professor Hitchcock -a development which, while it should not

claims to have been “ the first to investigate interfere with existing Associations, would

and describe them, as a matter of science.” give a direction to thought and action in the

The claim , we beg to assure him, was long fields already occupied, which would tend

ago admitted by British naturalists. The to the highest interests of the human race.
opinion of Professor Owen, which we have Many men of eminence in science have

quoted above, should be decisive on this recently begun to feel, that the present ad.

point. vanced state of their favourite pursuits

makes it important that opportunities

should be given of meeting together, on a

broader platform than that necessarily

which is occupied by scientific Associations

Art. XI. — RECENT PUBLICATIONS. in France, Germany, America, and in this

country.

Handbook of the British Association for the Might not a general Scientific Congress

Advancement of Science. By Mrs Wil- be assembled annually, in one of the great

LIAMLiam Fison . Inscribed by permission to capitals of Europe , with the view of extend

Sir Roderick Impey Murchison, G.C. St. ing its sphere still further, as soon as pos

S. , President ofR.G.S.,Director-General sible ?

of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, To this Congress might be invited the

etc., etc. London : Longman, Green, representatives of all the Sciences from all

Longman, and Roberts. 1859. nations. All persons who are members of

Handbook of the National Association for theknown scientific bodies ( such as Royal So

Promotion of Social Science. By Mrs. cieties, Imperial Academies ), or who are

William Fison. Inscribed by permis- professors , doctores legentes, docentes intra

sion to the Right Hon. Lord Brougham , extraque muros, authors of scientific works,

F.R.S. London : Longman, Green , students who have obtained the first prizes

Longman, and Roberts. 1859. in their faculties, and all men who can pro

duce a scientific manuscript of their own

THESE volumes are very much alike in composition, containing original observa

colour, form , size, and style. Their contents tions approved of by some professor or

are arranged in the same manner, and the author of high standing, might become

same line of thought is followed in stating members by merely signifying their ap

the objects for which the two Associations proval of the Congress.

have been formed . What Boswell was to The meetings might be held annually,

Johnson, Mrs. Fison has striven to be to during one week in the month of August, in

the British Association , and to its vigorous capitals, which by their Museums, Libraries,

offspring, “ The Association for the Promo Botanical and Zoological Gardens, Observa
tion of Social Science ." She has succeeded

in her endeavours. A woman of culture

and much intelligence, she has followed with
* The history of the “ British Association " bas

been so fully sketched in No. XXVII. of this Jour.

great interest the riseand progress ofthose nal,that we are not required to follow Mrs.Fison's

annual gatherings, which are regarded with interesting outline
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tories, Hospitals, and other Institutions, offer pire, and studied at Stuttgart before he be

the greatest external aids to science. came professor in France. Humboldt might

General meetings might be daily devoted have been a very well informed nobleman

to the advancement of science, by the high- if he had remained on his estates ; but he

est inductive generalizations, and by the obtained his mental grasp by coming in

most extensive deductions,—so that every contact with the intelligence of different na

new fact should occupy a definite position in tions . Leibnitz would have been , like his

its relation to other scientific facts previous. father, a very learned professor at Leipzig ;

ly known. but he was led on to his cosmic efforts for

In the general meetings, all communica- science and for peace by his acquaintance

tions could be made vivâ voce, in the most with France and England . Many more

concise manner consistent with clearness ; illustrations might be given .

while all laudatory giving of thanks, etc. , In order to carry out our plan, it would

should be strictly forbidden. be necessary to obtain the approbation of

The communications might not exceed men high in station, who, like His Royal

fifteen or twenty minutes each, unless at the Highness Prince Albert, have shown them .

urgent request of a majority of the meeting. selves men of progress, notwithstanding

Translations of these communications, to their political differences,- .9 ., the Empe

members not acquainted with the language rors of Russia , France, and Turkey ; the

of the speaker, need not be given in the Regent and the Prince Royal of Prussia ;

general meeting, but could be deferred to the Kings of the Netherlands, Holland, Sar

the minor sectional assemblies in the after - dinia, Denmark, Sweden, Hanover, Bavaria,

noon and evening, -in which the votaries of and Würtemberg; the Grand Dukes of

different sciences from various nations might Baden and Saxe-Gotha; the Presidents of

be requested to unite for reading concise Switzerland and the United States, etc. The

papers on scientific subjects, and for discus- favour and encouragement given by them

These sectional meetings, being de- might take the form of free passages on

voted to particular discoveries in special railroads and steamers to the capital chosen,

branches of science, the daily general meet- the grant of a place for the meetings, and

ings would advance science chiefly in its ready admittance to museums, libraries,

unity and totality. hospitals, observatories, etc. , etc. No other

The men who have been able to advance organization would be required, so that the

particular sciences, did not confine their at money element would be kept out of view,

tention to one branch of the tree of know . as there would be no grants to bestow and

ledge , but endeavoured to comprehend its no salaries to pay .

totality. Such were Aristotle, Leibnitz, It would be the aim to cultivate as before,

Humboldt, etc. The general meetings would and still more so , the permanent intellectual
assist students to follow the example of the and scientific growth through Universities,

great masters of intellectual generalization, Royal Societies, Imperial Academies, Insti

in beholding the links between physics and tute de France, British and National Asso

metaphysics; natura naturata ei natura ciations, etc. , in order to be enabled to enjoy
naturans.

also its annual inflorescence at the
congress

The Handbook of the British Association now proposed .

praises the efforts made to give concentra- To such of our readers as wish to become

tion and unity to physical phenomena, which acquainted with the history of the British

had been before regarded as having no rela- Association , and with that of the Association

tion to each other. La Place had said : Les for the Promotion of Social Science, we

phenomèna de la natare ne sont que les recommend Mrs. Fison's lucid and well writ

sultats d'un petit nombre de lois. Lord ten manuals,

Bacon wrote in the Novum Organum :

“ Only let mankind regain their rights over

nature assigned to them by the gift of God ; Obras Cornpletas de Fernan Caballero. 13

that power obtained, its exercise will be Tomis. Madrid : Mellado. 1857–59.

governed by right reason and true religion .”

If we consider the pre-eminence some. Some years ago a distinguished critic re
times attained by men , who come into con- marked, that in Spain , so far as prosefiction

tact with the intelligence of more than one was concerned, “ native talentand invention

country, it appears to us, that a general appeared to be at an end . ” Such predictions

scientific congress, annually repeated ,would are dangerous even if applied at home, but

call forth more such men of peace and sci- are tenfold perilous when used in reference

ence as Leibnitz, Cuvier, and Humboldt. to a foreign literature. The writer, whose

Cuvier was born within the Germanic em- works are before us, has proved herself su
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perior to any Italian novelist of this century , this suppose that her works are merely or

equal to any German, and inferior only to mainly a succession of sketches ; there is

the very best of the writers of fiction in this always a well-managed story. Besides the
country and in France. art of narrative, she has great vigour of

The reputation of this lady (the name description — she is varied and vivid in dia

Fernan Caballero is merely a nom de plume) logue-her mastery over the pathetic is re

has arisen within the last few years. Her markable—and she is possessed of much
name does not occur in the most recent power of humour. She is not afraid to

book on Spanish literature (Brinkmeier Hist. speak strongly against the cruelty of the

d . Span. Lit. d . 19 Jahrh .). Partially trans- national amusement of the bull - fight . With

lated into French, her works are scarcely reference to another Peninsular specialty,

known in this country. Her very name more generally annoying than the one just

will probably be strange to numbers of our mentioned to tourists, she remarks, “ Innova

readers. This injustice, however, we hope tion , which has assailed Spanish politics,

will not be of long continuance ; we trust literature, and even fashion, has not yet

that what translation has done for Conscienceventured to interfere with our - cookery ?”

and Auerbach, will , by the same medium , The works of Caballero may be recom

be, ere long, effected for the Andalusian mended as original, varied , always interest

novelist. ing, morally pure. As specimens of her

In former times, the prose fiction of Spain skill in sustaining her characters in difficult

chiefly manifested two tendencies,—first the circumstances, the tales " Simon Verde ” and

pastoral, and afterwards the picaresco. Both “ Lucos Gardia ” may be mentioned. The

have long since ceased to be accredited forms difficulty in the former is material , in the

of literary composition. After the era of latter moral. “ Una en otra " is a skilful

mere French imitation had passed away,combination of the circumstances of average

and a measure of acquaintance with English life in good society , with the sanguinarily

and German literature was diffused among eventful history of a family on which the

the literary men of Spain , there was in the ancient Household Fate of Thebes or Myce

peninsula a short period of historical novel næ might be supposed to have fallen .

writing. Martinez de la Rosa, de la Esco

sura , and others, followed this career, with.

out any marked success. La Bretagne Ancienne. Par M. PITRE CHE

Fernan Caballero has taken up a thorough Paris : Didier et Co. 1859.

ly original position. No echo of foreign Pp. 560.

literary impressions, she is true to her own

land ; no reflection of former literary peri- This is a splendid volume. Besides care

ods, she is true to her own age. The Spain, fully executed maps, it is illustrated by up
and especially the Andalusian Spain of the wards of two hundred engravings on steel

present time, in town and country life, in the and wood, by Tony Johannot, and other

various strata of society, rich and poor, French artists of merit. The scenery, anti
travelled and home-bred, polished and un- quities , costumes, and other distinctive cha

cultivated,-such forms the staple of her racteristics of Bretagne, are thus skilfully
stories . Where, as in one of her shorter brought before the view .

tales, she takes her characters away from But the book of M. Pitré Chevalier does

the land of their birth to England , she is not rest for its claims to appreciation mainly

vague and unlife-like in her delineations. on its illustrations, however numerous or

Contemporary Spain , with its traditions of well executed. There is no flimsiness of

the contest against Napoleon, its reminis- text to be pardoned in connection with rich
cences of the Constitution of 1820 and of ness of embellishment. The author, himself

the Carlist war, its very distinctive and a Breton , has made a labour at once of love

powerfully marked national character, is the and of skill out of the toil of years. The

object of Caballero's descriptions. There is book is replete with an enthusiasm for his

perhaps too much of laudation of Spain , - pative province, zealous but not indiscreet,
rather, however, as a matter terminating in loving but not exaggerating.
itself, than in connection with vituperation The ancient Celtic and Druidical period

or underrating of other countries. We can occupies the first chapter, and the Roman

not name any intellectual qualification of a era the second of the volume. The author
novelist in which the authoress is deficient. then traces the history of the independence

One of her volumes is called Cuadros de of Bretagne under its counts or dukes, for

Costumbres (Pictures of Manners), and she its sovereigns were so named indifferently.

elsewhere intimates that this namemight be They were but the heads of a confederacy of

given to them all. But no one must from nobles, and the too limited power they pos

VALIER,
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sessed, if advantageous in peace, was gene- the progress which in more peaceful times

rally injurious to national interests in times the province has made since it became an

of war. The Breton independence was, with integral part of France. The authors who

some few intervals, maintained against the have shed lustre on the province, whether

Franks and the Northmen . The Church, as like Le Sage and Guinguenė , Lamennais and

well as the State, possessed its independence, Chateaubriand, Souvestre and Brizieux, of

its bishops assembling in synod under the wide general reputation, or enjoying only on

presidency of the Archbishop ofDol. While a sectional or local fame, are carefully enu

vividly narrating the story of medieval Bre- merated by M. Pitré Chevalier. He has

tagne , M.PetréChevalier makes ample use produced a most interesting volume, which

of the legends, in prose and verse, with which is doubtless certain of local appreciation,

that local history abounds, relating to but is also deserving of a more general re

“ Ghost, friend, and angel, fairy, witch, and ception.,

sprite."

Histoire des Jesuites. Composee sur Docu
In Breton legend, CountGradlon occupies ments Authentiques en Partie Inedits. Par

the same central place as KingArthur does L'ABBE GUETTEE . Tom. I. et II . Paris :

in the corresponding fictions ofBritish bards.
Librairie Huet, 1859. Pp. 507 et 530.

A strong affinity connected the Britons of

this island and of Armorica. Amid the The Abbé Guettée, in his very brief preface ,

pressure of invasion , each dominion was a states, that the history of the Jesuits has

place of refuge for the endangered patriots hitherto been written either by enemies or

of the other. The hated name of Saozon by partisans. He promises an impartial

(Saxon) was handed down in Bretagne as a narrative. The work is one of greatresearch.

generic epithet applied to all invaders. Much labour has been bestowed on both the

Under the Plantagenet Kings the history more prominent and the more obscure por

of Bretagne is closely connected with that of tions of the story. A writer of decided Gal..

England. For about thirty years, and lican views, Guettée is a strenuous opponent

under two princes, Geoffrey II. and Arthur of Ultramontanism . As the Jesuits have

I., the ducal crownof Bretagne was worn by been continuous supporters of Ultramonta

Plantagenets. After the murder of the lat- nism , their viewsfind no favour with him.

ter by his uncle, King John, his half -sister He gives an elaborate and faithful picture

Alix carried by marriage to Peter of Dreux of the state of the Romish communion when

the dukedom into a cadet branch of the Jesuitism arose, describing well the youth

royal family of France . After existing for ful ardour of Protestantism , the decrepit.

three hundred years independent in this state of the previously existing religious or

family, Bretagne, through the marriage of ders, and the dissatisfaction with the Roman

the DuchessAnne to Charles VIII., and then Curia, which pervaded the most learned and

to Louis XII., became united to France. virtuous of those who still adhered to Catho

All further hazard of separation was created licism . Jesuitism, in its adding to the three

by the union of Francis I. to Claude, eldest religious vows that of implicit obedience to

daughter of Louis and Anne. In 1532 the thePope, was the very agency which the

incorporation with France was finally ef. Curia needed in this crisis of peril.
fected . The narrative of M.Guettée is solid, grave,

· M. Pitré Chevalier gives full accounts of full, little interrupted by reflection, never

all eminent persons connected with Bre- passing into rhetoric,-varying its usual calm

tagne, whether in civil or ecclesiastical story. course only when the extravagant miracles

Robert d'Arbressil and Abelard, as well as ascribed by subsequent writers to Loyola,

the Hoels and Alains, Conans and Geoffreys, Xavier, and others, lead to the expression of

whose rule was famed through war or dis- a quiet and polished irony. He has well

tinguished in peace. The seventh chapter, shown the extent, varied grounds, and per

of more than sixty pages long, gives a most sistant nature of the opposition given to the

elaborate estimate of feudalism in the form Order, by Universities, French Parliaments,

which it assumed in Bretagne. Throughout honourable Romish theologians, and Catho

the volume the reader finds ample informa- lic laymen of moderate views and tolerant

tion respecting the remains of the various sentiments. The selfish nature and astute

successive eras - Druidical, Roman, and Bre- method of the support given by the Jesuits,

ton -Medieval. from their Generals downwards, to all abuses,

A brief account is given in two concluding papal, royal , priestly, noble, is proved by

chapters of what Bretagne has had to suffer a very large induction of facts.

in the contests between Leaguer and Hugue. It must be remarked, however, that France

not, Chouan and Republican, as well as of occupies an undue share in the history. The

VOL. XXXII. D-10
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was

transactions of Jesuitism there so prolonged - out their theory . By his laying hold of the

ly occupy M. Guettée's attention , that their Chaldee element, Mr. Macpherson has taken

operations in other parts of Europe, and in an important step in the right direction. We

their foreign missions, are not stated atsuffi. are inclined to agree with him in the main

cient length. in regard to the principles laid down under

One of the most interesting parts of the the two first heads. As to the other two,

book is the last chapter of the first volume, we are satisfied that he carries the principles

in which we have a delineation of Jesuitism of the transposition and rejection of letters

during its first century , by friends and foes. to an excess that cannot be justified ; and,

It thus concludes :- “ The Jesuits affect to on the whole, though his theory is good ,and

say, that they have been severely judged he has enunciated important principles, in

only by the Jansenists. One may judge, many cases he has not done justice to these

whether it is good faith that directs them in very principles, by the examples he has

their affirmations.”
chosen to illustrate them.

The two volumes before us treat of the But though our author and philologers in

Order in its progress and glory. The third general have hitherto failed to demonstrate,

and concluding volume will narrate its de- by the evidence of existing languages, the
cline and ruin . Hebrew origin of these languages, it ought

M. Guettée has produced a valuable book, not to be lightly assumed that that origin

worthy of being carefully read by all who may not yet be proved. On thesupposition

desire to make themselves acquainted with that a language substantially the same as

the aspect in which the “ Society of Jesus” Hebrew was the original speech of mankind,

appears to a cultivated and candid advocate which few Hebrew scholars will be found
ofGallicanism. seriously to question, the Divine statement

in Genesis, chap. xi. 7 , in regard to the con

fusion of tongues, is of great significance, as

A Philological System Delineated ; or, the bearing on this question, and worthy of be

Japhetic Languages derived from the Heing deeply pondered . “ The whole earth ”

brew. By the Rev. John MACPHERSON, -so runs that statement in the original

Minister at Lairg . Edin.: Johnstone, of one lip, and of one words ;" and

Hunter, and Co. Pp. 59. God said, “ Letus go down, and there con

found their lip, that they may not understand

The object of this treatise is sufficiently in- one another's lip ;” and it was so .

dicated by its title . The author, rejecting the whole that took place at Babel . . The

the Sanscrit theory of the origin of the Eu- lip — the pronounciation - was confounded ;
ropean languages, reverts to the old opinion nothing else was. There is not a hint that

that Hebrew is the stock from which they their memories were confounded , as many

have been all derived. In proof of this, he have supposed ; it was only the organs of

adduces divers weighty considerations, and speech that were so . But the effect of that

not only furnishes select examples of words confounding of the lip was such , that though

from Latin, Greek, and Celtic, in which the they spoke the same words as before, the

words adduced have a striking resemblance, words could not be understood by the dif

both in form and sense, to the Hebrew vo- ferent parties affected ; they became utterly

cables with which they are compared ; but unintelligible to one another. Thus, by so

endeavours to show, that between the He- insignificant a means, according to the Divine

brew and these languages there is “ an affi- simplicity that characterises all the works of

nity adjusted by rule or method,” even in of God, was a very great effect produced.

words where the affinity is not at first sight Now, if that was the case then, may not that

so obvious, which proves their Hebrew ori- be the case at this day ? With regard to the

gin . On this subject he lays down four dis- English language at least, which we have

tinct propositions, to this effect, that “ the studied for years with the Hebrew Lexicon

Japhetic languages have been derived from at our elbow, we have found nothing incon

the Hebrew , first, by an increase of letters ; sistent with this theory, but everything very

secondly, by a commutation of letters ; remarkably to confirm it . Making allowance

thirdly, by a transposition of letters ; and, for what is idiomatic, and what is the result

fourthly, by a decrease of letters." In un- of the composition of words, which is not

folding his theory, he has availed himself held to affect the identity of any language,

largely of the light thatmay be derived from we have been shut up to the conclusion, that

Chaldee. Previous philologers, who main- the only thing which prevents the words we

tained the Hebrew origin of languages, daily speak from being recognised asHebrew

greatly overlooked this; and hence one grand words, is just that which hindered the Babel.

cause of the failure of their attempts tomake builders from understanding the words of

This was
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their neighbours, once so familiar to them , Op, legitimately pronounced, is also Hup,

—the change of the lip, the difference of pro- which in Hiphil is Huip , “ to cause to whirl ;"

nunciation ,,-a difference which has necessari- and thus it appears, that the top, and the

ly affected the orthography in writing. In whip that makes it spin, are correlative,

our limited space, we cannot possibly enter terms. Then , again, what is more familiar

into the different principles which regulate to every Hebrew scholar than the feminine

the pronunciation (though these are compa- noun in the construct state ? That construct

ratively few) ; but let one be only looked form of the feminine noun pervades the whole

at , and it will be seen how great an effect English language, though not used in the

may result from a single, and that a very way of apposition. Thus Güa in Chaldee
simple cause . The principle to which we signifies “ the intestines” (see Stockius) ; and

refer is this, that what in Hebrew is pro- this in the feminine construct becomes Gut.

nounced in two syllables, in English is almost Muk signifies “ to putrefy," of which the fe
always contracted into one. Thus the He- minine construct is Mukot, whence “ maggot,"

brew rahak, " to flee away ,” becomes rhak, that lives and riots in putrefaction. From
or the English , rack, " the clouds that fly Hneh , a legitimate pronunciation of anah,

before the wind.” In like manner, shekel, “ to plough,” comes in the feminine construct,

" to weigh," becomes shkel or scale, in which Hnout, or Hneht. We question if any other

anything is weighed. Shekel alsosignifies, languageat allcan giveany sense to the
to weigh in the mind , and thus, “ to learn ." Scotch word " Nowt," or the English “ Neat,

Hence theresult of learning is skill, and a cattle.” But the use of oxen for the plough,

place for learning, school. Then there is viewed in connection with the Hebrew , ex.

bahal, “ to loathe," which in the Hiphil is plains all . The application of Hebrew rules

bahil, “ to cause loathing,' and which conto the interpretation of English words, only

tracted becomes bhil ; whence our English modified by Chaldee pronunciation , explains

word bile, which is well known to cause sick- the minutest particles, the prefixes and the

ness , when it flows into the stomach . But affixes of our tongue, whose radical sense,

bhil is also pronounced vhīl ; and hence the with the aid of Latin, Greek , Sanscrit, Saxon,
epithet vile applied to anything morally loath- and Celtic to boot, is, to a large extent, only
some, To instance only onemore : the He- guessed at by philologers. It clears up also

brew word for the barn-floor is gdran, whichthe most puzzling anomalies of the language.

was also applied (as the literal rendering of For instance, what conceivable connection

Job xxxix. 12 proves) to the corn that was does there seem to be between the gum that

thrashed on it. That word , contracted in exudes from a tree, and the gums in which

one way, becomes gran (or grain ), and hence our teeth are set ? Let the Hebrew Lexicon

gran -ary ; and in another, garn, whence garn- be consulted , and there it will be found that

er. Thus, by so simple a change, have gum signifies “to unite,” and then we see

Hebrew words been thoroughly disguised. the link of connection between “ gum Ara

This principle runs through our whole lan- bic,” that is used as a glue, and the “ gum ”
guage. Innumerable English words, dealt that “ unites " the teeth together. Then what

with in this way, will be seen at once to be connection can any Indo-European language
pure Hebrew . show between a cuf on the face, and the cuff

Now , let the reader take it only as a hypo- of a coat ? But here, again, Hebrew comes

thesis, that English is substantially Hebrew, to our help. From it we find that kaph,

and deal with its words as such, and he will the hand,” which is also kuph , comes from

be surprised to find how much of his own kuph, to bend back ; and then it is manifest

language can be accounted for by the com- how a blow with the hand is called a “ cuff,”

monest rules of Hebrew grammar, without and how the part of the coat -sleeve at the

any particular knowledge of the principles hand, which is also folded back, is known by

that regulate the conversion of letters. On the same name. There are also many words

inquiry, he will find that the formation of in English , which are the same in form , but

nouns from verbs, by prefixing the usual different in sense ; and nothing but the He

formatives, is as common in English as in brew can show how they come to have that
Hebrew . For example, from ol, to as- different sense. Thus “ choke” signifies both

cend," with mem prefixed , comesm -ol, whence to “ be parched“ be parched with thirst,” and to

mole,that raises the earth in billocks, and also “ strangle." Have these two meanings any
mole, “ a mound." From op , " to go round connection ? None whatever. To “ choke"

or whirl,” with mem prefixed , comes m -op, with thirst,comes from Tzokh, “ to be dried

whence mop,” that is, whirled about, to up;" while " choke," to strangle, comes from

free it from the water in it. From the same Tzoq, " to straiten , to press. In Johnson's

word op, “to whirl," with tau prefixed, comes Dictionary, we have neif interpreted as sig

lop , and from that, theboys’ spinning " top .” |nifying a fist ," and also a bad woman .'
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What shall we say to such diverse senses ? others he attempts to prove that within the

The former comes from the Hebrew neph, human period the sea had a much larger

to brandish ;” the latter from naph or neph, share of Clydesdale than it now can claim ,

to " commit adultery ." and that the fine lands now held in liferent by

Now, this is only a slight, a very slight Lord Eglinton and Mr.Campbell of Blyths

glance at the prima facie evidence on this wood were, in the days of the stone era, or

subject. Let the Hebrew scholar only pur- some other, in possession of the Clyde in

sue the hints we have thrown out, and, per- fee simple. Let us look at some of his

haps, he may find that there is more evidence facts and theories. Of the estuary and

for our statement than he thought, viz. , that Aluviatile formation of the Clyde, Dr. Bryce

the only thing that has hitherto hindered us remarks : "The deposit has been tranquilly

from perceiving that the “ words ” of our formed throughout, long periods of repose

language remain substantially the same as having been but rarely interrupted by floods.

when our fathers brought them from Babel, Ancient canoes have been found in various

is the “ confusion of the lip .” parts of it, deeply imbedded in the sand

Mr. Macpherson has made scarcely any and loom, one at either end of the area, and

reference to the English language at all . a great many on the banks of the river at

Nevertheless, in spite of the deductions we Glasgow, some at heights 10 or 12 feet

have made, we commend his work to the above the highest level reached by the

attention of the reader, as going in the greatest floods on record in the Clyde.”

right direction, and as containing, in a com- Then quoting Mr. Buchanan, the Glasgow

pendious form , an exhibition of principles archæologist, who says, “ Within the last

of no slight importance to the accurate eighty years no less than sixteen of these

knowledge of the history of language. ( canoes) interesting remains of aboriginal

workmanship have been found in and near

Glasgow . They are all , with one exception,

Geology of Clydesdale and Arran . By formed of single oak trees - in some in.

JAMES Bryce, M.A., LL.D., F.G.S. stances, by the action of the fire, in others,

London and Glasgow : Griffin and Co. by tools evidently blunt, probably of stone,

and therefore referable to a period so remote

To write a good book on Geology is a more as to have preceded the knowledge of the

difficult task than our author seems to think . use of iron . The first known instance was

A good book on geology should contain in 1780. The canoe lay under the founda

many facts, new or old , and few theories of tions of the Old St. Enoch's Church, at a

any age : this work has very few new facts, depth of 25 feet from the surface — that is,

and a great many old theories. Dr. Bryce about the level of low water in the river
has quoted a remark of Professor Phillips, below Argyle Street-and within it was a

that " every geologist who visits Arran is stone hatchet of polished greenstone, in

tempted to write about it.” Unfortunately good preservation. The second, in 1781 ,

he yielded to the temptation. He rather while excavating the foundation of the Ton

should have taken “ Punch's" advice “ to tine, at the Cross ; the surface being here 22

those about to marry,” — “ Don't.” In re- feet above high water. A third, in 1824, in

ligion , the more faith we have, the better Stockwell Street, in a deep cutting opposite

and happier Christians we become ; but in the mouth of Jackson Street. The fourth

geology, the more faith the more wretched was found in 1825, in cutting for a sewer in

geologists we are. Geology to a true geolo- London Street, on the site of the “ Old
gist is , after all, like a quaint definition of Trade's Land .' The canoe was vertical, the

Hume's philosophy, “ a doubtful solution of prow uppermost, and a number of shells
doubtful doubts. Dr. Bryce, however, were inside. The next discovery was made

never doubts nor hesitates, but pronounces in 1846, when the improvements in the

dogmatically ; and as one in regard to geo- river began to be actively carried out.

logy , “ not to the manner born. " Could Eleven canoes were discovered in a short

geology be made so easy a science as it period. Of these, five were found on the

seems in our author's hands, it would soon lands of Springfield, opposite the lower por.

cease to interest. All the phenomena would tion of the harbour ; five more on the pro

be understood, the game up and no quarry ! perty of Clydehaugh, west of Springfield ;

The first portion of this work , devoted to and one in the grounds of Bankton adjoin

the geology of Clydesdale, is but a resumé ing Clydehaugh . The ten were in groups

of the work of others, not very intelligibly together, 19 feet below the surface, and

stated , because perhaps not quite understood . above 100 yards” south from the old river

Dr. Bryce is a convert to the ancientsea -mar . bank , which was then where the middle of

gin theory ; and from the observations of the stream now is. The twelfth canoe was

97
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brought up by the dredging machine on the about 80 feet elevation. The brickfields

north side of the river, a few yards west about Glasgow and Paisley abound in these

from Paint House where the Kelvin enters . shells ; in the neighbourhood of Jordanhill,

The Erskine specimen was found in 1854. the beds are 80 feet above the river. ” Wé

A collection of these canoes is now pre- have a handful of these shells now before us

served (query, suffered to go to decay) in a from the Glasgow and Paisley beds. They

building in the College grounds.” Having are very instructive, but they teach the very

quoted this paragraph , Dr. Bryce says, opposite of Dr. Bryce's doctrine. They

" The conclusion is forced upon us by these are all attached by the umbonal ligature,

facts, that the entire area was at a remote showing that they were not dead and tost

time covered by an estuary connected with about ere they reached a resting -place in the

the sea by a narrow strait near Erskine, Paisley bed ; and further, they are all

where the hills on either side press close crushed, showing that a vast and sudden

upon the stream ; whose limits reached in- force had lifted them from their native

land almost as far as Johnstoneand Paisley, abodes, and cast them high and dry ashore.

narrowed upwards by the projecting Ibrox Such a mighty wave of the sea accomplished

and Polloxshields ridges, but again widening similar phenomena in the reign of Alexander

out so as to wash the base of the Cathkin and the Third ; and a former and more mighty

Cathcart hills, and sweeping round north-east one may have raised these beds, and upset

in a wide bay, so as to cover the space now the canoe with its prow upwards, to puzzle

occupied by the Glasgow Green and suburbs Dr. Bryce, and find him an excuse to be
of Bridgeton.. How remote, then, come an author.

must be the time when the quiet waters of We have said that Dr. Bryce has no diffi

the estuary laved the hill-sides now covered culties when he accounts for the phenomena

by busy thoroughfares ; and a race, whose of geology. Thus he assumes and teaches

other memorials are lost, navigated in these that all the trap-dykes in Arran are due to

rude canoes the broader waters of the river igneous fusion ; that they are all composed

whose narrowed stream now floats the largest of rude columnar prisms lying horizontal,

ships, and brings to our doors the choicest that is, at right angles to the beds which

products of the globe.” This is pretty they intersect . He also sees perfect evidence

writing, yet, solemn nonsense. The first of all those beds having been fused at their

canoe was found at a depth of “ 25 feet be- junction with the hot intruding trap. Now,

low the surface — that is, about the level of had not Plutonism been his creed, he might

low water in the river below Argyle Street.” |have seen , that while some of the dykes

What does this prove, but that this first afforded ample evidence of probability of

Clyde boat-builder had felled the nearest igneous fusion, others as unequivocally bore
tree to the river, and was busy with its ex- testimony to their aqueous origin . We

cavation when he was driven off by some have looked in vain for any indications of

more “rude barbarians," and left his stone igneous fusion on the granite of Goatfell, at

hatchet lying in the bottom ? The other the junction of three well-defined trap-dykes

canoes, found at higher levels, only prove which traverse the mountain between the

that, the wood failing near the river, these base at Brodick and the summit. In proof

first Clyde boatmen went higher up the of the singular perversity with which a mind

bank to suitable trees, and were forced to choke full of plutonic theories regards the

leave their boats unlaunched . But let us phenomena of trap-dykes,our author points

for a moment grant Dr. Bryce's hypothesis , in triumph to the fact -- so frequently seen

that the river was then higher and slowly along all the shores of Arran — of the sand.

subsided ;—what are we to make of the stones or other sedimentary beds being

canoe found in a vertical position , with its hardened by the heat of the intruding trap,

prow uppermost and a number of shells in and thus standing up sharp and high above

side ? Does not this prove a catastrophe, the portions farther removed from the influ

and remove the other cases from being ence of the heat. Now, we grant at once

proofs ofthe river having occupied a higher that heat hardens most rocks. Our fire

level than at present ? Dr. Bryce goes on worshipping forefathers knew this, when

citing many instances of shells having been they built their temples on the high places

found at various altitudes above the present consecrated to Baal, and vitrified together

level of the Clyde, all tending to prove that the blocks, which to this day retain their

it occupied a higher position than at present. vitreous lustre and their strong adhesion.

He says, “ At Johnstone, near Paisley, a But if the heat hardened the sandstone at

case is mentioned by Mr. Smith , in which its junction with the trap, how did it not

sea shells, bones of fishes and sea -birds, more harden and vitrify the dyke which , ac

claws of crabs and sea-weed, were found at cording to Dr. Bryce, was the vitrifier ?
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Unfortunately for his theory, in every case is seen towards the junction in the burn of

where the sandstone stands up on either the White Water above Corrie, where a

side of his vitrifying dyke, we find the dyke gradual passage takes place from slate to

degraded several feet below the sandstone, sandstone, --clearly the effect of metamor

confessing as it were its impotency to the phosis, by the heat towhich both were sub

waves, because it had given, in the fervency jected . The facts clearly show the pos

of its young heat, all its strength to the em - teriority of the granite outburst to the de
bracing sandstone ! Now, in the cases posit of the old conglomerate, and that the

where we find the dyke weathered or water- entire slate stratum on the east or Corrie

worn beneath the sandstone which it inter- side was in a plastic state, under the influ

sects, we are satisfied that what the dyke ence of the intense heat which fused the

gave to the sandstone was not heat, but a granite.”

larger amount of oxide of iron than it con- In another place , Dr. Bryce is puzzled at

tained before, thus rendering it most emi- not finding evidences of igneous action where

nently durable. The matter of the dyke dykes permeate the granite. At page 100

was not an igneous, but an aqueous deposit. he states : “ These dykes are from 18 inches

With regard to those dykes which stand to 2 feet broad, and areseparated by a gran

high above the surrounding strata, we are ite baud 8 or 10 feet in breadth ; elliptic

inclined to regard them as of igneous origin ;masses of granite, of which the largest we

and if Dr. Bryce had not been led astray observed was about 18 inches by 9 , are en

by his unfortunate leaning to the worship of closed in the trap, but very little altered .

Baal, he would have seen that the most per- The alteration, indeed, is nowhere remark .

fect igneous dyke, so well described by able ; the granite being in some places coarse,

Jameson, between Tormore and King's in others fine-grained, along the planes of

Cove, was distinctly stratified in the oppo contact. Specimens of both may be ob

site plane to all the other dykes in Arran. tained of both rocks firmly adhering.”

This famous historical pitch -stone vein or Let us carefully examine these two para

dyke has excited the admiration of all geo- graphs. In the first, he says that the narrow

logists . It is further interesting to us now, band of slate in Glen Sannox has been

as proving how different and how false con- changed into " the structure and aspect of

clusions are ever drawn from phenomena, Lydian stone or basalt, and forcibly injected

when they are put on the rack and made to among the strata of conglomerate in a melted

give answers to questions which must only state. It is here assumed that Lydian stone

please the querist. Jameson, the Werner- and basalt are ever of igneous origin - a po

ian, held it as decidedly of aqueous origin , sition scarcely tenable since the writings of

because it was stratified and overlooked all the late Professor Fleming. We should be

the others ; and now Dr. Bryce, because it happy to show Dr. Bryce Lydian stone and

is stratified and he a Huttonian , overlooks basalt, the first on Salisbury Crags, and the

it—the only one which could support his latter on Arthur Seat, before which the hot

view better than all the others put together! test Plutonist would become cool and rea

There is only one other point to which sonable.

we would call the reader's attention ; and In the next sentence, where he states that

that is, to the frequent description of granite " this interesting junction was reserved for

outbursts, of which our author is exceed him to discover in 1856,” we beg to inform

ingly fond. At page 75, he says of the him that we were aware of its existence in

well-known junction between the slate and the year 1837 from the lectures and writings

granite in Glen Sannox— “ A few hundred of Jameson ; and we made a special visit to

yards above the Barytes Mill a narrow band Glen Sannox, in company with a few geo

of slate crosses the river at right angles, be logical friends, to find it, and had no difficulty

tween the granite on one side, and the old in it, in the year 1839. One thing we cer

red sandstone on the other . The slate is tainly did not find or believe, that we saw

very much altered by the close proximity any evidence of the fusion of the slate —a

of granite; it has, in fact, the structure and fact which we left for Dr. Bryce to discover

aspect of Lydian stone or basalt ; and the in 1856.

sandstone also a highly metamorphic struc- In the latter sentence of the first paragraph

ture, firmly adhering to the slate, and inter- above quoted, he dogmatizes on the slates

mingling and interlacing with it, as if the slate becoming plastic under the influence of the

had been forcibly injected among the strata of intense heat which fused the granite ;" and,

conglomerate in a melted state . This inter- in the second paragraph, fails to see any

esting junction seems to have escaped notice change caused by the intense heat at the

till observed by us in the summer of 1856. junction of the granite and the trap. Now,

Something analogous, though less striking, the theory of granite being a fused forma.

G
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tion, has not been held as tenable since Flem- Mr. Page has discerned the true place of

ing showed that it was composed of three natural science in relation to education. He

simple minerals, each composed of chemi- has seen the hindrance in the way, and has

cally combining constituents -- a condition of come forward to remove it, as regards that

no fused mass as yet examined by any chem- branch of science which he has specially
ist ; and further, the bottom has been knock- made the w of his life . His “ Manu

ed out of the theory by Mr. Bryson, of als of Geology " have already made him fa

Edinburgh, having shown that every crystal vourably known; and, we are persuaded,

of quartz found in any granite hitherto ex- the “ Handbook” now under notice will not

amined contains fluid cavities. These two be thought less worthy of public attention.

stubborn facts overthrow all our author's Mr.Pagehas not triedto bring science down

fine-spun theories of “ outbursts,” and “fused to the multitude, and, by inexact terms and
slates," and singed conglomerates. roundabout phrases, to commend it to the

When he fails to see any change caused crowd. His effort has rather been to ele

by the great heat at the junction of thegran -vate the popular mind , and to bring it up to

ite and the trap, his eyes have served him an intelligent appreciation of scieutific stu

better than his head. If he had thought for dies, by a full, clear, and, in the main, re

a moment, or asked himself what change markably accurate definition of the terms

could be expected on the granite ( ani im- used in the literature of science. He has put

mense fused mass, according to him ) by the the key into the hands of intelligent youths,

posterior intrusion of a fused trap-dyke, he by which, with as little labour as is needed

would have come to the reasonable conclu- for mere literary studies, they may open the

sion, that no change could be possible, or at gate into regions in which everywhere they
least probable. will meet with objects suggestive of great

thoughts of the majesty and grandeurof the

Handbook of Geological Terms. By David all-glorious Creator. But if the labour be

PAGE, F.G.S. Edinburgh: William Lightened by Mr. Page's definitions,it is not

Blackwood and Sons. 1859.
done away with. With the “ Handbook "

for reference, a man who knows no other

A work of this kind was greatly needed . language than English, may be enabled to

If the different branches of natural science read such a work, for example, as Siluria ;

are to get a well-defined place in modern but the painstaking and toil needed, in order

education, the obstacles to this, which at the to retain distinct impressions of themeaning

outset meet the scholar, in the current no- of the scientific terms used , must always be

menclature of science, must be removed . considerable. There is , however, a great

It is vain to propose that scientific men should advantage in tempting the young intoregions

express their thoughts in popular phrase- where they are willing to master difficulties,

ology, and to expect that they will comedown and in beguiling them into studies which , as

from their high platform , and mingle with in the case of geology, afford means for dis

out distinction among the crowd. This is ciplining intellect, and for training in patient

not likely ever to be ; and , besides, the ex. research, not to be had even in the fields of

pediency of it is doubtful. When one wit- classical learning. The “ Handbook ” is, as

nesses the results of attempts in popular a whole, truly admirable, and does itsauthor

literature to do this, the question , “ cui very great credit. It will be found most

bono ?" may very fairly be put. Science has helpful to the young geologist ; and those

certainly not gained much thereby ; and as even who have worked long in the field, may

far as style and the English language go, the find it useful to have it among their books.

expression, “ English undefiled,” has ceased We very cordially recommend it.

to have any meaning. If the end of educa

tion were simply to communicate to the

young the results of scientific study, there The Book of Ecclesiastes : Its Meaning and

might be some apology for the outcry against its Lessons. By Robert BUCHANAN, D.D.

the terminology of science, though even in London, Glasgow , and Edinburgh :

this case a necessity would lie on the teacher Blackie and Son. 1859.

to use terms needing themselves to be de

fined. But the aim is far higher. It is to The matter of which this volume is made

draw out the faculties, no doubt ; but it is , up was originally preached to Dr. Buchanan's

moreover, in doing this , to give the pupil a congregation, in the usual course of public

taste for the researches themselves, which worship on Sabbath. It was thus prepared

bear fruit in such results, and to fit them not for the instruction of a mixed congregation,

only for intelligently following investiga- to the great majority ofwhom anything like

tions, but for making them also. philological discussion would have been
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worse than wearisome. To an expositor of says, a purpose and a plan, not only in all

scholarly habits, exegetical skill, and given those high intellectual endowments and im

to historical criticism , the Book of Ecclesi- mense and multifarious acquirements by

astes presents a noble field for the exercise which Solomon was distinguished , but even

of all these accomplishments. But while in those dark and disastrous aberrations in

the exhibition of them in the pulpit would which, for a season , he was permitted to go
have been sheer pedantry, we think the au- astray. Not by his wisdom only , but by his

thor might, with much advantage to his sub- folly too, was God preparing him to be at

ject and himself, have given us a taste of his once a beacon and a guide. TheHoly Spirit

skill in these topics in an occasional note, has, in this book, made use both of all his

now that he has made a book of his dis- excellencies and of all his errors, for the

courses. Take, for example, the question of warning and for the instruction of the world .

the authorship of Ecclesiastes, or of its ca- It is this very circumstance that makes it a .

nonical authority. We have no doubt but task so difficult fully to set forth what these

that Dr. Buchanan takes the right view ofwords of the Preacher, the son of David ,

the former, when he says, “ The words of King of Jerusalem ,contain. ” Dr. Buchanan
the Preacher are the words of Solomon ;" carries the state ofmind manifested in these

and that in the pulpít it would have been words with him throughout the exposition.

out of place even to refer to the attempts There are no rash assertions intruded on the

which have frequently been made to cast reader, in the place of views naturally de

doubt on the latter, by finding a parallel be. ducible from the text ; and no conjuring up

tween this book and the jejune “ Wisdom of of imaginary difficulties, in order to exhibit

Solomon ." Yet his work would have had skill in explaining them. Asmany as are

attractions to scholars, had the views of Pro- acquainted with the literature which has gath

fessor M. Stuart, as to the authorship , age, ered around this portion of Scripture, cannot

and peculiar dogmas of Ecclesiastes, been fail to be struck with the tact displayed by

looked at from Dr.Buchanan's point of view. the author, in keeping the attention of his

Though we believe Professor Stuart wholly readers fixed on views“ profitable for instruc

wrong in his statements, as to there being tion in righteousness,” and in leaving out of

internal evidence that the writer of the book sight the multitude ofantagonistic statements

must have been acquainted with philosophic which tend only to distraction .

views which had no place among men till a The Discourses contain all the character

period long posterior to the timeof Solomon, istics which makea popular exposition of any

we would not have found fault with Dr. portion of Scripture excellent. The style is
Buchanan had he devoted a note to his view pointed and clear ; treasures of varied in.

of this, more especially as there are many formation are brought to the illustration of

symptoms of this superficial, but very wise the text ; great breadth of view characterizes

looking,mode of criticism becoming more the theology of the work ; while the mode
general than it has hitherto been . in which the principles of Christian morality

But this is a very slight defect. We have are brought out in it, is such as to warrant

stated it because it is the only one we can the belief that it will be extensively useful.

adduce in a book of many excellencies. Dr.

Buchanan regards Ecclesiastes as having

been written by Solomon towards the close 1. The Ulster Revival and its Physiological

of his life, when the memories of the period Accidents. By Rev. J. M'Cosu, LL.D.

of his deep declension from the Lord God Belfast: Aitchison. 1859.

of his father David were ever creeping, like 2. The Ulster Revival. By Rev. C.SEAVER,
shadows of terrible evil , up into the midst Incumbent of St. John's, Belfast. Bel.

of that quietness and assurance which were fast : Phillips and Son . 1859,

once more consciously his, as a recovered 3. Restoration and Revival. By Rev. J.

backslider ,-a soul brought again to stand SMALL, Bervie. London : Hamilton,

amidst the light of that love of God which Adams, and Co. 1859.

was so precious to him in early years ; or, 4. The Work and the Counter -Work ; or,

as it is put by Pictet, " on ne sauroit lire ce the Revival in Belfast, with an Explana

livre sans y reconoitre que c'est l'ouvrage de tion of the Physical Phenomena. By Ed

ce roy , revenu de tous ses égaremens, et con- WARD A. STOPFORD, Archdeacon of Meath.

vaincu de la vanite de tous les plaisirs qu'il 5th Ed . Dublin : Hodges, Smith, and

avoit goutez." In proceeding to deal with Co. 1859.

the book from this point of view, the author 5. The Revivals and the Church. By John

is fully aware of the difficulty of the task , BRUCE, D.D. Edinburgh : James Nichol.

and of the varied information required to do 6. Personal Visit to the Chief Scenes of the

it even scant justice. “ We shall see,” he Religious Revivals in the North of Ire
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when *

land. By James Grant. London : John recently characteristic of these revivals. Is

Snow. there aught analogous to this feature in

7. Revivals in Ireland : Facts, Documents, Holy Writ ? Most minds familiar with the

and Correspondence. By JAMES WILLIAM Bible will no doubt answer this question

MASSIE, D.D., LL.D. London : John affirmatively, and point to one passage in

Snow. particular as supplying a forcible illustra

8. A Visit to the Scenes of Revival in Ire- tion : “ I will pour upon the house of David,
land : The Origin , Progress and Charac- and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem , the

teristics of the Work of 1859. By James Spirit of grace and of supplication ; and they
WILLIAM MASSIE , D.D., LL.D. Lon- shall look upon Me whom they have pierced ,

don : John Snow. and they shall mourn for himas one mourn

9. The Ulster Revival in its Religious eth for his only son , and shall be in bitter

Features and Physiological Accidents : ness for him, as one that is in bitterness for

being Papers read at the Evangelical his first-born.” (Zech. xii. 10.) We sup

Alliance in Belfast, Sept. 1859. With a pose the literal fulfilment of this word is to

Preface by Rev. EDWARD STEANE , D.D., be partly sought in the incident at the cruci
London : James Nisbet and Co. fixion, one of the soldiers with a

10. The Revival: or, What I Saw in Ire- spear pierced His side.” (John xix . 34.)

land . By the Rev. John BAILLIE. Lon. But be it so or no, the state of mind is that

don : Nisbet and Co. which will ever characterise those who look

11. The Revival Movement. By MAJOR profoundly at personal sin , shortcoming

Philip Bolton. London : Houlston and from the requirements of law , and trans
Wright. gression against an eternally loving and

gracious Saviour. This is not simply the

Among the noteworthy fruits of that reli- point of view of doctrine—it is moreover,

gious movement to which so much atten- that of prevailing personal experience. It

tion has recently been devoted in this coun- will , more or less manifestly then, find its

try, in Ireland , and in America; not the least illustration in the experience of every one

interesting is the peculiar phase of literature who learns to “ close with God and give the

which has sprung up in consequence of it. world the slip. ” But let us suppose that

The books and pamphlets whose titles are this should at any time take place on a large

quoted above form only a tithe of the plenti- scale ; that is, that not only one here and

ful harvest. We have chosen several for another there should be brought under these

notice out of nearly a hundred . And if we strong spiritual impressions, but tens or

add to these the leading articles of news. hundreds should be so at one time. What

papers— from the Times and dashing Satur- would be the results ? The work would be

day Review to the Provincial Broadsheet- more apparent. It would thus attract much

the notices in Medical Journals, and the more attention, and the feelings and their

newspaper letters whose name is Legion, we fruits would be intensified by the contagious

will be ready to acknowledge that public influence of predominating emotion . What

attention has been very thoroughly called to would have been the effect had a hundred

the work. All this must have impressed monks been brought atthe same timeunder

even those at a distance from the scenes of such experience as those which Luther had ,

special influence with the conviction that when he got a glimpse of himself in the

there must be something extraordinary as. light of the holiness and grace ofGod ? and

sociated with it. We have looked into very what would have been the effect in Bedford

many accounts of the revivals, and have shire had five hundred been around Bunyan,

found much in these of great interest, not influenced as he was when he lived through

only to all who accept the Scriptures as the the remarkable experience so graphically

Word of God, but to the physician, the phi- described in his “ Grace Abounding ? ” The

lanthropist, and the student of psychology movement in either case would have been

also. It would demand much more space as the rolling in of a full flood , and not

than in a short notice can be given to them merely the falling of a shower of spiritual

to illustrate these remarks. Accordingly, blessings, as it was while each stood alone

instead of going into physiological and psy as directly influenced by the Spirit of God

chological questions, it occurredto us that it in the use ofthe Word. The spiritual force

might be useful to those who will undoubt seems to lose some of its energy when it

edly give more attention to such aspects again comes through the one quickened. In

than has yet been given, to look at these all Paul's labours he saw no fruit of his

religious movements in the light of Scripture ministry marked by such features, and

andof modern ecclesiastical history. hastening to such results in good -doing, as
Strong, overmastering emotion has been was the case with himself. But when the
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times of refreshing come with power, when The very name— “ the Stewarton Sickness "

Sinai is shaken by the tread of the God of —whichwas given to the work in Ayrshire

Israel , and the goings in gracious majesty in 1625, suggests this. That then, as now,

are heard by multitudes, it is not to be the influence of the soul, moved to its depths

questioned but that there are readier oppor- by emotions confessedly the strongest under

tunities to abuse the gift and grace. Multi- which the spiritual nature of man can come,
tudes under the contagious influence of pre- wholly overmastered the body, and cast it

vailing feeling , but destitute of any true to the ground, there can be no doubt. As

work on their own souls, hasten to mix up little can there be any doubt but that “ the

their superstitions with it, and run to ex. sickness” was contagious ; and that many

cesses which cause the work to be evil who had not seen their sins in the light of

spoken of in the world. All this should be the Saviour's love, and in the brightness of

taken into account in judging the recent the righteousness and holiness of a gracious
work in Ireland. and just God , were affected in a way like

Such periods as those now referred to that experienced by those truly taught of

have frequently occurred in the history of the Spirit. Every man and woman of weak

the Church , Without alluding to sub- will, and strong emotional nature ; every

ordinate movements, we may mention those one with a natural tendency to hysteria, and

recorded in Joshua v. , 2 Chron. xxix . , Ezra to other corresponding forms of disease,
ix . , X., Acts ii . These are so well known, would come under the reflex influence of the

that we need not point out the peculiar true work. Nothing is more common in

phases of spiritual experience illustrated in times of religious excitement. The prophecy

each , or, at any great length, those features has been ever strangely true : “ The Lord

common to all. No one can peruse them will have mercy on Jacob, and will yet

without acknowledging the presence of such choose Israel, and set them in their own

outstanding marks as, (1.) A deep and over- land ; and the strangers shall be joined with

whelming sense of sin, associated in the them , and they shall cleave to the house of

mind of those influenced with confessions of Jacob.” (Isa. xiv. ) Multitudes who had no

past neglect, and of present vileness and un- sympathy with the Divine thoughts under

worthiness in the sight of God ; (2. ) Not which a true people had come, were led to

only strong mental emotion, but even phy- cast in their lot with them. In the awaken

sical influence also — as weeping; as so ing, like Saul , they get “ another spirit,"

affected bodily , that, in one of the instancesthough not a new one, and , doubtless, the

at least, the beholders spoke of the revived indiscriminating would reckon them truly

as if they were under the influence of strong changed . Thus was it when Israel came up

drink ; and (3. ) A spirit of thanksgiving out of Egypt; thus when, in the days of

when led into peace, and made tostand con- Esther, the Lord gave Hispeople “ light and

sciously in the light of the Lord's counte- gladness ;" for we are told that “

nance . This thanksgiving took , in each the people of the land became Jews, for the

case, the form of praise with the lips, and , fear of the Jews fell upon them ” (Esth . viii . ) ;

higher still , the distinct exhibition of grati. and thus it has been under our own eyes in

tude in leaving off sinful ways, in a course the present time.

of life bearingwitness to great zeal for the Continuing our historical references, we

truth , and greatlove for the service of God . come to the well-known Shotts work, in

Now, if we follow those seasons of re. 1630,—the time to which John Livingstone

freshing into the history of the Church in refers so touchingly in his Autobiography,

post-apostolic times, we will be called at as, “the day in all my life wherein I got

every point to witness the same fruits. To most presence of God in public, on a Mon

go no farther back than that great revival. day afier our communion, preaching in the

work ,the reformation from Popery ,we find church -yard of the Shotts, the 21st of June

that all the nations of the West were called, 1630. " In 1742 we are called to notice the

in a greater or less degree, to behold the remarkable movement at Cambuslang, Kil

like results. But turning aside from this, syth, etc. , which is interesting as bringing

and looking at the ways of the Great Head out a state of matters very like that which

of theChurch with thePresbyterian Churches we have heard so much of recently ; for then,

of Britain and America, we have many re- as now , the awakening appears to have be

markably apposite illustrations of the views gun in America. The account of the work

we have just stated. If we take the begin- in America, by President Edwards, is well

ning of the seventeenth century as our start- known. In looking over Edwards' “ Thoughts

ing point, we are met with manifestations on the Revival of Religion in New England, "

which must have been strikingly similar to we have thought, once and again, that if the

those which have been occurring in Ireland. " Thoughts" were republished with a few"

many of
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slight alterations, they would tend , more and two Presbyterians. Dr. M'Cosh's ad

than all the pamphlets which have recently dress we have already characterised . The

been written , to set men's minds at rest in other three are equally worthy of attention,

regard to the awakening, and to convince though they look at the work from a very

them that no new thing had happened under different point of view .

the sun . Mr. James Grant, the well -known editor

Following the historical outline, we reach of the Morning Advertiser, visited the scenes

1839, with the goings of the Spirit of God at of awakening, and has now republished , from

Kilsyth, Dundee, Perth, Blairgowrie, Kelso, the columns of his newspaper, the interest

etc. And now we are called to witness ing account of what he saw there.

similar, and even more wonderful phases of Dr. Massie's contributions to the litera.

Divine influence, in America, in Ireland, and , ture of this remarkable work are able and

as yet, partially in Scotland. valuable. They have already been exten

The books and pamphlets named at the sively circulated.

head of this notice deal mainly with the Mr. Small's volume is one of devotional

work in Ireland. Their authors agree in re- and practical divinity, written with much

garding the movement as, in the main, a freshness, earnestness, and eloquence, and

good one. Some of them see no extrav- fitted to promote the work of God. We

agances in it, but accept, with a credulity have man's ruin and recovery—the awaken .

almost enviable, extravagances which would ing of the church after she has fallen into a

have put other men on their guard. They state of slumber and decay — the means of

believe that the blind have literally been re- that awakening—the strength of the church,

ceiving sight, and the dumb speech, etc. what it is -- and the preservation and progress

Others are more discriminating, and, like of the church, when thus awakened and

Archdeacon Stopford, trace most of the strengthened by the Lord, -illustrated with

purely physical influences to a diseased much scriptural simplicity and clearness.

state of the nervous system . While there Mr. Macgillivray's “ Sketches ” deal with

is much truth, and much sound common the past, as will be seen from the title . They

sense in the Archdeacon's views, we think are not, however, less interesting on this ac

the hysteria theory is carried too far. And count. The “ Sketches" are written with

while we cordially sympathize with his ability and earnestness. The illustrative

strong condemnation of those who, in order examples deserve attention. They are fitted

to mere effect, so preach as to bring young to be useful.
persons, mainly females, under influences Major Philip Bolton wields his pen from

which prostrate the whole physical organiza- the prophetical point of view. He has dis.

tion , we feel strongly that, where intense covered that the gospel is not truly preached

mental emotion is, the body will , more or to the awakened, and, of course, comes to
less, bear witness to this. A part altogether set all men right. Whether his views of the

from religious truth, this might be largely future are trustworthy or no, we would not

illustrated from the history of physiology. like to say ; but that there are not a few

Mr.Baillie's pamphlet contains much which who are able to minister to the saints in Ire

other observers appear to have overlooked . land , and to point the diseased to Gilead and

Dr. M'Cosh's address is devoted to a its Physician, we are sure, notwithstanding

statement of the grounds on which he holds the doubts of the Major.

the Ulster revival to be a work of God. He We much like Dr. Bruce's “ Lecture," and

looks the physiological peculiarities broadly would class it with Dr. M'Cosh's and Arch .

in the face, and traces those physical effects, deacon Stopford's ; not, however, because it

which bulk so largely in the eyes of men , to is in the same vein as either, but because it

the influence of absorbing emotion . As has nothing of that sameness which is more

might have been anticipated from the author or less common to all the rest. Dr. Bruce

of -- The Method of the DivineGovernment," appears early to have discerned that latitudi

the views here brought out are characterized narianism might be tempted to follow in the

by great clearness and breadth , and are in path of the good work ; and he lifts up his

complete harmony with Scripture. voice for truth as well as life. He can even

Dr. Steane has collected the addresses on see that, instead of tending to undervalue

the revivals, delivered before the Evangelical denominational distinctions, it ought to

Alliance, at its meeting in Belfast last year, deepen the love of each for that aspect even

and has published them, with a sensible pre. of church government which different deno

face, written by himself. The addresses minations associate with the will of Christ .

were delivered by the Bishop of Down and “ Prevailing Prayer" is an American re

Connor, Rev. Ch. Leaver, Rev.Mr.Canning, print, introduced to the British public by

and Dr. M'Cosh - two of them Episcopalians Dr. Norman M'Leod. This little work has
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been found useful in America. Dr. M.Leod's astronomy. It was the first instrument

introduction is well written , and marked by which enabled marine observers to arrive at

religious earnestness and good taste. any respectable amount of accuracy in angu.

lar observations. " Hadley's invention led

the way to the method known as that of

Present State of the Longitude Question . “ lunar distances.” This, in its turn , yielded

A Lecture delivered before the Edinburgh to the well -known chronometrical method .

Chamber of Commerce. By Professor C. The earliest effective solution of the longitude

Piazzi SMYTH . To which is Prefixed an problem by Chronometer, was reserved for

Historical Account of the Chamber. à rather hard -headed, persevering, unedu.

Edinburgh, 1859. cated , or rather self-educated mechanic, a

Yorkshire carpenter, John Harrison. Pro

The subject chosen by Professor Smyth, in fessor Sinyth points out that the extension

lecturing before the Edinburgh Chamber of of commerce, the introduction of steam -ship

Commerce, is one of great importance. The ping, etc.,call for yet further improvement

lecturer has long had his attention turned to in “ Naval Longitude.” “ Commerce and

it, and he ' now comes forward to expound the world now require, that as much use

his views to an intelligent band of Scottish should be made by a seaman of the stars by

merchants. In the outset, the learned Pro- night, as of the sun by day.” But without

fessor rightly pleads for the superiority of mentioning other obstacles to this, the fact

the astronomical method for determining the that “ the sea horizon , or observing line for

ship’s place at any time in the ocean, to “ the sextant altitude, is not visible during all the

determination from dead reckoning, or ob nocturnal hours," implies the necessity of
servations of terrestrial objects of any kind." looking beyond this method. Professor

This he illustrates, and proceeds to trace the Smyth has a plan, which had been proposed

history of the “ Longitude Question , ” from to the Scottish Society of Arts, and which is

the days of Columbus up to our own time . stated with great clearness in this lecture ;

In this historical sketch he has embodied but as any verbal description, without a

much valuable and interesting information . drawing of Professor Smyth's model, would

The direction given to the purely scientific fail to set it plainly before our readers, we

bearingsofthe question, when British thought would refer them to this lecture, and to the

and mechanical skill were applied to it, is Professor's Papers in the Transactions of the

shown to have been of the most useful kind . Scottish Royal Society of Arts.

In 1740 an instrument was invented, by The historical sketch of the Chamber of

which the heaving of a vessel was kept from Commerce contains much interesting inform

interfering with the accuracy of angular ation regarding the origin and growth of

measurements . But, while this was a great that Institution. It is well written , and may

step, when looked at in the light of existing be cordially commended to the attention of

knowledge, it had very many drawbacks. all who are curious in such matters. The

These, however, to some extent, gave way volume is “ got up ” in antique style, and re

before the application of an improved instru . flects much credit on the enterprise ofMessrs.

ment, which, unlike the other, the most vio. Lawson, at whose “ Private Press” it bears

lent motion of the ship could not disturb. to have been printed. Paper, type, etc.,are

“ Hadley's principle thus proved of nearly so attractive as to raise the wish that when

as much importance to nautical, as the inven- we next take to book-making, Messrs. Law

tion of the telescope had been to terrestrial l son's Press might be at our command !

"
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Art. I. — Literary Reminiscences and Me - every detail , but yet fails to give the true

moirs of Thomas Campbell. By Cyrus sense of substance and reality .
Redding. 2 Vols. 8vo. 1859. The value of the present acquisition, it

mustbe confessed, is not diminished by the

Mr. REDDING'S “ Reminiscences,” lately fact that the hero is regarded rather from the

completed and published in two volumes, valet -de- chambre point of view. Mr. Red

probably conclude the series of personal re- ding served under Campbell as sub-editor
collections, which we are likely to receive during the direction of the New Monthly by

of the poet Campbell . It cannot be said that the latter; if, indeed , we should not rather

they form any essential addition to the more reverse the phrase, and say that the dilatory,

elaborate biography given to the world ten unmethodical, fastidious poet served under
years back by Dr. Beattie. They suggest, his more practical subordinate. This rela

indeed , rather that the author wanted to tion, whichever party occupied the superior
make a book , than that he felt he had any position , might be expected to present Camp

thing very important to tell us about the bell in an aspect different from that in which

poet, and actually tell us, perhaps, as much he would appear either to his chosen friends

aboutMr.Cyrus Redding as about Campbell. or to society in general ; and Mr. Redding's

Yet they have their substantive value, never impressions, therefore, while they require to

theless, in the mere fact that they are obser- bereceived with an obvious allowance, have

vations taken from another quarter. The yet their special utility.

omniscient schoolboy has lately learned- To Dr. Beattie's work — our principal au

thanks to Sir David Brewster and Professor thority on the subject- a much higher rank

Wheatstone — that curious law of optical may be assigned. It has the essential merit

science, that, to obtain the impression of re- of being a serious effort. If the author be

lief, wemust have two pictures of the object, not successful in his object, it is not, at any
taken from different points of view, and rate, from want of labour. And we do not

superimposed the one upon the other. The say that he is not to a great degree success

second transcript adds no new features to ful. The amount of matter, whether in the

the picture ; and, to the ignorant observer, shape of letters, verses, or facts, collected in

who hasleft school , appears to be exactly his work, is immense. Three volumes of

like the first. Nevertheless it is this second nearly five hundred pages each are filled

transcript that, by some magic, which we very fairly — with Campbell. But this very
believe even the schoolboy himself does not fulness suggests its attendant defect. It

yet fully understand, is to convert the plane would be almost impossible to say as much

into the apparent solid . Something like this worth saying of a man of no larger humanity

law appears to prevail in moral representa- than the poet - true poet as he was — can

tion also. To get the true roundness of life, pretend to. The wood wants thinning. The

we must have pictures of our subject from fact is, that Dr. Beattie is far too generally

various hands. The best, fullest, liveliest good -natured, not only to his subject, but to

narrative is a plane surface by itself, so long every body and thing with which hissubject

as it conveys the impressions of only one has to do . In his biographical eyes, Camp

mind. It may convey outline, colour, and bell touched nothing he did not adorn. If

VOL . XXXII . D- 1
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some authors are said to dip their pens in fused congeries of events which it may often

gall , Dr. Beattie has dipped his in the milk appear to be when we look at it too closely.

of human kindness; and milk (as any one In reading a man's life as a diary, or even

who has ever tried that medium knows) is in annals, which profess a somewhat larger

apt to run and blur, and is generally un- scope, we are much like men travelling over

favourable to fine delineation . Accordingly , the face of a new country . Every step is

in Dr. Beattie's own portion of the story, more or less of a surprise. Here we enjoy

there is some want of due discrimination. a green shade, and there wecomeon a sandy

His literary handling is — be it said with all waste ; now we have a rapid river to cross,

respect for his noble calling — tant soit and now we skirt a tranquil lake ; now the

peu professional. We all know the suavity eye ranges over a wide expanse, and then,

which distinguishes the personal intercourse when we turn in another direction, a hill or

of the profession with the world of possible a mountain shuts up the view . Everything

patients, and have sometimes, perhaps un- may be very delightful to see, but we are

gratefully, felt willing to exchange for some among the objects , and can only form a very

thing ruder and less regulated that courteous vague notion of the whole which these ele

suggestion of mortality and mortal accidents. ments make up . But from the elevation to

We secretly shudder a little at so soft a which the true biographer conducts the

touch . There is something of this in Dr. reader, these features fall, not, indeed , into

Beattie's style and treatment. regularity, but into connection and plan.

A defect in some degree analogous is a This hill is a solitary cone, unmistakeably

want of distinct grouping and arrangement volcanic, or it is seen to be part of a chain,

ofthe narrative. A due observance of chro- the rise, and course, and conclusion of which

nology is, indeed , an essential condition of a we can trace and understand. Then , too,

good biography ; but the service is not to be we can perceive why the river met us here,

slavery. There is a “ logic of facts” which why it is suspended there in a lake ; we can

will often claim a prior right to attention . see why this region grows such fine timber,

Dr. Beattie's object apparently has been , or affords such glowing sheets of turf, or

by extracts from the poet's letters, or the why that is so sterile and stony . Our com

supplementary recollections of his friends, prehension , indeed , of all these facts will be

to present the matter in his hands under the deeper or shallower, according to our own

form of annals, or sometimes even of diary ; resources of knowledge and intelligence ; but

and this intention is generally carried out it will be at least possible to learn much,
with great success. But to compile annals and almost impossible not to learn some

is to decline history ; and a diary, perhaps thing, of the eternal laws which influence

the most interesting, because the most natu- these phenomena.

ral , form ofnarrative, when the matter thus Memoirs conducted on Dr. Beattie's prin

chronicled is the daily development of some ciple of course fail to a great degree of such

single subject of interest, is the most weari- lessons. Yet, as biographies go, it must be

some of all reading, when it retails only the considered a highly meritorious work . If it

heterogeneous matter which each day actu- is scarcely the accomplished work of art

ally brings forth. It may almost be said which we desiderate, Dr. Beattie's Life may

that the chief use writing lives is lost when be said , like Michael Angelo's marble, to

this manner is pursued . If the object of contain a col suo soverchio" all that we could

writing memoirs be simply to collect the facts wish . Some day we may hope the “ ottimo

of a man's life, how is biography to be dis- artista” will appear, and from this abundance

tinguished from gossip ? It will be gossip of excellent material carve out the perfect

about a dead man, doubtless, but still gossip , work .

and no more. But biography, which fulfils Without attempting, it may well be be

its proper scope, is open to no such reproach. lieved, to anticipate that consummate work

Its duty is not simply to chronicle the facts man, we now propose, in a brief analysis of
of the life of its subject, but to exhibit the Campbell's life, to endeavour , while quoting

relation of those facts to each other and to its principal events, to exhibit the leading
human nature. It maybe an extravagance to features of his character. In this view, it will

say that every man's life is a “ poem ;" for, be observed that we are only concerned with

to say nothing of the decided prose in which the poet and writer, as these aspects bear

too much of most men's lives is expressed , relation to the man. His works, therefore,

few lives have that completeness and com- well worthy as they are of a deliberate criti

position which is what we may rather sup- cal review, can only be noticed on the pre

pose to be impliedin that fine Gallic figure. sent occasionasfar as they serve to illustrate

But a life, though it may rarely deserve to the moral individuality of their author.
be called a poem, is by no means that con- When he has a long journey to go, the

a
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wise traveller hastens to divide it into stages. ( of territorial aristocracy , and been glad to

Campbell's seventy years of existence may hide its diminished head in the darkest ob

be divided, in regard to other considerations scurity it could find. The Englishman's

besides convenience, into four periods. The pride forbids him to cling to distinction, of

first,extending from his birth in 1777, to the which he has lost what he considers the sub
publication of the “Pleasures of Hope" in stance. The Campbells, on the contrary , as

1799, includes the development of the man, almost any other Scottish family in a similar

his genius and his fame, in very unusual co- position would have done, clung to their

incidence, up to the epoch of first manhood . title, and called themselves Campbell of

The second, a shorter but distinct period of Kirnan still , though the land was no longer

four years, contains his early London life, in their possession . The Scotsman's pride

and concludes with his marriage in 1803. forbids him to resign a distinction of which

The third portion , in all respects the prime he has lost only what he considers an acces

or happiest passage of the poet's career,may, sory . For the estate, to the Englishman, re

for distinction , be called the Sydenham presents the land ; to the Scotsman , it repre

period ; since it was in that pleasant sub- sents the blood .

urban retirement that most of it was spent. It is impossible to deny that the Scottish

This was the period of his married life, and view is the higher ; and,moreover, the case

it concludes with the loss of his excellent of this family of Kirnan forcibly suggests a

wife — a loss soon followed by that of the real advantage which may attend it. It is

home her presence had chiefly constituted -- related of Mrs. Campbell, the poet's mother,

in 1828. The fourth period embraces the that on one occasion she directed a purchase

remainder of his life, and ends with his de- made at a shop, to be sent to " Mrs. Camp
cease at the age of 66, in 1843. We pro- bell of Kirnan , mother of the author of the

pose cursorily to sketch these periods in • Pleasures of Hope.' We cannot help

succession, developing as we may be able, smiling at the simplicity which this anecdote

the relation, both in regard to events and betrays ; yet, if we sympathize with the

their moral influences, which they bore to motherly pride which dictated the latter

each other, and endeavourinġ to exhibit the flourish to the name, we may probably trace

significance of each in that large view of the a close connection between it and the family

poet's life as a whole, in which only it can pride which suggested the former. The two

now be viewed with any advantage to us or facts involved, may,have even morally al .

justice to its subject. most the relation of cause and effect; for

Two points regarding the poet's birth the poet, if he owed his genius to nature,

bring up questions of which almost all would certainly never have become the au

we can say is, that they have an answer, thor of the "Pleasures of Hope,” of all

if we knew it. Campbell was of an ancient poems in the world , if he had not received a

race, and he was the son of an old man. high degree of literary culture, and if, more

What was the influence of either circum . over, his excessively sensitive character had
stance ? not enjoyed, during his childhood and youth,

The connection with the more illustrious the delicate handling which could only have

representatives of the name claimed by the been obtained in a home of substantial re

poet,* and gracefully acknowledged , it would finement. These were necessary conditions

appear, bysome members of the house of of his ever becoming what he actually be

Lorn — but, whether seriously believed or came. Now, set against these the position,

not by either , we do not pretend to know- of his family during this period . His father,

may be left for those who have the means formerly a merchant of good standing in the

and taste for investigating abstruse points of American trade, had been ruined by the

genealogy. The special branch to which the breaking out of the war, and reduced to the

poet belonged, was designated by the title narrowest circumstances . Never, as far as

of a small Highland estate called Kirnan . we learn, a man of any great energy, he

This property, however, the subject of the was now sixty-five years old, and he had a

"Lines on revisiting a Scene in Argyll- family of ten children, — Thomas the young

shire ,”. had become merely titular in the pre. est, an infant at the time, and the eldest a

vious generation, having been sold by the daughter of only nineteen. What a splen .

poet's uncle to a wealthier kinsman, and did boast, then, was really contained in this

merged in his larger estate. An English little outbreak of the mother, who had not

family, under such circumstances, would have only sustained her aged husband, and sent a

dropped altogether out of the golden book large family out respectably into the world ,

but under such pressure of privation had

See Verses on receiving a Seal with the Camp- still maintained a home in which a poet of

bell Crest. the peculiar temperament and accomplish

-
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ments of her youngest son could be success - 1 -there was a strong sisterly atmosphere

fully developed ! Would the English family, prevailing ; and to this, probably, may be

under corresponding circumstances, always attributed in great measure that tendency

have stood so severe a test ? Would the to self-indulgence which he throughout life

cold poverty without not have frozen the exhibited. Nevertheless, though the son

graces and delicacies within ? Would not did develop into so different a character

coarseness of manners have come in too from the rigid , orderly, self-and-family -deny.

soon with coarseness of fare, —just for wanting matron who bore him , we are disposed

of that sustaining sense of birth and caste to think that he really derived from her the

which made the Scottish family still feel quality which, more than any other, made

themselves bound to keep up the traditions him what he was,-that perfervidum ingeni

of gentle blood ? So that the honest pride um , viz . ,, which gives his best passages a fire

of family may have had much to do with we scarcely find elsewhere, and which, in its

the production of this fine example of do. concentration in his best songs, made him

mestic heroism ; and Mrs. Campbell may the Tyrtæus of his country.

have very justly connected her being the In the bosom of this family, surrounded

mother of the author of the “ Pleasures manifestly by serious privations, yet these

of Ilope” with her being Mrs. Campbell of softened to the spoiled child , spoiled at once
Kirnan. in the several rights of being the yqungest,

The theory that remarkable men derive the most delicate, the prettiest and the

their distinguishing qualities from the mo- cleverest - by abundant affection from father,

ther obtains a rather ambiguous confirmation and mother, and sisters alike, affection which

from the case of Campbell. That theory the child, grown man, never forgot, but

cannot certainly be said to have at present sacrificed himself to acknowledge and repay

any claim to serious attention : it obtains —Campbell passed the whole of his child.

its actual ,amount of popular acceptance hood and boyhood. It is worth notice, too,

from the same convenient practice which that, during the whole of this period, he re

supports,with another portion of the vulgar, sided in a town, and that town Glasgow. A

the belief in dreams and omens,—the prac- few weeks spent for his health, when he was

tice of overlooking all the facts which tell eight years old, at a short distance from the

against it, and only registering those which city, formed the only opportunity he had

may be interpreted in its favour. It does of becoming personally familiar with the ,

not prove much, therefore, that we find Mrs. country which God made. His biographer

Campbell to have exhibited a more marked lays, with justice, much stress on the short

individuality than her husband ; and the interval when the sensitive and precocious

value of this fact is diminished by the cir- child — his perceptive powers probably in

cumstance that her character, in its develop- creased by recent illness — was allowed to

ment at least, was very different from that run wild on the banks of the Cart—or, as

of her son. She seems to have been re- the poet reproduces the cacophonious stream,

markable for that in which the poet was the Cartha — under the charge of an “ aged

always remarkably defective — a strong sense webster and his wife, ” in whose cottagehe

of principle enforced by a strong will . Her was boarded. It is not unlikely that this

manner of governing her children and house- visit first developed the fondness for natural

hold appears to have left an impression of objects, the truthful, if limited, observation

severity even upon her youngest son, who of which is a marked feature of his poetry.

was avowedly her favourite; but his charac. Nor is it very improbable that his compara.

ter bears more testimony to the indulgence lively rare access to such objects may have

with which he was generally treated , than enhanced their value in his inagination.

his memory to the asperities which, like There seems, also, reason to believe, that

other spoiled children, he may occasionally this awakening of the sensibilities to the

have had to undergo. Mrs. Campbell of " magic of nature” led to his first attempts

Kirpan was manifestly a woman of a warm at verse, for in his tenth year at latest

and deep heart, as well as a despotic will he began to rhyme. We believe that,

and an irritable temper ; and the severity of seventy years ago, the rhymes the child

such persons towards those in whom their produced were a much stronger evidence of

affections are strongly engaged is apt to be tendency toward, and talent for, poetical

of the crustaceous order : it exhibits plenty composition, than they would be at present.

of hardness and prickles outside, but has no It is rather a curious, but an undoubted fact,

backbone. This is much the sort of treat that the fucility for metrical expression is

ment we suspect the youthful Tommy to acquired at a very much earlier age than it

have received in a household where, more used to be ; and little Tommy Campbell's

over-besides the ayed and indulgent father compositions at ten years old would scarcely
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justify now the fond expectations which they lowing sufficient proof. It is styled, whether

actually excited . We have seen far better by himself or editor, “ Poem on Finishing
verses in every respect produced by child . the Versions :"

ren who, nevertheless, have not turned out
poets. But at thirteen Campbell produced Now, farewell my books, and also my versions :

à piece which authorized the highest expec
I hope now I will have (some) time for diver

sions.

tation of originality. On the most hack. The labour and pains you have cost me's not

neyed subject (Spring) he hit upon a happy small ;

thought, perfectly just and true, and yet, to But now, by good luck , I've got free of you all .

our knowledge, absolutely novel . Listen When the pen was not good I blotted the paper ;

how this inspired boy writes. He is address. And then my father cried , “ Tom , whai's the

ing Summer (which rather diminishes his
matter ?

merit, for it was, no doubt, the necessity of
Consider but once what items you need ;

My purse it must suffer, or you must take heed .'

elevating that season above its rivals , which
So adieu to rebukes, and also to versions ;

gave him his cue) ; nevertheless, it was “ ho I hope I'llnow have sometime for diversions.

vulgar boy ” who had the moral courage “ Thomas Campbell , æt. 10.

thus to express himself: Glasgow , May 12th, 1788."

“ 'Tis true some poets that unguarded sing, The defective rhyme of the third couplet

The golden age would fain ascribe to Spring ; is a trifle ; for a double• rhyme has always
For me, I see not how wits e'er so starch ,

a clatter in itself which is apt to mislead

Could prove the beauties of the bleak -eyed

March,
even more practised ears ; but the utterly

Nor February , clad in borrid spow, defective rhythm almost throughout shows

Nor April , when the winds relentless blow : plainly, that, in this essential point, his

These chilly months it sure alone belongs success, when he does succeed , was imi

To those who sing to frame unmeaning songs." tative, not instinctive. But Campbell never

had a good ear to the end, as we may have

Granting a certain obscurity to the last occasion to exhibit. His real versions are

couplet, which a truth so deep may well decidedly better than this ; but their supe

bear, who can deny that this child, in his riority is probably owing to the practice of

innocence, has been enabled to read the the Scottish schoolmaster, of translating the

mysteries of nature more truly than the passage himself into good English before it

whole quire of English bards before or was given to the pupils.

since ? Here that respectable company have Campbell's father and mother were both

been for all these years and centuries cele- strictly religious,apparently of that national

brating and adoring spring, as if it were type which has undergone, and is uitdergo

really a delightful season, as if, in fact, there ing, so remarkable a change in the present

were in their sense such a thing as spring ; generation. The result was much what was

and then comes this little child and rebukes to be expected. The boy received religious

both them and us. impressions, but his moral principle was

Seriously , if there is no great proof of not proportionably affected . When the

poetical genius in this passage, there is adult standard of religion is the only one

what is the condition of any such genius- exhibited to a child of quick sensibilities, he

truthfulness of observation ; and we are not will probably make a strain to get up to it.

joking at all in recognising here a certain But he cannot reach it, and it is impossible

simplicity and honesty, on which we shall to keep up walking on tiptoe for ever ; and

have to remark hereafter, as often a merito- so the poor child slips back to his natural

rious distinction of his poetry. paces, and remains without any religious

These poetical attempts seem to have rule at all. When Campbell's early im

been fostered by the master of the school pressions were become, in after days, only

-the Grammar School of Glasgow—which as the footsteps which report to the geolo

he had attended from his eighth year. gist of marvels long extinct, he recollected

“ Versions,” which it was optional to the his father's extempore prayers as the sub

pupil to render in prose or metre, were a limest devotional utterances he had ever

part of the school-system ; and Campbell's heard, except - 0 tell it not in Scotland ! -

ambition and consciousness of what was re . the English Liturgy. But the recreant

garded as a remarkable talent,had at least Presbyterian recalled, along with these fer

as much to do as any true stinging of the vent outpourings of his father, contemporary

poetic fly with his adopting the metrical escapades of his own, which he equally con
form . Of this—and also at once to shatter nected with his childhood . There is no

all fancy that he exhibited any real poetical ground for asserting that Tom was a bad

talent at this age—we may quote the fol. boy ; but, on the other hand, neither was he
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exactly a good one . It may be no serious in such circumstances as his was not great,

immorality in a young boy to steal a neigh- yet it was a difference . The Scottish schools

bour's strawberries,yet well-governed young and universities are alike deficient in the

boys do not commit that peccadillo,—which social element which forms almost the most

Campbell confesses. Nor need a tacit ac valuable portion of the English educational

quiescence in another boy's falsehood imply system ; and where the youths can enter

a moral weakness that is never to be got the latter at thirteen , it need not be said

over ; nor even is a long.continued piece of that the instruction must be of a rudimen

deception practised towards a parent a sin tary character, or must include at least such

which is never to be forgotten or forgiven teaching. Nor, when the student resides

to a child of twelve years old . Yet these at home, would there seem to be any change

things, which occurred, according to his own of condition on this side. Yet the actual
statement, at this period of Campbell's life, difference is , on the whole considerable.

argue, especially in a boy living at home, The mere elevation of status does much to

and therefore always under the parental in- explain this ; for we are all , and especially

fluence, a certain laxity of the moral fibre, the young, more practically influencedby
for which, assuredly , the parents are more the imagination than we readily allow. The

to be blamed than the boy , but which , ne- age of a portion of the students, and the

vertheless, do flaw the boy's integrity. Ah ! more public character of the professors

who knows but that a wiser training at this men almost always of national, sometimes

period might not have saved much that is of European note - conduce to dignify the

painful in the poet's later life !* body, while the independence of all control or

At the age of thirteen, the boy's school supervision in which a large number of the

life merged in college life. The difference undergraduates live- if we may use a term

which is scarcely expressive where the de.

gree so rarely concludesthe course of study
* Is it too great a bathos to drop from these grave -has a certain moral effect even upon those

reflections to the narration of oneof the peccadilloes who still remain under the domestic roof.
here adverted to ? If the reader have not fallen in

with the story, he must be 'amused with it.
So that the change is a real one, and espe

Campbell, it appears, had a bed -ridden relative, cially to an excitable, imaginative, and am
about whose health she was anxious ; and, being bitious boy , like the precocious young Celt
rheumatic herself, could not visither personally, and, in question.
accordingly, used to depute either Tom or one of his

brothers every day with a message of inquiry after
Accordingly he threw himself with his

the old lady. “ One day," says Campbell " that I characteristic impetuosity into his new

was to fetch the bulletin ,which would have kept me career ; and if not immediately, yet while

( the distance was nearly two miles) froma nice still a mere boy , had become a very promi

party that was to go out for the gathering of black- nent member of the undergraduate commu.
berries, I complained, with tears in my eyes, to my

brother Daniel, about this de'il of an auld wife that vity. Was his course a satisfactory one ?

would neither die nor get better . “ Tut, man, ' said This may be doubted, if the question be

my crafty brother, Can't you justdo as I do ? | asked seriously, and with a view to its ulti

• And what's that ?' ' Why, just say that she's mate effects on his character. It seems

better orworse without takingthe trouble of going questionable, indeed, how the castingof a
so far to inquire.' ” This economical plan was ac

cordingly adopted ; and as it was found that a bad boyof thirteen into so public a life could be

bulletin only sent them back earlier next morning, good for him , or produce really satisfactory

the boys agreed that the old lady should get better results, except in proportion as external

( the poet is answerable for thelogic here,for, on the discipline or his own character and habits

plan adopted, it would seem to have made small

differenco how often they were sent, or how early). neutralized the glare and excitement, and

So the boys amused themselves at anything wbich reduced the publicity towards the conditions

was going on among their companions, and reported of privacy. Fluman character - at any rate,

daily, “Mirs. Simpson's kind compliments to mamma; British character — is something like British

has had abetter night, and is going on very nicely;", fruit; it willonly ripen properly under a

The dénouementmay be anticipated. “ Woe's me!"

said Campbell; " on that very morning on which slow heat. Too sudden an exposure pro

we had had the audacity to announce that ' Mrs. duces one of two effects : the fruit ceases to

Simpson was quite recovered,' there comes to our grow, takes a pale semblance of ripeness,

fatber a letterasbroad and long as a brick,with and soon drops ; or else one side is ripened,

cross-bones anda griuning death's head upon its seal, whilethe other continues hard and undeve.

and indited thus:

“ Sir, — Whereas Mrs. Jane Simpson, relict of the loped. The latter of the two - the more

late Mr. Andrew Simpson, merchant in Glasgow, favourable alternative — was undoubtedly

died on Wednesday the 4th instant, you are hereby that which Campbell experienced . Some

requested to attend her funeral, on Monday next, at

ten o'clock A.M.' " qualities of his character were matured and

Campbell places this incident atabout his twelfth strengthened. The boy was of a nature

year. which too close confinement to home delica

.
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cies might easily have rendered effeminate. Itwo behind, naturally declined—with some

He quickly learned in the university palæstra scorn, it would appear- to enter into public
to exhibit the natural spirit and courage discussion with their inferiors. But the

which properly belonged to his character, result was, that, a few days after, the whole

and which continued to mark it during his College was ringing with a satirical effusion,
life . His intellectual faculties also — or at in which every member of the “ Juridical ”

least some of them — were rapidly developed was held up to ridicule of thatpeculiar kind,

under the stimulus of free competition and which our editor no doubt discreetly sup

popular applause. Some of these, we are presses with an intimation of its being cha

obliged to say — for he makes a general con- racterized rather by force than delicacy. The

fession of indolence, for which there was writer, of course was Campbell.

probably a certain foundation, so far at least Satire appears to have been a favourite

as regular diligence was concerned ,--and in exercise with the youth at this period, and

certain of the classes he did not distinguish naturally enough. Few boys who can say

himself. In others, however, he was a sharp things, whether in prose or verse, can

highly successful competitor, and carried help saying them . If society is always more

away, on the whole, an amount of college or less of a warfare, the fighting principle is

prizes which justly entitle him to the credit more openly avowed in school society than

of considerable, if intermittent exertion . in any other . The combative energies are

But though he is said to have reached a fresh ; there are fewer restraints of wisdom,

high degree of Greek scholarship, and cer- or prudence, or principle, to restrain than in

tainly retained through life his familiarity later life ;and the skin is inviting with its first

with someGreek authors, and a great fond- sensibility . Moreover, alas for human nag

ness for them , and apparently for the lan. ture ! nothing is so sure of sympathy and

guage in general, his disposition would seem applause from the untouched bystander as

to have been much more to the exercise of his the effective wielding ofthis weapon. A boy

own literary powers than to study properly would be a hero of a rare stamp, who, con

so called . The attractions, too, of the “ voli- scious of this power, should refrain from

tare per ora were early felt ; and his social using it. The lad Campbell was no such

qualities, combined with his poetical talent hero ; and it is much to say for him , that

to open the enjoyment of them to the strip- in after life he very sparingly employed his

ling to a decidedly unsafe extent. The wit in this shape. ' Ai this period , if his bioAt

Scottish universities, as it had been justly grapher is to be believed , he was successful

remarked in an interesting article in the enough, whatever the quality of the blade,

Cornhill Magazine,* offer a certain compen- to inflict wounds with it which rankled still

sation for the absence of the social element, half a century afterwards, when the thought

as developed at Oxford and Cambridge, in less assailant ( for there was never malice,

the debating clubs and associations formed and scarcely more than fun, in the intention )

among the students for literary or other was himself in his grave.

purposes. Campbell found himself soon at But nobler feelings than small college

home in this phase of his new life ; and we ambition , whether in the literary or social

hear of him at fifteen as a leading orator, if field , soon awaked in the breast oftheyoung

not one of the founders of a spouting club poet. The same frankness and largeness of

which boasted the name of the“ Discursive,” sympathy which had made the homebred

-a title to which, we may imagine, in one boy - almost a child still— at once free of the

sense at least, it would be likely in the hands larger circle of college life, was already

of logicians of that age to make its claim rapidly expanding to fill a still wider sphere.

good . The honour of originating this society If Campbell's amiableness, vivacity, and

is rather doubtfully suggested ; but it is nottalent, had much to do with his social suc

improbable that this was his first public cess both as man and boy , the higher charm ,

efført in a line in which he always showed a that which won and retained him respect

strong disposition to activity ; and if so, we amid many failings throughout life, was his

may consider the “ Discursive ” the first at- capacity of larger than personal interests,

tempt of the “ prentice han ',” which was after the force and reality in him of those grander

wards to accomplish the London University . sentiments which we all honour almost in

We maynot improbably also trace Camp- proportion to our consciousness of our own

bell's restless ambition in a challenge, of deficiency in them . This capacity was now

which we are told , addressed by this Discur- to be exercised, and was no doubt enlarged

sive Society to the “ Juridical,” a Club of by the eventful circumstances of the time.

jaw -students who, having left logic a year or When it is remembered that the period of

Campbell's teens was the last ten years

* Student Life in Scotland, March 1860. the last century - or, more correctly, from

of
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1788 to 1798—it will easily be understood Nought but the patriotic view

how a nature such as his was likely to be
Offreeborn valour ever fired ;

affected by the outbreak of the great vol
To bafile Gallia's boastful crew ,

cano in France, and the shockwhich it gave
The soul of Northern breast inspired.

to Europe in general . Verses on the ' Twas thus on Tyber's sunny banks,

Queen of France” is the title of one of his What time the Volscians ravaged nigh ;

effusions of 1793 (when he was fifteen ), which To mark afar her glittering ranks,

is, it must ba admitted, of the mildest order Rome's towering eagle shone on high.

of poetry, but yet touching and interesting,
There toil athletic on the field ,

as the evidence of the interest of the boy in

the public events of the day, and possessing
In mock array pourtrayed alarm ;

And taught the massy sword to wield ,

a further interest from being cast in the metre And braced the nerve of Roman arm . "

in which he at a riper period wrote his

“ Hohenlinden.” His later employment of This is not a boy's exercise : if it have

this peculiar stanza marks a much clearer faults, it is a poem ; and if really written at

perception of its true capacity than the purely fifteen, is as good perhaps as has ever been

elegiac strain which he committed to it in produced at that age by any poet.

the earlier instance . A single specimen will But we should do little justice to the real

probably suffice the reader: character of this remarkable youth, if we

omitted to look at the other side of this gay
“ Bebold where Gallia's captive queen , picture. This lad , who was exhibiting so

With steady eye and look serene, brilliant a play of animation and talent, was
In life's last awful, awful scene,

Now leaves her sad captivity !"
earning his bread and the means of continu

ing his studies by labour doubly distasteful

But in another lyric of the same period to him , because it implied ascertain amount

we maydiscern more than the form ,-some of social humilation, as well as the irksome

thing of the real substance of Campbell's ness supposed to be inherent in the work

genius. And in the curious way in which itself ; and to him at least the work was

history is now reproducing itself, the follow. most irksome He was assisting, as private

ing verses are worth quoting entire. If they tutor, his less advanced but wealthier fellow
are boyish, it is distinctly the character of students. No doubt the family position

Campbell's boyhood to which they bear necessitated this exertion as a condition of

witness: the same simplicity of fundamental his continuing his own university education ;

idea dressed up in the same formal but stately nevertheless that would scarcely make it

style; the same sort of awkward classicism pleasant, and it shows a body of character

which he never quite got free of ; the same not always found in connection with such

earnestness and sincerity of impression evi- sensibility and quickness of talent, that he

dent throughout; a force and fire, which , it should have submitted to this painful drud

not equal in degree to that he afterwards gery, and still have been sufficiently in spirits

exhibited, is the same in kind ; and lastly, to enter so heartily , as we have seen , into

the same sort of metrical merit — not a high the life about him .

merit in itself as melody , but very high in Nevertheless,a change was to come over

its being precisely that which fits its burden . this light-heartedness, and it was a natural,

In the strong, distinct, spirited monotony of and inhis circumstances, proper change . As

these lines, especially of the early portion, his adolescence advanced , the necessities of

the imagination almost hears the tramp ofthe his position became at once graver in them

sturdy volunteers in exercise :
selves, and plainer to be seen . The moun

tains grow bigger the nearer we approach

ON THE GLASGOW VOLUNTEERS. thein . He must live, and moreover, as his

affectionate heart foresaw , he must prepare

“ Hark, hark ! the fife's sbrill notes arise !
to support others. His father, sixty -seven

Apd ardour beats the martial drum ;
when his youngest son

And broad the silken bapper flies
was born , was, of

Where Clutba's native squadrons come ! course, by this time in extreme old age,and,

so far as can be seen , a small annuity from

Where spreads the green extendedplain, some provident institution, which would

By music's solemn marches trod, terminate on his death , was all the fixed in

Thick glancing bayonets mark the train come of the family. True, Thomas had many

That beat the meadow's grassy sod. elder brothers and sisters, but none of these

These are no bireling sonsof war !
were in a position to afford serious assistance ;

No jealous tyrant's grimly band, and, moreover, Tom had been looked upon

The wish of freedom to debar, throughout as the “ decus," and he knew he

Or scourge a despot's injured land ! was expected to be the “ columen rerum ." He
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had worn the family crown so long, he must | troublesome instinct which generally sets

not shrink now from its responsibilities. the finer and more energetic natures seeking

And he was nowise so disposed, but he was for their true vocation, possibly even in a

not insensible to their weight. Accordingly , restless manner,and leaves them quite un

his later adolescence was a period of con- able to settle till they have found it. Camp

siderable suffering to the poor lad , as indeed bell did , indeed , make or attempt more false

that season which wereckon the very prime starts than is permitted to most ; but the

season of youthful rejoicing usually is to the sufficient explanation lay in the circumstance

youth who is to be worth much as a man . that his position offered so little suggestion

What share errors , to which his excitable in any particular direction , while it did not

temperament and the detestable social habits allow him to pause long enough to mature

of the time laid hingbut too open , may have his choice before endeavouring to execute it.

had in producing the gloom which overcast And so, when we see our young pilgrim

his spirits at this period of his life, we have taking up one load after another, and shifting

no means of knowing. His uncertain pros- the burden from shoulder to shoulder, in the

pects would themselves have been enough vain attempt so to dress the weight that it

to explain it . His friends seem to have shall not drag, but leave him free to climb

been disposed to accuse him of changeable. the hills for which he pants with the elastic

ness and instability of purpose , because he step which is natural to him , we may , if we

sucessively tried and gave up several profes- please, rather admire throughout the resolu

sions in turn . He was for a short time ( this tion with which he maintained his first

was while quite a boy, and attending college ambition , and refused to forego what he in

during the sessions) in a writer's office in stinctivly felt a right if he did not consciously

Glasgow, but that experiment was soon regognise it as a duty. And this tribute is

given up. At a somewhat later period, again, the more due, when we come to observe that,

he had thoughts of entering the Scottish throughout this trying period , he was steadily

ministry, a step from which we may say he ( and, for all we can see, conscientiously)

was happily saved . Hesubsequently made performing tasks which were far from con

more than one serious effort to read for the genial to him . During one of his last college

Scottish bar,but was disappointed for want vacations, when he was seventeen , he had

of friends to supply capital . We are not spent some months in Mull, engaged as pri

sure that he did not at one time try medi . vate tutor to the children (apparently quite

cine for a short period , and he had again young children ) of a lady with whom he had

decided upon emigrating to join two of his somefamily connection—ifthat benot super

brothers who were engaged in commerce in fuous to state of a Campbell in the Highlands.

Virginia, when the advice of another brother There is a joyous account of the pedestrian

prevented his executing his intention . This journey - pedestrian pour cause of the

looks like unsteadiness of purpose, and yet young poet and a college companion : how
it need scarcely be so interpreted. For they sang and recited poetry throughout the

some young travellers the burden of life is long Highland glens ; how they plunged into

ready made up, not too heavy for their the sea and saved a child's life, and then

strength, and well enough packed to save rewarded their heroism with an unwonted

them any trouble beyond that of flinging it treat of beefsteaks and a tankard of ale, sit

over their shoulder, and going on their way ting in their wet clothes till they dried upon

rejoicing or at least content. Another class, them - probably pour cause also. This is

if not quite so lucky , are yet by nature about the 18th of May, and in the middle of

patient or dull enough to trudge away grumb- June he is “ weary of life,” Mull is so sub

ling with a load which may not fit them limely dull . Campbell's chief enjoyment of

exactly, but which they have not the spirit the beauties ofnature,we suspect, was always

to think of re-adjusting. There may be a in poetry. He liked his Scenery as Horace

good deal of quiet heroism , no doubt, dis- Walpole (if we are not mistaken) liked the

played by this class ; but it may also be English climate, “ framed and glazed .” Poor

doubted if this temper of submission is not lad, for an active, excitable spirit like his,

generally carried rather too far, and whether these early days of Mull,with nobody to

the world, on the whole, would not be better speak to but his hostess' family , whom he

served if young men would take a little scarcely knew, must have been a dismal

inore trouble to discover their true places, change. Before his box, which contained the

and not be so content to occupy those which writing materials apparently unattainable on

first happen to fall within their reach . At the island, had arrived , he had scribbled the

any rate, if it be certain that every man has white-washed wall of his room all over with

his special aptitudes, we may at least tole- a pencil , till it looked like a great sheet of

rate, if we should not rather admire, the MS. It may be an object for our Highland
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touristsnext summer to discover that palimp- that not all his pearls and diamonds are to

sest. Forty years after he still spoke of this be considered worth setting.

period as his “ Pontian exile ;" but, little as The result of the total exertion of the

he liked it, he persevered to the end of his interest Campbell could engage in Edinburgh

original engagement,-he did not throw it on his first arrival was an engagement as a
up,asone might almost have expected . copying -clerk in the Register Office. It was

And little as he liked this life, and con- honourable in him to accept it ; it was wise

stantly as he kept before him the intention to exchange it a few weeks after for a position

of escaping from it , he did not hesitate the of the same kind, but somewhat better re

following year to accept a similar engage. munerated, in a private writer's office. It

ment, although this time under somewhat would seem as if Campbell also about this

more agreeable circumstances. He now be time gave private lesson in the classics . His

came tutor to the son of General Napier, circumstances on the whole, were at as low

the present Sir William Napier of Milliken , an ebb as they well could be, and the suffer

then residing at Downie, a lone farmhouse ing they could occasion to a nature so sensi

in Argyllshire. This residence he found tive may be imagined - perhaps the more

much more tolerable, although he had but accurately that he never spoke of them . It

litle society even here . But " neat pocket was a feature of Campbell's character to be

copies of Virgil and Horace, affluence of expansive to a certain extent, but there he

English poets, a sort of fute, a choice selec. stopped. Such superficial frivolity is the art

tion of Scotch and Irish airs,” and “ the cor- with which some natures conceal their deeper

respondence of a few friends," served , he sensibilities.

says, in one of his letters of this date, to But the comfortable doctrine of the bard

relieve the tædium vitæ .” And he would is often strangely true

certainly appear to have studied seriously

while in this seclusion . " When the night is the mirkest,

Early in 1807, he again returned to his The dawning is nearest .”

family in Glasgow, and now he made up his
mind to a decisive effurt. He would go to Campbell's dawn was at hand, in the shape

Edinburgh and make the plunge. The blad- of an almost accidental introduction to Dr.

ders were to be law and literature; or rather, Robert Anderson, the author of the Lives of
to choose a more exact figure, law was to be the British Poets . The benevolent veteran

the pearl of price for which he was to dive espoused his cause with a warmth equally

in the great gulf, and literature the slender creditable to both pårties , and a friendship

pipe through which he was to draw the com- commenced which was only terminated by

mon air while searching for the precious gem . the death of the elder. Its first fruits was

It is hard to say whether the contemplation an introduction to Mundell, then a principal

of Campbell's life at this period is more Edinburgh publisher , and an engagement

depressing or inspiring. His points d'appui from him to abridge Edwards ' West Indies

in Edinburgh at ihis moment were these : 1. for L.20. The statement reads like a bathos,

His sister, who lived near Edinburgh at but Campbell was in no case to regard it

the time, a governess. 2.A widuwed aunt,as such . " It was employment—it was the

who resided at Edinburgh for the education opening of a career — and, besides, is L20 in

of her family . He might reckon, perhaps on the pocket of a poet à vingt ans (one might

an occasional dinner or breakfast here— almost say of any young man of that age)

scarcely more. 3. An old pupil , subsequently only 400 shillings? They had better give up

Lord Cuninghame, who was then in the calculating who think so.

responsible office — of a writer to the signet, Yet we must not leave the impression

in commencement of his legal studies. So that Campbell was extravagant. He wast

much for Besides these sources of ed perhaps in his lifetime more money than

assistance, he had nearly' ready for the press the majority of poets ever have the oppor

two translations, from Euripides and Æschy- tunity of wasting, but it was not from ex

lus . We must suppose also an indefinite, iftravagance in the ordinary sense . So far

not almost infinite, amount of verse compo- was he, indeed, from that, that at this time

sition in other shapes; but no mention is he had actually managed to save a small

made of these, nor, with two or three excep- sum . With this he proposed that a magazine

tions, do any of his verses composed previous should be started among himself and his

to this time make their appearance among Glasgow College friends (who were, it would
his works. He seems already to have em. have been fair before this to have remarked,

braced his principle, that not everything the élite of the University youth) , for which

which drops from a poet's lips is to be con he was ready to subscribe cash. The sub

sidered pearls and diamonds, or, at any rate, Iject of Campbell's relations with money

7

persons.
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would be worth study , but we have no space consciousness of an unbounded wealth of
to enter upon it. genius, or it may betray poverty of inven

And we must hasten on . It was early in tion, or at least a deficiency of originative

1797 that he was introduced to Mundell, impulse. There can be no doubt now in

and he retired to Glasgow and its neigh- which sense we are to interpret the fact of

bourhood to complete his task . During Campbell's deciding to add the “Pleasures

this period he wrote a song, called the of Hope” to the “ Pleasures of Imagination"

** Wounded Hussar,” which became instant- and the " Pleasures of Memory."

ly popular throughout the kingdom ; and The poem made rapid progress when once

he also produced a poem , called the “ Dirge commenced ; and before the conclusion of

of Elderslie,” which had at least local fa- the year ( 1798 ), an arrangement was made

vour. The former verses he subsequently with Mundell for its publication early in

published, but he never could be prevailed the ensuing spring. The terms on which

on to admit the “ Dirge ” among his poems, the copyright was sold are somewhat vari

although it may safely be said to be, in its ously stated ; the poet himself says that it

style, fully equal or superior to others to " was sold out and out for sixty pounds."

which he gave that sanction . In the autumn Mr. Redding, however, corrects this state

of the same year, now just turned twenty, ment by the production of the actual en

he returned to Edinburgh, to divide his gagement, which appears to have been, that

time between college lectures and work for the author should receive 200 copies in

the booksellers; but the job-work , which quires, no mention of any sum in ready

was all he could obtain from the latter , money being made. The amount realized

failed to meet his expectations, and he was by the sale, Mr. Redding again calculates at

compelled again to resort to tuition. Yet L.57 odd . The bargain, if carried out in

his position was far from being as discour- the literal shape, was less favourable than

aging as it had been a year ago. He was otherwise, because there was, of course,
the

no richer, but he was in better heart. He chance of the 200 copies not selling. Yet,

had obtained some recognition as a young on the whole, Campbell was scarcely justi

man of promise among the Edinburgh dons; fied in grudging this house the bargain , as

he had made some pleasant and creditable he seems afterwards to have done. Is there

acquaintances, and friendships even , with any poet now breathing, from sixteen to

some men of his own age. Jeffrey, the sixty, who got, or expects to get as much

future Malleus Poetaruin ; Grahame, the for his first volume of poems? We trow

author of “ The Sabbath ;" John Richardson, not. It was a proof, not only that Mundell

Henry Brougham , the late Lord Cockburn, was a liberal man (which was sufficiently

-these were friends by whom a man might shown by his voluntarily presenting the

be content to be known. " A circumstance poet with L.50 on the issue of every new

which, to young man of his especially do . edition until they fell out, and also permit

mestic and affectionate temper, would not ting him to publish an edition for himself at

be that of least influence on his spirits, was a later period) , but that Campbell had al

the removal of his family from Glasgow to ready made a strong impression upon the

Edinburgh, which was arranged about this literary world in Edinburgh, that he should
time. Campbell was always a nest-bird. have obtained such a good terms. This

With his mother at hand, if his faith in latter point, the expectation entertained of

himself should ever flag, he had an inex- him , may be judged, perhaps, by the volume

haustible reserve of encouragement. The itself, which , humble as it looks now, was

old fable of Antæus is true still. handsomely enough got up for the time. It

The result of his necessities upon his did not aspire to the state of quarto indeed

rapidly-maturing powers, under the cheer- -it is a simple 12mo ; but then it was de

ing influence of this sense of sympathy and corated with several illustrations. Strange

expectation, was the determination to en- those faded illustrations are to look at now !

franchise himself, if possible, from his Shall we come back in time to that old

drudgery to the booksellers, by some serious style, as we are come back to hoop petti.

original effort. It was a wise design ; but, coats and inverted saucer hats ? The artist

perhaps, a greater poet would have been (one J. Graham ) is of the Fuselesque order
brought to it rather from within than from of genius. Thé miseries of Commodore

without. The choice of his subject, when Byron are touchingly exhibited, as he lies

he chose it, spoke to the same purport as “ cradled on the rock, ” his leg (shoe and

the fact that he had never yet attempted stocking absolutely gone, and trouser dim

any long poem . To build on another man's inished to a span) protruding dangerously

foundation is, indeed , susceptible of two , over an ocean rolling boisterously some

readings. It may be the indication of the mile below. But Hope is there to console

9
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him, if he could but see her, only , unfor-| interest. And not unlikely, too, he may

tunately (the cradle only accommodating have noticed that, warm as might be the

one) , the goddess is obliged to remain be response to his eloquent appeal in behalf of

hind him among the trees, where she is the wrongs of the Pole or of the Negro,

visible to the spectator uncomfortably re- " the Bruce of Bannockburn ” was a name

clinning on the fluke of an anchor. In that roused yet deeper sympathy. At any

another illustration , Venus is seen with that rate, he decided to enlist national feeling

extraordinary long ( bare) leg which the tout debon in favour of his next work, and

more mythological beauties of that period its subject was to be “ The Queen of the

usually exhibit, spinning what looks pre- North.”

cisely like a star-fish, but which we may No such poem exists, nor, as far as would

presume to represent the evening star appear, was any considerable portion ever

itself, from one hand, ' while with the written. Why ? Was it that there was

other she “ Alings the vesper dew ” from no longer pressure enough upon him to in

a “ golden urn ," of the shape which we duce him to make the effort required from

all remember in silver, and serving to him for the execution of a large work ; or

dispense evening dew of less etherial kind) was it that, after all , the theme did not very

on the tea trays of our grandmothers. But deeply engage his own interest ? Perhaps

enough of description, though it is hard to both circumstances may have have had their

pass over “Heaven's Fiery Horse," perhaps influence. Before he could engage seriously

the highest inspiration of the artist , or the in the work , he for the first time had left

touching scene where Kosciusko falls (his Scotland. A few months were spent in

wound was in his thigh) , and Freedom Germany, and he returned - in fulfilment of

shrieks and holds up — what, we cannot say ; a long -experienced desire — by England .

but it looks like a lance with a small parasol The motive of his German expedition was

fitted to the stem , no doubt a convenient the cultivation of German literature, and

adaptation in the days ofAmazonian warfare. the polish he might expect to derive from
The expenditure of all this imagination seeing a little of the world , Listen to

on an unknown poet's first work implied a our artless poet, writing to his intimate
considerable confidence in its success . We friend :

need not say how fully it was justified, or " Besides, upon reflection, I see the pro

rather how far beyond any expectation that priety of making my first appearance in

could have been formed was the actual re- London to the best advantage. At present

sult. Edinburgh, still a literary centre I am a raw Scotch lad , and in a London

second only to London , was sixty years company of wits and geniuses would make

ago, as a ganglion of the intellectual circu- but a dull figure with my northern brogne

lation, almost equal to London itself. The and · braw Scotch boos. ( Letter to Mr.

impression made upon Edinburgh was so Thomson, June 1800. )

strong that it was immediately communicat- Shall we most admire the modesty or the

ed throughout the kingdom ; and the differ- assurance of that extract ?

ence between Campbell, the author of the However, this is certain , that as soon as

“ Pleasures of Hope," and Tom Campbell, Campbell reached England he naturalized

the clever young man from Glasgow, was therein. His imagination dwelt still with

almost the difference between the butterfly Scottish subjects and images, but it cannot
and the caterpillar. be denied that he dropped the provincialism

II. After this comparatively detailed at the first opportunity, and acclimated him

sketch of Campbell's period of formation ,self easily to the larger sphere. Perhaps

the reader will be prepared to trace more the failure of his “ Queen of the North ” in
rapidly his subsequent career. A

very few tention may have been referable to, as it

lines will despatch the short period which was coincident with, this development of his

elapsed before his marriage . mind and character. Campbellwas nothing

The immediate effect of his success with if not sincere. His dramatic faculty, like

the “ Pleasures of Hope ” was the concep- that of many others, was limited to the
tion of a new poem. Campbell did not conception of characters which he could

lack his share of the national shrewdness, have himself fulfilled, and we suspect that

although it was often overlaid by a stronger he lost the power of enacting the enthusias

instincts. He had , doubtless,observed how tic Scot before he had been long out of the

greatly his first work had benefited by the country.

warmallusions it contained to topics of na- It was on this sudden return from the

tional or general interest,—allusions,doubt Continent in 1801 — necessitated by the out

less, the more effective that they were only break of war with Denmark, his winter

the sincere expression of his own personal residence having been at Altona — that he
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first saw London, where he landed “ with things they found the MS. of“ Ye Mariners

only a few shillings in my pocket.” His of England !" — Are these good old times

only friends were Perry of the Morning ever to return again ?
Chronicle - for the Poet's Corner of whose To return to his family circumstances.

paper he had already been supplying verses They were as bad as could be. A small

at two guineas the copy - and his old school- pension, which his fatherhad received from

fellow , Mr. Thomson. This would scarcely the Merchants' Society in Glasgow , ceased

have seemed to have been the triumphal with his death, and themother had nothing.

entrance into London society on which the Of the three sisters, two who had been out

ambitious young poet had reckoned , but he in good families as governesses , had been

soon attained all he could have hoped for. compelled to leave from ill health, and the

His liberal opinions combined with the pe- third was a confirmed invalid .

culiar character of his poetic gift — at leastist , Campbell's conduct towards his relatives,
as developed thus far - to recommend him both now and throughout his life, was wor

to the notice of the Whig Mæcenas, and in-thy of all admiration. It is difficult even to

quiries were soon made about him . The understand how he contrived to give them

lad , now twenty -three, handsome, clever, the assistance which he did ; and, in truth,

sufficiently witty, gifted as we have seen with it can only have been by a hazardous antici

the social sine quâ non of modest assurance, pation of his own resources. His regular

and really refined in nature, passed the or- allowance to his mother, continued through

deal of Holland House, and was of course out the remainder of her life — for five and

stamped thereby for currency wherever in thirty years, that is, after the present date

London society talent or liberal opinions of 1801—was L.70 per annum ; and when

were considered recommendations
. In many his eldest sister died, in 1843, she left him a

of the saloons thus opened to him , doubt- legacy of L.800, which, he stated, did not

less, he was the young lion and no more; reimburse him the sum which he had al

but in others the real attractive qualities of lowed her in annual payments. It is notice

the man told , and he found friends. The able, too, that this annuity to his sister

death of his father, at the age of ninety -one, (which did not commence till some years

occurring at this moment, threw as strong after this date) had not been afforded for her

a shadow as could be expected over his actual support, but to add a small annual

exaltation. He exhibited no lack of feeling, superfluity to an income which she had

and shortly left London for Edinburgh to earned for herself, and which just sufficed

assist his mother in the difficulties, or rather for her needs, in order that she might have

destitution , into which this event had plung- the comfort of laying up something for a

ed her and his sisters . An incident, which legacy to a companion who lived with her,

we might almost indifferently call too good butwhom , after all, she herself survived .

or too bad to be true, is related to have oc- IIis means of assisting his family at this

curred upon his return . He found his mo- moment were, besides some payment he

ther seriously alarmed at rumours , which had received from Perry , the issue, by sub

had previously reached himself, that he was scription, of an edition ofthe “ Pleasures of

to be arrested for high treason ! The report Hope,” liberally permitted to him by Mun .

appeared to be sufficiently credited to induce dell and Son. It was an experiment not
him to call on the Sheriff of Edinburgh to without its hazard, for the edition was to be

refute the absurd story . To his astonish- in quarto, and in a style sufficiently expen

ment, that functionary announced to him sive to make anything less than 1000 sub
that the report was true, that a warrant was scribers unremunerative. To get 1000 peo

actually out against him for conspiring with ple to put their hands into their pockets is

General Moreau in Austria, and the Irish at not always an easy operation even for a na

Ilamburgh, to get a French army landed in tional object. Campbell, however, achieved
Ireland. But the Sheriff added that the au- his purpose, and in 1803 his subscribers re

thorities were unwilling to press the matter, ceived a volume which must have delighted

and he begged him, therefore, to keep quiet those who like to be dazzled with the ap
ly out of his way . The conclusion of this pearance of a page, and to take a gentle ex

little episode was equally melodramatic. ercise in the perusalof lines almost too long
The indignant poet refused the cruel mercy, to be easily collected in a stationary glance

and insisted on an examination ; and he was at ordinary reading distance. The volume,

examined,-he had a box full of papers when it came out, contained ,besides a few
which had already been seized , and in which other copies of verse, “ Lochiel's Warning "
the pith of the treason was naturally ex- and “ Hohenlinden .”

pected to be discovered . The box was But much had passed before then. Lord

opened and ransacked, and among other Minto had taken up the young man in a
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fashion of kindly patronage. He had spent guardianship of his friend Telford, for it

the autumn of the present year ( 1801 ) with seems to have been generally recognised

his Lordship at Minto, and returned with among his friends that he required looking

him for the winter to town, nominally as after - seem to have worn out his patience

secretary, really as protégé. There is not a with life on the loose. His nerves had ac

word dropped which does not reflect credit- quired an irritability whieh made London

ably on the sense, intelligence, and kindness almost intolerable, and the real domestieity
of Lord Minto ; yet Campbell scarcely of his character at last revolted in the most

seemed then (or ever, it may be observed) imprudent, yet the happiest act of his life.

quite at his ease in society of a rank so much He had become attached in London to a

above his own, or, at any rate , on the foot- cousin of his own, Miss Matilda Sinclair,

ing on which only he could expect to be re- youngest daughter of a gentleman who had

ceived in it. This connection, however, been a wealthy merchant at Greenock, but

completed his introduction to London so- now conducted a reduced business in town.

ciety , into the excitement of which he threw The attachment was of the tender rather

himself with the ardour of his excitable char- thanthe passionate sort-passion , indeed, in

acter. But there was always a steady some. this kind did not belong to his character

thing at the heart of all Campbell's vola . but it was true and deep, as a happy union

tility ; and in that didactic style which is to of twenty-five years subsequently witnessed .

the clever young Scotchmen what the first Yet the imprudence of the match was insuffi

callow-down is to the young_let us say ciently measured by the fact that when it

eagle at once--he makes profitable reflec- was resolved on, he had no fixed income,

tions to his friends on the unprofitable char- and only L.50 in his desk. The more seri.

acter of those brilliant jousts of the London ous objection lay in her being a cousin (a) .

wits, of which he was now admitted specta though we are not sure that the relationship

tor. Hear the acute remarks of this preco. was very near ), and of a constitution marked

cious philosopher : " I have watched some by an hereditary irritability , which, at a sub .

times,” he writes, " the devious tide of con. sequent period, consigned one of her sisters

versation , guided by accidental associations, to confinement. The day will surely come

turning from topic to topic, and satisfactory when physiological laws will receive more

upon none. What has one learnt ? has been due recognition than they did sixty years

my general question . The mind, it is true, back, or do now. For a man of his tem .

is electrified and quickened, and the spirits perament — the youngest son ,moreover, of

are finely exhilarated ; but one grand fault a large family, and burn when his father was

pervades the whole institution ,-their inqui- close on seventy years old—to marry a lady

ries are desultory, and all improvement to who could be described as above, was to in

be reaped must be accidental . " vite the sufferings which were afterward to

Somebody says, with a certain amount of try so severely his affectionate nature. Of

justice, that you will never be wise if you two children who were the issue of the union,

have never been a fool. Campbell was one died at an early age , the other (still sur

clearly on the way to wisdom , if not yet ar- viving, we believe)becamesubject, as he grew

rived ; but the truth is, the dissatisfaction up, to a mild but decided mental aberration.

which he tried to put upon the account of We anticipate these events, because we can

the London wits ( strange to say, considering only spare time for the most cursory notice

the nature of the complaint, Mackintosh was of the two remaining periods into which we

the individual who appears especially to have arranged the poet's life . His mar

have elicited this rebuke), was more proba- riage, ill.judged as it was in some particu

bly the mere reflection of an unconscious lars, may be read as the revolt from and

dissatisfaction with himself . In fact, he was triumph over the inferior elements of his

dissipating - probably in all senses, certainly character. The excitement and hurry of

mentally ; and that is not a comfortable London life appealed to instincts which , if

process to any young man, unless of a shal. lively in him , were yet superficial to his

lower nature, or of stronger animal spirits , sounder and better qualities. Of flattery

than this finely fibred and fundamentally he had drunk his fill, and his appetite for

well-compounded young poet. Besides, he this condiment was not voracious after all ;

was getting rather too old. Freaks may of pleasure, as pleasure is called, he had

pass in the mental twilight of adolescence also partaken freely enough to know that it

which look foolish at twenty-four, which re . did not please him, or, at least, that if it

spectable age he had now reached. A sum pleased for the moment, he was not strong

mer spent in Edinburgh and Minto, with a enough for such hard work. Of the peace,

visit to Liverpool and the Potteries, and an- and seriousness, and gentle play of the affec-.

other winter in town — this time under the tions, which were essential conditions equally

>
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of his happiness and his genius, he had in a state of serious ill health , occasioned

learned that society , as he knew it, would chiefly by anxiety of mind. The interval

not and could not be expected to yield him between this event and 1809 was occupied

any taste. His marriage was a resolute act by various literary projects and perform

of adherence to his better part ; and if he ances ; and in the spring of the latter year,

suffered through a disregard of natural con- " Gertrude of Wyoming” was published.

ditions, which in his haste he had over. The summer of this year was a mournful

looked, he yet had his reward . one ; he lost his younger boy, Alison. No

III. We have accompanied the young man was ever more strongly marked by the

poet pretty closely up what we may call the paternal instinct ; and this wound was one

gradual and toilsome ascent of his life. He which never ceased to bleed to the end of

has now reached what may be regarded his life. In 1812 he delivered lectures at

as the table-land where the prime of his the Royal Institution, which proved a great

manhond was to be happily spent. It was success, and were the means of opening to

a healthy region ;-the climate, to continue him more important and remunerative em

the metaphor, moderate , the air fresh and ployment as a prose writer than he had yet

pure, the scenery devoid of striking varie- attained. Three years later, a great addi

ties of feature, yet affording more than one tion was made to his comfort by a legacy of

point where even a poet's soul might satiate L.5000 from a Highland cousin, MacArthur

itself with the grandeur of the distance Stewart,-the laird whose larger possessions

opened to its contemplation. But the hap- had, if we are not mistaken, absorbed the

piest feature of the scene was the quiethome, long -departed Kirnan ! It should be an en

where a faithful woman constant in affection couragement to good poets and good sons to

and good sense, kept ever bright a cheerful know that, while his kinsman left his bene

household fire, which , as long as it continued faction to the “ Author of the ‘ Pleasures of

burning, rendered even her sensitive hus. Hope," " he had been heard to mention to

band almost independent of the weather his friends that " little Tommy the Poet”

without. ought to have a legacy, because he had been

But, to drop figure, this period which we so kind to his mother.

have named distinctively the Sydenham pe.. During the two following years he was

riod (although Campbell did not immedi- engaged in an undertaking which had arisen

ately go to reside at that pleasant village ), out of his lectures at the Royal Institution .

is coincident with his married life, - ex . This was his “ Specimens of the British

• tending, therefore , from the autumn of 1803 Poets”.—a work which implies a great deal

(when he was twenty-six ) to 1828, when he more labour in a man of Campbell's fastidi

lost his admirable helpmate. It was a quiet ous, if not always unerring, critical sensi

period , which can be rapidly passed over. bility, than the ordinary reader can easily

Happiness neither says much usually, nor understand . It is and will remain a valu
can much be said about it ; and fortunate is able acquisition . Its chief defect is that

the fimily, as the nation , whosè annals are supplementary character which induces
dull . Campbell, during this quarter of a sometimes the omission of the most charac

century, was in the element which really teristic specimens of a writer, because they
suited him . Protected against his chief may be already generally known ; the in

weaknesses, his position was one which troductory essay must always be reckoned

especially favoured his higher dispositions. among the principal critical exercises of our
He but rarely entered the great London literature. A visit to Germany, in which

world, and was the more respected for his he penetrated as far as Vienna, occupied the

abstinence ; when he did , he returned with first nine months of 1820. Shortly after

added zest to his placens uxor, his family, his return he quitted Sydenham , in order to

his books, and his pleasant and sincere inter- enter on the office of editor (for Colburn ) of
course with accomplished and congenial the New Monthly Magazine. It was at this

friends whom he had made at Sydenham . period that his connection with Mr. Redding
The events which marked this period may commenced ; nor can itbe doubted that the

be shortly mentioned. In 1805 , Charles careless and unmethodical poet greatly
Fox gavehim a pension of L.200 a-year. gained by the business like habits and prac

It is painful to learn that the nation , while tical activity of his colleague. A salary of
bestowingthis bounty of L.200 a -year with L.500 a-year recommended an office which

the right hand, thought fit to deduct L.40 must have owed its attraction rather to that
annually with the left. Even with its de- circumstance than to any consciousness of

ductions , however, his first taste of a fixed peculiar fitness. In plain English,Campbell

income must have been welcome , indeed , to on this occasion , and still more distinctly on

the father of two boys, himself at this time that of his second editorship, sold his name.

9
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It was not a high-minded thing to do ; but say that Campbell ever became, in the strict

Campbell, if he held a fair place among sense of the term , a drunkard ; for he never

those of his day for honourable sentiment, became, to our means of knowledge, the

was not in advance of them . If the pub- habitual slave of stimulants. It is lament

lisher thought fit to fee him , he was ready able enough to be obliged to admit that he

to plead, as he might, the cause. He did grew less and less able to resist the tempta

his best ; but it was not congenial labour. tion to drink when it came in his way. It

However, with the help of Mr.Redding,and would be easy , and only true, to say that he

the effect of the literary prestige of his name was of more excitable brain than other men ;

in drawing contributors round him, he was that he was extraordinarily thoughtless and

-orat least the Magazine was—-successful, inconsiderate in many respects ; that he was

and he continued to edit it for ten years. unhappily to the manner born , and in his

The other events which are chiefly worth early days saw this vice as commonly re

notice in this period are his publication of cognised for a privilege of his sex as well,

“ Theodric ” in 1824 ; his exertions resultinglet us say smoking, at present. But 'why

in the formation of the London University should we make all these reflections? Is

(in the cause of which he paid another visit not the man down ? Let us be satisfied to

to Germany) in 1825 ; and his election and be thankful that we in our generation are
re -election as Lord Rector of Glasgow. not like this poor publican.

While in the midst of a satisfaction measured This, however, did not at once (or ever,

rather, perhaps, by the warmth of old asso- indeed, wholly) quench the generous spirit

ciations than by the actual value of the of the man ; and it was in this last period of

honour, he was painfully reminded ofthe his life that he took up with his wonted ardour

mortal conditions of his triumph by the loss the cause of the Poles. Their wrongs had

of his excellent wife. The happier portion been one of the topics of his youthful de

of his life was ended at the age of fifty. clamation, it may be remembered , in the

IV . Sixteen years, however, yet remained “ Pleasures of Hope ;" and it was character.

to him ; but they were to be years of little istic ofthenature of Campbell,self-contained

satisfaction. Although he still continued to in spite of its wide divergencies, that he

keep house for a twelvemonth or two , his should now in his old age become practically,

home was lost. His unfortunate son, who and even powerfully ( for great is the power

had now for some years been the cause of of speech, whatever Mr. Carlyle may have

the deepest anxiety to his parents, required to say about silence ) , the advocate of that

an attention which the widowed father, with oppressed nationality.

his literary engagements upon him , could Two years after his wife's death—that is,

not afford, and he had to be placed under in 1830 — he and Mr. Redding, almost sim
medical care. If Campbell was ever re- ultaneously, fell out with Mr. Colburn , and

proached as betraying some indifference to resigned the editorship of the New Monthly.

his son's melancholy condition, it was before He enjoyed his emancipation , and laughed

his letters were given to the world. No gaily over the pecuniary sacrifice. A year

parent could have been more feeling, or later he resumed harness as editor of the

more tenderly considerate and anxious about Metropolitan, at a lower salary, and, seeing

the poor youth's comfort. Indeed , his pa- that there was no sincerity in the thing, a

rental feelings were even unusally acute . loss of dignity. The literary works which

The disappointment he experienced in this he executed in the last ten years of his life

son , and the loss of his younger boy, may not partook of the general decline. He wrote a

improbably have been among those shocks Life of Mrs. Siddons, whom he had always

which, together with that of the death of his sincerely admired, as the vivacious tempera

wife, and together , it must painfully be sur- ment always admires the phlegmatic ; he

mised , with the effect of those early impru- edited Shakspeare for Mr. Moxon, with a

dences which, in their origin at least, had prefatory Life, containing, as everything he

been the fault of the customs of the time wrote must contain, much shrewd remark

rather than his own, began now soon to and clever writing, yet indicating too dis

impress a character of premature decline tinctly a failing taste; and , after a visit to

equally on body and mind. The change Algiers in 1834, he arranged hisobservations

was of course gradual; but its progress underthe title of “ Letters from the South.”

casts a melancholy shade over this whole In 1842 he published his last poetical work ,

period. Its indications are to be traced in " The Pilgrims of Glencoe,” accompanied by

divers shapes : one, the saddest of all, his a few copies of occasional verse. It was a

relapse into sins which had been at least flicker in the socket. He was at this time

rare, if not wholly absent, during his married sixty -four, and, after a series of changes of

life .' It would be incorrect,we believe, to lodgings toonumerous to record, and bo
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tic” was

speaking itself, at his time of life, the moral see Gerald and Muir. His magnificent

restlessness under which he suffered, had apostrophe to Nature against Slavery was

recently settled again to housekeeping in the expression of his own sincere indigna

Victoria Square, where he had adopted a tion .* So,again, when he came to construct

niece, in the hope of re-constituting for him the scenery for his other poems, the High

self a home. But the disease had taken too lands of Scotland ,or America, which he had

deep a hold . Some pecuniary anxieties, so long lookedto as not improbably his own

which would have much more prudently future home (as it had at one time been

been met by remaining where he was, deter- that of his parents), supply the locality.
mined him on letting his new house, at a His three noble patriotic odes — those
considerable sacrifice , and seeking a more

" sparkles dire
economical residence in France. The worst Of fierce vindictive song"

evils are those which never happen . The
bear evidence in the same way to his per.

emergency was obviated before it actually
occurred ; but he had been startled off his sonal feeling or experience. He was one of

form , and he could not settle to it again .
those spirits ( far more rare than we suppose)

He crossed the Channel to Boulogne, where distinguished fromthe almost bruteor ,at
who can feel genuine national sentiment as

hefurnished a house in the bleak upper best , childish instincts whichwe are too apt

town. That, indeed, was probably a matter
of small moment : the dry leaf falls,whether to confoundwith true patriotişm ; and “ Ye

the wind blow north, south, east, or west.hisown feelingin prospect of a war with
Mariners of England" was the expression of

He passed a winter of serious ill health, yet
So the “ Battle of the Balquietly looking before and after. He died Russia in 1800.

peacefully in the Spring of 1843, at the age " Lines on MyMistress’ Eyebrow;" and if
as personal an effusion as any

of 66.

He lies among our strangely-assorted as
he had not been present at Hohenlinden,

sembly ofnational worthies in Poet's Corner. which seems doubtful, it was his actual ex

None will grudge him his place.
perience at Ratisbon and Ingoldstadt which

Turning now for the short space yet at
was embodied in that most solemn piece.

our command to Campbell's literary works, this sincerity , was thecharacteristic reality
Connected with, and indeed arising out of,

we find far ampler store of illustration of
the man's own nature than we shall be able of his imagery. His observation,whether

of nature or man , was not marked by anyto use. Every poet, of course illustrates
unusual acuteness; on the contrary, the

himself to a great extent; but many have a
power ofimaginative self-expansion in which points which he seizes in description are

Campbell was wholly wanting. His very and herein lies agreat secret ofhis universal
usually the more obvious characteristics ;

force lay in everything he wrote (speaking
now of these works in which his genius took popularity. Butif he did not see much

more than others see, he yet saw the thingsany part), carrying along with it his own

personalfeeling, his briefbutstrong passion, for granted, because theyexpect them, than
or features which men in general rather take

or his prevailing tenderness, and love of

gentle and domestic interests. Yet he was
actually see . It is astonishing to what an

not one of those whose poetry is only a vails in our bookish time; but, with qualifi
extent this mental substitution for sight pre

metrical autobiography ; he was even spar. cation to be stated , Campbell really used

ing in occasional verse, the truth being, that

though he might often feel the suggestion to
his own eyes. He saw as Homer saw , or as

write, the execution always required an
the shrewd countryman sees whose natural

effort. It was probably one of theelements perceptions are not affected by convertional

of his success, that he subordinated his feel
* Perhaps the logic of theimagination wasnever

ings to subjects, and on these bestowed serious more splendidly employed than in the lines alluded

labour. Nevertheless, the subjects and their to. It is :npossible to resist quoting them:

filling up were derived alike from his per
“ Eternal Nature ! when thy giant hand

sonal sympathies and sentiments. The
dad heaved the floods, and fixed the trembling

land,

bloodiest picture in the Book of Time" When life sprang startling at thy plastic call,
was painted so vividly, because he really Endless her forms, and man the lord of all,

thought it guh. The young
man who de

Say! was that lordly form inspired by Thee

claimed w eloquently about Hampden and To wear eternal chains and bow the knee ?"

Desi - as the youth who four or five years Pleasures of Hope, B. I.

before had begged his mother to give him As we are in duty bound to be critical, it may just

three shillings that he might spenda couple be observed that“ plastic call” isa barely allowable,
of days in Edinburgh (a walk, there and line would beall the better if the order of the twoand decidedly not happy license, and that the last

back, of nèar an hundred miles ), in order to propositions it contains were interchanged.

VOL . XXXII .
D-12
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fictions. This earnestness even betrayshim of imagination ; others have had far deeper

sometimes into a certain simplicity, which philosophic insight ; others, again, have
in his stiff language the point which more achieved in far greater perfection that grace

than any other betrayed the Scot — sounds of form which he made the principal object

rather amusing. Who can help smiling at of his artistic effort, — nay , others have pos

the description of “ Young Henry Walde sessed in fuller sweetness that tenderness of

grave,” in the Second Part of Gertrude of feeling which was the prevalent characteristic

Wyoming of his genius ; but no English poet has ever

“ She her lovely face rendered , as he has, national sentiments in

Uplift on one whose lineaments and frame that language of passion at white heat— the

Wore youth and manhood's intermiogled grace : passion that Rings off no sparks, and makes

Iberian seemed his boot. His robe the saine, no noise, but glows and is still — in which

And well the Spanish plume his lofty looks be Campbell had the power to exhibit them .

came.” — (St. xiii . ) And they live , and will live . Many poets

He was by no means incapable in general have endeavored to fix themselves on their

of smiling himself at this amusing introduc- country's national life -- it is a natural and

tion of Spanish leather into the crisis of a worthy ambition — by taking up the senti

romance ; but the fact was, he, in his imag- ment of their epoch, and uttering it in verse.

ination, saw the thing , and he was too Milton did to someextent,— Dryden, Cow .

deeply engaged in the feeling of the scene ley, a host of others ; but somehow the

to notice the incongruity . It was as a man fashion fadeth away . We read the verses

may misspell when he is writing under now,—we acknowledge their stateliness and

strong excitement. But the most usual way dignity, or their grace and felicity ; but the

in which this absence, or rather absorption , feeling is no longer in them — it is the caput

ofmind is evidenced is in the extravagantly mortuum of patriotism . Ghosts may toss
bad English in which, under stress of rhyme up their plumed beavers or their cocked hats

separate in combination, he for all we know, as they hear us read out the
ventures sometimes to indulge. What sounding couplets ; but our wide -awakes can

would Jeffrey have said to Wordsworth if stay quietly on our cool brows, and before

he had talked of a “ desolated panther” (G. we think of taking them off we look up and

of W. , I. 17 ) , or a “ ruinous walk” (Lines consult the weather. But though Campbell's

on Visiting a Scene in Argyllshire) . What odes are, in fact, now half a century old —a

is the meaning of a “ dark unwarming hundred ages, as it may be, and is in our

shade ?" (the Beech- Tree's Petition ) . Shade case, measured by change of taste and feel.

is not expected to give warmth. What is ing — they are as fresh and glowing as ever.

“ a tree-rocked cradle ?" .(G. ofW., I. 23) . They are the old wine that is better. The

According to ordinary rules of language, it fashion in which his genius was inspired to

must be a cradle rocked by a tree. The clothe his sentiments is of that moulding
“fresh - blown air ” (G. of W., II. 8) is only which never grows quaint, and thetemporary

a trifle better. But Gertrude of Wyoming is lost in the permanent, as the grand arch

alone would supply many more expressions speaks to the triumph a thousand years after

as awkward and unjustifiable as these. The its inscriptions have ceased to be legible.

extraordinary natural history which has Who, as with arm extended and flashing eye,

conferred not only the “ desolated panther," he now recites that noble boast
but the flamingo, the aloe, and the palm on

“ Britannia needs no bulwark,

Pennsylvania,as, in the Pleasures of Hope, No towers along the steep ,”
the tiger on the shores of Lake Erie, has

often been observed on , and the original er- who ever thinks now that Campbell meant

ror is probably to be explained on similar that it was needless to build Martello

grounds. His maintaining the importations towers ? which was the mode of fortification

is to be referred to another feelinge it was then in progress. But the bard was a

in Campbell's way to alter and alter again , prophet then, and was wiser than he knew.

and scarce ever to be satisfied that he had it belonged precisely to the simplicity and

corrected enough , as long as the poem was stroightforwardness of the man that he

on the anvil . Once off and cold ,he wouldshoula 'ay hold onthe actual and temporary

have no more to say to it. He was tired of feature, ana equally to his pasion to fuse

it -- his imagination could not,and would it,and leavelv for future time simply a
not, warm again to the remoulding heat. sparkling crystal in ahe granite mass.

But if his earnestness sometimes betrayed It would be easy to carry this illustration

him , it was to this he owed that power of into far greater detail, but we refrain, and

intense expression which makes his verse with his genius as such we have on this oc

immortal. Others have had far wider scope casion nothing to do. We have been care .
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fully guarding our eyes from the dazzling, 4. The Society of Friends : an Inquiry into

effulgence ofthat great gift, in order fairly the Causes of its Weakness as a Church,

to appreciate Campbell as a man. And if By JOSEPH Joan Fox, Fellow of the Sta

our view of him be true, we have surely ex- tistical Society . Crown 8vo.

hibited a man well worthy of the admiration 5. Essay on the Society of Friends , being

of all those who do not retain their admira- an Inquiry into the Causes of their

tion till they find humanity in perfect sym- Diminished Influence and Numbers. By

metry. To such symmetry even, it might SAMUEL FOTHERGILL. Crown 8vo .

be maintained, Campbell's character puts 6. The Hibernian Essay on the Society of

forth a stronger claim than might at first Friends, and the Causes of their Declen

appear to those who do not sufficiently ex: sion . By a Friend of the Friends.

amine the nature of his failings. There are 7. The Quakers, or Friends ; their Rise
failings which really flaw the nature ; there and Decline.

are others or they may be the same in an . 8. The Society ofFriends ; its Strength and

other degree- which are only superficial. its Weakness,

The one may be compared to the derange. 9. An Honest Confession of the Cause of

ment of the centre of gravity, which should Decadence in the Society of Friends, with

send the body out of its true course ; the a Glance at a Few of the “ Peculiarities"

other to the clouds which may darken its of the Society. By a MEMBER.

surface, but have no power to affëct its orbit. 10. Nehushtan : a Letter, addressed to the

Campbell's weaknesses were undeniably of Members of the Society of Friends, on

the latter kind ; they did painfully obscure their Peculiarities of Dress and Language.

at times his happiness, but they were power . 11. Essay on the Decline of the Society.

less to influence in any perceptible degree " Quantum Mutatus !"

his moral constitution. We are not at- 12. A Letter to a Friend : being an Exam

tempting here to salve ugly sores by con- ination of a Pamphlet entitled,

ventional charities, but endeavouring to do Principle of Ancient Quakerism considered

simple justice to a human being, and to mo- with reference to the supposed Decadenco

rality itself. His character, if it may be of the Society of Friends. "

judged by the evidence of his general life,

conversation, and letters, as reported, was Early in the year 1858, the following quaint

undoubtedly in many respects at its ripest advertisement appeared in many of our

when this grievous blemish was plainest and periodicals :

even largest on its face. But let his frailties

be granted and estimated at their heaviest, " SOCIETY OF FRIENDS. - PRIZE

there remains enough to justify the world in
ESSAY.

the value it placed upon him , a value

“ A GENTLEMAN who laments that, not

shown by the fact, that, sixteen years after withstanding the population of the UnitedKing

his death, his friends are still producing dom has more than doubled itself in the last fifty

theirrecollections of him, and men are well- years, the Society of Friends is less in number

disposed to listen to them . Qualities of a than at the beginning of the century ; and who

rare beauty were set in him in a framework believes that the Society at one time bore a power

of sterling worth . If the scale of the latter ful witness to the world concerning some of the

was not great, the gems were of the finest errors to which it is most prone, and some of the

truths which are the most necessary to it ; and

water“; and humanity must be much richer that this witness bas been gradually becoming

in noble examples than she is, before we can more and more feeble, is anxious to obtain light

cease to reckon Campbell, with all his faults respecting the causes of this change. He offers

and failings, as other than a rare and beauti- a PRIZE OF ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS

ful specimen of his race .
for the best ESSAY that shall be written on the

subject, and a PRIZE of FIFTY GUINEAS

for the one next in merit. He has asked three

gentlemen, not members of the Society of Friends,

to pronounce judgment on the Essays which shall

be sent to them . They have all some acquaint

Art. II .-1 . Quakerism , Past and Present. ance with the history of the Society, and some

By John S. RowNTREE. Post 8vo. Prize interest in its existing members ; and as they are

Essay . likely to regard the subject from different points

2. The Peculium .
By Thomas Hancock. of view , he trusts that their decision will be im

Post 8vo. Prize Essay.
partial; that they will not expect to find their

3. A Fallen Faith : being a Historical, Re- that they will choose the one which exhibits the
own opinions represented in the Essays ; and

ligious, and Sociopolitical Sketch of the most thought and Christian earnestness, whether

Society of Friends. By EDGAR SHEP- it is favourable or unfavourable to the Society,

PARD, M.D. Crown 8vo. whether it refers the diminution of its influence to
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degeneracy, to something wrong in the original Society from which he believes he has de

constitution of the body, to the rules which it has rived many social and intellectual benefits.
adopted for its government, or to any extraneous

Of Mr. Hancock, the other successful

“ Rev. F. D. MAURICE , Chaplain of Lin . competitor, we wish to speak with respect.

coln's Ion ; Professor J. P. NICHOL, Glasgow ;
His essay , though disfigured with a mystical

and Rev. E. S. PRYCE, Gravesend, have agreed jargon, is written in a fresh, bold, and

to Act as Adjudicators.'
vigorous style. He professes to be an ar

dent admirer of Dr. Pusey, and we fear he

More than seventy essays, we have heard, is far on his way to Rome. He has studied

were sent in , and many of them of great deeply the writings of the early Friends ;

length. The labour, therefore, of the adju- and whilst he finds much in their history to

dicators must have been great indeed . admire and commend, he regards the mo

From a comparison of the selected essays dern Quakers as a degenerate race, and

with those not thought worthy of the prize, rejoices in the prospect of their certain and

several of which have been published, we speedy extinction. As we wish to look at

are disposed fully to acquiesce in the sound the whole subject from our own point of

ness of their decision. We have not often view, we can do no more than call the at

felt called upon to notice prize essays, al- tention of our readers to the other works

though our literature has of late been more quoted above.

and more cumbered with these productions. In all periods of ecclesiastical history

Prize essays and prize poemsare necessarily and it is nowhere more clearly evident than

for the most part unworthy of publication . in the Epistolary books of the New Testa

Very good as forming a part of an academ- ment—there has been in the world of faith

ical course, in training the young student to a continual struggle between two opposing

the use of his weapons, they seldom possess tendencies — the FORMAL and the SPIRITTAL.

much claim to an extended existence . All The great mass of mankind , though occupied

eat works must be written con amore. with worldly pursuits and pleasures, are

The mind is struck with an idea, it germi- ever willing to respect religious observances,

nates , study enriches it, fancy adorns it, and their forms and ceremonies, the efficacy

until, in the course of time, it is given to of which has always been overrated by

the world in its perfection of form and ecclesiastics. On the other hand , men from

beauty . How interesting it is to be told time to time have arisen, with strong de

by Gibbon, that “ it was when he was mus. votional natures, penetrated with the im

ing in the ruins of the Capitol , while the portance of a spiritual life, and longing for

barefooted friars were singing vespers in the a closer intercourse with God. These have

Temple of Jupiter, that the idea of writing ever been the champions, and too often the

the decline and fall of the city first started to martyrs, of the spiritual priöciple. From

hismind.” The motive arising from the hope the end of the second century to the time

of L.100 is not likely to act in the minds of of the Reformation, the views adopted by

the highest order. Writers of matured in such men led very generally to monastic

tellect and established reputation will not seclusion . Imagining it impossible to enjoy

turn from their path to contend for such a communion with God whilst mixing with

prize, and it will too often be given to the the world in its pursuits and pleasures, they

intellectual tyro, who works without convic- retired into the wilderness ,and spent their

tion , and looks only for his fee. We are days in contemplation and in mortification

disposed to depart from our rule in the case of carnal appetites.

of these essays on the Society of Friends, From age to age, for more than a thou

which are written with unusual earnestness sand years, both the Greek and Latin

and ability, on a topic just now of peculiar Church, which were not only founded and
interest to many. With the consent of the consolidated , but also corrupted , by the

donor, an equal prize of 100 guineas was temporal power, went on increasing in pomp

given to Mr. Rowntree of York , and Mr. and arrogance, until the services performed

Hancock of Nottingham, both names pre. by priests, in gorgeous dresses, in splendid

viously unheard in the literary world. temples, amidst clouds of incense, sur

These gentlemen take up the subject from rounded by paintings and images, and in

the most opposite points of view . Mr. words unintelligible to the hearers, resem

Rowntree, whose essay is written with great bled much more the system of Budhism ,

care and considerable force and precision of than the simple religion established by the

language, is evidently well acquainted with disciples of Christ. The priest, more and

Quakerism , both past and present. He has more attaching sanctity to mere office, gra

been brought up in the midst of it, and writes dually usurped the seat of the Master, as

with a feeling of sadness for the decline ofa the ignorance of the people increased, unti!,
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in pope and patriarch alike, that “Man of still addicted to their sports and pastimes,

Sin was revealed, who opposeth and exalteth were, of course, discontented.

himself above all that is called God , or that The public mind had become ripe for

is worshipped ." Still there were in every some new development of religious feeling.

age faithful witnesses , like stars scattered When the war was over , and the unconquer

here and there in the heavens, whose light able army of Cromwell, whose cry in the

shone before men, who nobly advocated the hour of battle had been, “ Let the Lord

primitive spirituality and simplicity of the arise, and let His enemies be scattered ! ”

Christian faith, and protested against pre- the recreations of whose officers were prayer

vailing corruption. The Waldenses, in the and religious exercises, society was in a

Western Church, will occur to every one ; state of the most violent fermentation.

while, in the Greek Church, a constant suc- Anabaptists, Fifth Monarchy men , Level

cession of sects, described, by their enemies lers, Socinians, pure Republicans, contended

for the most part, and classed by historians, together in a chaos of opinion . The more

without much discrimination , as mystics, enthusiastic generally expected that a new

performed the same function. These oc- era was about to commence; and even the

casional outbursts of the purer life lacked practical , vigorous mind of Cromwell, was

permanency, from want of organization. inflamed with the conviction that the reign

At length came the art of printing, and the of the saints was at hand . In his speech to

Reformation . The Bible was circulated in the Barebone Parliament, he says , “ I con

the language of the people. Mind , coming fess I never looked to see such a day as this,

out of a long and dreary imprisonment , it may be nor you neither, when Jesus

walked forth, on its great work. In Eng- Christ should be so owned as He is in this

land , the reformation of the church, taken in day in this work . Jesus Christ is owned

hand by Henry VIII ., of whom Luther, with this day by the call of you ; and you own

homely wit, said , “ he was a king, with a Him , by your willingness to appear for

pope in his belly," and consolidated by his Him. And you manifest this, as far as poor

famous daughter, who, with all her great- creatures may do, to be a day of the power

ness of character, inherited many of her of Christ. I know you will remember that

father's prejudices, retained as much of Po. Scripture, ' He makes His people willing in

pish pomp and ceremony, and hierarchical the day of His power. ' God manifests this

influence, as a people with the Bible in their to be the day of the power of Christ ; hav

hands would tolerate,-a fatal error, from ing .through so much blood and so much

which the Church of England is still suffer- trial, as hath been upon these nations, made

ing. Its effects were immediately apparent. this to be one of the great issues thereof :

The most pious and zealous reformers were to have His people called to the supreme

at once thrown into opposition , and the old authority .”

struggle revived with renewed intensity. In thesame year in which Charles I. was

After raging for more than a century, the beheaded , George Fox commenced his

cause of the Puritans triumphed , and the preaching in the Vale of Belvoir. His journal,

crown and mitre were trampled in the dust. a work of extraordinary interest, contains a

During this particular period, however, the full and minute account of the rise and estab

purely spiritual element did not promi. lishment ofQuakerism , an affecting narrative

nently and directly display itself. The con- of his own intense mental conflicts, and much

troversy turned mostly upon forms of that curiously illustrates the spirit and pro

church government, dresses, festivals, and ceedings of that extraordinary period. If

ceremonies, though some of those points of the epistles and lengthy manifestoes were

doctrine began to be discussed which were omitted, and this curious work republished

soon to divide the Protestant Church into by a judicious editor, it would , even in the
Arminian and Calvinistic parties . present day , be a readable, if not a very

Southey asserts, that all revolutions are popular volume. It is, on the whole, to be

brought about by the zeal and energy of a regretted, mainly for the sake of English

minority ; and this was certainly true with literature, that Dr. Southey did not fulfil his

respect to the Puritan triumph. No sooner intention of writing the Life ofGeorge Fox,

was the victory won , than the discordant for which it is well known he had collected

elements, which a common cause had for a materials. With characteristic amiability,

time combined together, began to appear in at the entreaty of some influential members

conflict. The stern rule of the conquering of theSociety, who feared that ridicule would

party became distasteful to the people. So- fall upon the sect, he desisted from his in

ciety could not be comfortable, in the tight tention. Instead , therefore, of a full and

and rigid bands with which they attempted copious life, written by a man whose liber

to confine it : the mass of the community, ality, sensibility, and enthusiasm would have

the
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His re

well qualified him to do justice to a singular inventions and worldly doctrines, by which

character, we have now, for the guidance of they blew the people about this way and the

public opinion, two pages by Lord Macaulay, other way, from sect to sect, and from all

in which he throws together everything that their beggarly rudiments, with their schools

tends to lower the character of George Fox . and colleges, for making ministers of Christ;

Mackintosh and Coleridge formed opinions and from all their images and crosses, and

of George Fox very different from those of sprinkling of infants ; with all their holidays

Macaulay ; and if Southey had written his and all their vain traditions, which the Lord's

life, we should have possessed a work by power was against ; in the dread and autho

which he would have been made well known . rity of which Iwas moved to declare against

The testimony of William Penn , tinged, them , and against all that preached not freely,

however, by all the partiality of friendship, as being such as had not received freely from

is worth quoting. Speaking of George Fox, Christ.” He tells us he would go into or
he says : “ fie was a man that God endued chards or the fields alone with his Bible. He

with a clear and wonderful depth , a discerner could not join himself to any sect.

of other men's spirits, and very much a mas- lations were much troubled, and by their
ter of his own. And truly I must say, that advice he went to one priest after another.

though God had visibly clothed him with a " One,” he says, bade him take tobacco and

divine preference and authority, and, indeed , sing psalms, “ but tobacco was a thing I did

his very presence expressed a religious ma- not love, and psalms I was not in a state to

jesty , yet he never abused it, but held his sing.” " Another," one Macham, a priest in

place in the Church of God with great meek- high account, “ would needs give me some

ness, and a most engaging humility and physic, and Iwas to have been let blood ;

moderation . I write by knowledge, and not but they could not get one drop of blood

report, having been with him for weeks and from me either in arms or head, my body

months together on divers occasions, and being, as it were, dried up with sorrows,

those of the nearest andmost exercising na- grief, and trouble, which were so great upon

ture, by night and day, by sea and land , in me that I could have wished I had never

this and in foreign countries; and I can say, been born , or that I had been born blind,

I never saw him out of his place, or not a that I might never have seen wickedness or

match for every service or occasion. He vanity ; and deaf, that I might never have

so meek, contented , modest, easy , heard vain and wicked words, or the Lord's

steady, tender, it was a pleasure to be in his name blasphemed .”. No wonder he was
company,,-a most merciful man , as ready considered a desirable recruit for the Puri

to forgive as unapt to take or give offence . tan army, and was strongly urged to become

I have been surprised at his questions and a trooper, buthe looked to other work. “ At
answers in natural things, that, whilst he was the command of God , on the 9th of 7th

ignorant of useless and sophistical science, month 1643, I left myrelations, and broke

he had in him the foundation of useful and off all familiarity or fellowship with old or

commendable knowledge, and cherished it young." For more than four years he con

everywhere . Civil beyond all forms of breed-tinued in this state of high excitement, and

ing in his behaviour ; very temperate, eating in 1647 says: “ During all this time I was

little,and sleeping less,though abulkyperson ." never joined in profession of religion with

“ George Fox," says Carlyle, “ in his suit any, but gave myself up to the Lord , having

of leather, independent of mankind, looks forsaken all evil company, and taken leave

down into the soft Vale of Belvoir : do not of father and mother, and all other relations,

the whispering winds and green fields, do and travelled up and down as a stranger in

not the still smoke pillars from those poor the earth, taking a chamber to myself in the

cottages under the eternal firmament say, town where I came, and tarrying sometimes

George, canst thou do nothing for us ? a month ,more or less, in a place; for I durst

George, wilt thou not help us from the wrath not stay long in any place, being afraid both

to come? George finds in the Vale of Bel- of professor and profane. For which reason

voir a very tender people.” Men were every . I kept myself much as a stranger, seeking

where craving for freedom and for peace. heavenly wisdom , and getting knowledge

Puritanism , flushed by victory, and intoxi- from the Lord . Though my exercises and

cated by power, in too many instances began trouble were very great, yet were they not

to rest in mere outward forms. Without so continued but that I had some intermis

any clearly defined system of his own, or sions, and was sometimes brought into such

any ambition to be the founder of a sect, a heavenly joy, that I thought I had been in

George Fox tells us that his “ preaching was Abraham's bosom . As I cannot declare the

to bring people off from Jewish ceremonies, misery I was in , it was so great and heavy

and from heathenish fables, and from man's upon me; so neither can I set forth the

was

.
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mercies of God with me in all my misery. or dost thou call this mixed multitude a

Oh, the everlasting love of God to mysoul church ? But instead of answering me, he

when I was in great distress ! When my asked mewhat a church was. I told him

trouble and torment were great, then was the Church was the pillar and ground of

His love exceeding great. Thou, Lord , truth, made up of living stones, living mem

makest the fruitful field a barren wilderness, bers of a spiritual household , which Christ

and a barren wilderness a fruitful field. was the head of ; but He was not the head

Thou bringest down and settest up, Thou of a mixed multitude,* or of an old house

killest and makest alive ; all honour and made up of lime, stones, and wood. This

glory be to Thee, oh Lord of Glory ; the set them all on fire; the priest came down

knowledge of Thee in the Spirit is life, but out of the pulpit, and others out of their

that knowledge which is fleshly works death. ” pews, and the dispute thus was marred . But

“ Then camepeople from far and near to see I went to a great inn, and there disputed the

me, but I was fearful of being drawn out thing with the priests and professors of all

by them , yet I was made to speak and open sorts. And I maintained the true Church,

things to them . The workof the Lord went on and the true Head thereof, over the heads of

in some, and my sorrows and troubles began them all, till they all gave out and fled

to wear off, and tears of joy dropped from away." Carlyle says : Enormous sacred

me, so that I could have wept night and day self-confidence was none of the least of his

with tears of joy to the Lord, in humility attainments." We cannot allow any man
and brokenness of heart ; for I had been to set up a claim to infallibility , and we may

brought through the very ocean of darkness be permitted coolly to investigate and criti

and death , and through and over the power cise the claims and character of any of our

of Satan, by the eternal glorious power of fellow -men ;, and doing so, we cannot fail to

Christ." * In the journal of George Foxwe see that George Fox was travelling on a

occasionally meet with vivid pictures,graphic- perilous road . He began to believe that the

ally illustrating the times. Thus, in 1648, light was leading him not only to understand

he tells us there was at Leicester “ a dispute all the mysteries of the spiritual , but to

wherein Presbyterians, Independents, Bap- fathom all the depths of the natural world ;

tists, and Common Prayer men, were all that he was above all professors, and that

concerned. The meeting was in the steeple-not only priests, but lawyers, doctors, and

house, and thither I was moved of the Lord schoolmasters, were as dead men under his

to go and be amongst them . I heard their feet. By degrees a judgment naturally cool ,

discourse and reasonings, some being in and a considerable endowment of common

pews and the priest in the pulpit, abundance sense, brought him to view everything more

of people being gathered together. At last soberly ; probably the terrible example of

one woman asked a question out of Peter, James Naylor, who about this time had

what that birth was, a being born again of joined him , and whose fervid eloquence was

incorruptible seed by the Word of God, that causing crowds of enthusiastic admirers to

liveth and abideth for ever ? ' And the priest follow him , may have produced a salutary

said to her, “ I permit not a woman to speak effect. George Fox was exposed to the

in the church, though he had before given same danger, and the almost idolatrous, if

liberty for any to speak . Whereupon I was not blasphemous flattery, particularly of his

wrapped up as in a rapture in the Lord's most enthusiastic female followers, was

power, and I stepped up and asked the priest, enough to fill any ordinary mortal with

Dost thou call this steeple-house a church ? spiritual pride and arrogance. That he la

boured under delusions, and a state of ex

* Thus Whitfield describes himself as baving all citement in which reason was in danger of

sensible comforts withdrawn from him , overwhelmed

with a horrible fearfulness and dread, all power of

meditation or even thivking taken away,hismemory troversy on the Headship ;and suggestive.
* A form of expression much used in a recent con

gone, his whole soul barren and dry, and his sensa

tious like those of a man locked up iniron armour, Margaret Fell, who some yearsafterwards became
+ The following somewhat profane letter from

"God only knows," he says, how many nights I
bave lain upon my bed groaning under what I felt. bis wife, and signed by several other zealous follow

Whole days and weeks have I spent in lying prog- ers, is sufficient to prove this assertion :

trate on the ground in silent or vocal prayer.” An OUR DEAR FATHER IN THE LORD ,—For though we

illoess came on, and he says: — " About the end of have ten thousand justructors in Christ, yet we have

the seventh week, after having underg ne innumer- pot many fathers; for in Christ Jesus thou hast be

able buffetings of Satan, God was pleased at length gotten us through the gospel, eternal praises be to

to remove my heavy load. But oh with what joy, our father. We ihy babes with one consent being

joy unspeakable, even joy that was full and big with gathered together in the power of the Spirit; ihou

glory, was my soul filled, when the weight of siu being present with us, our souls doth thirst and lan
went off, At first my joy was like a spring-tide, and, guish after thee, and doth challenge that right that

as it were, overflowedthe banks." we have in thee, O thou bread of life ; without which
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being utterly overthrown, the following ex. to do so ; and then after I had washed my

traordinary passage from the journal will feet, I put on my shoes again .” There is

abundantly testify : - “ As I was walking nothing else so extraordinary as this in the

along with several friends, I lifted up my journalofGeorge Fox, and to have permitted

head, and I saw three steeple houses, and its publication is no small evidence of the

they struck at my life. I asked what place honesty and good faith of those who gave

that was, and they said Lichfield . Inme- the extraordinary narrative to the world.

diately the word of the Lord came to me We may claim the right of making this use

that I must go thither. As soon as they of such a passage ; it leaves us at liberty to

(the Friends) were gone I stept away, and call in question his other views. He no

went by my eye over hedge and ditch till I doubt brought forward several important

came within a mile of Lichfield, where in a points in the Christian system ,which its pro

great field there were shepherds keeping fessors had entirely lost sight of or over

their sheep. Then I was commanded by the looked ; the conclusions to which he came

Lord to pull offmy shoes. I stood still , for on the subject of oaths, war, etc., have been

it was winter, and the word of the Lord was sanctioned by the approval of philosophie

like a fire in me. So I put off my shoes and statesmen , and many of his views on the

left them with the shepherds; and the poor spirituality of religion have received the as.

shepherds trembled and were astonished ; sent of thoughtfuland devout men of every
then I walked in about a mile, and as soon sect. We must allow to his teaching the

as I was within the city , the word of the Lord great 'merit of holding up without flinching

came to me again , saying, ' Cry , woe unto the duty of making the gospel a practical

the bloody city of Lichfield .' So I went up moral code. It called on the servant of

and down the street, crying with a loud voice, Christ to take up the cross and follow where

Woe to the bloody city of Lichfield. It being ever his Master might lead ; but, at the

market-day, I went into the market-place, and same time, he sowed the seeds of weakness

to and fro in the several parts of it, and in his system , by descending to ininor ques

made stand, crying as before, Woe to the tions, and giving so much importance to non

bloody city of Lichfield , and no one laid, essentials, that some of his scruples and

hands on me ; but as I went thus crying peculiarities were proofs rather of a morbidly

through the streets, there seemed to me to excited conscience than of a sound and en

be a channel of blood running down the lightened judgment.

street, and the market-place appeared like a The preaching of George Fox had drawn

pool of blood . When I had declared what together men whose object was not very

was upon me, and felt myself clear, I went clearly defined,-men who at first had no

out of the town in peace, and returning to ambition to found a sect or a system , but

the shepherds gave them some money, and who believed their views destined to pervade

took my shoes then off again. But the fire society , and that the true light was about to

of the Lord was so in myfeet, and all over shine in the world with a new splendour. A

me, that I did not matter to put my shoes paper in the handwriting of Thomas Aldam ,

on any more, and was at a stand whether I one of the most influential of George Fox's

should or not, till I felt freedom of the Lord earlier followers, issued from a yearly meet

ing held at the house of John Crook , a jus

bread, our souls will starve. Oh, for evermore give tice of the peace in Bedfordshire in the year
us this bread , and take pity on us, whom thou hast 1657, is considered the first document on
nursed up with the breasts of consolation. On our what the Friends call "

life, our desire is to see theeagain, thatwe may be Theconcluding sentence runsas follows, and
THEIR DISCIPLINE ."

refreshed and established, and so have life more

abundantly. And let not that beastly power which shows how cautious these earliest Friends

brings us in bondage separate thy bodily presence were not to impose a yoke upon or cramp

from us, who reigns as king above it, and would re- the freedom of their fellow -professors :

joice to see thy kingly powerberetriumph over it: “ Dearly beloved Friends, these things we
Oh, our dear nursing father, we hope thou wilt not

leave us comfortless, but will come again. Though do not lay upon you as a rule or form to

that sorrow be for a time, yet joy cometh in the walk by, but that all with a measure of the

morning. Oh our life, we hope to see thee again, light, which is pure and holy, may be guided ;

that our joy may be full ; for in thy presence is ful, and so in the light walking and abiding, these
ness of joy, and wbere thou dwell is pleasure for

O thou fountain of eternal life, our souls things may be fulfilled in the spirit,not in

thirst after thee ; for in thee alone is our life and the letter ; for the letter killeth, but the

peace, and without thee we have no peace ; for our spirit giveth life. ” Many years after this,

souls are much refreshed by seeing thee, and our in 1676, George Fox says : “ I was moved

life is preserved by thee, O thou father of eternal to travel about the nation again to recom

felicity . — MARGARET FELL, THOMAS SALTHOUSE, ANN

ALVÉrton, Mary ASKEN,MARGARET FELL,BRIDGET mend:toFriendsthe setting up of the quar

FELL, WILLIAM CATON. terly and monthly meetings in all counties,

evermore.
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for looking after the poor, taking care for It would almost appear as if there were

orderly proceedings in marriage, and other some truth in the supposition, that at certain

matters relating to the Church of Christ.” regularly recurring periods, the soul of man

And we may consider that at this time, or awakes under the stimulus of new impulses,

about thirty years after the first preaching and bears fruit in heroio actions, works of

of George Fox, the Society of Friends was original genius, and great political and re

organized and settled very much in the form ligious reformations; but in a few years
all

in which it still exists .
is again stagnant, apathetic, and common

Before entering on an inquiry into the place . Revivals, which are harbingers of a

causes of the decline of Quakerism , we must better age, and which appear the appointed

remark that it is a common error to suppose means for carrying on the work of righteous

it to be of recent date. A full consideration ness in the earth , comparable to the Spirit

of the subject, and considerable investigation of God breathing on the waters and bringing

into the history of the Society, has led to a a new creation in power and freshness out

conviction that the decline of Quakerism , in of chaos, are the days of the Lord's power ;

the sense in which we commonly use the and well will it be for the world when , in

term , was as sudden almost as its rise, and these times of refreshing, man shall be less

that at the beginning of the eighteenth cen- intent on his own selfish objects, and more

tury the number of those who were esteemed willing to forward his Master's cause . If, as

its professors had greatly diminished . The we believe, the strength of Quakerisin in its

small size of the meeting-houses scattered early days was in the ruraldistricts, it is the

about the country, which were mostly built less surprising that it should so soon have

about this period, is sufficient proof that the lost much of its early vigour and spirit ; for

congregations were not large. Of the mul- it cannot admit of a doubt that the agricul

titudes who were drawn together by the fer- tural population in England has not only re

vid eloquence of George Fox, Edward Bur- latively but positively fallen from the con

roughs, and William Penn, comparatively dition in which it once flourished during the
few , we believe, became members of the So- 17th century. We are told that when

ciety . We read in Fox's journal of large Hampden and the other members were

meetings and great “ convincements” in out- threatened by the king with imprisonment,

of-the -way parts of the rural districts, where 4000 freeholders rode up from Buckingham

it is now difficult to imagine a meeting of shire to guard the person of their member,

any kind to be held . Thiswasin great part a degree of public spirit hardly to be con

due to that extraordinary and widespread ceived of in that county in the present day.

excitement to which wehave before alluded . But the decline in feeling, public spirit, and

Fifty years after these eloquent preachers enthusiasm was not peculiar to the rural dis

had passed away from the scenes of their tricts ; it is impossible to imagine a more

labours, the prospects which the opening dreary period than the reigns of the two first

dawnof Quakerism held forth were clouded; Georges. Literary men , no longer the col

promises hopeful to the sect had not been leagues or companions of Prime Ministers,

fulfilled; the system ofbirth membership had were in the condition of squalid misery, so

filled the Society with lukewarm professors ; vividly depicted in the history of the early

it ceased to be aggressive,and those who had days of Johnson. The Church was sunk in

renounced all forms became the most formalof slothful , if not infidel indifference, and the

professors: rules of discipline were perfected, private character of her primates, was not

but the spirit of the early Friends had en. free from reproach : in the State, Prime

tirely left the body. If we look at the his- Ministers like Walpole and Grafton cared

tory of the Church, this ought not to surprise not to veil the immoralities of their private

us ; indeed, it is the lot of humanity ,and we lives from public observation . Everything

find the same character stamped in the life springing from a noble enthusiasm was in

of nations on their moral, political, and liter. such times likely to decay ; and Quakerism

ary progress . There is a want of perma- shared only in the common degradation ; the

nency in all the efforts of mere, enthusiasm : descendants of the Penns, the Penningtons,

the progress of mankind is not steady , per- and the Ellwoods, became sporting squires

sistent, and constant, like the growth of a and cattle-dealing farmers. Their children ,

tree ; we see sudden outbreaks of vigour, miserably educated, cut off very much from

followed by periods of evident languor and intercourse with refined society in the me

decay. Wemay have faith in the fact, and tropolis, leading an isolated existence, fell

yet with our limited faculties not be able to into immoral habits ; and the records of the

see, how all is tending to Society through these dark middle ages

That far-off divine event prove a sadly declining condition . What

To which the whole creation moves.. were called consistent Friends were formal.
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ists without zeal , and the description given , diligent reading of the Scriptures was earn

by Coleridge was too applicable to the So- estly recommended, and the influence and

ciety at large. He says : “ Modern Qua- respectability of the Society in every way

kerism is like one of those gigantic trees was extended and secured. The fifty years

which are seen in the forests of North Ame- which followed the establishment of Ack

rica, apparently flourishing, and preserving worth School may be considered the halcyon

all its greatest stretch and spread of branches; days of the Society of Friends. The con

but when you cut through an enormously sistent Quakers during this period were the

thick and gnarled bark you find the whole intelligent, moderately-enthusiastic profes

inside hollow and rotten . Modern Quaker- sors of their faith. They gave themselves

ism , like such a tree, stands upright by help to steady assertion of the rights of conscience

of its inveterate bark alone. Bark a Qua- and the extension of civil and religious lib.

ker, and he is a poor creature.” erty, and were ready to unite without

Such, then , was the state of the Society sectarian jealousy in every project for im

of Friends towards the end of the last proving the condition and lessening the suf

century ; but about that time a decided ferings of their fellow -men . The name, no

revival took place. The impulse given by longer one of reproach , but honoured in the

the labours of Wesley and Whitfield vibrat- persons of William Allen, Elizabeth Fry,

ed through every part of the Protestant Thomas Shillitoe, and William Forster,

world. In the Church of England it was opened to its possessors access to every

seen in the influence of Newton, Simeon , condition of humanity, from the monarch

and Wilberforce, and in the Society of on his throne to the lonely captive in his

Friends the ministry assumed a more scrip- cell. Even in missionary enterprizes the

tural and evangelical tone. The want of Society took a part, and some of its leading

scripture knowledge had been felt and la ministers visited the dark places of the earth.

mented , and the excellent school at"Ack. The zeal, intelligence, and mental activity of

worth was established by the zeal and liber. the Friends led the mind into new inqui

ality of the Fothergills to supply the de- ries. Actively engaged in recommending the

ficiency. The Society, in its “ Queries,” Holy Scriptures to others, it was natural

recognised the duty of securing a sound that they should begin to bring their own

education for all its members. It was a views and practices to the test of the Bible.

time of new and profitable excitement: good The Society had all along been reposing in

men , whose minds had been roused from a traditional faith on the writings of the

their torpor by the volcanic explosion of early Friends, and, whilst few read them ,

the French Revolution, who had seen the had continued to assume for them a species

golden dreams of political perfection dis- of infallibility. Although for the most part

solved , had begun to turn their attention to circumspect, there is no doubt that, in the

more practical and sober schemes for ame. heat of controversy, the first Quakers in.

liorating the condition of the world . Clark. dulged in much violence of invective , as

son and Wilberforce had commenced their may be seen in the writings of William

attack on the horrible slave - trade ; the Tukes Penn particularly. With the new spirit of

were advocating the milder treatment of inquiry which had sprung up, there was no

those unfortunate beings who were amicted wish entertained at first to lessen the rev

with mental disorders; Lancaster and Bell erence for the early founders of the sect,

soon afterwards were promoting the cause who had done so much and suffered so much,

of universal education ; the British and For. to secure to their successors the privileges

eign Bible Society came into existence ; and liberties which they enjoyed ; yet it

and the Gurneys, Fowell Buxton, and Mrs. was impossible to prevent an examination

Fry, began their labours to improve the and criticism of their views, and a compari.

discipline of prisons, and to change the son of them with the standard of the Scrip

criminal law from à code of savage and in- tures. Publications appeared which excited

discriminating vengeanee to a milder and the jealousy of many of the most influential

reformatory system. In all these good and Friends. A controversy arose , in which,

noble objects the Society of Friends took a as is too often the case, the tempers of the

foremost and prominent place. The latent combatants became heated , and their judg

enthusiasm of its members was called into ments clouded ; and when at length a min

activity , and whilst labouring for the good ister published a small work called the

of the whole human family, the interests of " Beacon," in which some unguarded doc

their own sect were not neglected. The trines of the early Friends were contrasted

discipline of the Society was reformed , its with the words of Scripture, the proceed

rules and advices were collected into a vol. ings led to the most extensive schism , from

ume for the use of every member ; the which the Society has ever suffered. At

1
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this time many of its most active, intelli- ,humble in His presence ; when all its de

gent and pious members were separated sires are involved in the one desire of de

from the body, and its influence and num- votedness to Him ; then is the hour of ac

bers have since continued seriously to di- ceptable worship, then the petition of the

minish. This crisis occurred about the year soul is prayer , then is its gratitude thanks

1836. The commercial and political excite- giving, then is its oblation praise .” This

ment of that period concurred to weaken definition of their silent worship is worthy

the Society, and since then the continually of the serious consideration of all who take

increasing cultivation and pursuit of plea- an interest in this question , as it is alleged

sure, the impulse given toa taste for con- by some that the want of it is felt and ac

tinental travelling, the more and moreeager knowledged by many thoughtful men as a

pursuit of trade, and an inordinate desire for defect in the services of their churches. We

riches, have all combined to produce what would not say one word calculated to lower

is now generally admitted an unmistakeable this principle in the eyes of the Friends,

and rapid decline in theSociety of Friends. who attach such very great importance to

After the preceding brief sketch of the it. But this we must say to them , that they

history of Quakerism , it may appear almost are in the habit of confounding silent wor.

superfluous to inquire further into the causes ship with silent meetings, as if they were

of its decline. The question may be con- one and the same, and the one always im

sidered as answered by pointing to the ex- plied in the other. We find even a ten

perience of past ages , which proves how dency to commend silent meetings, as an

impossible it is to sustain any great effort approach to something most perfect and

originating in enthusiasm ; or by saying that desirable. And yet it is clear that , speaking

the increase of a worldly spirit has been from their point of view, nothing was fur

fatal to a system dependent upon a self . ther from the contemplation of the first
denying seclusion from the world . But we Friends, than that meetings should for the

find that other religious bodies, which had most part be held in silence. There was so

their origin equally in seasons of religious much preaching in their meetings that they

excitement, maintain their ground and show never looked forward to a deficiency of

no symptoms of decay. In England the ministry, and consequently never provided

antagonism of a richly endowed church , and against it. They had occasionally silent

the declining influence of a worldly spirit, meetings, which they speak of as unusual

are acting with equal force upon all denom- and wonderful phenomena, as arising from

inations of Dissenters, and taking away a feeling too deep for utterance, and an awe

the children of their influential members. too solemn for expression . They never

How is it, then, that they constantly recruit anticipated the day when meetings should

their ranksand extend their numbers and be held for months and years together with

influence, whilst the Society of Friends is so out the sound of a preacher's voice. Them

decidedly on the decline ? These questions selves full of zeal and enthusiasm, members

must induce us to examine a little more of the Society by firm conviction, they did

closely into the system of Quakerism , and not foresee the state of things which the.

inquire if there be anything peculiar in its principle of birth membership was soon to

practices, which gives it , above all other introduce.

Dissenting communities, this liability to Mr. Tanner, in one of his interesting lec

decay . In the first place, their views on tures on the early history of the Society of

the ministry, as connected with meetings Friends, at Bristol, says, “ There is no

for worship, have tended to discourage an doubt the number of ministers was very

increase of members. The religious world large . Robert Barclay states there was

has been held much indebted to the Society scarce any meeting in which God did not

of Friends for a testimony borne to the spir. raise some or other to minister to his bre

ituality and simplicity of true worship. In thren ; and that there were few meetings

giving their views on this, we cannot do altogether silent. There were at least twelve

better than quote the language of Dymond : men Friends engaged as ministers at one
_ " To the real prostration of the soul in period in Bristol. The amount of vocal

the Divine presence, it is necessary that service in the meetings here seems indeed

the mind should be still. " Be still , and to have been greater than was profitable to

know that I am God . ' Such devotion is some ; and in 1678, and again in 1698, a

sufficient for the whole mind ; it needs not, proposal was made for the establishment of

perhaps in its present state it admits not, a silent meeting, to be held on first day

the intrusion of external things. And when afternoon, which any who were inclined

the soul is thus permitted to enter, as it might attend. In one instance the experi

were, into the sanctuary of God ; when it is ment was tried for a short time.” In the
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early days of the Society, with this abun. Robert Barclay, in his Apology, says, “We

dant supply of what they considered pro- confess the singing of psalms to be a part of

phesying, they did not recognise or feel the God's worship ;" but the restrictions and

want of the subordinate gift of teaching, qualifications with which the Friends sur

which we find so clearly acknowledged in rounded the simple proposition soon had

the primitive Church . Although there the effect of extinguishing all singing in

might be a question as to what is the dif- their meetings. R. Barclay says that the

ference between teaching and prophesying singing which pleases God “ must proceed

in the apostolic age, it is not unreasonable from that which is pure in the heart, and

to conclude, when we consider the circum- from the Word of Life therein, in and by

stances of these assemblies, and that the which, richly dwelling in us, spiritual songs

Scriptures of the New Testament were not and hymns are returned to the Lord ; and

collected into a volume, that teaching con- such singing is very sweet and refreshful

sisted in narrating the wonderful events in when it proceeds from a true sense of God's

the life of Christ, unfolding the doctrines of love in the heart, and arises from the Di

the Gospel , and proving from the prophetic vine influence of the Spirit.” This language

books of the Old Testament that Jesus was is instructive, the truth of it is worthy of

the promised Messiah. Much of this may the sincere worshipper's deepest meditation ;

now be done by a systematic reading of the but the action taken by the Society must

Scriptures, by which alone the members of have been wrong ; for if the proposition is

a church can be built up in a knowledge of correct, that “ the singing of psalms is a

the truth . George Fox himself constantly part of God's worship,” we put it to the

referred to the Bible, used it in his preach- Society of Friends themselves, whether they

ing ; and the significant fact that he left it are not, by their own confession, neglecting

chained to the table of the meeting-house at what it is their duty to perform . Not only

Ulverston, where he worshipped, may be does the universal consent of the pious of

taken as a proof that he at least had not the every sect and age prove that the gift of song

same jealousy at its appearance in a meet- ought to be exercised to the great Creator's

ing for worship which his followers in the praise as a part of Divine worship ; but the

present day evince. We believe that, if the example of the Saviour Himself, who;before

reading of the Scriptures had been adopted, rising with His disciples to go to Gethse

and permission given to men of devout mane, sang a hymn, and the practice of the

minds and clear understandings to exercise Church in the Apostolic age, and in that

a gift of teaching for the edification of the immediately succeeding, as proved by

hearers, the Friends would have found their Pliny's celebrated letter to Trajan , is con

meetings more profitable, particularly to clusive evidence that singing has always

the younger members, and the minds of all formed part of Christian worship. Although

would have been better prepared for that the practice of singing has made much way

silent worship which they all value ; for of late years amongst the younger members,

however much some, from early habit or so great is the opposition of what are called

extraordinary feeling,may be able to profit the more consistent Friends, that there is

by sitting whole meetings in silence, there little likelihood that the meetings of the

can be no doubt that for the assembled Society will soon end with a hymn to the

multitude, including as it does the young, praise and glory of God. With meetings,

the gay , the worldly -minded , the uninstruct. thus silent, or with a ministry for the most

ed , whose thoughts must naturally wander part feeble and unimpressive, that the So

after outward things, systematic religious ciety should have so long maintained its

teaching is essential. Men of characteristic position as an active and influential sect, is

minds, who, from approval of its funda- evidence of the power with which it was at

mental principles, have felt drawn towards first established.
the Society, are repelled by the silent meet- Requiring the profession of belief in , and

ings. Requiring that no one should open the practice of, what the Friends call their

the mouth for the edification of the Church peculiarities, has had a great effect in dis

unless moved by an immediate and percep couraging the increase of Quakerism . The

tible influence of the Holy Spirit seems doctrine of perfection, taken up, as it was by

likely to extinguish men's preaching in the them, in its unoquivocal and full meaning,

Society ; and we wonder this fact has not and the belief that man is bound to look for

opened the eyes of Friends to the necessity the guidance of the Holy Spirit in the most

of reconsidering their practice. The same common events of life, as well as in the

principle applied to psalmody still earlier, services of the sanctuary, led to a belief that

produced a still more decisive effect. A no things were small and non-essential , or

modern Friend will hardly believe that beyond the domain of conscience . George

a
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The young

Fox says— “ Moreover, when the Lord sent which constitutes his malady, his thoughts

me forth into the world , 'He forbade me to may be clear and his judgment sound. Dr.

put off my hat to any, high or low ; and I Arnold says— “ I have always thought that

was required to thee andthou all men and the Quakers stand nobly distinguished from

women , without any respect to rich or poor, the multitude of fanatics, by seizing the true

great or small . And , as I travelled up and point of Christian advancement, the de

down, I was not to bid people good morrow velopment of the principles of the Gospel in

or good evening , neither might I bow or the moral improvement of mankind.

scrape with the leg to any one .” If George a grievous pity that somefoolishnessesshoulda

Fox believed himself thus called upon to act have so marred their efficiency, or their

—and there were reasons in that day for efforts against wars and oaths would surely

testifying against some of the above prac- ere this have been more successful. ”
tices, which do not now exist—he did right It is common with Friends to defend their

in obeying ; but it was an error to define pecularities by saying, that they form a

and impose all sorts of scruples upon his hedge which prevents the young Friends

followers. If he had simply followed the from roaming at large in the world ; but we

rule so clearly laid down in the Scriptures fear such a hedge is more efficacious in

as to non -essentials, it would have saved him excluding than keeping in .

from imposing a yoke which has been most Friends are now generally bounding over

burdensome, and, at the same time, galling it ; but the upholding it in all its formality

and unprofitable to his followers: “Let not to those who are without, no doubt still

him that eateth despise him that eateth not; deters many from entering. As to plain

and let not him which eateth not judge him ness of speech and dress, it is remarkable

which eateth : one man esteemeth one day that a people so intelligent and practical

above another, another esteemeth every day should not have foreseen that, by setting up

alike; let every man be fully persuaded in a form , they could not secure the substance;

his own mind .” Instead of prescribing cer- that any amount of insincerity and deceit

tain forms of dress, language,and behaviour, may be practised in what is called the plain

it would have been wiser if the founders of language; and that expense, fashion , and

Quakerism had satisfied themselves with vanity cannot be excluded by enforcing

testifying against the vanities and follies of singularity in dress. An individual obeying

the world, and with recommending to all the dictates of his own conscience, and testi

Christians the practice of truthfulness, sin. fying against all that he feels to be evil , is

cerity, and simplicity, encouraging every striking and instructive; but a community

one to carry out these great principles ac. drilled into a common form is a mere life

cording to the dictates of his own conscience. less spectacle. One evil attending the sin

But, on the contrary, there grew up a mor- g arity of dress may weigh down all that

bid tendency to seek out trifles, to invent can be said in favour of it: it has been known,

scruples, and to establish forms, some of in many instances,to promote dissimulation.

which, though in that day there might be When the desire of gaiety has been very

reasons for them , altered circumstances have strong, it has not been uncommon for those

rendered inapplicable, and, consequently, young Friends, whose parents were very

absurd . As the spirituality of the Society strict in enforcing the plain dress, to provide

declined, this tendency increased. Monthly themselves with fashionable clothes, and to

meetings placed on their books minutes change their dress, unknown to their friends,

regulating the cut of waistcoats. We find before going to places of amusement.

even the yearly meeting, in 1718, in its The journal of John Woolman, one of the

printed epistle, thus coming down to trifling most interesting of the numerous Quaker au

details, and speaking of " the great grief to tobiographies, and a book worthy of a much

faithful Friends caused by manynow amongst wider circulation than it has obtained, may

us putting on extravagant wigs, and too be taken as evidence that views leading to

many women wearing hooped petticoats.” asceticism and singularity can only be carried

And there is still extant a tract against the out by the ancient expedient of monastic

practice of saying, “ What's o'clock ?" seclusion. This man of tender conscience,

One palpable evil, springing from the who wished to walk amongst his fellow -men

singularities of the Friends, is, that they without touching the unclean thing - who,

prejudice mankind generally against their when he visited England (he was an Ameri

more important principles; just as we see can ), could not sit in carpeted rooms, nor

that the opinions of a man guilty of some use any article of silver at the table=who

decided eccentricity, or the victim of one thought it right to avoid all dyed goods in

mental delusion, are the less thought of, his clothing - was an instance, no doubt, of

although in all points, perhaps, except in that a man following the dictates of his oon
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science ; but it is evident that his practice with many sorrows." When Friends, who

would not have been adopted by the com- take an active part in the affairs of the

munity at large, and therefore could not be Society, make what is called a very consistent

right to recommend for imitation . appearance, and loudly condemn the frivo.

But, whilst the causes above set forth lous pleasures of the world, are still seen

have, we believe, contributed greatly to immersed in business, and more intent and

deter candid inquirers from even thinking eager than others in the pursuit of wealth,

of the Society of Friends, another cause has it appears to the world that they

operated most actively in reducing its num

bers. Voltaire concludes his letters upon
• Compound for sins they are inclined to ,

By damning those they have no miod to. "

the Quakers by saying— " Their children,

whom the industry of their parents has en In this stirring age, when such vast open

riched, are desirous of enjoying honours, of ings for the extension of trade are appearing

wearing ruffles, and , quite ashamed of being in every quarter of the globe, and Britain,

called Quakers, they become converts to by her enlightened commercial policy, is de

the Church of England merely to be in the servedly reaping her full share of the benefit;

fashion .” It is a common remark, that no when we hope, by the kindly influence of

carriage goes for three generations to a honest commerce, to mitigate some of the

Dissenting meeting-house. As long as Eng. greatest evils that afflict humanity, there

land shall boast of an Established Church , may even appear something of a virtue in

in which there are bishops living in princely adding to the universal activity. Still it is

splendour ; rich livings, which are termed the duty of Christians to testify as loudly

the prizes in the ecclesiastical lottery; splen- against the love of money, as against war,

did services, carried on in time-honoured slavery , intemperance, or any other desolat

cathedrals ; and venerable universities, ex . ing sin .

clusively in the hands of Churchmen,-we Whilst the spiritual condition of Quaker

must expect such an institution to win the ism has, during the last thirty years, de

spmpathies and support of the rich and clined, its influence, as a corporate body of

fashionable, and, consequently, bear hard citizens, appears to have increased . Friends

upon all the less ostentatious Dissenting are more often seen upon the hustings and

sects. Although the accumulation of wealth the platform than was formerly the case.

appears, therefore, to be equally fatal to all Objects of a philanthropic nature are most

the Nonconformist communities, yet, as we systematically supported ; and even the ex

before observed, all but the Society of istence of several societies has depended upon

Friends appear to make up for losses by the liberal contributions of the Society of

continually attracting new members ; and Friends. It may be thought uncharitable

that Society, from the prudent habits it to suggest that these things have almost be

instils, is perhaps more liable to suffer from come a fashion amongst them . The pleas

the evil than the others. A writer, who urable excitement ofthe platform may some

fortunately is not now sopopular as he was times stimulate to an ostentatious charity

formerly , has said , with bitter pungency- very far removed from that of “ not letting

" The Quakers pursue the getting of money the right hand know what the left hand do

with a pace as steady as time, and an appe- eth .” The eagerness with which Friends

tite as keen as death .” In the anxiety to have lately entered into political questions is

testify against superfluity in dress, and in itself suggestive. If the spirit of George

dulgence in the pleasures of the world, the Fox could revisit the scene of his labours

Society of Friends have not been equally and sufferings, in the busy mart, at the table

faithful in warning its members against the of the money changers,on the hollow sound

too eager pursuit of riches,and pointing out ing platform , in the luxurious Paris hotel,

the utter incompatibility of wealth thus he would fail to recognise those who profess

sought with the practice of a self-denying to be the followers of his simple and self

religion. The testimony of Scripture to the denying creed.

evil consequence of wealth is impressive , We cannot, in endeavouring to point out

whether we look to the language of our the causes for the decline of Quakerism , omit

Lord Himself, or that of the Apostle Paul, to notice the practice of the Society on the

when he says— “ They that will be rich fall inportant question of marriage, which has

into temptation and å snare, and into many had a considerable tendency to reduce its

foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men numbers. In their anxiety to avoid the

in destruction and perdition. For the love least risk of clandestine proceedings, in their

of money is the root of all evil: which while purpose to preserve to marriage the charac

some coveted after, they have erred from ter of a religious ordinance, the early Friends

the faith, and pierced themselves through framed rules which involved public expos

a
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ure, delay, and annoyance to the feelings of| by many members of this meeting, the dili

the parties. When the Dissenters' Marriage gence with which professional men and

Act was passed, the Society lost a most fa- tradesmen devote their time gratuitously to

vourable opportunity for revising and sim- its service, are truly admirable ; their zeal

plifying them . Instead, however, of so do- and attachment to the Society are unbound

ing, the Friends, who watch over all legis- ed ; and, perhaps from this very cause, it is

lative proceedings connected with their impossible to imagine any body more op

scruples, satisfied themselves with obtaining posed to all change and innovation . Of

permission to celebrate inarriages in accord- this the very name they cling to is a strik

ance with their former rules and practices : ing proof : it was given in the early days of

these, therefore, became perpetuated ; and the Society, when they met chiefly on ac

as the requirements of the new law respect- count of the sufferings of their fellow -mem

ing notices to the Registrar and to the bers ; but in these propitious days, a propo

Guardians are to be superadded , the pro- sition lately made to alter the name into

ceedings of the Society of Friends on mar- something descriptive of its present functions

riages, instead of being simplified, have be- was strenuously resisted.

come more complicated than before. This Believing that much good service has been

has a tendency to promote marriages not in rendered to philanthropy by the Society of

accordance with the rules of the Society, for Friends, and seeing how much remains to

which hitherto individuals have been de- be done, and is called for at their hands, it

prived of their membership. There appears is worth inquiring whether Quakerism is

a strong tendency amongst the Friends for likely to revive, --whether, by cutting away

first cousins to marry ; and as they are not the dead wood, by removing the fungus and

allowed to do so by the rules of the Society , parasites which absorb its nourishment, and
this again causes a loss of members. are evidences ofits decay, the tree may

A marriage cannot be solemnized in the again flourish. Unless some decisive and

meetings of the Friends, unless all the rules vigorous action be taken by the influential

of the Society are complied with , and both members of the Society , this is not likely .

the parties are members. There are now An unfavourable symptom is, the rapidly

several large schools supported and con- widening distance between those who con

ducted by Friends, where children , who are duct the business of the Society and the

not members, are educated carefully in all young Friends. Whilst the former continue

the principles and practices of the Society . averse to any relaxation or modification of

It is natural that these, as they grow up, their peculiarities, the latter have naturally

should wish to form connections in the So- relinquished them ; and there is little now

ciety ; but so rigid are the rules, that the to distinguish a young Quaker from other

marriage of such persons with a member is members of the community. The attend.

not permitted. No good reason can be ance at meetings, particularly in the large

given for such a course ; and it seems simply towns, has become more irregular; and it is

absurd for a Society, which admits as mem- not uncommon for the more seriously dis

bers, without any discrimination, those who posed young people to attend other places

have become so by the mere accident of of worship once on the Sabbath, where an

birth , to refuse admission , by the ceremony instructive ministry may be heard. They

of marriage, to persons who are willing to are also much less interested in what are

comply with its rules, and who are quite as called meetings for discipline than formerly .

likely to become useful and faithful mem- They complain that the proceedings are dry ,

bers as those who have exercised no volition, formal, and uninteresting ; and their views

and have no preference at all . This question upon this subject are beginning to be forced

has now been for some time before the So- upon the attention of the Yearly Meeting.

ciety ; but there is so much opposition to The cultivation of music is also becoming

all change, that it is very doubtful whether much more extensive amongst this class,

any modification of the rules, after all, will whilst it is still entirely discountenanced by

take place. Propositions for any change in the older and influential members. The al..

the rules or practices of Friends are gene- tered habits of life, which prevent those

rally referred by the Yearly Meeting to the engaged in trade from taking young men

" Meeting for Sufferings,” which is a standing into their families, as was formerly the cus

committee of the Society , and , in fact, its tom , and the necessity thus created for asso

governing body ; from the manner of its ciation with those not in fellowship with the

selection , it consists entirely of those who Society , has had a great effect in taking that

of sted consistent Friends, and no Council class away from the fold , and produces an
conservatras ever animated by a stronger inequality of the sexes. To this there does

The ability possessed not appear any available remedy, unless the

a
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modification of the marriage rules above peaceful , and, as we may now hope, a pros

alluded to might to some extent be effectual. perous and progressive dependency.
The early Friends made no provision for It may not, perhaps, be at once understood

adapting their system to altered circum- how we connect the services of Sir Henry

stances. They never anticipated that a time Lawrence with the successful termination of

would come when some provision for reli- the struggle in which we have been engaged.

gious teaching would be required for the edi. He died in the zealous and heroic discharge

fication of the body ; and now their succes- of his duty, but at a time when the political

sors will admit of no change . The proposal horizon was of the darkest hue, and the hopes

to introduce the systematic reading of the of British India were the most depressed.

Bible in their assemblies is always resolutely But it is to his earlier career, and the wisdom

opposed ; and Bible classes are looked upon and success which marked his administration

with something more than suspicion . When of the Punjab, that we must trace the success

a large and influential portion of the Society of those measures that gave the British gene

attempted to introduce some modification to rals, at a period of the utmost need, an ac

supply the increasing desire for religious in- cession of force that enabled them to stem the

struction , it led , as we have seen , to one of torrent of rebellion and wrest the capital of

the greatest secessions which have ever re- Mahommedan India from the graspof muti

duced the number of the Society. There nous soldiery. Sir John Lawrence launched

does not, on the whole, therefore, seem much the legions of the Punjab against the city of

likelihood of an increased vitality in the sys- Delhi; but Sir Henry Lawrence had previ.

tem of Quakerism as it at present exists. ously converted the Sikh population from

rancorous enemies into cordial allies, and in

spired the remnants of an army that had

once met the British forces in deadly strife,

with as firm a loyalty to the crown of Eng.

land as they had ever felt for the most re

Art. III.-1 . Essays, Military and Political. nowned of their native sovereigns. Sir Henry

Written in India by the late Sir Henry Lawrence was the first British administrator

MontgOMERY LAWRENCE, Chief Commis- of the Punjab, and , by his financial modera

sioner in Oude, and Provisional Governor- tion and conciliatory policy, he transformed

General in India . London , 1859. a province that had existed for years in a

2. General Report on the Administration of condition of chronic turbulence into the most

the Punjab for the Years 1850–51 . Lon- peaceful and contented of states, and thus

don , 1854. unconsciously prepared those elements of

strength which his illustrious brother had , at

The events of which for a period of eighteen a remoter period, only to organize and direct

months British India was recently the theatre, for the support of the power of Great Britain

will leave indelible traces on the pages ofand the relief of its overtasked troops. Sir

history. They will be alternately darkened Henry Lawrence was the pacificator of the

by narratives of the most revolting crimes Punjab ; Sir John Lawrence again summoned
which were ever committed by civilised man , it to war. Sir Henry Lawrence completely

and illumined by deeds of heroism, the bril- disarmed it ; Sir John Lawrence once again

liancy of which can never be surpassed . The made it glitter with steel and resound with

crisis tried human nature as it has been the note of preparation . It is a remarkable

rarely tried before. It is not military hero. fact, that the work of pacification should have

ism alone which has been evoked by the fallen to the professional soldier, and the

deadly struggle, but civilians have emerged summons to arms, in a new cause and for a

from the arena with a glory which sheds a new master, should have been given by the

lustre upon their profession, and upon the man who had passed his life in the peaceful

nation which has produced men whose avo- occupations of a civilian . *

cations were those of peace, equal to some

of the most trying situations and duties of * Sir Henry Lawrence was an officer of artillery,

war. There are two names that are insepa- and served , in a purely military character, until the
rably united , and which will descend the year 1838. He was known and appreciated as a

stream of time together. It is scarcely neces. good and zealous officer ,and acted as adjutant to the
portion of his corps that was employed in the south

sary to say that Sir Henry Montgomery eastern division of Bengal. He tookpart in the first
Lawrence and Sir John Lawrence are the Burmese war. In 1838 he was attached, with a

two men by whom, looking to the human portion of his corps, to the army of the Indus, whieb

instrumentsemployed ,India has been mainly was destined to changethe government of ** The

Wearied and

anarchy , and restored to the position of a a critical naries

istan, and place Shah Shuja on, thyw was left, at

preserved to Great Britain , rescued from
Governor-General's agent

ante .
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The friends of Sir Henry Lawrence have and how much impunity has emboldened us in

only done an act of justice to the departed error, and how unmindfulwehave been , that what

statesman,and to the public, by collecting occurred in the city of. Cabul,maysome day oc
and republishing the essays,which from time car at Delhi, Benares, or Bareilly.”

to time he contributed to the pages
Again ,

Indian periodical. There is much in these

productions that in one sense may undoubt- " When a small party was beaten at Khytul,

edly be described as out of date ; but much one of our army division stations , it was three

remains from which instruction may be days before a small force could move ; it was then

gathered at the present time . Many of his found, that there was no small -arm ammunition in

administrative suggestionshave been already could not move under a fortnight from Sobathoo,
store, and ascertained that a European corps

adopted, but many yet remain to be acted At that time,when both Kurnaul andUmballa

upon. He saw but too clearly the rocks were denuded of troops, and every roadwas

upon which the vessel of the state in India covered with armed pilgrimsreturning from Hurd

was drifting, and his prophetic utterances are wan fair, the two treasuries, containing, we have

of the most impressive kind, and would have heard, between not less than thirty lacks of ru

roused into action, by their vivid represen- pees, were under parties of fifty sepoys, in exposed

tations of impending danger, any Govern- houses, or rather sheds,close to the native towns;

ment that was not rashly heedless of the fifty or a hundredyardsof smallforts, in which

and , extraordinary as it may appear, both within

future,and that had notobstinately shut its they wouldhave been comparatively safe, but
eyes to the realities of its false position. into which, during the long years that treasuries

Upon the question of military reform , Sir have been at those stations,it seems never to have
Henry Lawrence is never weary of dilating ; occurred to the authorities to place them .” *

but his warning voice was unhappily lifted
up in vain , and he himself fell one of the His sense of our insecurity in India is

most lamented victims of the system that he strongly exhibited :

had long energetically denounced. The les.
“ Rome conquered the world , by never yielding

sons which these essays inculcate are still to a foot- by never confessing herself beaten-by

be studied. The vital question , how the In- rising with renewed courage from every defeat.
dian army is to be reorganized , is yet to be We require such fortitude more than Rome did .

answered ; and the problem is still unsolved As yet our tents are only pitched in the land .

by our military administrators and Indian We have a numerous and a noble army, but six

statesmen . We trust they will ponder well sevenths of it are of the soil. We have one for

We offer no inducement to
thelessons of wisdom which these essays af. tress in all India.

ford. The empire of Great Britain in the magazines and treasuries,and our very throats,

extraordinary fidelity, even while we place our

East depends upon the decision now about at the mercy ofany desperado. While we Eng
to be taken ; and great is the responsibility lish are thus reckless, we,both at homeand in In

of those who have to plan the reorganization dia, are more easily panic-stricken than perhaps

of that army upon which, as upon a pivot, any brave people in the world. Not only does a

turn the whole future of Indian government. Cabul or a Chillianwalla strike terror from one

We have alluded to the prophetic antici- end of thecountry to the other, but asimplemor

pations of Sir Henry Lawrence.

der, a Santhial , or a Moplah outbreak, bas scarcely
Let those

less effect. With few exceptions, there is no pre.

who recollect the events which took place at paration to meet sudden danger. Thereis the
an early stage of the insurrection of Delhi, most helpless alarm when it does occur. ”+

peruse the following passage in an essay pub

lished in 1844 : No man probably ever occupied a re

" The treasury of Delhi is in the city, as is the sponsible position in India, that held higher

magazine : the latter is in a sort of fort - a very principles of public morality, or more reso.
defenceless building- outside of which, in the lutely opposed the once prevalent but ini

street, we understand, a party of repoys was quitous doctrine, under the protection of

placed, when the news of the Cabul disasters ar. which great criminals have too often found

rived. We might take a circuit of the country, shelter, that, admitting corruption and in

and show how many mistakes we have committed , justice to have been practised, it was to ad
vance the interests and extend the empire of

overtasked, be complained of his position tothe commander-in -chief. “ There is an officer here," said the England. He was not a statesman who

general, “ who seemsto have good material in him , would consent to substitute expediency, or

and who is burning for employment; let me send any false view of the public advantage, for

him to you.” , “Do so, " said the barassed official. the simple of right and wrong. He

The officer was Captaio Henry Lawrence of the therefore disapproved of the annexation of
George Russell Clerk. On that daythe military Oude, although, by a remarkable destiny,,

a

>
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career of Sir Henry Lawrence closed and the politi

cal ope commenced. * Pp. 50 , 51 . + P. 376.
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he himself perished among the foremost vic- Imust be prepared for every vagary,—for the vio

tims of the measure he had resisted , and lation of the plainest dictates of prudence during

which he was compelled to be the chiefagent peace.--for theneglector breach of all the rules

in carrying out. " Interference," he wrote,
of strategy during war. He may reasonably

in 1844, “ must be made on pure motives, done, that to be neglected which should be
expect that to be done which should not be

for the good of the people, and not for the effected. No European diplomatist or soldier is

improvement of the finances of India. The so likely to be ensnared as he who, having taken

day has gone by for annexing principalities the usual precautions, feels bimself secure. The

because they are rich and productive. The treaty signed, the piquets doubled ; neither can
spirit of theage is against such benevolence .” be regarded as a guarantee of safety. Certain

The Oude rulers, he declares, were no worse
eventual destruction may await the enemy's

governors than other monarchs under the move;--- he may be assured of iton all rational
calculations ; but the goddess Bbowanee, or some

influence of unprincipled favourites usually other deity or demon , may have promised suc

are ; indeed , he thinks they were better than cess—the day of the Feringees may have passed

might have been expected . They were weak , and the infatuated wretches rush on destruction.

vicious, and dissolute, but were seldom cruel , Their desperation then is dangerous. Rashvess,
and had never been false. In all the storms nay, madness, has succeeded in striking a blow

of the last half century , Oude was the single cials should ever beon the alert."
wbere the best plans bave failed . Indian offi.

native state that had been invariably true to
“ If there is little veneration for sovereignty in

the British Government. It neither intrigued India, there is abundance of awe, loyalty and

against us, nor seemed to desire our injury . patriotism we put out of the question; but, in

The people will , doubtless, reap the benefit every case of insurrection, the majority of chiefs
of an improved administration ; but the taint and men of war, of all castes, will first offer their
of a profitable annexation attaches to the services to the established power, to fight either

British Government, which no apologies or for or against their own kindred and country;

excuses,howeverplausible, can remove. Sir flock to thenewly-displayedbanner. Themiddle
and it is only when refused employment that they

Henry Lawrence's scheme of improvement and lower classes act differently,—their sympa

stopped far short of conquest. He proposed thies will be with their fellows ; but they will

to take the reins of power from hands that naturally be cautious to conceal their feelings

were not permitted to guide the state—to until the progress of events, and the conduct of

provide a ministry for the country, and take the contending parties, afford some clue to the

guarantees for its honesty — to govern Oude, probable result of the struggle . ”+

not for the king alone,” but for the “ king

and his people ;” butnot arupee, he declared, It was for a long time the practice of all

ought ever to come into the Indian treasury: Mahommedan and the Hindoo dynasties atwriters and speakers on India to exalt the

This consideration for the interests as well

as for the independence and dignity of the the expense of the British Government. In

princes of India is conspicuousin every has been governed by the sword alone, anda country that for nearly a thousand years

transaction of Sir Henry Lawrence's diplo-the people of which, throughout its length
matic career. Yet this tenderness for their ,

feelings was, combined with an intimate
and breadth , have, within the last huudred

knowledge of their character:
years, seen Moguls, Patans, Mahrattas, Pin

darees, and the vilest of mixed combinations

“ Few indeed, ” he says, “ are the native chiefs, of every caste and clan , rooting up the old

or natives of any rank, whose wisdom is consist families and dynasties, how could , as Sir
ent and complete. Most are mere children in Ilenry Lawrence justly observes, any

mind and in the ways of the world ; and, as
children, they should be treated with atfectionate government, however beneficial, subsist för

sympathy, but with systematic firmness. Many a day , simply by its civil policy, on the ruins
.

But theseare clever in the extreme, acute, persevering, of such a tempest-tossed land.”

energetic, able to compete with the best of.Euro- governments were not beneficent, nor did

peans in ordinary matters, to surpass them in they consider the welfare of their subjects,
bome ; but the most accomplished character except so far as it contributed to their reve. "
among them bas its flaw .

We never get met one nue and personal greatness. Akbar made
that was not an infant at some hour of the day, or

on some question of life . ”
some good laws for the protection of his

people; but he was an almost solitary ex

Again , in a remarkable passage, he shows ception. The great works which have been

his penetration and skill in decyphering the so much extolled , and sometimes made the

nature of the people with whom he had to themes ofdeclamatory eloquence — the tanks,
deal :

the aqueducts, the roads, the seraes, the,

“ Man is everywhere unaccountable ; but he temples, the palaces, the tombs (the ruins of

who has to deal with Asiatice cad least calculate

with certainty on the future by the past. He * P. 165. † P. 174.
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which even now excite our wonder and ad- and his abilities, specify a few of the most

miration) -- were they the creations of an striking results of his government of a coun

" insatiable benevolence," as Burke roman - try which was for a long time the fanatical

tically supposed ; and did these “ truekings, enemy of British power, and the military

the fathers of their people,” really aspire to democracy of which openly aspired to the

be “the guardians, the nourishers of man- sovovereignty of Hindostan .

kind ?" * Many of these great public works Of all the public records connected with

were mere fiscal instruments, without which our rule in the East, there probably is not

no revenue could be raised ; for, under the one that can be compared in point of inter

financial system of the Mahommedan and est with the General Report on the Admin

Hindoo rulers, the occupants of land were istration of the Punjab for the years 1850

merely tenants at will to the universal land. and 1851. It is the production of Sir Hen .

lord-the sovereign ; and most of the great ry Lawrence, and ; as a tate paper, is not to

monuments of extinct dynasties are as much be surpassed in ability and comprehensive

the production of unrequited and compulso- ness. For historical detail , rich and ani

ry labour as the Egyptian pyramids or the mated description, enlightened principle, and

palaces of Assyrian kings. Selfishness was practical wisdom , it is unrivalled . Sir

the ruling motive of all public improve- Henry Lawrence there stands forth as a

ments. The high • roads, the seraes, the great expounder of political science ; and

plantations, were not for the people. They shows how a country , which has fallen into

were for the convenience of the royal pro- a state of almost hopeless barbarism after

gresses. In whatever direction the sove- ages ofmisrule ,may be reclaimed and made

reign was likely to travel , there roads were a tower of strength to a Government that

made and luxurious accommodation abound- undertakes the task of regeneration in a
ed . Elsewhere the people might seek in spirit of justice and liberality.

vain for communications, for wells of re- The most pressing danger when the coun

freshment, or for shade. On this vital point try was first annexed to the empire, was the

in the administration of a country of which existence of the old Khalsa army, which

Englishmen , by a mysterious destiny, are wandered over the country in sullen and

now the indisputable masters, the character discontented masses, animated by the fiercest

of the British government stands out in spirit of hostility to its new rulers, brooding

marked contrast to that of every one that over its lost prestige, and meditating schemes

has preceded it. There are few districts of of revenge. It was a crisis that required

* India that do not possess public works un. both the wisdom of a statesman and the

dertaken chiefly for the benefit of the people, firmness of a soldier, and Sir Henry Law.

and to which they are largely indebted for rence was both . An immediate disbanding

whatever prosperity and comfort they enjoy . of the soldiery was resolved on , and a pro

It was a ruling principle of Sir Henry Law- clamation to that effect was posted through

rence's political life, that we should find our out the country . By the vigour of the step,

best safeguard in the well -being of the peo- the Sikh army was completely taken by sur

ple of India; and as soon as his great merits prise, and no time was left for combination

had raised him to a position of eminence in or resistance. Vast quantities of armswere

the state, he applied in practice those theo- seized or surrendered, and the strongholds

ries which, as an individual , he had always were at once and simultaneously dismantled .

entertained . There is nothing in these A general muster was called : the men were

essays, unfortunately, that relates to the chiefly assembled 'at Lahore, and there paid

most important period of his life, namely , up and dismissed ; but offers were made to

that in which he filled the appointment of large numbers to enter, if they pleased, into

the first Chief Commissioner and Adminis- the service of the British Government. To

trator of the Punjab. On that, however, his a considerable extent these offers were ac

great reputation was chiefly founded . There cepted . Those who retired , overawed by

is no chapter in British history more glo- the display of firmness, or subdued by the

rious, as a combined moral and military conciliatory language and demeanour of the

triumph, than the conquest and pacification British resident, returned to their homes,

of the Punjab. The civil administration of liberally pensioned by the power they had

the new province has cast even the bright- so recently defied. So complete was the

ness of our arms into the shade ; and we satisfaction of the Khalsa soldiery generally

shall , as an act of justice to Sir Henry Law- with the treatment which they received, that

rence , and as a mode of bringing out, in the large numbers of them immediately resumed

strongest possible light , both his character their long.neglected rural occupations, and

were: seen , the day after their return from

* Burke's Speech on the Nabob of Arcot's Debts. Lahore, guiding the plough, but still clad in
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the uniforms in which they had fought at brought even to pay a small contribution to

Chillianwalla and Goojerat. the revenue . “ They no longer," in the

Sir Henry Lawrence then arranged the words of Sir Henry Lawrence himself, in his

general administration of the government, report as Chief Commissioner, “ cultivate

and established civil and criminal courts, armed to the teeth with the sword and

where justice, probably for the first time in matchlock by their side, but they gratify

the history of the country, was impartially their martial spirit by enlisting into British

administered. Not less than 8000 convicts regiments, and distinguish themselves in the

were lodged in prison in the first yearof the service as the best soldiers in India . "

new administration. An improved system This remarkable transformation is doubt

of excise and customs was introduced , scien . less due, in a great degree, to the politic

tific surveys and public improvements were lowering of the assessmentby the Punjab

planned, the coinage was reformed , and the government. The Sikhs are said to have

whole of the British system was introduced. levied as much as twelve lacks of rupees an

After the first year, which was necessarily nually from the valley, and probably took

one of inauguration , the material progress of as much more in a less authorized way. The

the country became most rapid , and much British Government contents itself with tak

was done to instil juster notions of morals ing six lacks, and probably spends as much

among the people. The crime of infanticide, monthly in the country . The ownership of

by a system of agitation in which the leading land is now said to be eagerly sought for ;

members both of the British Government within a few years, every one tried to prove

"and the native aristocracy took part, was that he was not a landed proprietor. Now,

almost entirely suppressed . But the subju- deeds fifty years old are hunted up and

gation and civilisation of the mountain tribes eagerly produced, and old claimants from

is one of the most remarkable results of the Bokhara or Cabul frequently reappear, and

new regime. They were, perhaps, some of try to resume their long abandoned posses

the most ferocious and ungovernable barba- sions in the valley .*

rians that ever resisted the advance of civil . Nothing has tended so greatly to reconcile

isation, or defied the justice of man . The the Sikh people to the change of rulers as the

Huzara district was more particularly the improved administration of justice ,for which

seat of these intractable people. Of this they are pre-eminently indebted to Sir Henry

frontier country , containing not less than Lawrence. He found a simple legal machi

2500 square miles, scarcely more than one- nery existing in the country, resembling in

tenth is level ; and in the recesses of glens, some of its features the English system of

darkened by overhanging mountains, and county courts . Instead of importing the

secured by almost inaccessible precipices, complex and vexatious judicial systein of

lived for centuries tribes spurning all law India into the new province, he improved

but their own , and combining to rob or upon the primitive institutions of the people,

murder every traveller adventurous enough compiled a code, and introduced some

to encounter the perils of their savage re- valuable additions. The system which is

treats. Their valleys have, from time im. now in force in the Punjab is understood to

memorial, been traversed by caravans laden work so well , and to give such complete satis

with the productions of Central Asia, but faction to the people, that we give the out

with conductors armed to the teeth. These line of it in the words of Sir Henry Law

outlaws were able even to extort black-mail rence himself :

from the native rulers of the Punjab. No

part of the country has made greater pro.we have brief rules,explaining in an accessible
“ We are, indeed , without elaborate laws, but

gress underthe beneficent plans for its im- form , the main provisions ofthe several systeins of

provement introduced by Sir Henry Law- native law in such mattersas inheritance, mar

rence. A district that required the constant riage, adoption, testamentary or other disposition

presence of a strong division of the Sikh of property, and setting forth the chief principles
army in its neighbourhood, to prevent a to be observed ; in other branches of the law, such

people from bursting their rocky barriers, as contracts, sales , mortgages, debt, commercial

andinundating the neighbouring plains, is usage,wehave themost open and liberal pro

now ruled with the most perfect ease, and visions for the admission of evidence. We have

complete arrangements for reference to arbitration,

requires only a small body of police for its and for the ascertainment of local custom. We

security. The people have, without a single have a procedure without any pretension to tech

exception, proved loyal. The agricultural pical exactitude, but a procedure wbich provides

classes have been conciliated by a very light for the litigants and their respective witnesses
assessment, and the peasantry, left to the being confronted in open court, for a decision

management of their own chiefs, now abstain

altogether from plunder, and have been * Cooper's Crisis in the Punjab.
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being arrived at immediately after this brief foren - constructed with more or less completeness ;

sic controversy, and for judgment being delivered but the most important feature in the pro

to the parties then and there. We have a method

for executing decrees, which, while it allows no and restoration of the canals which are so
gress of the country has been the construction

door to be open for evasion or delay on the part
ofthe defendant,and thus renders a decree really essential both for transport and irrigation .

valuable to the plaintiff as being capable of ready The great Baree Doab Canal , between the

enforcement, and gives him right, free from lien, Ravee and the Sutlej, will , when completed,

incumbrance, or doubt ; yet, on the other hand, traverse 466 miles of country, draining off the
prevents the defendant from being hastily dealt entire water of the Ravee during the winter

with , or from being placed at the mercy of his months, and rolling down a body of 3000
creditor. Wehave small causecourts scattered cubic feetof water per second , diffusing fer

all over the country, and several regular courts
at every central station,so that everywhere justice tility by its channels of irrigation for a dis

is near. Our civil system may appear rough and tance of 180 miles from its source, and then

ready. Whether it would be suited to other pro- available for navigation for the remainder of

vinces in a different degree of civilisation , and its course . This great work will restore

with a different machinery at command, may be animation and industry to a district which
a question, but in the Punjab it attains the broad was once one of the richest in the Punjab,

and plain object aimed at, and, without doubt, but whichhas been for ages only a scene of

gives satisfaction to the people." *
desolation ,--, wilderness of jungle, and a

So benevolent an administrator as Sir haunt of wild beast. The estimated cost of

Henry Lawrence was not likely to overlook its completion is one million sterling, with

the importance of agriculture in a province the certainty of returning very large profits

committed to his care. He found that, as in on the outlay .

almost all other Eastern countries, it had It was not to reproductive works alone

been for ages in an unprogressive state ; and that the Governmentturned its attention , but

not more than one-fourth ofthe total area of it took under its care the embellishment as

the country was, on a careful survey, found well as the industrial development of the

to be under cultivation. The neglect of country. The wants ofallclasses were taken

canals and decay of wells had converted many into consideration , and public improvements

tracts that once teemed with plenty into a wii- were planned that would never have been

derness. He was instrumental in establishing thought of by a native power. The people,

an agricultural society, and induced many
in the most comprehensive sense, were con

native chiefs and gentlemen of property to sidered, and their most essential wants pro

become members of it , and called their atten- vided for. The Sikh Government was utterly

tion to the great want of the Punjab,-name.regardless of trees ; and from the waste and

ly , a superior description of produce as a improvidence of ages, the country had be

substitute for the excessive quantity of corn come almost totally bare, presenting, not
which was raised in the country . When , withstanding its natural fertility, a bleak and

under the influence of favourable seasons, uninviting aspect. No people on the face of

production became excessive, prices were the earth appreciate more highly the refresh

forced down to ruinous rates often as much ing verdure of trees , and the luxury of their

as 50 per cent.--and widespread distress shade,than the natives of the burning plains

was the result. Then attention was directed of India . In almost every district of the

to the production of flax, the growth of wool, Punjab this essential want has been , or is

the cultivation of tea, the establishment of nowbeing, supplied ; and at the end of theyear

grass farms on the plan of the winter mead . 1858, it was estimated that the British author

ows of Italy, and to the naturalisations of ities had planted not less than six millions of

European plants and vegetables, of which the trees in various directions. In one province

seeds were sent from England ' by the liber. forty miles of road had been provided with

ality of the Government . The Punjab is an avenue, and in numberless places hedge

now reaping abundantly , as we shallpresently rows had been planted and groves formed.

show, the fruits of the provident scheme for Even the above number,great as it is , is said

its improvement which was then suggested to be small relatively to the wants of the

by Sir Henry Lawrence.
country . Four trees have been estimated

The great works of reproductive industry as the proper number to a cultivated acre ;

required for developing the natural riches of at that rate, the cultivated area being esti

the country, especially engaged the attention mated at twelve millions of acres, fifty mil

of the British Commissioner. Since the an- lions of trees will be needed , and are now

nexation, 8749 niiles of new road have been being actually raised, for these territories.

The humanity of Sir Henry Lawrence was

General Report on the Administration of the conspicuously displayed by a measure which,

Punjab. more than any other, must have convinced
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the natives of the beneficent character of their thought that it might be made to play, with

new government. Ile established those un- dexterous management, a highly important

heård.of institutions in India, public dis- part in the event of India ever being serious

pensaries, on a large scale, at or near all the ly threatened or invaded from the north.

principal cities. In the course of the year Our diplomacy here found a field for the
1855, 71,000 persons were relieved at these display of its highest skill , and the court of

stations. The establishments aremaintained the Punjab was long ably managed by British

at the Government expense, aided in a slight residents. But the task was a difficult one,

degree, by European residents. No charge and it always neededa very strong govern

is made for medicines or attendance, and ment, like that of Runjeet Sing, to keep

these institutions constitute, in fact, a State down the spirit of rivalry and check the

charity on a very extensive scale. ambition which was known to animate the

The financial result of the few years of Sikh army. Sir John Lumley, on marching

British administration which have elapsed through the Punjab with a division of British

since the annexation of the Punjab, is perhaps troops a few years before the annexation,was

the most astonishing fact in therecent history openly insulted in his camp by the refusal of

of India . Notwithstanding the enormous the authorities to return his salute to the
expenditure upon public works, being at garrison of Lahore ; and it was afterwards

a rate of 154 per cent. on the revenue, a discovered that a conspiracy was formed to

sum of L.9,649,387 had been realized in the cut off his whole force, and that it had been

Punjab proper since the year 1849, to the defeated only by the energy of the minister.

end of the financial year 1856 ; and L.14 ,- In this acquisition of territory at least , our

158,409 from the whole of its cis- and trans- hands are clean , and our motives admit not

Sutlej territories with the Punjab combined , of being questioned. No nation ever more

producing a clear surplus, after thepayment perseveringly strove to subjugate another

of all the expenses of their administration, than the British Government did to preserve,

of L.5,555,585 in seven years. No page in the reform , and perpetuate the Sikh rule in the

annals of India will be brighter than that which Punjab. It applied its highest administrative

records the first year of the British adminis- skill to rescue the country from anarchy,

tration in this last and most unexceptionable established a regency, took its young sove

ofouracquisitions. Even the Supreme Coun- reign under its protection, superintended with

cil at Calcutta appears to have been roused the most self-denying industry every detail

from its habitual official reserve, and to have of administration, and, notwithstanding all
expressed itself in the language of unwonted its solicitude, was eventually obliged, by

emotion. “ I feel,” one of itsmembers ob- a most unjustifiable rebellion , to put an end

serves in an official minute, “ that I do not to its nationality, and incorporate it with the

use too strong an expresion when I say, that Indian dominions. The necessity was fully

the efforts which began so immediately to admitted, and the act approved by Sir Henry

be worked out in the Punjab are wonderful Lawrence , elevated as his conceptions were

in a very high degree ; and I trust I may add, of international morality , and shrinking as he

without overstepping the bounds of official instinctively did from any act which bore

etiquette, that India owes a large debt of harshly upon a native race, or could cast a

gratitude as well to the statesmanwho form slur upon the British Empire. Nor did he

ed the general scheme for the government of overlook the importance of the possession of

the province, as to the able and energetic the Punjab in a strategical sense, and with

men who have effected, by means of it, such reference to any possible invasion of India
beneficial results." by the power that has been generally sup

Therecan be no doubt that, on the annex- posed to hope to wrest it eventually from
ation of the Punjab, our Indian empire our grasp. That he always estimated slightly
reached , and not until then, its natural and the probability of a Russian invasion is true;

most defensable boundary. As the masters but since the annexation of the Punjab, he

of Hindostan, the line of mountain range treated it as an impossibility. He thus re

beyond the Indus,and not the Sutlej, is, in cords his opinion on a subject which has been
the opinion of all competentauthorities, our a theme of much controversy among our

true military frontier. The country of theleading Indian statesmen :

Five Rivers had long been regarded by Indian

statesmen as the natural barrier between our
“ There will be po Russian invasion of India ;

own territories and Affghanistan , and it was nor, probably,will the tribes be again impelled
The latter now understand our strengtb.

traditionally held that it was a kingdom , the Rassia has long understood both ourstrength and

independence of which it wasmost desirable our weakness. There will be no foolish raid as
to maintain , although it could at best be con- long as India is united in tranquillity and content
sidered as only a precarious ally. It was ment under British rule. Russia well knowsthat

on us.
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sia's game.

such an attempt would only end in the entire de- | Lawrence. He believed that India might,

struction of the invaders. "Iodia hasbeen ivvaded in time, be ruled more easily through its

someforty times, but always by smallarmies, act. affections thanby our arms.
ing in communication with domestic parties. A

The great ob

ject in his military essays is, to prove that

through Affghanistan; a large army would be India requires an army deriving its strength,

starved there in a week. The largest army that not from its numbers, but from its efficiency.

could come, with Affgbanistan and Persia in its He allows, indeed , we must always bear in

train , would be met at the outlet of the only two mind, that at present we are butencamped

practicable passes, and , while attempting to de, in the land, and are “ dwelling in the tents

bouche, would be knocked to pieces. A hundred of Shem ,” and have yet to prove the perma

thousand Anglo-Indian troops might, with the
help of railroads,be collected at each pass in asnence of theencampment; but his aspiration

few days as it would take an unopposed Russian always was, “that aftera fertilizing and

army weeks to traverse them . Hundreds of eight- blessed rule of centuries,we might volun

inch gunswould there be opposed to their field- tarily hạnd over regenerated India to

pieces. The danger, then , is imaginary. Herat her own educated and enlightened sons .”

is no more the key of India than is Tabrezz, or Until that proud day shall arrive, we must,

Kbiva, or Koban, or Meshed. The chain of al. however, keep embodied an armed force

most impenetrable mountains is the real key to adequate for all the reasonable purposes of

India. England's own experience in the western
passes, and in the Crimea, have proved theab. police, and sufficientlylarge to impress the

surdity of thetale of Russian invasion . No, the sense of the might of England upon an im.

dream is idle. England's dangers are in India ; aginative and excitable people. " Welling

not without. We trust that in India they will ton's maxim ,” he says, of “ keeping the

be met, andthat there will be no third Affgban troops out ofsight will not answer for India.
campaign. Such a move would be playingRus- There must be trusty bayonets within sight

We aresafe while we hold our of the understanding, if not of the eyes,of
ground and do our duty. Russia may tease, an. Indian subjects, before they will pay willing
noy, and frigbten us byber money and her emis
saries. She may even do us mischief, but she obedience or any revenue.”

But it is not,

will never put foot in Hindostan . " he repeatedly declares, a numerically strong

army, but a contented one, with efficient

The most valuable portion of these essays officers, that is wanted . " What we want is

is, undoubtedly, that which relates to the not men, not money , but mind . A hundred

Indian army ; and the services rendered by men may be made to do the work of a thou

Sir Henry Lawrence to the cause of military sand ; a hundred pounds, wisely spent, may

reform cannot be too highly appreciated . contribute more to the strength of our em

Although he was taken from the profession pire, than a thousand.”
which he honoured and delighted in, and There is no doubt he wrote with prophetic

summoned to higher duties in the State, his sagacity in 1844, “ that whatever danger may

mind was constantly occupied on questions threaten us in India, the greatest is from our
connected with the welfare of the Indian own troops.” It was, therefore, a settled

army and with plans for its improvement. maxim with him , while giving them no le

He saw clearly the dangers ; and his warn- gitimate cause for discontent, and paying

ing voice was too often lifted up in vain . them well , and providing for them in old

The lessons which he inculcates may still be age, to abstain from bestowing favours and

turned to account ; for the problem of the rewards indiscriminately , and, above all , to

reconstruction of the Indian army is, as we carefully avoid giving anything or doing

have before stated , still unsolved ; and there anything under an appearance of coercion.

is yet embodied a large native force, com- It was a system of strict discipline, tempered

posed of all arms and all classes. An effi- with kindness and consideration for their

cient’army in India is indispensable. In the prejudices, that he thought best calculated

nature of things it cannot be an exclusively to strengthen the bonds of military disci

European army. Great Britain could not pline. How far short of these prudent

supply one without impairing her own councils the measures of Government fell,

strength and diminishing her political influ- and what fatal mistakes were committed by

ence in Europe. Nor would such a course, the administrators of the army, is unhappily

were it practicable, be just to the natives of now too well known to the world. Aged

India. If that country cannot be ruled to and incapable commanding officers ruined

some extent by the agency of its own peo-the morale of regiments, and threw discredit

ple, we had better relinquish the thankless upon the service. The seniority system ,
and unprofitable duty of keeping races in Sir Henry Lawrence believed , worked in

subjectionwhose habitual feeling is one of calculable evils to India ; and , by placing in

enmity. But no such alternative ever pre competent men in responsible positions,im

sented itself to the mind of Sir Henry paired the British power and prestige. One

a

"
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such misplaced officer has been known to justice and liberality forge a stronger chain

drive a thousand men into discontent, and than a suspicious and niggardly policy. Our

that thousand men probably corrupted many regular issue of pay and ourpension estab

thousands more. The evils of such men lishment are the foundation -stones of our

being entrusted with commands are amus- rule ; and there cannot be a doubt that, for

ingly portrayed : the lower orders, our service is a splendid

one. But it offers no inducement to supe

“ The man who never reflected in his life cannot rior intellects or more stirring spirits. Men

be expected to reflect on an emergency . An ir- so endowed, knowing they can always gain

regularity in construction of the ground puts him their bread in any quarter, leave us in die

out ; the unexpected appearance of a crabbed

brigadier flusters him ; the whirlwind rush of a
gust, and rise to rank in foreign services.

Sir Charles Napierdownthe line frightenshim Did the times avail, they would raise stand

out of his seuses. Cards, manuals, catechisms, ards of their own, and turn against us the

and all other helps are forgotten, and the unhappy discipline they learned in our ranks. Rank

field officer is like a babe in thewood. He loses and competence in our service, would bind
bis senses , and is alike the laughing - stock of bis such men to our interests. It is a straw

sa ble soldiers and of his younger countrymen. Is that turns the current . ” He suggests three

such a man —and there are scores of them — the descriptions of infantry : the first-class regu
fitting leader of a brigade through the Bolan or

the Kbybur, up the Persian Gulf, or to China or
lars, officered by a full complement of Euro

Burmab ? Yet they are the men so sent, daily peans, the second class partially so officered,

so selected. Can such men be expected to pre- the third class commanded and officered en

serve their senses in the presence of the enemy ? tirely by natives ; but the two last always

Tbat such bave not lost armies is no fault of the employed in brigade, or at least in concert

present system, but is attributable to the courage with the regular troops. There is another

and skill ofsubordinates. But let not Providence recommendation ' well worthy of attention

betoolong tempted. Rome lost her legions when bythose who are charged with the dutyof
commanded by generals who were soldiers only in

Napoleon's words to brother Louis at reorganizing our Indian army. He proposes

Toulon apply to our argument. Standing in the to attach permanently to each European

midst of the corpses of 200 grenadiers, slain regiment, while in India, two companies or

through the ignorance of their commander,at the more of picked men, chiefly composed of

assault of an impregnable side of Fort Phuron , be Mussulmen and the lower castes ofmilitary

observed , ' If I had commanded bere, all thesebrave men would be still alive. Learn, Louis Hindoos, to act as the auxiliaries and velites
did with the Romans. He thinks these

from this example, bow absolutely necessary in
struction is to those who aspire tocommand companies should be considered as light in

others.' ” fantry, and , as select troops, should receive

additional pay ; and as Europeans cannot

The practical suggestions on the subject march in India without a detachment of

of Military reform are, in every respect, ad- natives accompanying them , the service

mirable ; and had they been taken into con- now performed by followers might be made

sideration , and consistently carried out, the a duty of honour, and the sepoys of such

appalling mutiny of 1857 could not, in all auxiliary companies, acting habitually with

human probability, have broken out. He Europeans , would , he believes, be found of

placed his opinions, on every possible occa- almost equalvalue in the field .

sion , before the " authorities,” and before Sir Henry Lawrence's notions of cam.

the public, but they were almost entirely paigning were somewhat of a Naperian

unheeded by those who alone had the power character, and he sternly denounces the

to give effect to them . On the annexation folly of attempting to combine the luxuries

of Oude, the native army was disbanded ; of peace with the duties and requirements of

and do we not find a key to the mystery of war. He allows, indeed , that an Indian

the mutiny in the significant fact thus simply army can never move like a European one,

recorded by Sir Henry Lawrence, just two but insists that very much can be effected if

years before its outbreak: “ The eighty or officers will set the example. There was no

ninety thousand disbanded Oude soldiers are necessity , he thinks, for a lieutenant-colonel

the Brethren of the British Sepoys ! " to take three elephants, and double- poled

Amongthe many suggestions for increas- tents and glass -doors, to Candahar; neither

ing the efficiency of the native army and was it necessary, in his opinion, for subal

binding it to its allegiance , must be noted terns to take dressing-boys and butlers, with

the very important one, which Sir IIenry their assistants, on their establishments du

Lawrence always put prominently forward, ring the Affghan campaigns. He proposes,

namely, opening the service, in its higher that for every army there should be a

grades, to natives. “ There is always,” he director-general of baggage, with deputies

says, “ danger in handling edged tools ; but and assistants for divisions and brigades

1
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price."

who should be men of stern natures, with the abyss. Some may smile, some may speer,

authority to burn all extra baggage, and all some may acknowledge the truth dimly and for.

burthens of overloaded cattle, and indig- get it. Toallwe have one answer to give,
nantly protests against the very existence of couched in two very short words = Try it."

armies being risked, in order to give “ Cleo- It is now almost universally admitted

patra sofas and fresh bread to gentlemen that the dissolution of the Bengal native

whose services, at best, are ill worth such a army was caused , not by any inherent vice
in the sepoy nature, or inevitable infidelity

The discipline through which the officers to its officers. The system broke down

of the Indian army have passed since the with a crash , but it had been infected with

above opinions were recorded has doubtless rottenness in every part for a lengthened

introduced ,a firmer temper and a hardier period. There were faults in its original

spirit among them . The conduct of Euro- constitution , and they were aggravated from

pean officers throughoutthe whole of the year to year by the obstinacy or blindness

terrible ordeal to which they were exposed, of its commanders, by injurious relaxation

was, by universal testimony, worthy of of discipline, by inefficient officers, by timid

their country and their race; and , however language, too often byweak concessions and

in ordinary times they mightindulge their indiscriminate adulation engendering self

Sybaritic propensities, they were fully equal conceit leading on to arrogance and pre

in the hour of trial to all that they were sumption. The services it performed in the

called upon either to do or to suffer. field were generally of the most insignifi

The duties of an officer were never more cant description . General officers and bri

beautifully portrayed and powerfully en- gadiers now freely express themselves on

forced than in the following passage, which this long.forbidden subject. In truth , the

we cannot resist the temptation of quot- native army of Bengal, with very partial

ing exceptions, could not be relied uponin the

field . Its conduct was often disgraceful, and
" It is not merely the duty of an officer to at

teod parade, to manæuvre a company or a regi
at Chillianwalla especially its unsteadiness

ment, to mount guard, to sanction promotions, to exposed the mere handful of British troops

In the Casee the pay issued, to sign monthly returns, and to the imminent peril of defeat.

to wear a coat with a standing collar. The of- bul campaign, a whole regiment that had

ficer has higher duties to perform - a duty to bis turned their backs at the first shot was

sovereign, a duty to bis neighbour,a dutyto bis shortly afterwards seen decorated with
God — not to be discharged by the simple ob- medals to a man . It was held to be impol

servance of these military formalities. He stands itic to tell the truth, and the oficer who

in loco parentis ; he is the father of his men ; bis
treatment of them should be such as to call forth dared to publicly reveal it would probably

their reverence and affection, and incite in them a have found his own services dispensed with

strong feeling of shame on being detected by bim in a very summary manner.
Lord Clyde

in the commission of unworthyactions. It is his is reported to have recently declared , that

duty to study their characters, to interest himself he had often praised the conduct of the

in their pursuits, to enhance their comforts, to as. Bengal sepoys whenhe felt that they did not
sist and to encourage with counsel and with deserve it, -that such eulogy wasaccording

praise every good effort, to extend bis sympathy
to them in distress, to console them in affliction, to form , and always expected at the seat of

to show by every means in his power, that, government. We lament the hard alterna

though exiles from home and aliens from their tive of the distinguished commander, and we

kindred , they bave yet a friend upon earth who are sure that on no other occasion of his life

will not desert them . These are the duties of the have his expressed sentiments been in oppo

officer, — duties, too, which cannot be performed sition to his convictions.*

without an abundant recompense. There are

many idle, good-hearted, do-Dothing officers, who
The source of this military inferiority was

find the day too long, complain of the country
not so much in the native character as in

and the cliinate, are devoured with ennui, and ,the manner in which he had been treated .

living between excitement and reaction, perhaps There are periods in the earlier history of

in time siok into hypochondriasis ; but who India in which the military virtues of the

wonld,if they were tofollow our advice, tendered Bengal sepoys shone with a brightness rival
pot arrogantly but affectionately, find that they ling, and, on more than one occasion,even

bad discovered a new pleasure thata glory had eclipsing those of the European soldier.
sprung up in a shady place — that the day was Under able commanders, intelligent officers,

never too long,theclimate nevertoo oppressive anda strict discipline, they have performed,

that at their up.rising and their down-sitting se
renity and cheerfulness were ever present,-ihat, all that could be desired of troops. The

in short, they had begun a new life as differentlate lamented General Jacob is an instance

from tbát out of wbich they had emerged as the

sunshine on the top of the hill from the gloom of * See Russell's Diary.

-
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of what one man with a knowledge of native | ren of British soldiers having served or

character, can effect with the swarthy sol- serving in India, is now too well known to

diers of India, when he has obtained the key need either description or eulogy. It has

to their hearts . Their loyalty to the Gov- placed a healthy climate, a sound moral

ernment could only be exceeded by their iraining, and a good education , within the
attachment to him ; and the famous Scinde reach of every soldier's family in India,and

Horse would have felt imputation on their the benefits are equally felt by the parents

fidelity far more than a wound, and were and the children . The one are relieved

ready at any moment to prove their devo. from all anxiety for the welfare of their
tion to the death . offspring, and to the other are ensured a

We cannot follow in more detail Sir sound physical and intellectual development

Henry Lawrence's recommendation for im- which could not otherwise be obtained, and

proving the morale and the material of a which makes their services eagerly souglit

native army. His suggestions embrace a for, and well rewarded , in the various situa

plan of opposing class to class, creed to tions of life which are open to them as soon

creed, and interest to interest, not by a mix- as their training is complete. This noble

ture of sects in each regiment, but by sepa. institution is doing much to increase the

rate regiments, each consisting chiefly, British element in India. It is , by its annual

though not entirely, of a single sect . The supply of vigorous and educated adults,

numerical strength of the European troops gradually raising up a hardy race of colo

in India should never, he thinks, be less than nists that must, at no distant day, greatly

one-fourth of the regular army, but should strengthen our position in India, and mate

be always in the highest state of efficiency, rially influence its future. Since the death

and kept in a state of perfect readiness for of its founder, and the consequent loss of a

action. With a view to this, Sir Henry considerable portion of its revenue, we are

Lawrence suggested, many years ago, that happy to learn that the Government, in a

at least two-thirds of the European force spirit of the highest wisdom and beneficence,

required for India should be permanently has taken upon itself the whole cost of its

located on the hills. The plan is now , we maintenance, fully adopted the views of its

believe, being seriously entertained by the originator, and made it a public institution .*

Indian Government, and is likely , in a few Prolific as India has been in great ad

years, to be carried into full effect ; and ministrators, few ever effected so much, and

when we consider that one British recruit is so short a time, as Sir Henry Lawrence

costs the country L.100, the policy is ob in the province which he ruled . He was of

vious, on merely pecuniary grounds, of that school of public men, to whom expe

economising human life, availing ourselves diency is strictly subordinated to justice.

of those sources of health which India itself It was the confidence which his character

affords in its hiil districts, and thereby inspired that made the task of pacification

maintaining the troops in a state of efficiency so easy in the Punjab ; and no public officer

far greater than they could ever be if ener- probably ever existed in India, better quali

vated by the heat of the plains and deci- fied to represent the British nation, or to

mated by inevitable disease. It is almost embody and show forth in his character and

incredible, that Chunar, the hottest rock in acts the spirit with which it is actuated

India, was permitted for years to be used towards the people of India. It is as the

as a station for European invalids . Now pacificator and regenerator of the Punjab,

railroads are gradually making accessible that the name of Lawrence will illustrate

the finest hill stations of India; and the the recent history of British empire. His

Nielgherries , Dharjeding, Kussowle , Mus influence over the people was unbounded.

sourie, and Simla, will soon be as easily His presence alone at Lahore, in 1847,

reached as they were formerly difficult of seemed to check the refractory spirit of the

access , We shall then realize Hyder Ally's Sikh soldiery. ` Fearless and confident, he

notion , and keep our Europeans in cages ,

ready to let slip onoccasions of necessity. * We give the following extract from the descrip

There is one work of benevolence, which, tion of the asylum , and its results, by a geutleman
asbearing on the well-being of the British who visited it: - " The personal appearance of the
soldier in India, it is impossible not to pupils, both male and female ,really astonished me,

suddenly arriving, as I did, from among the languid

notice in connection with the services of Sir forms and pale faces of the southern plains. I felt

Henry Lawrence. It is the institution . as if I had dropped from the clouds, among groups

which bears his name and which owes its of children, on the breezy, heathery slopes of the

existence to his munificence. The Lawrence Grampians, they all looked so hale and stout, so im.

Asylum, located near Kusso wlee , in the chubby cheeks seemed to 'vie in glowing blushes
bued with athletic energy ; while their round and

Himalayas, for the orphan and other child- with the freshest rose of summer. ”
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went unattended among them , attaching them of the law of association,and the consequent

by acts of kindness, and controlling them depreciation, by minds of a certain order,

by the energy of his administration. His of any method of intellectual culture that is

temporary absence in England proved the apparently opposed to the claims of a rigor

signal for disturbances, which brought him ous dialectic.

back to public life, but too late to avert the That an exact answer to the question, in

rebellion which ensued . The private vir. what direction do the principal rivers of a

tues are the source of all public excellence. new country flow ? cannot, of course, be

Those of Sir Henry Lawrence were as con- received from any description , however

spicuous as his services were great. Inde- faithful, of their characteristic fishes, or the

fatigable in the discharge of his duties, he plants that adorn their banks, is a proposi

was a rigid exacter of " work” from all who tion too obvious to require any detailed

held office under him . With a heart of exposition . No such organic connection

feminine softness, and a tenderness for the subsists between the naked phenomena of

feelings of others, that to more rugged na- locality and life, as will allow any question

tures sometimes almost assumed the appear. regarding the former to be directly replied

ance of weakness, he displayed an immove- to by the latter .

able firmness of purpose when he had to From the stimulus, however, that is natur

deal with tyranny or wrong. He was ally imparted to the thoughtful explorer of

feared for his justice, quite as much as he any new region, by the presence of living

was loved for his beneficence. In the high- forms, animal or vegetable, more especially

est part of his character, that of an earnest if such are of a novel character, all questions

and consistent Christian , he was unsurpassed regarding the strictly inorganic features of

by any individual in India ; and it may be the district in which they occur cannot fail

long before we shall again see the skilful to assume an increase, alike of definiteness

administrator, the military reformer, the 'in form and urgency of import. In some

sagacious statesman, and the active philan- vital respects, indeed, the manifold activities

thropist so beautifully blended and usefully of life and growth ,-of organic, rather than

combined as in the eminent man whose ser- inorganic phenomena, -are a needful aux

vices we have briefly sketched , and whose iliary to the distinct apprehension and

memory must always be held in the most serviceable remembrance of the merely

reverential estimation , not only in the coun- visible bearings of the earth's surface, but

try which was the immediate sphere of his especially of such portions of it as have not

duties, but in that which has the honour to been directly submitted to the chain and

number him among her sons, and by the theodolite of the surveyor.
Empire whose interests he greatly con- And in this view both of the desirable

tributed to advance, and whose true glory excitement and the associative links of

it was ever his highest ambition to promote. thought that are supplied by the presence of
life, in its relation to the definition of the

mere geography of a country, the most

minute and trivial portions ofa thoughtful

traveller's observations assume no mean or

transient importance. Attaching a positive

Art. IV.-Report of the Select Committee value to the smallest fragments of fact, and

of the Legislative Council on the Abori- even to their most limited engagements of

gines , together with the Proceedings of the suggestive faculty of thought,the shrewd

Committee, Minutes of Evidence, and Ap- inquirer into the local arrangements of

pendices. By Authority : John Ferris, nature, as presented to the eye, in different

Government Printer, Melbourne. 1859. ' regions, will promptly accept illustrations,

however faint and remote, of his determin

In close alliance with the geographical ele ing principles of inquiry. He will not, for

ment in human knowledge are several ques- example, peremptorily refuse to appreciate

tions, the general solution of which is fitted the feelings of a venerable judge in former

to exercise a salutary influence on the days, whose lively botanical predilections

progress of scientific inquiry, and the ad- were wont occasionally to exceed the due

vancement of the highest interests of society. limits of senatorial self-restraint ; because,

Of these questions, however, some of the in that delighted twinkle of the eye, when,

most significant are peculiarly liable to as on one occasion, he unexpectedly beheld

neglect, partly because, at first sight, they from his carriage-window a pre-eminently

seem trivial and superficial ; but mainly, handsome specimen of the common harebell,

perhaps, because of the intrusive inroads of a silent but emphatic expression of his hav

the logical faculty on the legitimate domain ling acquired a more distinct knowledge of

:
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the surrounding district, was unconsciously different parts of the earth enter into its

implied. In that sharply realised habitat of manifold tissues. Of the many formative

that very simple plant, for the first time, a influences of life, however, when selecting

clue to far wider relations in the organic the appropriate materials as they exist in a

and inorganic constitution of the environing crude form , that unique force quietly trans

landscape had been indirectly vouchsafed. forms them into novel shapes—giving to the

Nor, if the subtle bonds of sympathy ,that, eye its characteristic pigment, to the muscle

winding in mystic mazesthrough the thoughts its fibre, to the nerve its sheath, and to the

of the poet, link together in fertile union the bone its cells — every man , who at any time

inward law of interpretation with the outward asks himself the simplest questions regard

facts of observation , be recognised as of le- ing his own flesh and blood, is fully aware.

gitimate influence in the structure of true While, in the presence of life, accordingly,

knowledge, will the following brief narrative there is a stimulus to the better knowledge

of a summer noon's walk be devoid of in- of locality, in the material phenomena, also,

struction as to the suggestive nature of living of a country, there are, to some extent,the

things, when viewed in the light of stepping- means of interpreting living forms. Man,

stones to a more intelligible acquaintance for example, is not only the creature of ani.

with the visible scenes inwhich they occur, mal causes - nutrition,growth, decay — he is

and a more enlarged conception of the land also the result of a daily inorganic synthesis.

scape of which such scenes form a part. The living soul , on which no physical agency

“ When , ” remarks the Rev. Perceval can exert any direct effect, and which, amidst

Graves, in a charming letter to Mr. Wood- the ceaseless transformations of dead matter

ward in Archer Butler's Life, we reached around it, is ever consciously the same, is

the side of Loughrigtarn (which you may re- the tenant of the dust, and the neighbour of

member Wordsworth notes for its similarity, corruption.

in the peculiar character of its beauty, to the In judging,therefore, of the manifold varie

Lago de Nemi, Dianæ Speculum ) , the love- ties in which man's animal life makes itself

liness of the scene arrested our steps and known, in different regions of the world, it

fixed our gaze. The splendour of à July is of vital importance to be ever on the

noon surrounded us and lit up the landscape, watch to form a due estimate of the influence,

with the Langdale Pikes soaring above, and exerted on their respective structures and

the bright tarn shining beneath ; and when functions by the inorganic phenomena amidst

the poet's eyes were satisfied with their which they were originally produced , and by

feast on the beauty familiar to them, they which they have been gradually moulded.

sought relief in the search, to them a happy Anything , of course, like a complete expla

vital habit, for new beauty in the flower- nation of the manifold causes of the present

enamelled turf at his feet. There his atten- condition of any one aspect of the human

tion was attracted by a fair, smooth stone of family, or of the extent to which the primary

the size of an ostrich's egg, seeming to imbed type has been affected by the agency of the

at its centre, and, at the same time, to dis- essential laws of matter, during the vast

play a dark star-shaped fossil of most dis- periods of time that have elapsed since its

tinct outline. Upon closer inspection, this creation, is obviously impossible. Why the

proved to be the shadow of a daisy projected Ugrian stock of man , for example, should

upon it with extraordinary precision, by the embrace within it the Lap and the Magyar,

intense light of an almost vertical sun . between whom very wide differences indeed

But, moreover, in recognising the import- obtain, both physically and morally, is a

ance of organic forms the characteristic question for the solution of which no more

mammal or bird ,or attractive blossom of a sufficient materials can be had , than for the

prevailing tree—in relation to man's more explanation of the common descent of the

definite and memorable acquaintance with Caucasian and Oceanic varieties from the

the superficial features of any region, it is first parents of our race. But in the view

álso deserving of special remark, that, in of giving to the reader such an impressive

submission to the laws of the inorganic phe view of physical and moral extremes in the

nomena of nature, living beings constantly various racesof man, as may tend to enhance

receive lasting impressions from these, and the importance of an inquiry into the influ

are moulded by them into various impres- ences of geographical distribution upon
the

sive forms. It is , indeed, impossible so to latter, we give the following extracts , which

analyse the history of any one species of are not more instructive than suggestive,
animal or plant, as to trace the sources of from Dr. Latham’s “ Varieties of theHuman

its specific colours, or describe the causes of Race :"

the different proportions of the raw materials “ The Western Ugrians consist of the Lapland

of organic or inorganic chemistry , that iners, the 'Finlanders, the Pamiang, Siranians and

a
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Votiaks of the Russian governments of Perm , “ The Vogul and Ostiak are undersized, even

Vologda, and Viatka ; the Tsheremiss, the Mord as compared with the agricultural tribes -- not,

vios, the Tshuvash, on the Middle Volga ; the bowever, as compared with those of the tundras.

Voguls and Ostiaks on the ridge of the Ural Their face is eminently Mongol; so much so, that

mountains, and along the rivers Obi and Yene- the eminent geographer Malte Brun, bas allowed

sey, and finally the Majiars of Hungary. Between himself to believe that they are a . Kalmuc popu

thie extreme types there are broad differences, lation, conquered at some far back period by ih

e . g . , between the Laps and Majiars. So there is in Hungarians, who imposed upon them their lan

respect to their social and intellectual histories. guage.' No philologue, however, assents to this .

" In regard to physical form , the Ugrians are The Voguls are the more Mongol of the two.

light-baired rather than dark ,-many of them are “ The word Hungarian introduces a new series

red - haired. This is the first stock where the of facts. It is to these venatorial and piscatorial

colour bas, in any notable proportion , been other Ugrians — these Voguls of the Uralian ridge, and

than dark. these Ostiaks of the lower Obi-that the Majiars

“ The Majiars of Hungary belong to the Ugrian of Hungary are the most closely allied , at least in

stock , -- a fact which has long been known to pbi- language. How is tbis explained ? That the

lologues, but which is not sufficiently flattering to Majiars are an intrusive population , who invaded

the Majiar pride to be willingly admitted. So, Europe from the north-east, in the tenth century,

however, it is. But as the Majiars are outlgers , is a matter of history . That their original country

having conquered Hungary from the southern was the southern part of the Urals, is a matter of

part of the Uralian Mountains, they lie beyond almost equal certainty. If so, they were the third

ite true Ugrian area, just as the Osmanli of Ru- branch of a Uralian division of the Ugrian stock,

melia lie beyond the Turks. Laying aside, bow- whereof the Voguls and Ostiaks were the other

ever, the Majiars, the Ugrian stock extends far two. Bat their habits have changed . So bave

southwards, and far westward as well, —to Lap- those of the Ugrians of Vologda and Viatka, who

land in the latter direction , to the Mordvin country were once hunters like the Vogul , but are now

in the former. Now, the Mordvins occupy parts tillers of the soil like the Finlander and the Estho

of the Russian governments of Karan , Saratov, nian.

Simbrisk, and Tamboo. So that the Ugrians “ To the characters of the Majiars of the tenth

extend as far south as the latitude of Lombardy century , when they won their present quarters,

and Piedmont - Northern Italy ; thence to the let the old chronicle writers give their testimony :

Arctic circle, as aforesaid . - Out of the aforesaid parts of Scythia did the

“ The northernmost portions of the Ugrian area nation of the Hungarians, very savage, and more

are tundras. Here the inhabitants are nomadic, cruel than any wild beast,-a nation that some

with the rein deer for their domestic animal . They years ago was not even knownby name,-when

live, too, in tents . Elsewbere, however, the pressed upon by the neighbouring people of the

Ugrian dwells in houses, and tills the soil. The name of Petshipegs, came down upon us ; for the

tribual organization grows less prominent as we Petshinegs were strong, both in numbers and

advance westwards. The steppe gives way to the valour, and their own soil was not sufficient to

forest, for alluvial tracts, thickly wooded, are oc- sustain them. From the violence of these the

cupied by the various Ugrian populations along Hungarians fled , to seek some other lands that

the whole of the upper and middle Volga. There they might occupy, and to fix their settlements

are no great mountains in the Ugrian area ; the elsewhere. So tbey said Farewell to their old

most considerable range being that of the Ural- country. Atfirst they wandered over the solitudes

ians, between Europe and Asia. These are cold of the Pannonians and Avars, seeking their daily

and ' inbospitable ; not because they attain any sustenance from the chase, and by fishing. Then

great elevation, but because they run far towards they broke in npon the boundaries of the Carin

the north, and lie far ibland. Their occupants thians, Moravians, and Bulgarians, with frequent

are the Voguls, a population of hunters in the attacks . Very few did they slay with the sword

country of the bear, the beaver, the glutton , and -many thousandswith their arrows, which they

the elk,-hunters of the forest rather than of the shot with such a skill , from bows made of horn ,

prairie or open country. that it was scarcely possible to guard against

“ As hunters of the extra-tropical forest rather them . This manner of warfare was dangerous in

than the open country , the Voguls are the most proportion as it was unusual. The only differ

northern tribe of the world — as hunters of game ence between the Hungarian manner of fighting

rather than as fishers. This last is what their and that of the Britons (sic) , is, that the former

neighbours are — the Ostiaks of therivers Obiand use arrows, the latter darts.' Again : " They

Yepesey. Contrast these two tribes with their never know the ways of either a town or a dwell.

neighbours of the south and west - with the Ugri ing, and they never fed upon the fruits of human

ans of the leveller country, and the alluvial soils labour until they came to that part of Russia

on the Viatka and Rama - and we see the differ- which is called Susudal. Till then, their food

ence between the life of agriculture and a life of was flesh and fish . Their youths were hunting

Fecatorial activity . The size ofthe villages gives every day ; hence, from that day to this , the

us the means of comparison. With the Voguls, Hungarians are better skilled than other nations

the villages consist of some five or ten buts, made in the chase .'

of poles,branches, bark, or skins , with a distance Looking solely at the physical conditions of

between them of not less than ten or twelve this area, and remembering that he belongs to

miles ; so much free space being necessary to the the most northerly group on the face of the earth,

sustenance of the bunter. The Tsheremiss villages we may place the country of the Ugrians amongst .

number from thirty to forty houses. The Tshu. the more favoured portions of the extra-tropical

Yash are larger still. world. The oak and lime grow in its southern
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parts ; the fir and birch extend beyond the Arctic exciting occasions of pure thought, the re
circle in the northern. There is abundance, too , flections promoted by the foregoing extracts

of mineral wealth. Nevertheless, the Ugrian cannot fail to prove of much significance and
population is scanty,fragmentary, and dependent. fruitfulness as to their legitimate issue.
It lies between two stocks eminent for their ag.

gressive character, — the Tark on the east,the Questions manifold will ever come forth,

Russian on the west . For this reason there is almost unbidden, and importunately demand

only one country where the stock is well repre- at least a partial reply . Why is it, for in

sented, and thatis, the Duchy of Finland . In the stance, that, as Captain Beechey informs us,

Duchy of Finland alone, about one-half of the in the same Archipelago of Amphinesia, the
whole Ugrian population is contained. Here, darker skins are found in those tribes that

and in Esthonia, we find the Ugrians,for the first inhabit the lower and coralline islands,

time, in contact with a practicable sea ; for the
Arctic Ocean, which washes the seaboard of the while in the occupants of higher and volcanic

Laps and Siberians, can scarcely be taken into islands lighter skins prevail ? And why , in

account as an instrument of civilisation. But the allied divisions of the samestock of men, do

Baltic connects the Western Ugrians with the crisp, short, dense locks, characterise one

nations that best represent European civilisation , section, while in another, a loose, lank , thin,
- the German and the Swedes. Here, though style of hair, seems to be a permanent fea

the physical conditions of soil and climate are but

indifferent , the social development of the Ugrian
ture ; and is there any direct connection be

stock attains its best development ; better, how - tween the prominent rocks and plants of a

ever, in Finland than Esthonia . country , and the kind or quantity of bone,

" The Northern Finlanders come in contact nerve, or colour, that obtains in its living

with the more southern Laps; the relations be- inhabitants, in plants, beast, and man ? Is

tween the two divisions being of interest. In there any basis, in fact, for the inference

language they are liker than in bodily organiza- that , in Great Britain , the light and dark eye

tionandhabits. On the other hand, the bodily inman prevails or declines in proportion as

organization of the Lap is more like that of the
Samoyed than is his language. Hence, the evi- the prevailing rocks ofthe district belong to

dence of the two tests, or criteria — the anatomi- the Carboniferous or Silurian series ?

cal and philological - differs. But we must now request the attention of

“ I believe, however, that the difference is the reader to the many illustrations, direct

greater in appearance than in reality ; inasmuch and suggestive, of not a few of these inviting
as , at one time, the Laps were extended much questions that are supplied by the various
further south than at present, and that on both instructive statements of a purely ethnologi.

sides of the Gulf of Bothnia. Thus they covered calcharacter, ein bodied in the Report which
nearly the whole of Norway and Sweden , -some

say the whole. This was, of course, before the we have selected as the groundwork of this

forefathers of the present Finlanders moved paper,

northwards, and before the forefathers of the As the circumstances in which this docu

present Norwegians and Swedes did so. As the ment had its origin, will be found peculiarſy

one encroached, the other retreated. This is the interesting to such readers as studiously
history of the weaker families of mankind all the mark the vital , though indirect, effects of
world over. But this is not all . Wherever two

families ofstrongly contrasted frames and habits well -guided scientific inquiries on the high

are brought into close geographical juxtaposition, est interests of mankind, it may be well to
and there is no corresponding change of the explain these as communicated by the Hon.

plıysical conditions of their respective areas, Thomas M'Combie, the Convener of the Se.

there has always been encroachment and intrusion lect Committee appointed by the Legislative
on the one side or the other ; on the side of the Council of Victoria to inquire into the con
more southern population of the two, when the dition of the Aborigines :
area is Arctic or Sub-Arctic, or the side of the

more northern of the two when the area is Tropi. “ Some time ago," Mr. M'Combie remarks, in

cal or Sub- J'ropical. Now , the result of such the initial words of a communication , on ihe

encroachments is the obliteration of transitional Aborigines of Victoria , to the Ethnological Sec .

and intermediate forms. That the Finlander has tion of the British Association met at Aberdeen ,

encroached on the Lap is a matter of history ; " the Ethnological Section forwarded to me at

that he continues to do so is a matter of observa. Melbourne, Victoria, a printed list of queries in

tion. reference to races likely to become extinct. I

" As the eastern Ugrians are amongst the most was requested to reply to all, or at any rate to

American of the Asiatics, the western are such as might be suitable to tie position, or bear

amongst the most European.” on the character, of the Australian aborigines.

" In order that the subject might receive full

Now, keeping in view the ceaseless drafts justice, and have the widest possible attention, I

made by man's complex nature on inor. moved for and obtained a Committee of theLeg.

ganic matter, and the transforming laws to elected chairman. This Committee was granted
islative Council of Victoria, of wbich I was

which that is subject, the vital , chemical, pot merely to gain all the information which

electrical laws, — for the supply of physical could be acquired regarding them , but also to de

stamina, sensational impressions, and the vise some means of improving their condition,
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and providing for their wants . In addition to no less expressive of physical continuity

the reception of evidence from a number of com , throughout the Archipelago, that the axis of
petent witnesses, questions were framed and the great mountain range, which, rising in
widely circulated, and replies received from a Van Diemen's Land , and then passing out

large number of persons scattered over the in
terior. I was also favoured with the assistance of sight beneath the waters of Bass'Strait,

of Dr. Becker and Mr. Soger to obtain diagrams once more rears its noble summits in the

of aboriginal heads, which were skilfully en Australian Alps, is geologically extended

graved, and beautiful prints have been added to into the southern coast of New Guinea.

the report and evidence. I have, moreover, at. Whilst, moreover, evidences of convulsion

tached to this document two complete grammars by the agency of volcanoes arrest the eye of

of the aboriginal language , an account of the the speculative navigator at various points

Pooniodie School, and various other documents ."

throughout these widespread islands, it is ,

To the admirable manner in which Mr. at the same time, impossible for him to

M'Combie and his committee have accom- trace the outlines, more especially of the

plished their design , every page, of this larger masses of land, without acknowledg.

Report affords distinct and fulltestimony. ing that an incalculable amount of abrading

A most instructive record of the wide aims and dislocating pressure has been excited

and benevolent spirit of its authors, it is also upon them bythe surrounding seas.

replete with information, equally significant In the foras, also, of Australia, Papua,

and pathetic, of the extremedegradationand and New Zealand , there are specially close

the intensely rapid disappearance ofthe black alliances; while, in still more remote mem
man of Australia. bers of the same vast insular aggregate, the

In briefly noticing some of the more pro- obvious representation of one kindred genus

minent topics of ethnological import that of plants by another, is indicative of import

are either expressly explained or are natur. ant conclusions respecting their common

ally suggested by references and hints of a origin and uniform diffusion.

more occasional nature in the pages of this And, in leaving conjectures regarding the

valuabie document, we shall, have regard , causes of similarities,more or less marked,

though not exclusively, to their bearing on in the distribution of animal and plant life

the higher interests of that unhappy race over islands more or less divided, through

that forms the special subject of the Re- out the wide area of the Australasian seas,

port. for inquiries as to the different races of man,

To one
or two preliminary sentences, in connection with the higher animals, that

however, of a more general kind , in explan. when wild contribute to his daily food , or

ation of thephysicalgeography, the relations, when domesticated promote his social pros

organic and inorganic,of the Oceanic Archi- perity and comfort, there are many cireum

pelago , it will be needful to solicit the sus- stances in his condition, both as regards

tained attention of the reader ; because not other vital phenomena, and their necessary

a few of the most instructive results of a relations to prevailing kinds of inorganic

careful investigation of the early history of matter, that seem to indicate a common

the original inhabitants of Australia , in the origin and a similar diffusion. Of the means,

more restricted meaning of the term , imply indeed , by which these vast groups of islands

rather intricate processes of special study, were prepared for the reception of their

and a nice adjustment of numerous details of various living occupants, their now prevail
fact. ing animals and plants, and especially for

In thoughtfully passing the eye, then , the appearance of man, history cannot, of

over any map allowing at once an entire course, afford any explanation. It is obvi

view of the three groups, into which the vast ously vain to ask questions where several

assemblage of islands- to which some geog- answers are all equally probable, or where,

raphers have given the name of Oceanica- because of a prevailing obscurity, almost no
and which are situated between the 24th room whatever is left for conjecture. At

parallel of north and the 50th of south lati- the same time, it does not appear to exceed

tude, and between 92° east and 109° west the limits of legitimate inference regarding

longitude, it will , we believe, be felt, even the present physical and moral features of

by the most prosaic persons, to be no merely the existing human aborigines of Oceanica,

idle trick of fancy, to conjecture that they to ascribe to their hereditary circumstances

are the fragments of a former continent or of various soils and climates, and to an in

continents. tensely promiscuous intercourse of thesexes

For, not to dwell at any length on the --that naturally inducing a profound dis.

impressive circumstance that the mountainturbance of the better conditions of offspring,

chains exhibit a very marked polarity of is also a too sure preparative for fatal famil?

arrangement, we would point to another fact, iarity with imported forms of vice - what

a
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ever departures from a common type may But we must now leave these general

exist among them . views, and proceed to the more detailed ex

As existing, moreover , within the historic planations that are demanded by our present

period , and included in that class of facts , design.

from the explanation of which , considerations According to the information contained in

of important results in man, through the the most recent maps, the colony of Victoria

agency of inorganic laws, are commonly ex- lies between the parallels of 34 °and 39° south,

cluded, certain points of agreement in the and the meridians of 141 ° and 150 °. It em .

languages of the Archipelago form an influ- braces an area of 98,000 square miles.

ential complement to the impressive indica- Southward , its winding boundary extends

tions of a common origin, not only in the from Cape Howe on the east, to the mouth

physical structure of the islands, but also in of the river Glenelg on the west , and is

their original living tenants, to which we washed by 900 miles of sea. Its northern

already adverted. Because it is deserving frontier is skirted throughout almost its

of special remark, that, deep and massive entire extent by the great waters of the

though the obscurity be that invests the Murray, to which the rivers Loddon, Goul
general history of these languages, it is in burn, and Ovens, with numerous other

some measure needful to themost likely ex- smaller streams descending in a northerly

planation of any one of them , that they be direction from the leading water-sheds in

conjecturally grouped together by the com- the interior of the colony , largely contribute.

parative philologer, in almost entirely the Generally, the climate is mild and pleasant,

same order as that by which the geographer though, at certain seasons of the year, dry

and naturalist are theoretically led to asso- parching winds from the north prevail.
As

ciate the islands and their natural produc- first beheld by its earliest explorers, the
tions. widespread plains of luxuriant grass, dotted

But, in the view of affording the most by shady groves of trees, suggested its

authoritative elucidation of these views with earlier name of Australia Felix . Remark

in our reach, we submit to the careful study ably free from brushwood,the surface allows

of the reader another valuable extract from an immediate introduction of tillage as well
Dr. Latham .

as cattle, and thus presents a marked con

“ The Oceanic Group. — Area : the Penin- trast to the primitive state of almost all

sula of Malacca, Sumatra , Java, and the other colonies; a circumstance 'which has

chain ending in Timor and Rotti ; Borneo, not been overlooked by those writers who

and the chain leading to the Phillippines; have described its peculiar advantages as a

the Bashi and Babyani Isles ; Formosa, settlement.
Celebes, and the Moluccas; the islands In the words of Mr. Westgarth, " Victoria ,

between Timor and New Guinea; Mada- and indeed Australia generally, has been, by

gascar. the natural features of the country, more

“ Divisions: Amphinesian and Kelænone- favoured than most others of our colonial

sian. settlements, as regards that preliminary

" The Peleu Isles and Lord North's Isle ; physical drudgery of every new country by

Micronesia ( i.e. , the Caroline and Marianne which colonial society is long withheld, more
Islands ). or less, from the higher aspects of refine

“ Polynesia ( i.e. , the Navigators ', Society, ment and civilisation. The beauties of

Friendly, Marquesan, and Sandwich Island cultivation presented almost everywhere

groups) ; Easter Islandand New Zealand. throughout England, as we rapidly traverse

“ The Fiji Islands. by modern modes of travel ; the varied sur

“ New Guinea,and the islands to the east face of our noble country ; the alternate port

thereof (i.e., Louisiade Archipelago, etc. ) ; and garden ; the every aspect of the arts and
Tanna, New Caledonia. appliances of man ,---represented the accu .

Tasmania (Van Diemen's Land). mulated achievements of human toil , gradu .

“ Australia . ated over centuries since the age when the

" Language: Agglutinate rather than mono- forest, the bog, and the morass formed the
syllabic, when Amphinesian,with patent and conspicuous features. If we transfer our

recognised affinities to the Malay ; when view to the backwoods of America, we per

Kelænonesian, with Malay affinities fewer, ceive the recommencement, as it were,of

more obscure, and only partially recognised the same labour, and a society depressed in

“ Physiognomy: when Amphinesian ,more its outward aspects by the daily sweat and

brown (or yellow ) than black , also more toil in which it is continually immersed .

Mongol than Negro ; when Kelænonesian, But the free grassy surface of a great part of

more black than brown ( or yellow) , and as Australia, ready made for the plough, has

much Negro as Mongol.” overstepped a long age of such customary
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colonial toil, and saved her fortunate sonstension forward , that prevails also among

from a century of physical warfare." the most degraded of the African nations,

Of the aboriginal possessors of this colony though the heads of the latter have their

-if any such term as possession may be characteristic differences. In its superior

used where occupation of the soil is so fluc- segment, the cranium is of a pyramidal form .

tuating and uncertain - and of the changes in front, when regarded on the upper sur

that have occurred since their earliest intro- face, it is as remarkable for attenuation in

duction into it, no materials of history exist. breadth as it is for the direct aspect of the

In so far, however, as the earliest records of frontal sinus. Nor, when viewed in relation

Australian discovery seem entitled to reli- to intellectual capacity, do such inferior mea

ance, the natives of Victoria,so long as they sures of accommodation for the use of the

have been known to intelligent observers, brain greatly belie the miserable native of

may generally be described in the words Australia.

first applied to the natives of other parts of “ If a line, ” remarks Professor Owen, “ be

the continent. drawn from the occipital condyle along the

When Dampier landed, in January 1688, floor of the nostrils, and be intersected by a

on the coast of New Holland , he found the second touching the most prominent parts

natives sunk in the most abject physical and of the foreheadand upper jaw, the intercept

moral degradation. Destitute alike of ed angle gives, in a general way, the pro

houses and clothing, they were also ignorant portions of the cranial cavity and the grade

of the most common forms of religion and of intelligence; it is called the facial angle.

government. Nor, while making all legiti- In the dog this angle is 20°, in the great

mate allowance for misconceptions, arising chimpanzee, or gorilla, it is 40°, but the

from inadequate knowledge of the true intel prominent super-orbital ridge occasions

lectual and moralcondition of the Australian some exaggeration ; in the Australian it is

black, on the part of the earlier navigators , 85°, in the European it is 95°. The ancient

and explorers, can a much more flattering Greek artists adopted , in their beau ideal

description be given of him at the present of the beautiful and intellectual , an angle of

day. He is still one of the most abnormal 100 °."

specimens of the human family. And on a comparison of their counte

Physically , theaborigines of Victoria, like nances and figures, when we take the soft

the other sad decaying remnants of their parts of the frame which have their own dis

race in other parts of Australia, are not only tinct function in the expression of man's na

misshapen in outline, owing to the marked ture, as well as the bony, a similar result,

disproportion between the cranium and the as may naturally be expected, comes strong

limbs, but they are also characterised by a ly out. In seeking for a test, we need not

very great deficiency of bone throughout go' higher in the scale of man than what is

the skeleton generally, On the extreme presented in a good specimen of the Hindoo.

frontiers of degraded humanity, their osseous . What more truly picturesque, and in cer-.

system is evidently dying out. In sharp tain aspects beautiful in contour, than the

contrast to the ascending ratio of the endo- features and bust of Ram Ruttun , a Brah

skeleton in the upward scale of animal life, man, and secretary of Ram Mohun Roy, as

according to the most philosophical, because given by Dr. Prichard in his “ Natural His

the most natural arrangement of the animal tory of Man.” In the want of high serene

kingdom, the chemical proportions of the repose, indeed , or, to use perhaps more

solid textures of the body in the native Aus- exact terms, in the deep, strong, fiery pas

tralian seem to be steadily diminishing. sions that will not be concealed by the best

Let us take, in the way of eliminating wrought veil of a purely Indian culture, the

this special point, the Australian style of grand primary expressions of human eleva

head as shown by the “ skull of King John, tion — an earnest thoughtfulness, simple af

a chief of the Adelaide tribe, ” which is given fection, and humility -- are painfully awant

in an appendix to the Report, and which , ing. Most unmistakeably, however, it is

according to Dr. Ludwig Barker, is a typi- one of the children of men, though widely

cal character of the Australian race. In its distant from the highest ideal of our kind

parietal diameter it measures 5} inches, in that is before the eye, in these Eastern out

the occipito frontal 71, and in the width of lines and hues, the regular features, the do- '

forehead between the temples 3). In every likho kephalic head, and the brunette rather

view - profile, front face, as seen from be than black skin. Nor, when estimating Ram

hind, and also from above — it is eminently Ruttun's ethnographic position, even from

the brain -case of a savage of the lowest and the elevated point of view peculiar to
weakest form . The jaws are strongly the most highly refined inhabitants of West

marked by that peculiar prolongation orex - ern Europe, can any obstacles be experienced
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to such a judgment of the manifold sources /metry, activity, and strength, while his

of the physical and moral modifications of head might have compared with an antique

the human species, as will admit of a secure bust ofa philosopher.'

assent to the inference, that in the osseous Mr. M'Combie also , in his paper on the

framework of the face, the peculiar shape as Aborigines of Victoria, read at a recent

well as markings of the eye, the mould of meeting of the British Association , while

the lips, and the characteristic set of the expressing his full concurrence in these

head on the shoulders, the identification of strong opinions of Pickering, at the same

their possessor with the other descendants time expressed himself as follows :—“The

of one single pair, in the beginning of time, Australian aborigines are active, strongly

is alike simple and just. These unique feas formed , and stately ."

tures, obviously, can only be scientifically On this opposition of sentiment , however,

explained by associating him with the other we will not enlarge, there being but few

members of that sole genus among mamma- data embraced by the report that seem to

lia, of which there is but a single species. us to lend any material support to more

In another part, however, of his great flattering conclusions than such as have been

work , Prichard illustrates the extent to expressed by other observers. We will

which strong and repulsive contrasts in merely subjoin the following table of relative

physical form and features may prevail in physical proportions, leaving the reader to

different races. Two Australian natives of form his own estimate of its import and

King George's Sound, as figured by M. value. Itwas laid before the select com

D'Urville in his great atlas, are set before mittee by Mr. Strutt :

us at page 355. Attenuated in bulk , and Name. Weight. Height.

weakin outline, almost to marked deform

ity, there is also a very strong dispropor

tion in the size of the head and the limbs.
Johnny Johnny . 10

Billy

A painful resemblance to the Cretin at once
Larry

arrests the eye, and painfully affects the Billy Toole ..... 10

heart with the conviction, that nowhere else

on the earth does man so obviously indicate

in his skeleton-its amount and quality of No other woman could be persuaded to be weighed or

measured.

bone - in his relaxed caste of muscular de

velopment, abject mould of features, and Generally, as may naturally be anticipa

entire style, a fatal tendency to extinction . ted , the black man of Victoria, in common

At the same time, it must be admitted , with all the other tribes of his race, and the

that legitimate as such conclusions seem to savage universally, is marked intellectually

us to be, opinions by no means so deroga- by a very great disproportion between his

tory to the physiognomy of the Australian perceptive and reflective faculties. On this

black man are entertained by writers fully subject the following graphic delineation, by

entitled to use words of authority on this Mr. M'Combie, of the general accuracy

point. It is, for example, in the following which the Report generally supplies many

terms that Pickering describes those natives interesting confirmations, will prove in

whom he personally saw : teresting to our readers :

“ About thirty Australians came under “They are exceedingly quick and keen,

my own observation, who neither had the their minds resembling rather a treasure

lips so uniformly thick, nor the nose so which has been sealed up than a vacuum .

much depressed, as in the Negro ; but in cer- Their perceptive faculties are of the very

tain instances both nose and mouth were highest order, according to my own observa

wider. Some individuals were of surpassing tion and all the evidence which I have been

ugliness, while others, contrary to all anti- able to collect on the subject ; but they bave

cipation, had the face decidedly fine, and a great want in their reflective faculties.

several of the young women had a very In imitating their civilised brethren, in
pleasing expression of countenance. The mimicking, in drawing rude figures and

general form , though sometimes defective, likenesses of objects, they are very happy.

seemed, on the average, better than that of If you examine a picture with one of these

the Negro; and I did not find the undue untutored children of nature, you would be

slenderness of limb which has been com- astonished at his observations ; not an out

monly attributed to the Australians. Strange line escapes his flashing eye . In most of the
as it may appear, I would refer to an Aus - rude arts with which å race so isolated

tralian as the finest model of the human could have become acquainted, they are

proportions I have ever met with ; in mus- perfect. In throwing the spear and bome

cular development combining perfect sym - rang they are quite inimitable. The latter
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well-known weapon displays a greater to say, “ I can promote the education of the

amount of ingenuity than the world can eye, if I can help those that have eyes so to

boast of ; and our most scientific country- use them as to see objects in nature on more

men have not been able to master the prin- sides than one, I shall not have lived in

ciple upon which its strange gyrations are vain ." Is it not, however, much to be

guided . In shooting with any kind of fire- feared that many, of whom , to use the

arms, and in managing horses, the aborigines solemn accents of a regret, that in their

shame civilised men by their expertness." deeper tones are far more of heaven than

Their quickness in pursuing game, or tribes earth , “ better things might be hoped for , "

with whom they are at war, is worthy ofare, in the serviceof intellect in its most

remark . They can detect the proximity of extreme forms, either of a misty latitudina

game with unerring correctness: they will rianisn or bat-eyed bigotry, greatly insensi

creep after a kangaroo for miles; during ble to the valid worth of any such high

the time that the glance of the animal is accomplishment of the senses inhappy union

toward them, those in pursuit are like so with the reason as would enable them to de

many statues, —the trees around them are tect, for example, the tiny moss or lichen on

not to appearance more destitute of volition. the old wall coping, discern truly the cha

By slow degrees they near the game, and racteristics of a chaffinch or a wren, or ad

the hunter, securely concealed behind a mire the exquisite memorials at their feet of

favouring tree, takes deadly aim with his bygone ages, in the sweet simplicity of the

spear, and lays the monarch of the Austra- Pachypteris or the symmetrical leafage of

lian forest low. Their aim is quite as accu- the Sphenopteris ? Surely in vain will men

rate with the bomerang ; thrown in the discourse of the claims of philosophy, or

opposite direction, it returns unerringly, speculate on the reconciliations of the out
and hits the intended object. " ward with the inward, of faith with know

Several inferences of vital import will , ledge, or of the deep chords of the soul that
· we doubt not, promptly suggestthemselves link together things “ unseen and eternal"

to every thoughtful reader of this passage, with theobligations of “ things seen and tem

not only as regards the educationalnecessi. poral,” if they are content to leave one half

ties of these aborigines, but also with respect of their nature as sterile of good as are the

to certain grave defects in the culture, even ashes that are cast out into the sea from the

of the most highly civilised communities. furnace of a steam engine. All truth is di

Why, for example, it may be asked, is there vine. All truth therefore, is fitted and de.

80 ripe an education of the observational signed, in its lower as well as higher discov

senses in the untutored savage, who enjoys eries, to transform the nature of man into

no opportunities of intellectual improve- its own lustrous and holy image. From the

ment, when some men of high philosophic subtle, divining, and most certain eye and

reason and ample furniture of thought, are ear even of an Australiansavage, the man of

so often almost entirely destitute of a capa- advanced Western civilisation may learn

city for seeing what they look at ? Is it not some wholesome lessons regarding the dis

humiliating to witness how little an almost advantages of a one-sided culture ; because

absolute imbecility in judging of the most it is only when in submission to the ample

familiar products of air, earth, and sea, tends and methodical discipline of the senses, in a

to affect the conscience or lowers the pre- genial union of subordination with the intel

tensions even of some of the teachers of lectual functions of order, interpretation ,
mankind ? What a marked contrast be- plastic development, and rule, thatman can

tween the dull senses of such men , and the be truly said to know anything to good pur

highly educated eye of the roaming savage, pose in the world around him . And then

of whom Campbell informer days so only, with our greatest national poet — an
sweetly sang illustrious type of a many -sided soul-he

" Then forth uprose that lone wayfaringman ;
may say

Bot dauntless he, por chart, nor journey's plan
“ What a mental power

For woods required ; whose trained eye was keen This eye shoots forth ! How big imagination
Ac eagle of the wilderness, to scan

Moves in this lip ! To the dumbness of the
His path , by mountain, swamp, or deep ravine,

gesture

Or kep far friendly buts on far savannas green .' One might interpret. "

“ If,” as that most memorable man , the At the same time, however, no truly

late Dr. John Fleming, whose special thoughtful ethnologist will fail to perceive,

mission and faculty as a teacher so few of that , however remarkable the sensational

our ,modern guides in theological science energies of the wild man , in any region, may

seem to understand or care to imitate, used be, the superiority of these serve all the

>
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more powerfully to bring out in dark and the multiplication table. But as regards

terrible relief the abject weakness and famine their improvability in intelligence by suita

of the higher powers of his spiritual being. ble methods of instruction and training,

This defect in the capacity of a higher severely conflicting though some portions

style ofthought than is implied in the efforts of the evidence are, it would be equally un.

of the merely practical understanding, is just and painful to have any serious doubts.

evinced with peculiar significance in their If, indeed , as one or two of the witnesses

inaptitude for arithmetic. “Mr. Thomas, " seem to believe, a speedy extinction of the

says Mr. M‘Combie, “ the guardian of the whole race is their natural and proper des.

aborigines for the colony of Victoria, who tiny, because of their generic inferiority to

has studied them most attentively for many what are termed “ the superior races,” and

years, said— “ The female children are not so if all efforts, however wisely made, to lead

quick as the male in learning : both sexes them to the cross of Christ, and the trans

can learn to read and write, but make no forming baptism of the Holy Spirit, must,

figure in arithmetic ; they soon learn to because of inherent physical obstructions in

sing, and get by heart poetry, and repeat their mental constitution, prove of no avail,

pieces. They like oral instruction in geog- none but the most gloomy predictions re

raphy, and knowledge of maps ; they are garding all endeavours to improve them ,

very quick. An aboriginal boy at the Nor. may be expected from the lips even of the

mal School of Sydney took the first prize for most benevolent and reasonable men. If,

geography two succeeding years, but the moreover, a desponding spirit in the hearts

master said he was stupidly dull in arith. of those who have higher views of the abori.

metic .” gines excited by painful disappointments

Do any of our readers feel inclined to ask originating in their unsettled habits general

the question, Why this marked contrast-of a ly,and their deep -rooted tendency , even at

ready mind for geographical knowledge in the distance of years,to relapse into the

the native Australian in union with a marked native style of life, is encouraged, while it

incapacity for arithmetic ? The reply may does constitute a claim to sympathy and

be given by means of another question . earnest intercession for Divine strength and

Does not the fact of that lively state of the comfort, it cannot expect any measure of

faculties of perception, for which he is so vindication on the part of those who be.

conspicuous,-for example, of the eye that lieve in the Divine power of Christ's pre

so shrewdly measures distances and so sence with His Church in all ages, and the

exactly discriminates objects — at once ex- eternal validity of His hallowed counsel and

plain his ready use of the map or globe ? purpose of mercy to men of all nations.

And is not the concrete a main material of All such theoretical notions, however, as

geographical knowledge, into the rudiments have been referred to, with every gloomy

of which the wanderings of the homeless feeling, natural though it be in such trying

nomade are a special means of initiation ? circumstances, are happily of no authority

In regard to numbers, however, the case in dealing with the question, is the black

is widely different. “ The use of numerals man of Victoria, or any other part of Aus

at all, ” remarks Dr. Donaldson in his “ New tralia, capable of intellectual and spiritual

Cratylus,” page 185, “ is an abstraction, and improvement ? In the success of the Poo

one of the highest kind ; it is stripping nindie Mission , ” and of the Aboriginal

things of all their sensible properties, and School at Mount Franklin, of which the

considering them as merely relations of most encouraging accounts are given in

number, as members of a series, as per- Appendices A and B of the Report, indis

fectly general relations of place.” How . putable evidence is supplied of the success

ever, then, indicative of the inferior 'nature that may be expected from wise and per

of the capacity for abstract thought in the severing efforts.

aborigines of Australia this marked defect “ I will now , " writes Mr. Hawkes, in a

of an arithmetical sense is—and nothing can letter to the Bishop of Adelaide, giving an

more palpably evince such inferiority account of a visit to the Poonindie Mission ,

there is, after all , no such great disparity at " attempt to give you a sketch of their week

this point, if their unhappy lot be fairly day course of life . During the present

estimated , between the young black and (winter) season the first bell rings at seven

the children of more highly favoured races, o'clock A.m., prayers at half-past seven , then

as should render it unprofitable even for breakfast ; at half-past nine the people go

the most abstract thinkers of the, age to to their respective employments,--someto

revert occasionally with gratitude to theirploughing, some trenching and draining, etc.,

own sharp experience of perplexity and others (the boys chiefly ) herding cattle, pilk

cumber in their earliest efforts to master ing the cows, and digging the garden . The

>
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women and girls go to morning school, written reports of opinion on this and the
where reading, writing, spelling, and sewing, other points embraced by the object of their

also arithmetic, are taught. The duties of appointment.

schoolmistress are conducted by Miss Ham.

mond. Most of the women make their own

dresses. At twelve o'clock the men come

back to dinner, which is cooked by Mindise.

I believe several take the office of cook and

butcher by turns. All the meals are pre

pared in the large kitchen . The children

dine first, then the men and women. The

bread they bake, made from flour grourid

out of wheat grown on the station, is capital.

There is a large brick oven, which will bake

a batch sufficient to last for several days. I

wasmuchamused at observing the conduct

of the Wurley ' natives, as they call the

Port Lincoln natives, who congregate, espe.

cially during the winter months, in the

neighbourhood of the station. They treat

the Poonindie ' settlers' with marked defer

ence , and are literally made hewers of

wood and drawers of water ' for their more * * *

civilised brethren, in return for which they

are liberally supplied with food, and further

rewarded for good behaviour with tobacco.

Our friends at Poonindie evidently look

upon them as inferior beings. Seeing two

ill -clad natives busy scrubbing out the kitch

en , and another occupied in tending the Mr. Edward Stone Parker, who, since

fire and pouring water into a large pot con- 1850, “ has held the honorary appointment

taining rice, hanging over the fire, I asked of visiting magistrate of the Aboriginal

who they were. The reply I received was, School at Mount Franklin ,and has virtually

" Oh, only wild black fellows.' These wild acted as guardian of the aborigines,” when

black fellows are often induced to leave under examination by the committee, stat

their children at the station, where they ed

know they will be cared for. In the after I have always

noon , the women, children , and boys attend been of opinion that, if the natives are taken

the school , when the men agażn return to at an early period of life, before their habits
work ; from which they return at half-past become decisively formed, they are just as

three or four o'clock. After tea, the men capable ofimprovement as our own popula
willingly attend the school, to be instructed tion. The great obstacle to their civilisa

by the Rev. Mr. Hammond, in writing, tion is to be traced to moralcauses, and not

reading, and arithmetic. I was much gra- to any physical disabilities. I may add that

tified to find that they all appeared both the members of these families are receiving
willing to learn and desirous to acquire instruction, either in the Aboriginal School,

knowledge.” or, in the case of the young men them.

In Appendix B similar information is selves, by availing themselves of the op

given regarding the “ Aborigines attending portunity of getting evening instruction at a

the Aboriginal School at Mount Franklin ," denominational school in the neighbourhood.

in the following table. It shows their age, They regularly attend Divine service every

period of stay at school , and present educa- Sabbath ; and are always seen in European
tional progress. clothing, the women making their own

But equally encouraging views of the entirely.
docility and intelligence of the aborigines " 336. By the Chairman . In reference

generally, and as specially afforded in the to that Aboriginal School , is it a school kept

following table regarding those of Victoria, up by voluntary subscription or by Govern

are expressed by severalofthe most intelli- ment aid ?—It is solely a Government estab

gent witnesses ( including Mr. Parker, who lishment. I had perhaps better state the

supplied this taồle), and who either appear. history of that school. Prior to the aboli

ed personally before the committee, or com- tion of the Protectorate establishment, I

plied with their request to be furnished with instituted, under the authority of Mr. La

“ 335.
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Trobe, an Aboriginal School, which is main- | languages, if there are more than one spoken

tained to the present day, on the premises amongst them ?

originally belonging to the Protectorate, and And here it is necessary to have regard

entirely at the costof the Government. to a previous question , which naturally pre

"“ 337. Is that school well attended ?-1 sents itself at the threshold of every lin

produce, for the information of the com- guistic inquiry, viz. , Does any general con

mittee, a return drawn up yesterday of the currence of opinion now prevail among phi.

number of the children then in the school, lologues regarding the safe method of in

the time they have been at school, and their vestigating strongly -marked differences in

present educational progress. The witness the leading types of language ? Is there

delivered in the same. - Vide Appendix B.) such an agreement regarding fundamental

“ 338. By Mr. Paterson . - Do you con principles as will conduce to anything like a

sider the results satisfactory ?—Toa certain trustworthy examination , for example, of
extent they are satisfactory. I have not the Tai and Malay stocks of speech, and

always been satisfied with the way in which promote true results respecting their con.

the children have been treated . The native jectured alliances ? And then, supposing that

mind is so constituted , that it requires pe first principles of linguistic study are gene.

culiar treatment to promote its educational rally allowed , it may also be asked , Whether

progress. The system that would be most it is possible, however large our vocabularies

suited to the younger portion of the native of particular languages may be, to employ

children is that known as the infant school the rules based on such principles to any

system ; and in any system of scholastic satisfactory end , if those special parts of

instruction to which the natives are sub- speech which constitute the criteria be but

jected , they should be made to feel as little imperfectly supplied ?

under the influence of restraint as possible. Now, assuming as a guide the now com

The instruction should be given to them in monly received axiom , that the syntactical

the most attractive way .” or logical element of language, in contra

It may, however, be thought by some of distinction to the glossarial, is the true basis

our readers, that this point has rather un- of classification , it is rather hazardous, in the

duly absorbed our attention, especially when present state of information regarding the

other matters of a greater strictly ethno- | Australian forms of speech, to affirm any

graphic interest —e.g., the language of the certain conclusions, valuable in many respects

aborigines — and therefore entitled to a though the vocabularies of Mr. Thomas, in

larger place in our pages, have been almost Appendix D, undoubtedly are.

overlooked by us. As, however, no subject That there is, to a considerable extent, a

can be more significant or interesting, even relationship to the Malay — that remarkable

in a strictly scientific point of view, than link to various forms of Asiatic and Poly

the acquirement of exact information re- nesian speech — is highly probable. As yet,

garding the prospects and probabilities of however, there are but few traces of ihat

any portion of mankind being redeemed connection so clearly ascertained as to afford

from social extinction , or becoming merely a means of credible investigation .

& subject of mengre and fugitive tradition , As the words of Max Müller in his

wehave been solicitous of enforcing the pos- “ Last Results of the Turanian Languages,"

sibility of such redemption by the prompt in reference to the link furnished, by the co

use of a judicious communication of Divine incidences of Malay and Tai, between Asia

truth, the reception of which is profitable and Polynesia — seem to have a very special

alike for “ this life and the life which is to applicability to the Australian language, as

come." It would , indeed, be an achievement exemplified in the dialect of Victoria, we

worthy of the best efforts of missionary shall here quote them :

enterprise, if it could be shown, that while “ But further researches will strengthen

seeking to introduce the degraded black man this link , and add new traces of their com

of any portion of Australia into the serene mon origin , though we have hardly a right

activities and hopes of the Christian life, it to expect many, considering that we have to

should lay at the sametime a decisive arrest deal with languages in which grammatical

alike on his delay as a member of the hu- elements are, asit were, at the mercy of

man family, and the predictions of those every speaker, in which roots are of the

who are disposed to claim for him nothing vaguest character, and can, by means of ac

higher in earthly destiny than a rapid and cents and determinate syllables, be made to

entire disappearance. express every conceivable shade of meaning,

But we now turn to that most obscure -languages which had received no individual

and intricate question, viz . , Whence have impress since their first separation, and have

the aborigines derived their language, or grown up since under the guidance of but
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few logical or grammatical principles, so as adopting any other, as standing like a dead
to make us sometimes doubt whether we wall between church and synagogue, or like

should call them works of art or products of the blank leaves between the Old and New

• nature, or mere conglomerates of an irra- Testaments. Such was the religious position
tional chance . " of Heinrich Heine. He, in early life, relin

Did our space allow, one or two state. quished the Judaism of his fathers; and the

ments regarding the notions of the aborigines multiplied evidence of both his prose and

on their relations to God and a future state, poetical works shows that he never, even in

would not only corroborate the views al- a lax sense of the term , became a Christian.

ready expressed, as to the depth of moral What a contrast is published between his

darkness and physical degradation in which moral and religious history , and that of a

they are sunk, but would also show that distinguished contemporary, a few years

there are still such fragments of truth cast older,who obtained a church-wide reputation

up by the deep tides of hoary tradition and as Augustus Neander . Neander abandoned

the dim impulses of conscience, as to invite Judaism to devote himself to the service of

the earnest labours of Christian love for Evangelical Protestantism , with genius ever

their highest good . In reading those pass- fresh , and learning never pedantic, to cause

ages of the evidence in which the native reli- a new era in the study of the history of the

gion is described , we were forcibly reminded Church, and to be carried to his grave amid

of the following profound and touching the tears of thousands, and the lasting regret

words of Dean Trench, in his precious little of all good men in Europe and America.

work on Words : " Heine relinquished the Israelite faith appa

“ Yet, with all this, ever and anon in the rently to get a freer opportunity to assail all

midst of this wreck and ruin, there is that in creeds alike, and to win the questionable re

the language of the savage, some subtle dis- putation of a German Voltaire, with weaker

tinction, some curious allusion to a perished health, and a career cut far sooner short

civilisation, now utterly unintelligible to the than that of his French prototype.

speaker, or some other note which proclaims Mr. Bowring, already known as the trans

his language to be the remains of a dissipated lator of the poems of Schiller and Goethe,

inheritance, the rags and remnants of a robe has given, in thirteen pages, a sketch of

which was a royal one once. The fragments Heine's life. It is free from the unmeaning

of a broken sceptre are in his hand , a sceptre panegyric which deformed his sketch of

wherewith he once held dominion (he, that Goethe, and which stands in such thorough

is, in his progenitors ) over large kingdoms of contrast to the careful, though in some re

thought, which now have escaped wholly spects we think mistaken , criticism pervad

from his sway . " ing the pages of the life of Goethe byLewes.

Meanwhile, the opportunities of reclaim- But Mr. Bowring, by this time a practised

ing the Australian black from the withering author, should have given his readers some

bondage of increasing evils, and restoring idea of the relation in which Heine stood to

him , by the blessings of Divine love and all the immediately previous and actually

worship, to the consciousness of true man- contemporary intellectual agencies of Ger

hood and the hopes of heaven, are rapidly many. This he has failed to do. In what

passing away. The many pregnant sources way Heine was affected by Goethe and Schil

of decay that existed long ere the white ler, by the Schlegels and Tieck , remains to

man set his foot on their old sea-beaches be shown by some future biographer. The

and hunting.grounds, have been immeasur- biography opens thus : “Although little

ably quickened into activity of influence and more than three years have elapsed since

enlarged extent by the infusion of foreign Heinrich Heine was first numbered among

mischiefs. By the earnest and persevering the dead ! ” Wewere not previously aware

prayers and toils of Christian missionaries that the enumeration in question admitted of

and other benevolent men—and by these being repeated ! Further on , we read that

only — can that unhappy race be rescued he is beyond question the greatest poet

from speedy annihilation . that has appeared in Germany since the

death of Goethe.” But the poetical repu.

tation of Heine had been won long before

Art. V.— The Poems of Heine, complete : the death of the patriarch of German litera

Translatedinthe Original Metres. With ture, which occurred in 1832, after the poet

a Sketch of Heine's Life. By E. A. Bow- before us had finally left Germany for Paris.

RING. London, Longmans, 1859. Pp. 553. The whole memoiris disfigured by such
slovenliness of writing. Far more might

SHERIDAN, in the “ Duenna,” speaks of an have been done, even within the compass of

Israelite who had left his religion without | thirteen pages, to prepare the merely English
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reader to appreciate the very peculiar, the To seemany old friends, such as Chaofepié,

strikingly unique author, whom Mr. Bow- And new ones, self- invited .

ring has undertaken to naturalize among us. There Willie was, whose very face
Heine was born in December 1799 at

Was an album, where foes academic

Düsseldorf, where his father was a merchant . Right legibly had inscribed their names

In the prose part of his “ Reisebildcr,” he In the shape of scars polemic.

says of himself: “ I first saw the light on

the banks of that beautiful stream , where My Campe was an Amphytrion there,

Folly grows on the green hills, and in au- And smiled and enjoyed the honour ;

tumn is plucked , pressed, poured into casks,
His eye was beaming with happiness,

Just like an ecstatic Madonna.

and sent into foreign lands. Believe me, I

yesterday heard some one utter folly, which, I ate and drapk with an appetite good,

anno 1811 , lay in a bunch of grapes I then And these thoughts then crossed my noddle :

saw growing on the Johannisberg. I am This Campe is really an excellent man,

again a child, and am playing with other And of publishers quite the model.

children on the Satlosplatz. There was I
Another publisher, I feel sure,

born ; and I expressly note this, in case that,
Would have left me of hungerto perish ;

after mydeath, seven cities—Schilda, Kräh
But he has given me drink as well,

winkel , Bockum , Polkinitz, Dülken , Göttin His name I ever shall cherish ."

gen , Schaffenstadt- should contend for the -Bowring, p. 362-3.

honour of being my birth-place. Düsseldorf

is a town on the Rhine ; sixteen thousand The next publication of Heine exhibited

people live there ; and many hundred thou- him as a dramatic poet. “ Almansor ” and

sand lie buried there. " After studying at " William Ratcliff " appeared together in

Bonn and Göttingen , from the latter of 1823. Large experience ofmen was not to

which he was rusticated for duelling, Heine be expected from a youth of three-and-twen

went to Berlin, where he remained for some ty. These plays failed, then, to win atten.
years. Here for the first time he came into tion on the stage, and even as closet dramas .

contact with a wide range of intellectual so- have found little favour. The latter tragedy

ciety . The fair translator of Byron, Elise is a weird poem of manaic love and revenge,
von Hohenhausen , opened her house to him , of which the scene is laid in the Scottish

and there he met Varnhagen von Ense, and Highlands.
his more celebrated wife, Rahel , Chamisso, An era in Goethe's mind dates from his

and others. Heinrich Stieglitz, then in the Italian travels, the fulfilment of a long:
blaze of his brief literary reputation, which cherished and deep-seated desire. The mind

his wandering life and his wife's suicide were of Heine also received a strong impulse from
afterwards fatally to impair proclaimed on his opportunities of travel, and his Reise

all sides the future greatness of Heine. But bilder, appearing between 1826 and 1831,

he was in a minority. For a time the indif- gave these forth to the public. He visited

ference shown to his British master, Lord England, with which he expressed himself
Byron, at his outset, was manifested to little pleased. After complimenting the

Heine. The cold reception of his first vol- small minority of Englishmen, who, espe.

ume, published in 1822, was one cause of cially the poets, were friends of liberty and

his leaving Berlin, and returning to Göttin- intellectual development, he goes on to say :

gen , where he took, in 1825, the degree of " The mass, the English blockheads, are

Doctor of Laws. He then settled at Ham .hateful to me in my inmost soul ; and I

burgh as a barrister, but did not gain much often regard them , not as my fellow -men,

professional reputation. Literature engross- but as miserable automata - machines whose

ed more and more of his time and thoughts. motive power is egoism . In these moods,

We have various reminiscences of his Ham- it seemsto me as if I heard the whizzing

burgh life in his late poems, especially in wheel-work by which they think , feel, reckon,

his “ Deutschland :" digest, and pray ; their praying, their me

“ Though as a republic Hamburg was seen ,
chanical Anglican, church-going with the

As great as Venice or Florence, gilt prayer.book in their hands, their stupid

Yet Hamburg has better oysters ; one gets
wearisome Sunday, is most of all odious to

The best inthe cellar of Laurence. I am quite convinced that a blasphem

I went there with Campe at evening time,
ing Frenchman is a more pleasing sight to

When splendid was the weather,
the Deity than a praying Englishman !"

Intending on oysters and Rhenish wine England has attracted the respectful homage

To have a banquet together. of most of the intellectual celebrities of the

I found some excellent company there,
Continent in this century, and can afford to

And greatly was delighted smile at the sceptical ravings of Heine.

me.
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For a short time,Heine occupied the post far more of it, if we apply an intellectual

of editor of the Münich Allgemeinen Poli- admeasurement — was thus passed in exile ·

tischen Annalen. The Bavarian capital does from the Fatherland. In his “ Geständ.
not seem to have pleased him much, if we nisse ” he thus humorously intimates his

may judge from the stanzas in his “ Ro- reason for leaving Germany: “ I had become
mancero,” entitled the Ex-Watchman : acquainted with an old Berlin Justizrath,

who had spent many years in the fortress of
“ With Cornelius also perished

Spandau , and he told me how unpleasant it
All his pupils whatsoe'er ;

They shaved off their tresses cherished,
is when one is obliged to wear irons in win.

And their strength was in their hair.
ter. I myself thought it very unchristian

that the irons were not warmed a trifle ! I

For their prudent master planted asked my Justizrath whether he often got
In their hair some magic springs, oysters to eat ? He said , No ; Spandau was

And it seemed , as if enchanted, too far from the sea. He said, besides,

To be full of living things.
meat was very scarce there, and there was

no kind of volaille except flies, which fell
A propos ! The arch-notorious

into one's
Priest , as Döllingerius known,

! "
soup !

That's, I think, his name inglorious, Heine paid to his adopted country the

Has he from the Iser flown ? compliment of first writing his prose works

“ Der Salon” and “ Die Romantische Schule "
In Good Friday's sad procession

in French . The critical powers evinced in
I bebeld him in his place ;

both, justly gained for him great admiration .
'Mongst the men of his profession

Hehad far the gloomiest face.
A different feeling was excited by his work

“ Uber Ludwig Börne," which appeared in

On Monacho Monachorum
1840. Börne was a writer of the Young

Now - a-days the cap doth fit,
Germany school, also an exile in Paris.

Of virorum obscurorum, The publication of this book was very
Glorified by Hutten's wit. generally considered as a crime against

friendship, and formerly professed political

opinions. Insinuations against the memory

Ex -night -watchman, now be wiser ! of the deceased , in connection with a Madame

Frelist thou not thy bosom glow ? Wohl; led to a duel with this lady's husband,

Wake to action on the Iser, in which Heine was wounded. He then

And thy sickly spleen o'erthrow . promised to strike out the offensive pages in

a new edition which, however, has not been
Call thy long legs transcendental called for. The two exiles were far different

Ipto fulland active play ;

Vulgar be the words or gentle,
in temperament. Iļeine, with all his occa

If they're words, then strike away !" sional seeming vehemence of liberalism , was

-P. 447-9 . at bottom much more of a poet than of a

politician , and could not sympathise with the

The revival of “ Catholic” art in Bavaria , fiery and somewhat fanatical earnestness of

through Cornelius and his school, and the Börne. With all its wit, the book was a

patronage by King Louis of Romanist most regrettable one .

scholars, of whom Döllinger (next to Heinewas a man of strong domestic affec.

Möhler, who only lived a short time after tions. His attachment to his mother (who

he was attracted from Tübingen to Munich) survived him ) and to his wife, a French

was the most distinguished , could not be woman, is manifest from many passages in

pleasing to the sceptic poet, who held Christ- his poems. The occasion of his marriage,

ianity equally in all its forms. But the Pro- which, first accomplished according to the

testant North soon became for Heine as civil code, was afterwards consummated in

intolerable as the Romanist South of Ger- the church of St. Sulpice at Paris, gave rise

many. The French Revolution of 1830 to a ridiculous assertion that he had become

developed further in him strongly liberal a convert to Romanism . He deemed it

views, and he received hints, which made worth while to give public contradiction to

him gladly exchange Berlin, to which he had the statement.

returned, for the more congenial atmosphere In 1847 there came a premonitory attack of

of Paris. There, after a wbile, he obtained the disease which , cured for a while, returned

from the Government of Louis Philippe a with greater power the next year. “ Coni

pension equivalent to L.200 . With the mencing,”says Mr. Bowring, “ with a paraly

exception of brief visits to his native country , sis of the left eyelid , it extended to both eyes,

he remained in the French capital till his and finally terminated in paralysis and atro

death in 1856. Nearly one half of his life - phy of the legs. The last time he ever left his
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house was in May, 1848. For eight years carriages, hammering, quarrelling, and piano

he was confined to his couch, to use his own tuning. Long ago the measure has been

expression , in a state of death without its taken for my coffin and my obituary , but I

repose, and without the privileges of the die so slowly , that the process is tedious for

dead, who have no need to spend money , me and my friends too ."

and no letters or books to write .' ” Some In 1855 Ileine published, in the Revue des

of his later poems are but variations of Deux Mondes, a French version of his

Byron's : “ Neue Frühling." His last literary effort

“ Know, whatever thou hast been ,
was correcting a new edition of his " Reise

" Tis something better not to be.” .
bilder .” A few days before his death, one

of his friends called just as a ponderous Ger

We quote one specimen of his fretting man professor was leaving. " Ah, my dear
against his lot : fellow , I fear you will find me very stupid !

The fact is, I have just been exchanging

thoughts with Dr. He died in

" The friends whom I kiss'd and caress'd of February 1856. His funeral was scantily

yore, attended, but Mignet , Theophile Gautier,

Have treated me now with cruelty sore ; and Dumas were among the company.

My heart is past breaking. The sun, though, Like Lamennais, he was, by his own direc

above

tion , buried without any religious cere
With'smiles is bailing the sweet month of love.

mony.

Spring blooms around . In the greenwood is Mr. Bowring is not the first who has at

heard tempted to render Heine in English. Some
The echoing song of each bappy bird , years ago, Mr. Stores Smith published

And flowers and girls weara maidenly smile,- / "Selections from the Poetry of Heinrich

O beauteous world, I hate thee the while ! Heine," and Charles Leland, in America,

Yes, Orcus' self I well - nigh praise ; commenced (whether he completed we are

No contrasts vain torment there our days ; unaware) a translation in numbers of his

For suffering bearts 'tis better below, complete works. In various of our periodi.

There where the Stygian pight- waters fow. cals, also, occasional translations of some of

That sad and melancholy stream,
his best or most pleasing pieces have ap.

And the Stymphalides' dall scream,
peared. We give one of these from the

" Reisebilder," which we think decidedly su
The Fairies' siog.song , so harsh and sbrill ,

With Cerberus’ bark the pauses to fill. perior to Mr. Bowring's version :+

These match full well with sorrow and pain ,

In Proserpine's accursed domain ;
“ We sat by the fisher's cottage,

In the region of shadows, the valley of sighs,
We looked on sea and sky,

All with our tears doth harmonise.
We saw the moists of evening

But here above, like hateful things,
Come riding and rolling by :

The sun and the rose inflict their stings ; The ligh is in the lighthouse window

I'm mock'd by the heavens, so May-like and
Brigliter and brighter grew,

blue
And on the dim horizon

O beauteous world, I hate thee anew !" A ship still bung in view.

-P. 510. We spoke of storm and shipwreck,

Ofthe seaman's anxious life ;
The vigour of his mind, struggling against How be foats ' twixt sky and water,

disease, is, however, seen in his last great 'Twixt joy and sorrow's strife,

poetical work, “ Romancero ," written in Wespoke of coasts far distant,

1850–51. In this, the influence of his Jewish We spoke of south and north,

descent, and of his study of Spanish litera
Strange med, and stranger customs,

That those wild lands send forth ;

ture, are more vividly to be seen than in any
of his previous writings . In the epilogue to Of the giant trees of Ganges,

it, he thus characterizes his condition : “ My Wbose balm perfumes the breeze,

bed reminds me of the singing grave of the
And the fair and slender creatures

That kneel by the lotus-trees ;
magician Merlin, which lies in the forest of

Of the flat-skulled, wide mouth'd Laplander,
Brozeliard, in Bretagne, under tall oaks

So dirty and so small ,

whose tops soar like green plumes towards Who bake their fish on the embers,

heaven . I envy thee, brother Merlin , those And cower, and shake, and squall .

trees and the fresh breeze which moves their
The maidens listened earnestly ;

branches, for no green leaf nestles about my At last the tales were ended ;

mattress grave in Paris, where late and The ship was gone, the dusky night

early I hear nothing else than the rolling of| Had on our talk descended ."

THE EVENING GOSSIP.
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This will remind the reader of a fine poem perhaps even disappointing or distasteful,

in Longfellow's “ Sea-side ; " but the Ame- unlikeness. We cannot compliment Mr.

rican poet is more sombre in the hues he Bowring on having achieved what we believe

employs, as perhaps becomes one more none could have successfully endeavoured.

brought, as one of a maritime people, into He has, indeed , produced a handsome and
contact with the dangers of the ocean . bulky volume. For their money, the pur

The appearance ofthese different versions chasers of his book get far more than the

is a proof of the greater justice done of late buyers of the German editions of Heine ;

years to Heine. We have read one popular for that poet has never yet, like Uhland,

volume, professedly on German literature, Freiligrath , and others, come into a cheap

in which his very name does not occur ! edition. His works are still kept in the old

And a not undistinguished critic and trans- expensive style . The pages of the German

lator from the German some years ago spoke are as scanty in contents as those of the

of Heine as a mere imitator of Byron, and English edition are crowded . This seems

as sinking into a hopeless oblivion ! We do to show that it is a select rather than a nu

not share in Mr.Bowring's over-admiration merous class in his nativeland that appre

of Heine. We think this century has pro- ciate Heine. Partly , no doubt, this is ow

duced poets who, take them all in all, are ing to the way in which , in an age of revived

better than Heine; but if not of very high religious thought and feeling, he scoffed at

merit, he was of unique distinction . those truths which all good men in common

It is another question whether Mr. Bow- hold . While Tholuck, and Neander, and

ring has done right in translating all Heine's Hengstenberg, and Julius Müller, with dif

poems in the original metres. Waiving at ferences of a theological or ecclesiastical cast,

present the important query , whether the were reviving the religion of the Fatherland,

blasphemy of some and the personality of Heine, if he noticed their movements at all ,

others should not have prevented them from did so only to scuff, and represent the reli

obtaining whatmay in a sense be called the gious revival as a mere playing into the

honour of translation , we cannot help think . hands of royal despotism . No wonder that

ing that it is somewhat unfair to the memory from many families his works have been

of Heine to give to the English public every carefully excluded . The regretable portions

scrap of verse he ever wrote. Mr. Bowring of Burns are comparatively small in com.

has studiously avoided giving us the prose pass, and lie together; but you are never

connected with the poetry. Thus the dedica- safe from the reckless impiety of Heine.

tion of the “ Ileimkehr" to Rahel is omitted, From the most distant and the most solitary

which we think an error, as it deprives the quarters he takes care to collect materialfor

English reader of seeing how gracefully his sneer , He has been called the Julian of

Heinie could confess intellectual obligation. poetry, but the phrase is not very distinc

That Mr. Bowring has only , in this volume, tive, for the Roman " apostate" had a belief,

pursued the course he adopted with regard and it was in the interest of that resumed

to Schiller and Goethe, may be a motive paganism of his that he persecuted the

with him , but can hardly be accepted as a Christians as far as circumstances permitted.

sufficient justification by the public. That The love of freedom which Ileine really

Heine continued to keep all these poems, felt, and has so often expressed in his poe

however small, and however poor, in his try , was prevented from exercising its just

collective works, is no reason . We see, influence by his constantly obtruded scepti

from his later preface to the “Neue Ge. cism . For Shelley, a boy allhis life in most

dichte," dated “ Paris, 1851," with what over. things, there might be some excuse ; but

fondness he evidently regarded his unfortu- Heine was wide awake in all matters, and

nate tragedy, “ William Ratcliff.” An au- we must refuse him the benefit of the ex

thor's judgment of his works is too often one cuse we may grant to the author of “ Queen

that may be justly excepted to. Mab . ” The noble cause of liberty is only

Again, why employ the very metres of endangered when its professed advocates set

the original ? The poet here may be taken themselves against the only religion , in con
as his own justifier. But the translator oc nection with which there has ever been free

cupies very different ground . The genius dom for all classes of the community, and
ofthe language into which the version is to for more than a few generations. How dif.

be made ; the character of the translator's ferentlyfrom Heine has Uhland acted ! He,

mind, certainly different from that of his ori- in his “ Vaterlandische Gedichte,” has, in the

ginal , and a number of other circumstances , spirit alike of a true poet and a real patriot,

have to be taken into account. It will pleaded for representative institutions and

often happen to be a mere tour de force ; an the other essential conditions of national
attempted similarity, ending in practical, freedom. But he has revolted more from
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the cause he supported, by intemperance of For a noble stream the people is ! Who dares

language and scoffing depreciation of good
bis life confide

men. And with what high dignity of To its strong wave, and scan its depths, and

phrase has Freiligrath , after he departed with joyous sound it bears aloft, and floats bim
boldly trust its tide,

from the poetic reserve on political subjects bravely on ;

(which he in his earlier life not only main. And only sweeps, without a noise, the weak and
tained, but defended as needful for the poet) , coward down.

andto do so with more effect, relinquished and me ' twould bear-me, too, 'twould speed

the pension given him by the Prussian king, Ha ! Blücher ! is't not so ?

thrown himself into the cause of Liberalism ! Another age the people's king - even more than

Even in the inferior style of advocacy of mine should know ,

freedom which Heine adopted, he has often And when I died ,they'd mourn my loss, and bless
injured the effect of his poems by their mynamealoud !

length and their strange transitions of sub- ' Ay, would they, please your Majesty,' the heroeg

ject. How seldom does he attain to the
said, and buwed ."

compact power of phrase seen in the follow . We return to Mr. Bowring's translations.

ing lines of Hoffmann von Fallersleben - The following is from the second “caput” of:

“ Deutschland :" --

" Whilst heavenly joys were warbled thus,

" Hail to thee, thou lofty ball And sung by the little maiden ,

Of German greatness, German glory ! The Prussian douaniers searched my trupk,

Hail to you, ye heroes all, As soon as the coach was unladen .

Of ancientand of modern story !

They poked their poses in every thing,

Oh ! ye heroes in the ball , Each handkerchief, shirt, and stocking ;

Were ye but alive as once ! They sought for journals , prohibited books,

Nay, that would not do at all And lace, with a rudeness quite sbocking.

The king prefers you, stone and bronze ! "
Ye fools,so closely to search my truok !

Or this : You will find in it really nothing ;

Mycontraband goods I carry about

" Hurra ! hurra ! hurra ! hurra ! On my head, not bid in my clothing.

We're off unto America !

What shall we take to our new land ?
Point-lace is there, that's finer far

Than Brussels or Mechlin laces ;
All sorts of things from every band !

If once I uopack my point, 'twill prick

Receipts for tax, toll, christening, wedding, and And cruelly scratch your faces.

funeral, Inmy head I carry my jewellery all,

Passports and wander-books, great and small ; The Future's crown-diamonds splendid ;

Plenty of rules for ceosor's inspections, The new god's temple ornaments rich ,

And just three million police directious ! The god as not yet comprehended.

Oc when to the New World we come,

The German will not feel at home . " *
Avd many books also you'd see in my head,

If the top were only off it !

Nor has Heine ever achieved so signal a My head is a twittering bird's nest, full

success in individual poem on liberty as of books that they gladly would forfeit."

-P. 323.

that of Freiligrath in his Fritz in Heaven ,"
of which we give the concluding stanzas :- The next is from “Atta Troll,” and con

" That were a bomb! What then ? It might run veys his first impressions of Spain :

cross a year or so ;
“ Exrly in the morn I started

But all would come to right at last : I'd end it
Wiib Lascaro on our journey,

well , I know, Bound to bupt the bear. At noonday

And if the storm did gather round, and thunder , We arrived at Pont d'Espagne.

fire, and blood ,

Why I, a king, would kings defy for such a peo
So they call the bridge which leadeth

Out of France and into Spain,
ple’s good ! To the land of west-barbarians,

And when the storm was laid , how full of sun the Who're a thousand years bebind us,

land would be,
Yes, a thousand years behind us

A free, upited , happy land -- a great, strong Ger In all modern civilisation ;

many !
My barbarians to the eastward

Thos after storms the raindow hangs the shifting

clouds beyond,
But a hundred years behind are.

And kings the people's compact sign—a real Ger
man boudl We arrived not until evening

At the wretched small posoda,

* From a Paper on the Political Poets of Germany, Where an Olla -podrida

in the Athenæum . In a dirty dish was smoking.

any
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There I swallowed some garbanzos,
“ Reisebilder ” to discredit them . He knew

Heavy, large as musket-bullets,
well their faults and their follies ; but he was

Indigestible to Germans,
equally acquainted with their original powers,

Though to dumplings they're accustomed . their inventive resources, their varied trea

Fit companion tothe cooking
sures of genius. Of these secrets he scarcely

Was the bed. With insects pepper'd ever spoke , preferring, doubtless, to keep

It appeared. The bugs, alas ! are
them to himself rather than to make them

Far the greatest foes of man.
known to the French public, which had a

Yes, the fiercest earthly trouble

right to be ignorant of such things. M.

Is the fight with noxious vermin ,
Heine did not like people to look closely

Who a stench employ as weapoos
into his concerns, and he never pardoned us

Is a duel with a bug I”—P. 277-9.
for terming him a Romanticist unfrocked .”

The sight of the arsenal at Springfield

From the concluding " caput" of the same suggests to a well-known American poet

poem , " To Augustus Varnhagen von thoughts of the part which war has played

Ense : "
in the history of the Old World and the New.

Among the remembrances thus evoked are,

" Where in heaven , Master Louis,
that

Did you pick up all this crazy
Nopsepse ? ihese the very words were “ Aztec priests upon their teocallis

Which the Cardinal d'Este made use of Beat the wildwar-drums made of serpent's skin .”

When be read the well -known poem

of Orlando's frantic doings ,

The same bloody page in the history of

Wbich politely Ariosto

the meeting of European and Mexican modes

To his Eminence inscribed.

of warfare has suggested to Heine one of his

finest pieces, “Vitzliputzli.” In it we have

Yes, my good old friend, Varpbagen, Cortez presented, not as he appears in the

Yes, I round thy lips see plainly

Hov'riog these exact expressions,

courtly pages of De Solis, but as modern

By the same sly smile aitended .*

humanity depicts him , the ruthless destroyer

of the half -civilised empire of Montezuma

an anticipated Philip Ils on a narrower field .

Yes, my friend, the sound ' tis really We havenot space to give a sufficiently long

From the long-departed dream -time ; extract from a poem whose merit especially

Save that modern quavers often lies in its entireness of interest.

'Midst the olden key-notes jingle. By Spanish literature Heine has obviously

Signs of trembling thou'lt discover
been much influenced. From his first tragedy,

Here and there, despite the boasting ; “ Almansor," to his last great work, " Ro

I commend this little poem
mancero, we see how frequently Spanish

To thy well-proved gentleness !
subjects presented themselves to his mind .

Ah ! percbance it is the last free
He affords not a few points of comparison

Furest-song of the Romantic ;
with one of the greatest of the writers of the

In the day-time's wild confusion'
Peninsula in this century, Mariano José de

Will it sadly die away.

Larra, known under his assumed name of Fi

garo . To this distinguished literary man a

What a humming, world -convulsing !

term of life was allotted only half that of

"Tis, in fact, the big cock -chafers
Heine's. At the age of eight-and -twenty,

of the spriog-time ofthe people,
Spanish literature had to deplore his loss.

Smitten with a sudden frenzy.
But in the drama, in prose fiction, in peri

Other times, and other beads too !

odical writing, whether humorous, critical ,

Other birds and other music !

or gravely imaginative, he had already

They percbance could give me pleasure proved his fitness to take very high rank.

Had I only other ears ! ”

Like Heine, he in early life travelled much

for a middle-class man of his country ,-like.

In connection with this last extract we Heine, he felt much discontent with the state

may quote the remarks of a recent French of matters in his native land — like Heine, he

critic : “ M. Heine very willingly abused a conquered indifference to his writings by re

certain kind of tactics in regard of his old peated proofs of his competency to interest

friends the Romanticists. If Hoffmann,Von and please,-like Heine, his literary place is

Arnim , Brentano, Novalis, were spoken of, eminently a unique and unborrowed one.

none knew better than the author of the While , in prose fiction, Pastor Diaz, and

especially Fernan Caballero, have surpassed

* Varnhagen, it may be mentioned, was a towns- him , and in some kinds ofperiodical writing

man of Heine.

he has been equalled by Hartzenbusch, it

72
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can scarcely be questioned , that in the pre - his lyric, " La Ginestra, " he congratulates

sent century no Spanish writer has come so that wild flower that it is happier than man ,

near, take all his writings together, to the in never having dreamed of an immortality

“first three” in the Peninsular literature , - either natural or acquired ! It is sad to look

Cervantes, Calderon, and Quevedo. at the portrait of Leopardi , prefixed to his

The English reader will find in Larra a collective works, taken as it was when lying

noble contrast to Heine in his treatment of in his shroud . But sadder far it is to find

this country . Circumstances of popular ap- the promise of a Christianized literature,

preciation , as was natural between one Ro- which his earliest efforts show so thoroughly

manic people and another, have indeed made belied by the sceptical and desparing tone of
him a critic of French rather than of English his intellectually riper productions. His

authors . But he never loses, indeed he often biographer, Ranieri, assures us that whoever

makes, an opportunity of showing his just came into contact with him loved him . They

and hearty appreciation of England. In who can only estimate him by his writings,

striking contrast to the scantily attended may regret that a healthier tone did not

funeral of Heine was the magnificent cortège come from his being spared to see the gal.

that accompanied , in March1837, the body lant risings of 1848, and the changes which

of Larra, to lay it besidethe remains of Cal- (prepared for even by the very errors and
deron. There are few finer tributes of ho- follies of that year of revolution ) have made

mage in verse to departed greatness than the the nearly-elapsed twelvemonth, from the

lines to his memory by his friend Zorrilla, commencement of the Lombard campaign

“ the representative," as Quinet calls him , of 1859 , so surprising and gratifying to the

with perhaps over eulogy, " of the tragic friends of progress throughout Europe. In

genius of Spain ." To those in this country the works of Manzoni, Amari, Colletta, and

--and they are a regrettably large body, others , the studious Italian youth have abund

who think and speak with constant disparage- ance of contemporary counteraction to the

ment of Spain , we would recommend the morbidness which, with all their high and

study of the couple of volumes which con- rare intellectual merits, pervades the Lyrics,

tain the collected works of “ Figaro." If the Thoughts, the Letters, and the other

capable of forming an intelligent judgment, writings of Leopardi.

they would probably come to the conclusion, To return to Heine. He has not shown

that scarcely any writer, even ofour country, the desire to accomplish translations of

has, in so short a period, given, we do not foreign poetry, of which the fashion set by

say so much promise, but so 'full perform- the two great master minds ofGerman litera

ture has been continued byTieck, Uhland,

The same year that witnessed the death and particularly Freiligrath. It is the opinion

of Larra, likewise saw the decease of another of Mr. Lewis and some other critics of our

Southern Europe writer, with whom Heine day , that poetical translations arenearly value

has certain aspects of resemblance-Gia- less. This, however, will probably never be

como Leopardi. To him , as to the German the intellectual creed of more than a com

poet, was allotted a course of painful disease, paratively small minority of thinking per
terminating in a long looked forward to dis

solution . Leopardi died at the age of thirty- As in one or two of the foregoing extracts,

nine. He possessed a classical learning, not it will be seen that in the following,Mr. Bow

so common in his country as in Germany or ring has gone beyond all rule, in making

South Britain , which in early life won for him such words rhyme together as “ portion "

the acquaintance and regard of Mai and Nie- and “caution :" >

bühr, and to which neither Heine nor Larra

could make pretension. On the other hand,

he was far less influenced than either by

modern literature apart froin that of his
“ At Düsseldorf Castle, on the Rbine,

, native land. He also was profoundly dis
They're gaily masquerading ;

The waxlights sparkle,the company dance,
contented with the aspect of affairs at home. The music their nimbleness aiding.

We may hope that there was merely mo.

mentary exasperation in the expression in The beauteous duchess dances too ,

one of his letters, that every person in his And ceases laughing never ;

native Recanati was either a scoundrel or a Her partoer is a slender youth ,

fool. But, partly , in all likelihood , from the
Who seems right courtly and clever.

influence of long-continued ill health, the He wears a mask of velvet black,

tone of expression in both his prose and W bence merrily is peeping

poetical works assumes a gradually deepen. Aneye just like a shiniog dirk

ing tincture of saturnine discontent, until, in From out of its sheath half creeping.

ance.

sons.

.

SIR KNAVE OF BERGEN.
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The carnivalthrong exultingly shout
bles. In the English version the corres

As they whirl in the waltz's embraces, ponding lines are of five, seven , and nine

While Drickes and Marizzebell*
syllables. The translatio

n is a diluted

Salute with loud noise and grimaces.

The trumpets crash , and the merry hum “ He reads a magical book, which speaks

Of the double -bass increases, Of exorcisms oply ,"

Until tbe dance to an end has come,

And then the music ceases. is a feeble rendering of

Most excellent lady, thy pardon I beg, “ Er liest im alten Zauberbuch ,

' Tis time for me to go now:
Genannt der Zwang der Hölle.”

Thé duchess said , smiling, ' You shall not de

part,
Again

Unless your face you show now.'
“ Her ice-cold breast

Most excellent lady, thy pardon I beg ,
Her sighs of grief cannot smother , "

My faceis a hideouscreature's : '

The duchess said , smiling, I am not afraid,
is a fluent generality , substituted for the

I insist upon seeing your features.' simple expressiveness of

" Most excellent lady , thy pardon I beg, “ Aus kalter Brust

For night and death are iny portion :'

The duchess said, smiling, “ I'll not let you go,

Die schmerzlichen Seufzer steigen."

I'll see you, despite all your caution .' In “The Water Nymphs,” Mr. Bowring

In vain he struggled with gloomy words translates,

To cbange herdetermination ;

At length she forcibly tore the mask
“ Die Eine betastet mit Neubegier

From his face for her information .
Die Federn auf seinem Barette,”

" Tis the beadsman of Bergen !' the throng in thus,

the ball

Exclaim with a feeling of terror,

“ The plume of bis helmet the first one felt,

And limidly shrink , —the duchess rush'd out,

To see if perchance it would harm her,"

Her husband to tell of her error. which is merely filling up for the sake of

The duke was wise, and all the disgrace the rhyme. Again, in the same poem,

Of ibe duchess straightway effec'd be ;
He drew his bright sword, and said , ' Kneel “ Die Fünfte küsst des Ritter's Hand,

down,

Mit Sehrsucht und Verlangen,"

Good fellow !' with accents hasty.

With this stroke of the sword I make you now

is not translated , but transmuted into

A limb of the order knightly . “ The fifth her kisses with passionate strength

And since you're a kpave,you'll hereafter be On the band of the knight kept planting !"

called

Sir Knave of Bergen rightly !
In another stanza we have “ bosom ” and

So the beadsman became a nobleman proud,

“ blossom ” to rhyme together ! But we

Of tbe Bergen Knaves' family founder ;

will not pursue further this minute compar

A haughty race ! they dwell on the Rbine,
ison with the original.

Though now they all underground are." The following is a sonnet addressed by

-P. 386-7. Heine to his mother :

Those who wish by one decisive instance
“ With foolish fancy I deserted thee ;

I fain would search the whole world through,

to compare orcontrast the poetry of Heine
to learn

with that of Uhland , will read , in connection If I in it percbance could love discern ,

with the piece just extracted, The Black That I might love embrace right lovingly .

Knight,” translated by Longfellow. The I sought for love as far as eye could see,

poem of the Würtemberg bảrd will please Myhands extending at each door in turn ,

more , and will please longer, than that of Begging them not wy prayer for love to

his rival from the Rhine-land.
spurn , -

A characteristic piece of Heine is “The
Cold hate alone they laughing gave to me .

Exorcism , ” Mr. Bowring has in it not ful

And ever search'd I after love ; yes ever

Search'd after love, but love discovered never .

filled his promise of preserving the original
And so I homeward went with troubled

metre . In the German the last line of the thought ;
five verses of which it is composed has But thou wert there to welcome me again ,

sometimes seven and sometimes eight sylla- And ab ! what in thy dear eye floated then ,

That was the sweet love I so long had

* Carnival masks.
sought." - P. 43.

6

6 .
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THE ANNIVERSARY.

So much for the son . Let us hear the Yea , inspiration for those lofty things

husband anticipating his wife's becoming a
Which prose and reason deem but wonderings ;

widow :
But yet for which the noble, lovely, good

Upon this earth rave, suffer, shed ibeir blood.

Upon the Rhine's fair strand , where vine-billg

“ Not one mass will e'er be chanted ,
smile,

Not one Hebrew prayer be mutter'd ; Once in glad summer's days we roam'd the

while ;

Whenthe day I died returneth,
Nothing will be sung'or utter'd. Bright laugh'd the sun, sweet incense in that

hour

Stream'd from the beauteous cup of every
Yet upon that day, it may be,

If the weather has not chill'd her,
flow'r.

On a visit to Montmartre

With Pauline will go Matilda. (!)
The purple pinks and roses breath'd in turn

Red kisses op us, which like fire did burn ;

With a wreath of immortelles she'll
Even the smallest daisy's faint perfume

Deck my grave in foreign fashion,
Appear'd a life ideal then to bloom .

Sigbing say · pauvre homme,' and sadly

Drop a tear of fond compassion.
But thou didst peacefully beside me go,

In a wbite satin dress, demure and slow,

I shall then too high be dwelling, Like some girl's portrait limn'd by Netscher's ,

And , alas ! no chair bave ready
art,

For my darling's use to offer,
A little glacier seem'd to be thy heart. ”

As she walks with feet unsteady.

Heine is essentially a lyric poet. He has

Sweet, stout little one, return not not the faculty to produce a work “ de
Home on foot, I must implore thee ; longue haleine. ” “Atta Troll ” and “ Deutsch

At the barrier gate is standing
land” are only nominally long poems; they

A fiacre all ready for thee.” — P . 460-1.
are but, after all , a succession of poetic

sketches. He has himself bestowed, and

several distinguished bythe names of Clari-most justly, on Goethe thehigh praiseof

bel, etc. But Heine has, in his “ Neue which is inexpressible. The harmonious
saying, “ His songs have a playful witchery

Gedichte, ” given us a number of maids

called Diana, Mortense, Clarisse, and so on. mistress. The word embraces you while
verses wind round your heart like a tender

From “ Friederike” we extract the follow the thought imprints a kiss.” But so little

ing :
does Heine, in the great majority of cases,

“ O leave Berlin , with its thick-lying sand , care or seek to preserve the unity of tone,

Weak tea, and men who seem so much to which is essential to the highest success of

know, the lyric, that we cannot anticipate for him

That they both God , themselves, and all the widespread or permanent fame which
below, has attended, both in theGerman and in such

With Hegel's reason, only understand. other languages as they have been rendered

into, the songs of Schiller and Goethe. The

O come to India , to the sunny land,

Where towers ambrosial their sweet fra- applied to the authors of the second
testing influence of time has not yet been

age
of

grapce throw

Wherepilgrim troops on tow'rd the Ganges withthose distinguished lyric poets,betweenGerman literature ; but comparing Heine

go

With reverence, in white robes , a festal band . whom he stands midwayin age, Uhland and

Freiligrath-the one a dozen years his sen

There, where the palm trees wave, the billows ior, the other ten years his junior, we think
smile, he must ever remain , in power of impres

And on the sacred bank the lotus tree
sion, of delight, and of dwelling in the

Soars up to Indra's castle blue, -ges, memory, inferior to either. What stanza
there,

There will I kneel to thee in trusting style,
of his has been quoted with the frequency

Andpress against thy foot, and say to thee, of the concluding verse of Uhland's" Auf

Madam , thou artthe fairest of the fair." der Ueberfahrt”

-P. 105.
“ Nimm nur, Fäbrmann, nimm die Mietbe,

• Again
Die ich gerne dreifach biete !

Zween, die mit mir überfuhren,

“ Thou wast a maiden fair, so good and kindly, Waren geistige Naturen ,"

So neat, so cool-in vain I waited blindly

Till come tbe hoar wberein thy gentle beart more familiar, perhaps, than any other frag.

Would ope, and inspiration play its part. ment of German literature, except the

1
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one.

" Kennst du das Land wo die Citronen blühen," |probably Mr. Bowring might find it better

of Goethe, and the for himself, as we have no doubt it would

be more favourable to Heine's reputation

“ Du Heilige , ruf dein Kind zurück, among non-German readers, if in a single

Ich habe genossen das irdische Glück, volume were presented the choicest products

Ich habe gelebt und geliebet," of that versatile pen. A good deal of his

satire has not body enough to beartransport

of Schiller ? Again, Heine has several times across either the Rhine or the Channel.

amused himselt with laughing at Freiligrath ; This, however, is a class fault, not a personal

but “ Der Mohren Fürst” will long outlive The “ Biglow Papers" have lately

his sarcasms ; and the “ Piraten -Romanze” been introduced to the British public under

and “ Barbarossa's erstes Erwachen,” not to the most genial of recommendations; but

speak of others of the “Balladen u. Roman- we cannot expect that beyond the other and

zen” and the best of the “ Vermischte Ge- republican branch of theAnglo-Saxon family

dichte,” will always occupy a high place in they will ever be widely popular. In this

German literature. Freiligrath has perhaps country, as yet at least, we cannot enter into

not a richer fancy thanHeine, but one morethe spirit of such lines as

under control , and with the management of

which greater pains are taken . Fitness of
“ I du believewith all my soul

In the gret Press's freedom ;
expression is far more generally a character

To pint the people to the goal
istic of his poems than of those of the Düs

An' in the traces lead 'em ;

seldorf bard. It would, we think , have been Palsied the arm that forges yokes

a better occupation for Mr. Bowring, if, in At my fat contracts squintin ’;

stead of attempting to give all Heine's An' wither'd be the pose that pokes

poems in an English version, he had sought Inter the Gov'ment printin ',"

to select his best, and given them along with

the finest of Freiligrath and Uhland. The because hitherto we havenot set such au

sustained attempt to indicate the resem-thorities as the “ Jaalam Independent Blun

blances and differences of these three lyric derbuss" above better and honester guides

bards might have given force, compression, of public opinion. And it may be hoped

and distinctness to his prose style - qualities that any new Reform Bill we may get will

in which ,atpresent, it is considerably defi. not bring us into a national condition, where

cient. He intimates (but it may be only a we may find our county or burgh hustings

verbalmodesty) that thisishislasttranslat: occupied by worthies of the stamp thus de

ing effort. We would hope that ifthein- picted :

tention be serious, it will be reconsidered. “ I'm an Eclectic ; ez to choosin'

He has before him opportunities of honour. 'Twixt this an ' thet, I'm plagny lowth ;

ing his subject and doing justice to himself,
I leave a side thet looks like losin' ,

which , alike in fairness and with respect, we But (wile there's doubt) I stick to both ;

statehe has not yet fully availed himself of.
I stan' upon the Constitution ,

Ez preudunt statesmen say, who've plann'd
Or ifhis (as we think, excessive) admiration

for Heine prevent him from seeking to stray
A way to get the most profusion

O'chances ez to ware they'll stand.

from that author's side, why not leave out

a third , or a half, of the volume before us, Ez to the answerin' o' questions,

and with a revised, simplified, and condensed I'm an off ox at bein' druv,

reviewal of the finest of the poems (leaving Though I aint one that any test shung,

out the juvenility, the personality, and the
' ll give our folks a helpin' shove ;

Kind o'promiscoous I go it,

blasphemy), give to the English reader se
For the holl country, on the ground

lections fromthe prose part of the “ Reise
I take, ez nigh ez I can show it,

bilder, " and from the most permanently in. Is pooty gen'rally all round.”

teresting of the “ Vermischte Schriften

In his version of Schiller, he has had Meri- Not yet in this country can the “ Letter, "

vale and Sir E. Bulwer Lytton as rivals ; in from which the last extract is given, be fully
his translation from Goethe, he has encoun. appreciated ; for the prose explanation ac

tered the competition of Aytoun and Theo. companying it tells us, that “ the first ob

dore Martin . " We do not know whether ject which civilized man proposes to himself

any other man of letters is busy with an I take to be the finding out whatsoever he

English rendering of Heine's prose pieces. can concerning his neighbors.” On ill -con

Atall events, Mr. Bowring may be said to ducted railways we are sometimes annoyed

be here in possession of the ground . The by smoking, but hitherto we have escaped

public is not partial to any one person form- being “strangered .” A weekly newspaper,

ing by himself a library of translations ; and clever but naughty (which, of course, reader,
VOL. XXXII . D — 15
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you and I never see), would say, perhaps, No longer they follow in Voltaire's steps,

that administering to our venerable constitu- But believe in Hengstenberg rather .

tion a large dose of Brightine might be
As to Alfred de Musset, indeed , it is true

likely enough to bring us to the trans
That be still to abuse gives a handle ;

oceanic level in that respect. But be not afraid , and we'll soon chain down

The following is a specimen of Heine's His tongue, so devoted to scandal.

satire, from the fifth "caput” of “ Deutsch

land " -Rhine complaining, and the poet And if he sbonld play off bis wretched wit,

consoling :
We'll punish bim most severely,

Proclaiming aloud the adventures be meets

" That I am a virgin pure no more, With the women he loves most dearly.

The French know better than any :

For they with my waters have mingled oft Then be contented , good Father Rhine,

Their floods of victory many. Bad songs treat only with laughter ;

A better song ere long thou sbalt hear.

The stupid song , and the stupid man ! * Farewell , we shall meet bereafter.' ”

Indeed, he has treated me badly ;

To a certain extent be bas compromised me We have had some scruple in quoting the

In matters political, sadly.
second last stanza ; but as all who take an

interest in French literature are well aware
For if the French should ever come back ,

I must blush at their reappearance,
of the way in which, since Alfred de Mus

Though I've pray'dwith tears for their return set's death, two years ago, his name has been

To heaven , with perseverance. brought before the public by the publication

of George Sand, “ Elle et Lui," and the far

I always bave loved full well the French, moreamusing, as well as , wesuppose, more

So tiny, yet full of sidew ; truthful, reply to itby the deceased's bro.

Still wear they white breeches as formerly ? ther Paul, “ Lui et Elle," there can be no

Does their singing and springing continue ?
new propagation of scandal in giving it . It,

Right gladshould I be to see them again,
of itself, is enough to show the unscrupulous

And yet I'm afraid to be twitted personality of Heine. Assuredly he had

On account of the words of that cursed song, small right to set up as a moral censor.

And the sneers of its author, balf-witted / One can excuse, though with difficulty, in a

person of irreproachable character, the drag

That Alfred de Musset ,* that lad upon town, ging another's personal failings before the

Perchance will come as their drummer,

And march at their head,andhis wretched wit public ; but for Heine to seektoplay the

Play off on me all through the summer. '
part of Cato - Parisiensis !

Our last extractis from the last part of

Poor Father Rbine thus made his complaint, that poem in the Romancero , called “ The

And discontentedly splutter'd . Poet Ferdusi. ” The East has, within the

In order to raise his sinkingheart, last forty years, attracted , especially in the

These comforting words I utter’d :
three chiet literary countries of Europe, a

O do not dread, good Father Rhine,

very large amount of attention. What a

Tbe laugh of a Frenchman, wbich is
difference of understanding and interest in

Worth little , for he is no longer the same,
Oriental matters since the old quarrel be

And they also have alter'd their breeches. tween Europe and Asia seemed re-opened

by the breaking out of the Greek insurrec

Their breeches are red, and no longer arewhite ; tion ! For France, the literary interest,

They also bave alter'd the button ; commenced by Chateaubriand's “ Itineraire, "

No longer they sing, and no longer they spring, was carried on by the “ Lascaris ” of Ville

But hang their heads like dead mutton .
main, and still more by “ Les Orientales"

They now are philosophers all , and quote
of Victor Hugo. What their young Ro.

Hegel , Fichte, Kant, over their victuals ;
manticist had done for the French side of

Tobacco they smoke, and beer they drink, the Rhine, was effected somewhat earlier by

And many play also at skittles. the patriarch of Teutonic literature in the

“ West-östlichen Divan,” for the German .

They're all , like us Germans, becoming mere We do not find in Heine anything like the
enobs,

continuous influence of Eastern subjects and
But carry it even further ;

feelings which is manifest in these works of

* Alluding to Nicholas Becker, who had written Goethe and Hugo. Of Brahmanism and

a poem , beginning, “They shall not have the Ger- Buddhism , so thoroughly studied by Paris
man Rhine. "

* This charming French poet had answered
ian as well as German Orientalists, and

Becker by a song, commencing, " We havehad which have affected other and younger poets,

your German Rbine . " we find in his writings very scanty traces.
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By the classical mythology he is far less a great statue, only touches the marble and

affected than either Schiller or Goethe. Me- complains of cold.” As striking, though in

diæval legend has moved him more than another style, is his description of Rubens :

either of the sources of interest previously A “ FlemishTitan, the wings of whose genius

mentioned : were so strong that he soared as high as the

sun, in spite of the hundredweight of Dutch

“ Shah Mahomet paused, and presently said, cheeses that hụng on his legs. " .

• Ansari, a thought has come into my head : Heine might have become a thoroughly

To my stables make baste, and with hands un- half of the nineteenth century. He preferrednational poet — the German poet of the first

thrifty,

Take a bundred mules, and camels fifty, becoming a sectional one. Poetry saturated

with unbelief, never is long-lived. Where is

And lade them all with every treasure the epigrammatic anti -Christianism in verse

That fills the heart of a mortal with pleasure. of theage of the Encyclopedie ? Even Voltaire

is little read out of France, and not a great

Ansari, when all these things thou hast göt,
deal in it. That clever persifleur ArseneHous

" Le Roi
Thou must start on thy journey, and lingernot. saye will not succeed in writing up

Voltaire ” again . In an age of revived re

Thou musttake them all , with my kind regard, ligious feeling and action, Heine was obtru

To Thus, to Ferdusi, the mighty bard.' sively irreligious, rudely anti-Christian . There

are passages which under a wrong view , as
Ansari fulfill'd his lord's behest,

we think, ofa translator's duty, Mr. Bowring
And loaded the camels and mules with the best, has given, for which the only fit place would

be in the columus of the coarsest part of the
And costliest presents, the value of which

We shall not, even once,
Was enough tomakea whole province quite rich. newspaper press.

quote any of these. “ Would he had blotted

In propria persona he left at last a thousand lines !" is the alleged criticism of

The palace, when some three days had pass'd , envy on Shakspeare. It is the just verdict

of disappointment in those who would fain
And with a general's banner red,

In front of the caravan be sped .
admire Heine, but feel themselves repelled

by his mockery at all they hold most in

At the end of a week to Thus came they
veneration .

The town at the foot of a mountain lay A few months ago, the German people in

the Fatherland , and out of it, celebrated the
The caravan the western gate

centenary of the birth of Schiller. We cor.

With shouts and noises entered straight. dially indorse the approval of that festival,

The trumpets sounded , the loud drums beat,
as a whole (howeverobjectionable some de

And songs of triumph rang through the street. tails in various places mayhave been) ,which

has been lately, in the " Allgemeine Kirchen

• La Illa El Allah ! ' with joyous shout, Zeitung," pronounced by Professor Lechler

The camel-drivers were calling out. of Leipzig, on the twofold ground, that

“ Schiller, as a poet and thinker, stands upon
Bat through the east gate, at the farther end

Christian ground ;* and Christianity neither
OfThus at that moment chanced to wend

can nor will dissociate itself from true beauty

The funeral traio, so full of gloom , and art.” But we can anticipate no such

That the dead Ferdusi bore to his tomb. " future recognition of Heine. A distinguished

narne in the second period of a country's

In his prose writings, Heine has given literature never can stand on the sameground

many just criticisms, many striking sayings, as a great name in the first. Schiller was

many felicitous pictures of men and things. one of a band , and one of the greatest of

If to call Madame de Stael “ a whirlwind in them, who gave to Germany, for the first

petticoats ” was mere impertinence, and to time in modern history, a poetic literature.

say, “ Nature wanted to see how she looked , So Burns gave again to Scotland a national

and created Goethe,” was sheer enthusiasm , poetry, which, since the sixteenth century

how happy is the mot about Talleyrand : conflicts, that nation had not possessed . He

“ If an express should suddenly bring the was the immediate poetie heir of Dunbar

news that T. had taken to a beliefin account- and Lindsay . Perhaps it may be added ,

ability after death, the funds would at once he only of all poetic sons of Scotland may

go down ten per cent. !" How beautifully be placed with Shakspeare and Chaucer,

characteristic the description of a man in

sensible to artistic beauty ! “ He is like a child, * Lechler adds, " Not indeed at the centre of

which, insensible to the glowing significance of Christianity, but still within its circumference."

6

7
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Spencer and Milton, among the princes ofthe Art. VI.- Church and State ; the Spiritual
literary blood-royal of Britain. More for- and the Civil Courts.

tunate than her sister land, England never 1. Fragment on the Church. By Thomas

lost her poetic tradition . She had not the ARNOLD, D.D. London .

Scottish iwo centuries break. She could not 2. The State in its Relation with the Church.

therefore owe to any one what last year By W. E. GLADSTONE, Esq . London.

Scotland recognized as her deep obligation 3. The Cardross Case. Proceedings at the

to Burns. So Heine was but one of many. Commission of the General Assembly of

He was distinctive, unique, in many respects the tree Church of Scotland. Edinburgh.

original , in intellectual gifts. He wrote

much, and fast. It was the age's fault as

much as the man's. One he was among the There are three possible ways in which the

stars, but far enough from being a sun. Church and the State -- the body ecclesiastical

Amongthe best biographies of our time,are and the body political-might exist in refer

those of Schiller and Goethe-books not to ence to each other. First, the State might

be exhausted by one reading, but worthy of be regarded as possessing a rightful sove

several — from which the young student of reignty over the Church, and hence the re

German, and the matured man of culture, ligious society be put under the rule of the

to whom German is but one of many litera- civil magistrate. Or, secondly, the inferior

tures, may alike derive intellectual profit. ity of the Church to the State might be as

But we do notconsider that any British man serted , and the temporal government sub

of letters could acquire or increase lasting jected to the regulation, or at least the con

renown, by seeking to make a third classic trol, of the spiritual authorities. Or, thirdly,

biography out of the chequered and sadden the two societies might be viewed as distinct

ing career of Heinrich Heine. and independent bodies, entering into alliance,

We part from Mr. Bowring with high re- or existing separately, but each complete in

spect for his talent and industry . With itself , and supremewithin its own province
proper regard for the public and for himself, and for the determination of its own affairs. It

we hope he may win a lasting reputation, is seldom , or perhaps never, that the idea of

not on the lower platform of translation Church and State, according to either of these

merely, but on ground altogether his own . theories, is purely or accurately realized in

There is danger in these days of our forget. fact. Still it is to one or other of these types

ting that Southern Europe has had,and still that all existing examples of the relation

possesses, a literature ; and Mr. Bowring between the two bodies more or less closely

will allow us to say, in conclusion , that he approximate, and in reality belong.

will translate none the worse from the Ger- The controversy as to the preference due

man, and will none the less appreciate that to one or other of these theories must very

one century old literature, if Spain and Italy much turn upon the question,-Are the

should claim a share of his attention and Church and the State originally and essen

regard. Neither of the southern literatures tially two distinct and independentsocieties,

can be expected to influence our country as with separate spheres and functions, or only

they did in the age of Elizabeth and James. one society under two names ? Are they two

The intellectual relation of the countries has bodies, different in their origin and nature

changed too thoroughly for that. In the in the kind of authority belonging to each

great historian, whose remains in the firstin the character of the members that they

week of this year were laid in our National include — in the class of matters with which

Walhalla, we had, perhaps, the last eminent they are conversant,-so that they cannot

literaryman by whom German was little be merged into one or confounded without

known.* The tendency now is, to study altering their true character as Church or

German to the disparagement of all the Ro- State ; or are they in reality but one body,
manic tongues. For this linguistic kindred- with no morethan one province and function,

ness may be a motive , but isno justification. ---dealing with things nominally but not es

Proportion is the rule here , as elsewhere. sentially different, and exercising the saine

The choicest parts of all accessible litera- identical jurisdiction with reference to all

tures,—such is theintellectual fvod which the causes and persons, whether known as secular

true man of self-culture will choose. or known as spiritual ? Assert that there is

no valid or true foundation for the distinction

commonly acknowledged between things

* A eulogistic reviewer asked that week, “ What secular and things sacred, or that there is no
had he not read ? Will any one tell us ( now that
the very natural enthusiasm is over) how many greater differencebetween matters belonging

allusions to German can be foundin Macaulay's to the faith and worship of God, on the one

writings ? hand, and matters pertaining to civil life on
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the other, than between various classes of the Church and the Commonwealth become

temporal rights among themselves, and it is one society," * he does so by teaching that“s

plain that they may all be properly dealt the spiritual is merged into the civil body,

with in the sameway and controlled by one and becomes subject to the king as the

common governing body. If questions of “ highest uncommanded commander " in the

truth and falsehood in religious doctrine, or united society. With Arnold, in whose eye,

right and wrong in religious worship, or what not the State, but theChurch, as the “ society

is lawful or unlawful in religious order, do for putting down moral evil,” was the ideal,

not require a different treatment, and are the same result was accomplished by revers

not to be decided on different principles from ing the process ; and the State, in adopting

questions relating to person and property, and endowing a form of Christianity , is

and if the authority which is competent to merged into the spiritual power, and " be

deal with the understanding and conscience comes a part of Christ's Holy Catholic Church,

of man in spiritual things be not essentially not allied with it, which implies distinctness

distinct from the authority that is conver- from it, but transformed into it .” + The

sant with his outward and civil obedience, theory of Warburton , in his “ Alliance of

then the ruling power in the State may also Church and State,” proceeds in reality on

be the ruling power in the Church ; and it the same principle ofconfounding to a large

will , to a large extent, depend on the com- extent the functions of the two, and making

parative importance conceded to the religious them identical , although starting with the

or to the civil element in society at any par- admission of the original distinction between

ticular time,whether we see an approximation the two bodies. Ile holds that, in return

to the Ultramontane doctrine of the subor- for the advantages of protection and endow

dination of the State to the Church , or wit- ment, it is competent and lawful for the

ness an example of the Erastian theory of a church to surrender to the State her original

civil jurisdiction in spiritual things. independence, and to give up her powers of

The notion of the identity of the spiritual self-government and action into the hands of

and temporal powers, or at least the prac- the civil magistrate, who subjects them to

tical denial of their separate and essential his direct control , or to the necessity of his

independence, has been exemplified in various approval.I All these theories proceed upon

ways. In times before the introduction of the same fundamental assumption, that it is

Christianity , and in our own day among na- possible, without destroying the proper idea

tions where Christianity is unknown, we very of the Church on the one hand, or of the

commonly see the King and the Priest to be State on the other, more or less to identify

one and the same person ; and because usual. them in their nature, in their functions, in

ly he is much more of the King than the their authority , or in their objects ; as if it

Priest, and because the civil element through were competent for the State to do the work

out the nation is more largely developed of the Church, or the Church to do the work

than the religious, the temporal power lords of the State, or as if there were no impos

it over the spiritual . But a similar result sibility arising out of the very nature of the

may be brought about in a Christian nation case, for the civil magistrate,by the employ.

by a process somewhat different. Among ment of his compulsory power, to regulate

a professedly Christian people, where the the religious belief or spiritual obedience of

subjects of theCommonwealth are, to a large his subjects, or for ecclesiastical courts or

extent, numerically identical with the mem- functionaries, in the exercise of their office

bers of the Church, and where the laws of the of instruction and persuasion, to arrange for

State are more or less borrowed from Chris- the security of property and life.

tianity, there is a danger that the real differ- Nor is the fundamental idea different

ence between Church and Statemay be over- when the opposite extreme is asserted, and

looked , from the idea that they are merged the State is subordinated to the Church.

into each other, and that the two are become The Romanist theory of the supremacy of

virtually one . Such substantially is the the spiritual power over the temporal,

doctrine of Hooker in his “ Ecclesiastical whether advocated in the shape of a direct

Polity ," and also of Dr. Arnold in his authority or an indirect, ultimately rests

" Fragment on the Church ,” although they upon the same doctrine that they are one

arrive at their conclusion by different roads . and not distinct powers, at least in respect

With Hooker, the fixed and predominant of the sphere that they occupy and the juris.

idea was the supremacy of the civil power,

which he had to defend against the Puritans,
* Ecclesiastical Polity, Book viii. chap. 1 .

who regarded it as unlawful in the ecclesias
+ Fragment on the Church, p. 177 .

tical province ; and , accordingly , while assert | Alliance between Church and State, Book ii. ,

ing that in every professedly Christian nation chap. 3 .
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diction they possess. The superiority claim- giving to its spiritual decisions command

ed by the Church over the State is a supe over the conscience and heart ? Or is it

riority in authority employed about the possible, on the other hand, without the

same matters, and dealing with the same sacrifice to that extent of the true idea of a

persons or things; it is the assertion of a civil government, to imagine it clothing itself

right on the part of the spiritual body to with the character of a Church, and using

control the civil magistrate in civil functions the spiritual machinery of persuasion, and

in the same way, or to the same effect, that instruction, and admonition, in order to

he himself exercises control over his inferior punish crime and protect property, or to

agents in the State, and it can be logically enforce the national arrangements for internal

defended on no other supposition than the taxation , or for defence against foreign attack ?

pretence that the Church originally possess. Do the objects contemplated by a Christian

es, or subsequently acquires, an office and Church admit of their being accomplished

jurisdiction the same in kind as those which and secured by any power or authority simi.

the State exercises in temporal concerns . To lar to that which is proper to the State ? Or

the extent then , thatsuch supremacy is as- do the ends which the State has in view

serted by the Church , it is a claim to the suggest or allow the use of authority identi.

possession of the same sort of power that cal with that which the Churchemploys, to

belongs to the State, but in higher degree tell with effect on the understandings and con

than the State enjoys it, —the spiritual society sciences of men in their relations to spiritual

thus taking to itself the office ofthe political , things ?

and borrowing its character when converting We are advocating no narrow theory of

spiritual sentences into civil penalties, or giv- civil government, as if it had nothing to do

ing to excommunication the force and effect with anything beyond the secular relations

of a temporal punishment. It is not neces . of life, and had no interest or office in what

sary , on this theory, that the Church, as concerns man in a higher capacity . We be
supreme over all persons and causes, should lieve that there can be no sound view of

employ the same agency for doing its tem. political government which restricts it to the

poral behests as for doing its religious duties ; care of man's body and bodily wants, and

it may commission civil officers for the one does not assign to it a wider sphere, as

description of work , and ecclesiastical officers charged, in a certain sense, with the advance.

for the other. It may have its orders of ment of human well -being in its moral as

secular agents distinct from its orders of well as its material interests. But still there

religious servants. But they are servants can be no doubt that the State was instituted ,

equally of the samemaster. The duties they in the first instance, for other purposes than

perform are done in the name of the one that of promoting the Christian and spiritual

authority that holds in its hand both the good of its subjects ; and that, however much

spiritual and the temporal supremacy ; and the acts of government, if wisely shaped,

the departments in which they labour, may be fitted, and even intended , indirectly

whether in sacred or secular offices, are not to advance that object, yet, in its first and
essentially separate or distinct, but are essential character , it is an ordinance for

merged together under the unity of one com- civil and not for religious objects. As little

monand ultimate jurisdiction. The doctrine would we assert that it is necessary to re

of the subordination of the State to the gard the spiritual society as strictly limited

Church , and the opposite extreme of the sub- to the one object of seeking the Christian

ordination of the Church to the State, alike well -being of its members, and as sublimely

proceed on the idea that their peculiar powers indifferent to all that affects their temporal

and functions may be accounted of the same or social condition. There are blessings

kind , or in reality identified . even belonging to this life which the Church

But can this theory of the essential identity can scatter in its way, even whilewe hold

or sameness of Church and State, in their na- that the first and distinctive object for which

ture and functions, find countenance or sup- it was established is to declare to men the pro

port in Scripture principle, or reason , or ex- mise of thelife that is to come. In the case of

perience ? Or is it not expressly and con- the State, it may indirectly , and by the use

clusively disowned by them all ? Is it possi- of its proper power as a State, promote to

ble, on the one hand, without a sacrifice to no inconsiderable extent those moral and

that extent of the true idea of a Church, to religious ends which it is the Church's dis

conceive of it borrowing or usurping the tinctive duty to work out; but still political

compulsory powers that belong to the State, government is a civil institute, and not a

and employing them for the purpose of spiritual . In the case of the Church, it may,

establishing a particular religious creed, or by the indirect influence which it puts forth

enforcing the order of Divine worship, or upon society , become the right hand of the
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civil magistrate in repressing wrong, and the in the ordering of its affairs ; and each capa

best instrument for advancing the temporal ble of acting apart as well as in concert, and

prosperity of the State; but still it is a only consenting to be allied on terms that

spiritual ordinance, and not a civil. It is do not compromise, but rather acknowledge,

impossible for the State to do the work of their independence. The advocates of civil

the Church ; nor is this its primary object. establishments of religion, so far from being

It is equally impossible for the Church to do called upon by the necessities of their argu

the work of the State ; nor can this be ment to admit the essential identity of

alleged to be its design , except in a very Church and State, can never truly or rightly

secondary and subordinate sense. state it without laying down the proposition

In arguing for the original and essential that the two are fundamentally and un

distinction between Church and State in their changeably unlike. It is only two societies

primary character and functions, we do not self -acting and self-governed with whom it

feel at all embarrassed in our argument by is possible to enter into alliance at all ; and

the position, whichwebelieve to be defensi- it is only two societies having powers unlike,

ble on grounds both of reason and Scripture, occupying departments unlike, and dealing

that there can and ought to be a friendly with matters unlike, with whom it is possible
connection or alliance between the two. It to enter into alliance safely.

were beside our present purpose to enter The doctrine, then , that the State is bound

upon the question of the lawfulness or un- to promote the general well -being of man,

lawfulness of civil establishments of religion . moral as well as material, and that the

But this much we may say, that no intelli. Church cannot be indifferent, amid the higher

gent advocate of the lawfulness of such con- interests committed to it, of his civil and

nection will ever seek to rest his argument social rights, does by no means involve the

on the denial of the original and essential conclusion of the sameness in nature and

independence of Church and State, or the function of the civil and spiritual powers.

possibility of a partial surrender of it on Neither does the further doctrine of the law

either side. On the contrary, the Scriptural fulness of some kind of alliance between the

alliance of the spiritual and civil powers is two imply, that, in entering into connection,

possible only because they are originally any one of them abandons its own personal

and unalterably different. If the Church or corporate identity , and becomes lost in

and State could properly be identified or the other.

merged into each other, there could be no But what is the light that Scripture casts

such thing as an alliance rightly so called on this sameness or diversity of Church and

It is because they are different in their pri. State ? Does it afford any justification of

mary characters, in the provinces that they the theory, that the Church is nothing other
occupy, in the powers which they adıninister, than the State acting in the matter of religion ,

in the membership that belongs to them, or the State nothing other than the instru

that they can unite without confusion, and ment of the Church ruling in civil as well as

be allied without danger to each other. To spiritual affairs ? Is there any warrant from

use a form of words better known in the such a quarter for saying that the Church is

controversies of other days than of our own, no more than one department or organ of

there is much which the civil magistrate may the State, limited to aspecial class of State

do “ circa sacra ” without involving him in duties and objects, or that the State is but

the charge of interfering “ in sacris,"-much one amid the orders of ecclesiastical ser.

that he may do, when in friendly alliance vants, to do the bidding of the Church with

with the ecclesiastical society, to promote a view to Church ends ? On the contrary,

its spiritual objects, while he is in no way we have scriptural authority for asserting
departing from his own sphere as the minis- that the Christian Church and the State dif.

ter of the State, or assuming the character fer in all that can make them two societies

or powers that belong to the Church . But and not one, being fundamentally and un

to whatever extent the State may go in thus alterably distinct even in a Christian com

aiding the objects and furthering the views munity, andin the case of a friendly alliance.

of the Church, any alliance between them, They differ in their origin, in their member

when contracted on Scriptural terms, pre- ship , in their powers, and in the matters with

supposes that the parties to it are, in the first which they have to deal .

instance, independent and distinct. It is They differ in their origin ,-a truth illus

founded on the idea, that thetwo societies trated historically, in the fact that civil go

that enter into connection are alike possessed vernment in one form or other has always

previously of powers of separate existence existed whether the Christian Church was

and action , -each complete within itself for known or unknown, and has been acknow

its own purposes and objects, and sovereign ledged to be valid and lawful among all na
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tions, whether Christian or not ; and a truth possess and employ to effect their objects,

founded on the general principle, that the Here, too, there is a contrast between them

one is an ordinance of nature, and the other that admits of no reconciliation . To the

an ordinance of grace, —the one the appoint- civil government belongs the power of the

ment of God as the universal Sovereign, the sword, or the prerogative of capital punish

other the appointment of God as Mediator, ment, involving in it a right to employ all

or the special Ruler and Head of His own those lesser penalties affecting the person or

people. Whether the community be Chris- property or temporal rights of men which

tianized or not, civil government is a natural are included under the greater, and which in

ordinance, not dependent for its power or their varied measure and severity are all ne

validity on the religion of ruler or subject, cessary, and not more than sufficient to

and not more binding in a nation of Chris- secure the order, and peace, and well -being

tians than in one ignorant of Christianity . of civil life. To the religious society belong,

And hence it is that “ difference of religion on the contrary, the weapons of a warfare

does not make void the magistrate's office, - not carnal, but spiritual; the armoury sup

presenting in this respect a contrast to the plied by truth and right ; the obligations of

ruling power in the Christian Church, which conscience, and the fear of God ; the power

is only binding within the circle of those that is found in a sense of duty to be done,

who have voluntarily submitted themselves and wrong to be avoided ; the influence

as professing Christians to its jurisdiction . that springs from spiritual instruction, and

They differ in respect of their members, persuasion, and censure ; the force that there

a fact exemplified most palpably , in the case is in the doctrine of a world to come ; the

of a State ignorant of Christianity , or hostile command over the understanding and hearts

to it ,-where the Christian Church consists of men , that is given by speaking to them in

of a society of individuals, perhaps small in the name of Heaven, even under the limita

number in comparison with the rest of the tion of speaking nothing but what Heaven

nation — persecuted by the magistrate, or, at has revealed ; the mighty authority to bind

best, only tolerated as a necessary evil-de- and loose the springs of life and action in the

tached from the general community, and human heart, by appealing to its feelings in

acting apart ; but not less really true in the the word of an ambassador for Christ, even

instance of a Christianized State, within while rendering to all the liberty which the

whose borders all , or nearly all, conform to Bereans claimed of asking at his own word,

a profession of the national faith . Even in Whether these things be so or not ? Powers

those cases in which the Church becomes co- so different and so strongly contrasted can

extensive with the commonwealth, and the not reside in the same governing body,

two may be regarded as almost numerically without neutralizing each other. The one

one, the distinction between the citizen and ends where the other begins; the same hand

the Christian, the member of the Church and at the same moment cannot grasp the two
the subject of the State, is never lost, and fold prerogative : the Church, without the

cannot be disregarded . The conditions of sacrifice of its character and influence asa

membership in the two societies are funda Church, cannot arrogate the powers of the

mentally unlike. A man may be an outlaw State ; and the State, without foregoing to

from civil society, or suffer for treason to that extent its position and action as a State,

the State, who is yet welcomed to the privi- cannot enter upon the functions of the

leges of the Church , and reverenced not only Church .

as a member but as a martyr here ; and a They differ in regard to the matters with

man excommunicated by the spiritualpowers which they have to deal . Here likewise

may suffer no loss in his rights as a citizen . there is a separation between the body spir

It is not in his character as a subject of the itual and the body political, which forbids

commonwealth, but in his capacity as a pro- approximation. The objects immediately

fessing Christian , that a man becomes a and directly contemplated by the State, in

member of the spiritual association ; and the proper exercise of its coercive authority,

his rights there give him no title to political terminate in the present life,and are bounded

privileges, and no protection from the con- by that earthly range which fences the terri

sequences of the legal forfeiture of the status tory of the civil ruler when he deals with the

and immunities of civil life. Two societies, administration of justice between man and

constituted upon conditions of membership man- the preservation of peace and social

so dissimilar, cannot themselves be alike, order — the advancement of public morals

but must remain essentially distinct, even the security of person and property and

when approaching most nearly to numerical temporal right. " Whatever indirectly a

identity. Christian government may feel to be within

They differ in respect of the powers they the sphere of its duty or power, when look
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by grace ,

ing upward to higher interests, it is plaining forth its hand to control its neighbour's

that its first and distinctive office is to make affairs within its neighbour's borders. The

men good subjects, and not saints; and with distinction between them as to powers and

that view, to employ all the civil aids and functions must be very much a distinction

instruments that secure such an end . On without a difference, if the authority of the

the other hand , the direct and immediate Church is to any civil effect a valid authority

object of the Church is the salvation of souls, with the servants and in the proceedings of

-the making of men not so much good cit- the State, or if the commands of the State

izens as true Christians ; and with this aim , can carry lawful force and obligations, in

it has to deal not with the lives and proper- however small a degree, with themembers

ties, but with the understanding and con- of the Church, in the arrangement of spiritual

sciences of its members,—to administer to concerns. A line of demarcation between

the inward rather than to the outward man, the territory of the spiritual and the tem

-to regulate the motions and springs of hu- poral is no line at all if it can be crossed at

man action within,-and to turn and sway any point, by either party, for the purpose

the heart out ofwhich are the issues of obe oftaking possession of ground fenced off by

dience and life. The truth of God, and the such boundary, for the exclusive occupation

conscience of man ; the claims of the Divine of the other.

law, and the responsibilities of human guilt ; There can be no doubt that the principle so

the ruin by sin , and the salvation of the sou plainly laid down in Scripture, of the entire

-these are the things with which separation between the religious and politi

the Christian Church is primarily conver- cal societies, as to the nature of their powers,

sant ; and not any of those questions ofand as to the subject matter of their admin

civil or pecuniary right, in the determina- istrations, legitimately and inevitably carries

tion of which the magistrate of the State is with it the conclusion, not only that each is

competent to sit as a judge or a divider. complete within itself for its own work and its

The subject matter in theone case is spir- own objects,but also that each is independent

itual , involved in man's relation to God ; in of any control not lodged within itself, and

the other case it is temporal , belonging to brought to bear fromany foreign quarter

his relation as a citizen or member of the upon its internal arrangements . To assert
commonwealth .

that the spiritual rulerscan competently ex

Such, without doubt, are the grounds in ercise power in the department of the State,

Scripture principles for the necessity of in the way of depriving kings of their civil

drawing a line of distinction , broad and estate, and absolving subjects from their

deep, between Church and State, and for re- civil allegiance, of visiting men by means

fusing to regard them as either originally of its sentences with civil pains or the for

one, or as capable of being subsequently feiture of civil rights, is nothing else than

identified : The admission of such a total to allege' that the authority of the Church

distinctness, when intelligently made and is of the same kind as that which belongsto

consistently carried out to its logical conse- the State, and that it rightly deals, not with

quences, reaches much further than to a con- different, but with identical matters. To

demnation of the extreme views on either assert, on the other hand, that the civil

side, that would assert that the Church is no magistrate must have the right of effective

more than the religious department of the interference in the affairs of the Church , in

State, or the State nothing other than the the way of keeping ecclesiastical courts and

civil servant holding office from the Church. officers within the line of their duty , and

There may be a very general acknowledg- reversing and controlling their proceedings

ment of the Scripture principles, which for- is, in like manner,nothing else than to affirm

bid us to regard the spiritual and temporal that the power of the State is of the same

societies as the same in themselves, or in nature with that which the Church adminis

the duties to be discharged by them ; while,ters, and that it belongs to it to judge in the

at the same time, the independent power in same subject matter in which the Church is

each , to regulate its own proceedings, to ap- appointed to judge. An exemption on the

ply its own rules, and to govern its own part of the State from spiritual control in

members, exempt from all foreign control, the management of its own affair , is neces

may not be held as involved in the acknow- sarily implied in the very proposition, that

ledgment. And yet the separation between the authority which would interfere is spirit

Church and State so strongly asserted in ual , and that the matter interfered with is

Scripture, can be nothing more than nominal not. An exemption , in like manner, on the

and illusory, if it admits of the one party to part of the Church from civil control in

any extent, however inconsiderable, occu- managing its own affairs and governing its

pying the province of the other, and stretch- own members, is necessarily involved in the
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very idea that the authority pretending to the footing of the scriptural distinction

regulate the Church's duties is civil, and drawn between Church and State . But this

that these duties are not. distinction rests on no positive appointment

But the argument may be slightly varied . of Scripture, but on a deeper foundation,

We have said that, admitting the primary apart from Scripture altogether, and forces

and indelible distinction between them , it is itself upon our notice and convictions inde

impossible for the Church to assume au- pendently of any arbitrary definition to be

thority over any department of the State, found in the word ofGod, of the ordinances

and, vice versa, impossible for the State to of the Christian Church on the one hand, or

assume authority over any department of of civil government on the other. The ar

the Church ; because this, in either case, gument, then , for the essential difference

would amount to an assertion that, in so far, and mutual independence of the spiritual and

their powers were not different, but one and temporal powers may be placed on a wider
the same. But with no less truth it may be basis, and bring out in a manner more equi.

argued , that if it were possible to do so ,-if vocal still the freedom from foreign control

it were possible for the civil power to sur- which necessarily belongs to each when

render more or less of its proper responsi- dealing with its own matters, and minister.

ties, and for the Church to assume them , oring within its proper walk of duty . The

for the Church to abandon certain classes of lines traced deeply and indelibly between

its obligations, and for the civil magistrate the spiritual and the civil element in human

to take them up, the result would only life, and which divide into two classes,

be, that to that extent they would deny not to be confounded, what belongs to God

their own character, and divest themselves and what belongs to Cæsar, appertain to the

of the peculiar functions which make them very constitution of things ; they have been

what they are ,-as the one the public ordi- drawn as they are drawn by the hand of

nance of God for temporal , and the other His nature ; and Christianity does no more than

public ordinance for spiritual good. By the adopt, as it found, them ,-adding the sanc

saerifice of its proper functions, and the tion of revealed authority to the light of

consignment of them into the hands of the nature, and giving clearer expression and

spiritual rulers, the State would to that ex. fuller effect to a distinction known before.

tent forfeit its character as a State, and as. The independence of Church and State is no

sume the mongrel form of a politico -ecclesi- pet theory of divines, drawn from an artifi

astical corporation. And no less, by divest. cial system of theology. Thedifference be

ing itself of its distinctive responsibilities tween the kingdom of God and the kingdom

and duties, and by abandoning them to the of the world — between the sacred and

civil magistrate, the Church would in so far secular element in human affairs — is notdue

renounce its claim to be accounted a Church, to Christianity at all, although it stands out

and be contented to take up the equivocal in bolder relief, and having a more unmis

place and character of a semi-religious takeable obligation in the teachings of

and semi-political society. It may be a Christianity./ But the difference itself is

question of casuistry not easily answered, at founded in nature,and the universal and un

what time in the process by which its essen. dying belief in the distinction is the instruc

tial features are lost or obliterated through tion of natural religion, even to the most

the sacrifice, one after another, of its powers untutored heart. There are but two ele .

of life and action, the Church and the Statements necessary to develop this thought in

must cease to be regarded as such. The every mind , namely, a God and a conscience,

living man may suffer the amputation of -a belief in a supreme moral Governor

limb after limb, and the paralysis of mem- over us, and in our responsibility to Him .

ber after member, from the hand of the sur. The man who knows these two truths, even

geon or by disease, and live on still ; but though he should know little more, knows

however long the process may be protracted, that his relations to that mysterious Being

and the result delayed, in the end it is fatal. are distinct from his relations to his fellow

And so it is with the body politic or spirit- men,—that his obligations to God belong to

ual. The “States of the Church,” in their a different order, and involve a different au

unhappy position of incorporation with the thority from any implied inwhat is due to

Roman See, would hardly come up to any his superiors on earth , and that the civil al

true definition of the ordinance of civil gö. legience owing to the ruler of the people is
vernment. And there are Churches secular- not the spiritual service to be offered to the

ised under the control of an Erastian supre. Ruler of all. Such a man may know no

macy , which can hardly be called the body thing of the theory of a visible Church, and
of Christ. of its relations with the State-he may know

We have dealt with the question as on nothing even of Christianity, or ofany teach
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ing beyond that of nature - he may know is a mighty interval between the complete

nothing of what revelation has declared as doctrine of a visible church under Christ its

to the ordinances or manner of Church wor. Head , as taught in Scripture, and the rudi

ship, but he knows that he cannot render to mentary doctrine of natural religion, which

God what it is sufficient to render to Cæsar, out of the fundamental relationship of man to

and that things spiritualare not the same as his Creator, educes the necessity and dutyof

things civil . What is this truth, except the worship ; but yet there underlies both the
very truth which Christianity has developed same essential idea of the difference between

into the doctrine of a visible Church, in its what is due to the Divine Being and what is

faith, and worship, and government distinct due to the civil superior. In vindicating,

from the kingdoms ofmen, and independent then , that distinction, and the consequences

of their control ? The essential elements of involved in it, we can afford to dispense with

the distinction are recognised by every hu- all these articles of theology, controversial

man conscience, even though unenlightened or controverted , by which divines, drawing

by revelation ; the disregard of the distinc- from Scripture their weapons of defence,

tion , and, in consequence, the subordination have sought to explain and vindicate it.

to man of man's relations to God , is felt to We can dispense with much, if not all , that

be a violation of its rights, and with nothing Scripture has taught as to a rightly organized

short of the emancipation of the spiritual and fully constituted Church, standing in

element from the fetters of human control well -defined relationship to Christ as Head,

can these rights be vindicated . We must and contrasted in bold relief with the king.

go much deeper down than Christianity, be - doms of the world. It is not necessary to
fore we can understand the foundation and summon to our aid the doctrine of the Head

warrant of the distinction so universally, in ship of Christ —the key-stone of any right
one shape or other, acknowledged even by Scripture theory of a Christian Church. It

nations ignorant of the Bible. There are is not necessary to recall the distinction be

truths that have their root and the source of tween the Church and the civil power, as

their authority in the eternal relations be the one founded in grace and the other in

tween the creature and the Creator. And nature. It is not necessary to call to our

this is one of them . Christianity teaches it ;help the difference between the two societies

but it is older than Christianity. It is the in respect of the conditions of membership

truth that grows up unbidden and irresist. in each. All these are Scripture doctrines

ible in every human heart that knows that that directly and conclusively bear on the

there is a God, and knows that man's rela- question ofthe essential distinction between

tions to Him are more than man's relations Church and State, and the inalienable inde

dependence that is the prerogative of each .

It is not needful, then, to turn over the But passing these, let us seize upon the one

pages of the polemical theology of other idea that underlies them all — the revelation

days, in order that wemay see the meaning of nature as well as of Scripture—the dogma

and be able to defend the doctrine of thetwo that all churches take for granted , and which

kings and the two kingdoms which the Bible all , whether belonging to churches or not,

would set up within every Christian com- believe to be true,—the dogma that “ God

monwealth - each having subjects and juris- alone is Lord of the conscience,” and that

diction, and each sovereign and free. The into that doman the king cannot enter; and

elements of such a theology are found we have in this single truth allthat is neces

wherever natural religion . teaches that there sary to enable us to draw the line between

is a God who claims to be the ruler of the what belongs to God and what belongs to

human conscience, and to be the only ruler Cæsar, and to justify the claim for churches

there; even although the man taught darkly and for individuals of exemption in spirit

and imperfectly in this school should know ual things from civil control.” That doctrine

religion only as a personal thing between can stand firm upon the foundation of natu

his soul and his Maker, and should never ral religion and the universal beliefs of man

have felt its infinence or understood its com- kind, apart altogether from the authority

mands calling him to unite himself to others which it justly claims as a truth of Scripture,

in a society gathered out of the community and from any confirmation it may receive

at large, and uniting together apart for the from the Scripture definition of a Christian

purpose of joint or church worship. There Church. And that doctrine, rightly under

stood and applied, is sufficient to vindicate

for Christian societies not less certainly or

Neque enim cum hominibus, sedcumuno Deo less largely than for Christian men ,freedom
negotium est conscientiis nostris. Quò pertinet illud
pulgare discrimen inter terrenum et conscientiæ in all that pertains to God from the com.

forum . - Calvin, Inst. IV . 10.
mandments and authority of the State.

to his king .
*
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For, after all , is not the doctrine of the viduals, but in their public and official
independence of the Church in matters character as members or officers of a Churcb.

spiritual but another form of the ancient In this latter capacity, no less than in the

doctrine of liberty of conscience and the former, as church members no less than

right of private judgment ? And is not the private men, they have to deal with God ;

claim on behalf of the Christian society to in their conjunct or public proceedings the

be free as regards its creed , its worship, and element of conscience is equally brought in ;

its order, nothing more than a demand for the Church, in all departments of its duty

toleration ? Upon what grounds and within and actings, has especially, or rather ex

what limits do we claim liberty of con- clusively, to do with those spiritual matters

science at the hands of the civil magistrate in which its rulers and members are prima

in the case of individuals ? We claim it rily responsible to God and not to man.

because there is one department of human And if conscience is a plea which not only

duty and obligation in which man is prima- ennobles the exercise of private judgment in

rily responsible to God, and cannot there the humblest individual, but casts over it

fore, in the same sense and at the same the shield of right and law to protect it

moment, be responsible to human authority . against the encroachments of human power,

We claim it because in these matters his is it not also an argument sufficient to vindi

obedience is forestalled , and himself the cate the claims of a Christian society to be

servant by prior right of another master ; allowed to frame its own creed and ad

and seeing that he cannot serve two masters minister its own worship, and regulate its

in the same walk of duty, and that he must own spiritual order, without in these articles

be at liberty to obey God , he ought to be being subject to State control.

made free from foreign interference or con- Were the Christian society dealing with

trol . Beneath the shelter of his previous questions of mere expediency, in which an

responsibility to his Maker, liberty of con- unlimited discretion were allowed , and in

science is secured to the meanest citizen of which conscience, strictly speaking, had no

the commonwealth, not because it is a civil share, it might be otherwise. Were there

right due to him as a citizen , but because it no law to which ecclesiastical courts and

is a more sacred right due to him as the officers were amenable beyond their own

moral and accountable creature of God . will ,—were their rules and decisions to be

Within the sanctuary set apart for worship considered right and wrong in no higher

and for duty to his Creator he can stand sense than the resolutions of a farmers'

erect before the face of earthly rulers, club, or the regulations of a society for

because the representative of earthly rule mutual improvement in sacred music, or the

may not there intrude ; another has taken prospectus and bye- laws of a copartnery for

the seat of authority , and a higher obligation the manufacture of lucifer-matches, -were

decides the question of obedience ; and be their judgments not matters of conscience,

cause he is acknowledged to be, in the first and their acts not done in the name of God,

instance, the servant of God, the ministers it might comparatively be a small matter of

of State cannot bind him to their service, complaint that some authority foreign to

but rather must loose him and let him go. the Christian society claimed right to re

This is the ground on which we argue for view and reverse them . But in no aspect

liberty and right to every man to inquire of them can the Church and the Church's

and believe and act in spiritual matters as acts be regarded as set loose from the

his own conscience and not another's shall authority of conscience , and not under lav

dictate,–a claim acknowledged on all hands to Him who is its Lord . On the contrary, if

to be good and effectual in the case of indi- we take the Scripture accountof the matter,

vic uals against civil authority, which by we shall be constrained to confess,that, in its

courcive power cannot, and likewise against three greatdepartments of doctrine, worship,

ecclesiastical authority when by instruction and discipline, the Church is brought into a

and persuasion it may not, succeed in chang- nearer relationship of responsibility to God

ing his conscientious convictions. And is than any other society can be ; and that its

there one word in the plea which does not organs for spiritual action and duty are, in

apply with equal relevancy and undiminish- a higher sense of the words, God's ministers,

ed force to the case of churches as well as than can possibly be affirmed of the agents

individuals ? Can the argument be regarded or officers of any civil corporation in civil

as good for each man, taken apart and by affairs, or of private individuals in the duties

himself , in his claims to liberty of conscience, of private life. In doctrine, the Church can

and as not equally good in the case of men teach nothing but what God has taught, and

juined together in a Christian society , and as He has taught it ; in worship, it can ad

acting not in their private capacity as indi-l minister no ordinances but those He has
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appointed, and as He has appointed them ; (not necessary for the argument to press this

in discipline , it can bind and loose only in view. We can agree to waive it. We can

His name and by His authority. There is dispense with all positions in regard to

no room left, then , for the interference of which Christian churches, or even Christian

its own or that of others in any of its mat- men , may be found to differ. It is enough

ters. Its office is simply ministerial, and for our purpose that we are allowed to

nothing more, charged as it is with the duty, stand on that common ground occupied by

first of ascertaining, and then of carrying all,--namely , that the territory of the Church

into effect, the will of another. In nothing is a spiritual territory , and its duties spirit.

that the Christian society does in the way of ual duties ; that the administrators of the

teaching truth, or administering the ordi- Christian society have to deal with those

nances of worship, or exercising discipline, thinge of God in which pre-eminently the

is there any place allowed for a capricious element of conscience prevails , and that in

power ; it is tied up straitly , in all the these matters their responsibility is, in the

conduct of its affairs, to the necessity of fol. first instance, to God , and only in a second

lowing out its own conscientious belief of ary and inferior sense to man . The plea of

what is the commandment given to it to conscience is a plea competent to every

walk by in the particular matter with which church, in the same way as to every indi

it is appointed to deal . In every case, the vidual , when the question is one between the

Church is bound to carry into effect the law soul and God ; and the argument is effectual

of its Head, and not its own ; and the de- against the claims of authority of all except

mand for liberty to do so, without interfer- of Him . It is not necessary for us to ask ,

ence or constraint from abroad , is simply a in the case of such a church, whether, accord

demand to be allowed to perform its duty ing to our standard, its doctrine is orthodox,
to God as His law has declared and con. or its worship uncorrupted , or its discipline

science has interpreted it, and nothing pure, before we concede to it the benefit

which the plea of conscience carries with it,

But we may take a lower position than any more than we require to ask whether

the scriptural one, in reference to the an individualholds scriptural views, before

Church's duty, and yet the argument re. we accord to him the right of private judg

main substantially the same. It is not ment and the advantage of toleration. Con

necessary for us to enter upon the debate- science may err in the case of the society as

able ground of the extent to which Scripture well as in the case of the individual; and

may be regarded as furnishing a law for yet an erring conscience is to be dealt with

the proceedings of the Church in all its reverently, because it has rights as against

departments of duty : in questions, for ex . a fellow.creature, although it may have no

ample, of government, and worship, and dis rights as against God. Whatever may be

cipline, as well as in questions of doctrine. their standing as to scriptural purity and

We can afford to dispense with the help de- attainment, churches, unless they have re

rived from what we may regard as the com . nounced their spiritual character and become

plete and accurate Bible view of a Church of mere secular copartneries, are entitled to

Christ. We believe that there is no prin- plead that they deal in their proceedings

ciple that is consistent with itself, or justified wiih matters of conscience ; and their de

by the word of God, except the Puritan mand to be letalone by the civil magistrate,

principle, that nothing is lawful within the in their ecclesiastical duties, is like the claim

Christian society but what, directly or indi. of the individual for his religious life,-a

rectly, is contained in Scripture; and that demand for nothing more than spiritual
Scripture, in its precepts , or principles, or freedom .

precedents, furnishes a full and authoritative The ples of spiritual independence as re

directory for all that the Church, in its dis- gards the Church, and the plea of liberty of

tinctive character as a Church, is called upon conscience as regards the individual, must

or commanded to do in any one department stand or fall together. They are but two

of duty. It is easy to see how such a doc- forms of one and the same principle, and

trine exhibits the courts and office-bearers they ultimately rest on the same foundation.

of the Church in the very peculiar light of Grant the right of private judgment to the

the ministers of God, commissioned and individual, throw around his exercises of con

required to carry into effect His written science, in regard to religious truth, and wor

word in all that they do in spiritual things ; ship, and service, the fence of toleration, and

and that, therefore, in claiming immunity we cannot conjecture even a plausible reason

from civil control in such matters, they are for denying to him the same privilege when,

only claiming freedom , in their official as a Church member, he forms one of a re

character, to administer His law . But it is ligious society constituted for the perform

:

a
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ance of the same spiritual duties. The dif- ! The intimate, and , indeed , inseparable con

ference between his private and official char- nection between liberty of conscience in the

acter can make no difference, in the eye of case of the individual and the spiritual inde

right reason , for a difference in the treat- pendence of churches, can be more than es

ment of him by the State. The, in one sense, tablished by reasoning : it can be illustrated

accidental circumstance of his acting in con- historically. There may be a difference of

cert with others in a religious association, opinion as to whether the idea of religious

can give the civil magistrate no right of in- liberty, as applied to the individual in all the

terference or control which he did not possess walks of spiritual life and activity , has pre

before. Nay, is not union into society of a ceded in point of time, and practically

spiritual kind , similar to a Church, a neces- wrought out, the idea of the same liberty as

sity arising out of the fact of the toleration applicable to churches and societies ; or whe

bythe Stateof individuals holding the same ther the reverse of the process is true, and
religious faith, observing the same religious the spiritual independence claimed by the

worship, and performing the same religious Church has been the harbinger and origin of

duties,-more especially when one of the individual freedom . If we take counsel of

articles of the faith in which they are toler. theory alone, we may be ready to conclude

ated is just the belief of the duty of joining that the urgent craving for personal rights in

together as a society for the social and pub- religious matters, dictated by conscience,

lic worship of God ? It is impossible not may have given rise to the desire of the

to see that the right of toleration for the one same privileges in ecclesiastical societies,

involves in it the equal right of toleration and have step by step developed itself in all

for the other ; and if a society for the wor- the relations in which man is found, and

ship and service of God is to exist at all , it made itself to be felt in his public and offi.

must of necessity have all those powers and cial , no less than in his private and individ.
rights which are found to be necessary for ual , capacity . But if we examine the his

the existence of every other society. It tory of human progress and civilisation, we

must have some principles of order for the shall find that the opposite view perhaps ap

regulation of its affairs ; it must have some proximates more nearly to the truth , and

kind of organs to express its views, and to that the separation of the spiritual from the

conduct its proceedings; it must have the temporal society, and the doctrine of the

power of admitting and excluding members. entire freedom and independence of each

Laws, officers, and authority over its own within its own sphere, have been the bulwark

members, are essential to the existence of of the right of private judgment, and the

the Christian Church, even as they are essen- great instrument for developing the principle

tial to the existence of any organized society ; and practically extending the blessings of

and, without them , no orderly community liberty of conscience. So at least the philo

could be constituted , or at least continue to sophic statesman , who has written the his

It is not necessary to fall back on the tory of European civilisation,has interpreted

Scripture command, which makes the joint its lessons. Unlike to many in the present

or public confession of God a duty, and not day, who can see nothing in the principle of

a matter of option , to Christians. It is not the spiritual freedom of the Church but an

necessary to have recourse to the Bible for approach to the Popish tenet of the subor

the appointment of government, and rulers, dination of the civil to the ecclesiastical

and discipline, in the Christian society. All powers, Guizot can recognise in it one of the

these things arise out of the very notion of prime agents in the introduction and progress

a number of men holding the same views of of liberty and right in modern Europe.

religious doctrine, worship, and duty, and Speaking ofthe violence to which the Church,

knit together among themselves, and separ.as well as society at large, was exposed from

ated from the rest of the nation by their the barbarians after the fall of the Roman

common profession. And the toleration of empire, he continues : " For her defence she

all these things by the State is involved in proclaimed a principle formerly laid down

the fact of toleration of religious men at under the empire,although more vaguely,–

all ; the right to the free possession and use this was the separation of the spiritual from

of them by a Church apart from civil inter- the temporal power, and their reciprocal

ference, as wellas the existence of a Church independence. It was by the aid of this

itself, rests on the same footing as does the principle that the Church lived freely in con
liberty of conscience for the individual , and nection with the barbarians. She main

the denial of the one would lead to the denial tained that force could not act upon the sys

of the other also. tem of creeds, hopes, and religious promises,

—that the spiritual and the temporal world
* Whately's Kingdom of Christ, 4th edit., p . 92. were entirely distinct. You may at once see

act. *
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the salutary consequence resulting from this cally disregarded, there the former has never

principle. Independently of its temporal extensively or for any length of time pre

utility to the Church, it had this inestimable vailed. The history of the long contendings

effect, of bringing about, on the foundation for freedom to the Church, both in England

of right, the separation of powers, and of and Scotland, pointedly illustrates this truth.

controlling them by means of each other. Though no friend to the Puritans, and pre

Moreover, in maintaining the independence tending to no sympathy with their religious

of the intellectual world , as a general thing, tenets, Hallam , in his “ Constitutional His

in its whole extent, the Church prepared the tory, " has felt constrained to acknowledge

way for the independence of the individual that their struggles and sacrifices in behalf
intellectual world ,- the independence of of spiritual independence kept alive the

thought. The Church said that the system flame of political freedom at a timewhen

of religious creeds could not fall under the the cause was almost lost in England, and

yoke of force; and each individual was led that the Puritan controversy has left its per

to apply to his own case the language of the manent mark on our national polity in the
Church . The principle of free inquiry , of principles of right and liberty which it im

liberty of individual thought, is exactly the pressed. And the same thing may be said

same as that of the independence of general with equal, if not greater truth, of the fiercer

spiritual authority with regard to temporal struggle through which religious freedom
power . was won in Scotland . The actors in that

And so has it ever been found to be in struggle were unable to separate between

practice. The two ideas have advanced or the two ideas of religious and civil inde.
declined together. Liberty of personal pendence : their controversy with the house

thought and action claimed by the member of Stuart, begun and carried on in the name

of the commonwealth in opposition to arbi- of spiritual liberty, in reality embraced not

trary power in the State , and liberty of spi- less the cause of political freedom ; their

ritual thought and life claimed by the Church love to each , springing from the same root

as against the same, may be separated in of reverence for conscience, became one

theory, but can never be far apart in the passion in their hearts; and while they were

world, not of speculation, but of fact. The ready to give all for a free Church, they

right of private judgment belonging to the were prepared to sacrifice only a little less

citizen can only be seen in its true value and for a free State. “ Take away the liberty of

sacredness when seen to rest on the same assemblies,” said Knox, " and take away the

foundation of conscience which gives force liberty of the evangel;" but with a kindred

and holiness to the Church's demand for free- and equal ardour, Knox was the foremost to

dom in all that belongs to the relations be- stand up in behalf of the nation's freedom ,

tween itself and God. The plea of liberty and not to fear the face ofman . And so it

of conscience on the part of the subject of was with his successors in the contest. Their

the State can never be asserted as it ought banner that they bore in their hands, while

to be, unless it be demanded as that same there was inscribed upon it, “for Christ's

liberty to serve God, in virtue of man's prior crown and covenant," was equally an ex

responsibility to Him, which the Church, in pression of their hatred of civil "misrule.

its claims of spiritual independence, does While others conspired or mourned for na

nothing more than seek to vindicate for it- tional liberty in secret, they publicly dis

self. Both pleas rest beneath the same played the symbol which declared that “ all -

shield ; and the security of both is found in that is past is not forgotten, and all that is in

the primaryand inalienable right of individ- peril is not lost ;” and that sign, seen upon

uals and societies, of private men and pub- the mountains of Scotland from across the

lic churches alike, to be exempted from the sea, told to William that the hour for the

authority of the State in order that they Revolution had come.
may be free to obey God . And hence the Nor, in advocating the doctrine of the

love of civil liberty in the breasts of a peo- virtually fundamental sameness of the right

ple has never burned so ardently as when it of private judgment in individuals, and of

has been kindled at the altar. Nations and the rightof spiritual independence in churches,

individuals have been free from the yokeof and of their equal claim to civil recognition ,

arbitrary power, and have prized their free- are we giving a broader meaning or more

dom very much in proportion as religious extensive application to the principle than

liberty has flourished along with it ; and the common law of this country warrants.

where the sacredness of the latter has not That law takes under its protection the prin

been felt, and its claims have been practi- ciple of conscience as a principle available,

in matters of worship and duty due to God,

* Guizot - History of Civilisation, vol. i., p. 99. equally and in common to religious bodies

"
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and to religious men . It acknowledges the that religious bodies, or churches, stand upon

distinction between things secular and things precisely the same footing as individuals,

sacred , and the right of complete independ with respect to toleration by the State, the

ence in the latter , both in the case of socie- law knowing no difference between the two

ties and in that of individuals, and in the cases. The frequent use of the expressions,

same measure in both. Mr. Hallam has " modes of worship," " places of worship,'

referred to the famous case of the Corpora- and so on, applicable only to societies, in

tion of London against Evans, decided by addition to the expression " opinions," appli

Lord Mansfield in 1767, as the case which cable to individuals as well , sufficiently

has finally settled the law of toleration for establishes this. And, second, it is no less

this country, and fixed its limits and appli plain that toleration, in the view of Lord

cation ; and to the opinion delivered on the Mansfield, extends not only to that one de.

occasion by that eminent lawyer, as giving partment of the Church's affairs which com

articulate and lasting expression to the prin- prehends doctrine, or, as his expression is,

ciples of the British constitution on the opinions,” but also to the departments of

point. In the course of his speech, Lord worship and order, or as he words it, the

Mansfield lays down the position , in which " Dissenters' way of worship.” The latter

all constitutional lawyers will concur, that point indeed is manifest, from the considera

“ it cannot be shown from the principles of | tion that, in Lord Mansfield's day, three

natural and revealed religion , that, inde- fourths of the Dissenters neither asked nor

pendent of positive law, temporal punish- needed toleration for their doctrines, which

ments ought to be inflicted for mere opin- were identical with those of the Established

ions with respect to particular modes of Church, but only for their worship , govern.

worship ;" and that, whatever may have ment, and discipline, in which they differed.

been the number or severity of the statutes Here, then, we have a judicial recognition by

previously directed against religious views this great constitutional lawyer of the justice

or practices differing from those of the Es- of the claim put forth by churches of all
tablished Church , " the case is quite altered classes and denominations, that they may be

since the Act of Toleration ," so that, “ by tolerated in the same way as individuals in

that Act the Dissenters are freed not only all that belongs to faith , worship and eccle

from the pains and penalties of the laws siastical order ; and that what they shall , in

therein particularly specified, but from all obedience to conscience, do in this depart

ecclesiastical censures, and from all penalty ment of duty , shall not be considered as un

and punishment whatsoever, on account of lawful , or interfered with in any way, or

their nonconformity, which is allowed and declared null and void because alleged to be

protected by this Act, and is therefore in so, by the civil tribunals.

the eye of the law no longer a crime.” And But the principle on which he founds his

not only does the Act of Toleration refuse interpretation of the Toleration Act, is fully

to construe as a crime, and to interfere with as instructive as the interpretation itself.

as such, “ mere opinions” or “ modes of All positive statutes imposing penalties in

worship ;" but it lends to them positive respect of religious opinions or modes of

sanction , as known to the constitution, and worship being removed out of the way by

known to be as lawful in the eye of the con- the Act of Toleration , it is necessary, in

stitution as the opinions or modes of wor- order to interpret the right and limits of free

ship of the Established Church. • The Tol- opinion, to fall back on those original prin

eration Act renders that which was illegal ciples of right and wrong anterior to positive

before now legal ; the Dissenters' way of statute, and everywhere the same,—the uni

worship is permitted and allowed by this versal practice and common jurisprudence

Act ; it is not only exempted from punish- of nations known as common law . “ The

ment, but rendered innocent and lawful; it eternal principles of natural religion ," says

is established ; it is put under the protection Lord Mansfield, " are part of the common

and not merely the connivance of the law . law : the essential principles of revealed re

In case those who are appointed by law to ligion are part of the common law . ” So far

register Dissenting places of worship refuse from it being true, as is sometimes alleged

on any pretence to do it, we must, upon by the warm assertors of the prerogative of

application, send a mandamus to compel the State, that it knows no difference be

tween things temporal and things sacred,

Two things are plain from this judicial between religious societies and civil corpo.

opinion of Lord Mansfield—First, it is plain rations, between churches and trading co

* Parliameutary History of England — Speech of partneries, between the province that belongs

Lord Mansfield in the Cause between the City of to God and that which belongs to Cæsar,

London and the Dissenters. 1767 . that, according to this eminent authority, the

thein ." *
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distinction is itself embodied in the common order and well -being of the State, that it

law of England , inasmuch as the principles cannot be tolerated at all .

of natural religion, of which the distinction Either case may possibly occur. A

forms a part, are so embodied. Nay, if we Church favoured by its spiritual character

are disposed to go beyond what natural re. may indulge in proceedings not spiritual .
ligion may teach of the distinction , and take Under pretence of declaring for its own pur

the fundamental principles of the Bible as poses what is scriptural and unscriptural in

our key to the understanding of it,we should doctrine, it may gratify private feeling by

not travel beyond the limits of the British branding a man as a heretic. Concealed by

constitution, or place our plea beyond its the cloak of a zealous discharge of the duty

ken , for the essential principles of revealed of Divine worship, it may hold secret meet
as well as of natural religion, according toings for civil if not treasonable purposes.

the dictum of Lord Mansfield, are part of Under colour of discipline, it may malicious-.
the common law. It is impossible, then , to ly and wrongfully stain à man's character,

argue, that the distinction for which we con- and injure both his reputation and his in

tend cannot be respected in the proceedings terests in society . In such cases the Church

of the civil magistrate, because, however it can no longer plead its character as a spirit

may be known to theologians, it is not ual body , or its right to toleration, as a bar

known to him. It is impossible to allege against the interference of the civil magis

that in the eye of the law churches have no trate in the way of reviewing its proceedings

other character than have civil societies, and and granting redress, for this simple reason ,

that the spiritual duties about which the for- that its proceedings have changed their cha

mer are conversant, have no other privilege racter, and have ceased to be spiritual.
than belongs to the matters of temporal in- Or a body of religionists, without, in a

terest or right with which the latter have to certain sense ofthe words, losing their spirit

deal . Themagistrate of this country knows jual character, may hold opinions and incul .

all that natural religion teaches, for its prin- cate practices hostile to public morals or the

ciples form part and parcel of his own law. well-being of the community : their creed ,

He knows much even that revelation teaches, like that of the Jesuits, may embody articles

for its essential principles are no less em- subversive of the distinctions of right and

bodied in the constitution of the State. And wrong ; or their religious observances, like

when we speak of God and man's relation to those of the Mormons, may be fatal to the

God, of conscience and the things of con- order and happiness of social life; and , con

science, and say that, in regard to these, science, familiarized to the evil, may teach

individuals and societies are not under law its members that they are doing God service.

to the State, because previously under law In such extreme cases it must become a

to the Creator, we are using no language question with the rulers of the State, whether
strange to the constitution , and which is not it is possible to extend to them the benefits

strictly and expressly sanctioned by the of toleration at all , or whether it is not

common law of the land, as a plea applica- rather necessary to fall back on the last
ble for the purposes of toleration to all re- resort of nations as of churches, to expel from

ligious denominations and parties. A tole. among them the offending members. The

ration founded on such principles of natural limits of toleration is a question for rulers,

religion as the constitution makes part of which it is as difficult to solve as the paral
itself, embraces all bodies of men associated lel question for the people, of the limits of

together for the worship of God, whether obedience. But if the right of resistance is
Christian or not Christian ,-not being con. one which the people should seldom remem .

fined to those societies who claim an au- ber, and which princes should never forget,

thority flowing from Christ as Head, and the right of refusing toleration is also one
who are constituted on the model of that which Churches cannot question, even al.

Church delineated in His word . And with though the State ought to be slow in seeking
out repudiating the principles of the consti- an occasion to exercise it. But short of

tution ,and running counter to common law, those extreme cases of so-called religious

such societies must have freedom in all that societies, which, by their teaching or their

concerns their faith, their worship, and their practice, compel the State, in self-defence, to

discipline, and to act as their own conscience deny to them the right of toleration alto

dictates, apart from civil interference, unless gether, there can beno justification for the

one or other of two things can be made interference of the civil power with spiritual

out,-either, first, that the act done by the societies when dealing with spiritual affairs.

society is not bona fide a spiritual act ; or, If the freedom of anychurch in Divine wor

second, that the society itself avows princi- ship and discipline ought not to be permit.

ples and favours practices so hostile to the ted apart from civil control, the only con

D-16VOL. XXXII .
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sistent alternative to assert is , that such a munity. But in whatever way or form the

church ought not to be tolerated at all . The information may be obtained, the civil

State may consistently put it beyond the magistrate has a right to know and be satis

pale of the Act of Toleration, if its character fied that the church which claims toleration

or practice so demand ; but the State cannot at his hands, is in truth what it imports to

consistently tolerate a church , and , at the be-a spiritual society in reality and not in

same time, repudiate it in the exercise of its pretence.

essential and distinctive functions. But there is a second question which he

Taking the law as it has been authorita- may ask , and it is this : Are the proceedings

tively interpreted and settled by the decision of the church brought under his notice pro

of Lord Mansfield, there are are two points perly to be referred to the class of spiritual

to be inquired into before the civil ruler is things, and is the subject matter of them

at liberty to interfere with alleged wrongs such as to place them beyond the cognizance

done by a religious body in the name of a of a civil tribunal ? To answer this further

church. question , it may be necessary for him to

He may properly ask , Is this a church inquire not only into the character of the

coming within the meaning and intention of body whose proceedings they are, but also

the State, when, after full consideration of into the occasion, the circumstances, and the

what was safe for itself or right for its peo- nature ofthe proceedings themselves, lest,

ple, it framed the Act which defined what through haste, or passion, or deliberate

bodies ought and what ought not to be so wrong intention, they should cover what is

accounted , and therefore to be recognised in reality not a spiritual but a civil wrong.

and tolerated, or the reverse ? It were ab . We put aside as simply childish the argu

surd to allege that any number of men call. ment that, because the church or its officers

ing themselves a church, and claiming its may unintentionally commit a wrong in pro

privileges, are entitled , without inquiry, to ceedings which are yet truly spiritual, that

be held to be such . In the provisions of the therefore the wrong ought to be redressed by

Act of William and Mary, the State reserves the civil courts , -- as if the fact that the former

to itself the means and the power of deciding are not infallible, were any reason for asking

this question as to each individual case, by redress from other parties as little infallible

enacting that every religious body or place as themselves. In all cases of courts or judges

of worship that may seek to avail itself of of last resort there must be the probability

the benefits of toleration, shall be duly regis- of occasional wrong, and the certainty of no

tered by parties appointed by law for the attainable human redress. But when, under

purpose; and that the doors of such place the colourable pretence of religious duty,

of worship shall be open to the State or its the church or its officers are actuated by

servants. Such provisions were obviously malice in what they do in their spiritual

designed to furnish to the State those means proceedings, or when, without any malice or

of information, with respect to the character wrong intention , the act done is, in its pro

and proceedings of the body tolerated , as per nature and effects,a civil injury, then

might enable it to decide for its own pur- the civil tribunal may be called upon and

poses whether the privilege should be con- warranted to interfere upon the plain ground,

tinued or withdrawn . Independently indeed that the malice in the one case, and the

of positive statute, it seems to be implied in nature of the act in the other, properly

the very nature of the State, as the ordinance bring it within the range of its jurisdiction.

of God for the security and advancement of To ascertain whether it is so or not, the

the temporal well - being of its subjects, that magistrate is entitled to demand , and the

it has a right to make itself acquainted with Church is bound to give, all such informa

the character of any society , of whatever tion as to the history and circumstances of

kind, within its borders; and for that end, its . proceedings, as may be necessary to

is entitled to be present at its meetings, and enable him to construe them aright; and

to be cognisant of its transactions. Secret the demand, and the obedience to it, cannot

societies are in their very nature dangerous be regarded as implying supremacy in the

and unconstitutional; and upon this ground, one party, or subordination in the other, as

were there no other, a public declaration of respects spiritual jurisdiction.

the tuith taught, and the order observed, and These two cases in which the State may

the rights claimed by every religious body, warrantably deny to professedly religious

such as creeds and confessions of faith fur- bodies freedom in their proceedings, do not

nish in the case of churches, might be de- form properly any exception to the doctrine

fended, as in fact necessary and indispensa- of the full toleration that is to be granted

ble in one shape or other for the information in spiritual matters to societies as much as

of the State and the protection of the com- individuals, inasmuch as in both cases
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the subject matter with which the State in any case contrary to its own laws ; that
has to deal bas ceased to be spiritual,- so the fact on which the argument is found

either the society, by its doctrines and ed must always be a disputed one, and

practices, having forfeited its character as would ultimately come to be a question as

a church, and become a conspiracy against to whether the civil court or the Church

the safety and good of the nation, or the knows its own laws better. But, indepen

action done, from its motives or its nature, dently of this , the plea of informality of

being truly civil. And they are cases that procedure and of a departure from right

must be of very infrequent occurrence. It rule, as a reason for calling in the interfer.

must be in very rare cases in which the ence of the civil courts in spiritual matters,

State shall be called upon to judge whether plainly amounts to a denial of toleration

a professedly religious society is a church, altogether. Take the case of the individual ,

constituted for the worship ofGod, and not and what would be said of the consistency

rather a conspiracy against law and order. or the justice of the State if it professed to

And the instances can hardly be more fre- accord to him full freedom in regard to re

quent in which a spiritual society, under the ligious opinions, conscientiously arrived at,

check both of public opinion from without and yet this freedom was actually granted

and a sense of duty within -- to at least as only when his inquiries were conducted ac

great an extent, if not to a greater, than in cording to rules and methods approved by

the case of a civil court, and in which a the civil court, and his liberty of conscience

member continues under its jurisdiction was to be denied when any departure from

only by his own voluntary act - can be be- such rules could be established against him?

trayed into the wilful perpetration of a civil Would the argument be , listened to for a

injury. Looking at the restraints under moment which should assert that a man had

which they act, such trespasses into a pro- violated the right forms of reasoning by rea

vince not their own must be still more rare soning wrong,or had violated the compact

than the parallel and opposite error, of the with the State on which the privilege of free

encroachment by civil courts upon matters inquiry was granted to him , by conducting

spiritual. But however this may be, it can his inquiries after his own erroneous fashion ;

be no denial of spiritual freedom that a pro- and that, therefore, the privilege must be

fessedly religious society, that has become a withdrawn ? Is it not, on the contrary, es

mere copartnery for treason or immorality, sential to the very idea of toleration , that,

should be dealt with as Jesuit colleges and arrive at his conclusions by what road or

Mormon churches have been dealt with , or method he may — though it should be in

that the incongruous offence of a civil injury defiance of all logic, and by a system of

done by spiritual authorities, should, like fallacies disowed by every logician , from

the excommunication by the Pope, deposing Aristotle to Archbishop Whately - he is

princes and absolving subjects from alle free to adopt and hold them still ? And so

giance, be placed under the ban of the law. it is with religious societies. To concede

Beyond these, the right to toleration for to them independence in spiritual matters,

religious opinion,recognised in common law, only on the condition of their deliverances

covers the whole territory that the inde. being reached in accordance with their own

pendence of churches requires. No plea rules, as these rules are interpreted by

that the religious opinions of an individual others ; to grant them freedom in regulating

are in themselves false and unfounded, will their proceedings and pronouncing their

set aside his legal right to adopt and hold sentences, only in the event of the forms by

them , if his conscience so teaches him ; and , which they walk approving themselves to

in like manner, no plea, that the proceed the minds of other parties as regular and

ings or deliverances of a church are, in sub- appropriate, is practically the same thing as

stance and upon the merits, wrong, will refusing them the privilege altogether.

warrant the interference of civil authority, Forms, no doubt, are in many instances

if the Church is acting within its own pro- the safeguards of justice, and in all kinds of

vince, and in re ecclesiastica. judicial procedure have been found more or

As little can the right of the civil courts less necessary to secure its equal and con

to review or reverse such proceedings be venient administration. But, in order to

argued on the ground that the Church , al- gain that end , they must be varied and

though acting within its own sphere of adapted to the nature and the case of

spiritual duty, has acted informally, by de the subjects and tribunals, spiritual or

parting from or violating its own rules of civil , in connection with which they are

procedure. Of course it cannot be imagin- used and applied . The same forms of

ed, and is not to be assumed, that a church process will not be equally adapted to

will be brought to confess to having acted both ; but, on the contrary, whatmay be

1
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found admirably fitted to promote the ends doctrine, it may pronounce a man to be a

of practical order, and justice, and truth in heretic, and , acting on the apostolic rule,

the one, may be wholly unsuited to the may, after a first and second admonition,

other, and , in fact, productive of results very reject him from its communion, and then be
much the reverse. If the ends of justice, liable to the injury and humiliation of having

then, are to be easily and effectually attain him restored to office because of some alleged

ed , or indeed attained at all , it must be technical informality in its proceedings, which

within the power and duty of each court of was no informality at all in its own judg

independent authority and action to frame, ment, or as affecting either the evidence or

interpret, and apply the rules that are to the amount of guilt, but was only fancied to

regulate its own procedure, 'as, in fact, the be so by a civil tribunal judging by a stand

only party competent to vary and adapt ard applicable to civil affairs . Or, in the

them to the purposes contemplated; and exercise of the powers of discipline, it may

any interference from without would only cut off some wicked person for public and

tend to defeat the object in view . But gross immorality ; and, because the notice

more than this . It is plain that a power to of citation to the offender to answer for his

set aside or cancel spiritual decisions, on the offence was, in the judgment of a civil judge,

ground of irregularity in form , amounts, in twenty-four hours shorterthan it ought to

so far as regards the practical result, to a have been, the Church may be compelled,

power to set them aside on the merits. It under the coercion of civil penalties, to re

gives to the party in whom such power ceive him back again. The doctrine that

may be vested the command of the result. informality of procedure in the conduct of

Forms of procedure, and rules for ordering spiritual matters by a spiritual body may

the course of dealing with questions brought make void its authority, when a civil court

before judges for judgment, are so intimate- shall differ from it in opinion as to what is

ly and extensively intermingled with the regular or not, is fundamentally subversive

grounds and elements of the judgment , of its independence. If it be right and

that it is impossible to separate between necessary for the State to acknowledge the

them ; and while this consideration is enough freedom of religious bodies in judging of the

to show that it must, from the very nature merits of spiritual causes, it must be no less

of the case , be the right of the tribunal right and necessary for the State to acknow

who has to decide upon the merits to decide ledge the same freedom in judging of the

also upon the forms of the cause, it no forms, just because the greater includes the

less demonstrates the impossibility of giving less.

to any party jurisdiction over the latter, Nor, in asserting the incompetency of the

without surrendering at the same time a civil courts, consistently with the princi

practical power over the former. Perhaps ples of toleration , to declare to be illegal

it were too much to assert that forms of and to set aside spiritual decisions on the

process and rules for the order of business, ground either of the merits or alleged irreg.

even in a spiritual court, are to be held in ularity of procedure, are we forgetful of
their

proper character to be spiritual . But the close connection that such decisions may

it is not too much to assert that, in so far have, or rather, perhaps, must have, with

as they are necessary and conducive to the civil interests. The spiritual and the civil

attainments of justice, they are essential element are so nearly and strangely linked

means toward spiritual ends ; and as a right together in every department of human af

to accomplish the end must always imply a fairs, that perhaps it were not possible to

right to employ the means by which it is name a single proceeding of any man that

to be accomplished , the Church's title might not, in some of its aspects or conse

judge in spiritual matters without civil con- quences, be regarded as civil, and in others

trol,must involve a title to freely regulate, of them as spiritual. The very same fact

and interpret, and apply its own forms for may thus properly come under the cogniz

that object. ance of both the spiritual and civil courts,

The church whose misfortune it is to have according to the view in which it is dealt

the law of its courts or officers, to a large with. But shall we, because of this close

extent, identical with the law of civil tribu. and constant connection between spiritual

nals, and to be amenable to their decision in and civil interests, say that there is no real

applying it to spiritual things, must be fet- distinction to be recognised between them ,

tered and helpless in the discharge of its and that both may be regulated and dis.

proper functions, and liable to be checkmated posed of by one common governing authority

at every step. In the exercise of its power residing in the civil ruler or his servants ?

to declare for its own purposes and mem- Not so. The great fact made public to the

bers what is scriptural and unscriptural in universe, of the twofold ordinance of God in
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his Church and in the State — the one to rule from spiritual proceedings . These proceed

the spiritual and the other to rule the tem- ings themselves may properly be within the

poral world of human life — is His answer to competency of the parties who are respon

the question , and His standing assertion of sible for them ; they may not, consistently

the distinction between the things that belong with the principles of toleration, be liable to

to Himself and the things that belong to the review of the civil courts, so as to be

Cæsar. The universal belief of mankind, declared by them to be illegal; they may be

whether Christian or heathen , that the duties beyond the reach of any authority, not

within the domain of conscience, and that lodged within the Church , to cancel or set

pertain to the relations of the creature with aside. But the consequences of these may

the Creator,are more than the obligations of affect the pecuniary interests, or the character

civil life, is the testimony of humanity to the and worldly reputation , of the parties con

same effect. And the law of toleration em- cerned. Is there no redress if, from any

bodying the distinction is a decision of the cause, these proceedings are wrong ? if , from

same import pronounced by the common haste or misapprehension , or the involun.

jurisprudence of nations. Civil interests tary infirmity that marks all human trans

may oftentimes be affected by spiritual acts, actions, the ecclesiastical decision is erro

and, reversing the propositions, spiritual in- neous, and leads by consequence, more or less

terests may often be affected by acts in near, to civil injury ? In so far as regards

themselves civil ; but even when most closely the civil consequences, the party affected by

connected, there is a fundamental and indel. them may obtain redress in one or other of

ible distinction between the two. It cannot two ways, corresponding to the character of

be said, therefore, that in the performance of the injury that he has sustained .

spiritual duties which may, in their conse- First, There may be, and , in the case of

quences, very nearly affect the temporal office-bearers, there commonly are, certain

interests of men, churches are to be held as pecuniary interests or civil advantages con

dealing with these interests and judging of nected with the possession of office or mem
patrimonial rights ; or as thereby trespass- bership in a religious society, and made de

ing beyond their own province,and making pendant upon such possession ; and as civil

their decisions justly amenable to civil re- courts are the proper guardians of property

view. There can hardly be any proceeding and other temporal interests, and spiritual

of a religious society, however purely spirit- courts are not, it must belong to the former,

ual the act may be, that may not in this and not to the latter, to consider and judge

way affect the civil interests of parties con . of the conditions on which such civil privi

cerned . But it must not be alleged, on that leges are held , and to award them to the

account, that the proceeding is not spiritual party who can make good his legal claim to

but civil, and subject to the cognizance of the possession of them . The same methods

civil tribunals. When the ecclesiastical competent to any other of the subjects of the

authorities are pronouncing a man to be State to vindicate his right to patrimonial

guilty of heresy , according to the standard advantages, are also competent to the mem

which they and he have both consented to bers of the Church in respect of pecuniary

abide by , they are not pronouncing any sen . interests affected by spiritual decisions. In

tence as to his pecuniary interests, although exercising, in these cases, their undoubted

these, as a consequence of the proceeding, powers of jurisdiction, civil courts may be

may be nearly and greatly affected by it. called upon to judge of spiritual acts and

When the same authorities remove from an sentences in so far as these are conditions

office in the ministry a man for public im- on which pecuniary interests depend , and to
morality, they are dealing with a question determinewhether in this light they do or do

in re ecclesiastica, and not pretending to judge not carry with them civil effects . They may

of his civil right to the emoluments that be called upon to say whether the proceed.

happen to be connected with the office, ings of Church courts are good , not as spi

although these may be forfeited in conse- ritual sentences, but good as legal conditions

quence . Such indirect and consequential of temporal rights. To deny them such a

connection between the spiritual act and the prerogative would be to deny them their

civil interests affected by it, does not change full and proper jurisdiction. But it is not

the nature or true meaning of the Church's necessary, in order to explicate that jurisdic

proceedings, nor subject them to civil super- tion, that they should have a title to judge

vision or control. Could the opposite be of spiritual acts for any other purpose or to

truly alleged , it would really amount to the any other effect : the power to do so—to

assertion that no church can exist in freedom declare them to be illegal and to set them

and exercise discipline at all. aside as null and void — does not belong to

Still there are civil results which follow Icourts of the State, and is not required in
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order to give effect to their properdecisions consequences cannot properly be made a

the reduction or cancelling of the spiritual ground of action in a civil court, without

sentence is no, part of the process, as means subjecting the whole spiritual territory of the

to an end, by which redress, in cases of injury Church to civil control. In exercising the

to patrimonial interests, is to be afforded ; right of admitting and excluding members,

and without taking upon them the incon- and enforcing the terms ofmembership and

gruous and incompetent tasks of judging office, the Church is strictly acting within

what is scriptural or unscripturalin doctrine, the province of its religious duty ; and al

and what is right or wrong in discipline, the though private individuals can plead no

civil courts can do all that is necessary to privilege of being exempted from responsi

judge and determine in regard to the civil bility in what they do if it affect the character

interests that may be affected by ecclesias- of another, yet this is a privilege which must

tical proceedings. of necessity belong to churches if they are

Or, second, apart from pecuniary interests, to be tolerated in the exercise of discipline

a man may be affected in his public character, at all. In the case of private and voluntary

and injury done both to his feelings and his societies, indeed , the right of fixing and en

worldly standing, in consequence of the erro. forcing at their will their terms ofmember

neous proceedings of spiritual judges. And ship is exercised to an almost unlimited

as the courts of the State are the guardians extent, free from any legal responsibility for

of a man's character as well as of any other the consequences which admission or exclu.

of his civil rights, they must have the power, sion may infer. A fashionable club, admis

no less than in the former case, of granting sion to which is a passport to the highest

redress, when character is maliciously in society, may blackball at its pleasure any

jured . The same powers in a civil court man, without the risk of an action of damages.

that would secure for a man compensation A scientific society, whose membership con

for a malignant and unfounded slander, per- fers fame, does not hold itself legally re

petrated by a private party, will no less sponsible for the injury to feeling and repu

avail for that purpose although the wrong tation inflicted by the rejection ofa candidate

should be inflicted by a spiritual court in the for its honours. A banking copartnerymay

course of spiritual proceedings. The element refuse to discount amerchant's bills and ruin

of malice, if proved to be presentin the his credit in the market-place, without being

doings of a religious body, will take the case held accountable at law. A man may be

out of the protection of the ordinary privi- expelled from the Stock Exchange, and in

lege granted to tolerated churches in their consequence become a bankrupt in means

proper discipline ; for it, strictly speaking, as well as reputation , and yet may have no

changes the character of the transaction, redress in a civil court. And if freedom

and makes it to be a civil offence instead of alınost unlimited is exercised in this way

an act of ecclesiastical discipline. But even every day by private societies not privileged

in this case, when granting to the party in- by law, much more must a similar freedom

jured civil reparation , it is not necessary or be granted to Christian churches, which, if

competent for the civil court to deal with tolerated at all , must be tolerated in all that

the ecclesiastical proceedings in their spirit is necessary to their duty as churches.

ual character, or to judge of their merit or The law, then, is open ; and competent

demerit in that respect. methods of redress are at hand for all who

Still more is it ultra vires for the courts can plead that their civil rights or patrimo

of the State to deal with these proceedings nial interests have been affected by spiritual

when no malice is alleged, and when all that proceedings in the way of unjust loss of in

is asserted amounts to this, that by the come or malicious injury to character. But

proper discipline of a church, acting within beyond these two classes of cases, raising,

its line of duty, the feelings or character of as they undoubtedly do, questions civil, and

the party interested have suffered . If the rightly liable to civil review by the courts

power of discipline is to remain with religi- of the State, this control can properly reach

ous bodies at all — if the simple privilege,not no farther ; and even in these cases the spi.

denied to any voluntary or private society , ritual proceedings of the Church cannot be

however humble, is to be conceded to re- set aside or interfered with, even at the mo

ligious societies, of saying who shall and who ment that redress for civil wrong arising

shall not be their members and office-bear- out of them may be liberally and justly

ers, —— it is plain that this power cannot be awarded.

exercised without in many cases bearing The question of the spiritual independence

with painful effect upon the feelings and of civil control claimed by religious socie

reputation and public standing of those sub- ties has sometimes been represented as a

But such indirect and incidental case of contract between the Church on thejected to it.
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one hand, and its office-bearers and members | Whether the proceedings of the Church

on the other, and as if the terms of the con- within its own peculiar province are pro

tract necessarily expressed and defined the tected by express and formal contract be

extent and Jimits of the Church's freedom . tween itself and its members or not, they are

Upon this view, the liberty conceded to spi- equally removed from the rightful cogni

ritual societies is no more than a liberty for zance of the civil tribunals. The deep and

the members to unite together under engage- everlasting distinction between the things

ment to each other, and to lay down their of conscience and the things of the common

own rules for the regulation of their affairs ; wealth , is what gives lawful authority to the

while the power reserved to the civil courts Church to deal with the former and notwith

is a power to judge of the precise nature and the latter, and to the servants of the State

conditions of the contract thus entered into to deal with the latter and not with the for

in the same way as of any other, and to al. mer ; and there is no contract needed either

low freedom to the Church in its spiritual to warrant or protect the freedom of each

proceedings so long as these are in accord- party from the encroachments of the other.

ance with the terms of the contract, and no If a contract do exist in any shape that

farther and no longer than they are so. We makes it to be a formal or substantial en.

believe that this is a defective and erroneous gagement between the contracting parties , it

view of the question . It would allow of must depend upon the nature of it, as spi

any office bearer or member, cut off by the ritual or civil, whether the tribunals of the

discipline of the Church,calling in the inter- State are at liberty to judge of its condi
vention of the civil courts in every case in tions and enforce its terms or not. If it is

which a breach of contract could be alleged ; exclusively spiritual , and having nothing to

and it would justify the civil courts, upon do with civil matters, the civil courts can

the ground of such an allegation, in at once have no power to deal with it, or to redress
proceeding to review or reverse the spiritual alleged breaches of its conditions. If it be

sentences complained of. It is carefully to a civil contract, or one of mixed nature,

be noted that it is not the form of the obli- partly civil and partly spiritual, and embrac

gation , whether arising out of contract or ing matters belonging in some measure to

otherwise, but the nature of it as spiritual , the one class, and in some measure to the

which forbids the office-bearers or members other, the courts of the State may, to the

of the Church from appealing against its extent of its properly civil character, be

authority to that of the tribunals of the called upon to judge of it.

State. And it is no less carefully to be The obligations under which the Church

noted , that it is not because the liberty of comes to its own office-bearers and mem

the Church may or may not be embodied in bers, and they equally to the Church , which

the shape of a contract between itself and have been called , perhaps improperly, a con

its own office-bearers and members, but be- tract, may embrace matters exclusivelyspi

cause of the subject matter in which that ritual , or embrace matters partly spiritual

liberty is claimed , that the civil courts are and partly civil. The authority of the civil

forbidden to interfere. It is the nature of tribunals will be different in its bearing on

the matters as spiritual and not civil, -as re- these two cases . The engagement between

quiring to be dealt with by spiritual and notthe Church and the ordinary and private

civil authority ,—that protects the Church in members of the Church is, in common cases,

the exclusive jurisdiction claimed in regard wholly spiritual, embracing no pecuniary or

tu them , and bars the servants of the State civil right at all,-implying, as it does, the

from intervention , The accident that in duty of the Church to minister to them in

some cases there may be a written , or at doctrine and sacrament, and their duty to be

least formal obligation, that may be con- obedient to the Church in word and disci

strued as a contract come under by its office- pline. Than this nothing can be conceived

bearers on their admission to office to sub- as a more purely spiritual engagement, or,

mit to the spiritual authority of the Church if it is to be so called, contract ; and with

in all Church matters, is not the proper obedience to the terms of it, or disobedience

ground on which exemption from civil control to them , the courts of the State can have

for these matters may be asserted . With- nothing to do. The engagement between

out such contract the authority of theChurch the Church on the one hand, and the office

in these things would be equally valid , and bearers of the Church on the other, may be

the exclusion of the State would be equally spiritual likewise . It may amount to noth.

absolute. It is the spiritual nature of the ing more than an obligation on the part of

proceedings, and not the contract inferred or the Church to give them its commission and

implied, that gives the authority ; it is the authority to preach the Gospel and dispense

same reason that necessitates the exclusion. I the ordinances of Christ in someparticular

9
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congregation, leaving it to the State or to the lits ordination , is altogether free ; and the

congregation to give the pecuniary support, State has no more the right or the ability in

and an obligation on the part of the minis- such a case to attempt to enforce the purely

ters so commissioned to subject themselves religious engagements between the parties,

to the government, discipline, and authority or to punish the violation of them , than the

of the Church. In such a case the “ con- Church has the right or power to dispose of

tract ” is wholly a spiritual one, of the na- the temporal rights.

ture and conditions and fulfilment of which A sort of mixed obligation of this kind ,

the Church courts, and not the civil , must be securing certain pecuniary rights or advan

the judges. Whatever relates to the pecu- tages, on condition of a certain spiritual act

niary rights of the party ordained to the being done, or a certain spiritual profession

office of the ministry, and discharging its being maintained, is not unknown in our

duties, is a question between him and the legislation, and serves to make plain the dis

State in the case of a church endowed by the tinction between the two. Under the Test

State, or between him and the congregation and Corporation Acts, now happily repealed,

in the case of many non - established churches, it was unlawful for any man to hold any

whose ministers derive their support from municipal office who had not within a year
their flocks. preceding the time of his election taken the

There may, indeed, be an engagement be sacrament according to the rites of the

tween the Church and its office-bearers em- Church of England. Intolerant as the spirit

bracing more than spiritual matters, and of of the Act was, and unscrupulous as were

a mixed nature. There may be an engage- the courts at the time, it was not in the cor

ment in which the Church, in return for the templation of the one or the other, that, in

spiritual services of its ministers, comes the event of some municipal magistrate fail

under an obligation to pay them a certain ing to comply with this condition , it was

pecuniary remuneration, drawn out of a possible for the civil tribunals to enforce

common fund under its charge, and contri- equally the one branch of the alternative as

buted for that purpose, in addition to grant- the other, and to compel a man to take the

ing them the benefit of its spiritual author- bread and wine of the communion -table as

ity and commission for their work . In this easily or competently as they could compel

case, exemplified in some non -established him to demit his civil office. Although the

churches, the contract is partly spiritual and holding of office according to the statute im

partly civil , comprehending matters that plied that a spiritual act was to be per

plainly belong to each category . In so far formed , yet the illegal disregard of this ob

as regards the spiritual matters of the con- ligation did not give to the civil courts the

tract — the spiritual commission granted by power to compel the performance of the

the Church on the one side, and the spiritual spiritual act, but only left them the power

services to be rendered by the minister in of enforcing the civil penalty. In like man

return — these are things which, from their ner, the holding of the office of Lord Chan

very nature, the civil courts have no juris- cellor of England , according to the Emanci.

diction in , and no power to enforce, and the pation Act, is, in our own day, fettered with

Church alone has. In so far as regards the the condition that the holder of it make

pecuniary arrangements of the contract, and profession of the Protestant faith . If the

the breach or fulfilment of its terms in re- present eminent lawyer who fills the posi

spect of them , the civil courts alone have tion were to go over to the Roman Catholic

power to judge, and alone are competent to Church, the law , notwithstanding the statu

enforce the conditions in the case of a violatory connection between the office and the

tion of them by either party . But although spiritual character,would never contemplate

the contract in this instance may, in a cer- the possibility of enforcing by means of civil

tain sense, be regarded as a mixed one, giv- authority his return to a purer religious pro

ing to the contracting parties certain tem- fession, although it might contemplate the

poral rights, as well as laying upon them application of its power and authority to the

spiritual duties, yet the line of demarcation depriving him of his official position . Or,

between the two is plain , and not to be over- to take a case still more similar in its cha.

passed from either side : the Church, as trus- racter to the one under review : a domestic

tee of certain funds committed to its charge chaplain, hired on the condition of minister

for the payment of its ministers, may, in ing to a family according to the faith and

that character, be a civil party , subject to rites of the Established Church, might ab

civil control in the discharge of its pecuniary jure its doctrine, and yet insist on retaining

engagements, while the same Church, as a his salary . In such a case the aggrieved

spiritual body, requiring certain spiritual employer would find it hard to persuade the

duties from its ministers, and giving to them | civil courts to send the offenderto prison to
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unlearn his heterodoxy , although quite easy sound faith, and the living piety, and the

to induce them to lend their proper author. active power for spiritual good of the

ity to deprive him of his salary . The argu- Church must die out also. These are not

ment is not differentwith respect to the con. the deductions of reason only, but the les

tract which may be alleged to exist between sons of history as well , and lessons which

some non -established churches and their the nations that have not been taught from

ministers, in which the Church gives ordina- the past are learning at the present day .

tion and pecuniary support, as the condition Between the extreme which makes the

on its part of ceriain spiritual services being State to be the slave of the Church, and that

rendered on theirs. The civil courts have other extreme which makes the Church to

power to enforce the civil element in the be the slave of the State, there is no posi

obligation, but not the spiritual : they might, tion that is safe or consistent with sound

on the one hand, protect the Church in with principle, except that which asserts their

holding the pecuniary payment, if, in their mutual and equal independence.

estimation, the religious duties had not been

performed, but they could not compel the

performance of these duties ; or, on the

other hand , they might authorize the minis

ter when deposed to exact the payment, if

they believed the duties to have been per- Art. VII. — On the Origin of Species by

formed , but could not compel the Church to means of Natural Selection, or the Pre

renew and continue the ordination . servation of Favoured Races, in the

It is the line drawn by the finger of God Struggle for Life. By CHARLES DAR

between things spiritual and things civil WIN, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. ,, F.L.S., Au

that must ever limit the power of the thor of Journal of “ Researches during

Church on the one side, and that of the H. M. S. Beagle's Voyage round the

State on the other. The landmarks between World . " London : John Murray. 1860.

were not set up and adjusted by contract , 5th Thousand .

but of old had their foundations laid deep

in the nature of things. Make light of the If notoriety be any proof of successful au
distinction, and practically disregard it, and thorship, Nr. Darwin has had his reward.

there is no length to which it may not lead Seldom has an avowedly scientific work

in the way of spiritual domination on the had public attention turned to it so speedily
part of the Church in the concerns of civil as Mr. Darwin's “ Origin ofSpecies." His

life, or Erastian encroachment on the part Theory has already become historical . It

of the State in the province of religious right has assumed a position in which it com.

and duty. If a power of any kind, direct or mands the attention of all who take an

indirect, is conceded to the Church of dispos- interest in the generalizations of natural
ing to the smallest extent of temporal mat- science. Some leading naturalists affirm

ters , there can be no limit set to its en- that it is incontrovertible ; others, less bold ,

croachments : it may pervade every depart yield a qualified assent. Royal Societies

ment of the State with its tyranny,and sub- discuss it,and it is talked over at the Clubs.

ject all in turn to its control , creeping like It is received with smiles in drawing-rooms,
a palsy over a nation's heart, and extinguish- and frowned down in churches as a second

ing all that is valuable in the civil liberty , edition of the Vestiges.
* 99 * Has this wide

the individual independence, and the manly spread notice been gained by the work as

energies of a people. Or if a power, how- one of true science ? Or has the substantial

ever small, of rightful authority in spiritual food which, without doubt, it contains, been

things is acknowledged to belong to the received for the sake of the spice mixed up

State, it will soon come to make itself to be with it ? If so, is the attractive element to

felt as the weightiest and least tolerable part be chiefly found in a somewhat unreveren

of its sovereignty. If the liberties of reli

gious bodies in the way of discipline or gov. * Whether justly or pot, we hope to show in the

ernment are denied to them, and handed sequel. Meanwhile it is but fair to quote Professor

over to the civil magistrate, it is a conces- with a new hat and stick, as Sir Walter Scott was
Huxley's caveat : " Lamark's conjectures, equipped

sion which can plead for itself no argument wont to say of an old story renovated, formed the

not equally available for dealing in the foundation of thebiological speculations of the “Ves
same way with their doctrine : the con- liges,' a work which has done more harm to the

science, when once fettered in its religious progress of sound thought on these matters than
actings, can show no cause why it should be any that could be named ;and, indeed,I mention it

here, simple for the purpose of denying that it has

free in religious opinions ; and with the in- anything in common with what essentially charac

dependence of its courts and officers, the terizes år. Darwin's work."

72

66
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tial walk in fields of investigation, into the disturbing elements have scope. Kings

which the greatest thinkers have never en. ley represents his Andromeda as

tered but with bent body and head uncover

ed ?
Sbadiog ber face with her bands ; for the eyes

Mr. Darwin's well-earned reputation as
of the goddess were awful.”

an accomplished zoologist, was sure to gain Such an effect has the first clear discovery

for him a patient hearing from all who are of the thoughts of a present Creator in His

working in any one of those branches of works on many observers. They were faith

natural science, from which he profusely fully questioning these, when suddenly, they
draws illustrations in proof of the soundness found themselves on a threshold upon which

of his theory. The whole subject under dis . the glory of a Divine One was cast from the

cussion, is, moreover, in every respect, one other side ; but, instead of courting a clearer

of the most difficult which can engage the view , they drew . back , " shading their face

attention of a philosophie naturalist. But, with their hands.” From that moment the

on this very account, it is also one which idea of a Creator is bearable only as they

will lavishly reward the student who shall see it, as Edward Irving loved to see theo

be able to shed new light on it. Has Mr. logical dogmas, “ looming in the mist ;" and

Darwin done so ?—is the query for which in all they write they seem ever distrustful

we propose to seek an answer in the work of views of nature which, even remotely,
now before us. tend to set them or their readers in direct

Man is the interpreter of nature. This relation with a personal God. Now, though

place has been assigned to him by the Crea. we are very far from alleging that this must

tor, and, obeying his own instincts, he has be a leading characteristic of the author of

ever been forward to occupy it. Here, the theory now under review , we yet hope

however, it ought to be borne in mind, that, to show that the tendency of his book is

on the one hand, the interpreter is not infal- very strongly in that direction. It would

lible ; and , on the other hand, that, even not be dealing fairly by our readers, and,

when in the main true, the interpretation especially, it would be unmindful of the

will always be more or less marked by the apologetic value of natural theology, were

intellectual, and often by the moral , charac- we to look at this theory from any other

teristics of the one making it. It is all very point of view, than the twofold one of

well to talk of a perfectly unbiassed mind, science and theology. We feel, however,

complete impartiality, and the like, in the that, in making such a statement as this in

examination of questions in science which the outset, we are liable to be misunderstood.

have necessary moral or theological rela- If called to dissent from Mr. Darwin's

tions. We believe that, in the circum- views on the origin of species, we are not to

stances, freedom from bias is impossible. be held as making light of his present work.

But, granting all this, we are not to despair On the contrary, we shall ever be found

of ever attaining absolute truth even in such ready to acknowledge the great ability

questions. Men will agree in admitting shown in it—the varied information con

certain observations as in themselves relia- tained in almost every page — the classic

ble, who would widely differ as to the bear- beauty of style in which the work is written

ings of these on favourite theories. Given , -and, above all , its value as suggesting

we might say, the point of view of prejudice, new lines of investigation, and as pointing

and the amount and direction of divergence out all the weak points in presentgenerally

may be calculated as certainly as that of accepted systems of classification. The two

the ship’s compass, when we know where characteristics last mentioned have, at one

the disturbing metal on board is . Some point and another, forced upon our notice

naturalists are satisfied with collecting facts ; the resemblance between “ The Origin of

others are never satisfied till they have set Species," and the “ Zoonomia ” of the elder

these in relation to other facts, in order Darwin . We could point out many pas

that they might have material for generali- sages in both which warrant this statement.

zations regarding laws of life. The former In both we find a skilful exposition of the

are apt to hold that this is the highest, and , scientific status quo, a bold dissent from it,

indeed, the only legitimate work of a man and the proposal of theories which are

of science, while the latter are convinced that brought out, not only as craving a hearing,

facts are worthless until they are seen shed- but as the only satisfactory basis for the

ding light on the working of natural laws , explanation of all the phenomena of the

or revealing to us the thoughts of the great past, and the only key to all progress in the

Creator. Yet it is from those whoreally future. In theleast attractive pages of both

take the highest views of nature that truth works, also - pages in which strong belief

has often most to dread, for it is here that hankers on the very edge of weak credulity
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-you meet with most suggestive remarks, welfare, and , as I believe, the future success,

Tying like bits of gold in lumps of quartz. and modification of every inhabitant of this

In other respects the likeness holds good.world. Still less do we know of the mutual

In the midst of the physiological and psycho- relations of the innumerable inhabitants of

logical romance in “ Zoonomia,” are many the world , during the many past geological

hints, such as genius only makes, in which epochs in its history. Although much re

we can now recognise the foreshadowing of mains obscure, and will long remain obscure,

generalizations which have becomegenerally I can entertain no doubt, after the most

acquiesced in by men foremost in such deliberate study and dispassionate judgment

branches of human knowledge. Thoughtful of which I am capable, that the view which

readers of “ The Origin of Species will most naturalists entertain , and which I

have an instinctive feeling of the presence formerly entertained, namely , that each

of such hints in Mr. Charles Darwin's work . species has been independently created , is

With this acknowledgment of the sugges- erroneous. I am fully convinced, that

tive character of the work, we have a species are not immutable ; but that those

preliminary remark to make, on the general belonging to what are called the same

value of the facts in proof, which are scat- genera are lineal descendants of some other

tered so freely over the volume, and which , and generally extinct species, in the same

though so numerous, we are informed, are way as the acknowledged varieties of any

but as one to a million , compared with whatone species are the descendants of that

is in store, when the great work which is species. Furthermore, I am convinced that

promised shall be given to the world . In Natural Selection has been the main , but

almost every page we meet with facts which , not exclusive, means of modification.”.

as we shall have occasion to show, may be P. 6. Such , in few words, is Mr. Darwin's

found as useful to an opponent as to an ad- profession of faith. It must be acknow

vocate of Mr. Darwin's views; while of ledged, that the numerous contradictory

many of them one cannot help standing in definitions of the term species now current,

doubt as to their value, when considered and the universal proneness of naturalists to

even from the author's point of view. Facts multiply species, so called , by elevating

which call up the common expression , well -marked varieties to this rank , are

" much may be said on both sides," lead to enough to provoke students, who have no

a state of mind as unfavourable to correctness desire to have their names associated with

and precision of thought, as it is damaging their discoveries, to take refuge in any theory

to theories on the spread of which their that might hold out hopes of rest,as regards
authors are earnestly set. In the case now a satisfactory scheme of nature. Will Mr.

before us, however, there is a double disad- Darwin's be to them what the ark was to

vantage. In addition to what is now stated , the dove in the waters of the deluge ? Now

we are asked to take the proofs without that so many have been turned to it in hope,

references, and to believe that, if those thus the question is of grave import. In seeking

adduced are not sufficient to establish im- the answer, our criticism must of necessity

portant propositions, it is because the author appear somewhat fault-finding ; but we shall

could not, in a work like the present, bring much regret, if, in our desire to reach the truth,

out all he has in store. Nowwe may state we shall ever be led to leave out of view con

at once, that while we have entire confidence siderations, on the acknowledgment of which

in Mr. Darwin's statement, we have met the author has a right to insist. We feel

with so many alleged facts, which, to say the difficulty of the task; not so much, how

the least of them , are questionable, that we ever, as regards the certainty of our ground, as

must be excused if wedo not place such in grouping Mr. Darwin's scattered facts in

confidence in this corps de reserve as our au- proof, so as to help us to see the strength

thor would like his readers to do. or weakness of the positions laid down.

“ No one,” says Mr. Darwin , in his Intro . Much of the interest of the discussions

duction, “ ought to feel surprised at much now under review will be found connected

remaining as yet unexplained , in regard to with currentviews of a philosophical system

the origin of species and varieties, if he of classification. Mr. "Darwin does little

make due allowance for our profound igno- more than glance incidentally at these, until
rance in regard to the mutual relations of near the end of his book. For obvious

all the beings which live around us. Who reasons, we prefer to direct attention to

can explain why one species ranges widely, them in the outset.

and is very numerous, and why another In 1798, Cuvier gave, in his “ Tableau

allied species has a narrow range, and is Elementaire de l'Histoire Naturelle des Ani

rare ? Yet these relations are of the highest maux," a rough outline of those principles

importance ; for they determine the present of classification which working naturalists
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have, since that time, found wonderfully which classification must deal, without the

equal to the wants of advancing science,-a recognition of a living, purposing mind in

circumstance which, apart from their philo- regulating these relations, than you can form

sophical simplicity, isa strong testimony to a correct estimate of the working of any

their truth. But, if Mr. Darwin's views piece of mechanism without lookingat the

have any just claim on our attention , we intention of its inventor. Even in the fine

have been retrograding since 1798. The arts,just appreciation comes to turn upon

principles laid down in the introduction to our sympathy with the artist.
But if we

the Tableau possess great value , when we break up the historical picture into bits,

associate them with the labours of Cuvier though they may be bits of beauty , and re

in after life , in accumulating corroborative fuse to look at all the parts from the point

facts. The “ Regne Animal," and the “ Re- of view of the intention of the artist, so far

cherches sur les Ossemans Fossiles" tell as he has made that known to us, we must

every where the same tale as to the sound blunder in our estimate of the parts which

ness of the principles in chapter third of the we have refused to look at in this light . In

introduction. Cuvier's review of living the case now before us, the Creator has

forms, and his survey of Egyptian monu- opened up to man much which is fitted to

ments, which enabled him to follow the make us acquainted with His intention ; and

history of certain species for several thou- the more we see of this, the nearer we get

sand years, hastened to proclaim that species to an understanding of that one true plan

are immutable. And , we may add, the which systematistsare seeking to bring fully

examination, from the palæontological point out, and which will attain to reliable his

of view, of species which had been in exist- torical expression only in the measure in

ence during periods which are to all the which man, the interpreter of nature, shall

years of Egyptian history as a million of succeed in understanding the intentions of

years are to a moment, is ever ready to the Creator revealed in His works. It is to

bear witness to the same fact. But we an- be regretted that little value is attached to

ticipate remarks to be made on the chapter this thought, and that many even studiously

in Mr. Darwin's work on the “Imperfection exclude it from their researches, as if to

of the Geological Record .” We have now introduce it implied disqualification for their

to do with classification. The appeal to work. Mr. Darwin is not slow to intimate

structural peculiarities , as bases for a system how he regards this subject. “ Many natu
in harmony with the demands of science, ralists think,” he says, " that something

should not, as M. Agassiz has clearly shown more is meant by the natural system ( than

in his recent work on this subject, exclude a scheme for arranging together those living

every other element. Conclusions drawn objects which are most alike) ; they believe

therefrom may be strengthened or modified that it reveals the plan of the Creator ; but,

by phenomena in embryology , in physical unless it is specified whether order in time

condition , as climate, food ,and the like -- the or in space (why not both , and order in

former being studied with reference espe- place likewise ?), or what else is meant by

cially to species, the latter with reference to plan of the Creator, it seems to me that

varieties — to which frequent allusion will be nothing is thus added to our knowledge.” —

made in this paper. There is yet another P. 413. Again, at p . 435, he remarks, in a

element requiring to be taken into account way which, to say the least of it,does not

in all generalizations on this subject. We bear witness to very enlarged views of crea.

mean , as much of Divine plan in creation astion : “ Nothing can be more hopeless than

we inay have attained to the knowledge of to attempt to explain this similarity of pat

in the study of nature, —the recognition, in tern in members of the same class , by

short, of a present Creator in all quarters of utility or by the doctrine of final causes.

creation, and at every point in its history , The hopelessness of the attempt has been

from the time at which He laid the founda- expressly admitted (?) by Owen ,in his most

tion of the earth to the present moment, interesting work on the Nature of Limbs.'

when He invites us to the examination of On the ordinary view of the independent

those works which are “ sought out of all creation of each being , we can only say that

who take pleasure therein .” We state this so it is ; that it has so pleased the Creator

at the risk of being misunderstood , and of to construct each animal and plant.” A

appearing to drag into the discussion ques. good deal more can be said of each animal

tions which may be held foreign to it. But and plant than this ; but if in ten thousand

the fact is, you can no more come to a just instances, in which we find unquestionable
conclusion as to the relations between one evidence of final cause, are we not to con.

department of science and another, and be clude that, if our knowledge were complete

tween different forms of life, with both of as to one instance, in which we do not at

6
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once observe this, the same testimony might | Buffon, who set out from the confusion point

be expected as in the others. We are not of view, could get on with his work without

shut up to the sic placebat so much in His looking at animals in groups, formed on the

absolute sovereignty, as in regard to our basis of general resemblance. It might be

ignorance and the limited character of our worthy a passing thought from such students,

powers. What is a mystery to a child in that they find material for classifying, not

the actions of his parent,may be well under- because nature is a chaos to be reduced to

stood when he comes to be a man . What order by their great attainments, but because

would be implied if we expressed our order and beauty existed everywhere before

present knowledge of the use of the serrated they condescended to devote their talents to

claw on the anterior toe of Caprimulgus the study of it. But it is well that men's

Europaus in the phrase, “ It has pleased lives are often better than their principles,

the Creator to distinguish this bird from all and their practice often far ahead of their

the other fissirostres by supplying it with theories, as was the case with that sage

a comb- like claw , the use of which we do who, though firmly and consistently confi

not see ?" Not, certainly, that there is no dent in the denial of the existence of a
illustration of the doctrine of final causes God, did not dare sleep in a room by

here, but only that we are not sufficiently himself for fear of the devil !

acquainted with the habits of the goatsucker| Objections to the present generally ac

to be able to say what its true use is . The cepted system of classification proceed on

numerous illustrations of this same doctrine the assumption that a perfect schemeis pos

in the structural relations of animals widely sible. But it is forgotten that this implies

differing in general form and habits, but not only a knowledge ofevery object in the

ranged under one great type, had as true an animal and vegetable kingdoms, but ac

existence from the beginning, as they have quaintance also with all the relations of dis

now that Owen's researches in homology tinct forms to those nearest them. It is well

have given us the key by which they can be to strive to approach this as the beau ideal,

read . But is there only one great type, and just as in morals it is the duty of each man

one great plan ? Or do we meet with a to strive after attaining to the perfect like

far higher thought than Mr. Darwin is ness of the sinless One. The standard in

willing to acknowledge, in connection with the former case, as in the latter, is one

several great types whose leading divisions which no man on earth will ever be able to

are constructed on different plans ? Do the say he has fully reached . But the existence

radiata, for example, follow in structure the of well-marked divisions is not the less real

plan of the vertebrata ? The whole direc- on this account. All agree in making a dis

tion of the most philosophical investigations tinction between animal life and vegetation ,

in natural science is to accumulate proofs of notwithstanding the wide field for controver

four distinct plans, after one or other of sy at those points where the two kingdoms

which all animal life has been formed . And seem to meet. Ilere, as in every depart

it is at this point that sic placebat may most ment of human knowledge, mankind have

naturally be affirmed . In the evolution of come to a general agreement as to a fact;

these, under the four great types— verte-but this has not been reached through a

brata, articulata, mollusca, and radiata — we series of definitions, equal to the demands of

find the basis for the doctrine of final causes purely scientific observers. It has been at

which Mr. Darwin has no favour for, but tained through the apprehension of well

apart from the recognition of which all marked differences. The questions, What

nature would be a scene of confusion . It is is an animal? what is a vegetable ? would ,

not unnecessary to call attention to these however, land us in the heart of controver.

things. There are many evidences that sies, to settle which the life of any man is

most accomplished naturalists are too short. We all remember how doctors

drifting from moorings which ablest syste- recently differed, when the question was put

matists and most profound thinkers, from in a court of law, “ What is coal ? ” The
the days of Bacon , have regarded as not only conflicting answers showed that a perfect

safe, but also most suited to the require- definition is impossible. Yet it is not on

ments of advancing science . We have heard this account less true at the present moment,

of a learned instructor gravely asserting, that coal is coal , and that we are all under

that “ the more deeply he examined nature, stood when we use the term to distinguish

the greater confusion he found prevailing.” certain substances — we dare not say miner

Yet we suppose the same person could no als, for this would lead to controversy

more interest half a dozen of intelligentyoung with which we are all more or less familiar.

men, in any one branch of natural science, Looking at discussions on terms from this

without a system of classification, than point of view , it can be clearly shown that,

Some
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nevertheless, the forms of life generally re - in order to make room for the pre-ordained

ferred to, where we use them , have a dis- occupant.

tinct existence and a well- marked place in There is little doubt but that Mr. Darwin is

nature, Agassiz* has pointed out how the much impressed with the difficulty of giving

leading groups of zoology came to be broken a verbal definition of species which will satis

up into subordinate divisions, on which all fy every one . This doubt has cast its shadow

competent naturalists may be held to agree, over the individual form of life itself, to which

notwithstanding the multitude of doubtful the name and rank of " distinct species” has

questions which would be raised, were they been assigned : and he has virtually come to

to adduce the grounds on which each may occupy the Lamarkian point of view, and to

have satisfied himself that his conclusions are regard the doctrineof the immutability of
warranted . Thus, in radiata , “ polyps species as the dead fly in the precious oint

would be placed lowest, acalephs next, and ment—the error which vitiates all nineteenth

echinoderms highest; a similar arrangement century scientific generalizations. Our read

of molluscs would bring acephala lowest, ers will have seen that we have no great

gasterepoda next, and cephalopoda highest ; desire to demand a definition which shall be

articulata would appear in the following beyond cavil . This,webelieve , men with Mr.

order :: norms, crustacea, and insects ; and Darwin's views renders impossible, because

vertebrata with the fishes lowest, next rep : they constantly introduce a foreign element.

tiles and birds, and mammalia highest." Not satisfied with what is essentially cha

Our object in referring to this is to show racteristic, they raise the question of origin ;

that, whatever doubt may exist when ob- and this, as might be shown, influences all

servers come to define terms, and to assign their inductions, if such a word may be used

reasons for their generalizations, the exist- with reference to discussions strung so

ences included under these have a sphere in closely together as are those in this work .*

the great scheme of life, which is theirs in

virtue of the special arrangements of the * Such writers might study Archbishop Whately's

Creator, and beyond which they cannot pass. elementary work on Logic with advantage. Many

The interpreters of nature of one generation of the principlesbriefly statedinit are as deeply in

may make mistakes which their successors in Take the following on Species, Genera, and Difer
teresting to naturalists as they are to psychologists.

another may be found qualified to correct; entia :- “ Every predicable expresses either

but it does not augur the possession of much

wisdom , for any one to find in the error a

vindication of doubt as to the existence of

any such plan in creation as the aggregation

of unquestioned phenomena demand . Cu

vier had assigned a distinct class to the bar

nacle under mollusca, but it is now ranked

in crustacea under articulata. The removal

from the former to the latter should not

surely incline any observer to the conclu

sion, that because Cuvier made a mistake as

to the place of the cirripeds, he has not dis

covered the plan of the Creator in connec

tion with other divisions of the mollusca !

On the contrary, these modifications in ar

* rangement as science advances, afford us the

strongest evidences, that we are rightly in.

terpreting the Divine plan. It is,moreover,

one of the most deeply interesting studies

which can be followed by a thoughtful ob

server, to trace the history of opinion as to

the true place in nature of one form of life

and another, to note the great gap between

their present position and that at which we

first meet with them , and to mark the gra

dual way in which most competent observ

ers come to concur in leaving them in a

niche which had been waiting for them , or

from which other forms had to be excluded ,
Any naturalist can apply this formula to beast,

* Contributions to the Natural History of the bird, reptile, fish, or insect. He will find it helpful

United States, vol. i., p . 28.
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All that we care for, in speaking of species, in the argument. The assertions are, no

the presence of such a thought of distinct doubt, backed by alleged facts ; but almost

and unchanging individuality as every natu . every one of these “ facts ” gives occasion

ralist has, when, for example, in looking at for a controversy, and suppositions are held

the European Falanidæ, he characterizes to be strengthened by the discoveries and

Falco gyrfalco (Linn . ) as one species, and observations of others. But the worth of

Falco tinnunculus as another, or, when class. these may be understood when we affirm ,

ifying the British Corvidæ ,he marks Corvus that Mr. Horner's Nile -mud hypothesis is

frugilegus as originally and persistently one of them . Besides, were the views

separate from C. monedula, or Garrulusme brought out in this chapter all founded on

lanoleuca from G. glandarius. This distinc- facts which could not be questioned, they

tion has, by Cuvier, Owen, and, indeed , by would not contribute anything to the

all the ablest zoologists, been associated with strength of Mr. Darwin's positions as to

the creation of species . They continue dis. “ Natural Selection .” They are all associa

tinct, because, to use the words of Professor ted with the presence of man's intelligence.

Dana, " the specific amount or condition of The plants and animals are under his care .

concentrated force defined in the act or law He is ever observant of occurring excep

of creation ,” has continued till now as it was tional features, by watching over which he

at the beginning. This has set bounds to may gratify his taste for variety, and add to

intermixture hitherto, and all that we know the number of existing forms, as evidences

of the past warrants the conclusion, that of his power, to a certain well-defined limit,

specific identity will continue in the future. overthe creatures put under him. Admit

Even Mr. Darwin has not been able to ad. the full play of man's intelligence, and we

duce one fact directly in the faceof this . will agree with much affirmedbyMr. Dar

And in so far as his theories of families now win as to the marked characters of varieties.

widely differing ever having been one, But apart from this, it is not within the

we will credit them when we behold his rangeof our belief, that, even though you

plain possibilities drawing even remotely in assign a personality to “ Nature, " while you

the direction of the threshold of that which banish God from the scene, this, to some all

is probable ; — when we see some tapir potent, she would be equal to these results.

caught in the act of becoming a horse, and ofcourse, if Natural Selection has been at

some ambitious whale sprawling up to the work up through the great ages which are

dignity of a polar bear,-transformations represented by the fossiliferous rocks lying

which seem quite easy to Mr. Darwin, to between the first layer of the lower Silurian

whom Ovid's " Ascalaphus in Bubonem ” and the last of the Pleistocene, Dame Na

must appear tame, the “ selection ” being ture must have done all ; and to bring in

removed from the “ natural ” and made to man's influence as the same in its results as

turn upon the less noble “divine choice,” hers, is to spoil the argument. In this chap

and the powerful agencies of the unseen ter on variation, when alluding to reversion
world :

to original types, Mr. Darwin says:

“ Having alluded to the subject of reversion ,
-Sparsumque caput Phlegethontide lympha I

Io rostrum , et plumas,et grandia lumina vertit.
here refer to a statement often mademay

Ille sibi ablatus fulvis amicitur ab alis,
by naturalists, namely, that our domestic

Neque caput crescit, loogosque reflectitur ungues, varieties, when run wild, gradually , but cer

Visque movet patas per inertia brachia pennas : tainly, revert in character to their aboriginal

Fædaque fit volucris, venturi puntia luctus, stocks. Hence it has been argued, that no

Igoavus bubo, dirum mortalibus omen.” deductions can be drawn from domestic

It appears scarcely probable that Mr. races to species in a state of nature. I have

Darwin can seriously believe any great num .
in vain endeavoured to discover on what

ber of men will be found willing to accept
decisive facts the above statement has so

the long list of assertions and suppositions often and so boldly been made. There

contained in the opening chapter on Varia- would be great difficulty in proving its

tion under Domestication,” as of any value truth ; we may safely conclude that very

many of the most strongly -marked domestic

inseparable marks in form and structure, which ori- varieties could not possibly live in a wild

ginally established the claim of certain individuals to state . In many cases, we do not know what

be ranked as species ; the differentia associated with the aboriginal stock was, and so could not

genera will indicate the propriety of the term genus, tell whether or not nearly perfect reversion

as his sphere of observation widens, and the acci
had ensued . It would be quite necessary,

dents will enable him to assign their true place to
varieties in species. The remarks on “ Definition " in order to prevent the effects of intercross

are equally worthy of attention. See Logic, Book ing, that only a single variety should be

II., chap. V., § 3 and $ 6. turned loose in its new home. Neverthe
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less, as our varieties certainly do occasion- to varieties much more like the Caucasian

ally revert, in some of their characters, to type. We give in a foot-note a suggestive

ancestral forms, it seems to me not impro- fact in regard to goats.*

bable, that, if we could succeed in natural . As to the reversion to original type, when

izing, or were to cultivate, during many animals now domesticated by man are suf

generations, the several races, for instance, fered to run wild, Pritchard, in his valuable

of the cabbage, in very poor soil ( in which “ Natural History of Man,” gives us some

case, however, some effect would have to be interesting examples : " The original stocks

attributed to the direct action of the poor of our domesticated animals," he says, p.

soil ) , that they would , to a large extent, or 27, “ are rarely to be recognised, in their

even wholly, revert to the wild aboriginal primitive state, among the wild animals of
stock . Whether or not the experiment the earth. We know not what has become

would succeed , is not of great importance of them, unless it be supposed that they

for our line of argument ; for,by the experi. have been wholly subdued by man . There

ment itself the conditions of life are changed . are indeed wild oxen , sheep , goats, horses ;

If it could be shown that our domestic varie. but the most of these are tribes which ap

ties manifested a strong tendency to rever- pear to have returned, in some degree, to

sion , —that is, to lose their acquired charac- their original state, after having been more

ters whilst kept under unchanged conditions, or less completely domesticated. We are

and whilst kept in a considerable body,so ignorant of the time and circumstances

that free intercrossing might check, by under which most of these races became

blending together, any slight deviations of

structure,—in such a case, I grant that we

could deduce nothing from domestic varie. Salt , is likewise the man who has given a greater
* " The great utilizer of alpaca wool, Mr. Titus

ties in regard to species. But there is not a impetus to the trade in Angora goats' hair than any

shadow of evidence in favour of this view : other person in the United Kingdom . He has;more
to assert that we could not breed our cart over, imported the animals themselves (in 1852), and

andrace-horses,long and short-horned cattle,Buthere again ourfar-sighted American cousins are
they are thriving well on his property at Bradford.

and poultry of various breeds, and esculent considerably ahead of us; for in 1849, Dr. James B.

vegetable, for an almost infinite number of Davis of Columbia carried with him, from their na
generations, would be opposed to all expe- tive baitat, seven females and two males of this

rience.” — P . 14.
breed of goat to the United States. Immediately he

arrived at his home, he obtained a number of she

It might be difficult to gratify Mr. Dar- goats of the common breed (worth about three shil

win as to the desire expressed in the last ings each), and crossed them with his Angora variety ,

part of the extract now made ; but we be obtaining,even in the first cross, a coat of fine hair,

lieve reversion to type, when domesticated whereas the third cross could not be distinguished

animals are left to become wild , is capable
from the pure breed.

“ Now , it is to this most valuable and interesting

of very varied and copious illustration. In experimentthat I would call particular attention ; for

the former case, nature-to use a favourite I have seen its results and can bear witness to its

word with our author - nature is found ever complete success. During a week's visit to the gen.

ready to remind us of the original plan. tlemaninGeorgia (U.S.)who bought up Dr. Davis'

We know of a case in which a peculiarly most minutely, and I assert, that nothing could ex.
flock, I had ample opportunities of inspecting them

marked Spanish ram was mated with a ceed the vigour and healthfulness of these animals,

Southdown ewe ; and after several years' both the pure and cross breed.
breeding in-and- in , a well -marked variety " Professor Bachman inspected this flock just

was obtained, which appears tohave become him on the subject, he says: ' Fainiliar asIhave
after my visit to them ; and in a report published by

permanent,—under one condition, however, been,througha long life,with the changes produced

for in the case of a cross the characteristic by crosses amongst varieties of domestic animals and

marks are at once lost . Yet, even while keep- poultry, there is one trait in these goats which is

ing thestrongly -marked variety apart, ewes inore strongly developed thanin anyother variety

which drop two lambs are sometimesfound that I have everkuown. I allude to the wonderful
facility with which the young of the cross between

to have given one to the world the perfect themale of theAsiatic goat and the female of the

image of the original sire . The variety common goat assumes all the characteristics of the

which interbreeding preserves is invariably former. It is extremely difficult to change a breed

brownish black , with constant white lines that has become permanent in any of our domestic

on the face. May not those cases,which varieties, whether it be that of horses, cattle,sheep,
or hogs, into another variety by the aid of the male

periodically occur among the negroes ofof the latter, for there is a tendency to run back into
Africa, of fair complexion and flowing locks, their originalvarieties ; hence the objection to mixed
be nature's reminder of original type? We breeds. But in the progeny of these Asiatic and

do not refer to Albinos, which Livingstone strongest tendency to adopt thecharacteristics of the
common goats, pine -tenths of them exhibit the

and others have met in circumstances where male, and toelevate themselves into a higher and a

they would have least been looked for, but nobler grade.'"
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wild , and of the particular breeds from etc. ; but we cannot afford more space for

which they descended. There is, however, extracts.

one great field of observation, in the tribes In looking at man's power in modifying

of animals which are known to have been species, we are far from believing that Mr.

transported from Europe to America, since Darwin's conclusion drawn from this are

the discovery of the western continent by warranted. All he has made out, is a

the Spaniards in the fifteenth century. Many necessity for the introduction of a term into

of these races have multiplied exceedingly the nomenclature of science, which has been

on a soil and under a climate congenial to too much overlooked by working naturalists,

their nature. Several of them have run namely, “ Permanent Varieties.” Not in

wild in the vast forests of America, and deed that he feels the need of this term ;

have lost all the obvious appearances of do- but his facts and assertions will suggest its

mestication . The wild tribes are found to importance to many of his readers. The

differ physically from the domesticated recognition of this will do good work in

breeds from which they are known to have clearing the ground, and in exposing the

issued ; and there is good reason to regard danger there is in that amiable weakness, of

this change as a restoration , in part, of the hastening to rank as distinct species what

primitive characteristics of the wild stocks are only varieties, in order that the finder's

from which the tamed animals originally de- name might be associated with them. Thus

scended .” Mr. Pritchard illustrates these we would say, " Species are immutable,

remarks by facts drawn from a paper by M. Common Varieties are short-lived and ever

Roulin, published among the “ Contributions changing, and Permanent Varieties, gained
des Savans Etrangeres," in the memoirs of by man's selection , or through climatal in

the French Institute. Hogs were first influences, but mainly by cross or inter-breed

troduced into the Spanish settlements in ing, or breeding in-and -in, perpetuate them

1493. They multiplied so rapidly , that man selves so long as the accidental circumstances

gradually left them to their own habits. In in which they originated continue. Removed

St. Domingo they overran the country, and from these, there will be a reversion to the

had to be hunted down. On the continent original type.”

they took to the vast forests, and resumed Mr. Darwin's admission of a difficulty,

the mode of life which belonged to the ori- which however we do not think called for,

ginal stock ; and now their ears have be in regard to the dog is important, when

come erect, their heads larger, and the fore- looked at in the light of the remarks made

beads vaulted at the upper part ; their on domesticated pigeons. It appears to us

colour has lost the variety found in the do- that the same grounds which lead him to

mestic breeds ; the wild hogs of the Ameri- demand a plurality of original types for the

can forests are universally black. The hog dog, should have weighed with him as to the

which inhabits the high mountains of Par

amos bears & striking resemblance to the aside, owing to the great extent of farms, and

wild boar of France. The re - other circumstances. In a few generations,' says

storation of the original character of the M.Roulin, “the natural structure of parts,and
wild boar, in a race descended from domes withal the natural state of the function , has been

restored . The secretion of milk in the cows of

ticated swine, removes all room for doubt, this country is only an occasional phenomenon,

if any had really existed, as to the identity and contemporarywith the actual presence of the

of the stock .” — P . 31. The same line of calf. If the calf dies, the milk ceases to flow ; and

remark is continued by Mr. Pritchard with itis onlyby keeping him with his dam by day,

reference to oxen ,* dogs, gallinaceous fowls, thatan opportunity of obtaining milk from cow's
by night can be found.'. This testimony is impor

tant , by the proof which it affords, that the per

The following supplies another hard nut to manent production ofmilk in the European breeds

crack : - " A very remarkable fact relative to the of cows, is a modified function of the animal econ

oxen of South America, is recorded by M. Roulin , omy, produced by an artificial habit, continued

to which M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire has particularly through several generations.” — Pritchard , p . 34.

adverted , in the report made by him on M. Roulin's In a word, not only is there a constant readiness to

memoir before the RoyalAcademy of Sciences. In return to the natural type in structure and in orna

Europe, the milking of cows is continued through mentation, but in habits also. So long as man is

the whole period, from the time when they begin present to guide artificial habits, they continue

to bear calves till they cease to breed . This se- 1 persistent ; but, due time being allowed, they will
cretion of milk has become a constant function in cease when the animals are left uncared for . Man's

the animal economy of the tribe ; it has been ren- influence over the dog has guided instinct into

dered such by the practice continued through a channals useful to himself ; and the influence,

long series of generations, of continuing to draw again , of this artificially taught instinct on the

milk long after the period when it would be physical frame of the dog, is well seen in the

wanted for the calf: the teats of the cow are larger pointer . The pup will point when first taken into

than in proportion, and the secretion is perpetual. the field; but in a few generations its descendants,

In Columbia, the practice of milking cows was laid if untrained, will cease to do this.

VOL. XXXII. D - 17
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pigeon . He holds the rock pigeon ( Co-1 blood relationship constituted by the Crea

lumbia livia ) to be the parent of all our tor himself . The facts here referred to are

domestic pigeons; but as this might have being brought out under our own eyes. The

shut him up to orthodox views in regard to sexual intercourse between the early Dutch

other animals, and especially as to man settlers in South Africa and the Hottentot

when he shall come boldly to apply his women has given a new variety ofman to

theory to man , he claims for domestic dogs that country—the Griquas - whose children

several wild ancestors . M. Frederick Cu- do not follow the likeness of either of the

vier and many other most accomplished na original parents, but of their offspring. The

turalists are at issue with Mr. Darwin on this variety has become permanent. Such is the

point. Their views harmonize with his as case also with the half-breeds in the Hud

to inherited variation, so far as he is willing son's Bay territories. The union of native

to allow this : but they go much further, South Americans with negro women import

and hold that, as in the case of Columbia ed from Africa has resulted in a distinct

livia it is not unlikely we have the parent tribe — the Cafucos - whose children are

of the varieties of domestic pigeons, so our habitually born with the mixed likeness

widely differing varieties of domestic dogs well defined . Pritchard, in his chapter on

may have had only one parent species. If mixed races, gives many more examples.

the carrier pigeon, the tumbler, the bald , As an illustration of the influence of artifi

the powter, the fantail, the beard, the jacobin , cial selection and interbreeding, we may

the rupt, the dragoon, etc., are to be re- refer to the well -known otter breed of sheep

garded as descended from different original of Massachusetts, which in questions of this

wild ancestors, than we are right when we kind has been so often referred to . “ In the

assign to them the name of species; but if year 1791,” says Pritchard , one ewe on

they are from one, as we believe, with Mr. the farm of Seth Wright gave birth to a

Darwin, they are, we must characterize male lamb, which , without any
known cause,

them not as species, bu as permanent va- had a longer body and shorter legs than the

rieties, whose wide divergence from the rest of the breed. The joints are said to

original type is impossible without the in- have been longer, and the fore-legs crooked.

terference of man . So, as to domestic dogs The shape of this animal rendering it unable

we hold with M. Frederick Cuvier that they to leap over fences, it was determined to

have descended from one pair ; and that, in propagate its peculiarities, and the experi

virtue of man's power over them in selec- ment proved successful; a new race of

tion, in cross or interbreeding, or breeding sheep was produced, which, from the form

in -and -in, the Italian greyhound, the blood of the body, has been termed the otter

hound, the bulldog, the Blenheim spaniel, breed. It seems to be uniformly the fact,

etc., have become permanent varieties.This that, when both parents are of the otter

will account for their fitness for cross-breed. breed, the lambs that are produced inherit

ing. But can we, as in the case of pigeons, the peculiar form .” — Pritchard, p. 46. I

point out the common wild ancestor ? The will be seen, however, that in such cases

impression that an answer is necessary has man's selection is necessary in order to

shut up some to claim the fox, others the ensure success . Had the lamb which the

wolf, and others the jackal, as the wild an . Massachusetts farmer made so much of, been

cestor of the domestic canidæ. But no left to his own sweet will in choosing

answer is needed in order to give force to partner, he would have followed an instinct

our remarks. The original type may be of whose controlling influence we have so

lost , -- the species which was not selected many illustrations among those men who

from any type of life bearing some resem- bave not been lavishly dealt with as to size

blance to it, but which came fresh from the and form ; he would have picked out for
hands of the Creator, may not exist in any himself the fairest of the flock, Natural

one living variety, but may have its perfect selection would thus have been all in the

antitype in peculiarities persistent in each. direction of keeping near to the original

It is so with man. The most devoted ad - type. That this is always the result,when

vocate of the proximity of the Caucasian animals are not interfered with , we believe

type to the pair who walked in beauty and to be capable of varied illustration. One

in bliss amidst the bowers of Eden, is not examplewe may give out of many :-For 3

so extravagant as to claim that in this race couple of years a black bird frequented our

we have all the characteristics of the first garden, whose motions bore evidence of

In this case the Adamic type has deformity, and whose colour was sugges

been lost,and in the great diversities of fam tive of present disease. The skin is now

ilies we have permanent varieties of the before us. The feathers of the neck and

one species, yet all having part in the one hind -head are white, and the metatarsal joint

man .
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of the right foot has become stiff, while the fluence from man than others. But when

foot is bent up, and a stump is in the place Mr. Darwin seems about to receive such

of the foot. When examined after being views, observe how skilfully , if not adroitly,

taken, we found that the last joints of the he leaves a contrary impression in the mind

cervical vertebra gave clear evidence of of the trusting reader. “ We cannot sup
having been for some time in decay (caries) . pose,” he says, " that all the breeds were

Had man wished to transmit the disease of suddenly produced as perfect and as useful

the male, he would have sought for a dis- as we now see them ; indeed, in several

eased female — for one whose physical fea- cases, we know that this has not been their

tures approached in likeness to the male- history. The key is man's power of accu

but the bird , in mating, took to himself a mulative selection : nature gives successive

healthy female, and the brood followed the variations ; man adds them up in certain

likeness of the mother in each case except directions useful to himself. In this sense

one , in which one of the tail feathers was he may be said to make for himself useful

pure white. Yet, distinctly marked as breeds.” The successive variations, however,

man’s influence in these cases is, there are which are nature's free gift to us, are just

limitsbeyond which he cannot go, and all what we wish proof of. Again, is it a fact,

his efforts must be directed mainly from as Mr. Darwin alleges, thateven his favour.

one point of view. may add to distin- ite “ pigeon argument” warrants the conclu

guishing features in ornamentation , or even sions which he has come to in conducting
in some aspects of structure, but he cannot it ? Has man's intelligence gone out in

destroy or even modify any original struc- seeking variation by selection only ? If the

tural peculiarities associated with the propa- author had only given us a few facts from

gation of the race. The oldest experiment his treasures in reserve, which tell only one

in this direction which is to be found in the tale, we would have felt obliged . But he has

world — an experiment repeated for thou- not done this, and we are left to seek out

sands of years, and in millions of cases, the truth for ourselves. After more than

is suggestive on this point. The Jewish twenty years' observation in regard to pi.

male child suffered mutilation in circumci- geons, we are shut up to acknowledge the

sion, but this has never become hereditary. influence of cross-breeding in modifying

Before leaving the “ facts ” in this part structure, and in varying ornamentation , to

of Mr. Darwin's book,we may remark that an extent whichis destructive of the conclu

it is not true that the plantigrade or bear sions from Mr. Darwin's " facts.” So is it

family do not breed freely in this country with cattle. Cross-breeding, and breeding

in confinement.” One species, with whose in-and-in, under man's watchful care and dis

history and habits we are acquainted — the criminating intelligence, can alone give the

European brown bear_breeds freely in this key to variation.

condition . The reference to Mr. Horner's If Mr. Darwin hoped , by putting varia

discoveries (? ) is not fortunate. Does Mr. tion under domestication in the front of his

Darwin believe that Mr. Horner has made romance — for the work is really such—to

out a claim even to attention for his specu- gild the pill of " variation under nature,

lations? If so, we can only hope to bekept which , in Chapter II., we are required to
from his easiness of belief. While we have swallow, he has fallen far short of his aim .

accepted the statement of probability as to The theory here put forward is this — species
Columba livia being the stock from which are not immutable. Realized in the world

our domestic pigeons have come, we are not somehow, they have been ever changing in

unmindful that as good a case might be the march of life, from the lowest stratum

made out for other wild varieties of Colum- of the palæozoic rocks up to yesterday ;

bæ. The likelihood here, as in the case of they have, at one point and another, passed

the dog, is, that we must look for the prime into forms widely different from those that

val type in peculiarities which have a place preceded them. Organisms have gradually

in individuals of all existing varieties. We changed, and the mode in which the strange

accept, too, the fact of great capacity of mutations have been brought about has been

variation in certain domestic animals and in by natural selection ,-i. e., Nature constantly

certain plants, but we would not hence con- watchful for peculiarities resulting from food,

clude that all animals and plants are equally climate, monstrosities, and the like, has ever

susceptible of influence in this way. The been selecting the hap-hazard result, and

dog is peculiarly so, the cat is not; the guiding it until a form , which shall seem to

horse is, the donkey is not ; the barn -door be persistent through a lengthened period , is

fowl is so, the goose is not . All that can fairly ushered into the sunlight. In this
be said in such instances is , that there are theory the author meets with both the power

certain forms of life more susceptible of in- and the weakness of Nature. His goddess
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has power to select the variety when pro- “ Said the blackbird , as be filed ,

duced, but she has no power to produce the I loved a maid, but she is dead ;

distinguishing feature. She sees the polar
Ever since my love I lack,

bear imprisoned in the basin, up whose ice
And this is why I mourn in black .”

walls he cannot climb, indebted to another The chapter on natural selection contains

deity , “ Chance," for his position ; and look- some of the most important statements in

ing complacently on , she says, " Here is the book . These are stated in an off- band

something for me. In a neighbouring basin way, and they read so pleasantly that we

lives a female, which has been longer impri- don't wonder they have been found attrac

soned , and in its pursuit of water-insects it tive and unanswerable by amateur natural

has already begun to think it most conveni- ists. Our remarks on species have already

ent to try and become a whale. I will met some of these statements. Referring

watch for the breaking up of the ice wall to variations, Mr. Darwin says, “ They affect

which separates the two. The influence of what naturalists consider unimportant paits ;

this constant swimming has already begun to but I could show , by a long catalogue of

tell. Well-marked peculiarities are making facts, that parts which must be called im

their appearance ; the two shall breed and portant, whether viewed under a physiologi

perpetuate the distinguishing feature ; the cal or classificatory point of view , sometimes

young will have a starting point in advance vary in the individuals of the same species."

of the parents ; their offspring will get yet Instead of treating us to one out of the

nearer to the true cetacea, and in time, " long catalogue, ” he refers to Mr. Lubbock's

what though the ages must be reckoned by examinations of the cochineal insects , and

millions — I will have the satisfaction of in- says he has found in their main nerves :

troducing a new form , and my domains shall • degree of variability, which may almosta "

be honoured by the presence of whale !" be compared to the irregular branching of

That this is no caricature of the author of the stem of a tree.” Without looking at

“ The Origin of Species by means of Natu- Mr. Lubbock's researches, or passing an

ral Selection,” will be evident from his own opinion on them , though they are variously

words, with which our readers must be estimated, we must ask for some of the facts

amused, if indeed a sadder feeling does not referred to in the long catalogue, and then we

fill their hearts when they remember that can estimate their value in connection with

the writer prepared the admirable mono- the variations noticed in the main nerves of

graph for the Royal Society on Cirripedes. coccus. Meanwhile we accept the important

" In North America," says Mr. Darwin , admission contained in the following sen

“ the black bear was seen by Hearne swim . tence : “ Authors sometimes argue in a circle

ming for hours with widely open mouth, when they state that important organs never

thus catching, like a whale, insects in the vary , for those same authors practically rank

water. Even in so extreme a case as this, that character as important which dues not

if the supply of insects were constant, and vary ; and under this point of view, no in

if better adapted competitors did not exist stance of an important part varying will

in the country, I can see no difficulty in a ever be found. ” — P. 46. If our readers

race of bears being rendered, by natural will free Chapter II. from the garb of science,

selection, more and more aquatic in their under which “ Natural Selection ” is intro

structure and habits, with larger and larger duced to the consideration of good society ,

mouths, till a creature was produced as mon- they will find much to call up a smile at its

strous as a whale.” — P . 184. Such credu- absurdity, and a good deal to call forth their

lity will find no difficulties. Could we only regret that one with Mr. Darwin's talents

get up, or rather down, to the same plai. should have lent himself to spread views of

form , we could at once believe that the sau creation whose tendency is to bring the pre

roid fishes were not prophetic types of rep sence and superintending power of the Crea

tiles , but their true ancestors, from which tor into contempt.

they have been gradually selected , and that Much has already been written on the

everybird has for its common parent Plero " Struggle for Existence,” described by Mr.

dactylus crassisostris ! Natural selection is , Darwin in Chapter III . It has been charac

as we have seen , believed by Mr. Darwin tó terized as “ a most remarkable chapter,"

be equal to far more wondrous changes than even by such a clear-headed and accomplished

these, and in his hands will easily explain the writer as Professor Huxley. It is most re

origin of Pterodactylus itself. But the au . markable indeed , but neither from its depths,

thor's account of the process would be only nor its discrimination, nor its just views of

half as satisfactory as that given by the the great scheme of life. In the opening

blackbird , in the old ballad , of the cause of page the author asks, “ How have all thuse

his putting off the gayer' plumage of the exquisite adaptations of one part of the or

song.thrush : ganization to another part, and to the condi.

6
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tions of life, and of one distinct organic be-hasten to produce its millions of seeds only

ing to another being, been perfected ?" The that it might choke the evergreens planted

answer hitherto rendered by all but charla- beyond its shadow, but whose rootlets are

tans in science has been, by the Creator, beginning to interlace with its own ? Is

whose work is perfect.' Mr. Darwin finds there a struggle between the elm and the

the answer in another quarter. He intro- bay . That dock of green linnets tells the

duces another of his deities thus— “ All tale of the large supply of seeds; the bold

these results follow inevitably from the dash of the sparrow-hawk into the midst of

Struggle for Life .” — P . 61. With equal them , and his rising upwards with a linnet

force it might be alleged that Mr. Darwin's in his claw, lets light in upon yet another

book is the cause of the zoological arrange feature of “the struggle.” But species per

ment in the British Museum . ish ; forms of animal life and of vegetation

The whole of this chapter, in which one are lost ; localities in which certain creatures
hears only an were once abundant are, in the course of

o Universal groan ,
time, deprived of them : in the district

As if the whole inbabitation perished !
where we write, the glead ( Milvus Regalis )

Blood , death, and deathtul deeds ,
is known to have at one time been common,

Ruin , destruction at the utmost point," * but the last seen in it , and it even was ac

counted a great stranger, occurred more than

has been written from the point of view of twenty years ago. This bird , once common

un belief in the governing Creator. It pro with. Now , without being shutup to Mr.in Scotland , is now very rarely to be met
.

ceeds, moreover, on an entire misapprehen- with. . Now,without being shut up to Mr.

sion of the economy of nature, and, to use
Darwin's grand discovery of “ the struggle

an expressive remark of Coleridge,its seem . for existence,” we thinkwe have perfectly

ing depth is only darkness. The shadow satisfactory ground to rest on , when we say
cast over life comes from Mr. Darwin's that such and such forms now extinct had

figure as he moves along, seeing only death served their day. They had played their

everywhere. Let us look a little deeper, part in the greatCreator's plan, and He per
and we will find this so-called struggle for mits agencies to come into action by which
existence richly suggestiveof the goodness their destruction is gradually realized. The

of God. One animal preys upon another, outstanding thought, nevertheless, is not
but the effort is not to destroy utterly , butstruggle for existence, but both existence and

rather to fulfil a law oftheir nature, which death in order to the highest ends in main
results in maintaining the balance of life. taining life. This dreary discourse of our

The death is in order to life . The strigida author, so full of morbid views of creation,

glide forth from ruined wall, decayed iree, suggested to us again and again, Richter's
and ivied tower, when twilight comes, and expression in his grand dream — it looks as

with glancing eye and soft wing they sweep
if Mr. Darwin believed, or, like the Ger.

over the fields, across the moss-covered open.man, dreamed “ that God was dead.”

ings in our woods, and prey upon mouse,
A word as to the facts in this “ most re

and shrew, and vole ). Ina pellet of strix markable chapter.” If two seedling mistle

flammea we found, the other day, no fewer toe plants spring up on the same branch of

than six heads of arvicola agrestis (our com-an apple tree, we are told there will be a

mon field vole. The destruction isconstant, thedesign of the Creator is, that themistle
struggle for existence . Of course, because

and on a large scale. But this gloomy

“ Struggle ” need not be hauled in on the toe seedling shouldgrow to maturity as a

shoulders of hypothesis to account for it. healthy plant, and He carries out His de

Owls must be fed, nature supplies thefood. sign.
The seed which had the start in spring

But field mice also require sustenance. Their ing, will ceteris paribus, ultimately destroy

food, however, is closely connected with that the other. Certainly not in order to death,

of man, and they need to be kept in their but tolife— “ more life and fuller”-in a

proper place. Hence the owl's province. word , in order to the propagation of the

The line of thought might be followed into a species. Of two rats shut up in a cage, one

hundred different relations, and in each one will destroy the other, because it seeks to

of them we would be led to acknowledgelive in order to fulfil the law of propagation,

under which every form of life was put when

fect goodness,as characteristic of the arrange the word “ multiply” was given. Sowith a
ments by which the balance of life is main .piece of ground : scatter a number of dif

tained . Does the elm in the well-kept park ferent kinds of seeds, and there will be a
struggle. Those which find the chemical

character of the soil most suitable to their

* Samson Agonistes. nature, will destroy the others, and ulti
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mately the weaker members of their own a little more geology, he might still hold

family , that room may be left for their ful. Sir Charles Lyell's views of general physi

filling the law of their creation, in bearing cal action, and yet leave more room in his

seed after their kind . The victory does not creed for the much suspected cataclysms.

necessarily turn in favour of the stronger. His devotion to the imperfection of the geo

The character of the soil has much to do logic record, might also incline him to ac

with it. We have seen the furze ( Ulex Eu- knowledge thepossibility in after ages of

ropæus) yield to a vigorous crop of oats in remains of, say Myrtus communis, being

land newly broken up. The balance of life found in only one or two spots. The geolo

testifies at every point to the presence of an gic record supplies many analogies, but the

Almighty Preserver. How different the inference that their geographical range had

results when man interferes ! Let a sports- been limited to these would not be a very
man wall in his fields, and preserve his game

sound one . Where will half the gods, up

from every intruder, and he will find that into whom the after ages are to find med

the exclusion of nature's mode of keeping " selected,” find the leaves and stalks of

all things right will lead to wholesale death. Myrtus communis ? Nature has begun its

Should a gardener take it into his head to work of preserving them. Its cabinet is the

shoot every bird as a nuisance, he will soon tuff of volcanos now active, and whether or

discover, to his cost, that his fruits may have no there have been cataclysms associated

worse enemies than the birds. Mr. Darwin with its deposition , the accounts of the action

wishes everything to go on in the most of Vesuvius and Etna within the historical

orderly way, in connection with this strug- period willtestify. *
gle . He has a great dread of sudden and As Mr. Darwin proceeds in developing

violent action . Thousands of years of slow- his theory, his imagination comes more and
est process are his delight, and he has a spe- more out as the foundation on which it rests.

cial pity for the " profound ignorance and Here is a picture curiously interesting both

high presumption ” (p. 73) of naturalists to the naturalist and to the poet. A throne

who, because they know no better, “ invoke is set somewhere, above Olympus, and the
cataclysms to desolate the world , or invent goddess of the author's devotion is seated on

laws on the duration of animal life.” We it. How employed ? “It may be said,"

suppose, however, that a cataclysm , like the answers the author, " that Natural Selection

Lisbon earthquake, might be within the is daily and hourly scrutinising, throughout

range of belief, as at least possible in the the world , every variation , even the slight

region of the Dodo, and if so ,a flock might est; rejecting that which is bad, preserving

have perished in it. * If Mr. Darwin knew and adding up all that is good ; silently and

insensibly working,whenever and wherever

* Some of the “ facts ” in this chapter are charac opportunity offers, at the improvement of

teristic. “ Nobee but the humble bee visits viola each organicbeing in relation to its organic

tricolor ?” “ In some parts of Scotland the increase and inorganic conditions of life. We see

of the messel-thrush has caused the decrease of the nothing of these slow changes in progress,
gong -thrush ?” Hive-bees cannot get at the nectar until the hand of time has marked the long

in the corolla tubes of trifoleumpratensa,iabecause lapse of ages, and then so imperfectisour
of the shortness of their proboscis.” Did it not

cause astonishment, when Mr. Darwin recollected view into long past geological ages, that we

that the bee-hive has been side by side with the red only see that the forms of life are now dif

clover for thousands of years, and yet its attempts ferent from what they formerly were.” — P.

to get at the nectar have not resulted in giving 84. Does Mr. Darwin believe that there

greater length to its proboscis ? Is not this as un
is

pliant on the part of said proboscis to witness to the
any other basis for this — we were about

truth of Mr. Darwin's theories on the influence of to say , induction, but it would be dishonour

habit, asit is on the part of the neck of the Teal? ing the word-assertion than that which his
The constant habit of searchingfor food in the mud, imagination supplies ? If a man presumes

it is alleged, has given the length of neck togoose to form grand generalizations in natural
and swan. How boschas crecca bas missed a long

neck, must be accounted for by the presence of Å science, and repudiates the use of the only

certain persistent obduracy in its cervical vertebræ . legitimate mode of reaching them, he is sure

But the Tealmay be on the way to a neck propor. to demand from others the recognition of

tionally as long as that of the Swan. Weneedto his opinions, as if they were lawful induc

give the species amillion or twoofyearsmore, and tions,and of his wayward and baseless im
the form of man to be alive at that time, will see

another proof of the wisdom of his ancestors . Ere aginings, as if they were all facts. In the

then, our water rats shall have been selected into above extract, it will be seen the author is
ducks, our ducks to geese, our geese to gorrillas, and

the "dreadful gorrilla " will , no doubt, be found act

ing the part of our Indian Sepoys in the empire of tuff of Etna, belonging to living species, will be
* Lists of fossil plants and shells, in the volcanic

Central Africa, to be held by the giant form of the found in Sir Ch . Lyell's paper on the Laras of

super-human coming man . Etna." Philosophical Transactions, Part ii. 1858.
)
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Until we

G

forced to confess that, in the action of natural " Since His word all things produced ,

selection on all existing forms of life, Thongh chiefly not for glory as prime ebri,

see nothing of these slow changes in pro
Bnt to show forth His goodness, and impart

gress .” Did it not occur to him, that in
His good communicable to every soul

Freely ; of whom what could He less expect

claiming for his theory the support of the
Than glory and benediction , that is, thanks,

Lyellian theory of physical action in the for
The slightest, easiest, readiest recompeuse ." *

mation ofthe fossiliferous rocks, this acknow.

ledgment takes away all warrant ? The In a diagram (p. 117 ) Mr. Darwin illus

strong point in Sir Charles Lyell's theory trates his principles of Natural Selection

is, that we have evidences of the slow and of Divergence from remote types. The

changes in progress, which warrant the in - time required for the amount of divergence

ference that the process of nature has been to constitute a new species is immense.

precisely the same in past ages as we see it Tens of thousands of generations are held

to be now. We have said that the extract to be little in the reckoning. The author

is not without interest to the poet. The is not able to point to one example, among

“ Chance” of heathenism has developed into existing forms of life, of progress towards

a higher form . It has not only a purpose , change. We may, then, fairly apply the

but a consciousness of purpose,and may be diagram to the geologic ages, whose records

come the subject for a new epic, as “ Natu- are held by him to be very imperfect, and

ral Selection ." She has a fair prospect of a passing from a l' to a "º, at which an original

crowd of worshippers among those who, species A is supposed to have produced three

being really what Paul* describes them to new forms after 800,000 years ( ! ) , we come

be, đOeol év TỘ koouw, are glad of any ex- to A itself. Now it is at this point we ask

travagance in their weariness. Lamark's what lies beyond A, and how does Mr. Dar

Man from Oysters, M. Maillet's Parrots win account for its existence ?

from Perch, Brory de Saint Vincent's fifteen have an answer to this , it will not do to de.

original species ofMan,Virey's true Brother. nounce the principles implied in the “ Ves

hood between the Baboon and Hottentot, tiges," as Professor Huxley has done, as

Oken's “ God is rotatory motion ," have all being wholly different from any that may

had believers, and “ Natural Selection ” has fairly be drawn from this work. We be.

already now disciples willing to give a lieve there is good reason for affirming that

qualified assent. We willingly leave the everything which is false, as to the scheme

honour to the select few , and rejoice to stand of life in the worthless development theory ,

among the crowd who still worship at a is contained in the “ Origin of Species,” and

higher altar, and even in a more rational a great deal in addition which is more mis

way, who see the presence of a personal chievous and profane than anything to be

God in creation, “ who is good to all , and met with in the “ Vestiges.” Were it possi

whose tender mercies are over all His ble that the terrible alternative could ever

works.” + be, “ receive either the · Vestiges' or the

Origin of Species ' as containing a scheme

* Ephes. ii . 12 . of life with which we must be satisfied ," we

+ We can do no more than glance at the “ facts” would without hesitation choose the former.

in this part of Mr.Darwin's work. In the propaga- Both are burlesques on true science ; but

tion of species,he holds that sexual selection (P: 89) the" Vestiges” contains views less dishonour
will depend on the vigour of the males, or on their

possession of specialweapons.In gallinaceous fowls,ing to the Creator, and less antagonistic to

the cock with the longest and sharpest spurs will,in common sense, than those met with in the
the latter case, be most successful. But, to use Mr. “

Darwin's expression, we could give “ a long cata- much . However low the views of God in
Origin of Species," and this is affirming

logue of facts," which show that, as among men, so
it iswith thelower animals, -the whim , the taste, the former, there is more respect shown for

the fancy of the female is to be taken into account. those great laws of life, which are manifesta

Among birds, wehave seen a vigorous female choose tions of His will , and whose constant regu
a poor, emaciated, more-dead-than -alive male, when
she might have taken to her ahealthyone .Again, larity, wewould no sooner questionthanwe
in a time of scarcity of food for wolves,we are told would our own existence ; but in the latter

(p . 90 ) that it is clear the fleetest and healthiest is there is nothing of this. The mode in which

sure to be selected to resist the effects of the famine. illustrative facts are used indicates on the

It might be the most cunning, yet the weakest, and part of the author a bias which, to say the
the selection would thus be of tbe bad . “ All in . least of it, is very far from becoming in a

secte," says the author, “ pair for each birth " ( p. 9ti );
of several families which do not,we refer to the lover of science. Our references to these

aphides, or plant lice. It is not capable of proof, must again for want of space be thrown into

that ornithorhynchus and lepedosiren (p. 107) have a foot-note.f For the same reason we only

survived from geological eras, because exposed to

less severe competition in the struggle for existence * Paradise Regained, Book iii .

than other forms which have perished. + The autbor holds that the Selection will ever

2

7
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mention Mr. Darwin's statement of the dif- | may be permitted to say that the geological

ficulties in the way of his theory. They are attainments of Mr.Darwin , if they are fairly

profounder and more numerous than he exhibited in this work, seem to be limited

imagines, as at onepointand another we have to a not very extensive knowledge of the

already shown. Those met with, in looking literature of geology , read entirely from the

at the question from the geological point of point of view of those who hold that there

view, are not touched bypleading the im- have been no great breaks in the building

perfect character of the geologic record . up of the world, since the Creator first laid

Why, it is asked, do we not find in the its foundations on the floods.

earth's crust any traces of transitionalforms ? Mr. Darwin's remarks on other difficulties,

The lame answer is , that " extinction and and on transitional varieties, are as little to

natura ' selection go hand in hand . ” In the purpose as his apology for wantof proofs

other words, traces of the higher forms exist, in consequence of the imperfection of the

but the transitional ones,having served their geological record . · Look,” he says,

end , are lost ! You might as well say that , Mustela vison of North America, which has

when in after ages the site of a battle be- webbed feet, and which resembles an otter

tween the Caffres and British shall be dis- in its fur, short legs, and form of its tail ;

turbed, there will be found only the traces during summer this animal dives for and

of the superior, conquering race. But it preys on fish, but during the long winter it

will not do to plead imperfection of the leaves the frozen waters and preys like

geological record. If any data may be relied other polecats on mice and land animals.”

on in this question , those supplied to us by P. 179. Our author need not have gone to

the palæoniologist may be so. Take, for ex- North America for an illustration . There is

ample, the suit of fossils presented to us at one nearer hand. The common otter ( Lutra

any point in which estuary limestone meets vulgaris ), the link between which and the

that which had been found in deep sea , and true Mustelidæ is to be found in Mustela

what is the result ? You find not only a vison, has its usual habitat in fresh water,

series of well-marked species, continuing but Fleming found that in Zetland it fre

without a trace of transitional tendency from quently took to the sea . In times of scarcity

the bottom of the deposit up through fifty of food it is known to take to the land.

or sixty feet; but you also notice that at " When fish are scarce, it will assume the

the point where the fresh water species meet habits of the Stoats and Weasels, resor:ing

the deep sea ones, they retain their respect far inland to the neighbourhoodof the farm

ive characteristics, as well marked as any yard , and attacking lambs, sucking-pigs, and
that may be found where the Forth of the poultry. " Gilbert White's expression *

Clyde meets the waters of the sea. We " quadrupeds that prey on fish are amphibi

ous "-might have suggested that there is

tend to elevate the subjects of it. Not only is there really nothing transitional in Mustela vison.
no proof of this,but much suggestive of the opposite. We are no more entitled to conclude that in

Take the diagram ,and suppose A to indicate a point it we have a weasel about, in course of time,
in the geologic scale wben the triassic rocks were

being formed . Selection had brought a form of life to give up rats and mice for fish only , and to

up to Brontozoum giganteum , whose footprints Hitch- forsake the land for ever, than we are to sup
cock has described in his “ Researches among the

Saudstones of the Convecticut Valley." lis foot was

that Larus argentatus is gradually getpose

18 inches long, embracing an area of 13 inches square ting a dislike for herring, andmay be soon

within its outlines ; its stride was from 30 to 60 feet; expected to become a true land bird, because

it must have been 12 feet high, and weighed from it spends weeks in spring among arable

400 to 800 lbe. The Selecting process continued lands, often many miles from the nearest

from the time of the trias up to the present epoch, shore. The webbed foot of Mustela vison

and Brontozoum ended as an Ostrich at alt, as a
Cassowary at q'1, as Darwin's Rhea at p!4, and as is shown by its habits not to have been de

Apterix at someother14 ; the result in each case being signed to unfit it, in order to the preserva

a less elevated form . All naturemight be looked altion of the species, for spending a few
in the same way, if you admit size and vigour as months on land, for which its make other
elements.

Are the birdsofislands leng bright in plumage than wise well adapts it . Everything about the

those ou continents ? ( p. 133). We refer to Ten- domestic cat indicates the correspondence

neni's " Ceylon for the answer in the negative. between structure and general habits. We

The theory as to the original type of the horse possesst one, however, which was wont to

(p. 164) would meet a ready refutation by attempts walkinto an aquarium up to its belly in

at cross-breeding with the zebra, and then breeding

in -and -in .
water, and stand in it while it devoured the

The reference to the species of woodpecker p. 184 golden carp ; but we would have been as

is peculiarly unfortunate. The bird referred to is little warranted to believe from this that

not a true woodpecker, but a species of an allied

genus, aud one whoge structure is in harmony with

its babits. * Natural History of Selborne.
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here we had a trace of the original habits of both, its tail shorter, its bill stronger, its

the cat , or of those of the form of ancestral legs thicker, its feathers denser, with an un

life from which Mr. Darwin's deity had der-coat of down, as in true divers, than

selected it, as we would have been to hold , those of thrushes, — all suggest distinct

that the intense pleasure which most young specific differences, and not a transitional

people have in sea bathing is a remnant of variety. There are no bristles at the base

an old form of life, up out of which man of the bill , as in turdine and formicarinæ ;

had been selected ,-that, in a word, the its mode of nesting and its eggs differ widely

creature now called man was in bygone from both. It is just one of those links

ages a whale or a dolphin ! The references which will suggest to most another illustra

to the squirrels and the flying lemur are tion of how closely one form of life may ap

equally valuable ! We could have helped proach to another, while the Creator keeps

the author to something more interesting on them as persistently distinct, as he does

this point. Might not Dante's “ Vision” those furthest removed from each other

have been a reality, and the wondrous form the falconidæ, for example, from the syl

of life which he saw in hell only the true viadæ. “ He who believes,” says Mr.

type of Pterodactylus crassirostris ? Hav. Darwin, “ in separate and innumerable

ing been selected down to a bat, did it once acts of creation , will say, that in these cases

more get an ambitious thought that resulted it has pleased the Creator to cause a being

in a modification , which ever watchful of one type to take the place of another

** Natural Selection ” caught at, and set type ; but this seems to me only restating

about to make use of in order to gratify the fact in dignified language ” (!).- P. 186.

vaulting ambition ,", and we do now find it Suppose we were not to say this, as indeed

as Galeopithecus, “ whose extremely wide we would not,but to say that the structure

flank-membrane, stretching from the corners or instincts of certain members of great

of the jaws to the tail” (p. 181 ) , is waiting types had been so inodified by the Creator,

to be selected up once more to the true as to fit them for habits unlike the general

membrane which it lost, when the last layer family ?-would this not be as true in science

of the lias was being laid down ? as it is in our acknowledgment of the direct

and special arrangement of the Creator ?

" O what a sight !
Want of space prevents us doing little

How passing strange it seemed .
more than naming the chapters on Instinct

Two mighty wings, enormous as became
and Hybridism .

A (beast ) so vast . Sails never soch I saw

Outstretched on the wide sea . No plumes had
Mr. Darwin is not satisfied with current

they.
views of instinct. He holds that “ a little

But were in texture like a bat ; and these dose ofjudgment or reason often comes into

He app'd i' th' air.” play, even in animals very low in the scale

of nature” (p . 208) . In the aphis and the
It is true that Dante's being had three heads,

but, with Mr. Darwin's natural selection, kind as in man ; the duse being only very
reason, we suppose, is the same in

these could readily be merged in one. Be

small ! The influence of structure on in

sides, there is corroborative evidence that stinct,andthe power of organic conditions

such must have been the original form , to over it, open a wide field for the discrimi

be found in those imaginations of “ gorgons nation of natural selection. " In our De.

and hydras and chimæras dire," which partment," wrote the author of the “ Traité

hanker about the spiritual nature of us all. du Physique et du Moral de l'Homme, ” in

It is to be hoped, that if Galeopithecus is on 1802 , “ when sitting hens are scarce, there is
bis way up to this again , that he will have a

modification as regards food, as Dante's the plumage is plucked from his breast
a peculiar custom . A young cock is taken,

dragon, whose tastes, by the way , are per. and belly , rubbedwith nettles and vinegar ;
petuated in the cannibals of the isles of the and while thus irritated, the capon is placed

Pacific, had very loveable appetites. on eggs. He remains on them at first to

“ At every mouth his teeth a sinner champ'd ,
soothe the irritation . Soon agreeable im.

Bruised as with ponderous engine. ”
pressions are begotten , which attach him to

the eggs until they are hatched ; a spe

The notice of the Dipper ( Cinclus Europeus), cies of fictitious mother -love is the result,

as a transitional variety , is as little valuable and this, as in the hens, continues so long as

to Mr. Darwin's theories as Mustela vison or the chickens require his care.” Looking at

Galeopithecus. Its existence, alongside of this from Mr. Darwin's point of view, one

the true thrushes ( Turdinæ), and its relation wonders whether there is now , in the neigh

to the ant-thrushes (Formicarinæ ), with bourhood of Cognac, descendants of the

modifications of form which separate it from Icapons referred to by Cabanis, which, in the

ant, the
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male branch, bear about with them traces , the moment its bearings on his cherished

that the original cocks are being, under the views of physical action were seen . Palæ .

influence of this controlling instinct, selected ontologically, these views were always liable

into hens ! to objection. In the formation of the crust

As to Hybridism , we accept the admission of the earth, all was held to go on quietly,

made at page 252, “ I doubt whether any under the gentle influences of constantly act

case of a perfectly fertile hybrid animal can ing natural laws. Yet at the commence

be considered as thoroughly well authenti- ment of every great period , you find new

cated .” The early recognition of this by species thrust into the sceneof being. These

the author would have taken more than were great breaks in the forms of life, evi

thirty pages from his book. The sterility dences of remarkable climatal changes, judg.

of true hybrids affords another evidence of ing of these by the living things under them ,

the jealousy with which the Creator regards while there were no corresponding pheno

all attempts to introduce confusion into His mena in regard to organic forms. This was

perfect plan. not likely . The highly gifted author of the

It will be seen what value we attach to “ Principles of Geology ” must have felt it

the zoological aspects of Mr. Darwin's work . to be so. Here, however, is a scheme

But if the zoology be so very far from satis- which, in every point of view, harmonizes

factory, when he cometo the purely geologi. the gradual action of physical laws in the

cal portion we are made to feel that it is far formation of the crust of the earth, with the

worse. It is the most feeble part of the undeniable changes in the living things which

volume ; and no apology which Mr. Darwin peopled it at different eras.

may make for it, even in his most insinua here is not to review the non -break, contin

ting style and greatest smoothness of speech , uous theory of Sir Charles Lyell, though

will ever be reckoned a substitute for the we are persuaded that Mr. Darwin's work

fact, that in that one department of nature will lead many to reconsider whether they

in which we have a right to ask the author have done well in accepting it, under the

to show us the proofs, or even the remote weight and authority of Sir Charles' deserv.

corroborationof his theory, not one is to be edly great name. The question of the pre

found. Tracing the fossiliferous deposits, sence of miracle, at various points in the

from the uppermost of the tertiary series history of the earth, is one which has been,

down to the bottom of the silurian , we are with a strange want of logic, almost univer

called every where to notice the presence of sally regarded by eminent men with suspi

the highest types of the varied forms cha- cion. Why ? We suppose very few, if any,

racteristic of great periods, existing from the not even excepting Mr. Darwin, would be

introduction of such periods, and keeping willing to deny that there has been the ex

their true typical character, until the period ercise, at some period of the earth's history

closes, and a new scene, with new distinctive of creative power,-in a word , miracle. But

formsof plants and animals, is ushered in . if you acknowledge its presence at any one

It were needless to go into details, though point, why be suspicious of it, or deny its

any working geologist of moderate attain probability,at any after-point in the history ?

ments is equal to the task. The truth is, if in every respect you find, that what de

that if the author has wholly and signally manded a miracle at A, is again found exist

failed to produce even one unquestioned cor. ing at E, after having ceased to be before it

roborative proof of true transitional variety again made its appearance ,first at B , second

among present forms of life, he cannot dis- at C, and third at D, is there anything to

cover material in the geological record for a forbid the conclusion, that at every one of

chapter on transitional varieties in palæon these stages there was miraculous action ?

tology. But while we shall not ask our One says, it is not God's usual way of work

readers to survey the fossiliferous deposits, ing. But we would have needed to have

there are two subjects we wish to refer to ere witnessed the change from one well- marked

we close. These are the question of breaks epoch to another, to entitle any one to make
in the introduction of life, and the question such an answer. It would be a waste of

of miraculous action . power, adds another. But, if intelligence is

The author exults over the adherence of not to be suffocated in the black hole of rank

Sir Charles Lyell to his views. Those who atheism , there must have been ten thousand

remember the way in which Sir Charles instances of such waste of power in the in:

turned the Lamarkian scheme into ridicule, troduction of new species. This form of
and especially who have read his anniversary answer is even less satisfactory than the
address (Geological Society, 1851 ) , may other ; for it ignores the fact, that with an

wonder at the change. But Mr. Darwin's Omnipotent One there can be no waste of

theory must have been hailed by Sir Charles, power. But, reply others, you find in the
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sur Une

species of successive fauna, very many, with houses. By ALAN STEVENSON, etc., etc.

only the slightest differences to distinguish 12mo, London, 1850. Pp. 204.

them , and others you find continue through 4. Treatise on Burning Instruments, in

more faunas than one. The answer to both which Lenses are built up of Separate

these statements, we believe, is contained in Zones and Segments of Zones. By David

the remarks made in reply to the second BREWSTER, LL.D., F.R.S. " Edinburgh

objection. We conclude, then , that all geo- Encyclopædia,” Vol . V. , p. 140-143.

logy testifies that species are permanent ; Edin. , 1812.

that they have continued so under all varie- 5. Memoire Nouveau - Systeme

ties of influence ;- and that, in every case, D'Eclairage des Phares. Par M. A. FRES

they have been introduced by the miracu- NEL. Paris, 1822.

lous power of a personal God, who is the 6. On the Construction of Polyzonal Lenses

Almighty and Omniscient One revealed to for Lighthouses, etc. " Edin. Phil . Jour-.

man in the Bible. nal." By DAVID BREWSTER, LL.D.,

Mr. Darwin's work is in direct antago- F.R.S. Vol. VIII. , p. 160. Edin ., 1823.

nism to all the findings of a natural theology, 7. Account ofa NewSystem of Ilumination

formed on legitimate inductionsin the study for Lighthouses. By David BREWSTER,
of the works of God ; and it does open vio- LL.D., F.R.S. " Edin. Trans.” Vol.

lence to everything which the Creator Him . XI, P. 33. Edin., 1827.

self has told us in the Scriptures of truth, 8.Report and Evidence from the Select
of the method and results of His working. Committee of the House of Commons,

While in the foregoing remarks we have August, 1834.

been careful to deal with the scientific claims 9. Papers on the Comparative Merits of the

of Mr. Darwin's book, we have not scrupled Catoptric and Dioptric Lights for Light

to show that we have looked at it also from houses. Issued by the Board of Trade.

the point of view of revelation . In both London, 1857.

aspects its publication is a mistake. Its 10. Account of the Holophotal System of

author would have done well to science, and Illuminating Lighthouses. By Thomas
to bis own fame, had he, being determined STEVENSON , F.R.S.E. Edin. , 1851 .

to write it, put it away among his papers, 11. Lighthouse Illumination. By the same.

marked, " A Contribution to Scientific Spe- Edin . , 1859.

culation in 1720.” It would have thus pre

ceded Linnæus and Cuvier, with whom the In the beginning of 1833, when the writer
dawn began to break into the brightness of of this article called the attention of the

noon, and might have been found interesting in publicto the condition of the British Light

1860, as a prophecy of coming Vireys , Brory house System , he thus indicated the national

de St. Vincents, and Lamarks. But thrust importance of the subject:
upon us at this time of day, when science “ Great Britain has, by universal consent,

has walked in calm majesty out from the been placed at the head of the maritime na
mists of prejudice, and been accepted as a tions of the world. To this noble pre-emi

sister by a sound theology, it has reminded nence she is justly entitled, whether we

us of a word in the oldest and best of books, regard her in her naval power or in her

which we commend to Mr. Darwin and his commercial greatness. Though occupying

followers : “ Shadows as the night in the nearly the site of the Ultima Thule of the

midst of the noon -day ." Roman world, and withdrawn almost to the

icy verge of the Arctic Zone, she is neverthe

less the focus of civilization and of trade,

and foreign nations, however remote, and

states, however barbarous, derive the light

and heat of their industry from her direct

or reflected radiations. By her manufactur

ART. VIII . - 1. A Narrative of the Building, ing skill, she has long been the workshop of

and a Description of the Constructionof Europe ; byher commercial enterprise, she

the Eddystone Lighthouse with Stone. By embraces in her grasp the wide circuit of the

John SMEATON, Civil Engineer, F.RS. globe ; and by her colonies in every quarter

With 18 Plates. Imp. Folio. London, of the world,she has become the emporium

1791. Pp. 198. of an universal commerce .

2. Account of the Bell Rock Lighthouse. By “ Though Great Britain is indebted for

ROBERT Stevenson , Civil Engineer. With many of those aduantages to her insular po

21 Plates. 4to . Edin . , 1824. Pp. 533. sition , as well as to the bracing temperature

3. A Rudimentary Treatise on the History, of her high latitude, yet these auspicious pe

Construction, and Illumination of Light- culiarities have beeu less favourable to the
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development of her commercial resources. personal safety of his Majesty's subjects

Beset, on one hand, by shifting sandbanks, who navigate the commercial shipping, and

and on another by rapid currents — bound man his Majesty's fleets ."

ed here by lofty and rugged rocks, and in- The duty of providing the best lighthouses

dented there with irregular firths and inlets which the state of science can offord was en

-exposed on all sides to the severities of a trusted, in Great Britain , to three indepen

rigorous climate, and the dangers of a tem- dent boards — in England, to the Corporation

pestuous sea, she presents no inviting ex. of the Trinity House, founded in the time of

terior to the less skilful or adventurous na- Henry VIII. ; in Scotland, to the Commis

vigator, and is more likely to scare than to sioners of Northern Lighthouses, established

allure the timorous sail’of less boisterous in 1786 by Act of Parliament ; and in Ire

regions. land , in 1763, to “ the Ballast Board, or

6. Thus entrenched amid her wild shelves Corporation for preserving and improving

and bold headlands, and enthroned in the the Port of Dublin. ”

fogs and tempests of her variable climate, The Trinity House,which had been recog.

we might have expected that Great Britain nised by Queen Elizabeth, received charters

would have put forth all the resources of her of confirmation from James I. and Charles

genius, and all the liberality of her wealth , I. , and was incorporated by James II . , by a

to welcome the seafaring stranger to her charter still in force, which vests the power

shores, to guide him through the mazes of of the board in a master, deputy -master,

her navigation, and to light him homeward four wardens, eight assistants, and seventeen

through the thick darkness of her Cimmerian elder brethrren, eleven of whom are either

winter. noblemen , heads of departments in the Gov.

“ Wherever individual humanity has had ernment, or celebrated admirals, and twenty

free scope in the discharge of such duties, a are retired commanders from the merchant

generous sympathy has been exhibited . service.

Lights, and beacons, and buoys everywhere Although the power of erecting light

offer a safe entrance to our harbours. Life houses was virtually given to this board , yet

boats, and seamen reckless of danger, are such was the prevailing system of corrup

everywhere stationed, for the rescue of the tion, that this privilege, and that of taxing

perishing mariner ; and Humane Societies the ships that passed them ,was frequently

are everywhere organized to make the latest conferred on high officers of State, as a

struggle for the unhappy sufferer. But in remuneration for services ; and, without the

dividual sympathy, however deep and wide pretence of service upon the relatives or the

be its current, can flow only in a limited parasites of the reigning monarch. Private

channel. The great safeguard of human life individuals thus became the proprietors of

on our coasts is the lighting up of our reefs lighthouses, levying the tolls with unfeeling

and headlands, and this can be accomplished severity, and leaving the ships which they

only by public boards, composed of qualified robbed in “ visible" but perilous darkness.

individuals, and possessing ample resources The lessees of the Trinity House, in their

and extensive jurisdiction ." economy of light, refused to avail them .

In the year 1834, a numerous and select selves of the improvements introduced by

committee of the House of Commons, to the corporation itself ; and such was the

whom these views were addressed , ratified amount of this system of mismanagement

them with their highest approbation, by ap- and corruption, that Captain Cotton , who had

pealing to Parliament and the country in been fourteen years deputy master of the

briefer but equally impressive terms. As Trinity House, assures us that it occasioned

they proceeded in their inquiries, the sub- the loss of many ships, many lives, and much

ject grew in importance, and “ they were property ; and he adds, that the details of

throughout strongly impressed with the pa . those losses would excite the most sensible

ramount necessity of having the best light. commiseration and regard.

houses and floating light establishments for The lighthouses in England, in which

this great naval and commercial country individuals levied tolls on the shipping of

which the state of science can afford, and that the country , for their private benefit, were

every necessary expense should be incurred fourteen in number,-seven being held under

for their maintenance. The importance of leases from the Crown, three under leases

the department, threy add, is to be consider from the Trinity House, and four under

ed both as it respects the safety of the im- patents and Acts of Parliament. The an

mense property of merchandise which is lnual of these lighthouses was

brought to and taken from the shores of the L.79,677, and the net surplus, after paying

United Kingdom ,and also carried outwards all expenses, L.61,022. The fortunate indi.

from port to port; and as it regards the viduals who, as lessees of the Crown, drew

1

1

1

revenue

1
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Name.

Fire .

one-third of this enormous sum from the Timeof
Counties .

Erection ,
Harris Isles, laverness

1789 , Island of Glass,

commerce of the country, were General Re
1789 , Pladda ,

Bute.

bow , Mr. Coke of Norfolk, Lord Bray- 1791 , Pladda, Distinguishing Light, Do

1794 , Pentland Skerries, Island, ....Orkney,2 Lights ,

brooke, and Mr. Lane, who, in an application 1863 , Inchkeith,.
Fife.

to the Treasury, pleaded that one of his 1806, Start Point of Sandy, Orkney.

1811 , Bell Rork , .
Forfar.

ancestors had , two centuries ago, received 1916, Isle of May,.

the grant as a reward for faithful services 1016, Corsewall Point, ..
.Wigton .

1818 , Point of Ayre, ..
Isle of Man.

rendered to an exiled monarch . The three 1818 , Calf of Man , ..
Do. , 2 lights.

1821 , Sumburghhead,
... Shetland .

lighthouses leased by the Trinity House 1825 , Rhinns of Islay, Oversay, .. Argyll.

were held by Mr. Smith , Mr. Buchanan , 1827 , Buchadness or BoddamPoint, Aberdeen .

1528, Cape Wrath,
Sutherland .

and Mr. Clark, who cleared L 17,196 annu 1829 , Tarbetness, ..
Cromarty.

ally ; and the four lighthouses held by 1836 , Mull of Galloway, ....Wigton .

1831, Dunnet Head , ..
Caithness.

patent were possessed by Mr. Angell , Mr.
1833, Girdleness , ...

..... Kincardi
ne

.

.. Inverness .
1833, Lismore, Mousdale,.

Thomson, Mr. Villiers , and Mr. Morgan
1833, Barra Hoad, Bernera Island,.. Do.

Jones, who, after paying all expenses, The Irish lightbouses have been managed

pocketed annually L.24,176 !With the exception of the Isle of May at different times by a variety of commis.

sioners.

Lighthouse, which the Scottish Commission

ers purchased in 1814 for L.60,000, from

In 1764 they were placed under certain

the Duke of Rutland , there never have been commissioners, and in 1767 they were trans

In 1796 theyany lighthouses in Scotland or Ireland held ferred to the Barrack Board .

were confided to the Commissioners of Cus.

by private individuals for their own profit.The public general lights in England in toms, and in 1810 they were placed under

1834, including the fourleen private and theBallast Board . In 1708 an Act of Par

leased lighthouses already mentioned,to- liament was passed for cleansing the Port of

gether with a light at řeligoland, and a Dublin, and erecting a ballast office; and in

Aivating, light at Bembridge Ledge, estab. 1767 additional powers were vested in the

lished by the Admiralty during the war,

Lord Mayor, Sheriffs, etc., of Dublin ; but

are seventy -one in number,—the lights under in 1786 both these Acts were repealed, and

the management of the Trinity House being a new Board erected , called “ The Cmpora

fiftyfive, of which forty-twowerelighthouses, tion for Preserving and Improving the Port

and thirteen only floating lights.

of Dublin , the Bullast Board ," consisting

The following list of them will be inter- of twenty -three members, viz., the Lord

esting to all who are connected with the Mayor and Sheriffs for the time being, three

shipping interest, as well as to the general of the aldermen, elected by the Board of

reader :

Aldermen, and seventeen members appoint

LIGHTHOUSES.

ed in the first instance by the Act of Incor

poration, and who are all , on future vacancies,

Bardsey .

empowered to elect new members, but leava

Beachy Head 1 Lundy

1 ing the city members as members of the

The greater number of this self

Caldy

i Needles and Hürst Castle 8 elected Board " are merchants, bankers, and

Eddystone
1 Scilly

1 others of the Corporation of the City of

8 South Stack

Flamborough .

Dublin , who remain members for life, what

1 ever their attendance at the Board may
be.

Foreland, N. & s..
Total, 42 It happens," continues the Report, that

Haisborough .

Admiral Oliver is now a member, having

FLOATING LIGHTS.
been elected in 1833 , but solely as being a

Spurn .

member of the City Corporation ; there is

Lynn Well.

Dudgeon .
Galloper.

no other seaman a member of the Bailust

North Haisborough. Nore.

Board .” + After a minute account of the

Goodwin ,
composition of the Irish Lighthouse Board,

In 1834, the lighthouses under the manage and of the duties and salaries of its various

ment of the Commissioners of the Scottish officers, comptrollers,ballast masters, secre

Board , consisting of the sheriffs ofmaritime taries, clerks, etc. , etc. , the committee make

counties,of the provost and magistrates ofthe following statement :
certain boroughs, and of the Lord Advocateand Solicitor-General for Scotland, were Yoar committee bave been thus particular

1

2

Air
1 L'zard

1 Lowestoff

2

Bideford

Burnham

2 Milford

1 Nash .

2 Board . "*

2

Caskets
8 Portland

Fern 1

Flatholm u

1 St. Bees

1 Usk

3

1

2

Foulness

Stanford

Sunk.

Gall.

South Sand Head.

Owers,

Total, 13

in the detail of tbe manner in which the duties of

twenty - five in number.
that large department of the lighthouses iu Ire .

SCOTTISH LIGHTHOUSES.

land are performed by the officers of the Corpora

1767 , Kinnaird Head," .
Aberdeen

* Report of Committee of House of Coinmong,

1787 , Mull of Kintyre , ... Argyle.
1834, p . 70.

+ Ib ., p. 71 .

Newark .

Time of

Erection .

Name.
Counties
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Name. Nature ofLight.

Floating.

Fixed .

Fixed .

Tusker ,

Cork ,

Kinsale,

Cape Clear,

Hook Head .

Roche's Point...

Old Head of Kinsale,

..Fixed.

Fixed .

..Fixed.

Fixed.

Fixed .

Fixed .

Clare Island ,

tion ; and if attention is paid to the class of | from the nineteen English lights the vessel must

gentlemen forming the Commissioners of the Cor- pass. Another case, on a sbip of 439 tons going

poration , it must be evident, where such a by the North and South Chappels, to and froin

variety of business is gone through, how little of the Clyde to Bombay, if by the South Chandel,

that care and attention 80 essential to the due she would be charged L.42, 10s. 7d. , or at the rate

performance of the important duties of the Light. of 1s. 11 d .per ton ; and if by the North Chan

houses can be given .” pel, L.13, 149. 4d ., or 7.d. per ton. "

This just censure of the appointment of Under ordinary circumstances, & vessel

a Board so composed, is equally applicable sailing from Limerick to Plymouth would

to the Scottish Lighthouse Board, in which have to pay for all the lights south of that

there is neither a single seaman , nor a single port ; but if driven by stress of weather into

engineer or man of science; yet it is diffi- a port in the north of Ireland or the Bristol

cultto understand why the same opinionof Channel, it is the practice, though not the

the Scotch Board was notexpressed by the law,not to charge for the lights thus passed;

committee. " but in England, a vessel sailing from Yar

In 1834, the Irish lighthouses under the mouth to London, and driven by stress of

management of the Ballast Board were weather to the north, to Aberdeen, or the

twenty -six in number. Frith of Forth, would have to pay the whole

of the northern lights, and all the lights on the
IRISH LIGHTHOUSES.

coast of England on her way back ! "

Place . With regard to fishing vessels, the Scotch
Kish, .North of Kish Bank ,

Commissioners have been cruel in their taxa .Wicklow Upper, Wicklow Head, .

Wicklow Lower, tion . On the coasts of Ireland • fishing vessels,
Arklow, .... .S . of Arklow Bank, Floating.

Tusker Rock , . Revolving. smacks, and boats,are exempted by Act of
Coningbeg , Off Coningbeg Rock , Floating. Parliament from all light dues ; and in Eng
Hook Tower ,...

land, the practice amounts to an exemption

for all vessels actually employed in catching
Island, .. Revolving.

Skelligs , Upper, Skellig Rock,. fish ; whilst in Scotland the light dues are
Skelligs, Lower,

charged, and become a heavy burthen to theLoophead ,... Loophead ,..

Arran Island ,....Summit of 8. Island , Revolving. herring and other fishing vessels."
.North Point of Island ,

Tory Island, .North Point of Island ,
“ In proofof this charge (against the Scotch

Loughswilly , ..Fannet Point,
Commissioners ), says the committee, an accountInih rahol , .Island , .Revolving.

has been laid before us, of the light dues paid onMaiden Rock ,
Maidens, S...

five fishing vessels of the burden of from 32 to 48
Copeland Island , Island ,..

South Rock , ... South Rock , .Revolving. tons each, belonging to the port of Montrose, for
Ardglass , Pier, which the sum of L. 26, 78.6d . was levied ; with
Carlingford , Haulbowling,

four vessels, whose whole cargoes produced onlyBalbriggan ,

Howth Bailly ,....Howth Bailly ... 3268 barrels of fisha heavy charge. The same

rates are charged on all the fishing vessels in Scot
As the British lighthouses have been land.”

placed under commissioners of every variety

of incapacity, it is natural to expect a simi-illiberal taxation, that all vessels in the
It is a ludicrously singular contrast to this

lar variety of legislation . “ The committee

of the House of Commons learned with some
Greenland or other northern whale fishery,

surprise that the lighthouse establishments
in going to Archangel , in Russia, or return

have been conducted under entirely different ing from thence beforethe 15th September,

systems,—different as regards the constitu
were exempted in 1786 from the northern

tion of the Board of Management, different light dues, an example of which thecommit

as regards the rates or amount of the light
tee justly recommends an abolition .

dues, and different in the principles on which
Notwithstanding this variety of financial

they are levied.” As an example of this law in the Lighthouse Boards, there are

varietyoflegislation, and of that inequality painfully uniform . Double rates were levied
several points in which their exactions were

oftaxation which has called forth loud com- fromall foreign vessels. When the foreign

plaints, the committee make the following trader brought into our ports the numerous
statement :

luxuries which are almost necessary to our

“A vessel of 142 tons, on a voyage from Leitb, existence, or when he carried off andreplaced
to London , is charged by the Northern Commis- with gold our superabundant produce,hewas

sioner: L.1, 9s. 7d . for the voyage, or 2 d .per ton , taxed with merciless severity. He was

being a charge for the whole twenty-three lights equally taxed when , on his way to distant
round the coast of Scotland , although she
only passtwo of them , and for her return thekingdoms, he was driven by the tempest

same amount,or L.2,198. 2d. for the whole into the shelter of our bays and headlands,
voyage.

Bat from Berwick to Londonthere is a charge ofand forced to pay a heavy penalty in the

L.4, 178. 3d . being 8 d . per ton for the passage, attempt to save his property, and the lives

Fixed .

Fixed .

Fixed .

Maidens, N ....
Fixed.

Fixed .

Fixed.

. Fixed.

Fixed .

Fixed.

... Pier.
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Gross

Collections.Held.

Irish

134

of his seamen and his passengers, British | tained in the United Kingdom, by whom

vessels, as we have seen, were subject to the they are held , the amountof light dues re

same cruel exaction ; " and there can be no ceived, the expense of collection,the expense

doubt that ships and lives were frequently of maintaining the lighthouses, and the net

lost in their attempt to shun the Scylla of surplus in 1832 :

the lighthouses, while they were escaping No. of Bywhom Expense of Net

from the Charybdis of the elements . "* Lights. Maintenance. Surplus.

55. By Trinity House

As Great Britain derives singular benefits Directors, L.88,041 L.6,670 L.35,904 L.40,467

from its steam navigation , and as steam 14. By Private In

dividuals, 79,676 10,244 9,199 60,322
vessels necessarily derive far less benefit 25. By the Scottish

from lighthouses than coasters and ordinary 40 * By the
Commissioners, 35,526 3,261 11,814 20,051

sailing vessels, an entire exemption from Commissioners, 42,061 1,960 18,505 21,596

lighthouse dues, or at least a great reduction Total, L.240,304 L.22,185 L.74,922 L.142,436

of them, might have been reasonable expect

ed . The committee have wisely and forcibly
" Thus it appears,” adds the committee, " that

pressed this exemption upon Parliament; "sterling, is annually collected as lighthouse dues
a sum amounting nearly to one quarter of a million

and in support of it they have stated the im- from the shippingof the country ; although the

portant fact, that noless than L.3261 , 3s. 6d . expense of maintenance of these 134 lights does

was in 1833 charged as lighthouse dues upon not amount to more then L.74,832, exclusive of

fifteen steam vessel plying between the River L.22,135, the charge of collection, wbich sum

Clyde and the ports ofLiverpool, Dublin , alope exceeds twice the amount of the expense of

Belfast and Londonderry. maintaining the whole of the French lights.' *

From this severity oftaxation there is one
This enormous sum of a quarter of a mil.

exemption which has not called forth the lion, wrung from the shipping interest of

censure of the committee. t, The Royal Great Britain ,'was placed at the disposal of

Navy of England pays no lighthouse dues ! irresponsible boards, or used for the benefit

It is lighted into every harbour,and firth, of private individuals. A large portion of it
and river, along every channel and to every was, of course, employed in the maintenance

shore, at the expense of thecommercial interest. of existing lighthouses, and in the erection
While the national treasury made no advan- of new ones; but it is hardly to be credited,

ces, either in aiding or maintaining our that the multifarious and difficult duties in

national lighthouses, there could be no just volved in the expenditure of so enormous a

ground for exempting the Royal Navy from sum should have been entrusted to unpaid
the general obligation to support them. The and unscientific commissioners, and that

Crown, on the contrary, as a party that leased these commissioners should have employed,

seven lighthouses, shared, like the private oras their agents, individuals who were neither

other lessees, in the lighthouse plunder to the bred as engineers nor architects, and who

amount of L,20,000, and had therefore no were totally ignorant of those branches of

" claim to saddle its navy as an establish- optical science which were absolutely neces

ment of paupers upon the generosity of the sary to the proper discharge of their duties.
shipping interest."

The reader will now desire to know how
Such is a general view of the state of the

much money has been collected in Great British lighthouse system in 1834, when a

Britain under this system of taxation, and to great revolution commenced both in the ad

what purpose it has been applied.
ministration of the lighthouses, and in the

The committee has enabled us to gratify scientific character of their lights. The his

this desire by giving the following account tory of that revolution we shall now pro

of the number of general lighthouses main. ceed to narrate ; but though the necessary

details must often have a personal character
* " Many foreign vessels and many lives were

anually lostby their keeping the sea in bad weather, in reference to the individual reformers by

rather than incur the heavy expenseof double light whom the revolution was effected, and to the

dues, and harbour dues, which they pay on entering individuals by whom it was resisted , yet we

our barbours, as the masters received the strictest trust that the reader will view the subject in

orders to avoid the English harbours on that account, its national and commercial aspect, and as

and often endangered ship and crew ." - Report,p . xxii.

The committee, however, plainly indicate their

opinion, " that as the consuls and the lights are both * This includes nine harbour lights paid for by the

inteuded to aid and to protect the commerce of the Commissioners, and five supported by other Boards.
country,” the one might on the same principle as the + The expense of lighting the coasts of France

other be defrayed from the public treasury. The amounted, in 1834,to L.8328 , exclusive of official

lights being equally of use to HerMajesty's shipsof charges, and Fresnel informsus that it will amount

War as to the merchant service , the public might be only to L.16,656 when the lights are completed and

called uponto contributeaproportion oftheexpence improved, in conformity with the orders given by

for maintaining them ." — Report, p. xxü. the administration.

1 )
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involving the highest interests of humanity new properties, and ascertain whether or not

and civilisation . they might be substituted for reflectors.

As the reform of our lighthouses had its In 1812, Sir David Brewster was the first

origin in Scotland , from which it passed to person to introduce into England the knowl.

England, Ireland , and our colonies, we must edge of three new forms of lenses, all of

direct the attention of our readers to the which have since been made of a large size.

history of our Scottish Lighthouses, in so far The first of these was Buffon's lens in one

as it has not been given in a previous article piece, in which all the glass was ground

on “ The Life Boat, the Lightning Conductor, away which was not necessary either for

and the Lighthouse. converging rays to a focus, or, throwing

Before the year 1822 every lighthouse in them from a focus into a parallel beam .

Europe and America of any importance was This was an obvious improvement, which

fitted up with hammered parabolic reflectors ought to have commanded the attention of

of plated copper, or with little squares of lighthouse engineers, though, owing to its

silvered glass, combined so as to form the being formed out of one piece of glass, it

segment of a sphere or a paraboloid. When was not of easy execution, and when execut

a lamp was placed in the focus of these re- ed, was not likely to be free of striæ and

flectors, its light was thrown into a widely other imperfections. The second form of

divergent beam , so attenuated by its diver. lens was that of Buffon , composed of several

gence, and by the imperfection of the surface pieces or circles, which could be ground or

which reflected it , that it ceased to be visible polished separately, and afterwards joined

at great distances, and was incapable of by a strong cement. This was an obvious
penetrating the fogs so prevalent at sea . improvement upon Buffon's Jens, as it was

When the Scottish Lighthouse Board was easier to procure a zone of good glass than a

established in 1786, the Commissioners ap- whole lens equally good. This division of

pointed, as their engineer, Mr. Thomas the lens into circles had been suggested by

Sunith, who was not bred an engineer, but Condorcet. The third form of lens was to

who is described by his relative and partner, construct each zone of separate segments,

Mr. Robert Stevenson , as a tinsmith and which obviously enabled the artist to make

contractor for lighting the lamps and re- a much better lens than one of zones, as it

pairing everything of that kind." ! In 1806, was easier to obtain several small pieces of

Mr. R. Stevenson succeeded Mr. Smith as glass without striæ, than one complete zone

engineer to the Board ; but though he no of equal goodness. This was the built-up

longer shared in the profits of " making re- lens of Sir David Brewster, invented in

flectors and supplying wicks and oil,” his 1811 , and subsequently invented by Fresnel

relatives, the heirs of Mr. Smith, shared , in 1821 .

and continue to this day to share, in the Now, all these forms of the lens are ad

same lucrative trade. Mr. Stevenson had , mitted to be great and obvious improve

therefore, a motive, and one by which our ments upon the common lens. They have

frail humanity is too readily influenced , for all been executed in English glassworks,and
resisting, as he did , the introduction of any those of Condorcet and Sir David Brewster

improvement which might supersede reflec- actually used in various lighthouses, and

tors and oil lamps. found superior to reflectors. The description

Every person who has the least elemen- of these lenses was published in Edinburgh

tary knowledge of optics knows that reflec- in a popular work. Mr. Stevenson, the

tors and lenses are the only means by which Scottish Lighthouse Engineer, was acquaint

solar and artificial light, which follow the ed with them ; and it was his duty, as the

same laws, can be collected in a focus, or paid scientific officer of the Board, to have

thrown from a luminous focus into a parallel compared them with reflectors, and to have

beam. On account of the difficulty of mak . introduced them , if he saw their superiority,

ing lenses of any size and without colour, or into all the lighthouses under his charge,

striæ , or other imperfections arising from The built-up lens was immediately applied

the badness or imperfect fusion of the glass, by the inventor of it to the concentration of

reflectors were preferred to lenses. But, in the solar rays, for the purpose of com

the event of any decided improvement being bustion, and to objects in which he felt &

made in lenses, it was obviously the duty peculiar interest ; and it might have been

of Lighthouse Engineers, and even Light- expected that others would have applied it

house Commissioners, to inquire into their to other purposes, in the promotion of which

they were professionally employed.

* See this Journal for November 1859, vol. xxxii.,
In order to give additional value and in

creased power to the built-up lens, or even

+ Report of Committee, Quest. 1885, 1836. to the common lens, the inventor, in 1811 ,

a

P. 492.
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connected it with an entirely new lenticular our lighthouses, till the year 1835, nearly

apparatus, consisting of small lenses and con- twenty years after they were acquainted

cave and plane reflectors for concentrating in with the lenticular apparatus, nearly ten

one point or focus the light of the sun , or for years after they were pressed upon their

throwing into one parallel beam all the rays notice, and nearly seven years after they had

of lighi that diverged from that focus, as been appreciated by the most distinguished

represented by a lamp. This apparatus, engineers and naval and scientific authorities

without the concave mirror, was afterwards, in France, and actually introduced into the

in 1821 , proposed by M. Fresnel , and im- French lighthouses !

mediately applied in the improvement of These consequences are of a very grave

the French lighthouses. This apparatus, character ; and we bring them prominently

though it was also well known to Mr. before the public, not for the purpose of en

Stevenson, he never once thought of apply. hancing the merits of those who invented

ing to the improvement of the lighthouses and introduced the dioptric lights, or of re

under his charge. There can be no doubt probating the obstinacy and ignorance of

that any improvement upon reflectors with those who opposed their introduction , but to

which he was made acquainted , even if the impress upon engineers and architects, upon

object of the improvement had been to con- the Commissioners and Directors of great

dense the light of the sun, would have been public works, the high responsibility of their

instantly adopted by him ; and that any ad- functions, and the necessity of availing them .

ditional apparatus that could have widened selves of all the aid which science can afford

and strengthened the beam given by the them . To the public it is comparatively of

reflectors, would have been eagerly intro- little importance who invented the built-up

duced into the lighthouses which he super- lens and its relative apparatus, or who

Why he refused to avail himself, spurned its introduction ; but that public

for the public safety , of the resources of sci- will ever watch with a jealous eye those high

ence presented to him by the improved interests which humanity has rendered sa

lenses, and their auxiliary apparatus, will be cred , whether they pertain to the protection

learned, if it is of any consequence to learn of life and property from disasters at sea ,

it, from the subsequent annals of lighthouse from railway catastrophes, or from the pro

reform . fessional errors of uneducated and incom

Having failed in his attempt to get a petent individuals.

built -up lens of great magnitude constructed In the year 1812, when the built-up lens,

for the purposes of science, the inventor, so etc., was at the service of the Lighthouse

early as 1816, four years after his invention Board, there were only ten lighthouses in

was published , and repeatedly afterwards, Scotland ; and from that time to 1834, no

pressed its application to the Scottish light- fewer than fourteen lighthouses were erected,

houses upon Mr. Stevenson ; * but all his with the hammered reflectors. Froin 1816,
efforts were in vain. He could not be per- when the built-up lens was pressed upon

suaded that the lens and its apparatus had any Mr. Stevenson, twelve lighthouses were

value ; and in the article on Lighthouses erected with the old lights, and after 1821,

which he contributed to the Edinburgh En- when the engineer knew from Major Colby

cyclopædia, he did not even condescend to that the dioptric lights were successfully

notice the suggestion that had been made to introduced in France, and when he knew

him . A new responsibility had now attach from very high authority that the lens light

ed to him . He might have pleaded igno- was sixteen times brighter than the reflector

rance of the fact that three new forms of the light of Dungeness, nine lighthouses were

lens had been described in 1812 ; but they erected, and lighted up with the old re

were now urged upon his notice by the in- flectors !

ventor of the best of them , and it was Without referring to the large sums of

ignorance of a different kind 'for which he money which have been lost, by using

was now responsible. perishable reflectors in place of lenses that

Passing over the history of Sir David last for ever, or to the still larger sums

Brewster's exertions to introduce the Diop. which must be expended before those twelve

tric System , which has been already given or fourteen lighthouses are made perfect by

in a previous article, already referred to, we the dioptric apparatus, we implore the atten

shall now consider what have been the con- tion of the philanthropist, or even of the

sequences of Mr. Stevenson's refusal, and of least instructed of our realm , to the loss of

the refusal also of the Commissioners to life and property which must have been the

adopt the most obvious improvements upon consequence of the erection of fourteen im

perfect lighthouses on the Scottish coast.

* See this Journal, vol. xxxii., p.523, 525. We have already mentioned the declaration

D-18
VOL. XXXII.
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of Captain Cotton , 'himself a Lighthouse sesses a peculiar interest,-namely, that

Commissioner, " that many ships, many which relates to lights which are distin

lives, and much property was lost,” and “ ex. guished from one another, either by differ
cited the most sensible commiseration and ence of colour or other means. We have

regret,” in consequence of the lessees of the already treated this subject in a previous

three Trinity House Lighthouses not having article ; but it is one of such vital import

adopted the obvious improvements (very ance, that we must put our readers in full

small ones, we believe ) introduced by the possession of the optical principles by which

corporation itself. What, then , must have alone certain classes of these lights can be

been the losses of ships, lives, and property made truly distinctive, and safe guides to the

occasioned by the managers of fourteen benighted seaman.

lighthouses having refused to introduce the A correct history of the distinguishing

most obvious improvements which science lights on the Bell Rock, while it will justify

and experience had combined to sanction ? the strictures which have been made on the

If we are not entitled to infer the loss of Engineer and the Commissioners of the

ships, life and property, from the existence Scottish Board, will enable us to illustrate

of imperfect lighthouses, we are not entitled and explain the true principles of this im

to infer the safety of life and property from portant class of lights.

perfect lighthouses ; and, therefore, the Sea lights may be distinguished from

enormous sums now expended on the con- each other in various ways. The following

version of catoptric into dioptric lighthouses, are a few of the methods which have been

and on the erection of new dioptric ones, used , or which may be put to the test of ex

must be spent in vain . periment

If these views are correct, is it cruel , or is 1. By being fixed or revolving.

it unjust, to assert, that the engineers, or the 2. By being single, double, triple, etc., the

commissioners, who have maintained for line joining them when double being

fourteen ars, or even for one year, a system vertical , horizontal, or inclined 30°

of imperfect lights, when they knew how to 45°, or 60° to the horizon , when they

perfect them ,-is it cruel or unjust to assert, can be approached chiefly in one di

that they are answerable to God and man rection .

for the loss of life and property which their 3. By revolving, and being eclipsed at in

ignorance or their obstinacy has occasioned ? tervals of various magnitudes.

If the sailor could rise from his watery grave, 4. By flashing once every 5, 10, 15, or

and tell the tale of his shipwreck—if he more seconds.

could satisfy an English jury that he was 5. By revolving, groups of flashes succeed

driven upon the fatal reef by the false or ing each other after certain intervals

feeble lights for which he had often paid , the of darkness, as proposed and exhibited

engineer or the commissioners would doubt. by Mr. Babbage.

less learn , that even human laws would 6. By differences of colour when single and

summarily award damages for the offence , tixed , or when double.

if it did not punish the offender. The law- 7. Bya numerical character obtained from

yer who commits a technical error in the the spectrum of lights coloured by ab

conveyance of property , is held liable for sorbing media.

the consequences of his mistake. The sur- 8. By a numerical character obtained from

geon who performs an operation, in contra- the spectrum of lights coloured by

vention of the rules of his art ; the physician thin plates.

who neglects to prescribe what the science 9. By using polarized light, coloured or

of the day regards as an infallible remedy ; uncoloured, from which many dis

the railway company who fail to carry their tinctive characters may be obtained .

passengers by machinery of the best con 10. By analysing polarized light after pass

struction ; and the railway functionaries ing through crystalline plates.

whose negligence has occasioned those sad 11. By a numerical character obtained from

disasters which we have so often to deplore, the spectrum of polarized light modi

—are all summoned before the tribunal of fied by crystalline plates,

justice, and righteously punished for their 12. By a revolving light, in which there is
inhumanity or their ignorance. Why, then ,, an alternation of red and white beanis.

should the engineers of our lighthouses, the The last of these modes of distinction is

paid officers of the state, escape from the that which is employed at the Bell Rock,

responsibility imposed upon all other pro- Cape Wrath, Corsewall, Point of Ayre, and

fessions ? Bressay Sound, in Scotland ; at Flambo

In continuing our historyof lighthouse rough Head, and at the Rock at the entrance

reform , there is one ..unch of it which pos- of the Mersey in England ; and at Tuskar,
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Kingston harbour, and Slyne Head in Ire- 1 view of the writer's windows in Edinburgh. The

land. • Tender' was likewise appointed to cruise, that

In the first four of theScotch lighthouses, more distant observations might be made for

the red and white lights alternate every two Bat after themostfull and satisfactory trials, the
ascertaining the effect of these coloured shades.

minutes, and in the lastevery minute. In redcolour was found to be the only one applicable

the English lighthouse at Flamborough Head to this purpose. In tolerably clear weather, the

there are two flashes of white and one of red; light of one reflector, tinged red, alternating with

at the Rock the whitelight appears twiceand a light of the natural appearance, with intervals

the red once every third minute. In Ireland of darkness, was easily distinguishable at the

the Tuskar light is described as “ two sides distance of eight or nine miles ; while the other

white and one red ,the red light being visible colours rendered the light opaque,being hardly

every sixth minute ; " the Kingston light as two or threemiles.
distinguishable to the naked eye at more than

After various trials and '

" white and red alternately ;” and the re- observations made in this manner, both on land

volving light at Slyne Head as having “ one and at sea, the writer at length resolved on recom

red and two white faces, and making a com- mending the use of red, as the only colour suitable

plete revolution in from four to six mi. for this purpose ; and in order to vary the light

nutes." as much as possible from that of Flamborough

All the revolving coloured lights we have Head, a square reflector-framewas adopted atthe

mentioned are catoptric, or made with re- red coloured shades, and the other two exhibiting
Bell Rock, with two of its faces or sides having

flectors, excepting the Scotch one at Bressy lights of the patural appearance. At Flambo

Sound, which is a dioptric one of the second rough Head the reflector-frame is triangular, and
order. What is the number of reflectors on one side it is furnished with red coloured

which furnish the white beam , and what the shades, while the other two sides exhibit lights of

number which furnish the red beam , we have the patural appearance. The design at the Bell

no means of knowing, excepting in thecase
Rock, on the contrary, was to exhibit a light

of theBell Rock Lighthouse, in which an appearance ; and, upon this principle,the appara
tinged red , alternating with one of the natural

alternation of red and white light was em- tus was put in a state of preparation ."

ployed, one flash of the one succeeding one
flash of the other. “ Parturiunt Montes — nascitur ridiculus Mus."

The reason for adopting this mode of dis

tinction is thus described by Mr. R. Ste- This marvellous apparatus, as we stated

in a previous article, consisted of a rectan

gular frame with seven white lights on each

“ A question of much importance, however, of its two longest sides, and five red lights

still remained in some measure undetermined, in each of its two shortest sides, so that a

regarding the characteristic description of the white flash from seven burners succeeded a

light most suitable for the Bell Rock , so as to

render it easily distinguishable from all others
red flash from five burners !

upon the coast. There being stationary lights
When our attention was first called to this

already in the Frith of Forth, this modecould extraordinary apparatus in which the red

not be adopted for the Bell Rock . Revolving glass was placed opposite the FIVE reflectors,

lights had also lately been erected upon the Fearn in place of opposite the SEVEN, we could not

Islands, the most contiguous lighthouse- station discover any mode of explaining how a per.

to the southward , as will beseen from the gene son of the most ordinary acquirements could
ral chart of the coast in Plate III. Considering, have committed such a blunder, which is

therefore, the liability of the mariner to mistake foundeduponthe strange assumption that the

the appearance of lights in stormy weather, or

from an error in his course in returning from a FIVE red lights would be seen at as great a

distant voyage, it was of the last importance that distance as the seven white ones, or that red

the Bell Rock Lighthouse should be easily dis- light could be seen at a greater distance than
tinguisbable.

white light. Now it is quite true, and had

: The most suitable means for accomplisbing doubtlessbeen known to every student of
this seemed tobe by the exhibition of different optics, that red light of a given intensity
colours from the same light-room. The only would be seen at a greaterdistance through

colour which had not yet been found to answer,

was produced by interposing shadesof red glass thelower strata of the atmosphere than white

before the reflectors. But this was the colour light of the same intensity, because the blue

used for distinguishing the light of Flamborough and green and yellow rays which formed

Head, on the Yorkshire coast , and, though about part of the white beam were more readily

160 miles to the southward , it would still have absorbed than the red rays ; and hence it

been desirable to have avoided the same colour.
Atrainof experiments was therefore made from appeared probable that the engineer, misled

Inchkeith Lighthouse, with plates of glass by this fact,supposed that each red' burner

coloured red, green, yellow, blue, and purple, more intense than each white one, in

procured from Birmingham and London. These place of having only one-third or one-fourth

were fitted to the reflectors at Inchkeith, within of its intensity.

venson :

was
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But however this may be, the red light | public or to the shipping interest,* he secret

was not seen at distances at which the white ly ordered four ofthe white lights to be ex.

lights were visible, and , as we formerly stated , tinguished , two on each of the long sides of

the Bell Rock ceased in clear weather to ex- the rectangular frame. This mutilation of

hibit a distinguishing light throughout that the distinguishing light was executed on the

vast extent of ocean between the short range 16th November 1823, twenty-four reflectors

of the five red lights, and the long range of having been used on the 15th, and only

the SEVEN white ones. Within that space twenty on the 16th November ; and Five

the hapless seaman believed that he was not lights darkened with red glass were left to

approaching the Bell Rock Lighthouse, but balance, or to be seen at the same distance

some other on which a white light was as, FIVE unshaded white lights !

eclipsed every four minutes ! In the Edinburgh Review for April 1833,

But if this was the result in clear weather, the writer of this article had pointed out the

what must have been the condition of the original blunder in the Bell Rock lights ;

lights in tempestuous nights during fogs, or and Mr. Home and other members of the

rain , or snow , when the poor mariner was Lighthouse Committee of 1834 were made

not far from the fatal reef; and if he saw aquainted with its nature and importance.

anything at all, saw only the white light They accordingly spared the author of the

performing its lazy round , and giving him blunder, and thus examined his son , the

no information of the dangers which he was Clerk of Works, Mr. Alan Stevenson :

approaching. Who can tell how many ships " 2471. The Bell Rock Lighthouse is a

thus lighted through the German Ocean revolving light ?-It is .
never reached their haven , or how many “ 2472. Of what colour ? - White and

victims of ignorance and incapacity perished red .

on our shores ? 66 2473. What are the number of burners

For nearty thirteen years, from February in the white frame ?-Five.

1 , 1811 , to November 16, 1823, these dan . “ 2474. The number in the red ?-Five

gerous lights gleamed from the lofty summit also.

of the Bell Rock ; but from some cause, * 2475. Are you not aware that the light

which we think we have discovered, the of the white lights from five reflectors will

engineer found that his red lights were too pierce much farther than the red light from
feeble and his white lights too powerful. Ear. live reflectors ?-It will, but not very much

ly in 1822, Sir David Brewsterwas occupied farther.
with experiments on the absorption of light “2476. Have you never had a complaint

by coloured glasses, and some of his speci- that, in hazy weather, the Bell Rock Light

mens were from the red glass shades of the house is seen as a single and not as a revolv

Bell Rock. This paper was read, on the 15th ing light? I have never heard that com

April 1822, to the Royal Society of Edin. plaint; but I am aware that white lights

burgh , and contained experiments and dia- appear redder in fog ; at the same time the

grams, showing the quantity of lightabsorbed white light, though tinged red by the fog, when

or lost in passing through red glass. On contrasted with the red light seen through
the 18th November 1822, a similar paper by the same medium , can always be distinguish

Sir John Herschel was read to the same ed from it.

Society and showing what may be called “ 2477. Should you not think it would

the darkness of red glasses. Mr. Steven- have been a greater advantage if the red and

son, a member of the Society , may have been white light had been made to penetrate equal

present at the reading of these papers ; and distances ?-I think that it would .

if he was not, he had them in his possession, “ 2478. Would not the addition ofperhaps

when published early in 1829, and certainly from three or four burners with red glasses

knew the results which they contained . have carried that into effect ?-I think an ad

Thus informed , he could not but see that dition might; I cannot say how many would

an unshaded white light would penetrate be required,

three, or even four times as far as the same “ 2479. If, as you state, the white light is

light shaded or darkened with red glass ; and, seen at a greater distance in a particular

still more, that seven unshaded white lights state of the atmosphere, why is the red light

would be seen at an immensely greater dis- continued ?-In order to distinguish one

tance than FIVE of the same lights shaded or lighthouse from another.

darkened with five plates of red glass. He

accordingly resolved to correct the Bell Rock
* This fact is stated in the Edinburgh Review ,

blunder ; and without consulting any of his July 1835. p. 530 ; and, in so far as weknow, was
scientific friends, or giving any notice to the never contradicted.
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“ 2480. Is it not the intention that the statement was false, while it was perfectly

red and white lights should be equally seen correct and he knew it to be so.

in all states of the atmosphere ? - It is. “ The reviewer, as he himself had said ,*

“ 2481. Did you make any experiments spoke, and could speak only of the original

to ascertain , as according to the present con- construction of the apparatus which had ex

struction one is not seen at times, by what isted for nearly fourteen years, and which

addition both could be equally visible ?- exists atthis moment, although, from causes,

No, we made no late experiments upon that and motives still unknown, four of the re.

subject; it was tried at the first introduction fectors are said to have been extinguished.

of the red light. A gun has equally two barrels, though only

“ 2482. Are there any means of making one of them may have been used ; and a

the red light equally visible ?-Perhaps the chandelier or a reflector frame has equally

addition of a greater number of reflectors seven burners, though one or all of them

might be tried .” may have been extinguished.”

This instructive examination we reprinted If a lamplighter, employed to light two

in the Edinburgh Review for April 1835 , drawing-rooms equally with lights of differ

and accompanied it with the following ob- ent brightness, should place a lamp of seven

servations, which were made when we were burners, with a bright flame, in the small

utterly ignorant, like every other person, drawing-room , and a lamp of five burners

of the change in the lights made in 1823 :- with a fainter flame in the large drawing

" The only remark which the preceding piece forthe professional blunder,he should say
room ; and if, when called upon to answer

of evidence requires regards the strange assertion,

that in the Bell Rock Lighthouse there are five that there were only Five burners in the

white lights and five red ones ; whereas our adi- small drawing-room lamps, because in the

madversions (in the Edinburgh Review of April fourteenth year of his age he had ordered

1833), though equally just in this case, were par- two of its seven burners to be extinguished,

ticularly directed against the absurdity ofredden- we do not think that his professional charac

ing the weak beams of light produced by FIVE ter would be improved by such a statement.

reflectors,in place ofthe strong beamsproduced by Had he stated the fact, that he had extin

SEVEN reflectors. In Mr. Stevenson's folio engrav.

ing ofthe reflector frame, published in 1824,four- guished two of the seven , his testimony, how

teen years after the completion of the lighthouse,' ever absurd , would have been honest ; but

the reflectors are,as we stated, SEVEN on one side if he kept that fact to himself, his evidence

and Five on the other and the red glassesare placed was as false as it was absurd.

in front of the FIVE ! It is, therefore an unpardon- That the evidence of Mr. A. Stevenson

able attempt in the Clerk of Works ( Mr. Alan deceived the committee and the public can.

Stevenson ) to diminish the force of our reproof, not be doubted ; that it deceived the re

and the magnitudeof the engineer's blunder, by viewer, is more certain still.
When our

making the committee believe that there were

five reflectors on each side of theframe. "
reproof was written , we had not, and could

not have had , the least idea that any change

This last passage raised to such a degree had been made in the Bell Rock lights ; t

the ire of Mr. Alan Stevenson, that in an and so carefully does this change seem to

epistle which Mr. Napier, the Editor of the have been concealed, that it was not known

Review, calls “ rabid ,” he threatened him in the spring of 1833 to one of the most

witha challenge if he did not insert a reply intelligent members of the Bell Rock Com

to what he called the false and calumnious mittee.

charge of the Reviewer. The reply to the The reply of the reviewer, of which this

charge was this : - “ On the night of the 16th passage is but a fragment, was never answer.

November 1823 the seven reflectors on the ed by Mr.Alan Stevenson. The subject of

two white sides were reduced in number by coloured distinguishing lights haunts him

the extinction of two on each face ; so that as a family apparition which it is impossible

during a period of nearly eleven years before to allay . Neither he nor any of his kindred

I (Mr. A. Stevenson) gave the evidence thus venture to allude to the subject, and in a

quoted, there was, as Ihave stated to the com- single line, when he is obliged to refer

mittee, FIVE reflectors on each side, white as to the darkness of red glass, he furnishes, as
well as red.”

we shall see, the most convincing proofof

While Mr. Alan Stevenson was writing

this defence, and calling the reviewer's state

ment false and calumnious, he himself knew * Edinburgh Review , July 1835, p. 529.

that the reviewer had written in good faith,
+ This is proved by the fact, that in a letter to one

and with perfect honesty and truth; and he mons' Report, App.,p. 134, Mr. Harrower states
the Commissioners, printed in the House of Com

knew also that he had made Mr. Hume and that the Bell Rock was a revolving light of 24 re

the committee believe that the reviewer's flectors.
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the existing aswell as of the original blun. Jor haze, or rain, or snow , so as to become

der in the Bell Rock lights. invisible at short distances, the navigation

That distinguishing lights, discreditable to of our firths and shores is exactly as dan

science and dangerous to life, should exist in gerous as it was previous to the erection of

our Scottish, and, perchance, other light lighthouses. In order to guide the mariner
houses, is a fact of serious import, which in such a state of the atmosphere, the writer

merits the attention of every friend of hu- of this article proposed, in 1826 , the occa

manity. That they are dangerous, and sional use of the Drummond light, or of the

could be easily remedied, may be proved electric light, as first suggested by Sir W.

from the evidence of Mr. Alan Stevenson, Herschel, and, in 1833, he proposed to in.

under whose management, as the Engineer crease the intensity of oil or gas flames by

of the Board, they have been allowed to means of oxygen gas. That such a light
exist. would operate injuriously to navigation,

1. He is aware that the fire white lights only one man could believe, and that one

will penetrate much farther than the five red man was Mr. Alan Stevenson.

lights, but not very much farther.

2. He thinks that it would have been
" Are you aware, " he was asked ,“ of any pro

a greater advantage, that is, thatthe Bell positions on the part of Sir DavidBrewster, that

bave not met with attention , on the Northern

Rock lights would be improved , if the red Lights ?

and white light penetrated to equal dis- “ No ; po propositions of Sir David Brewster

tances, have been overlooked. He suggested the intro

3. He states that it was the intention of duction of gas, and an inquiry was set on foot.

the engineer that the red and white lights ....Hemadea proposition with regard to lenses,

should be equally seen in all states of the which are at present in course of being adopted at

atmosphere.
Inchkeith . He also suggested the occasional ex

4. He states, that it was tried at the first certain states of the weather. It is quite obvious,
bibition of certain lights at particular times, or in

introduction of the light, by what additions bowever, that this recommendation deserves no at

( additional red lights of course ) both the tention, and it could not come from any one ac

red and white lights could be made equally quainted with seamanship !"

visible, and he directly contradicts this evi

dence when he states,
Thus dogmatises the Clerk of Works

5. That it might be tried if an additional the son ; but the more sagacious engineer,
number of reflectors would make the red the father, thus testifies :

and white lights equally visible . "Important advantages might, doubtless, be oba

Notwithstanding this extraordinary evi- tained ' by using this light ( the Drummond light)

dence, five white and five red lights still during hazy weather, and the reporter is resolved

form the Bell Rock lights! What the num . to spare po pains on his part to bring about its

ber of red lights ought to be, we may infer introduction into lighthouses ! "

from facts published by Mr. Alan Stevenson
In order to carry out his views of exhibit

himself. He tells us* that red glassabsorbs inga brilliant light, when the characteristic
from 4.7ths to 5-6ths of the incident light, appearance of every light is entirely lost, Sir
that which absorbs 4-7ths being less fit for David Brewster invented the holophote or

lighthouses than the more absorbing kinds.whole light principle, which consists in

It is obvious, therefore, that with that glass throwing back on the flame, and through the
which absorbs 5.6ths or 80 per cent. of the lens into the main lenticular beam, as large

incident light, it would require thirty-three anangular portion of the light that diverges

red lights to furnish the same quantity of from theflame as that which the lens receives
.

light as the five white lights, and that in an Thismay be done by any reflector that will

atmosphere equally transparent for rays of throw back an incident ray to the point

all colours, 5 white lights would be seen at from which it diverged.*

as great a distance as a large number of red
The invention and application of this prin

ones ! With the least absorbing glass, 5

white lights would give as much light as far Fresnel and no other writer having thought
ciple is due solely to Sir David Brewster,

as 11 red ones .
of it ; and yet the lighthouse historian, Mr.

Next in importance to good distinguishing

lights, which shall be distinctive at all dis * Sir David Brewster did this by a spherical mir

tances to which they reach , is the exhibition ror or speculum , whose centre was the burner. Mr.

of powerful lights in foggy weather. It is a T. Stevenson has since preferred to use totally re

fact which cannot be contradicted, that when iecting prisms of flint glass; but we are persuaded

the PRESENT feeble lights are absorbed by fog, very great thickness of glass,more or less striated,
that, owing to each ray having to pass through a

glass specula, coated externally with pure silver,

* Rudimentary Treatise, etc., p . 108. will produce a much better effect.
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A. Stevenson , bas , in his early works, en- “ A far more complete optical arrangement is

tirely ignored its existence, except when that which was proposed so far back as 1812 ,by

describing his brother's application of it, Sir David Brewster, and afterwards introduced

which hedoes as if it were his invention. In by A. Fresnel in his revolving lights. BySir

David's plan the whole sphere of rays was usefully
hislatest work, however, published in 1850 ,* employed, and the excessive amount of divergence

he has the assurance to claim the invention to which we have just referred was avoided .”

to himself, though Sir David Brewster pub

lished it in 1812, for the sun's rays, and in
Such was the belief of the Stevensons, the

1827 for lighthouses, in papers which he had historians of lighthouse invention, up to

perused ! The following description of the 1859. In that year Mr. T. Stevenson pub

very figure described is taken from the lished his principal work, called Lighthouse

Edinburgh Transactions : Illumination, in which he gives Sir David

Brewster the whole credit of being the in
" In the arc, says Mr. A. Stevenson, next the ventor of the Dioptric system .

land , in fixed lights , a great loss of light epsues

from the escapeof the rays uselessly in that di- “ So far back ," he says , “as 1812 , Sir David

rection. So far back as 1834, I suggested the Brewster suggested mostimportant improvements

placing the segment of a spherical mirror, with in the illumination of lighthouses, and, among

its centre of curvature coincident with the focus others, that which is represented in fig . 17.”

of the system , so that the luminous pyramid , of

which the mirror forms the base, might be Here follows a woodcut of the Holophote,

throwo back through the focal point, and finally from the Edinburgh Encyclopædia referred

refracted into sucha direction as to contribute to to, and after describing it he says

the effect of the lens in the seaward and opposite

arc. . . . . In the best glass-silvered mirror, this “Before leaving this instrument, wemayjust

accession oflight would amount to nearly half of notice, in a word, what will be hereafter more

the light incident on them .” particularly referred to, that the same arrange

ment was adopted in 1822 , as a part of his system

But this method of sending back the land- of revolving lights by Fresnel , who was unaware

ward cone of rays into the seaward beam , that Sir David Brewster bad conceived the saine

has a most valuable application to the occa- idea before. ”

sional introduction of a brilliant light in hazy

weather, and this, too, without in any way
The following passage is equally im

altering the character of the lighthouse. This portant :

is shown in a drawing in the Memoir on “ The last invention to be noticed is that by

Polyzonal Lensest already referred to, and Sir David Brewster, plate 1, fig. 1,and afterwards

is done by lenses or elliptical mirrors, which adopted by A. Fresnel, as an accessory part in all

throw into the seaward beams one or more Dioptric revolving lights prior to 1851."

cones of rays, produced by a lens from the
The figure here referred to is an original

Drummond or electrical light. This addi- and correct drawing of Sir David Brewster's

tion to the holophote principle has been en- system of lenses and mirrors, or holophote

tirely ignored by all the Stevensons,although apparatus, and has the date of 1812 affixed

two of them , Messrs. D. and T. Stevenson, to it.

have given Sir David Brewster the credit After the perusal of the preceding pages,

of having invented the holophote apparatus, together with our article in a preceding

In his work , entitled the Holophotal number, and the Report of the Parliamen

System of Lighthouses, published in 1851, tary Committee, with the relative docu

Mr. Thomas Stevenson makes the following ments, the reader will have no difficulty in
reference :

discovering who was the first inventor of the

** See Sir David Brewster's article in the Edin- dioptric lights, and who had the honour of

burgh Encyclopædia (published in 1812) for the introducing them into Scotland, England,

best method formerly proposed of sendioy forward and Ireland. But when he has made this

diverged rays,by means of a combination of discovery he will be surprised to find that

numerous small lenses and plane mirrors.” Mr. Alan Stevenson has , in all his writings,

In 1857, Messrs. D. and T. Stevenson, in wilfully omitted all mention of Sir David

their report “ On the Comparative Merits of Brewster's inventions, and of his persevering

the Catoptric and Dioptric Lights,” present- labours for many years in overcoming the
ed to the Board of Trade, made the follow- opposition which the two Engineers of the

ing statement : Scottish Board so obstinately made to the

dioptric lights .

* Rudimental Treatise, Part II. , p. 102, fig. 86 . This pertinacious suppression of truth has,

The same claim for Mr. Alan Stevenson is made by we believe, no example in the history of
his brother in his Lighthouse Illumination, p. 46.

science, and will appear the less mysterious
+ Vol . xi., p. 33, Edinburgh, 1827.

| Rudimental Treatise, plate iii., fig. 1. when we know, that the only lighthouse in
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vention which Mr. Alan Stevenson has expense of seven lenses, L.815, 2s. In this

claimed , or we believe can claim , is taken, strange estimate, seven reflectors are made

without acknowledgment, from Sir David equal to seven lenses, whereas it requires

Brewster's published communications to the nearly nineteen reflectors to be equal to seven

Lighthouse Board, of which he was the Eu- lenses.

gineer ;-when we reperuse his declaration “ On the motion of Lord Provost, the commit.

to the Parliamentary Committee, already tee resolved to recommend to a general meeting,

referred to,*—and read the following docu- to be called on Monday next, to have the light at

ments and letters addressed to Sir David by Inchkeith immediately adapted to the lens appa

two of the most intelligent Commissioners ratus.”

of the Northern Lights. After the successful This resolution was intimated to Sir

experiments which had been made on the David Brewster, in the following letter from

12th, 13th, and 14th February, had proved Mr. Macconochie, dated March 26 ,1833 :

to every body but the engineer the superio

‘ rity of the lens, Sir David addressed to Mr. “We had a meeting of the Business Committee

Macconochie, the convener of the “ Lens yesterday,when it was unanimously resolved to
Committee," a long and elaborate letter in call a meeting of the whole Board, and recommend

favour of a dioptric system , dated the 16th theimmediate conversim of Inchkeith into a lens

February . This letter was laid before the I trust all will be finally settled. Mr. Stevenson
light . This meeting takes place on Monday, when

Lens Committee at their meeting on the gives us an estimate of the expense, wbich is some

23d February , when they came to the fol- what startling ; but cost what it may, the thing

lowing resolution : oughi, and must be done. I got a copy of it

" The meeting being of opinion that the infor- made, which I send you ; and if any remarks

mation contained in theabovecommunicationis occur on it , I beg you may write me before Mon

day.”
of the greatest importance, in the view of intro

ducing the apparatus into the lighthouses in pro

gress, direct ihe report of the engineer on the ex-this letter , Sir David Brewster wrote his last
In obedience to the request contained in

periments already made, and the above communi.

cation, to be immediately reported to the Bell and longest appeal to the Board ; andhaving

Rock Committee, to ascertain whether it could previously procured from M. Fresnel a gen

not be done." uine estimate, in which it appeared that a

When Sir David Brewster's letter was ana, would cost L.1083, while, according to
nine-lens lighthouse, such as that at Cordu

read at the meeting of the Bell Rock Com- Mr. Stevenson , a lighthouse with twenty,

mittee, which took place the same day, the four reflectors (equivalent to nine lenses)

Lord Provost insisted , in the most urgent would cost L.1387, he addressedan elabo

manner, upon having an estimate of the rateletter toMr. Macconochie,*dated 29th

comparative expense of a light room at Inch March 1833, in which he placed the question

keith ,” fitted up for the exhibition of lights between lenses and reflectors in such a light

from the reflectors, or from an equivalent as to induce the Board to agreeto the erec

number of lenses ; and when this was agreed tion of a lens light upon Inchkeith.

to, he wrote to Sir David Brewster, as fol. Although Sir David Brewster had thus so

lows, on the 27th February 1833 .
far gained the object for which he had strug

The Lighthouse Board have resolved to light gled for seventeen long years, he dreaded that

Inchkeith permanently on your plan, at least they the obstinacy of their engineer might yet

bave ordered Stevenson to give in an estimate of overbear the tardy and unwilling proceed

what it will cost to do so, with the view of makings of the Board, and that the experiment

ing it a sort of model. My wish was, and is, that at Inchkeith might be the end as well as the

you should be directed to procure the whole appa. beginning of the new system . He submit
ratus,and to fit it up, cost what it may, as, with ted the whole case to the public, in the

out being very uncharitable , we may suppose that

one so alverse tothe experiment as Stevensonis, Edinburgh Review for 1833, and urged Mr.

is not thefittest person to be employed. Depend Joseph Humeto obtain a select committee

uponmy zeal and anxiety to redeem the abomina- of the House of Commons to inquire into the

ble atrocity of my coadjutors.” lighthouse system of Great Britain and Ire

At the meeting of the BellRock Commit- Jardine bore the highest testimony to the
land. Lieutenant Drummond and Mr. James

tee on the 25th March, Mr. R. Stevenson's

estimate was produced , making the expense
dioptric lights. The Royal Society of Edin

of seven reflectors L.569, 11s. 7d., and the burgh declared that they had a prodigious
superiority over the old ones. The Scottish

* See p. 274 of this article.

+ This letter is printed in the Appendix to the * This letter, of upwards of two closely printed

Parlimentary Report of August 1834, No. 130, pages, is given in the Appendix to the Parliament

66

1

:

ary Report, No. 120, p. 133, 136.p. 130.
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Commissioners rejoiced in the lens light. | equalized , was to be a halfpenny per ton on

house in the Isle of May as “ the most per- all British vessels not navigated wholly in

fect ever exhibited in any country ; ” andthe ballast, and one pennyper ton for passing

obstructive Clerk of Works, Mr. Alan the Bell Rock , the tax being double on all

Stevenson , who had declared, in 1833, that foreign vessels not privileged by treaties or

the old “ British and Irish lights were the Acts of Parliament.

best in Europe,” now confessed that they Under this important Act the lighthouses

were less intense, and more expensive than of the empire were administered, till the

the new ones ! “ Merchant Shipping Act ” was passed in

After the dioptric system had been thus 1854. The object of this Act was to amend

fairly introduced into Great Britain, Mr. and consolidate the Acts relating to Mer
Macconochie addressed to Sir David Brews. chant Shipping." It occupies no fewer than

ter the following letter, dated 7th February 264 pages, and is divided into eleven parts,
1837 : the sixth part relating to lighthouses.

places under the Board of Trade the general
“ Of the vast importance of introducing the

superintendence of all matters relating to
dioptric system into the lighthouses , I bave never

merchant ships and seamen, and, conse
entertained a doubt ; and I have every reason to

believe that even those of the Commissionerswho quently, all lighthouse buoys or beacons.

were least willing to make the change, are now Every proposal to erect new lighthouses, or

satisfied of the great superiority of the new sys- to change old ones, must be submitted to the
tem ,

Trinity House, and receive the sanction of
* I am satisfied that the Scottish Board will the Board of Trade, It establishes a Mer

never again build a lighthouse on the reflecting cantile Marine Fund, into which all light

system , and I only hope that you may be able to dues or tolls are to be paid, and out of
persunde a much more powerful and important whichall the expenses of lighthouses are to

Board to adopt a similar resolution .”

be defrayed , the Treasury being authorized

When the Report and Evidence of the to lend out of the Consolidated Fund a sum

committee of the House of Commons was not exceeding L.200,000, for erecting and

laid before Parliament, and analysed by the repairing lighthouses. It provides also, that

writer of this article in the Edinburgh Re- all lighthouse authorities shall account to the

view for April 1835, public opinion was di- Board of Trade, and that the account of the

rected to the subject, and a severe judgmentMercantile Marine Fund shall be annually
pronounced upon the conduct of the Scottish submitted to both Houses of Parliament.

Commissioners, and the engineer who had While these great advances have been

misled them . Parliament itself took up the made in the administration of British light

subject, and , under the guidance of that truly houses, comparatively little has been done

honest patriot, Mr. Joseph Hume, began a in the improvement of lighthouse apparatus,

system of reform which has been gradually as an optical instrument requiring as much

bringing to perfection the administration ofas a microscope or a telescope, or as the

our lighthouses. finest Equatorials or Mural circles in our

Under different Acts of Parliament,good Observatories, all the resources of optical

and fundamental changes have been effected. knowledge.

By an Act of Parliament passed in August It appears from the Admiralty list of

1836,* the lighthouses held by the Crown, lighthouses, as taken in August 1859 , that

by private individuals, and the leases of those there are

Jeased by the Trinity House, to whose im In England , 209 lights, including

proper lights Captain Cotton ascribed so In Scotland, 114 floating and bar

much loss of property and life, were all pur- In Ireland, . 78 bour lights.

chased and placed under the management of

the Trinity House. By the same Act, all

the lighthouses in the empire were placed
The character of these lights, as given in

under thesame Board, in order to obtain an the same list , is as follows :

uniform system of management, and a re

duction and equalization of the tolls. No al- “ 1. Fixed or steady.

teration was to be made without the written 2. Flashing, showing five or more flashes or

authority of the three former Boards ;-no eclipses , alternately, in a minute, as

lighthouses were to be erected in Scotland
North Ronalshay , Buchanness, etc.

or Ireland, or removed, or their lights al
3. Fixed light, with a white or red flash in

addition ( preceded and followed by

tered , without the authority of the Trinity
a short eclipse ), at intervals of two,

House ; and the tax, when reduced and three, or four minutes, as Alpreck

Point, Isle Vierge, etc.

* William IV ., 6 and 7, cap. 79. 4. Revolving light, gradually increasing to

.

401

7
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fall effect, or gradually decreasing to tric lights. When the superiority of the

eclipse, at equal intervals of two, three, latter is now so universally admitted , there

or four minutes, but occasionally as often be no reason but want of funds for

as three times in a minute, as Casquets, maintaining the old reflectors ; and wehave
Corduan , etc.

5. Intermittent, suddenly appearing in view, no hesitation in asserting that lighthouse

remaining visible for a certain time,and reform will not be final till every hammered

then as suddenly eclipsed for a shorter reflector in our leading sea lights is reduced

time, as at Barnham , in the Bristol to its silver and copper ingredients, or made

Channel,Mullof Gallaway, Barra Head , to perform some humbler function, as pier

Tarbet Ness, etc. ”

6. Alternating,red and white lightappearing light when a brighter one can be obtained
or harbour lights. To maintain a feeble

alternately at equal intervals, without
any intervening eclipse, as Pontaillac,in from a lens, is to peril life and property at

the Gironde, etc. " sea ; and we can hardly believe that any

Government could be so parsimonious as to

The optical apparatus used in producing refuse the obvious means of making our

these various distinctive characters, consists lighthouses what the Committee of Parlia

either of hammered metallic reflectors, or of ment declares they should be, “ the best that

built -up lenses, and a reflecting apparatus the state of science can afford. "

of sphericaland plain mirrors and totally This desire of improving our lighthouses

reflecting prisms. Lighthouses are therefore was strongly expressed by the House of

divided into DIOPTRIC, or those with lenses, Commons in 1858-9 in an address to the

and CAT PTRIC , or those with reflectors. Crown, and a Royal Commission was in

The following is the number of dioptric consequence of this appointed, " for inquir.

lighouses in Great Britain of different orders, ing into the condition and management of

from No. 1 , the largest, to No. 6, the small lights, buoys, and beacons." The Commis-.

sioners named for this duty by the Crown

Order. Order
. Order. Order. Oriler. order. were Admiral Baillie Hamilton, Captain

England, 23 Alfred Phillips Ryde, Dr. John H. Glad .

Scotland, 16 1 stone, and Messrs. Duncan, Dunbar, and

Ireland , 3 1
Samuel Robert Graves, gentlemen highly

qualified for so important an undertaking.
Total, 48 13

This is the first time that a man of science

making, in all , eighty-three dioptric or D was appointed to report on the subject of

lighthouses. lighthouses, and we anticipate great advan

It is impossible to obtain from the Ad- tages from the high scientific acquirements

miralty list a correct number of the differ- of Dr. Gladstone. The appointment of two

ent orders of catoptric lights. In the Eng- naval officers such as Admiral Hamilton and

lish list, no fewer than 82 are simply marked Captain Ryde, cannot fail to be gratifying

catoptric, or C, without mentioning the to the public, while Mr. Dunbar and Mr.

order. In Scotland, 19 are simply marked Graves are excellent representatives of the

catoptric ; while in Ireland only three are so merchant shipping interest. With Mr. J.F.

marked, and the different orders recorded . Campbell as their secretary , we look for.

We may, therefore, provisionally place ward with much interest to the important

those marked C by themselves. The list reforms which they cannot fail to effect.

will then stand as follows : The powers given to the Commission are

precise and ample. They are " to inquire

C. into the number, quality , and position of the
England,

82 lighthouses of the United Kingdom, both
Scotland,

Ireland, 17 absolutely and relatively, as compared with

the lighthouses of any foreign countries ;"

Total, 21 11 104 into the sufficiency of the said lighthouses

for lighting our coasts; into the expense
of

making, in all, 157 catoptric lights. Four constructing and maintaining them , com

lights are marked C and D ,-one being ca. pared with the expense in any foreign coun

toptric, and the others dioptric : three in tries; and into the present system of man

Scotland are called condensing, without any agement and control under which the light

description ; and the natur- of many of the houses are constructed and maintained .

lights in the Admiralty list is not men . The Commissioners have already visited

tioned . the British and French lighthouses, and they

It is obvious from the preceding lists that have recently issued a circular,in which

much remains to be done, especially in Ire- they request from scientific men an answer

land , in converting the catoptric into diop- to sixteen questions, eleven of which are of

5 9 7 1

1st 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th

Order. Order. Order. Order. Order. Order .

2 0 0 0 1 2

2 1 1 0 0 0

10 15 2 0 0

.

. 19

3.

-

16 2 1 2
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an optical nature, and well calculated to transit, they would still be objects of na

elicit mostimportant information . We un tional as well as of individual interest ; but

derstand that they have already received when we view them in the light of humane

very valuable suggestions from some emi- institutions for the protection of life and

nent scientific individuals,and we have no property , the man of the world, as well as

doubt that they will be able to introduce the philanthropist, will regard them with a

into their report facts and views which will deeper and more affectionate interest.
If

contribute greatly to the improvement of the astronomer appeals successfully to the
our lighthouses. State for expensive instruments and effective

This is not the place to make any sug- establishments for studying the planets and

gestions of a technical nature for the consid- the stars; and if the State selects individuals
eration of the Board , but there are some of the highest science to superintend these

points of a general nature which may be watch-towers of the heavens, it is bound by
worthy of their notice. every motive of feeling and of justice to

1. To every light made distinctive by the choose the wisest functionaries for our light

alternations of coloured and colour- houses, and to open wide the national purse

less flashes, it is essentially necessary for the preservation of valuable life . *

that the coloured light be seen at as It would be better surely to double the

great a distance as the colourless lighthouse dues, than to leave our light
light, whether the lights are weakened houses beneath " the state of science in

by distance or by the state of the England," glimmering and misleading lights,

atmosphere. superintended by unpaid and irresponsible

2. Methods of distinguishing lighthouses, commissioners, and ignorant engineers ; but

which would be useful only at short even the greatness of the object to be thus

distances, should be introduced . gained would not reconcile us to such an act

3. The system of double lights, placed so of confiscation . The merchant shipping of

that the line which joins them may England, the grandest commercial establish

be inclined at different angles to the ment in the world ,cannot be regarded as an

horizon , though more expensive, may institution in which individual enterprise

be made to form most distinctive selfishly speculates and avariciously accumu

lights. lates wealth. It is physically the grand

4. Means should be adopted for introduc- commissariat which supplies us with our

ing into the main beam , in dangerous meat and our drink , our medicines and our

weather, brilliant lights, so as not to luxuries,—with the nectar and ambrosia of

alter the general character of the climes genial and remote. It hvards for our

light.
use the materials of our arts and manufac

5. Gas should be introduced into every tures ; and if a day of danger should ever

lighthouse. visit England , its navy will be the safeguard

6. A distinctive character, to be seen in of our shores, and its seamen a living bul.

daylight, should be given to every wark in their defence.

lighthouse. But it is in its moral aspect also that we

7. All the lenses in these lighthouses must view our commercial marine. It is an

should be made of fint glass. electrical chain floating on the surface of the

8. The commander of every merchant oceanic world the super-marine cable,

ship should be furnished with a good which unites into one empire our mother

telescope, with an object glass of country and her colonies — which connects us

large aperture. by the ties of brotherhood with all other

9. In every Lighthouse Board there should nations, barbarous and civilised, and enables

be men of science, engineers, and us to send the messages of revelation and of

naval officers, who should receive knowledge to the darkest regions of the

liberal salaries from the Mercantile earth .

Marine Fund . To impose, therefore, an additional tax on

The necessity of putting the right man in the merchant shipping, would be to add to
the right place, has been so strikingly dis

played in the recent annals of England, that

public opinion will hardly tolerate an ex- the mariner as he approaches land, or passes through
* " The use of light,” says Mr. Faraday, “to guide

ception in the administration of our light- intricate channels, bas, with the advance of society

houses, the most important of all our civil and its ever-increasing interests, caused such a ne
establishments. Even if they answered no cessity for means more and more perfect, as to tax to

other purpose than to facilitate the naviga- practicalman,in the development of the principles
the utmost the powers both of the philosopher and the

tion of our shores and estuaries, by shorten- coucerned, and their practical application.” — Lec .

ing voyages and reducing the expenses of tures atthe Royal Institution , March 9, 1860.

"
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the injustice under which they now labour, stone, and personal feelings must rest in

of paying the lighthouse dues for every ship abeyance whenwe plead at the bar of pub

of the RoyalNavy and for foreign vessels lic interests. When, in 1833, we implored

exempted by special treaties and conven- the House of Commons to treat the great

tions . Rather ought the lighthouse dues to question of lighthouse reform as one of pub

be entirely remitted to every British vessel , lic economy and national honour, we begged

and the Consolidated Fund charged with the them also not to forget that the subject with

maintenance of every lighthouse establish which they had to deal was that of human

ment. life - of the lives of the industrious mariner

Nothing has surprised us more,during the whom they had severely taxed , and of the

discussion of lighthouse questions, whether helpless seafaring stranger whom they had

in Parliament, by the press,or in the saloon , taxed without mercy ; and we reminded

than the apathy of public men, and even them that if they failed in this sacred duty,
of private individuals. The responsibility they would be answerable to a tribunal

which the law, as well as the affections, at- more solemn than that of their constitu

taches to all other professions is supposed ency , -- a tribunal where benevolence would

by some to be inapplicable to a lighthouse be their judge, science their accusers, and

commissioner and a lighthouse engineer, — widows and orphans their jury .

to the one who has an office imposed upon In the same spirit we told the Scotch

him , of whose duties he is entirely ignorant, Commissioners and their engineers, that

and to the other, a self-named engineer, who whatever losses in shipping or in human life

has less knowledge of his art than the manu- were owing to their delay in applying on in

facturer or the retailer of a pair of spec- vention within their reach, to the improve

tacles; and those who, as public censors, ment of our lighthouses, these losses were

have for public interests exposed the igno- attributable to them alone. We now repeat

rance of the one and the incapacity of the the charge with another aggravation , that

other, have been charged with undue severi- after their refusal for nineteen years to adopt

ty in the exercise of their functions. The the new apparatus for lighthouse illumination

parties thus mysteriously sensitive must be when pressed upon their notice, every life lost

self-deceived in their judgment. They look at sea, from the continuance of their old and

with indifference, if not with satisfaction, imperfect system of lights, was a life taken
upon the hopeless author, male or female, by them .

when cut to pieces by the same tomahawk, We now repeat the charge with additional

or impaled upon the same spear ; while they aggravations, that after Major Colby had, in

affect a dubious charity when a lighthouse 1821, from personal observation, assured

commissioner or a lighthouse engineer—the Mr. R. Stevenson that the lens light, at equal
ministers of life or death to the seaman- distances, was sixteen times brighter than the

are reminded of theirduties,or reproved for light at Dungeness; that after the philoso

neglecting them . phers, and engineers, and naval officers in

With such guardians of public interests France had, in 1822, adopted the lens and

we can have no sympathy. As authorized its mirrors; that after Professor Barlow

censors we have spoken freely, and, we are had , in 1827, shown to a deputation from

sure, justly , of the deep responsibility of the Trinity House the superiority of lenses

lighthouse administrators. We have ad- to reflectors ; that after the experiments at

dressed them personally as well as publicly Gulane in 1833 had proved to the Commis

on the magnitude of their office, and some sioners themselves the superiority of the

of them have not only appreciated our mo- built-up lens; that after he had been ordered

tives, but aided us in carrying out the great by the Board to convert the Inchkeith Light

reforms which we advocated . Acts of par- house into a lens light ; that after all these

liament, and the force of public opinion , have facts and warnings had been presented to

since that time effected many of these re- the conscience, the sympathy, and the reason

forms; and it is but a repetition of the fate of a responsible being --- every merchant

of public benefactors when their services are that had lost his all upon the wild shelves of

depreciated and their characters maligned. our coast, every parent that lost his son,

It will be seen from the preceding pages every wife that was made a widow, and

that humanity has yet higher claims upon every child that was made an orphan , owing

science. In advocating these claims, when to the imperfect lights that he kept up upon

the jury are not philosophers but men , the our shores, every one of these victims of ob

rigorous axioms of science, unless accepted stinacy and ignorance was entitled to point

by faith, make but a feeble impression. We the finger of scorn to the man that refused

must appeal to human sympathies if we de- to light the poor mariner to his home.

sire to produce an effect upon hearts of We repeat the charge with a more bitter
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aggravation still ; that if any of those heart- lit may be well to look back to the events

rending disasters which have occurred at sea from which the present complication has

—those floods of tears that have bedewed arisen, and to the results of our alliance

the sailors' hearth – those pangs of con with France, which has been the first aim

science which embitter the last moments of of our diplomacy for thirty years.

every life lost in shipwreck , of the mariner, In such a retrospect, we see much to re

the passenger, or the returning emigrant joice at in the course which, either as a

that perished on our shores, were owing to nation or as a Government, we have pur.

the imperfect lighting of our coast, or to the sued ; and little to diminish our estimate of

dangerous and misleading lights on the Bell the future importance of the French alliance,

Rock, they must rest on the consciences of if its preservation shall be yet possible. It

those who, from ignorance or the sordid in. must be remembered, that the Italian ques

terests of themselves or their relatives, re- tion of 1859, and the Swiss question of

fused or delayed to introduce a better sys- 1860, however artificially confounded by a

tem of illumination . secret stipulation , are essentially distinct ;

and that no reprobation of the policy of the

French Government in Savoy can affect the

consistency of a concurrence, such as we

ART. IX . - The State of Europe. have before expressed , in the deliverance of

Italy from the armies of Austria.

The public opinion of Europe is at this mo- Unless we greatly deceive ourselves, the

ment oscillating between the grandest hopes instrumentality of this country has done

and the sternest apprehensions. The spring much for the growth of freedom in Europe,

of 1860 has brought us into a period which, since the peace of 1815. The three great

with a striking ambiguity, seems equally to peninsulas of southern Europe have been

promise a commercial progress never before more or less completely restored to the
known, and to threaten a career ofmilitary position of sovereign nationalities : the

warfare without example since the wars con- Turkish dominion in Greece, the Ultramon

cluded in 1815. On the one hand, France tane dominion in Spain , and the Austrian

has broken through the frontiers which she dominion in Italy, have been more or less

had covenanted with nearly all the powers completely terminated. And the recogni

of Europe to maintain ; she has concluded tion of the independence of Belgium may be

with Sardinia, for this purpose, a secret added to the benefits which arose from the

treaty, marked by every artifice of dissimu- overthrow of these three worst classes of

lation ; and she has spoken in vague, but foreign subjugation in Europe. We cannot

distrustful language, of a re-acquisition of too highly appreciate a policy which has re

the natural boundary of the Rhine, which sulted in raising thirty millions of civilised

would compromise Holland, Belgium, Lux- and Christian people--a number in which
enburg, and Prussia. On the other, we we compute the Italians already emancipated

have just seen in Italy an immense growth at no more than six millions — to a greater

in the power of freedom and nationality ; or less degree of civil and intellectual free

one-half of a great people created into a dom , however much we may criticise the
great State, by the exhibition of a popular character of their respective Governments.

grandeur perhaps without a parallel since In all these instances,we have co-operated

the great struggles of Athenian indepen- actually or morally, with France; and even

dence ; the civilizing dominion of Great in Italy, where our support was least con

Britain in the East reassured by a wise leg- siderable, it was probably essential to the
islation, hardly less fruitful than the heroism formal fusion of the four emancipated states

of her troops; and the relations of Euro- with Sardinia . From the moment that our

pean countries, through the adoption of a recognition of their independence was an

principle of commercial alliances in place of nounced in January last, Austria formally

a principle of commercial rivalry, apparent- sheathed her sword, and her threat of reac
ly moulding themselves on the solid basis of tion vanished in a protest.
interchangeand peace. We here trace a marked progress to

This chequered spectacle is the Europe of wards that ultimate settlement of Europe,

May 1860. And the result of such a posi- which we believe that the growth of know

tion of affairs, most nearly affecting our- ledge, and the social development of race

selves , must be either the increased friend- and class, must sooner or later bring into

ship of the British and French nations or conformity with the rights of nationalities.

an increased disseverance of their respective Central Italy has now in great measure vin.
Governments.

But while we thus stand dicated the right of each people to choose

midway in a path so uncertain in its issues, its own rulers, and to form itself into a
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State more or less distinctly in the capacity crusade. It would also close the most fre

of a nation . Neither can we acknowledge quent battle-ground of the two adjoiningem

the change which has just been brought pires.

about in the Italian peninsula, as consisting In this view of the increasing force of the

merely in the enfranchisement of six million principle of national government, we do not

Italians under a government of their own forget indeed that Hungary, a country be

choice, while thirteen million Italians remain yound the reach of our maritimeinfluence ,

under the triumvirate of Austria, Naples, presents an opposite example. But neither

and Rome. The general voice, both of do we despair of a revival of her rights with

nations and Governments, has pronounced a more equitable application to the claims

the right of foreign intervention to be ter- of each component nationality ; and we

minated, although a French force yet lingers trust, meanwhile, that that amalgamation of

at Rome. There is , then , ground to assume, the dominant with the servile race, which

that the one national government of Italy proceeded in England from the common pos

may extend itself, and that the three foreign session of political rights, may be effected in

governments of Italy may decline. The Hungary by their common extinction.

extension of Sardinia from the Mediter- These results, nevertheless , form , in our

ranean to the Adriatic, has also intercepted judgment, an ample fruit of thirty years of

the territorial communication between the alliance, maintained between Great Britain

Hapsburgs ruling at Venetia, the Bourbons and France, for the general peace and de

ruling at Naples, and ecclesiastics ( confess- velopment of mankind, as well as for the di

edly of no country) ruling at Rome. We rect interests of either country. If, there

may be told, indeed, that the new dominion fore, it should now proveneedful to seek the

of Sardinia is merely an experiment ; but alliance of other States, no conviction of that

the same description was applied to the necessity will impeach the policy of our

liberal constitution created by Sardinia ten past co -operation with the successive Go.

years ago ; and we now find Sardinia, chiefly vernments of France. The alliance first con

through the influence of that constitution certed between France and England, in

more than doubling her dominion. A State, 1830, arose from no arbitrary change in our

moreover, of eleven million inhabitants , is foreign policy . The successive withdrawal

incomparably more able to defend its rights of every other alliance, during the Tory ad

than a State of only five millions; and the ministrations in this country, had then left

army of Sardinia available in the field , is us in total isolation , The Legitimate

now probably more than equal to any force Powers of the Continent abandoned Great

which Austria could make available for an Britain : Great Britain did not abandon the

attack on her independence. Legitimate Powers. Fourteen years after

There is, however, one measure yet want we had restored the Bourbons, the Bour.
ing to consolidate the advantages which bons were scheming for the acquisition of

northern Italy has obtained . We allude to the Rhine. Fourteen years after Prussian

the neutralization either of Sardinia singly, troops had fought by our side at Waterloo,

or of the whole of Italy , exclusive of Vene- the Prussian Government was attempting

tia, to which we called attention in Novem - thie seizure of the crown of Hanover from

ber last. It is true that the conduct of the George IV.; and the Russians, in defiance

French Government in regard to Chablais of our mediation, were advancing on Con
and Faucigny may be held to depreciate the stantinople. These are facts which we

value of any general guarantee of neutral- would now cheerfully forget ; but they are

ity ; but to neutralizea population of eleven essential to a just view ofournational policy.

millions, at the least, would be a measure ne- The choice, then , before us, on the occur

cessarily more effectual than to neutralize a rence of the French Revolution of 1830,

small community ; and we have yet to learn was between a French alliance and no alli

that the recent policy of France has de- ance at all . But the relations thus estab

stroyed the value of such a guarantee in lished ofnecessity between France and our

Belgium , in the Dardanelles, or in the Eux- selves were not incompatible with a forma

ine . If such a measure be opposed to the tion of otheralliances by this country, when
apparent ambition of France — and it is ever the exigency arose. Thus, by the

scarcely more so than the neutrality of Bel- quadruple treaty of the 15th of July 1840,

gium - her assertion that she has demanded this country, after ten years ofalliance with
the slopes of the Alps, not in aggression, but France, successively allied itself with Rus

in self defence, precludes her from contest- sia, Austria, and Prussia, for a settlement of

ing it . If it be opposed to the apparent am- the Turkish question, on which France and

bition of Austria, it would nevertheless en- this country were then at issue.

sure her rights in Venetia against an Italian We conclude therefore that Great Britain,
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on the one hand , can have no indissoluble | hostilities began, by an exoteric policy of

political alliances, while, on the other, she peace and conciliation for the public and for
can have no permanent political enmities. official personages ; and by an esoteric

If Napoleon III . shall violate the territorial policy of war, into which we believe that a

demarcations of France in 1860, as the few private and unofficial friends, both in

Bourbons desired their violation in 1830, he France and England, were initiated. The

will render the French alliance with this truth was, that he was resolved to bring

country inconsistent with the ends for which about hostilities with Austria, and that he
it was originally formed , and will compel us knew that either Administration of this

to seek again the support of our policy from country would, if possible, obtain a com

other Governments. That is a consideration promise of the questions in dispute. We

to guide the future — not to incriminate, but believe that, just as he had sent Lord Cowley

rather to vindicate the past. to Vienna, in the flattering position of a

mediator between two Emperors, he private

Thus far we have glanced at the leading ly detailed , in an unofficial quarter, the

events which have brought Europe into the whole scheme by which he at once designed

crisis of the present hour. But as this junc- to bring about war with Austria, and to

ture is marked with extraordinary signifi- throw on Austria the odium of the initiative ,

cance, it
may be worth while to attempt to which he contrived soon afterwards to ac

take a general view of the indications which complish. Webelieve also that the French

the condition of the Continent now presents. Government had so completely succeeded

In an age in which nearly all Europe is in with the double view of professing peace,

arms, the force of a singular moderation and of enticing Austria first into the field

alone can render the period on which we are against Sardinia — in veiling the extent of its

entering generally pacific. We observe military preparations, that the British Em

that one Court has armed, because it is bassy in Paris reported to Lord Malmes

apprehensive of the ambition of another bury, only a week before the war began,

Court; that a third Court has armed, that the deficiency of the army in matériel

because it has so misgoverned that it would disable it from commencing hostilities

is afraid of its own subjects, on whose until the autumn. Neither can we fail to

support it ought, beyond that of all others, question whether the Emperor ever serious

to depend ; and that a fourth Court has ly designed to carry out his famous declara

armed, because it has but imperfectly tion, that the Austrian arms should be

trampled down alien nationalities that would wholly expelled from Italy. Improbable as

recoil from its usurpation. Assuming, then ,it may appear, that he would deliberately

that violence in some shape will mark the commit himself to a programme which he

passage of the next few years, there are foresaw that it would afterwards be neces

three formswhich it will be liable to assume. sary to curtail , he may nevertheless have

It may take the shape of a conflict between found it necessary in this manner to rouse

the traditions of empire and the treaties of Italy to his standard . It is true, indeed , that

1815 ; or of popular insurrection contending the immediate cause of the French negotia

against the abuse of monarchical power, as tion at Villafranca, was an intense and

in Austria and Naples ; or of fresh nationali- unusual heat, which threatened to destroy

ties rising into government, as in Hungry an army that had previously been in motion,
and Poland. but was then about to be encamped between

The policy of the French Court, touching the marshes of the Mincio and the channel

both Italy and Savoy-in which the first of of Solferino. This apprehension was even

these problems is in some degree involved more grave, because more definite, than the

-hasbeen too often criticised by the daily threat of a Prussian irruption on the Rhine.

press to leave much novelty of remark to a But, unless we are misinformed, the Em

quarterly journal. But there may be a few peror more than once expressed a conviction,

points illustrative of this question, that have before the war began, that two victories in

not yet been fully dwelt on ; and we shall the field, which would still leave the quadri

endeavour, therefore, to sketch certain inci- lateral untouched ,would restore peace ; and

dents in the policy of the French and Sar. instructions were privately issued by him,

dinian Governments, on the subjects of dis- immediately after the battle of Magenta, for

pute, from the beginning of 1859 . preparations for a triumphal entry into

The personal conduct of the Emperor of Paris not later than the 1st of August.

the French, since the month of January In these circumstances, of which time

1859, has combined the most engaging will publicly verify our assertion, there is a

frankness with profound dissimulation . Ilis uniform design to be deduced, of making

duality of character was marked before war to make glory, which must hereaftei

a

а
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render this country watchful over the policy | peace, not only upon terms inconsistent with

of the French Government. But amid this the language which M. de Cavour had , we

striking inconsistency of reticence and in- believe, with honour and patriotism , held in

discretion — which those best acquainted with the Sardinian Parliament touching the

the character of the Emperor Napoleon will emancipation of Central Italy : Victor Em

not describe as alien to his antecedents— manuel had done so upon terms equally

there was one secret profoundly kept. The inconsistent with the express or implied

convention for the transfer of Savoy and conditions of the prospective transfer of

Nice to France, in exchange for the intended Savoy . Count Cavour accordingly resigned ;

aggrandisement of Sardinia in Italy , was , but that retirement which, when it occurred,

we believe, confided by the Emperor ex- was described as his fall, was, in reality , one

clusively to the King of Sardinia , Count of the most fortunate incidents of his

Cavour, M. Piètri, and General Niel . It is career. Had not his prompt resignation

supposed to date from January 1859. exempted him from responsibility to Sar

Whether the extent of territory which dinia for the treaty of Villafranca, his re

should be held to constitute the equivalent storation to office at this moment would

of Sardinia were then accurately defined , have been impossible. He gained the ad

we are not aware ; but at any rate it was vantage of retiring untrammelled by the

presumed to be inconsistent with the stipulation reserving the rights of the Italian

boundary of the Mincio on the one hand, Dukes, which brought so much perplexity

and with the reservation of the rights of to Napoleon in settling with Austria, and

the Dukes on the other. There was thus the to Victor Emmanuel in receiving the depu

essence of a bargain behind a chivalrous tations offering him the ducal crowns. It

idea ,' behind a dispute with Austria, at was avowedly impossible for France to de

least ostensibly legitimate, and even behind mand Savoy , without some further annexa

a war waged for glory. This is certainly tion to Sardinia than the Lombard territory

somewhat disenchanting in the poetry of between the Ticino and the Mincio. Had

politics . But it is necessary to bear this the Austrians been expelled from Venetia,

circumstance in mind as a key to events, the Sardinian Ministry which existed at the

which have hardly yet received their full close of 1859 might have carried out the

explanation. required cession ; or, indeed , more probably,

The complicity of M. de Cavour in the M. de Cavour might never have resigned.

arrangement in question having thus taken But the great statesman of Sardinia was

place, the war and the armistice successively now master of the situation : he returned
followed . The inconsistent treaty of Villa- to office in order to promote an acceptance

franca was then drawn up between the two of the annexation of the Duchies, which

Emperors ; and we believe that we are harmonized with the policy of his previous

strictly accurate in stating that the King of administration, as a counterpart to the bar

Sardinia was called upon by his imperial gain for Savoy and Nice.

ally to subscribe his signature beneath the The manner in which these stipulations

signatures of Napoleon and Francis Joseph. were long withheld from the knowledge of

Victor Emmanuel, we learn , hesitated, and the British Government, was either singular

expressed a desire for reference to his ly accidental or singularly ingenious. With

Ministers. The reluctance was somewhat in a month after the return of Lord Palmer:

arbitrarily overruled by the absolute master ston and Lord John Russell to office , Count

of 150,000 victorious troops. Indeed, the Walewski was formally interrogated by

emergency may have required the decision. Lord Cowley on the question of a cession
The treaty was accordingly signed by the of Savoy ; and the French Minister as

three sovereigns in person ; but we believe formally denied that any such measure was

that it has been chiefly in deference to the in contemplation of his Government. But

personal wish of the King of Sardinia, that we have seen that M. Walewski was vo

the text of the treaty, which would have party to the original convention ; and we

divulged his participation in its provisions, are bound to assume that, either from

has been withheld from the public. All this chance or design, he was then in ignorance
is perhaps the answer to Lord Derby's in- that such a bargain had been struck. This

quiry, at the close of the last session , whether conclusion may fairly exonerate M. Walew

any peace had been concluded between Aus- ski individually ; but it certainly fails to
tria and Sardinia, who were the principals exonerate the Government of France.

in the war, while France was the accessary. When that Government urges, in self-vindi.
The retirement of M. de Cavour was now cation, that the Minister knew nothing of

inevitable. His royalmaster had suddenly the compacts of his Sovereign in the de

committed the Sardinian Government to a partment over which he presided, it is
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obvious that there is at once an end of Congress of Vienna, which provides that the

ministerial responsibility in France. The provinces of Chablais and Faucigny shall

Minister of the Crown is degraded to the form part of the neutral Helvetic Confede

position of a servant of the Crown, and he ration, and that on the occurrence of war in

ceases to represent his master. It is now, surrounding States, the troops of Sardinia

therefore, acknowledged by the French shall withdraw, and shall be replaced by a

Government itself, that its Minister of Swiss Municipal Guard . The same stipula

Foreign Affairs is no longer to be held as tion , providing for the alternate exercise of

the presumptive exponent of its foreign power between Switzerland and Sardinia,

policy. But this division of responsibility and between those two States only, is con

between the Sovereign and his Minister, tained in four other and special treaties of

however it may serve one single end , ap- the same period , and of which France and

pears likely to work a very inconvenient Sardinia are each parties to two. It is con

result to the French Government. Every tained in the treaty between Sardinia and

ambassador has a right to demand that the Geneva of 1815, and in the treaty between

assurances which he receives from the Sardinia and Switzerland of 1816. It is con

Government to which he is accredited , shall tained also in the treaty between France

be binding on that Government. Since the and Switzerland of nearly the same date,

Minister in France cannot impart such and in the treaty between France and Great

assurances, the Ambassador willbe justified Britain of the 20th of November 1815.

henceforth in demanding the sign-manual France, therefore, has agreed not only with

of the Sovereign. the other parties to the Act of Congress,

This circumstance is the more to be noted , but specially with Switzerland and Great

that it bears a certain similarity to a diplo- Britain, to these terms. Indeed, the treaty

matic artifice of the first French Empire, ofthe 20th of November 1815 is apparently

which, so far as we are aware, has never a provision against the very events which

hitherto been revived. It was a habit of the have now come to pass. It fixes the French

Great Napoleon to play off his Minister frontier on the south-east ; assigns Savoy

against himself, and often one Minister and Nice to Sardinia ; confirms the neu.

against another. Thus, during the Congress trality of Chablais and Faucigny according

of Prague in 1813, he entered into one ne to the Act of Congress ; makes stringent

gotiation through his Ambassador, M. de provisions regarding the dismantling of

Caulaincourt, and into another through his certain fortresses, with a view to the security

Minister of Foreign Affairs, M. de Bassano; of Geneva ; and declares that the former

while he left open the alternative, which of relations of France with Monaco cesseront à

the two representatives he should disavow. perpétuité. Such is the the covenant of

The final result of such a mode of negotia- France with England, distinctly broken by

tion is to be found in the resolution of the France in each of its particulars.

Congress of Chatillon, that it would treat no It is simply ridiculous to suppose that the

more with Napoleon I. wishes of the Savoyards, if fairly ascertained ,

Having thus glanced at the history of a could be expressed in favour of an abandon

question which has threatened to estrangement of the double freedom of Switzerland

this country from France, it remains to and Sardinia, which are at once their natural

touch upon its legal positions. It is well and traditionary Governments, for a French

known that the French and Sardinian Gov- despotism, opposed to their nationality , and

ernments have broken the guarantees of neu- contrary to their antecedents : .

trality, as well as the treaties of demarcation ,

which they had entered into, both with
Libera si dentur populo suffragia, quis tam

Switzerland and with the other Powers of Perditus, ut dubitet Senecam præferre Neroni ?

Europe. France has failed in the promise We quit this consideration with the re

which she made to defer to the judgment of mark , that an appeal to universal suffrage,

the Great Powers on the whole question of without some guarantee for the freedom of

annexation ; and in spite of her undertaking its exercise, and for the justice and independ

that she would not constrain the Savoyard ence in which votes by ballot shall be re

population , she has attempted to annex them ceived , and their result proclaimed , is an

by aid of the jugglery of a ballot which insult to public understanding.

ought to have been placed in the charge of The strategic importance of this new

an international jury. Here are a breach frontier to France, is a question to which

of treaty and a breach of faith . we shall not revert further than by saying,

Without affecting to pursue a subject that that the argument on which the policy of

has already been almost exhausted, wemay France has been sustained is its own most
refer to the 92d Article of the Act of the decisive condemnation . If it be necessary

D-19
VOL. XXXII .
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for France, with thirty -six million inhabit- | are not necessarily antithetical. A nation

ants, to possess the keys of the Alps, how may maintain trade with one State, while it

much more necessary for Sardinia, with only draws its sword against another. But the

eleven million inhabitants, to possess them ? practical problem to be solved, is the degree

If it be necessary for France to push its in which France may pursue war by land,

frontiers to the Lake of Geneva , against a without involving herself in warby sea also.

Swiss population of less than two millions We certainly think it extremely improbable

and a half, how much more necessary for that the French Government, in any such

Switzerland to protect that Jake against period as we now live in , would desire to

France ? If an attack by Sardinia is to be break up their relations with this country.

contemplated on her magnanimous ally , ' They would then not only sacrifice the com

is not this tantamount to a confession, that mercial objects for which they have just

France entertains belligerent designs in an- been negotiating, in so much secrecy and

other quarter, which all Europe may hold it dissimulation towards their own subjects ;

needful to repress, and which dictate the they would also encounter the hatred of a

possession of the Alps for the security of powerful producing oligarchy, without gain

Lyons ? ing any counterbalancing support from the

Here, then, we pass from the Savoy friendship of the consumingmultitude. la

question. Its characteristics are not reas. fact, they would dislocate the existing system

suring to the peace of Europe; and they of industry ,without providing an alternative.

bear an omnious similarity to the annexa- Such a desire would be the furthest stretch

tions effected by the Consulate after the of commercial impolicy.

peace of Luneville. We would gladly But assuming that the French Govern

assign them another construction if we ment may, nevertheless, for the future, be

could . We would cheerfully adopt the in spirit unfriendly to ourselves, there is a

hypothesis, if possible, that military glory distant danger, to be worked out by more

was songht merely to give domestic security subtle expedients, against which it must be

to the Governmentof France ; and that the our duty to provide. We must impose

territorial annexation in dispute was de limits on a policy which shall pursue terri

manded simply to present to the French torial war, while it maintains maritime

nation a material reward for the sacrifices peace, We cannot suffer France to disarın ,

one by one, our contingent allies, while she

It is true that indications exist which may shall be gaining strength from interchange

lend a certain plausibility to that conclusion. with us , even though we shall reciprocally

Since the imperial dynasty hasdynasty has been gain strength by interchange with her. if

strengthened by victory abroad , certain the views of the French Government shall

domestic measures have been passed, in the develop themselves in further aggression,

interest of civil freedom and of peace, which then the cardinal aim of our foreign policy

could hardly have been achieved by the must be, to render an attack upon one Stale

power that the dynasty before possessed. equivalent to an attack upon all . This

The Ultramontane influence in the Church, would, in that event, be our only guarantee

and the Protectionist influence in trade, had for general peace and safety.

proved too strong to be overruled by the Such a principle, however, could bare

power of an ordinary Government. The had no place in the late war between France

suppression of L'Univers, the Ultramontane and Austria. That war was not in itself

organ in the press, had not before been marked by aggression on the part of the

hazarded ; and when the French Govern. former power ; and the policy of the latter

ment, in 1856, presented their projet de loi power in Italy was indefensible and bar.

for the reduction of duties to the dumb barous. Neither has the campaign of 1859

Legislature of Napoleon the Third , ' it was largely added to the strength of France.

actually rejected by a considerable majority. With these views of the future, the exist

But now we certainly see the Ultramontan- ing securities for the peace of the Continent

ists put down with an authority which the form the next subject of discussion. But ,

Government had long desired to exhibit, in order to estimate them , it is needful, in

and trade relieved from restrictions which the first place, to glance at the present

the Government were before unable to strength and resources of the French Em

subvert. This is an argument for a pacific pire.

future, by which, perhaps, individuals may It can have escaped no one that France is

be convinced ; but it is one on which Gov- possessed of geographical and political ad .

ernments cannot afford to act . vantages, both in peace and war, peculiar to

There is no doubt that a policy of com- its own configuration and government. Its

merce, and an occasional pursuit of war, boundaries are nearly equally demarked by

of war .

а
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more

sea and land , In this respect it holds a provements of recent years, we would

mean between Germany, with the exception glance at their extent, and at the manner in
of its Prussian coast, almost entirely inland, which they have reacted on the power of

and Great Britain , entirely insular. Open the former. The political centralization of

to three seas for sometwelve hundred miles, France during the first Empire, and the

and yet touching on four chief nationalities greater part of the intervening period , was

for another twelve hundred miles, it is not defective only through a want of rapid com

wholly dependent either on the ocean or the munication. The network of railways and

continent. It has therefore a great trade at telegraphs, which chiefly coincide with the

command, and the means of political alliance reign of the present Emperor, have now

both by sea and land. These natural ele perfected that centralization ; and they hirve

ments of superiority have been steadily de probably done to strengthen the

veloped in the interest at once of war and French Government, both in war and civil
commerce . France is building up a colossal administration, than railways and telegraphs

despoti -m ; and a despotism , though less in have strengthened government in any other

area, resting on foundations more solid, than country. There are now, we believe, nearly

that of the first Napoleon. If we compare 8000 kilomètres, or, in round numbers,

the France of 1850 with the France of 1860, 5000 miles of French railway in existence.

We shall find a marked change both in the During a considerable part of the present

wealth of the people, and in the power and reign, the construction has advanced at an
confidence of the Government. We say average rate of 700 kilomètres a -year ; and

this, without desiring to provoke the faintest the whole represents an expenditure ofthree

jealousy for the national growth , so far as it milliards and a half of francs, or L.140,000

is the legitimate result of individual energy , 000 sterling. Both the national wealth and

although we regard its naval and military the public credit were shown in a striking

organizarion as preposterous for the defensive and conclusive manner, in the overflow of

state which France has asserted herself to subscription to the loan of L.20,000,000 con .

be . The increasing wealth of the French tracted in 1859. A revenue of 1.63,000,

people can rouse but a generous emulation , 000, drawn apparently without serious pres

and it will widen the scope of our own in- sure, for the ordinary establishmeuts of

terchange under the commercial treaty, France, also indicates general prosperity.
which in turo will react upon France . It bas been common, however, to point to

The public character of the Emperor Na- the fact that France discharges all her ex

poleon III. is partly original and partly imi traordinary liabilities in loans, as an instance

tative. His policy, as perhaps the policy that further press'ıre is impracticable . But

of most men in authority, has been ruled by the truth probably is, that the standing mili

precedent, by accident, and by conviction, tary force, which is paid from the revenue,

in turn . Resembling Cromwell rather than is so great that the Government as nearly

his uncle, in the prominence assumed by divides the expenses of the force actually

commerce in bis administration, he has employed in war between the present gene

hitherto shrunk as much from the hostile ration and posterity , as we ourselves did in

and active rivalry of the one, as from the the Crimean campaign .

violent and misguided restrictions of the We are aware that, of all kinds of politi

other. Here is his chief originality ; cal infidelity"-to borrow a phrase from Mr.

although, indeed , the freedom of the seas Disraeli, and of which Mr. Disraeli is him

was one of the last maximsadopted by the self the most striking champion and illustra

great Napoleon at St. Helena. But he has tion — a disbelief in statistics is at once one

acted without exception on the principle of the most common and one of the best

that, whether his dynasty is to be secured by grounded. The Annuaire des Deux Mondes,

public prosperity or by military glory, trade for instance, a reputed authority in French

and progress can be its only solid basis . He questions, often makes statistical statements

knows that national wealth is as necessary of which the absurdity is obvious ; and Mr.

to the final success of war as to public con- Newmarch, in his contributions to the Jour
tent. nal of the Statistical Society, not seldom

It may be commonly difficult to ascertain evinces a profound disdain of the simplest

how far a despotic Government is to receive conditions ofarithmetic. Such instances as

credit for the progress of a speculative and these shake the faith of the public, as well

energetic people ; though, in the exceptional as our own, in theories to be drawn from

instance of the commercial treaty, the truth figures ; but we have collected a mass of

lies openly before us. Assuming, therefore, authorities in either country , and shall pre

simply that Government and nation have sume the few following facts. The total

advanced hand in hand in most of the im - commerce of France now appears, in real
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value, to represent nearly five milliards and There remain, therefore, 50,000,000 acres

a half of francs ; whereas five years ago, and more or less unproductive. Of this, nearly

during the Russian war, it represented less 20,000,000 consist of woodlands, paying
than four milliards and a half. We take, taxation ; and 20,000,000 more consist of

therefore, one milliard francs, or L.40,000,- wild pastures, heaths, and barren land. Of

000, to represent the yearly increase , at a the remaining 10,000,000 acres, one- half is

distance of five years ; and L.12,000,000 as occupied by roads, rivers,and public places;

the increase of 1859 over 1858 ; while the and the other half by unproductive woods,

increase under the new treaty is not at pre . which are not taxed. It is not surprising,

sent to be computed . French foreign and therefore, that the aggregate population of

colonial navigation , which is increasing in a France is disproportionate to its area.

similar ratio , represents a tonnage of 7,500,- Two influences are now tending, we be

000 ; and the French coasting trade a ton- lieve, to increase cultivation in France.

nage of 2,500,000. The direct trade of The Government, on the one hand, has en

France with Great Britain appears to be deavoured to promote it by a direct enact

somewhat in excess of half a milliard of ment, passed only a few months ago, and

francs, or about one -tenth of thewhole. The under which the Treasury will advance

total trade of France presents a proportion money for the improvement and reclama

of five-eighths of the trade of the United tion of the soil, somewhat as the State has

Kingdom ; and a proportion of five-sevenths in England been in the habit of advancing

of the combined trade of the Prussian Zoll- money for similar objects, under direction

verein , the Hanse Towns, and the Austrian of the Court of Chancery, but on a larger

Empire, which have double its population , scale,—in proportion, perhaps, as the gene

or 72,000,000 inhabitants as compared with ral poverty of the French landowner seems

36,000,000. The increase in French trade, to invest thelord paramount of the soil with

it is singular to remark, is much beyond a grave financial responsibility, unknown in

proportion to the increase of its population . a country divided among such wealthy land.

During a quarter of a century, from 1831 lords as ours. But we have no space to

to 1856, the census has increased only by enter on the details of this measure .

four millions, or one-eighth, while the trade On the other hand , we believe that the

of the country has more than doubled . new French tariff in the Commercial Treaty

Wesuspect, however, that the census to be will promote agriculture in France,although

published next year will prove a large in- its tendencies are obviously various, and

crease of the census of 1856, may be even conflicting. It will have been

If we turn from the commercial to the seen that nearly one- fifth of the French soil,

agricultural state of France, we shall find or nearly 25,000,000 acres, is woodland,

some explanation of both these circum- and of this nearly 20,000,000 acres is de

stances. It will be seen that an immense scribed as productive enough to pay tax to

proportion of the soil is either waste, wood- the State. But, in proportion as English coal

land, or ill cultivated . The poverty of becomes a substitute for wood used for fuel,

landlords, incident to its subdivision , has the amount of remunerative woodland will

perpetuated this character of rural districts . be reduced. This will be one of the first

The encouragement offered to agriculture results of the Commercial Treaty to the sur

becoming therefore indifferent, the rural face of the soil . The immediate result of

population have largely migrated to the that treaty on manufacturing industry, such

towns. In rejecting agriculture they have as prevails in towns, will also probably be

adopted trade, in which protection and mo- the reduction or dislocation of that industry,

nopoly have apparently offered the most because goods manufactured here will be at

favourable prospects ; but, meanwhile, this first imported into France at a less cost

dislocation of the natural relations between than they can be produced by France.

town and country has unfavourably reacted British manufactures have long been smug

on the growth of the population. We do gled into France through Catalonia and the

not of course assign the disproportion of in- Pyrenees, at a price remunerative to the

crease, between the inhabitants and their com- smuggler, in spite of the immense circuity

merce,wholly to this double cause ; but it is of the transit, and of the double peril of

certainly an influence of great magnitude. being challenged by two lines of custom

The superficial extent of France is 52,- houses, which are probably more than com
760,000 hectares, or about 127,000,000 mensurate with the new duties. And the

The arable proportion of this area articles of export to this country, of which

is just 60,000,000 acres . The meadow-land there will be an increased manufacture, such

forms but 10,000,000 ; and the vineyards, as wine, will be at least as much rural

orchards, gardens, etc., consist of 7,000,000. products as oppidan products.

acres,

7
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To a

There will, therefore, it is to be presumed , The subject of the French navy involves

be an immediate reflux of population from details beyond our scope ; but the same

the towns back to the country. Neverthe double advantage of system with geographi

less, it is probable that, at a later period— cal position that attaches to other sources of

when the town manufacturers of articles French power, applies also here.

which will be exposed to competition from State possessing one arsenal at Cherbourg

this country shall have obtained British ma. and another at Toulon (independently of

chinery in their mills — such manufactures three arsenals in the Bay of Biscay),neither

will revive in France, and will perhaps con- the Channel nor_the Mediterranean is a

tend with ours on equal terms. But the foreign sea ; and France, with 40,000 regis

immediate results of thetreaty — a diminished tered sailors in reserve, however imperfect
demand forwood, an increased demand for the their tactical training may be, can promptly

vine, a certain dislocation in oppidan labour, equip, from opposite seaboards, a large

and the importation of manufactures pecu- steam fleet possessed of extraordinary facili
liarly calculated to consult the comfort of ties for immediate counteraction to the

the French peasant, as well as the increase policy or the force of any maritime oppo

ofwealth which the action of the treaty must nent. That she has no such colonial empire

gradually diffuse both through town and as our own, is a cause of her great capacity
country - must produce an agricultural re of naval concentration.

action which later events will scarcely coun . We have offered. this rapid digression

tervail. We have seen that forty-five million into the wealth, the prospects, and the arma
acres in France are either wood or waste. ments of France, because France at this

Assuming that the reclamation of two-thirds moment forms the axis on which the inter

of this area is practicable, there arise an im- national policy of Europe chiefly turns. The

mense field of agricultural energy, and pro- deduction is ambiguous ; for we find nearly

bably an equal stimulus. equal incentives to peace and materials of

Hence, if peace prevail , we may look for- war. Neither could any urgency of domestic

ward to a vast increase in the population of improvement form in itself an efficient bar

France. The French people are more simi. rier to a campaign, that should again endure

lar to the Belgians than to any other nation but two months, and might hold out the in

in their general character, their classes of centive of reviving, when the security of the

occupation and their turn of mind . It might Government required it, the triumphs of

have been expected , therefore, that they the first Empire. But if the Powers inter

would approach the Belgians in the propor- ested in resisting aggression, shall so pre

tion of territory to population . But the viously combine against aggression , as to

Belgians have beat them in a ratio of more render war, if commenced , probably lasting,

than two to one. Belgium , with 7,000,000 and therefore also ruinous to the author of

acres, has a population of4,500,000 ; France , it, the aims of peace may extinguish the

with 127,000,000 acres, as we have seen , schemes of war. In regard to the relations

has only a population of 36,000,000. If of Great Britain with France, they might be

equal to Belgium in natural as well as arti- compromised, not simply by the coarse ex

ficial resources, France ought to be capable pedient of a direct dispute between the two

of supporting a population of 80,000,000. Governments, affecting rights and dominions

We turn from this hasty glance to the -an event in the last degree improbable

prospects and resources of France in com- but by an attack either on Germany or

merce and agriculture to her military and Belgium , which might involve us, for the

naval organization. We find an army of sake of ultimate self-defence,—an alternative

400,000 effective troops in France, 80,000 perhaps somewhat less improbable ; or,

in Algeria, and 20,000 in the two Indies ; thirdly, by the ingenious artifice of France

the total is half a million . The peace con- taking the place of ally of less important

scription affords a presumptive army of States, thrown by France into opposition to

560,000, since 80,000 are conscribed every us, and of disturbing our Eastern interests

year, and serve for seven years. But the in the Levant. The latter course appears

Government can increase their army with-not unlikely to provoke at any rate dissen

out increasing their conscription, by offering sion.

bounty for re-enlistment; and this resort The Germanic Confederation presents

has been had recourse to with a view of itself as , in theory, the leading fortification :

procuring an army of veterans. Thus, by of European independence against attack

the pressure of a bounty on the one hand , either from France or Russia ; and accord

and of an increase of the conscription in a ingly it demands the first place in the de
year of war, on the other hand , as in 1859, fensive alliances of the Continent. This

the French army may be indefinitely aug- Confederacy was urged by Prince Metter
mented .

nich on the Congress of Vienna, with the

a
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view of extinguishing the policy under which ers, then , may be stated to be, that Ger.

German rulers had before been singly demany must either act with Austria, or set

feated or allied , and in either case alienated herself free from Austria ; and that while

by treaty from the German cause . But, the prominence of extra-German interests

acknowledging the difficulties on which any at Vienna renders the first course impossi.

political union of Germany was based in ble, the tenacity with which Vienna clings

1815, and the opposition by which any re.to a Confederation, of which its Govern.

form of the present system is attended in ment is a legal part, is inconsistent with the

1860, no one can confide in the organization second. What sympathy can exist between

that Germany now possesses. a people whose bond of union is empha

In the first place the extent of this Con - tically that they are a people, and a govern

federacy is not defined, even in its legal con ment under which race rules race, religion

stitution. The Act of the Confederation of rules religion, Hungarian troops are con

1815 , incorporated into the General Con- scribed to trample down Venetian rights,

gress Treaty of Vienna, no doubt described Venetian troops are conscribed to trample

its frontiers with sufficient, though not abso - down Hungarian rights, itself the imperson

lute precision ; but in 1854 the Federal Diet ation of military violence, the archetype of

assumed to itself the questionable right of reckless government, and the chief example

including all the non German provinces of of financial malversation ? Austria, indeed ,

Austria and Prussia. A Confederation of talks largely of her patriotism . A govern

forty millions was thus technically extended ment without a country ! An empire in

into a Confederation of seventy millions ; which the first principle of administration is

although the late Austrian war evinced , that to subjugate, and to solve the problem by

Germany placed little reliance on an act which the dominance of six or seven million

which can hardly be pretended to have been Germans ofwhom few probably but Sty

legal . But assuming the Confederation to rian and Tyrolese mountaineers are natur

be still described by ihe boundaries of 1815, ally attached to the throne - shall be main

it is nevertheless so linked with extra-Gertained over populations five times their

man States, that it is brought into endless number, not seldom their superiors in ener.

relations and innumerable disputes with gy, and their equals in civilisation and intel.

which it has no legitimate concern . Not ligence. There can hardly, then, be any

only did the Austrian and Prussian Govern other community of feeling between Ger

ments make it subservient to the interests many and Austria than the sense of a com

of their non-German States : the King of mon danger arising in menace of war either

Denmark became a member of it, as Duke from the Vistula or the Rhine.

of Holstein ; and the King of the Nether- Nevertheless, perhaps, neither Prussia,

lands as Duke of Luxembourg. A Confede- nor even the Zollverein, is capable of stand

ration formed of forty millions, nominally ing altogether alone. To maintain Prussia,

Germans, and linked with another forty with a population of only 18,000,000, as a

millions of all races, stretching from the Great Power — while France lies on the west

Cattegat Sea to the Mincio, must be incapa with 361,000,000, Austria on the south still

ble of vigorous or consistent action. As a with 37,000.000, and Russia on the east,

defensive body , it ought to be concerned with nearly 65,000,000 in Europe — has been

only in the maintenance ofGerman interests. an object only to be realized by means of

But, in fact, the Confederation is continually the military system peculiar to that State.

dragged down by Austria into her own extra- Nor is this all . The frontiers of Prussia

German quarrels. Whenever Austria de are inore threatened , and less defensible,

clares war, the whole of her German terri than those of any other State. In the first

tory-more than one fourth of the Confede place, Prussia has a vast seaboard stretch

ration - becomes alienated from the Federal ſing nearly from Denmark to Russia, with

body ; and on the conclusion of peace in scarcely a ship for its protection. A Siato

July last, after bringing all Germany to the which possesses a great seaboard without a
verge of hostilities with France, for a de- fleet illustrates the antithesis to M. de Tal

fence of her tyrannous exactions and illegal leyrand's ideal excellence of a state without

aggressions throughout Italy, she entered a frontier. Again, Prussia touches all the

upon a violent recrimination with the Prus. three great monarchies of the Continent,

sian Government, for not taking the field in whereas France is walled off against allbut

a war which Austria had begun,by demand- Prussia by intervening States. Her Pilih

ing the disarmament of an independent State, frontier directly abuts on Russia, ber

with whose freedom Prussia sympathised , Silesian frontier on Austria, and her Rhen

and Germany stvod unconcerned. ish frontier on France. The Vistula bi

The dilemma ofGerman federal reform - sects her Polish provinces, the Oder bisects
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her Silesian provinces, the Rhine bisects her | 000, and its existence indicates a strong

Rhenish provinces, as the Elbe bisects her rapprochement among thecomponent States.

central dominions ; yet no one of these Corroborative indications are not wanting.

natu al boundaries serves her for a frontier. The public men of Saxony have now aban

Extending from Russia to Belgium over the doned the asperity with which they spoke of

vast plain which marks the southern shore Prussia, both after the partition which she

of the Baltic, there is no high ground in effected of that country , and even so lately

Prussia for a choice of points of defence. as 1850 , --when Saxony allied herself with

No one can travel successively through the Austria in the league which Austria , led

Austrian and Prussian territories without by Prince Schwartzenberg, formed against

being struck by the great superiority of the Prussia, led by General von Radowitz, to

former for defensive tactics. Prussia , in- decide the question of the constitution of
deed, possesses rivers and fortresses for a Hesse Cassel. The public men of Bavaria,

base of strategic operations ; but rivers and in spite of a dynastic alliance between their
fortresses only. Court and that of Austria, are inclining to

It may be assumed , therefore, to be only Prussian institutions ; and the liberalism of

by means of federation , as well as of the the Court of Baden has just been strikingly

extent and organization of the Landwehr evinced . Princes and people are alike

and Landsturm , that Prussia can maintain sensible to the danger of their present di

herself as a great power ; and it may even be vided state, and they perceive Prussia to be

questioned whether that scheme for the ag. their natural protector. The force of interest

grandisement ofPrussia ,which stands among and the decline of jealousy point to a general

the latest of the views of Mr. Pitt, would willingness to recognise Prussia as the head

hive corrected her inferiority. During the of such a confederacy .
negotiations preceding the campaign of Aus- As one great advantage of France, both

terlitz, in 1805, Mr. Pitt proposed to throw in attack and defence, is her centralization,

the whole of the Low Countries, if conquer. under which her forces can radiate from a

ed from France, into Prussia. Thus, he common centre of action, so one great dis

contended, Prussia might at once cope with advantage of Germany is her decentraliza

France ; and by stretching herself to Ant . tion, as well as her disunion. To govern

werp and Ostend, she might be brought Germany from Frankfort is as different

into more direct alliance with Great Britain. from governing France from Paris, geogra

Such an empire would have now given phically, as it is politically . ButGermany
Prussia a population of 26,000.000, but still might be directed in war from Berlin , al

without a more defensible frontier than be- most as efficiently as France from Paris.

fore. The proposal of Mr. Pitt, however, It is hard to believe that the states of the

is now simply curious, and not practical ; Zollverein - without annulling the existing

and it is more important to consider the confederation,which would still offer both to

practicability of a political Bund, inferior to Germany and German - Austria reciprocal

the German Confederation in extent, but co- aid—would decline to form a federal body

existing with it , and generally describing in war, in which the ruler of Prussia, jointly

the circle of the Zoliverein. To supplant perhaps with two colleagues chosen by the

the present Confederation by such a con- Other States, should direct its military forces.

federation as this would be neither possible This infraction of the Act of the Confederacy

por expedient. It would not be possible, would be much less considerable than that

as has been said , because the opposition of of 1854.

Austria would be insurmountable. It would Some simple expedient such as this is

not be expedient, because the existing se- apparently sufficient to shield Western Eu

curity , that neither Austria nor Germany rope from ambitious war. The Federal

should ever combine against the other with empire of Germany and the Composite

either France or Russia, is dependent on the empire of Austria, two well-organized, dis

maintenance of the present Confederation. tinct, yet confederate powers, together num .

It the Austrian Empire and the States of the bering 70,000,000, would form a barrier

Prussian Zollverein could legally take the between France and Russia ; and while the

field against each other, the independence one would protect Belgium in the West,

of the centre of Europe would be worth no the other would protect Turkey in the East.

more than in the age of the First Napoleon . We believe Austria, with all the errors and

There is reason to hope that German crimes of her administration, to be even yet

polities are tending towards the formation necessary to what is termed a balance of

of some such subordinate confederacy as power in the East of Europe ; for she has

that which we have indicated. The Zollve- been convinced that she could not share

rein now comprises a population of 32,700 ,- with Russia in a partition of Turkey upon
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equal terms, since the defeat of her aggres- | tution ; for it is impossible to imagine a

sive policy by Great Britain and Prussia in perfect and durable union between States,

the treaty of Sistova , of 1786. But as the some of which are governed constitutionally,

independence of Hungary was formerly one others despotically. Hungary does not

of the main objects for which the existence aspire to any exceptional position ; what

of the Austrian empire was held to be bene- she asks for herself, she also asks for the

ficial in the East of Europe, so the conquest other provinces.

of Hungary by Austria has lessened the Nothing can be easier than to effect this

European importance of an empire, whose change of system. It would only be ne

overthrow would, after all, promote a con- cessary

solidation of Germany. The force of stern “ 1. That Francis Joseph should cancel

necessity is now, however, favouring a re- all he has done during the last ten years,

storation of some part of the prescriptive from 1849 to 1859, as that great sovereign,

rights of Hungary, doubly abolished in gov- Joseph II., cancelled with sublime courage

ernment and religion ; and we may here all he had done between 1780 and 1789.

offer a statement of the demands of the The wounded self-love of Francis Joseph

Hungarians from the new and important must give way to higher considerations,

work of M. de Szeméré , the Ex-President The points at issue are, the existence of an

of the Council of Ministers in Hungary :*. empire, as regards Europe ; the restoration

“ Henceforth vague promises, half-mea. of liberty and nationality, as regards Hun

sures, partial concessions, will not satisfy gary ; and the continuance of his dynasty,

Hungary. The changes she will require are as regards himself.
as follows “2. He must name, provisionally, a pala

“ 1. The restitution of her ancient histo- tine, as constitutional head of the State

rical limits, which all her kings have sworn when the king is absent from the kingdom .

to maintain and defend. This is likewise “ 3. He must convoke the Diet, in ac

the unanimous wish of Croatia, Transylva- cordance with the electoral laws of 1848,

nia, the Woiwodina, and the Military Fron- which shall act as a constituent assembly,
tiers, which have all been violently detached the relations of Hungary with the other pro
from the mother country.

vinces necessarily requiring modification, as

“ 2. The re-establishment of her old con- they too would be constitutional States.

stitution , according to which the legislative “ 4. He must enter upon and follow up

power resides in the Sovereign and the this constitutional and progressive policy

nation conjointly, the latter acting by means sincerely, frankly, and without reserve. The

of two chambers, one hereditary, the other more reasons nations have to mistrust a

elective . dynasty, the more difficult it is to gain their

“ 3. The restoration of her municipal au- confidence, and that is certainly the only

tonomy, the most essential part of her con- basis on which a new and powerful Austria

stitution , as it supplies the best bulwark can be founded.

against the encroachments of the central “ Such are the sole means of giving new

Government, gives her the faculty and ca- life to Austria. If adopted , the diversity of

pacity for self-government, and is the best races, which is now her weakness, would

school for training a constant succession of become her strength. It would be a power

public men . ful federation of free nations under one

“ 4. The re-acknowledgment of all the sovereign ; she would be strong in herself,

laws and treaties which secured the politicaland her existence would no longer depend

and national independence of the kingdom ; on the good pleasure of her neighbours.

civil and political equality (proclaimed in Despotism has brought Austria tottering to

1848) , as also the right of association for the brink of a precipice ; liberty and respect

all the inhabitants ; the voting of the budget of nationalities would render her powerful.

Diet — in short, the most complete partici- of forcing the dynasty to enter upon this

pation in all the internal and external affairs path of safety ; but in this great enterprise
of the kingdom . on whom must she fix her hopes ?"

“ 5. Lastly, the maintenance of the prag. It appears that the Court of Vienna has

matic sanction -- that is to say, dynastic at length acquiesced in the necessity of re

union with the Austrian provinces, but only storing some portion of the rights of Hun

on condition that they shall have a consti- gary.

* Hungary from 1848 to 1860, by Bartholomew Thus far we have glanced at a few of the

de Szeméré, late Minister of the Interior and Pre- leading international relations of Europe ;
sident of the Council of Ministers in Hungary. andsuch a view of the condition of the Con

London, Bentley.
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tinent presumes, that the political questions the oppidan influence, or the popular power

that may arise will probably prove foreign of the towns, is also much greater here than
rather than domestic. But the most super- elsewhere. The population of the boroughs

ficial inquiry will evince, that there lie wider of Great Britain amounts to more than two

questions between Governments and their fifths of her total population ; and after de

respective subjects, than between one Gov. ducting enfranchised towns too inconsider
ernment and another. A social revolution able to represent town interests, a third of

has gradually, and for the most part peace- the total population will still be found to be

fully, transpired throughout a great part of oppidan . In Spain, there is a population of

Western Europe during the last half cen- 15,000,000 ; but of this number more than

tury ; and the progress of government has 12,000,000 belong to rural districts, and
not, in any country but our own, kept pace barely 3,000,000 to the towns. In France,

with the progress of society . In Prussia, the total population is 36,000,000, as we

the abolition of baronial tenures and feudal have already said ; but the population of the

servitude, which was carried out by Stein towns which possess 20,000 inhabitants, is,

and Hardenberg between the years 1807 we believe, largely under 5,000,000.

and 1821 , has brought a new and immense the Austrian Empire, there are not six

class into being ; the same change has been towns which possess 60,000 inhabitants. It

effected nearly throughout Germany; in may be too much to assert, that if the Con

Spain, the sales of the immense property of tinental States of Western Europe had gen

the Crown, of the Church , and of a great erally been marked by large proprietorships

portion of the embarrassed or exiled no- like ours , they would certainly have enjoyed

bility , have introduced an allotment of the Governments at once less centralised and

soil into proprietorships hardly inferior to more stable ; but it may be maintained with

those of France in number and subdivision . confidence, that if they had been generally

Even in Italy the same tendencies have pre - marked by large towns such as ours, their

vailed , though they have been less promi- despotic Governments would have been an

bent ; and in Hungary, under the Parlia - nihilated.

mentary Government of that State, the But while we therefore hardly venture to

servile tenure had actually, if not also tech- institute political comparisons between Great

nically , disappeared. A great expansion of Britain and the Continent, and to draw in

democratic power forms the social fact of ferences from them , we assume that the gen

our own age ; and it is to be assumed , either eral tendency of this new -born democratic

that that power must be brought into har- power,-if not deliberately kept in antago

mony with the existing polity of Europe, or dism with existing institutions, by a refusal

must provoke a new conflict with it, onthose of popular concessions, may prove in favour

questions which the violent repression of an of liberty and peace. The French Revolu

equally violent revolution in 1848 has left tion may be pointed to as a contraty exam
unsolved . Premising that a perpetual ple; but in France institutions and traditions

dynasty of bayonets is impossible , we take were swept away by the maintenance of that

the general alternative of Western Europe very antagonism ; and though it cannot be

to lie between revolution and reform , and to pretended that the wrongs now sustained by

be not distant. the Germans, for example, bear any com

Two cardinal distinctions in the distribu- parison with those which the French peasan

tion of classes present themselves, however, try were enduring before the Revolution,

between Great Britain and the other States that precedent may serve to indicate the

of Western Europe; and they render us critical period which continental statesmen

cautious of judging the interests ofthe Con- have now to guide. But we may reasonably

tinent by the example of a country so dis- base this conclusion on the example of

similar from it as our own in its social States which gained a similar popular deve

organization. The prevalence of great lopment in former periods. We allude to

estates is now peculiar to the United King- Norway, the Low Countries, and Switzer

dom . England and Scotland , with their land ; and these countries have been re:

large ownerships and large tenancies and markable through successive ages, for their

Ireland , with its small tenancies indeed, but maintenance of peace from without, and

still with its large ownerships- form a con- liberty from within, whether their constitu.

trast to the system of tenure and cultivation tion were republican or monarchical. The

on the Continent, too well credited and issue of this new rural system , nevertheless,

known to require an appeal to the evidence must obviously depend on the idiosyncrasies
of statistics . · But, on the other hand, while of each people and state ; on the character

the aristocratic power in country districts is of the religion; on the mode and extent of

here vastly greater than in any other State, education ; on the prevalence of bureau
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cracy ; and , more than all , on the propor- ascribed to the courts of Paris and St. Pe

tionate influence of the middle and town tersburg , under the euphonism of a civilisa.

classes, and on the policy of the remaining tion of Turkey ; for even the problem of

great landowners who form the aristocracy. self-civilisation seems insoluble in Russis.

These circumstances are so various as to In this medley of foreign and domestic

promise a great diversity of aspects in the danger on the Continent, Great Britain ,not
different States of Europe. only free, through wise legislation , from the

It is worth remarking that, of all the con- disharmony of classes within her own seas,

tinental countries which have attracted at- but secure even in the loyalty of her most

tention by their movements during the last distant colonies, will be concerned chiefly

quarter of a century, Sardinia is the only with the maintenance of a maritime superi

one which has brought its aristocracy into ority, which is necessary to protect her cost,

harmony, like our own aristocracy, at once to secure her commerce, and to maintain her

with the throne and the people. In Ger - communication with an empire scattered

man Austria , for instance, we find the great over either hernisphere and through every

landuwners generally allied with the throne zone. Nor will she be held unequal to this

ugainst the people; in Hungary and the Two task, however active be the rivalry of

Sicilies, they are as generally allied with the France, by those who remember that, in

people against the throne; in France they countries such as Spain and Holland, there

are unequal to the support of either ; in no longer remain the elements of those

Spain they deliberately stand aloof from maritime confederacies which , fifty and sixty

both . The distinctive success of Sardinia in years ago, she defeated and dissolved.

uniting the monarchy with the Milanese and The increasing force of popular interests

Florentine nobility, as well as with all may yet preserve our peace with France;

classes in her old kingdom , renders her our irresistible affinity with Germany,as the

Government hardly less than our own, a most powerful of defensive nations,promises

model for other countries to imitate ; and it us an ally in war ; and the Treaty of the

refutes all the vaticinations of the opponents 15th of July 1810 , negotiated with Russia

of Italian independence, and of the disbeliev. by Lord Pulmerston, and by Lord Cianri.

ers in Italian unity . But no other Con - carde - and perhaps our greatest diplomatic

tinental State has made this advance. The success since the alliances of 1813-still

Prussian constitution stands next to the Sar: serves for a monument that Russia, then

dinian in importance ; but the Prussian con- brought into our alliance against France,

stitution is by no means calculated to effect stands in no necessary antagonism to our

the required conciliation of classes. The policy. These are the advantages on the

Prussian representatives consist of 90 no . development of which our position in Eu

bles, 80 district councillors, 70 bureaucrats, rope depends ; and there is reason to hope

64 judicial magistrates, 140 officers of the that that union of firmness and temper,

army, and 20 religious superintendents. which has uniformly marked the present ad .

Such a parliament is likely to produce, not ministration in the conduct of foreign affairs,

free legislation, but administrative conflict, may employ them with success, in the forth.

judicial venality , and military insubor- coming negotiations, for the maintenance of

dination . peace.

The proposed emancipation of the serfs in

Russia evinces the desire of the Russian

Government to follow in the career of Ger. Art. X.-Recent Publications.

many; but this question is still somewhat
obscure; and Prince Peter Dolgorouki,* Archaia ; or, Studies of the Cosmogony ard

who has done more than any other writer to
Natural History of the Hebrew Scriptures.

expound it, has just painted Government
By J. W. Dawson, LL.D., F.G.S., Prine

and nation in so deplorable a condition of
cipal of M'Gill's College, Author of " Acu

finance, administration, and commerce -- and
dian Geology," etc. Montreal : Dawson

and Son , 1860.

the Sovireign himself , so trammelled by his

nobility on one side and his bureaucracy on We have read this volume with great plea

another - as to offer an indifferent prospect sure. There are some things in it with which

of the attainment of a measure which he also we do not agree ; but every page bears testi

paradoxically describes as calculated to in - mony to the substantial literary, scientific,

crease the poverty of the serf. His picture and theological attainments of its author.

of Russia has also a certain bearing on the There are no attempts to look asquint at

Eastern intrigues, which public rumour has any of the important topics discussed. Can

dour, good sense, and a fine Christian spirit,

* La Verité sur la Russie. Paris, 1860. happily distinguish Principal Dawson's work
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from many, which on both sides of the At- nence to the volume now before us which

Jantic, have been written on the same suh- undoubtedly it deserves,and must limit our

j-cts. We were aware of Dr. Dawson's remarks to one or two points. I referring

accomplishments as a geologist, but we were to the first verses of Genesis, the author

not prepared to accord to him that varied dissents, and we think on good grunds,

learning, evidences of which are everywhere from Dr. Pye Sinith’s local chaos theory.
apparent in this volume. He thinks that what is most generally

Turning to an examination of the cosmo- known as the reconcilation scheme of Chal.

logical pecularities of the Bible, he takes for mers is as little satisfactory . Now, while

his starting-point the plenary inspiration of we should not like to hold that this scheme

the Scriptures. He does not examine, in is unobjectionable, we continue of opinion

order to find whether or no the references that it ineets many difficulties. Dr. Daw

to natural science in them are such as war. son rightly thinks that, à priori, “ it is im .

rant him to accept the Scriptures as inspired ; probable that the first act of creative power

but, confessing his faith in their inspiration, -hould have resulted in the production of a

he shows how his inquiries can be best pro mere chaos ;" but no such charge as this can

secuted from this point of view. An opposite be alleged against a general scene of de -0

course has led only to error . Writers have lation, before the introduction of a new epoch

set themselves to interrogate them as to one and the bringing in ofspecieswholly distinct
physico -theological question and another, trom previously existing ones . We have

having no faith in the witness . No wonder, often wondered at the want of reflection

then, that the testimony has often seemed which has characterised many geologists,

absurd or contradictory. But with a ' cross when dealing with this question. Wesup

questioner ” like Dr. Dawson, the utterances pose that few will be found to deny the

are seen to be not inconsistent with the general submergence of the land of the

character of the witness ; though we may northern hemisphere before the beginning

sometimes have to aver that another con. ofthe Pleistocene period, during the progress

struction might be put on them than is done of which the Dritt was realized. Nothing

by him . An enumeration of the general more than a general prevalence of such a

contents will indicate the range and import- phenomenon is demanded for the chaos of

ance of the subjects discussed in “ Archaia." Theologians. Why might not the local pass

We have Objects, Character, and Authority into the universal? The contemporaneous

of the Hebrew Cosmogony - General Views existence of animals characteristic of both is ,

of Nature contained in the Hebrew Scrip however, the stumbling block here. But if

tures — The Beginning — The Desolate Void you grant the introduction of new species,

--Light - Days of Creation — The Atmo- you give a place to miracle in the develope

sphere ~ The Dry Land— The First Vegeta inent of the cosmical scheme of life. Now,

tion — Luminaries — The Lower Animals , what greater difficulty is there in believing

The Higher. Animals — Man — The Rest of that old types were planted anew by the

the Creator -- Unity and Autiquity of Man. hand of the Creator in the midst of those

To these is added an Appendix, chiefly con novel forms which were to distinguish the

taining quotations from well-known works period, than in holding that new species were

in science, which bear upon the topics dis intruded ? There is miracle in either case.

cussed in the body of the work. The views Again looking at the days of creation, we

stated in the first chapter as to the harmony are of opinion that Dr. Dawson has not

between science and religion, and as to the succeeded in shutting up readers to his opin

attainments of the writers of Scripture in the ions as the only sound ones, notwithstand

knowledge of natural science, have more ing the breadth of view and the great ability

than once been brought out in this journal. which characterize his discussions on this

So also has the importance of scientific point. He holds what is now generally

knowledge to the Christian Church . At one known as the “ Age Theory .” But it is due

time there was some likelihood that promi- to the author to state that he has arrived at

nence was about to be given to this in Scot- this by a process peculiarly his own . While

lavd ; and , had Dr. Fleming been spared a acknowledging the ability and freely using the

fews years longer, he would have compelled arguments of Cuvier,Jameson, Hugh Miller,

even the most ignorant theologians to ac- and others, he is far from relying on these

knowledge the truth of his views. But it great names. IIis conclusions result from

is always difficult to persuade men of the independent and original investigations.

importance of branches of knowledge, with Referring to Genesis i , 5,* Dr. Dawson

which they are only partially , even not at
* “ And God called the light Day ; and the dark

all acquainted .
ness he called Night. And the Evening and the

We have not space to give that promi- Morning were the first day. "

>
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says : “ The first important fact that strikes a seventh in the same way for Himself,—the

us, is one which has not received the atten- weekly Sabbath , at the close of which man

tion it deserves—viz. , that the word day is may hasten forth to his own work. Like

evidently used in two senses in the verse it- the other view , there is a possibility that

self. We are told that God called the light, Dr. Dawson, Hugh Miller, etc., may be

that is the diurnal continuance of light, day: right on this point; but we again repeat, a

We are also informed that the evening and new revelation will be required before that

the morning were the first day . Day, there great multitude, who find in the Bible the

fore, in one of these clauses is the light as words of eternal life, will accept the theory

separated from the darkness, which we may as true. Will Dr. Dawson do usthe favour
call the natural day ; in the other , it is the to look at Hebrews iv . , and say whether his

whole time occupied in the creation of light, views will harmonise with the views of the

and its separation from darkness, whether Spirit of God given there as to the Sabbath

that was à civil or astronomical day, of rest, when set alongside of the rest ofCanaan,

twenty -four hours, or some longer period." and the rest of the soul in Jesus Christ ? In

After having followed Dr. Dawson's reason- all these not very profitable discussions,

ing and illustrations with great care, we this chapter has been habitually kept out of

frankly confess that we have not been led sight.

into his views. We would rather hold by We might subject all the author's remarks

the word as an intelligent man would at once to a criticism of this kind ; but were we to

accept them , who has no pet theory to plead do so, we should not like to be held as com

for, and would urge that the second clause mitted on the side of any of those theories,

is simply explanatory of the first. We have the weak parts of which he points out with

day and night in the first, and then we are much skill and to much profit. As regards

told that day includes the period from dawn the strictures on Professor Hitchcock, at p.

to dusk , and night the period from dusk to 114 , it should be borne in mind that the .

dawn . It is no doubt possible that the inter- Professor, to whom both pure science and

pretation which Dr. Dawson pleads for may physico-theology is much indebted , wrote

be the true one, but another than man must the sentences reviewed at a time when com

come and tell us so before unbiassed men paratively little prominence had been given

will accept it. The references to creation to those paleontological discoveries which

in the Scriptures are no more numerous now seem to contradict them .

than were needed in order to make the higher The chapters which follow that now noticed

revelation intelligible to us. Let geology are devoted to the discussion of such sub

deal with the records on the rocks as not jects as “The Atmosphere — The Luminaries

being mentioned in Genesis—as not even -The Dry Land—The First Vegetation

contained under the expression, “ in the be- The Lower Animals — and Man.” To the

ginning ” —and the Bible will be saved from discussion of these the author brings a strong

many foolish interpretations, and critics from intellect, a richly furnished mind , great and

much not very pleasant work . But what say accurate scientific attainments, and extensive

you of the six days ? Well , we take them as acquaintance with the literature of physico

every unbiassed reader has read them from theology, and , withal , a manifest love to the

earliest times, and aver that they cover the Creator as a covenant God . These are

record of the making of the things therein qualifications which are seldom met with in

described . Before the first day, the earth such literature. The chapter on the “ Unity

lay ready for the introduction of new forms, and Antiquity of Men ” will well reward the

as it had done when the Silurian ceased, and painstaking perusal of candid enquirers, on

the Devonian has to be realized, or as it did a subject which is likely to be as keenly
when the well -marked Carboniferous was to discussed in Britain as it has, for some years,

be ushered in . The alleged astronomical been in America .Many of the viewsbrought

difficulty might be stated in the same way ; forward by Mr. Darwin, in his recent work

but we spare our readers. on the " Origin of Species," point to this.

It appears to us that the difficulties in the Should the question arise, we can cordially

way of such an interpretation as Dr. Daw- recommend Dr.Dawson's chapter, now refer

son, following Hugh Miller and others, has red to, as a safe guide. It was our first

put upon the seventh day, are even more intention to have offered an analysis of this

formidable. If you receive the theory that chapter to our readers, but the space at our

God's Sabbath began with Adam , and still disposal for this notice prevents us doing

continues, the inference in sound logic is that more than refer to it. In conclusion,we beg

every day is alike. And if you answer that to thank Dr. Dawson for his able work. As

God has specially told of six days as for has been shown, we are not disposed to

man, then we answer that He has set apart accept it, as a whole, without note or com
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ment, but this does not prevent us charac- | holds the six days to indicate six great ages,

terizing it as the best of its kind which has whose periods may be examined in the

been recently published . It will give us earth's crust. We have so often stated the

much pleasure to meet soon again with the grave objections to this , presented in the

author of " Acadian Geology ” and of geologic record, and in the word itself, if we“

“ Archaia . " look at it in the light of a correct exegesis,

thatwe shall not repeat them . Since the

Pre- Adamite Man ; or, the Story of our old death of Mr. Hugh Miller, our views have

Planet and its inhabitants, told by Scrip- received one testimony and another in their
ture and Science. London : Saunders, favour, in recent scientific discoveries. The

Otley, and Co. 1860. position in the scale of life assigned by Mr.

Miller to certain animals and plants, in the

This volume stands in direct contrast to bringing in of organic forms, and whose

“ Archaia." UnlikeDr. Dawson , the author, place, as fixed by himself,he found necessary

or, as we should perhaps rather say, author- to his theory , has been altered at one point

ess, evidently can lay no claims to high and another. As regards the point, how

scientific attainments. The book , neverthe - ever, now under notice, it is quite clear that

less, is well written , and contains a good the world will be troubled with schemes of

resumé of the opinions of others on the sub- harmony until we come to take other ground

jects reviewed , with , here and there, some than apologists at present, almost without

original matter, in the form of hypothesis exception , hold. We must say at once, “ If

and speculation . We may thus recommend you will speculate on creation , don't mix up

it to any of our readers, who are not as tired your theories with the Bible at all . The

as we are of theories of creation. We need sacred volme was not given to instruct us in

not enter very fully into the discoveries natural science, or in the physical history of

which have urged the writer to take up the the globe, but in the knowledge of a cove

ground occupied in the volume. If he or nant God, in the great love wherewith He

she will turn to Dr. Dawson's notices of the hath loved us. ' '

flint weapon, those fertile themes for specu . The author of the book now before us

lation , an answer will be found, which, if not thinks there is warrant to conclude, “ with

amounting to absolute proof as to the com- the Bible in one hand and science in the

paratively recent character of the flint wea - other," that there were men before Adam,

pons, yet to an hypothesis which takes away " whose mundane history, whatever its
much of the importance which credulous course, must have run out long ere our

theorists have been so ready to assign to Adamic family appeared !" And then they

them. That no human bones have been were a race to bemuch envied . “ As a sen

found in situ with them , might have sug- tient being, he must have enjoyed an exist

gested an explanation . During the action ence of exquisite satisfaction . There would”
of physical disturbance, which led to their be no work demanded of him, no painstaking

being left in their alleged) position , those toil of body or of mind . A very Mahomet

who had been making them , or had laid an paradise would that pre-Adamic world be

them up for use, had been compelled hastily for man ! We can only say to all this, that,

to make their escape. But even if bones “ with the Bible in one hand, and some science

had been found , before we could have been in the other,” we believe that the said race

justly entitled to draw such conclusions from has its existence only in the author's not

them as those ever ready to believe wonders very well trained imagination. It would be

are, we would have required to show, that making far too much of the volume to give

the physical action in the localities described ourselves in earnest to its refutation. We

have at all times been the same as they think so well of the talent shown in the work ,

that we are quite sure the author has not the

As to Gen. i . and ii ., we have none of the least confidence in the views stated.

difficulties which this writer, and some

others, find in harmonising them. The differ- Farm Insects : being the Natural History

ences are just such as might be expected to
and Economy of the Insects Injurious to

characterize an exact account of any one
the Field Crops of Great Britain and Ire

series of events, and a general statement of land . By Joun Curtis, F.L.S., etc.

this afterwards. What says the writer to
London and Glasgow : Blackie & Son.

this, as an explanation of the difficulty in 1860.

regard to the fowls referred to in Gen. i .;

and those mentioned in Gen. ii.- the water- About fifty years ago, Mr. Kirby com

fowl are associated with the waters, and the plained of the little attention paid to his fa
land birds with the dry land ?' The writer ( vourite science, Entomology. “ Her cham

are now.
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pions," he said, “ hitherto have been so few , of insects are the turnip and corn crops. In

and their efforts so unavailing, that all her addition to these, potatoes, pease, beans,

rival sisters have been exalted above her ; rape, mangel-wurzel, carrots, clover, etc.,

and I believe there is scarcely any branch of suffer less or more from them annually;

natural history that has had fewer British and during certain seasons some of them

admirers.” That this is no longer true, we may be almost or wholly destroyed. The

are mainly indebted to Mr. Kirby himself. seasons and circumstances Jeast favourable

He took the true way to secure success . to the growth of any one of these crops,

Spence, in 1809 , gave him the hint of the must always afford most opportunity for the

way to success. He remarks : “ Every ravages of injurious insects, just as the sickly: .

body reads with avidity anecdotes of the human frame is ever most open to the in

uses, injurious properties, habits, etc., of in- roads of prevailing diseases . Mr. Curtis de

sects ; and only admit your readers through votes four chapters to the natural history

such a vestibule, you will get numbers to and economy of the insects which affect the

the science, who would have been deterred turnip crops. These may not only be read

at the very threshold of mere technical dis- with much profit by every practical agricul
cussions." All are aware how successfully turist, but we are quite sure every student

Messrs. Kirby and Spence carried out this of scientific entomology will find them fuil

idea in “ The Introduction to Entomology." of interest. Having given some attention

Mr. Curtis should obtain many readers, if to the subjects treated of, we are free to ac

the same inducements have still weight, for knowledge having gained much instruction

he has added to these one much more pow- in following Mr. Curtis through the pages

erful than any of them . The attractiveness (more than a hundred ) in which he deals

in the case of this work is much increased specially with the turnip pests. His well

by the direct appealto man's self - interest . known skill as a first-rate entomologist, his

The insects described are those from which dislike of assertion in regard to points which

man is ever anxious to keep the crops, in he has not fully investigated, his thorough

the raising of which he spends so much time, acquaintance with the literature of his fa
work , and skill . vourite science, and his readiness to give

honour to whom honour is due, in regard to
" A feeble race ! Yet oft

The sacred sons of vengeaoce, on whose course priority of observations, will all arrest the

Corrosive Famive wails, and kills the year." attention of the reader. These remarks on

the pages devoted to the turnip fly are

How to keep the pests from destroying the equally true of the injurious insects and

produce of the season , is the problem put caterpillars referred to in connection with
before the farmer. Mr. Curtis comes to his other crops.

help in this volume. If a remedy is to be When we took up this volume, we began

supplied , the disease must be well known ; to prepare an analysis of the topics referred

if insects injurious to crops are to be killed, to , but we soon found that ju -tice could not

the farmer must know his enemies when he be done to them in such a notice as wemust

sees them, be acquainted with the various now be satisfied with . Not only is the work

changes which they undergo in their progress one which deserves an elaborate review as a

to maturity and their habits while under work of true science ; it is one, moreover,

these, -must know where to find them , and which even the unscientific reader may

what weapons to most successfully study with profit . It onght to find a place

against them . Contrary to the conviction in every intelligent agriculturi-t's }ibrary.

of kind , warm -hearted Uncle Toby, farmers Messrs. Blackie have done a good work in

have no wish to treat these insects as kindly putting it within the reach of farmers. We

as he did the renowned fly " which buzzed inay add that the work is illustrated by ad.

about his nose , and tormented him cruelly mirable engravings on steel plates and on

all dinner- time. ” They do not think that wood .

the “ world is wide enough for themselves"

and the insect pests. “I'll not hurt thee,” The Aquarian Naturalist. A Manual for

says Uncle Toby, rising from his chair, and
the Sea - Side, By Thomas RYMER JONES,

going across the room with the fly in his F.R.S., etc. London : John Van Voorst

hand ; “ I'll not hurt a hair of thy head .

Go,” says he, lifting up the sash , and open- Tuis volume deserved sooner notice. It has

ing his hand as he spoke, to let it escape, not only lain long on our table, but it has

“ Go, poor devil, get thee gone ; why should been used . So that, if we have been long
I hurt thee ? This world surely is wide in directing the attention of our readers to

enough to hold both thee and me ! " it, now that we do so, we are in cireum .

The crops especially liable to the ravages stances to speak decidedly of its merits.

! )

use
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Professor Jones has here brought together which make the study of Marine Zoology

a great amount of useful information for the too easy . There is some likelihood that

sea-side student. Whether the present mode when Miss Mary and Master Thomas have

of writing popular hand -books will be found glanced over it, they may basten with col

ultimately favourable to science itself, may, Decting jars to the shore to fill the aquarium

perhaps be doubted. It will certainly lead which fond paterfamilias has setup for them ;

to a more general interest in scientific sub- and, when it is well stocked, the wondering

jects, and send many more forth to collect parents may be called to listen to the young

in favourite fields. But we fear the interest ladies' remarks about “ Sir John Dalyell's

is so general as not to include in its range discoveries,” or to the hopeful brother's cor

that painstaking application which the at- rection, “ You forget, sister ! what you refer

tainment of all substantial information de. to is to be found in a remarkable paper by

mands. · Making collections” is in danger Quaterfages, in the ‘ Annales des Sciences

of being little more than a short-lived fashion , Naturelles,' ” or , “ The observation is re

for those who are engaged in it seldom know corded by Kölliker, ” while the accompli-hed

more than the names of the most common Miss takes her revenge by adding, “ Here

species. Good, doubtless, results from all is Professor Jones' Aquarian Naturalist,'

this ; though it may not be in the direction and you will find from it that we were both

of scientific progress. It is good to give mistaken . He says that Van Beneden first

" the habit of the eye” —to lead many forth noticed it.” Let uot any reader smile : the

into field and forest, to mountain and valley , picture is from life.

to rill and river, and to the shallows on the We are glad , however, to observe the

sea-shore . Old and young are the better prominence given by Professor Jones to the

for it. They pick up health in the open air, late Sir John Dalyell's discoveries in

and this reacts on their spiritual vature ; Aquatic Zoology. He was among the first

they may even meet with one of those in Scotland who gave himself in earnest to

glimpses into the thoughts of a present the study of this branch of natural science,

Creator which sometimes,as if by accident, at a time when many obstacles had to be

meet even the most unobserving when left cleared away before a hearing could be got,

alone amidst the works ofGod. But, while even from inen who, in other branches of

this is the case, we suspect there is some zoology, were adding greatly to our know
reason to believe that inany, who might ledge of nature. His workon the “ Rare

have become students in the highest serise, and Remarkable Animals of Scotland” was

ever impressed with the attractiveness of the fruit of very great toil and expense ;

sound information, and willing to face any though it has found a place in our chief pub

amount of labor in order to attain it , have lic libraries , it has not hitherto attained the

had the way made too plain for them , and wide circulation which its merits as a work

have become contented to have others read of true science deserve. In one way, indeed,

for them what they would have been the many of the facts first recorded by Sir John

better of reading for themselves, and to have have become well known, even in the popu

others observe for them , in order that they lar literature of Aquatic Zoology . They

might have at second-hand what they ought have been copied at first and at second hand

to have mastered by the furthputting of di-most freely , and all connection with the ori

rect personal energy. Thus, give a man ginal source left out of view. It will form

almost any one branch , or even any one au evidence of true love for such studies,

hundred branches, in natural history, and he when a work like that of Sir John Dalyell's

will quote readily authorities which he bas " Rare and Remarkable Animals ” shall be

never seen , refer tv facts which he has never sought for as a guide by students.

taken ihe trouble to verily, and mention, as While Professor Jones is careful in point

if from the personal point of view , expe- ing out authorities, he is , perhaps, too ready

riences in the study of the works of God to accept alleged facts on the testimony of

which have never in reality cros- ed his path. one witness. Thus says Sir John, in regard

There may thus be a danger of making at- to the food of Actinia, “ It is in the highest
tainments too easy . The spirit of self- degree carnivorous. The fiercest of

reliance in observing, of persevering waiting the Crustacea fall a prey to the

upon nature, and of willing toil in order to Actinia .” — “ Rare Animals, ” p. 197, vol .

substantial knowledge,may be lost, and that ii.) And says Professor Jones, " The fierc

which might be well fitted to discipline the est of the Crustacea

whole mind may come to nourish iis natural to Actinia .” — P . 154. out

indulence. To very many it may seem the some time ago, in this Journal, that there is

highest praise we can bestow on Professor good cause for believing Actinia will have

Jones' work to rank it in the list of those nothing to do with crabs . Lewes, in “ Sea

all fall a prey

We pointed
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side Studies," has called attention to this Landseer, F. O. Finch, N. J. Holmes, etc.

likewise, and with the same note. Sir These are generally exceedingly characteris.

John's sister, Miss Dalyell of Binns, a good tic, and must convey to readers well defined

naturalist, and Sir John's constant compan- impressions of the forms of life sketched.

ion and partner in all his zoological studies, In oneor two examples, we think the effect

holds that her brother was not in error when might have been more successful. Thus, as

he made the remark quoted above. Miss to colour, Sturnus Vulgaris is too green.

Dalyell says, in a letter, “ I have seen Ac- Even when this bird is seen at ease, on a

tinia swallow crabs, but it was by the branch in bright sunlight, the sheen on his

merest accidents What is there to glossy feathers is never so high -coloured.

prevent an Actinia eating a crab ? If the His bill, too, tapers over much, and looks

shell is hard , it will suck the meat and then liker the bill of the leading members of the

disgorge the shell, in the same manner as Sylviadæ than of Sturnus. As to form , it

the mussel.” We candidly reply, “ We strikes us that the figure of Rollulus Cristatus

have seen Actinia habitually turn away as conveys to the reader the impression that this

with disgust from active young crabs.” bird is much larger than it is. But these

We need scarcely add that we cordially re- are very small matters indeed. The ana

commend Professor Jones' able volume. tomical figures are excellent. The work is

one of sterling merit. It is not unworthy

The Museum of Natural History ; being a of such names as Dallas, Richardson, Baird ,

Popular Account of the Structure, Habits, and White,and it speaks most favourably to

and Classification of the various Depart- the enterprise and commercial energy of the

ments of the Animal Kingdom . Glasgow publisher. It deserves all success.

and London : William Mackenzie .

Eight parts of this work have recently come Englische Geschichte vornehmlich in sechs

under our notice. What the “ Regne Ani zehnten u. siebzehnten Jahrhundert. Von

mal,” as edited by the illustrious disciples of
LEOPOLD RANKE. Erster Band. Berlin :

Cuvier, is to scientific students, the enter
Duncker u . Humblot. 1859. Pp. 606.

prising publisher of the Museum of Natural

History” wishes it to be to popular readers. From Germany and France, Ranke has now

The realization of such a design implied turned to England. In the first volume of

many difficulties . It is possible to make a his history, now before us, he displays the

work of this kind too popular, even for the same extent of research, largeness of views,

taste of the people. The demand for books and impartiality of treatment, which made

in natural science, stripped of the nomen- his former works so acceptable to the his

clature of science, is not so great as is often torical student. He embraces the Tudors

alleged. The fact is, that there is a widely- and the first Stuart in the present instalment

spread desire among intelligent classes, of his work , sketching in a preliminary book

whose education has not included any of the the course of the English annals until the

learned tongues, to become acquainted with death of the last Plantagenet. The connec

scientific terminology through means of the tion and involvement of English with Con

English language. This among other most tinental history is ably traced throughout.

important aspects of instruction in natural Ranke is, however, we think, somewhat too

history, is kept in view in the work before much of the old school of historians in not

" Divided into sections,” it has been paying sufficient attention to the state and

appropriated as follows :-Mammalia - T . progress of the people. The court, camp,

Spencer Cobbold, M.D., F.L.S. Birds and cabinet take uphis attention too much,

William S. Dallas, F.L.S. Fishes—Sir John to the exclusion of the plough and the work.

Richardson ,C.B.,F.R.S. Reptiles, Mollusca, shop. The age of guilds was quite as de.
Infusoria, Radiata, etc. — William Baird , serving of notice as the later era of

M.D., F.L.S. Entomology and Crustacea- factories. The countryman of Hans Sachs

Adam White, Esq. , “ of the British Mu. and Albert Dürer should not have fallen

seum .” The names are a guarantee for the into this mistake. Nor has he sufficiently

correct and substantial character of the in . noticed the literaryaspect of the Reform

formation . We have carefully looked into ation and early Puritan period . The Ger

the different parts, especially in regard to man historiart might have been expected to

subjects associated with our own present have noticed works so remarkable from their

studies , and have found them treated in a passing interest, and from closing the first

peculiarly lucid and correct way . The work era of Scottish song, as the “ Cardinal" and

is illustrated with numerous engravings on the “ Monarchie” of Lyndsay . For Ranke,

steel and wood, from drawings by Charles Scott's words do not hold good :

us.

>
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Still is thy name of high account, in treatment which was supplied by his

And still thy verse hascharms. " former work on the Sicilian Vespers. He

Again, a series of productions so memorable has aspired to do for the Sicilian Maho

in the history of the Puritans as the Martin metans what had been effected for their

Mar Prelate Tracts, the satire Menippée of more distinguished Spanish co-religionists
England, should have received at least a by Condé. The present volume embraces

passing notice. A few inaccuracies may be the period of their greatest glory, as the

mentioned. Ranke somewhat antedates the succeeding will contain the era of their de

raising of the Prior of St. Andrews to the cline and giving way to the Normans. M.

Earldomof Moray. The influence of Knox Amari occasionally shows a narrower spirit

in regard to the destruction of the ecclesi- when treating of non -Romanist Christians.

astical buildings of Scotland is exaggerated. A more carefulrevisal would have prevented

Knox's own expression of “ the rascaill mul- names being differently spelt in different

titude ” has been overlooked. On the other places, and repetitions ofnarrative occurring.

hand, from more mature consideration of But these are small defects when compared

some not unimportant points, Ranke is able with the thoroughness of research, the ful

to correct even so accurate a writer as ness of information, and the interest thrown

Hallam . Two very admirable parts of the alike around the civil, the military, and the

book are the unfolding of the progress of literary topics embraced . From Arabian,

the separation of England from Rome in Italian, and French sources, M. Amari has

Henry's time, beginning with the importance largely drawn and carefully selected. Ger

attached to the views of those canonists, who man and English authorship on this theme

held that such a marriage as his with Cathe- has not been so freely resorted to .&

rine could not, even by a Pope, be made Gioberti did not live, as Amari has done,

valid ; and the tracing of the different parts to witness the merging of Sardinia in an;

of the foreign policy of James I. in the united Northern Italy. He died in exile in

period of his reign when the Cecil interest 1852. But none among the Italians of this

prevailed. The latest authorities have been century has contributed more to prepare the

turned to account. Froude has been care- way for the present state of matters in the

fully read, but Ranke's estimate of Henry Italian peninsula. The author of the “ Mod

differs widely from that formed by his ac- ern Jesuit” heralded the revolt of his native
complished advocate. The last chapter in country from ultramontanism . The present

the fourth book, and the concluding one of biography is in connection with a complete
the volume, is on the Elizabethan literature. edition of the works of the Piedmontese

With some good thoughts, it is not very philosopher. As yet it only comes down to
satisfactory. The theological and other 1838 ; but the care and affection which

prose literature of that Augustine age of our mark its composition, lead us to anticipate
country has been apparently only superficial even greater pleasure from the remaining

ly studied by Ranke. From Hallam's volume, which will embrace the events of

Literature of Europe, and Marsden's Puri- 1848, Gioberti's Ministry at Turin , and his

tans, perused together, the general reader latter days of exile. The lovers of Italian

will get a far better view of the subject than liberty, the friends of philosophical specula
from the book before us. Those who are tion, the well-wishers to a liberalized Roman

accustomed to consider German books as in ism , will all find much to interest in M.

appearance somewhat between the cheap Mossari'smeritorious publication. Sardinia
newspaper and the brown paper parcel, will has made large advances indeed since the

be astonished at the externals of the volume. period whenits first eminent man of letters,

The paper and typography are admirable ; Alfieri, found its atmosphere too intellect

for Germany they are superb. ually stifling to admit of his living there.

Storia dei Mussulmani in Sicilia . Scritta istic, the more peaceful glories of intellect
To military renown, always its character

da MICHELE AMARI. Volume Secondo. have been, in fair proportion to other divi

Firenze. Le Monnièr. Pp. 561. sions of the Peninsula, added during the

Ricordi Biographicie Carteggio di Vincen presentcentury.

Gioberti. Raccolti per cura di G. Mos

SARI. Tomo primo. Torino. Histoire des Classes Laborieuses en France,

We have classed these two books together
depuis la Conquete de la Gaule par Jules

as the productions of men who have toiled
César jusqu'à nos Jours. Par M. F. Du

and suffered in that cause of Italian freedom
CELLIER. Paris, Didier et Cie. 1860.

which has now, we trust, begun permanently
Pp. VII . and 479.

to triumph. Amari has not, in his present Only within the last two generations has

subject, one admitting of the popular interest | the history of the working classes in Britain
VOL. XXXII. D — 20
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been specially treated . Their Revolution, deforms the volume. From what in this

introducing the same period, has likewise country are termed the French faults of

directed the French mind to the topic. M. style, the book is thoroughly free. His

Du Cellier has ably shown how little the manly protest against the enervating litera

declamations of the last century in favour of ture of the day is admirable in its tone and

the people were based upon thorough know- touch. Free as it is from all exaggerating

ledge. He has throughout treated his favouritism of topic, the volume of M.Du

important subject with calmness of investi. Cellier is worthy of the careful perusal of all

gation, as well as breadth of research. who wish to know the points of comparison

Neither political extreme in this country, and of contrast between the past state

nor in any other, will resort to his pages, and present position of the French work.

to find easy material of declamation or in- man , urban or rural, and his compeer on

vective. To his general impartiality almost this side the Chappel. Doubtless the au

the only exception is his undervaluing the thor has, on principle, excluded them ; but

educational and benevolent, while admitting we confessweshould have liked the insertion

the preaching and writing activity of the of some of the songs, and axioms, and anec

French Protestants. If they were so defi- dotes, which labour has in every age liked

cient as he alleges, how were there so many to employ in its own service at the expense

edicts issued by the king and the provincial of capital. The work would have gained

parliaments against Huguenot schools? M. thus in piquancy , and would not have lost

Du Cellier has particularised the religious in truthfulness. The statesman , the philan

reaction againstMontaigne and the classicism thropist, the man who has raised himself,

of the Renaissance, which the Oratorians, the the man who hopes to rise, alike are ap.

Sorbonne, and the Jesuits produced. With- pealed to in this work. Though an inex

out too minutely scrutinizing on this point, pensive book , it is issued with all the

it is to be wished that he had given more elegance which, even in closely printed

attention to such works as Drion , DeFelice, volumes as this, invariably characterizes the

and others, on the Protestant side. But it Didier press. Few French works of our

is more pleasing to advert to the generally day are more worthy of a rendering into

well -proportioned character of the book. English.

It is divided into sixteen chapters, of which

the first three treat of the Ancient, the next De Villahermosa a China. Colloquios de

five of the Medieval, and the remainder of la Vida intima. Par NICODEMES PASTOR

the Modern sections of his subject. While Diaz. Madrid . 1859.

he has had recourse to the original authori

ties , classical, middle age, and others, he Pastor Diaz is by birth a Gallician. Bred

has also carefully studied such contemporary to the law, he early gave literary promise.

writers as Guizot and De Broglie, who have On his first coming to the Spanish capital,

investigated particular sections of his theme. he was kindly received by the literary

M. Du Cellier gives brief but sufficient in- veteran Quintana, who introduced him to

formation as to the extent in which the intellectual society. His first literary efforts

current literature of France, in different were poetical. His “ Ode to the Moon,"

ages, has influenced the working man. He published in the Madrid “ Artista" in 1836,

has well shown how thoroughly the lower first gained for him a decided reputation as

classes participated in the fierce passions of a lyric poet. A few years afterwards he

the League, and how far, at a period some- collected from periodicals his pieces into a

what earlier, the higher orders were from volume. Like a number of other literary

being alone guilty in the Bartholomew men in the Peninsula, he has occupied him

Night. To descend to more modern events, self with politics. He has been a deputy to

the concluding chapters on the Restoration, the Cortes, a Minister, and ambassador at

the Monarchy of July, and the Republic of Turin . The book before us, his latest work,

1848, severely test his impartiality. But he is a novel of modern life, in which a number

stands the trial. The one-sidedness of of moral and psychological questions are

French Conservatives and Liberals — the discussed . Less distinctively Spanish than

breach between the bourgeoisie and the his fair rival Fernan Caballero, he has not

ouvriers, leading to the expulsion of that attracted so numerous an audience in his

monarch who was the impersonation of the native country, nor can he count upon so

former ; the readiness of all but a compara- largely as she is entitled to do the apprecia

tively limited section of the latter to be led tion of foreigners. But those who prefer in

away by Communistic delusions, are clearly prose fiction to have their intellect as well

and fully unfolded . Not a page of mere as their imagination and feelings appealed

sentiment, not a paragraph of idle rhetoric, to, will peruse with pleasure the work of

"
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M. Pastor Diaz. It may be hoped that, which Francois D'Aguesseau was descended

how that the national honour has been satis- have been carefully, but not in a dispropor

fied by the successful termination of the tionate manner considered. The book is

Morocco war, the inhabitants of the Pyre- divided into three parts, of which the first

Dean Peninsula, as the Germans call it, will treats of D'Aguesseau's history till his

cultivate more successfully the liberal arts. accession to the Chancellorship in 1717.

At present the temper of this country seems The second embraces the period which

to be 10 pet Italy at the expense of Spain . elapsed between his thus reaching the sum

But a more general acquaintance with the mit of his professional career, and his second

literature of the latter would show that the exile in 1722. The third comprehends the

land of Cervantes and Calderon has still the twenty -nine yearsbetween that date and his

materials for a distinguished intellectual death . M. Monnier has accurately shown

career. The organs of public opinion have the real merits of the great Chancellor, and

been led tacitly to recall the disparaging has neither disguised nor explained away

statements which, at the beginning of the his occasional weaknesses in action . He

late war, they made about the Spanish army. has carefully abated the somewhat vague and

The works of such writers as Caballero and rhetorical eulogies which the less accurately

Pastor Diaz, if studied , would be found as informed of modern French liberals have

adapted to reverse hasty judgments, as the passed upon D'Aguesseau. Not aiming

brilliant military services of O'Donnell and at brilliancy, M. Monnier has yet pro

his gallant fellow -generals. It is to be reduced a book of great interest, in which

gretted that, among us, so few , except the political and social life of France

Romanist clergymen , attracted by such able in the first half of the eighteenth century is

but sectional writers as Balmez and Donoso ably depicted. The state in which D’Agues

Cortes, should pay attention to the tongue seau found French law, his views as to its

in which the best known of prose fictions has reform , and the manner in which his legal

been written . Spanish was the study of our designs and efforts have been adopted or

literary men in our Augustan era . More modified by succeeding jurists, are clearly

remote from our ordinary rules of thought and freely unfolded. A good selection is

and expression than either French or Ger- given of the chief causes with which, as

man, it is, in this respect, a more useful pleader or as judge, his name is associated.

mental occupation than either. The “ Re- But there is no section of the work which

vue des Deux Mondes” keeps before the can reasonably be regarded as dry by &

highest French mind, with impartiality and non -professional reader. To the more pub

critical power, the literary productions of lic matters treated of, a fine relief is afforded

Spain, as well as its compeer and rival in by the well -chosen details about the Chan

the other South Europe Peninsula. cellor's country life at Fresnes, and

account of his writings on subjectsnot con

Le Chancellier D’Aguesseau ; Sa Conduite et nected with the law. The book is

ses Idees Politiques. Par M. Francis important contribution to the history of

MONNIER , Professor au College Rollin . that pre -revolutionary period , on which MM.

Paris : Didier et Cie. 1860. Pp. 499. de Tocqueville, de Carnè, and others, have

recently written so fully and with such in

A SERIES of able articles in the Moniteur on terest. The favourable opinion of such

D'Aguesseau lately appeared from the pen judges as Cousin and Barthelemy St. Hilaire,

of M. Oscar de Vallée. A more complete encouraged M. Monnier to this publication.

work on the famous Chancellor has now We hope that the reception of his book will

been issued by Professor Monnier. It is a be such as to render him independent of

book of permanent value, thorough extent of anything more than suggestions from his

research and carefulness of narrative. The literary friends in regard of any future

fortunes of the eminent legal family from work .

an
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portance of the merchant shipping interest, ib . ; possess and employ, 228 ; in regard to the matters

public apathy regarding lighthouse officials,280 ; with whichthey haveto deal, ib.; distinction implies

responsibility of lighthouse administration, ib. mutual independence, 229 ; the distinction founded

Bryce, Dr. James, on the geology of Clydesdale and in nature, 230; independence of Church the same

Arran, 148 ; ancient canoes dug up in Glasgow , as liberty of conscience, 232 ; office of the Church
fallacies in Dr. Bryce's work, 149, 150. ministerial, 233 ; equal toleration for churches as

ib .;
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for individuals, 334 ; connection between civil and alliances of England with continental states, 282,

religious liberty, 235 ; Lord Mansfield's judicial 283 ; general arming of European powers 283;

opinion, 236 ; the principle on which he founds policy of Napoleon III. , ib.; causes which led to

his interpretation of the Toleration Act, ib. ; things the Villafranca treaty, 284 ; the secret treaty with

spiritual and civil known to the law , 237 ; two the King of Sardinia , ib .; conduct of the French

points to be inquired by the magistrate, 238 ; Emperor when signing the treaty of Villafranca,

independence of churches by common law, 239 ; ib. ; retirement of M. de Cavour, ib.; anomalous

forms necessary by judicial procedure, 239, 240 ; position of the French ambassador, 284, 285 ; the

informality of procedure no ground for State inter- 92d article of the congress of Vienna, 285 ; inter

ference, 240 ; civil interests affected by spiritual national treaties, ib.; the Savoy question, 286 ;

proceedings, 241 ; remedy in cases of civil wrong, home government by Napoleon III., ib.; what

242 ; independence of Church not founded on con- ought to be the aim of our foreign policy, ib .;

tract, 242, 243 ; contracts are partly spiritual and geographical and political position of France, 286,

partly civil, 244, 245. 287; public character of Napoleon III., 287 ;

Coast Defences and Rifle Corps, 14 ; military career French railways, ib . ; great increase in the com

of Sir J. F. Burgoyne, 15 ; bis essays, 15, 16 ; merce of France, 288; its agriculture, ib.; pro

letter of the lateDuke of Wellington regarding bable results of the new commercial treaty, ib .;

our coast defences, 16 ; the Davies of France and population of France, 289 ; her army and navy,

England, 16, 17 ; our militia, 17 ; volunteer corps, ib .; Germanic Confederation, ib.; position of

18 ; floating defences, 19 ; army estimates and Prussia, 290 ; Austria necessary for the balance of

military establishments, 20 ; employment of sol- power in Europe, 291 ; extract from M. de Sze

diers in the construction of fortifications, 21 ; staff méré's work, 292 ; statistics onpopulation , 293,

appointments — relative merits of ship and shore 294.

batteries, 22 ; Sir J. Burgoyne's scheme for the

defence of Constantinople, ib .; the Crimea, 23 ; Form and Coloursee Sir J. G. Wilkinson.

army administration, 24 ; military detail, ib .; the Fossil Footprints — see Hitchcock, Professor.
educational element, 24 , 25. Friends, Society of, essays on, 175 ; struggle between

Cobra de Capello, 111. the formal and spiritual, 176, 177; George Fox

" Colloquios " of Erasmus, 32 ; the false knight, 33 ; begins to preach, 177; W.Penn's opinion of him ,

“ Charon," ib.; the soldier, 33, 34 ; saint-worship 178 ; mental conflicts of Fox, 178 ; Jottings from

and confession, 34 ; child's piety," 34, 36 ; the his journal, 179 ; extraordinary document address

Apostles' Creed, 35. ed to Fox, ib. n. ; system of discipline, 180 ; re

Congress, general scientific, 142 ; utility ofa general vival of all sects during the eighteenth century,

scientific congress, ib.; Hand-Book of the British 182 ; doings of the Friends, ib . ; imperfect views

Association, 143 ; patronage of men of high rank regarding the pastoral office, 183 ; silent meetings,

required, ib . ib.; causes tending to the decrease of Quakerism ,

184 ; their peculiarities, 185 ; eager pursuit of

D'Aguesseau's life, 303. riches 186 ; laws regarding marriage, 186, 187 ;

Darwin, Charles, on the origin of species, 245 ; bis is the sect likely to revive, 187, 188.

facts in proof, 246, 247 ; Cuvier and Agassiz's

theories, 247 , 248 ; final causes, 248 , 249 ; defini- Gioberti's, Vincen , biography of, 301 .

tions of species, 250 ; genera and differentia, ib . Glasgow Volunteers, the, poem by Thomas Camp
no; variation under domestication, 261 ; the sub- bell, 164,

ject of reversion, ib . ; experiments with goats,

252,n .; Mr. Pritchard's examples, 252, 253 ; M. Heine's, Heinrich , complete poems, 211 ; Mr. Bow .
Roulin's observations on the oxen of the South ring's biographical sketch, 211 , 212 ; poem on the

America, 253, n.; permanent varieties, ib.; mixed reminscences of his Hamburgh life, 212, visits

races, 254 ; man's selection, 255 ; species are not England, ib. ; the Ex -watchman, 213 ; Heine pen

immutable, ib .; the struggle for existence, 256, sioned by the French Government, ib. ; illness
268 ; extravagant theories, 258 ; Mr. Darwin's and death , 213, 214 ; evening gossip, 214 ; style

principles of natural selection and of divergence, of Mr. Bowring's translation , 215 ; specimens of

259 ; on difficulties, and on transitional varieties, the translations, 216, 217 ; Heine influenced by

260 ; instinct and hybridism , 261 ; Sir C. Lyell the writings of De Larra, 217 ; has certain points
adheres to Mr. Darwin's views, 262 ; character of of resemblance to Leopardi, 218 ; defective reo

Mr. Darwin's work, 263, derings, 219 ; Friederike 220 ; satirical pieces, 221,

Dawson, Dr., studies of the cosmogony and natural 222 ; the poet Ferdusi, 222 ; Heine's criticism ,

history of the Hebrew Scriptures, 294 ; contents 223.

of the book, 295 ; views on the creation, ib . ; Hitchcock's, Pro sor E. , fossil footprints, 133;

remarks on Genesis i. 5 ; the pre-Adamic world, fossil marks accidentally discovered at South Had

296 ; the Sabbath, ib . ley in 1802, ib. ; Dr. Duncan of Ruthwell's directs

Diaz's, M. Pastor, novel of modern life, 302. attention to fossil footprints in Dumfriess-shire,

Dues levied for the support of lighthouses, 266, 267 . 134 ; Dr. Buckland's theory regarding Dr. Dun.

can's discoveries, ib.; Professor Owen on the foot

Eléphant hunting in Ceylon, 117, 118. prints of birds, 134, 135 ; organic remains of the

English lighthouses, tabular list of, 265 . Connecticut sandstone, 135 , economical bearings

Erasmus as a satirist, 26 ; at Oxford, 27 ; is influ- of palæontology, 136 : review of Professor Hitch

enced by Colet, 27, 28 ; departs for Italy, 29 ; cock's work , 137; difficulties, 137 , 138 ; trap

writes the “ Praise of Folly,” ib.; satire on the agency, 138 ; footprints afford good grounds for

schoolmen, 30 ; morals of popes and clergy, 30, determining to what class the animal belonged,

31 ; indulgences and saint-worship, 31; worldly 138, 139 ; position of the footprints, 139 ; Profes
prospects, ib .; religious writings, 32 ; the Collo- sor Hitchcock on the formation of the sandstone of

quies, 32-35 ; Erasmus' last words, 35, 36. the Connecticut valley , 139, 140 ; zoology and

Europe, state of, 281 ; continental powers indebted botany of that valley, 140, 141 ; rival claims, 141,

to England for the growth of freedom since 1815– 142.

aspects ofaffairs in Italy, ib .; fruits of the thirty History, the museum of natural, 300.

years' peace between England and France, 282; Hungary, the reformation in , 54 ; the Jesuits,Peter

1
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Pazmann, ib . ; Leopold I., 54, 55 ; execution of monasteries and nunneries, 63 ; Josephism , ib . ;

Tattenbach, 55 ; military occupation proclaimed, Lombardy in 1792, 64 ; wars with Napoleon, 65 ;

56 ; Protestant officials summoned to Presburg, ib.; Austrian policy in 1813 , ib.; the future of Austria,

the minister Lobkowitz, ib.; Hungarian exileg re- 66 ; Austrian statistics, 67.

turn to their native land, ib.; Emeric Tekeli, 56,

57 ; league with the Turks and Hungarians, 57 ; Quakerism — see Friends, Society of.

John Sobieski, ib.; the Hungarian revolt crushed,

58. Ranke's, von Leopold, history of England, 300.

Récamier, Madame, 1 ; the institution “salon," 1 , 2 ;

India, essays on , 188 ; the brothers Lawrence, 188 ; French and English modes of seeking amusement,

extracts from Sir Henry's essay of 1844, 189 ; is 2 ; French gambling, 3 ; Madam Recamier's social

opposed to the annexation of Oude, 190 ; has an position - her pliant nature, 4 ; fête of 10th De.

intimate knowledge of native character, ib. ; mo- cember 1797, 6 ; meets the First Consul, ib.;

tives of native rulers in making public works, 191 ; arrest of Madam Recamier's father, 8 ; his offence,

Sir Henry's report for the years 1850, 1851 ; Punjab ib .; dishonest politicians, ib.; M. Bernard re

administration, 191 , 192 ; system of jurisprudence, leased, 9 ; M. Fouche's overtures, 10 ; Madame

192 ; agricultural and general improvements, 193 ; Récamier's refusal, ib .; bal masque, 11 ; intrigues,

financial results, 194 ; strategical importance of ib.; M. Récamier's bankruptcy, 12 ; French 80

the Punjab, ib.; the Indian army, 195 ; army re- ciety, 13, 14 .

form , 196, 197 ; orphan asylum , 198 ; his influ . Redding, Mr. Cyrus — see Campbell, Thomas.

ence for good, 199. Revival Literature, 152 ; revivals in post-apostolic

times, 154 ; in Britain and America, 154, 165 ;

Insects, the natural history and economy of farm , notices of the different works, 155.

297 ; how crops are to be preserved from the Rifle Corpssee Coast Defences.
ravages of insects, 298 ; crops liable to their at

tacks, ib. Salzburg, persecution of Protestants in , 58 ; they re

Irish Lighthouses in 1834, list of, 266. ceive aid from neighbouring princes, ib.

Scotch Lighthouses, list of, 265.

Jesuits, History of the, 145. Scripture, the silence of, 37 ; negative internal evi.

Jones', T. S., manual, for the seashore, 298 ; Sir dence, ib. ; silence as to the nativity, 37 , 38 ; were

John Dalyell's aquatic zoology, 290. the Evangelists illiterate ? 39 ; their social po

sition , 40 ; Jewish and Christian festivals, 41 ;

Latham's, Dr., varieties of the human race, 200–202. Romish festivals, 42, n . ; silence regarding the in

Lawrence, Sir Henry - see India . fancy and youth of Jesus, 42 , 43 ; legends regard

Leopold I. of Austria, 54 , 55. ing his infancy, 44 ; early life, ib. ; personal ap

Lights, suggestions on , 279 . pearance, 45 ; the scope of the Evangelists' writ

ings, ib. ; import of the negative evidence, 46 ;

Macpherson's, Rev. John, philogical system de- value of the silent evidence, 48.

lineated, 146 ; statement in Genesis xi. 7, ib.; Singhalese - see Ceylon.

on pronunciation, 147 . Smyth, Professor, on the present state of the longi

Man, pre-Adamite, 297; Gen. i. and ii., ib. tude question, 156.

Manchester, prayer-meetings in, 94 . Species, the origin of — see Darwin, Charles.

Methodism - see Wesleyan Methodism . State - see Church and State.

Military education, 24 ; Sir John Burgoyne disap- Stevenson's, Mr., report on lights, 271 .

proves of examination with regard to general edu- Stevenson, Mr. A., analysis of evidence before the

cation, 25 ; education of officers, 25, 26 ; military Lighthouse Committee of House of Commons, 272 ,

educational establishments, 26. 273.

Miller, Mr. Hugh, on the organic remains of the

Connecticut sandstone, 136. Trinity House, lighthouses placed under the control

Monnier's M. Francis, life of the Chancellier of, 277 .

D'Aguesseau, 303.

Mossari's, G., life of Gioberti, 301. Victoria colony, description of, 204 .

Neaves', Lord, opinion of Dr. Wilson, 127 , 128. Wesleyan Methodism , 86 ; its influence on society,

ib .; its rise in England, 87; persecutions, ib . ;

Owen, Prof., the footprints of birds, 134, 135. progress, 88 ; Wesley's adherence to the Church

of England, ib. ; labours of the Wesleyan

Page's, David, Geological Terms, 151 . preachers, 90 ; Wesleyanism in 1790, 91 ; after

Penn's, W., estimate of G. Fox, 178. Wesley, ib.; Jabez Bunting, 92 ; his parentage,

“ Praise of Folly , Tne, " 29. ib. ; early training , 93 ; studies for the medical

Pritchard's, Mr., remarks on the original stocks of profession, 93, 94 ; prayer meetings in Manchester,

domesticated animals, 252 , 253. 94 ; Bunting becomes a local preacher, ib. ; re

Protestant, persecutions of, by the Austrian Govern- solves to abandon the study of medicine - com

ment, 49 ; characterof M. Michiels'history, ib .; pletes his term of probation , 94, 95 ; is offered

scope of Spanish literature, 50 ; Ferdinand I. Episcopal orders and an incumbency - rejects the

urges reform in the Romish Church, 51 ; Romanist overtures, 95 ; the question of matrimony dis

reaction in Austria, 52 ; persecutions in Bohemia, cussed, 95, 96 ; correspondence, 96 ; notices of

53 ; the thirty years' war, ib . ; the reformation in several of the London ministers, 97; appointment

Hungary, 54 ; diet, of Presburg , 66 ; dealings of of finance committee, ib . ; Manchester circuit, 98 ;

Austria with Hungaria, 56, 57 ; Gustavus Adol- Sheffield circuit, ib.; the ecclesiastical policy of

phus — John Sobieski, 57 ; Tekeli, ib . ; perse- Bunting, 98, 99 ; establishment of the Wesleyan

cution in Salzburg, 58 ; French influence, 59 ; Missionary Society, 99 ; general view of his life,

social state of Austria in the eighteenth century, 99-101.

ib .; the Empress Maria Theresa, 60 ; Prince von Whitefield, mental conflict of, 179, n .

Kaunitz, ib.; Riegger, 61 ; Sonnenfels, 62 ; Wilkinson, Sir J. G., on the harmony and contrast of

Joseph II. grants toleration , ib.; he suppresses colours, 68 ; Goethe's Farbenlebro, ib.; M. Chev .
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reul's discoveries, ib. ; simultaneous contrast of on the propriety of colouring statues, 84 ; on

colours, 69 ; Sir J. G. Wilkinson's birth and parent- dressed and geometrical gardens, 84, 85; the

age, 71 ; purposes to enter the army, ib. ; visits social value ofthe diffusion of taste, 85.

Egypt, 71, 72; is knighted by her Majesty in Wilson, the late Professor George, works of, 120 ;

1839 — visits Egypt in 1855 , 72 ; list of his pub- parentage, 122 ; education, 122, 123 ; visits Lon

lished works, ib . ; Sir D. Brewster's observations don, 123 ; lectures on chemistry, ib . ; undergoes

on colour, 73 ; effect of distance given by colour, amputation of the foot, 123 , 124 ; letter to Pro

ib ; colours of individual flowers not in harmony, fessor Simpson, 124 ; religious convictions, 125,

74 ; the Italians have a true perception of the har. 126; failing health, 126 ; appointed to the chair of

mony of colours, ib.; coloured glass windows, Technology, 127 ; subjects discussed, ib.; a mem

75, 76 ; classification of colours, 78; Mr. Babbage ber of learned societies, 128 ; letters, 128-130 ;

on printing upon coloured papers, 79 ; necessary death, 130 ; writings, 130-133.

conditions for harmonious colouring, 80 ; the har.

mony of complementary colours, 81; on taste in

ornamental design, 82 ; examples of bad taste in Zoology of Ceylon — birds, 110 ; cheiroptera, 111 ;

works of art, 83 ; on the decoration of houses, ib. ; cerastes, 113.
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Art . I.-1 . Lettre de M. LEVERRIER à M. In our articles on the Revelations of Astron

Faye sur la Theorie de Mercure, et sur le omy,* and on the Discovery of the Planet*

Mouvement du perihelie de cette Planete. Neptune,f we submitted to our readers a

Comptes Rendus, etc. , Sept 12 , 1859 , vol . popular account of the bodies of the solar

xlix. , p . 379–383. and sidereal systems, and of the comets, or

2. Remarques de M. Faye à l'occasion de la wandering stars, which occasionally cross

Leltre de M. LEVERRIER. Id. Id . , p . 383– them in their path . Since that time impor
386. tant discoveries have been made in the sci

3. Passage d'une Planete sur le disque du ence, by the use of fine telescopes, and im

Soleil, observée à Orgeres, par M. LESCAR- proved methods of observation; and specu

Lettre à M. LEVERRIER. Id . Id . , lation , which has hitherto performed but a

Jan. 2, 1860, or Cosmos, Jan. 13, 1860, small part in accelerating the march of as

vol . xvi . , p . 50. tronomy , has begun to assert its just influ

4. Note sur la Planete intra -Mercurielle. Par ence, not only in predicting the existence of

M. RADEAU, Prof. dans l'Université de new planets, but in exploring the inner life

Königsberg. Cosmos, Feb. 10, 1860, vol . of the planetary system .

xvi . , p . 147. Within a few years, new satellites have

5. Sur quelques Periodes qui semblent se been found circulating round some of the

rapporter, à les Passages de la Planete remoter planets, while the structure and

Lescarbault sur le Soleil. Par M. Rod. condition of the planets themselves have

WOLFF. Comptes Rendus, Mars 15, 1860, been studied with the improved telescopes

Tom . I. , p. 482. now in the hands of astronomers. No fewer

6. Decouverte d'une Nouvelle Planete entre than fifty-eight new planets, or asteroids, as
Mercure et le Soleil. Par M. L'ABBE they have been called from their smallness,

MOIGNO. Cosmos, Jan. 6, 1860, vol . xvi. , have been discovered between Mars and

Jupiter ; and, what is more interesting still,

7. Future Observations of the supposed New M. Leverrier, one of the discoverers of Nep

Planet. By M. R. RADEAU. Monthly tune, had , from theoretical considerations,

Notices of the Astron . Soc. , March 7, suggested by irregularities in the motions of

1860, vol . xx . , p. 195 . Mercury, predicted the existence of a planet,

8. Sur la Nouvelle Planete annoncée par M. or a ring of planets, between that body and

Lescarbault. Par M. Emm. Liais. As the Sun; and M. Lescarbault has actually

tronomische Nachrichten , No. 1248, p . discovered this intra-mercurial planet, while

373, April 14, 1860. it was passing in the form of a round black

9. Reponse à M. Liais. Par M. RADEAU. spot over the disc of the Sun.

Cosmos, vol . xvi ., p. 473, May 4, 1860. The history of this discovery, if it is a

10. On some previous Observations of sup- discovery, is one of the most curious chap .

posed Planetary Bodies in transit over the

Sun. By R. C. CARRINGTON, Esq. Month * N. Brit. Rev., vol. vi. , p . 206–256 .

ly Notices Astron , Soc. , vol. xx ., p . 192. | Id. Id ., vol. vii., p. 207-247 .

VOL. XXXIII, D-1
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2 August,Recent Discoveries in Astronomy.

"

ters in the annals of science. It has been vises astronomers to search for them with

characterized as “ the Romance of the New care .

Planet ; ” and astronomers of no mean ce- With the view of discovering these bodies,

lebrity are now marshalled in hostile array M. Faye, the distinguished colleague of M.

in discussing the question of its existence . Leverrier, has submitted the following plan

On the 20 January, 1860, M. Leverrier of operation. Considering that the bright

communicated to the Academy of Sciences a ness of the region round the Sun will not

remarkable paper on the Theory of Mer- permit us to see such small planets as those

cury. In studying the 21 transits of that indicated by M. Leverrier, he proposes that

body over the Sun between 1697 and 1848, observations should be made during the

he found that the observations could not be darkness of solar eclipses, and particularly

represented by the received elements of the during that of July next . Instead of foi

planet, but that they could be all represent- lowing the Sun to the last moment of total

ed , nearly to a second, by augmenting by darkness, he suggests that the observer should

38 seconds the secular motion of the perihe- keep in the dark for a quarter of an hour, in

lion of Mercury. In order to justify such an order that his eye should be more sensitive

increase, we must increase the mass attrib- at the decisive moment,in order to perceive

uted to Venus one-tenth at least of its value , the smallest speck of light that may radiate

.which, from sixty years' meridian observa- from the neighbourhood of the Sun. We

tions, has been found to be the four hun- would add to the suggestion,thatif he fancies

dred thousandth part of that of the Sun. If he sees such a luminous speck, he should louk

we admit this increased mass of Venus, we away from it, in order to throw its image on

must conclude, either that the secular varia- a more sensitive part of the retina,—a pro.

tion ofthe obliquity of the Ecliptic, deduced cess which has enabled astronomers to see a

from observations, is affected with errors by satellite of Saturn, invisible when looked at

no means probable, or that the obliquity is directly . In such a search, it is not less im

changed by other causes wholly unknown to portant that the pupil should, if necessary,

us. If, on the other hand , we regard the be expanded by belladonna or hyoscyamus,

variation of the obliquity of the Ecliptic, in order to embrace the whole pencil of rays

and the causes which produce it, as well es which fall upon the object-glass ofhis telescope.

tablished , we must believe that the excess of M. Faye proposes also, as suggested by

motion in the perihelion of Mercury is due Sir J. Herschel, that in several observato

to some unknown action. ries, suitably chosen, the Sun should be pho

" I do not intend ,” says M. Leverrier, “ to tographed several times a -day, by the help

decide absolutely between these two hypoth of a large instrument. “ I have myself," he

eses. I wish only to draw the attention of says, “ shown how to give to these photo

astronomers to a grave difficulty, and to graphs the value of an astronomical obser

make it the subject of a seriousdiscussion .” vation , by taking two impressions on the

We must therefore, as he suggests, find a same plate after an interval of two minutes.

cause which shall impress upon the perihe. It will be sufficient to superpose the trans

lion of Mercury these 38 seconds of secular parent negatives of this size, taken at a

motion , without producing any other sen- quarter of an hour's interval, to distinguish

sible effect upon the planetary system . immediately the moveable projection of an

M. Leverrier then shows that a planet asteroid in ihe middle of the most complex

between Mercury and the Sun, the size of groups of small spots.”

Mercury , situated at half his mean distance While these two distinguished astrono

from the Sun , if moving in a circular orbit mers were occupied with this inquiry, and

slightly inclined to that of Mercury, would inventing methods of discovering the dis

produce the 38 seconds of secular motion in turber of Mercury , they were little aware

his perihelion. But when he considers that that an humble individual had cut the knot

such a planet would have certainly a very which they proposed to untie .

great brightness, he cannot think that it would During the last century, various conti

be invisible at its greatest elongation, or nental astronomers had observed, among the

during total eclipses of the Sun. spots that so frequently appear on the Sun's

“ All these difficulties," he adds, “ disap- surface, one more round than the rest, and

pear, if we admit,in place of a single planet, had fortunately recorded the fact, and the

small bodies circulating between Mercury date of its appearance. They do not seem,

and the Sun ;" and he thinks their existence however, to have suspected that it might be

not at all improbable, seeing that we have a planet, and therefore did not attempt to
already a ring of 58 such bodies between trace it across the Sun's disc, or to watch for

Mars and Jupiter. As these bodies mnst its reappearance . The phenomenon

frequently pass over the Sun's disc, he ad- last seen by a more sagacious observer, who

was at
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was able to appreciate its importance, and With his telescope thus mounted, and by

anxious to trace it to its cause. This obser- the aid of other pieces of rude apparatus,

ver was M. Lescarbault, a doctor of medicine which it is unnecessary to describe, he was

of the Faculty of Paris, and carrying on his able to measure the distance of any well

profession at Orgeres, a small town in the defined spot on the Sun's disc from its
arrondissement ofChateaudun, in the depart- margin .

ment of the Eure and the Loire. Having Whenever our observer expected that the

been fond of astronomy from his infancy, duties of his profession would allow him a

and having since 1837 observed that the law little leisure for observation after mid-day,

of Bode was far from representing accurately he regulated his watch by the Sun's passing

the distance of the planets from the Sun, he the meridian, by means of a small transit in

imagined that, independently of the four strument; and having adjusted the rest of

small planets, Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Ves his apparatus, he directed his telescope to the

ta , which Piazzi, Olbers, and Harding had , Sun, and, during a period varying from half

between 1801 and 1807, discovered in the an hour to three hours, he surveyed the

wide space between Mars and Jupiter, there whole contour of the Sun's disc, keeping his

might be another elsewhere. But as he was eye at the eye-glass .

then situated, he found it difficult to make After these repeated surveys of the great

the necessary observations. luminary, he was at last gratified with the

When he was watching the transit of Mer- object of his ambition. On the 26th March

cury over the Sun , on the 8th May, 1845, the 1859, about four o'clock in the afternoon , he

idea occurred to him , that if there was any saw a black point enter the Sun's disc . Its

other planet between the Sun and the Earth circumference was well defined. Its angular

than Venus and Mercury, it ought to be seen diameter, as seen from the Earth, was very
in its passages across the disc of that lumi- small; and he estimated as much less than

nary ; and that, by frequently observing the one- fourth of that of Mercury, which he had

margin of the Sun's disc, we ought to see seen with the same telescope and the same

the appearance of a black spot entering upon magnifying power when it passed over the

the Sun, and traversing his disc, in a line of Sunon the 8th May 1845.

a greater or less length. The following are the observations which

At this time it was impossible for him to he recorded .*

institute this plan of observation, and it was The black spot entered upon the Sun's

not till 1853 that he was able to commence disc at a point 57° 22' 30 " to the west of

it. Between 1853 and 1858, he seldom di- the upper extremity of the vertical diame

rected his telescope to the sun ; but in 1858, ter of the Sun , at

when he had a terrace at his command, he True time at Orgeres, 3h. 59m . 463. P.M.

constructed a rude instrument, by which he Mean Solar time at Orgeres, 4 5

could measure, within a degree nearly, the Sidereal time, 4 19 52 P.M.

angle of position ; and he tested its accuracy Mean Solar timeat Paris, 8 11

by measuring the position of spots on the
In these numbers there is a possible error

Moon, and comparing his observations with
of from 1 to 5 seconds, which must be

a map of that satellite published by John
added.

Dominique Cassini .
The black spot emerged from the Sun's

This instrument was a telescope, with an

object-glass about four inches in aperture,
disc at a point 85 ° 45 ' 0' ' to the west of the

and four feet ten inches in focal length,made lower extremity of the Sun's vertical diame

in 1838 by M. Cauche , and having a magni

5b . 16m. 559. P.M.
fying power of 150 times. The finder of the True time at Orgeres,

22 44telescope magnified six times. In the focus Mean Solar time at Órgeres, 5

ofbothtelescopes were placed three parallel Mean Solar timeat Paris
, : 5

Sidereal time, 5 37 14

5 25 18

vertical wires, and three parallel horizontal

ones, the distance between the two outer- The black spot was at its least distance

most being from 32 to 34 minutes. A cir- from the centre of the Sun at

cle of card-board, 54 inches in diameter, and
divided in its circumference to half degrees, is in North Latitude,* The position of Orgeres on the best map of France

40° 8 ' 55"

was placed on the eye-piece of the finder, Longitude W. of the Observatory

and concentric with it. The telescope had of Paris, 0 2 53

a vertical and horizontal motion , and was On the 26th March 1859,

supported by a wooden pillar with three The Mean time at True Noon at

feet, the points of which rested on a frame
Orgeres was Oh . 5m. 53 :058. P.M.

The Sidereal time at Mean

also withthree feet, and having screws, in Noon,

36 P.M.

4 P.M ,

ter, at

P.M.

• P.M.

0 13

order to level the instrument. The True time at Mean Noon, 11 54 6-87

35:47 P.M.

AU .
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Augrst,

33

.

.

. . .

Trae time at Orgeres, · 4h. 38m. 208. P.m. structed by himself, and provided even with

Mean Solar time at Orgeres, 4 44 11 P.M. a small revolving cupola. He permitted his

Sidereal time, 4 58

Mean Solar time at Paris, : 4
P.M. visitors to examine in the most careful

46 45 P.M.

manner the instruments which he used, and

The time which the black spot took to he gave them the most minute explanations

pass over the Sun's disc was, regarding his works, and especially regard

ing all the circumstances of the transit of the
In Mean Solar time, lb. 17m . 9s.

In Sidereal time,
planet over the Sun.

1 27 22

The entry of the planet on the Sun's disc

The least distance from the Sun's centre was not observed by him , as might be in

was 0° 15 ' 22: 3 " ferred from his letter. It had , before he

The distance between the points of entry saw it, described a line of some seconds op

and emergence was 9 ' 13.6 ' ' , and the Sun's face, and it was only from an esti .

The Sidereal time necessary to describe mate of its velocity that he deduced the time

the Sun's diameter would have been 4h. of its entry .

29m . 9s. The angles of position relative to a ver

After giving these results, M. Lescarbault tical line were measured in the way he has

expresses his conviction that, on a future described in his letter ; and it was by trans

day, a black spot, perfectly round and very ferring these observations to a celestial

small , will be seen passing over the Sun in sphere that he was able to determine the

a line situated in a plane comprised between length of the chord described by the planet,

51° and 7}° , and that this orbit will cut the and to ascertain the time that it would take

plane of the Earth's orbit towards 183° in to traverse the whole disc of the Sun.

passing from the south to the north. The explanations of M. Lescarbault, and

" This point,” he continues, " will very the simplicity with which they were given,

probably be the planet whose path I ob- inspired M. Leverrier and his friend with the

served on the 26th March 1859, and it will most perfect conviction that the observations

be possible to calculate all the elements of deserve to be admitted into science, and that

its orbit. I am persuaded also that its dis- the long delay in publishing them arose only

tance from the Sun is less than that ofMer from a modest and calm reserve, which may

cury, and that this body is the planet, or one be expected at a distance from the agitation

of the planets, whose existence in the of towns. It was an article in Cosmos, on

vicinity of the Sun M. Leverrier had made M. Leverrier's theory of the perturbation of

known a few months ago, by that wonderful Mercury, that induced M. Lescarbault to

power of calculation which enabled him to break the silence which he had so long pre

recognise the conditions of the existence of served.

Neptune, and fix its place at the confines of In submitting to calculation the data sup

our planetary system , and trace its path plied by observation, M.Leverrier has found

across the depths of space .' that the chord described by the planet over

The letter of which we have given the the Sun's disc is 9 ' 17 ' ' , and the time of

substance was dated the 22d December traversing the whole disc 4h. 26m. 48s., —

1859, and was brought to M. Leverrier by numbers which differ very little from those

M. Vallée, Honorary Inspector-General of of Lescarbault, and proving that he had

Roads and Bridges ; and he was led, from taken great pains in the graphical deductions

the details which it contained , to place in from his observations, and that the observa

them a certain degree of confidence. He tions themselves possessed a certain accu

was surprised, however, thatM.Lescarbault, racy in spite of the imperfect means by
when he had made such a remarkable dis- which they were obtained.

covery, should have allowed nine months to The time of the planet's transit will give

elapse without communicating it . This de us its distance from the Sun only on the

lay, which was not sufficiently justified by hypothesis of a circular orbit. On this

the statement that he wished to see the hypothesis, half the major axis of the orbit

black spot again before he made his dis- will be 0.147, that of the Earth being unity.

covery public, induced M.Leverrier to set lence the time of its revolution will be 19
out immediately for Orgeres, to which he days 17 hours .

was accompanied by M. Vallée, Junior En- The angles of position have enabled M.

gineer of Roads and Bridges. Leverrier to compute the geocentric longi

On their arrival at Orgeres, without any tudes and latitudes of the planet at its en

previous notice, they found in M. Lescar- trance and emergence ; and, by assuming its
bault a man who had been long devoted to distance from the Sun as 0.1427, to deter

scientific pursuits, surrounded with instru- mine the heliocentric longitudes and lati.

ments and apparatus of every kind , con- tuces, and fix the inclination of its orbit at

a
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12° 10', and the longitude of the ascending been the person who discovered it. As the

node at 12° 59 ' . Director of the Imperial Observatory, bow

According to M. Lescarbault's observa- ever, it was his duty to inquire into the truth

tion of Mercury when passing over the Sun of the report; and having a personal inter

in 1845, the diameter of that planet was cer- est in the question as the predictor of a planet

tainly quadruple of the apparent diameter of near the Sun, he resolved to enter upon the

the planet observed on the 26th March 1859. investigation. Lescarbault's letter to him .

Considering the masses as proportional to self , of the 22d December, confirmed him in

the volumes, M. Leverrier concludes that this resolution ; and though he had a secret

the mass of this last planet is only the conviction that the story might be true, yet

seventeenth part of the mass of Mercury , the predominant feeling in his mind was to

a mass too small , at the distance at which it unmask an attempt to impose upon him , as

is placed, to produce the whole of the the person more likely than any other astro.

anomaly which he had found in the motion nomerto listen to the allegation that his pro
of the perihelion of Mercury. phecy had been fulfilled .

The new planet, in consequence of the He accordingly set out from Paris by rail.

small radius of its orbit, will never have a way, on Friday the 30th December, accom

greater elongation ,or distance from the Sun, panied by M.Vallée as a witness of the stern

than 8° ; and as the whole light which it inquisition which he was about to institute.
sends to us is, according to Leverrier, more Orgeres was unfortunately twelve miles dis.

feeble than that of Mercury,we may readily tant from thenearest station, and our travel
understand why it had not hitherto been seen . lers were obliged to perform the journey on

Such is the account M. Leverrier gave, at foot. On their arrival at the house of M.

the public meeting of the Academy of Lescarbault, M. Leverrier knocked loudly at

Sciences on the 20 of January last, of his the door ; and when the Doctor himself had

visit to Orgeres, and of the conclusions opened it, his visitor declined to give his
which he has drawn from M. Lescarbault's name and his titles.

observations. It excited, as mighthave “ One should have seen M. Lescarbault,”

been expected , the liveliest interest in Paris.says Abbé Moigno, " so small , so simple, so

Exaggerated in its details, and embellished modest, and so timid, in order to understand

every time it was told , the scientific melo- the emotion with which he was seized , when

drame of Orgeres was the only topic of con- Leverrier, from his great height, and with

verse at theseances ofphilosophyand in the that blunt intonation which he can command ,

salons of fashion. Garibaldi and the weather thus addressed him : “ It is then you , sir, who

ceased to interest the Parisians ; and the vil- pretend to have observed the intra -mercurial

lage doctor, in his extempore observatory , planet , and who have committed the grave

and his round black spot, appropriately offence of keeping your observation secret

bearing the name of Vulcan, were the only for nine months. I warn you that I have

subjects of discussion , and the only objects come here with the intention of doing justice

of learned and unlearned admiration. to your pretensions, and of demonstrating

Leverrier was of course the lion in every either that you have been dishonest or de

gay salon , and was obliged to recount the ceived . Tell me, then, unquivocally what

story of his journey to Orgeres in its you have seen . The lamb, as the Abbé

dramatic phase , and without the reserve calls the Doctor, trembled at this rude sum

which was required in his communication to mons from the lion , and , unable to speak, he

the Institute. On one of these occasions, stammered out the following reply : On the

when he was detailing the motives, the inci- 26th March, about four o'clock, I directed

dents, and the results of his visit to Lescar- my telescope to the Sun , as I had been in the

bault to a brilliant party at the house of his habit of doing, when, to my surprise, I ob

father-in - law , M. Choquet, he was fortunate served , at a small distance from its margin,

enough to have among his audience the cele- a black spot well defined and perfectly round,

brated savant M. L'Abbè Moigno, who has and advancing with a very sensible motion

reproduced in his Cosmos * the fascinating upon the disc of the Sun. Unfortunately ,

history, as it fell from the lips of thegreatest however, a customer arrived . I camedown

astronomer of the age. from the observatory , and in this painful sit

For a long timeM.Leverrier refused to uation I replied as I best could to the inquir

attach any credit to the reports which reach- ies which were made, and returned to the

ed him on the subject. He could not be observatory. The round spot had continued

lieve that the discovery of a new planet its transit ; and I saw it disappear at the op

could have been kept secret for nine months, posite margin of the Sun , after having been

and that a humble village doctor could have projected upon his disc for nearly an hour

January 6th, 1860, vol. xvi., p. 22 .
and a half. You will then have determin

7
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ed ,' asks Leverrier, the time of the first I will soon be in action . The lion went to

and last contact ; and you are aware that the upper story, and satisfied himself of the

the observation of the first contact is one of accuracy of the statement. This is all well , '

such extreme delicacy that professional astro- says he, ‘ in so far as the observation itself

nomers often fail in observing it ? ' Pardon is concerned ; but I want to see the original

me, sir,' replies the Doctor, ' I do not pre- memorandum which you made of it .'

tend to have seized the precise moment of “ It is very easy ,' answered the Doctor,

contact. The round spot was upon the disc “ to say you want it ; but though this note

when I first preceived it. I measured care- was written on a small square of paper,

fully its distance from the margin, and , ex- which I generally throw away or burn when

pecting that it would describe an equal dis-it is of no further use, yet it is possible I

tance, I counted the time which it took to may still find it . ' Running with fear to his

describe this second distance, and I thus de. Connaissance des Temps,* he finds the note

termined approximately the instant of its of the 20th March 1859 performing the part

entry. " To count the time is easy to say, of a marker, and covered with grease and

but where is your chronometer ? ' ' My laudanum . The lion seizes it greedily , and,

chronometer is a watch with minutes, the comparing it with the letter which M. Val

faithful companion of my professional jour- lée had brought him , he exclaims : But,

neys . What ! with that old watch , show. sir , you have falsified this observation ; the

ing only minutes, dare you talk of estimat- time of emergence is four minutes too late.'

ing seconds ? Mysuspicions are already too ' It is,' replied the lamb. ' Have the good

well founded .' " Pardon me,' was the reply, ness to examine more narrowly, and you

' I have also a pendulum which nearly beats will find that the four minutes is the error
seconds. ' " how me this pendulum ,' says of my watch, regulated by sidereal time ?'

Leverrier. The Doctor goes up stairs, and · This is true ; but how do you regulate your
brings down a silk thread, to which an ivory watch by sidereal time ?? I have a small

ball was suspended . I am anxious to see telescope — here it is—which you will find in

how skilfully you can thus reckon seconds.' such a state as to enable me to tell the time

The lamb acquiesces. He fixes the upper to a second, or even to some fractions ofa

end of the thread to a nail , and after the second .'

ivory ball has come to rest, he draws it a Satisfied on this point, Leverrier then

little from the vertical , and counts the num . wished to know how he determined the two

ber of oscillations corresponding with a min . angular co-ordinates of the points of contact,

ute on his watch, and thus proves that his of the entry and emergence of the planet,

pendulum beats seconds. This is not and how he measured the chord of the arc

enough,'replies the lion ; ' it is one thing that which separates these two points. Lescar.

your pendulurn beats seconds, but it is an- bault told him that this was reduced to the

other that you have the sentiment of the se- measuring the distances ofthese points from

cond beaten by your pendulum in order that the vertical, and the angles of position, which

you may count the seconds in observing ' he did by the systems of parallel axes we

* Shall I venture to tell you , ' says the lamb, have mentioned,and the divided circle of
' that my profession is to feel pulses and to card -board placed upon his finder.

count their pulsations ? My pendulum puts Leverrier next inquired if he had made

the second in my ears, and I have no dif- any attempt to deduce the planet's distance

ficulty in counting several successive sec. from the Sun from the period of four hours
onds.' which it required to describe an entire diam

“ This is all very well for the chapter of eter of the Sun. The Doctor confessed that
time,' says the Director ; “ but in order to he had made attempts to do this, but not be

see so delicate a spot, you require a good ing a mathematician, he had not succeeded ;

telescope. Have you one? • Yes, sir, I and that this failure was the reason why he

have succeeded, not without difficulty, priva- had delayed the announcement of his discov

tion, and suffering, to obtain for myself a ery. Leverrier having asked for the rough

telescope. After practising much economy, draught ofthese calculations, the Doctorre
I purchased from M.Cauche, an artist little plied, “ My rough draughts ! Paper is rather

known, though very clever, an object-glass scarce with us. I am a joiner as well as an

nearly four inches in diameter. Knowing astronomer. I calculate in my workshop,

my enthusiasm and my poverty , he

the choice among several excellent ones ;
* The Abbé oigno here adds, parenthetically, the

and as soon as I made the selection, I moun- the Connaissance des Temps ; and hedoes not leave
following mysterious passage : — " For be possesses

ted it on a stand with all its parts ; and I it in the state of a book with its leaves uncut, as we

have recently indulged myself with a revol. have seen in the Imperial Observatory, where for a

ving platform , and a revolving roof, which season, the Nautical Almanack reigus tovereign.'
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and Iwrite upon the boards ; and when I'mations, made since 1762, that a black spot

wish to use them in new calculations, I re- has passed across the Sun. Mr. Carrington

move the old ones by planing.” On visit- has added other cases, the most important

ing, however, the carpenter's shop, they of which are contained in the following list :

found the board , with its lines and its num- Dlaudacher, 1762, End of February.

bers in chalk still unobliterated. Lichtenberg, 1763 , November 19th .

When this cross -questioning, which had Hoffmann, . 1764, Beginning of May.

lasted an hour, was finished, Leverrier was
Scheuten and Crefeld, 1764, June 6th.

Daugos,
1798 , January 18th, 2 P.M.

convinced that an intra-mercurial planet had Fritsch, . 1802, October 10th .

really been seen , and with a grace and digni- Capel Lofft, 1818 , January 6th, 11 A.M.

ty full of kindness, he congratulated Lescar- Stark, 1819, October 9th.

bault on the important discovery which he
Stark, t . 1820 , Februaro 12th, 12h.

Steinhübel,
had made. Anxious to obtain some mark

1820, February 12th.

Schmidt, 1847, October 11th, 9 A.M.

of respect for the discoverer of Vulcan, Le

verrier madeinquiry concerning his private of Daugos, Fritsch, and Stark, made in
Upon comparing the three observations

character, and learned from the village curé, 1798 , 1802,and 1819, M. Wolfffound that

the jugedepaix,and other functionaries, they were satisfied by a planet whose period

that he was a skilful physician, and a wor- of revolution is 384 days, or, what is the

thy man . With such high recommendations,
same thing, 194 days; which agrees so re

M. Leverrier requested from M. Rouland,the Minister of Public Instruction, the dec markably with the number 19.7,deduced by

Leverrier from the observations of Lescar

oration of the Legion of Honour for M. Les

carbault. The
minister,ina brief butin-bault, that we cannot ascribe itto chance.

teresting statement of his claim , communi
Upon the supposition that the black spots

cated thisrequest to the Emperor, who, by mentioned are bodiesbetween Mercury and
seen upon the Sun by the astronomers above

a decree dated January 25th, conferred upon the Sun , M.Wolff is of opinion that the ob

the village astronomer the honour so justlydueto him . His professional brethren in servations can only be reconciled by the ad
mission of at least three intra mercurial

Paris were equally solicitous to testify their
planets.

regard ; and MM . Felix Roubaud , Legrande,

and Caffe, as delegates of the scientific press, February, 1860,M. Radeau, of the Univer
In the number of Cosmos of the 10th of

proposed to the medical body, and to the
scientific world in Paris, to invite Lescar- sity of Königsberg, has submitted to calcu

bault to a banquet in the HoteldeLouvre, cian, and he finds,upon the supposition ofa
lation the observations of the French physi

onthe 18th of January.* A similar offer circular orbit, that the mean distance of the

bad been made to himby his professional
admirers in ChartresandBlois ; but he de planet from the Sun will be 0.143,and its

clined all these invitations, pleading as an
* Astron . Jahrbuch, 1804, p. 185.

excuse his simple and retired habits, and the + This black spot was nearly twice the apparent

difficulty of leaving the patients under his diameter of Mercury. “ At noon ,” says Canon Stark,

care .
“ this spot was 11 ' 20 " distant from the east limb,

The interesting documents which we have and 14 ' 17"from the south limb of the Sun; and

at 4h . 23m. in the evening it was no longer to be

attempted to analyze and abridge, excited seen. The appearance was rather indicativeof the

the greatest sensation in every part of Eu- transit of a planetary heavenlybody,having its path

rope ; and the records of astronomical ob- included within that of Mercury, than of a solar

servatious were diligently searched , in order spot." -- Meteorologische Jahrbuch, 1820.
This remarkable observation has been confirmed,

to find if any round black spots had been says Mr. Carrington, in a passage of a letter from

seen on the disc of the Sun. Astronomers, Oibers to Bessels, dated 20th June 1820 ( Corr., vol .

too , of all ranks, whether occupying well. ii., p. 162): " What do you say to Steinhübel's ob

furnished observatories, or supplied only servation of a dark, round, well define spot, which

with a telescope and a darkening glass, have onthe 12th of February of this yəar completed its
transit across the Sun's disc in five hours ? If the

been watching the little planet during the thing is a fact, it indicates a planet interior to the

time when it was likely to pass over the Sun. orbit of Mercury."
No rediscovery of it, however, has yet been The spot, called small and sub -elliptic, and 6 or 8

made; but very interesting cases have been seconds in diameter, seen by Capel Lofft on the 6th

found in which a round black spot has been January, 1818,was observed about 24b. P.M.oon
siderably advanced on the Sun's disc, and a little

seen upon the Sun. west of the Sun's centre. It was seen also by Mr.

M. Wolff of Zurich, in his last publication Acton. " Its rate of motion seemed inconsistent

on the solar spots, had , in 1859, given a list with that of the solar rotation , and both in figure,

of no fewer than twenty observations or affir- density, andregularity of path, it seemed utterly
unlike floating scoria. In short, i'8 progress over

the Sun's discseems to have exceeded that of Venus

Cusmos, Fev. 30, 1860, xvi., p . 115. in transit.” - Monthly Magazine, January 10, 1818.
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0.25 ;

Daugos

Stark,

296 x 273 •

6 x 2110

6S0 X 21-010 **

period of revolution 19.7 days. But as ing a little to the west of the latter, in near

we are not authorized to adopt a circular ing the Sun within 1 ° or two diameters , and

orbit, he assumes 0.25 as the superior limit finishing 4° to the south-west of the Sun."

of the distances of Vulcan , and finds that the In a letter to M. Laugier, published in the

aphelion distance ought still to be less than Comptes Rendus on the 5th March 1860,

and in making it vary from 0.206 to M. Rod. Wolff discusses the four observa

0.25, he concludes that the eccentricity tions of black spots on the Sun which were

ought to exceed a limit which varies from observed between 1798 and 1859.

0 to 0.176, and that the superior limit of the 1797, January 18th, 1,725 days 82 x 21-097days.

mean distance of the planet will vary from Fritsch, 1502, October Luth, 6,2018
1819, October 9th, 126

0-206 to 0.221 . The mean distance, there. Stark, 1920, February 20,14,287 "

fore, will always be less than 0.221 , and the Lescarbl't, 1859,March 26th .

period of revolution less than 38 days. M. Wolff concludes from the above num .

These results he endeavours to confirm bers that these five transits may be explain

by the aid of the two German observations, ed by a planetwhose synodical revolution is

of the 10th October, 1802, and the 19th Oc- 21 days, and sidereal revolution 19.9 days;

tober, 1819. M. Wolff combines them with and he adds, that the factors, 82, 296, 6 , and

the observation of the 18th January 1798 ; 680, being even numbers, would entiile us

but M. Radeau objects to this, as the angu- to adopt a synodical revolution of42days ,

lar distance between January 18th and Oc- a result which the observations of M.Lescar

tober 10th being only 100 degrees,he must, bault do not authorize.

on the hypothesis ofa period of 38.5 days,

give the orbit an inclination of less than 10 The history of astronomy presents us with

5 ' , in order to explain two transits taking
few instances in which her observations have

place at distances of at least 40° from the proved false, or her observers faithless.

nodes, and less than 2° 5 'even for a period. The telescopes of one age have corrected,

of 20'days; whereas the inclination of the doubtless, the imperfect formsof sidereal

orbit of Vulcan is certainly between 11° groups and planetary bodies as observed in

and 12° 2 ' . The planet, or rather the black another, and the astronomical tables of the

spot of 1798, cannothave been Vulcan , if we present day have thrown into the shade the

wish to identify with it the planet of 1802 calculations and predictions of earlier times;

and 1819.
but we have no instance in which the dis.

Our limits will not permit us to follow M. covery of a primary planet,or even of a
Radeau in his other calculations, from which satellite, has been long the subject of doubt

case has nowhe calculates that it will be possible, in or of controversy . Such a
China, to see Vulcan upon the Sun's disc on occurred, and one which may long remain

the 4th of April, at 2 o'clock in the morn a source of disquiet, personal, if not national,

ing ; and that transits continuing about 4 in our planetary annals .

hours, would be visible at Paris on the 29th
When the astronomers of the Old and the

March about noon, on the 20 April between New World, and especially our distinguished

noon and 5 o'clock, and on the 7th April friends beyond the Channel, were rejoicing

between 10 A.M. and 3 P.M., continuing 4 in thediscovery ofaplanet in the very pre

hours. None of these transits, however, sence of the Sun—a discovery predicted by

have been seen. one French astronomer and confirmed by

In the copy of M. Radeau's paper com
another, and one likely to suggest some new

municated to the Astronomical Society * by phase in the condition of planetary life ,

M. D'Abbadie , we find the following con
when this excitement was its height, the for.

cluding paragraph :
tunate astronomer decorated with the Le

“ On July 18th , 1860 (the day of the gion of Honour, and the salons of fashion
great totaleclipse ), the places of Vulcan, instinct with scientific life,-an eminent as

excluding irregularities, would be, on the tronomer, and that astronomer a French

four suppositions that the periods 32.0, man, has presented himself boldly in the

27.35 30:73. and 26.99, face of Europe, not only to question the ex

istence of such a body, but to charge its dis

+1236.421 3 : 19.3. cover with dishonesty , and impugn the veryGeocentric longitude, , °, , ° 5 .

The Sun's longitude will then be 116',
theoretical principles on which one of the

that

greatest astronomers of the age had foretold

of Jupiter 124 °, and its latitude 0° 5 '.
its discovery.

“ On that day , therefore, Vulcan must be
M. Liais , a French astronomer in the ser

looked for in a zone beginning at 2 °, or four vice of the Brazilian Government * and him

Sun's diameters to the south of Jupiter, pass .

*M. Liais is President of the Commission charged

Notices, March 9th, 1860, vol. xx., p. 197 . with the revision of the map of the coasts of Brazil.

Geocentric latitude,

*
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self the discoverer of a comet on the 26th entered upon the Sun during the time that

February last, has just published in a Danish he observed it. Still , however, he is entit.

journal a severe criticism of the letter of M. led to assert, as he does, “ that he is in a

Lescarbault and the calculations of Lever- condition to deny, in themost positive man

rier. This paper entitled, Sur la Nouvelle ner, the passage of a planet over the Sun at

Planete annoncée par M. Lescarbault, is divid- the time indicated .”

ed into four heads, as follows: M. Liais proceeds to support his astron

1. The observation of Dr. Lescarbault is omical fact by a moral argument, which,we

false. think, has not much force. He says, what

2. Contrary to the assertion of M.Lever- is true, that Lescarbault contradicts himself

rier, every planet nearer the Sun than Mer. in having first asserted that he saw the

cury will be more visible, with telescopes, planet enter upon the Sun's disc, and having

in the vicinity of the Sun than he is. afterwards admitted to Leverrier that it had

3. That in eclipses of the Sun the planet been on the disc some seconds before he saw
of Lescarbault has not been seen. it, and that he had merely inferred the time

4. M. Leverrier's hypothesis, that there of its entry from the rate of its motion after
is a powerful disturbing cause between wards. • If this one assertion then ,” says

Mercury and the Sun, is founded on the sup. M. Liais, " be fabricated, the whole may be

position that astronomical observations have so ; " a conclusion which we cannot accept.

a precision of which they are not suscepti. These arguments M. Liais considers to be
ble.

strengthened by the assertion, which, as we

1. In support of the first of these bold as- have seen, perplexed Leverrier himself,that

sertions, our author states that, at the very if M. Lescarbault had actually seen a planet

time when the French astronomer was looking on the Sun, he could not have kept it secret

at the black spot on the Sun's face, he, M. for nine months.

Liais , was examining the Sun with a tele. 2. The assertion of our author, in opposi

scope of twice the magnifying power, and did tion to that of Leverrier, that the planet, if

not perceiveit. This observation was made one existed, ought to be seen in the vicinity

in the bay of Rio Janeiro, at St. Domingos, of the Sun, is not so easily answered .

when M. Liais was carefully determining In support of this opinion, he enters into

the decrease in the luminosity of the Sun an elaborate calculation of the brightness of

from its centre to its circumference, and the planet Vulcan compared with that of

from its equator to its poles. The first of Mercury. He asserts that, from its proximi

these observations was made between 11h . ty to the Sun , it must be 7 } times brighter

4m . and 11h. 20., and from the interruption than Mercury. But Mercury has been seen

of clouds the second was made between 12h. hy himself and others within 7° or gº of the

42m . and 1h. 17m ., on the very part of the Sun, and therefore, assuming the diameter

Sun where M. Lescarbault saw the planet of Vulcan to be 2" 5 ( for which he assigns

enter, and at a time when it must have been good reasons from Lescarbault's observations)

during a period of 12 minutes on the Sun's the total light which it sends to the earth

disc,and I ' :4 from its margin. “ Thisquan- will be nearly double that of Mercury ; and

tity," says M. Liais, " is too great to be ac consequently Vulcan , Leverrier's Ring of

counted for by the difference of the paral- Planets, ought to have been frequently seen

laxes of Orgeres and St. Domingos; * by astronomers in the vicinity of the Sun ,

and consequently, when I made my last when they were searching for planets and

comparison, I ought to have seen upon the comets in that locality.

Sun the black spot in question if it had been 3. The assertion, that the planet of Les.

seen at Orgeres." It is certainly not easy carbault has not been seen during eclipses of

to conceive how M. Liais could have missed the Sun , is of course true.

seeing the black spot , when he was using a As the planet Mercury has been frequent

fine telescope, and making such a nice obser- ly observed during solar eclipses, we might

vation on the light of the Sun's disc at the reasonåbly expect to have seen Vulcan ; and

very place where the planet should have during the many observations which will be

been ; and had he continued his observations made in the vicinity of the Sun during the

even for a few minutes longer, we should time of the total eclipse in July next, and

have admitted the force of his argument: doubtless both before and after it, with this

but twelve minutes is so short a time, that it object in view, Vulcan may possibly be

is justpossible that the planet may not have seen .

Taking then, into consideration the numer

The difference oflongitude of Orzeres is assumed ous observations that have been made on the

to be 3b.; but if this is not correct, the conclusions Sun and in its vicinity by so many astrono

of our author are untenable.
mers, and with such fine telescopes, M. Liais
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concludes, “ That if the motion of the peri. Domingos, he admits the great fact, that the

helion of Mercury is due to the attraction of planet ought to have appeared on the Sun's

matter lying between the Sun and this disc during the eleven minutes that M. Liais
planet, this matter does not form planets, was surveying it. He then asks if M , Liais

properly so called, but must be in the state may not have made the interval of his ob

of cosmical dust, and form a part of the servations— namely, 12h . 42m. to lh . 17m.

solar nebulosity or zodiacal light.” —too wide, so as to permit us to reduce

4. M. Liais's last observation, questioning these fatal eleven or twelve minutes, as he

the existence of a disturbing force requiring calls them , and keep the planet so much

for its cause the existence of a planet or nearer the margin of the disc as to escape the

planets, merits, doubtless, the attention of notice of Lais, whose observation he consid

astronomers . ers as simply a negative one that proves lit

The motion ofthe perihelion of Mercury tle. To this M. Liais will doubtless reply,

has been deduced from twelve observed pas- that the limit of ih . 17m. was the limit re•

sages of this planet. Admitting the time of corded in two notes, and must therefore be

the planet's entrance upon the Sun's disc to held as correct.

be affected with refraction , M. Liais has ob- M. Radeau then replies to the argument

tained by calculation a motion of the perihe- that in consequence of Vulcan's superior

lion so much less than that assumed by Le brightness to Mercury he ought to have

verrier, that he can account for it by suppos- been seen near the Sun. Liais himself had

ing the mass of Venus to be from the 10th seen Mercury within 1° of the Sun on the

to the 15th greater than it is supposed to be. 14th July 1858, and with the naked eye dear

By admitting a possible error in the obliqui- the horizon , within 7° of the Sun ; and there

ty of the Ecliptic of 21 ", and consequently fore, a fortiori, a brighter, though a smaller

an increase of onetenth in the mass of Venus, planet, ought to have been often seen in the

M. Liais asserts that the whole motion in the same region . In reply to this, M. Radeau

perihelion of Mercury may be explained ; says, that the distance,0.1427, at which he

and he further asserts, that by abandoning finds Vulcan's brightness to be 7.36 times

the invariability of the mean motions, which that of Mercury, is not the result of M. Les

supposes a constancy in themassesof which carbault's observation, as he says it is, and

there is no proof, the position of Mercury that we may , without inconvenience, suppose

may be explained without supposing so it equal to 0-22 ; and the true distance of

great a motion in his perihelion as has been Mercury being 0.33 on the day mentioned,
allered .

. the ratio of their distances will be as 2 to 3,

To this remarkable paper no reply has and the ratio of their brightness as 9 to 4

yet been made by Leverrier, or any French that is, as 2.25 to one, in place of 7:36 to 1 ,

astronomer . In the Cosmos, however, of the “ Hence," continues M. Radeau, “ the total

4th May, we find a letter of the Abbé Moig- light emitted by Vulcan will be only one-half,

no prefixed to a reply to M. Liais, by M. in place of double that of Mercury, on the

Radeau, of Koenigsberg. The Abbé is just- supposition that Mercury has a disc four

ly offended at the expression of M. Liais, times greater than that of Vulcan ."

" that the observation of M. Lescarbault ( in The assumption of 0.22 as the distance of

reference to his not having seen the en - Vulcan, is, we must say, wholly unjustifiable.

try of the spot) is partially fabricated Liais's number, 0.1427, is that which Lever

(apres le coup ), on after consideration . ” He rier has deduced from Lescarbault's obser

considers it as dispensing him from refuting vations; and Radeau himself , in his first

it ; and he adds, that in order to leave no paper, actually makes it , as we have seen,

doubt in the matter, he cheerfully accepts 0.1423, though he afterwards reduces it. It

the short reply of M. Radeau . is, therefore, unfortunate that he should not

Although we have great confidence in the have at least mentioned this important fact,

honesty of M. Lescarbault, and anxiously His other argument, that Mercury must al

hope that he has made a great discovery, we ways be less full,at the same distance from

cannot admit that Professor Radeau has, on the Sun, than Vulcan, though true, has no

any essential point, refuted either the asser- real bearing on the question; for Mercury

tions or the arguments of Liais. In the first has been very distinctly seen, and Vulcan

place, he states, on the authorityof the Con- not, when the latter was more full than the

naissance des Temps, that the difference of former.

longitude between Orgeres and San Domin- Since the first notice of the discovery of

gos is 3h . 2m ., in place of 3h . , as adopted Vulcan , in the beginning of January 1860,

by Liais ; but,as he allows that the difference the Sun has been anxiously observed by as

of parallaxes would have retarded the entry tronomers; and the limited area round him

ofthe planet only about half a minute at San in which the planet must be, if he is not

3
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upon the Sun , has doubtless been explored with | 3. Analytical Exposition of the Epistle to
equal care by telescopes of high power, and the Romans. One vol. 8vo .

processes by which the Sun's direct light has 4. Discourses andSayings of our Lord

been excluded from the tube of the telescope Jesus Christ. Ilustrated in a Series of

as well as the eye of the observer ; and yet Expositions. Second edition . 3 vols . 8vo.

no planet has been found. This fact would 5. Expository Discourses on the First Epis

entitle us to conclude that no such planet tle of Peter. Second edition . 2 vols.

exists, if its existence had been merely con- 8vo.

jectured , or if it had been deduced from any 6. Parting Counsels : An Exposition of

of the laws of planetary distance, or even if Second Peter, First Chapter. With Four

Leverrier or Adams bad announced it as the Additional Discourses. 8vo.

probable result of planetary perturbations. 7. Exposition of the Epistle to the Gala
If the finest telescopes cannot rediscover a tians. 8vo .

planet that has a visible disc, with a power 8. Resurrection of Life : An Exposition of:

of 300, as used by Liais, within so limited First Corinthians, XV. With a Dis

an area as a circle of 16 degrees, of which course on our Lord's Resurrection . 8vo.

the Sun is the centre, or rather within a nar- 9. Sufferings and Glories of the Messiah

row belt of that circle, we should unhesitat- Signified Beforehand to David and Isa

ingly declare that no such planet exists ; but iah : An Exposition of Psalm XVIII.

the question assumes a very different aspect and Isaiah LII. 13.-LIII . 12. 8vo.

when it involves moral considerations. If, 10. An Exposition of OurLord's Interces
after the severe scrutiny which the Sun and sory Prayer ; with a Discourse on the

its vicinity will undergo before, and after, Relation of Our Lord's Intercession to

and during his total eclipse in July, no plan- the Conversion of the World. 8vo .

et shall be seen ; and if no round black spots 11. Discourses suited to the Administration

distinctly separable from the usual solar of the Lord's Supper. Third edition.
spots, shall not be seen on the solar spots, 8vo.

we will not care to assert that it does not 12. Hints on theLord's Supper, and Thoughts
exist . We cannot doubt the honesty of M. for the Lord's Table. Foolscap 8vo.

Lescarbault ; and we can hardly believe that 13. Hints to Students of Divinity. Foolscap
he was mistaken. No solar spot, no floating 8vo,

scoria, could maintain, in its passage over the 14. Strictures on Mr. Yates' Vindication of

Sun, a circular and uniform shape ; and we
Unitarianism . 8vo . 1814.

are confident that no other hypothesis but 15. On Religion, and the Means of Attaining
that of an intra-mercurial planet can explain it. Sixth edition. 18mo. 1818.

the phenomena seen and measured by M.Les. 16. Statement of the Claims of the British

carbault - a man of high character, possess- and Foreign Bible Society on the Support

ing excellent instruments, and in every way of the Christian Public. With an Ap

competent to use them well , and to describe pendix. 8vo.

clearly and correctly the result of his obser- 17. The Law of Christ respecting Civil Obe

vations. Time, however, tries facts as well dience, Especially in the Payment of

as speculations. The phenomena observed Tribute ; with an Appendix of Notes:

by the French astronomer may never be to which are aduled Two Addresses on the

again seen , and the disturbance of Mercury Voluntary Church Question . Third edi

which rendered it probable, may be other- tion . Svo

wise explained . Should this be the case, we 18. Comfortable Words for Christian Pa

must refer the round spot on the Sun to rents Bereaved of Little Children . Third

some of those illusions of the eye or of the edition . 18mo, 1858.

brain , which have sometimes disturbed the 19. Plain Discourses on Important Subjects.

tranquillity of science . Foolscap 8vo .

20. The Dead in Christ, and their Present

and Future State. 18mo.

21. Revival of Religion : What it is, and

how to be Attained and Manifested. 18mo.

Third edition .

22. The Three Gatherings. 18mo.

Art. II. -1, Funeral Sermons,preached on 23. Theological Practs, Selected and Original.

occasion of the Death of John Brown, D.D. 12mo. 3 vols. Edited by John Brown,

By A. THOMSON, D.D., and JAMES HAR- D.D. 1853, etc.

24. Of the Light of Nature. A Discourse

2. Memoir of John Brown, D.D. By John by Nathanael Culverel , M.A. Edited

Cairns, D.D. by John Brown, D.D. 1857.

PER, D.D.
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This long list of books, great and small , when " the waters were to the ankles ,” ere

learned and popular, exegetical and doctri- he threw himself on the deeper billows and

nal , experimental and polemical, tracts for swam . In a word , this wondrous and suc

the times and discussions on truths of per- cessful industry sprang from the profound

manent moment, proves their author to and unsleeping consciousness of his being 3

have been , at least , a busy man . But when servant, with whom sloth is treason , and

it is borne in mind that he was, during the whose hiding of the talent is as wide a breach

period of this prolific production, pastor of of trust as the squandering of it ; for he felt

a very large congregation in Edinburgh, himself bound to trade to the best advan

doing constant duty, and liable to perpetual tage with all his gifts , in the hope of being

interruptions, teaching “ publicly and from greeted at length with his Lord's approval.

house to house,” occupied also with ecclesi- Few men have better realized , or more

astical matters, and bearing his part in such steadily laboured and prayed to realize,

religious and benevolent associations as what it is to " serve his own generation by

every great city sustains, the preceding the will of God," ere he " fell on sleep, and

catalogue shows him to have been a man of was laid unto his fathers," than he whose life,

incessant and extraordinary labour. Nor character, and works, are the subject of the

was it with Dr. Brown as with men of an following paragraphs.

earlier period, who seem to have published Few incidents are furnished to a bio

all they wrote as a thing of course ; for grapher by the life of a faithful and diligent

large stores of his manuscripts remain be- minister, especially if he has not kept a

hind , not in the shape of note-books, dis diary, engaged in an extensive correspond.

courses, meditations, or diaries jotted down ence, or been tossed into stormy prominence

" at sundry times,” but treatises and com- by the current of events, but has clung to

mentaries, formally and finally prepared for his proper functions, and tried to fulfill his
the press . Nor are these books named at course, or, like Dr. Brown , has lived in his

the head of this article collections of ser library, and not gone much into the stirring

mons first preached , and then cunningly re- world around him . His Life, written by a

moulded and thrown into printed circula- devoted and admiring pupil , himself of no
tion . Each of them has a specific object,- mean eminence and promise, will not startle

is the elaborated defence of some truth, or any of its readers. Dr. Cairns has not made

the definite exposition of some book of an idolof his minister and theological teacher.

Scripture. We could name several series He does not place him in a niche , bend the

of popular books, both practical and pro- knee, and call upon others to emulate his

phetic, which resemble stucco images flung idolatry. He has evidently written under

out of the same mould, all very like, but great self -restraint , and has studiously kept

none of any value, and scarce to be dis himself out of view. He never kindles

tinguished from one another by some slight as he narrates, or deviates into eulogy as he

variations of feature or attitude. But Dr. advances. He breaks into no enthusiasm ,

Brown's works are like a gallery of statues, but has compiled a plain unvarnished tale
in which, indeed , you may see the style and chiefly about the outer life of Dr. Brown.

mannerism of the same hand ; but each He has tracked him from home to school

piece has a history, unity, individuality, and and college, from the Divinity Hall to li

purpose of its own . The mere ambition of cense and ordination , from Biggar to Rose

authorship did not move him to this fertile Street and Broughton Place, from the pulpit

diligence — it was not in youth, but in age, to the professorial chair, and from health to

when he was midway between sixty and sickness and death , and has briefly and hon

seventy, that he published the majority of estly chronicled how he did his duty in these

his works--not to let the world see what he successive scenes, — what trials he met with ,

could do, or what he had been doing, and and how bravely he rose above them ; how

what now was the harvest of his life . No ; he preached, visited , and lectured , and what

he employed the press, as solemnly and success attended his labours ; how he gath

prayerfully as he had used the pulpit, for the ered , loved , and handled his numerous books,

work ofhis Master, the welfare of the Church , and entertained visitors and students in his

and the service of the age. And he had library ; what volumes he has published,

been in no haste to assume the responsible and what their character and their general

task -- one of his finished Expositions bad reception. We dissent from scarcely s

lain in his repositories twice the Iloratian single word which Dr. Cairns has written ;

period. His earliest productions, too, are but we confess we should have liked some

the smallest; he made no precocious effort fuller exhibition of Dr. Brown's mental and

to astonish or dazzle the world when a spiritual progress, something more than the

younger man. He walked in the river mere footprints of his visible career, some
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deeper glimpse into his inner nature, some he might ; for, like the majority of Scottish

analysis of those minute and complex ele- students, he was obliged to support himself

ments that make a man what he is, and by teaching during his theological curricu .

which, in carving out his work for him , girdlum . Leaving home with a guinea and his

him with ability to do it . Dr. Cairns will , good father's benediction , the stripling went

however, be thanked by the Christian public to Elie, on the east coast of Fife, and there

for his calm , impartial , and graceful story , taught himself and the village boys and girls

in which he simply narrates without pro- for severalyears. The plan so largely fol

nouncing a verdict, presents the premises lowed by English non-conformists, of giv

quietly and unaffectedly, and permits his ing gratuitous board and education to young

readers to form their own conclusions. men studying for the ministry, is the other

The Browns have been a famous name in extremeto our thrifty mode . The Anglican

Scottish Dissent, or perhaps, as we may be way is, however, very expensive, and is at

allowed to call it, Scottish theology. The tended with many failures ; for after the

name has passed through more than one term of study is completed, many lads of

• generation, like that of the Casaubons, Scal- piety and promise are found to be deficient

igers, Buxtorfs, Vitringas, and Turretines of in such gifts as are essential to popular

other times, and the Lawsons, Heughs, Bon- preaching . True, indeed, with us the prime

ars, M'Cries, Gilfillans, Cooks, Vaughans, student does not always turn out the prime

and Hills of a more recent period. The preacher, while he who passed through the

first John Brown of Haddington, so well Hall unnoticed may astonish by his auda

known for his “ Dictionary of the Bible ” cious elocution , and his self-command in the

and his “ . Self-interpreting Bible,” was a self - pulpit. Still, the youth who in early life is

taught man, cradled in hardship and ba:tling left to his own resources, and thrown into

with difficulty, while he gathered in boyhood the current either to sink or to swim, is

his Latin and Greek as he followed the drilled into the best of lessons — that of self

sheep on the braes of Abernethy . Though reliance under the Divine blessing ; for he

never within the walls of a college, he is brought face to face with wants which

acquired remarkable erudition , and was nothing but his own ceaseless toil can relieve :

chosen at length to occupy a chair of theol . is taught how to value money rightly , and

ogy : Ile was known throughout Scotland to calculate how best to spend it, for he has

for his piety and learning, his retired and earned it ; and thus comes to learn what

studious habits, and his earnest desire to nerve and resolve are in him , and to take

throw such light on the sacred volume as the measure of himself by means of those

should make all ordinary readers feel it to suggestive experiences and conflicts through

be an instructive and blessed book . It may, which he has passed . Such to a young man

indeed , be said of his literary and biblical is the lesson of lessons, and he can get it

labours, as was said of his Divine Master's only by a process which may humble him

preaching, “ the common people heard him far oftener than it may flatter him . Cram

gladly." The second John Brown, of Whit- ming for a competitive examination cannot

burn, was a man of primitive worth and impart it, and success in such rivalry is no

manners, who lived and laboured in a rural proof that it has been mastered ; for a com

district with quiet, lowly , and unostentatious petitive trial , which from its very nature

zeal. The doctrines and the memory of the shows the possession only of cleverness and

“ Marrowmen ,” and other divines of Bos- memory, but not of general talent, leaves

ton's period , were dear to him , and he lab- ungauged the noblest elements of moral tui .

oured to spread and perpetuate them ; fortion and discipline.

those spiritual heroes of his admiration did On being licensed, John Brown became at

good work in a former day, and bore up the once a popular preacher, and was called to

banner of evangelical theology when it was Stirling, but by Synodical decision was or

about to fall from other and feebler hands. dained at Biggar, 6th February 1806 , the

were filled with quaint and congregation there having also chosen him .

pithy illustrations of Divine truth, hallowed Thence, after fifteen years' service, was he

with a savoury unction, and delivered with removed to Rose Süreet, and thence, after a

that musical cadence and modulation which ministry of seven years, to Broughton Place,

the older people lovingly called a song. in the pastorate of which he spent the re

The third and greatest John Brown has maining thirty years of his long life. His

left a name more illustrious than that of his removal to Edinburgh gave the Secession

father or grandfather. Having finished his Church a positon which it had not hitherto

academic course at the age of sixteen, when enjoyed in the critical and literary metropo

he should have been only commencing it, he lis of Scotland. Hall , indeed was there, a

was sent out into the world to fare as best man of popular gifts and dignified eloquence ;

His sermons

a
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and Peddie, proverbial for the ingenious in- in which he sometimes, perhaps too often, in

ferences and the keen practical sagacity of his dulged, he was easily followed step by step

expositions,-qualitiesnot confined to his by a trained and intelligent audience. He

discourses, for his reply to Dr. Porteus of had no long and involved constructions, like

Glasgow was declared by Dougald Stewart those of Milton, Hooker, or Sir Thomas

to be one of the best specimens of the reduc- Brown, “ with many a winding bout of link

tio ad absurdum in the English language. ed sweetness long drawn out, ” but clause

Jamieson was there too, renowned for his came after clause, each very distinct in itself

Scottish erudition, and not less noted for and in its connection . His expositions of

the massive thought and the earnest gravity Divine truth were, in their uniform clearness,
of his sermons. We abstain on purpose like the sharply -defined edges and ridges of

from saying a word on others not belonging a hill seen against the cloudless sky of a

to Dr. Brown's denomination, or we might summer evening. His preaching was also

have referred to the shrewd and discrimi- “ with power.” Even when , in advanced

native preaching of the historian M Crie, one years, he took to the slavish reading of his
of whose printed discourses Dr. Brown de. manuscript, his “ natural force was not

clared to be among the best ever published ; abated." Nothing was weak, tawdry or ef

to Henry Grey, so tender, impressive, and feminate about him in the pulpit : all was

catholic ; to the fervid and spiritual Gordon ; vigorous, elevated and effective. A living

and to Andrew Thomson, whose robust energy pervaded all his discourses. His

genius clothed itself in a fitting masculine stule was felicitous, because it was the exact

style, and spoke with a fresh and manly elo- transcript of his thoughts, without any spas

cution . Dr. Brown's pulpit appearances soon modic abruptness, or any affectation of clas

attracted large audiences, many of whom sic purity and grace . In the mere inanu .

came to enjoy his discourses as a literary facture of periods he had no pleasure. He

treat ; for they were clear, accurate, sober, was a slave neither to the chaste and tuneful

and ratiocinative — now working out some charms of Addison , nor the sonorous and

thought with steady skill and accelerating measured parallelisms of Johnson — the twin

progress, now proving some doctrine from gods of literary homage at the commence

Scripture with accumulative energy, and now ment of the century. He did not imitate

urging truth on heart and conscience with the concealed art of the one, or the open ef

the honest vehemence and majestic authority fort and laboured sweep of the other. His

of one who felt it to be his function to “ per- loud, hale, and hearty tones were no less in

suade men ,” to “ pray them in Christ's keeping, while his quick eye, noble form ,

stead ." symmetrical figure, and snowy “ crown of

Dr. Brown's preaching, then and after glory ,” contributed to the general impres.

wards, had four marked characteristics. It sion. At the same time, he employed no

was clear, always clear. Its clearness was rhetorical arts of intonation and gesture.

its brightness. No hearer was ever at a loss He would not stoop to discharge such mimic

for his meaning : every paragraph stood out thunder. Occasionally he raised his voice

with mathematical precision and distinctness. to such a pitch that one might call it a shout,

It was the truth given out with luminous and the ceiling rang again ; and occasionally ,

prominence — not delicately shaded off, on as he warmed into a climax of argumentor

the one hand , into clouded obscurity , or indignation, he stamped his foot so lustily ,

feebly fading away on the other hand, into that it stilled and overawed the congregation,

dim and intangible vagueness and uncertain . He preached the Gospel in its simplicity and

ty . He felt with good old Richard Baxter, majesty. He knew full well that the giving

that " it takes all our learning to make things of mere instruction was not his whole duty,

plain.” He spoke of God's grace, man's but that men's spirits must be aroused and

guilt, Christ's love, the Spirit's influence, and dealt with, and that the preacher must use

the nature and necessity of faith and holiness, every effort, work on every passion , enlist

so lucidly , that nobody could misunderstand every motive, and bring every appliance to

him , or wonder what he meant. No para bear on those to whom he appeals. In doing

graph ever resembled the impalpable image this, he trusted to the power of the truth.

of which Eliphaz says, “ It stood still, but I He never entertained his audience by a se

could not discern the form thereof." Dr. ries of dissolving views of marine or rural

Gillies, in his biography of his father-in -law, scenery . He did not wander among woods

the eminent Maclaurin, says that his style, and meadows, and tell of the song of the bird

which was clear in his younger days, grew or the hum of the bee, the hue of the flowers

more obscure as he grew older. No one or the scent of herbs ; nor did he ever fit

could make such a complaint about Dr. like a meteor over regions on which hovered

Brown. Even in those critical dissertations | a light that “ ne'er was seen on sea orshore."

2
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You never thought of complimenting any erable rustic admirers. His was no nega

sentence by saying, “ That's fine ;" but you tive Gospel - no tossing of Christ's crost out

were often inclined to say of a paragraph, of view into His tomb. He had great faith

" that's masterly." His power was not that in the old Gospel -- the Gospel of Peter and

of imagery, passion , or pathos, but that of Paul—and had no sympathy with those

ripe and solid thought. Every listener felt philosophical harangues which sometimes

that the preacher had something to say , for either take its place, or profess to adapt it

the “ burden of the Lord " was upon him , more thoroughly to the wants and tendencies

and that he must say it. His occasional of the present age. If such an attempt was

hesitancy for want of the right word or se only to simplify the system or improve its

lected epithet, made him all the more em- nomenclature, he might not object; but if,

phatic and memorable. A sermon of his,with insidious change of terms, there was

when in his better days, was not like a lazy also a change of belief, then he would " give

rivulet, creeping in stillness through a level place by subjection, no, not for an hour."

English landscape, but like a Scottish stream , He held that what had achieved such tri.

that battles its way over every obstacle, umphs in the first century could repeat them

sometimes leaps and foams, and is always in the nineteenth century ; and that the Gos

showing itself to be “ living water, " by its pel was not to be set aside by civilization as

forcible current and visible speed . unnecessary or superseded by philosophy as

Dr. Brown's preaching was eminently antiquated.. For the spiritual relations of

scriptural. We mean , not merely that he man to his Maker are unchanged by such

preached the truth of Seripture - a compli- adventitious circumstances ; so that what

ment due to every evangelical minister — but was preached in Antioch , Athens , Corinth ,

that, in a full and felicitous way, he made and Rome, must be preached still in Edin

Scripture its own interpreter. He had a burgh,London, Paris, and New York . The

special tact in “ comparing spiritual things moral disease being radically the same, the

with spiritual ; ” and his frequent and fa- same benign remedy must still be applied.

vourite illustrations of Scripture were taken The enlightenment of these times no more

from Scripture. The emphatic way in which alters man's relation to God, than it changes

he quoted a clause was often a striking com- the elements of his humanity ; and there is

mentary upon it. We remember, for ex-no need, therefore, for “ another Gospel,
ample, hearing him many years ago on Heb. which is not another. ”

viii . 1 , and on the clause, “ We have such an Lastly, Dr. Brown's preaching was, as his

high priest.” He was telling how the sacer- biographer also remarks, distinguished by

dotal office of Christ had been modified, ex- its tone of authority. Not that there was
plained away , and denied ; how the Socinian any assumption of sacerdotal prerogative in

spoke of having a friend, a counsellor, and a it, or any attempt to acquire or wield domin

sympathizer, and how the Jew imagined ion over men's faith . It was not dogma

that Christianity had no one like Aaron to tism , on the one hand, nor the feeble and un

stand between the living and the dead , when certain teaching of the scribes, on the other.

he gradually warmed to a white heat, and, But he did not speak in hesitation , as if he

repeating the clause, pronounced , “ We doubted what he said , or needed formally,

have,” with such a resolute accent, and in a and cautiously to prove it . He was not for
tone of such assertatory vehemence, that the ever appealing to evidence, and fencing with

delivery of the two words not only contained logical parade, as if his statements were lia

the whole sermon within it, but gave edge ble to challenge ; but, with his open Bible

and life to the subsequent illustration. His before him , he solemnly and boldly an

sermons were rich in apposite quotations, nounced its truths as eternal and indisputa

the “ golden pot ” was filled to overflowing ble verities. His own mind was made up ;
with the precious manna. While his dis- and he could not butappropriate the Apos

courses ranged through every portion of the tle's motto, “ We believe, therefore we

Bible, its central truths were his chosen speak.” He was never like one arguing a

theme. To him the cross was the centre of case, resting it on probabilities, or placing it

revelation, to which all its doctrines are at the hazard of succeeding experiments;

united in happy harmony, and from which for he knew that the Gospel has a witness in

emanate their life and splendour. He de- every man's conscience , and he fearlessly

lighted to expatiate on the Gospel as the appealed to what Tertullian has called

Divine scheme of mercy , and often said of testimonium animæ naturaliter Christiano .

the Law, in contradistinction from the Gos- Therefore his teaching was, to use the epi

pel , “ The law never made a bad man good , thet which Longinus applies to the style of

nor a good man better.” “ Law doctrine Paul , anapodeictic, undemonstrative not

was never in his blood," said one of his ven- searching for truth , but pointing it home ;

а

a
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not deducing it , but applying and coinmend- /would not weaken its influence by negligent

ing as “ worthy of all acceptation " preparation ; " saying away, " as the phrase

According to universal testimony, Dr. is; filling up the prescribed period with a

Browu's preaching differed much in his riper succession of words and sentences so loose

years from what it was at the commence- ly strung together, and so utterly inane

ment of his ministry. Not that, as was the and devoid of consecutive thought, that if

case with Chalmers at Kilmany , it ever a hearer falls asleep and in the course of

wanted the evangelical element, or was only twenty minutes wakens again , he will find

ethical and discursive ; but it was couched the preacher much about where he left him.

in scholastic phrase, and embroidered with Dr. Brown was always roused into un

juvenile ornament. As the style of Ed . wonted rage when he referred to such slo

mund Burke, from its naked simplicity in venly and unfaithful practices. To show his

his youth , grew more and more luxuriant in idea of the importance of a sermon , and the

imagery, till in his old age it had the stiff: anxious care and toil which it of necessity

ness and the almost ungraceful richness of demanded, he used to quote a saying of
brocade, so Dr. Brown's preaching became Robert Hall's to himself : “ A man of

ge

more and more wealthy in evangelical state- nius, sir, may produce one sermon in the

ment and unction , and had shed around it week ; a person of average talent may com

more and more the incense of a devotional pose two ; but nobody but a fvol, sir, can

spirit. Some of his later sacramental ad- write three." 6. This witness is true,"

dresses, in tenderness and simplicity, equal, though couched in the form of a paradox.

if they do not surpass, the apostolio pasto- Every one remembers how Lord Brough

rals of the late Principal Lee. We should am , in his recent inaugural address as Chan

not, therefore, call Dr. Brown's preaching cellor of the University of Edinburgh , in

philosophical, in the ordinary acceptation of sists on earnest and continuous preparation

ihe term , or in the sense in which it might and study as indispensable to successful pub

be applied to the sermons of Archer Butler, lic speaking.

which, in magnificence of thought and moral Conscientious and incessant preparation

grandeur, have rarely been surpassed. Nor was all the more needed by Dr. Brown, for

should we call it intellectual, in the vulgar he was not an orator in the high sense of

acceptation of the epithet, as when it is ap- the word, or in the sense that Mason, Hall ,

plied to a style of discoursing which apes the and Waugh were orators. To speak of the

“ enticing words of man's wisdom ," and last, as he belonged to Dr. Brown's own com

strives to mitigate the offence of the cross by munion, there was no comparison in many

obscuring the view of it, or speaking of the points between the two men. Dr. Waugh

agonies endured upon it more as a trayedy was not simply a consummate speaker - he

than as an atonement, rather as a martyr- was an orator . While he prepared sermons

dom than as a propitiation. But if the with care, and could deliver them with ease

meaning be, that there is grasp of thought, and effect, still he could , on the inspiration

visible and positive vigour of mind put forth of the moment, throw off gleaming thoughts,

-no dull or jejune repetition of common- and pour out streams of tenderness. He

places, but mental action creating sympathy did not need, in such moods, to think con

with itself, and calling forth a hearty re- tinuously what he was to add , or to ponder

sponse and acquiescence , then Dr. Brown's prospectively how he was to get a rounded

preaching was intellectual beyond that of conclusion. What next to say, never troub

many . He never neglected nor tampered led him ; how to say it, was born with him .

with pulpit preparation, self-indulgence or Idea led on to idea, sentence linked itself

procrastination was not among his sins. with sentence, image rose after image, his

His commission was, “ Give ye them to eloquence baptized into the Spirit of Christ,

eat,” and he strove to store up nutriment and his sermons as devout as other men's

for them , in the hope and dependence that prayers. Ilis subject hurried him along,

Ile who gave the commission would lay lib- and he yielded to the impulse. Ordinary

erally to his hand. He never, at any period speakers, though they are good speakers,

of his life, trusted to extemporaneous ut- never venture far from shore, or lose sight

terance . Every discourse was carefully of the headlands ; but orators such as Dr.

thought out, and the ideas,and often the ex- Waugh, fearlessly leave all known land

act words, were committed to memory . A marks, and commit themselves to the deep,

sermon was to him a solemn work , involv- assured that they will neither sink nor lose

ing immense responsibility, and not merely their way, but can return at will after their

a task to be got over on Sabbath as easily adventurous wanderings. A great deal of

and as passably as he could . The pulpit our best preaching, even when not given from

was the scene of his
power ; and he a paper, is but the reading of manuscript

9
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by the eye of memory ; but in.genuine or- that it was only by a wicked and one-sided

atory , every power is brought into tense interpretation of Locke, that Condillac, Hel

and vigorous play ; not only are previous vetius, and Comte could claim him as a pa.

trains of cogitation brought up, but new tron of Sadducean sensationalism. Idealism

trains are suggested and ardently pursued ; of every form he could not away with ;

the reasoning faculty soaring on the pinions Berkeley, Kant, Hegel, or Ferrier," had no
of imagination, and having a wider sweep attractions for him . Owen, Howe, and,

of view from its height ; every fact within Baxter were a triumvirate which from famil

reach being laid under contribution , and iar knowledge, he delighted to extol. Du

many a stroke suggested by the conscious- gald Stewart also moved his admiration,

ness that an impression is being made ; though he had not been allowed to attend

language all the while starting up as it is his class, there being the impression among

wanted, and not waiting to be pressed into evangelical men of that day — an impression

service,-the right word leaping into the not without foundation , that teachers of mor

right place without effort or confusion. al philosophy were often little better than bap

Dr. Waugh often realized this description. tized pagans. It was apparently forgotten,

Earnest, self-possessed , and imaginative, he however, that moral obligations spring out

often surprised his audience by some felici- of man's nature, and exist independently of

tous and unexpected allusion , frequently a Christianity, though it is very far wrong to

Scottish one,-as, when illustrating the sec- refuse the light which Christianity casts on

ond verse of the 46th Psalm, he exclaimed, man's being and relations, and ignore the
" What !” says distrust or weak faith, were existence of that new motive power to

the Cheviot hills to be cast into the sea, which faith gives existence and permanence

could the shepherds be blamed for tremb- within him. Dr. Brown relished the ele

ling ?" or when , describing the revulsion of gance and culture of Stewart's mind, the

soul in the prodigal, he pictured him casting grace and purity of his style, and the preci

a glance at his squalid countenance and tat- sion and distinctness of his views ; for he

tered robes reflected in the streamlet, then never hides himself in cloud-land, or van

starting, looking up to heaven and shrieking ishes from view amidst transcendental sub .

in panic, “ God of Abraham , is it I ? To tleties. Dr. Brown was fond of poetry in

what a wretched plight have I brought my- his youth, and some of the minor poets,

self.” We might also have referred to such as Langhorne, Penrose, and especially

Shanks of Jedburgh, spoken of by the elder Charlotte Smith , were among his favourites.

brethren as unsurpassed in vivid description But his tastes grew more select as he ad

and appeal— “ an eloquent man and mighty vanced in years, though we do not think that

in the Scriptures” when preaching from a the ethereal beauties of Wordsworth, Shel

tent at a sacrament ; to Jameson of Meth- ley, or Tennyson, could ever captivate him.

ven, a man of uncommon stamp, sometimes In his later writings, as we have already in

creeping indeed, but majestic when on the timated, there was little of the garniture of

wing; and to Young of Perth, whose ardent fancy. He rarely employed imagery ; his

and philosophical mind did its grandest illustrations were plentiful, but usually

achievements of oratory when left to itself, homely, and it is surely a mark of his good

and unfettered by the notes of preparatory sense that he did not strew his pages
with

meditation , faded garlands. He coveted beauty of form

From what has been said , it will be infer- more than luxuriance of drapery — the se

red that Dr. Brown's mind was distinguished verer beauty of unity and life which belongs

more by its vigour and clearness, than to just or striking conceptions. His mind

by its depth and acuteness. His ideas were was not like the orchard in the rich bloom

always judicious,ifnotalways original or pro- of spring, but like the orchard plenished

found. He cared not to range among subtle with fruit in autumn; not like the parterre,

and daring speculations, and though he could gay with colours and laden with perfume,

appreciate and admire them, he did not in- but like the field of grain which presents a

dulge in them . His devotion to the useful harvest to the sickle .

kept him from being fascinated by the novel From the days of Knox and Melville, the

and the recondite, by what was too high to Church of Scotland had endeavored to se

be bound down to immediate utility, or too cure a learned ministry, trained to a know

fine to be yoked to every -day business. ledge of the sacred tongues and of the

Locke and Edwards seem to have been his languages of the earliest and best versions

favourite metaphysicians, on account of their of Scripture, and instructed in the canons of

clear and palpable reasonings. We say not criticism , as well as in the principles, his

that he held all their views, but he reckoned tory, and application of exegetical erudition.

them masters of thought, and maintained The First Book of Discipline sketched a plan
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of study, wiser and wider by far than hadtion ; and that committee, guided also by

hitherto been attempted . The literary his- him , proposed an enlarged scheme which

tory of the University of Glasgow begins was at once adopted . Four chairs were

with Melville's regency. An improved cur- agreed on : one of Hermeneutics, that of

riculum, which had been advocated by no Dr. Mitchell ; one of Exegesis,to which Dr.

less a man than Buchanan , was introduced Brown was chosen ; one of Systematic The

into St. Andrews ; the College of St. Mary, ology, filied by Dr. Balmer ; and one of

with four professors, was to take charge of Pastoral Theology, occupied by Dr. Dun

theological tuition , in which the interpreta. can. The arrangement still continues, but

tion of the Old Testament and comparison is so far modified that Pastoral Theology is

of it with the Chaldee paraphrases and Sep- joined to Systematic Theology ; and to the

tuagint, and the interpretation of the New fourth chair is appointed the important sub

Testament and collation of the original text ject which the Germans call Dogmen

with the Syriac version, occupied a promi- geschichte, or the history of doctrine , ritual ,

nent place. But the example set by the and government.

early reformers was lost in succeeding Dr. Brown had a special talent for exege.

troublous times . None rose up second to sis, and it is by his exegetical labours and

Buchanan, the translator of the Psalms, and publications that his name will be per

none appeared like Andrew Melville, the petuated . It was not till some time after

reformer and principal of two universities his ordination that he turned his mind to the

-qui Athenas et Solymam in Scotiam in- critical study of Scripture, and there seem

duxit. Thus the original purpose of these to have been few previous symptomsof such

noble remodellers was neither definitely nor a latent taste within him . What first de

successfully carried out. No chair for the veloped the liking it is difficult to say, but

special study of the New Testament existed once developed, it never paused-was never
in any ofthe colleges. Systematic Theology satiated . Onward and onward for forty

became the engrossing study ; and so minute, years did he advance, day after day being;

metaphysical,and protracted was the treat- given to the careful and prayerfulexposition

ment of it occasionally, that the story goes of the word of God. Commentary, either

of an Irish student, who had been a session more popular or more academic, became

under Dr. Finlay, at Glasgow College, and “ everywhere and in all things ” the business

who, on being asked by his presbytery, of his life, and “ This one thing I do," might

preparatory to examination ,what theme had have been inscribed over his study. Not

occupied the professor's time, naively an- only were his lectures in the pulpit exegeti

swered, “ Half an attribute.” At the period cal, but his sermons had no little of the

of the first Secession, theological tuition was same aspect and character. His thoughts

a subject anxiously pondered. Wilson, the and conversations ranged round the unvary

first professor, was the most scholarly of the ing themes -- editions of the Greek Testa

“ Four Brethren ; " but his life was short, ment, introductions, grammars,dictionaries.

and the professorate was held from time to concordances, commentaries, disputed pas

time by different persons, as by Brown of sages, difficult clauses, reconciliation of

Haddington on the one side, Moncrieff of textual difficulties, better translations, and

Alloa and Bruce of Whitburn on the other. comparative merits of expositors. Dr.

Lawson of Selkirk , the Christian Socrates, Brown had many qualifications for an ex

as Dr. Brown terms him , held a chair for positor besides his ardent attachment to the

above thirty years. Paxton, author of the study--that attachment being itself the sure

well-known - Illustrations of Scripture,” token of possessed qualification . The Bible

was teaching at the period of the union of was the book on which his life’s labour was

the Burgher and Antiburgher parties, but spent. He felt the necessity of such a re

did not join the united church ; in connec- cord and disclosure of God's purposes and

tion with which, and by an extension of the acts, and was wholly and vehemently op

system, Biblical Literature was first formal- posed to all theories which taught the pos

lý lectured on by Dr. Mitchell , who in 1804 sibility of subjective piety without an ob

had won the Claudius Buchanan prize for jective revelation, -aform of spiritualism

the best essay on the Civilisation of India , which places all religions on the same low

and whose praise is yet in all the churches ; level , and pictures each as the native out

while Dogmatic Theology was taught by growth of the soul modified by tempera

Dr. Dick, whose published system has ment, experience, and education . In the

gained for itself general approval. At Dr. inspiration of Scripture he had a firm faith.

Dick's death , the Synod , urged mainly by Perhaps he had no precise theory which he

Dr. Brown, appointed a committee to con- could minutely and scientifically, expound,

sider the whole subject of theological educa- but he held the Bible to be God's book - not

>
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in thought only, but in language - prophets, | Neoplatonic, whether it be that of Kant, or

evangelists, and apostles , being guided by Locke, or Hegel ; for it twists and tortures

the Divine Spirit to those words by which revelation to its own uses, and carries with

ideas divinely communicated were expressed it the sense which it proudly imposes on

without any possibility or shade of error. Scripture. Few expositors, indeed, can
Therefore, in his view, the Bible could not thoroughly divest themselves of philosophi

deal loosely with facts, or fallaciously with cal or theological predilections, and their
arguments. In the Old Testament the re. exegesis is unconsciously warped . They

ligious revelation is imbedded in the com- see as they wish to see, and find what they

mon history, but it is never, as some pre- secretly hope to find.
What is in them ,

tend, like truth set in falsehood . The one they read as being without them . We are

cannot be disengaged from the other. If bound to say that wefind little or nothing of

the prophet deliver a religious message not this in Dr. Brown's commentaries. There

in naked purity, but in connection with some are many things with which we may not

event in the annals of the people, then if the agree, many points on which others seem to

outer illustration is liable to error, the thing have led him astray, but we do not discover

illustrated is not secure against corruption. that any statement is the result of a foregone

How can we accept the truth expounded, it conclusion. These lines of Cowper were

wemay not receive the expository material often quoted by him :

with implicit confidence ? Dr. Brown there ." Of all the arts sagacious dupes invent,

fore held to a plenary inspiration producing To cheat themselves and gain the world's coo
a book of universal and unchanging truth . sent,

Unchanging, we say, for though the books of The worst is Scripture warped from its intent. "

Scripture were specially adapted to the age He valued systems very highly, and had

in which they appeared , they never lose studied the best of them , as Turretine, Mas

their adaptation to all ages. They may be tricht, Stapfer, and Pictet . He estimated

stripped of their Hebrew costume, but eter. creeds and confessions at their due value , but

nal truth remains behind. The altar, victim , he felt that often , when right in doctrine,

blood, vail , and priest may be taken away, they were wrong in the interpretation of

but there remains behind a foreshadowed many of the passages by which they defend

atonement in theOld Testament, and an ac- ed it. He could not, therefore, linger by

tual propitiation in the New. Dr. Brown, the cistern , where the water is apt to stag.

therefore, could not yield to the theory of nate, but pitched his tent under the green

Jowett, which regards the Bible as behind oak , and by the living fountain. To say
the

age, and he has entered his stout protest that he admitted the necessity of the Holy

in the preface to his Exposition of Romans. Spirit's influence and enlightenment for the

As an expositor, Dr. Brown had but one correct understanding of the lively oracles,

desire, and that was to discover the mind of would be a very feeble and inadequate state

the Spirit in His own word . Few exposi- ment, because his soul was filled with such

tors have felt this desire so uniformly, or a conviction , and it surrounded and hallow .

have so consistently carried it out. His two ed all his Biblical toils . For the author of

questions were, What was this oracle in a book best knows the meaning of it, and

sense to those who first received it, and the Spirit of truth is promised to guide into

what is it still to us ? And he was patient all truth. Bene orâsse est bene studuisse is

in coming to a conclusion. Aswhen Luther oftener quoted to point a paragraph, than

and Melanchthon, in translating the original actually believed and realized. But Dr.

Scriptures into German, sometimes spent a Brown's friends knew that he was always as

month over a word, so anxious were they to earnest and continuous in asking light from

select the proper term, so Dr. Brown, in on high , as he was diligent in seeking it by

lecturing through a book, sometimes paused literary study and research . He lived and

in his course forweeks, when he came to | laboured in faith, for no man is saved by

some dark or difficult passage, so conscien- theology, or a theoretic knowledge of re.

tious was he in seekingto ascertain its true ligion . The beggarby the wayside gets as

meaning. This dictum , too, was often on much of the sun's radiance as the astronomer

his lips, when referring to some current but who studies and understands its physical

false exegesis, “ This is truth, important laws and constitution .

truth , and truth taught elsewhere in Scrip- Learning is no less indispensable to honest

ture, but not the truth contained in this and accurate exposition of Scripture. Dr.

passage. ” No one was better aware than Brown's erudition was immense and varied ;

he of the mischief done to interpretation by ever growing, and stretching out into many

the application of any reigning philosophy, spheres . For his time, his scholarship was

whether it be Aristotelian , Platonic, or good. In his youth, the means now at hand
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were not to be had ; and the study of the it seems to have been taught without points,

classic tongues was, and , alas, is, not pur- as the technical phrase is, that is, in a meagre

sued in our northern universities, till authors and miserable form .

are mastered , and the soul of the language And for this work Dr. Brown had fur

is caught ; a crude acquaintance with flec- nished himself with a magnificent library.

tions and syntax being all that is ever When in Biggar he originated a ministerial

dreamed of ." In those days, so far as Greek library, which was provided by the congre

was concerned,Matthiæ ,Thiersch, Buttman, gation, and augmented yearly through its

Kühner, Madvig, Bernhardy, and Krüger, liberality. The plan was adopted in 1852

had not given the fruits of their grammatical by the United Presbyterian Synod ; and now

studies to the world . Nor did there exist there are 150 such libraries, each the prop

many other philological treatises, that now erty of the congregation , yet selected by the

form the best implements of the exeget. minister and kept solely for his use. But

Not a few of them , either written in Latin his own library was the growth of a lifetime,

or translated into English , Dr. Brown could and its augmentation never ceased. It con

use at a later period ; and he did use some sisted at his death of about nine thousand

of them to great advantage. But his volumes,-not confined to one department

scholarship was not what it would have of literature, but having books of all kinds

been , had such instruments and appliances and ages. Many volumes of rare pamphlets

been found in his earlier years. It was not issued in connection with various old Scot

till 1810 that Planck definitively settled the tish controversies and the stirring questions

nature of New Testament Greek ; and of the day, are to be found in it ; and will

Winer's Greek Grammar, now in its sixth make it of great value at some future pe

edition, appeared first in 1822. The first riod, to any ploddergiven to such researches.

edition of the Hebrew -German Lexicon of By far the larger portion of it, however,was

Gesenius appeared in 1810 , and the first of biblical : hosts of commentaries; the best

his Latin Manuals in 1833 ; his smaller grammars, lexicons, and concordances ; with

Grammar was published in 1813, and his seventy -two different editions of the New

larger in 1817, but both in German. No Testament, and more than a hundred copies

one will suppose us to mean that Dr. Brown of it altogether. There are also in it rare

was deficient in scholarship ; but it wanted and costly editions of works : nine editions

somewhat of edge , precision, and familiarity of Thomas a Kempis; first editions — edi

with minutiæ, which nothing but early cul. tiones principes of many foreign and English

ture can furnish. Nor do we think that classics. The great majority of these books

scholarship forms the distinctive excellence are in the best order - his tasteful eye liked

of his commentaries. While there is, gen- a fine binding — and one in unison with the

erally, the manifestation of it, the exegesis is age or the character of the book. His li

indebted more to a sound head than to acute brary was deficient in the department of the

linguistic erudition ; relies more on a search. Fathers — for what reason we know not. In

ing and thorough analysis, than on gram. the enumeration, in his preface to “ Gala

matical and lexical investigation ; and ap- tians,” of commentators on the Epistle con

peals more to what the writer has been sulted by him , he quotes Chrysostom, with

saying for the meaning of what he now says, an English title (Oxford, 1845 ), and makes

than to the subtle doctrine ofcases and par. no mentioneither of the Latin Jerome or

ticles, idioms and mysteries of syntax. But the Greek Ecumenius and Theodoret. Of

of this again. Though he was not a Hebrew this immense collection of books he had a

scholar, like the men of other days, such as perfect mastery ; a mastery in our experi

Lightfoot, Pocock, and Robertson, yet it ence unequalled, and as the redundancy of

may be safely asked, who of his contempo- his notes to many of his voluises testifies.

raries approached him in Hebrew exegesis, This tendency to a farrago of appended

or has even published anything that may af- notes is peculiar to some men, and seems to

ford ground for comparison with his able ex - grow with them . They tell first what they

position of the eighteenth Psalm , and of the have to say, and then what all other men

fifty-third chapter of Isaiah, in his “ Suffer. have said . We do not refer to such supple

ings and Glory of the Messiah ?" The sys- mentary notes as are attached to Hare's

tem of Masclef, Parkhurst, and Wilson, so ** Mission of the Comforter," or to Magee's

popular in his youth, had well -nigh banished " Dissertation on the Atonement ;" but to

the study of Hebrew from our country ; Dr. Brown's “ Law of Christ,' or to “ Parr
and we believe that Dr. Mitchell was among Spital Sermon," which last, according to

the first, if not the first, who publicly taught Sydney Smith , had “ an immeasurable mass

Hebrew as expounded by continental He- of notes about every learned thing, every

braists. In all the universities at the time learned man, and almost every unlearned
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man , since the beginning of the world .” In you its pedigree, tell you to what collection

Dr. Brown's volume referred to, notes are it had belonged, and how much it fetched at

found from all sources, —from Hutten and Pinelli's, Macarthy's, Heber's, or the Duke

Marvell , Cartwright and Chatham , Atter- of Sussex's sales, and how it had passed from

bury and Clarendon, Gower and Simon one to another, till it reached himself . Or,

Browne, King James and Lord Melbourne, in fine, if his favourite studies were asked

Sully and Adam Smith , Chilling worth and about, and editions of the New Testament

Usher, with crowds of others far too numer- lovingly inquired after, he would open with

ous to be specified . delight the first edition of Erasmus, the ear

But we refer to a more special mastery liest published , in 1516 ; then Stephens' first,

than this ability to gather notes, which may the 0 Mirifica, in 1546 ; then Beza's first,

be done from a general knowledge of the in 1565, based on the third of Stephens ;

contents of a book, and by means of an in- then the first Elzevir, in 1624 ; and then the

dex - in instrument that often produces a second Elzevir, which called itself, Textum

specious and cheap array of erudition . Dr. ab omnibus receptum, out of which menda

Brown seemed to know not only where each cious statement sprang the received text.

book was, but what was in it. His visitors No man in Scotland was better acquainted

were usually received in his library, and it with authors and the various editions of

was the resort of his evening parties . As their works. With books out of the way

the conversation wandered from point to he had uncommon familiarity, and when

point, or questions were started , or the opin- occasion came he could employ them with
ions of other men were doubted or can astonishing success. It did one's heart good

vassed , he was in the habit of taking down to see him kindle up in this antiquarian field,

volume after volume, to verify, illustrate, or for its dust did not suffocate him , and the

diversity the topics of discourse. There rarity of its lore did not unduly elate him .

might be on the part of some one a refer. Dr. Brown had not studied German, and

ence to John Newton ; and then he would knew little of modern treatises written in

lay hold of some forgotten volume, or bound that marvellously flexible and expressive

up series of magazines, and read of New- tongue. But for many years, up till within

ton's quaint and humorous conversations the last forty years, the German literati

with an aged dame, who lived by keeping mostly wrote in Latin, and Latin was as

poultry, and who, though very poor, yet familiar to him as English. The recent

never lost faith in God , her provider, for she German commentaries were therefore neg.

felt that He would not feed His chickens, lected by him , even for his last work, such
and allow His children to starve. Or he as Philippi and Umbreit on Romans , two of

would next, if the theme were started , read the best of their class. But with all the

one after another of numerous English and divines and critics of the period succeediug

Scottish rhymed versions of the Psalms, of the Reformation he had an intimate ac

which he had a unique collection, and com- quaintance, - Witsius, Deyling, Vitringa,, ,

pare their beauties and merits. Or a lady Lampe, Marck, Calovius, Calixtus, Carpzott,
might doubt the propriety of her son's go . Schultens, Turretine, the elder Michaelis, the

ing to study in Germany ; and he would authors contained in the immense tomes of

open for her at once one of Tholuck's most the Critici Sacri, and the accompanying The

beautiful passages on the Ascension . Or sauri of tracts and dissertations. He was

some young aspirant might speak of the rich the first in this country to give an account

and gorgeous style of the older English phi- of the New Testament edited and annotated

losophy ; and he would immediately bring by Koppe and his coadjutors, Heinrichs and

Henry More, and recite one of his Platonic Pott, -an account which , in the form of an
paragraphs in his own emphatic style. Or extract from the “ Christian Monitor, " has

the reformers and their mutual relations been reprinted by Horne in the various edi

might be spoken of ; and then would he, tions of his “ Introduction ." This mass of

with a smile which so well became him , turn books was stored and valued chiefly for its

to Luther's apologetic Latin preface to Melo connection with Scripture. For its illustra

anchthon , for stealing and publishing his tion did he become a scholar, and gather

notes on Romans, and give it with great large and varied erudition. He had read

relish. Or he would show an original copy much, and all his reading was at his com

of the Areopagitica, with what he compla. mand ; critics and commentators were his
cently believed to be John Howe's auto- daily tributaries. He had many rare books,

graph upon it. Or he might hand round for many old books,many curious and costly
admiration some copy of an Elzevir or books, but the Bible was his book . His
Foulis classic, which he had recently picked delight was with all helps in his power to

up. Or he would take some book, and give l exhibit the mind of God as found in it , so

&
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that his literary labours were all professional, The Scottish and German minds resembled

and all he wrote was on the Bible or about each other in the characteristic production of

the Bible. Its life enlivened his own com. broad and vigorous thought. Both had a

position ; and even other men's opinions, singularly full and accurate knowledge of

when reviewed , as must be often done, by Scripture, especially of illustrative words

the interpreter, appear on his pages, not as and clauses, their memory, being stored like

a collection of dry twigs without leaves, but a volume of marginal references ; but both

rather like so many fruit-bearing branches so misled occasionally by the application of

engrafted into the trunk, and partaking " of parallels as to content themselves with a

the root and fatness.” The wonder is, that verbal connection and analysis, as if one

among so many books he did not get con- were to trace a river, not by the sightof its

fused . But he had a very tenacious mem- water, but by the verdure and willows on its

ory , and , we believe, he would say some- banks.

thing of the history and contents of every The exegetical studies begun by Dr Brown

volume in his vast collection. So quietly in the calm retreat of Biggar were long cul

did he do the work of consultation , that no tivated by him , ere he thought of publication .

body seems to have caught him at it , even Many years passed by , nay, he had been

at simultaneous consultation when he was fourteen years a professor, before he sent

writing his expositions. No one seems to any learned work to press. But from 1848

have found him with piles of opened vol- to 1857 eleven octavo volumes were issued

umes about him . The floor of his study was by him in rapid succession, besides some

at no time covered with such miscellaneous minor tractates; and all this when he was

litter as often lies about in other literary beyond the grand climacteric. His delight

workshops . He had no slovenly habits ; in publishing was equal to what it had been

neatness and elegance characterized his book - in studying . He did not live , however, to

rooms, his clothes, his handwriting, and his fulfil his task ; and there remains among

manuscripts. his papers a commentary on the Epistle to

As the early Manichean notions of Au. the Hebrews, a work which he sentenced

gustine, though formally renounced by him , " to sleep till he slept." To pass a critical

seem still to mould and modify some of his and discriminative judgement on all these

latest thoughts and images, so we have often volumes, would carry us beyond due bounds.

thought that some of those commentators A few remarks, therefore, must suffice .

whom Dr. Brown studied in his first love of Expository Discourses on the First

Biblical Science, exercised an unfavourable Epistle of Peter ” was the first- fruits of the

influence over him . Those interpretations coming harvest . The Epistle had for six

which are the least to be commended, are teen years occupied his attention in a variety

usually found in Koppe or his co-editors . of ways, while he was expounding to his peo

We could instance, in the Exposition of ple, and it has probably on that account a

Peter, his making of the phrase , * sufferings great fullness of illustration. He had been

of Christ ” ( 1 Peter i . 11 ) , mean “ sufferings preceded by Leighton , whom he used so

of the people of God 'till Christ should often to call the “ good Archbishop ” in his

come,” — a notion different from that of many course of pulpit lectures, that he did not

who yetidentify Christ and His people ; and need to name him . Leighton was a man of

in the Commentary on Galatians his reluc- refined and spiritual taste and insight, with

tance in some clauses to give to the word no little of that holy tact which supplies the

Spirit ” its high and distinctive personal want of erudition . Passages occur in him

sense of the Spirit of God . From the same of great depth and penetration , in which the

school he seems to have learned also his beauty of the thoughts breathes itself into

habit of transposing clauses, in order, as he the style — thoughts not unlike those of

thought, the better to bring out the mean- Anselm and Augustine in their serene unc

ing, though he sternly condemned Lowth’s tion and ardent piety. Besides hosts of

perpetual emendations of the text as un- writers of the class with which he was most

scholarly and unwise ; for, as Gesenius has familiar, Steiger had also gone before Dr.

observed , there is not one of the Bishop's Brown; but his work , like many juvenile

pressing difficulties that a more thorough performances, is ambitious and discursive.

knowledge of Hebrew Grammar would not Dr. Brown's lectures have many excellencies.

have enabled him to solve. Among scholars They are elaborate and thorough ,while they

and exegets , Storr was his special favourite.are popular in form . The meaning has been
The two had much in common . Both were anxiously sought for, and is clearly given

untrammelled and patient crities, and both out without the parade of learning or the

bowed to the supreme and final authority of technicalities of exegesis. The spirit of the

Scripture, as a Divine and infallible record . inspired writer is often vividly caught and

The 66
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reproduced--that bold and chivalrous spirit tor who has passed more than half a cen

that stamped its image on every sentiment tury in official labour to those whose spiritual

and action. He loved the Apostle's consti- interests he has ministered to ." He would

tutional ardour, chastened in his age by the not, however, venture to expound the re

memory of his failings. He sympathized maining chapter till “ better informed and,

with that sanguine spirit which , though more fully assured," for many difficulties

sometimes in error as to judgment, always occurred in them ; a token that he was now

obeyed its first promptings without fear or feeling one of the symptoms of age, in being
reserve . He gladly followed him in his “ afraid of that which is high. ”

numerous allusions to the Old Testament ; In 1807 Dr. Brown had begun to lecture

for, as the Apostle of the Circumcision, he on the Gospel of John ; and during the in

unconsciously clothed his conceptions in the tervening 43 years—that is, till 1850—the

diction and imagery of his nation's oracles. Gospels, especially the discourses of Christ

He was not disturbed by the absence of other than the parables, had occupied much

lengthened demonstration in the Epistle, or of his time. In 1850 he published “ Dis

by its apparent want of aim , —the marks of courses and Sayings of our Lord Jesus

an unlettered mind ; and he admired the ra . Christ, illustrated in a series of Expositions."

pid interchange of doctrine with direct and The sayings of our Lord—what awe and joy

desultory precept and warning ,springing out one feels at the phrase! The sayings of

of the old and open -faced honesty of the Gali- our Lord — what He said who spake as never

lean fisherman . The commentary is mark- man spake, what words flowed from the lips

ed by its sound and consecutive arguments ; of incarnate Love, words laden with wisdom

· and if there are not many great passages and fraught with truth for all ages — words

standing out in relief, there is nothing flat or ever repeated, and never losing their bloom

feeble. Though there are no heights in it, a and freshness — words familiar as the sun

tone of spiritual elevation pervades it. The beam, and yet, like the sunbeam , bright and

author says, “ If he has been able in any good welcome every morning-words that find an

measure to realize his own idea, grainmati- echo in the heart, and lodge themselves in it

cal and logical interpretation have been com- as the germ and nutriment of a new and

bined , and the exposition will be found at spiritual existence — words that have passed

once exegetical, doctrinal , and practical." into proverbs, Christendom feeling their

But while, from their didactic and practical weight andedge, and the toil and sorrow of

nature, these volumes do not give a fair speci- every -day life lightened and cheered by them

men of Dr. Brown's critical abilities, they words which , like winged seeds wafted by

show his marvellous power of putting erudite an invisible power, plant themselves where

statement in a plain and unlearned form , and no one dreams of, and bears such fruit as no

teach us that an expositor needs not be al- one anticipates—words that thrill in their

ways showing his learning while he is bring- unearthly tone and volume as they burst

ing out its results, and that Scottish lectur- from the Speaker, looking up to His Father

ing, entering so deeply into the subject, and on the hill - top, in the upper room , or on the

not merely skipping over the surface of the crosswords that touch us with more than

water and only now and then wetting the woman's tenderness, as when He says to the

wing, is the most solid and instructive form distressed Magdalene, “ Why weepestthou !"

of ministerial teaching. It is but right to add -words that astound us by their super

what is so touchingly said in the preface : human energy, as when, rising in the storm

" The author would probably never have tossed skiff, and His locks streaming for a

thought of offering these illustrations to the moment in the breeze, He speaks to the bil

world , had not a number of much respected lows, and their foaming crests crouch under

members of his congregation earnestly soli- Him into stillness -- words which flashed and

cited him , before increasing age shouldmake pierced like lightning among the mases of

it difficult, or approaching death impossible, people surrounding Him - words, too, of

to furnish them with a permanent memorial Divine reach and penetration, and serene

of a ministry of considerable length, full of pathos and charm as he unbosomed Himself

satisfaction to him , and he trusts not unpro- to His inner circle-or words, in fine, clothed

ductive of advantage to them . ” But ten in those vivid and memorable stories which

years of constant labour were yet before are read and relished by the child for their

him ; and in 1856 he published “ Parting simple beauty , and by the sage for their un

Counsels," -“ more last words"--an exposi- fathomed depth and disclosures, “ apples of

tion of the first chapter of 20 Peter-remark- gold in pictures of silver."

ing in the preface, that “ from the nature of Dr. Brown's volumes on the “ Discourses

its contents it seems peculiarly fitted to form and Sayings of our Lord ” are freer and less

the subject of a communication from a pas- elaborate ihan some of his other volumes of

"
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exposition. Independent judgment is seen expositors of the whole or parts of these

in all the opinions ; but a good deal of sections of Scripture, such writers as Kuin

foreign material, as from Brewster on the oel , whose notes, with a show of learning,

Sermon on the Mount, is inwoven , as indeed are often superficial , and sometimes worse

he intimates generally in the preface. Dr. than superficial; and Olshausen , whose

Brown never plagiarized ; he quoted from merit, as Tholuck says, is his “ presenting

others when it suited his purpose, and thank the thought in its unfolding ," and who is al
ed the original owners . Atthe same time, ways fresh and spiritual, if not always lucid

while much of a popular and practical nature and conclusive. Lücke 'had also written

fills these pages, a deep critical vein , crop . his Commentary on John—sincere, learned,

ping out in a thousand ways, underlies all masterly, and minute ; Tholuck , too, had

the discussions. Were we to characterize published several editions of his work on the

the work in a few clauses, we should say that same Gospel , not the fullest or most learned

it is distinguished by mature thought and of his many works, but simple and delight

just discrimination ; that many passages of ful, enriched with a glowing spirit of earnest

stirring and hearty eloquence occur in it ; meditation, a true knowledge of the spirit of

that in the portions explaining the Sermon the Gospel and its adaptation to the spirit of

on the Mount there is a keen and thorough man. The elder Tittmann and Lampe had

search into the train of the Divine argument cominented on John years before, their

as it moves in majesty from topic to topic, books very different in form and size as well

with searching descriptions of character and as materials,—Tittmann excelling in acute

analyses of motive based on a knowledge ness, and Lampe in breadth ,—the one rest

of human nature which a sagacious and self- ing more on strict grammatical investigation

recording experience only could furnish ; and the literal sense, and the other more on

that the sections treating of the Discourses the scope and connection which he elaborates

in John are not only solemn and weighty, patiently and illustrates ponderously in his

as is most due, but earnest and joyous, ex- three quartos. Stier's “ Words of the Lord

hibiting intellectual skill and exegetical acu- Jesus ” have been given to the world since

men with a softened splendour, as if they Dr. Brown's “ Discourses and Sayings ;"'

were vailed while illumined by the Sheck- and though he could have no great sympathy

inah ; and that the entire work, while it pre- with his brilliant peculiarities, they delighted

sents a full body of evangelical truth, and him on his dying bed . For Stier's mind is

shows the perfect harmony of law and gos- very singular ; subtle and creative, penetrat

pel , as it develops and adjusts the various ing and profound, rich in allusion , fertile in

doctrines of theology , is exuberant in wealth suggestion, audacious in deduction, scorning

of instructive notes from many a source , opposition , attracted by the odd and the an.

striking excerpts from the best of authors, gular ; sparkling and scholarly in his exegesis ;

and multitudinous references from Holy often asserting that to be the truth contain

Scripture. Especially in the supplemental ed, which after all is only an inference ; his

volume , on the “ Intercessory Prayer , ” is nervous system so finely strung as to be

the fulness of Dr. Brown's heart manifested; easily jarred ; his thoughts ever and anon

for he felt that the place on which he stood blossoming into poetry ; inclined to a devout

was holy ground , and that an exposition of mysticism and looking more to Christ within

that marvellous prayer was like drawing as Life, than to Christ without as Mediator

aside the vail, and passing with unsandalled and Sacrifice ; while a fervent piety is ever

foot into the inner and awful shrine. It is welling up, and throwing from many jets its

adventurous to construe such an Intercession, prism-tinted spray over all his arguments,

to subject a Farewell to exegetical handling. vindications, and criticisms.

“ The disposition to inquire," as he says in In 1852 Dr. Brown published the “Res.

the preface, “is lost in the resistless impulse urrection of Life," an exposition of the fif

to adore . ” These four volumes also show teenth chapter of 1st Corinthians. A won

us that the Redeemer's Person was to him drous chapter truly ,—in which the Apostle,

of living central interest; since He whose starting from first principles, soars away on

words are expounded is not some being far daring wing to the heights of ineffable glory ;

removed beyond the stars, but an ever-pre- argues out the truth of Christianity from

sent Sympathizer and Saviour. For the the empty grave of the Redeemer, and af

Bible does not expound a religion, but it firms that His resurrection was the pledge,

teaches of God ; and the New Testament and is the pattern too, of thatof His people ;

does not vaguely lay down the tenets of describes in sentences dim to us by reason

Christianity, but it portrays Christ . The of their splendour the relation of the psychi

merits of Dr. Brown in this work are his cal to the spiritual, and of the animalnature

own,-though there had been before him , as that now is to the ethereal frame that shall
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stood . "

be; and then sweeps away in rapture to sing on the exposition have been immense , though

his pæan over the death of deaths, when it they do not in every case lead to a satisfac

" shall be swallowed up in victory. ” This tory result. Yet if any one read him on the

expository volume excels in compacted anal. verse, of which above three hundred inter

ysis and in wealth of illustration , and ,touch - pretations have been given , “ Now a media

ing many mysteries, occasionally lifts the tor is not a mediator of one, but God is one, "

curtain, if it does not throw it aside. The he will see how lucidly he can arrange dis

difficulties are boldly faced ; there is no at- cordant judgments, and classify and dispose

tempt to evade them , or to write round of them ; how he can show the weakness of

them . If the knot cannot be unties , there is this one and the mere plausibility of that

never exhibited the impiety of attempting to one ; point out how one group of opinions

cut it . In the course of the exposition many is tainted by a radical fault, and another

puints start up of a kind which Dr. Brown group must be given up for want of harmo

delighted to discuss by the light of the con- ny and adjustment, even though after all he

text, the analogy of faith, and the help of has not adopted what we reckon the view
previous expositors, -- such as “ baptism for least cumbered with difficulties. He traces

the dead," and the “ delivering up of the very perspicuously and accurately the con

kingdom .” Those sudden changes of person nection between the law and the gospel ;

and appeal, not unlike conversational turns, maps out their boundaries, where they seem

which occur in the chapter, he opens up with to touch and where they are remote from

great facility - with equal clearness and pow- each other ; smites legal bondage, and vin

But these mysteries are not as yet to dicates zealously and oft the spiritual free

be fully comprehended ; and it is to such dom and elevation ofthe Church of Christ.

paragraphs that Peter seems to refer, when He was not wedded to old opinions or old

he says that in the epistles of his “ beloved books; what a hearty welcome he gives in

brother Paul,” when he speaks of " these one of his notes to the magnificent quartos

things,” are somethings hard to be under- of Conybeare and Howson ! The only

" These things" transcend all ex- things weobject to in Galatians comeplain

perience, and may not be known till we en - ly from the school in which he first studied

joy them . The life to come is so unlike the exegesis, and the influence of that school he

present life ,-for it shall not be under the was never able entirely to shake off. The

same restrictions of time and space ; the volume, it may be added , is very different

spirit being freed also from all physical hin- from the rugged and resolute commentary

drances, so that its powers are augmented of Martin Luther, and is a mighty advance

and its capacities multiplied ; still in con- upon such expositions as those of Dickson ,

tact with matter, but without sensation, and Slade, M'Knight, Pyle, or Ferguson.

waiting to put on its “ house from heaven ," The “ Analytical exposition of the Epistle

- lovely pavilion for a lovelier tenant. to the Romans” differs wholly in character

The commentary on Galatians, a special from the commentary on Galatians. Its his

favourite with Dr. Brown himself , is more tory is somewhat singular. He had pre

academic in its structure than those volumes pared a regular commentary on the Epistle,

now referred to, and is marked by its clear- --" grammatical, historical, and logical,"

ness and precision , its terseness and learn- but he felt that he might not live long

ing, its careful review of opinions, and its enough to complete it ; " yet,” as he says,

firm and decided conclusions, Reasons, “ I was unwilling to go hence without leav

brief but strong, are assigned for differing or ing some traces of the labour I have bestow

agreeing with any other commentator,and ed on this master-work of the Apostles.

there is no dogmatic or one-sided exegesis. Forbidden to build the temple, I would yet

Every kind of help has been consulted , and do what I can to furnish materials to him
his opinions were revised and modified dur- who shall be honoured to raise it . For the

ing a long series of years . He had long last twelve months my principal occupation

been fascinated by the Epistle, not more by has been , so to condense and remodel my

its vehement and vigorous arguments on be- work, as to present, in the fewest and plain

half of a free and unmutilated gospel than by est words, what appears to me to be the true

the glimpses it presents of the Apostle's meaning and force of the statements contain
mind as he was writing it . For his emo- ed in this Epistle of the doctrine and law of

tions cannot be suppressed, --surprise that Christ , and of the arguments in support of

his Galatian converts had been so soon and the one and the motives to comply with the

so easily seduced , sorrow at their perilous other ; and to do this in such a form as to

state, and indignation at the vile arts by convey , so far as possible, to the mind of the

which the Judaizing teachers had imposed general reader, unacquainted with any but

upon them . The pains and labour bestowed the vernacular language, the evidence on
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which I rest my conviction , that such is the tle,” soon to pass into that land where the.

import ofthe Apostle's words. ” Dr. Brown ology is waited on by the eternal melodies,

confines himself in the main to logical expo. where Scripture has been crowned by higher

sition . He tells us that for more than forty revelations in a tongue that needs no inter.

years the Epistle has been an objectof pe- preter, and where logic and analysis are for.

culiar interest, and the subject of critical ever eclipsed and superseded in that light

study. " He adds, too, that his early illus- diffused by the throne of God and the Lainb.

trations, “ corrected and enlarged by an in- From explaining and defending a gratuitous

creasing acquaintance with the inexhaustible justification, as maintained by the Apostle in

subject, have in substance been repeatedly , the earlier chapters, he ascended to enjoy its

though in different forms, presented to Chris- fruits without pause or end ; from insisting

tian congregations and to classes of theologi. on the necessity of sanctification effected by

cal students. " We believe that even in its the Spirit of God and inseparably connected

present compacted form the exposition was with the pardon of sin , as detailed in the

delivered to his congregation ; and surely it wondrous seventh and eighth chapters , he

must have been “ strong meat” even to was translated to enjoy for ever its purity

" them that are of full age.” For it natur- and triumph ; and from dwelling in pro

ally assumes the varying character of the found veneration on the sovereignty of God,

Epistle, which is so rich in evangelical state in the choice, rejection, and future ingather

ment and so masterly in concatenated dem- ing of His people, as the Roman Epistle

onstration ; so melancholy in first pressing represents it, he was taken to the " general

home so staunchly, and without a word of assembly and church of the first-born ," where

whispered sympathy, its awful indictment the hundred and forty and four thousand

against fallen humanity, and then so exuber- sealed ones of the tribe of Israel stand side

ant in reasoning out a free and complete jus- by side with the great multitude which no

tification , theprevious gloom relieving and man can number, out of all the races and

yet intensifying the brightness. kindreds of the Gentile world .

We have been careful to give Dr. Brown's No one can read these voluminous com

own account of the origin and character of mentaries without perceiving manifold traces

this work, so simple and unpretentious in of inordinate industry , patient investigation,

his estimate, because he seems to be uncon- and independent thought. How consistent

scious that it is really his greatest and most and uniform he is even in his errors, as in

successful effort. It was his last work and taking “ righteousness ” to denote always the

it is certainly his best. He was far up in plan or way of a sinner's justification, while

years, and had nigh reached his zenith, when in many places itmeans very plainly not the

he published it,-his path resembling the method but the basis of justification! Dr.

sun, who, when highest and farthest from us Brown dealt very cautiously and honestly

in summer, pours most light and lustre on with the views ofother critics, and took spe
the earth. The Analytical Exposition cial pains to show what was to be accepted

brings out his best powers and peculiarities and what was to be avoided in them . His

as an interpreter. His forte was not in dis- aim was, by all means to discover fully and

cussing separate words and shades of mean- to tell plainly the sense of Scripture . If he

ing. His mind, like Calvin's, was better fit- wrote much aboutany clause, it was not for

ted to trace the course of ideas, and devel- ornament or ostentation, but to set out clear

ope the chain of argument; and this he has ly what wasin it, and how he came to hold

done with unparalleled clearness, terseness, his expressed views about it. Hehammer

and cogency. Step by step does he mark ed every inch of the quartz, that he might

out the Apostle's line of thought, and exhibit lose no particle of the precious ore. Learn

it in all its bearings, or , separating from it ed interpretation was with him the source
what is subordinate in detail or parentheti- and fence of true interpretation. Yet his

cal in position, he throws it out into bold re- commentaries are to us defective, in that

lief. Brevity and maturity characterize the they try to hold a medium between a popu.

illustrations - one stroke and no repetition , lar and an academic style, between the concio

one flash and the cloud closes again . The ad plebem and the concio ad clerum. That

entire comment shows the perfect mastery he has made the compromise as well as it

of the commentator, his long familiarity with can be made, may be admitted ; but our

and close study of the book , and his psy- opinion is, that it should never be attempted

chological oneness with its author. The at all ; that what is meant for the people

book had been the delight of his youth when should be in material and texture written for

he began to essay his critical strength, and the people, and that what is intended for the

this was his last work and comfort when he scholar should in basis and structure be

was “ an old man and covered with a man- adapted to the scholar, We grant that in
66
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the case of men who like the Professors in the far outstrips such men as Doddridge, Chand

United Presbyterian and other churches, are ler, Pierce, or Benson . That his comment.

unwisely obliged to bear the double burden aries will live we have little doubt, though

of a pulpit and a chair, there is a strong a great portion of theological literature is

temptation to adopt such a diagonal course. ephemeral. Books may be popular in one

And yet it is to be noted to their honour that age, as being adapted to it, but wholly un

some of the greatest Biblical critics and ex- cared for by another age, not being fitted for

positors have composed their works while it ; just as Dr. Brown's early appearance in

doing duty as ministers . Calvin was as la- the pulpit in " light-coloured corded knee .

borious in the pulpit as he was prolific from breeches and Hessian boots " belonged to a

the press. Bochart ministered daily while fashion which in his last years would have

building and filling his erudite storehouses, created blank dismay. But what is written

bis Phaleg and Hierozoicon - his Sabbath on Scripture, if at all deserving the name of

lectures on Genesis leading to the one, and exposition, partakes somewhat of the vitali

bis week -day addresses to his people prepar . ty of Scripture. Chrysostom is more read

ing materials for the other. Owen was in- now than he was for three centuries after he

cessant in preaching while his Exposition of died . What Buchanan says of bards may

Hebrews was in progress; Lightfoot never be applied to divines :

failed in parochialduty while he was amass
" Sola doctorum monumenta vatum

ing his wealth of Talmudic literature ; Lard Nesciunt fati imperium severi,

ner and Pye Smith had a charge in London ,
Sola contemnunt Phlegethonta et orci

and so has Hartwell Horne ; Bloomfield is a Jura superbi . "

vicar; Trench, Alford, and Ellicott were

among the working clergy when they plan- Thus , while Matthew IIenry is as popular

ned their learned works, and published a as ever he was, who ever thinks of reprinting

large portion of them ; Stier was a pastor " Whitefield's Discourses or “ Harvey's

till lately , and Ebrard is so still ; Henry, Meditations ” ? “ The grass withereth and

Scott, Doddridge, and Adam Clarke were the flower thereof falleth away,but the word

assiduous and able ministers. We do not of the Lord endureth for ever, ” and all words

forget that a mere scientific theology is a inspired by it partake of its life and perma

dead thing ever to be shunned and deplored, nence.

and that a working pastor is not liable, as a The last ten years of Dr. Brown's life

professor, to adopt and teach it. For, as he were thus passed in extraordinary diligence,

is daily brought into contact with humanity and in the quiet of his “ Tusculan ” retreat,

sinking and dying and tossing about for com- at the base of Salisbury Crags. His work

fort, and sees how eagerly it grasps the pro- was incessant, and not done in fits . Every

mises and leans steadily on them ,—when he day saw its appointed task completed, but

observes how the simplest truths are laid no visitor ever caught him as if oppressed

hold of by it in implicit confidence, and in by labour. He had none of the littlenesses of

their first and plainest meaning, and how, some students, and few of the habits of many

when it comes to die in this faith, it has now of them . Hewas never inkstained, sloven

thing to do but to die,-then he surely learns ly, or unkempt in appearance. He neither

after all his analysis and penetration, hiseru- rose early nor sate late,but he gave the day

dite labour and critical inspection, that it is to the day's work . His fame and useful

not truth in its sublimer but in its humbler ness are owing as much to toil as to original

aspects that blesses and saves—that it is not gift; and, indeed, the love of toil is a special

truth stoled in philosophic phrase , or traced gift of itself. True, without talent there is

to first principles or ultimate relations, that nothing to trade with, but trading is essen
pacifies a stricken conscience, or soothes a tial to outcome and “ usury . " Genius de

wounded spirit, but the truth which a child mands hard study, bends to it, supports un

may comprehend, and which may be all told der it, and vitalizes all its fruits. The sculp

in monsyilables . Still we think , that while tor's ideal is realized by the patient labour
all this is true in practice, for theology of the chisel and mallet. Dr. Brown's love

ought never to be divorced from religion , of labour was with him identical with love

and while none but a religious man is quali- of usefulness as may be seen from his first

fied to interpret a religious record , the case attempts at village-preaching during his so

is different in the publication of a work ; for journ at Biggar, and his editing two maga

in proportion as it is composed for two op- zines in succession , to his last literary efforts

posite circles of readers, it is fitted for in gathering and publishing three volumes
neither . The one purpose neutralizes the of scarce and excellent tracts, and in 1857

other. Dr. Brown succeeded in this diffi- annotating an edition of Culverwell's “ Dis.

cult task better than any other man , and he course of the Light of Nature.” His fond

8
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ness for literature brought him relaxation- | brew literature, two others of them were

his relish for the best productions of our lit- devoted to biblical studies, and Weemse

erature and our English classics secured him made himself useful by various treatises on

relief from severer studies — as the virtue of the illustration of Scripture. We might re

the soil is preserved by rotation of crops. fer to Cockburn , Ferme,the younger Forbes,

There were few new books of any note that Ker, Brown of Wamphray ; and to Gerard,

did not find their way to his library table, a Campbell , and Macknight of a more recent

literary passion which has come down by period .* But no permanent influence was

intellectual entail to the gifted author of theproduced by these men, who flourished at

genial and popular " Horæ Subsecivæ.” At various periods during the last three centur.

the same time, composition was an easy ies. Dr. Brown's lot was cast in more fa.

work with him, and his fluent employment vourable times, and by his expository dis

of words in writing was quite in contrast to courses from the pulpit, and his prelections

his want of them in speaking. Usually he from the chair — by his published comment

had carefully thought over the subject on aries, and the impulse and shaping he gave

all sides, and had not to search for ideas and to other and younger minds—he has certain

illustrations when he took pen in hand . So ly given popularity to exegetical study.

that he rarely blotted , though he might in- Nay, we read the other day such a sentiment

terline ; he added , but he seldom altered . as this in a contemporary journal, that now

His three volumes on the “ Discourses and there was danger lest systematic theology

Sayingsof our Lord ” were printed from the should be neglected in the more favourite

first copy, which itself was prepared for the and general pursuit of exegesis.
pulpit, and his small and elegant handwriting Dr. Brown more than once in his life felt

was a luxury for compositors. Nor must it the disturbing influence of controversy. lo

be forgotten that for by far the greater por- the Apocryphal Controversy he took a part

tion ofhis official life Dr. Brown had abund- against the British and Foreign Bible Socie.

ance ofwork out of doors in visitation , and ty, but ultimately clung to them when they

in the performance of other parts of the pas- resolved to abandon the course which they

toral office, -all of which he discharged to had been following in the circulation of the

the best of his ability . Not that he excelled Apocrypha. Dr. Brown was a Dissenter

equally in all departments of official duty , because he was a High Churchman, and

or had the ease,versatility ,or conversational therefore took an active part in the Volun

fluency which distinguish somemen as visi- tary Controversy, not for any political rea

tors and preachers to the household. He sons, but on the great spiritual ground of
was somewhat formal both in speech and act ecclesiastical independence. The extreme

in this subordinate sphere of labour, for as view, which he often and emphatically pro

in duty bound he gave himself “ constantly pounded, that church courts should have

to prayer and to the ministry of the word." dealings with Government at no time and on

Yet so fardid he strive to make and keep no subject, was never endorsed by many of

himself acquainted with his large congrega- his brethren. His refusal to pay the Annu

tion, that he realized what He whom he servity Tax subjected him to no little obloquy,

ed gives as the characteristic of a good shep- and he nobly defended himself against the

herd, " he called his own sheep by name." most virulent of his defamers in his “ Law

And of his congregation, who for so many of Christ respecting Civil Obedience,” —

years joined in prayers so eloquent in their treatise which vindicates civil liberty on spi

formal quaintness, and listened to sermons ritual grounds, and breathes the old Scottish

delivered with his bold and impassioned ut- spirit of protest and defiance against tyranny

terance, it might be said, “ they knew his in all its shapes. Well might Lord Brough
voice ." am write to the late Lord Cunninghame

We will not affirm that Dr. Brown found- “ I have never seen the subject of civil obedi.

ed an exegetical school in Scotland, but we ence and resistance so clearly and satisfac

may say that he inaugurated a new era . torily discussed .” The slavish theories of

Commentators and scholars of no mean note Hobbes, Parker, and Filmer are exposed

had been there before him , such as Principals and blasted with scorching eloquence; for

Rollock , Boyd (Bodius), Malcolm , Row , and certainly some of the theories which he re .

Cameron, the last one of the most noted futes vilified the martyrs and murdered pa

scholars and theologians of his time, who, triots of all times, and would, if strictly car

though he taught in the colleges of Bour-ried out, have ordained the hundred and

deaux, Sedan, and Saumur, held a chair also,twenty members of the Church at Jerusalem
at one period , in the University of Glasgow ,

the city of his birth. One of the Simpsons
** See our article on " Biblical Literature in Scot

was the first in Scotland to publish on He- land " in the fifth number of this Reviss .

is
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We

to pay an assessment to defray the expense, great delight on the conflict of the elements,

of the execution of their Friend and Master. and listen to its reverberations among the

had Pilate or Caiaphas seen fit to impose it . hills . His soul could not be confined to sect

Dr. Brown's theology was eminently Cal . or party ; he was a lover of all good men .

vinistic. We have never heard higher Cal- He hailed the Evangelical Alliance at its

vinism from any pulpit than from that of origin , and always adhered to it. On the

Broughton Place. It was Calvinism after memorable day of the Disruption, hewas in

Calvin's own type, and not after that of Tanfield Hall ready to welcome Dr. Welsh

some of his successors . The Atonement and the protesting phalanx which followed

Controversy in the United Secession Church him . In the missionary enterprise he was

clearly showed that he held firmly to Cal. ever fervent, and, along with Dr. Heugh,

vinism , but held it in perfect harmony with contributed not a little to give the United

what most other men practically preached , Presbyterian Church that impulse which is

but to which they do not give such theoretic still far from being exhausted.

prominence. He did not hold the hypo- He was very conscientious, and yet very

thetic universalism of Cameron and Amy: charitable. But he could not bear pretence

rauld , which had disturbed the Reformed and affectation, nor could he admire some

Churches in France, and against which , in German commentators with “ their unduly

1675, was launched the fainous Swiss For high estimate of themselves, and their un

mula Concensus. He taught the theology duly low estimate of the sacred books and

of Boston, of the Erskines and Adam Gib, their authors." His absorbing interest in

and taught it in the language of the minor his own studies did not weaken his interest

symbolical books of the church to which he in all his friends — in all , especially , wbo

belonged. Dr. Balmer also, who, as Dr. were afflicted or bereaved. Many letters of

Brown's colleague, was implicated in certain condolence and sympathy were written by

charges, cheerfully and eloquently defended him , in a simple and scriptural style, with

himself, but was soon removed from the out extravagance ofphrase or feeling. One

scene of quarrel, hidden by the Master in of these letters he sent to one of the bluntest

His “ pavilion from the strife of tongues.." of his accusers, on whom a severe domestic

e cannot, however, in this journal review affliction had fallen ; and it so melted him

the controversy, only remarking, as we pass, that he spoke of the writer of it in unbound

that the dispute became at length a logoma- ed eulogy , as if up to that period he had

chy, and that Calvin, in whose system the grievously misunderstood him . At some

elective Divine sovereignty holds such inconvenience,and in peculiar circumstances,

prominence, in his testament made four he went to the funeral of one of the two

weeks before his death , prays to be purified brethren who had formally libelled him ;

and washed, sanguine summi illius Redemp- and it is remarkable that, in the biography

toris effuso pro humani generis peccatis- of that venerable minister, published some

universal applicability with limited applica- years after, there is not a syllable of allu

tion . Dr. Brown, indeed , had peculiar sion to the mostmomentous and responsible

views as to the nature of faith, and it is said act of his life ,ếhis formal accusation of one

that his worthy father was wont to tell him of the professors of his Church for holding

that he had clipped its wings.” His and teaching grave theological error. Dr.

knowledge of all the various forms and Brown's bearing was manly, generous, and

modifications of Calvinistic theology was noble, and his smile was a benediction . A

minute and extensive, and his writings re- prince in Israel, he was a kind and genial

main a witness that he held tenaciously by host in his own house. He had little out

the leading tenets of Scottish theology, and flow of words , and his conversation soon be

regarded it as a system thoroughly com came a professional monologue on books

pacted, and as imparting strength and sym- and authors. He was often , ludicrously

metry to vital godliness. Yet it is a sys- hampered in expressing himself, and seemed

tem which, while disowned by the creeds of sometimes helpless for want of topics of

some other churches, may yet be read in common interest. Key -words, oft recurring,

their hymns and heard in their prayers, for characterized both his sernions, prelections,

it probes man's deepest spiritual necessities and ordinary talk . He seemed almost un

and supplies them . able to express the same thought in two dif

Dr. Brown was no mere man of books, ferent phrases. When he had formed an

though he had such delight in them . He opinion of a man or a book , he delivered it.

loved the scenery of nature - hill and dale, usually in the same unvarying words. To

wood and water. During his residence at his old age he retained much of the sensi

Biggar, when a thunderstorm occurred , he bility and fervour of youth—" a young

used to throw up his window, gaza with lamb's heart amidst the full grown flocks.
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you here."

6

Humour sometimes gleamed in his conver- public business, and with the reproof of

sation, as when some one, speaking of a cer. Socrates to " the handsome and clever Hip

tain individual , said , “ Some say heis a little pias ” ringing in our ears, we will not make

vain," and he replied , “ Some say he is not the assertion. But we must add that it is a

a little vain . ” This species of humour de common but a fallacious measurement, when

pends mainly on the position of words, and it is supposed that a man who has lived more

the accent given to them . Thus too, after in thought has less influence for good than

he and Dr. James Buchanan exchanged cor- anotherwho has lived more in action. The

dial salutations in the Hall at Tanfield on the latter makes a more immediate impression,

day of the Disruption, the latter said , “ Dr. but his own hands may reap the entire har

Brown , I am glad to see you here,” he at vest which he has sown ; whereas, the for

once replied , " And I am glad , sir, to see mer, by the silent tuition he has imparted to

He had passed his ministerial other minds, often transmits through them

jubilee, which was solemnly celebrated, and his influence to distant lands and other ages.

at which he gave a last and striking proof The pulpit wields a greater energy than the

of his generous nature, when he became en- platform ; more power is generated in the

feebled, and his constitution began to break study than in the committee room, but the

up. Yet, as he lay on that couch of suffer- press of to- day may perpetuate thoughts

ing, his mind was ever active, and literary which shall not have grown obsolete or fee

plans were begun and so far prosecuted, for ble at the end of a century. Few are dr

his faith never wavered, and his hope was can be equally great in all these deport

never clouded . His was calm and unruffled ments, and little choice of spheres is left to

assurance . Doubts, fluctuations, and uncer . a diligent Scottish clergyman. Dr. Brown

tainties never perplexed him , for he had the appeared in all the three spheres. He was

confidence that knows no shaking, and the good on the platform , better far in the pul

“perfect love” that “ oasteth out fear.” pit, and his wisdom was listened to in the

After passing through a crisis in which midst of counsellors framing modes of busi

death seemed imminent, he remarked to his ness. But though these opportunities have

daughter how near eternity he had been , but, gone, by his printed writings, “ he, being

alluding to the Pilgrim , added, " I felt the dead, yet speaketh ,” and will speak. And

bottom , and it was good.” Nor did he ever in years to come, when the children's chil

mourn , as Niebuhr did in his want of faith dren of those who enjoyed hisministry shall

and spiritual support. Counting himselfan have passed away , and traditionary ance

unprofitable servant, he still felt that he dotes of his person and character shall have

could not be accused to his Lord of having waxed faint and few , he will yet hold his

“ wasted his goods," though he might mur- place as an expositor of Scripture, and wear

mur with Tycho Brahe, Ne frustra vixisse the title first proudly given to the Grecian

videar. Heused to say that the lives of Alexander and then to the Arabian Aver

Jeffrey and Sydney Smith were a reproof roes, for he has earned it in a higher sphere

to Christians, for these men seem to have than theirs — the title of ó ÉÉNynths, the

acted up to their imperfect religious convic- Commentator. In a word, it was his conse

tions. His bed was often filled with books, cration to the Master of himself and all his

but a large print Bible had always the post mental endowment and furniture, that made

of honour at his head . He felt, probably as him what he was, one of the most accom

most men do, that he was willing to work, plished divines of his age and country ; for,

but he was not so sure if he was as willing to use inspired language, “ if such brethren

to suffer. As often happens, too, the simple be inquired of, they are the messengers of

and more devotional parts of Scripture were the churches, and the glory of Christ.”

his last and favourite readings, so much so, How delightful, then , the thought, that they

that he remarked to a friend thathe thought who have served Him on earth shall be as

David was going to displace Paul . At sembled with Him in the skies, where no

length he passed away peacefully, on the alienation shall happen, and no cloud over

morning of October 13, in the seventy -fifth shadow their intercourse; where they can

year of his age, and the city of Edinburgh, part from each other no more than they can

with ministers from many churches and depart from Him ; where the coftin, the pro

nominations in Scotland , did honour to his cession, and the sepulchre, shall never be

remains on the day of their interment. witnessed ; where the services never termi

In conclusion, and in estimating Dr. nate, and the song never loses its newness ;

Brown's influence, we are far from affirming and where the complaint shall never be

that studious minds are incapacitated for ac- raised in surprise or sorrow, “ Our fathers,

tive exertion. With Brougham and Glad- where are they, and the prophets, do they

stone before us as living examples of the live for ever ?

combination of scholarship and aptitude for

>
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Art. III. — Scottish Nationality , Social and historical retrospect of the various phases

Intellectual : Installation Address of the through which the question of Scottish na

Right Hon. HENRY LORD BROUGHAM, tionality has passed in the minds of our

countrymen, since the union of the crowns

in 1807.

The installation address recently delivered “ A Scotchman ,” says Dr. Johnson , “ must

ble and famous Cha llor of be a very sturdy moralist who does not love

the University of Edinburgh,amongstmany Scotland better than truth : he will always

other questions of wider interest, stirred love it better than inquiry; and, if falsehood

several which appeal peculiarly to Scotch- flatters his vanity, will not be very diligent

men, and which , in some form or other, are to detect it .” The remark , for anything we

rarely absent from their thoughts. The know, may convey to us a caution of which

questions to which we refer are :- Whether we are still in want in prosecuting such an in

Scotland still possesses a separate nation- quiry as we contemplate; and it is not long

ality , and , if so, in what this nationality con- since we were reminded of it by a conver

sists, and has consisted , since the political sation with a friend, who boasted a name

autonomy of the country ceased ? Whether which placed his Caledonian antecedents far

it is of such value to Scotland , and to the beyond question . We had mentioned to

kingdom generally, as to render its preser- him a fact, which we believe was dragged

vation desirable ? and lastly, supposing the to light some two or three years ago by the

latter question to be answered in the affirm- unsparing figures of the Registrar-General,

ative,-by what means, if any , can its exist- and which seemed little to the credit of

ence be perpetuated ? Scottish morals , -- the extraordinarily large

It is true that these questions were rather proportion of illegitimate births north of

suggested than stated by Lord Brougham , the Tweed . “ That fact," he replied, with

and that the answers which he would have a decision which the Doctor might have en

given to them were rather indicated than vied , “ proves, not the immorality of Scot

announced . But even indications of opinion land, but the worthlessness of statistics . "

from such a quarter deserve at all times But though the unexpected appearance of so

our very serious consideration , and more provoking a fact as this will occasionally call

particularly when they have reference to a forth illustrations of the truth of Dr. John

subject regarding which Lord Brougham is son's remark even in the present generation

probably more in a position than any living of Scotchmen, there can be little doubt that

• man to make up his mind. That even he it touched our grandfathers far more nearly .

has done so, is more than anything which he So much, indeed , were his northern contem

has said would warrant us in assuming, forporaries aggravated by this, and other say,

he is too wise to dogmatize on a subject ings of a similar import, which proceeded

which, in some of its aspects at all events, from the same sarcastic oracle, that towards

is hidden by the future. But it seems to the end of the last century a sort of Scottish

us that the solution which he hinted at had controversy arose, in which there is reason

at least themerit of limiting the question, to fear that along with other less objection

by placing the true issue before us ; and by able weapons, the long bow was pretty un

showing us that if we possess now , and in sparingly bent on both sides.

any sense are to continue to occupy, a dis- This literary warfare, in which, perhaps

tinctive and individual position amongst the for the last time, those feelings of jealousy

nations of Europe, that individuality is, and which had so long kept alive a family feud

in future must more and more become, not between the nearest of national relatives,

political, or even institutional, but social , found articulate utterance, exhibited itself

and, above all , intellectual . as a perpetual “ aside " to the great Ossianic

Those of our readers who remember the controversy, and was, no doubt, the means

line of argument which we adopted several of lending to it an asperity which zeal for
years ago, when, alone, amongst ourcontem- the main issue could never have awakened .

poraries, we advocated those measures of Several of the stoutest champions of the
University reform which have borne at least bard had not a drop of Celtic blood in their

the one good fruit of Lord Brougham's ap. veins, or a spark of Celtic feeling in their

pointment , know that the train of thought hearts ; and if the Son of Fingal had been

which he has thus awakened is by no means an Irishman or a Welshman , they would

new to the pages of the North British Re- have discussed the authenticity of his pre

view . Our object in the present article shall tended works with as little passion as if they

be to test its validity , and , in so far as we had been inquiring into the individuality of

are able to follow it out into its practical Homer, or endeavouring to discover the

consequences. We commence with a slight | extent to which the Socrates of Plato, the
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Socrates of Xenophon, or the Socrates of - was, to them , utterly unintelligible. It

Aristophanes, or any ,or all , or none ofthem , was equivalent to saying that the same

is to be regarded as the historical Socrates. thing was at once to be, and not to be.

But in professing to inquire whether there It is true that their own previous history

was, in the poems in question , any appreci- had made Scotchmen familiar with interna

able element of thought or feeling which tional relations of an unusually intimate

could not have been communicated to them kind. Before the Union of the Scottish

by a man not differing in essentials from an Crown with that of England, it had for a

Englishman, they felt as if they were in- brief period been united with that of France.

quiring whether, in Scottish character itself, On this occasion a complete legal interna

there was anything more special , more per- tionalization was effected.* But long before

manent, and more worthy of preservation, this event, circumstances had brought about,

than those trifling external peculiarities between the citizens of the two countries, a

which always distinguish the inhabitants of contact far closer than commonly results

different portions of the same country. To from political alliances. Before they were

have submitted in silence to the transforma- made Frenchmen in law, Scotchmen were

tion of one Celtic bard into a myth -- nay, continually becoming Frenchmen in fact;

if need had been, to have suffered all the and for generations they seem to have ac

" colleges ” of the bards, and senachies, and complished the transmutation with scarcely

pipers, to goscreaming out of the world of less frequency, and with even greater facility,

reality into the shadowy regions of the sec- than they became Englishmen after the union

ond sight --would probably have caused of the crowns, or than they do at present,

no very bitter regret to such men as Blair, when there are said to be more Scotchmen

or Gregory, or Kames ; but, for Scotchmen in London than in Edinburgh. But the fre

of that day, to be driven from one of the quency with which it was renounced took

historical groundworks ofa separate national nothing from the completeness of the nation .

character, was a very different matter, and al character whilst it remained . A Scotch

they fought hard accordingly . man was not less a Scotchman, that he might

This was, as we have said , perhaps the become a Frenchman when he chose ; nay,

last occasion on which Scottish national feel- he was all the more a Scotchman on that

ing, as represented by persons of respecta . account, because the faculty of abandoning

bility and intelligence , assumed an attitude it was one of the distinctive marks of the

of hostility to England ; and it is curious to genuineness of the character.f And as it was

contrast it with the deeper manifestations with France before the accession, so it had

of the same sentiment which appeared in been with England from that period down

the generation which preceded, and its more to the Union ; -- the Scotch, as before, had

superficial appearances in those which have
* See the Scottish statute 1558, c. 65, in which

followed .
Queen Mary narrates an act of Henry of France, giv.

To such men as Belhaven and Fletcher ing Scotchmen the privileges ofnaturalborn subjects,

of Saltoun, Scottish nationality meant a and returns the complimentin favour ofFrenchmen.
separate andindependent national life ,--1615, the other in 1627, in which the peculiar privMr.

moral , social, and political. The national,
ileges of the Scotch were recognised. On the latter

party that opposed the Union knew nothing occasion,a bundred and twenty English and Scot

of half measures. Either Scotland was to tish ships were seized . “ The Scotch, however,

cease, and there were to be Scotchmen no continued to make themselves appear as still con

longer, or they were both to exist as they which,it is to be feared , only existed as a friendly
pected with France by an ancient league , -a league

hadexisted since the war of independence, illusion common to thetwo nations.Out of deference

and as, relying on what seemed to them the to this potion, the Scotch vessels were all dismissed,

respectable authority of Buchanan, they while the English were retained .” The “ friendly
supposed them to have existed from the illusion ” unquestionably was the statute above
beginning of time. The idea of political quoted, which probably retained its validity till the

identity with a larger, richer, and more
+ One single pote, among many that might be ge

powerful nation — of a system of centraliza. lected from Sir William Hamilton's " Discussions,"
tion which should embrace all the springs will serve to bring outthis notorious fact. “ It is, "

“ a curious illustration of the Scoti extraof internal government and external defence, says,

whilst it left untouched , notonly the private tive Chalmerses, all flourishing in 1630; all Scots
Scotiam agentes,' that there were five Camerarii,

rights of the citizen and his religious con- men by birth, all living on the Continent, and there

victions, which, for a time at least, might all Latin authors, - viz., two Williams, two Davida,

be protected by positive stipulation, but his and one George. The preceding age showsseveral

modes of thinking and speaking, his habits others.” As the name Chalmerswas never a very
common one, and as this statement applies to men

of living and acting - everything, in short, of letters alone, itmay give someconception of the

which, in our sense, constitutes a Scotchman, extent to which continental emigrationwas carried.

he
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continued "praising Scotland and leaving period of its history. But whilst local

it. ” But to the patriot who left it, as much, seemed thus to be absorbed by central life,

perhaps more, than to him that remained, it the fact was, that neither had yet received

was an autonomous nation , distinct and sep . the benefits which they were mutually in a

arate from every nation on the earth, and condition to confer; and it was only as

amalgamation of which with any other na- each of these influences came into fuller

tion , if not exactly a conquest, would still operation , thatmen became gradually aware,

have been a lowering of the personal dignity , that what so often before, and so often since,

a diluting of the spirit of every citizen that has been regarded as one of the insoluble

it contained. That many Scotchmen should problems of politics, had for once received a

go to England and become Englishmen , was practical solution .

an idea altogether in keeping with previous In the case of centralization and localiza

modes of thinking and acting ; but that all tion, as in the case of all other tendencies

Scotchmen in Scotland should become Eng- that are natural and human, the conflict into

lishmen, in any sense however limited --- nay, which they are often betrayed , arises, not

that Scotland itself should become a sort of from qualities which are inherent in them ,

Jesser England ,—was, to men like Fletcher but from attendant circumstances which im

or Belhaven , a notion strange and intolera- pede or vitiate the action of one or both .

ble. In addition to the historicalpeculiarities Their complete development and unfettered

which thus marked the Scottish feeling of activity, so far from aggravating or per

country, it had specialties too, resulting from petuating their opposition, are the only ef

the genius of the people and the physical tectual means for bringing it to a close.

character of the land , which have all along Assuming them both to be sound and

distinguished it from the national feeling of healthy principles, it is an error in fact, as it

the English, and which still often cause it to is a solecism in language, to say that either
be misunderstood by them . A Scotchman's may be carried too far. Whilst a sound

nationality has something abstract, and , in a principle is adhered to, it can never become

certain sense, ideal about it . It is not so à false principle. No amount of local or

much as the scene of actual comfort and well- individual energy or freedom can be exces

being, as in the light of the centre of his con- sive, for they are the very blood and life of

ceptions of social perfection, that he loves central power. No central power can be
Scotland . He holds it dear, not so much too vigorous, prompt, or omniscient, for it

for what it is, or ever has been , to him or to is thus only a more perfect instrument for

his, -for to both it has probably proved but the development of local energy and the
an areda nutrix ,-asfor what he conceives or vindication of individual freedom . But

hopes it may become, or under more favor- every true principle has its corresponding

able circumstances might have been made, false principle, and the former is always in

through his own instrumentality or that of greatest danger of encountering the latter

others ; and hence it is, that, though the when it has been most successful in assert

greatest of grumblers at home, he is the ing its own exclusive recognition . If the

staunchestof patriots abroad. To the Eng- result of the encounter be, that the true prin

lishman, his country is the vine and fig -tree ciple is paralysed, the field for a time is left

uuder which he dwelleth in safety and in open to error. A return to truth in such

joy ; to the Scotchman, it is the banner un circumstances is practicable only by means

der which he fights, the shibboleth by which of another true principle, which, if carried

he is known amongst the nations. out in isolation, is liable to be similarly neu

But notwithstanding the prevalence of the tralized. Ofthese phenomena we have many

feelings which we have described, the wiser examples. Before the time of Alexander,

counsels of the Unionists prevailed, and the the principle of localization in the small

measure which, since the accession, had been states of Greece reached a point at which, in

proposed in so many forms, was at length place of progressing, it wore itself out in

brought to the test of a peaceable experi- hopeless encounters with misrule. It was

ment. At first, it seemed almost as if the not the excess of local energy, but its exclu

results which had been predicted by the na- siveness, which ultimately called for what

tional party were to be realized . A species was perhaps the only remedy -- centraliza

of social collapse, of which these gloomy an- tion. But the centralizing principle which

ticipations were in no small measure the came into operation on that occasion, was

cause, actually occurred ; and during the not the genuine action of the community

forty years between the Union and the final itself; it caine not from within , but from

suppression of the rebellion, the capital of without, and it came accompanied from the

Scotland particularly laboured under a de- first by its own evil genius - despotism .

pression of spirit unknown at any other The result was its own speedy annihilation,

VOL. XXXIII , D-3
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and the destruction of the Grecian world . policy of those who had opposed the Union

Had the two principles been in operation seemed now for the first time to be placed

from the first, or had the latter come to beyond all further hope ofsuccess ; and yet,

the aid of the former, whilst it was still cap- strangely enough, at that very moment, the

able of resuscitation, the results might have substance of what they had contended for

been very different. Now, all this is plain was attained , and this not as a direct result

- enough in the far past ; but for those who of the principles of the victorious party, but

have grown up under the exclusive domin- as a consequence of increased life and energy

ion of one principle to fix on the point at in those local influences, the partial diminu.

which it stands in need of aid from the tion of which perhaps all parties had antici

other, is a very difficult matter, and it is pated. As coincidences, far too remarkable

not surprising that it puzzled our fathers. to be accounted for on any other principles

Who, for example, amongst them or amongst than those of cause and effect, we may men

us, has ever been able to say with certainty tion that simultaneously with the consolida

whether the Germans, by giving greater tion of the central power, the trade, manu

prominence to central power, would be re- factures, and commerce of Scotland increased

storing or destroying the balance between beyond all former precedent,agriculture was

principles which, in Germany and every developed, the capital of the kingdom swelled

where, are as indispensable to social organic to twice its former dimensions, a fresh im

existence as the centrifugal and centripetal pulse was communicated to literature, an

forces are to physical nature ? indigenous school of philosophy arose , the

Experience has at length enabled us to medical schools of the country for the first

assert with confidence, that, far from being time attained to the position which they

irreconcileable enemies, these principles are have since maintained,and the Church and

inseparable friends and indispensable coadju- the Bar were adorned with more distin

tors ; that the highest attainable degree of guished names than either of them could

activity in each is that in which it aids the have boasted during the previous century,

other most effectually ; and conversely, that Even the accession, which was in itself

the point at which it is most helpful is the sort of imperfect union , effected a decided

highest to which its own action can reach in improvement in the manners, and gave a

the circumstances. But though we are thus sensible impulse to the industry ofScotland.

enabled to deduce, chiefly from the Scottish The condition of society during Queen Mary's

and the kindred instance of the Irish Union time, and the part of her son's reign which

(for they are the leading historical prece- was spent in Scotland, as exhibited in the

dents on the point) , what seems very much unquestionably authentic documents col

to resemble an universal political law, it is lected by Mr. Chambers,* was scarcely in

doubtful whether, in similar circumstances, any respect, except in the seeds of future

we should feel more secure than did those energy which it contained, superior to that

who, on these two memorable occasions, of Spain or Mexico at the present day.

dealt with what must be at all times one of Cromwell's rule was noted as a period of

the nicest and most delicate questions of po- further advance, and Dr. Johnson was not

litical adjustment. By the help of that altogether in error when, after his own pe

practical sagacity, which has so often sup culiar fashion , he asserted that “ Cromwell

plied to our countrymen the place of deeper civilised the Scotch by conquest, and intro

insight, and by the blessing which God rarely duced by useful violence the arts of peace.”

withholds from honest intention , we know Whether he had sufficient data for maintain

that they were marvellously successful on ing that amongst the arts thus acquired the
both occasions. making of shoes and the planting of “ kail "

Of the extent to which this was the case fail to be included , may be more of a ques.

in the former instance we shall have proof tion ; but there is little doubt that the pre

enough , if we glance at the results which vailing notions regarding the dispensation of

may fairly be attributed to the arrange- justice must have been rendered more pre
ments which they made. cise by this means. On this subject Mr.

It was not till the dynastic question which Chambers relates a well-known anecdote, too

had been pending since the Revolution was characteristic to be omitted . “ Some one in

finally set at rest by the suppression of the a subsequent age," he tells us, " was laud

second Rebellion, that the Union began to ing to the Lord President Gilmore the re

bear its fruits to Scotland . When that markable impartiality of Cromwell's judges,

event occurred, it was not the central govern- and the general equity of their proceedings,

ment alone that was strengthened, though to when the Scottish judge answered, in his

most persons at the time the gain probably

appeared to be wholly on that side. The Domestic Annals of Scotland.

a
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rough way, Deil thank them , they had facility be demonstrated to be both unde

neither kith nor kin ! ' ” Even at present, sirable and impossible ; it is not surprising

there is reason to believe that we derive far that the opinion should have gained ground,

more benefit morally , than we do intellectu- that to allintents and purposes, and in every

ally, or even materially, from our connection sense, it is a mere piece of antiquarian sen

with England. But for English influences, timentalism , which those who have anything

but for the salutary check which the appeal in the shape of serious occupation had better

to the House of Lords, and still more to the banish from their minds at once and for ever.

columns of the Times exerts, many of the The two nations, it is said , if two nations

peculiarities of earlier days might not im- they can still be called , did not differ, at the

possibly reappear amongst us . The Scotch period at which our authentic history begins,-

man has not the Englishman's love of fair in blood , in language, or in manners. With

play ; his newspapers, except those of the the exception of a few outlying counties,

extremest political shades, are habitually which in each were peopled by the earlier

silent before authority ; and such a publica- race, they were kindred offshoots from the

tion as Punch , even if we possessed the wit, great Teutonic stem . For a time they were

would be impossible in Scotland, from mere separated by an unhappy war, which has

want of moral courage. long since been forgoiten. A political amal

It is by no means inappropriate, even at gamation has led , or is daily leading, to its

the present day , that we should call to mind natural result, a complete social assimilation .

the actual features of the society of inde- The stream is thus all in one direction, and

pendent Scotland ; for it is forgetfulness of that the right direction, and why should any
our real condition in former times, and of of us set our faces against it ? Now, that

the besetting sins which still cleave to us, there is much in this view which meets with

which lies at the bottom of all such manifes- our cordial assent, is plain , we trust, from

tations of mistaken national enthusiasm as what we have said already, and will be

have for their object a partial repeal of the plainer from what we have yet to say . But

political union, by the creation of a separate the question which it is our presentobject to

department of State for Scotland , presided discuss is, whether this view exhausts the
over by a separate secretary ; and which whole subject of the relations in which we

leads to those childish disputes about lions stand, and ought to stand, to our southern

and unicorns, whereby Scotland is made fellow -countrymen. Are there, or are there
ridiculous every

half-century. It is true thatnot, peculiarities in the institutions of Scot

such proposals receive no support in Scot- land , but still more in the social , and most
land that is at all likely to endanger the en- of all in the intellectual character of Scotch

tirely cordial relations of the united king. men, which have not been as yet,and which

doms ; but it does not follow that they are need not necessarily be, affected by the po

entirely innoxious to Scotland itself. Those litical union of the countries, and which it is

by whom they are advocated , if they pos. for the mutual advantage of both that we

sess little wisdom , are by no means defi- should consciously and designedly perpet

cient in generous sentiments, and in ener. uate ?

gies which, if directed to saner ends, would Nothing is so lifeless as uniformity ; and

be productive of substantial benefits to their should it appear that our national peculiar

country . ities are neither discreditable to ourselves

But it is not so much by misdirecting the nor injurious to our neighbors, theadditional

enthusiasm which still shows itself from time variety which they give to the colouring of

to time in favour of Scottish nationality, as our insular existence might in itself be a

by extinguishing it in some minds, and pre- sufficient argument for their preservation .

venting it from developing itself in others, The merest Cockney, when he crosses the
that these false views of our national history Tweed , is pleased to feel that the moral as

and character, and , consequently, of what well as the physical landscape has changed,

oughtto be the objects of our national life,and that he has really donesomething more
are injurious to the best interests of Scot- than pass over a bridge. But, for reasons

land . When the only arguments ever used which we shall presently explain, we believe

in favour of Scottish nationality are based that these peculiarities have a very much
upon assumptions as to the advantageswhich higher value than this, and that, if we can

we enjoyed as a separate nation , which can succeed in drawing a line of demarcation

easily be shown to be destitute of historical between the living and the dead amongst

support ; and when the only object which Scottish nationalcharacteristics, and in point

those who use them have in view is the ing to substantial interests for which Scotch

restoration of some modified form of poli- men may still legitimately contend, we shall

tical independence, which can with equal confer a benefit on both nations, and a ben
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efit which Englisbmen will not be slow to would have preferred it to their becoming

appreciate. Englishmen “ with a difference .” Was he

Now, though the Scotch of Dr. Johnson's right in believing this to be impossible ?

time may scarcely have realized the possi- There is one very common assumption

bility of separating the social and intellectual which has much to do with the prevalence of

from the political nationality of Scotland , or this belief, and which we regard as altogether

of preserving the former without a tinge of erroneous. It is generally taken for granted

the jealous and hostile feeling out of which that the existence of a separate national

both had arisen, it was, we believe, very character in Scotland depends on the preser

much less to the loss of their autonomy than vation of the peculiar form in which the

of their individuality that they objected. common language of Britain has been , and

The Scotchmen of that day were by no still to a considerable extent is, there spoken .

means insensible to the benefits, at least to To this view Lord Brougham's very interest

the material benefits, of the Union. But ing note will no doubt tend to give increased

though they were willing to acknowledge currency (Note vii., p. 63 of Brougham's

that the prosperity of Scotland had been Installation Address). But though we en.

increased, its distinctive character, they tirely concur with Lord Brougham in hold.

feared, had been destroyed for ever. It had ing the dialect of Scotland to be a sister, not

become a better land, but not a better Scot- a daughter, of that of England,* and are

land ; for its improvement had consisted , glad to find that so competent a judge enter

not in a development of its native qualities, tains so high an opinion of its value, we

but in an imitation of those of England. must confess to the gravest misgivings as to

That such was the only avenue to prosperity the possibility of its preservation as a na

and progress for the future, was insultingly tional speech. That it has been gradually

asserted by Dr. Johnson, and the other Eng- and steadily , though very slowly , disappear

lish writers of whom he was the type ; and ing, and has existed less and less in each .

their own belief in the truth of the assertion successive generation since the Union, seems

formed the grievance of his Scottish contem- to us incontestable. At that period, proba

poraries, and more or less of all the grum- bly, no Scotchman ever spoke English, ex

blers who have followed them . Sir Walter cept for the purpose of communicating with

Scott was not a grumbler indeed , chiefly , an Englishman, or with a view to the publi

perhaps, because he was not a politician ; cation of his sentiments in England . Some

but there can be little doubt that he too fifty years laterwefind Smollet, in the char

entertained the same misgivings as to the acter of honest Matthew Bramble, express

possibility of a separate social and intellect- ing bis sense of the inconveniences attending

ual , apart from a separate political life ; and the use of the Scottish dialect, and suggest

that from a romantic, picturesque, and , it ing the propriety of “ employing a few na

may be, somewhat antiquarian point of view , tives of England to teach the pronunciation

he mourned over it all his days. That he, of our vernacular tongue,” bywhose instru

in what he considered his more sober mood , mentality, he was persuaded , thatin “ twenty

believed all the disadvantages attendant on years there would be no difference in point

the loss of a separate national life to have of dialect between the youth of Edinburgh

been counterbalanced by far greater benefits, and of London.” Thirty years afterwards,

is probable. We know that from English Dr. Johnson regarded this change as already

antipathies he was as free, and that he ap- in course of being effected. • The conver

preciated the great and good qualities of sation of the Scots grows every day less

Englishinen as fully,as any non - Englishman unpleasing to the English; their peculiarities
that ever existed . Hewas one of those who wear fast away ; their dialect is likely to

established a classical school on the English become, in half a century , provincial and

model in Edinburgh, and he sent his most rustic even to themselves. The great, the

promising son to be educated in England. learned , the ambitious, and the vain , all cul
Still all this was done under a sort of secret tivate the English phrase and the English
protest. There was at the bottom of the

whule a feeling that he was conforming to * It is not unimportant to remark that this view

what, to a person of his condition , had be. bas Mr. Latham's authority in its favour. He men

tious it as proved to a certain degree to bis satisfac
come a triste necessity . If he had thought tion, that "inlowland Scoich a number of words,

it possible that, without prejudice to their though Teutonic, were never Anglo -Saxon ; and

interests and their prospects as British sub- tbat of the numerous Scottish Gallicisme, & large
jects, his children could have retained the portion were introduced directly from France."

special character of Scottish in combination English Languaye p. 101.

with the general character of European gen. in favour of it,were delivered in very fair
, some of

| All the speeches against the Union , as well as

tlefolks, there is very little doubt that he them in very elegant and accurate Eoglish.

"

3
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pronunciation , and in splendid companies foreign cause ? That some change would

Scotch is not much heard, except now and have occurred is certain ; and that it would

then from an old lady." At first it seems have been a change in the same direction , if

as if this were only a somewhat bombastical not perhaps quite to the same extent, is

account of our daily experience, but such is scarcely more doubtful. The accent, which

by no means the case ; for, however general is influenced less by education than by habit,

the use of English may have been , there can is what one would have expected to be

be no doubt that, at the time of Johnson's chiefly affected by the increased intercourse

visit, Scotch was the household tongue even with England, and it is the accent alone

of the higher middle classes when no Eng. which has remained nearly unchanged. But

lishman was present. In the generation even the accent has undergone modification ,

which followed, and to which Sir Walter and it is not unlikely that, in the course of

Scott belonged, a much more important another generation, it also will , in a great

innovation took place. It was then for the degree, disappear from the speech of the

first time that Scotch ceased to form the educated classes . Already there is one un

substance of the national speech , and came equivocal indication of the insecurity of its

to be used as a sort of Doric salt to give hold, viz . , that it is frequently exaggerated

pungency and variety to English , which, for a purpose. From a belief that it is pop

though still spoken with a very marked ular with the lower orders, almost all Pres.

accentuation, was the sole language of busi- hyterian clergymen use it in the pulpit more

ness, and of graver social communication. broadly than in their habitual speech ; and

At this period, however, Scotch, with all the several of the grand old Scottish lawyers

characteristics of a separate dialect,was still who have recently disappeared , certainly

usually spoken to servants, invariably by gave themselves some trouble to preserve it

them ; and, as a necessary consequence, very on the bench ,-perhaps from a feeling that,

frequently by children of the higher classes. as patriarchs and old-fashioned grandees, the

Within the last thirty years even this has tones of a former generation became them

been changed ; the lowland Scotch have better than those of the present. In the

ceased to be a bi-lingual people, and the mouths of the late Lord Mackenzie and the

language of Burns , when spoken by the late Lord Cockburn, it certainly had a strik

upper classes at all , is spoken, not sponta- ing, and by no means unpleasing effect; and

neously, but as a small tour de force. No noone who has had the privilege of hearing

Scotchman, as a general rule, speaks to ser- the brief admonitions with which it was their

vants otherwise in Edinburgh than he would custom to preface their sentences of trans

do in London ; and the speech of the lower portation and of death, will lightly forget the

classes, in the capital at all events, is dis masculine pathos which they thus contrived

tinguished from that of England chiefly by to communicate to the tidings. These two

a stronger colouring of the accent, which still eminent persons were, perhaps, the last who

retains its hold on the whole people. Lord positively added to the grandeur of their de

Brougham's statement, then, that Scotch is meanour by their use of the Scottish accent ;

" a national language, used by the whole for even in their case it was accent merely,

people in their early years, and by many what they said , when written down, being , in

learned and gifted persons throughout life," point of language, nothing but very simple

isa tradition of the past. The tone of voice and terse, if sometimes quaint English.

of a Scotchman and an Englishman is still Making all due allowance, then, for the

strikingly dissimilar, but the words which accidents of individual influence and for the

they employ, and , in a great degree, the caprices of fashion , -taking into account the

pronunciation, are identical. The English of possibility of another Scottish poet, the

Edinburgh now stands to the English of Lon- probability of another gifted judge or two

don, very much in the same relation that the with antiquarian leanings, and the still greater

French ofGeneva does to the French ofParis. likelihood of a Scotomania which , in place

But is it correct to assume that all these of kilts and Skye terriers, shall have the

changes have resulted from the political dialect of Scotland for its object,—we may

union, or even from the increased inter- still , without much rashness, assume that,

course between the two nations ? Did the in less than a century, there will be neither

speech of any people ever remain unchanged dialect nor accent by which to distinguish an

for a century anda half ? and is there any educated Scotchman froman educated Eng

reason to suppose that an older and ruder lishman. There will still be Cockneys in

spoken dialect would not have assimilated London, and the lower class of Edinburghers

itself to a later and more accurate written will be distinguished from Londoners, and

dialect, in Scotland itself, during that period from Englishmen in general, by what will

of time, without the intervention of any still be called Scotch, but which in reality
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will resemble the standard dialect of the the result of the different circumstances of

whole people quite as closely as the speech the two nations, and the different relations

of the inhabitants of any of the provincial in which they have stood to other nations

towns of England. Now, when this occur during the course of centuries whichare with

rence takes place, will every other charac- in the range of authentic history, it would

teristic by which Scotchmen are known perhaps be impossible, and it is not very

likewise disappear; or will they, by being important for our purpose, to determine.

at length put fullyin possession of what we Its existing characteristics are what concern

must pay our neighbours the compliment of us here, and we shall endeavour to state them,

assuming to be a more finished language, be not froin preconceived notions of whatmight

only enabled thereby to give fuller and be anticipated, but from actual observation

freer expression to intellectual and moral of what is.

peculiarities by which they are, and will It appears to us, then , that the Scottish

continue to be, distinguished from the in. intellect is more intense, more generally

habitants of South Britain ? active, but in its highest manifestations less

An answer to this question involves, to a complete, than the English. This latter

certain extent, an anticipation of the future, feature is usually attributed to certain im

and we are fully aware of the risk of error perfections in the higher educational institu

that attends all attempts at predicting the lions ofScotland,which are atpresent in the

course of national events. Other assimi- way of being removed . We believe that it

lating influences besides identity of speech is not wholly attributable to this cause, be.

may intervene, and these influences may be cause we think we have observed that it is

not only of a kind which we should least of not greatly affected by an education almost

all expect in the particular instance, but, in exclusively English.

an age and a country so progressive, they But, if less perfect in degree, Scottish in

may
be of a kind of which mankind hitherto tellect is more frequently high in kind.

has had no experience anywhere. All the There is a greater number of Scotchmen

length to which we can go with safety is to than of Englishmen, in proportion , who get

assert that, if there be a radical and essential beyond the condition of being mere re

distinction between the genius of Scotchmen cipients of knowledge. The tendency to
and of Englishmen, that distinction lies generalize and form new combinations of

deeper than differences either of institutions thought is less the exception in Scotland.

or of speech , is their cause more probably Speculation thus lies nearer to Scotchmen ;

than their effect, and in all likelihood will they are more apt to betake themselves to
survive their total disappearance. the region of principle , and consequently

Is there, then, such a distinction as we they begin more and finish less than English
here speak of between the inhabitants of the The germ of a discovery is, and will

two divisions of this island ? We reply in probably continue to be, very often Scotch,

the affirmative, without hesitation and with its completed form English ; and in this

out reluctance, because, for reasons which respect the two nations seem destined , as it

will be presently apparent, we believe the dif- were, to play into each other's hands.
ference to be of such a kind as to render the Many illustrations might be mentioned,

one national character the complement of the and many consequences pointed out, of this

other. How far this diversity of type may more general thoughtfulness of the Scotch

have arisen from original or pre-historic as a nation.as a nation . The Scotchman is more con

diversity of blood,* and how far it has been scious and less spontaneous than the English

* The difference between the Scottish lowlander and man; and this peculiarity frequently exhibits

the Englishman in this respect is probablyvery trifling.itself in a species of mauvaise honte, which

Gothic and Celtic elements exist in both, and perhaps sometimes betrays him into awkwardness,

nearly in the same proportions. In the former,how and which, at other times, he conceals by an

ever, there is reason to believe that the Scandinavian affectation of indifference, which exceeds

variety of the Goth, and the Gaelic variety of the Celt

preponderate; while the other has drawn chiefly from even that for which the English are pro

the Saxon variety of the Goth, and the Cymbric verbial .

variety of the Celt. The greater amount of Scan- But a more important consequence is a

dinavian blood in Scotland during the Suxon period tendency to run into logical extremes, and
was pretty well counterbalanced in E gland by the
Norman conqrest,which scarcely extended to Scot- carry out principles with a rigour and ex

land . The English connection with France during clusiveness which shut out many of the

this period , and for centuries after, must have bad

the effect of increasing the Celtic element , and sup- hand, and of Welsh or Cornish descent on the other,

plying the other Gaelic elements which Scotland in an individual Englishman and an individual Scotch

time derived from a later connection with that man, taken at random , will very frequently be as

country. On the whole, we may probably assume, homogeneous in blood as any two individualScotch

that, avoiding persons of Highland descent on the one I men or Englishmen selectedin the same manner.

men .
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incidental considerations which come to be our heads against some universal principle

important in shaping a course of action . of nature, or some unaltérable law of social

This tendency , which is thoroughly un- life. The Englishman, though somewhat

English, constituted the chief point of re- averse to the proceeding in the first in
semblance between the Scotch and their stance, ultimately acquiesces in its propriety ,

ancient allies the French . It exhibits itself and comes to the aid of the Scotchman with

both in politics and religion. . A Scotch- his precedents drawn from the rich treasury

man's political creed is more finished, more of a “ land of old and just renown,” precisely

logically worked out and rounded off, more at the point where his interposition is want

scientific, than an Englishman's ; but on that ed. He points out to the Scotchman num

very account, perhaps, it is frequently less berless sources of error, which his more

suited to the multifarious and contradictory limited experience might never have sug.

requirements of human affairs. The “free. gested ; or, perhaps, availing himself of the

dom " which hint which his neighbour's too hasty general

“ Broadeps slowly down
ization afforded, takes the task of observa

From precedent to precedent, "
tion into his own hands, and performs it

with far greater completeness than he could

and which aims at no greater symmetry in have done.

its ultimate form than it exhibited at the - In proof of the correctness of the view

various stages of its formation , has been an which we have taken of the political ten
English conception from the first. The dencies of Scotchmen, it may be mentioned

Scotchman has always some political that their representatives in Parliamentare,
theory however imperfect; there is always as a body, less conservative than the Eng

a trace of thinking, and, as the result of it, lish . From being more abstract, the Scotch
the outline of some sort of scheme at the are likewise, we fear, less loyal . Cousin

bottom of his views of life ; and he never has remarked, as a consequence of their

can get rid of the expectation that something more thoughtful temper,that they remained

like an ideal state of matters is to come unaffected by the intoxication of loyalty

about at last . According to him , political which succeeded the Restoration ; and it is

arrangements are to be fitted to social re- certain that, whatever may have been the

quirements - society is to be brought into devotion of the Highlanders, the Lowland

harmony with ethical conceptions; and Scotch exhibited all along very little attach

these, as they spring up in the natural man, ment to, or reverence for, the persons of

are to be purified and elevated by Christian their native princes. This cause, unques.
influences. The life of the ordinary English- tionably, was no want either in veneration

man, even the educated Englishman, is the or imagination , but a greater facility in

reverse of all this. He lives dejour en jour, separating the person from the office, which

does his duty , eats his dinner, reads his their habit of abstraction had given them.
Greek chorus and scans it, all with great We have said that the tendency of which

relish and respectability, and never troubles we speak exhibits itself in the religious as
himself about the end at all. And really, well as the political peculiarities of the

if men are to be but men at the end, as they Scotch. Their adoption of, and unswerving
were at the beginning, perhaps he is right. adherence to , the most logical of all the re

Still , an extreme is possible on his side also : formed creeds might be mentioned, and of

it is possible to exclude the influences of ten has been mentioned, as an instance.
human reason from human affairs to an ex- Another occurs to us which we do not re

tent that God never designed, and that He member to have seen noticed , but which is

will not bless : and if this is a contingency not less in point. There are thousands of

worth guarding against, it will be averted, Englishmen who believe in the real presence

we believe, more effectually by the in- in the Holy Sacrament, in a sense differing

tervention of a section of the same com- not in degree only, but in kind , from the

munity , whose tendencies run in the op- presence of Christ in prayer ; and still they
posite direction, than by any other means. do not believe in transubstantiation or con

The manner in which the genius of the one substantiation , and are in no danger of being

people supplements that of the other in this led into any express or definite statement of

respect, is very apparent. The Scotchman what they do believe. They are perfectly

brings back politics from a blind groping contented to rest in an indefinite belief in

after the expedient to the region of prin- something mysterious. With Scotchmen

ciple ; he urges the necessity of taking an this is never the case ; and consequently, the
observation , ascertaining our course , and moment that a Scotchman abandons the the

looking at the chart which human possibili- ory of a mere commemorative rite, his soul

ties has marked out, lest we heedlessly run can find no rest till it arrives at a theory

a
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&equally definite. He strides on boldly and of speaking English , is such as to facilitate

fearlessly in the direction of transubstantia- his acquisition both of the Romanic and the
tion . Teutonic languages of the Continent. The

Another peculiarity of the Scotch, in some consequence of all this is, that when :

degree, perhaps, attributable to the same Scotchman has acquired the language either

tendency in the direction of the abstract, but of France or of Germany, he is no longer a

far more, no doubt, to their historical ante- stranger, either in his own eyes or in those

cedents, is, that they are less insular than of the people with whom he comes in con

the English,—that is to say , they differ less tact. The national meaning of it, as it

from the general type of Europeans. Much seems to us, is, that he should act as a con

of the Scottish national character has all necting link between England, of which he

along been negative ; it has consisted in an is an integral part, and the nations thus al.

adaptability to the habits and modes of lied to him in spirit.

thought of other nations. On the Conti- For this purpose it is desirable that we

nent, the Scotch mark themselves far less should not attempt to eradicate, but rather

strongly , and conform to foreign ways more to preserve and foster, those ancient ties of

easily and naturally, than the English . A kindred and association by which Scotland
continentalized Scotchman is a character is bound to the Continent of Europe. Let

with whom every one who has resided on the legal system of Scotland go on perfect

the Continent is familiar ; a continentalized ing itself, not by an exclusive imitation of

Englishman, if not an unknown , is a very that of England, but by a development of

unusual phenomenon. The historical cause its own original principles, keeping an open

to which we have mainly ascribed this pecu- eye to the progress of those systems from

liarity is one which acts not as a tradition which it was derived, and to which it still

merely, but as a present influence . The bears many features of resemblance. It

Scotchman is not thrown back, like the Eng- will thus continue to have something to

lishman, to seek for his continental sympa- teach, as well as much to learn from , the

thies in shadowy recollections of a connec- wider experience of England. Let the

tion , the traces of which have been oblitera- schools and universities of Scotland, throw

ted by centuries of hostility and intentional ing off their imperfections, and, if possible,

divergence. He finds, on his arrival on the their poverty , still continueto lean in form ,

Continent, that his religion does not differ in as they have done hitherto, more towards the

essentials from that of a very large body, general European than the exceptional Eig.

perhaps the largest body, of continental lish type. In this case, in place of rivalling,

Protestants ; that he has been accustomed certainly unsuccessfully, the ancient and

to a legal system , in which a common origin wealthy establishments of England, they

with the systems of most of the continental will come to supplement them by represent

nations is readily distinguishable, which for ing phases of mental activity with which

centuries had a common development with they cannot deal so conveniently, and with

that of France,and which still has terminol- which probably most Englishmen would not

ogy and nomenclature closely resembling it . * think it desirable that they should intermed.

The philosophical speculation of France in dle. What is best and soundest in continen .

the beginning of last century was that which tal thought will thus be prepared to amalga.

led to, and the philosophical speculation of mate with that of England, by passing

Germany of the end of last and beginning through an intermediate process of gradual

of the present century was that which re- nationalization ; and those of the youth of

sulted from , the native school of speculative England who desire to become acquainted

thought, in which if he is an educated man , with it will have a mode of access more easy

he has been trained , and if he is an unedu- than direct contact opened to them by the

cated man, he has unconsciously imbibed . schools and universities of the sister king.

Even in minor matters he is less a stranger dom . Lord Brougham mentioned the great

than the Englishman. He has been educa- resort of foreigners to the University of

ted at a University constituted after the con- Edinburgh as one of the leading character

tinental model , and he has been taught to istics of the institution .* When, in addition

pronounce the learned languages in a man- to the fact that Edinburgh has all along been

ner not essentially differing from that in a sort of educational commune forum of the

which they are pronounced by continentals ; nations, we bear in mind that the Scotch
nay , more, his mode of doing so, and even themselves have by no means abandoned

their ancient custom of visiting foreign
*In Scotland we have advocates and procuratrs, schools of learning for purposes of study;t

provosts and bailies, etc., as in France, correspond.

ing to the barristers and solicitore, the mayors and * Inaugural Address, p . 8.

aldermen of England. + In the comparatively small brotherhood of the
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we shall have in view the two chief causes of | they contain , excepting only the medical fa

such peculiarities of intellectual character culty in Edinburgh, and, perhaps in Glasgow .

as they still exhibit , and the two chiefgrounds If the Commissioners fail to supply deficien

of hope, that, notwithstanding the levelling cies of the existence of which the public

effects of the Union , they may retain their must now gradually become aware, and to

distinctive features unchanged. place the faculties of arts and theology in all

Very much in the samemanner as in her the universities, and of law in Edinburgh,
educational institutions , we can see, in the on something like a footing of equality with

peculiar development which Protestantism the corresponding faculties in the other Eu

has taken in Scotland, a source of benefit to ropean universities which are organized on

England ; and to that far greater nation the professional system , it is, we should

throughout the world which speaks the tongue, hope, by no means improbable that the in

owns the traditions, and in some degree Muence of public opinion will ultimately sup

responds to the influence of England. The plement their labours. In so far again , as

Scotch are, and, as a nation , certainly will they may withdraw the universitiesof Scot

continue to be, Calvinists and Presbyterians. land from the general European type, and

To whatever extent the highest class, from assimilate them to the great insular establish:

English sympathies, from convenience, or ments of the sister kingdom , they will , it'the

other motives, may be now, or may here- view which we have taken of the character
after become Episcopalians, let us not com- of Scottish national life be the correct one,

mit so egregious a blunder as to expect that commit a blunder which it may not be so

the body of the people will abandon, how- easy to rectify. The immediate effect of

ever greatly they may modify, forms of be such a proceeding will be to set the Scottish

liefand Church government which theyadopt- universities in rivalry with institutions with

ed deliberately , to which they have adhered which, on their own ground, they cannot hope

so stoutly , and which, in so many ways, are to contend on equal terms, and to deprive

in harmony with their national genius. But them of the distinctive character to which ,

even this peculiarity, which High Church in so great a measure, they have hitherto

men of course must regard , if not as a fault, been indebted for their prosperity. In so far

at the very least as an unalloyed misfortune, as this tendency goes (and we grieve to say

may possibly present itself in a very differ-| there are indications of its going far), it will
ent light to English Episcopalians of more simply rob Scotland of a portion of what

moderate and more liberal tendencies. To still remains to her of her national life, and

them it may not seem a matter of regret , deprive England of the supplementary in

that, at the other end of the island, there tellectual life, which the distinctive character

should be those who, by principle and prac- of the educational institutions of her neigh

tice, in form and in substance, keep alive a bour at present affords her. The object

perpetual protest against the errors to which which Englishmen have hitherto had in fre.

their own creed , and , still more, their own quenting our Scottish seats of learning will

form of Church government, is unquestion. be taken away and foreigners will , natural

ably prone. However little they may relish ly and properly, prefer the genuine indigen

Presbyterianism themselves, they may not ous institutions of England , to such spurious

be sorry that others should like it better, and attenuated imitations of them as alone

when they find it protecting the Church of we can possibly hope to produce in Scotland .

England from dangers from within far more But we must not anticipate disasters.

serious than any with which it menaces her There are two subjects which we regard
from without.

as of very great importance in their bearings

But let us return to the educational insti . on the higher instruction, and , as such, on

tutions of Scotland, for it is on them that the intellectual nationality of Scotland,which

Scottish nationality, if it is to be intellectual, are left untouched by the University Biil ,

must be mainly dependent for its life. The and which will probably remain for discus

time has not yet arrived for criticising the sion when the Commissioners have termina

proceedings of the subsisting University ted their labours. The one is the question
Commission. All that can be said of it at as to the expediency of introducing, or rath

present is , that, by giving a freer constitution er of resuscitating, the system of collegiate

to theuniversities, it has done something to residence in connection with the universities
attract public attention to the exceedingly of Scotland ; the other, an examination into
defective condition of all the faculties which the condition of the grammar schools, both

in themselves and in their effects on the uni

Scottish bar,the writer can count twenty-four of his versities. The latter subject, whichclearly
own acquaintances who have studied on the Conti- fell beyond the scope of the University Bili,

>

will, we hope, at no distant period , secure

nent,
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the attention of the Legislature. It is our powers which are granted to them to " make

belief that, in the matter of accurate scholar- rules for the management and ordering of

ship at all events, the defects of Scottish the universities, and the manner of teaching

education are rooted , not in the universities, therein .” It was less discussed during the

but in the schools. Scholarship, in that sense , University Reform agitation in Scotland than

is a commodity which cannot bemanufactur- many other subjects of far inferior impor.

ed at a university either in Scotland or any- tance, not from insensibility to its significance

where else ; but there is no good and suffi- on the part of the leaders of the movement,

cient reason why it should not be, though but chiefly, we believe, from a fear of divid .

many obvious and adequate explanations ing the suffrages of the general public, who

why it is not, produced in the schools of were apparently agreed as to ihe propriety

Scotland as it is in those of England and of the other measuresof reform which were

Germany. Asregardsthe grammar schools, proposed. But now that the adoption of

just as in the case of the universities of Scot- these measures must in the meantime be sup

land, no revolution is called for, and no in- posed to be secured , it may not be prema

stitutions that are new or alien to those with ture to commence the cousideration of a

which the country is familiar are requisite. question which, though possibly not calling

There is no necessity for calling into existence for immediate decision, certainly merits that

an Eton or Harrow, a German Gymnasium , we should spare no pains in order ultimate

or even an Edinburgh Academy, in every ly to decide it with adequate forethought and

provincial town. In all the country towns, information. We have no disposition to

and in a good many others, there are Gram disagree with Lord Brougham as to the " great

mar Schools already, where the learned lan. benefits that attend our plan of home instead

guages and the mathematics are taught. Far of college residence," as regards students

from being novelties, some of them are the whose parents are inhabitants of the town in

very oldest educational institutions of the which they study. But it is not between

whole country . They exist, however, in the advantages of home and of college resi

very various states of efficiency, some of dence that the question arises, but between

them being already very respectable classical those of college residence and of totally dif

schools, others differing in little else than in ferent arrangements which still less possess

size from the ordinary parish schoolsof Scot . the characteristics of home.

land . Let these grammar schools, then, be It is probably known to most of our

brought under some sort of system , and let readers even in England , thatthe students at

a function be assigned to them permanently the Scottish universities, when not living

distinct from that of the parish schools, so with their parents, usually reside either in

that they shall come to be recognised as furnished lodgings or are boarded in private

stepping stones between the latter and the families, generally the former, and in either

universities ; let the salaries of their rectors case entirely beyond the cognisance of the

be increased, either by a grant from the im- university authorities. From the hour at

perial treasury or from the corporations of which their last lecture terminates in the

the towns in which they are situated , or afternoon, till that at which their first lecture

partly from the one source and partly from commences the following morning, nay,

the other, but as to secure, in every case , the even between the hours of lecture , if they

services of at least one highly-educated and quit the college walls, these lads , commonly

cultivated man , and where the extent of the far younger than undergraduates at Oxford,

school is such as to call for it , let him be fur- have no inore connection either with univer

nished with one or more duly qualified and sity or college than the other citizens of the

adequately remunerated assistants. Scarce town. The arrangement belongs, no doubt,

ly anything more is needed for the attain- to the continental university system , which

ment of what we believe will be admitted has been adopted in Scotland with so much

to be for Scotland , and if for Scotland, then advantage in so many other particulars. But

for the whule empire, an object of the very in all the universities of Scotland , with the

highest importance. In three or four of the exception of Edinburgh, and in some of

larger towns, collegiate schools of a more those of the Continent, it is a modern illo

complete description would inevitably arise vation ; and the question to be determined

out of, even if they did not form part of, is, whether it is an improvement on the an

such an arrangement. cient system of residence, or the reverse ?

The other subject to which we referred, We believe it to be the latter, for the fulloir .

that of collegiate or common residence for ing reasons :

students, is one which might, though we It destroys the corporate feeling which

scarcely hope that it will , be dealt with by the exists so strongly in the English universities,

existing Commissioners, under the general and in so many ways conduces to the education
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(we use the word as opposed to instruction) is the case mended when they live in families

which they communicate. In this respect, where, from the purest and worthiest mo

no meetings of General Councils, election of tives, their habits are often injudiciously in

Lord Rectors, or the like, can possibly sup- terfered with . There is a period of life

ply the place of the daily and intimate social between boyhood and manhood, when the

intercourse of years. Again , if it be possi : individual character is forming itself, during

ble to distinguish between moral and social which the restraints of family life are dis

. training, the abolition of the collegiate sys- tasteful to most young men , when they con

tem has deprived the student of the latter in flict with habits and interrupt occupations,

even a greater degree than of the former, which, though not very orderly, are not neces

and is no doubt the cause of so many youths sarily vicious, and lead to disagreeable occur

quitting the universities of Scotland without rences for which nobody is altogether to

carrying along with them qualities which blame, and which every one regrets. For

are as indispensable as positive knowledge,this reason we believe that, of the two ar

or even moral worth, to a becoming and suc- rangements which alone are open to them in

cessful performance of the duties which, in Scotland at present, that of furnished lodg.

old and refined societies, devolve on mem . ings is generally to be preferred to family

bers of the professional class. Then, as re- boarding.

gards knowledge itself , --from not becoming The evils which we have enumerated, as

acquainted with each other,Scottish students it seems to us, can be avoided only by that

are deprived of one of the most efficient judicious and moderate restraint which colle

means of intellectual training, viz. , thatsharp. giate residence renders it easy to combine

ening of the wits which, under more,favour- with social intercourse, and individual free

able circumstances, young men seldom fail dom and independence of action .
to communicate to each other, No direct The objection which is commonly made to

teaching machinery can adequately supply the adoption of the residence system in Scot

this defect, for the simple reason that no land is the difficulty of adapting it to the

teacher, whether professor or tutor, can en circumstances of the very poor; and the ob

ter into the difficulties and seize the points jection is strengthened by referring to the

of view which are possible to his students, still recent experience of St. Andrews, where

so easily and so fully as they can do for each a certain old building, in which the poot

other. An interchange of thought between students were permitted to reside, is remem

the more and less advanced or capable, in bered, not as a centre of frugal comfort and

different departments, thus becomes a posi- refined enjoyment, but as a scene of very

tive means of progress. Solitude, moreover, deplorable slovenliness, degenerating at last,

which exercises à depressing effect on the it is said, into a positive “ pauper warren .

spirits of most men at all periods of life, has The force of the objection, as it seems to us,

a particularly baneful influence on those of would be at once avoided if a style of liv .

the young, and often acts on the more ing were adopted and adhered to, which,

thoughtful students in a manner which is though perfectly simple and unpretending,

prejudicial both to mental and bodily health. was still comfortable and gentlemanly, and

Several of these objections do not apply if residence were then declared to be al

to the same extent in the case of the small together voluntary,—an advantage which

er universities either of Scotland or of Ger. was offered to those whose circumstances

many ; but in Edinburgh and Berlin they permitted them to avail themselves of it,

reach a height which warrants us in regarding but by no means a regulation which was en

them as very serious evils. The same, proba- forced on all . No greater indignity would

bly , is the case wherever universities are situ- be inflicted on the poorer students by a por

ated in great cities, for of all solitudes that of tion of their fellow -students living in com

a crowd is the saddest. The present writer mon in style slightly , it might be , beyond

knows the students of the University of Lon. their means, than by the same person living

don only by external observation on one separately in private houses to which they

single occasion ; but if appearances then have no access, and, in Edinburgh, even in a

were not very deceptive, his observations part of the town which they rarely visit. In

are by no means inapplicable to their case.

By youths of a more masculineand hopeful
This fact, wbich we derive from a les question.

temper, the woes of solitude are warded off able source, explains the latter part atleast of Dr.
too frequently at the expense of running Jobuson's statement: - " A student of the highest
into dissipation. When lads of this descrip - class," he says, may keep his andual session, or ,

tion reside in lodgings, and no restraint is as the English call it,bis term, which los s seven

moothe, for about fifteen pounds, and one of lower

placed on their youthful propensities, the con- rank for less than ten, in which board, lodgings, and

sequences are often very deplorable. Nor instruction are included."

.
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the former case, some bond of union would conscious, elegance about his personalequip

exist in the fact of the place of residence be- ments and domestic belongings. The whole

ing open to all who could afford to avail them- thing is often very exquisite. But the great

selves of it ; and by permitting the non-res- body ofthe nation, those to whom the cha

ident studentsto dine at the common table, racter of the " canny Scots” * is more pecu .

as in Dublin , either regularly or occasionally ; liarly applicable, do not willingly sacrifice

by compelling the use of an academic dress to the graces. There are a thousand little

( if possible, not that of the English universi- arrangements by which ordinary life is

ties) ; attendance on the college chapel on brightened and beautified in England and on

Sundays ; and similar arrangements, this the Continent, which, as a general rule, one

bond might very easily be strengthened and misses north of the Tweed. In Scotland

drawn closer. there is a bareness of all beyond what is dic

It is worthy of consideration, moreover, tated by absolute utility, which is not plea

that there is at all times a large class, pro- sant, and, perhaps, not wise ; and, corres

bably the majority, of students at the Scot- ponding to this, there is a singular hardness

tish universities whose circumstances place and angularity of manner ,--

them between the extremes of riches and

poverty. As Defoe said of their country
" A manly surliness, with temper mix'd ,

Is on their meanest countenances fix'd . " +

“ Poor compared to ricb , and rich compared to in their anxiety to leave no mistake about
poor . "

the fortiter in re, the suaviter in modo is too

To this class, collegiate residence, besides frequently forgotten ; and we can imagine

offering the advantages we have enumerated,nothing which would be more likely to con

would be a positive saving of money . The vince them of the propriety, or more suited

style of living would be pretty nearly that to habituate them to the practice of their

which they at present adopt, and, other things union, than the custom of seating themselves

being equal, it has been established by the daily during those years whenthe external

widest experience in all conditions from manifestations, as well as the internal es

London clubs to sailors' homes, that men sence, of character are formed, at a table

can live more economically in bodies than as presided over by those whose occupation it

isolated individuals. By the courtesy of the was to teach, and surrounded by those

superintendents of some of the Dissenting whose object it was to learv , “ the humani

colleges in England, and also of the more re
ties.”

cent establishments in connection with the

Church, we have been able to ascertain the * It often appears to one almost as if there were

expense of living in these institutions; and we two distinct races of Scotchmen,-the ocerepresent

can assertwithconfidence, that it is generally ofthe " perfervidum ingenium ;" and there isnotoinged by the canny Scot”, the other by the possessor

greatly under that for which the sameamountin which ibe distinction appears more thanin exter

of personal comfort can be procured by the nal manner. The Scotchman of the first dars is ua.

solitary student in Edinburgh. For sums demonstrative beyond any other Earopean. The cr
ranging between fifty and seventy pounds a- dinary expressions and tokens of affection which

year, it has been found possible to furnish, countries, and amongst his own countrymen of the
mark the intercourse of friends and relatives in other

even in London , all the comforts to which other cla :s,seern to him foolish, if notwicked. In

youths of this class are generally accustomed . his intercourse with the external world, even when

if we state the expenses of a studentofthe he is neither shy nor awkward heisremarkablefor

same class in Edinburgh, under the an absence of manner and gesticulation. His lead

arrangements, at between seventy and a hun.ing characteristics seem to be,and to some extent
are, caution , moderation, and an aversion to whatever

dred pounds, we believe we shall be rather he has not been accustomed to under the paternal

under than over the experience of their par- roof: The Scot ofthe second class is the reverseof
ents . all this. He exhibits his feelings more freely than

Finally, it seems to us that there are ex
an Englishman , and is loss reserved in his general

ternal defects in the national character of gesticulation, and so far from being averse to foreign
intercourse with the world ; be has more man ver and

the Scotch, which, in a rather special man - usages, bas even an effinity for them , or, at all events,

ner, call for the mitigating influences of early a very decided facility in acquiring them . The first
and familiar intercourse with persons of re- is the general character of the Scot in Scotland ; the

finement. Just as in the weightiermatters to see nd, of the Scot extra Scotiam agens. They are
pot the result of any diversity of blood, linçage, or

which we previously referred , so there is even altogether of social po ition, but partly of the

in trifles a national tendency to run into diversities of individual temperament, and the acci
extremes . A high -bred Scotchman per dents of education ; and still more , of the tendency

haps exhibits in manner more of positive po noted as an intellectual peculiarity of the whole
to carry matters to extremes, wbich we have already

liteness than an Englishman, and there is
people.

a more finished, but at the same time a more + Defoe's Caledonia .

present

a

m
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Art. IV . - Colonial Constitutions : an Out- zealous labourers as advanced outposts, from

line of the Constitutional History and Ex- which they may send forth their missions to

isting Government of the British Depen- subdue the vast outlying regions of heathan

dencies, with Schedules of the Orders in ism . The indifference to which we have refer

Council, Statutes and Parliamentary red, has,however, of late years considerably

Documents, relating to each Dependency. diminished ; and the more frequent discus

By Arthur Mills, Esq. , of the Inner sion of colonial subjects, the progress of emi
Temple, Barrister at Law. London , gration , but more especially the wonderful

1856.
development of the great Australian depen

2. The Reports made for the year 1857 to dencies, have resulted in creating a general

the Secretary of State having the Depart. interest in these distant possessions of the

ment of the Colonies, in Continuation of Crown, which at an earlier period of their

the Reports annually made by the Gover- career, it seems difficult to believe that they

nors of the British Colonies, with a would ever possess. Regarded simply in a

view to exhibit generally the Past and Pre- commercial sense, there is now a disposition

sent State of her Majesty's Colonial Pos- to attach that value to our colonies that was

sessions. Presented to both Houses " long denied them by some eminent political

Parliament by command of her Majesty, economists. It was frequently affirmed by

9th August, 1859. the professors of this school, that the colonies

3. Canada - 1849 to 1859. By the Hon. A. would still send their productions to this-

T. GALT, Finance Minister of Canada. country,and in return consume its manufac
London, 1860. tures, whether they continued to be British

4. The New Zealand Constitution Act ; to dependencies or not. But the problem ought

gether with Correspondence between the never to have been regarded in the light of

Secretary of State for the Colonies and the an abstract speculation, in which facts were

Governor-in - Chief of New Zealand, in ex- assumed for the mere purpose of philosophi

planation thereof. Wellington, New Zea-cal investigation. Our colonies are, in fact

land, 1853. dependencies of the crown ; and they cannot

5. Copy of Report of the Committee on Ec- cease to be so prematurely without Great

pense of Military Defences in the Colonies. Britain suffering an enormous loss of pres.

Ordered by the House of Commons to be tige and power: and who can measure the

printed, 4th May 1860. influence ofsuch events on her trade and com .

merce ? Nor is it an answer to say that the

Our Colonial System may be said to be colonies may now buy in the cheapest mar.

composed of a number of political bodies, ket and sell in the dearest, and that they

revolving round Great Britain as a centre resort to Great Britain as to the m t

planet, partaking of her progress, yet with vantageous market. Theinhabitants of the

motions peculiarly their own. The phases British colonies are British subjects ; they

which they preseni, and the phenomenawhich carry with them , or adopt English manners ,

they exhibit, cannot be objects of indiffer- English tastes, and English sympathies; they

ence to the inhabitants of that central orb, in imitate English habits, and they like English

the destinies of which they must in a great things ; their correspondents are generally

degree participate, and to which they are in England ; hencethedemand is almost ne

linked not less by moral affinities than by cessarily for English manufactured goods.

material relations; for there is a principle Even if these should be a little dearer than

of political gravitation which binds them to- foreign articles, they would still be bought ;

gether, regulates their movements, keeps and the taste for these things yearly ex

them steady in their orbits, and to which tends into new and more distant countries

even any irregularities in their apparent as the English race spreads over the world ,

course are subordinate, and can be made ac- keeping British commerce in the channels
countable. it has already entered, and constantly pour

It cannot, however, be denied that much ing it into new. It would be a bold

apathy has long existed in considerable por- assertion, and one very difficult to support,

tions of the community in regard to our co.that if the colonies now occupied by peo

lonial possessions. It does not, happily , ple of the British race were occupied by

characterise the governing classes ; nor is it another people, they would be the con

found in that section of our people which sumers of British commodities to the same

originates and organizes philanthropic extent as at present ; and that those who

schemes, and which aspires to extend the would otherwise occupy them would not

blessings of civilization and of a pure reli- prefer the articles of that country of which

gion to the benighted regions of the earth . they might be citizens, to those of another

Colonies have ever been regarded by these to which they were no way related . These
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1857 .

Great Britain.

8,014,051

Australia 13,175,125

а

propositions may be illustrated by a refer- has retained a large portion ofher colonial

ence to figures : empire. The policy on which it was origi

Population of the under-mentioned Countries,and Er. nally founded differed, as we have remark

ports to them from the United Kingdom , in the year ed , but little from that of other countries ;

Population .
Imports from but the enlightened liberality of her leading

politicians, has given a totally different de
British America, ' L 4,668,360

1,107,537 velopment to the system from any that had
United States , 27,797,408 20,076,895

been conceived possible to the less advanced

Here the United States exhibits a return in states which have aspired to distant domin

proportion to its vast population, which con . ion. The rise and progress of the colonial

trasts most unfavourably with the two colo - empire ofGreat Britain, from the first at

nies above specified ; and it is impossible to tempt to plant settlements in North Ameri.

doubt that the independence of the country ca to the last " annexation " in India, em.

has had much influence in restricting its braces only a period of three centuries, du

trade with Great Britain , large as it is, and ring which a political fabric has been erec

that it might, and probably would, have ted, composed of fragments of almost every

been a much greater consumer of British extinct and every existing nation of the hab

commodities had it remained an integral itable world ; and a power has been created

part of our colonial empire. Nor is there to which, in the words of an eminent Amer .

any ground for supposing that its wonder- ican statesman , “ Rome in the height of her

ful material development would not have glory was not to be compared a power

proceeded at an equally rapid rate if it had which has dotted over the whole surface of

not separated itself from the parent state. the globe with her possessions and military

But the retention of the dependencies of posts, whose morning drum beat, following

the British Crown is sometimes objected, for the sun , and keeping company with the

special reasons, not without a certain degree hours, circles the earth daily with one con..

of plausibility , An extensive colonial em . tinuous and unbroken strain of martial

pire, it is said , is a source rather ofweakness music.”

than of strength ; the cost is considerable, Whatever objects may have been contem

and the profit atleast problematical. Those plated in her first settlements, Great Britain

countries it is moreover affirmed , which, in has not, certainly, since the unhappy quarrel

ancient or modern times, have indulged the with her North American colonists in the

vanity or ambition of acquiring distant and last century, attempted to obtain a tribute

extensive settlements, derived neither wealth for her support in peace, nor does she hope

in the days of their prosperity, nor assis- to enlist troops for her defence in war,* nor

tance in those of adversity , from their thank- to increase her ordinary revenue from any
less and indifferent offspring. The Greek of the natural resources or productions of

colonies were peculiar to their age and race. the colonies; for even the untold wealth of

Groups of emigrants, driven by necessity or the Australian gold - field, the indisputable

impelled by the love of adventure left their property of the Crown, was abandoned with

homes and renounced their allegiance, fixed scarcely an effort for its retention , nor does

their new domicile where they pleased, were she now seek in them an exclusive market

bound to the parent state by no political for her goods, or any longer make them re

tie, and were indeed wholly unconnected ceptacles for her delinquent population. In

with it except by moral sympathies and tra- truth, the colonial empire of England costs

ditionary associations. The colonial system the Imperial Government and the British

of Carthage was founded on a strict mono- people rather more than L.3,000,000 ster

poly , resembling in many respects that of ling per annum . For what purpose, then,

England in an early stage of her commercial is it maintained ? To those who look wholly

career; and she fell without having expe- to material results and a pecuniary balance,

rienced, in the hour of her extremity, either the question itself involves a paradox; but

aid or sympathy. Roman settlements were to those who regard a vast empire as found

merely distant garrisons. Spain and Pored for some higher purpose than the creation

tugal, in recent times, justly forfeited the al- and development of wealth, the wilful dis

legiance of their colonists , and lost their ex- memberment of such an empire seemsnoth

tended empires, by a combined policy of ing less than the breaking up of some vast

selfishness and ignorance; and the magnifi

cent countries which they misgoverned took * The regiment recently raised in Canada is an ex

the earliest opportunity of trampling the ception, but the experiment is not likely to be re
symbols of their subjection in the dust and peated; in fact, the cost was far greater than that

proclaiming their independence.
of a regiment of the line at home. During the last

Russian war, Great Britain, as is well known, had

Great Britain alone among modern states recourse to German mercenaries.

*
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and complex machinery for the progressive pass in review the various colonies of the

civilization of the human race, and an impi. British Empire, which we shall now proceed

ous rejection of an instrument put into our to do ; taking, in the first place , as the most

hands by Providence for working out some ancient and not the least interesting of our

great purpose of His government. possessions, those noble North American

Even the most material of our political provinces whose loyalty to the British Crown

economists, Mr. Mill , while not overlooking is only exceeded by the rapid development

inferior objects, recognises colonization, al of their wonderful resources, and the space

though originating in the enterprise of indi- that they must occupy in the history of the

viduals

, as involvingconsequences extending British Empire, and of the great American

indefinitely beyond the present. “ The continent , the civilization of which is scarcely

question ofGovernment intervention in the now more than two centuries old .

work of colonization ," he says, " involves the The possession of Canada by the Crown

future and permanent interests of civilization of England dates from 1759, when it was

itself, and far outstretches the comparatively conquered from the French by General

narrow limits of purely economical consid- Wolfe. It was ceded to Great Britain by

erations. To appreciate the benefits of col- the treaty of Paris in 1763. In 1791 , Up

onization, it should be considered in its rela- per and Lower Canada were divided , and

tion, not to a single country , but to the col- constituted two provinces. Houses of As

lective economical interests of the human sembly were at the same time formed , con

race. It is also a question of production , sisting of 50 members in Lower and 16 in

and of the most efficient application of the Upper Canada. In 1840, Upper and Lower

resources of the world . The exportation of Canada were reunited, and a Legislative

labourers and capital from old to new coun. Council formed for the two provinces. This

tries , from a place where their productive Council was to consist of not less than 20

power is less to a place where it is greater, members, but as many as 45 were appointed

increases by so much the aggregate produce for life by the Crown. The Legislative As

of the labour and capital of the world. It sembly consisted of 84 members. Munici

adds to the joint wealth of the old and the pal institutions were established in 1840.

new countries what amounts, in a short pe
The

present constitution of Canada is the re

riod, to many times the mere cost of effect- sult of a Reform Act passed in 1853, enlarg.

ing the transport. There needs be no hesita- ing and reconstructing the constituency, the

tion in affirming that colonization, in the pre- result of which was the return of 130 mem

sent state of the world , is the very best affair bers to the Legislative Assembly.

of business in which the capital of an old
In Canada the attempt was first made to

and wealthy country can possibly engage."* place the Executive Council on the same

Colonial self-government is only another footing of responsibility to the Representa

term for an extension of the principle of free- tive Assembly as the British Ministry stands

dom and the blessing of liberty over vast in reference to the House of Commons- re

areas of the civilized world . This we be- movable, that is to say , by a vote of censure

lieve to be the noble “ mission ” of Great or want of confidence . It is curious and in

Britain ; and her colonies are nobly fulfilling structive to observe how reluctantly this un

the great purpose for which they were called doubted constitutional right, as it is under

into politicalexistence . It has been well to stood in the mother country, was conceded

rule them with firmness during their infancy, to the colonies. Even the most advanced of

and to control their inexperienced youth ; our constitutional statesmen , Lord John Rus

but the highest duty is to teach them how sell, resolutely set his face at first against

to rule themselves. Emancipation from a the concession. In a despatch addressed to

wholesome restraint may undoubtedly be Lord Sydenham in 1839, as Secretary of

conferred too soon ; for these young com- State for the Colonies, he thus expressed

munities ought not to be left to themselveshimself :
until they acquire a maturity at which the " It appears from Sir George Arthur's de

capacity of self government may be legiti- spatches, that you may encounter much dif

mately and safely presumed . Mistakes have ficulty in subduing the excitement which

undoubtedly been made both as to the mor- prevails on the question of what is called

al fitness of some of our dependencies for responsible government. I have to instruct

the freedom conferred, as in the institutions you, however, to refuse any explanation

which have been framed for them . These which may be construed to imply an acqui.

we shall have occasion to point out as we escence in the petitions and addresses on

this subject. The power for which a Minis

* Principles of Political Economy, Book 5, chap. ter is responsible in England is not his own

power, but that of the Crown, of which he

6

ter 11.
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is , for the time, the organ. It is obvious force of inveterate prejudice, and of the pre

that the executive councillor of a colony is in dominance of theory over practical wisdom.

a situation totally different . The Governor A time-honoured institution like our House

under whom he serves receives his orders of Lords can only exist in a country where

from the Crown of England. But can the the aristocratic element is highly developed,
Colonial Council be the advisers of the and interwoven with the whole of our social

Crown of England ? Evidently not ; for and political life. The high education and

the Crown has other advisers for the same intelligence of our peeraye reconciles the

functions, and with superior authority. It country to the existence of a legislative

may happen, therefore, that the Governor power not immediately responsible to the

receives, at one and the same time, instruc- people ; and the conviction is universal, that

tions from the Queen and advice from his it cannot be extensively abused , and will

Executive Council totally at variance with only be exercised in conformity with public

each other. If he is to obey his instructions opinion , and for the general good . But if

from England , the parallel of constitutional there is any one institution which, more than

responsibility entirely fails ; if, on the other another, tends to bring the Home Govern

hand, he is to follow the advice of his Coun ment into disrepute, to disturb the action of

cil , he is no longer a subordinate officer, but the constitutional system , to throw discredit

an independent sovereign." upon public men, and to introduce discord

This despatch , however was almost im- into the colonial councils, it is the institution

mediately followed by another, in which the of Crown nominees. Legislative Councils

Secretary of State instructs the Governor- composed of members appointed by the

General of Canada, that hereafter the tenure Crown have, in general, very little influence

of certain enumerated colonial functionaries, over public opinion ; while, where they have

being members of Council and heads of ad- been introduced, they have made the General

ministrative departments, holding office du- Assembly less efficient, by withdrawing

ring her Majesty's pleasure, would not be from it individuals whose services would

regarded as equivalent to a tenure during have been more valuable in the popular
good behaviour, but that such officers would branch of the Legislature. The number of

be called upon to retire from the public ser- men in a small colonial society qualified to
vice as often as any sufficient motives of discharge with ability the duties of a legis.

public policy might suggest the expediency lator is necessarily limited ; and it must be,
of that measure. This despatch has been therefore, impolitic to take them away from

regarded as the charter of “ responsible gov- that Assembly which must always exercise

ernment,” which, only a few days before, the greatest influence and possess the largest

Lord John Russell had peremptorily forbid- share of power. Thus , it has sometimes
den the Governor-General to grant. been suggested that a single Legislative

Next to the great principle of ministerial Chamber is best adapted for a colony ; but

responsibility, without which representative experience has shown, particularly in New

institutions would have been a delusion , the South Wales, that a second Chamber, com

composition of the Legislative Council was posed partly of elected members and partly

a most important consideration for the peo- of Crown nominees, although it cannot de

ple of Canada. In most of the colonies this feat measures strongly supported by public

Council was nominated by the Crown, and opinion, can insure their being fully dis

consisted of a certain number of civil func- cussed, and not passed without a previous

tionaries and private colonists - called re- consideration of just objections to what may

spectively the official and non -official mem- be the mistaken demandsof an excited and

bers ; and it formed the “ second estate " ill - informed popular feeling.

in our colonial constitutions and was in- The fallacy of expecting an independent

tended, in theory and practice, to exercise and influential second Assembly, composed

functions analogous to those of the IIouse of solely of Crown nominees, has been so admi

Lords . No greater mistake has been com- rably exposed by a gentlemen who possesses

mitted by the mother country, in her a large colonial experience, together with

dealings with her dependencies, than in thus great administrative ability - we allude to

attempting to invest with legislative power Mr. Lowe — that we gladly quote his authori

a few individuals who can never bear the ty . These meinbers," he says, “ represent

faintest resemblance to our hereditary peers. nobody ; they have not the slightest affinity

The elements of such an institution do not to an aristocratic institution , they are the

exist in the colonies ; and the abortive at- scapegoats of the constitution, the target for

tempt to plant a species of artificial aristoc- every attack , the butt of every jest. lg

racy in a soil entirely uncongenial to its pro- nominy and obloquy rain thick upon them ;

duction, is a remarkable illustration of the and when it is asked whether the colonies

66
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have materials for a second Chamber, the void of general interest, however locally im

question may,I think, with more propriety portant; and their introduction into the na

be put, can they have materials for nomi.tional Senate tends only to divert it from its

nees ? can they have people so paramount in special duties, impair its dignity , and

talent, so independent in property, so con- diminish its usefulness. All the laws re

ciliatory in manner, so combining all sorts lating to municipalities in Upper Canada

of contradictory attributes, that they can were revised and consolidated into one

hold this invidious office without exposing statute in 1858, and a similar measure is in

themselves to the sort of treatment to which preparation for Lower Canada . The inhabi

Ihave alluded ? That is, I think , impossi. tants of every county , city , town and town.

ble ; and it is not my opinion alone, but that ship are constituted corporations on an elec

ofalmost every person throughoutthe colo- tive principle; and the powers of these pro

vincial bodies embrace everything of a local

An elective Senate is not without its dis- nature, including schools, courts of justice,

advantages ; but no rank or dignity ema- gaols, with rates for their support, licenses,
nating from the Crown can possibly com local improvements, the care of public

pensate for the deficiencies of a parliamen- morals, police, together with a great number
tary body that does not enjoy the confidence of minor matters essential to the welfare of

of the colonial population . The Provincial small communities. Generally, the institu

Legislature of Canada was empowered by tions of England have been taken as a

an Act of the Imperial Legislature, passed guide ; and the result has been to secure to

in 1854, to constitute the Legislative Coun- each local district the most complete man

cil an elective body, the existing nominated agement of its own affairs, the evils of im

members retaining their seats for life. The proper centralization have been avoided ,

province has been divided into 48 electoral and every citizen finds a centre of interest

divisions, each returning one member. and a sphere of exertion in his own imme

Twelve are elected every two years, and diate neighbourhood.

they go outof office after eight years' ser- In one most important department of

vice . The House is not subject to dissolu- public economy the people of Canada have

tion ; and in the opinion of Mr. Galt, the advanced far beyond that of the mother
able Finance Minister of Canada, " the re- country. In the provision of schools for

sult will be to establish a body in a great general instruction of the population , Canada

degree secured from the ordinary excite ranks conspicuously high . The Govern

ment of politics, and able to take a calm and ment has solved a problem which still per

dispassionate review ofthe acts of the Lower plexes and divides England. In Canada the
House, which is elected for four years, and principle is established, that every child in

may be dissolved by the GovernorGen- the country is entitled to education ; anda
eral.” rate for that purpose is struck by each mu

Canada has passed through several severe nicipality, in additionto a grant ofL.90,000

commercial and financial crises ; but the from the public exchequer. Each school

progress that she has recently made, moral district is under the management of local

ly, socially, and financially, are directly due trustees chosen by the people. A Superin

to the perfect liberty of action which has tendent of Education is established for each

been given her in the management of her county, and he is assisted by a Council of

own affairs, and to the ability of the public Instruction chosen from among the leading

men whom her free institutions have called men of the province. The school-books are

forth . selected bytheCouncil and Superintendent.

Following the guidance of Mr. Galt , one The result of the system is, that in Upper

of the ablest of her ministers, we shall no- Canada alone there were, in 1858, 3866

tice a few of the most prominent internal schools and 263,683 scholars. It has been

improvements which place Canada high found to work satisfactorily ; and even in

among the dependencies of Great Britain, Lower Canada, where, until recently, educa

and have made her an example worthy of tion had been totally neglected, the schools
being followed by those that have not yet number 2800, and the scholars 130,940.
attained her political maturity: Another problem presenting great diffi

Municipal institutions are justly held to culties has also been solved in Canada. The
be valuable accessories of every free consti- feudal tenures, which operated as a great
tution. The Supreme Legislature can never obstruction to progress and material im

deal in a satisfactory way with subjects de provement of any kind in Lower Canada,
have been recently extinguished by a plan

* Speech of Mr. Lowe, at a meeting of the Society
for the Reform of Colonial Government, held June of compensation to the lords and others in

1 , 1850. terested in , and affected by, the change, and

D-4VOL. XXXIII.
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an indemnity from the province of L.650,- / winter trade of the province, and of the

000. A complete social revolution has thus great district before described , by the

been effected at a cost trifling as compared transport of goods to the city and harbour

with its importance ; and it has been accom- of Portland, U.S., being the port nearest to

plished quietly, without giving rise to any the river St. Lawrence . It is to be regretted

violence or producing even excitement, and that the point of departure and arrival for

in a manner which satisfies all parties by its shipping should be in a foreign territory;

justice and liberality. but great efforts were made, as well by

In legal reform , again, Canada has out- Canada as by New Brunswick and Nova

stripped her parent state in the race of im- Scotia , to induce the Imperial Government

provement. The whole statute law of the to promote the extension of the Grand

country has been consolidated into three Trunk Railway to some colonial winter

volumes ; and a commission is now sitting, port, but without success. The American

charged with the duty of codification , in cities on the great lakes are now , it is said,

Lower Canada, after the manner of the Code opening a direct trade through the Canadian

Napoleon . waters with Europe; and the time is be

Unfortunately, the finances of the years lieved to be not far distant when the full ad

1857, 1858, and 1859 show marks ofa tem vantages of the St. Lawrence, as the great

porary embarrassment. The diminution of route from the interior of the continent to

revenue from various causes, together with the ocean , will be fully recognised.
very large undertakings in public works, to In connection with this grand scheme of

which, at the time they were commenced, international communication, a proposition

Canada was financially unequal, will tax the of a very startling character has recently

energies of the country severely to meet the been submitted by a committee of the Legis.

crisis and its consequences. But of the relative Assembly of Canada,and most favour.

sult there can be no doubt ; and the develop- ably received in England, for the establish

ment of a vast system of internal communi- ment ofa daily line of screw steamers, of not

cation, together with the inexhaustible re- less than 2000 tons burthen , with a speed of

sources of the land, all point to a very bril . from ten to twelve miles per hour, between

liant future. In a despatch from the Gov- Liverpool and Quebec, to be connected with

ernor-General, Sir Edmund Head, to the another line of steamers of 1000 tons bur

Secretary of State in 1858, he states, both then , of the same speed, to the Welland

as his own conviction and that of subjects of Canal and Railway , Toronto, or Hamilton,

the United States settled in those districts, intersecting a line of similar steamers on

that the whole of the trade of the north- Lakes Erie or Huron to Chicago. By this

western regions of America must ultimately connection it is calculated that first-class

look to Montreal as its port, and the St. passengers could reach Chicago, from Liver

Lawrence as its highway to the ocean ; and pool over the Grand Trunk Railway by

he adds, “ I believe that noman can atpres. Quebec, in twelve days. To those who are

ent estimate the volume of the tide of com- not familiar with the magnitude of the trade

merce which, twenty years hence, will pour of the Western States of America, the idea

down this channel." of a daily line of steamers to England may

The river St. Lawrence drains a vast ex- appear preposterous ; but the scheme is

tent of the great continent, and forms the founded on the soundest data , and has been

natural channel to the ocean not merely for considered in all its bearings ; and, by

Canada, but also for the states of Western creating an identity of feeling and interests

New York, Western Pennsylvania, Ohio , between the people of Canada and the citi

Michigan, Wisconsin , Illinois, and Indiana. zens of the Western States of the Union,

This great district is that wherein the princi- cannot fail to produce the most important

pal cereal crop of America is produced commercial and political results, and may

bulky in its nature, comparatively low in its be truly considered to be one of national

value, and requiring therefore the cheapest importance.

transport. Canada now possesses the most In Canada, we seem to have solved the

magnificent canals in the world, but without, problem , so long deemed insoluble, how to

at the present time, any trade to support retain a colonial dependency under the do

thern except her own ; but she has now com-minion of the mother country without vio

bined with her unrivalled inland navigation lence and without coercion, by the mere

a railroad system , the most extensive in strength of mutual interests and mutual

America. The Grand Trunk Railway, with benefits. That a country of such magnitude,

its marvellous engineering work, the Vic- with a population augmented, as it mustbe

toria tubular bridge, has 8 length of 1112 in no great length of time,to an equality

miles, and is designed to provide for the with that of the parent state , can remain
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a permanent dependency of the Crown, is long almost entirely neglected in this col

scarcely to be supposed; but whatever may ony, as other pursuits afforded a more im

be its destiny, its people will always value mediate return . The cultivation of the soil

as their most precious inheritance the free was looked upon rather as a degrading em

institutions they enjoy, and cherish an at- ployment, and ranked below that of a petty

tachment to the country from which they shopkeeper or intinerant pedlar. A Board
received them. “ The future,” says Mr. of Agriculture was established in 1817,

Galt, may change our political relations ; which gave to this department of industry

but I feel sure the day will never arrive its just value ; and the progress of im

when Canada will withhold her support, provement has since been rapid and satis

however feeble it may be, from Great factory , and it has been found that all the

Britain , in any contest for the maintenance of agricultural productions of England ripen

her own position , as the foremost champion in great perfection. The great article of

of civil and religious liberty.” In the mean- trade is fish, which has given a great devel

time, that a perfectly free community, with opment to the shipping interests of the

institutions far more democratic than our colony. In the year 1807 the shipping of

own, and conscious that it requires only an Nova Scotia amounted to only 25,000 tons ;

expression of its will to effect a separation, in 1857 it had risen to 183,697 tons ; the

should cling closely to our side, rival us in number of vessels owned in the colony was,

loyalty to our common Sovereign, and an- in that year, 1994, and their estimated value

ticipate with enthusiasm the advent of the L.1,041,772

heir apparent of the British Empire, is a New BRUNSWICK and Prince Edward's

spectacle so impressive and so gratifying , Island , although distinct dependencies, with

that the heart of England may wellbeat separate Legislatures, possess interests in

with emotion and swell with justifiable pride. commor. The first of these two colonies

Can the Canada of to-day be really the same was severed from Nova Scotia in 1784,

Canada, the land of endless discontents and and the constitution which it now enjoys

miseries, that, a quarter of a century since, was granted. It consists of a Lieutenant

broke out into armed rebellion , and was Governor, aided by an Executive Council
prevented only by the presence of an over- of 8 members, a Legislative Council of 17

whelming military force from following the members, and a House of Assembly of 39

example of America in 1776 ? Can the representatives. The system of “ responsi.

progressive Canada of to -day be the Canada ble government” was formally recognised by

of 1830 ,-poor, desert, and neglected, with- a vote of the Provincial Legislature in 1848.

out capital and without credit, but with a In Prince Edward's Island the breadth of

population so hostile, it required an army land under cultivation is gradually on the

to coerce it ? The land is the same, and the increase ; but a desire to emigrate to New

race is the same ; but Canada has acquired Zealand has been for some time prevalent

the conviction, that England has at length in this island , which has kept the population
learned how to dealjustly with her colonies; stationary as to number. Immigrants ar

that she has cast away the illiberal and rived from Scotland in the course of the

antiquated theories that formerly guided year 1858 to the number of 300, chiefly

her conduct ; that she will abstain even composed of the friends and relatives of

from interference; and that the only senti- old settlers , and they are likely, it is said ,

ment she feels is that of an attached parent, permanently to remain ; but emigration
rejoicing in the approaching maturity of her fromthis island to other colonies, and to

political offspring . the United States, fully equals, if it does

The other North American dependencies not exceed , any immigration which has yet

of the Crown will not occupy much of our taken place. In this dependency , also, the

space. They are all in a state of pro- system of responsible government was in

gressive prosperity, and entire contentment troduced in 1851. In Prince Edward's

both with their institutions and the mother Island the remarkable peculiarity is found ,

country. The system of responsible gov- that the system of education adopted by the

ernment was fully recognised in Nova State, and which has been in operation for

Scoria by the resignation of the Executive some years, is supported at a cost of nearly

Council, in pursuance of a vote of the Pro- one-third of the whole revenue of thecolony,

vincial Parliament in January 1848. The and it gives such general satisfaction, that

public statutes have been revised and con- no disposition has been evinced to economise

solidated , and now form the code of the in that direction, notwithstanding the dispro

province. The value of the exports and portion which so heavy a charge bears to the

imports is steadily rising, and the revenue resources ofthe island.

of the province increasing . Agriculture was In NEWFOUNDLAND the Legislative and
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Executive Councils were separated in 1854 ; “ With that majestic indolence so dear

and in the same year the system of respon To native man ,"

sible government was established , the dis- he prefers eating his banana under the shade

placed public officers being compensated for of the tree which grows beside his cottage,

the loss of their official incomes . and moistening it with the juice of the milky

We turn now to the West Indies, where nut which hangs from its bough, to toiling

we are compelled to admit representative in the sugar-fields of a master, whatever

government has signally failed . It has cer remuneration maybe offered him . He enjoys.

tainly not produced those results of which existence in his own way; and he has a right

free institutions in other parts of the world so to enjoy it. He even hails the arrival of

have hitherto been abundantly prolific. The the Bengal Coolie with satisfaction, and re

West Indies have palpably and notoriously gards him , not as a competitor in the labour

retrograded, both in prosperity and civiliza- market, but as the instrument destined to

tion , since the passing of the great act of relieve him eventually altogether from the

justice, the emancipation of the negro slave. necessity of toil . Even in the least fertile

În Jamaica especially, where self government parts of the island he can exist almost en

has been in existence more than two centirely without labouring for hire ; and he is

turies, the constitutional system of England satisfied with this almost aboriginal condi.

is not popular with the white aristocracy, tion, so long as hecan remain in his heredi

who would infinitely prefer being governed tary haunts. There is, therefore, no reason

from Downing Street, notwithstanding all to expect, notwithstanding the favourable

the losses they accuse the mother country of condition of soil and climate, that the col

having inflicted upon them . They are will. onists of the West Indies will ever regain

ing to confide in the justice and wisdom of the commercial position they once held .

the statesmen of England, but they are most There is a difficulty in the working of

unwilling to trust the Creole statesmen of free constitutions in small dependencies

Jamaica with protection of their interests which does not exist, at least not in the same

and the expenditure of the public funds. degree, in the larger,—namely , the absence

The coloured people of Jamaica are now the of a class willing to devote their time to the

governing class ; and that class is equally discharge of those duties which are most

unpopular with the white man and the negro. erroneously regarded as secondary or infe

The one looks upon thein as having sup- rior. Those who are in the pursuit ofwealth

planted the old governing caste; the other, are too busy ; those who are not, have

as a parvenu aristocracy, without the intelli. neither the capacity nor the information re

gence, dignity, or generosity of their old quisite for taking a useful part in public

masters. The public debt of this colony has life ; and in a country where money making

been greatly increased by the Assembly , is the absorbing pursuit, all are generally

and now standsat the large sum , for so small immersed in their private affairs. Misgov.

a dependency, of L.852,808. And when we ernment is the natural result of ignorance,

consider the state of the population , it is indifference, or neglect. " It is with the

difficult to conceive how the elements of a greatest difficulty," writes the Governor of

good constitutional governmentcan be found Grenada to the Secretary of State for the

in so circumscribed a community. At the Colonies, “ that the members of the several

last census the population amounted to committees can be brought together when

377,433, of whom only 15,776 were Euro. their services are required. They are scat

peans, the remainder being of the African or tered over the island in all directions, and,

Creole races. It is, we fear,a fact incapable with few exceptions, do not consider them.

of being denied, that this, the oldest colony selves bound to give up their time, and to

of England, is considerably misgoverned , as sacrifice their convenience, to perform pub

it has confessedly fallen into a state ofalmost lic duties for which they receive no remu.

helpless moral and political prostration. neration. The inevitable consequence is,

However it may be regretted by the econo. that the business of the colony is retarded,

mist and philanthropist, the broad fict the public accounts remain unaudited, and

st :inds out plainly to the world , that the the credit of the colony falls in proportion

African will not labour. He never promised to the delay which takes place in liquidating

that he would . He declared on the con its liabilities.” On the House of Assembly

trary , that he would be idle as often and as the Governor is even more severe. “ A con

long as he could . Nor have we any right to siderable portion,” he adds, “ of what I have

blaine him , however we may deplore the said with reference to the joint committees,

consequences to himself and his employers. applies also to the House of Assembly. It

He can live with little labour, and he has is composed principally of planters, who

no ambition to do more than live,
will not absent themselves from their houses

66
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for more than two days at a time to attend interesting relation, not only to Great Brit

to their legislative duties. The business of ain but to the continent of Africa ; and it

the House generally commences late on the would be difficult to estimate the importance

first day, and by two or three o'clock on the of its political position , and the influence it

following day most of the country members may ultimately have over the future of the

are anxious to return home; and little time African race. It is therefore with peculiar

being left for the consideration of important gratification that we find ourselves able to

measures, they are either hurried through, dwell upon itsmoral, political, and financial

or unavoidably postponed until another ses. well -being. Few colonies have had to strug.

sion of similar duration .” In fact, there is gle with greater difficulties, and none have

no class in these dependencies sufficiently inore successfully surmounted them . There

exempted from the cares and struggles of was, in the first place, a population alien in

life to devote itself to the discharge of pub. race, and differing in language and in man
lic duties.

ners from the British settlers, with which

The comparative progress which one or they could not readily amalgamate. The

two of these islands have made, notwith - old Dutch colonists were not soon recon

standing the severe blow which the planters ciled to a change of masters ; and many

and capitalists sustained in their material years elapsed before they acquiesced, with

interests by the abolition of slavery , is at sullen submission, in a change of dominion,

tributable, in a great measure, to the steadi and transferred their allegiance to the Crown

ness with which certain principles have been of England. Numbers, in fact, threw off

adhered to, and which their form of govern- the nominal allegiance they professed , and,

ment enabled them consistently to carry out. under a sense of real or imaginary wrongs,

In Trinidad, for example, which possesses crossed the colonial frontier and erected an

no representative institutions, there has been independent government for themselves, in

exhibited a unity of purpose and action a country where they determined to be free

which has told with remarkable effect upon from British interference. This Dutch re

the prosperity of the island. While in most public of the southern hemisphere is now a

of the other West India islands the exports thriving state ; but, situated on the confines

have either retrograded, remained at a sta- of barbarism , it is believed to be not very
tionary point, or very slightly increased, in scrupulous in its transactions with its neigh

Trinidad they have increased from the year bours, or to have made much progress in

1855, when they were valued at L.387,999, the arts of social life. The colony of the

to L.1,013,414 in 1859. The policy of the Cape has undergone several extensions

Government has been to congregate popu- within the last quarter of a century, in con

lation round certain centres of civilization , sequence of the Kaffir wars, and the neces

and to check , as far as moral compulsion sity of advancing its military frontier for

could do it, its spread into distant and un the purpose of selfdefence. It now pos

settled districts by territorial and adminis- sesses 269,000 inhabitants. A constitution

trative arrangements having for their object was conferred on it in 1850. The Govern

the instruction and well-being of the people ment is composed of twoelective Chambers,

generally, and their frequent communication a Legislative Council , and a House of As
with each other. sembly. The electoral qualification is the

But it is not our intention to discuss the possession of a house or land of the annual

condition of those British dependencies that value of L.25 , or the receipt of a salary of

have not yet reached the stage of develop- | L.50 per annum . A most remarkable de

ment which is thought by the Imperial Gov - velopment of prosperity commenced with

ernment to qualify them for free institutions. the introduction of free institutions. Before

Weshall therefore pass them over,and pro- that period the public revenue was declining;

ceed to the important and highly interesting since representative government and minis

colony of the CAPE OF Good Hope, and its terial responsibility have been introduced , it

kindred settlement, Natal, in South Africa . has increased from L.247,369, in . 1849, to

Here we are again able to indulge the L.469,075, in 1859,-a remarkable proof of

feeling, so gratifying to British pride, of ad- the influence of a constitutional government

miration for a people cautiously, but firmly in stimulating commercial activity, and in

and securely, treading in the footsteps of creasing both public and private wealth , in

their forefathers, working out for themselves a colony morally fitted for it, and with a

the problem of representative government population sufficiently numerous to supply

in the most satisfactory manner, and deriv- good legislators and an efficient executive.

ing from it, year after year, increasing It must be added, that one of the effects of a

wealth , importance, and respectability. The liberal government is to attach permanently

colony of the Cape stands in a peculiarly Ito a colony many of those merchants and

a
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speculators who would otherwise have only state ; but when it has attained manhood,

regarded it as a place of business, looking and received a constitution , it possesses not

forward to a return to England, at the end only the power of making the laws, but the

of their temporary expatriation, to enjoy the equally indispensable one to a free govern
fruits of their success. The gentlemen of ment, of watching overtheir administration.

the Cape now find a career of public useful- At the Cape , the unusual spectacle has

ness and importance opened for them in the been exhibited, of a colonial Parliament con

colony ; they make it the land of their adop- tinuing undissolved for the whole period of

tion, regard it as their ultimate home, and its legal existence ; and Sir George Grey,

bestow upon its political interests that time who from the first has recognised his true

and those exertions which in England would constitutional position, bestowed upon it, at

probably be absorbed by the details of a its expiration , the following well-deserved

parish, or, as the object of supremeambition, eulogy : -- " The wisdom and moderation

perhaps the judicial business of the Petty evinced by the members of this Parliament

Sessions. have conclusively shown that the people of

The governors of our dependencies have this colony were in every way fitted to use

often found themselves in ii state of antag- well and wisely the liberal constitution

onism to the local Parliaments. It required which her Majesty, in her gracious care for

no slight degree of discretion and forbear- the advancement of themselves and their

ance on the part of the Queen's representa- descendants,waspleased to bestow on them .”

tive, in those colonies that have been en . The highly promising colony of Natal,

trusted with the duties of self government,next to the Cape the most advanced of our

to avoid , at first, sharp collisions with African possessions, has, although compar.

Legislatures just brought into existence , and atively in its infaney, received a constitution

with, perhaps, somewhat exaggerated ideas somewhat similar to that of the Cape, and
of their importance, and inclined to carry also municipal institutions. It is a favour.

their pretensions to the extreme limits of able feature in this new and rising colony,

discretion . It was some time before a that, although the European population is

statesman of ability, and with , perhaps, a small, a Superintendent of Education has

policy of his own , could realize the true char- been appointed . and a sum of L.2022 voted

acter of his position, and be impressed with a by the Legislature for educational purposes

conviction, that, while he was deputed by his for the year 1860. But there is another

Sovereign to “ govern her dependency , feature in this colony on which weare un

he was in effect only a passive instrument able to comment so favourably. The char

for carrying out the ideas of a local Senate, ter conferring the constitution makes no

without reference to his individual convic- exception of the natives as to electoral rights,

tions or his views of Imperial interests . if otherwise qualified by property .
Such, nevertheless, was ultimately found to present population of the colony consists of

be the necessity of hisposition . Astruggle about 4000 Europeans, 4000 Dutch boers,

was at first made by several vigorous gov. and 130,000 Kaffirs ; — the latter have not

ernors to emancipate themselves from what yet learned the value of landed property ,

they thought an unconstitutional thraldom and therefore few are qualified to vote.

to a colonial Parliament. Lord Metcalfe, Hitherto their great ambition has been to

in Canada, firmly resisted the pressure put possess herds of cattle ; but the most active

upon him by the Legislature, but he was and prominent of the natives are gradually

obliged to succumb. The power of the becoming sensible ofthe importance of other

purse was there found, as in the British descriptions of property . As a race of peo

constitution, to be the real power of the ple, they are intelligent, great observers,

State ; and it has now become a settled and keen politicians in connection with their

maxim, that the ministry selected for carry- own customs and form of government. A

ing on the business of the colonial govern- very small advance in the present social

ment must possess the confidence of the Leg. position of the native population would give

islature, and be chosen from the majority of them a numerical superiority of votes over

the Assembly. As in the Imperial Govern- the white inhabitants. At no distant day,

ment, the Sovereign is merely an imperson- therefore, a question, involving most impor

ation of the State, and may be said to reign, tant considerations, is not unlikely to arise

but not to govern ; so, in a free colony,thé in Natal. “The massof thewhitepopulation,"

Governor may be said to preside over, but writes the Lieutenant-Governor, "- willprob

not control , the body politic of which he is ably seek its solution in an arbitrary pion

the honorary head. In the early stage of a hibition ofelectoral rights to the native ; and

colony, the government is an absolute mon- already the expediency of such a measure is

archy, and such is alone adapted to its infant Inot unmooted .”

The
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We are thus brought to the consideration much as it contains a large aboriginal popu

of a very serious and perplexing question, lation nominally invested with the political

the solution of which mustgreatly affect, not franchise. The natives of these fine islands

only the colony of Natal , but another more are quite capable of understanding their own

interestingdependency in the southern hemi- interests, and, by their own energy, of mak

sphere,-New Zealand, to the political and ing their opinions known and respected .

social condition of which we shall shortly ad- The Act for conferring a constitutional gov

vert, -namely, how far the grant of consti- ernment on New Zealand, passed the British

tional governments may be reconcilable Legislature during the short administration

with the natural rights and personal welfare of Lord Derby in 1853. The constitution

of the aborigines in those countries where consists of a Governor, a nominated Legis

they exist in a state of temporary social lative Council composed of fifteen members,

inferiority, but with the germs of a higher and a House of Representatives consisting

civilization implanted in their nature, and of thirty -six members elected every five

with aspirations and a probable future that years.
The franchise is conferred upon

may bring them into a state of moral anta- every adult colonist or native owner of a

gonism , and possibly of political collision, freehold worth L.50, or leaseholder of an

with the Europeans settled in their country, estate of L.10 -year, or county tenant
and who arrogate to themselves, and are householder of L.5 a -year. An attempt had

prepared to contend for and assert, a super- been made a few years previously to erect
iority of caste, and an unmitigated political New Zealand into a constitutional govern

predominancy. ment; but it was successfully opposed by

We may assume, as an incontrovertible Sir George Grey, the then Governor, as

axiom , that one of the most important ob- premature and unfair to the native inhabi.

jects of all free governments is political tants. In an energetic and eloquent protest

content; but if any constitution should be he declared that the Crown, by its charter,

found, on experience , irreconcilable with would be conferring not, as was intended, a

the happiness and social progress of the gov- free government on the country, but, in re

erned, that form of polity , in whatever part ality , giving to a portion of the people, and

of the world it may exist, fails in the most that exclusively European , the power of

essential of its conditions. Applying this governing according to its pleasure the peo-.

principle to the constitutional system of ple of another race, and of appropriating at

some of our dependencies, we fear there is its discretion the whole of a large revenue

much reason to apprehend that there is an raised indiscriminately from both . The

imminent danger of their transformation constitution, moreover, as defined by the

into oppressive oligarchies in relation to the charter , virtually excluded the native popu

aboriginal populations. But nothing can be lation from the franchise by conferring it

clearer than the course of the Imperial Gov- upon those only who could read and write

ernment under such circumstances. It the English language, while the great mass

would forfeit its character as a moral state of the native population could read and write

if it did not interpose to correct injustice, their own language. Although the objec

which it could neither have contemplated tionable feature does not appear in the ex.

nor foreseen . It would be its paramonnt isting constitution, the share which the na

duty to crush with the strong hand of power tives possess in the government of their

institutions which have been perverted and country is altogether an illusory one . They

misused, and to resume its direct sway over cannot generally acquire the necessary quali

a colony which has thus abused its freedom , fication by reason of their peculiar customs

and made it an instrument for the subjuga in reference to property. The land which

tion of a native race . the native proprietors possess forms a tribal

The grand group of colonies which has domain, is held in common, and therefore

acquired such extraordinary importance , individual rights are incapable of being de

and recently burst into a sudden blaze of fined so as to be made a qualification for the

splendour and prosperity , is the last which elective franchise. Nor, if they could, are

will occupy our attention . The Australian the native inhabitants of New Zealand yet

dependencies constitute one of the wonders sufficiently advanced in civilization to avail

of modern civilization . In them some of themselves of it for acquiring political

the great questions of modern politics are weight. As it affects the native race, the

being worked out on a colossal scale, and constitution has undoubtedly, so far from

the magnitude of the interests involved is conciliating , given rise to a great amount of

only equalled by their complexity . We distrust and discontent. They are, as is

shall consider New Zealand first, together well known, an exceedingly intelligent peo

with the workings of its constitution, inas- ple ; and their sagacity, combined with
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great boldness and determination of charac- | any evil consequences arising from their

ter, makes them the least likely people in present anomalous politicalposition. In the

the world to sit down quietly under a sense peculiar state of New Zealand, it was, we

of injustice. “ If," they have been heard to apprehend, a mistake to establish a consti

say, our affairs are to be put into the hands tutional government there . The gift should

of any assembly, let them be placed in the have been deferred until the two races had

hands of an assembly of our own race." made a nearer approach towards amalgam.

They feel that the general animus of the ation, and the natives had advanced in

colonists is not favourable to them , and they knowledge and civilization so far as to be

would prefer being under the direct author- able to appreciate and take their fair share

ity of a Governor representing the Sov- in the working of free institutions.

ereign to whom they first yielded their alle The great Australian Continent, with its

giance. In their treaty with the British neighbouring island, Tasmania, is now the

Government they looked to the Crown or seat of six popular governments, in several

its representative as their ruler ; and little of which the democratic principle has been

could they have supposed that, within a carried almost to its extreme limits. It is

period of twenty years from the surrender impossible not to regard with the utmost

of their independence as a people, the prac. anxiety and interest the working of these

tical government of their country would institutions in a country so peculiarly cir

pass from the crown into the hands of a cumstanced as Australia. In one important

popular assembly, representing, and respon . respect it is free from the difficulties that

sible to, only a few thousand Englishmen beset the governments of some of our other

who have settled in their native land. They dependencies in the Southern hemisphere.

are beginning to understand the full consé- The aboriginal inhabitants are so feeble and

quences of this change, and an amount degenerate a branch of the human family,

of discontent has been engendered which it that they may be altogether excluded from

may now be very difficult to appease. The political consideration. They are not sus

disturbancos which have recently broken ceptible of improvement beyond a very

out in the country, the details of which limited degree, and there is no probability

reach uswhile we write, although ostensibly that they will ever be further raised in the

arising from a question relating to land, scale of existence. In fact, they are rather

have, we are persuaded, a deeper source retrograding than advancing in the presence

than territorial disputes, and originate in of the white settler ; and are probably des

a firmly rooted conviction that they are now tined, like the North American Indians (a

practically governed by an alien race, to far higher race), to disappear with the ad

which they consider themselves in no res- vance of civilisation . The great continent,

peet inferior, but from which they have rea . therefore, may be considered, for all prac

son to apprehend oppression , and by which tical purposes, as an indefinite field , notonly

they have been but too often treated with a for material progress,but for practicalpoli

disregard of feeling which must be peculiar- tics, and the developmentof popular institu

ly galling to a proud and sensitive people. tions. In Australia , however, there has

Under the peculiar circumstances of that been presented one of the most remarkable

country, perhaps the wisest course that the and sudden developments of society that

Imperial Government could pursue, would ever before occurred in the world . For

be to annul the constitution of New Zeal- more than half a century the great continent

and, with a view to restoring it at a future manifested only a torpid social life, and was

day . A deadly and inveterate feud between little regarded in England except as a con

the two races might be thus avoided, and venient receptacle for convicts, and as a

possibly a war, opposed to the moral sense country from which a large quantity of tal

of the British nation, which could stop short low and wool was annually exported. On

only of the complete subjection or exter- the brilliant discoveries of gold in New

mination of the native race . Under the di. South Wales and Victoria, the attention of

rect government of the Crown, we believe the whole civilised world was fixed on the

the Maories would be contented and loyal, Australian continent, and, in the courseofa

and time would certainly bring about the few months, it received from England, from

fusion ofthe two peoples. Apractical remedy several of the European states, and from

is about to be applied which may give them America, not only a vast addition to its la

temporary satisfaction. A separate depart- bouring population , but representatives of

ment for the regulation of native affairs, con- almost every order of society except the

sisting of members nominated by the Crown, highest. All the elements of an old and

and presided over by the Governor, is to be settled country were transferred at once to

established ; and it may avert for a time a new one. In the year 1851 the province
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of Victoria possessed a population of only I ments created by hostile factions as he best

77,345 persons ; it now numbers consider- can, and to resort to temporary expedients

ably more than 500,000, and contains 211 for carrying on the government. A demo

cratic

government that renders the existence

The effect of this vast influx of a popula- of a durable ministry impossible, is one that

tion, carrying with it the habits, knowledge , cannot long endure without some material

experience, developed intellect , and , we may modification. In New South Wales the

add, the vices of an old society, necessarily same irreconcilabl
e

factions agitate the

was to cause a very rapid political growth Legislature. “ Amid the discordant opin
"

in the country to which it rushed , in the ex- ions and confused clamour of a general

pectation of boundless wealth . Politics as election ,” recently wrote an able correspond

well as other passions of human nature soon ent from Sydney , “ it is impossible to foresee

acquired a fever heat ; and it was found that what sort of land law will pass ; it is even

institutions which had satisfied the country doubtful whether any will be passed, and

during its dull and monotonous existence, whether public opinion is yet sufficiently

were quite unsuited to the new society which matured, and whether any possible ministry

had sprung up, with its vast commercial in- can propose any bill that shall enlist the

terests and vehement excitements. In 1850, support ofa majority of both Houses." * In

the province of Victoria had been separated South Australia, three consecutive adminis

from New South Wales, and a power was trations were overthrown in two months .

granted by the charter to alter and modify Western Australia is not yet sufficiently

the constitution, and enlarge its basis. In advanced for a representative government.

1857, accordingly, the Prime Minister of The new colony of Queensland, formerly

the day carried through the local Parlia Moreton Bay, is only in its infancy as an

ment à Reform Bill , the essence of which offset from its parent state,Sydney ; but it

was manhood suffrage. The new law placed has carried with it the institutions of the

not less than 160,000 names on the register, first planted of the Australian settlements.

-an enormous number in proportion to the Tasmania was declared by proclamation

adult population . Property qualification independent of New South Wales in 1825,

was at the same time abolished ; but the and in 1854 an elective Legislative Council

wise restriction was admitted , that no per- and House of Assembly were constituted .

son should be registered as an electorunless the country is peaceable and orderly ; and

he was able to read and write.

its Legislature is free from the disquieting

It will be extremely interesting to watch factions of the larger Australian states, and

the working of this extremely democratic is successfully directing its attention to the

government in Victoria, where an aristocracy great resources and capabilities of the island ,

of the landed interest has grown up with and the adoption of the improvements essen

the earlier progress of the colony, with which tial to social progress. There is a great

the new political element which has been probability that this fertile and beautiful

introduced will with difficulty combine. The island will eventually become the most at

land question is likely to test not only the tractive of the Australian settlements. The

character of parties, but the very stability time must, however, necessarily arrive, when

of the Australian institutions. The great these great colonies, rich in all the elements

national domain, extensive enough to satisfy of wealth, and filled with industrious and

the wants of allclasses, is now being fought energetic populations, will cease to be de

and scrambled for, by parties representing pendencies of England. Of the time of

supposed conflicting interests ; and is made their separation from the parent state they

a cause of contention and nucleus of faction, will judge for themselves, as well as of the

that is shaking these young governments to institutions which may supersede the mixed

their foundations. An Executive, possessing government under which theyhave grown

a longer duration than a few weeks, has be- to maturity. We trust that their political

come almost a political impossibility. A education will have so prepared them for

vote of want of confidence immediately fol. independence, that the sagacity and modera

lows the inauguration of a new ministry ; tion which distinguish the Anglo -Saxon race

another is formed from the opposition, and will so guide their counsels, that their future

is immediately ejected by a similar vote, in career will not disgrace the people from

which two sections of the House of Repre- which they sprung, and that some form of

sentatives are always ready to combine federation will bind them together in a

against a third . The machinery of govern- generous alliance, and give them a political

ment arrives at a dead lock ,-legislation is unity and a national history worthy of the

suspended , and the Governor is obliged to

extricate the country from the embarrass

* Letter from the Times' Correspondent.
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country from which they sprung, and of the and enlightened confederation ; and Great

empire of which they once formed such an Britain , in the day of her decrepitude, when

important and valuable part. ever it shall arrive, may have the satisfac

In the preceding sketch of our numerous tion of seeing her political offspring at the

dependencies and their constitutions, no no antipodes eniulating her virtues, and ani.

tice has been taken of those colonies which mated by her noble example and history ;

do not possess a representative form of perhaps rivalling her great historic actions,

government, are not yet masters of their and eclipsing her ancient splendour and

own destiny, and do not possess any
effect - renown.

ive control over their own affairs. It has Of the fifty British dependencies, consti

been our purpose to exhibit the present state tuting the empire “ on which the sun never

of such of our possessions as enjoy free sets,” there are many, by reason of minute

institutions, and to show the use they have ness, and there is one by reason of its vast

made and are making of their practical proportions and peculiar social condition,

independence. That in somecases the capa- manifestly unfitted for the reception of con

bility of a colony for self-government has stitutional government. The case of India

been miscalculated, is , we think, but too is peculiar and exceptional, and no change

clear ; in some the mixed character of the that we can reasonably imagine, as within

population rendered the experiment hazard- the bounds of probability, is likely to affect

ous or unjust ;-in others, where the terri- the people of Hindostan , so far as to bring

tory is too limited for the satisfactory devel- them into the category of those populations
opment of the system , the forms of govern- qualified to exercise political rights. But

ment present but a poor parody of their while we cannot concede the privileges of

great prototype, the British Constitution. freedom to a people so manifestly unquali

In others, again, we recognize the true spirit fied for their enjoyment, neither can we ever
of liberty combined with that steadiness of justly delegate the power of ruling them to

principle and vigour of administration which the British residents in India. An agitation,

distinguishes states essentially free ,-- free it may be remembered, was commenced in

not only from arbitrary and irresponsible Calcutta, and in one or both of the other

power, but from the dominion of those pas- presidencies, a few years since, for obtaining

sions and prejudices that are not only from the ImperialGovernment a constitution
irreconcilable with self-government but for India , somewhat similar to those which

constitute in themselves the most servile had been granted to other dependencies ;

and degrading of yokes. Of our great and a demand was made for an elective

North American dependencies the fairest legislature, open discussion, and “ ministerial
hopes may be entertained. They are doubt. responsibility.” The plan of these gentle.

less destined to run a course of great mate men for the future government of India

rial prosperity, and to attain a very high appeared to be basedon this assumption,
degree of political importance. Under the namely, that they and the other British

guidance of the able public men whom the inhabitants who had resorted thither for the

institutions of the country are producing. improvement of their fortunes and the exer

and by the patriotism of the people , a power cise of their professions, should be invested

may be created in America , not only capa- with the power, not merely of governing

ble of maintaining its independence, but themselves, but with dominion over one
possibly of balancing the great neighbouring hundred and fifty millions of Asiatics, in

democratic republic,and checking its tend- cluding tributary and protected sovereigns,

ency to a dangerous predominance. Africa a proud nobility , ancient priesthoods, and

can hardly fail to receive great benefits from populations arrived at a high degree of civi .

the prosperous colony at its southern extre. Iisation, with laws of an antiquity which no

mity, which seems destined to give a civi. European nation can claim , and customs to

lising impulse to the countries which border which none of the usages of our modern

on it, and in time to impart to the benighted civilization bear the slightest resemblance.

millions of a great continent the blessings of This unparalleled demand involved the right
a regenerating faith . New Zealand, with its of taxation, and the exercise of all the civil

noble native race, civilized and Christianized, and military functions that are now pos

and gradually prepared for self-government, sessed by the Governor-General in Council

will impart to the multitudinous islands of under direct responsibility to the Crown.

the Pacific a renovated existence ; and the The policy of investing a body of English

colonies of the Australian continent will, it men , even in a comparatively limited terri
is to be hoped, eventually work their way, tory , where there exists a large native

through many trials, perhaps, and after population, with irresponsible power, may ,

much perplexity, to the dignity of a great as we have before suggested, be very
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strongly objected to ; but to entrust the In reference to this important question ,

future of India and the interests of its peo- the report, the title of which we have pre

ple to a few thousand British subjects, with fixed to this article, supplies many valuable

strong European prejudices and manifold details and suggestions, which, as embody

temptations to abusetheir delegated trust, ing the opinions of several individuals of

would be a policy so preposterous, that we great official and colonial experience, are

can onlywonder at the folly of the men who well worthy of attention. To this document

could publicly meet to discuss such a pro- we shall advert in some detail, presenting

position, and embody the demand in a peti- in the first instance a statement of the nature

tion addressed to the Legislature of Great and amount of the liabilities incurred by
Britain . Great Britain in providing for the defence

In one very important respect the colonial of her colonies.

system of Great Britain differs from any Including, then , the cost of the German

now existing in Europe, and it may be said Legion established at the Cape of Good

has no parallel in history . Our dependen- Hope, the whole military expenditure con

cies have been, generally speaking, free from nected with the colonies amounted, for the

the obligation of contributing, either by year 1858, to L.3,968,599, of which sum

personal service or by money payment, only L.378,253 was contributed by the

towards their own defence. As a contrast colonies, being one tenth only of the whole;

to the extreme liberality with which this and of that contribution two-thirds were

country treats her colonies, it may be stated paid by Victoria and Ceylon ; and it is re

that the only two European nations which, markable that no other colony but Canada,

in addition to England, possess colonies of and , to a small extent, Victoria, the Cape,

any importance, derive considerable reve . New Zealand, and one or two of the West

nues from their dependencies. In 1857 the India colonies, have even organized a militia,

surplus revenue paid by the Dutch colonies or established a volunteer force for their

into the metropolitan exchequer, after de- protection. “ We consider," justly say the

fraying all their military and naval expenses, the Commissioners in their report, " that

was 31,858,421 florins, or about L.2,600,- this immunity, throwing as it does the de

000 ; and the estimated surplus revenue fence of the colonies almost entirely on the

from the Spanish colonies for the last year mother country, is open to two main objec

was 115,000,000 reals , orabout L.1,150,000. tions. In the first place, it imposes an en

The dependencies of England, on the other ormous burden and inconvenience on the

hand, are maintained at a cost which very people of England, not only by the addition

seriously taxes the purses of our people. it makes to their taxes, but by calling off to

That there may be considerable indirect remote stations a large proportion of their

pecuniary advantages resulting from our troops and ships, and thereby weakens their

extended colonial possessions we have, in a means of defence at home. But a still more

previous part of this essay, endeavoured to important objection is the tendency which

demonstrate; nor is it any answer to that this system must necessarily have, to pre

economical view of the question, to say that vent the development of a proper spirit of

the trade would exist independently of the self-reliance among our colonists,and to en

relation. The exports received from Great feeble their national character. By the gift

Britain by Australia are, as compared with of political self -government, we have be

its population, at the rate of twelve pounds stowed upon our colonies a most important

per head, while the exports received by the element of national education ; but the

United States are at the rate of less than habit of self-defence constitutes a part hardly

one ; and these figures show conclusively less important of the training of a free peo

how much larger is the commerce with ple, and it will never be acquired by our

countries which remain part of the empire, colonists if we assume exclusively the task

than with those which have separated from of defending them .”

it. The pecuniary relations of the colonies The number of British troops of all arms

to the mother country, in the matter of their and ranks stationed in the colonies during

military defence, cannot nevertheless be re- the year 1858, was 47,251. Now, the first

garded otherwise than as a gigantic anomaly, impression suggested by this return is the

which it is incumbent upon us to take the enormous waste of force which the disper

earliest opportunity to remove, and to place sion of such an army over a considerable

the numerous dependencies of the country portion of the globe implies. To scatter

upon that just footing, in regard to cost of the land forces of the empire over the out

their protection, which policy points out, lying possessions of a great maritime state,

and public opinion now appears imperatively such as Great Britain , is rather 10 court dis
to demand .

aster than to ensure security. The colonial
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dominion of Great Britain rests entirely on is therefore bound, on the ordinary princi

her naval supremacy. “ The mistress of the ples of justice, to defend them against the

seas," in the emphatic language of the report consequences of its foreign policy. It would

to which we have referred, " is the mistress be to evade one of the highest of its obliga

of whatever colonies she pleases to hold or tions, and to ignore one of the first of its

to take; and if ever she ceases to be mis- duties, were it to omit to protect its de

tress of the seas, it is not ports or garrisons pendencies from the consequences of any

that will save her colonies." All history war in which it might be involved. This

proves that the maintenance of dominion security, to which the colonists have a moral

over scattered and distant territories de claim , can, as we have seen , be only obtained

pends either upon the character and power by such a maritime preponderance as shall

of the countries themselves and their popu- put even the possibility of any hostile attack

lations, or upon the command of the sea. altogether out of the question. The main

Colonial garrisons, when not very large,and tenance of a navy sufficiently numerous and

in first-class fortresses, such as Malta and powerful to command at all times the do

Gibraltar (exceptional cases , where large minion of the seas, is therefore not only a

garrisons are maintained exclusively for im . matter of ordinary self-preservation, but a

perial interests) , have, as is most justly said , positive duty which this country owes to its

always found themselves in traps, and at the colonies while they continue in a state of

mercy of naval expeditions ; and we should dependence. Regarded in this point of view ,

infallibly lose all our colonies, which do not the attempt of any European power to bring

possess natural and efficient internal means British naval preponderance into question,

of defence, if we had for our antagonist a by systematically increasing its maritime

power, or a combination of powers, able to force, involves questions of the most serious

command the sea, and desirous of taking international importance. The hostile mind
them . implied in any such attempted competition

“ Deducting the garrisons of the Mediter- cannot and ought not to be ignored . The

ranean stations, and the other colonial pos- peace and prosperity of our numerous de.

sessions , which are simply military ports ; pendencies are at stake ; and however we

in 1858 about 27,000 regular troops were may affect to overlook or slight dangers

employed, and more than L.2,000,000 of remotely threatening ourselves, there is an

money was spent on the military defence of obligation which the state cannot in honour

the rest of the colonies ; and we cannot but evade. There was a timewhen any
unusual

feel convinced that these troops and that activity in the ports and arsenals of France
money might be much more usefully em- would have been held to justify an energetic

ployed-indeed more usefully for the col- remonstrance; and the preparation of vast

onies themselves, because in a manner more armaments without any plausible pretext or

conducive to the general welfare and security legitimate aim, constitutes in itself a ground
of the empire. There are four or five for categorical demands. It was an evil

thousand men, for example, scattered in omen for England and her colonies, when
detachments of a few companies each in the her Foreign Minister recently rose in his

West Indies ; and yet there is not a port in place in the House of Commons, and, " with

the whole command which they could hold bated breath and whispering humbleness,"

for a week against a hostile expedition. It said that it was natural that France should

seems to us clear, that the same number of desire to possess a strong navy ; and that he

soldiers would be far more serviceable to saw no ground for complaint on the part of

the empire if stationed in England ; and that Great Britain if our “ ally ” chose to aug .

the cost of them spent on our fleet would ment his fleets in any proportion he might

contribute more effectually to the protection think fit. England once possessed ministers

of the West Indies themselves, than the who would have spoken in tones of thunder,

present arrangement. followed by swift and corresponding action,

Such is the decisive opinion of two of the on the first indication of such a portentous

commissioners appointed to inquire into the naval development as thatwhich has recently

subject. The question is undoubtedly beset manifested itself within sixty miles of our

with difficulties, which have indeed caused shores.*

some difference of opinion between the three

members of the cominission. There is , how * Thomson, who was as good a patriot as poet, has

ever, one plain indisputable ground on which some noble lines in his “Britannial on the import

Great Britain ought to contribute liberally ance of maintaining an indisputable Daval pre

towards the defence of her colonies ; and eminence :

that is , that the Imperial Government has “ For, oh ! it much imports you, 'tis your all,

the absolute control of peace and war, and l. To keep your trade entire, entire the force

97
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While protecting the colonies, as we are imagination by its immcnsity ; and her nu

bound to do,from any possible consequences nerous settlements have served to stimulate

of a rupture with a maritime power, it is the inventive powers of genius, and to call

but just that the whole of their internal forth some of the highest qualities of human

police, and , as far as possible, the force re- nature, while they have abundantly re

quisite for controlling warlikeneighbours or warded, and will long continue to reward,

savage or semi.civilised tribes, should be the patient industry of man .

provided exclusively by themselves. The

Cape of Good Hope, in consequence of its

scanty population in proportion to its extent,

must be a temporary exception to this rule.

It admits unhappily of no doubt , that the

Cape colony, which absorbs almost an army Art. V.-1 . Poems and Essays. By the

for its defence, is quite incapable of keeping late William Caldwell Roscoe. Edited ,

in check the vast hordes of barbarians that with a Prefatory Memoir, by his Brother

are constantly pressing on the colonial fron- in -law, RICHARD Holt Hutton. Two

tier ; and that without an imposing force of vols. 1860.

British troops it would probably be speedily 2. Io in Egypt,and Other Poems. By Rich

overrun by the Kaffir race, and every vestige ARD GARNETT. 1859 .

of civilisation effaced in a few months of 3. Lucile. By Owen MEREDITH . 1860.

exterminating warfare. With this excep - 4. Blanche Lisle, and other Poems. By

tion , the colonies should be left to provide Cecil Home. 1860 .

for their internal defences, and every effort 5. Poems. By Thomas ASHE. 1859.

should be used to promote the growth of

their military strength and the cultivation During the last year or two a considerable

of that martial spirit which is the charac. number of volumes of poetry have appeared,

teristic of their race.
some of which have perhaps as good a claim

But to measure the importance of our to our notice as some in the above list ; and

colonies merely by the standard of finance, nearly all of them indicate a decided im

would be to form a very false estimate of provementoftoneand intention ascompared

their value. The time has long passed when with the class which was most abundantly
these magnificent possessions were regarded issued some seven years ago. There is

chiefly as the convenient but costly appurte- much less straining after effect,—the effect

nances of acorrupt government, supplying strained after being as worthlessas the power

the means for rewarding political services, to produce it was usually inefficient. The

and buying off troublesome opposition. fundamental poetical rule, “ Look in thy

They are now the homes of virtuous and heart, and write,” has been much more com.

happy but once depressed and suffering only adhered to; and the consequence is,

multitudes, who fled to them as a refuge that a good deal of the most recent poetry,

from distress, and found in the fertile re- if it does not exhibit any extraordinary abil.

gions beyond the seas a comfort and an ity, is at least not a nuisance ; if it does not

independence they had sought in vain amidst give its authors a right to abiding stations in

the crowd and competition of their native the halls of fame, it at least, as a rule, does

land. They still present boundless fields no discredit to their intelligence and feelings

for the employment of our redundant popu- as men and women .
lation . Nor can there be a doubt that the We have already noticed and given em

world at large has greatly benefited by the phatic praise to the late Mr. W.C. Roscoe's

activity of British emigration . The colo. powers asa dramatist, though we in common

nists carried the arts, sciences, language, with the rest of the world, were ignorant at

and religion of the old world to lands pre- the time we reviewed the tragedy of " Vio

viously occupied only by a few miserable lenzia," of the name of the author. Had

savages ; the empire of civilization has been this work — by much the most important

immeasurably enlarged ; England has been piece in the two volumes just published by

enriched by a vast variety of new products, Mr. IIutton-not been noticed by us before,

and by a commerce which overwhelms the we should have endeavored to devote a sep

arate article to this collection , which, with

And honour of your fleets ; o'er that to watch, Mr. Hutton's charmingly written biography

Even with aband severe, and jealous eye. of his brother - in -law at the beginning, con

In intercourse be gentle , generous, just,
stitutes one of the most graceful and read

By wisdom po isbed, and of manners fair ;

But on the sea be terrible, uniamed,
able of the season's contributions to litera

Uoconquerable still : let none escape,
ture . In all that Mr. Roscoe has written

Who shall but aim to touch your glory there . " there is a sound knowledge of, and hearty
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sympathy with humanity, which is oftener And in my heart a sound , a voice, a name,

pretended to than really possessed by poets Hangs, as above the lamp hangs the expiring

whom the world has pronounced much great
flame.

Of all poctic qualities, the most essen
Referring our readers to our recent article

tial , yet, strange to say, the most rare, are on the 6 Modern Dramatists ” for fuller

these. They are thevery foundation of poet- proof of our assertion of Mr. Roscoe's high

ry, withoutwhich ,whatever proud and paint . natural powers, we must content ourselves

ed superstructure is raised, and for the pre- in this placewith a passage or two from the

sent applauded, no work can abide the pa- minor poems, now for the first time publish

tient test of time. On this truth we have ed by Mr. Hutton. We have plenty of

over and over again insisted in this Review ,poets who can paint clouds, and hills, and

and in the light of it we have ventured at waters, but how few who can write so well

times to give opinions upon the value of po- of a woman as this :

etic works which were strongly at variance

with the popular faith of the moment, but On many an English lady's face

which even a very few years have already in Fair Fortune grants these eyes to gaze;

some instances, done much to establish . Not fair alone in form and hue

Judging what Mr. Roscoe has written by But gracious, guileless , tender, true.

this truth we do not hesitate to declare our I do not say , you shall not find

A fairer face or loftier mind ;

impression that if he has not won an abiding
But none where Love's deep fervour lies

place among English poets, it is entirely be More deep in secret-keeping eyes ;

cause he did not see fit to give himself with None where fair Truth from more sincere

the necessary abandon to the cultivation of Unstained windows gazes clear,

his fully sufficient powers. The peculiar Or consecrated duty made

circumstances and moral conditions of the Eves more abash'd, yet less afraid ;

time render the production of thoroughly
Wbere paiu so quietly bath hid

Beveath an unrevealing lid ;
good poetry so extremely difficult ; they de

Or quick accepted comfort smiled ,
mand so commanding and tender an intel With all the freshness of a child .

lect to see through the prosaic fallacies of None whence shyer, sweeter laughter

society, and its flippant cynicisms, without Shot, the sweet voice following after.

despising it ; a philosophy at once so subtle
Or as this :

and so real ,-socourageously , nay more, un

concernedly opposed to fashionable dogmas ; When I ask'd her, “ Wilt thou kiss me ? "

so clear a vision of truths which men have Nought she said, but huog her cheek so,

ceased to see clearly, or have never learned As if she were thinking , thinking

to see , and withal so patient a devotion to
Whether she might do't or po.

the completeness of verbal expression, in a Then her fair, kind face upturning.

time which endeavours to ma
Qoe sweet touch I here did wia ;

substantial deficiencies by demanding an un . As if she were a thinking, thinking

precedented beauty of surface, that a man Such small graces are no sin.

who feels the power, must, in settling with She therein lost no composure,

himselfand his conscience whether he has the Nor ashamed did she seem ;

right to make himself a poet, consider whe- Truly chaste may grant such favour,

ther he is justified in abandoning all other
And therein lose vo esteem .

kinds of success . Mr. Roscoe appears to

have weighed the matter thoughtfully, and In a graver style, the following poem,

answered it conscientiously in the negative; called' “ Opportunity, ” is fine, though not

and there is something very touching in the complete ; indeed none of these smaller

sonnet printed at the end of “ Violenzia,” in poemsappear to have been more than the

which he conveys this conclusion :
easily thrown off expressions of the thoughts

and feelings of the moment. In “ Violenzia "
The bubble of the silver-springing waves, alone does Mr. Roscoe appear to have put

Castalian music, and that flattering sound , forth anything like his true power.

Low rustliog of the loved Apollian leaves,

With which my youthful hair was to be crown'd, o opportunity, thou gull of the world !
Grow dimmer in my ears, while Beauty grieves

That, being present, winvest but disdaio,

Over her votary, less frequent found, So small thou seem'st ; but once bebind us whirld,

And , not untouch'd by storms, my life -boat heaves
A grim phantasmı, shadowest all the plain.

Through the splash'd ocean -waters, outward

bound ,
Thou Parthian, that shoot'st thine arrowsback ,

And as the leading mariner, his hand Meeting our front with terror-feigoing doles ;

Clasp'd on bis oar, strives trembling to reclaim But often, turning on the filging track,

Some loved , lost echo from the strand ,
With memory-winged sbafts dost wound our

So lean I back to the poetic land ; souls.

up for its
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BEFORE THE STORM .

core ,

Thou air, which breathing wedo scarce perceive, verses approach the lyric, they improve.

And think it little to enjoy the light ; Here is a piece, half-descriptive, half lyric ,

But when the unvalued sup hath taken leave ,
,Darkly tbou showest in the expanse of night. which , though not perfect, is,onthewhole

Thou all men's torment, no man's comforter,

Lost opportunity ! that shut'st the door

Oo all unwork'd intentions, and dost stir

Their fretting gbosts to plague our heart's deep O majesty of night !

The constant moon and stars

Pursued their westward path

Thou sword of sharp Remorse, and sting of time ! In cold tranquillity, nor ever turu'd

Passionate empoisoner of mortal tears !
One sidelong glance, to scan

Thou blaster of fresh Hope's recurring prime !
Tbeir spotless beauty tremulously glass'd

Crutch of despair, and sustenance of fears ! In the eternal mirror of the main .

Faint, unsubstantial clouds,
But oh , to those who have the wit to use thee, Rapid as Panic, white as ghosts, sped on ;

Thou glorious angel, clasp'd with golden wings; Like guilty thoughts of night , unmeet to brave

Whereon he climbing thatdid rigbtly choose tbee, The awful splendour of the moon's pure eye.

Sees wondrous sights of unexpected things.

The restless sea rock'd on

Thou instroment of never-dying fame,
Like a child's cradle, like a nurse the wbile

To those that snatch thy often proffer'd bilt ; She croon'd ber endless, soft, irregular lay.

To those that on the door can read thy Dame, Now to the rugged cliff

Thou residence of glory ready built. The delicate foam with bumid hisses clung,

And now retreated coy ;

Used opportunity ! thou torch of act, As saying, “ Kiss me not

And planted ladder to a high desire ; Before the virgin moon and quiet stars .

Thou one thing needful, making potbing lack'd ; What do they know of love ?

Thou spark unto a laid , uplighted fire. The silent, the immutable, who pace

The self-same path forever, as they shed

Richard Garnett, the author of “ lo in The self-game splendours from theself sameskies !
What do they know of love ?

Egypt, and other Poems," is a young man
How shall they comprehend

who has only to do his own powers justice ,
The tempest of my beart,

in order to make himself a name among The magic of my smile,

modern poets. It is not often that a first My stormy passionsand my sudden calms ?

volume contains so much not only of pro- Wait, patient Rock, but wait

mise,but of performance, as that before us.
For nights without a moon ,

For skies without a star,
Mr. Garnett, in this volume, tries his hand

at two kindsof poetry ,-- one descriptive, Wait for the sea-bird sbrieking in the gust,
For hurricanes upchain'd !

and the other lyric. In the first, he seems The sailor battling with the deep,and iben,

to us to have written vividly , but not orig- I shake my brioy locks,

inally ; in the last, when we say that he has I soar up from my bed ,

written well , we say that he has shown orig. And, thrilling with my multitude of waves,

inality ; for there never was a good lyric I fall upon thy neck ! ”

produced which had not some unprecedented
musical movement ; and unprecedented We must confess that the last four lines

musical movement is perhaps the most ab . seem to us sadly to diminish the effect of

solute of all tests of originality in poetry, what is otherwise a striking and beautifully
We like the poem which stands first, and expressed thought. Mr. Garnett appears to

gives its name to the volume, as little as be a scholar in several modern languages,
anything in it. The prominent place given and we fancy we trace an unfortunate par

to this piece seems to show, that Mr. Gar-tiality for the worst of all schools for a lyric

nett has not yet acquired that very neces. poet, the modern German, in which such

sary element of a considerable success in any mixed and discordant images as those in the

art - a knowledge of the peculiarities of his four lines in question are very common ,

own strength - which unquestionably lies in even with poets of name. For purity and

the lyric. “ The Pope's Daughter," is a dignity of style, an English poet has such

very intensely rendered sketch of Lucretia high models in his own language, that he can

Borgia ; but the intensity, besides having scarcely turn his eye to the verse of any

the fault of making the portrait frightful, other country, unless he goes back some

reminds us much too strongly of Mr. Brown- four or five centuries, without risk of some

ing's verse, and of a certain picture by Mr. corruption of taste.

Gabriel Rossetti, which obviously suggested From several equally beautiful and signi

this poem . In proportion as Mr. Garnett's ficant lyrics, we select
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THE BALLAD OF THE BOAT.

OUR CROCODILE ,

we see

often veiled verydeeply . His best lyrics,

like much of the finestpoetry which has been
The stream was smooth as glass : we said, "Arise, written , have two meanings, - one exoteric,

and let's away ; "
and satisfactory enough in itself ; the other

The Siren sang beside the boat that in the rushes
esoteric, which does not appear till you look

lay ;

And spread the sail and strong the oar, we gaily for it , as in

took our way.

When shall the sandy bar be cross'd ? when shall

we find the bay ?
Oar crocodile, ( Psammarathis,

The broadening flood swells slowly out o'er cattle- A priest at Ombi told me this.)

dotted plains, Our crocodile is good and dear,

The stream is strong and turbulent , and dark with And eats a damsel once a year.

heavy rains,

The labourer looks up to see our shallop speed Tome unworthy hath be done

away. This favour tbree times — one by one

When shall the sandy bar be cross'd ? when sball Three daughters ate ! I praise, therefore,

we find the bay ? And honour him for evermore.

Now are the clouds like fiery shrouds ; the sun, Each spring there is an exhibition

superbly large, Of maidens, and a competition.

Slow as an oak to woodman's stroke sinks flaming The baffled fair are blank and spiteful,

at their marge. The victor's triumph most delightfal.

The waves are bright with mirror'd light, as ja.

cintbs on our way. Three months secluded doth she dwell

When sball the sandy bar be cross'd ? when shall With the high pontiff in bis cell ,

we find the bay ? Due-worshipping each deity,

And Veousmore especially.

The moon is high up in the sky, and now no more

Then , on an island in the Nile,

The spreading river's either bank , and surging They take her to our crocodile ;

distantly, He wags bis tail, the great jaws stir,

There booms a sullen thunder, as of breakers far And make a happy end of her.

away.

Now shall the sandy bar be cross'd, now shall we B, a , bo ! O you brainless child !

find the bay ! (My fourth, sir, ) dirty, rude, and wild !

You'll break my beart ! you'll ne'er be meet

The seagull shrieks high overhead , and dimly to For any crocodile to eat.

our sight

The moonlit crests of foaming waves gleam tow- Are we mistaken in fancying that this very

ering through the night.
humorous little piece is meant to bear an

We steal upon the mermaid soon , and start ber

from her lay,
application to modern views of the end and

When once the sandy bar is cross'd, and we are aim of damsels, and the main object of their

in the bay.
education ?

We trust that many of our readers will

What rises white and awful as a shroud -enfolded send at once for Mr. Garnett's volume, when

ghost ? we assure them that we could easily fill the

What roar of rampant tumult bursts in clangour whole space to be devoted to this article with
on the coast ?

Pullback ! Pull back ! the raging flood sweeps the three we have given . It willbe Mr.extracts as good, or very nearly as good, as

every oar away.

O, stream, is this thy bar of sand ? 0, boat, is Garnett's own faultif he does not, before

this the bay ? lovg, come before us with an irresistible

claim to a fuller notice than we are now

There is a fine moral symbolism in this able to award him .

and some other of Mr. Garnett's lyrics, " Owen Meredith, " whose earlier produc

which will probably, sooner or later, place tions have been noticed in this Review with

them among the popular classics. In several praise, comes before the world for the third

others we can detect no human purpose time, in the poem called “ Lucile .” This

whatever ; they are mere plays of fancy, young poet writes much too fast. It is

which have no reason to show for their ex- scarcely a year ago that we were reviewing

istence, and are not sufficiently beautiful to " The Wanderer," and here is a new work

have a right to exist without reason . It as long or longer than “Paradise Lost,"

may be, however, that these apparently and — we have the poet's word for it — almost
meaningless poemshave a sense too subtle as ambitious. “ Owen Meredith,” in his

for our finding . We do not say this ironi- " Dedication , ” lays much stress upon the

cally ; for Mr. Garnett's inner meaning is novelty of this effort. “ In this poem ," he

>

6
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says after

1

says, “ I have abandoned those forms of society of Paris and the German baths, tra.

verse with which I had most familiarised velling about “ unprotected ,” and doing her

my thoughts, and have endeavoured to fol. dancing without any defence against a slan

low a path on which I could discover no derous world but that of her incomparable

foot-print before me, either to guide or to virtue and “ genius," which seem to have

warn .” We take it for granted that “ Owen consisted, up to this period , in leading a very

Meredith ” refers to English literature only ; gay life from a very grave motive, namely,

for in French literature, with which he is the necessity of keeping in abeyance her

obviously very well acquainted, there is passion for the unworthy young coxcomb

certainly much that strongly reminds us whom she knew that she had “ bored .”

both of the versification and of the poetic This lady, on hearing that Lord Vargrave is

tone and quality of “ Lucile.” Indeed, its going to be married ,writes,as we have seen,

most remarkable characteristic is the ex- without the remotest intention of disturbing

traordinary, and, as far as we can remember, hismatrimonialarrangements,or of reviving

unprecedented spectacle, of a really vital old feelings. She says that " he discerns her

reproduction, in the English language, of reasons, which therefore she need not ex

those qualities of the modern French novel plain ; " but we think she gives him credit

which are most unlike the ordinary charac- for uncommonly quick perfection, if she

teristics of our own literature . The moral supposes that he could have discerned that

point of view from which the author of she bids him come to her, as she

“ Lucile ” regards man and society is quite wards, only in order that, by seeing him

startlingly unlike anything we have hitherto altered by ten years of additional age and

witnessed in any English writer of similar intercourse with the world, she may have

poetic pretensions ; and his ideas of such her early impression of him, and with that,

matters as virtue, genius, love, marriage, her passion for him , removed. 6 Cousin

and the like, are certainly wholly original , John, " who is a curiously French repre

if regard be had only to what has hitherto sentation of a bluff and honest Englishman ,

appeared in the verse of any English poet, on being shown the summons of Lucile, and

or indeed in the prose of any English writer told her story, comes to the not unnatural,

of consideration . The poem opens with a but quite erroneous conclusion, that she is a

letter from the Countess de Nevers (Lucile) mischiefmaking coquette. Ile advises his

to Lord Alfred Vargrave. We give the cousin not to go, for

commencing lines as a fair average specimen

of the verse and pitch of the style :
Who knows what may hap ?

This letterto me — is a palpable trap.

I hear from Bigorre you are there. I am told
Lord Vargrave, however, does go, without

You are goingto marry Miss Darcy. Of old,

So long since you mayhave forgotten it now
even bidding adieu to his betrothed, with

(When we parted as friends, soon mere strangers whom he is, at the time, travelling in the

togrow), company of a female relative. The result

Your last words recorded a pledge—what you is, of course, what every one but the hero
will

and the heroine could have foreseen . They

A promise — the time is now come to fulfil. find each other a thousand times

The letters I ask you, my lord, to return ,
charming than ever, and the passion of their

I desire to receive from your hand. You discern

My reasons, which, therefore, I need not explain .
early youth was nothing to that which is at

once produced, on either side, by this inter

The lady who writes thus to Lord Var- view . We can give only the main features

grave is one of those combinations of almost of Lord Vargrave as he is described in his

inconceivable virtue and extreme indiscre- attractive maturity ::

tion which are seldom met with except in
the modern French romance. She and Lord His classical reading is great : he can quote

Horace, Juvenal , Ovid, and Martial by rote.
Vargrave were formerly lovers, but, to He has read metapbysics,-Spinoza and Kant ;

quote the words of the Englishgentleman And theology too :I have heard him descunt

in relating the affair to “ Cousin John," Upon Basil and Jerome. Antiquities, art,

He is fond of. He knows the old masters by
She bored me. I showed it. She saw it. What

heart,
next ?

And his taste is refined. I must owo in this place
She reproach'd. I retorted. Of course she was He is scarcely good-looking ; and yet in his face.

vex'd .
There is something that makes you gaze at it

For the ten years intervening between the You single him out from a room full of men,
again .

separation which naturally followed, Lucile And feel carious to know him . There's that in

had endeavoured to assuage her sorrow by his look

dressing, and dancing, and fascinating the Which drawsyou to read in it as in a book

D-5

more
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same,

man

man

vous :

Of some cabalist , character'd curiously o'er Of our young Paris ladies remain there, but yet

With incomprebepsible legended lore. The season is over.

Relentless, and patient, and resolute, cold , Lord Alfred. I almost forget

Unimpassion'd, and callous, and silently bold. The place ; but remember when last I was there,

I thought the best part of it then was the air

" Owen Meredith ,” we see by the above, And the inonntrins.

very properly chooses a " representative
Strungen'. No doubt! All these baths are the

for his hero, and with a delight in One wonders for what upon earth the world came

difficulties which is not uncommon in young To seek, under all sorts of difficulties,

poets , renders him the type of a class which the verysame things in the fur Pyrenees

is , of all others, perhapsthe hardestto make which it led from at Paris. Health, which is,

anything of in poetry,—namely, the “ fast no doubt,

” of the higher orders ; the sort of man The true object of all , not a soul talks about.

who, being, as St. Paul says, “past feeling,"

pursues the pleasures of vanity and the
We find , from the close of this dialogue,

senses " with greediness.” Our readers will that the Duke de Luvois is himself in love

observe the irony of his “ classical reading," with Lucile ; and it appears to be, in great
being so " great" that he cannot only quote, part, owing to the discovery of this circum.

but quote by rote,” from certain very ge stance, thatLord Vargrave's affection is

nerally known Latin poets. Weimagine, so passionately revived for the eccentric

indeed, that we detect a continued under Countess, who seemsto be on the point of

current of irony in the description - hun- accepting the proposals of the Duke, when

dreds of lines long — which is given of Lord her own heart also recurs to its early pas

Vargrave, in the early part of thepoem . sion. The Countess's apartment, into which.

The description is probably meant to con. Lord Vargrave is shown on his reaching

tain the hero's viewsof himself, rather than Serchon, is thus described :

the views of his historian , who no doubt this white, little, fragrant apartment, ' tis true,

despises him as thoroughly as he deserves Seemed ubconsciously fashioned for some rendez

to be despised, and who means to show, by

the course of his narrative, that the most But you felt, by the sense of its beantg reposed,
contemptible and the most hateful charac- " Twas the shrive of a life chaste and calm . Hall

unclosed

ters -- severally represented by Lord Var
grave and the Duke de Luvois - can be In the light slept the flowers ; all was pure and

at rest ;

raised into the region of poetic interest by All peaceful; all modest; all seemed self-possess'd

human passion. We are not sure that And aware of the silence . No vestige or trace ,

Owen Meredith has succeeded in showing of a young woman's coquetry troubled the place;

this, or, indeed, that any poet could have so Not a scarf, not a shawl.

succeeded . A career of fashionable profli
Into this apartment Lucile enters, and her

gacy denaturalizes men beyond power of

recoveryby any such cures as those which be everything that is circumspect andproper
demeanour, though declared by the poet to

are administered by the poet to his two towards the hero, does seem to us to justify

heroes.

On his road to Serchon ,Lord Vargrave ingthelady's truecharacter.
“ Cousin John's ” worst suspicions concern

overtakes a stranger--the Duke de Luvois

----with whom he has a great deal of conver. Her figure, though slight, had revived everywhere

sation . And here we must mention that the luxurious proportions of youth ; and her

hair

the poem is half epic, half drama. Let us

give a few lines from thisconversation, as a Now floated or rested redundant above
Once sborn as an offering to passionate love

specimen of the mode in which the poet Her airy pure forehead and throat;gathered loose

faces the well-known difficulty of saying Under which, by one violet knot, the profase

common things in serious verse : Milk -white foldsofa cool modest garment reposed,

Rippled faint by the breast they balf bid, balf
Stranger. I wish to enjoy what I can, disclosed ;

A supset, if only a sunset be near ; And her simple attire thus in all things revealed
A moon such as this , if the weather be clear ; The fine art which so artfully all things conceal'd .

A good dipper, if hunger comewith it ; good wine

If I'm thirsty; a fire if I'm cold ; and , in fine, These last lines contain certainly a some

If a woman is pretty, to me ' tis no matter,

Be she blonde or brunette, so she lets me look at modesty, but we perhaps ought to judge
what French representation of the nature of

her.

Lord Alfred . I sospect that, at Serchon , if ru
“ Owen Meredith” by his own ideal rather

thap
mourspeak true ,

ours ; and there is no denying that this

Your choice is not limited . and many similar descriptions in * Lucile "

Stranger. Yes. One or two are very pretty and French -life-like,-as Do
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doubt they ought to be, when a French wo.
There came

man is the subject. This praise, of course, O'er Lord Alfred at once, at the sound of that
name,

we give with a reservation in favour of the
An invincible sense of vexation,

Scotch and English lasses, whose object in

dress is not that “ all things should be re . wbich was not diminished by observing,

veald.” The poet goes on to tell us that
when he turned towards Lucile " an inde

finite look of confusion ."

Lord Alfred, who never conceived that Lucile
Lord Vargrave goes out at the garden

Could have look'd so enchanting, felt tempted to
casement as the Duke enters the door ; but

kneel

At her feet,- The Duke's visit goaded, and vex'd,

a state of mind which could not, of course ,
And disturbid him. At length he resolved to re

main

have been foreseen by the discreet heroine, In the garden ,and call on the Countess again

in summoning her former lover to her side As soon as the Dake went. In short, he would

just before his marriage with “ Miss Darcy .” ' stay,

The lady at first keeps him at a proper dis- Were it only to koow when the Duke went away .

tance bya great dealof talk, in the manner By this needlessly clandestine exit,the young

of La Rochefoucauld ; nevertheless, in the English Lord places himself in a position

midst of it “ she tenderly laid her light hand which English gentlemen are usually careful

on his own,” and behaved so amiably , on the to avoid , namely, one which compels him to

whole, that
further concealment, during which he is ob

He felt all his plausible theories posed ;
liged to over-hear an offer made and equivo

And thrillid by the beauty of nature disclosed cally received .

In the pathos of all he had witness’d , his head And here we must remark that the poet

And his knee be bow'd humbly, and falteringsaid, seems to us to be not quite aware of the

“ Ab, madam, I feel that I never till now
great difficulties he has undertaken in adopt

Comprehended you - never! I blush to avow
That I have not deserved you . "

ing the “ colloquial style ” of conversation

and modern manners . When Mr. Tennyson

Lucile replies in a manner which makes makes Arthur, Lancelot, and Guinevere talk

Lord Alfred say to himself, “ Is this an ad- and act, we accept their conversations and

vance ? " and , at the thought, he conduct without being very critical as to the

exact resemblance of what they say and do,
Raised with a passionate glance

The band of Lucile to his lips,
to what such persons really would have said

and done ; and this we do chiefly because we

unrebuked ; and, of course, are not in a position to do otherwise. It is

The more that he look'd, that be listen'd , the more not likely they talked and acted quite in that

He discover'd perfections unnoticed before. way, but we can suggest nothing much

likelier ; so we take Mr. Tennyson's view of

Less salient than once, less poetic perchance,
the matter. But of modern men and women ,

This woman ,who thus had survived the romance Mr Meredith's readers know probably as
That had made bim its hero, and breathed him its much as he does ; and unless an English

sighs
gentleman is made to “ behave as such ,"

Seemed more charming a thousand times o'er to the reader is affected with a sense of incon :

gruity. All Mr. Meredith's characters talk

Lucile , however, in a very talented way, and their conversa

Question'd mach , with the interest a sister might tion is probably quite as much like the con

feel, versation of living fashionables, as Mr.

of Lord Alfred's new life,-of Miss Darcy–her Tennyson's Idylls are like the talk of the
face, court of King Arthur ; but the younger poet

Her temper, accomplishments -- pausing to trace , will do well to consider the above difference

The advantage derived from a Hymen so fit.
in the position of his readers. There is also

another difficulty in the " colloquial" style,
Unobserved by Lord Alfred, the time fleeted by. especially in the present day. The couver

To each novelsensation spontaneously

He abandoned himself,
sational style of every age has an element of

slang peculiar to the age, and passing away

Until with it ; but never was our English mode of

talk so loaded and debased with a transitory

From the hall, on a sudden, a sharp ring was

heard .
slang as in the present day. Now , this ele

ment must be entirely eliminated before

It was the Duke de Luvois, in whom Lucile " colloquial" English can be “ poetical" Eug.

seems to have been in the habit of showing lish . When it is thus eliminated , there is

the same sort of sisterly interest. no style of language more beautiful ; but the

3

his eyes.
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horn ,

task is one of the greatest difficulty, and re. And the wind , that wild robber, for plunder de
quires the finest taste, and an habitual ac- scends

quaintance with the models of pure English From invisible lands, o'er those black mountain

in alltimes. The quotations we have had de howls as he bounds down his prey, and his lash
ends.

occasion to make must have convinced our Tears thebair of the timorous wild mountain

readers that Mr. Meredith has not met this ash ,

difficulty. His style, in the conversational That clings to the rocks,with ber garments all

parts of this poem , though unlike what is torn ,

really talked by living men and Like a woman in fear; then he blows his boarse

men , abounds in
the slang and slip

shod in which living men and women , And is off, the fierce guide of destruction and
terror,

especially in the higher classes, indulge. To Up the desolate beights, ’mid an intricate error

say thata mistress “ bores” her lover ; to of mountain and mist.

call a letter a “ palpable trap ;" to speak of

a man as having “ read” metaphysics and The last part of this description is sloven

theology in the sense of having studied them ; ly ; but, upon the whole, the picture has a

to affirm of another that henever “ conceived ” breadth thatreminds us of Lord Byron , and

that a lady would have looked so enchanting; here and there a subtility of touch which is

to talk of theories being “ posed ;" and to like Keats or Mr. Browning. Of course,

speak of a woman as “ Jess salient” than we can scarcely expect Owen Meredith to

she used to be, is not wrong because such act upon the opinion, which we therefore ad

expressions are “colloquial” English , but dress to our readers rather than to him, that

because they are not English at all. Our his power lies in the representation of nature,

readers will easily detect other examples of and his weakness in his desire to represent

what we deprecate in the lines we have quot- men and women ; and that the kind of poem

ed ; and we do not exaggerate when we say in which he is really fitted to succeed is the

that almost every one of Mr. Meredith's descriptive idyll, in which an incident, re

three hundred and sixty pages contains as quiring no more than very simple treatment,

many examples of the fault in question as may be adorned abundantly with natural

we have instanced. It is only when Mr. description.

Meredith is describing external nature that We have followed the story of “ Lucile"

we are reminded of the force and delicacy only as far as was necessary to enable our

of language which commanded ouradmira- readersto judge for themselves of Owen

tion in his first publication , “ The Earl's Meredith's mode of viewing and relating

Return . ” Themost unexceptionable passage events. We cannot go through all the elab

of equal length , in the present volume, is the orate sequel, from which it appears that the

following description of a storm : heroine is one of those saints, found chiefly

After noontide, the clouds, which had traversed in the modern French calendar, who, abjur
the east ing all recognised grounds of goodness, are

Half the day, gather'd closer, and rose, and in- virtuous, with a virtue as unequalled in de
creased. gree as unprecedented in kind ; and that the

The air changed and chill'd, as though out of the hero, Lord Vargrave, is one of those sinners,

ground

There ran up the trees a compressed, hissing
who, in their process of amendment and res

toration , are not as the shining light which

And the wind rose,-the guides spiff'd, like cha- shinethmore and more unto the perfect day,

mois, the air , but rather as the sun bursting from an

And looked at each other, and halted , and there eclipse, the latter being certainly the most

Unbuckled the cloaks from the saddles,---the white novelesque, though not, we fear, themost life
Aspens rustled ,and turned up their frail leaves in like idea of repentance. Owen Meredith,

fright .

Allannounced the approach of the tempest. Ere but chooses to modify human nature to suit
possibly , is as well aware of this as we are,

long,

Thick darkness descended the mountains among ; artistic effect. If so, we think the choice is

And a vivid , vipdictive, and serpentine flash wrong even in an artistic point of view ,

Gored the darkness, and shore itacross with a gasb. an opinion which we are compelled to extend

The rain fell in large, heavy drops, and , anon, to other means of “effect” adopted by this
Broke the thunder.

Andthe storm isabroad in the mountains !-he fills Lord Vargrave'sfriend, Sir RidleyMacnab,

poet. For example, we think that, when

The crouch'd hollows and all the oracular hills

calls on him , and sends in his card, an effect
With dread voices of power. A roused million

more “ striking ” than artistic is obtained by

Of wild echoes reluctantly rise from their hoar the typographical device of inserting the

Immemorial ambush , and roll in the wake namein a large quadrilateral blank space,

Ofthe cloud, whose reflection leaves livid the lake ; bounded with lines, by way of showing the

sound ;

W

or more
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THE BROOK,

size and general appearance of the card in . We know it, bird , and so we would forget it :

question, especially as the volume contains Sing it not to us when all seemeth glad,

no other pictorial adornments. Surely such Bat in the deepness of thy spirit set it ;

modes of originality are beneath the dignity

And say to us, “ Smile in thesummer's glow . "

of a writer who claims to be judged by so

high a standard as, it seems , Owen Mere.

dith does, when he invokes the
Brook , happy brook, that glidest through my dell,

That trippest with soft feet across the mead ;

Sole fountain of song, and sole source of such That, laughing on, a mazy conrse dost lead,

luys,
O'er pebble beds, and reeds and rushy swell ;

As Time cannot quench in the dust of his days, Go by that cottage where my love doth dwell .

Muse or Spirit that inspireth, since naturebegan Ripple thy sweetest ripple, sing the best

The great epic of Life, the deep drama of man . Of melodies thou hast ; lull her to rest

With sucb sweet tales as thou dost love to tell.

To this “ Muse or Spirit” Owen Meredith Say, “ One is sitting in your wood to-night,

appeals,
O maiden rare, to catch a glimpse of you ;

A shadow fleet, or but a window -light,

From the prattle of pedants, the battle of fools,From the falsehood and forms of conventional Shall make him glad, and thrill' his spirit

schools.

through."

Unto thee,

Brook, bappy brook , I pray, go lingering ;

Mother Nature , that badest me siog what I

And underneath the rosy lattice sing.

feel,
And canst feel what I sing, unto thee I appeal .

The following lyrical statement of the

For the poets pour wine ; and,when ' tis new , all nature and difficulty of lyrical poetry is

deny it ;

very prettily expressed , and reminds us

But ooce let it be old , every trifler must try it ; strongly of some of Goethe's small pieces

And Polonius on similar subjects :

Li. e . , the North British or other Reviewer]

Complains of my verse, that my verse is not There is a little song

classic . That flutters over me,

We conclude our notice of “ Lucile ” by
Like a gay lark hung

In the ether free,

stating our impression that its author has
Waiting to be sung

talents which , if he understood them , might With quaintest melody.

lead to substantial distinction, but that this

poem indicates that he at present does not Faint , and sweet, and airy,

understand them ; a verdict which we de And with cadence light,

liver with the less compunction, inasmuch as Like to foot of fairy

“ Owen Meredith ” assures us—
At the fall of night,

Or undulant white feather

As for you, O Polonius, you vex me but slightly . Doubting to alight.

“ Poems by Thomas Ashe," have a vein It is wild and sweet,

of true quality in them , though its develop And for cage unfitted ;

ment is considerably marred by a profusion
It were all upmeet

of Leigh Hunt-isins and Keats -isms of the
To give it wings wire -fretted ;

most profligate order. Those great cor
Or e'en to chainits feet

rupters of English would themselves scarcely
With cords daisy koitted .

have ventured upon such a line as Yet I would win it down

Mellowly, low -lutedly.
From the airy skies,

With po gloomy frown,

When Mr. Thomas Ashe is himself, he is But with pleaded sighs ;

very pleasing, as in these two sonnets : Sick my heart bas grown

With its melodies.

THE FETTERLESS SONG.

A CUCKOO.

O cuckoo, cuckoo , on a summer's day,

Should melancholy in sweet music dwell ?

Why did it thus float unto me, who lay

In shadowy flickering of beechen dell ,

Witb sorrowful, sad cadence ; as a knell

For crimson cloud far -faded ; with a stress

That would melt all things into tearfulness,

And baog dew - tears on leaf and lily- bell ?

O say not unto us , “ Your earth is ead ,

Its beauty very fickle, did ye know !”

It will not drop to me

Through the gold sunshine ;

It flits fair and free

With the cloudlets fine ;

It cares not to be

Shut in cage of mine.

Mr. Ashe appears to know the limits of

his power, and to avoid attempting more

than he can do . The result is , that his
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verses are always unpretentious and inof- Be glad, but never seek to blend

fensive, and often pleasing ; and if he is
One thread of life with mine ; for me,

conscious, as he justly may be, of abilities
I pray thee never call me friend

That could not be.

equal or superior to some of the various

poets whose reputations have lately gone up “ Cecil Home, " we see, is somewhat of a

like rockets, he may console himself for the
Pagan , and has a little too much of “ the

modest height to which his own is likely toattain, by reflecting that, at least, he will pride of truth,” — a fault which often attends

escape thefate which has usually befallen the habit of putting one's thoughtintoverse.

those sudden splendours, namely, that of The bestpiece in this writer's littlevolume

,”
coming down like sticks. The same remark

is too long to quote.
applies to the verses of “ Cecil Home,” in

whom , however, we do not find the vein of

originality which distinguishes Mr. Ashe's

poems.
6 Cecil Home " shows refined

ihought and feeling, and considerable skill

in expressing them ; and these are qualities
Art. VI . — Histoire du Consulat et de

which have made extensive and useful pop

ularities in our own day , so that we by no
L'Empire. Faisant suite a L'Histoire de

means imply worthlessness by this assertion
la Revolution Française. Par M. A.

of absence of poetic novelty. The follow
Thiers. Tome XVII. Paris, 1860.

ing stanzas, from a piece addressed “ To one The drama of the French revolution, and of

whom I would forget,” might have been the rise and fall of the first Napoleon, is so

written by Longfellow or Miss Proctor :- vast , grand , and complicated , it contains

such a variety of phenomena, and it suggests

I wrong mine honour to descend such a multitude of reflections, that, like that

To scorn of thee . of the Reformation, it will probably never

It is not thine to comprebend find an adequate exponent. The historian

Aught that has birth or life in me ; who would truly unfold it should possess a
And if my spirit will not bend character, moral and intellectual, which is
To stoop beneath the low - arched vault

Wherein thy puny soul is peonid ,
seldom found in our imperfect nature. He

Not thine the fault.
should be able to pass the bounds of party

and country, to free himself from their pre

Not thine the fault thou canst not feel judicing influences, and to survey a wide

The pride of truth ; range of human action and passion in almost

That self 's dull armour clogs with steel every possible phase of development, with

The soaring impulse of thy youth ,
an eye alike philosophical and sympathetic.

And thou, poor slave to thine own weal ,
He should not write in the interest of any

Hast dreamed it blended with deceit,

And offer'd what thou hast of zeal
state or opinion, and especially he should

At shrine upmeet. avoid to warp his theme into evidence of

any particular theory of government or pol

There is a veil before thipe eyes itics . He should take care to prevent the

That dims God's light, fascinations of genius, when in alliance with

And shapes small things in giant guise, colossal power, from blinding him to truth,

And nothing noble shapes aright,
justice, and right ; and he should remember

A4 , when the night fogshrouds the skies , the claims of honour and patriotism , al .

The glimmering lamps that cheer the haze,

More glorious to dull gazers rise
though divorced from ability or good fortune.

Than Heaven's rays. Above all , he should remove the false halo

of success from events, actions, and personal

qualities; and his judgment should keep

Pass on; Isomewhat soil my mind firm to that standard of conscience which is

In tby contempt , the only just canon of approbation. To

Yet were I scorpless I were blind ; these moral gifts he should add a force of
And I am bitterer that I dreamed

intellect and a mass of inultifarious acquire.
Some hidden spark in thee to find

ments, which rarely unite in a single person .

That might awake to truth and good,
He should thoroughly understand and vividly

And that my hopes spake as the wind

Not understood. reproduce the social and political condition

of Europe before the convulsion of 1789 .

Go, and such happiness attend
He should penetrate the inner life of the va

As thou canst know ; rious communities which, in the striſe be

Noenvying earmy thought shall lend tween 1792 and 1815, became theatres for

To learn how whirrs thy fortune's wheel ; the antagonism of Democracy and Kionar

0
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chy. He should be able to point out how cance of the Reign of Terror and the rise of

the furious energy of Revolution , after hav- Napoleon ; for in the one he sees only an

ing overcome all obstacles to its progress, unintelligible chaos, and in the other the

surrendered itself to an absorbing despotism , growth of his country's glory. He does not

which gradually, through its widespread perceive that the strife which preceded the

tyranny, arrayed against itself the very spirit Empire was a contest between contending

which first gave it its evil ascendancy. He principles ; and he dwarfs it into a brilliant

should trace out the effects which the fall of episode in the annals of French military his

the old French monarchy and the growth tory. He ascribes the sudden downtall of

and collapse of the rule of Napoleon have Napoleon to errors of policy and individual

had upon the frame of European society, ambition ; and he is too shallow to trace it

and upon its divisions, laws, and institutions to the effects of a despotism that sapped life

He should have the genius to portray such and energy at home, and that gathered on

opposite characters as Mirabeau and Talley. itself the vengeance of Europe. He has a

rand, as Wellington and Metternich, as Na sentimental love for free government; but

poleon and Alexander, as Pitt and Caulain- he is so blinded by the glory of Napoleon,

court, and to note accurately their influence that he forgets that he was the inveterate

on the period. IIis mind should thoroughly enemy of freedom , and he evidently consid

master and assimilate not only an immense ers her gifts less valuable than a glittering

variety of facts, but also the secrets of cabi- page in the national history. So long as the

nets and councils, the mysteries and intrica- career of his hero is crowned with success, he

cies of diplomacy ; the correspondence of can scarcely find a fault in him ; he only be

princes, generals, and statesmen ; the opera- gins to condemn Napoleon when he is obvi

tions of war of every kind, on sea and land, ously endangering his people's strength ; and

in all parts of the world ; and the effects it is plain that he would have approved of

produced on European society by different all the sins of the Empire had its wild

principles of government or policy. And dreams of ambition been realized . And, as

he should have the art to extract the truth he thus sacrifices the truth and the lessons of

on all these subjects from an enormous mass history to the love of flattering national van

of undigested materials ; to place it vividly ity, and to the exaltation of a single man , so

before the mind in its natural order and sig. he is quite insensible to many events which

nificance ; and, finally , so to arrange his nar- should have roused his deepest sympathies;

rative as to make it clear, harmonious, and , and he defaces his narrative by a partiality

when necessary , eloquent. which would be scandalous were it not

How M. Thiers has conformed to this laughable. He cannot comprehend the

ideal in his “ FIistories of the French Revo- pious heroism of La Vendée, the nobleness

lution , and of the Consulate and First Em- of Hofer, or the patriotism of Blucher. He

pire," is tolerably well acknowledged by sees nothing to admire in the conflagration of

competent persons. It would be unjust to Moscow , in the efforts of the German Togen .

deny him the merits of industry, of much bund, and in the insurrection of Prussia and

skill in composition , of occasional felicity in Holland. He can appreciate the attitude of

describing events, and in portraying indivi- France in 1793, when she stood in arms

dual characters, and of a style never solemn against her tyrants; but he has no feeling

or dignified, but generally glowing , and for the agonies of Germany when in the

sometimes brilliant. He has the genius of grasp of French despotism . It is significant

order common to his countrymen , and the of the same spirit, that, while he magnifies

faculty of hitting on incidents and details Jena, Marengo, and Austerlitz beyond their

which throw light on periods and historical natural measure and compass,he depreciates

personages ; and he has described the inner the Nile, Trafalgar, and Leipsic ; and he un

life of the French Empire with more mi. derrates miserably the Peninsular war, and

nuteness and vividness than any of his fel- misrepresents every battle in it . Add to

low -labourers. But he is entirely wanting this, that he shows very little acquaintance

in several of the qualifications which are with any writers but those of his own coun

necessary to a great historian , especially as try ; that he is extremely ignorant of Eng

regards the subject he has chosen ; and he lish history , even for the period he has to

frequently displays a deficiency of know - deal with ; that he is often greatly at fault

ledge, and a hastiness and inaccuracy when with respect to facts of which we have com

dealing with details which are equally cen- plete evidence; and that in no portion of his

surable and ridiculous. He has no con- work is he really sober, thoughtful , and can

sciousness of the awful inoral tragedy which did. No grace of narrative and brilliancy

the events he describes reveal to the thinker. of style can atone, we think, for the want of

He has not grasped the deep and sad signifi. depth and feeling , for the vanity and the
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cause

Talleyrand ethics, and for the onesidedness inces, and the conceptions of the Confedera

and the perversion of facts which are visible tion of the Rhine and of the kingdom of

in every part of his History. Westphalia were to be deprecated , because

The most interesting part of the volume France was unequal to such an enlargement.

before us is an abridgment of the entire His. At the same time, the Continental system ,

tory, in the form of a sketch of the reign of for the sake of which chiefly this enlarge

Napoleon . It is characteristic of the au- ment was made, was a really grand and no

thor's political creed ; of his utter insensi- ble idea, since, although it steeped half of

bility to moral considerations, when incon. Europe in misery, and was a monstrous

sistent with French aggrandisement; of his piece of tyrannical violence, it weakened the

pandering to the ruthless spirit of conquest, strength of “ impregnable England ." The

except when it is too self-destructive ; of his Spanish war, however, was a notable fault,

readiness to sacrifice liberty to glory ; of not because it sowed the Peninsula with

his gross unfairness, and of his hasty errors. ruin, but because it gave a field to a British

His idea of the balance of power is that army, and put an end to a great deal of

France is to be predominant in Europe. His French boasting ; and the Russian expedi

standard of the merits of a government is tion was a piece of madness, since even Na

not, whether it secures respect abroad by its poleon was no match for Nature. It is also

good faith and regard to justice, nor whether satisfactory to know that the partition of Eu

it adds to the happiness of its subjects, but rope, planned at Tilsit, cannot be justified in

whether it succeeds in making the Continent point of prudence, although it was a magnifi

dependent on one only of itsmany commu- cent thought ; and that the weakeningand

nities. The test he applies to any course of spoilation of Germany, the plunder of Rome,

policy is, that it is right if it extends the au- Madrid, and Florence, the erection of the

thority for France to the utmost limits com Grand Duchy of Warsaw , the destruction of

patible with her safety, but that it may be the Hanse Towns, the absorption of the

wrong if it proceed further. The European Duchy of Oldenburg, and the rending asun

settlement made at Luneville, assigned to der the system of Europe, according to the

France her true position, and to attain it fancy of a despot, were calculated to

again should always be her object. The pol. a reaction ” against France, and for this rea

icy of Napoleon, when First Consul, is the son, were an “ unsound policy .” Finally,

grand ideal for French statesmen, not because we are told that the Empire fell , it is true,

it staunched the wounds of anarchy , nor be- but that it fell solely from Napoleon's “ mis

cause it reconstrued society, but because it takes ;" that he never committed an error

gave France her ‘ natural limits,'and,without in strategy ; and that the French army,

overtasking her energies, made her arbiter though often “ unfortunate,” has no equal or

of Spain , Italy, and Germauy. It is true rival in the world .

that this policy extinguished her liberties, We are at a loss to decide whether this

not merely for a season, but designedly for review of the affairs of Europe between 1800

ever ; and that it bound her under a grind- and 1814 is more calculated to excite indig

ing despotism , which , “ based on force, be- nation or laughter,is more morally wrong

lieved itself immortal; " but it gave her the or logically absurd. M. Thiers is a states

Code, the Concordat, and the conscription, man who held power under a dynasty whose

it placed her under an excellent organiza- very watchword was Peace, ” and yet he

tion, and it made her formidable to all the coolly proclaims a policy for his country

world . The murder of the Duc d'Enghien which could never succeed except at the cost

was a mistake, because it alienated Austria , of war and misery from Finland to Cadiz.

Prussia, and Russia ; and the invasion of When he tells us that the right of France is

Switzerland and the plot against Turkey her status at the Peace of Luneville, he

were wrong, because they gave umbrage to means that she should expand to the Rhine

England ; but, on the whole, the reign of the and the Alps, that she should possess Savoy

First Consul was a noble specimen of“ pow- and Nice, Belgium , and the Rhenish Pro
er and moderation." After this, it was an vinces; that she should occupy Holland as

error to break the peace of Amiens, for the a dependency, that she should hold Switzer

navy of England was then too powerful, and land in mere vassalage, that she should keep

it would have been wise to wait for a better Italy to the Adige in subjection , and stretch

season ; and the peace of Presburg was bad her influence from Venice to Palermo, and,

policy , because it tended to combine Austria finally, that she should menace Germany,

and Prussia in a league against French am and be able to dictate to Spain as she pleases !

bition and rapacity. There was no great For whatever M. Thiers may say to the

harm in annexing Venice and Piedmont; but contrary — and, indeed, he says very little to

the seizure ofHolland and the Illyrian Prov. the contrary - this was the actual position
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of France in 1801, at the close of the war |French ascendancy in Switzerland ; and, al

which ended at Marengo. The Peace of though this step was perhaps ill-timed , for

Luneville gave her the Rhine as a boundary, it “ irritated Albion,” and “excited a weak

with all the strong places of the Netherlands, minister, " it wasreally “frivolous

and sanctioned the annexation of Nice and test against it. Indeed, every part of this

Savoy. It broke up completely the German ruthless and selfish policy was worthy of a

Empire, humiliated and weakened Austria philosopher and a conqueror, except per

excessively , and bought the assent of Prus- haps the “ nothumouring England sufficient

sia to aggression. As, unfortunately , it ly to induce her to forgive us her glory,"

made no stipulation for Piedmont, the Great and “ the caring little for the rights of na

Republic of course annexed it immediately, tions in causing the fusillade of Vincennes,"

and thus acquired the outwork of Italy . which " chilled Prussia , encouraged Austria

The recognition of the Batavian Republic in her excesses, and induced Russia to join

made France as completely the ruler of in the struggle with England." As for the

Holland as England is of the Ionian Islands. domestic policy ofthe Consulate, “ it did not

The guaranteeing of the Cisalpine, the Ilel give liberty to France, it is true,” but “ the

retian, and the Ligurian Republics laid Italy only species of liberty then suited to France
at the feet of the dictator, who, in a few was the moderation of a great man ; and

years, converted her into an appanage to his “ s no man has ever reached such a pitch of

empire. As for Spain, the Peace of Lune- glory as the author of the Concordat, the

ville “ left her in such a state of disintegra- Code, and the Recall of the Emigrants.”

tion, that one word sentfrom Paris to poor How weak-minded is the ideologist who
Charles IV . or to the wretched Godoy was hints that such a foreign policy as this is ex

sufficient to govern her ; and it was evident actly thatdenounced by international equity,

that she would soon be obliged to ask from the policy of overwhelming the feeble, of

the First Consul, not only a system of pol- dividing the strong for the sake of ruining

icy , which she had already done , but a gov- them , and of disregarding all thoughts of

ernment, and perhaps a king.” In fact, this justice to attain the ends of territorial ag

" just and glorious " peace made France the grandizement! And while we admit that

mistress of the Continent; and yet a states. much in the government of Napoleon was

man who speaks of public right, and even of really beneficial to France, and that possibly

the balance of power, calls that peace a le his seizing the reins ofpower was justifiable

gitimate arrangement of Europe, though he in 1800, we should have thought that a con

must know that Europe would run to arms stitutional minister would have found some

were France even to hint a claim to such a words to denounce the ruler who, on the

position ! plea of restoring order, attempted to per

M. Thiers next tells us hat the govern- petuate tyranny in his country . If the Con

ment of the FirstConsul, from 1801 to 1804, sulate produced the Code and the Concordat,

was, on the whole, a model for admiration. it gave birth also to the silent Senate, the

Its foreign policy is especially to be ap- emasculated Tribunate, and the venal Legis

proved of, since it secured the predomin. lative Body ; it established the odious spy

ance of France in Europe without engaging system , and the complete subjugation of the

her in perilous aggression. To follow up intellect,which were the characteristics of

the system laid down at Luneville,—to com- the Empire ; and it hastened the consum

plete thedestruction of the German Empire, mation of a plan to hand France over to an

to degrade Austria and exalt Prussia, for hereditary absolutism . It is singular that

the purpose of placing them in hostile equi- the tyranny of Napoleon is scarcely depre

poise, and laying them bare to French con- cated by M. Thiers until its fruits appear in

quest, - “ was a masterpiece of practical and national ruin .

profound policy, which placed in our hands It is fair to say, that after 1804 M. Thiers

the balance of German interests.” It was disapproves of the Napoleonic ideas. He

very commendable to “ gorge Prussia ” with does not assent to the interesting theory,

German prey, for this bound her over en- that crushing war, commercial tyranny, ra

tirely to France, and made her a tool for pacious exactions,and remorseless conquest,

French ambition ; and France, “ with the were a philosophic effort “ to agglomerate

alliance of one continental state, was certain the peoples " into obedience to “ the domin

of the submission of the others, and the ion of enlightenment.” The apology set

Continent once having been reduced , Eng - forth for the uncle by the nephew finds little

land would be obliged to devour in silence favour with a “positive” mind , which does

her vexation." “ beneficent dictator. not care at all for cosmopolitanism , and

ship ” of the First Consul was compelled to looks only at French interests. It is true

“ send an army to Berne,” which secured that, when criticising the imperial system,

The 6
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M. Thiers betrays so sublime an indiffer- with Russia,” and, of course, have left the

ence to the rights of nations, the sufferings field open to French aggression. It was a

of the world , and the mangled liberties of mistake to outrage Prussia in 1806 ; to treat

his country, that he reminds us of those separately with England and Russia after

“ who were born forservitude.” The agony Austerlitz, — “ for an over-refined policy is

of Prussia after Jena and Friedland, when only legitimate upon the conditionsof suc

her Queen was insulted in her own palace, cess ;" to mutilate Germany at Tilsit; to

when her plains were eaten up by a swarm- erect the Grand Duchy of Warsaw against

ing host of military tax gatherers and civil Russia ; and to set up the Confederation of

locusts, and when her youth were chained at the Rhine, and the Kingdoms of Westphalia

the chariot-wheels of the conqueror, does and Holland. Above all , it was a mistake

not excite a word of sympathy . The havoc to attack Spain , “ for this prepared an im

of Spain after the crime of Bayonne suggests pregnable battle-field for the English ;" to

merely the deep remark, that “ a popular reduce Austria to despair at Wagram ; to

insurrection should only have been con- annex Bremen, Hamburg, Lubeck , and the

quered by well-directed masses, and over- Duchy of Oldenburg ; and to attempt the

come by daily and obstinate battles.” subjugation of Russia “ while the Spanish

When thousands bled at Eylau and Fried - war seemed difficult to terminate, and even

land, and when half a million of brave sol- likely to be protracted.” All these mistakes

diers were swallowed up in the snows of destroyed the Empire, “for though genius

Russia for the mere purpose of pursuing a is forgiven much and long," she cannot al.

prodigy," we hear simply that it is to be ways err with impunity ; and at length,

regretted that “ Napoleon did not serry his when the Empire has fallen to pieces,M.

rauks, consolidate his base of operations, Thiers coolly turns on Napoleon, and tells

and inflict a mortal blow on the Russian us, “ that in reference to international law

Colossus." So it is when Austria was he was only a kind of military Jacobin .”

crushed at Wagram , when the pious author The sea of glory turns into an ocean of blood,

of the Concordat carried off the head of his and France seems likely to be engulphed;

Church from Rome, when the operations of and M. Thiers throwsthe Emperor over as

the Berlin and Milan decrees made half the an offering to the Nemesis of Justice, though

ports of Europe desolate, and when the not, it must be owned , without a lying eulo

Hanse Towns were placed under the rule of sy at the last.

Davoust, —the measure applied to this pol. We entirely agree with M. Thiers that

icy does not take into account its hideous the evil policy which he denounces was cal

iniquity. Nor, indeed , does the greatest culated to destroy the Empire of Napoleon.

crime of the Emperor-- his steady sapping For it was a policy which trampled on in

of the national life, his debasement of the ternational right, which contemned every

national energy, and his enfeebling of every consideration of justice, which mapped out

national institution in the interest of a single Europe in arbitrary military divisions, with

ruler -- find much disapproval in the eyes out reference to the laws of nature ; which

of M. Thiers, who panegyrises Napoleon's attempted to violate the first axioms of

“ infallible system of finance, and his active, commerce, and the strongest feelings of self

honest, and efficient administration .” But interest ; which sustained itself by a crush.

though M. Thiers cares little for public jus. ing tyranny, that provoked only hatred and

tice, and is blind to the moral aspect of Im- resistance, and which, therefore, either sooner

perialism , he has a keen eye to its political or later, was certain to combine all Europe

mistakes, and these, he says, were very against it. But we think that a plausible

abundant. It was a mistake to throw down case might be made for it upon the princi

the gauntlet to a power which had “ ahun- ple announced byM.Thiers, and if his views

dred ships and two hundred frigates where of the politics of Europe are tenable. It is

with she hovered around the world ;" før, easy to be wise after the event ; but if it be

although the design of invading England a maxim of French statesmanship, that

“ is an enduring monument of capabilities France should always expand to the furthest

ofresource," it ended unhappily at Trafalgar. limits consistent with her actual powers,

It was a mistake, after the battle of Auster- that she should " hold the balance of Ger

litz , to pluck Austria to the quick, “for many ” in her hands, that " she should gove

treating people in this way is like at- ern Spain," and in a struggle with England

tempting their death,and if we do not kill should attempt the Continental system — and

them we prepare for ourselves enemies who these are the doctrines of M. Thiers—we

will stab us in the back ;" and " Austria think that Napoleon's Imperial policy, so far

should have been placed on the Danube, as regards its foreign aspect, cannot justlybe
where she would ever have been at eninity lopen to censure. In 1805 , the Emperor

2
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had a fair chance to develop the maritime solute prohibition of English commerce, and

strength of France without exposing her to the methodising of the continental blockade,"

much peril, for the combined fleets of France would ultimately have caused England to

and Spain were far more powerful than that submit; and , in the event of another war,

of England ; and , therefore, on M. Thiers' would paralyse her resources. Now, we

principles, a war with England was quite shall not make any observations on the

justifiable. It is true that the contest ended facts, that the continental system did not

at Trafalgar, and that the Boulogne flotilla originate with Napoleon, but was a frantic

went to pieces, but the odds were in favour idea of the Directory, that it was one of the

of Villeneuve, far more than they were in most monstrous attempts at wrong which

favour of France at either Rivoli or Maren- was ever perpetrated by a despot, that it

go ; and if this be so, an attack on this coun- caused the bitterest indignation in France as

try wassurely not a fatal error. Again , if well as throughout the Empire, that it filled

France has a right to “ hold the balance of Amsterdam , Venice, and Hamburg with

Germany," was it not wise to degrade the paupers, and inflicted the greatest wretched

great German Powers, to crush Prussia, and ness on their merchants; that it was sus

weaken Austria, and to create a French tained by a code of custom -house laws to

interest beyond the Rhine in the Rhenish which those of Draco were mild in com

Confederates and the Kingdom of Westpha- parison ; that if it reduced at all the opu

lia ? Even the idea of a Grand Duchy of lence of England , it reduced that of France

Warsaw, which M. Thiers thinks so inde- in a greater degree; that it was able to ex

fensible, may be vindicated on this very asperate this country it is true, but entirely

principle, for that duchy was a thorn in the impotent to force it to submission ; that, had

side of Austria, and , through its nominal it not been for our own Orders in Council, it

ruler in Saxony, it extended French influ- would have been all but an utter nullity ;

ence up to the Vistula. Assuredly France and that the widespread poverty and ill - will

never so thoroughly . “ held the balance of which it produced were one of the many

Germany as when she sate on the neck of reasons for Napoleon's downfall. These facts

Prussia , kept all the fortresses on the Elbe have been established over and over again ,

and the Oder,and made Prussia a parade for and , indeed , rest for the most part on plain

her armies ; and as then there seemed to be principles, since the design of closing the

“ no limit to her powers, " the policy of “ ex- markets of Europe against a Power which

panding" her as far as the Niemen, should possessed all others, in virtue of her com

hardly find in M. Thiers a censor. This mand of the sea, and to do this in the most

maxim justifies even the Russian expedition , savage manner, was obviously, even if it

for all the chances were in its favour ; and, had been possible, an expedient to injure the

had it succeeded, no doubt can exist that the commerce of Europe, to deprive her of im

Empire would have extended to Russia, and ports, and restrict her exports, and to inflict

that Germany, throughout her length and loss and misery on many of her inhabitants ;

breadth, would have been,for a time, at the but, in reference to England, it was sure to

feet of Napoleon, who, accordingly, would be a failure. But if M. Thiers be right in

have “ balanced ” her at his pleasure. And his theory, if the continental system was a

surely, if France had a right to " govern " great thought," if the sealing up the ports

Spain,” there was no wrong in taking pos- of Europe against our manufactures, and

session, though the attemptwas followed by against the products of our colonies, was the

Baylen and Vittoria, and although the Eng. true method of subduing England , how can

lish army, whic 1809 “could not run he object to any attempt of Napoleon to

away as fast as the Spaniards,” issued from extend the boundaries of his Empire, and

the Pyrenees in 1814, to give the coup de thus to secure the obedience of Europe to

grace to the Empire. this system ? The only means of enforcing

There is one consideration, however, which , the continental system were to make all

according to M. Thiers' reasoning, is decisive Europe subject to France, and to place

against his theory of the “ mistakes” of the French garrisons in every port, so as to

Empire. Hetells us that the “ Continental compel the exclusion of British and colonial

system ,"" the closing all European ports, both produce , and to ensure the observance of

to England and to those who would submit to Napoleon's decrees along the whole seaboard

her maritime laws,was themostimportantand from Archangel to Constantinople. If a

the most efficacious of all the designs con- single point along this vast circumference

ceived by Napoleon . ” He regrets exceeding .were open to the prohibited commerce, it is

ly that Napoleon “committed infractions in obvious that commerce would find its way

this system by granting licenses to trade with to it, and through this entrance would reach

England ;" and he insinuates that “ the ab- the interior ; and thus , by the smallest

2
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breach in the line of restrictions, the entire ton, and that, on his last and most terrible

design would be defeated. On M. Thiers' field, he did not display his wonted genius.

principles, accordingly, Napoleon was right So, too, except upon political grounds— the

in occupying the Illyrian provinces, in seiz . necessity of awing Germany in his rear, and

ing on Holland and the Hanse towns, in of producing a strong impression on Eu

grasping Venice, Trieste, and Italy, in enter-rope-- his advance to Moscow cannot be

ing the Peninsula,and assailing Russia. On justified ; and, from a strategical point of

these principles, he should never have ceased view , his conduct of the campaign of 1813,

until he had established a universal empire, his prolonged stand upon the Elbe, his vain

for the purpose of bringing England to rea- demonstrations against Berlin , his detaching

son, and of causing the fall of the modern himself from all his lieutenants, and extend

Carthage.” We should like to know how ing them on an immense line, while he

M. Thiers can escape the dilemma into " hung in the air ” unable to protect them ,

which his own reasoning here has seduced him . all this, if necessary for his political objects,

The Empire fell, and great was the fall of was not in accordance with sound general

it ; but M. Thiers derives some solace in the ship. And as for the extravagances of M.

thought, that “ Napoleon was a miraculous Thiers in reference to the French army,

commander," that those who dare “ to blame while we admit its admirable valour and

the military genius of Napoleon are guilty of energy , its high intelligence and great achieve

an error of judgment,” that he never erred in ments, that army was not the finest in the

point of strategy, and that the French army world,” which , with every rational chance in

is something incomparable in excellence. We its favour, was beaten at Salamanca,Orthez,

do no question the abilities of Napoleon as a and Toulouse, and which never yet, under

general, -- thedepth and accuracy of his plans, any general, successfully encountered an

the vigour and brilliancy of his attacks, the equal army of England.

energy and rapidity of his movements, his For many reasons, therefore, we object to

great skill in pursuing an advantage, his the review of the Empire contained in this

masterly tactics when inferior in force, his volume. We think it vicious in point of

prolific capacity and resoluteness of purpose. morality , pervaded by a bad spirit of ambi

The general who conducted the campaign of tion, regardless of justice and sometimes of

1796, who planned the strategy which led to decency, and not seldom false in logic and

Marengo, who conceived a scheme for inva- assertion . To us the history of that Empire

ding England, in 1805, which he justly said appears in a very different light from that in

was a model of combination, who struck which M. Thiers beholds it. A nation , mad

that tremendous blow at Austerlitz which dened by long misgovernment, and brutal

rent in twain the opposing armies, who an- ized by wrong, neglect, and atheism , destroys

nihilated the strength of Prussia at Jena, its rulers, and , torn by revolution, becomes

who effected the grand manauvres of Fried- a people of ruthless soldiers. This nation

land, who saved the French army in 1809, has many lofty impulses, but, above all , that

and triumphed at Eckmuhl, Ratisbon, and of military glory ; and a great general ap

Wagram , who resisted half Europe in.1814 pears before it,who, having secured it from

with no more than sixty thousand men at foreign aggression, and raised its renown to

his command, and who, at the close of his the highest point, becomes its chief and soon
great career , made that daring spring on its master. The position of this ruler is

Blucher and Wellington , must always rank certainly difficult, for his title depends on his
as a master of strategy. But Napoleon military prestige, and the spirit of war is

himself would be the first to ridicule the still abroad among his subjects ; but there

absurd pretension of M.Thiers, that his gen- is no reason why he should not ultimately

eralship is never to be called in question. control, and direct to peaceful and useful

He would be the first to admit that he made pursuits, the turbulent forces he has now

mistakes, and that no commander is infal . under him . This, however, is not his real

lible ; and we suspect that, especially in his object ; and he resolves to organize his peo

later campaigns, he frequently sacrificed mil. plé into a machine, compact, harmonious,

itary rules, nay, the first principles of his and of giant strength, which shallmake him

art, to the exigencies of his political situa- a mighty conqueror abroad, and at home

tion . All competent critics are agreed that shall obey his imperious will . For this pur

he erred greatly at the battle of Aspern , pose he heals the wounds of revolution, and
that it was ruinous at Leipsic to venture to unites all Frenchmen to his government ;

fight with one bridge only in his rear, that but he flatters their vehement appetite for

he showed indecision at the Moskwa, that he glory, and he binds them gradually to the

threw away a day after the battle of Ligny, yoke of despotism . His army is enormous,

and thus lost a chance of crushing Welling- land his administration excellent, but the one
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requires a field for conquest, and the other geance, and the hope of relief from long op

rests on his single life, and has an inevitable pression ; the youth of Prussia flew eagerly

tendency to destroy all energy in the na- io arms, and forced their monarch to head

tion , all self-reliance and patriotism . Soon the movement ; the hordes of Russia poured

he plunges into war, and forms an Empire into the heart ofGermany to aid in the com

which contemns natural right and justice , mon cause against the tyrant; the forces of

which disregards the laws of political soci- Austria were steadily raised to throw her

ety, which ignores national distinctions and weighty sword into the balance ; and Eng

limits, and depends solely on force for its land, through the gates of Spain , resolved to

existence, which, along its bounds from Rus- aim a deadly blow against the enemy. That

sia to Spain , marks its presence in acts of enemy, however, was not yet vanquished ;

cruelty and exaction, and which , resting ulti. and though France was already half weary

mately on a dominant race, exhausts and of him, and her sources of strength were fast

degrades that race itself, and even irritates perishing, though his hold on Europe was

it in many particulars. That Empire, a Dearly broken, and his huge armies in Ger

gigantic defiance to every civilised nation in many and Spain were rapidly being cooped

Europe, a source of universal fear and odium up in isolated garrisons, surrounded by ene

by reason of its grinding oppression, stands mies and insurrectionary levies, he hastily

awhile upon the renown of its author ; but crossed the Rhine in 1813, at the head of

it is beset on all sides by the hatred of the three hundred and fifty thousand men , and

world , and it is ruined within by its palsy- on the fields of Lutzen and Bautzen once

ing tyranny , and by the severity of its bur- more saw thedreams of universal empire.

dens . At length a single misfortune assails But the tide had turned, and the day had

it: its sovereign loses a single army ; and past when two defeats could paralyse Eu

Europe rises at once against him , with a rope. The alliance of Prussia and Russia

spirit as fierce as that of the Revolution ; he against Napoleon had become a thoroughly

is feebly seconded by his own people, who national impulse ; and the great conqueror,

have become weak, and, at heart, dislike at the armistice of Pleiswitz, found that the

him ; and , notwithstanding his genius and Coalition was not to be shaken . At this

liis fame, and the terror felt at his conquer moment peace was within his reach , but he

ing sword , a few months see the end of his had the fatal folly to reject it ; and he soon

edifice of ill -directed power and ambition. discovered that his pride and insolence had

Not in virtue of mere “ political mistakes , " arrayed the whole force of Austria against

but of his rebelling against eternal laws, of him . He was now exceedingly overmatch

his despotism at home, and his tyranny ed ; but, instead of yielding an inch of

abroad , did the great Emperor meet hisdoom : ground, of abating a jot of his haughty de

“ Thus he fell ; so perish all
mands, of concentrating his garrisons scat

Who would man by man enthrall ! "
tered over Germany, or of securing a safe

retreat towards France, he placed himself

We turn from the political ideas of M. astride on the Elbe, with a menacing Bava

Thiers to his narrative of the fall of the Eur. ria and Wurtemburg on hisfank , with a

pire. In 1812, when Napoleon crossed the hostile Confederation of the Rhine in his

Niemen, no power seemed capable of with rear, and with his wings inclining towards

standing his arms. At the head of twelve Berlin and the Oder ; and,from this position ,

hundred thousand men , he held the Conti he sought to terrify the banded armies com

nent in his grasp, was master of France, bined against him . Although victorious

Italy, and the Netherlands, disposer of Ger- wherever he appeared, his forces are on too

many, and spoiler of Spain ; and he was long a line ; his generals are beaten in

about to invade the wilds of Russia, with several battles ; and at length, when plan

such a host as Europe never had witnessed. ping a march into Prussia, and the relieving

If, in a distant corner of the Peninsula, his the fortresses on the Oder, he finds that the

power was still resisted by England, and allies are accumulating in Leipsic, and that

Massena had recoiled in defeat from Torres the German races behind him have risen

Vedras, the opinion of Europe had no doubt against him . A battle follows, in which he

that his generals would soon drive Welling- is overwhelmed , and loses more than half

ton out of Portugal. Six months passed , his army ; and he is driven headlong out of

and the fangs of an Arctic winter and the Germany, pursued everywhere by a furious

wasting sword of an indignant nation had insurrection, and meeting at all points a har

made a wreck of the Grand Army ; while assing enemy. He brings back to the Rhine

the baffled legions of Joseph and Marmont sixty thousand men only, with Russia, Ger

had fled in ruin from Salamanca. Then many, and Austria on his traces. He is cut

arose throughout Europe the cry for ven . off completely from his garrisons in the Ger

a
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man rivers ; and when he reaches his capi- | drilled, in order that these old soldiers might do

tal , he learns that disease, with famine and for the recruits what the depots bad neither time

misery in its train, is preying on the shatter- norcapability toeffect; in fact, they were tobe
ed frame of his army. In the meantime, constrained to employ the time they wouldhave

Holland has flung off hisyoke; Illyria and leisure for a day, in instructing these conscripts.
needed for repose, if the enemy bad left ibem

Italy have been slipping from bis hands, and Our fortresses,which would have served as a sup

Eugene has been driven to the Adige ; his port to the army, were, as we bave said , stripped

own Murat is meditating perfidy ; and of all means of defence. Theimmense amount of

Wellington, rapidly issuing from Portugal, war material sent beyond the frontiers left our

and scattering the host of Jourdan at Vitto- home fortresses withont indispensable necessaries.

ria, has penetrated to the roots of the Pyre- We had given to Magdebourg and to Hambourg
nees, and is gathering in strength on the what was wanted atStrasbourg and Metz,and to

Alexandria what would have been deeded at Gre.
French frontier. The Empire, in 1812, noble. Even a part of the Lille artillery was still

seemed made of adamant; within a year it at the camp of Boulogne. But it was not alone

is a crumbling ruin . the material of war in wbich we were deficient,

We leave it to M. Thiers to describe the Our engineer officers, so numerous, skilful, and

state of France at this fearful juncture,—her brave, were scattered through more than a hun

resources against invasion, and the spirit of dred foreign cities. Wehad hardly time to form

her people. We merely premise that as we and despatch some coborts of national guards to

shali show hereafter, he has not calculated order to conquer the world, wbich was now esStrasbourg and Landau, to Lille and to Metz. In

fairly the Peninsular armies, in point either caping from her grasp, France had left berself

of strength or numbers; and we think that defenceless. Our finances, formerly so prosper

he has understated the unpopularity of Na- ous, and managed with admirable regularity, were

poleon , and the destitute condition of many pow as exhausted as our armies, through the chi,

parts of the country. In reference to this mera of universal domination . The movicipal

Jatter particular,he has not quoted the cele- lands seized to liquidate the debtof 1811 aud

brated Report of 1813, which declared that 1812, and to supply the deficiency of 1813 , bad
reinained unsold . It was doubtful whether pur

“agriculture for five years had gained no- chasers could be found for ten millions. The

thing; that it barely existed ; that the fruit paper which represented the anticipated price

of its toil was annually wasted by the Trea- sank to from 15 to 20 per cent., although nearly

sury, which unceasingly devoured every- the entire of what had been issued was slill in the

thing to satisfy the cravings of ruined and coffers of the bank, and in those of the crowo it .

famished armies :" self, which had taken more than seventy millions.

The moral condition of the country was, it possi.

“ The situation of our armies was dishearten- ble, still more wretched tban its circumstances.

ing on every side. On the Rhine we had 50,000 The soldiers, convinced of the folly of the policy

or 60,000 men worn out from fatigue, follow . for which they were pouring forth their blood,

ed by an equal number of stragglers and invalids, murmured aloud, though they were ever ready in

and having to contend with 300,000 men of the presence of the enemy to sustain the national

European Coalitiop ; in Italy we bad 36,000 men honour. The nation , deeply irritated that the

in juxtaposition with 60,000 Austrians on the victories of Lutzen and Bautzen had not been

Adige, and burdened with the difficult task of used to secure a peace, looked upon themselves as

bolding Italy in check, that was weary of our sacrificed to a mad ambition , now that they had

rule, and of restraining Murat, who was ready to experienced the serious inconveniences of an irre

abandon us ; on the frontier of Spain we bad sponsible government. Disenchanted as to the

50,000 veterans, disheartened by misfortune, and genius of Napoleon, having never believed in his

scarcely able to hold the Western Pyrenees prudence, but having always had faith in bis in:

against 100,000 victorious soldiers under Lord vincibility, they were at once disgusted with bis

Wellington; and on this same frontier we bud government, doubtfal of his military capability,

25,000 more old veterans, in excellent condition and terrified at the approach ofenemies wbo were

certainly, but called upon to defend the Eastern advancing in masses ; the French people, in 8

Pyrenees against more than 70,000 English, Sicil- word, were morally broken down, at the very mo

iads , and Cataloniade. Such was the exact po- ment when, to avert the impending danger, they

sition of our affairs correctly noted down. Na- would have needed all the patriotic enthusiasm

poleon bad, it is true, proved a bundred times with with wbich they were animated in 1792, or at least

wliat prodigious rapidity hecould create resources, the contiding admiration with which the First Con

but he had never before found bimself in such dis- sul had inspired them in 1800. Nerer, in short, was

tress. More than 140,000 ofour besttroops were a people in a state of more profound dejection

dispersed in different European fortresses ; there called upon to encounter a more imminent peril."

remained in France only deserted depots, which

even in 1813 had made an effort to drill raw re It is not easy to pronounce with certainty

cruits in two or three months,and had sent them upon the designs of Napoleon at this crisis.

forth, officered by the few experienced men they

still possessed. Undoubtedly there were still in the authorised version " of his History, except* In justice to M. Thiers, we have quoted from

the regiments that returned to France trained where its errors of sense audgrammar are unpar,

soldiers and oficers, but the authorities were now donable. It is a wretched performance — a bald, and

about to send to them recruits, ill-dressed and ill- ' unfaithful, and full of mistakes.
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It is evident, even at the eleventh hour, that | last , disseminated his forces on all points of

he preserved his haughty and unbending at his dominions, we conceive the hypothesis is

titude ; that he underrated the strength of utterly groundless . We think it probable,

the Coalition , and, above all , its power of co- that, till all had been staked and lost, Napo

hesion ; that he did not comprehend the ve- leon clung to the idea of his Empire ; that,

hemence of the passions which his tyranny relying too much on his own genius, on the

had excitedin Europe ; and that he did notap- support of France, and the jealousy of the

preciate fully the apathy or the rising indig- Coalition , he conceived to the last that he

nation of his people. M. Thiers assures us, could retrieve his losses; and that, when he

that at the close of 1813, the Emperor was surveyed his position in December 1813, he

really desirous of peace, provided it secured had no real desire for peace, and was hope

" the natural limits ” of France, but that he ful, even on the verge ofruin , of yet emerg

viewed the Allies' overtures with distrust ; ing in triumph from the struggle. Whether

that this made him elude the proposals of Europe would be convulsed in the contest

Frankfort ; and that he girded himself up for whether France would be rent and wasted

the final struggle, for the purpose, not of re. by his efforts - did not enter into the

gaining what he had lost , but of establishing thoughts of onewho called his soldiers“ food

France on the Rhine with honour. This at- for cannon ,” and who had exclaimed to Met

tempt to portray Napoleon as a patriot, con- ternich at Prague, “ What are half a million

tending for an object dear to all Frenchmen of men to me!"

and resolved to stake his crown on the issue, M. Thiers details at great length the poli.

is certainly not borne out by the facts ; it is tical and military expedients of the Em

merely a " scene " for the Emperor's exit. peror in reference to the impending invasion .

For, even assuming that the Emperor had a As he has a sentimental love of parliament

right to mistrust the good faith of the Allies ary institutions, he is shocked at the seizure

at Frankfort, and to evade a reply to propo- of the Dictatorship-at the violence done to
sitions which offered his the lin of the the remains of the “ Constitution ” at the

Rhine as a position - an assumption which election of a president of the Legislative

M. Thiers repudiates - it is clear that, even Body by the simple fiat of Napoleon - at

in December 1813, he had no notion of ac- the garbling of documents by the Imperial

cepting such limits to his Empire. His in- ministers — at the raising of taxes by impe

structions to Caulaincourt at this period, rial decrees—and at the wrath of the Em .

prove that he still insisted on a part of Hol. peror at the report of Lainé . All these

land—on retaining the great bridge- heads on acts, certainly , were " great mistakes ;” but

the Rhine, which gave him an easy access to we suspect that,had they achieved the result
Germany - on occupying all the territory of which M. Thiers believes the Tò kádov of

Piedmont— and on governing Italy through politics, the securing to France “ her natural

Eugene Beauharnais. This fact is decisive limits,” they would have been called " touches

against M. Thiers ; and , indeed, there are of genius and inspiration ," in his usual style

several other facts which are contradictory of tawdry adulation . As it was, they were

to his theory. Had Napoleon, in November certainly notmore illegal than several other

and December 1813, been satisfied with the measures of Napoleon, which , in his hour of

boundary of the Rhine, yet resolved to fight glory, escaped uncensured ; and, really , when

to the last for this stake, would he have set we reflect what a cheat the “ Constitution '

on foot a fresh army of Italy --have delayed of the Emperor was — how completely his

to recall Suchet from Spain- have clung te- paid and servile Senate, and his mute Legis

naciously to the Spanish fortresses - and lature of unpopular deputies, were the mere

have left garrisons in Piedmont andHolland, instruments of his will - we are not disposed

not to speak of those blockaded in Germany to blame him severely , for having got rid , at

- when the forces of Europe were on the a period of pressure, of the inconvenient

Rhine, and about to commence their threat- furniture of despotism . The fault of Napo

ened invasion ? Would such a commander leon was, that he had made his people

.have hesitated for a moment to collect his unfitted for real freedom , and that he had

armies from the extremities of his empire, veiled his tyranny under popular forms,and

and to concentrate them in imposing strength in the haze of military glory. It was not

against the hosts that touched on the very that, at the eleventh hour, he exclaimed

line he had resolved never to abandon , and boldly, “ I am the State ;" and there is much

that stretched already from Basle to Ant- truth in his stinging remark, that in 1813

werp ? Upon the hypothesis of M. Thiers, France " wanted not orators, but a mav . "

it is impossible to doubt what his course As for the diplomacy of Napoleon at this

would have been ; but as he never adopted crisis, M. Thiers unravels it very fully ; and

that course, and , on the contrary, up to the his account, on the whole , is not uncandid,
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neous .

thongh, on some points, we think it erro- His garrisons in Germany are, of course, out

He admits that the Alies were in of the account; he had scarcely any reserves

earnest at Frankfort in offering the boundary at hand, though he had recently obtained

of the Rhine to Napoleon ; and he blames decrees from the Senate for a levy of six

the Emperor justly and sternly for not hundred thousand men ; and his people were

having at once accepted their overtures. so exhausted and terrified , and the fortresses

This, indeed, is not consistent with his view, of France so ill provided, that a national

that at heart Napoleon was satisfied with resistance appeared chimerical. A sovereign

these terms ; but, in truth, it is not possible on a revolutionary throne, and with a people

to reconcile the two positions of M. Thiers rising against him , and a general with not

on this subject, that Napoleon rejected the more than two hundred and twenty thousand

basis of Frankfort, and yet had no other troops, and with no certainty of a large in

political object. M. Thiers is also right in crease of them , he stood against a mass of

his statement, that the insurrection of Hol- banded enemies whose combined forces were

land in November 1813 caused a great nearly a million of men , who, of late, bad

change in the views of the Allies, and led been victorious everywhere ! And yet he

them to insist on harsher conditions; but he remained confident in himself; and, so far

is wrong in insinuating that the policy of as his outward acts are evidence, he resolved

Ingland made the question of peace depend to defend his empire on all points, not to

on Antwerp ; and we think that, in his esti- give up a yard of territory , and to brave

mate of the diplomacy of the Coalition , he half the world in arms against him . Rely.

should not have suppressed that important ing on a respite of four months, and that no

document, the Allied Declaration from invasion would take place till April, he cal.

Frankfort. Perhaps, however, the marked culated that his levy of six hundred thousand

contrast between the moderation of this men would yield him three hundred thousand

state paper, and the arrogance of Napoleon's soldiers ; and with these, added to his forces

manifestoes, was the cause of this significant in hand, he still hoped to reconquer victory.
omission . Accordingly, his dispositions were made on

M. Thiers' account of the military mea- this hypothesis; and his plan was to leave

sures adopted by Napoleon at this juncture his armies on their stations, and to strengthen

is very graphic and elaborate, and is a valu- them with large reinforcements of conscripts;

able addition to the history of the period . while he himself , at the head of his corps of

The forces now arrayed against France, Guards which he hoped to raise to one hun

which were about to burst upon her terri- dred thousand men, would meet the pressure

tory , were, though separated, immense in wherever it was heaviest. Eugene was thus

numbers; and , for themost part, they were left upon the Adige, and Soult and Suchet

flushed with victory. They consisted of the on the Spanish frontier, while the Teeble

Army of the North, under Bernadotte, which corps on the Rhine and the Meuse remained

was marching on the frontier of Belgium ; opposite to the enormous hosts that lay on

of the Grand Arinies of Silesia and Bo- the German banks of these rivers.

hemia, which lay along the Rhine from It seems obvious that, from a strategical

Cologne to Båsle; and of the Anglo -Spanish point of view , this plan of Napoleon is open

army of Wellington, which had recently to censure: fur he had no right to count on

passed the Bidassoa. These forces were a delay till April ; and on the assumption of

nearly four hundred thousand men ; and, in M. Thiers, that he was fighting only for the

addition were the Austrian army of Italy , to boundary of the Rhine , he was absurdly

be soon joined by that of Murat, the Anglo. wrong in dispersing bis forces. But if, as we

Sicilian army of Arragon and Catalonia, believe, he was still striking for his empire,

Jarge masses of reserves coming up from the plan becomes intelligible and consistent ;

Russia and Prussia, and the troops block- and if he erred in the important particular,

ading the French garrisons in Germany. that an invasion was not immediately im

Against this prodigious array of foes Napo- pending, he had had many proofs in his pre

leon bad only the army of the Rhine, which vious campaigns of the tardiness of the allied

did not exceed sixty thousand men ; that of movements. His mistake lay , not in judging

Belgium , not twenty thousand strong; that the Allies from what his own experience had

of Italy, under Eugene Beauharnais , which taught him , nor yet in calculating on divi

perhaps was of thirty thousand men ; the sions among them, but in not perceiving that

nucleus of an army ‘at Lyons, some regi-the generals opposed to him had learned the

ments scattered in depôts in France, and the necessity of celerity in warfare, and in not

two armies of Soult and Suchet, which, in comprehending the energy of the hatred

spite of M. Thiers' assertions, were at least which his own conduct had aroused, and

a hundred and thirty thousand bayonets. which now quickened the advance of his
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enemies. His dispositions were all unfin- feated them in several battles, in a military

ished : of the three hundred thousand men point of view was not baffled to the last, and ,

he had hoped to obtain, not more than a at length, was only overwhelmed because his

hundred thousand had been enrolled ; no people and capital abandoned him . It is

attempt had been made to fortify Paris ; his scarcely indeed probable that his plan for

fortresses in France were still out of order, this campaign would have given him ulti

and wanting provisions and ammunition ; mate success against the Allies, and, as we

and his weak divisions on the Rhenish think, it was erroneous in principle ; but it

frontier had received very small reinforce- showed such skilful combinations, such bold

ments, when, at the end of December 1813, ness, energy , and firmness of purpose, and

the hosts of the Allies were set in motion ; so few faults of detail occur in it, that it will

and the army of Silesia having crossed the always attract the soldier's admiration .

Rhine at Mayence, while that of Bohemia The commencement of the struggle was

penetrated by Bâsle, an enormous flood of disastrous, for the allied armies kept to

invasion poured into his dominions. The gether, and, having attacked Napoleon at La

design of the Coalition was to drive before Rothiere, with a very great preponderance

them the weak divisions arrayed against of force, they defeated himn with considerable

them ; to march straight by any fortresses loss, and, for a moment, compelled him to

in their way, relying on their prodigious sue for terms. But, soon afterwards, from

strength ; and, converging towards each whatever cause, whether mutual jealousy or

other after their entry into France, to con- over-confidence, they separated into two di

centrate themselves between Chaumont and visions ,—the army of Silesia, with Blucher

Langres, and from thence to march directly in command, pursuing the road to Paris by

to Paris. M.Thiers,who never praises any the Marne, and that of Schwartzenburg

general but a Frenchman, of course says not marching for the same point on the nearly

a word of this strategy , but it was not the parallel line of the Seine. As these tactics

less an admirable move. It would probably placed Napoleon between them ,and prevent

have been completely successful had it been ed them from communicating with each

vigorously carried out at once ; and, as it other, this step of the Allies was obviously

was, it entirely disconcerted the Emperor: imprudent; and its peril was increased by

it gained for the Allies a third of France in the impetuosity of Blucher, who, instead of

three weeks ; and it reduced the ultimate keeping abreast with Schwartzenburg, press

issue of the war to all but a military cer- ed hurriedly forward in isolated columns,

tainty. The result of this attack was, that and thus exposed his whole fank to Napo

by 25th of January 1814 the armies of leon. Immediately the Emperor saw the

Silesia and Bohemia, under the respective error, and, having left a few troops to ob

commands of Blucher and Schwartzenburg, serve Schwartzenburg, he fell like thunder

had reached the valley of the Seine and the on the Prussian's line, cut up his scattered

Marne, with an open country before them to divisions in detail, enveloped his lieutenants

Paris, and with all the provinces in their rear in a circle of fire, destroyed the corps of

in their possession ; that the French corps Sacken and Olsouvieff, killed many men, and

opposed to them had been forced to fall back took many prisoners, and hurled backwards

without having fired a shot ; and that Napo- the whole army of Silesia, in the battles of

leon had been compelled to hurry from Champaubert, Montmirail , and Vauchamps.

Paris, to endeavour to hold the invaders in Having thus disposed of one of his enemies,

check, with a force not more than sixty he makes a rapid flank march on Schwartz

thousand strong, against a host of more than enburg ; assails the head of his advancing

two hundred thousand. In fact, his plan of columns, which also were too distant from

war had been utterly baffled, and his strate- each other ; wins the two battles of Nængis

gical position appeared desperate. and Montereau ; and , terrifying the Austrian

The campaign which ensued is one of the by his rapidity and his renown, compels bim

most splendid of the many great achieve to retreat on Troyes,and even to meditate
ments of Napoleon , and it proves the force falling back on the Rhine. For an instant

of his military genius, the originality and the Allies hesitate and treat ; the armistice

daring of his maneuvres, the celerity of his of Lusigny is held ; a march to the Rhine is

movements, and the excellence of his soldiers. soon talked of, and peace is nearly made at

A few words will convey an idea of the Châtillon . But the French Emperor, flush

brilliant and profound strategy, by means of ed with success, refuses to listen to reason

which, for several weeks, the Emperor, with able terms, and even to recall a soldier from

a comparatively small army,—it never ex- Italy : he remains stubborn , isolated, and un

ceeded sixty thousand men,-kept at bay the supported ; and at length the conferences are

hosts of Blucher and Schwartzenburg, de- broken off, and Blucher inclines northward

D-6VOL. XXXIII,
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to the Aisne, to join the corps of Bulow and fence to the defence of France, the plan from

Wintzingerode, who are hurrying to his aid beginning to end was a mistake; that it pro

by Soissons, while Schwartzenburg again ceeded on false assumptions and ideas ; and

moves forward to operate on the Seine to- that its partial and brief success was due,

wards Paris. Thus the allied armies are more to the errors of the Allies, than even to

separated once more , and Napoleon hurries the skill of their antagonist. Supposing that

to crush Blucher, who is losing time in an up to December 1813 Napoleon had still a

effort to cut off Marmont. He almost rational prospect of being able to defend his

reaches him as he falls back on Soissons ; empire atall points, what chance remained

but here fortune abandons Napoleon ,—the to him in January 1814, when he found him

place surrenders, and the army of Silesia, self in front of Blucher and Schwartzenburg,

reinforced by those of Bulow and Wintzinge- united in the valley of the Seine and Marne ?

rode, now exceeds in strength the force pur- In other words, had he any right to believe

suing it . The Emperor hesitates, but only that, with sixty thousand men in his hands,

for an instant : he attacks Blucher with the he would overthrow two hundred and twenty

energy of despair; wins the plateau of thousand ? Why, then, did he not bring up

Craonne, but is defeated at Laon ; and now, Eugene from Italy, to fall upon the rear of

finding himself overmatched, he falls back the army of Bohemia, summon Suchet at

on Rheims to rest his army. In the mean- once from the frontier ofSpain , and , accord

time, Schwartzenburg, who had advanced ing to the advice of Soult, leave a few de

slowly, concentrates his columns and moves tachments in the south of France to retard

against him : the sanguinary battle of Arcis- the advance of Wellington for an instant;

sur -Aube is fought, and cuts off Napoleon's and, uniting the twoarmies of Spain with

communications with Paris ; and he resolves his own , contend with the invaders on the

instantly to march towards the Rhine, to dis- base of Paris ? That this would have been

engage the garrisons of the fortresses on the the true scheme of defence, that it offered

frontier, to add their strength to that of his several chances of success, and that, possibly ,

army; and , falling on the rear of the allied it might have repelled the Allies, and cer

forces, which he hoped would be kept in tainly would have retarded the fall of the

check before his capital, to place them thus Empire, is now admitted by most judges ;

between two fires, io surround them with a and, as it is idle to suppose for a moment

national insurrection , and to crush them in that Napoleon did not appreciate its advan

the heart of his dominions. This bold de- tages, we can only ascribe bis rejection of it

sign is , however, discovered ; and , while he to his resolution to play for his Empire or

retreats with his back to Paris, his enemies, nothing, to his overweening confidence in

now left free to act , march straight upon it in himself, and to an ignorance of his unpopu:

immense force : they overthrow all obstacles larity in his capital. In these points, how

in their way , and take the capital after a brief ever, he was far from the truth ; and, ac

struggle ; his throne falls amidst general recordingly, his design of the campaign of

joicing; the Senate decrees his abdication; 1814, apart from his conduct in the field,was

and the Empire perishes, unwept and dis a mistake as a plan of defence ; and , in fact,

honoured. At this news he hurries back but for the separation of the Allies upon
the

with his army, and meditates fresh combina- lines of the Seine and Marne,—an error on

tions for an instant, which still bear the which he had no right to speculate, -it

stamp of his genius; but Marmont deserts would probably have ended quickly in his

him , and then his marshals ; he is left deso- ruin. When actually engaged, his skill was

late at Fontainebleau, and the conqueror be masterly, but the general disposition of his

comes a prisoner and an exile. means of resistance was obviously faulty in

Such, in a word , was the wonderful cam . the extreme ; and it is difficult to doubt that,

paign of 1814, which, as a specimen of in this respect, he sacrificed his art to politi

strategy in the field, is perhaps the master- cal considerations, or perhaps to his pride as

piece of Napoleon. It is impossible to ad- a sovereign . We may also observe, even

mire too much the daring and vigorous as regards his strategy in 1814, that while

swoop upon Blucher , which paralysed the all concur in praising it as a whole,heseems

army of Silesia ; the flank movement on the to have erred in accepting battle at La

army of Bohemia, which drove Schwartzen- Rothiere, in pot striking Schwartzenburg in
burg to retreat ; and the bold thought of a the flank before Montereau, instead of assail

descent on the Rhine, for the purpose of ing his columns in front, and in venturing on

ing the rear of the enemy, and crushing the desperate struggle at Laon, and the still

him while in front of Paris. But it seems more desperate strife of Arcis-sur-Aube,

certain, that, as a general design, in the ac- with a force so inferior to that opposed to

tual state of Napoleon's affairs, and in refer . him . We shall not, however, presume to

а
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pronounce on the moves of such a com- to write its history ? Is it fair to describe

mander as Napoleon, when guided solely by it like a Jack the Giant-Killer, or some
military considerations.

other prodigy of a story -book ?

M. Thiers , however, true to his ideal, ex- During this desperate struggle in the

tols not only the strategy of Napoleon , but plains of France, the Allies made several

even bis general scheme of resistance. He attempts to negotiate, and, but for the ob

will not allow that any mistake wasmade in stinate pride of Napoleon, the war would

fighting the battle of La Rothiere ; he strug- certainly have ended atChâtillon. M.Thiers

gles to show that Napoleon was infallible in enlarges on these events; but, as usual , he

all his movements against Schwartzenburg ; is unjust, and occasionally ridiculous, con

he throws on Marmont the blame of the de- sidering the actual condition of France : he

feat of Laon , against conclusive evidence to looks at everything from a French point of

the contrary ; and , like some “ vieux mous- view, and subject to his theory of the “ na

tache” of the Guard , he believes Napoleon tural limits ; " and some of his assertions are

an omniscient commander. This is not the very erroneous. He seems to think it a

way to write history truly ; and we should monstrous wrong, that, after the battle of

add, not only that his views on military af- La Rothiere, when one-third of France was

fairs are sometimes marked with much igno- in the hands of the Allies, and the gates of

rance, but that his accounts of battles are Paris seemed open to them, they should

usually so unfair, so full of grandiloquence have abandoned the proffered terms of

about the French, and of scorn and indiffer- Frankfurt, and have resolved to reduce

ence towards their enemies, that scarcely one France to her position of 1790. It is,

of them is really trustworthy. One of his doubtless, not a little pleasant , that an his

chief delinquencies in this respect is the falsi- torian, who has described the treaty of

fying the numbers engaged on either side ; Luneville, which deprived Austria of the

and , as to the results of some actions, he Netherlands — the treaty of Presburg, which

graduates them according to a scale in his reft Italy and Illyria from her, and tore

fancy. Thus he tells us that, on the field of from her sovereign the crown ofGermany

La Rothiere, " thirty- two thousand French " the treaty of Tilsit, which made Prussia a

were opposed to hundred thousand ; " and third-rate power, and all Germany a French

that the losses of Napoleon were “ about dependency - and the treaty of Vienna,

five thousand," against " eight or nine thou- which sealed the bondage of Europe, –

sand” of the enemy. The truth is , that Na- should inform us that the proposals of

poleon had nearly fifty thousand men in his Châtillon were such as “ never had been

hands, of whom he lost about seven thou- presented to a conquered country, " and

sand , with more than seventy pieces of can- " that though Napoleon had abused the

non, while the Allies were weakened by rights of a victor, he had never done soto
three thousand only. He states that, in the such a degree as this.” It is also somewhat

combats of Champaubert, Montmirail , and bold to assert that Napoleon was right in

Vauchamps, the killed , wounded, and pri- scorning these terms, because, “however

soners of the army of Silesia were at least unfortunate France might afterwards be

two-and- twenty thousand ; the real numbers come, no greater sacrifice could be demanded

were about one-half. At Craonne, he de- of her than that actually required ; and ,

clares “ that thirty thousand Frenchmen, even under the Bourbons, she would be al

without a sufficient force in guns, attacked lowed the position of 1790 : " as if the

fifty thousand Prussians and Russians, on a immediate stoppage of war and desolation

formidable plateau,with numerous artillery :" were nothing ; as if the Allies could never

the actual proportion was thirty to twenty-advance in their terms ; and as if the events

one thousand ; for, as Marshal Marmont of 1815, when it was seriously proposed to

writes expressly, the corps of Sacken did not partition France, and when she was ground

fire a shot, and wasnot even in sight of their to the dust by exactions, and by the weight

enemy. So, according to this veracious ac of an army of occupation , did not occur as a

count, at Laon the losses of Napoleon were contingency on the rejection. We must

twelve thousand against fifteen, instead of own, however, that he persists logically that

sixteen thousand against ten ; and , at Arcis France was justified in running any risks for

sur-Aube, twenty thousand are made to re- the sake of his favourite idea, since

sist, first fifty, and afterwards ninety thou- not hesitate to say that, though even all the

sand, the real proportion being sixty to a splendour of Paris had been destroyed in
hundred . No one doubts the excellence of one bloody day, the Rhine frontier would be

the French army, or the valour it showed in a compensation ; ” and that her sovereign

this memorable campaign , not seldom was quite right, for this paramount object,

against enormous odds ; but is this the way to lure the Allies into negotiations, under

66
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of retreat which well nigh proved that mar . the Duke of Dalmatia was incompetent, but

shal's ruin ! His passage of the Bidassoa, because Suchet committed great errors, and

and forcing of its lines, will always be cited the genius of Wellington and the heroism of

as examples of quick, brilliant, and resolute his troops were able to bear down every.

generalship . The same may be said of the thing before them .

passage of the Nivelle ; and if for an instant A few lines will suffice to show how M.

he was in peril on the Nive, with what Thiers has dealt with this contest. He

prompt energy he recovered himself, and strives to depreciate its importance ; and,

overthrew his nimble antagonist ! So it was though he cannot deny that the operations of

at Orthez and at Toulouse, --he invariably Wellington effected a strong diversion against

baffled the finest combinations, and seized Napoleon , he slurs over those operations

the occasion to retaliate on his antagonist completely. Ile informs us that, in July

with a weight and force which overbore re- 1813, the forces of Soult and Suchet together

sistance. Of his army, it is enough to say , did not exceed one hundred and ten thou .

with Sir William Napier, " that what Alex- sand men, against a hundred and seventy

ander's Macedonians were at Arbela, Han- thousand ; and that, afterwards, their antay.

nibal's Africans at Cannæ, Cæsar's Romans onists kept their numbers, while they were

at Pharsalia , Napoleon's Guards at Auster. reduced to sixty -five thousand . While he

litz, such were Wellington's British soldiers extols the excellence of the French troops,

at this period.” And it was the work of and reluctantly calls the British “ good,” he

this general and this army that the ablest carefully conceals the wretched composition

marshal of France, with a force superior at of the Anglo -Sicilian force in Catalonia

first, if inferior at last, was chased out of against Suchet. He says not a word about

Spain to the interior of France, defeated in Soult's reorganization of the army which at

every attempt he made, and completely pre- tacked Wellington at Sauroren ; but he

vented from lending his aid to Napoleon sneers exceedingly at the Marshal's disposi

struggling against the Coalition. In fairness, tions for the attack, and insists that they were

however, it must be said , that probably this entirely erroneous. On the other hand, he

great result would not have been gained had withholds the important fact, that Soult,

Suchet acted with proper zeal , and really when driven backward byWellington through

seconded the Duke of Dalmatia. In truth, the passes of Dona Maria and Echallar, was

as Sir William Napier more than hints, it nearly destroyed, with half his army ; and

was the incapacity or jealousy of this mar- he describes the battle of the Pyrenees “ as

shal which ruined Napoleon in the south of combats where we had lost about ten or

France, and, indirectly , in the north and eleven thousand men, against twelve thou

east , and which paralysed Soult when con . sand of the enemy," —the true proportion

tending against Wellington. For Suchet, being fifteen to seven thousand , as he might

with the armies of Arragon and Catalonia, have seen in the Wellington Despatches. He

had about seventy thousand men under his misrepresents the action of San Marcial, and

orders ; and, allowing for those he left in calls the brilliant passage of the Bidassoa

the fortresses, he could have brought fifty " the surprise of Marshal Soult at Andaya."

thousand good troops to his colleague. Op- He carps at the admirable plan of Souli to

posed to him was a heterogeneous force, effect a junction with Suchet by Jaca ; and

which could scarcely have followed him over sustains his case by exaggerating the two

the Pyrenees, and which had been greatly armies commanded respectively by Welling

weakened in efficiency by the departure of ton and Lord William Bentinck ,and by re

Lord W.Bentinck for Italy. Had he, there- ducing falsely the numbers of Suchet. He

fore, in the autumn of 1813 retreated from passesover in all but silence the daring pas

Spain into France by Toulouse, and effected sage of the Nivelle, the able defence of Soult

a junction with Soult at Jaca, from whence at Bayonne,and the interesting actions on the

the two marshals might have fallen on Wel. Nive-in attack and defence alike remark

Jington , the fate of the war might have been able. He is so absurd as to blame the Duke

altered ; and, even in March 1814 , had he of Dalmatia for not having thrown himself

joined Soult on the line of the Garonne, it is into Bordeaux ; that is , engulphed himself

the opinion of Sir W. Napier " that the in the Landes, and lost all chance of com

French army would have been numerous municating with Suchet ; and he describes

enough to bar Lord Wellington's progress the glorious victory of Orthez as “ a battle

altogether.” From these considerations, where Soult killed or wounded six thousand

therefore, it is evident that the Peninsular men , and left three or four thousand on the

campaign of 1813–14 was of the very great- field ,” — the real number being two thousand

est importance; and that the French lost it five hundred to four ! Finally , he absolves

not through want of numbers, nor because Suchet from all censure, and sneers at the
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“ temporising genius” of Wellington ; that | Art. VII. — Imaginative Literature.

is, of the general who had won the battle of Author of Adam Bede and Nathaniel

of Vittoria, and who, in the campaign of Hawthorne.

1813-14, with Soult in front and Suchet on

his flank, and with mixed armies, certainly It is expedient to examine occasionally the

scarcely superior to those, which might have more striking products of our

coalesced against him , not only drove the literature. Many ofour ablest writers seem

French out of Spain , but in less than six to find the dramatic form most congenial to

weeks, in the spring of 1814, had “ forced their own tastes, and best adapted to convey

the French from the neighbourhood of Ba. their convictions on morals,politics, and the

yonne to Toulouse, a distance of two hun- ology - on arts, science, and letters, to the

dred miles, had conquered the whole country public. The novel is unquestionably a

between the Pyrenees and the Garonne, had marked and characteristic form of the lite

passed six large and several smaller rivers," rary activity of this century. For this , if

and had defeated a brave and experienced for no other reason, the critic is bound not
enemy on every occasion he eyer encounter to neglect it. But we confess that other

ed him . It is a fitting close “ to this strange motives induce us at intervals to undertake

eventful history ,” that M. Thiers suppresses such a review. There are many questions

any mention of the battle of Toulouse -- we of social concernment which lie apart from

presume, because it reflects great credit on politics, philosophy , theology, and the larger

Soult, and still greater on his illustrious an- questions of national life. These cannot be
tagonist ! more conveniently discussed than in connec

In taking leave of M. Thiers, we beg to tion with the literature which undertakes to

reiterate our approval of the flow and ra- represent them as they work themselves out

pidity of his narrative. He has also thrown among us. To attempt to solve, or at least

some fresh light on several of the events to adjust, some of the more subtle and knot

detailed in this volume, especially on the ty problems in practical ethics, which meet

diplomacy of Napoleon , and on theRevolu- us at every step we take, is a task that ought

tion of 1814. But we are compelled to add , not to prove unprofitable. We can all re
that neither in this nor in any other part of peat the ten commandments. Few of us

his work is he at the level of his great argu- are sinners on a large scale ; thieves and

ment, perhaps the greatest in the history of murderers will not return a parliamentary
the world . He is entirely blind to the representative until " minorities” are enfran

awful majesty of the drama he has attempt- chised ; but the minor moralities—the chari

ed to delineate. He writes as if thismo-ties, and graces, and courtesieswhich sweeten

mentous scene, in which, amidst the shock life — are little understood, and habitually

of stirring events and the sound of half the neglected.
world in conflict, we can trace Providence Many people appear to suppose that the

shaping His ends, were a stage to show off imagination is a faculty which necessarily

one nation and its chieftain . In dealing with manifests in its operations a certain false
political questions, he is indifferent to moralness. One man has common sense ,

rules ; and, in reference to his own country, other has imagination. The one sees things
he steadily adopts the dogma ofthe Athenian as they are,—the other sees things as they

at Melos, rebuked by the solemn irony of arenot. Such is the current phraseology;

Thucydides, " that might is the measure of the fact being, that the man whose imagi

the rights of nations.” Finally, he is reck- nation is most intense and exalted , is the

less in assertion , and careless of truth, when- man whose impressions of things are , in

ever it shocks his prejudices or vanity ; and general , the most truthful and exact.
although he tells us solemnly, in a part of Doubtless, there is a grain of truth in the

his work, " that he entertains such a respect popular view. The imagination in different

for the mission of History, that the fear of men works under different laws. The more

alleging what is inaccurate fills him with con . powerful intellects keep it in subjection, but

fusion , " we own that this sally strongly re- it takes the feebler captive. In the one case,

minds us of Lady Blarney's Eulogies on Vir- it vitalizes and exalts; in the other, it dis
tue. On the whole, the character of this colours and exaggerates. The author of

work is this : Adam Bede represents the first class ; Na

Κακού δε χαλκού τρόπον
thaniel Hawthorne, the second .

τρίβω τε και προσβολαις
The second class is, undoubtedly , the

more numerous.

μελαμπάγης πέλει
Our planet is seldom

δικαιωθείς .
visited by a Cervantes, a Shakespeare, or a

Goethe,-men, in whom this mental equili.

brium , this balance of the faculties , is perfect

-an
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ly preserved . The minor poet or dramatist of the old English town with the beatings of the

is tyrannized over by his imagination. It world's mighty beart. A vigorous superstition,

draws into his vortex the shifting phases of that lashes its gods or lashes its own back, seems
human life, the versatile motives of human to be more congruous with the mystery of the

human lot, than the mental condition of these

action ; and when they emerge, they bear emmet-like Dodsons and Tullivers.”

the impress of the violent but monotonous

energies which have been at work upon Yet this subtle anatomist of the heart,

them . Such an imagination is never at whose spell evokes the most potent passions,

rest ; as on a windy sea the shadow cannot does not hesitate to transfer literal and

settle unbroken upon its surface. But in the “ painful ” likenesses of those drearily pro

stiller and more perfect places of the imagi- saic people to her canvas. To be able to do

nation, such agitation is unknown. The this as she has done it, necessitates a very

eyes are undimmed by tears, the hand does special gift. The characters are prosaic, but

not tremble with the weakness of passion , a prosaic artist could not render them , the

the serene tolerance of the intellect is not affinity would prove fatal. They would

disturbed by the flood - tide of impetuous emerge from the crucible disjointed and dis .

feeling. figured , entirely unrecognisable. The se

Among such men (or women ) the author cond-rate imagination, more engrossed, fee

of Adam Bede may be reckoned. She can bler, and less restrained , would fail also.

evolve “ great actions and great passions ; " Yearning after the true, the beautiful, and
but she dwells with equal complacency on the good,-the poetry of life in its purest

the most trivial events, and the most frivo- aspects,—things that are neither true, nor

lous careers . Vulgar and prosaic minds do beautiful, nor good , but only mean , and

not hurt her,-they never sting her into in- dwarfed , and sordid , stir it into sharp pro

dignation ; she portrays their narrowness, test, leave it irritated and aggrieved . As

their selfishness, their meanness, without re- soon as it has uttered its protest it quits

sentment or contempt. With resolute pa- them , and retreats to a world of its own ,

tience, she accumulates every trait that can where every object is seen through a poetic

make the likeness more living ; and when mirage, and from which all Tullivers and

she has finished her work , she leaves it to Dodsons are excluded . No such sharp pain ,

tell its own story, pronouncing no verdict, no such keen recoil, is felt by the author of

passing no sentence, neither acquitting nor Adam Bede . The sun shines and the rain

condemning. Only an artist , working in this falls upon the just and the unjust. The

supremely impartial spirit, could have silver shield reflects, with tranquil fidelity,

drawn the Tullivers and Dodsons :
the boors who plough the fields, and the
summer clouds which fleck the heaven .

“ It is a sordid life , you say, this of the Talli .

vers and Dodeons -- irradiated by no sublime It is long since every English reader

principles,no romantic visions, no active, selfre finished Adam Bede; upon it, therefore, we

nouncing faith --moved by none of those wild, do not need to linger. The later work shows

uncontrollable passions which create the dark that the writer's power does not wane ; and

shadows of misery and crime- without the primi- though deficient, perhaps, in the rapid in

tive rough symplicity of wants, that hard submis. terest, and untouched by the shifting lights

sive ill paid toil, that child -like spelling out of and shadows of its predecessor, The Mill on

what nature bas written, which gives its poetry the Floss is directed throughout by a finer

to peasant life . Here, one bas conventional

worldly potious and babits without instruction and more consistent purpose.

and without polish -- surely the most prosaic form
The humour is as genial and true - nay,

of buman life : proud respectability in a gig of perhaps, truer ,—having, so to speak , less of

unfashionable build : worldliness witbout side- glare in it . Mís. Poyser's sharp sayings
dishes. Observing these people parrowly, even and keen retorts were, as such, better proba

when the iron hand of misfortune hasshaken them bly than anything that the Dodsons or Tul

from their unquestioning hold on the world, livers utter . But the humour has become
sees little trace of religion , still less of a dis
tinctively Christian creed. Their belief in the elevated and sustained, a steady and con

Unseen , so far as it manifests itself at all,seems stant light, manifested more in the concep
to be rather of a pagan kivd ; their moral po- tion of the characters themselves than in the

tions , though beld with strong tenacity, seem to words which they use. This is probably the

have no standard beyond hereditary custom . finest form of humour, implying, as it does,

You could not live among such people ; you are a profounder insight into character than the
stified for want of an outlet towards something ability to say smart things does ; and with
beuutiful. great, or noble ; you are irritated with this humour ihe book overflows. But there
these dull men and women, as a kind of popula

tion out of keeping with the earthon which they is no want ofpoint either; at times, the per
live , with this rich plain where the great river vading and informing spirit blossoms into

flows for ever onward, and links the small pulse jest. Luke, the miller's man, — " subdued

one
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by a general mealiness, like an auricula," — limpid , transparent English which charmed

is painted in a single line. How good the the world in Adam Bede. This is the age of

sketch ofMr. Pullet is ! " affectations," especially of " affectations” in

“ Mr. Pullet wasasmall man with a high nose, writing so perfectly simple and naturalas
style; and it is comforting to meet with

small twinkling eyes, and thin lips, in a fresh.
looking suit of black, and a white cravat,that this is. No mannerism of any kind is visi

seemed to live been tied very tighton somehigher ble, and there is not a trace of imitation

principle than that of mere personal ease. He either in language or thought,—not an echo

bore about the same relation to his tall , good- of Carlyle, or Thackeray, or Kingsley :
looking wife, with ber balloon sleeves, abundant How simple in expression, and yet how rich

mantle, and large be- feathered and be-ribboned in suggestion and poetic association , such

bonnet, asa small fishing smack bears to a brig passages as these are !
with all its sails spread."

or of Mr. Stelling's creed,

“ Mr. Sterling was very far from being led “ Tom thought people were at a disadvantage

astray by enthusiasm , either religious or intellec- who lived on any other spot of the globe ; and
tual ; on the other band , he hadno secret belief Maggie, when she read about Christiana passing

that everytbing was bumbug. He thonght re ' the river over which there is no bridge, ' always
ligion was avery excellent thing, and Aristotle a saw the Floss between the green pastures by the

great authority, and deaneries and prebends use. Great Ash .
ful institutions, and Great Britain the providen- “ Life did change for Tom and Maggie ; and

tial bulwark of Protestantism , and faith inthe yet they were not wrong in believing ibat the
Unseen a great support to afflicted minds; he be thoughts and loves of these first years would al

lieved in allthese things as a Swiss hotel-keeper waysmake part of their lives. We could never
believes in the beauty of the scenery around bim, have loved the earth so well if we had had no
and in the pleasure it gives to artistic visitors . " childhood in it ,-if it were not the earth where

the same flowers come up again every spring that

or of Tom's boyish awkwardness , we used gather with our tiny fingers as we sat

" He stood looking at nothing in particolar, lisping to ourselves on the grass — the same hips
with the blushing, awkward air and semi-smile and huws on the autumn hedgerows — the same

whichare common to shy boyswhen in company, red breaststhat we used to call God's birds ,' be
- very much as if they had come into the world cause they did no barm to the precious crops.

by mistake, and found it in a degree of undress What novelty is worth thatsweet monotony where

that was quite embarrassing ."
everything is koown, and loved because it is

knowo ?

or of Bob Jakin , “ The wood I walk in on this mild May day,

" Maggie ranto the high bank against the with the youngyellow -brown foliage ofthe oaks be

great holly-tree, where shecould see far away to- tween me and the blue sky, the white star-flowers

wards theFloss. Therewas Tom ; but her heart and the blue-eyed speedwell and the ground ivy at

sank again as she saw how far off he was on his my feet — what grove of tropic palms,wbat strange

way tothe great river ; andthat he had another ferns or splendid broad petalied blossoms, could

companion besides Yap-naughty Bob Jakin , ever thrill such deep and delicate fibres within

whose official, if not natural function , offrighten- me as this home scene ? . These familiar flowers,

ing the birds, was just now at 'a standstill. the
se well-remembered bird-notes, thia sky with its

Maggie felt sure that Bob was wicked , without fitful brightness, these furrowed and grassy fields,
very distinctly knowing why; unless it was be- each with a sort of personality given to it by the

cause Bob's motber was a dreadfully large fat capricious hedgerows-- such things as these are
woman, who lived at a queer round house down the mother tongie of our imagioation, the lan
the river ;and once, when Maggieand Tom had guage that is laden with all the subtle inextricable

wandered thither, there rushed outa brindled dog associations the fleeting hours of our childhood
that wouldn't stop barking ; and when Bob's left behind them . Our delight in the sunshine

mother came out after it, and screarned above the on the deepbladed grass to-day, might be no

barking to tellthem not to be frightened ,Maggie if it were not forthesunshineand the grassinmore than the faiat perception of wearied souls,

thought she was scolding them fiercely , and herthe far-off years,which still live in us , and trans
heart beat with terror. Maggie thought it very

likely that the round bouse had snakes on the form our perception into love."

floor, and bats in the bedroom ; for she had seen

Bob take off his cap to show Tom a little snake

that was inside it, and another time he had a “ Fine old Christmas , with the snowy hair and

handful of young bats ; altogether, he was an ir- ruddy face, had done bis duty that year in the

regular character, perhaps even slightly diabolical , noblest fashion, and bad set off his rich gifts of

judging from his intimaoy with snakes and bats ; warmth and colour with all the heighteniog con

and to crown all, when Tom bad Bob for a comtrast of frost and snow.

panion, he didn't mind about Maggie, and would " Snow lay on the croſt and river bank in un

never let her go with him ." dulations softer than the limbs of ipfanoy ; it lay

with the neatliest finished border on every slop

Nor has the style suffered. The author ing roof, making the dark-red gables stand out

of The Mill on the Floss writes the clear, I with a new depth of colour ; it weighed heavily

WIXTER TIME.
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on the laurels and fir trees till it fell from them words. Wordsworth has described how the

with a shuddering sound ; it clothed the rough glory of childhood perishes :
turnip - field with whiteness,and made the sheep

look likedark blotches ; the gates were all blocked
" Not in entire forgetfulness,

up with the sloping drifts, and here and there a
And not in utter pakedoess,

disregarded four.footed beast stood as if petrified
But trailing clouds of glory do we come

in uprecumbent sadness ; ' there was no gleam ,
From God , who is our home.

do sbadow , for the heavens, too, were one still ,
Heaven lies about us in our infancy !

pale cloud - no sound or motion in anything but
Shades of the prison -bouse begin to close

ihe dark river, tbat flowed and moaned like an Upon the growiog boy ;

unresting sorrow. But old Christmas smiled as But he beholds the light, andwbence it fows,

he laid this cruel-seeming spell on the outdoor
He sees it in his joy :

world, for he meant to light up home with pew
The youth , who daily farther from the east

brightness, to deepen all the richness of indoor
Must travel , still is Nature's Priest,

colour, and give a keener edge of delight to the
And by the vision splendid

warm fragrance of food : be meant to prepare a
Is op his way attended ;

sweet impri-onment that would strengthen the At length the manperceives it die away,

primitive fellowship of kindred, and make the And fade into the light of common day. "

sunshine of familiar buman faces as welcome as Most of us know how true this is . The

the hidden day-star. His kindness fell but hurdly lightof infancy has died out of our hearts,
on the homeless - fell but hardly on the homes and we cannot now restore even the mem

where the hearth was not very warm, and where
the food had little fragrance; where the buman ory of its pain . “ We have all sobbed so

faces had no sunshine in them, but rather the piteously, standing with tiny bare legs

leaden, blaok-eyed gaze of unexpectant want. above our little socks, when we lost sightof

But the fine old season meant well ; and if he has our mother or nurse in some strange place ;

not learnt the secret how to bless men impartially, but we can no longer recall the poignancy

it isbecause hisfather Time, with ever-unrelent. of that moment, and weep over it, aswe do
ing purpose, still bides that secret in his own

over the remembered sufferings of five or
mighty, slow -beating heart . ”

ten years ago. Every one of these keen

moments has left its trace, and lives in us

“ I suppose that is the reason why the small still; but such traces have blent themselves

old -fashioned book, for which you need only pay irrecoverably with the firm textures of our
sixpence at a book -stall, works miracles to this
day , turning bitter waters into sweetness : while youth and manhood ; and so it comes that

expensive sermons and treatises, newly issued, we can look on the troubles of our children

leave all things as they were before. It was with a smiling disbelief in the reality of

written down by hand that waited for the their pain .” But some men and women

heart's prompting ; it is the chronicle of a soli are able to preserve, and carry with them

tary , hiiden anguish, struggle, trust and triumph through life, the feelings and sensations of
--not written on velvet cushions to teach endur- these early years. Whether hat is called

ance to those who are treading with bleeding " genius”arises out of, or may be identified
feet on the stones . And so it reinains to all time

a lasting record of human needs and human con with , this preservative faculty, is a question

solations: the voice of a brother who, ages ago, that we cannot stay to consider ; but certain

felt and sufferedand renounced in the cloister,it is that only a supreme imagination can

perhaps, with serge gown and torsured head, with recall with fidelity the brightness or bitter

much chaunting and long fasts, and with a fash - ness of its childhood. The attempt is some

ion of speech different from ours—but under the times made by men of inferior powers, but

same silent far-off' heavens, and with the same the counterfeit is easily detected .

passionate desires , the same strivings, the same

failures, the same weariness . " through it at once, —the representation is

what a moderately clever man fancies child

Before we pass on to consider the special houd should be, not what our childhood was.

purpose of this book, one other personal It is constructed upon a plan ; there is

characteristic may be noted . The first vol method in the madness; and the meretri

ume is devoted to the childhood of Maggie, cious simplicity betrays the embarrassed

the heroine, and of Tom, her brother ; and efforts of the mature mind elaborately at

the manner in which this is done establishes tempting to be immature. Other artists

what Adum Bede had indicated ,—that the have sought to describe an abnormal senti

author possesses remarkable insight into the mental childhood — as in the Little Dombey

feelings of children, and an almost uniqud of Mr. Dickens, -a childhood where, though

power of expressing them . This is a very the finer characteristics escape, its diseases

fine and a very rare gift . It is so difficult at least are laid hold of and put down in
for a grown-up man or woman to enter into print. But the childhood which the author

the heart of childhood,to follow its inarticutof Adum Bede draws is quite another thing :

late logic, to recreate its simple but intense it is the sensational life of healthy and

emotions, to set down in order its broken hungry little animals, who are not beyond

We see

ໂ
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dressing dolls, and playing at marbles, and ways have ball- sovereigns and sovereigns for my

liking jam -tarts. We cannot doubt its gen- Christmas boxes, because I shall be a man ; and

uineness for a moment. “ Totty was the you have only five-sbilling pieces, because you're

gem of the Poyser household ; and some of only a girl.'
" Well, but, Tom -- if mother would let me

the scenes in which the little lady figured give you two half-crowns and a sixpence out of
were delicious :

my purse to put into your pocket and spend , you

Mundy, my iron's twite told ; pease put it know ;and buy somemore rabbits with it ? '
down to warm .

More rabbits ? I don't want any more. '

The small chirruping voice that uttered this
".0, but Tom , they're all dead. '

request came from a fine sunny -haired girl between "Tom stopped immediately in his walk and
• You forgot tothree and four,who, seated on a high chair atthe turned round towards Maggie.

ead of the ironing-table, was arduously clutching feed 'em , then , and Harry forgot ? ' he said , his

the handle of a miniature iron with her tiny fat colour heightening for a momeot, but soon sub.

fist, and ironing rags with an assiduity that residing; I'll pitch into Harry — 111 bave bim

quired her to put her little red tongue out as far turned away. And I don't love you, Maggie.

as anatomy would allow.
You shan't go fishing with me tomorrow . I told

" Cold, is it, my darling ? Bless your sweet you to go and see the rabbits every day. ' He

face !'said Mrs. Poyser, who was remarkable for walked on again.

the facility with which she could relapse from her
“ Yes, but I forgot - and I couldn't help it,

official objurgatory tone to one of fondness or of indeed, Tom. I'm so very sorry,”said Maggie,

friendly converse. Never mind ! Mother's done while the tears rushed fast.

ber ironing now. She's going to put the ironing ' You're a Daugbty girl , ' said Tom , severely,

things away.'
and I'm sorry I bought you the fish line. I

• Muony, I tould 'ike to do into de barn to
don't love you .'

Tommy, to see de whittawd .' * 0 , Tom , it's very cruel , ' sobbed Maggie.

“ No, no, no ; Totty 'ud get her feet wet,' said I'd forgive you, if you forgot anything - I

Mrs. Poyser,carrying away her iron. Ran into wouldn't mind what you did- I'd forgive you

the dairy, and see cousin Hetty make the butter .'
and love you.'

** I tould 'ike a bit o ' pum- take , ' rejoined Totty, " Yes, you're a silly — but I never do forget

who seemed to be provided with several relays of
things— I don't. '

requests ;at the same time,takingtheopporta break," said Maggie,shaking withsobs, clinging
O , please forgive me, Tom ; my heart will

into a bowl of starcb , and drag it down, so asto toTom's arm,and laying ber wet cheek on his

empty the contents with tolerable completeness
shoulder.

op to the ironing -sheet.
" Tom shook her off, and stopped again , saying

“ Did ever anybody see the like ? ' screamed in a peremptory tone, Now, Maggie, you just
listen .

Poyser, running towards the table when her eye
Aren't I a good brother to you ? '

bad fallen on the blae stream. The cbild's al
" • Ye-ye-es ,' sobbed Maggie, her cbin risiog

lays i ' mischief if your back's turned a minute .
and falling convulsedly.

What sball I do to you, you naughty,naughty gell!
" Didn't I think about your fish -line all this

“ Totty , however, had descended from her
quarter, and mean to buy it, and saved my money

with great swiftness, and was already in retreat o' parpose,and wouldn't go balves in the toffee,

towards the dairy, with a sort of waddling run ,
and Spouncer fought me because I wouldn't ? '

and an amount of fat on the pape of her neck,
Ye.ye- es . and 1 ... lo-lo-love you

wbich made her look like the metamorphosis of a
80, Tom .'

white sucking-pig .” . “ . But you're a naughty girl. Last holidays

you licked the paint off my lozenge -box, and the

Many of Tom and Maggie's experiences holidays before that you let the boat drag my

are quite as graphic and true to nature : fish - line down when I'd set you to watch it, and

“ .O don't bother,Maggie! you're such a sillyų thing !
you pushed your head through my kite, all for no

- I shall go and see my rabbits .'
“ * But I didn't mean,' said Maggie ; ' I couldn't

Maggie's heart began to flutter with fear.
help it . '

She dared not tell the saci truth at once, but she

walked after Tom in trembling silence as he went ed what you were doing.
Yes, you could , ' said Tom , if you'd mind.

And you're a paughry
out, thinking how she could tell himthe news so girl,andyou shan't go fishing with me to-mor
as to soften at once his gorrow and his anger ; for

Maggie dreaded Tom's anger of all things-it “ With this terrible conclusion , Tom ran away

was quite a different anger from her own.

« • Tom ,'she said , timidly , when they were out Lukethere, and complain to him of Harry."
from Maggie towards the mill, meaning to greet

of doors, how much money did you give for your

rabbits ? ' Maggie is the heroine of The Mill. The

• Two half-crowns and a sixpence,' said Tom, wilful little maiden, in her early girlhood, is

promptly.

** I think I've got a great deal more than that in a romance.- The petulant poetic child ,
one of the most charming figures ever drawn

in my steel purse up stairs. I'll ask mother to with her flashing black eyes, and her dark

give it to you .'

56. What for ?' said Tom . I don't want your unkempt locks, which she tosses about with

money , you silly thing. I've got a great deal the air of a small Shetlavid pony , wreaking

more money than you, because I'm a boy. I al- I stormy vengeance upon her doll , or caressing

6

row. '

а
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it in tender remorse, vain of her cleverness, | And the spirit is still the child's ,—there is

defying the powers that be, and yet eager the same deep necessity for loving, the same

for love, flashes through that prosaic life like impetuous unrest, the same ungovernable

a sunbeam - like a verse of Homer in the sensibility. But as her nature expands, the

Pandects. Governed by her feelings, she is hard and crushing narrowness ofher lot be
continually in mischief, her fitful and vivid comes more and more difficult to bear. She

imagination is always leading her astray ; yearns for the finer and more open life be

and then she is judged as though her wrong yond its borders. But her duty, as she

doing were the fruit of deliberately wicked reads it, requires her to renounce the world

intention, and not (as it is) of a peculiar, fine, with which her own loftiest and most poetic

and highly strung nature . She feels keenly, instincts claim fellowship. On more than

but blindly, the coarse injustice of the ver- one occasion these motives come into sharp

dict ; she protests against it in bitterness of collision , -- sometimes she yields , sometimes

soul, or appeals mutely to the gods ( for she triumphs. This is the storm which wages

Maggie is a little heathen at heart); but the in Maggie's heart all her life, and which ,

passionate pain in the child's breast remains through its various issues, is traced with

mostly inarticulate . The temptations which supreme truthfulness.

try this little Maggie when she arrives at Twice Maggie is bitterly tempted , -- by

womanhood — her moral and spiritual educa- her pity (for at bottom it is truly never

tion, so to speak—give to The Mill on the more than pity ) for Philip, and by her love

Floss its dramatic interest and consistency. for Stephen. Philip is the son of the man

We are not asked to pronounce a verdict on who has ruined her father. She knowsthatthe

any vulgar temptation, on any absolute parents of both would forbid the banns ; yet ,

crime. The lofty and imperious woman is after a severe struggle, she consents to ineet

in no danger of falling as the vain and sim . Philip , and confesses that she loves bim .

ple Hetty did. The guilt is so subtle, t' at She yields to her intense longing for a larger

it is difficult to determine whether it be guilt life. Her father's querulous sense of failure,

or no ; the temptations to yield are so com- the mild irrationality of her mother, the

plex, that it becomes a controversy whether meanness of the desolated home, were with

to resist be better. The weaknesses are ering her mind, and crushing her heart ; and

those to which a nature like Maggie's is the proud and lofty spirit could not endure

peculiarly liable , -not the less dangerous, the bonds which the disciple of Thomis à

because masked and intricate. The conflict Kempis, in the ardour of renunciation , had

between desire and duty ,—the desire being tried to bind around her lithe limbs. Philip

in itself perfectly legitimate, and the duty represents to her imagination that liberated

repugnant and oppressive --is the conflict life for which she yearns, and in which alone

which Maggie has to encounter. She does the can breathe freely. His conversation,

not win, and she is not altogether defeated. his love, his quaint reveries, his animated

The proud beauty is humbled and brought pencil, open up to her a new world , warm

but even in her bitterest abandonment with light, and vivid with colour, -and she

she asserts a nobleness of nature which raises cannot resist the temptation to enter. So

her above those who condemn her. It is a she admits a ground of concealmentinto her

story of martyrdom ,—none the less touch- life that hurts its simplicity and clearness.

ing because the martyr is not always strong, The rule of sacrifice ceases to be the rule of

because the sensitive nerves shrink from the her conduct. She surrenders herself hence

torture, because the feeble knees sometimes forth (as she feels with fruitless pain) to

refuse to sustain the eager and soaring the seductive guidance of illimitable

spirit. wants .

Maggie, the woman , is the development The same contest is renewed , in even more

of the dark -eyed and rebellious child . “ Mag. tragic fashion, when Maggie, in the pride of

sie,” — as her brother used to call her in her mature beauty , fascinates Stephen Guest.

their moments of childish reconciliation, Her hand is promised to Philip ; Stephen is
has grown into a lovely girl , tall , dark, virtually engaged to Maggie's cousin, Lucy

crowned with a circling coronet of jet-black -a pretty , gentle, affectionate little soul.

hair ; for the wild mane which she had shak. But the bitter god of love comes between

en so defiantly at the world has been sub- the affianced lovers, and separates them .

dued , and is now the crowning charm of her Maggie cannot help loving Stephen . There

rich and expressive beauty ; and owning the is a richer, more complex music in hisna.

eyes which captivate and madden mankind, ture than in Philip's, a poetic sensibility

- “ such eyes,—defying and deprecating, which attunes with her own, an intense en
contradicting and clinging, imperious and joyment of the beautiful in life, to which her

beseeching,-full of delicious opposites.” heart responds. The miserable fascination

low ;
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cannot be resisted by either of them ; and, the finish is inappropriate and illogical.

in the fierce inward conflict which it arouses, Nature, we may be sure, did not bring the

--for Maggie unites with a certain passionate tragedy to a close in that rough -and-ready

abandonment the spiritual force of a woman fashion. She evoked a subtler issueshe

who has held silentand protracted commun- tried a more intricate process of reparation.

ings with pain ,—the greater power of the The author says finely, that it is often diffi

writer is manifested . The interview at the cult to judge when life must go henceforth in

ball , when the girl casts back with the ire a different direction from the best (from the

and bitterness of shamethe involuntary hom- best, at least, which was possible once ),

age she has extorted, is rendered by its dra- when the wrong-doing must be condoned.

matic vigourand minute truthfulness singu- " The great problem of the shifting relation

larly impressive. between passion and duty is clear tono man

But Maggie, subdued by this appealing who is capable ofapprehending it ; the ques

love, cannot be always strong; she loves tion whether the moment has comein which

Stephen, and she is forced to beg for pity, a man has fallen below the possibility of a

for mercy ; to beseech him , because she loves renunciation that will carry any efficacy,

him , to aid , and not to weaken , her resolu- and must accept the sway ofa passion against

tion . which he has struggled as a trespass, is one

“ He was looking eagerly at her face for the suit all cases." True, such judgments are
for which we have no master-key that will

least sign of compliance; bis large, firm , gentle
grasp was on her hand. She was silent for a few difficult; but, with all deference,we believe

moments, with her eyes fixed on the ground ;then that a woman placed in Maggie's position

she drew a deep breatb,and said, looking up at him would have instinctively felt that the time

with solemn sadness, — had come when she must marry Stephen.

" O it is difficult -- life is very difficult. It She had resisted. But the world , circum

seems right to me sometimes that we should fol- stances, her own weakness (call it by what

low our strongest feeling ;-but then, such feel

ings continually come across the ties that all our
name we like) , had proved to strong for her .

formerlifebas made for us -- the ties that have It was time to give in. Not that it can ever

made others dependent on us and would cutthem be right to give in to evil ; but there was no

in two. If life were quite easy and simple, as it absolute evil here -- all the evil that could be

might have been in paradise, and we could always done had been done. The two hearts that

see that one being first towards wbom ... I were bound up in them were already hurt

mean, if life did not make duties for us before and bleeding, well-nigh broken . Maggie was
love comes - love would be a sign that two peor innocent, but her fair name was sullied. She

ple ought to belong to each other. But I

feel it is not 80 Dow : there are things we must
loved Stephen more than she loved any

renounce in life; someof us must resign love. other man; he loved her deeply and truly '.

Many things are difficult and dark to me; but I Why should she renounce him ? Could the

see one thing quite clearly — that I must not, can renunciation bear any fruit ? That is the

not seek my own happiness by sacrificing others. question ; for when it is fruitless, renuncia

Love is natural ; but surely pity and faithfuloess tion degenerates into asceticism . The man

and memory are natural too. And they would who practises a true self-denial restrains his

live inmestill, and punish meif I did not obey inclinations, because he knows that his res

them. I should be baunted by the suffering I bad

caused. Oar love would be poisoned. Don'ttraint will work good to others; but the

urge me; help me-help me, because I love you.? ” ascetic starves, without purpose, a part of his

nature. It is no doubt very humbling to

How, without any volition of their own, the feel that the time has come when, by our

river bears the lovers to the sea, and forces own act (or, as in Maggie's case, because we

upon them the wrong against which they have not resisted day and night with all our

have striven ; how, for one brief hour, Mag. might), we are forced to take the path which

gie's resolution fails ; how she yields to we know is the lower or less noble one ; but

what seems the inevitable and irresistible; the discipline which teaches humility is not

and how again she gathers up all the spirit- unpurifying. So Philip and Maggie should

ual forces of her nature, and shakes herself have been united — were united, if we read

free from the drowsy and bewitching spell their story aright. No very vivid happiness,

which had benumbed her faculties, -reaching, perhaps, was in store for them . A sense of

ere the end comes, the highest levels of self- defeat and failure, of the loss of that more

sacrifice ;—is told in language of surpass excellent life which might have been theirs
ing beauty. had they had courage for the sacrifice, abid /

But we quarrel with the ending,-not, fed with them . The vision of a still sorrow
indeed , because it is tragic, but because it is ful face haunted them at times with its gen

not the fit close to that keen, and subtle, and tle reproach. But the great love which had

masterly analysis. A bit of melodrama at taken them captive gave them shelter ; under

see-- I
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its boughs they walked on together snatch , drew her hand away, and her pent-up,
" through Eden took their solitary way"- long -gathered irritation burst into utterance.

hand in hand , and looking into eyes whose
· Don't suppose that I think you are right,

light, memories, that were oncekeen and Tom, or that I bow to your will. I despise the

stinging pains, had somewhat dimmed. But I detest your insulting unmanly allusions to bis
feelings you have shown in speaking to Philip :

few eyes, owned by the men and women deformity. You have been reproaching other

one knows, do not bear the traces of such people all your life - you bave been always sure

pain ; there are not many lives into which you yourselfare right: it is because you have not

more of imperfection has not entered . We a mind large enough to see that there is anything

all carry the marks of these failures with us better than your own conduct and your owa petty
aims.

tv our graves ; and this consciousness of a

full from absolute goodness—this sense ofthat your conduct is better, or your aims either
.

Certainly,'said Tom , coolly . ' I don't see

Joss, irretrievable, that can never be quite If your conduct, and Philip Wakem's conduct
,

repaired in this world, is often supremely has been right, why are you ashamed of its being

tragic-so tragic, that Tragedy herself, known? Answer'me that. I know what I have

" sweeping by in sceptred pall,” need not aimed at in my conduct, and I've sacceeded :

scruple to use it. pray, what good has your conduct brougbt to you

Maggie's relation to her brother is another or any one else ? '

centre ofinterest; and the contrast between stillwith vehemence: Iknow I'vebeen wrong
" " I don't want to defend myself,' said Maggie,

the two is very skilfully sustained. Tom often, continually. But yet, sometimes when I

is one of those intolerable men we have all havedonewrong, it has been because I bave feelings

met, —who are always superficially right that you would be the better for, if you had them .

and fundamentally wrong. " Even as a boy If you were in fault ever-if you had done any.

he is a somewhat Radamanthine personage, thing very wrong, I should be sorry for the pain
determined to punish every one who de it brought you ; I should not want punishmentto

serves punishment, but sure that he himself be heaped on you. But you havealways enjoyed

never can deserve it. His rigid purpose , cruel to me : even wben I was a little girl , and
punishing me-- you have always been bard and

his inflexible will , his silent vindictiveness, always loved you better than any one else in the

his hard unloving righteousness, do not con world, you would let me go crying to bed with

stitute a very amiable character. Such a out forgiving me. You have no pity : you

man never gets into a scrape ; yet we feel have no sense of your own imperfection and

that it would be better for him if he did ; for your own sids. It is a sin to be hard ; it is pot

that confident integrity, that icy and repel. nothing but a Pharisee . You thank God for
fitting for a mortal— for a Christian. You are

lant probity, is really, when analysed , just nothing but your own virtues — you think they

one of the many disguises which selfishness are great enough to win you everything else
.

It is , of course, impossible for You have not even a vision of feelings by the

Tom to understand his sister. Ile thinks side of wbich your shiping virtues are mere dark

her weak , vacillating, and untrustworthy. Dess ! ' ”

He is below feeling the imperious sensi .

bilities , the fine mental needs, which are
So the two are henceforth separated, -

the source of her wrong doing. He means
Maggie seeing more and more clearly how

to do her justice , he is always bitterly faulty that narrow nature is, how hard and

just ; but it is the justice which is meted unloving the judgment it passes upon erring
out by a man who has never felt the need of mortals is, resenting that judgment, and re

mercy, and is , therefore a justice essentially belling against it with all the strength of

inhuman. Maggie, who is devoted to her her womanhood ; Tom more and more con

brother, resents his harsh treatment ofher, inthe inflexible theoryof life inwhichhe has
fident in the rectitude of his intentions, and

-in childhood, in an easy inarticulate way,

and believing that she herself is at fault,but been nurtured . He is always successful;
no failure shakes him adrift from his moor

learning, as she grows up, that it is his nar
rowness, as much as her own weakness, that ings, or teaches him a wider and kindlier

is to blame. At length they come into wisdom . He regards with cold scorn his

angry collision : Tom has spoken withcruel sister's failures, with pitiless wrath his sis

rudeness to Philip,has made Maggie pro that his eyes are opened, and that the true
ter's disgrace ; and it is not until the end

mise not to see her lover again, and the

hurt and indignant soul of the girlcannot superiority of that richer, purer , and more

be any longer silent : noble nature is seen by hini as it ought 10

be seen. Then - in that last supreme agony

“ Tom and Maggie walked on in silence for oftheir lives—he learns how entirely he has

some gards. He was still holding her wrist misjudged her :

tightly, as if he were compelling a culprit from the

scene of action . . At last Maggie, with a violent | “ It was not till Tom bad pushed off and they

assumes.

>
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were on the wide water-he face to face with Mr. Hawthorne is an admirable writer ;

Maggie - that the full meaning of what bad hap. but his style (where both are so pre-emi.

pened rushed upon his mind. It came with so nentlygood) is curiously unlike that ofthe
overpowering a force — it was such a new revelation to bis spirit, ofthe depths in life , that had lady ofwhoseworks we have spoken. Hers

lain beyond his vision , wbich he had fancied so
has a crystal-like purity ; his is dyed with

keen and clear — that he was unable to aska rich and vivid colours. The rhetoric of

question. They sat mutely gazing at each other : Adana Bede, untouched by the heart or the

Maggie with eyes of intense life looking out from imagination , might become bald ; with

& weary, beaten face - Tom pale with a certain these, -exactly as we have it, in short,-it

awe and humiliation. Thought was busy though is the perfection of natural eloquence. But

thelips were silent : andthough he could ask to even without original thought or deep feel

question, he guessed a story of almost divinely

protected effort. But at last a miet gathered ing, Mr. Hawthorne's style - rich, fragrant,

over the blue-grey eyes, and the lips found a word and mixed with flowers of many hues, like

they could utter : the old childish — Magsie !' " Attic honey-would be always delightful .

Even in this matter of language the con

Here we must leave them . We hope trast we have insisted upon asserts itself ;
that we have explained pretty clearly the while, as respects the relative power of these
purpose of this book , and the moral difficul- writers to delineate character, the evidence

ties which it touches. They are difficulties is still more decisive. In the one book it

which need to be conned by all of us, grows like a flower ; in the other, it is con

specially belonging, as they do, to an age structed like a machine. Mr. Hawthorne,
like the present, when duty has lost its starting with some moral or intellectual

simplicity, and material forces govern the conception, adapts his characters to it , fits

world . That they are probed by a hand them into the framework he has prepared ,

which seldom falters, by a judgment su- and expands or compresses them until they

premely impartial, and by a genius vivid and fill the mould . Thus there is in his repre

intense, the sketch we ve given, and the ex- sentations a want of the easc, abandon, and

tracts we have made, amply suffice to prove. lawlessness of life, they are too symmetri
We have said that Nathaniel Hawthorne cal to be natural, too exact to be true . A

may be taken as the representative of what character may accidentally or incidentally

wehave called the secondary order of the illustrate a law ; but the writer who models

imagination. Many readers, we know, will the character upon the law, produces a

resent the award. The grave sympathy, moral or intellectual monster. If there are

the homely insight, the classic Puritanism, no actual “ monsters” in Transformation,

the rich and meditative intellect, have com- there is at least very little flesh and blood

mended their owner to a multitude of ad- in it ,—very little except the affluent fancy,

mirers, and kept a place of kindly greeting the fine analysis, and the perfect taste, of an

for him in many hearts and by many fire- admirable critic; no life, but only a great

sides, Nor can it be denied that his imagi. deal of very delightful talk about life.

nation is vivid and affluent, and capable of Gazing on these statuesque figures, we are

sustaining an impassioned and lofty flight. never perplexed by the controversy that

It is perhaps hardly fair, moreover, to troubled Leontes :

assert without qualification, that the imagina Still , methinks

tion , which takes the colour of what it feeds There is an air comes from her ; wbat fine cbisel

on , is necessarily inferior. The question is Could ever get cut breath ? ”

still an “ open” one - one on which the

Cabinet is divided ; and though, for our Mr. Hawthorne could be wished . To pil
As a guide to Rome, no pleasanter than

own part, we have never doubted that the

tranquil supremacy ofthe “ Shakespearean ” of the Holy City,and onwhom the spell of
grims, like ourselves, who have trod the dust

mind represents the very highest type, yet her widowed beauty rests, his romance re

we all know that treatises have been written callsvividly the associations and incidents of
to prove the reverse. But to the class we

have described-whether first-class or se.
that delightful life. Our readers will thank

.cond-class — Mr. Hawthorne belongs. At us for a glimpse or two, through Mr. Haw
.

present Rome masters him : he has been
thorne’s spectacles, into these world-famous

churches and galleries.

subdued by the vanquished Queen of Chris
tendom . Nor need we wonder at this . THE DYING GLADIATOR.*

Stronger men have yielded to the fascination .
" I used to admire this statue exceedingly, but

Uncrowned, dishevelled, and forlorn, she yet latterly, I find myself getting weary and annoyed

remembersa spell taught her in the old pa

gan ages, which takes us captive, and binds * Mr. Hawthorne entertains a very high idea of

our hearts to her forever, the value of the artist's work. His remarks upon
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THE RUINS OF ROME.

that the man should be such a length of time i gle feature ; nor was it easy to see why the ex.

leaning on bis arm in the very act of death. If pression was pot cheerful, or why a single touch

he is so terribly hurt, why does he not sink down of the artist's pencil should not brighten it into

and die without further ado? Flitting moments, joyouspess. But, in fact, it was the very saddest

imminent emergencies, imperceptible intervals be- picture ever painted or conceived ; it involved an

tween two breaths , ought not to be encrusted unfathomable depth of sorrow, the sense of which

with the eternal repose of marble ; in any sculp- came to the observer by a sort of intuition. It

tural subject, there should be a moral standstill , was a sorrow that removed this beautiful girl out

since there must of necessity be a pbysical one. of the sphere of humanity, and set her in a far-off

Otherwise, it is like flinging a block of marble region , tbe remoteness of which — while yet her

np into the air, and by some trick or enchant. face is so close before us -- makes us shiver as at a

ment , causing it to stick there.You feel that it spectre."

ought to come down, and are dissatisfied that it

does not obey the natural law . "
“ The Italian climate, moreover , robs age of its

THE LAOCOON.
reverence , and makes it look newer than it is.

Not the Coliseum, por the tombs of the Appian

“ Nothing pleased bim , unless it were the group Way,nor the oldest pillar io the Foruin, nor any

of the Laocoon, which , in its immortal agony, im- other Roman ruin , be it as dilapidated as it may,

pressed Kenyon as a type of the long, fierce ever give the impression of venerable antiquity

struggle of man, involved in the knotted entan- wbich we gather, along with the ivy, from the

glements of Error and Evil, those two spakes, grey walls of an English abbey or castle. And

wbich , if no Divine help intervene, will be sure yet every brick or stone, which we pickup among

to strangle him and his children in the end. the former, had fallen ages before ihe foundation

What bemost admired was the strange calmness ofthe latter was begun. This is owing to the

diffused through this bitter strife ; so that it re- kindliness with wbich Nature takes an English

seinbled the rage of the sea ,made calm by its ruin tober heart, covering it with ivy, as tender

immensity, or the tumult of Niagara, wbich ly as Robin Red breast covered the dead babes

ceases to be_tumult because it lasts for ever. with forest leaves. She strives to make it a part

Thus, in the Laocoon, the horror of a moment of herself, gradually obliterating the bandiwork

grew to be the fate of interminable ages. Ken: of man, and supplanting it with ber own mosses

yon looked upon the group as the one triumph of and trailing verdure, tili sbe bas won the whole

sculpture, creating the repose, which is essential structure back . But, in Italy, whenever man has

to it, in the very acme of turbulenteffort ; but, in oncehewn a stone, Nature forth with relioquisbes

truth, it was his mood of unwonted despondency her right to it, and never lays her finger on it

that made him so sensitive to the terrible mag again . Age after age finds it bare and naked, in

niticence, as well as to the sad moral, of this the barren sunshine,and leaves it so ."

GUIDO'S BEATRICE. ST. PETER'S.

“ The picture represented simply a female “ One afternoon, as Hilda entered Saint Peter's .

head ; a very youthful, girlish , perfectly beautiful in sombre mood, its interior beamed opon her

face , enveloped in white drapery, from beneath with all the effect of a new creation. It seemed

which strayed a lock or two of what seemed a an embodiment of whatever the imagination

rich, though hidden luxuriance of auburn bair. could conceive, or the heart desire, as a magnit

The eyes were large and brown, and met those of cept, comprehensive, majestic symbol of religious

the spectator, but evidently with a strange, inef- faith. All splendour was included witbin its

fectual effort to escape. There was a little red- verge, and there was space for all . She gazed

ness about the eyes, very slightly indicated , so with delight even at the multiplicity of ornament.

that you would question whether or no the girl She was glad at the cherubim tbatfuttered upon

had been weeping. The whole face was quiet; the pilasters, and of the marble doves, hovering,

there was no distortion or disturbance of any sio apexpectedly, with green olive-branches of pre

cious stones, She could spare pothing, now, of

the functions of thesculptor are very eloquent - as the manifold magoificence that had been lavished ,

eloquent as anything Mr. Ruskin has said on the in a bundred places, richly enough to bave made

subject : - " A sculptor, indeed , to meetthe demands world-famous shrines in any other church, but

wbich our preconceptions make upon him , should be which bere melted away into the vast, sunny

even more indispensably a poet than thosewbo deal breadtb , and were ofpo separate account. Yet

in measured verse and rhyme. His material, or in- each contributed its little all towards the grac

strument, which serves him in the stead of shifting deur of the whole. The pavement ! it

and transitory language, is a pure, wbite, updecay stretched out illimitably, a plain of many-coloured
ing substance. It ensures immortality to whatever marble, where tbousands of worshippers might

is wrought in it, and therefore makes it a religious kpeel togetber, and shadowless angels tread

obligation to commit no idea to its mighty guardian.ship,gave such as may repay the marble for its amongthern without brushing their heavenly
The roof !

faithful care, its incorruptible fidelity, bg warmingit garments against those earthly ones.

with an ethereal life. Under this aspect, marble as .
the dome ! Rich , gorgeous, filled with sopshine,

sumes a sacred character: and no man should dare cheerfully sublime, and fadeless after centuries,

to touch it unless he feels within himself a certain those lofty depths seemed to translate the heavens

consecration and a priesthood, the only evidence of to mortal comprehension, and help the spirit up

which , for the public eye, will be the high treatment ward to a yet bigber and wider sphere. Must not

of heroic subjects, or ine delicate evolution of the faith ibat built this matchless edifice, and

spiritual, thiough material beauty .” warmed, illuminated, and overflowed from ii, in

work. "

)
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clude whatever can satisfy human aspirations at garment — a lion's skin, with the claws upon his

the loftiest, or minister to human necessity at the shoulder - falls half way down his back, leaving

sorest ? If Religion had a material home, was it the limbs and entire front of the figure nude.
pot here ?" The form , thus displayed, is marvellously grace

ful, but has a fuller and more rounded outline,

Of the strange story which binds these more flesh, and less of heroic muscle than the old

charming criticisms together, we have not sculptors were wont to assign to their types ofmas
time to speak at length . Only let it be noted culine beauty. The character of the face corre

that one trait very characteristic of Mr. sponds with the figure; it is most agreeable in

Hawthorne's habit of thought reappears. outline and figure, but rounded and somewhat vo

Those who have read The House with the luptuously developed, especially about the throat

Seven (iables, and The Scarlet Letter, (the slightly curves inward, thereby acquiring anid
and chin ; the nose is almost straight, but very

latter by far the most powerful and sustain - describable charm of geniality and bumour. The

ed imaginative effort that Mr. Hawthorne mouth, with its full yet delicate lips, seems so

has yetmade), will understand to what we nearly to smile outright, that it calls forth a re

allude. His fictions have, almost without sponsive smile. The whole statue - unlike any.

exception, a peculiar background. The com- thing elsethat ever was wrought in that severe

monplace events of the present are shrouded materialofmarble - conveys the idea of anamia

in the ghost-like shadows of the past. The jollity , yet not incapable of being touched by
ble and sensual creature, easy, mirthful, apt for

influences of the dead haunt and afflict the pathos. It is impossible to gaze long , at this

footsteps of living men . This new English stone image without conceiving a kindly senti

earth has seen the Indian and the Puritan, ment towards it, as if this substance were warm
and Monarchy and Revolution ; and two cen- to the touch , and imbued with actuallife. It

turies of English civilization and English comes very close to some of our pleasantest sym

crime cannot be lightly lost. It is the moral
pathies.

feeling, however, that he communicates to of any high and heroic ingredient in the charac
“ Perhaps it is the very lack of moral severity,

this association which is most peculiar to ter of the Faun, that makes it so delightful an ob

himself. The crime of yesterday is curious- ject to the human eye and to the frailty of the

ly interwrought with the retribution of to - human heart. The being here represented is en

day. It follows the present with menacing dowed with no priociple of virtue, and would be

tenacity , and clings to it with an immitiga- incapable of comprehending such ; but he would

ble grasp. It is continually rising up in be true andhonest by dint of his simplicity. We

judgment against us. Why do the bright
should expect from him no sacrifice or effort for

an abstract cause ; there is not an atom of mar

eyes lose their lustre, and why are the rosy tyr's stuff in all that softened marble ; but he has

lips paled , and how has a dark shadow a capacity for strong and warm attachment, and

fallen upon the fair brow of the young girl | might act devotedly through itsimpulse, andeven

-darker than is meet for the blooming die for it at need. It is possible, too,thatthe
youth of an English maiden ? We are told Faun might be educated through the medium of

that her health is delicate and uncertain ; and his emotions,so that the coarser animal portion

we know that her mother died of the same background, though never utterly expelled.
of bis nature might eventually be thrown into the

mysterious blight. Mr. Hawthorne finds
“ The animal nature, indeed , is a most essential

another explanation,-an explanation not en part of the Faun's composition ; for the charac

dorsed by the Faculty . It is the family teristics of the brute creation meet and combine

curse, -the cruel sin of the grim Puritan with those of humanity in this strange yet true

grandfather,—that falls upon the maiden's and natural conception ofantique poetry and art.

head, and spoils her innocent youth. And Praxiteles has subtly diffaged throughout his

so in Transformation, the Count of Monte work that mutemysterywhich so hopelessly per

Bene represents the pleasant rural life ofold lectual or sympathetic knowledge of the lower
plexes us whenever we attempt to gain an intel

Etruria, and inherits the playful unreflective orders of creation. The riddle is indicated, how.

virtues of the ancestor who had piped to the ever, only by two definite signs ; these are the two

Nymphs and caroused with Pan,“ while ears of the Faun,which are leaf-shaped, termi" - ,

Italy was yet guiltless of Rome.” The mar- nating in little peaks, like those of somespecies of

ble of Praxiteles preserves to us in unfaded animals. Though not so seen in the marble, they

youth the form of this sylvan Sire ; and with are probably to be considered as clothed in fine,

Mr. Hawthorne's picture of the famous class of mythologicalcreatures, there is another
downy far. In the coarser representations of this

statue, -striking, as it does, the key -note to token of brute kindred — a certain caudal appen .

his story , -- we take our leave of a capricious dage ; which, if the Faun of Praxiteles must be

and fantastic, but captivating romance supposed to possess it at all , is hidden by the

lion's skin that forms his garment. The pointed

" The Faun is the marble image of a young and furry ears, therefore, are the sole indications

man, leaning his right arm on the trunk or stump of bis wild, forest nature.
of a tree : one hand hangs carelessly by his side ; Oply a sculptor of the finest imagination, the

in the other he bolds the fragment ofa pipe, or most delicate taste, the sweetest feeling, and the

some such sylvan instrument of music. His only rarest artistic skill - in a word, a sculptor and a

D - 7VOL XXXIII.
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poet too - could bave first dreamed of a Faun in government almost as intolerant of inquiry
this guise, and then have succeeded in imprisoning as the Chinese ; Tegoborski failed in depth

the sportive and frisky thing in marble. Neither of thought and clearness of view ; but M.

man poranimal, and get no monster; but a being de Dolgoroukoff, though sometimes falling
in whom both races meet on friendly ground !

The idea growscoarse as we handle it,and hard into empiricism, sometimes running into ex

ens in our grasp . But, if the spectator broods tremes, writes with the knowledge ofa Rus
long over the statue , he will be conscious of its sian, and with much of the comprehensive
spell ; all the pleasantness of sylvan life, all the view of a statesman .

genial and happy characteristics of creatures that The distinguished author of this work held ,

dwell in woods and fields, will seem to be mingled we believe, at one time, a station of some

and kneadedinto one substance, along with the eminencein the Russian Government; and

flowers, woodland streamlets, cattle, deer, and un though subsequently banished the empire,

sophisticated map ! The essence of all thesewas under the reign of Nicholas, and now proba

compressed long ago, and still exists within that bly more than ever in mauvaise odeur in

discoloured marble surface of the Faun of Praxite- Russia, we understand that he is no longer

les. ”
in legal or involuntary exile. From Paris,

he therefore publishes this work in the lan

guage of his adoption ; and in his preface he

defends himselfagainst the possible presump

tion of a want of nationality , in choosing to

convey his views in the French languageArt. VIII.-La Verité sur la Russia . Par rather than the Russian. While the former,

le Prince PIERRE DOLGOROUKOFF. Paris, he says, is the language of Europe, the lat

1860.

ter is, for his purpose of authorship, po lan

We have here a work ofno common merit, work as his would be at once arrested in
guage at all ; for the circulation of such a

on the actual condition of the Russian Em- Russia . With this introduction for his work,

pire. It is marred, indeed, by prejudices so he next introduces himself to the European

strong, and antipathies so poignant, that the public, withantecedents which form in them

utmost assumption of dispassionateness fails selves'a qualification,of which the internal

to disguise them . But although Prince Dol- evidence of his work bears reciprocal evi

goroukoff, in depicting, for instance, the ini .
dence :---

quities of the Russian bureaucracy, is apt to

turn portrait into caricature, we cannotques koff,“ the history of mycountry; I haveknown

.

“ I have largely studied,” says M.de Dolgorou

tion that his grievance is essentially true, the greater part of the men who, during five-and

and that the work, viewed as a whole, pre- twenty years, have held power in Russia, and the

sents the ablest exposé of Russian govern- greater part of those who bold it at this day ; I

ment and Russian society that has yet reach- am acquainted with their biography and intimate

ed the west of Europe. The three principal relations. I have lived in the two capitals and in

works hitherto published on this subject, the interior of the country ; I have suffered ban
I

in our generation, have been written respec- ishment; I stand in relations with persons in the

tively by a Russian , a German , and a most differentsocial positions, from the most ele

Frenchman . No one of these can be said to vated to the most unassuming. Establisbed

be absolutely out of date. The work of De write on Russia, in the intimate belief of seeing
now in a foreigncountry, I design henceforth to

Custine relates to Russia twenty -one years the truth , placed in the great day of publicity,

ago ;* that of Haxthausen dates from ten even by a pen so feeble as mine, prove useful to

and fifteen years ago ; and that of Tegobors my beloved country .” — Pp. 3-4.

ki describes the author's country as it exist
The emancipation of the serfs is at this

ed within the last six or seven years . Yet, moment constituting an epoch in Russian

with these and other rivals, such as Tourgue history, and probably the greatest in allthe

Deff in the field, Prince Dolgoroukoff has con: changes of internal organization that the em

trived to write a book on the same subject pire has yet undergone. It is immediately

altogether new ; and he has compressed into à propos of this that Prince Dolgoroukoff

one volume much more that a politician writes. And though his work apparently

would desire to read , than his three leading diverges from that subject into a general

predecessors have produced in twelve . Hax- view of the constitution of the Russian gov

thausen and Custine were foreign travellers, ernment, he does so, less in order to present

superficially acquainted of necessity with a his readerswith a complete view of the po

sition of his country, than because the eman
* Mémoires et Voyages en la Russie pendant, cipation of theserfs presents quite as much

1839.

† Etudes sur la force productive de la Russie, of an administrative difficulty as of a terri

torial or social question . His elaborate and

*

1852-54.
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reiterated philippics against the Russian bu- Such being the degree of power in posses.

reaucracy form , therefore, a part, though per- sion of the Czar, Prince Dolgoroukoff in

haps an exaggerated and disproportionate quires upon what basis the Russian adminis

part, of the didactic aim of his work ; for he tration reposes :

holds it impossible to explain the situation
" Is it (he asks) upon the laws ? Certainly not ;

of the serf question irrespectively of the bu- for do country is more rich than Russia in laws,

reaucratic organization, by which he repre- ordinances, and rules of all kinds : the Russian

sents all progress as trammelled. Prince code is the most voluminous in the world. It con

Dolgoroukoff, therefore, unlike those writers tains fifteen volumes of more than a thousand pages

on the state of Russia with whom we have each ; and every year there appear supplements

compared him , has the advantage of coming ity of the paper-makers, is a dead letter to the
besides. But this code, so useful for the prosper.

forward as the man of his epoch, to explain country . The first article of the first volume, in

the question which now divides interests in placing the Emperorabove all the laws, transforms

Russia, and arrests attention throughout Eu- all the fifteen volumes, thick as they are, into the

rope. most voluminous of bad pleasantries. The Rag ,

We must take up the subject very much sian administration reposes on the equality of all ,

in the same way. The great problem of not before the law, as in Europe, but before the

serf-emancipation having been brought for- caprice of the power and venality of the adminis

ward, it must be worked out, if worked out tration, as in Asia.” —P. 6 ,

at all , in great degree at any rate by the gov- The author then tells us that the bureau.

ernment of the country ; and the first ques- cracy are an incarnation of evil, and the

tion is , accordingly, the general character of chief incubus on government. No expres

that government, and its attitude towards sions are too strong , no colouring is too

this as one of the chief examples of social and vivid , for Prince Dolgoroukoff, in his por

political reform . The author himself com- traiture of this body. Their corruption,

mences by offering a general view of the inhumanity , their falsehood, their systematic

state of government in Russia. He looks deception of their own sovereign, their reso

on the State as a sort of whited sepulchre, lute opposition to every sort of reform , their

pleasing outwardly to the eye, but within servility in the midst of power, their fraud

full of dead men's bones and of all unclean and avarice in the midst of wealth, are the

ness . Russia, he tells us, " is an immense themes on which the author pre-eminently

edifice, European in its exterior, adorned by delights to dwell . His initial chapter,

a European façade, but Asiatic in the fash- which he styles " Aperçu général sur la

ioning of its interior.” Its functionaries are Russie,” is devoted to a general view of the

true Tartars in their administration , disguis. whole system ; and from this he reproduces,

ed as Europeans in costume. The Russian in later chapters, and at greater length, the

government is mendacious, venal , cruel, des description which he here extends, as it were

potic, and essentially barbarous. in a concentrated form , somewhat beyond

In coming next to to the distribution of the limits of credulity . He speaks of the

power thus marked and thus exercised , bureaucracy as possessing two allies :

Prince Dolgoroukoff describes the autocracy " If a law published by the Emperor is useful

of the Czar asmerely nominal. He appears to the interests of the bureaucracy, or to those of

to regard the Emperor very much as a he- Ministers, or of the entourage of the Imperial

reditary Doge. He describes the absolute Court, you may be certain that it will be execu

rulers of the empire to be neither the empe- ted with a vigour and a zeal quite remarkable ;

for, nor the aristocracy, nor the priesthood , but if it is of no use to the interests of thethree

but the bureaucracy. • One of the most powers which we have just mentioned, it will at

any rate be executed only with tardiness and dis
generally accredited errors," he tells us, taste ;andif it is opposed to their interests, you

consists in regarding the Emperor of all may be certain that it will never be executed at

the Russias as an all-powerful autocrat. Au- all. But of these three powers, the most influen .

tocrat in law , the Emperor is scarcely ever tial, the most powerful, is , without contradiction,

so in fact. He may exile any one, he may the bureaucracy,that moral leprosy of Russia.”

deprive any one of his fortune, his liberty ,
-P. 7.

his life ; he can strike off heads at his ca- Again , we read that the Russian bureau

price ; but one would believe that the Em- cracy are “corrupt, greedy , plundering, a

peror Alexander, a far-sighted and good triple extract of the worst and vilest pas

prince, would be very careful of exercising sions.” They are described as first deceiv

such savage rights. In reality , the Emperor ing the people by declaring that the worst

is but the editor, and sometimes even only abuses of their administration are sanctioned

the promulgator, of laws and ordinances, and desired by the sovereign ; and as next

without having the slightest power in the deceiving the sovereign, in representing as

world to control their execution .”
dangerous and revolutionary " a people so
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worthy of confidence and affection .” The rich being glad to pay ransoms in arrest of

author describes this body as presenting an these declarations— which it is the aim of

invincible barrier between the sovereign and the police, from first to last, to obtain and
the whole of the rest of the community , and all those whocannot or will not pay, go into

by means of which it rules everywhere, and exile or Siberia !

pillages everywhere. Russia he describes What the author says of the exclusive so

as the country of organized official falsehood. cial pretensions of the bureaucracy, is hard

He characterises the official reports of the ly less striking than his view of their politi
authorities, from the deputy chiefs ofthe dis- cal assumptions. They alone, it appears

trict police up to the ministers and Presi- from his statement, possess the slightest ac
dent of the Council himself, as consisting, cess to the Imperial Court

where they are designed for the Emperor's

perusal , of deliberate falsehood , which all
“ In the Courts in which the old monarchical

the other bureaucrats presuppose to be etiquette, the old European etiquette prevails,

falsehoods, and which no bureaucrat,much every gentleman, every poble,possesses the right
to go to Court. In the Courts organized on

as he inculcates themon the Emperor, ever principles so large and so reflective of modern so

thinks of believing himself. ciety, such as those of Paris, of Turin, and of

These generalities, however, give way , Brussels, every man of capacity, every man who

and it is high time that they should do so— is well-born , every man having some title, be it

to more definite accusations. In devising what it may, to a social position ,mayhave ad

the means of a reform of government weigh- mission to Court. Inthis manner, it is possible

ed down by such an imposture asthis,the for the sovereign to see all the distinguished men

author tells us that all complaints and all eplightened by their light, and to understand
of the country, to converse with them , to become

demands for reform , even when reaching the thoroughly the wants and necessities of the coon

Emperor himself, are stifled by a very sim-try. In Russia there is nothing of thekind. In

ple process. The bureaucracy have obtain -order to bereceived at Court , it is necessary to en .

ed a law by virtue of which every complaint joy a certain bureaucratic rank. The most emi.

made against a public functionary, or a min . pent man :the most distinguished writer , the

ister, is submitted to the very minister him- deepest thinker, the gentleman of the oldest fami

self ; and it becomes his task to examine the ly, cannot be admitted at Court without possess

merits of the complaint, and to tender his ing a certaio bureaucratic rank.”–P. 14.

advice to the Emperor on the character of This is something worse than the exclu

the petition ! The author makes rather a sive prepossessions for men who are nobles

large demand on our credulity here ; and , by birth which prevail at the Austrian Court,

indeed, he himself goes on to state, what is or than Lord Carlisle's story of Prince

hardly consistent with such an instance of Schwartzenberg's ball at Vienna, at which

Imperial imbecility, that there exists at St. were present the wives of some eminent

Petersburg a Secretary of State specially bankers, whose presence “created the wildest

charged with the receipt and consideration dismay.” Furthermore, Prince Dolgorou

of grievances ; and this official is very natu . koff tells us, that in order to command

rally pointed out by M. de Dolgoroukoff, as rapid promotion in the bureaucratic service,

one of the most incapable and contemptible it is of all things necessary to eliminate

men in Russia, who has held the post in ques- whatever amount either of " dignity or of

tion for a quarter of a century ; and that no conscience” may naturally exist in one's

persons ever think of going to him without composition ; that "the dignity must be re

gold in their hands! The author then speaks placed by a highly flexible back-bone, and

of a financier no better than Baron Brück, the conscience by finesse ! "

who had robbed the Russian Treasury of This rapid glance at the working of gov

many millions of roubles . But pecuniary ernment in Russia, serves to indicate the

malversation, he tells us, is common to all difficulties with which any great measure

Russian functionaries; and it is carried out,of reform , such as the emancipation of the

according to him , with a deliberate villany serfs, is beset, even though the obviously

of which wehope that Austria presents no prejudiced sentiments of the author be

example. Whenever certain officers of adopted with a certain reserve. Prince

police are desirous of further plunder, they Dolgoroukoff fully states the difficulty of

terrify the Imperial mind by adducing ficti- the question, when he asserts the only

tious indications of political conspiracies. method of really surmounting it to consist

Having thus obtained the Emperor's confi- in the establishment of a general publicity,

dence for their simulated zeal, they obtain of a right of public discussion, and of the

general permission to hold inquiries and freedom consequently of the press ; but

punish the pretended malefactors. Declara- acknowledges that this is the very measure

tions of exile are thereon pronounced, the to which, beyond all others, the bureaucracy

a
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are opposed. He describes the acumen of sia has followed in a course not very dissim

literary Russians as fully equal to the main . ilar from other nations; only that she is

tenance of a political pressin a high degree someages in the rear of the rest of Europe.

of respectability ; and refers to articles late- Her local government, originally free, elec

ly contributed to Russian journals which tive or patriarchal, gave place to conquer

would have commanded the approbation of ors, then to feudality maintained by a vary.a

Europe, had they only been written in a ing and rarely permanent nobility ;

language intelligible to other nations. This crown, in turn, beginning to trench, with

right of publicity he advocates on three the extension ofsocialand politicalrelations,

grounds. He considers it to form the only on the rights of the nobility ; and stretch

means by which the Emperor can ever be ing throughout the empire a uniform bu

made acquainted with the truth, in any of reaucratic centralization ;-this, which is the

the questions of the day ; by which the de history of Russia, is the history also of

mands of the people can be ventilated , and almost every European nation that has not

their interests known ; and by which the yet learnt to be at once civilised and free .

aristocracy, whom he describes as generally Bureaucratic centralization has become so

patriotic, humane, and enlightened , can take obnoxious that it arrays all classes against

that part in the direction of public affairs it; and it would seem that a division of

which would best consult the general advan- parties on all questions but that of serfdom

tage. “ La publicité,” he says with felici- in Russia very nearly amounts to the sove

tous sarcasm , “ est la tête de Méduse de la reign , the church, the aristocracy, the bour

bureaucratie Russe ; si l'aigle fixe le soleil geoisie, and the serfs, being on one side , and

de ses regards, les hiboux et les chats the bureaucracy being alone on the other.

huantsne peuvent vivre que dans les tén- This is no unnatural result, when we per

ébres. "
ceive in what degree the Government has

The only alternative to this publicity, as encroached on the privileges of all classes,

a condition of the success of serf-emancipa- and how largely the Government partakes

tion , he obviously seeks in the replacing of even of the advantages arising from the pos

the existing chiefs of the Governmentby session of serfs by the nobles. The common

new men. This condition isperhaps no less representation of the Russian nobility , as a

impracticable in a country in which there body powerful in themselves and invincibly

exists no conflicting power equal to the antagonistic to the sovereign, appears to be

Herculean task of driving the present men now quite obsolete. Indeed , there appears

out ofoffice. The late Emperor of Russia at this day to be more rapprochement be

was playfully described as rejecting a re- tween the sovereign and the aristocracy,

forming policy because the existing minis.than between the sovereign and his own

ters were unequal to its adoption , instead of ministers.

rejecting the existing ministers because they M. de Dolgoroukoff enumerates the priv

were unequal to a reforming policy. He ileges of the nobility undernineheads. IIe

entertained no doubt, it was said , that it begins by describing them (marvellous im

was eminently dangerous to entrust fiacre- munity !) as exempted from corporal chas

drivers with railway locomotives. That, tisement'; from which two out of the three

however, would scarcely have formed a classes of the bourgeoisie are exempt also .

reason ,
in

any other country than Russia, for 2. A Russian noble is alone permitted to

the discouragement of railway traffic. possess serfs. 3. He is qualified to enter

the public service, if permitted to do so by

We shall take the Russian governmentas the Government. 4. Again ,he may quit it,
it now is, and shall not greatly concern our. if he obtain permission to leave. 5. Ile

selves with its historical development, which may travel, if he is not refused a passport.

assumes an undue share, as we think, in the 6. He possesses the right of delivering his

work ofour author ; if only because succes- opinion on all that concerns the public inter

sive violent revolutions have gone far to ests at the triennial assemblies of his district

destroy the political connection between or province ; but if his opinion, so declared,

different periods comprehended in his vol- happen to displease the Government, he

uminous survey. In his chapter on nobility may be exiled or imprisoned without either

and serfdom, for example, he begins by as- judgment or judicial process. 7. The noble

cribing the foundation of the Russian mon- has the privilege of complaining to the Em

archy to the year 862 ; but the intervention peror, if his personal dignity be outraged

of the Mongol conquest, four centuries later, by any member of the civil or military ad

establishes a period almost wholly discon- ministration. But the complaint of the

nected from that which preceded it. All noble is sent to the chief of the department

this, however, may serve to show that Rus- to which it refers, and the minister common .
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ly supports his underling at the expense of can send them into exile. These serfs are,

the indignant and litigious aristocrat. 8. The in the eyes of the law , “ not men, but things ;

noble possesses the right of publishing his all civil rights are refused them ; and we

opinions, under certain restrictions ; but their masters, can dispose of them at our

unless those opinions are favourable to the will . ” He then states the privileges of the

Government, he is again liable to imprison- serf in return for this abject dependence :

ment. 9. The noble may reside where he

pleases ; nevertheless, he is liable to be in- " In recompense, they enjoyed the right, as

terdicted from going to any places which the against the proprietor, of neitherdyingof hunger,

Government think fit to exclude him from .
nor of wanting shelter or clothing ; and, in the event

Puerile as such an analysis of aristocratic their cottages, l'epizootie — a word which it would
of unforeseen calamities, such as the burning of

privilege in Russia may seem, it serves to be a contradiction in terms to render 'epidemic'

indicate the degree in which every local among their cattle , it was our duty to come to

authority has been trodden under foot by their assistance, compelled to do this both by the

the Government . The Russian nobility, lawand by ourown peculiar interest. Moreover,
says the Prince, possess neither liberty of wewere responsible before the Government for

their imposts and rent." - P . 111 .

opinions, freedom of conscience, nor guaran

tees for their personal independence. The If this view of the question is to render

humblest subject of a constitutional mon- us cautious of emancipation on the one hand,

archy enjoys greater rights than a Russian so, on the other, it tends materially to

noble. diminish the great loss of property alleged

But the power of the Crown over the no- to be sustained by the landlord by themere

ble cannot, of course , imply an absence of freeing of his serfs ; because the obligations

oppression in the exercise of the power of of the serfowning noble stand in some re

the nobles over their serfs ; for it may pos- spect as rent paid by him for the possession

sibly be with them , somewhat as Mrs. Trol- of his serfs. The reciprocity, it is true,

lope says of the Americans, that " the only may not be exact: the owner may gain

freedom which they possess is liberty to much more by the possession than he loses

wallop the niggers as much as they please.” by the coinciding obligation ;but the fact,

The readiness, however, with which a con-nevertheless, remains in sufficient force to

siderable proportion of the nobility have exercise a certain modifying influence on the

come forward to promote emancipation, claim of the owner for an indemnity from

bears its own indication of the general treat. the Government, for which Prince Dolgo.

ment of the serfs by their masters. roukoff, himself a serf-owner, is not less

The population of the Russian Empire in clamorous in this volume than his confrater

Europe is 66,000,000, and the number of nity are through other channels.
serfs is 22,000,000. The measure of eman- Prince Dolgoroukoff considers that the

cipation involves, therefore, one -third of the Russian Government, at the commencement

inhabitants. With such an immense num- of this question, a year and a half ago, had

ber of people to be affected, it is obviously three courses to determine between and to

of the last importance that the transforma- follow . He defines them ,

tion of their position should be such as not 1. Either to emancipate each serf without

materially to derange the means of subsist . granting him any property ;

ence and the supply of labour. 2. Or to emancipate him by affording him

The Prince states the general proposition singly an allotment of ground ; the indem

with characteristic boldness : Serfdom ,” nity due in consideration of it to the pro

he says “ being an enormity contrary to prietor — the measure being held to be but

all the notions of human justice, as well as animpropriation for public interest—being

to all divine laws, every serf possesses the to be paid by the former serf in compulsory

right, before God and men, to obtain im- labour, subject to a redemption of this work

mediate and complete liberty: Ceci est by a money payment, to be fixed by law ;

hors de toute discussion ;" and although some 3. Or to emancipate also with an allot

of the ablest expounders of human justice” ment of ground, in consideration of which

in the Old World did not concur in his pro- the serf should pay to Government an an

position, no one, probably, will dispute it nuity during a period to be declared by law,
now . But so far as the immediate necessi- --the government being left to indemnify

ties of the serf are concerned, the author the proprietors immediately.

acknowledges that there is some reciprocal The Government of Russia have adopted

interest subsisting between him and his mas the second of these courses . The author, of

ter. The proprietors of serfs possess, as he course, finds fault with their decision , and

states, exorbitant rights. They can inflict ascribes it to the hostility of those around

corporal punishment upon them, and they the Emperor Alexander to any kind of re

66
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form . It is certain , however, that this de- however, took care to include two parties in

cision most nearly corresponds, of the three either assembly ; and the reactionists in the

alternatives that he gives us, to the policy latter contrived, by their incessant represen

pursued by Prussia under the administra- tation of insurrectionary results, to bring

tion of Baron Stein and Prince Hardenberg, the assembly to a close, after ten months of

from 1807 to 1821. In that country, the investigation, without pronouncing any con

serf was emancipated with the possession of clusion . This the author ascribes to the

an allotment of territory, though subjeet to general state of parties, which he thus de

a species of rent,—the labour, which is the picts :

original rent of a serf, being commuted into

an annual and money payment ; and this jority of the provincialnobility felt no sympathy

“ The retrograde party had hoped that the ma

annual payment again being compounded for thenew movement,andwouldfind the means

for, in many cases, by a lump sum paid im- to upset it. It was right on the first point ; it

mediately by the serf, through the sale of a was completely deceived upon the second. The

portion of the territory allotted to him on great majority of the provincial nobility was op

his emancipation. A substantial difference posed to emancipation; but the enlightened mi

.of circumstances may be traced, perhaps, tals, on the reviews, on the journals, indeed on all

nority, relying on public opinion in the two capi

in the fact that, in the case of Prussia, the that was intelligentand upright in Russia, rang
administration , as well as the sovereign , ed itself on the side of the Emperor, determined

were anxious to carry out the measure ; and to support him at all risks in the enlightened path

in this manner the greatest facilities were in which heshowed an intention to advance ; and,
given to the serfs in the execution of the thanks to these fine and noble dispositions, the

conditions under which they were to become cause of progress gained the upper hand.”

P. 92 .

free, and, as far as the law of tenure in anycountry will permit, absolute proprietors. Emancipation, then, is here traced to the

Royal commissioners assessed the obligation participation of the Emperor in the views

of the serf to his master at the lowest prac- of a minority of the nobles, whom we sup

ticable terms ; and when they had done this, pose we must term the Russian Whigs.

they next valued the portion of his property The Government, however--the existence

which he wished to sell in redemption, at of which we have already shown that we

the highest. It would seem , if we are im. may conceive apart from the Emperor

plicitly to follow M. de Dolgoroukoff, that having learnt to their surprise the force of

the Government of Russia is scarcely likely the current, set themselves with all their

to carry out the laws of emancipation, when strength to arrest its course. Being in com

once passed , with the good will of Prussia ; mand of the superior assembly, they issued

but , at any rate, judging from the example through that body a circular to all the pro

of the latter country, we should be led to vincial assemblies on the 17th ofApril, 1858,

infer that the disadvantages alleged by the rigorously defending the method by which

author against themode of emancipation re- the emancipation of the serfs was to be

solved on by the Government, would be ex- worked out, and they at the same time im .

perienced rather in the execution than in the posed the utmost restrictions upon public

design of the measure.

discussion . The principle of emancipation

But it is time to trace the progress of this by means of compulsory labour, or, in other

question in Russia, since it first became ac- words, the principle of the corvée, was the

tive in 1857. Towards the close of that only one which they permitted the provin

year , the nobles of the provinces of Wilna, cial assemblies to work out. Having thus

Goodno, and Kovno, which border upon followed in the track of these bodies, the

Prussia, applied to the Russian Government Government forbade the press altogether

for permission to resolve themselves into the discussion of the question , in any other

provincial assemblies, with the view of point of view than that from which the pro

themselves working out the emancipation of vincial assemblies had been permitted to

their respective serfs. The proposal of these handle it.
nobles avowedly sprang from their own Nor was this the only restriction upon

view of the advantages of civil freedom in publicity. These assemblies being chosen

the neighbouring country; and thus wemay by the nobles from among proprietors, they

associate again the example of Prussia in were assumed to possess the right of public
the devising of the present undertaking. An inquiry which appertains to the noble class;

Imperial rescript granted the required per- and the ordinance of the 17th of April had

mission , on the 20th of November, much as been silent on this particular. But the ret

it had previously constituted an assembly rograde party once more prevailed , and all

for a general inquiry into the whole question the sittings of the provincial assemblies were

on the 2d of January. The Government, made privute.
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The Government then created a Commis- M . de Dolgoroukoff, fertile of theory as he

sion de Rédaction, with plenary powers. A is, no where suggests any expedient by

majority of this Commission was composed which the growth of bureaucratic power is

of men totally unacquainted with rural life, to be countervailed when the serfs are free.

and thus often at issue with the minority, - Thus much being apparently settled on

the Government again restricting discussion the general method of emancipation, we

to the alternative of compulsory labour or come next to the question of the indemnity.
of equivalent rent. M. 'de Dolgoroukoff Here the “ serf-proprietor ” peeps out again

pursues his narrative of the proceedings of in Prince Dolgoroukoff. He argues that

this Commission at a length to which we are the Government should take the indemnity

unable to follow him ; and we pass to the to the proprietors on itself, instead of leav

results of its deliberations. ing it to be worked out by the peasants; be

This Commission, then, ordained that the cause the Government was itself the author

peasant might redeem himself from service of serfdom. This is a somewhat indifferent

by capitalising the charge for his redemp. argument; for if the Crown introduced serf

tion within limits prescribed by law, as the dom , the nobility have unquestionably profit

author not very distinctly enunciates its de- ed by it ; and if the author of the evil is to

cision . He renews his complaint that the pay one part of the indemnity, it would be

poverty of the Russian peasant would pre- only fair that the gainers by the evil should

clude him from paying more than an annuity forego the other part.

for a given term of years . Serfdom , there- The poverty of the government has been

fore , in a certain shape — that is either labour made the chief argument in Russia itself,

or payment of a compulsory kind — would against the grant of money from the treas

continue. To this scheme M. de Dolgorou- ury . M. de Dolgoroukoff, freely acknowl

koffraises two objections. In the first edging that the finances of the country are

place, he observes with truth , that compul. in a deplorable condition, replies that there

sory labour yields but one half of what vol is, nevertheless, ample wealth at the disposal

untary labour yields. This objection seems of the Crown for this purpose. He instan

to us beside the question, if the peasant may ces the Crown lands, and proposes that they

compound for the liberating service — or, in should be sold by auction , the proceeds
other words, if he may pay a day's wages being paid in indemnities. And he refers

in lieu of performing a day's work . In the to the compensation voted in this country to

second place, the author complains that the slaveowners a quarter of a century ago, s

new system , in abolishing seigneurial power precedent which will hardly be thought ap

without abolishing also compulsory labour, posite in the face of Prince Dolgoroukofi's

will confer on the bureaucracy an immense own admission , that the State had originally

accession of authority, and that the conflicts created the property of the lord in his serf

which will ensue between the proprietor and in Russia. It may, nevertheless, be fair

the serf in process of freeing himself, and that the State in that country should contrib

which will go to a venal bureaucracy for ad- ute to the object ; but it appears to be reso

judication, " will for them be equal to the lute in refusing the demand.
discovery of a new California." But it is time that M. de Dolgoroukoff,

But, unless we are greatly mistaken , the after being so critical, should himself be

immediate result of any system of serf- constructive in turn . At p. 120 he pub

emancipation must be to increase the power lishes his own notion of the conditions under

of the Government, which thereby becomes which the emancipation of the serf in Russia

the direct superior of the whole population. should be carried out. We shall condense
Every supporter of civil freedoin must into shorter language than his own the terms

make up his mind to such a result ; for it is which he proposes:

to be presumed that no race of newly eman- 1. He demands that a definite extent of

cipated peasants would be in such a state of allotment should be fixed on in each pror

development as to take any share in the ince for every male serf, the female serfs
Government upon themselves. Between being to be emancipated without any grant

emancipation from feudal oppression and of land ,-the extent of the allotment to vary

parliamentary government, there almost ne- with the population and the price of land in

cessarily intervenes a longer or shorter in- each province.

terval , only to be filled by the greater abso- 2. That the serfs attached to the personal

lution of the Crown. Thus the two first of service of the seigneurs should choose be

the Tudors in this country , and the three tween two kinds of emancipation : either to

last of the Bourbons prior to the Revolu- be freed like the rest, or to receive no land ,

tion in France, were more absolute than and therefore to pay nothing by way of in
either their successors or their predecessors. Idemnity.

0
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3. That serfdom should terminate at the L.40,000,000 lying idly in the pockets of

expiration of one year, this interval being would -be landowners in Russia. If the

allowed to the landowners to make their money is to be sought from abroad, the

arrangements for the new system . foreigner who supplies it must become the

4. That an indemnity of 100 roubles landowner, or, at any rate, the hypothécaire,

(L.16) should be paid to the owners for which, so far as security is concerned , is the

cach male serf, the number of which was same thing. What would an Englishman

returned , under the census of 1857 , at 10,- living under free institutions, or a French

850,000 . mandabbling in crédit mobilier, give for a

5. That each male serf should pay , in re- Russian title to property, beyond a snap of

demption of his allotment of ground , five the fingers ? It is quite true that the finan

roubles (sixteen shillings) annually for cial credit of the Russian Government is

thirty -three years, he being at liberty to tolerably good in most of the European

compound at any time by payments in ad- money.markets ; and the normal price, for
vance . example, of Russian Three-per-cents. is 65

The other conditions in the author's pro-to 66, whereas the French Three-per-cents.

ject refer to the manner in which the above are rarely in these days above 70 ; and the

five principles should be carried into effect. Dutch Two and a half-per-cents. (probably

Prince Dolgoroukoff, it will have been the safest of all Continental securities) are

seen , demands two classes of indemnities,-commonly quoted at not more than 64 or

an indemnity to the proprietor for the loss 65. But French and English bondholders

of service, and a further indemnity for the of the Russian Government would be sup

loss of land alloted to the emancipated serfs. ported by their respective Governments if

Now, the former of these indemnities alone the Russian exchequer were to break faith

will amount, on theauthor's computation , with them . Not so French and English

to more than L.170,000,000 sterling , since landholders in Russia. Their title might

he demands, in behalf of his order, L.16 for escheat, perhaps, through a trivial violation

each emancipated male serf. * Whence is of Russian law. But, apart from this dis
this immense sum to be obtained ? The tinction , no one could invest money in Rus

considerable loan which the Russian Gov- sian soil,who did not personally superintend

ernment is at this moment negotiating in its due cultivation, if he wished his invest

London, is but a drop in the ocean in com. ment to retain its former value.

parison with it. The Russian Government The author, however , has his little plan,

would be compelled to borrow annually for which we will quote in his own words :

ten years nearly double that amount, in order

to meet such a demand. M. de Dolgorou- " Dettes, hypothécaires
aux établissements de

koff, indeed, has suggested the Crown lands.
But even if wemay take his computation Un emprunt à 50.0, con

crédit de l'état, . . 500,000,000 roubles.

of the revenue which their abstraction would tracté à l'intérieur

sacrifice as an idea of their saleable value, comme à l'extérieur,

they would hardly meet one- fourth of the et qui contribuerait à

required sum. He fixes the present revenue
attirer l'or en Russie,

that they yield at 10,500,000 roubles, or, pour la somme de 200,000,000

in round figures
, at L.1,600,000 sterling Emission de billets fon

annually. Estimating the revenue at 4 per
ciers portant intérêt à

30.0, pour la somme de, 385,000,000

cent. on the presumptive value, this would

fix the valueat L.40,000,000. Therefore, Total, 1,085,000,000 roubles."

after the whole of the Crown lands were

sold, and the last resource in the actual pro- The author must necessarily know his

perty of the State exhausted, there would own country better than we can ; and we

still remain a deficit of L.130,000,000. should hesitate in venturing to consider such

Another equally practical consideration a scheme chimerical, had he not himself, in

seems never to have struck the author. If, other parts of his volume, furnished us with

as he appears to acknowledge, both Govern- sufficient evidence for doing so.

ment and people are so poor that neither One indemnity found to be impracticable

can materially help the other,who is to be from its magnitude, we next comeupon an
found to purchase the Crown lands ?-Not other. That which we have just discussed,

Russians, surely. There can hardly be involving simply the demands of the pro

prietors against the Government for loss

The male serfs are computed to number 10,800 ,- of service, there remains the demand of the

000: the author proposes to emancipate the females same body against their serfs for loss of

gratuitously. land . For thirty -three years each serf is to

66

.
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pay , on this system , sixteen shillings annu- tion shall be paid . “ One must be blind,""

ally ; and M. de Dolgoroukoff says nothing says M. de Dolgoroukoff, " not to perceive

of commutations for immediate payment of the disadvantage of the perpetual mainte

the whole, though we may presume that he nance of a communal system which belongs

would admit of ordinary discount. Here, to the infancy of civilisation .” He goes on

then, is a further demand of L.26, 8s. for to observe that this system “ is an obstacle

each of the nearly eleven million male serfs, to the progress of agriculture and to the de

to be liquidated before the serf can be em - velopment of industry, and an encourage.

ancipated with property of his own. This ment to idlenesss.” This may be true ; and

is a heavier bill than the last, and would yet we know of few greater obstacles to pro

amount to nearly L.280,000,000. M. de gress than the partition of the soil,

Dolgoroukoff accepts the orders of the Em- small and poor proprietorships. Small far

peror to emancipate the serfs with property, mers are bad enough : small landowners are

and sends in to his Imperial Majesty a little incomparably worse. Assuming that petty

charge of L.450,000,000 as the cost of his proprietorships must be called into exis

philanthropic design. tence, we think the best guarantee for a cer

We may be doing our author injustice in tain amount of capital for the improvement

supposing that he would not reduce the of the land being found available, would con

amount of the indemnity to the serf-owners, sist in the division of the emancipation-land

did he see a probability of their acceptance into private and communal. The commu

of a scheme of emancipation upon terms nity , with a broader back than the indi

less favourable to themselves. But we cer- vidual owner, would be better able to assist

tainly do not find any contrary sentiment the owner in the improvement of his allot

expressed in the volume before us. It is one ment, than he could assist himself if he were

thing to say, that the majority of the owners in undivided possession of his whole share.

being opposed to emancipation, they will not The author again speaks with apprehen

assent to it without an equivalent, and that sion for the result of a general emancipa

without their assent it cannot be done ; but tion, in increasing the already exorbitant

it is quite another thing to demand this in- power of the bureaucracy; but only in the

demnity, and to leave us to the conclusion event of this aim being accomplished in the

that the serf- owners are to claim it de jure. manner which he deprecates. We are sorry

The author has told us that there can be no that he has, nevertheless, passed it over in so

dispute of the moral illegality of serfdom , few words ; for it is one of the most impor.

and that the Government instituted it three tant attributes of the serf question . It is

centuries ago. Thus , during the whole in- hard to perceive on what pretext the natural

terval the landowners have reaped the rights of the Crown to deal with emanci

benefit of an immoral system . It may be pated serfs, as it deals with the rest of its

just to indemnify that class for the land subjects, is to be rejected. Prince Dolgo

which they are to alienate in full possession roukoff appears to content himself with the

to the sert ; but to indemnify them also for stipulation that this class shall not be treated

loss of service, especially after what the au- like the peasantry on the Crown domains;

thor has already stated as to the reciprocal and he asserts that the more moderate of the

nature of that service, would be irrational . bureaucrats are ready to concur with him in

If it be replied that, without indemnities,the this particular ; although we apprehend that
retrograde party will not concur, let the if his scheme for the sale of those domains

progress party set the example of gratuitous were to be realized , the class of Crown pea

emancipation, and so put their liberality and sants would vanish, and all would be on an

patriotism to the test." Self- denying patriots equal footing. Let the emancipation , how-.

must really not demand their share in ever, take place as itmay, it seems certain

L.170,000,000, before they will do that that the power of the aristocracy of land

which they acknowledge to be right . must be lessened , and the power of the aris

The chief remaining question on this sub- tocracy of bureaux be increased. Centrali

ject relates to the communal or private ap- zation will have made a great advance. This

propriation by the serfs of the property to be tendency is so obvious, that it is hard to un

attached to their emancipation. The author derstand how the Russian bureaucracy can

advocates, as has been already indicated , the entertain the aversion to the proposed mea

eventful separate enjoyment by each serf of sure which the author imputes to them .

his respective allotment; but he advocates In contrasting the manner in which the

the throwing of the whole serf-land, in the British people, as distinguished from the

first instance, into hotehpot, so far as each principal nations of the Continent, struck

commune is concerned, and its partition off the universal curse of feudalism , we shall

among the serfs when the debt of emancipa- appreciate our own good fortune in escaping

10
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the coarse expedient by which other nations citizens amounts to nothing at all . Peter

have gained their deliverance. With our- the First having effected the threefold class

selves—more especially with England —the ification of the bourgeoisie, to which we have

feudal nobility was broken up by its own in- alluded, Catherine II., in 1785, published a

testine divisions nearly a century before municipal constitution , whereby such inhab.

serfdom in Russia began. That result nce itants of cities as did not belong to the no

achieved , the interference of the State was bility , and were householders, or followed

hardly required; for the abolition of feudal- some line of industry, formed a municipal

ism became almost a fait accompli, and the body in each city, and gained the right of

statutes which formally terminated it were electing their own mayors, and their asses

little more than the public recognition of a sors in the courts of justice. But the nomi

long existing fact. Still less was it found nal character of this privilege leads every

necessary with us to create an immense merchant to obtain the rank of nobility for

mass of small proprietorships. If there his sons, the bourgeois order being thus as far

were in Russia an adequate intervening class as possible a caste of passage. Prince Dol

between the landowner and the serf, in cor- goroukoff asserts that there is no example to

respondence with our own farmers, the crea- be found in Europe to the contempt with

tion of these petty proprietorships would be which the mayors are treated by the func

not only unnecessary, but undesirable. tionaries of the Imperial Government ; and

Even, indeed , as things stand, we hardly that the elective assessors are made use of

perceive the basis of Prince Dolgoroukoft's by the chief of the tribunalto help him off

assertion, that the emancipation of the serf with his cloak and his boots ! In 1832 cer

without property would place the serf more tain inconsiderable improvements appear to

under the power of the Crown than his have taken place in the bourgeois privileges ;

emancipation with property : we should and M. de Dolgoroukoff's suggestion for the

rather say that it must prolong his depend- benefit of the municipalities is,thatthey should

ence on the noble, since he would then ex- all be raised to the enjoyment ofthe privileges

clusively subsist on the labour which the held by the municipality of St. Petersburg.

noble's estate might provide. The prece- Weshall hardly be able to follow the au

dent of Prussian emancipation is, however, thor into all the departments of public ad

so alluring, while that of the emancipation ministration which he passes in review ; and,

carried out in the Grand Duchy of Warsaw, indeed, conceding the merit and the value of

in the early part of this century, in which the picture which he gives us, there is a cer

the freed man obtained no allotment of land , tain sameness in all his descriptions. Ve.

is so disheartening if we contemplate its re- nality is the universal characteristic . The

sults, that we should, without further civil bureaucrat jobs in his department, the

analysis, be content to see the question set colonel in the army pilfers his regiment, the

tled on the basis of allotments of land, if only judge sells justice . Thus, in his chapter on

because such an arrangement would raise civil administration (p . 61 ) , he begins by

the position of the serf; but we think, with telling us that the peasants of the Crown do

every deference to the practical experience mains are much worse pillaged than the

of the author, that he would thus greatly serfs of the noble. All transactions, he pur

detract from the power of his own order, sues, are carried on in writing ; and scarcely

which he is anxious to maintain as a bulwark any ofthe functionaries of corporations can
against the encroachments of the Crown. read or write. The Imperial authorities in

Even the bourgeois class, which, under this manner practically absorb nearly the

the worst systems of feudality in other coun- whole of whatever the legal authority of the

tries , have generally found shelter both from municipalities may be. It is easy to

the noble and the Crown (though some- ceive, therefore, the truth of the author's as

times, indeed, only to fall victims to the ty- sertion, that nearly the whole powers of gov

ranny of municipal magnates,) appears to ernment, in each province, fall into the hands

possess scarcely the shadow of town rights, of the governor of that province. A gover

such as feudality tolerated in the rest of Eu-ner-general, as distinguished from a gover

rope. The best proof of this is to be found nor, and who appears to be appointed over

in the fact, that, if the three divisions of the the larger provinces, is a yet worse infliction,

bourgeoisie recognised by the State, the according to the author , than an ordinary

third is liable to corporal punishment, and governor. Being commonly chosen from

both the second and first are liable to degra- among the friends either of the ministers or

dation , at a moment's warning, to the infe- of the Court, he has carte blanche to violate

rior class ! It becomes obvious, therefore, the Russian laws at his caprice ; and these

at a glance, that the protective power of the violations are described “as the most hate

municipalities in behalf of their own fellow- ful as well as the most ridiculous.” These

con
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governors are assisted by a Conseil de Ré-I to interfere in the recommendation of con

gence, and the councillors subsist, according tractors, but that he ought to know how

to Prince Dolgoroukoff, by preying like lo- things were done in Russia ; that he must

custs upon the heart of the country. Being pay money to Count and to the mis

generally men without fortune, they take of tress of the father of Count

fice in order to make money, and thus they Count (the father) being the head of

levy enormous imposts on all who are unfor- the administration in question, and his son

tunate enough to fall in their way . enjoying immense influence at Court, his aim

The whole civil service, and every other would be accomplished. “ Alas, Monsieur,", . "

service also, being described as an elaborate replied the merchant, “ I have given so

and graduated organization of thieves, the much to Count ( the son) , so much to

humbler functionaries are compelled to ex- the mistress of Count (the father ) ; my

tort money , if only to satisfy the rapacity of money has been taken , everything has been

their superiors. They may singly figure in promised me ; but nothing has been done

the mere relation of jackals ; but whatever for me.” — Pp.21–22.

the proportionate distribution, plunder is the So much for the venality of the officials.

universal law . Such is Prince Dolgorou- Let us turn next to the nature of judicial

koff's picture of Russian civil administra- proceedings. Prince Dolgoroukoff offers an
tion . elaborate view of the various tribunals

We pass to the judicial proceedings in through which every litigant may be carried

Russia, and find very much the same story . on appeal , and enumerates no less than eleven

• Justice," says the author, “exists but in authorities, each of which may reverse the

name. ” Heproceeds to say that, whether decision of the Court immediately below it.

one has right or wrong, it is the payment Such a system, closely connected as it is

which determines the issue of one's cause. with the venality of all concerned with it,

Claims legally and morally incontestable go and requiring bribery at every stage, as a

for nothing in a Russian court of justice condition of success, is obviously a mere pi

without money. But even this, it seems, is ratical establishment, with this reservation,

not in itself an absolute security . There re. that property probably remains safe, be

mains a double danger, —the danger of your cause it has the means, as it were, of ran

being outbid by the opposite party to the soming itself; but it is safe only at an amaz

suit, and the danger of your money being ing expense for the assurance of title . Pov

taken in bad faith, with the predetermina- erty, on the other hand , can know no rights

tion of deceiving you . The latter course , whatever.

unfortunately, is not commonly pursued ; if The following is a synoptical view of the

it were, the result, of course, would be that various procedures, through which it ap

no suitor would offer bribes. There ap- pears that even ordinary suits may
be

pears, however, to be a certain humble level dragged

of morality attained by Russian judges, 1st Instance . — The Tribunal of the Dis.

much as we say here that there is honour
trict.

among thieves, according to the following 2d Instance. The Civil (or Criminal)

definition of it in the author's chapter on Tribunal of the Province.

courts of justice : 3d Instance.--The Department of the
Senate.

“ With the Russian judges and the secretaries
of tribunals (the latter possess the greater influ .

4th Instance . — The plenum of the Sen

ence in affairs), it is the custom among one an

other, to term dishonest one who takes money 5th Instance. The Consultation of the

and deceives ; but to promise to carry out an act Ministry of Justice .

of injustice for a som agreed upon, and to hold to 6th Instance. — The Ministry of Justice.

this promise, calls by no means for censure , ac- 7th Instance. —The plenumof the Senate

cording to them, but is an act of sagesse !"
(again ).

P. 22 .

8th Instance,—The Commission for Peti.

The author here intermingles an anecdote tions.

which rather appertains to the civil admin- 9th Instance . — The Department of the
istration : Council of the Empire.

A foreigner established at St. Petersburg 10th Instance. The plenum of the Coun

wished to obtain a place among the contrac cil of the Empire.

tors of an administration . He comes to the 11th Intance . - The Imperial Will and

Chargé d'Affaires of his country, a man high . Pleasure.

ly esteemed and of much capacity, and asks This is something worse than Lord El

for his support. The Chargé d'Affaires an- don's Chancery suits and Lord Bacon's
swers him that the diplomats were unable bribes would be, put together. To tray

ate .

6
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erse ten procedures,” says the Prince, trous issue of that campaign to the conduct

“ most frequently with one's purse in one's of the civil departments of the War Office,

hand, to come finally, in the eleventh, on the such as the clothing and the commissariat.

Imperial good pleasure, is not this terrible ? This is a bold statement, and one eminently

is it not ultra-Asiatic ? Who will dare to grateful to a patriotic Russian , whose aver

say, after that, that justice exists in Russia , sion to the party in power is neither dis

and to call the fifteen big volumes of the guised nor measured . That it has some

Russian code otherwise than by the name of truth no one will question . But we have no

the most voluminous of bad pleasantries ?” doubt that every bureaucrat- hater in Austria

This is by no means the only occasion on says the same thing for the issue of last

which the author has repeated himself. year's war between that state and France ;

The nine courts of appeal thus intervening yet there are few to believe that previous

between the original tribunal and the refer: bureaucratic reform would have rendered

ence to the Emperor himself , appear to be Russia triumphant over the Allies in 1856,

in very many cases put into requisition ; or Austria over France in 1859.

and decisions to be reversed in one or other It may be true that all the vices of ad

of them , according to the flimsiest technical- ministration which Prince Dolgoroukoff

ities that can supply a pretext for each func- describes exist in the Russian army ; but

tionary in demanding a bribe, in order to as we cannot but deem him a somewhat

find or overlook a flaw . Procedure also dif- willing and prejudiced witness, so neither

fers according to the quality of the litigant; can we disbelieve that some of the stories

a noble having certain privileges denied to he produces may be but counterparts to

the bourgeoisie. Nor can it differ less ac- what may now be current in Europe, since

cording to his wealth ; for it is to be as- the exposé, before the Sevastopol Commit

sumed that a poor man would bear his tee, of the short-comings of our own War

wrongs without attempting to redress them Office, as it existed prior to the changes in

in a court of justice,or would soon yield the its constitution (as well as in its personnel)
suit under the exhaustion of his purse. in 1855. Thus the author tells a story re

The author's chapter on military adminis- garding some biscuits supplied to the Rus

tration is certainly disappointing. It con- sian army, which may very likely have its

tains no exposé of the military system of parallel in some transformation at St.

Russia that is adequate to the magnitude of Petersburgh of the grievance of the green

the subject, and it deals too largely in anec- coffee-berries. The Russians certainly

dotes of peculation, which those who have fought well , bravely, and vigorously, and it

read and believed the earlier chapters hardly is hard to see how armies so ill administered

require, and which will no more convince as the author represents them to have been ,

those who have read without believing them , could so long have held the front to the

than the assertions and illustrations of theenemy that they did.

malversations of the civil authorities. The The author, however, narrates elsewhere

reader begins somewhat to weary of having an impudent and systematized military pec

every functionary described as “ un voleur,” ulation which maybe regarded as unique,

however readily he may follow the author in and altogether eclipses the contractor at

his indiscriminate onslaught on the bureau- Verona, who drove the sameoxen five times

cracy . We find, however,some remarkable within its walls . He tells that the chiefs of

statements of the mal-organization of the the " compagnies des bæufs, " in receiving

Russian military system at the time of the five hundred head of oxen, were expected

Crimean war, and of the suffering which en- by the supplying contractor to sign a receipt

sued. In an earlier chapter (p. 125),the au- for six hundred. This was apparently the
thor asserts, that the excess of expenditure contractor's profit ; and the signers of the

over revenue in Russia, during the three receipt made up the difference, partly by

years of the Turkish war, 1853.56, amounted pillaging the territory through which the

to 400,000,000 roubles, or about 1.64,000,- army passed, and partly by bribing the

000 ; and that it threw into circulation notes local authorities as they marched, each to

of credit (or, in other words, assignats) for certify the death of an ox that had never

that amount. Hence the administrative dif- existed . Again, we read that another officer

ficulty brought about a financial crisis. in the commissariat of the army which re

Prince Dolgoroukoff lays the credit of the treated from the Danube in 1854, trans

military maladministration which caused so ported for an immense distance a dead ox,

money , as he says, to be spent in vain, for the death of which a fresh certificate

to the late Émperor Nicholas, and to the in- was made out at the close of each day's

competency of the Minister of War. In- march ; although the author does not appear

deed, he goes so far as to ascribe the disas- to perceive that the same animal could

much
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hardly have served the contractor in good can anticipate any other result than dis

stead for a newly defunct animal for more honesty.

than two or three days. Once more, we With the venality of the officers, Prince

are told that the Russian War Office re- Dolgoroukoff connects another evil of the
ceived on one occasion official intelligence Russian military system . “ In the Russian

of 1800 oxen having been purchased , then system ,” he says, a chief can never be in

of their having been fed for several months, the wrong towards his inferior : an inferior

next of their having been killed , and, finally, can never be in the right towards his supe

of their having been salted, “ each of these rior.” The Government, however, appears

mythological oxen having brought the in- to have done its utmost to countervail this

ventors of the proceeding,” says the Prince, state of things, by appointing general officers

“ about 300 roubles.” of inspection, who make periodical visits to

Not dissimilar from this is the author's the different regiments, and demand of the

charge against the colonels of regiments. soldiers if they have any complaints to

Llis sweeping statement is preceded, how- make of their officers. If the opportunity

ever by the following reservation :- be taken, the case is heard ; but the colonel

“ There are certainly many loyal and upright who has enriched himself, according to the

colonels in the Russian army,ali the more bonour. author, with unlawful spoils, readily bribes

able that they form a minority among their col.the general of inspection to pronounce him

leagues. Themajor part of the colonels, like the in the right; and the first pretext, let it be

major part of thegeneral officers commanding the as frivolous as it may, is seized by the col

regiments of the Imperial Russian Guard, enrich onel , when the inspector general's back is

themselves in the most shameful and disgraceful turned, to sentence the complaining soldier

manner, at the expense of the well-being of the to five hundred blows of the knout. The

soldiers, whose fate is confided to them ."

P. 255.
author describes the junior officers as stand

ing in very nearly the same abject relation

The author now comes to his definite to their colonels with the privates in the

charges against the colonels : ranks.

“ The soldiers are badly and insufficiently fed .
The Russian soldier is here regarded as

The flour for making bread being allowed them in possessing by nature the best qualities for

sufficient quantities, a part of this four is con- his profession. “ Humane, always ready to

fiscated by the colonel , and sold for his own come to the aid of any one distressed , capa.

profit. The colonels agree to make serviceable to ble of sharing with him his last morsel of
their own profit, the savings in the cloth intended bread ; in war brave as a lion, and after
forthe clothing ofthesoldiers, and in the leather battle compassionate to a disarmed enemy ;
intended for their boots. In the regiments of
cavalry the revenues of the colonels are much gifted with a resignation based absolutely

more considerable than in those of infantry : theyon religious faith ; presenting in his charac

make savings out of the rations of the horses in ter an admirable combination of stoicism

bay as well as in oats. Finally , one of the most and good nature, the Russian soldier adores

lucrative branches of the revenue of the colonels his chief, and is ready to give up his life for

consists in the official prices, that is to say, the him .” The experience of the Crimean war

amount, weeklyarranged, of the prices of all that enables Englishmen to confirm the author's
belongs to the feeding of men and horses , in the
locality occupied by the regiment. This amountview of the courage and resolution , as we

is established jointly by the colonel and local have said , of Russian soldiers ; but few more

authorities ; the prices are always exaggerated barbarous acts are upon record than their

beyond the reality ; the colonel gives a perquisite conduct to wounded enemies after several

to the local authorities, and pockets the remainder of their engagements with our armies.

of the difference between the true and asserted We turn with more interest to M. Dol .

price.”—P. 256 . goroukoff's view of the state of the Church

The gravamen of this charge depends upon in Russia . So great appear to have been

its precise accuracy . A very slight deriva- the assumptions of ecclesiastical power by

tion from perfect accuracy in a description the Czars, that our author thinks it necessary

of the English military system would have to inform us, with what at first sight would

imparted a very sinister aspect to the per- seem great simplicity and some profanity,

quisites of the clothing colonels .” Venal- that the head of the religion is not the Em

ity, however, has been a common charge peror but really Christ. And hegoes on to

against officers in the Russian army: the distinguish between the spiritual preroga

pay of juniors is too small to admit of their tives of ecclesiastics and the all-pervading

living upon it, and maintaining the usual absolutism of the Crown, in a manner

position of gentlemen ; and no Government which shows that spiritual rights are not

whose poverty or impolicy leads to the wholly commingled with or lost in temporal

adoption of such a scale of remuneration power. The right of interpreting the doc
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trines of the Church rests, as we all know, lates towards the clergy, especially towards the

in Ecumenical Councils, but the supreme country, clergy, cannot be expressed — it revolts

administrative power is exercised by a
the soul.” — P . 346.

Synod, through which the Government con- The same contemptuous treatment ap

trives to rule the Church . Beyond the pears to await the inferior clergy at the

threefold_order of bishops, priests, and hands of the nobles . In the cities, he de

deacons, Russia follows the general usages scribes their position as scarcely bearable ;

of the Oriental Church in recognising four but in the country, “affreuse." " Poor," he

ranks in the order of the prelacy, viz ., bish. writes, “ far from every intellectual resource,

ops, archbishops,metropolitans, and patri- often treated by the neighbouring proprie

archs. We shall not follow the author tors with a want of respect absolutely

through his historical sketch of the relations shameful , their existence is but a long career

of the Church with the State of Russia, the of sufferings.” It appears, however, that the

outlines of which are familiar to all. The Russian Government has, during the last ten

relations of our own day are more in- years, addressed itself to this question, and

viting. has successively introduced, province by

Prince Dolgoroukoff describes the Rus- province, a stem of State endowment,

sian clergy as exposed to the double ab- This is certainly a great deal for a Govern
solutism of the State and of their own eccle- ment, so situated as it has been, to have

siastical superiors, and the prelates them- done during so short a time. Prince Dol

selves equally subject to the supreme will goroukoff complains, indeed , that the in

of the Government, insomuch that one is led comes assigned to the clergy are very insuf

to regard the yet lingering theoretic pre- ficient for their maintenance, oppressed, as he

rogatives of the Church, even in controver- commonly describes them , with large fami
sies of faith, as possessing but little reality. lies; nor should we expect to hear of ade

Ile tells thefollowing anecdote of the Em . quate remuneration, honestly obtained, in
peror Nicholas, in thesettlement of a dis- any department of a country in which a
pute between a civil and ecclesiastical dig. colonel is driven to dishonesty , because his

nitary : pay is no more than that of an English lieu

". The prelates in the highest position get tenant in the line. A Church depending on

bruised by the iron hand of despotism. Thirty a State revenue is never likely to enjoy an

years ago, Mgr. Irénéé , Archbishop of Irkoutsk, ample one, let the polity of the State be

having had a dispute with the Governor-General what it may. An extravagant despotism ,

of Eastern Siberia, Lavinski, a colonel aid de- or an economical fraternity of radicals , will

camp of the Emperor, and a colonel of gendar- be equally sure to reduce it to the lowest

merie, were sent from St. Petersburg to re

anite the chiefs of the two powers, the temporal
possible ebb.

and the spiritual, in Eastern Siberia. The nego
But wretched even as this position of a

tiation was not a long one : the aid-de-camp Russian priest is made to appear, it seems
ordered the archbishop to be seized and shut up that the tenure on which it is held is in the

under lock and key in a carriage for four per- last degree precarious. Prince Dolgorou
sons ; he was thus conducted by the colonel of koff speaks of no judicial process as neces

the gendarmerie over five thousand versts, into a sary to deprive a priest of his preferment .
content of the province of Vologda,where he was“ He finds himself liable,” says the author,

consigned fortherestof his days. It seemsthat " at the slightest caprice of his bishop, to
if the Emperor consented to recognise our Lord
Jesus Christ for the sole head of the Church,helose his place, and to be compelled to dis

acted in a way to make it believed that the' vi- charge, during the will and pleasure of the

cariate belonged to himself.” — Pp. 346-347. bishop, the humble functions of sub- deacon;

M. de Dolgoroukoff remarks that the ab- finally, to see his family reduced to beggary.

solute authority which the State exercises with all this, it appears that venality is as

over the Church has rendered the bishops general in the Church as in the civil and

obsequious and sycophantic ; for they are asmilitary administration .military administration. “ Là ,” says our au

liable to exile and imprisonment as the no
thor, “ tout se vend et tout s'achète, suivant

bles. But the result of the attitude they are le beau modèle de l'administration Russe !"

compelled to bear towards the State, he Much of the hatred , malice, and all un

says, renders them the more intolerant and charitableness, evinced by the Russian

despotic towards their clergy :
bishop towards his clergy, appears to spring

from the distinction subsisting between them
“ But they amply take their revenge on theclergyof their dioceses, obliging them to observe in point of marriage and celibacy. These.

towards them, on every occasion, the attitude,cular clergy are not only permitted, but, ac

not of sons towards their father, but that ofcording to the author's phrase, expected or

slaves towards all-powerful masters. The dis- required to marry. The regulars, on the

dain, the insolent hauteur, displayed by the pre-l other hand, are restricted to celibacy. The
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former are termed the clergé blanc, the latter, of priests yet more into the hands of his

clergé noir. The contradistinction of terms friends the bureaucrats.

is somewhat felicitous . The bishops are ex- We can hardly quit this interesting sub

clusively chosen from the latter ; or, at any ject without glancing at the author's view of

rate, a priest is excluded by marriage from the financial condition of the Russian Em .

the episcopate. Even the secular who has pire . Far from either Government or peo

the good luck to become a widower, and ple having surmounted the expenditure

turns himself into a monk, is looked on by caused by the Crimean war, both the one and

ihe episcopate, according to the author, as an the other appear now for the first time since

insidious and aspiring interloper, is equally that war to be suffering from a financial

disqualified for a bishopric, and is treated by crisis. The author relates that, in 1858, the

his diocesan with contempt and disdain . nation enjoyed considerable prosperity .

The Russian Church law of clerical celibacy That year appears to have been one of great,

is therefore, in effect, a compromise between and probably undue speculation. Fresh

the Roman Catholic system and our own ; companies arose day by day,money was

and so far as the cordiality of sacerdotal and abundant; for every million that was de.

episcopal relations is concerned, it seems to manded “ eight or ten millions” were sub

work worse than the Roman Catholic. The scribed ; all the transactions of industrial

bishop is found to have neither knowledge bodies were negotiated at remarkably high

of, nor sympathy with, the wants of a mar-prices. Now all this is changed , and, as the

ried priest, who has often a large family to author hiinself says, as though “ war, pesti

maintain ; and the contemptuous view which lence, and famine had combined to present

he takes of such a priest appears to beakin such a transformation .” Heobserves, with

to the sentiments which Queen Elizabeth has a justice that will be generally recognised ,

left it on record that she entertained for that the transactions of the different indus

Archbishop Parker. trial companies are now for the most part

With less judgment and insight, Prince discredited ; that those even of companies

Dolgoroukoff hasascribed much ofthe moral which possess the guarantee of Governinent

inferiority of the Russian clergy, in respect have declined ; that gold and silver have

of those of other nations, to their education completely disappeared, and the exchange

in ecclesiastical seminaries, the abolition of upon them has arisen to a monstrous price ;

which he recommends : that even copper appears to be disappearing

“ One of the principal causes (he says) of the
also, the exchange rising even upon this

moral inferiority of the Russian clergy, in com .
metal ; and that the credit of Russia in

parison of the clergy of the other Christian foreign money markets has greatly depre

churches, exists in the defective organization ofciated. This appears to be the result of re

the seminaries,where the studies are incomplete, cent events acting upon permanent misgov.
insufficient, and directed under a system altogether ernment.

behind the times . The semivaries should be abo. The monetary, as distinguished from the

lished, and courses of theology should be institut- commercial crisis, is readily accounted for

ed in the universities and the gymnasia,” etc.— by the flooding of the Russian Empire with
P. 361 .

paper money during the Crimean war.

The author seemsscarcely to bear in mind " In 1850 ,” says the author, “ there were

that seminaries are established in most Ro- notes of credit in circulation for 301,000,000

man Catholic countries, under similarly ex- roubles ; in 1856, at the moment of the

clusive ecclesiastical supervision, partly be- peace of Paris, there were notes of credit for

cause the Church will not tolerate the civil |more than 690,000,000.” The Russian

interference inseparable from academical tui- minister of finance, it would seem, by a rare

tion , and partly because the pecuniary re- combination of stupidity and bad faith,

sources of the classes from which secular imagined that he could thus conduct the war

priests are everywhere taken (whether Ro- gratuitously ,—in other words, by swindling

man or Greek ) will not bear its expense. individuals at the cost of the publie. These

There appears to be no necessary reason for notes of credit, issued probably in an inverse

the inferiority of the Russian to the French ratio with the variation in the amount of

seminaries, except it be the inferior civilisa- precious metals, would quickly depreciate ;

tion of the country ; but that, again , is a dif- and the Russian Government would then

ference which would apparently render the probably act as they acted in the case of the

academical instruction of the Russian clergy depreciated paper roubles in 1840, -- a trans

still more impracticable. In proposing a action to which the author does not advert.

sweeping measure of abolition against allec- This Russian paper had fallen to such an ebb,

clesiastical seminaries, we fear the Prince that its current value was that of three and

would go far to throw the rising generations a-balf paper roubles to one silver rouble.
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At this time the Government issued new for which we refer our readers to the author's

paper roubles, each of which was to be ex- financial chapter. There are twelve Grand

changed for old paper roubles, at the corre Dukes already to be provided for ; and the

sponding rate of one to three and a half. Prince computes and complains, by a calcu.

And in order to compel the acceptance of lation compounded , as it were, of arithmetic

these terms by the nation, the Government and physiology, that the number will , in a

announced that after a certain date the old certain , period be fifty . But the basis of his

paper roubles should not be current. This ideal and renovated Russia is publicity --the

was virtually an act of national bankruptcy , publicity of the budget, the freedom of the

whereby theGovernment paid their creditors press, liberty of discussion — whereby evils

some six shillings in the pound , and quietly will become known , knowledge will become

circulated their new paper, as though their circulated , and the sovereign may learn the

former obligations had been discharged. actual truth of the state of his dominions.

The present incubus, in the shape of notes This, ofcourse, is to demand an entire revo

of credit, will probably be got rid of with lution in the system of government.

equal audacity and dishonesty . The Czar has issued during the last few

The existing commercial crisis is but in- weeks an ukase, in virtue of which, both

adequately explained by the author, where commerce and the occupation and possession

he ascribes it in part to the inherent care- of land will be henceforth open to all foreign

lessness of the Sclavonic character, and to the ers, with the exception of Jews. Hitherto

ignorance manifested by his countrymen in scarcely a single foreign firm has been able

the management of wholesale commerce, to conduct business in Russia without the

even in the interior of the nation, and still naturalisation of its members.

more so in their relations with foreigners. The Russian Empire has been an emi.

Without expanded notions of the reciprocal nently progressive state in respect not only

nature of which true commercial policy con- of territory, but of wealth ; in fact, in respect

sists, they rarely, he complains, take the ini. of everything but freedom , honesty, and

tiative in transactions with foreign countries, public virtue . When, therefore, we are told

or consider what goods of these countries by the author, that, without publicity and its

will find the best market in their own . attendant reforms, that empire must fall into

Chiefly sellers, they are rarely merchants, he “ un cataclysme politique,” and soon dis

tells us, in the highest sense of the tern , and appear from the world as a great and single

are too pleased to receive earnests of payment political structure, we are forced,unwillingly,

from foreign houses, for the goods that they as Liberals, to acknowledge that such a con

are to deliver, to assure themselves of remu- clusion is not warranted by its political tra

perative transactions ; and thus he very natu- ditions ; and that Prince Dolgoroukoff has

rally deduces commercial crises as the result not established such a clear distinction of

of such a mode of mercantile negotiation . circumstances between the past and the pre

It is not easy, however, to perceive, from sent, amid an intellectual darkness and a

such an explanation as this, how the import material oppression common to both pe

trade of Russia is conducted at all, although riods, as shall falsify the force of precedent

it requires no demonstration that losing in presuming on the future. We see Russia

transactions will eventually create a mone- stretching herself with vigour and address in

tary panic. all directions. She can obtain in the West

For the immediate redress of this evil , the the alliance of whatever Power she chooses

author recommends the contraction of a loan to approach ; and in the extreme East she

by Government, either in the French or Eng- has just filched from China a territory on

lish money market; and such a loan ,various the Amour equal to the area of Germany,

ly stated at sums between L.8,000,000 and while she stands in relations with the Chinese

L.12,000,000, was subsequently placed upon Government which France and ourselves

the English Stock Exchange, with somewhat can only regain by force of arms. Neither

indifferent prospects of success. Thesmaller does the policy of emancipation appear to

sum has been ostensibly contracted for ; but have originated in the threatenings of the

we believe that the Russian Government, in serf, but in the spontaneous liberality of the

order to save themselves the discredit of a Czar and a minority of the nobles. A want

rejection of their demand, have themselves of money is the incident of every ill -governed

taken up the greater portion of it ! Beyond and half civilised country ; but no one pre

this, the author urges the necessity of econo- tends that Russia is so poor now as she was

myin the civil list, which he describes as half a century ago. The emancipation of

now exceeding 14,000,000 roubles, or above 22,000,000 serfs is, in itself, a measure of

L.2,000,000 a year. The extravagance of such magnitude, that we must expect its

the Empress Dowager is described in terms progress to be slow . Neither do we see

D - 8VOL. XXXIII .
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son .

6

our way to assert, in the face of the example notice, summed up in three sentences, pre

of Austria, that its accomplishment must fixed to the volume, there is something like

produce, in our day , an irresistible reaction a disclaimer, on the part of the authors , of

against secrecy and despotism . Every in their labours being accepted in this light;

crease of civil liberty ultimately favours, no and they tell us that they “ are responsible

doubt, the creation of political freedom ; but for their respective articles only, and that

it is impossible to predict the period which they have writen in entire independence of

this tendency will require for its develop- each other, and without concert or compari.

ment. We suspect that the disavowal is

The aim of that class of Russian states- neither so ample nor so distinct as to dis

men- which consists neither of philanthro- abuse the public mind of the impression

pists acting upon mere sentiment, nor of which it has received, and which there is

reactionists governed by their own sordid certainly nothing in the contents of the

Ir : erests, but is at once reasoning, far volume, or the manner in which they are

sighted, and dispassionate, must be to trans- treated,calculated to remove, and not rather

form Russia from a mediæval into a modern to confirm . Perhaps the disclaimer was

empire, and thus gradually to infuse into a never meant to extend further than to a pro

vast population , and to spread over an im- test against the responsibility of individual

mense area, all those elements of domestic opinions expressed by one essayist being

wealth and external power , which the prin- imputed to another ; and to this extent it

cipal nations of Western Europe have ac- may readily be allowed. But the authors

quired by an earlier adoption of civilised unquestionably belong to one well-known

government and an earlier development of division in the ecclesiastical world, and the

civilized society. Were such a policy at- opinions they advocate to one distinctly

tained, Russia would indeed be formidable marked school of religious thought. The

to the rest of Europe ; and a great advance combination, for the preparation of this

would be made in the undying ambition of volume, of men , most of whom are recog.

the Muscovites. Well governed and well nised as leaders of the Broad Church, can

cultivated, we know of nothing to prevent hardly be accounted accidental. The object

Russia from creating and sustaining a popu- they propose to themselves, of “ a free

lation of a hundred and fifty millions at the handling, in a becoming spirit, of subjects

least. Even now, that country produces peculiarly liable to suffer by the repetition of

from the soil vastly more than she consumes. conventional language, and from traditional

Such a danger to WesternEurope is, how . methods of treatment,” indicates a common

ever, many generations distant; and the purpose, and the consciousness of being en

emancipation of the serfs presents a policy gaged in a common work ; the topics em

which may consume perhaps the whole of braced in the volume are avowedly of a

our own epoch . But slowly and surely , kindred nature, and the views expressed,

alike by repression and by reform , Russia with one or two unimportant exceptions, are

appears to consolidate and to extend herself ; entirely coincident; and if the Essays them

and we have yet to trace the influences selves were written, as we have been told,

which, in the present position of the com- without concert or comparison, they never

munity, are to produce that rapid revulsion theless exhibit in their teaching a general

in her career which the author of this able unity of aim , and a most unmistakeable har

work so confidently predicts. mony in the results.

The Essays *-seven in number - bear

more or less directly on the great questions

connected with the genesis of theological

opinion, and the grounds of religious belief;

and there is hardly a disputed point in the

Art. IX . - Essays and Reviews. London : wide field of recent controversy between

Parker and Son, 1860. the disciples of Reason and of Faith which

is not either professedly discussed , or more

The volume recently issued under the

above title cannot but be regarded as one of
* We subjoin the contents of the volume: The

the signs in our theological firmament me- Bunsen's Biblical Researches, by Rowland Williams
Education of the World, by Frederick Temple, D.D .;

nacing change. Rightly or wrongly, it has D.D.;On the Study of the Evidences ofChristianity,

been received almost unanimously, by friend by Baden Powell,M.A.,F.R.S .; Séances llistoriques
and by foe, as the manifestation, if not the de Genève, — The National Churcb, by Henry Bristow

manifesto,ofa theological school, numerous, Goodwin , M.Á.;Tendencies of Re’igious Thoughtin
Wilson, B.D.; On the Mosaic Cosmogony, by C. W.

active, and influential, and probably increas. England, 1688–1750, by Mark Pat:ison B.D .; Onthe

ing in the Church of England. In the brief Interpretation of Scripture,by Benjamin Jowett, M.A.
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race the re

summarily disposed of. Interpreting the books, more of human piety, and genius,

preliminary announcement of our authors and wisdom , and sympathy - although min .

by the manner in which it is followed up in gled to an unknown and indefinite extent

their subsequent discussions, it indicates with human error and folly—than does any

with sufficient distinctness the spirit in other ; and which teach that he is not only a

which they have addressed themselves to true Christian , but the very best , who has

their task , and the direction in which it divested Christianity of its historical authen .

tends. By the " conventional language,” ticity, of its supernatural character, and of

under the repetition of which from age to its positive dogmas.

age theology has so grievously suffered , is It can scarcely , we think , be accident al

meant those current and technical forms of together which has dictated the order of the

speech in reference to religious truth which Essays as they occur in the volume ; and

have been to some extent adopted from the we can hardly err in supposing that there is

creeds and systems of the early Church and a meaning to be gathered from it. The first

of the Reformation period, but which, in is by Dr. Temple, Head Master of Rugby,

one shape or other, theology must, like and is plainly introductory to the rest. It

every other science, frame or adopt, if it is upon “ The Education of the World ; "

would cease to be a fragmentary and dis- and is an ingenious but fanciful attempt,

jointed series of insulated ideas, and become such as has been frequently made, to estab

an orderly and connected body of know- lish some kind of parallelism between the

ledge, harmonious in itself, and accurate and advancement ofthe individual from childhood

complete in its expression . Throughout to manhood, and the development oftheworld

these Essays nothing is more marked than in intellectual and spiritual culture. There are

the hostility evinced towardsthis systematic three stages in this training, each suited to its

or scientific language into which Scripture time,buteach becoming obsolete and being su

thought is often cast by theologians ; and perseded when it passes into the stage in ad

that not because it may sometimes be justly vance of itself. The childhood of the world, as

chargeable with excessive and unnecessary of the individual, is adapted to positive rules,

dogmatism or definition in matters which and can be trained only by external restraints;

the Bible has left unrevealed, or with mis- and hence in the early ages of our

taken representations of matters that have velation of an outward system of command

been revealed, but rather, where no such inents and ordinances. In youth ,with the race

charges can be alleged , because it has shaped as with the man , we are taught by example

Scripture truth into positive and dogmatic rather than by rule, and break loose from all

statements at all . By " the traditional me- external commandments not illustrated and

thods of treatment,” under which in like recommended by example; and therefore, in

manner injury has been done to religious the progress ofGod's dealings with this world ,

discussion, are to be understood all those the time came when a former and outward

methods of inquiry into the meaning of dispensation became obsolete and passed

Scripture, and of appeal to its decision , away , and Christ appeared, the embodiment

which have originated in the idea, and pro- and example of all that had been revealed

ceeded on the principle, that it was a super- before. In the manhood of the Church , as

natural and authoritative communication of in the maturity of the individual , there is

the mind of God to man, and hence the only more of freedom still : as regards our intel

infallible source of truth, and supreme lectual and moral education, we are emanci

standard of faith and practice ; and that any pated from all restraint, whether of positive

system of interpretation suited to Scripture rules or authoritative examples, and are left

must start from the idea that it is a fountain to be our own instructors ; and hence, in the

of truth alone, and not of mingled truth and last and highest stage of the advancement of

error alike. And the meaning of the “free the Church, God has handed us over to the

handling ” which the essayists at the outset teaching within . The bearing of such a

propose to give to the topics discussed , is theory on the question of the standing and

sufficiently made plain by the results arrived authority of an external revelation , given

at, which go effectually to deprive the Bible partly in the childhood and partly in the

of all that is characteristic of it, as embody- immature youth of our race, and then closed ,

ing in its statements both the infallible truth is sufficiently apparent, and indeed is not in
and the supreme authority belonging to the distinctly hinted at. “ We can acknowl.

spoken or written mind of God, which edge,” says Dr. Temple, speaking of the

make the sacred volume to be the best book theology of the Church of the Fathers,

in the world, not because it has God for its " the great value of the forms in which the

author, and His words for its contents, but first ages of the Church defined the truth ,

because it exhibits, in comparison with other and yet refuse to be bound by them ; we
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can use them and yet endeavour to go be- 1" The moral constituents of our nature, so

yond them , just as they also went beyond often contrasted with revelation, should

the legacy which was left us by the Apos- rather be considered parts of its instrumental
tles.”

*** And again : “ First came Rules, then ity." * It is no wonder that, with such views

Examples, then Principles. First comes the as to the nature of revelation and the place

Law , then the Son of Man, then the giftof of the Old Testament, he should be led to

the Spirit. The world was once a child, deny not only its supernatural authority, but

under tutors and governors until the also its historical veracity . Books which,

time appointed by the Father. Then, when like the Pentateuch, profess to narrate the

the fit season had arrived , the Example, to beginning of creation in the past, or, like
which all ages should turn , was sent to teach the Prophets, the course of human affairs in

men what they ought to be. Then the hu- the future, can be true only on the supposi

man race was left to itself, to be guided by the tion that they are revelations in the special
teaching of the Spirit within . " * and supernatural sense of the word ; and if

The question of the existence or perma- not revelations, they must fall to be regard

nent obligation of an external revelation hav- ed as destitute, considered as narratives, even

ing been thus raised by a sort of a priori of that everyday historical veracity which

presumption against it, the transition is na- we ascribe to the genuine accounts of con

tural and easy to a consideration of the au- temporaries, or of those who drew their in.

thority and historical validity of Scripture formation from contemporaries. Nothing

as a communication from God ,-more espe-but the fact of their being supernatural re

cially those more ancient portions of it con- velations from God could redeem the narra

tained in the Old Testament, and belonging tive of Genesis or the prophecies of Isaiah,

to the infancy or earlier years of our race. in the greater portion of them, from the

The Biblical Researches ofBunsen afford to charge of being unsubstantial dreams or con

Dr. Williams, of St. David's College, Lam- scious frauds ; and it matters little whether

peter, an opportunity, in the second of the Bunsen and his commentator count them to

Essays, for touching upon these points. In be the one or the other, so long as the fact

his review of Bunsen , he adoptsto thefull of their supernatural origin, which alone

the destructive principles of criticism which could give them an authentic and trust

Bunsen applies to the Scripture books, and worthy character, is denied . When Dr.

seldom differs from his master,except when Williams, therefore, impugns in detail the

these principles, in their bearing on the in- historical character and value of many por

spired narratives, are not in his estimate tions of the Old Testament narrative, espe

destructive enough. In Dr. Williams' view , cially of the Pentateuch, he is only acting

the Hebrew annals stand upon the same consistently with the views he announces in

level as to supernatural authority with the regard to the character of revelation in

Gentile histories; for revelation was a com. general , as not supernatural and infallible,

munication of light from God not peculiar but the reverse ; and when, following Bun

to prophets and chosen men of old ,but com- sen, he further denies the existence of pro

mon to other ages and individuals, and the phecy in the proper sense of it, as embody.

fruit of “ the Divine energy as continuous ing the foreknowledge and declaration of the

and omnipresent.” In regard to the New future, and makes an elaborate and offensive

Testament, he tells us that “ both spiritual attempt to show that the Messianic predic

affection and metaphysical reasoning forbid tions in Isaiah have no reference to Christ,

us to confine revelations like those of Christ but apply to the Israelitish nation or to

to the first half century of our era ; but Jeremiah, he is only walking in the footsteps

show at least affinities of our faith existing of his own preconceived theory.

in men's minds anterior toʻChristianity, and Although in Dr. Williams' miscellaneous

renewed with deep echo from loving hearts and somewhat fragmentary criticisms on

in many a generation ." 1 And in general he Scripture, as he follows Bunsen in his re

asserts, that "considerations religious and searches, the absence of the supernatural

moral, no less than scientific and critical , element in revelation is always assumed, and

have, where discussion was free, widened occasionally vehemently asserted, yet the

the idea of Revelation for the old world , and question is nowhere in his essay formally

deepened it for ourselves; not removing discussed. This part of the argument, so

the footsteps of the Eternal from Palestine, far as it is argued in this volume at all , falls

but tracing them on other shores; and not to the lot of Professor Baden Powell , t in

making the saints of old orphans, but

ourselves partakers of their sonship .” .
+ While this article was in the course of prepara

tion for the press, the death of Profeseor Baden

* P. 44. + P. 5. I P. 82. Powell was announced. We have not thought it

* P. 51 .
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the third of the Essays, entitled, “ On the Mr: Powell has no room in his philosophy

Study of the Evidences of Christianity.” It for the phenomenon which we call a miracle,

professes to pass under review the existing with a happy inconsistency he still , in some

state of the controversy between the friends sense not very intelligible, admits it into his

and enemies of Christianity, and especially, theology, and tells us, that " what is not a

to deal with the question as to the possibility subject for a problem may hold its place in

and credibility of the supernatural, whether a creed.” Mr. Hume, at the close of his

involved in the very fact of a positive com-anti-miracle discussion, in which he demon.

munication coming from God, or employed strates the impossibility of the supernatural

in connection with it as a voucher for its in any form or counection , still comforts us

truth . The leading ideas enforced in the with the assurance that “ our holy reli

essay , and the arguments brought to bear gion is founded not on reason, but on faith .”

upon the discussion, must be familiar to all And in the same spirit, and to the same ef

who have studied the Professor's recent fect, we are informed by Mr. Powell, that a

works, more or less bearing upon the same miracle wrought in connection with religious

points . The results at which he arrives are doctrine “ ceases to be capable of investiga

only somewhat more prominently and dog- tion by reason, or to own its dominion ; it

matically brought out. Looking at a mir. is accepted on religious grounds, and can ap

acle as it is commonly understood , or, as he peal only to the principle and influence of

expresses it, in " the old theological sense, faith . Thus miraculous parratives become

it is an event which no kind or amount of invested with the character of articles of

evidence, whether in the shape of testimony faith, if they be accepted in a less positive

or otherwise, can possibly substantiate; the and certain light, or perhaps as involving

very notion of it is inconsistent with the more or less of the parabolic and mythic

views which science and modern discovery character ; or, at any rate, as received in

have taught us most firmly to believe in re connection with , and for the sake of, the doc

gard to the universal order and inviolable trine inculcated ." *

continuity of physical nature ; and revela- The fourth and sixth Essays, which we

tion cannot be understood as being, in this may mention together, are somewhat aside

sense, iniraculous in its origin , in its histori- from the mere logical order of thought in

cal narratives, or in its outward credentials. the argument, which this volume seems to

“ The case,” says Professor Powell , “ of the contemplate, against the supreme and su

antecedent argument of miracles is very pernatural authority of Scripture as an out

clear, however little some are inclined to ward and infallible standard of truth ; al

preceive it . In nature, and from nature, by though they materially contribute to the

science and by reason , we neither have, nor common result by explaining and vindicating

can possibly have, any evidence of a Deity the relations ofthis new school of doubt to

working miracles ; for that wemust go out the Church of England in particular, and

of nature and beyond reason . " • No the religious tendencies of the age in gen .

one denies revelation in this sense” (a non eral . In the former of them , under the

miraculous sense ) ; " the philosophy of the title of“ the National Church ,” Mr. Wilson

age does not discredit the inspiration of advocates the principle of what he calls a
prophets and apostles, though it may some- true multitudinism , in opposition to the in

times believe it in poets, legislators, and dividualist principle, as the proper charac

philosophers , and others gifted with high ter of churches ; or, in other words, that

genius. At all events, the revelation of churches are founded upon a national and

civilization does not involve the question of not a personal conversion, and ought to

external miracles, which is here the sole embrace within their communion parties

point in dispute. The main assertion of differing most widely from each other in

Paley is, that it is impossible to conceive a personal character and creed . His desire

revelation given except by means of mira. to break down the exclusiveness of ecclesi

cles. This is his primary axiom ; but this astical communities as regards their confes

is precisely the point which the modern turn sions and terms ofmembership ,and to open

of reasoning most calls in question , and up the freedom of a common Christianity

rather adopts the belief that a revelation is to those who cannot agree as to what Christ

then most credible when it appeals least to ianity is, has been signalized by an attempt

violations of natural causes. But while to show that subscription to the Articles of

the Church of England is consistent with

necessary, in consequence, to cancel our remarks the amplest liberty of opinion, and imposes
upon his essay, belioving that there is nothing in
their substat ce or tone inconsistent with the feelings no necessity for accepting them in any one

which such an announcement is fitted to awaken .

* Pp. 140-2.
* P. 142.

.

" *
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definite sense at all. Although now made Mr. Jowett hastens to explain, as well as

in the interests of Rationalism , and not of the fatal influence they have had in the mis

Romanism , the attempt can hardly fail to understanding and misinterpretation of

recall to recollection the famous endeavour, Scripture. There can be no error in the

in the “ Tracts for the Times,” to defend the Word of God ; therefore, the discrepancies

principle of subscription to church formulas in the Books of Kings and Chronicles are

in a non -natural sense . only apparent, or may be attributed to dif

In the latter of these Essays, Mr. Pattison ferences in the copies. It is a thousand

traces, in an extended but interesting sketch, times morelikely that the interpreter should

“ The Tendencies of Religious Thought in err than the inspired writer . For a like

England ," more especially during that long reason, the failure of a prophecy is never

period to which he not undeservedly gives admitted, in spite of Scripture and of his

The appellation of Seculum Rationalisticum , tory ; the mention of a namelater than the

beginning with the date of the publication supposed age of the prophetis not allowed,

of Locke's Reasonableness of Christianity, as in other writings, to be taken in evidence

and ending with the appearance of the Tracts of the date. Theaccuracy of the Old Tes

for the Times. His delineation of the dead. tament is examined not by the standard of

ness ofall religious faith and feeling, and of primeval history , but of a modern critical

the utter decay of theology under the influ- one , which, contrary to all probability, is

ence of Rationalism ,applied first to the con- supposed to be attained; this arbitrary stand

tents and then to the evidences of revelation, ard once assumed, it becomes a point of

is interesting, but somewhat overdrawn, honour or of faith to defend every name,

amounting occasionally to caricature ; but date,place, which occurs." . .. “ It is bet

still well fitted to leave upon the mind the ter to close the book than to read it under

impression ofthenecessity and desirableness conditions of thought which are imposed

of such a reaction as mightin some wayre- from without. Whether those conditions of

kindle the spiritual life of the Church. Mr. thought are the traditions of the Church or

Pattison leaves us to infer that this reaction the opinions of the religious world , Catholic

is to be found in the religious movement of or Protestant, makes no difference. They

which this volume is an indication . are inconsistent with the freedom of the

The fifth Essay, by Mr. Goodwin, is an truth and the moral character of the Gospel.****

attempt to seize upon the geological difficul. With such views as to the injury done to

ties connected with the Mosaic account of free inquiry and unfettered criticism in con

the creation , and to turn them to account as nection with Scripture by the previous con

an argument against the historic veracity of ditions of thought under which interpreters

Scripture. It is in no sense noticeable, approach it, Mr. Jowett feels the necessity

except as an illustration of the anxiety dis of examining into the source of them , and

played throughout these Essays to lay hold has no difficulty in recognising it in the

upon the most popular of the recent objec- doctrine of the inspiration of the sacred

tions against Christianity, and to use them volume. The views commonly entertained

as instruments for overturning the common by the Church as to an inspiration of Scrip

belief in the authority of the inspired record . ture which secures for its statements the

The last, and perhaps the most important two elements of infallible truth and Divine

Essay in the volume, is that by Mr. Jowett, authority, are the fountain of evil out of

" on the Interpretation of Scripture,” which which have proceeded almost all the mis

appropriately follows up the previous chiefs of the false doctrine and unsound in.

reasonings of his coadjutors in this remark- terpretation which have been imposed upon

able enterprise, and crowns the argument. its text. That theory necessarily demands

After dwelling at some considerable length a mode of interpretation which shall con

on the uncertainty that prevails in the ex- serve both the entire infallibility and su

planation of Scripture,and the multitude of preme authority of the Bible ; while the

various and opposite meanings that have rejection of that theory at once opens the

been put upon the text, and referring to dif door to unfettered freedom in the way of

ferent causes,—such as the bias of religious the application to the sacred text of a crit

parties, the prevailing , theories of interpre- icism which may find error as well as truth,

tation, etc. ,—he truly remarks, that there and obsolete ideas as well as unchanging

deeper reasons which have exerted a wisdom in its teaching. The question of,

dominant influence in this matter; and that whether or not the Bible is from God in the

one would interpret Scripture as sense of its embodying His truth and His

many do, but for certain previous supposi- authority, is a question which Mr. Jowett
tions with which we come to the perusal of

What these previous suppositions are, Pp . 342-3 ,

a

►

66 *

are

" no
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rightly regards as intimately connected with inspiration. He tells us that all Christians

our understanding of its historic truth, its agree in the word which use and tradition

doctrinal announcements, and the general have consecrated to express the reverence

force of its precepts. If there is no such which they truly feel for the Old and New

inspiration, the accuracy, and the Testament. But his veneration " is not less

reality of its historic statements are of no real because it is not necessary to attribute

practical importance, and it becomes an it to miraculous causes ." * It is an inspira

unnecessary, and even unmeaning attempt, tion which, whatever influence it mighthave

to labour at the reconciliation and vindica- in directing the parties who possessed it ,

tion of those discrepancies and mistakes was not of a supernatural kind. If we un

which the condition of knowledge and the derstand Mr. Jowett aright, it was an influ

unavoidable infirmities ofits human authors ence of the Spirit of God identical in char

might lead us to anticipate in their writings. acter and effect with that which Christians

On thesamesupposition, the doctrinal state. now enjoy, leaving them liable not less

ments of Scripture lose much of their certainly to error in thought and word ; and

meaning and importance in relation to us the Scripture which is the fruit of that in.

of the present day ;-such dogmas being the spiration, is not different in kind from writ

truths of the men and the age when believed , ings of the present time which contain the

but long since obsolete in consequence of embodied beliefs and feelings of the wise

the progress of thought, and no longer ap- and good. He announces, and apparently

plicable in their primary sense to our be- with approbation, that theory of inspiration

liefs: “ the growth of ideas in the intervalwhich is explicitly adopted by some of his

which separated the first century from the coadjutors in this volume, and which is com .

fourth or sixth , makes it impossible to apply monly advocated by a certain school of ra

the language of the one to the explanation tionalist theologians in the present day,—

of the other.” And in like manner, if there that “ the apostles and evangelists were

is no such inspiration, the general force and equally inspired in their writings and their

sense of Scripture precepts must be alto- lives, and in both received the guidance of

gether different from what the Church has the Spirit of Truth in a manner not different

universally believed them to be ; there can in kind, but only in degree, from ordinary

be no Divine authority in them to bind us Christians.” +

with the obedience that is due to God, or We have endeavoured to give our readers

even the inferior obedience that is due to some idea of the general contents and the

well-ascertained truth ; and Scripture com- more important theological results of the

mands and example are evacuated of all volume before us, because, considering the

power to lay conscience under obligation , quarter from which it comes, and its own

and become obsolete and inapplicable in peculiar character, it cannot be regarded

their bearing upon succeeding times . with indifference, and must be accepted as a

But while Mr. Jowett is clear and decid- significant- indication of the religious tenden

ed in his rejection of the doctrine of a plen- cies prevailing among a considerable num .

ary inspiration as " a condition of thought," ber, if not an influential party, in the Church

under which, as a ruling principle, the inter- of England. There is nothing that is, pro

pretation of Scripture is to be conducted , perly speaking, new in the views propound

he is not equally explicit as to what idea of ed in the Essays and Reviews ; there is

inspiration he would substitute in its place . nothing even noticeable in the manner of

His announcements are negative rather than treating them, or in the ability employed in

positive, and much more destructive as to their support. They are almost all familiar

the ancient and received doctrine of the to us before ; and although there is no small

Church than explanatory or decided as to skill and learning displayed in some of the

his own. He is quite sure that inspiration papers, even this has failed to give freshness

did not exempt the writers of the Bible from and interest to the argument, or to raise it

error in their writings. He has no doubt outof the common rut of recent Rationalism ,

that their inspiration , whatever it might be, with which it must be identified. The essay

was quite consistent with historical inaccu. of Dr. Williams is avowedly a reproduction

racies and doctrinal mistakes, and did not of Bunsen's lucubrations, adapted to the

convey to their teaching any supernatural level of English capacities; the argument

wisdom , or any infallible authority binding of Professor Powell reads very much like

upon us. But he is prodigal of explanation a new edition of Hume's Essay, with addi

in attacking the common viewsof the Christ- tions accommodated to modern science ; and

ian Church, rather than in announcing those the dissertation of Mr. Jowett is, in its main
he himself has adopted . He holds that the

Bible, in some sense or other, is the fruit of * P. 426. + P. 345.
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theologicalpositions, identical with those fa - spiration is not confined to prophets and

miliar to all as characteristic of a school of evangelists, but is co -extensive with the ac

religious belief which, on the subject of in- tion of the everywhere present Spirit, the

spiration, has borrowed its spirit and prin- same as good men in all ages enjoy. Pro

ciples from Germany. But what is really phecy is not to be understood in the sense of

new and interesting, is the fact that such a the declaration or prognostication of the fu
volume should have issued from within the ture. The types and symbols of Scripture have

pale of the English Establishment, and been no meaning secondary or spiritual, or repre

accepted by many as the manifesto of a resentative of futuretruth. The historical reality

ligious party there. The writers of it are of Scripture facts is a matter of no import

all, without exception, clergymen of that ance, and it need not trouble us to apply both

Church, and some of them of name and an ideal origin and an ideal meaning to them .

standing ; and the very character of the un. Such opinions as these are not only scatter

dertaking seems to indicate that it would not ed up and down the pages of these Essays,

have been hazarded unless the authors had but naturally grow out of the principles ad

seen some reason to count upon an audience, vocated. It would not be difficult to add

neither inconsiderable in number, nor alto- largely to this catalogue of anti-beliefs.

gether without sympathy with their views. We regret, although from the facts and

It is right to say , that there is, in the case presumptions of the case it cannot be mat

of some of the papers, a tone of religious ter for wonder, that the views promulgated

feeling and an earnestness of sentiment that in these Essays should by many have come

speak for the fact that the notions propounded, to be identified with the present opinions of

such as they are, form no matter of unreal the at least more advanced , and perhaps in

speculationin the minds of the authors, but Auential , section ofthe Broad Church party.

are living and practical beliefs. But at the There was not a little in the position and

same time it cannot be denied that there is character and aims of that party, when it

scarcely an objection to the plénary author. arose into public prominence, that gave

ity of the Bible, or to its doctrines as com- promise of good. There was an opportu

monly understood by the evangelical nity given them for making an effective di

Church, that, from whatever cause, however version in favour of a revival of religious

insignificant, happens to have been raised life in the Church ; and for a time it seemed

into temporary importance through recent as if they were to prove themselves not un

controversies, which has not been repeated equal to it. The representations of Mr.

and adopted by one or other of these essay- Pattison, although in some points exaggerat.

ists. The Scripture doctrine of creation out ed , are to a large extent true, when he speaks

of nothing by a Creator, is contrary to the of the long period, in the history of the

principles and discoveries of modern science. English Establishment, of theological bar

Organic life is to be accounted for by spon- renness and spiritual death which had pre

taneous generation , or the transmutation of ceded , unalleviated, save only to a partial

species by the law of selection . The Bible extent, by the rise of Methodism without

account of the origin of the world is not only, the Church , and of Evangelism within ;-a

as yet, not reconciled to the discoveries of period during which the forms and confes.

modern geology, but irreconcilable. The sions of the faith were divorced from faith

story ofthe descent ofmankind from Adam itself ,—when religion consisted in articles

and Eve is traditional, and not historical; and evidences,apart from the life of it in the

and the facts may all be conserved if men heart , —and when men were so busy in prov.

are regarded as placed on the earth in many ing the doctrines of Christianity to be true,

pairs, or in distinct centres of creation. The that they had no time to believe them for

inspired narrative of the age of man on the the salvation of their own souls . And it

earth is contradicted by the belief of all seemed to be put in the power of the new

competent archæologists, founded both on school which had arisen among the disciples

the monuments of ancient history and on of Coleridge, to recall the thoughts of the

the conclusions of ethnology. There was a age to the almost forgotten principle, that in

Bible before our Bible, out of the fragments order to the existence of a living Christian

of which the sacred history has been manu-ity, it was necessary to have the faith within

factured. The patriarchal narrative of our as well as the truth without; and that creeds

race is half ideal and half traditional, hav- separated from the belief of them, and sys

ing in it no chronological element. Revela- tems of theology from their practical hold

tion is neither supernatural nor historical, upon the conscience, were like the body

free neither from error in fact nor defect in without the spirit, waiting only to be buried

doctrine; but the Bible is before all things out of sight. But it was not alone against

the written voice of the congregation . In: a party who kept a creed without a faith
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that the Broad Church school were called as to the standing and authority of Scrip

upon to contend. The rise of the Tract- ture. But there are certain preliminary or

arians had brought into vogue once more the higher questions raised by their argument,

Catholic theory, in which the exercises of in- which it may be important to advert to . In

dividual conscience and personal conviction former times, the controversy with those

are dispensed with or overborne, to make outside the pale of belief has been very

way for Church authority as the ground of much one as to the relevancy and sufficiency

religious belief. And it was good service of the evidence by which the fact of a su

done to a sound Christianity when such er- pernatural revelation of truth from God was

rors were met by a vigorous protest on be held to be made good. The tendency of

half of individual responsibility ; and when recent discussions, and more especially the

the importance of an inward spiritual life, character and scope of the objections urged

and of a personal and vital faith in truth , in this volume, raise the preliminary ques

were set up against the claims of ecclesias- tion as to the nature of a revelation itself,

tical authority and the virtue of an outward and the possibility of it in the sense in

religion . So long as Broad Churchmen di- which it has been commonly or universally

rected their exertions against that one party understood. Is an external revelation of

which had learned to substitute a Church truth from God to man , in the sense of a

creed for the belief of it, or that second presentation of it to him from without, and

party which put Church authority in the not in the way of quickening thought and

place of God's, their success was so much feeling within, a possible thing at all, and is

gain to the cause of truth. it the actual revelation whichwe possess in

But when from the duty of censors of the Scripture ? Is this revelation , in its own

opinions of opponents, the Broad Church nature or in its credentials, really superna

party proceeded to set forth those teachings tural; and is a miracle, in the common and

of their own in which they are peculiar, it strict sense of the word , either possible or

has been otherwise ; their success has been credible ? And, finally , is the record of this

not gain, but loss. We can welcome their revelation properly inspired ,-that is to say,

efforts directed against the lifeless orthodoxy marked by the infallible truth and supreme

of a former age, and designed to prove that authority which must belong to anything

a creed without a faith is vain ; but we can- which is truly the utterance of the Divine

not look on with approbation , or suffer it in mind ? These are the preliminary questions

silence, when they rush to the opposite ex- that are raised by the topics of this volume,

treme, and advocate a faith without a creed ; and the settlement of which , one way or

—when they teach us that a saving belief other, must to a large extent rule the minor

can exist apart from the proper object of and secondary discussions spread out in de

such belief, the truth given by God , and tail over its pages. We might have believ

guaranteed by His veracity , -- and when they ed that, at least within the limits of the

assume that religious life can be quickened Christian Church embracing all its denomi

and sustained by something other than a nations, such questions had been long re

vital union between the human heart within garded as settled and set by . But these are

and the Divine and supernatural Word with plainly the questions that must be discussed

out. We can accept it as a benefit to Christ- before we can properly be called upon to

ianity when they achieve a triumph over the come down to the minuter points of chrono

Tractarian doctrine of ecclesiastical author- logical inaccuracies, and historical discrep

ity as a basis for religious belief ; but we ancies, and doctrinal mistakes in Scripture,

must reject their teaching when, taking from to which we are challenged in this volume.

the Church but not giving God, they would We have to complain , indeed, that with the

disown His unerring word as the sure foun- exception of Mr. Powell's Essay, which is,

dation of such belief, and would have us to more than any of the others, something like

put up with a revelation neither supernatur. an approach to a direct facing of the point

ally true nor historically authentic. To this at issue, there is nowhere throughout the

state of opinion the Broad Church party work a formal statement or systematic dis

have reached, if the volume before us cussion of the real questions in dispute .

is to be taken as anything like an ac. They are rather silently assumed or taken

curate representation of their views. for granted , as matters no longer in doubt

It were impossible within our limits, and with enlightened and liberal inquirers, than

indeed endless, to attempt to follow our either plainly stated or formally argued .

authors through the numerous and very But as we cannot admit that the ancient and

miscellaneous topics embraced in their dis- almost unanimous belief of the Christian

cussions,-most of them turned into objec- Church , on points so elementary and funda

tions against the commonly received beliefs mental, has suddenly become obsolete and
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untenable, we must crave leave to say a knowledge given him from without ; not a
word or two on the subject. discovery made to them of the ideas of the

As to the first point, or as to the nature Eternal Wisdom , coming directly from Him

of a revelation , it has not been until recent self, but discoveries of truth and wisdom in

times that the question of its being external divine things, which , in the exercise of their

and not internal, from without man and not own faculties, guided by the teaching which

from within him , could have been mooted all Christians enjoy from the Spirit, they

within the pale of the Church. The English have made for themselves, and written down

Deists, indeed, a century and a half ago, for the benefit of others .

strongly maintained the doctrine, that the It is important to mark all that is implied

light within man, aided by the common in- in theories of revelation so distinct, and in

fluence of that Spirit of God which has deed so opposite. A positive external r :ve

given and sustains his understanding, was lation, implying a presentation of objective

the only revelation necessary or competent truth from God to the prophet, even though

to our present state ; and that an external it unavoidably comes to us through the hu

and supernatural revelation , such as Scrip- man channel of his mind and lips, must, if

ture contains, was both untrue and impossi. inspired, carry with it the character of God's

ble. They had not conceived the idea, that truth ; it must be infallibly true and su

Seripture itself claims to be regarded , not premely authoritative. A revelation from

as an external and superhuman revelation at within and not from without - a discovery

all , but really as the result and product by the devout reason of man, and not a dis

from its human authors of that very light covery coming from God apart, may be er

within, transferred from their own hearts to roneous or defective, as man's discoveries

its pages. The idea of a positive external of spiritual things, even when under the

revelation of some kind or other, apart from common guidance of the Spirit oftentimes

man himself , and coming to him from a are, and must, even though true, be destitute

higher source, lies at the very foundation of of that Divine authority which alone could

all systems of Christian belief hitherto make it binding upon the reason and con

known. It is the doctrine of the Roman . science of others. A Bible that is a reve

ists , which, recognising the twofold revela- lation in the one sense , must come to us

tion of Scripture and tradition, equally com- pregnant with the truth, and armed with

ing, although in different ways, from God, the authority of God, and therefore fitted to

and the Church as the living and infallible command both the belief and obedience of

interpreter of both, teaches man to look not man . A Bible that is a revelation only in

to the light within , but to the oracle with the other sense, would come to us mingled

out, for Divine instruction . It is the doc- with human error and imperfection ; or,

trine of all the Churches of Protestantism , even when the expression and record of hu

which, whatever differences they may exhibit man piety and truth, could have no power

as to the grounds of religious belief, have beyond the force of human truth to bind the

none as to the source of it,-teaching with understanding, or constrain the faith of those

one voice, that the revelation we enjoy was who received it .

supernaturally emitted by God once for all , We find it difficult to understand the ex

and has been permanently recorded ; and act argumentative position of our essayists

that the teachings in the pages of it differ in impugning this " fiction of an external

not only in the degree of light, and in the revelation .” It is hard to make out whether

fulness of their wisdom , from the teachings they are prepared to commit themselves to

of man , but are really a supernatural pre- the general position, that it is not possible

sentation of truth from the mind of God to with God to communicate to man an exter

the understanding of the creature. Between nal revelation of His mind, or whether they

this doctrine and the doctrine assumed or limit themselves to the narrower position,

asserted by one and all of the authors of the that He has not been pleased to do so, be

volume before us, there is an extreme, and cause such a revelation is not necessary, or

indeed irreconcilable difference. They ex- not adapted to man's condition . Either

plicitly talk of the “ fiction of an external alternative is almost too extravagant to be

revelation ,” and of the belief of it as one of seriously or formally advocated.

the fatal sources of the disease of our times. It is not, of course, with those who disown

They regard the Bible not as a record of the existence of a personal God that we

thought transferred from the mind of God have at present any discussion ; with athe

to the mind of the prophets who received ists or pantheists, the denial of the possibil

it , but as a record of their thoughts in the ity of an external revelation is no extrava

page which they wrote— “ an expression of gance, but a consistent part of their creed.

the devout reason ” of man, apart from But with theists it is different. It is impos
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sible, in our conception of the Divine Being, | because a communication from God , must

to limit His nature or power in such a man- carry with it His claims to authority over

ner as to admit the inability of God to the conscience, and must constitute a law,

manifest Himself in the way of external with right to rule not only the actions of

revelation to others, without contradicting the outward life, but also the feelings and

the conception altogether - without making beliefs of the heart. But it is plain that it

the Creator to be less than the least of His is not because the revelation is external, and

intelligent creatures to whom He has given embodied in the form of an outward stand .

the power of speech and of intelligent inter- ard of belief and practice, that this objection

course with each other. The parallelism can be taken against it, but rather because

between an external revelation from God to of the absolute and supreme authority

man, and a communication made from one which it claims ; and that any other organ

to another, may not in certain non - essential of authority equally comprehensive and

particulars be complete ; but after being sovereign ,although its utterances were from

taught the lesson of " IIe that formed within and not from without, would be as

the ear, shall He not hear ? " it is enough to much exposed to the same charge. The ob

suggest the additional question, “ He that jection, if of any force at all , is one not to

created the lips, can He Himself not speak ? " the shape in which revelation is expressed,

It is not necessary to enter into the inquiry but to the claim it makes to hold man res

as to the medium through which such a ponsible for his opinions and beliefs, as well

communication from God to man may be as for his outward obedience, -and would,

made; it is not necessary to limit the Al- if urged to its legitimate issues, go to deny

mighty to the method of oral or visible that responsibility altogether.
symbols by which thought circulates from But the objection is of no real force. If,

man to man, and we usually hold intercourse indeed, the mind of God, as disclosed in His
with each other. He may have methods written revelation, were something incou

and instruments of Ilis own, and all incon- gruous with the mind of man , -if the doc

ceivable to us for communicating with the trines propounded for our belief, or the

minds of His creatures, and making presen. commands promulgated for our obedience,

tation of His thoughts to them . But to as- were contradictory to the first principles of

sert that God cannot convey truth to the reason and conscience, and irreconcilable

minds of His creatures unless in the way of with the fundamental dictates of our intel

awakening their faculties to search for and lectual and moral nature, there might be

apprehend truth for themselves, and that it ground for the charge that deference to such

is impossible for Him to communicate to an authority is calculated to injure or to

them many things which their own minds quench the light within. But such a diffi

never have, and never could have disco- culty as this is not an objection to an exter.

vered without being presented from without, nal revelation , but rather to one, whether

is simply to assert, that what is competent external or not, which embodies in it false

to the creature is nevertheless impracticable hood and wrong. To assume that the Bible

with the Creator. contains such a revelation, is really to take

But the second branch of the alternative for granted the question in dispute. We

is hardly less untenable than the first. It is believe that the revelation of God found in

difficult to imagine how it can be seriously Scripture embodies an image of His own

asserted, that if an “external revelation ” is eternal wisdom and perfections, and must

possible, it is nevertheless not adapted to therefore be in harmony with the intellectu

the condition of man, and inconsistent with al and moral nature ofthe creature made at

the essential principles of his being, or with first in His likeness. The authority , there

their free development and naturalexercise. fore, which gives to that revelation a

Throughout the whole of the representa- sovereign right to rule our beliefs and our

tions of our essayists on this subject there conduct, so far from tending to contradict or

is a strong opposition, asserted or implied, overbear the principles of our rational and

between an external revelation on the one moral being, must be fitted rather to de .

hand, and the exercises of conscience on the velop their healthy growth ,and strengthen

other, as if the homage or obedience due to and regulate their rightful action ; the faith

the former were inconsistent with the claims that is called into existence by the truth re

of the latter ; or as if, to borrow the em- vealed, and the obedience summoned forth

phatic languageof one of their number, such by the command given by God, will be the

sa deference to external authority ” must in- very exercises of our nature best adapted to

evitably “ quench the principles of reason ennoble and exalt, and ultimately perfect it ;

and right ” in the human mind. Now it and a feeling of responsibility in opinion and

cannot be denied that an external revelation, practice to the declarations of His Word
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will be an influence tending to advance ra- Jin an historical form , and record its spiritual

ther than hinder the progress of both our doctrines, not in the way of abstract teach

intellectual and religious life. Will not ing and dogmatic statements, but in the

truth be most firmly held and fully realized lessons and examples of human life and

in our spiritual being when it is believed on practice. To appeal to the human heart,

the authority of God ? and will not a life of and even to reach with effect the human un

holiness be most steadily pursued and the derstanding, abstract spiritual truth must be

farthest attained when it is followed as a embodied in the living and practical illus

duty done to Him ? trations of human fact. So far from the

But the unsuitableness, and therefore the consideration that Christianity has become

incredibility, of an “ external revelation , " historical , and has allied itself with outward

such as Scripture, according to the common facts, being a reason for challenging its cre

understanding of it, professes to be, has dibility , this is, in comparison with other

been argued in another way by our authors. religions, its peculiar characteristic, and one

It is historical ; it is developed in the events, of its main recommendations. What would

and narratives and persons of other times, the character of God have been to us but an

with thoughts and feelings long passed ; the unresolved problem or an abstract idea, had

religion of the Bible can only be read and it never been revealed and embodied in the

understood in connection with themen , and man Christ Jesus ? And how long a time

deeds, and ideas of a bygone age, and an ob . would it have taken to learn anything ofthe

solete system of life and manners ; and the doctrine of His love and holiness, in their

truth of a religion so revealed comes to be perfect development and harmonious union ,

mingled up with questions as to the gen- had we never read the lesson as it has been

uineness of ancient documents, and the au- written out in the life and death of Him

thenticity of books, and controversies about who suffered for us ? The historic exhibi

the consistency or discrepancies of narratives, tion of the doctrines of Christianity in the

and the historical truth or falsehood of per. incarnation and death and resurrection of

sons, and events, and dates. our Lord , is the circumstance that, above

Now the Apologist has no occasion to de- others, makes it to be a revelation for man

ny that Christianity, to a large extent, has and kindred to his heart. Had these doc

developed itself in history, and that with the trines been disclosed to us in no other way

prominent and essential facts of that history than as abstract propositions apart from

its truth as a revelation is intimately con- outward facts, they would have been a sha

nected . It could not have been otherwise, dow without the substance, a letter without

unless each man had been made a prophet to the life ; and , in so far as regards the evi.

himself apart from every other. No sys- dence of their Divine origin , there would

tem of religious belief can fail to ally itself have been an intrinsic probability against

with outward facts, unless it were inborn in them . That the spiritual truths of the
every individual independently of all around , Christian revelation are embodied and exhi

no man had to teach his neighbor the truths bited in historical reality, is no presumption

shut up within himself. If the revelation against it, but rather an argument in its
given to one has to be communicated to favour.

a second , and looking beyond his own bene- But if an “ external revelation ” is neither

fit he has to become a prophet to transmit impossible in itself, nor in its character in .

it to other men, and perhaps other ages, he consistent with the nature and necessities of

must be prepared to give some outward evi- man , there are general considerations on the

dence of his call sufficient to vindicate it in other side, apart from the proper and direct

the sight of others ; and the vouchers of his credentials that belong to it, which tell very

commission as a prophet and ofthe authori- strongly in its favour .
ty he has received , the record of his voca- A revelation from without and not from

tion by God , and of the contents of his mes- within , or, in other words, truth presented

sage, become so many historical facts, with to the mind by God and notmerely sought

the truth or falsehood of which the reality out and discovered by the mind itself, under

and value of his revelation to others is inti- the common operation of His Spirit, such as

mately and necessarily connected . The mo- ordinary Christians enjoy, is the only form

ment a revelation passes from the lips of in which it is possible for us to conceive that

one man to another, it becomes historical to many of the doctrines of Christianity could

the latter . This is a necessity not to be have been made known at all. There are

avoided , unless revelation were with each mysteries in Scripture undiscoverable, until

innate and never to be revealed. made known from without, by any reach of

But it is not only a necessity, it is an ad . human thought, or by any guesses of spi

vantage that revelation should develop itself | ritual insight, even when under the common
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teaching of the Spirit, which nevertheless 1 “ leaves the law of thought as its ultimate

are intelligible after being so made known, basis and bond of coherence. This thought

of the origin of which no account at all can is consubstantial with the Being of the

be given on the supposition that the Bible is Eternal I Am . Being, becoming, and ani

the fruit and record of some source of reli- mating, or substance, thinking, and conscious

gious thought and truth from within , to the life, are expressions of a Triad who may

exclusion of any from without. And we also be represented as will, wisdom, and

must be prepared either to strike out these love ; as light, radiance, and warmth ; as

mysteries from the Bible, or to reduce them fountain , stream , and united flow ; as mind,

to the level of natural truths discoverable by thought, and consciousness ; as person , word,

the sanctified wisdom of man, if we are to and life; as Father, Son, and Spirit. In

accept the theory of an inward revelation as virtue of such identity of Thought with

true, and disown all fruits of a miraculous Being, the primitive Trinity represented

presentation of fact and doctrine from above. neither three originant principles nor three

It is not difficult to discover in the volume transient phases, but three external inhe

before us the influence of both of these pro - rences in one Divine Mind.” * In a similar

cesses for the reconciliation of supernatural manner he explains the mystery of the Fall,

truth with a theory of natural revelation. not as truth undiscoverable except by a

The supernatural character of prophecy and supernatural disclosure, but as a natural

type, as predictions of the future, is dis- truth competent to the unaided reason of

pensed with ; and the historical reality of man. “ The fall of Adam represents ideally

many miraculous events both in the Old the circumscription of our spirits in limits of

Testament and in the New, when not expli- flesh and time, and practically the selfish

citly disowned , is spoken of as a fact which nature with which we fall from the likeness

it is of no consequence to their religious of God, which should be fulfilled in man ."

value to verify or not,-seeing that, to bor. To make in this manner the language in

row the words of one of the essayists in which the doctrine of the Trinity is ex

reference to the superhuman signs recorded pressed to speak (as Dr. Williams himself

in the latter, " the spiritual significance is admits) with a " Sabellian or almost Brah

the same of the transfiguration, of opening manical sound ," and to evacuate the doctrine

blind eyes, of causing the tongue of the of the fall of all real import as a theological

stammerer to speak plainly , of feeding mul. truth, is necessary in order to satisfy the

titudes with bread in the wilderness, of demands of a theory of natural and inward

cleansing leprosy , whatever links may be revelation . And if all that is supernatural

deficient in the traditional record of particu- in doctrine and fact is not cut out from the

lar events.” page of Scripture as unhistorical and untrue,

And the second process, of reducing su- this other process must be carried through

pernatural truths to the level of natural out all its extent, and the spunge applied to

reason, is not less plainly exemplified than every mystery it contains, if it is to be

the first. About the beginning of this cen- made level to the conclusions of the self

tury, when the religious life within the evident reason, and lowered to suit the

Church of England had sunk to its lowest principles of a revelation wholly from within

ebb, it received a new impulse and direction and not at all from without.

from Coleridge, who, after having drunk to But apart altogether from the existence in

intoxication of German philosophy and spi. Scripture of mysteries of supernatural doc

ritual mysticism , dreamt a dream , andcalled trine and fact, which no revelations of the

it Theology . He startled from out of their religious consciousness from within could

propriety the rationalistic theologians of his have reached, there are other considerations

time with the announcement, that there “ are which point decisively to the same conclu

mysteries in Christianity, but that these sion. Putting outof view that large portion

mysteries are reason ,-reason in its highest of Scripture which embodies truths undis

form of self-affirmation ;" and, among others, coverable or undiscovered by man, it may

that the Athanasian creed , so often before a be questioned whether there can be a dis

stumblingblock to Rationalism , was nothing covery of truth at all in which the teaching

but “ the perfection of human intelligence." from without does not combine with the

And the authors of this volume have faith apprehension from within ; and influences

fully followed his footsteps. Professedly ab extra are as intimately connected with ,,

expounding the theory of Bunsen , but also and necessary to, the knowledge received,

defending it as his own , Dr. Williams gives as the power of knowing in the mind itself.

us a "philosophical rendering ” of the first The capacity of apprehending truth, of

chapter of the Gospel by John. " The pro

foundest analysis of our world," says he, * P. 88.

а
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whatever kind, is very different from the been communicated in any other shape than

apprehension of the truth itself ; and while as an outward presentation of truth to the

philosophy and experience alike combine in capacities for truth waiting to receive it from

assuring us that the capacity is native to the within . The two theologies of nature and

mind , they also tell, that in order to the revelation are both taught in this way. The

truth being apprehended, this capacity must outward creation , with the impress upon it

be awakened and called forth by external of God's wisdom , power, and goodness,

influences. All ideas received, realized , and addresses itself to the religious faculty even

appropriated , are thus founded upon a true of those who have no other teaching, but

and necessary antithesis between the power who, under this appeal from without, have

to perceive and know within , and the objec- that faculty awakened to know something,

tive truth presented to it from without ; and however imperfectly, of His eternal power

the seclusion of the mind from the influences and Godhead. And the volume of a super

of this external teaching would leave its natural revelation, with its mysteries of

powers shut up in the germ , and its con- Divine thought and reality far beyond what

sciousness no better than a blank . Such creation embodies, is an appealalso from

seems undoubtedly to be the law of man's without, which awakens to the apprehension

development, both as to his perception of of its Divine truth the capacities of spiritual

the visible world and his knowledge of the knowledge and faith which, without such

intellectual . The power of perception would appeal, had remained useless and unde

remain for ever dormant, and the eye as its veloped. So far is it , then , from being true,

organ would be without vision, unless an that our subjection to the influences of an

outward world , by the presentation to it of external revelation is not adapted to nian's

its sensible objects, awakened the capacity condition and wants, that it is perhaps the

to life and exercise ; and, in like manner, only method of teaching by which the capa

the mind itself would remain a tabula rasa, cities of faith and spiritual discernment

with all its noble faculties wrapt in slumber, within could have been really developed or

and its opulence of thought unknown , unless perfectly taught. At all events, it is certain

the external conditions of knowledge neces- that a revelation of Divine wisdom , embo

sary to develop it were present, and became died in human speech , is not only admirably

its teacher from without. And the same adapted for the purpose of the religious in

conditions that are necessary to the acquisi- struction and spiritual training of man in

tion of ideas, whether in the sensible or in Divine truth, but is the only method in

the intellectual world, are no less necessary strict analogy with those processes by which

to the apprehension of truth of a moral and other truth is communicated.

spiritual kind. An outward teaching of But there is a farther and important con

spiritual truth would never indeed lodge the sideration that must not be lost sight of in

apprehension of it in the understanding and this argument. It may be questioned

heart, unless there were previously existing whether faith , in the true and Scripture sense

there the innate capacities for apprehending of the word , and as the mighty instrument

it; but it is no less certain that the powers that quickens the soul out of the death of

of thinking and feeling within would of sin , and justifies and saves it before God , can

themselves never conduct to truth, unless exist at all on the supposition that there is

there were the outward teaching, which is an no Divine and supernatural word to be be

indispensable condition for their exercise and lieved , but only truth, the revelation and

development. discovery of human thought and feeling from

The analogies, then, of all God's methods within . Faith is not a believing of any doc

of educating the human mind in natural trine which is in itself true, or of any truth

truth clearly point to the employment of an at all which man's own reason or religious

outward teaching in combination with an consciousness has discovered. It is not a

inward capacity of learning, in the education believing of the Newtonian law of gravita

of man in spiritual things. These methods tion, or of Butler's theory of conscience,

are uniformly based on the fundamental however truly established as conclusions in

antithesis between the subjective suscepti- the departments of natural and moral truth

bilities of knowledge within , and the object- these doctrines may be. It is not a believing

ive realities of knowledge external to the even ofthe facts and dogmas of Scripture it

mind ; and the one is no less necessary to self, as historical events or spiritual truths,

the result than the other . It would , there which our own minds have discovered to be

fore, have been to traverse all the analogies true, even granting that such a discovery

of the past in regard to the education of were possible to them . In such a case, it

both the individual and the race in naturalwould be an homage paid to our own under

knowledge, if supernatural knowledge had standing, or to the influence of truth itself,
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a submission yielded to the force of our own | dard of a revelation that has come from

reason in its investigations into the depart- within , gives no room or opportunity for

ment of spiritual knowledge, or a conviction faith in the true and Scripture sense of the

wrought out by the evidence belonging to phrase. Even if it were possible that such a

the discovery made. It would be a belief revelation should embrace and declare the

of truths, the same indeed as those which very same doctrines which the Scriptures

God had revealed, but without any refer- contain, yet, because neither commanded by

ence to God as having revealed them , and His authority nor resting upon His truth ,

having no respect whatever to His authority , the belief in them would not be thesame act

which had appointed them as necessary , or of the soul with the belief of God's revela

to His testimony, which made them worthy, tion, nor would it imply the same feeling on

to be believed . It would be a faith which the part of him who received it. The atti

would bring us into no conscious or imme. tude and the spirit of the man who has found

diate communion with God , as receiving out truth for himself, and believes it on the

truth because He commanded it, and on the strength of his own discovery, are altogether

ground that He had declared it, thereby ren- different, and , indeed , opposite to those of

dering an homage at once to His authority the man who has accepted it as a supernatu

and His veracity ; but rather a faith which , ral gift from God , and who believes it be

being founded upon our discovery of re- cause God has commanded him , and because

ligious truth for ourselves, was in reality & it is His truth . The latter of these is saving

tribute to our own powers in discpvering it faith ; the former is not. Even Cudworth,

to be true, or a tribute to the force of truth as quoted by one of our authors, although

itself. Such a faith would be without God far enough from the evangelical school of.

rather than with Him ,-a belief of man's thought, sufficiently saw that “ Scripture faith

truth rather than of His. Scriptural faith, is not a mere believing of historical things,

on the contrary , is one which brings us im- and upon artificial arguments or testimonies,

mediately into personal contact and inter- but a certain higher and divine power in the

course with a personal God, because, in the soul, that peculiarly correspondeth with the

very act of believing, we recognise both His Deity.”

sovereign authority and His infallible testi. We are quite aware that such considera

mony as the occasion and the ground of our tions as these are not the sufficient or proper

belief,—our faith being yielded not to the arguments to which to appeal on behalf of

influence of truth so much as the authority an external revelation oftruth,supernatural

of God, and resting not upon the certainty ! y communicated by God . We have been

of our own discovery and apprehension of led into them not for the purpose of proving

it, but upon His word who hath said it . In the existence of such a revelation , but rather

the acceptance of the truth believed , the un- to meet the presumption, or, as some be

derstanding is brought consciously to submit lieve, the arguments, which have been set

itself to the authority of Him who has a forth against the possibility of it, or its ap

right to rule our opinions and belief ; while propriateness to the nature and condition of

the heart, in embracing the same truth, is man , -admitting, at the same time, that such

resting , not upon its own apprehensions of considerations, while quite conclusive in

what is true, but upon the testimony and the setting aside the objections referred to,

veracity of Ilim who cannot lie. Scripture having somewhat of an à priori character,

faith thus brings us into correspondence with are not the proper proof of the fact in dis

a supernatural word, and withHim who has pute. The question as to whether or not a

spoken it : there is a true and vital union ef. supernatural and external revelation of truth

fected, through the medium of the word, be- has actually been given by God to man , is

tween the believing spirit and the God in one to be decided by other evidence. It is

whose word, and because of whose word , it one of historical fact, and only to be dealt

believes. with as other questions of historical fact are

But what becomes of this faith in the case dealt with . We are not to be frightened

of a revelation where there is, in the proper from this position by any sneers or insinua

sense of it, no word ofGod or supernatural tions, that, in adopting it, we are identifying

truth to be believed ,-in which the doctrines ourselves with the obsolete school, now in so

and facts are divorced from their Divine much disrepute, of " miracle-mongers.” If

source, and reduced to the level of “ reason we inquire whether God did or did not ,

in its highest form of self-affirmation," --and eighteen hundred years ago, give to certain

when the Bible is regarded as nothing be- men a supernatural communication of llis

yond the fruit and the record ofthe religious mind and will , and empower them, by

consciousness in man ? A Bible constructed miraculous signs, to verify their commission

upon the theory and lowered to the star - lin the sight and to the satisfaction of others,
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we inquire as to a matter of fact which , and telling of the place whence he came, but

whether true or untrue, can be proved or are features of a mythic and unhistoric era ,

disproved only in the way and by the which cast a doubt upon his character, or

methods by which other allegations of fact stamp with falsehood his pretensions. “ If

are disposed of. Unless we are prepared to miracles," says Professor Baden Powell,

commit ourselves to the extravagant posi- were, in the estimation of a former age, the

tion, that an “ external revelation ” is impos- chief supports of Christianity, they are at

sible, the only competent or sufficient way presentamong the main difficulties and hin .

to deal with the affirmation of it, is to try it drances to its acceptance ."

by the tests that other matters of fact, al . Now, it does seem even at first sight to be

leged to be true, are tried by. Nothing else a strange and almost startling announcement

will suffice. Antecedent presumptions and to be told , as we are, in effect, told in this

à priori speculations are not the true and theory , that the more God should seek to

relevant evidence bearing upon the fact or make Himself known to His creatures, by

are relevant only as secondary and subordi- direct manifestations of His presence, the

pate presumptions in the matter. We have less He should succeed in doing so, and that

no intention of entering upon this wider the seen evidences of His power are an ef

field of argument : we are not called upon fectual bar to our believing in their exis

to do so, because there is not so much as the tence . It is because miracles are the direct

profession of an attempt in this volume to and extraordinary manifestations of God's

deal with it, or even to look at it. There is presence and working, that they are rejected
a vast deal of censure, perhaps not to some as incredible. We neither have nor can

extent undeserved , directed against those possibly have any evidence of a Deity work

who belonged to what is called the “ eviden- ing miracles.” Now, it is not a little re

* tial school ” of the last century, for making markable, that the very means which God

Christianity itself not a thing to be believed makes use of to discover Himself to His

so much as a thing to be proved. There creatures, should so completely counteract

may bea measure of justice in the accusa- the object He has in view ;—that the direct

tion. But it would be an error of an oppo- revelation of His presence in the midst of us

site kind, and censurable also, if we refused should prevent us from seeing it ; and that

to Apologetics their place and value in the the immediate working of His power, ex

ology, and asserted that Christ was to be be- hibited before our eyes, should have a mis

lieved in, not for His works' sake, but in chievous tendency in the way of hindering
spite of them . us from believing it. It cannot but repre

But, passing from the topic of an “exter- sent the Deity as in a very helpless if not

nal revelation," we must advert to another hopeless position, in reference to the possi

question of a preliminary and fundamental bility of making known His will to men at

kind, raised by this volume,-that, namely, all , that the revelation of it, which must,

of the possibility and credibility of the su- from the very nature of the thing, be a mira

pernatural cle, should be one of " the main difficulties

Hitherto it has been very generally ad- and hindrances” to its own credibility, and

mitted that the two questionsof an actual should render it almost impossible for us not

revelation from God, and of the reality of to reject it as untrue. Perhaps it would

the supernatural, are intimately connected : have been better in itself, and better for our

the latter has almost uniformly been regard faith in a supernatural revelation, had God

ed as involved in the former. It is not so, refused to work miracles at all, in order that

however, in the theology of recent rational- we might have had no difficulty in believing

ism , and it is not so in the theology taught them ; were it not that this would have

in this volume. Miracles, instead of being looked something like a contradiction, or

accounted as inseparable from a Divine that it might have given rise to the idea,

revelation, because necessary and appro- that God did not work miracles only be

priate parts of its manifestation on earth, cause He could not. It is certainly a cruel

and its historical development,-- are rather dilemma in which a supernatural revelation

looked upon as excrescences on the face of and the author of it are placed , that it ought

it, unconnected with its true nature, and a not to be received without miraculous attes

bar to its reception . Signs and wonders, tation of its truth, and cannot be given with

and mighty deeds, instead of illustrating a out itself being a miracle ; and yet that this

communication from God , and establishing is one of the greatest obstacles to its recep

its truth, are difficulties to be overcome in tion, and a chief presumption that it is un

our believing it ; they are no longer to be true.

seen a halo around the head of the What is the proper place or character of

Worker, shedding a glory upon his path , miracles in connection with a revelation ?

66

as
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Are they to be reckoned among the creden- and inspired , without the aid of supernatural

tials or the credenda of Christianity , the help and attestation. The nature of the

evidences or the objects of our faith ,--helps fact to be proved is in accordance with such

to our belief, or difficulties that must be be- evidence , and demands it. That a prophet

lieved ? The answer to that question is given has been taken up into the mount, and been

by themodern school of theology , when they alone with the Almighty, in order that he

discard the supernatural as evidence, and might receive a communication of the Di
either reject it as in itself incredible, or re vine will, is a secret thing known only to

ceive it , not on the ground of reason , but of himselfand God ; and when he comes forth

faith , as something which, though worse than to the world with the inspired record of it

the Athanasian creed , must in one sense or in his hand, it can be made known and re

other, natural or non- natural, be put up with. ceived publicly only by his bringing with

They reverse the import of our Lord's de- him some token ofthis supernatural inter

mand , and, instead of believing Him for His course to which he has been admitted. The
works' sake, believe the works, if at all , for message will not in all cases accredit the

His sake. But is this the proper order of messenger, and still less authenticate the rec

things in the established connection between ord of it as inspired ; the messenger must
revelation and the miracles that accompany accredit both the doctrine and the book by

it, and are embodied in its record ? We do some sign that has in it a manifest connec

not deny that miracles are, in their own na- tion with the supernatural source from which

ture, and when embraced in the narratives they are derived . Internal evidence, arising

of revelations, matters to be believed, form- out of the way in which the Gospel divinely

ing part of the creed of Christianity . But commends itself to the heart, will not cover

we must, at the same time, strenuously main- the whole of the doctrines or many of the

tain that they have, in addition, another historical facts of Christianity ; still less will
character and office; and that, both from the it attest the canonical authority of the books ;

manner in which on numerousoccasions they there must be external evidence of a super

are represented in Seripture, and from their natural kind to declare their supernatural

own nature, we are warranted in regarding origin and inspiration.

then as the confirmations and credentials, Still we are brought back to the question

or, if we must use the obnoxious word , evi . of the possibility or credibility of the super.
dences of Christianity .

natural. It may be certain that there is noIt is difficult or impossible to conceive alternative between a supernatural revelation

how the doctrines and facts of a revelation such as we account the Bible to be, and a

could have been brought home to the beliefs human discovery of spiritual truth from

of men in any other way. The contents of within , wrongfully usurping the name, but

Scripture are not the affirmations of the self- truly denying the reality of a revelation .

evident
reason, the innate thoughts and feel. There may be no alternative between a true

ings, or the necessary results involved in the supernaturalism from without, and the theo .

thinking and feeling of the human mind, as ry of internal reason , or intuition , or con

rationalists untruly allege. Neither can it sciousness, or spiritual insight, or by whatev
be said that the “ self-evidencing” power, er term it loves to be called, theory that

which really belongs to the few essential and makes each man the inventor of his own re

prominent truths of Christianity, which we ligion, and the ruler of his own creed, vary

call the Gospel, belongs to all its truths and ing in its form and substance from the be

lessons, and especially to the detailed narra- lief of the “poor Indian ,” whose only doc

tive of facts found in its record, extending trine of the Absolute is the very ancient one
from Genesis to Revelation . That self-evi- that recognises God in stocks and stones, up

dencing power is sufficient for the Bible as a to the complicated and refined subtilties of

system of truth, made up of the few and lead. Brahmanism . But still the questions which

ing doctrines essential to the salvation of the underlie the whole controversy are these :

soul; but it is not sufficient for the Bible as Is the supernatural possible ? and , if possi

a record comprehending many books and ble, is it proveable ?

facts, and embodying numerous and various Now,
notwithstanding the theory of Pro

doctrines and commands, extending over the fessor Powell, which implies the contrary,

whole field of religious duty and belief. we cannot help maintaining that these two

And we know not in what manner a set of questions, although nominally and theoreti

men , commissioned by God to receive His cally different, are practically and in reality

revelation , and to transfer it to such a record one. Mr. Powell has not committed him.

as we actually have in the Scripture books, self to the wide and thorough-going doc

could have been able to commend these trine held by others, that the supernatural is

books to the acceptance of others as Divine impossible, although he has asserted very

VOL.
XXXIII.
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strongly that it is incapable of proof, and al- and certainty of those which we call miracu

though this assertion , and the grounds of it , lous because due to a superhuman cause, it

would legitimately and consistently compel can only be because by some singular or

him to deny the possibility of it also. He rather supernatural derangement in our men .

admits that there is a region beyond reason tal constitution , never witnessed in any other

in which miracles may have their habitation, circumstances or at any other time , we have

and be believed in on the ground , not of been made specially incapable of recognising

reason , but of faith . But heought to have astruewhat in reality is true. Were an actual

seen that the admission of the possibility of miracle to become to us in any case inca

the supernatural unavoidably carries with it pable of proof, this itself would furnish us

the inference that it is capable of being with proof of a miracle.

proved . Unless there be some fatal and un- We confess that we look with suspicion

accountable necessity in the case of miracles, and distaste on those theories of religious be

which does not exist in the case of other phe- lief which hand over Divine truth, in order

nomena, that what is true cannot be believed that it may be believed , to some separate

to be true, supernatural facts must be open and special organ or faculty of the mind, dis

to the possibility of proofs as much as others. tinct and apart from every other, called

We are not treating of those " invisible mir- faith, or spiritual intuition ; and deny to

acles" of which Butler speaks. We are deal- our rational and intellectual powers any

ing with the case of visible miracles cognisa- share at all in the apprehension of it , such

ble by the senses, and open to all those as they undoubtedly have in the case of all

methods of observation and scrutiny by other truths. We have no space for enter

which other visible phenomena are discerned ing upon the discussion of such a subject, al

and recognised. And to allege that a mira- though we cannot pass it by without a pro

cle , if it be a possible thing, cannot be proved test. In the first place, we believe that

to be true, is very much the same as to as- there is nothing in the observed phenomena

sert that what is visible cannot be seen , and of our nature giving warrant to assert the

what is a fact cannot be accepted as real. existence of such a spiritual organ , standing

From the very nature of the case, miracles, alone and acting apart from every other,

if they occur at all, must commend them- and having nothing to do, in its relation to

selves to the eyesight of those present at the religious truth, with the logical faculty . And,

occurrence of them, and be capable of being in the second place, the very nature of reli

reported through the ordinary channel of gious truth , combining in itself and holding

testimony to those who are not present; and in vital connection logical as well as spirit

of all the methods by which the truth of the ual elements,and given us to be known as

eyesight in the one case, and the certainty of well as to be believed, renders it utterly im .

the testimony in the other, are tested and possible that the apprehension of it can be

substantiated, reason is the competent and referred to the spiritual faculty alone , apart

sufficient judge. The assertion, therefore, from the understanding .

that these miracles cannot be proved to have cheap, therefore, the concession that Profes

occurred , if they have actually occurred, is sor Powell makes, when he admits that mir

nothing more nor less than an assumption acles, disowned and repudiated by reason,

that in the instance of such supernatural may yet be accepted on a principle of faith .

facts, and in that alone, our reason underlies It is more especially in the case of miracles,

a strange necessity of error, which would be which , if possible and actual at all , must be

as supernatural as the miracles themselves. embodied in outward and visible facts cog.

Nor does the reference which we are com- nisable by the senses, and subject to all those

pelled to make of the miraculous fact to a tests of observation and experiment by which

supernatural and not to a natural and ordi- similar facts can be tried, that we are war

dinary source, in reality make any difference ranted in asserting that they must be appre.

in the case . If it is granted that there is a hended, not by faith apart from every other

God , and that reason is competent to recog- faculty of the mind, but through those pow.

nise his existence, --if His presence and powers of knowing and seeing through which

er are facts not lying beyond the region of other phenomena of a sensible kind are ap

reason, and not to be accepted only on faith, prehended . A miracle is, properly speak

-we have a sufficient cause to which the ing, a supernatural power embodied in a vis

visible miracles resting on the witness of ible fact ; and it certainly, to our apprehen

eyesight or of testimony may be referred. sion, would look very like a miracle, if it

And, unless we are competent and able, by were true that a visible fact cannot be known

means of the ordinary exercise of our or seen to be a real one.

rational powers, and by the methods appli- But what are the grounds alleged by Mr.

cable to other facts, to recognise the existence Powell for holding the proof of miracles to

We hold very
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be impossible ? It is mainly, or entirely, lieve that law and order are universal , and

because he considers that they are inconsis. that within the limits of physical causation

tent with a certain theory, which he believes there may beapparent, but can be no real

to be strongly established by modern dis- exception to the uniformity of its operation.

covery, as to the inviolable order and uni- And were there nothing real or operative

versal uniformity of physical nature . He beyond the limits of physical causation , the

tells us that there is no truth more firmly argument of Mr. Powell would be irresis.

demonstrated on the basis of modern tible : the anomalies of the supernatural

science, and that is receiving every day could have no place within the order and

more pointed confirmation from its pro- uniformity of material laws ; and weshould

gress, than the truth of the prevalence, be forced not only to admit with him that it

everywhere and without exception , of law is impossible to prove the existence of a

and order in the material world. The uni- miracle, but to carry out consistently the

formity of the connection of causes and ef- principle to a length which he inconsistently

fects in nature rests upon an induction as has not reached, and to add , that the occur

wide and complete as it is possible to con- rence of a miracle is impossible. But there

ceive, and admits of no interruption ; the are other causes in existence than physical

apparent deviations from that uniformity, causes, and more in nature than is dreamt
the greatest and most marked, have, by the of in this materialistic philosophy. . Beyond

progress of scientific investigation, been and above the world of matter, although

proved to be no more than apparent; the acting upon it, and capable of controlling it,

prodigies and marvels of one age have, there are supernatural causes, and especially

through means of the advancement of dis- the First Cause of all; and in the existence

covery, been reduced to the level of natural of these, and of their power to operate

and ordinary events in another, and are re- within the region of sensible things, we re.

garded as prodigies no more ; anomalous cognise the source and possibility of the

cases, at first sight inconformable to the miracle. We have no interest to question

course of law, have come at last to be ex- the argument of Mr. Powell as to the uni.

plained and recognised as in strict accor- formity and regularity of material law . It

dance with it ; and , judging from the past is not necessary to discredit the inference he

and its analogies, weare forced to accept of draws in favour of the universal order and

those wider and more comprehensive views indissoluble unity of physical causes.” It is

of the material world which acknowledge not in violation of that law, but in obe

unity and order throughout it all, and, dience to it, that the introduction of a new

whatever seeming exceptions may exist four cause within the region of sensible things

a time, compel us to believe that they are should be followed by a new effect ; and it
exceptions only relatively to our present is no breach of the order of physical causa

imperfect knowledge, and that no event can tion, but in harmony with it, when the

possibly occur truly in violation of the reg. operation of a supernatural cause within the

ularity and unchangeableness of physical world of matter should be seen and recog.
causation. Instructed and emboldened by nised, not in a natural, but a supernatural

the lessons of the inductive philosophy, and result.

the success of past investigation, Mr. Powell Even among the most familiar phe.

can look forward to the time as not a distant nomena of daily life, we acknowledge the

one, when all seeming irregularity shall dis- presence and power of the unseen acting

appear from the sensible creation , and the upon the seen,and of spiritual forces abut

fair image of unity and order shall be im- ting upon and controlling the events of the

pressed upon it all ; when anomalies, in the material world. The presence with, and

course of nature,shall be reconciled, and the action upon matter of the human will , afford

disorders of chaos and ancient night shall bean example. It is an unseen element oper

brought under the power and uniformity of ating upon sensible things , although not be

physical causes ; and when, even through- longing to them - influencing and control

out the remotest limits of the universe, the ling physical phenomena without deranging

“ Anarch Old ” shall be compelled to give or interfering with the uniformity of physi

up his kingdom , to be replaced by that of cal causation,—an active force within the
law and light. world of matter, and working without de

The vision is a fair one ; and we do not rangement of the laws of matter, and yet

say that it is no more than a vision. The itself belonging to the number of spiritual
most advanced and cultivated intellects, and causes. It is not in violation of the order

those best taught in the schools of modern and regularity of physical law, but strictly

science, can most readily understand the in analogy with it, that we recognise in the

force of those analogies that lead us to be- will one cause of motion in the material

7
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world. And it is a strange argument that and wider system of law, which combines

would assert that the Divine will may not the physical and the spiritual world in one

hold a similar place in the universe which harmony.
has been created by it ; and that would for- There is one other question, of a general

bid us to acknowledge in it a cause in na- and preliminary kind,raised by the volume

ture, though itself supernatural, that can before us, to which we wish briefly to ad

act , within the region of sensible things, in vert before we close. We refer to the

the way of visible effects, and which , just question of inspiration , more or less spoken

because it is supernatural, must, in con- of by Mr. Jowett in his elaborate essay on

formity with the order and uniformity in the Interpretation of Scripture, but not for

the succession of cause and effect, issuein a mally stated or deliberately discussed. As

supernatural result . We accept the grand we have already hinted, his position in re

doctrine of order and law which the discov- gard to it is negative rather than positive,

eries of modern science have taught. We being dogmatical and elaborate in telling

are willing, nay glad , to recognise the what it is not,rather than what it is . He

prevalence of undeviating uniformity in all informs us, indeed, that the word is “ inca
the successions of material nature. We pable of being defined in an exact manner , "

acknowledge the unity of creation, presided —the only thing about it of which he is

over and ruled by the one unvarying prin- exactly certain being, that " for any of the

ciple of cause and effect. But we accept higher or supernatural views of inspiration

the doctrine in a higher and more compre- there is not any foundation in the Gospels

hensive sense than any that Mr. Powell has or Epistles. ” Now , it is not our intention

recognised . We believe that the unity of to enter upon an exhibition of the grounds

law and order embraces not only the mate- of evidence and argument upon which the

rial world , with its series of material phe inspiration of Scripture, in the sense of its

nomena, but also the spiritual world , and being a book infallibly true in all its parts,

the relations between the two, including the and divinely authoritative in all its an

action and reaction of the one upon the nouncements, has been maintained . We

other, We believe that not only the would have felt ourselves exempted from

natural world , but the supernatural like the call to such a task by the manner in

wise, is pervaded throughout by a law of which Mr. Jowett has evaded it, putting a

order as perfect as any witnessed in the simple assertion in place of a serious dis

material creation ; and thatwhen the natural cussion , even had our limits not forbidden

meets with the supernatural, and yields up the attempt. But we wish, in closing, to

to its interference and control the course of refer to the bearing of the questionofthe

its visible phenomena, it is not in contra- inspiration upon the interpretation of Scrip

diction to that law, but in consequence of it, ture , more especially in connection with

that the supernatural power is followed by Mr. Jowett's views on the latter subject.
a miraculous effect. Beyond the region of There can be no right or scriptural view

sense and the domain of physical causation, of inspiration which does not afford room in
if there be a God , there is a cause sufficient it for the twofold element of the Divine

to work that work which we call a miracle. power and the human, and each in its own

No perfect theory of the Absolute taken integrity and freedom . The denial of the

from modern schools of speculation,-no one orof the other of these would equally

borrowed light from Scripture as to the contradict the statements of Scripture in re

infinity of the Divine perfections, is neces- gard to its own character and place, as a

sary to supplement the teachings of natural book distinguished from all others by the

theology, which tell that if there is a Being combination in it of the features of infallible

who has made the world , He must have truth, and yet of human authorship. If the

power sufficient for such intervention in it . Divine element in Scripture inspiration

The exercise of His power, when it is put were denied, -if there was the presence in

forth, must be in accordance with the order the Bible of no supernatural power, guarding

both of the seen and unseen , the material its authors from error, and guiding them in

and the spiritual world : side by side with what they wrote into Divine wisdom ,-we

the succession of natural phenomena ,-apart could have no security for our faith , such as

and different from it, but not in contradic- the veracity of God speaking to us in His

tion to it ,—the introduction of that power, Word furnishes, or beyond what spiritual

because supernatural, will be embodied in a truth, discovered and apprehended by our

visible but supernatural result; and the selves or others, might supply ; and there

miracle, so far from marring the unity or would be no obligation upon the conscience

being incompatible with the order of the to believe it, such as the authority of God,

physical world, will only be part of a higher when addressing us, imposes, or other than
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natural and not revealed truth may in any Scripture like any other book . ” Now there

circumstances lay upon us. The refusal to is, no doubt, valuable and important truth

acknowledge the supernatural element in in the canon , that we ought to enter upon

inspired Scripture must indeed reduce very the interpretation of Scripture in a way simi

much of its teachings far below the level of lar to that in which we should seek to ascer

natural truth, and deprive them of their tain the meaning of any other composition ,

claim to be regarded as authentic and -applying to the language of the sacred

credible in the sense in which even a human writers, because it is human language cx

composition may be authentic and credible. pressive of human thought,like grammatical

There is a large portion both of the histories principles and like methods ofcriticism to

and of the doctrines of the sacred volume those appropriate to any other book . But

which no human powers could apprehend although this canon be true and important,

or authenticate as really human discoveries and no right understanding of the Bible can

of truth , and which nothing but a super- be reached without a due application of it

natural communication from God could im . to Scripture exegesis, yet it is no more than

part or make credible to the prophet who half the truth, and unless properly limited

received it,or to us for whom he has re- and supplemented, may lead to serious error.

corded it. The narrative of creation and It may be understood and applied in a sense

the fall can be nothing more than a fiction , unfriendly to the truth and authority of

written with all the pretensions of truth, if Scripture as the one book which is super

Moses did not divinely receive it, and was naturally inspired , and therefore infallible ,

not supernaturally qualified to record it : and as if its statements were to be received

there is no possibility of its being authentic and interpreted on the principle that they

and credible even as a piece of human his- are no more exempted from human error,

tory. The doctrines of the miraculous con- or raised above the defects of human igno

ception, of the incarnation , of the resur- rance, than those of any other composition.

rection,—the whole announcements of pro- If this maxim is to be received without ex

phecy,-cannot by possibility' be human planation or limitation , it must originate

discoveries of truth, and can be nothing and sanction a method of interpretation in

better than dreams and undevout fables consistentwith the idea that there is present

simulating the authority and aspects of Di- in the Bible a supernatural element, impart

vine truths, if they are not authenticated by ing to it the characters of unerring truth and

supernatural revelation , and are not the Divine authority ; and that, consequently,

utterance of that voice which spaketo it is free from the unavoidable results of

apostles and evangelists out of heaven. But , imperfect knowledge or deficient véracity

on the other hand , the denial of the human witnessed in the writings of other authors.

element as present in all its integrity and A due consideration given to the super

freedom , equally with the Divine,in Scrip- natural element, no less than to the natural,

ture, would be to contradict its own both in inspired Scripture, necessitates and au

express and implied declarations, and to thorises us to modify the abovementioned

make it a book severed by the peculiarity ofcanon, to the effect of excluding all those

its character from human sympathies, and methods of interpretation which, however

incapable of appealing to man's understand- suitable to merely human composition, or

ing and heart. even demanded by the acknowledged imper

But how does this doctrine of the double fections of their authors, are yet irreconcil

elementofthe Divine and human, the super- able with the idea of a human composition
natural and natural in Scripture, bear upon in alliance with the Divine inspiration.

the question of the interpretation of it ? The sense in which Mr. Jowett under

There is plainly demanded for it a method stands and applies his own canon to Scrip

of treatment suited to the twofold character ture is apparent from the conclusions to

which it bears : it must be interpreted as which it conducts him , and to which we have

book no less Divine than human, and at the already referred ; and which are plainly

same time no less human than Divine ; ac- hostile to its record , equally of doctrine, of

knowledging with equal frankness and fulness miracle, and of ordinary events, and fatal at

the features of infallible truth and supreme once to its supernatural truth and its histori
authority necessarily belonging to it in the cal authenticity. But the extent to which

one respect, and those of human personality the denial of a supernatural element in in

appropriate to it in the other. The canons spired Scripture may conduct, in the direc

of interpretation advocated by Mr. Jowett tion of explaining away both its divine

are compressed , as he tells us, in a few pre- truths and historical facts, may, perhaps,

cepts, or rather in the expansion of a single be best illustrated by a quotation from

one, which is to the effect, “ Interpret the one of his coadjutors in this volume, in
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which he explains the application of the and application. And many parratives of marvels

principle of what he calls ideology to the sa- and catastrophes in the old Testament are refer

cred text.
red to in the New as embleins, witbout either de.

nying or asserting their literal truth, -- such as the

" The application of ideology to the interpre- destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah by fire from
tation of Scripture, to the doctrines of Christian. beaven, and the Noachian deluge. And especi.

ity, to the formularies of the Church, may un- ally if we bear in mind the existence of each a

doubtedly be carried to an excess , — may be school as that of Philo, or even the author of the

pushed so far as to leave in the sacred records no Epistle to the Hebrews, we must think thatit

historical residue wbatever . On the other side, would be wrong to lay down that whenever the

there is the excess of a dull and unpainsta s- New Testament writers refer to the Old Testa

ing acquiescence, satisfied with accepting in ment histories, they imply of necessity that their
an unquestioning spirit, as if they were literal historic truth was the first to them . For their

facts, all particulars of a wonderful bistory, be purposes it was often wholly in the background,

cause it is in some sepse from God . Between and the bistory valuable only in its spiritual ap

these degrees lie infinite degrees of rational and plication . The same may take place with our
irrational interpretation. selves, and history and tradition be employed em

“ It will be observed that the ideal method is blematically without on that account being re

applicable in two ways, both to giving account of garded as untrue. We do not apply the term

the origin of parts of Scripture, and also in ex: " untrue' to parable, or fable, or proverb, although

planation of Scriptore. It is then either critical these words correspond with ideas without materi

or exegetical. An example of the critical ide al facts ; as little should we do so when narratives

ology carried to excess is that of Strauss, which have been the spontaneous product of true ideas,

resolves into an ideal the whole of the historical and are capable of producing them .

and doctrinal person of Jesus ; so, again , much of " The ideologian is evidently in possession of a

the allegorizing of Pbilo and Origen is an exegeti- principle wbich will make him to stand in chari.

cal ideology, exaggerated and wild. But it by potable relation to persons of very differentopinions

means follows, because Strauss has substituted a from bis own and of very different opinious

mere sbadow for the Jesus of the Evangelists, and mutually. And if he has perceived to how great

has frequently descended into a minute captious- extent the history of the original itself of Christi

ness in details, that there are not traits in the scrip : avity rests ultimately on probable evidence, bis

tural person of Jesus which are better explained principle will relieve him from many difficulties

by referring them to an ideal than an historical which mightotherwise be very disturbing. For

origin ; and without getting into fanciful exeget- relations which may repose on doubtful grounds

ics, there are parts of Scripture more usefully in- as matters of history, and ashistory is incapable of

terpreted ideologically than in any other manner, being ascertained or verified , may be equally sugo

-us for instance the temptation of Jesus by Sa- gestive of true ideaswith facts absolutely certain.

tan and accounts of demoniucal possessions. And The spiritual significance is the same, of the

liberty must be left to all as to the extent to transfiguration, of opening blind eyes, of causing

which they apply the principle; for there is no au- the tongue of the stammerer to speak plainly, of

thority through the expressed determination of the feeding multitudes with bread in the wilderness,

Church, por of any other kind, wbich can define the of cleansing leprosy,-whatever links may be

limits within which itmay be reasonably exercised . deficient in the traditional record of particular

“ Thus some may consider the ' descent of all events. Or, let us suppose one to be uncertain

mankind from Adam and Eve as an undoubted whether our Lord were born of the house and

bistorical fact; others may perceive in that rela- lineage of David , or of the tribe of Levi, and even

tion a form of parrative into which in early ages be driven to conclude that the genealogies of Him

tradition would throw itself spontaneously. have little historic value ; nevertheless, in idea,

Each race, naturally - necessarily, wben races are Jesus is both Son of David and Son of Aaron,

isolated - supposes itself to be sprong from a single both Prince of Peace and High Priest of our

p ir, and to be the first or the only one of races. profession and he is under another idea, though

Among a particular people this historical repre- not literally , without father and withoutmother.

sentation became the concrete expression of a And he is none the less Son of David, priest

great moral truth, of the brotherhood of all bu- Aaropical, or Royal priest Melchizedecan, in idea

uran beings, oftheir community, as in other things, and spiritually, even if it be unproved whether

so also in suffering and in frailty, in physical he was any of them in historic fact. In like man

puin and in moral corruption. And the force , ner, it need not trouble us, if, consistently, we

grandeur, and reality of these ideas are not a should have to suppose both an ideal origin and

whit impaired in the abstract, por indeed the to apply an ideal meaning to the birth in the city

truth of the concrete bistory as their representa- of David, and to other circumstances of the in

tion, even though mankind should bave been fancy. So, again , the iocarnification of theDivine

placed upon the earth in many pairs at once, or Immanuel remains, although the angelic appear

in distinct centres of creation. For the brother- ances which heralded it in the narratives of tie

hood of race really depends not upon the material Evangelists may be of ideal origin, according to

fact of their fleshly descent from a single stock , the conception of former days . The ideologian

but upon their constitution, as possessed in com- may sometimes be thought sceptical , and be scep

mun of tbe same faculties and affections, fitting tical or doubtful as to the historical value of re.

them for a mutual relation and association ; so lated facts ; but the bistorical value is not to him

that the value of the history, if it were a loistory the most important; frequently it is quite second

birictly so called , would lie in its emblematic force ary. And, consequently, discrepancies in parra
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tives, scientific difficulties, defects in evidence, do Art. X.-1 . Periodicité des Grands Hivers.

not disturbhim as they do the literalist. Par M. E. RENOU. Comptes Rendus, etc. ,

“ Jesus Christ has not revealed His religion as

a theology of the intellect, por as an bistorical2. Sur les Rapports entre les Phenomenes
Jan. 9 , 1860. Tom. L. , p. 97.

faith ; and it is a stifling of the true Christian life,

both in the individual and in the Church, to re
Meteorologiques et la Rotation Solaire .

quire of manymen an unanimity in speculative
Par M. Buys-Ballot. Comptes Rendus,

doctrine which is unattainable, and a uniformity Tom. XLVI., p. 1238, June 21 , 1858 ;

of historical belief which can never exist." * and Id . Id., Tom . XLIX., p. 812, Nov.

With one sentence in this extract, expla
21 , 1859.

natory of the applications of ideology to
Scripture, we entirely concur, when the au- In a previous article on “ The Weather and

thor assures us, that in the case of those its Prognostics, " * we endeavoured to give

holding this theory of interpretation, “ lib- our readers a popular account of what has

erty must be left to all as to the extent in been done, and of what was then doing, on

which they apply the principle, for there is the subject of Meteorology. Our object in

no authoritythrough the expressed deter- the present article is to notice briefly some

minations of the Church, nor of any other of those speculations, or theories, if they

kind, which can define the limits within merit the name, connected with meteorology

which it may be reasonably exercised.” It is which have lately attracted public attention,

quite plain that, with such a principle inhis but especially the Periodicity of Severé

hands, ready to apply to any doctrine or Winters, which, on account of the peculiar

fact of Scripture, it will depend mainly upon severity of the one which is past, has excit

the length or shortness of his creed, or upon
ed much interest both in this country and

the particular school of rationalismtowhich elsewhere.

he belongs, whether an interpreter of the
As the Sun is the centre and source of all

Bible shall find in its teachings much or
those influences by which climates are form

little of Divine truth and historical reality , ed and seasons diversified, philosophers have

or none at all. Carried out to its legiti- begun to observe with care the spots and

mate issues, and applied with fearless con other phenomena on his surface, and to
sistency to the sacred text, it would be study their relation to the temperature and

quite sufficient to evacuate it of everything magnetism of the Earth . By the help of
like dogmatic statement of doctrine oreven his powerful telescope, Sir William Her

exact narrative of authentic fact, leaving it schel discovered a great variety of pheno
with but the shadow and not the substance mena on the surface of the Sun which had

of positive truth. It can excite no surprise, never been previously seen , and he endea

that repudiating a supernatural inspiration, voured to deduce from them “ the causes or

and sympathizing with such views of the symptoms of its variable emission of light

interpretation of Scripture, we should And and heat . ” In order to ascertain whether

Mr. Jowett stating apparently with ap
there was any considerable difference in the

probation of it , that " a theory has lately quantity of light and heat emitted by the

been put forward, apparently as a defence Sun, he recorded a series of observations,

of the Christian faith, which denies the ob- made between 1795 and 1800, in which

jective character ofany” of the doctrines of there was a deficiency of what he calls the

Scripture at all. The question of the in-luminous or empyrealclouds, and no ridges,

spiration of the Word must bear with im- nodules, corrugations, or openings. In an

mediate and decisive effect upon our me
other period, beginning with 1800, he ob.

thod of interpreting it andourunderstand served phenomena of a contrary nature, and

ing of its teaching ; and nothing but the cor
he was led to believe that the character of

dial' and unreserved recognition of the su- the seasons may be greatly dependent on
pernatural element, no less than the human, these phenomena. By appealing to La.

in Scripture, can lead to a sound exegesis, or
Lande's Astronomy for the solar pheno

furnish a secure foundation for a saving faith mena, and to Adam Smith's Wealth of Na

in its truths, bringing the soul into vital tions for the prices of wheat during the

union with God through the medium ofHis same periods, he found that the prices were

own Word . low, and consequently the crops abundant,

and the seasons warm, when the spots of the

Sun were most nuinerous, as if the great

central fire was stirred up for the benefit of

man .

These views , interesting though they be,

* P. 200-5 . + P. 421 . * North British Review , vol. xxv. p. 81 .
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did not excite the notice of astronomers,and and heat of the Sun ; but it derives a new

no attempts weremade either to confirm or and peculiar interest from the remarkable
refute them . Professor Henry, indeed , discovery made by General Sabine, that

found that less heat was ' emitted from the there is a decennial period exactly corres

spots than from the luminous disc of the ponding with it , in the greater frequency,

Sun ; but it was not till M. Hofrath Schwabe duration , and occasional magnitude of the

of Dessau had completed a series of contin- magnetic disturbances, when the Sun's dise

uous observations on the solar spots, that is most obscured by dark spots, and in the

the views of Sir William were proved to be less frequency of these disturbances when
groundless. These observations are con- the Sun is less obscured by spots. This de

tained in the following table :- * cennial period is shown separately in each of

the three magnetic elements, namely, the
Year. Groups.

Days free Days of

from Spots. observation. declination and inclination or dip of the

1826
277 needle, and the intensity of the magnetic

1827

force . The connection of all these distur.
282

bances with the Sun is also proved by1829

190 217 another discovery of General Sabine's, that

1831 149
239 their mean effects in every part of the world ,

1832 49
270 and in each of the three elements, are in.

1833 139 267

variably governed by periodical laws, whose1834 51 120 273

1835 173 18 244 period is a mean solur day .

1836 272 0 200 The connection of the Solar Spots with

1837 333
168 Terrestrial Magnetism has been studied also

1838 282 0 202
by M. Rod . Wolf, Director of the Observa

1839 162 205

1840 152 263
tory of Berne.* By comparing the obser

1841 102 15 283 vations of Schwabe with the annual means

1842 68 64 307 which our countryman, M. Lamont of

1843 34 149 312
Munich, has obtained for the variations of

1844 52 111 321

the needle in declination , he has found " that1845 114 29 332

1846 157 314 the numbers of spots, and the mean varia

1847 257 276 tions in declination, are not only regulated
1848

278 by the same period of 104 years (assumed
1849 238 285

by Lamont), but that these periods corres
1850 186 308

From this table it appears that the solar manner in which the number of spots reach
pond , even in the minutest details, with the

spots have a period of ten years,—the max- their maximum at the same epoch with the

imum number of groups occurring in 1828, variations.”

1837, and 1848, and the minimum number
In continuing the study of these pheno

in 1833 and 1843. M. Schwabe does not mena,t M. Wolf has collected, from nearly

believe that the spots of the Sun have any 400 volumes,all the observations on solar

influence on the temperature of the year, spots from the time of Fabricius , Galileo,

Although he observed the barometer and Scheiner, to Schwabe; and he has found, by

thermometer three times a day, yet he means of the sixteen different epochs estab

“ could trace po sensible connection between lished by the minimum and maximum of

climatic conditions and the number of spots,” the solar spots, that the mean duration of

If any minute influence is really exerted by these spots is—

the spots on our atmosphere, M. Schwabe

states that his table would rather seem to
11• 111 +0:038 years ;

indicate that the years when the spots were

most numerous had fewer clear days than so that nine periods areexactly equivalent

those in which spots were less frequent, a to a century. M. Wolf has also found, that

result not in harmony with the views of Sir
in each century the years

William Herschel.
0:00, 11:11 , 22-22, 33.33, 44:44, 55-56, 66, 67 , 77.78,

The existence of a decennial period in the 88.89,

occurrence of the solar spots is a remarka

ble cosmical fact, indicating a periodical correspond to the minimum of Sun spots.

change in the causes which produce the light
Not content with confirming and correct

ing his former law, M. Wolf has studied

* Inalmost every year, except those oftheminima, the connection between the weather and the

M Schwabe observed spots visible to the naked eye,

their diameter being about 50 seconds. The largest * Comptes Rendus, etc. 1851 , tom . XXXV., p. 361 ;

appeared in the years 1828, 1829, 1831 , 1836, 1837, Lett. of M. Arago, 2 Avril, 1851.

1838, 1839, 1847, 1848. | Id., id ., p. 704, Nov. 1852.
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spots on the Sun ; and has devoted the last is not any intrinsic energy in the meteors

chapter of his Memoir to “ a comparison themselves, either potential, as of material

between the solar period and the meteoro- gravitation or chemical affinities among

logical indications contained in a Zurich their elements ; or actual, as of relative

Register for the years 1000-1800.” “ The motions among them . It is altogether de

result,” he adds, " is in accordance with the pendent on mutual relations between those

opinion of Sir William Herschel , that the bodies and the Sun. A portion of it,

years in which the spots are more numerous, although very probably, not an appreciable

are also drier and more fertile than others; portion, is that of motions relative to the

the latter, or those with few spots, being more Sun, and of independent origin . The prin

moist and stormy.” M. Wolf has added cipal source, perhaps the sole appreciably

another most interesting fact, thatthe aurora efficient source, is in bodies circulating

borealis and earthquakes predominate strik- round the Sun at present inside the Earth's

ingly in the yearswhen the solar spots are orbit, and probably seen in the sunlight by

numerous ! If this law shall be established us, and called the zodiacal light. The store

by more extensive observation , the charac- of energy for future sunlight is at present

ter of the seasons may be predicted with partly dynamical, thatof the motion of those

at least some degree of certainty. bodies round the Sun ; and partly potential ,

Interesting as these speculations are, and that of their gravitation towards the Sun.

useful as they may be, the theories of Mr. This latter is gradually being spent, half

Waterston and Professor William Thom- against the resisting medium, and half in

son are of a bolder and more speculative causing a continuous increase of the former.

character. Every theory of the constitution Each meteor thus goes on moving faster

and life of the Sun , says Professor Thom- and faster, and getting nearer and nearer

son , that has hitherto been proposed , as the centre, until, sometime, very suddenly ,

well as every cɔnceivable theory , must be it gets so much entangled in thesolar atmos

one or other or a combination of the follow- phere as to begin to lose velocity. In a few

ing three : seconds more it is at rest on the Sun's sur

61. That the Sun is a heated body losing la minute or two across the district where it
face, and the energy given up is vibrated in

heat.

“ 2. Thatthe heat emitted from the Sun matelyto penetrate as light the remotest
was gathered during so many ages, ulti

is due to chemical action among regions of space.”

materials originally belonging to
Professor Thomson has made it very

his mass - or that the Sun is a cen

probable that the deductions of physical
tral fire.

“ 3. That meteors falling into the Sun astronomy are opposed to the extra-plane

give rise to the heatwhich he emits.” tary meteoric theory, which ascribesthe

heat of the Sun to solid meteors striking

The first of these theories Professor Thom- him , or darting through his atmosphere ;

son regards as demonstrably untenable. that the heat is produced by friction on an

The second, which is the one generally atmosphere of evaporated meteors drawn in

adopted, he has also proved to be indefensi- and condensed by gravitation , while brought

ble ; and the third he regards as therefore to rest by the resistance of the Sun's surface ;

necessarily true. and that the meteors thus supplying the Sun

The meteoric theory of solar heat was with heat have been for thousands of years

first proposed by Mr. Waterston to the far within the Earth's orbit. Considering

ineeting of the British Association at Hull. the Sun's rotation in 25 days 41 hours as

In that communication ,which is neither pub- produced by the incorporation of meteors,

Jished nor noticed in the report of the year, he coinputes that zroth of the Sun's mass

Mr. Waterston suggested that solar heat would have to fall in to produce his present

may be produced by the impact of meteors rotation ; that 32,000 years would be the

falling from extra-planetary space, and stri- time in which this would take place; and

king his surface with velocities which they that “ it is improbable that the Earth has

have acquired by his attraction . Professor been efficiently illuminated by the Sun alone

Thomson calls this the gravitation theory for not many times more or less than 32,000

of solar heat, and considers it as included in years,"

the general meteoric theory which he main- The last speculation of an astronomical,

tains. The following is the general view and probably of a meteorological character,

given of the theory by Professor Thom- which is exciting an interest in the scientific

son : world, is the doctrine of a repulsive force

“ The source of energy from which solar emanating from the Sun , which is main .

heat is derived is undoubtedly meteoric. It tained by M. Faye, a distinguished mem .
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ber of the French Academy of Sciences. * | sive force arising from the magnetic action

There are two grand astronomical facts of the Sun , has been employed by Bessel,

which are not explicable by the theory of Herschel, Pape , and Professor Pierce, to

gravitation ,-namely, the form of the tails account for the phenomena exhibited by the

of comets, and the acceleration of the tails of comets.

motion of comets. The form of the tails Various attempts have been made to

of comets, and their direction opposite to the deduce meteorological laws from the influ

Sun, have been ascribed to an impulse from ences of the Sun and Moon . As these

the solar rays, which is equivalent to a bodies exercise so powerful an influence

repulsive force ; and the acceleration of the over the waters of our seas , it was a natural

motion of comets has been explained by the inference that they would produce analogous

retardation which they experience in moving changes in our atmosphere. By comparing

through a resisting medium ; but these the results recorded in meteorologicalregis

explanations are not admitted by philoso- ters, M. Toaldo, an Italian observer, was led

phers, and hence M. Faye has been led to to believe that changes of weather took

call in the aid of a repulsive force exercised place more frequently two or three days

by the Sun as an incandescent body. The after new and full moon than at any other

only conditions upon which any new force time, and to a less degree when the Moon

can be introduced into the system of the was in quadrature. The more accurate

world are, that it will not sensibly disturb observations, however, of modern times

the general harmony, and that it must be have placed it beyond a doubt, that the Sun

susceptible of an experimental verification . and Moon exert no influence over the

That the first of these conditions is sat- Earth's atmosphere, in virtue of the force

isfied by a repulsive force emanating from of attraction by which they produce the

the Sun, is shown by M. Faye. Such a tides. Other meteorologists have studied

force will not affect the planes of the orbit the phenomena of the weather in connection

of the planets, nor the direction of their with the solar and lunar period of eighteen

axis, nor their eccentricities. It may affect, years, when those luminaries return nearly

he adınits, in a slight degree, the revolution to the same relative position ; and Mr. Luke

of the planets nearest the Sun , and it is pos- Howard, an able and industrious observer,

sible that so small a force may disturb the believed that he had established “ A Cycle

delicate numerical relation which La Place of Eighteen Years in the Seasons of Bri

has proved to exist between the If the most careful and long-con

motions of the three first satellites of Jupi- tinued observations with the barometer do

ter. That this is not the case he has satis- not indicate any lunar influence, we can

factorily proved , and it remains to be seen hardly suppose that such an influence would

whether or not he can satisfy the second show itself periodically. There may, how

condition, by proving that a repulsive force ever, be forces emanating from the Sun and

really emanates from incandescent surfaces. Moon of whose existence we are entirely

For this purpose M. Faye proposed to ignorant, and which may yet show them

observe the effect of an incandescent surface selves when our registers of the weather are

upon highly rarifed matter in the receiver more correct and numerous. It is only,

of an air-pump, and to make this matter indeed, by comparing the most ancient

visible by the spark from Rhumkorff's observations on the state of the weather, as

induction coil . A thin slice of platinum , accidentally recorded in history and con

about an inch in diameter, was placed in tained in meteorological registers, that there

vacuo , and brought to a red heat by a double is any chance of discovering those periodical

current of gas and air. Phenomena indica- changes which may take place in our atmos

ting a repulsive force were seen in the action phere .

of the platinum upon the stratified light An interesting attempt of this kind has

produced by the electricity of the coil, been recently made by M. Buys- Ballot, in

but M. Faye does not regard this exper- the memoir “ On the Connection between
iment as å decisive one.t The repul . Meteorological Phenomena and the Solar

sive force of the Sun's incandescence can- Rotation ,” which wehave placed in our list

not be verified, as our author remarks, by of books at the head of this article. In a

direct experiments, as it is exhausted on previously published work , which we have

the upper strata of our atmosphere, where not seen , M.Buys-Ballot makes the follow.

it produces effects still unknown. A repul . ing observations :- “ The ring which may

* Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 1210, Comptes * This is the title of a work which he published

Rendus, etc. Motions . 9 Avril, 1860. Tom . 4, p . in 1842.

+ Changemens de Temperature dependants du

| Astronomische Nachrichten, Tom , iv. p . 894 . Soleil et de la Lune. Utrecht, 1847.

mean tain . " *

703.
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In column A , the Eums from 1791 to 1806

B
1806 1920

1924 ) 1885
D , 1635 1854

99

9

>
27

91

»

groups as

have produced the phenomena observed in of the temperature taken on all the days

the eclipse of the Sun, which M. Babinet distant, by a number n of periods, of the

regards as a planet in the act of formation , day of maximum , of the six days which

to which he has given the name of Vulcan , succeed, and of the seven days which follow

can be of no use to us in explaining the this day of maximum , are all greater, with
connection between temperature and solar out exception , than the other fourteen sums
rotation ), for its revolution would be too of the temperatures observed on the days

short for ourpurpose. We must, therefore, when (according to the hypothesis) the other
admit other rings--one for a period of 27.68 side of the sun is turned towards the earth.

days , for which Ihave already admitted this By uniting the partial results into four

bypothesis, and one, as I suppose, for a groups every fifteen years, as follows
period of 27:56 days. These two rings will

have for their great semicircle 16 and 19
diameters of the Sun ; and in the same

manner as the ring of Saturn is composed

of several sections which revolve independ it appeared that the final result above men
ently of one another, we may consider the tioned was shown in the individual

two rings which I assume as originally only well as in the whole table.

one , but which have subsequently separated. Ilence M. Buys-Ballot concludes, " that

If such a ring is elliptical , it ought to emit theobservations at Breslau from 1791–1855,

most heat when we are near the part most distributed according to the period of 27-682
distant from the Sun ; but this would only + 0.004 days give absolutely the same re.
produce an annual variation of temperature. sult, as much with respect to the epoch of

We must, therefore, seek in the ring itself the maximum at the 6th - 9th Jan.1859–

the cause of the variation of temperature, the duration of the period -- and even the

If we refuse to regard the ring as a heated magnitude of the periodical quantity , as

mass, we may consider it as absorbing heat those which he had deduced

—that is , retaining the heat of the Sun , 1. From the Netherland observations of
which traverses it .”

1729-1844 .From a comparison of meteorological

2. From the observations made at Dant
observations made in the Netherlands, from

1729 to 1846, M. Buys-Ballot had found

3. From the observations at Munich.tthat there is a period of maximum and min- 4. From the observations of magnetic

imum heat emitted by the Sun , and that

declination at Greenwich and atthis period is 27 :682 +0.004 days. This

Utrecht, which augment and diminishperiod was confirmed by observations made

with the same period. Andat Dantzic, Munich, and other places, but

5. From the observations at Iceland and
particularly by those made at Breslau from

Labrador .1791 to 1855. This period is obviously too

A more recent and important attempt tolong to be explained by the solar spots, establish a meteorological law on the author

which make the time of the Sun's rotation ity of historical facts and direct observations,

from 25-25 to 25.4 days. M. Buys-Ballot's hasbeenmade by M. Renou, in the Memoir

period supposes a rotation of 25-75, which “ On thePeriodicity of Severe Winters,"

appertains to a ring , the diameter of whose which we have placed at the head of our list

medium is about 36 diameters of the Sun. of worksas the principal subject of this

The period being 27.682 + 0.004 days, article. M.Renou is Secretary to the Me

wehave 65 of them in about 5 years and ateorological Society of France, and the
day, and the epoch of maximum heat is the author of some important memoirs, which
6th-9th January 1850. In order to confirm have been published by the Academy of

this result, M. Buys-Ballot calculated anew Sciences; and he has certainly rendered it

from the series of observations made at Bres

lau between 1791 and 1855, by Dr. Galle . very probable that rigorous winters occur in
Ile divided them into groups offive years. The difficulty of discovering long meteoro

groups at a certain distance from each other.
and distributed them into 28 columns,so logical periods arises, as he observes, from
that in the same column were conjoined the

thermometrical registers having been only
observations of Feb. 7, 1791, the day of the recently established ,and from historical facts

,
maximum , andthose of Feb. 8, 1796; Feb. being vagueand incomplete, when we recur

9, 1801 ; Feb. 18, 1841; and Feb. 20, 1846, to times long past. Some phenomena, how
as well as allthosemadeafter anexactly whole ever, and among these , rigorous winters,
number of periods. The result of this was,

that fourteen numbers,
representing the sums * Poggendorff Annalen, Ixxxiv. 521 , 1851.

(after an unequal diminution of all of them )

+ Id . Id . lxxxvii. 541 , 1852.

zic. *
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“ We are

1426

1656

1658

1660

1696

-

make such an impression upon us, and have mum of an ordinary winter.

had otherwise such effects, that they are not then,” says M. Renou, “ struck with the

only well characterized , but carefully re- difference of character which the two periods
corded.

present, and the differences of the extreme

In proceeding to treat of this class of me- minima under atmospheric conditions, which

teorological facts, M. Renou is of opinion appear identical.”

that the difficulty of discovering long meteo- The following is the Table of Rigorous

rological periods arises from the want of Winters given by our author, with the ex .

regular observations with the thermometer, treme minima, which are all of temperatures

and other instruments for observing atmos- below the freezing point:

pherical phenomena, * and from the necessity

of appealing to the vague and imperfect facts Groups without the Extreme Minima.

which history records. He thinks, however,

that certain phenomena, among which he
Year.

1408 1490

places in the first rank rigorous winters, 1416 . 1494

will leave a deep impression behind them , 1422 1499

and produce, also, effects which distinctly 1500 1663

characterize them .
1503 1666

1443 1508 1665

M. Renou defines a rigorous winter as one
1458 1511 1670

which ought to give rise at Paris to minima 1458. 1460 1571 1672

of temperature from 5° of Fahr. to zero, 1464 1584 1677

and of a mean temperature kept upduring
1469 1582

a month at several degrees below 32°, or
1591

1595

the freezing -point . The simultaneous freez

ing of the Seine and the Po, of the Rhone,
Groups with the Extreme Minima.

the lakes of Venice, or the ports of the Me

diterranean, which must be the result of a
Year. Year Extreme Micima.

1695 -0.0
continued cold of more than 4° , are the

1776 2.4

1784 - 2.4

necessary characteristics of a rigorous win- 1707 . 1709 -9.6 1789 7.5

ter,
1789.

-300 1795 -10.3

On examining meteorological registers , 1799

published at different epochs, such as those 1748. 1764 (Leap ). 1802 + 4.'1

of Dr. Fuster and Arago , extended and Year. Extreme Minima.

completed by M. Barral, M. Renou found 1820 +60.2

that severe winters were very unequally dis
+5.6

tributed ; but that, in place of occurring in
1820 +10.4

1830 .

an arbitrary manner, they formed natural 1830 + lo'o

groups of from four to six, surrounding a + 20-2

winter more rigorous than the rest, to which
1840 - 30 :3

he gives the name of a central winter, calling

those which accompany it lateral winters. The minima of the winters of 1795, 1709,

By uniting these groups, he discovered the and 1665, and the great analogy of the effects

law of their distribution, namely, that they produced by the cold in these years and the

were reproduced after an intervalof a little great winters of the preceding centuries,

more than 41 years . Occasionally, how show us, according to our author, " that

ever, the period is effaced, or rather masked , 1-90 •4 is a fixed term , which is reproduced at
the cold distributing itself over a great num : least in the conditions which are observed

ber of shorter, less rigorous, and more se- in Paris; and that , far from constituting an

parated winters ; but, on an average, the exceptional temperature, it represents a

great winters occupy a space of 20 or 21 normal atmospherical state at each recur

years, leaving another equal interval with . rence of the period . We observe, indeed,

out remarkable winters. In this last inter- that in 1830 the cold did not exceed + 1 ° -1

val there is , in the climate of Paris at least, at Paris ; but this cold singularly moderated

winters of a certain severity ; but sometimes in connection with an extension a little more

the minima of temperature are very much easterly than usual of the marine climate

insulated, as in the winter of 1847 ; some between the Loire and Brussels, coincided

times the mean of a month is sufficiently with an atmosphere more calm , and a stead

low, as in January, 1848, without the mini. iness of weather so great, that the mean of

the three winter months was certainly lower

* M.Renou seems to express his belief in the than in 1709, 1789, and 1795. We know,

short period observed by M. Buys-Ballotwhich we indeed , that the extremes of heat or of cold

have already mentioned. quickly bring with them south -west winds

1716

+ 0.6

1823

1838

&

7

a
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65

0.0 1799

1776

and changes of weather. Besides, this im - Rhone and the lakes of Venice were frozen .

munity, which Paris enjoyed in 1830, did In order to have introduced these winters

not extend itself far, for the following de- into the table, it would have been necessary

grees of cold were observed at to lengthen the interval of 41 years to 42,

Fahr.
at least during several centuries.

La Chapelle, near Dieppe, 3..7 With the view of ascertaining the cause

Agen, -100.9 of severe winters occurring ingroups, M.

Aurillac, -1006 Renou studied , month by month, the years

Nancy, -_1504
in which rigorous winters did not arise from

“ We therefore find the temperature of any cause from which cold is produced, but

from — 10 to— 12, a little less towards the from unusual irregularities. Beside great

sea, and a little greater towards the con- winters were found winters exceptionally

tinent.
mild , as thuse of 1796, 18:22, and 1834 , -- sum

* The principal lateral winters present mers very cold , and summers very warm .

the same regularity, as in the following Rigorous winters, according to our author,

table, which shows the minima observed in may extend themselves indefinitely towards

Paris : the poles ; but they do not affect the equa

torial regions, excepting, perhaps, in modi.

1695 +0.6

fying in a small degree the temperature of
1716 --30.8 1838 -2.2

some months, and in producing more copi
-2.4

ous rains and stronger winds. Their in

All these minima approach to - 1 ° or - 20. fluence seems to stop at the 30th degree of

" In the interval between two periods the latitude,—a remarkable limit, which is near

minima are infinitely lower. Thus, from ly the limit of winters properly so called ,

1802 to 1820, the thermometer did not fall and which divides each hemisphere into two

below + 99.5 ; and, from 1840 to 1859, the equivalent parts. “ It is probable," says

cold did not exceed +- 50.7 - a minimum M. Renou, - that, in the half that has win

much insulated , which took place on the ters, each country will be visited in its turn

19th December 1826, after an exceedingly with a rigorous winter ; and as in this case
warm summer. the Earth ought to be thus visited in 41

" The period which ought to follow 1830 years, the winter ought to extend itself each

is thatof 1871. But we have now (1859- time over the $ 2d part of the globe, or a

60 ) reached the first winter of this group ; surface equal to twelve times that of France.

and the cold of the 19th and 20th December This, indeed, is nearly the extent which great

falls too completely under my prediction to winters seem to embrace. They appear to

make me delay the publication of this note. occupy a space a little elongated, from the

I shall not be surprised if, at thenext return north-east to the south-west; and I am led

of cold, the thermometer at the Observatory to believe that they propagate themselves

descends lower than in December. We from the east to the west, so as to run

shall have, after this winter, one, or probably through the northern hemisphere in 20 or 21

two, rigorous winters, increasing in severity years, and then through the southern hemi

to a central winter, which will be towards sphere in the same time, and while we have

13711 ; then a decreasing series, even to only ordinary winters. The essentially

1881." maritime character, however, of the southern

In the preceeding table, M. Renou has hemisphere ought to render its severe win

left blank the periods of 1748 and 1621, be ters much less distinctly marked than they

cause these years correspond to disturbed are with us . "

periods, in which the rigorous winters are

not concentrated in a space of 20 years, but

are extended , on the contrary , so as almost

to join the neighbouring periods. Thus,

froin 1729 to 1760, we meet with a great

number of winters sufficiently rigorous, Art. XI.- RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

especially those of 1740, 1742, 1754, 1767 , Eastern Africa.*

1969. The period of 1624 is replaced by If we take up a map of Africa, published
several severe winters from 1600 to 1633.

before the accession of her Majesty to the
M. Renou states that he could have pro

longed the Table of Rigorous Winter be- * Travels, Researches and Missionary Labours

yond the fifteenth century, but the documents during an Eighteen Years' Residence in Eastern

beenme incomplete. Ile nevertheless found Africa, etc. By the Rev. Dr. J. Lewis Krapf. With
a Concise Account of Geographical Researches in

frosts, which could not be mistaken, such as Eastern Africa. By E. G. Ravenstein. Londov,

those of 822, 860, and $ 64, in which the Trübuer and Co. 1860 .
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throne of these kingdoms, and compare it promise when the exciting cause had passed

with one of the present day, we are sure away, as is ever the case throughout life

to be struck with the different aspect it offers with the natural , unregenerated heart of

to its more recent companion. " In the lat. man . Thus, but for an apparently trivial

ter, the coast line presents us with a mass event in my boyhood, though in it I grate

of names of native towns, villages, and mar- fully recognise the hand of the great Teach

kets, which replace the naked outline of the er, the evil of iny nature might have choked

former; whilst in the interior, deserts be the good seed with its tares, or destroyed it
comefertile wilderneses,and mountain ranges altogether.”

are supplanted by lake-regions, only to be That event was a brutal assault by a

excelled by those of America. In no por- neighbour, who, mistaking the lad for another

tion of the maps of Africa, which in boy- who had given him offence,nearly murdered

hood were placed in our hands, is this more the child in the heat of passion . An illness

apparent than in that which delineated the lof six months' duration followed , and to that

countries south of the so -called Mountains bed of sickness our missionary ascribes the

of the Moon ; and of that portion none was incipient awakening of his heart to its best
so destitute of names as the large tract and truest interests. His hours were spent

which stretches from the country of the in reading the Scriptures; and, soothed by

Adal to Mozambique, and is subject to the care and affection of two true-hearted

the Imam of Zanzibar. women , his mother and sister, of whom we

It was owing, in some measure, to this ab- have but an occasional glimpse in the auto

sence of names in the map of Africa of that biographical sketch of his boyhood, with

period, that weare indebted for this interest. which the work opens. His greatest delight

ing narrative of Missionary Travels of Dr. was in those portion of the Old Testament

Krapf, who, during an eighteen years' resi- which recorded the history of the patriarchs,

dence on the eastern coast of Africa, has and their intercourse with the Creator, ori.

been the means of adding considerably to ginating an earnestdesire that he “ too might

our geographical knowledge of those regions, be permitted to listen to the voice of the

no less than to our acquaintance with the Most High, even as did the prophets and

languages, religion , manners and customs, apostles of old .” In the autumn of 1822,

and resources of the independent tribes during the period of his convalescence, he
which form its population . spent much of his time in the harvest fields

The son of a small farmer in the vicinity amongst the farm -labourers, and to them he

of Tübingen , Dr. Krapf early evinced an would relate such Bible stories as had taken

ardent desirefor knowledge, and a somewhat a strong hold on his boyish imagination ;
morbid temperament, more of fear and and so earnestly and vividly did he do this,

dread than of love, gave his mind his first that more than one of the men would say to

and strong religious bias. He tells us him- his father, “ Mark my words : Ludwig will

self : be a parson.” In the beginning of the ensu

" My father, whose circumstances were ing year, his sister had to visit Tübingen to

easy , followed farming, and lived in the vil . buy an new almanack, and, mistaking the

lage of Derendingen, near Tübingen, where house of the widow of a former vicar for

I was born , on the 11th of January, 1910, that of the bookbinder to which she had

and baptized by the name of Ludwig, the been directed, she entered into a long dis

wrestler,—no inapt appellation for one who course with that lady, who treated her with

was destined to become a soldier of the much kindness and affability , inquiring after

cross. Many were my providential escapes her brothers and sisters, and eliciting from

in childhood from dangers which beset my her that her youngest brother, Lewis, was

path , from falling into the mill-stream which clever at figures; upon which the widow ex

flowed through the village, from accidents pressed a desire to see the lad, and to pro

with fire-arms, or falls from trees in the ea- mote his welfare, suggesting that he should

ger pursuit of bird's nests. The inborn evil be sent to the grammar-school , and after

nature of the child was somewhat held in wards to college. To this lady's interference,

check by a nervous susceptibility, and the and the zeal and affection of his noble-heart

consequent dread I experienced in witness ed sister, it was owing that, instead of fol

ing the contest of the elements in storms, or lowing the plough, the boy was sent to the

which shook my frame at the sight of the Anatolian School at Tübingen, and, showing

dead at the grave, or even when reading or considerable ability,soon became a favourite

Jistening to the narrative of the torments of with his teachers, and gradually rose to the

the wicked in hell . On these occasions I head of his class ; and so on , till he reached

secretly vowed to lead a pious life for the the fifth and highest form , when he added

future, though , childlike, I soon forgot the the knowledge of Hebrew to that of the
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languages of classical antiquity , and those off -- a curious thought to have been instilled

Italy and France, which he had already into the mind of a child, who, in manhood,

studied along with his own native German. was to be the means of expanding the know .

At first the the early morning always found ledge of those very regions of which then so

him on the road from home -- a distance of little was known .

some four or five miles from the town- His visit to Basel led to a rejection of his

with satchel on his back, in which, besides services for the time, but accompanied by

his books, were a bottle of sweet must and the prospect of future employment, when he

a great hunch of bread , to constitute an al should have fitted himself for the missionary

fresco mid -day meal , and which he “quickly calling by self.imposed preparation, and a

swallowed , between twelve and one o'clock , long course ofpreparatory study at the Mis

under the willows on the banks of the Nec- sionary Institute. · At length in February

kar, in order more leisurely to devour his 1837, he was employed by the English

Latin Grammar and Scheller's Vocabulary, Church Missionary Society, and set out on

which he soon learnt by heart ;" and thus in his long and difficult journey to Abessinia,

boyhood, almost intuitively, acquired a me- the land of his youthful dreams and aspira

thod of learning languages,which , in his mis- tions. “ Yet,” he adds, “ it was not without

sionary life, was most serviceable to him . tears at parting, and with fear and trembling,

Whilst yet on the fourth form , the rector that I took up my pilgrim's staff, and bid

read to the whole school an essay upon the adieu to my dear friends, and to the home of

results of missionary labour for the conver- my childhood ."

sion of the heathen. The reading struck a After a short residence at Adowa with the

kindred chord in the soul.of the future mis- Protestant missionaries at the Court of Ubie,

sionary . A small still voice asked , “Why the Abessinian Regent of Tigre,where they

not become a missionary, and go and convert were at first well received, he and his com

the heathen ?" The Easter holidays of panions were forced to retire, through the

1825 were at hand ; and , as the boy walked intrigues of some French Roman Catholic

homewards to Derendingen , the thought priests, who managed to poison the black

arose in hismind with the force of a command, prince's mind against the English, by alleg.

" to go to Basel and announce himself will . ing that the excavations they were making

ing to devote his life to the labours of a for the foundations of a missionary house

missionary.” His future career was fixed ; were, in fact, the commencement of a tunnel

and again we have a glimpse of two true- by means of which English troops were to

hearted women upholding and strengthening be smuggled in to conquer Abessinia. It is

the boy's resolve, furnishing him with the not very likely that Ubie, who appears to

means, and a letter to Missionary Inspector have been a shrewd and sensible man, should

Blunhardt, a former vicar of their own vil have been duped by such a representation.

lage. The journey from Derendingen to It is far more probable that he was com
Basel , by way of Shaffhausen , and back pelled by his wily new friends, backed by

through Freiburg, altogether sometwo hun his own priesthood, to whom the Protestant

dred and fifty miles, was performed on foot, mission was distasteful, to make choice be

-10 small testimony to the zeal and deter- tween the friendship of France and England,

mination of purpose in a boy -missionary of between that of a country seeking by every
fifteen, means in its power to conciliate the native

But even earlier the idea of African tra- princes of Africa, with the sinister intention

vel had become familiar to the boy's mind . of ultimately founding in that continent a

He was still on the lowest form in the low- French equivalent to British India, or of one

er school , when his father sent him an atlas whose only object was the disinterested pur

of maps, and , by a singular coincidence, just pose of spreading the Gospel and distribut

at the momenta bookseller in the town had ing the Bible amongst the Monophysite

lent him an odd volume of Bruce's Travels Christians of an expiring branch of Christ's

in Abessinia, which had fascinated his boyish Church. No doubt French gold was not

imagination by the frequent mention of wanting, as , in the end , France acquired the

hyænas. With the natural eagerness of a port of Zula , to the south of Massowa, in the

young and inquiring mind, he at once turned Red Sea .

to the map of Africa to trace the scene of “ It is,” says Mr. Ravenstein, “ the avow

the traveller's adventures, and , to his aston- ed design of France to found in the Eastern

ishment, found but few names put down in Sea an empire to rival if not to eclipse Brit

the districts of Adal and Somali upon the ish India , of which empire Madagascar is to

map: “ Is there, then , so great a desert yon- be the centre. Hence, notwithstanding that

was his first exclamation," which is engineers of eminence have pronounced

still untrodden by the foot ofanyEuropean ?" | against the practicability of such a canal as

a

der,"
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that of Suez, the enterprise is being perse- | Mokha, on his way to Tajurra on the Adal

vered in under the auspices of the French coast, the proper landing -place for penetrat

Government, or rather the isthmus has been ing into Shoa, he was taken so seriously ill

occupied within the last few weeks by a as to be compelled to return to Cairo ; and

party ofarmed ouvriers. Across the Isthmus it was not till the spring of the next year

of Suez leads the shortest route from South- that, in company with his friend Isenberg,

ern France to Madagascar and India ; its he at length reached Tajurra. The old Sul

possession by a power desirous to extend tan, who affects to be the king of all the Adal

her dominions in that quarter, and capable tribes, gave them permission to land. The

of availing herself of its advantages, would Adal call themselves in their own language

thereforebe of the utmost consequence. Afer, and hence Dr. Krapf seeks to identify

The mere fact of the isthmus being part of their country with the Ophir of the Bible:

the Turkish empire, or of Egypt, would not " That the Ophir of the Bible is to be sought

deter France from occupying it ; for scru. for on the eastern coast of Africa , is evident

ples of conscience are not allowed by that from two circumstances. One is, that right

nation to interfere with political ideas. ' opposite to Arabia Felix there is a people

Zula has been chosen as the second station who call themselves Afer, and called by

on the route to Madagascar, and while the others Adals and Danakil from their chief

occupation of Suez may at will furnish a tribeAd Alli , but whose designation in their

pretext for seizing upon Egypt, that of Zula own language is Afer. In the second place,

may open Abessinia to French conquest. it must be considered that Ophir, beyond a

" Fortunately there is a power which can doubt, means gold dust ; for, in Job xxviii .

put a veto upon those plans of aggrandise- 6, the words dust of gold 'in Hebrew are

ment in North -Eastern Africa, and that Ophirot Sahab. Hence, by easy transition,

power is Great Britain. Gibraltar, Malta, the word Ophir was made to comprise two

Perim, andAden, form a magnificent line of things, the nameof a people and of a sub

military and naval stations on the route to stance ; and the Land of the Afer was sim

India, and perfectly command it ; and Per. ply the land where Afer Sahab, gold dust,

im, though at present only destined to bear was found.”

a lighthouse, properly fortified, would com . Our missionary was detained four weeks

mand the entrance of the Red Sea even more at Tajurra in making the necessary prepara.

effectually than Gibraltar does that of the tions forhis journey into that land which,

Mediterranean . Therefore, only after hav- he says, he “ had found so barren and empty

ing converted the last three into French in the map in his boy hood.” The Adal

strongholds, and thus striking a decisive desert of the maps is a wilderness with ele

blow at the naval supremacy of Great phants, gazelles, and ostriches amongst its

Britain, could France ever hope to carry out wild animals, but badly watered, and hence

her designs." little visited by man ; and as our travellers

Whatever may have been the true causes of approached the river Hawash, and camped

the expulsion of the Protestant missionaries out for the night in the open air, a hyæna

from the territories of the ruler of Tigre, it glided so near their resting-place, that they

is chiefly to it that we are indebted for our might have grasped it with their hands.

knowledge of the Galla, whose conversion The plate which illustrates the passage of

to Christianity Dr. Krapf looks upon as the this river, is the pictorial representation of

future and surest means of spreading the a rich and fertile country, which the old

Gospel throughout the interior of Africa. maps have represented as a desert waste,

Driven from Andowa in March 1838, the and the broad river and old timber trees

three Protestant missionaries reached Mas- are worthy of the pencil of a Wilson or a

sowa in safety , -- the two senior, Messrs . Gainsborough.

Isenberg and Blumhardt, proceeding thence Dr. Krapf and his companion, Isenberg,

to Cairo to await orders from the Committee were at first well received by the ruler of

ofthe Church Missionary Society as to the the Shoans ; but Sahela Selassie was a man

field of their future labours ; whilst Dr. of progress, and took more delight in wateh

Krapf, full of zeal , and with a fixed purpose ing the operations of the artizans, gun -mak

not to give up Abessinia entirely to the Ro- ers, smiths, and weavers, than in listening

man Catholic missionaries, determined to to the polemics of the missionaries. We

penetrate into the Christian kingdom ofShoa, know of old that Africa was the land of

whose friendly ruler, our old acquaintance, dreams, and so it is still . The father of

Sahela Selassie , introduced to us years ago Sahela Selassie had had a dream , when his

by Sir Cornwallis Harris, had formerly sent son was yet a boy, that when he should

a message to missionary Isenberg, inviting come to the throne Europeans would arrive

him to visit his dominions. Having reached and teach the Shoans all arts and knowledge
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The dream seemed about to be realized . was travelling through that province on his

Since 1835, Combes and Tamisier, Martin, way from Gondar to Massowa. His loss

Dufey, Isenberg and Krapf, Rochet, Airston, cannot easily be supplied , and his memory

Beke, and Harris, had all visited Ankober is endeared to all travellers who have visited

and Angolala in quick succession . After Upper Egypt and Abessinia, since he has

the establishment of the Protestant mission , held the appointment, by his numerous acts

with the king's sanction, at the former place , of courtesy and unbounded hospitality.

missionary Isenberg returned to Europe, This increased activity on the part of

leaving Dr. Krapfthe only Protestant mis- France has been called into being by the

sionary in the whole of Abessinia ; but be- favour shown by Kasai, or King Theodorus,

fure his departure, M. Rochet, a French to Protestants, and the English in particular,

agent, had arrived at Ankober, bringing in which he is upheld by the Abuna, the

with him a powder-mill and other valuable Coptic Archbishop, at whose instigation all

presents, things which could not fail to find the Roman Catholic missionaries have been

more favour in the sight of his half-savage expelled from Abessinia, and who had to

majesty than the dispersion of the Scriptures settle an old score with them for the part

by those whom, as a Coptic Christian, he they played in the controversy about the

could but look upon as sectarian mission- three births of Christ,—the Abuna's party ,

aries. French influence was then already the believers in the two births only, having

gaining the ascendancy in Abessinia, and the been expelled by Sahela Selassie .

policy of Louis Philippe has been carefully “ In a general way, the Abessinians are

followed up by his successor. As far back acquainted with the chief truths of the Bible,

as 1835, M. Combes purchased of the Regent with the Trinity, and the nature and attri

of Tigre the Turkish port of Ait for L.300, butes of God ; with the creation, the fall of

and subsequently that of Zula, though Ubie man, and his redemption by Christ ; with

had never held the slightest authority at the Holy Ghost, the angels, the church, the

either, and France was at amity with Tur- sacraments, the resurrection, and the last

key, to whom they belonged. It was, how- judgment; with rewards and punishments,

ever, the small end of the wedge for France, and everlasting life and torment. But all

and she has never ceased driving it home these articles are so blended with , and ob

since then . A correspondent of the Times, scured by , merely human notions, that they

writing from Aden under date of the 18th of exert little influence on the heart and life.

April last, calls attention to the increased The mediatorial function of Christ, for in.

activity of the French in the Red Sea. He stance, is darkened and limited by a belief

says: - “ By advices just received, I under. in the many saints who, as in the Romish

stand that a French steamboat, laden with and Greek Churches, must mediate between

the requisites for forming a new settlement, the Mediator and man. Especially a great

had reached La Réunion, and a steam frigate office is assigned to the Virgin, of whom it

was expected to join her in a few days. is maintained by many that she died forthe

The destination of these two vessels is sins of the world. The IIoly Ghost, they

avowed to be Adulis, on the coast of Abes- consider, proceeds only from the Father,

sinia, though there can be little doubt that not from the Son, who, in the presence of

the island of Dissee will be the first point in the Father, recedes into the background ,

the Red Sea occupied by our allies. " It will just as beforethe Father and the Son thé

be interesting to note the reasons which will Holy Ghost almost dwindles into nothing

be advanced for this new move on the part ness .

of France in this region . As a counterpart “ As regards the doctrine of the two na.

of what is going forward on the other side tures of Christ, the Abessinians are extreme

of the water, the tableau will in all probabil . Monophysites; for they admit only one

ity represent Dissee and Adulis as the slopes nature and one will in Him. For sixty

of the Alps ; the rebel Dejai Nagoosi will years the Abessinian Church has been rent

stand in the place of Victor Emmanuel, and by great controversies arising out of the

the acquiescence of forty families of poor dogma of the three births of Christ, broached

fishermen, who at present occupy the island by a monk at Gondar, and which consists in

of Dissee, will answer well enough for the the assertion that the baptism , or conception

votes of Nice and Savoy ." of Christ with the Holy Spirit in Jordan,

More recently still , news has reached constituted his third birth . After a long

England of the death of Mr. Plowden , Her war with the opposite party, which acknowl

Majesty's Consul in Abessinia, from wounds edges only two births of Christ - begotten

received in an attack made upon him by one of the Father before allworlds ( first birth );

of the chiefs under this very Nagoosi, whom made man (second birth )—this doctrine of

the French are upholding in Tigre, while he the three births, which evidently harmonize

VOL. XXXIII. D-10
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with the rigid Monophytism of the Abessin - spect, not working on those days in the

ians, was elevated into a dogma of the na- fields, calling the first Sanbata Kenna, little

tional Church by the decision of the king, Sabbath, and Sunday Sanbata gudda, greater

Sahela Selassie, who received it from a Sabbath. The conversion of the Galla be

priest many years before, and a royal ordi- came a favourite idea with Dr. Krapf, and

nance deposed all priests who did not be- early in 1842 he bid adieu to Ankobar, and

lieve in the three births." started upon his perilous undertaking. At

When Kasai became King of Abessinia, first he was well received , but ultimately

he at once invaded Shoa, andmadeit subject plundered , and driven from the country by

to his rule and obedient to the Abuna ; and Adara Bille, a chief of the Lagga Gora, tribe

by this subjection the doctrine of the three of Wollo-Galla. One cannot butmarvel at

births was made to give way in its turn , and our missionary's indomitable courage and

that of the two births restored as the dogma perseverance during the many trials and
of the Church. perils which he had to pass through, during

No Christian people are such rigid observ- his eighteen years' residence amongst the
ers of the fasts, and of all the outward ob- Hametic tribes of Eastern and Central Af

servances of a severe ritual , as the Abessin. rica. Dr. Krapf not only travels well, but

ians ; yet, in spite of this, immorality is the he tells his tale with a simple truth, and utter

order of the day, and even priests and monks disregard of what his reader may think of

break the seventh commandment. Mono- the writer. His purpose is patent on every

gamy is the rule of the Church, but concu . page.

binage is habitual and general, - the king, “ He has no desire to shine as a literary

with his five hundred wives, leading the way man, to which he here makes no pretence;
with a bad example ; for whenever a beauti. and by eschewing that plastic elegance of dic

ful woman was pointed out to him he sent tion, which has of late distinguished the

for her. Indeed, when Sahela Selassie en writings of modern travellers, he believes

tered into the treaty with England , through his narrative has gained in accuracy what it

Sir Cornwallis Harris, he actually wished thus lacks in word-painting.”
for an English princess to consolidate the His style is forcible and clear, and his
alliance.

narrative possesses a vigour far superior to

It was during his three years' residence that of any book of recentmissionary travels

at Ankobar that Dr. Krapf had frequent op. which we have read, excepting Dr. Living

portunities of accompanying Sahela Selassie stone's, and, singularly enough, on many ac

in his expeditions against the Galla, and counts, the two works should be read to
other tribes south of Shoa . Bruce knew gether ; for both travellers, unknown to one

the Galla only by name, whilst more recent another, were nearing the same point at the

travellers have not hesitated to represent same time, – Dr. Livingstone proceeding

them as a kind of link between man and the from the south, and Dr. Krapf from the

inferior animals . Dr. Krapf solves the north, towards Mozambique, till , as their

mystery by describing them as he found maps prove, they had approached each other

them , as one of the finest of the African within five degrees, the small section of the

races, strong and well limbed, and ofa dark coast not visited by either being confined

brown colour ; living in a beautiful country, within ten and fifteen degrees southern lati

with a climate notsurpassed by that of Italy tude. The whole of the volume, from the

or Greece ; speaking a language as soft and first page to the last, will repay its perusal;

musical as pure Tuscan ; cultivating the but perhaps the most graphic portion is the

soil, and rearing cattle ; extending from the second journey to Ukambani, which reads

eiglith degree of north to the third degree like an episode from the adventures ofSind

of south latitude; and numbering from six bad , yet as simple and painfully true as those

to eight millions, —an amount of which of Robinson Crusoe and Friday. It will do

scarcely any other African race can boast. more to dispel the errors of our geographi

They form no remnant of any degenerated cal knowledge of Africa than even Dr. Liv

Christian Church, as Dr. Beke surmises ; ingstone's travels; for to the missionaries of
but their religion, like that of all African Rabbai Mpia, stationed opposite to the is
savages, is Fetish, acknowledging a Supreme land of Mombaz, of whom Dr. Krapf was,

Bring, whom they call Heaven (Mulungu, the chief, we are indebted for a knowledgeof

Wak, or Waka ), and having a notion of a the snow -capped mountains of Equatorial

future state . They have also an undefined Africa, and for the earliest information ofthe

idea of the Trivity, ofwhich Wak is the su- lake-countries, since explored by Captain
preme, and Oglie a masculine, and Atetie a Speke and Major Burton . We cannot close

feminine embodiment; and the northern our notice of these exploratory travels in

tribes hold buth Saturday and Sunday in re- Africa, without calling attention to Mr.
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Ravenstein's admirable sketch of the recent , Presbyterian ministers and others who fur

geographical discoveries connected with that nished them ; he has drawn out a perspicu

continent prefixed to the volume, which con- ous, lively, and intensely interesting account

veys the information of an octavo volume in of the occurrences ; he has fully brought out

the compass of a few pages. all that is good in the movement, while he

has by no means commended the few inci

The Year of Grace ; or, The History of the done all this in a flowing, graceful style of
dental evils associated with it ; and he has

Ulster Revival of 1859. By the Rev. language, and in an evangelical and truly

William Gibson, Professor of Christian catholic spirit.

Ethics, Presbyterian College, Belfast. 2d
He commences with a brief account of the

edition . Edinburgh : And. Elliot.
religious state of Ulster two centuries ago ,

and of the revivals with which the country

It would not be easy to write a complete was then visited . He then enters upon the

history of Ireland, and the reason is, that state of religion in Ulster immediately

there has been little unity in the events or in previous to the late revival, and shows that

the character of the inhabitants, who consist there had been a large sowing of precious

of various races, with different religions, and seed and many prayers for a time of refresh

airning at different ends. It would not be ing. This brings him at once to the move

difficult, however, and it would be very in- ment itself. He traces it from its rise in

structive, to write a history of certain great Connor, under the ministry of the Rev. John

events in Ireland, of certain parts of Ireland, Moore, and in connection with a prayer

and of certain portions of the Irish : it would meeting held by a few young men in Connor,

be easy, for instance, to write a history of onward in its extension to Aghoghill and

Ulster since the time of the “ Plantation," in Ballymena and the adjoining districts, and

the beginning of the seventeenth century (we then follows it to Belfast, Coleraine, and

have, in fact, an admirable history, by Dr. other districts of Antrim, and shows how it

Reid and Dr. Killen , of the Presbyterian spread into the counties of Down, Derry,

Church of that province) , and the reason is Tyrone, Armagh,and Monaghan. We must

to be found in the oneness of the character ever hold that in this movement there has

of the people, and of the series of occur- been a great display of the sovereignty of
rences. It would by no means be an easy Divine

grace .
There had been preparatory

task to give a full account of the widespread means employed in Ulster, but not more so

Revival which has of late years visited the than in other countries which have not been

Churches of Christ, for the work has extend. so visited ; and in some of the districts in

ed over many countries, over many different which the work was most intense, there had

sects, and has assumed various phases. But not been a very lively ministry ofthe Word,

it is quite possible to give a clear and accu- nor very much prayer among the people.
rate narrative of the Ulster Revival , inas. Nor can we point to any one man, and say

much as themovementbegan at a particular of him that he has been the leader of the

time, has taken place in a defined district, work : some of those who were mentioned

and is marked by certain prominent charac- so often in the newspapers, and to whom
teristics . We have already a wonderfully gaping visitors were directed by friends or

complete history of this remarkable move- foes, did not, in our humble opinion , very

ment, by Professor Gibson, of the Presby. much help the spiritual work . Much has

terian College in Belfast. been ascribed to the large religious meetings,

We are glad that the Professor has un- but these were fully as much the effectsof an

dertaken this work . Living in the very heart excitement already begun as the causes of.

of the scenes, enjoying the confidence of his the life that sprung up. The main imme

Presbyterian brethren, who have supplied diate means of carrying the work to new dis

him with full replies to certain queries, tricts for the first time were undoubtedly the

having the good will ofother denominations, report of what was done in other districts ;

which havealso furnished him withmaterials, and this was always brought most effectual

he was most favourably situated for collect- ly by converts. Some have sought to con

ing the facts ; and we reckon it a most fortu- ceal this, as if it were not sufficiently honour

nate circumstance that he has written theming to the regular ministry . But we are

fully out when they were yet fresh in the prepared to show it to be the fact, and that

memories of those who witnessed or took it is not dishonouring to the regular pasto

part in them. He has shown great judg. rate,which is nowhere more respected than

ment in the use of the materials placed at his it is in Ulster at this moment. It was often

disposal, and these, we may remark, are when a large mixed audience saw before

highly creditable to the intelligence of the them a man who declared in a few burning

:
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sentences that he himself, formerly careless has had bodily effects. It would be worthy

and ungodly, had lately been arrested, that of a man of the highest science to determine

numbers were melted as wax is before the what precise effect a sense of sin has, what

heat. Yet these converts were blessed only peace has,and what religious joy has. The

in one particular kind of work . When they history of Mahomet and his convulsions, and

went beyond their province, and instead ofof the dancing dervishes, and of thereligious

saying simply what the Lord had done for fervours of the middle ages, and of the rant

their souls, they began to deliver long ing Methodists in latter times, would only

harangues, it was found that their power for exhibit to us in excess what was truly a natu

good ceased ,—in fact, the people forsook ral tendency in man , and might impart the

them , and they could not get audiences. highest instruction as to man's being essen

The people went back to the ordinary means tially a religious being, and of the connection

of grace , and listened with greater eagerness of feeling and nervous action . We find very

than ever they had done before to their edu striking illustrations of this power of re

cated ministers sharing with their people in ligious feeling over the body in the Ulster

the showers of blessing. revival ( f last year. We see it, at times,

Professor Gibson has a judicious, if not a in extravagance more or less sinful ; but we

very profound chapter, as to the pathologi- see, too, that a ministry of the Word, care

cal affections which accompanied the Irish fully educated, both in the spiritual nature of

revival . He accounts for them by mental religion and in the ordinary truths of science,

feeling, by nervous action, and by sympathy. was quite able in the end to subdue and re

He refers with greater suavity than we move all excesses, which have now all disap

should be inclined to do, to the speculations peared, while the spiritual good has re

on the revival by such journals as the mained.

Psychological, the British and Foreign, and As Professor Gibson's work passes

the Edinburgh Medical. The writers sitting through edition after edition,we recommend

in London or neighbourhood, and never him to be careful in giving an exact summary

having seen a person under a conviction of of the moral results, which will tell best, af.

sin, and getting reports only at second-hand, ter all , on the world. Weare in a position

talked the most arrant nonsense on the whole to be able to say that the Ulster revival has

matter. These persons might have really stood the test of time. It is true that the

got further insight into the relation between awe, which was over the whole community

mind and body, and probably some spiritual in certain districts of Ulster last year, has in

good too , had they thought it worth while to a great measure passed away. Men that

visit Ulster last summer. But thephysiolo- would not have entered a public-house last

gists, in their crude speculations on vague re- summer are now drinking asgreedily as ever;

ports, only show how little progress their butthen these persons were never supposed,

science hasmade. Some were inclined to - they never professed ,—to have got any

refer the whole to hysteria, but without being spiritual good. Those who were supposed

able to explain or define what hysteria is,- to have been converted, have,with very few

which is, in fact, a loose name for a great va- exceptions, kept steadfast all over Ulster.

riety of affections which should be carefully During the winter, they met for mutual edi.

distinguished. Others talked of sympathy, fication in delightful little prayer meetings,

but never ventured to express what sympa- held weekly in nearly every street of the

thy as a mental affection is, and what its pre- towns and every townland of the rural dis

cise physiological effects. The truth is, phy- tricts of Ulster. The converts, we suspect,

siologists have not seriously set themselves got more good from these, and from the

to determine the primary elements of the instruction given by their pastors, than they

science of the relation of mental and nervous are likely to get from the large meetings
action . Were they to follow the proper which are being resumed in the summer.

method, they would begin with a classifica- These large meetings may, however, still be

tion of the emotions, and then they would blessed to the careless, provided the trust be

seek to determine what precise kind of effect not in them , but in the power from on high.

on the nervous system each species of emo- Every one sees that there has been an extra

tion was fitted to produce. What, for ex ordinary increase of attendance on public

ample, are the precise nerves influenced by worship, and in family worship, in Ulster.

fear, or by hope, or by love, or joy. This We are happy, too, to find some traces of

would lead them into themore difficult ques- increased liberality in missionary causes ;

tion of the precise influence of the specially but we haveto add that Christians ir Ulster

religious emotions upon the nerves and mus- are still , in this respect, far behind many of

cles. In all ages and countries, deep re- their brethren in England, Scotland, and the

ligious feeling, whether pure or superstitious, United States.
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Real-Encyclopedie f. Prot. Theologie u . principles involved or the great men who

Kirche. Herausgegeben von D. Herzog. then played their part, is given forth to the

Band XII. Gotha : Besser. 1860. cultivated German mind full of misstate.

ments, concealments, and anachronisms.

In this twelfth volume of the Real-Ency . They who might expect, in a valued con

clopedie, the articles embrace from Poland tributor to the “ Encyclopedie,” to find on

to French Revolution. Especially worthyof such a theme fulness of information without

notice are the papers on the Psalms, by partisanship of feeling, will be greatly dis

Delitzsch ; on Ecclesiastes (Prediger), by appointed. Of so important a feature in the

Vaihinger ; on Prussia, by Erdmann ; and Elizabethan Puritanism as the Marprelate

on Rationalism , by Tholuck. The bio- Tracts, we find no mention . Several of the

graphical articles, where they have reference most distinguished of the Puritan leaders, as

either to personages of older date, or to Rainolds, by many considered the most

modern German and French theologians, learned Englishmen of his time, are not

Protestant or Romanist, are generally in- even mentioned. The work of Hall, in de

forming, accurate, and thoroughly satisfac- fence of Episcopacy, is entirely misplaced

tory. We find, however, no mention of the in regard oftimeofappearance. Not almost

elder Pomerius (of Arles) ; and while un- an equal number of the judges, but only

der Remigius (of Rheims) there isa passing two, decided in Hampden's favour, in the
reference to the other R. (of Auxerre), shipmoney case. It was not in the West

there is no special notice of the latter. In minster Assembly, where he never sat,

this, as in the former volumes of the Ency . that Usher brought forward his plan of

clopedia, we have to note considerable de- moderate Episcopacy. Neither was 1646 the

ficiency in regard of Spanish and Italian year, nor Oxford the place, where the stand

divines. Britain too, as usual , is far too ard of Charles was finally lowered. It is par

much overlooked . Thus we have no .ac- tisan exaggeration to assert,that in Scotland

count of Poole, Porteous, Potter , the two Independency was hated and persecuted more

Prideaux , or John Rainolds. The Ro- than Popery. But in regard of this last

manist Kirchen-Lexicon is more fair by far statement, what better could be looked for

to British names. The only English theolo- from a writer who has not taken the trouble

gianmentioned in this volume is Priestley ; to consult one writer, older ormore recent,

and in the half page devoted to him, several holding Presbyterian views ? We give

inaccuracies are found . From the care these merely as samples of the numerous

with which Schoell has applied himself to deficiencies of this unfortunate article. But,

the study of earlier British Church History , on the whole , the volume before us amply

we went to the perusal of his article on the sustains the reputation which previous issues

Puritans with high expectations. Its length, have acquired for the Encyclopedie. Should ,

thirty-seven pages, is indeed such as the im- however, an Erganzungs-band ” be pub

portance and interest of the subject de . lished at the conclusion, no small part of it

manded. But, neither in regard of research would be needed to make up for the deficien
nor of correctness, is it worthy of much cies in regard of British theologians of all

commendation. Schoell is obviously un- theological and ecclesiasticalviews ; for Dr.

acquainted with the modern authors who, Herzog's publication has from the outset

from an Anglican stand-point, have treated been most impartially wanting in fair ap

the subject, such as Carwithen, Lathbury, preciation of them all. In an age when

Short, and others. Marsden's two fair and theological and literary communication has

informing volumes have escaped his notice. been so multiplied, this is really the reverse

Nor have contemporary Dissenting writers, of creditable to the editor and contributors

as Vaughan, Brook, Hanbury, etc., been to the valuable work before' us.

availed of by him. It, of course, could not

have been expected from a German, that he Geschichte d . Thomismus. Von Dr. KARL

should have studied the many older me.
WERNER, Regensburg. Manz. 1860.

moirs, pamphlets, etc. , which are hardly to

be obtained, except in the public libraries of
this country. But it was not valuing aright AGENERATION back, it seemed as if to no

his subject, nor justly treating his own repu- schoolmenwould Crabbe's words apply :
volumes more truly than to those of the

tation , for Schoell to prepare his article

merely by the help of Strype, Neal, and
“ Ab ! needless now this weight of massy chain :Carlyle. Wee consequently see without

Safe in themselves, the once - lored works re
surprise, though with much regret, that one main ;

of the most interesting periods in the His- No readers now invade their still retreat,

tory of the Church, whether we regard the None try to steal them from their parent-seat,
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Like ancient beauties, they may now discard Concilien Geschichte. Nach den Quellen

Chains, bolts, and locks, and lie without a bearbeitet. V. Dr. C. J. HEFELE. Vier

guard."
ter Band . Freiburg : Herder. 1860.

Of Aquinas, Waddington says, in his Church This fourth volume of Dr. Hefele's History

History, that his works are now confined to of the Councils embraces the period from

the shelves of a few profound students, the death of Charlemagne to the accession

whence they will never again descend. But of Gregory VII.— rather more than two

the Dean of Durham has lived to see his centuries and a half. Originally intimated

statement convicted of rashness. Subse- to be comprised in five volumes, it is now

quent writers in our language on Church obvious that it must extend to seven or

history -- Hardwick, for example - write in eight. There is the same beauty of typo

very different terms of the Angelic Doctor. graphy, completeness of list of contents,

Nosmall credit is due to those who, as Bishop and accuracy of index, as in former volumes.

Hampden, have by original research, quali. Probably few of the readers of our most

fied themselves to speak of the merits and popular historian have adverted to the cir

deficiencies of this greatest of the school. cumstance that, in referring to a question

men, and to give to the general opinion of of ecclesiastical antiquarianism , he speaks of

cultivated minds a more fair direction than the Council of Toledo ; leaving us in doubt
it previously possessed . to which of the eighteen synods held in the

The work of Dr. Werner is not by any capital of Gothic Spain he is making allu

means so well arranged, or so attractive in sion. This vagueness of reference was only

style, as the recent book of M. Jourdain on likely to be detected by professed students

Aquinas. But it is more comprehensive in of Church History ; but it was one which

range, and more complete in erudition. It Macaulay's master in constitutional learn
is divided into three books, of which the ing, Hallam , would not have made. The

first — which is as large as both the other Councils of the Council, gencral or local,

two put together - embraces the history of mixed or purely ecclesiastical in composi

Thomism as a theological-peripatetic doc- tion, are eminently worthy of attention ,not

trine ; the second goes over the same as a only from the professed theologian, but

scholastic peripatetic doctrine ; and the third from all to whom themodes of thinking and

narrates the bearings of the theme in its habits of living of past ages afford interest.
merely speculative aspects. The various In the main, Dr. Hefele's work is a good
parts of the extensive subject have been guide to the historical student. But be

very carefully treated, in so far as the mid- would have given a wider interest, and af.

dle age and modern issues of Thomism in forded a fuller picture of the times, if he

France, Germany, and Italy are concerned . had relieved his narrative by the occasional

A great deal of information is communica- introduction of anecdote, and poem, and

ted , of which not a little will be new, even even legend . It is one of the better features

to those who have given special attention of Waddington's Church History, that it

to the history of theological speculation does this to as great an extent as the brevity

The influence of the revived study of the of his general treatment allowed. The pro

scholastic philosophy within the present cen- ceedings of the eighth Ecumenical Coun

tury is well traced, in so far as its principal cil, and those of the synods held in France,

continental results are concerned. But Dr. Germany, and Italy , during the period em

Werner appears to have paid little attention braced in this volume, have been traced by

to the English department of his subject; Dr. Hefele with much painstaking research,

and his knowledge of Thomism , in its Span- except that to Milman, and other English

ish phase — one of the most distinctive and writers on the Church History of that era ,

continuous of any — is superficial, and in a is no reference. But with regard to the

good measure from secondary sources of in- synods of the flourishing and declining times

formation . On the whole, however, the of the Anglo-Saxon dynasty in this country,

book may be recommended as one of care. he is by no means satisfactory. His volume

ful research on most points, characterized closes shortly after Harold fell before Wil

by a well-trained familiarity with theologi- liam , and Stigand gave place to Lanfranc.
cal and philosophical speculation. The To no department of history have recent

book is also enlivened to the general reader researches been more closely, and, on the
by narrative and anecdote, connecting theo- whole, more successfully applied ; and,from

logical with general history . A carefully the mixed nature of many of the Anglo

executed summary of contents commences, Saxon Councils, it was peculiarly requisite

and an equally useful index concludes, this that their historian should give large at
portly volume. tention to the connection of civil with
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ecclesiastical annals. But of the researches and the United States less than Neander and

of Allan and Palgrave, of Thorpe and Tholuck, he has influenced Germany far

Kemble, Dr. Hefele is quite unaware. Nor more than either. No theologian since

has he taken the painsto acquaint himself Luther's time hasfilled a larger place in the
with the ecclesiastical works of Spelman , public mind . The little work before us

Johnson, Inett, with the Bampton Lectures seeks to give a thoroughly fair and judicial

or the History of Soames; and ancient appreciation of his character and work.

works, such as the Saxon Chronicle, and Schleiermacher is described in his family

the Lives of Dunstan and other Saxon saints, life ; in his patriotic wishes and exertions,

by Eadmer, have equally remained uncon- especially in Prussia's seven years agony

sulted by him . This stands out in signal between Jena and Leipsic ; in his capacities

and painful contrast to the course pursued as a preacher, a lecturer, and a writer on

by some other German divines ; as, for in theology and general literature. While full

stance , in the articles on ancient British justice is done to his varied and signal mer.

Church History in Herzog's Cyclopedia, by its, Dr. Auberlen's sense of duty to the liv
Schoell. ing prevents him from delivering a mere

The consequence of such imperfect pre- panegyric on the great departed whom he

paration for this part of his task has been , commemorates. Schleiermacher's deficient

thut Dr. Hefele has left obscure various views both of sin and of justification are

parts of Saxon Church History. He has clearly and faithfully pointed out .

omitted some Councils ; to some, as that of

Enham (p. 636 ), he has given a wrong date ; Histoire du Merveilleux dans les Temps

such places as Glastonbury and Amesbury Modernes. Par L. FIGUIER. I. and II.

are not easily to be recognised in the forms Paris, 1860.

in which he quotes them . Of the very im .

portant legislation of some of these Coun- DURING the recent Revivals, persons hos

cils on Sabbath observance we have a very tile or indifferent to them called attention to

imperfect notice. The general connecting various manifestations of enthusiasm on the

narrative is superficial and defective, and Continent in former times. Ofsomeof these

stands in most striking and unpleasing con- the able and carefully written volumes before

trast to the carefulness of other similar us give an account. In a somewhat lengthy

parts of the volume. Of the pains which , introduction, M. Figuier describes the mar

elsewhere, Dr. Hefele has taken, in order to vellous, as it was professedly exhibited in

clear up difficult or contested points, there the times of ancient heathenism , Oriental

is, in this portion of the volume, no trace. and Classical. The Demonopathy of the

Without claiming for the Church legisla- Middle Ages is next considered. Proceed.

tion of our Anglo-Saxon ancestors more ing to his more special subject,M.Figuier

than its due share of importance, we must narrates the terrible story of the Ursuline

remark, that this hurrying over the insular nuns of London, who, by their accusations

in favour of the continental part of his of sorcery , sent the unfortunate priest, Urban

subject, is unfuir and unbecoming . It is Grandier, to the stake. This tragedy, the

doing, and as unreasonably, the opposite of reader may remember, forms a very strik

what some writers, as Hardwick, has done, ing chapter of the “ Celebrated Crimes of

who give a disproportionate share of atten- Alexandre Dumas. The Jansenist " Con

tion to the ecclesiastical minutiæ of the An- vulsionnaires,” in the early part of the

glo Saxon period. Dr. Hefele has given reign of Louis XV., form the concluding

considerably less attention to the Church portion of the first volume. The most gen

History of Britain than has been done, we erally interesting part of the second volume

shall not say by grave historians, but by is that which treats of the “ Prophets ”

our poets, Wordsworth and Henry Tay among the persecuted Protestants of the

lor - the former in his “Ecclesiastical south of France, in the first generation of

Sketches,” the latter in his “ Edwin the the “ Desert,” the era of Jean Cavalier and

Fair.” We hope that, in Dr. Hefele's fu- Antoine Court. M. Figuier has prepared

ture volumes, the injustice of the present one his readers for the circumstances in which

will be repaired. Filling up a gap ,as his work these supernatural pretensions were made,

does, its circulation should extend beyond by a carefully drawn-up account of the

Germany; and the better filled upits whole cruelties to which the Calvinists were ex

plan , the more likely is this to be the case . posed under Louis XIV. Their pastors

Schleiermacher. Ein Characterbild . V. Dr. exiled, their teachers silenced, their family

C. A. AUBERLEN. Basel: Dettloff. 1860. insult in word , the name of Frenchman re
life broken up, injury in deed only varied by

F Schleiermacher has influenced Britain fused, that of man scarcely given , what

a
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may know

wonder that the enthusiasm , which to a very their poetical extracts the noble lay of Ma

small extent (among the Gibbites) appeared caulay on lvry. But , if the least poetical,

in Scotland under the Stuart persecutions, undoubtedly the most Huguenot stanza is

should have, on a far larger scale, pervaded generally omitted. What more in keeping

the Camisards ? M. Figuier recognises in with the glad exultation of the victorious

these appearances “ a special and epidemic Calvinists than

malady of the nervous system , engendered

by the long sufferings to which the Protest." We of the religion have borde us best in fight,

ants of the south had been exposed .”A And the good lord of Rosny had ta’en thecor
net white.

considerable amount ofinterest in the super, Up with is high, anfarl it wide, that all the host

natural claims of the “ French Prophets

was excited in England at the time. Vari- How God hath humbled the proud house which

ous persons of distinction professed belief wrvugbt His Church such woe ! ”

in these claims ; and eminent divines, both

of the Church and the Dissenters, deemed it The chequered, stirring, and bloody struggle,

necessary to write, disproving their preten- of which Ivry was the last great combat,

sions. M. de Felice , in his recent History was first adequately brought before the cul

of the French Protestants, draws a parallel tivated mind of Europe by Davila, in his

between the peasant girl Isabeau Vincent " Guerre Civili di Francia. " But the Italian

and Joan of Arc. “ The religious pheno- historian has presented the civil rather than

mena is absolutely the same. If the Eng- the religious aspect of the story to his read .

lish had triumphed in the fifteenth century , ers ; and, with all his merits of narrative,

the shepherdess of Vancouleurs would be, reflection, and character-painting, is too much

in the estimate of historians, only apoor politique par livre ," as De Reiz says of

peasant girl led astray by foolish hallucin- Mazarin , to sympathise with the better part

ations. " of the Huguenot section of Frenchmen.

M. Figuier's work is an important con- Since he wrote, the story of the French

tribution to Church History , as well as to Revolution has been told in a variety of

the philosophy of the human mind in its publications on the other side of the Channel

more morbid appearances. The author has and on this, and never more frequently than

by it increased the reputation which his in this century. Sometimes, as in the

previous work on Alchemy had deservedly Chronique de Charles IX ., of Merimée,

gained him . fiction has found a fertile theme in the vicis

situdes and intrigues in which the chiefs of
Der Westgothische Arianismus. V.A. the party were involved. On other occa

HelFFERICH . Berlin , Springer. 1860. sions new light has been thrown on obscure

Uber das Leben d . Ulphilas. V. D. or contested portions of the Huguenot story,

W. PRESSELL. Göttingen : Vanderhoeck . by the publication of letters, memoirs, and

1860.

miscellaneous writings of the Reformation era.

The bypaths of Church History have fur. Attention has been of late especially paid to

nished occasion to many carefully -executed provincial Calvinist history . The materials

monographs from German pens, and the accumulated in former times, or presented

two little works before us show that the list by contemporary research, have given to

still increases. They are both (with allow- various German historians, as Soldan and

ance made for the theological làxity of the Ebeling, opportunity to narrate, with inter

former author) interesting, as casting some est and vigour, the history of the revolt of a

light upon the extent to which Arianism French minority against Rome. Ranke, in

prevailed, and the manner in which it was termediate between his former German and

partially modified, among the Gothic in his present English historical labours, has

vaders of the Roman Empire. General given to a public, ever and justly welcom

Church histories are by no ineans satisfac. ing his compositions, an authoritative work

tory upon this topic. The writings of the on the France of the sixteenth century. In

heterodox party have been consigned to de- this country, notwithstanding the works of

struction, and much must now be mere mat- Browning, Smedley, Sir J. Stephen, and

ter of conjecture. All the more on account others, there is still room for a history really

of the obscurity of the subject must the worthy of the subject. If no Englishman

labours of the learned writers before us be soon rise to fill up this gap, perhaps the

welcome to the student. United States may furnish a worthy com .

Histoire de la Reformation Francaise.
panion narrative to the great work of
Motley.

Par F. Puaux. Paris : Levy. 1860.
Meanwhile, the work of M. Puaux is well

Our school collections now include among worthy of the careful appreciation of the
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historical student. In no country have his competent judges he will never suffer any

torical labours been, of late; prosecuted with diminution of his fame.

greater continuousness, pains-taking, and The late Dr. John Brown, no mean judge

success, than in France. The now venerable of theological merit or literary excellence,
heads of the French historical school- styled Maclaurin “ the most profound and

Guizot, Villemain , Amedee Thierry - have eloquent Scottish theologian of the last cen

had the pleasure of welcoming an uninter- tury;" and also declared him to be “scarcely

rupted band of younger writers, not un- less intellectual than Butler, while as spir

worthy to carry on this part of the literary itual as Leighton .” This is high praise ; but

succession. Among these may be, without not too high in the estimation ofthose who

hesitation , classed the writer before us. have studied Maclaurin's character in his

What of late De Broglie has done for the works . These works show a philosophic

Empire of the fourth century , M. Puaux power, a depth and subtlety of thought, a
has effected for the French Protestantism of literary finish, and a majestic eloquence,

the sixteenth . His work is removed alike seldom found united in any theological per.

from the bareness and unsatisfactoriness of formances whatever, and certainly unequal

an abridgment, and from the overdone accu- led by any Scottish divine of his age. One

mulation of a too prolonged chronicle. sermon, " Glorying in the Cross of Christ, "
Availing himself of the labours of prede is enough of itself to make a high reputa

cessors, turning to account the researches of tion . Though, perhaps, somewhat too

contemporaries, he has made the work com- rhetorical in style for modern taste, it must

pletely his own by the spirit in which it has ever be regarded as a noble composition ,

been composed. Industry is competent to charged with evangelical doctrine, abound

collect materials; literary power only can ing in original thoughts, and adorned with
assort and fuse them. Differing sometimes the finest imagery . Several other sermons

from his view of occurrences, dissenting of this truly remarkable man , such as, “ The,

hereand there from his estimate of characters, Sins of Men not Chargeable against God,"

now and then holding an opposite view as to " The Law Magnified by the Redeemer,

the proportion and the colouring of parts of and “Prejudices against the Gospel," are of

his historical picture, we still warmly and thesame stamp, and exhibit that deep philo

confidently recommend M. Puaux's volumes sophic power characteristic of their anthor .
to our readers. The work has placed its Maclaurin's miscellaneous works, especial

author among the first authors of the French ly his “ Treatise on the Prophecies relative to
Protestant Church .

the Messiah ," and his “ Essay on Christian

Piety," — which last was unfortunately left

unfinished ,—are all worthy of his powers as
The Works of the Rev. John Maclaurin.

Edited by W. H. GOOLD, D.D., Edin- views which seem to anticipate some of the
a philosophic theologian. They contain

burgh. În two vols. Edinburgh : John most important speculations of the present
Maclaren . 1860,

age, and show how much at home their au

thor would have been in a chair of theology

Among the Scottish Presbyterian divines of or of moral philosophy. The pulpit and the

last century, none is entitled to a higher Church courts claimed such a man, and

place, or has actually obtained a greater greatly needed him in his day ; and proba

name, than John MACLAURIN. Though his bly it was better that he was never tempted

writings have never been so popular or so or rewarded with the honours of an academic

extensively useful as those of Boston , Wil chair. But no position in a Church nor in a.

lison, and the Erskines, yet, in intellectual Scottish university would have been too high
power, and in many of the attributes of true for a man of his exalted character and extra

genius, Maclaurin will by most be consider ordinary powers.

ed superior to these distinguished men . John Maclaurin was born in 1693, and

His was an understanding of a very uncom- was the eldest son of the minister of the par
mon order, at once profound and subtle, re- ish of Glendaruel, Argyleshire. He had two

markable alike for its vigour and its com.brothers, the elder of whom , Daniel , died

prehensiveness. He was also a man of fine young, after giving proof of great genius,

culture and high accomplishments. His while the younger, Colin , livedto be one of

noble faculties were well trained and fitly the greatest mathematicians of his age. Hav

exercised ; were called into play by worthy ing studied divinity at Glasgow and at Ley.

literary labours, and directed to ihe eluci- den, he was in 1717 ordained minister at

dation of the grandest themes. As a theolo- Luss, a well-known parish situated on the

gian, a preacher, and a pastor, he held in his shore of Lochlomond. His high theological

own day the highest rank ; and with all attainments and remarkable pulpit eloquence
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soon made him extensively known in the ness and honour was suddenly cut short, by

west of Scotland, and procured him , in 1723, ja brief but severe illness, in 1754. He died

a call to Glasgow , where he became minis. in the 61st year of his age, in the fulness of

ter of what was known as the North west his powers and fame, leaving behind him

Parish. As a parish minister, on whom de works which posterity will never cease to ad

volved most onerous and constantly increas- mire.

ing duties, as an eloquent preacher, as a lead- Dr. Goold has performed his editorial task

er of the Evangelical party in the Church with his usual accuracy and judgment. He

courts, and as a public-spirited citizen, ever has prefixed to the first volume a shortme.

forward to promote the good of the commu- moir of Maclaurin , written by his son-in -law,

nity, Mr. Maclaurin took his place among the Dr. Juhn Gillies , the well-known author of

foremost,and won the affectionate admiration the “ Historical Collections ; ” and he has ap

of a large circle of friends. Thus, while one pended a variety of notes and letters illus

distinguished brother filled with the highest trative of Maclaurin's life and times. But

credit the chair of mathematics in Edinburgh , this supplementary matter has a somewhat

the other was acknowledged to be one of the confused appearance. Indeed , notwithstand

most prominent men in the rival city of ing what Dr. Goold says about the scanti

Glasgow, then rapidly increasing in impor- ness of the materials for a life of Maclaurin ,
tance . we are inclined to think that he might have

Asmight have been expected of such a used for that purpose such materials as he

man, Mr. Maclaurin supported the popular has collected with considerable success . Mac

or Evangelical party in the Church of Scot. laurin, and other men of his stamp, lived

land, and especially endeavoured to mitigate before the biographical mania, which rages

the rigour with which a prevailing majority at present, had made its appearance; but it

in the GeneralAssembly were already begin is due to such men that their lives should be

ning in his day to enforce the obnoxious law carefully and classically written from what

of patronage. Yet extreme counsels were materials the industry of the present age can

foreign to his calm intellect, and he did not collect. A good life or memoir of an emi

take such high ground on the popular side as nent man need not be a long one. It need

some ofhismoreardent coadjutors could have not be copious in its details, or swollen out

wished. But allthat was evangelical in prin- with journals and correspondence ; yet, how

ciple, or spiritual in religion , found in him a ever succinct it may be, philosophical, and,

firm and intelligent friend. He took a lively in a sense, complete. We are persuaded

interest in the revivals at Kilsyth and Cam- that the lives of a goodly number of our

buslang, and has left on record his deliberate, Scottish worthies have yet to be written,

though guarded ,testimony to the reality and The materials for such biographies are not
power of these famed religious movements. so scanty as many suppose. What is want

Mr. Maclaurin was also the friend and cor- ed is the skilful and philosophical use of

respondent of Jonathan Edwards, and other the materials that exist, or may be col.

eminent American divines, who looked very lected .

much to Scotland for sympathy and support We heartily commend this new and com

during their numerous trials. Ile was wor- plete edition of Maclaurin's works, and hope

thy of the friendship of Edwards; and on one it will find a place in every theological libre

occasion collected contributions among his ry . Its outward appearance, as well as its

friends in Scotland, to assist that great man intrinsic worth, ought to gain for it universal

in a period of difficulty. His life of useful tavour.

a
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Art. 1.-1 . Thoughts in aid of Faith , gath - Master-Mind. And yet it is only justice to

ered chiefly from recent works in Theology her to say, that she is far from occupying

and Philosophy . By Sara S. Hennell. the position of an obsequious listener toany

Manwaring , 1859. one of the leading spirits of the time ; for

2 Prize Essay.— Christianity and Infidel. she writes eclectically — freely, taking from

ity : an Exposition of the Arguments on each what she approves, and leaving what

both sides. Arranged according to a plan she disallows, in the systems of these noted
proposed by George Baillie, Esg. By . Guides of “ MODERN THOUGHT." She writes”
S. HENNELL. Hall and Virtue, 1857. in a tone of independence , as well as with

3. E -say on the Scriptural Tendency of intelligence and candour. There is one oth

" Butler's Analogy." By S. S. Hennell. er point on which we would preclude misap
1859. prehension . The author is -- an awkward

phrase !-an authoress ; but let it not be

Minds of high order, as to originative force, imagained that the courtesy to which she is

throw off from themselves the reflex quality so well entitled—hersex not considered—is

of any schemeof doctrine which has sprung now rendered to her because it is “ a lady "

from thein. The author of a philosophy is we have to do with. A courtesy of this sort

not always - he is not often — its truest rep- she would rightly regard as an insult ; and

resentative, either intellectually or morally ; we should further say, that a critic who, in

perhaps he is not even its best expounder; this instance, might assume the knightly

and instances might be named in which a co- style, would do well first to make himself

herent notion of a system is better taken sure that he is himself this lady's superior,

from the disciple than from the master. It either in power of thought or in accomplish

will be so especially, if the disciple, while ments. No arrogance of this species will,

he is zealously affected toward the master, we think, show itself in these pages. Be it

be also well schooled in the system itself, at the same time well understood, that while

and be of such intelligence as that he is able weshould scorn to treat Miss Hennell in the

to exhibit what is peculiar to it in its rela- style of a spurious politeness, and are not

tion to the teaching of others. Thus it is professing to be gentle because she is the

that the Recipient Mind is to be looked to weaker vessel,” we must use a liberty that

rather than the Originative Mind, when it is is quite regardless of sex in speaking of her

our purpose to acquaint ourselves authenti- principles — her doctrine — her conclusions;

cally, and in the shortest time, with the doc- for with these we must deal, according to
trine of a sect or school. law, rigorously , and in no other mood than

Certainly it is not with an intention to that of inexorable reason . Inexorable rea

speak disparagingly of the accomplished au- son ! and let the import of this phrase be

thor of the books named at the head of this duly regarded by those, on both sides, who

article, that we thus introduce her to our owe it to themselves well to consider it.
readers.

She herself would, we think, What, then, does it mean in relation to the

choose so to be spoken of. In truth, the in momentous controversy now in view ? It

tellectual modesty and the candour which does not mean interminable argumentation

sheda grace upon her pages, assure us that the endless See-Sawofevenlybalanced

we shall not offend her in availing ourselves “ Considerations, ” now up, now down : it

of her last book - regarding it as the pro- does not mean the carrying on of a hopeless

duct rather of a Disciple -Mind than of a antagonism, marked on the one side by phi
VOL. XXXIII. D-11
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losophic arrogance, on the other sideby irri- cerning the Mission of Christ, as either au

tation and petulant anathemas. What we thoritative toward the human family, or not

intend in this instance by invoking the aid of so. It has long been felt, and it is now

inexorable reason is this :-we ask for fixed- frankly admitted, that so long as Christian

ness of purpose in holding fast to the matter ity maintains its position as a Theology from

in hand ; and in doing so, a strict adherence Heaven, and is looked to as a determivative

to those logical canons which belong to the source of religious belief, it blocks the way

subject in its two main branches-namely , of Modern Thought upon the otherwise open

of Abstract Thought, or Metaphysical Specu- field of abstract speculation . Christianity

lation ; and of Historical Criticism . Thus, if it be from God in its own sense , and if it

for example, as to the first of these depart- is to give law to our beliefs, then must it be

ments, the requirements of rigid argumenta- allowed to preclude speculation upon those

tion should include a reporting progress ” matters over which Abstract Philosophy

on the part of those who so often affirm that claims a right of control. If Christianity be
great progress has actually been made under from Heaven, then it is clear that those vital

their guidance. There are those at this time questions concerning a Personal God, and

who, if they do not call one another “ the concerning the reality of a moral system

most Advanced Thinkers of the age,” yet and a future retribution, and especially con

quietly accept the designation when it is be- cerning the continuity of individual con

stowedupon them bytheir admiring disci- sciousness after death, are already determio
ples . Now, we may fairly require it to be ed for us. The Court of Heaven has long

shown, on the part of these “ Advanced ago given judgment on these points ; and ,

Thinkers, ” that, in fact, “ Thought” has been therefore, any further debate concerning

advanced - has been set forward, at least a them must be idle ; not to say that it is a

step or two, since it has been in their keep- " contempt of Court." But as to any such

ing. But if, on the contrary , it shall appear restrictions as these, they are felt to be in

--and appear on the evidence of so well -in- tolerable by the Masters ofModern Thought !

formed a disciple as is the author of the book -how shall those submit to be so restricted,

before us, that Abstract Speculation has, who have relished the pleasures of unfetter

at this moment, come to a dead stop at the ed speculation ? Miss Hennell expresses

very point where it stood in the young days herself with great vivacity on this point : she

of Oriental Buddhism, then this Inexorable thus speaks of

Reason, the aid of which we invoke, will de “ the impression of contraction that

mand that a three thousand years or more of strikes every one who turns back to the manner

unproductive toil on this field should now be of thought that belongs to the period of theolog.

accepted as proof more than enough of the ical belief, after having once indulged in the ex

hopelessness of any such endeavours to cre- pansiveness of philosophical principle. Who is

ate a Theology on that ground . Miss Hen- there who has not resented to bimself the diffi

nell will enable us to show that the newest culty of forcing the mind again to submit to the

issues of Modern Thought are resolvable into of theological treatment ? Îmmediately, comes
conventional rigour that of right befits the limits

a scheme which, if it be a Theology, is less the consciousness that we are upon ground where

coherent than was the ancient Buddhism ; there is always something to be taken for granted,

which, if it be regarded as a Philosophy, can beyond which we mustbe contented not to in

boast of no particle of scientific evidence be- quire. And in this indignant surmise, when it is

yond that which sustained the more ancient thoroughly investigated , proves at last to lie the

system ; which, if it were looked to as a very root of the matter .” — P . 95.

scheme of morals, is equally ineffective for By all means, therefore , this power of re

any good—is impracticable — is powerless, straint must be driven off from the ground

is inane ; and which, if it does not dispel the of " expansive philosophical thought.” And

instinctive fears, quashes the instinctive hopes so it is that this writer, following the ex

of the human mind. ample of every one of her noted predeces.

The other branch of this great contro - sors, on the same side, addresses herself at

versy in respect of which we invoke the the outset to this task-namely, that of dis

help of unsparing logic, is that of Histori- missing Christianity , and of showing that,

cal Criticism ; for, by the evidence of a whatever use we may continue to make of

series of able writers,on the side of disbe- it, we may henceforth safely think and speak

lief, it may be shown, at this time— first, of it as itself “ a fable. ” We shall present

that a final solution of the problem of His- ly see that although she acquits herself of

torical Christianity is imperatively needed ; this preliminary task much to her own satis

and next, that a strict adherence to the rea- faction — just at the moment of winding up

son of the question willnot fail to bring us her argument,yet passagesvery frequently

to that issue - namely,a final decision con -loccur throughout thevolume,some of which

a
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we shall cite, which give evidence of deep is this, to wit — the upshot of a century of

uneasiness still lurking in her mind, as if, the earnest labours of a series of accom .

after all her efforts, things were not right on plished men, working to the same end ,

this ground. namely, the exclusion of Christianity as an

In long series, one after another, every Authority from the field of Thought, leaves

writer of note on the same side has given us in this predicament, that, while we refuse

proof of his feeling, that Christianity mustto solve the problem by admitting Christi

in some manner be thrust aside, and be de- anity to be true, we ought to despair of ever

prived of its assumed right of interference giving any rational coherence to our concep

on the field of Philosophy. Each of these tions of it as " a fable.” We are firmly re

writers, therefore - German , French, and solved , on the side of Modern Thought,

English–has propounded a scheme of his never to submit to it as true ; nevertheless,

torical criticism , by help of which the diffi- itself is so near to be true, that to think of

culty may be overcome. But now, as to it as false is impossible !

these sucoessive schemes or theories, whether Miss Sarah Hennell is already favourably

they be four or five, or more , it should be known as a writer : the second of the three

understood that there are not, at this time, books named above, and published three

four or five independent solutions of the years ago, received encomiums from Be

Problem , from among which we are at lib. lievers as well as from Unbelievers — besides

erty to select the one which pleases us the the award which made it " a Prize Essay ."

best. This is not the fact ; nor have we any In that instance she endeavoured so to bal

such option ; for the truth is, that the author ance antagonist arguments as might attest

of each of these schemes has rested its claim her impartiality, and yet not indicate her

to be accepted on the plea that he has personal opinions. In the volume first

already demolished the hypothesis of his named, " Thoughts in aid of Faith," she pro
immediate precursor. On the showing, claims herself decisively on the side of Dis

therefore, of these very writers, listening as belief; but she does this in a manner, and

we may to them in their turn, we may save on grounds, that impart, an importance to

ourselves the trouble of inquiring concern- the book which (we still speak respectfully

ing the merits of any one except the latest: of the writer) it would not be thought en

we may do so without fear, because the pub- titled to on the mere plea of its intrinsic

lic verdict in each instance has been de- merits. We have said that Miss Hennell

cisively given to this effect_namely, that represents her avowed masters ; but she re

whether or no the last comer has made good presents also very many at this time who

his own scheme, he has effectively annihilat- are following the same guidance ; and to

ed the method of his predecessor. It was such readers, these “ Thoughts," instead of

thus, and all the world knows it, that Strauss rendering aid to “ Faith ,” if we mean by

overthrew the preceding Rationalism :-and the word any fixed, settled , determinate be

thus also, as is now acknowledged, has his lief, whether it be philosophic or theological,

own myth -doctrine been dismissed as an im- atheistic, pantheistic, or Christian -like, can

practicable hypothesis. Miss Hennell , produce no other result than that of leading

bringing forward anew the theory of her them into the midst of that dim region of

late brother, propounds it in her own way universal unfixedness where she herself
as - The solution of the problem of histori- wanders, as she says, in hopeless moodiness

cal Christianity. Our readers need not be and dejection . Let this averment not only

troubled with this solution, for the author be rejected, but condemned too, if we fail

herself dares not insist upon it ; and for our- to make it good .

selves, we reject it as utterly futile, absurd, The title imports that these “ Thoughts"

insufferable. In showing that this latest have been gathered " chiefly " from recent

born hypothesis does indeed deserve to be works “ in Theology and Philosophy." The

thus spoken of, we shall invoke the help of reader will ask , Who are these divines ?

the above-mentioned Inexorable Reason ; They are the following, namely : the author's

and yet, in doing so , we need not infringe late brother, Charles Hennell ; then come

the rules of literary courtesy, or employ a Feuerbach, and Mr. Herbert Spencer, and

single phrase which the author, or her most Mr. Buckle, and Baden Powell, and Auguste

sensitive friends, could find fault with. Comte, and Strauss, and Theodore Parker,

But what must follow if indeed this last and F. Newman ,and Mr. G. H. Lewes, and

and latest solution of the problem of his- Mr. Martineau, and Mr. Greg, -of whom

toric Christianity must be rejected as — not the first four are, in her view , authorities.

better than its precursors ? A result must Those that follow , stand lower in her esteem ;

follow - marvellous indeed, and more diffi- but yet, even as to the chiefs, she uses the

cult of belief than any Gospel miracle :-it liberty of criticism :-she insists upon what

.
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she thinks their errors or omissions, and she to her late brother's “ Inquiry ," Miss Hen

Jabours to bring out from their contradic - nell says, that there was effected by it “ an

tions a consistent doctrine. Whether suc- entire breaking up ( as I believe ) of the

cessful or not in these endeavours, they are framework of miracle built around the life

prosecuted in a style at once ( let us say it) of Jesus.” — p. 18. By what process of

of manliness and of modesty, which must reasoning the author brings herself to this

win the esteem of every reader who himself conclusion, we need not just now inquire;

has any consciousness of these qualities. In for she is far from thoroughly satisfied with

& word , the author of this volume is one the result. Let us hear her on this point.

whom every right-minded reader would The Christian history having been reduced

earnestly wish to see fairly brought off from " to the natural level of all other history,

the infinite entanglements of her own spec- and this external foundation for the author.

ulations— " thin abstractions," as she con. ity of Christianity being given up," then we

fesses them to be. have “ given up the belief in Divine Revela

It is reported concerning somebody, that tion altogether :" nevertheless, there will be
he has lately thrown himself out of a very a residue of unquietness ; for, she says,

advantageous position, that he has abandon- " general experience will probably confirm

ed a good income, and , moreover, that he individual feelings, that this phase of convic

has signed away from himself and his chil. tion, however it may be supported, in re

dren a large reversionary interest ! Be it spect of the negative results already obtain

so ; nevertheless, he may be able to show ed, by corroborating evidence of a variety

you that he has made so great a sacrifice on of kinds, still is one that rather requires

very sure grounds of larger advantage, in submission than affords satisfaction . It is a

possession or in prospect ; and if you con- stage where, just as much as the intellect is
verse with him , you will find that he himself continually urging to go on, the heart is in

is free from misgivings on the subject. But cessantly craving to turn back . The mind

we meet this somebody, and we see in a is haunted by a sense of deprivation ; want

moment that the victim has become con- ing so much, that, mingled as it was with
scious of the rashness of the act which has incongruities now acknowledged to be as re

sealed his fate . His countenance is over- pugnant as they are absurd, yet gave a rich

clouded with a settled gloom ; his smiles ness and fulness to the religious conscious.

are forced ; his brow is knit, even while he ness, that cannot be missed without a wistful

laughs. The reader shall presently see lingering regret. It is useless for reason to

whether this illustration has any pertinence convince itself to weariness that Christianity

in its bearing upon the instance now before is a fable, and to go on showing plainly to
us. our eyes how it grew out of its earthly

In many passages in this volume, some- root ; while the heart keeps protesting that

times formally, sometimes incidentally, the it contained a response to her need , whose
author gives judgment upon the Gospel of absence leaves her cold and void . It would
Christ. A noble outburst of Jewish fanati- lbe much better for reason to cease his claim

cism , she calls it, and it has left an impression to be solely attended to, till her want have

upon the human system , the beneficial re- been supplied . ”
sults of which must be permanent :-never- Is, then, the instance we have imagined

theless, we of this time have done with it : just above, pertinent or not so ! Is Miss

it is a religion of the past. Notwithstand. Hennell well pleased to have lost, as she

ing the vast moral influence it has had, yet, says, “ all personal interest in Christianity ?"

" as a systematic whole, it is essentially true, Hear her again. Feuerbach, she says, has

that Christianity has indeed passed away proved to demonstration that “ the notion

from us, and has left us only an inheritance of apersonal God necessarily clothed itself in

out of its influences.” — p. 106. Again : Christianity ; the former (Christian writers)

“ The external part of Christianity thus prove, it seems to me with irrefragable pow
!

retires to a far-off place in the course of er, that, with the extinction of Christianity,

human'events, where it remains an object the notion of a personal God must become

of deep historical interest, and may even be itself extinct. And hence results the con

regarded as exerting influence down to our clusion, that, in their own sense of the lern ,

own age, through the stimulus it gave to in- Christian writers have entire right to say

tervening occurrences; but with all the in that Atheism is the necessary consequence

terest that is personal to ourselves in the of Infidelity, -- that is, of unbelief in Divine

matter of our religion , it seems to have no Revelation. Looking at the conclusion from

longer any connection. It has become a that Christian ground, there is truly a ' ter

thing of the past, buried with the past, for ror' that has to be calculated ; and in every

anyshare we have in it.” — p. 55. Referring aspect of it, it must, at all events, be a good
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thing to make the intellectual consequence |Christianity, and it is no wonder that the

apparent to ourselves. If any minds are world has worshipped it ever since.”

driven back by it, it is well : they are safe In a word, “ the noble enthusiast” took up

within their proper haven . Let them not a mighty project- “ conceive the grandeur"

quit the sheltering refuge meet for them ;- of it — to bring down a reign of righteous

it is a home of blessed feeling, domestic to ness on earth!” He failed in his enterprise,

their heart. Nor let the self -exiled wander- -he died a martyr,—but he first taught his

ers, either, be denied the welcome of guests disappointed followers thenceforward to

when they would fondly return to share the fix all their hopes in heaven .” Thus it is

endeared associations of old familiar faith ! that a heaven-like religion — pure, calm , holy

Shut not up your feelings, Christians, nor -has sprung out of— a mad ambition ! The

your rites, against those in whose bosoms author believes that, in following this ex

the silver chord is not yet broken which ren. plicatory hypothesis, " there is unfolded, in

ders back the vibration of harmonic sym . one unbroken stream , the most marvellous,

pathy !-Christianity is the true religion, though strictly natural, chapter in the world's

wherever feeling is predominant. While its experience.” “As regards the hallowed per.

tide is sweeping even occasionally over minds son of Jesus Himself, when we have been

habitually differently constituted , no logic once compelled to part with that cherished

can prevent those which are the most con- image of Divine humanity, yet not to part

vinced of its error from becoming Chris- with it,only to consign it to that ideal world

tians again .-- And in this irresistible ten . where it stands enshrined in artistic beauty

dency , if we had nothing else to reason from , for ever !—there is a nobleness, ” etc.—p. 52.

we might be certain that it is impossible It is no wonder that, with an hypothesis

there should be no more than illusion . so monstrous as this, which she trusts to for

Feeling is as real a thing as logic, and must relieving her from “ the belief in Divine

equally have its real foundation . But the Revelation," she speaks often of the “ suffer.

real foundation is actually seen when it is ing ” that ensues from the “ snapping asun

traced as the natural product of a certain der” of that belief, and of the “ dissatisfac

stage of mental development ; and it is all tion that lurks in the consciousness” after

natural too, that into this stage wayward the abandonment of it.-P. 59. Herself

circumstances should often cause us to re- schooled , as she says (p. 60), amid the neg

lapse.” — pp. 102, 3. atives of Unitarianism , she came, under the

Passages of a similar import are of fre- guidance of Feuerbach, to comprehend , “ as

quent occurrence in this volume, but we she had never been able before, the deep

need not cite thein ; they will be perused meaning and adaptation to human wants of

with deep feeling by every rightly -minded the orthodox creed , the wonderful beauty

reader. Miss Pennell is not only painfully of that device of the God-man bearing upon

conscious of the loss she has sustained in re- him , not the sins only, but the impassionate

jecting Christianity as a solace, and as a hopes, the proud self-consciousness, the ur

source of the purest moral influences, but gent aspirations of all the world ! It (that

she betrays her distrust of the logical pro- is -- this new apprehension of things) inspired

cess that has brought her to this issue,-an the readiness, at least, to return again even
issue that leads her in front of the " terrors " onwards to the whole of Christian faith, if,

of Atheism , - which she admits to be the at the same time, a way could have been

alternative when a belief in Revelation is opened for reason.”

abandoned. She has been tracing the course Her German authority had shown how

of that national fanaticism out ofwhich the religious feeling may still take its free
Gospel of Jesus took its rise, and then she is course, although conviction be extinct.

startled by the monstrous absurdity of her But at once the rernonstrance arises, how

own hypothesis :— “ And is it conceived pos- can it be otherwise than a mockery and a
sible , many will exclaim , that out of any- parody this exhibition of feeling, when at the

thing that is akin to frenzy like this could same time the product of it all is shown to

proceed a religion so pure, so holy, so calm be nothing but delusion ?-when, according

and simple, as the Christian (religion ).” — p. to the inexorable verdict of reason, Christ,

50. She is of opinion that this supposition after all, is but a romance of the heart ; --

is just conceivable, and that the possibility nay, when God Himself, in like manner, is

of it need not be doubted by any who has no more than a ' being of theunderstanding,'
seen or even “ imagined the face of one who --a reflected image of the human intellect

has borne and survived the conflict of earth. projected upon vacancy - not only in His

ly trial , and thence has learned to fix al! attributes, but in His very existence, de

hope in heaven ! This was the expression monstrable to have no other than this de

that settled upon the lineaments of early ceitful origination ! "--pp. 61 , 2 .

16
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The author thinks, indeed, that, from oth those truer instincts and impulses which are

er sources, she will be able to improve a hers as a woman , possesses, in a rare degree,

Jittle upon Feuerbach's " inexorable demon-the faculty ofapprehending abstract thought,

stration.". Nevertheless, it is a very little and of holding on to the clue of speculation,

way in advance of her master that she can even when it has become in the most ex.

go ; for it will still be true, or it will be all treme degree attenuated . Hermasters may

we can ever be sure of, that “ God is hence therefore well allow so accomplished a disci

forth to be thought of as the essence of the ple to speak for them in relation even to

species of humanity " (p. 65 ) ; or, as this what is the most abstruse in their philoso

reasonable creed is elsewhere worded , " God phy ; and she has this signal advantage over
is the Great Entireness of Humanity." them , namely, that she is ingenuous where

Several writers among those to whom they might have been more discreet .

Miss Hennell looks up as her masters, have The passages cited above occur in the

of late expressed themselves almost as carlier part of the volume; those row to

strongly as she does in their admiration of be adduced are taken from its closing chap

the " historic Jesus”—Mr. Greg , for in- ters, where she is gathering up her argument,

stance ; in fact, Mr. F. Newman stands al. and is labouring to bring out its meaning,

most alone among noted modern writers in as it may be related to the individual mind,

the utterance of coarse blasphemies, that are and to the hopes and the fears of each reader
an outrage equally upon good taste, moral who may be like-minded with herself. It

consciousness, and piety . But there is not will be understood that the author not

one of them , unless Mr. Jowett may be an merely undertakes to show that the course

exception, who gives expression , as she does, she has herself followed is inevitable ; but

to the anguish that is caused by a relinquish that, although much is sacrificed in following

ment of the Gospel with its bright and sub- it, there does yet remain a something of

stantial hopes, and an adoption in the stead peace or hope ; or, if not hope, yet of expan

of them of the cold phantasies of a Buddhist sive satisfaction, derivable from the ultimate

Faith. As a proper counterpart to the pas creed of “ Modern Thought." The author

sages above cited,which convey the author's relinquishes the vivifying belief in a Personal

feeling toward the Christianity which she dis- God as a Real Being; or any such belief

cards, we shall now bring forward a few in as that which is the groundwork of the reli

which her feeling of the desolateness and gion of the Bible. Instead of this doctrine,

gloom of the region upon which she has en- and ofits consequences,—such as the doctrine

tered comes to the surface. The truthful- of a spiritual and providential relationship

ness and the admirable candour of her natu- of God toward the individual worshipper,

ral temper here make their appearance ; and and of a bright futurity of this same rela

they will win at once the approval and the tionship — it is inevitable to accept thevague

sympathy of every reader whose own dispo- conception of a relationship to the uncon
sitions are of the same order. scious “ ENTIRE OF Things ; ” and as to the

But why should we bring forward the pas- future — the " theological belief ” of the con

sages which we have now in view ? Assur- tinuity of individual consciousness, and of

edly it is not doneat the impulse ofa petty a personal immortality — these must be

exultation , or for the gratification of an un . abandoned ; and we are advised to be con

generous triumph over an opponent ; nor, tent with the notion of a lapse at death into

indeed , at the impulse of any small motive the “ Universal Being.” We must learn to

whatever ; but for reasons which we believe renounce as selfish the wish for a bright

to be weighty and warrantable . This ac- personal immortality, and we should re

complished writer's mental condition, as it nounce those instincts whence has sprung

is exhibited by herself, with its regrets, its the delusive hope of “ an inheritance, incor

hopeless perplexities, and its dreary dismay ruptible, undefiled, and not fading away,

in looking forward, is—this we well know— reserved in heaven for us. ” In the place of

the condition at this time of a very large this false hope, we should be content with

number of thoughtful and educated persons the fate which Nature provides alike for the

in England, if not in Scotland ; therefore it leaf that falls in autumn, and for man , who,

is that we judge it to be a duty to avail our. at the end of his few days of toil , returns to

selves of a volume such as this, for the pur. his everlasting home in the dust !

pose - first,of spreading out to view the state Yet the firstfew paces upon the road of

of mind itself; and then of showing what Modern Thought are pleasantenough. Miss

must be its consummation. It is not that Hennell says : -“ After tracking a painful

we are taking advantage of the inconsequen- way through the labyrinths of entangled

tial misgivings of a woman's inconstant na- theological discussion, hedged in all round

ture . — Miss Hennell, who is not wanting in by restrictive explanations, and burdened
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with an atmosphere of compulsive accommo- reared the Theory , the Theory has given to

dation , irresistibly welcome is it to return our nature its Religiousness : stamped and

to the free and open air of pure philosophic sealed upon our constitution by that Invisi

investigation .” — p. 138. A few steps further ble and Inconceivable Spirit of Nature,

on give the freest expansion to the now lib- which tries, as it originated , all our works. ”

erated mind, for it is found that " the idea —p. 198.

of real origin is a thing that vanishes out of Atime comes, however, when a lower tone

nature ; " or, as it is elsewhere stated, as the is of frequent occurrence in this volume;

conception of Creation is to be rejected, no and it is found to be still deepening as we

room is left in the universe for a Creator . approach the end :- _ " The world's philosophic

And not only does the solid world need no experience is constantly repeated by individ

Creator ; for the immaterial world enjoys a uals, that there can never be a prolonged

corresponding independence : “the proper devotion of the prime of life to metaphysic

beginning of intelligence ” has—Miss Hen- thought, without a feeling of the same pre

nell assures us of the fact — been discovered mature old age of the mind, the same sad

by Mr. Herbert Spencer ! Who is it now ness of utter vacancy, creeping over existence

that doesnot breathe more freely than before, long before the time for its close ! Fearful

on the first hearing of this discovery ? " Re- enough is the drying up of all the springs of

ligious science sees the mind of man by mental life, to serve, in our contemplation,

means of its highest faculties, painting itself as a warning penalty against the condition,

in the image of God,—forming a vast and practically, indeed, far more than equivalent

shadowy representation of human lineaments for the rude terrors of Theology, even while

thrown outbefore it upon the surface of the in a certain sense it justifies them .” — p. 289.

Unknown. " - p . 153 . Individual composure, or patient acquies

6. The confidence of the mind in its own cence in the forward flow of the “ Whole of

operations is the sentiment which answers to Things," must be preceded by an habitual
the religious idea of faith ; ” and it is this renunciation or oblivion of the individual

confidence which now lately has enabled it well-being. The individual man has grasped

to enter upon a new phase of Rational “ his little handful — he has filled his little

Trust.” — p. 184. A correspondent comfort scoop - out of the mighty ocean, and there .
ought to be the result of this new corroborat- with at least he has nourished his own min

ed “ Rational Trust." Do we say comfort ? ute existence , which yet is no longer minute

exultation attends the progress of emancipat- while felt to be a working out of the linked
ed thought. “ Our Faith seems to have connection of the whole. Let man be able to

earned the charity by which she can afford forget occasionally the share of doing that is

to believe in all things :-can look back his own, and feel how even his own thought

with indulgence upon the fond follies of the is nothing but an outbreathing of the Univer

past, and feel no shame while still she con- sal Being, for the drawing back of vitality into

tinues, from the veriest bubbles that are the circulation of created life. Let him be

moulded by the enchanter's breath, and able even to forget himself utterly , and see

thinned out into beauty always rarest just how , in primal creation , the Infinite Flood

before they burst, to draw the tender nutri- rolls onward its everlasting waves, and as

ment that subtly feeds her own strength, each subsides into its own bosom , gathers

even in that from which, to the puzzled quest and condenses purpose to narrow itself into

of dull prosaic Doubt, a single drop of use the material limitation of form .” — p. 388.
less sediment is all that will remain behind. In her concluding chapter Miss Hennell

The magnificent theory of God the Creator, gathers into one her inferences, so far as the

Redeemer, and Sanctifier, has formed the general principle which she has laboured to

domne reared by human thought and piety elucidate may be thought to take any bear

over centuries ;—its bounding arches, lost in ing upon the individual mind as a source of

the distance of the past, extending into the what should comein the place of the sup

indistinguishable mist of the future. Ilow ports of the “ Old Theologic Faith .” To

much oftruth and religion has been nurtured a few passages, conveying the author's own

within the fostering sanctuary that could feeling on this ground, we now ask the read

not have ripened without it, God knows now, er's attention. The candour of the following

and we may know some day ; but, at all admission deserves great praise :
events, we have the actual benefit of it. In “ In the assurance that we seem here to have

having been Christians, we have learned , obtained of an enduring outcome for our Faith,

and can
never forget, the power of that and of the world's glorious inheritanceof it,what

principle of Faith which haspossession of remains of urgent personalconcern, that we have
is there , we have still to ask , as the question that

the world that now is, and ofthat which is a right to consideras our own share of it ?—or is
to come. If our superstitious Imagery it truly the case, as appears at first sight, that an

G
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abstract congratulation in the progress of man . condition, it is in perfect barmony with all the

kind, is that which we need to bring ourselves to previous plan of nature, that man's origioal

feel the only, privilege that we are entitled to desires should have to be corrected by the disap

claim out of the general welfare ? It is impossible pointments of real scientific acquaintance with

to avoid the impression, that a religion which facts, into the degree of expectation to which she

offers no more than this,as our individual portion will finally give ber own sanction .” - p. 395.

in the great Troth, falls into such chilling contrast

with the passionate promises of the elder phase,
The disposition , therefore, which we should

as to need the utmostofthe aid that rational cherish, is that of “ an extended concern for

investigation can afford, to reconcile the reception the abstract good of mankind, which is the

of it with a true content.” — p. 292. source of real elevation of character," and

What is implied in this passage should be which is superior to " that early sensuous

fully understood , for it carries much meaning phase of religion which limited itself to the

in relation to the inevitable consummation obtaining of the magnified image of actual

of “ Modern Thought.” The meaning is personal enjoyment. Our instinct of self

this. The author has convinced herself that has demanded “ that it should be so, and

" Christianity is a ſable,” which has, indeed, that the promise of eternal individual exist

well done its office in the world ; but as to ence should constitute the earlier religion.”

the bright promises it has uttered, and the But a new phase of this same instinct is

immortal hopes it has cherished , these all now coming on :

are a delusion ! Moreover, she has come “ The phase that is now taking form to serve

to see, that although a “ Personal God ” may for an indefinite period as a governing theory for
still be spoken of as perhaps a Real Exist- the aim of the buman being, is that which views

ence, beyond the human mind, and exterior self of importance only as it is a part ofthe

to it, we have not, nor can ever have, any view which, until the final adjustmentof concep
whole. It has opened the two distinct points of

valid evidence in support of this belief . But tion is effected, will decessitate a continual state

now the abandonment of so much which the of painful oscillation in the state of our own de

huroan mind has been wont to accept as cer- sires :-human nature, according to its own true

tain , and to rest upon in its time of need , is and rightful instinct , necessary to the maintaining

followed by a painful sense of deprivation ,- of it in its actual constitution, clinging to the do

aloss incalculably great has been sustained ! tion of its own personality,and thence desiring

To what quarter, then, are we to look for that all things external should berd and become

that which shall come in the place of the complete perfection to its own being ;-the object
subservient to its own object, the attaining of

rejected Theology ? All that our author can ofNature, on the other hand , being felt rather to

turn to for assuaging her regret, is the belief use that being as only a temporary instrument for

that, although the individual man perishes, the accomplishment of purposes incomparably
the “ Entire of Humanity," the “ Great larger.” — p. 396.

Whole," the " All in All," is imperishable and As to our “personal consciousness, ” Miss

eternal; and not only so, butthat this never- Hennell thinks it is scarcely possible to see

dying humanity is , under the beneficent guid . “ how it can ever be restored . Neverthe

ance of Nature, always advancing from an less, we are very far from the right to assert

inferior and a ruder condition ,to a higher and that nothing answering to it may really

a more perfect condition. “ Development ” arrive to take place.” But shesays:- “ This

is always in progress. Miss Hennell there- surmise of possibility, when even supposing

fore thinks thatthose who are wise will at it to have any solid foundation at all, is one

length learn to be content with a “ large altogether indistinct to reason at present, is

hope” like this, although it wears a vague so entirely slight and unsatisfactory as long

aspect, and sends a deadly chill to the heart. as the former impression of the true per:

In truth, this doctrine of the Eternal Devel- sonal fulfilment remains present to the mind

opment of the “Universal Man ” seems at as an object of desire for comparison with

times to leave the individual woman, large- it, as would seem to render it a mere mock

hearted as she is, in a very disconsolate
ery when conceived in the light of a sub

mood. So we must suppose, in listening to stitute .”—p. 399. It is acknowledged, that

passages such as the following : for the mind to tear itself away from these

" It has ever and again happened ," she saye, personal instincts, is “ an anguish from which

" that the large and aspiring hopes of the human it is impossible that it should not shrink,

mind , when their tenor has come to be dissipated, and the Religion that comes to demand it is
have left it in possession of 'a minute shade of gain ,' ever that which, in this natural sense, the

which has in every instance been rejected by it at naturalman' must truly resist with all his

first with contemptuous scoro, as beneath its
acceptance ; and yet this small gain is a realgain, might. . ; : . To relinquish our personal

and abideswith us as a sure possession ; and thus hopes, and to take instead of them an ab

pow ,in that aggregation of feeling which represents stract conception, thin as air, is a trial to

itself as the general anxiety for our own personal lour constituted instincts harder than any
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that has yet been undergone. What, how- | the same unreality with that of proper Individu

ever, would be the value of any new prin- ality, Death becomes at once no more than merely
ciple if it did not enable us to triumph over change.” —p. 403.
ourselves ? How should we know it atali " It is a cold comfort always,” the author
to be a Religion, if it did not bring with it truly says, to be told that we must learn

its Cross ? ” — p. 400.

to
accommodate ourselves to

circumstances,These several quotations, apart from their and that the improvement in our lot must

bearing upon our immediate purpose, will take place in our own apprehensions of it.”

not fail to awaken the sympathies of every She finds it so in this instance. Death still
reader whose dispositions are kindly and shows a pallid aspect, even after the spectre

true . To render the following passage quite has been brought in front of the Philosophy

intelligible, it should be said (so wegather of Modern Thought; and she goes on to

from several incidental expressions) that say— “ The physical evil attending the ac

this lady has mourned, and still mourns, the tual experience (of death ), together with the

loss of a brother who was her guide and mental suffering inevitably
accompanying

companion until of late. There is that in the physical, is such as , in the normal pro

human nature which refuses to be comforted cess of dissolution, requires the aid of hu

by means so unsubstantial as is the philo- man sympathy , and not of abstractthought.”

sophy she professes :

It must be so, even to those in whom the
“ There is all that part of our nature, the most exercise of mature intellect has brought the

sensitive and of the greatest present value to us, disbelief in personal immortality .” Never
respecting which it is difficult to us to conceive theless the instincts of nature will often re

to what class it is to belong : the whole region of gain their force, and it may be long before

ouraffections,respectingwhich it is next to im : the child of philosophy will have learned the
possible for us at present to determine whether

we are to consider it as belonging to that which needed lesson of acquiescence.
has to be left behind, or to that which has to go “ To enable us to obtain this victorious large

forward into the future. Here, therefore, is the ness of mind, is the aim of our Religion, as it has

real scene of our trial . If in our moods of tran- ever been the aim of all Religion whatsoever.

quil reason we can be content to leave our future We hope now, as experience has taught us, no

destiny altogether in the same guidance that has longer for the change that in one sudden moment,
directed it bitherto, and can draw our full enjoy in the twinkling of an eye, was to clothe upon ug

ment of this actual existence,
potwithstanding the spiritual investment of the new being , and

the frailty of the tenure on which we are con- transfer us to the new beavens and new earth ;

scious that we possess it ; there is the season in but we look for, in genuine faith, as we endeavour

which we find ourselves left in existence only as in true practical labouring to promote, the grad

maurpers for those who are gone, when the need ual, seed-ripening, unfolding of the season in

for consolation within us seems that wbich ougbt wbich it shall be the purpose of the natural

to urge forth out of nature an answer for its satis- divine ordaining to give unto us the kingdom ,

faction. Is such an answer to be found in a and enable us to trample our present sorrows and

faith like the present ? -is a question that we may our present sins under our feet. ”—p. 409.

well be asked , and that we must not at all events

shon to ask ourselves. Surely not ! - Let us, at
This last mournful passage may properly

least, not try to delude ourselves for the sake of a conclude the evidence which shall warrant
vindicatory disclaimer, where vindication can the inference we have intended to derive

never really be needed.---Surely not ! there is from it. We here see “ Modern Thought”
truly do such satisfaction to be found in this new reaching—shall we say so — its climax, or
form of faith ; but must we not own to ourselves, rather its lowest point of depression ; yet

that in the verywantlies indeed that which only thisis apoint toward which an irresistible
shows its harmony with all else that Nature has

broaght home to us as her own inevitable truth ! gravitation is ever drawing it down .
Neither anywhere else is there sign of perfect

To follow the author in the track of hersatisfaction to be found in Nature.” — p. 402. reasoning through the mid chapters of this

But if her philosophy fails to afford com- volume, would involve nothing less than an

fort in grief, so does itfail to dispel the encounter,in turn, with the several philo

gloom that surrounds the meditation of sophies out of which her own has been con
death .

Miss Hennell, in her concluding cocted. Weshould be required to deal, in
pages, labours earnestly atthis point, but order, with at least four independent and
with slender success :

mutually destructive theories, -- those, name

ly, of Feuerbach, Herbert Spencer, Auguste“ Under the absolute view of personality, it Comte, and Mr. Buckle. A labour so in

was inevitable that Death should wear no other terminable and so irksome as this, we may

form than that of Destruction and Annibilation ;

under thenew principle, which regards conscious well be excused from undertaking ; nor
nessas only a temporarily isolated phase of con- could it serve any purpose which we have
tinuous existence, and from which the ideas of now in view to attempt it. It is enough

Destruction and Annibilation have vanished into that Miss Hennell's laudable candour, and
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her clear-sightedness too, have put us in a sophies has an element of novelty to recom

position to bring the upshot of the whole mend it — whether we collate it with the

before the reader, in her own words. The Oriental , or with the Greek philosophies.

same candour, moreover - a candour as ad . As to these “ Thoughts in Aid of Faith, ”

mirable as it is unusual - spares the reviewer they fall into their places in the scheme of

the pain of pronouncing à judgment upon the venerable Oriental philosophy with sur

her philosophy; for she does this herself in prising coherence. Only remove from the

frequent incidental utterances of her own ancient Buddhism a few of its archaic

feeling concerning it. From the ground of phrases, and reduce it to the style of Euro

“ concrete investigation, ” she has been led pean and modern simplicity, and then the

onwards, she says, into a region of the thin- two philosophies show themselves to be

nest abstractions ” ( p . 7) ; which, whatever not two, but one :-the one collapses within

may be their importance, are remote and the iron embrace of the other.

nugatory as regards all interest of common Let it be borne in mind that the Eclectic

sort ;" and the speculations which are at Philosophy brought before us in this volume

present the only product, “ must therefore is a digest of the principles of the most dis

be seen as looming only in the distance like tinguished among the “ Leading Thinkers of

chilling dreams.” She believes, however, the day ;" and that it is, as it professes to

that these same abstractions, “ thin and cold be,mainly drawn from the works of those

as they are, may be combined into some- “ Masterly Expositors who of late years

thing that shall ally itself to the world of have awakened eager expectation :"

feeling ;" and in the end she believes that in have named them—they are Feuerbach,

her " own sphere of thought she has found a Auguste Comte, Herbert Spencer, Buckle,

north-west passage through the dim icy re- Lewes, Darwin, and a dozen beside, ranging

gion of speculation, out to a further issue, themselves, although some of them profess

bringing her, not without glimpses of arctic themselves Christians, mainly on the same

glories by the way, round again into the side; and all are agreed in their rejection of

genial clime of temperate habitation. ”—p. 8. “ Miracle ” and “ the Supernatural.'

The same tone of—is it not despondency ?- The ancient Buddhism has, indeed, ex

occurs again and again throughout the vol- hibited considerable diversities , as well in

Often she exults in the achievements the course of its transmission through

of the “ leading thinkers of theday;" and twenty or thirty centuries, as in adapting

yet, among them all , she finds little better itself to the genius and temper of the many

than the " painfulness of being tossed to and races that have adopted it as their religion

fro :" - so she speaks of these speculations in Thibet, in China, in the Peninsula of Hin

in the first pages of her work ; and we have doostan, and in Ceylon ; nevertheless,as the

just now heard how she speaks of them in religion of more than one-third of the human

closing pages. She acknowledges that family - it is so now, and has been

she has wandered far through dry places, two thousand years at least — it is in sub
seeking rest, but finding none.

stance the same. It is the shoreless ocean

Why then this toil ?—why these fruitless and the unfathomed abyss toward which

venturings out into the dark unknown ? human reason, by a grim necessity, gravi
The answer is before us. This toil , never tates, whenever it severs itself from , and

to become productive - never to bring the nounces its hold of,concrete beliefs. Budd
weary pilgrim into a region of light - is, by hism is that consummation of abstract

a stern necessity, inevitable. It is a rugged thought which ensues when , in eager resent

and interminable path which those are ment of all restraints, man forgets his own
doomed for ever to tread who, rejecting the limitations. In pursuit of an illusory lib

only truth whereupon the human mind may erty , it is easy to mistake freedom from re

take its rest, wander forth upon the wilds of straint for an inherent power of boundless

abstract speculation . We may indeed re- speculation , and for a capacity to grasp the

fuse to think at all :—we may be content to Infinite. Intense is the fascination of this
live out our seventy years gaily, or sen- illusion when a discursive and finely consti

sually, or sordidly ;-but if we must and tuted mind surrenders itself to the charm,

will live thoughtfully, and if we will not and drinks of this cup to intoxication .

consent to be taught from above, then our In stay of the downward progression to

choice must be made among those several ward the abyss, there are three forces, and

phases of atheism which (though they are three only, that are available — that is to

at the least three thousand years old) are, say, when men are in quest of a religion :

at this time, in course of being brought forth the one is the multiform belief in, and wor.

with acclamation, as the fresh triumphs of ship of, invisible powers, sensuously con

MODERN Thought! Not one of these philo- ceived of, and materially embodied in forms

re
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either of beauty or of terror. Thus, through. I the destruction of existence — the close, but not

out the Eastern world , from the remotest the extinction of being ."

ages, has Brahminism withstood , and has A principal intention , as we have seen, of

striven to crush and exclude, its tranquil but these “ Thoughts in Aid of Faith,” is to in

potent rival , Buddhism . Between these two duce a tranquil acquiescence in this fate of

avgust powers human nature, in countries the individual man — the philosophic Nir

remote from Biblical influence, has had no wana, which is an unconscious melting of it .

option but either to make a choice, or to selfaway into the “ GreatWhole of Things,"

effect a compromise. even as the rain- drop mingles its particle

The one other stay to this progression , with the ocean ; or as the single leaf withers,

the one means of rescue, as well from Pan- falls, and , in its decay, nourishes the life of

theism as from Polytheism — is that religion the tree which gave it birth ! European

of which the Hebrew and the Christian ears will not listen to the Oriental romance

Scriptures are the authenticated record. In of the metempsychosis ; but “Modern

highly educated and rationalised communi- Thought ” demands our acceptance of this

ties, such as those of northern Europe, rationally-phrased doctrine of the immortal.

among which Polytheism is inadmissible, ity of unconscious atoms ! In the upshot,

Pantheism is the alternative ; and it has then , does this European philosophy differ

shown itself to be so always with those who from the Oriental philosophy by anything

have refused the religion of the Bible. more substantial than “the dim distinction

Hitherto not an instance has occurred which of a name ? " If there be a difference, it is

could be adduced as a decisive exception to in favour of the Oriental doctrine, which , in

this law. It is A LAW OF MIND ; and it is stead of the “ Arctic chill and mocking frost

now, as in times past, giving evidence of its work of its thin abstractions, " offers to the im

stern universality in the case of each of agination, if not the substance ofa conscious

those “ foremost Thinkers," who must be immortality, at least the comfort of a tropi

named as the teachers and the representatives cal glow, shedding a splendour upon the

of “ Modern Thought." vast nothingness of the unseen and the fu

We must here avail ourselves of evidence ture ! For ourselves, we had rather be or

which, on this ground , may be appealed to thodox Buddhists, out and out, than shiver

with confidence . Looking to its influence ing adherents of the philosophy of Modern

in the present day over at least three hun- Thought.

dred and fifty millions of human beings, ex- The passages cited above from the

ceeding one-third of the human race, it is no Thoughts in Aid of Faith " will have been

exaggeration to say that the religion of enough toshow what thattheory of the uni

Buddha is the most widely diffused that now verse is which the author has received from

exists,or that has ever existed since the crea- the teaching of her masters. And now let
tion of the world ." *

a choice be made between that theory and

“ Bymeans of its institutions and priesthood the belief of the ancient Oriental Pantheists.

this religion bas been an active agent in the pro
“ The basis of the system (Buddhism) is a

motion of whatever civilization afterwards en- declaration of the eternity of matter, and

lightened the races by whom its doctrines were its submission , at remote intervals, to decay
embraced. Whilst Brabminism , without and reformation ; but this and the organiza

denying the existence, practically ignores the in-tion of animal life are but the results of

fluence and power, of a creating and controllingintelligence,Buddhism, exulting in the idea of the spontaneity and procession, not the products

infinite perfectibility ofman, and the highest at- of will and design on the part of an all

tainable happiness by the unfaltering practice of powerful Creator.” There would scarcely

every conceivable virtue, exalts the individuals be need to alter a word in this summary of

thus pre-eminently wise into absolute supremacy the ancient Buddhism , if what we had to do

over all existing beings, and attempts the daring were to make a report, in the fewest words,
experiment of an atheistic morality. ... Both of the theory of the universe, and of the
systems (Hinduism and Buddhism) inculcate the
mysterious doctrine of the metempsychosis ; but origination of life, which, when Miss Hen

whilst the result of successive embodiments is to nell finds it in Mr. IIerbert Spencer's Psy

bring the soul of the Hindu pearer and nearer to chology , she greets it as a surprising and

the finalbeatitude of absorption into the essence most felicitous novelty ! In her first ac

of Brahma, the end and aim of the Buddhistical quaintance with this recent system , she wel
transmigration is to lead the parified spirit to comed it as “ presenting with a flash of de.

Nirwana, a condition between which and utterlight the clue that she was waiting for” ( p.

annihilation there exists but the dim distinction 138) ; andshe speaks of the intrinsic gran
Nirwana is the exhaustion, but not

deur of the results at which Mr. Spencer

* We cite from Ceylon, by Sir James Emerson has arrived." Why should she have waited

Tennent, chap. xi., Part iv. so long ? Why wait until the appearance
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of these “Principles of Psychology ? " Did as if it were an intentional burlesque of so

she not know that the origination of life, as baseless a speculation .

set forth by this “ Master Mind," and in As to its moral code, Buddhism is allowed

reading which she felt herself to be on the to be “ second only to Christianity, and su

verge of the Great Mystery,” has been perior to every other heathen system that
known in the world-known to the millions the world has seen .” There is therefore

of China , of Thibet, of India, and of Ceylon nothing to gain in adopting the recent phil

-at the least 3000 years ? The Buddhist osophy as if it were an improvement upon

missionaries went about teaching this same the venerable Oriental system . The two

system , in terms almost identical,long, long alike are wanting in authentication, and in

ages before the epoch when “ The Principles those higher motives which should impart

of Psychology " made their appearance in to them a vital efficacy. The two systems

print . True and substantial as this phi- alike are unsubstantial conjectures, which

losophy may be, certainly it must not be fail utterly in their application to human

proclaimed as a novelty ; assuredly this nature, such as it is. On this subject we

theory is not recent. may well listen again to the competent wit

ness whom we have just now called for.
If certain conditions be “ not only co-existent, ward .

but, as it is impossible to help inferring, the effi

cient cause (of organization) , then the very Ori

ginofLife itself, by insensiblesteps,may - must" ing religionswhich dividewithitthe worships of
" On comparing this system with other prevail

(the italics are the author's) “ bave been brought the East, Buddhism at oncevindicates its own
about in a similar manner. The idea ofareal superiority, not only by the purity of its code of

Origin is a thing that vanishes out of Nature :

allits Evolution ;and Evolution that provestobe morals,butby its freedomfromthe fanatical in
tolerance of the Mobammedans, and its abhorrent

constantly out of the lower forms into the higher. rejection of the revoltingrites of the Brahmini

Thusbegins, or rather thus becomes, by infinitely calfaith. Bat, mild and benevolent as are its

minute degrees, working through incalculablelengths of successive ages, out of mechanical ir- aspects and design, its theories have failed to rea

lize in practice the reign of virtue which they
ritability — itself the consequence ofincessantly proclaim . Beautiful as is the body of its doc

repeated action upon it, or of some species (what trines, it wants vivifying energy and soul,which
species ?) of internal agitation , effecting a new

are essential to ensure its ascendency and power.

condition of constituent particles; out of me. Its cold philosophy and thin abstractions, how

chapical irritability comes ( how does it come ?) a
ever calculated to exercise the faculties of anchor.

more and more lively response,growing into sen- etsandascetics, have proved insufficient of them.

sation ; out of immensely complicated sensation, selves to arrest man in hiscareer of passion and

far off (how far ?) consciousness; out of consci.

ousness,at last, intelligence
,unfolding in all its pursuit; andtheboldexperiment of influencing

various forms.” — Thoughts in Aid , p. 144 .
the heart, and regulating theconduct of mankind

by the external decencies and the mutual depend

This, then , is our modern science ! This and by a faith that penetrates eternity, bas
encies of morality, uosustained by higber hopes,

is the product of the advancing reason of proved, in this iostance,an unredeemed and hope

the present age ! This is the ripened fruit of less failure. The inculcation of the social vir

Modern Thought ! And it is to make way tues as the consummation of virtue here and

for a philosophy so solid as this that we are hereafter, suggests an object sufficieptly attractive

exhorted to throw Old Theological
for the bulk of mankind ; but Buddhism presents

Beliefs !" Yet we must take the liberty to
along with it no adequate knowledge of the

means which are indispensable for its attainment.

say — and we must say it with force - not in In confiding alltothe mere strength of the buman

irony, but in seriousness — that if the recent intellect,and the enthusiastic self-reliance and de

philosophy which thus dismisses the idea of termination of the human heart, it makes no

creation and of a CREATOR be brought fairly provision for defence against those powerful

into comparison with the ancient Oriental temptations before which ordinary resolution

philosophy — the upshot of the two being must give way,and affords no consoling support

identical — then, when the two are thus underthose overwhelming afflictions by which

placed side by side, the belief, which is that aided bythe influence of a purer faith,and unsus
the spirit is prostrated and subdued, when yo.

of one-third of the human family, com- tained by its confidence in a diviner power.

mends itselfto our acceptance, inasmuch as From the contemplation of the Buddhist, all the

it possesses far more of simplicity in its ex- awful and unending realities of a future life are

plication : it has more of dignity — it has withdrawn; his hopes and his fears are at once

more of a graceful ideality ; and if like the mean and circumscribed ; the rewards held in

recent philosophy, it be utterly destitute of prospect by his creedare insufficient to incitebim

a particle of evidence, yet does the ancient himfrom vice. Thus, insufficient for time, and
to virtue, and its punishments too remote to deter

Buddhism keep clearof that jargon which, rejecting eternity, the utmost triumph of hisre

even when it is graced in the chosen phrases ligion is to live without fear, and to die witboat

of an admiring disciple, provokes laughter, I hope.”— Ceylon, vol. i., p . 536.
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With this impressive and perspicuous training and the teaching which it receives.

summary of Buddhism , regarded as a re- This now -present training, whether it be

ligion for the mass of men , the reader may under the guidance of a superannuated The

compare Miss Hennell's own admissions ology, or of a New Philosophy, is an urgent

( some of which we have cited above , and need of the body social . The need is tacitly

many others occur in the volume) as to the acknowledged by everyone who writes a

coldness, the insufficiency, the nugatory im- book with the professed intention of sub

port of the philosophy which , with so much stituting the New Philosophy for the Old

ability and fairness, she has concocted from Theology - and who does it - for the benefit
the

pages of the Master Minds of this time. of mankind.

It is reported of the “cold philosophy," and We are warranted, therefore, in repeating

of the thin abstractions ” of Buddhism , our question in urgent terms- homely

that, “ however calculated to exercise the and practical question it is— What is to be

faculties of anchorets and ascetics, they have done for themultitude for the men, women ,

proved insufficient of themselves to arrest and children , who must wait ages before the

man in his career of passion .” If it be so New Philosophy can come within their

as to this ancient philosophy, on what reach, as to any good it can do them ?

ground — and let this question be answered There are those who will say — and Miss

-can we rest a reasonable expectation that Hennell's candour, and her good feeling too,

the still colder philosophy, and the yet thin- will prompt her to say it ; in fact, she has

ner abstractions of Modern Thought, shall already implicitly said as much - Take your

take a more powerful hold of the mass of Christianity for what it is worth ; and it is

minds ? From one who is so candid and worth much. Use it as far as it will go.

truthful as the author of these “ Thoughts in It is true to those who can think it true.

Aid of Faith,” we should probably obtain We, on our part, are quite ready to counter

at once the ingenuous avowal that she is not sign the Permit to preach and teach the

able to indulge any confident expectation of Gospel to the multitudes that assemble in

such a result, desirable as it may be. In schools and churches.

fact, when she speaks, as she does in the But now, even if we were thoroughly well

closing chapters of her volume, of the reali- inclined to accept this permission, and
zation of a Religion of Nature," and of wished to act upon it, we should not find it

the unfolding of a “ Science of Morality," possible to do so ; and we shall show that a

she manifestly looks on through vistas incal- course of this kind is rendered impractic

culably long for the arrival of the millen- able by a difficulty which no ingenuity has

nium of Perfect Reason. hitherto availed, or can ever avail, to sur

Be it so ; but meantime something must be mount. Our amiable friend's simplicity,

done for the help and benefit of the millionsand her clear-sightedness too, lead her to

upon millions of human beings who, in the in- feel the whole force of the moral paradox

tervening ages,will have come into existence, which forbids the enjoyment and the em

and willhave passed away—the conscious ployment of the Christian system to those

" foliage ” upon the tree of entire humanity who, with herself, and with the professors

who will have weltered , and been rent away of Modern Thought, admire its spirituality,

by wintry winds from the root-stalk , and but reject its pretension to be a Revelation,

will have mingled their atoms of carbon attested by supernatural interpositions. In
with the soil beneath ! Each of these leaves the following forcible statement of the case,

of the Great Tree has, in its day, been in the author insists upon one element only of

dividually conscious of its own existence ; the problem, namely, Christ's assertion of

and it has relished its personal well-being; His own mission ;-she omits the still more
and it has suffered too ; and this " leaf” has perplexing element, namely-the often re

erred, and it has sinned , and it has endured peated appeals He makes to the miracles
the pangs of remorse :—it feels that it has whichhewrought. To this latter and more

" left undone the things that itoughtto have formidable aspect of the case before us, we

done, and has done those things that it must presently ask attention. Miss Hen

ought not to have done ; " and , in the con- nell says, “ The Divine wisdom , goodness,

sciousness of blameworthiness, it trembles purely spiritual beauty, that beam with irre

in the apprehension of a judgment to come! sistible, instinctive, self-attestation into a

Delusive as these fears may be, as wellassoul attuned to perceive them ” (p. 33)
these hopes, the now.passing welfare of this can never, without doing violence to our

conscious leaf, or of these millions of leaves, moral instincts, be made to consist with the

is—a momentous reality ;—the green days idea of an ambitious teacher, who proclaims

of each are days that may be passed for the hiinself to be “sent of God ;" much less,
better or for the worse, according to the we may add, can these two mutually repel

7
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lent ideas be made to meet in our conception for which they do not appear to be them

tions of one who asserts miraculous powers selves prepared .
which he did not possess. This now -present problem of Modern

Thought urgently demands a clear under
" If we persist in looking back to Jesus under

theimpression of modern feeling,according to the standing of its conditions ; andweshalldo

cool enlightened judgmentof this nineteenth cen- our best, in the compass of a page or two,

tury , the mistake - regarded as amistake - of con- to bring it into the light.

sidering himself the especially chosen minister of

God , appears an egregious egotism , that requires Once for all let it be said , that, in referring,

a high degree of fanaticism to make it not revolt- as we shall have occasion to do, to the lead

ing . It seems to demand almosta species of io.ing persons who at this time stand forward

sanity as in fact its only vindication . To attempt

to reconcile it with moral approbation,isdoing, in question — and especially in speaking of
as the promoters of the system of opinions

violence to our perception. And the same may
be said, inminor proportion, of every effort to those of them who now hold , or who have

represent Christ in any way as a pattern of hu-held office, as ministers of religion, and who

mility and self-renunciation, at the same time that are, or were, in the enjoyment of ecclesiasti.

he was claiming an exaltation above all his fel cal emoluments — let it be said with a serious

lows :—that it requires, namely, a distortion in emphasis, that we utterly reject and disallow

our moral feelings so to accept it.Under any the illiberal imputation of insincerity, or of

kind of humanitarian view ofhis person, it in
volves a self-contradiction. When the New Test: dishonesty (in any sense) on the part of those

ament attributes humility to Christ, it is mani-who, as churchmen or as lay -writers, are per

festly under the notion of him as a Divine Being sons of note,and who are in possession of

who has descended from a celestial condition into the good opinion of their circles. The fault

this lower state of buman suffering and degrada- of these eminent persons, in our view of it,

tion . As soon as Jesus is regarded as a real man, is misfortune as much as fault ; —they have

the reversed condition of necessity requires the allowed themselves to be carried forward, by

corresponding reversal of his moral characteristicthe tendency of speculative opinion abroad,

into rather one or another phase oflofty daring into a position which is logically false
, andand upmeasured aspiratiou ." -- pp. 34, 35.

where there can be no resting place — just

" In the original worship of Christ, ” the mid -way as it is between a coherent univer

author goes on to say, “ there was a natural sal Disbelief, and the unexceptive Belief

truth which it is entirely vain to endeavour to of the Church in all times, concerning the

reproduce by accommodating it to the sense Scriptures, and the Divine origination of the

of modern times :" Christian system . The stepnext ensuing

" To attribute the self-assertion of a mission of Belief ? This is not the direction in which
must speedily be taken : shall it be back into

teaching virtue and piety to theworld by his own minds can move (or often do) that have long
example, is a moral contradiction in terms. Vir

tueand piety that exhibit themselves, destroy conversed with negative and exceptive rea
themselves. The claiming of personal eminence sonings : forward it will be into — what ? we

is, in fact, odious, precisely in proportion as the will not say ; it is a course marked upon the

eminence is of aspiritual kind, since the true ef map of Fate, and it has been worn smooth
fect of moral refinement is to diminish the sense by many feet.

of self. According to modern perception, it is

hence the reverse of benefiting a mind of purely say thatseveral , if not all, of these conspic
Meantime, it is not out of place for us to

spiritual delicacy , even to have that latent con
sciousness of superiority which is attributed to uous writers, who, as well by their individual

Jesus.” — p. 39. ability and learning, as by their ecclesiastical

standing, command the public ear, have

In what way the author contrives to recon- shown themselves to be much wanting in

cile the two oppugnant conceptions of the self-command , and in the philosophic sedate

character of Christ — retaining the ideal beau- ness which should become them as self-con

ty, and denying the reality of the mission- stituted representatives of Pure Reason and

it is of no importance for us to inquire. The of Modern Science, in an age, as they would

reader who wishes to be informed on this call it, of Infantile or of Senile superstition,

point may turn to the volume itself. Ingen- and doting prejudice. These noted writers,

uous and outspeaking as she is, she yet holds or some of them , take the tone of a subdued

off from the far more perplexing problem to arrogance, which damages them in the esteem

which the progress of Modern Thought has of more than a few of their readers, who, it

lately given prominence. It is this perplex- may be, are almost their equals in qualifica

ity which necessitates a further progress on tion for entering upon the ground of the same

the part of those who, at present, take their argument, and yet are bold enough to retain

stand within the pale of Christianity , and their Christianity, entire. The writers we

which will inevitably bring on a consumma- have in view, eager to push to the utmost
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extent the advantage that has fallen into their what is to become of the Christian docu

hands, resulting from the more exact critical ments ? As Christian teachers, how shall we

methods of these times, and impatient of the deal with the Evangelists ? It is on the sharp

mindless prejudices and the nugatory super- ridges of this reef that Modern Thought will

stitions of many of the Conservative party strike, and go down. There is here no way

in Theology, have not known how to govern of escape. The English writers now in view

their own temper;but have shown a petu- have allowed themselves to be moored by,

lant alacrity in inflicting as much pain as their German masters into a still water, with

possible in their use of the lancet. A little ruin around them in every point of the com

more of philosophic forecasting as to the in- pass, when next the wind shall blow !

evitable course of things, would have given Mystifications and evasions put out of

a wholesome check to this overweening con- view, it is manifest that the momentous con

fidence, and to this opinion of their vocation troversy of the present time turns upon the

to reform the Church. There are those who, belief we shall arrive at concerning the PER

standing on one side, and accustomed to look SONAL CHARACTER OF Christ. It is on this

up and down lengths of the way on which ground that the question must in future be

all minds are travelling, see - or believe they argued, and an issue sought for and accept

see—not far ahead , a revulsion of Christian ed : “ What think we of Christ ? " Was it so

energies, in the powerful eddies of which that, while Heprofessed to work miracles in

many bright reputations shall go down for the name of God, He yet did nothing which
ever. Consistent atheistic Disbelief will sur- has not been done by many an impostor ?

vive, perhaps, to the world's end ; and the The monstrous incoherence (as well as im

Gospel of Christ, entire, shall endure; but piety ) involved in this supposition has come

as to this now flagrant Christianized Disbe- plunging down into the heart of English

lief, this “ Modern Thought," it is a congeries Christianized Disbelief, not with the free con

of incongruities that will barely outlive a sent of those upon whose heads the conse

seven years. quence will fall. The mischief has been

There can be no need to encumber the foot machinated by those who, having no theol

of these pages with dozens of references to ogy of their own to care for, and no religious

books — Essays, Sermons, Expositions, which existence or ecclesiastical status at peril,have

everybody has read . Nor is there any risk been reckless of what must ensue to those

in gathering into the compass of a few lines , who stand just within the pale of Belief. It

the drift, or general intention , of these vari- has cost nothing to men who have already

ous writings. The purpose, differing a little made their home in Atheism to commend

in the instance of each writer, is of this almost to idolize- " the Galilean Hero !"

sort :-Modern Thought is laboring, in the Anything fine may be said of Him . “ It is

first place, to reduce the Hebrew and Chris- no matter to us. Take Christ for what

tian history to what is called “ the common you will : we admire him greatly. As to

level of ordinary history ; yet with a decis your FourGospelslook you well to them !

ive preference allowed it .— Inspiration is that We care nothing about criticism , or its dif
divine providential movement for the educa- ficulties." A cruel sport this has been, in

tion of the human family, of which the an- its consequences upon the Christianized pro

cient Buddhism was an eminent sample ,and fessors of Disbelief; for how should they

the Greek poetry and philosophy another excuse themselves to theworld if they should

sample . As to the inspiration of the Pro- seem reluctant to say an Amen to the eulo

phets and Apostles, it was directed to a higher gies of unbelievers ? And yet how pronounce

end ; and thence the strength and perma. this Amen with the staggering facts of the

nence of the hold it has taken of the modern Evangelists under their eyes ? Where shall

mind, among all civilized nations. So it is they find face henceforward to read the Se

therefore — and this is the next purpose in cond Lesson in Church ?

view—that we may still consistently profess The great improvement which of late years

ourselves to be Christians; we may sign ar- has taken place in modes of religious think

ticles of religion ; we may recite creeds; we ing — the advancing taste and sensitiveness of

may preach sermons; we may recommend the public mind, and a consequent amend

to the populace, as well of the upper as of ment in literary usages—the greater deco

the lower classes , the moral and the spiritual ruin of conventional language relating to

elements of the Christian system ; while for Christianity - all these reforms have had the

ourselves, it is a fixed principle, and it is the effect of driving off from common parlance,

one postulate of our philosophy, that we ut- and from periodic literature, and from books,

terly reject as incredible whatever savours the ribaldry and the blasphemy of the En.

of the supernatural . There must be no cyclopaedic period. At this time it is those

Miracle in our gospel . But, if not, then only who cater for the lowest class of readers

your
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that indulge themselves in these vulgarities.culty is evaded, or it is ignored, or it is re

Then again, the wide sweep that has been manded to a future hearing. But this easy

taken in metaphysical speculation has served way out of trouble is not open to those

to loosen the tongues of a class of writers whose position ( officially perhaps) is just

in uttering their commendations of Chris- within the pale. These persons must well

tianity, and of Christ. These “ Profound know that pressure must come to bear

Thinkers,” believing themselves to hold at upon them , from without and from within,

their command a "Theory of all Things ” and that they will soon be compelled to step

that covers all difficulties, and that embraces over, or to come over, to the side they shall

every possible problem in history or in hu- prefer. They must, in unambiguous terms,

man nature, have used this liberty in giving tell the world (and the Church to which they
judgmentfavorably upon the Gospel. Thus, belong) how it is they reconcile the Christ

for example, Feuerbach, and others of his whom all men now commend, with the

class — themselves safe in their transcendent Christ of the Gospels : for in these, He so
philosophy -- are copious, and even rhetorical speaks of Himself, and of His mission , and

in style, when their themeis what they term He is so spoken of by His followers, as to

the most remarkable evolution that has ever involve the whole history in a cloud ofmoral

occurred in the religious history of the world . ambiguity. Thus it must be, if the super

Along with this philosophic, or rather natural is to be excluded , and ifmiracles are

metaphysic, liberty of speech on the side of to be denied. Never again can it be at

Disbelief, the prevalence of erudite Biblical tempted to obviate the difficulty by the dis

criticism, while it has given rise to questions integration of the text of the Gospels; for

and doubts, in detail, has quite excluded that the rules oftextualcriticism forbid this to be

wholesale treatment of the Christian Scrip- done. Nor can it be allowed that we should

tures which, a while ago, was often attempt- disintegrate them in an historic sense— by

ed . And beyond these limits, there has expunging, or setting off, those portions out

come in , of late, a feeling which has not yet of which the perplexity arises. To do this ,

received a formal designation, but which would be a violence which the necessities

might be called the Historic Consciousness : of a desperate argument will not warrant.

it is a vivid sense of the reality of the per- Nor may we, when we come to the narra

sons, and the scenes, and the events of re- tive of a miracle, silently put it on one side,

mote times — so far asthese convictions may as if it did not concern us, or as if we

be warrantable. It is this Historic Con- might quietly pass on to a parable, or to 8

sciousness that stands opposed to the shal- preceptive discourse, heedless of what we

low scepticism of the period lately closed ; have left in therear. Nor can it be of any

and that rejects, as absurd, the myth -theo- use to say, “ Miracles are not available as

ries which, for a moment, attracted attention evidences now; for we rest our modern faith

in Germany. upon other grounds." This evades the diffi

These several advancements and they culty ; it does not meet it . The narrative is

must be reckoned substantial improvements where it is, in the text ; nor is there any

-have taken notable effect upon the Chris- power on earth that can dislodge or remove

tian argument. But, in doing so , they lead it — if indeed textual criticism affirms the

on toward a crisis in that argument, as it is passage to be genuine. This portion - con

taken up by the writers now in view ; for the taining the narrative of an event which un

great question has thus been brought within questionably was out of the order of Nature

a much narrower compass than heretofore. -so intertwines itself with the context, and

On all sides it is now admitted and the the circumstances of the event are so woven

apostles of Atheism have freely admitted it into the personal behaviour of Christ, and

-that the Christ of the Evangelists is a they so form the basis and the reason of

Real Person, in the fullest historic sense ; what He said and did they are so tightly

and , moreover, that the splendour of His wedged into the history, constituting its very

virtues and wisdom beams forth from these framework --that to remove them ,otherwise

inartificial records. It is granted -- or one than by an act of sheer violence, is not pos

might say , it has been carried by acclama- sible. To attempt any such operation ,is to

tion — that within these writings there is ex- rend the document itself into shreds :

hibited an unmatched sample of Human nothing remains that can be worth the pains

Nature - a bright reality of goodness and of of an argument about it.

truth.
And why be at all this trouble ? Why

The moral problem which springs out of entertain the wish toperpetrate outrages of

these admissions does not severely press this sort ? Instead of indulging interminable

upon those whostand at the extreme verge conjectures, and in the place of monstrous

on the side of Disbelief. By them the diffi- suppositions, let us only be willing to read
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the Gospels by their own light, and as the be, a large allowance — for the peculiar cir

Church of all times has read them ; and then cumstances that attended our Blessed Lord's

these perplexities are dispelled !—the vast ministry among His country men, the Jews

entanglement of factitious difficulty is gone ! of that age, ignorant, and fanatical, and

Believe concerning the Christ of the Gos- credulous, and superstitious as they were.
pels that He was indeed the Christ ofGod. In justice to Him , we must abstain from

Throw away evasions, which no one can un- passing upon Him that severe sentence of

derstand, and believe that He whom we condemnation which, undoubtedly , we should

now all look to as a sample of the loftiest now pass upon any religious teacher among

wisdom, and of perfect goodness, went about ourselves who should say and do the like.

—omnipotent in benevolence — the healing In this case, peculiar as it is, we must be

energy following close upon His word, or willing to admit explanations which perhaps

upon His touch ; and then in this belief we it may be difficult for us to render entirely

find a coherent religious Faith which , while satisfactory to ourselves, or to bring into

it satisfies the deepest religious feeling, ap- accordance with the spirit of Modern

proves itself to that Historic Consciousness Thought.” This,or something like it, must

whereto these inartificial writings give per- be the Christian teacher's peroration ! And
fect contentment. what shall be the consequence of folly so

If still we refuse to adopt this course, we egregious ? It need not be said : —for the

must then take a position at a level where,attempt to preach Christ ” in any such

at every step in the perusal of the Gospels, fashion as this, and thus to proclaim Him

we must carry with us a saving hypothesis in the midst of slimy subterfuges of this

of some kind-it may be better or worse- order, has been tried over and over, and

it may be probable or improbable ;-but at always with the same result - a miserable

every opening of the Book we must have failure ! Why should we now look for any

ready at hand a redeeming conjecture which other result ? The forcible instincts of

should not be glaringly absurd , by aid of common sense (if it be not so in Germany,

which we may be able to rescue the Christ it is so in England and in Scotland ) impel

of the Evangelists — from what ?—from im- alike the uninstructed and the instructed

putations of so grave a kind that, if they attendants at public worship to contemn

impended over the head ofany personage and to resent the endeavour to uphold -- as

of history , hitherto admired and revered, an object of the highest religious regard ,

they must destroy his reputation, in a and as a pattern of wisdom and truthful.

moment, and irrecoverably ! Let an excul. ness—a Curist for whom, as often as He is

patory hypothesis approach as near as is named, apologies must be made.

conceivable to the level of an unexceptive And yet apologies must be made, and

religious Faith, and yet come short of it by exculpatory theories must be advanced, if

a little,then those whose own convictions as in future the Gospels are to be read at all .

Christian men stand at this lower mark, How shall we fare in our families, where

whenever they come before the people offi- the Evangelists — hitherto devoutly listened

cially, in pulpits, or when they sit in Pro- to, have been the source and the aliment of

fessors' Chairs, or when, as heads of fami- domestic piety ? This is a homely question ;

lies, they address their children and ser- but it must now be answered in some man.

vants on a Sunday evening,and on any such ner . The father of a family whose misfor

occasions when it behoves them , in all seri- tune it has lately been to convince himself,

ousness and sincerity, to commend the by the perusal of certain Essays and Re.

Saviour of the world to the veneration and views, that the “ Order of Nature excludes

the devout affection of their hearers, and to the possible occurrence of Miracles, and that

hold Him up as a pattern of virtue, they narratives of this complexion can have no

must, of necessity , effect a preliminary useful tendency at this time, must either

clearing ofthe ground in some mode of proclaim his convictions, or he must conceal

forced vapidities, such as this :they must them . Shall he go on feigning a faith which

modulate the voice, bringing it down to the he has abandoned ? Thismay not be done.

tone of a submissive argument, a pleading Shall he now for the first time enact a

for grace, and say : - " In rightly under- solemn falsity in presence of his children ?

standing this or that passage in the evan- Or shall he tell them , as he opens the New

gelic narrative-- granting just now that it Testament, “There is here a beautiful“ a

has not been foisted into the text by the legendary passage, a well imagined incident

copyists of a later age - a supposition we in the life of Christ; but as it implies a

should always keep in view — then we must miracle, we may be sure that no such event

bring to the perusal of it a candid willing- did then , or has ever taken place, or ever

ness to make every allowance -- and, it may can occur ; it is certain that the Order of

D-12VOL. XXXIII.
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Nature has never been interrupted ! " If it Modern Thought which may indeed reach

be so, then the sons and daughters of a well. its completion; and it is doing so unob

trained family would petition that the read- structed and unobserved around us. There

ing of the Gospels should thenceforward be is going on a dissolution of the religious

discontinued. The moral instincts of a convictions an extinction of the spiritual

family must not be outraged in any such life in the secrecy of many thoughtfulminds.

manner as this . Thus will Modern Thought Many, on all sides , there is reason to think

consummate itself, in our homes, by the ces so, are at this moment passing from one re.

sation of the morning and evening Bible- ligious condition to another, under the guid

reading : and shall we be gainers by this ance of the writers to whom we are here re.

reform ? ferring. Lately , these persons seemed hap

As to the pulpit of the future, when py as Christians ; and wben, daily, for an

Modern Thought has become mature, and is hour, they shut out the world , the Bible be

grown bold enough to be outspoken + plainly fore them , they were used to enjoy what

uttering what at present it gives to the world they believed to be spiritual communion

in mysterious morsels-- the minister of re with the Father of Spirits. But now they

ligion , if still he be in any sense a Christian are driven mournfully, or in despair, to

teacher, shall make it his task to set before drown the recollection of a happiness which

the people a Christ that is the product of can never again be theirs , amid the distrac

Criticism - a Christ residual— a Saviour tions or the pleasures of the secular life.

who, before He may be trusted in , must It is quite true that, in the case of reli

Himself be saved , in our esteem , from the gious young persons whose Biblical training

difficult ambiguities of His own professions ! has been of a narrow and superstitious kind,

He must be snatched from out of the burn. a first acquaintance with the results of gen

ings of our modern exegesis :-he Judge of uine biblical criticism often occasions a dis

the world must be cleared from inexplicable quietude, and perhaps distress, from which

imputations ! Is it not so ? Turn this mat- it may not be easy to relieve them ; for to

ter about on every side ;-look at the case do so effectively, might demand a counter

in its bare merits; it is not susceptible of training, which there may be no opportunity

any rendering that is substantially different to bring into operation. The cases we are

from this. Vain is it to reiterate the so- now thinking of are of a different sort,oc

phism , that “ Miracles, even if ever any curring, as they do, among persons of a

such events took place, could be of no ser- higher class and of more liberal education ,

vice to us now ." Be it so ; but they do Must it not be surmised that instances of

constitute , in great part, the Gospels in our this kind might be found among those who

hands ; andwemust either continue to read occupy pulpits? It is certain that, among

these chapters, or we must cease to read the educated Jaity , many bright minds are,

them . If we read them , we must plainly as to their religious existence, coming under

tell the people they are fictions ! If we a cloud ; or they have already entered with

cease to read them , then the Scriptures fall in the thick darkness of universal disbelief

away from the popular mind. Christianity , -the region upon the skirts of which there

less its miracles,will work its own disap- appear no breakings of the dawn :-there

pearance from the world ; nor will it be can be none, for the victims are treading the

long in coming to this end ! No such issue abyss - on its lowest level !. —

as this shall come about : the Gospel in its Some-perhaps many, of these instances

integrity shall outlive whims and sophis might be regarded as cases of mental mal

tries -- evasions and disbeliefs of all species.* formation, of which our Intellectual Philo.

There is, however, a consummation of sophy has hitherto rendered no account.

They are paradoxical ; and yet—so we be

* It may be well to consider what would be the lieve they do actually occur; and they oc
actual consequence, in families and in churches, of

an open rejection of the evangelic miracles

cur often among those whose culture has

speaknow only of the Gospels, wemustdiscontinue been of a refined rather than of a healthy

the public reading of chapters in the following pro- order ; and this is the characteristic of mod.

portion : of the twenty-eight chapters of theGos- ern education, very generally . The human
pel of Matthew,eleven must be omitted; of the six- mind is so constituted — thus we are told-
teen chapters of Mark, eleven also must be marked
off; of the twenty-four chapters of Luke, thirteen as to be determined always, if not by that

are on thesame ground exceptionable; and of the which is in fact the stronger and the better

twenty-one chapters of John's Gospel, ten are ex- reason , yet by that which, at the moment, is

cluded. Or, otherwise stat:d, it stands thus : of imagined to be such. We think otherwise;
eighty-ninechapters, forty-five must sooner or later and,onthe ground of facts, fully believe
fall out ofusein the practice of religious instruction, that someminds,and these not a few, are so
The Book of the Acts could scarcely be read at all ;

por quite a half of the Epistles.
constituted, or, by indulgence of an ill habit,

년

*

To
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they have come into a condition which im- ment of the tyranny of Truth . Thus it is—

pels them to take to themselves, with a sort as we think -- that minds of more sensitive

of zest, a conclusion which, at the very mo- ness than force, yield themselves to the en

ment of accepting it, they see to be the chantment of theorieswhich they freely con

weaker conclusion of two propounded to fess to be “ thin as air, ” because such theo

their choice. Resolute logicians will say— ries contradict overwhelming reasons. Thus

This supposed case is impossible ; nor must it is that the very strength of the cumulative

it be imagined as real :--the weaker and the Christian argument is the real cause of its

worse reason must, in some way, have rejection by many. We need not impute

clothed itself in false colours, which give it motives of a more improper kind to many

an aspect of force and conclusiveness. We who resist that argument: it may be, that

adhere to our belief in the reality of the the resistance takes its spring rather from a

paradox,and think that some minds cling to fanlt of the intellectual habitudes than from

the worse,and reject the better reason, while any immoral repugnance toward Christian

fully conscious of the relativemerits of thetwo. doctrines or precepts.
It is the feebleness, the insufficiency, the want But it is minds of a different structure

of evidence in support of an opinion , which that are just now yielding themselves to the

is the charm, or the irresistible fascination fascination of a nugatory argument, founded

that gains it favour, and which secures for it upon what is termed “The Order of Na

a preference . Instances partly analogous to ture," and which is alleged to be adverse to
this are of frequent occurrence. Generous the Christian affirmation of miracles. How

spirits move forward with alacrity to espouse it is adverse, the latest and the ablest ex

the cause of the feeble, when they are seen pounder of this doctrine has not attempted

to be in contest with the strong. The best to show. Nowhere does the ground of this

impulses prompt us to take side with the adverse bearing appear. It may
be well to

oppressed. We kindle with a noble ambi- sift the argument, if it be an argument, of

tion to circumvent the despot, and to compel those who are now insisting upon it.
him to lick the dust . Such instances may The confidence which, at this time, all in.

afford an aid in solving a problem which, structed persons feel in the constancy of
when it is formally stated , may seem inad- events in the natural world, stands opposed ,

inissible. If we may rely upon facts as of in the first place, to popular superstitions,

more authority than theory, we shall retain and to that appetite for themarvellous which

our belief that this sort of upside-down mode in every age has stimulated impositions and

of choosing our side in a controversy, is a quackeries. Moreover, this confidence is a

reality in human nature. There is a siding proper corrective of those unwarrantable
with the lamb against the wolf when the modes of thinking and talking which have

lamb is a sophism, and the wolf - a valid prevailed among some religious folks , who
reason ! Absurd as this may seem , it is so. have allowed themselves to believe that, in

On the one hand,there is propounded a con . answer to their prayers, and often for the in

clusion which instantly approves itself to dulgence of their egotism or foolish wishes,

common sense, and which is sustained by an the Divine Providence is wont to work small
abundance of evidence: on the other hand, miracles daily, in their favour - interrupt

we are asked to listen to a bare surmise, a ing the order of nature, right hand and left

mere film of probability , destitute of a par- hand-to save its favourites a disappoint

ticle of rational support. The best that can ment or a vexation . Such persons, if indeed

be affirmed concerning it is, that it is not such there now are, and if they will listen to

absolutely an impossible supposition ! Who better teaching, should be taught to include
is it now that shall generously stand up and in their belief of a Special Providenceand

accept a fee for maintaining the cause of-aof the efficacy of prayer, this principle
cobweb_a bubble ? There are minds that that within and by themeans of the compli

will be prompt at the call : seldom is either cated movements of the system around us,

a cobweb or a bubble non- suited for want of and always in perfect accordance with the
an advocate. constancy of cause and effect, physical and

And besides this, in minds astutely con- moral , the Divine Intelligence brings about

stituted there is an irresistible gravitation its purposes of discipline toward individuals

toward the exceptive side in argument. It and towards communities, realizing the in

is an instinct which impels such minds to tentions of a higher scheme of government,

look always for a way of escape from a fore- by the means of the invariable constitutions

seen conclusion ;-they make for the chink ; of a lower scheme, to both which we stand

--they run towards the hole in the wall . related in the world we live in ;-to the one

There is a nervous terror of an impending not less truly, though less ostensibly , than

demonstration : there is a petulant resent- I to the other.

a
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So far as it may seem to be opposed to a nor are any “ outrages perpetrated upon

belief in the miracles of the evangelic his. Nature.” Nevertheless, innumerable cases

tory , the axiom of modern science concern- present themselves in which causation upon

ing the constancy of nature can take effect one line comes athwart causation upon some

as a feeling only , and it is a fact worthy of other, or, it may be, upon several other lines

notice, that the very persons who just now of sequence. It is an ample acquaintance

are insisting upon this axiom , for the pur- with instances of this kind, derived from a

pose of undermining the Christian argument, knowledge of the Greater Scheme of things,

exhibit themselves as the victims of an im- which gives a breadth to the mind , constitut

pression , or a prejudice, as baseless as any ing the difference between the philosophic,

popular illusion that might be named. A and the merely scientific, or technical style.

life-long and undiverted concernment with and feeling. The Essays above alluded to

particular departments of physical science, are curious samples of the force of a pro

and the daily habitude of following causes fessional prejudice in narrowing the views of

into their effects, and of ascending from ef- even so strong a mind - amind scientific much

fects to causes, on single lines of causation , rather than philosophical . This eminent

generate a mode of thinking which we re- man, in his lapse of years as a writer, has

cognise at once as narrow and unphilosophi- exhibited the inevitable downward tendency

cal, when we encounter it upon otherpaths. of this prejudice, which, atthe last, led him

Minds of great vigour in their own depart- to adopt the most unintelligible of myths,

ment—whether it be mathematical, or me. as the only means left him by aid of which

chanical, or chemical, or physiological - show he might conserve a remnant of his Christian

themselves to be very little superior to the creed . This doctrine of the Order of Na

ignorant multitude at any time when they ture, as opposed to an unexceptive belief in

are invited to take a turn upon a path which the evangelic miracles, is devoid of meaning ;

hitherto has been unfrequented by them- for, though formidable at a first glance, it is

selves. So it was, we venture to think , with a begging of the question in debate—nothing

the eminent man lately gone - Baden Pow . more. It is manifest that an argument rest

ell—who has pushed this argument against ing on this basis—if indeed it deserves to be

miracles to its utmost extent. In his view , called an argument - can never go beyond

" the Order of Nature ” was—its constancy the limit of a negative presumption. No

on the one, two, or three lines of sequence imaginable condition under which it may

which were the most familiar to himself. present itself, can impart to it the millionth

His Cosmos was the Cosmos of which a part of any positive force ; nor has it any

knowledge may be acquired by those who logical contrariety to positive evidence. The

have no habits of thought connected with the utmost value that can be assigned to the

Cosmos of a higher sphere. presumption against miracles is this — it may

The Cosmos Universal—the great world be allowed to run alongside of an argument

around us, to the settled order of which our drawn from positive evidence, in the way of

individual agency is related brings us, a caution or a corrective of credulity:

every day and hour, into collision with cross- But there is a sphere within which a due

ings, with interruptions, or with overthrows, regard paid to the Order of Nature affords

with dissonances, which take their rise from ground for confident conclusions . Let it

the inter-action of independent lines of caus- be asked — Is not Human Nature a part of

ation . That is to say , there are many lines Nature ? and is there not ORDER on this

of sequence which , though each of them is side also of the universe ? Or is there no

constunt in itself, is not linked with other coherence among its elements ? Are there

lines, which also are constant in themselves. no congruities which we may trust to in the

It is thus that the meteorologic world , re . moral world ? Surely there are ; and if

lated as no doubt it is, on the whole, to the only we are willing to trust ourselves on

welfare of the vegetable and the animal sys- this ground—if we have courage to tread

tems, interrupts these destructively, at this upper path, we shall find it firm - not

points. Thus it is also, that animal agency less firm than the lower ground. Whoever

is every moment turning aside, if we may so has been perplexed by sophisms concerning

speak, the great machine of the inorganic the Order of Nature, if he will fearlessly

world ; and thus especially , that civilised take up and follow this same axiom of the

man is, in a thousandmodes, and by aid of constancy of law, and the certainty of the

his inventive faculty, giving new directions, connection of cause and effect, he will find

at his will , to the Order of Nature--chem. in it an ample confutation of the narrow

ical, mechanical , physiological, and moral conclusions that have embarrassed him

too. In all these instances, it is Order that while confining his view to the objects of s

still prevails ; nor are there any miracles, lower level .

8
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We may

The difficulty of supposing that any con - pels, and that we trust ourselves to the

tradiction, or any violation of principles, veracity, to the congruity , to the coherence

has occurred in the moral world, is just of what we there read . The ground of this

double of the difficulty of admitting a mi- confidence may need to be cleared of mis

racle, or an interruption to have occurred apprehension ; but it is in no sense obscure

in the world of physical causation. It is or uncertain, nor is it less to be thought of

so, because, while our knowledge of the than is that on which we affirm the con

material world is a knowledge of the crust stancy of Law in the world of ponderable

only, a knowledge which is often illusory ; elements, of chemical affinities, and of ani

(and of the inner in nature, we know mal organization. The ORDER OF NATURE

nothivg) but as to the constitution, and as IN THE MORALWORLD is indeed “ an anchor

to the Order of the moral world, or the of the soul , sure and stedfast.” How much

world of Consciousness, we are acquainted soever we may at any moment have been

with it in two modes — and these are inde- perplexed and disheartened by the spec

pendent, the one of the other. We come tacle of the appearant confusions that attach

to know the world of human nature by our to the moral world , looked at in small por

daily experience of the conduct and profes- tions or patches, we do not, if sound-minded ,

sions of those around us, just as we come lose our hold of great principles.

to know the course of the material world have been baffled for an hour ; but, after a

by observation ; and in single instances we time, we return to our ground of confidence
may be mistaken . But as to the inner in truths which are the stay of virtue and

mind, our knowledge of this is never illuso- the aliment of hope. So it is, that as often

ry . We may put a wrong interpretation as we are so happy as to see these truths

upon its testimony ; but itself is always these unchanging elements of reason and

veracious : if there be a mystery, we are goodness — coming forth embodied in their

ourselves at the very core of the mystery ; proper force, even though it be imperfectly,

if there be concealment, we are parties to we exult in the sight ; we recognise the

every secret. It is by the aid of this sure reality of this sample with a vivid and pro

knowledge of the inner world , that we found emotion. It is a peace-giving satis

revise and interpret the appearances of the faction that we feel. This pleasure is so

outer world . much the more intense if it confronts us

It may be said that, as to the moral suddenly in times of perplexity or doubt.

world , it so abounds with anomalies — it is But if it be indeed an instance of pure in

so thick with inconsistencies - it is so incon- telligence , --if it be fuultless wisdom - if it

stant, that we ought not to rely at all upon be spotless virtue— it it be boundless good.

its phenomena. An averment of this sort ness, then these perfections so realized are

should not be advanced by those Leading not merely powers or qualities which we

Minds of the present time that are giving admire, for beyond this, or beside it , they

direction to Modern Thought; nor is it are welcomed as SIMPLIFICATIONS which, as

these that should draw back from an appeal by a charm, restore order and confidence to

to the Order of Nature ; for it is these who our troubled spirits . The sight avails to

are proclaiming the doctrine, that, as apples dissipate comfortless confusions, it restores

fall to the earth , so do men think, speak, our shaken faith in the order of the world ,

and act, in unvarying conformity with law it re-animates our hopes of a bright future,

-the law of motives. Let it be so ; but if and it serves as a demonstration of Truth in

it be so, then let us abide by the conse- Human Nature, opposed alike to anarchy,

quences of the principle we profess. We to fortuity , and to despair.

also believe that in the world of human It is thus, and it is at such moments, and

motives— feelings — dispositions, it is law, it is in this plenitude of moral force, that

not chance, that holds empire. In this the Christ of the Evangelists comes into

region there are laws of a lower order, and prospect ; and what we there see heals the

there are laws of a higher order ; and as to spirit, and raises the fallen , and dispels con

the higher, they are not less sure in their fusion . It does so because the Moral Sys

operation than the lower, and often do these tem is real , and because human nature is

prevail over those, and in doing so, give indissolubly related to that system - a sys .

rise to appearances of inconstancy never tem as wide as all worlds; and because the

to actual anomalies. laws of this moral scheme, itself eternal,

It is this fixed belief in the stedfastness shall follow man into a future life . It is

of the Order of Nature throughout the for these reasons, that, at the instant when

moral world , that is the very ground of there comes into view the Evangelic Incar

our confidence as Christians. It is in reliance nation of absolute wisdom and virtue, we

upon this principle that we read the Gos- welcome it as real , and it receives the in
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voluntary homage, as wellof our moral principles, and for the solving of intermi

instincts, as of our reason. Upon all minds, nable perplexities,
Wearied as we may

unless they be grossly sensual, or hopeless. have beenby the spectacle of the contradie.

ly depraved by sophistry, the Christ of the tions of the human system , ever and again

Gospels enters by right of His eternal fit turning up the wrongful and the untrue,

ness so to enter, and so to be honoured . now at length The Man appears on earth

The force of these impressions is so much who not only is exempt from fault and sin ,

the greater, because they come to us through but from İncoherence, from Incongruity,

the medium , not of a rotund and volumiu- from interior Contradictions. In thisbright

ous memoir carefully prepared , but as Reality , although nowhere else within the

sparkling and burning from every point circle of human experience, there is de

of these fragmentary records. It is thus monstrated, in the view of all men , Per

that we gain our idea of the Man who, FECT MORAL ORDER ;—it is even that per

though He has no peer among men, yet is fection which human nature is ever yearning

confessed to be one of ourselves by every for, and which it dimly imagines, but which
human spirit. it has never found in itself, or elsewhere than

And thus it is that CHRIST has hitherto in this One Iustance.

ruled in the heart of Christianized commu- The Order of Nature-—we must not forget

nities ; and thus too, of late,He has received it - is twofold . It is constantly in the

the homage even of those who come for sequence of events -- that is 10 say , Order in

ward to put to Him the factious question , Time; and it is also the constancy of Con

"Who gave thee this authority, tell us ?" gruity ; or, in technical terms, Order in

This question , in its modern guise, is thus Space . The second of these fixed connections

worded, “ Was Christ a Divinely -commis- is as real and as certain as the first, and is

sioned Teacher of Truth ? " and the writer equally to be relied upon . Yet if we follow

who puts the question believes that he may the leaders of Modern Thought whither they

answer it in the negative. Nevertheless, he are themselves gone, our position will be

says (a passage often cited ) :- “ It is diffi- this : - We admit, on the one hand , that

cult, without exliausting superlatives , even Christ was, as they , and as the author of the

to unexpressive and wearisome satiety, to Epistle to the Hebrews affirms, " the bright

do justice to our intense love, reverence, ness of the Father's glory , and the express

and admiration for the character and teach- image of His Person ; " but, on the other

ing of Jesus. We regard Him not as the band, affirm that He claimed to be what He

perfection of the intellectual or philosophic was not-- that he played with the credulity

mind, but as the perfection of the spiritual. of Ilis followers—that he winked at and

character, as surpassing all men at all times cherished the superstitions of His times

in the closeness and depth of His com- that he proclaimed Himself to be “ the Light

munion with the Father. In reading His of the World ," and " the Resurrection and

sayings, we feel that we are holding con- the Life," of which Himself was to be the

verse with the wisest, purest, noblest Being sample : but that, in truth, He died as other

that ever clothed thought in the poor lan- men die, and perished bodily as others per

guage of humanity. In studying His life , ish.

we feel that we are following the footsteps Where shall we stop in giving words to

of the highest ideal yet presented to us the monstrous contradictions of this creed ?
Let the reader, and whether he be religiously

Thus far, then , BELIEF and DISBELIEF are minded or not so, take his New Testament

at one ! To this point has Modern Thought in hand , and, with the recent admissions of

advanced itself, or rather, thus far it has the writers referred to before him , make his

been pushed forward by the insensible pro way, as he can , through the Gospels, the

gress of the intellectual tastes, and of the Acts, and the Epistles. No sane mind can

purified moral habitudes of these times. do this so as to bring into accordance, on any

Several parallel and very recent testimonies imaginable hypothesis, these repellant con

might be adduced in proof of the fact that ceptions, which, if they offend piety, do in an

this Christ, such as we find Him set before equally extreme degree shock the conscious.

us in the Gospels, lives , and must ever live, ness of historic truth ,violate the tastes of a

in the moral consciousness of all men , well -ordered mind , and affront the irresisti

Christian and non - Christian . Thus He ble dictates of Reason .

lives, not merely in His precepts, but in Already we have said (p . 320), that when

the idea of Himself, for the perpetual recti- the clerical promoters of this present move.

fication of confused and deranged moral ment shall have put away the evasions

beneath which they now screen themselves,

* Creed of Christendom , p. 227 . and when, like open-faced and out-spoken

:

upon earth . " *

1
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Englishmen, they shall set forth with dis- of virtue, to common honesty, and to sound

tinctness what it is they believe, they will, reason !

in doing so, drive their congregations helter- A strong reaction from enormities of this

skelter out of Church. This confidence we magnitude will not be slow to come. The

have in the force and soundness of the British very men who have prostituted their learning

mind, as to be sure that church-going habits and talents in bringing Modern Thought to

would not out-live a year the honest an- its ripeness, will , some of them , after a time

nouncement , in any church or chapel , that, stand aghast at their own work : some,and

in the preacher's opinion, there is not a word the greater number, will betake themselves

of truth in the Gospel miracles, and that to the silent region of Pantheistic quiescence,

Christ, the Saviour of the World, did not, and will there find, in an anticipated Nirwa

as is affirmed by the Evangelists, rise from na, a refuge from the indignant clamours of

the dead. offended public feeling. A few , it may be,

If congregations are thus dispersed, what will retrace their steps, and regain position

is it that shall be taking place within the as Christian men .
saddened sanctuary of individual hearts ? When we thus look forward to a reaction

An answer need scarcely be given to this -and a powerful reaction it will not fail to

question. Souls that once were glad, that be -- from the offensive extravagancies of this

once were, to all appearance, cheered by a now current scheme, we must not forget

good hope ” of the life eternal, even the that it will take effect in opposite directions ;

life that is “ hid with Christ in God ” - or rather, upon the two parties that are op

souls, it may be years ago, that were exult- posed to each other in the most extreme

ing in the assurance of the forgiveness of degree : first, upon the Christianizing advo

sins-obtained for IIis sake who shed His cates of this forın of disbelief, driving them

blood for them . " on the tree, ”—such spirits, from their false ground as professed Christ

once abounding in works of mercy done “ as ians; and then, upon those of the conserva

unto Christ," and, moreover, patient in tive party in theology whose alarms at the

tribulation, rejoicing in hope , and continuing progress of criticism have seemed to indicate

instant in prayer," what are they now ? The some untixedness in their own faith . A gen

pernicious insinuations of Modern Thought uine Biblical criticism , always ruled and

have been listened to . The Saviour of sin. directed by a religious temper, and animated

ners has been removed from His place in by a thorough belief in the Divine origina

their view, and instead of being the supreme tion of the Scriptures, and consequently in

object of devout and humble trust, He has the historic reality of what is supernatural

been summoned to the bar of a captious therein , is our proper defence against every

criticism : His cause has been heard , and midway doctrine between Christianity in its

judgment pronounced: the arraignment has entireness, and that last stage of metaphysic

been admitted to be proven in part ; yet insanity, of which a remarkable sample is

still He is to be thought of as “ our Divine presented in the volume named at the head

Teacher ; ” but no longer is He Sacrifice, of this article . Genuine Biblical Criticism ,

Propitiation , Mediator, Lord !—no more is in its sure progress beyond its present posi

He to be looked for as coming again " to tion, will not fail to bring with it, as a natural

judge the world in righteousness, ! -- no more result~a Doctrine of Inspiration that shall

is He to be trusted in as the Giver of im . be better defined than any which the Church

mortality, for He Himself “ died and was has hitherto been possessed of , and which

buried," and in that sepulchre, or in some -if not by all among ourselves, yet by bet

unnoted grave, He underwent the destiny ter instructed men who may ere long take

of all men. In that sepulchre, or elsewhere, our places , shall be assented to, and at length

the “ Desire of all nations," the Hope of the accepted by the religious community at large;

world , mingled His dust with the dust of and shall be rejoiced in as an abiding place

others ! What remains to us after this de- of safety — 8 munition of strength , against

struction has had its course , is—an empty which nugatory sophisms, such as those of

tomb, the spices that long since have spent Modern Thought, shall cease to be hurled .

their aroma, the grave clothes, the folded Throughout those publications of recent

napkin :-what remains to us is a " teaching, ” date in which , with more or less distinctness,

more pure and sublime indeed than that of the system thus designated makes its appear

the Greek philosophy ; and yet it is a teach- ance, it is observable, that wherever the

ing which is so intimately commingled with writer assumes a tone of confidence, as if con

delusions, if not frauds, that Morality will scious of standing upon a vantage ground ,

be better honoured henceforth by consigning and as if he were sure of his reader's concur.

our Christianity to oblivion, than by conserv. rence, it is when he is assailing notions and

ing it as a perpetual offence to the instincts exegetical usages that were prevalent in
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times anterior to the rise of the more I land . It has approached her shores ; it has

exact criticism of the present century . The swept past her for more than half a century
strength of modern disbelief is that which it in one continuous stream ; but this has only

draws from the misapprehensions, from the tended to rouse that spirit of reckless ferocity
groundless alarms, from the superstitions, or which is the characteristic of the Muslem

the rigid prejudices, and, most of all, from race, and that bloodthirsty fanaticism which

unwarrantable dogmatic reasonings of a time is no less the characteristic of their faith .

gone by . So long as this untoward antago- Many have read the accounts of early and
nism is maintained between these misappre- mediæval Syrian massacres with feelings of

hensions on the one side, and a petulant, semi-scepticism , as if common humanity

captious, and nugatory disbelief on the other would ri coil from the perpetration of such

side, there will be no definiteness, no fixed- deeds; and most men have regarded the
ness, no agreement among Christian men on histories ofthe wholesale butcheries of Anti

the subject of Inspiration . Hitherto a skirm- ochus Epiphanes, of Khaled the Saracen , and

ishing hasgone on with uncertain advantages, of Timur the Tartar, as grossly exaggerated.
sometimes on this side, sometimes on that– Yet, in our own enlightened age, in the eyes

the result being, to the lookers on , disquiet of all Europe, the Muslems and Druzes of

and discouragement. It shall not always be Syria have perpetrated crimes as foul, mur

so ; let Modern Thought more fully develop ders as cold blooded ,massacres as unsparing,

its own atheistic quality, and the reaction and in their detail as fiendish, as ever were re

shall commence which shall put our Bible corded even in the pages of Syrian history.

into our hands with a new feeling of confi- One's heart is thrilled at the very thought of

dence, that we are holding indeed— The them . One's blood boils with righteous in
Book of God.

dignation against the perpetrators. An over.

powering feeling of mingled grief and horror

fills the mind, and constrains one to cry aloud

for justice. Especially is this the case when

we find or.3 at least of our countrymen num

Art. II .-1 . Despatches from Her Majesty's bered among the victims. But who could

Consuls in the Levant, respecting Pust or sit with ordinary calmness and hear of twelve

Apprehended Disturbances in Syria , 1858 hundred men, first disarmed under a solemn

to 1860. Presented to the House of Lords promise and written guarantee of full protec

by command of Her Majesty, 1860. tion by their rightful defenders ; and then ,

2. Papers relating to the Disturbances in after a few days'starvation, wantonly betray.

Syria, June 1860. Presented to both ed and massacred ? This took place at Has.

Houses of Parliament by Command of beya on the 11th of June last. Who could

Her Majesty, 1860. restrain his feeling on reading of six thousand

3. Further Papers relating to the Disturb- unarmed , inoffensive men, set upon in cold

ances in Syria, June 1860. Presented blood, and brutally murdered, for no other

to the House of Lords by command of cause than that they were Christians; their

Her Majesty, 1860. houses plundered and burned to ashes; and

4. Further Papers respecting Disturbances their wives and daughters dragged off by the

in Syria. Presented to both Houses of murderers to a fate worse than death itself ?

Parliament by command of Her Majesty, This occurred on the 9th of July , in the city
1860. of Damascus. What man, and especially

what parent, having within his breast the

The long history of Syria might be written ordinary feeling of humanity , could hear un

in letters of blood . No country in the moved the harrowing tale of women and

world has been the scene of such desolating children , whilst rushing out from their burn

wars, of such fierce contests of tribe with ing houses, being pitched back by the bayo

tribe, and sect with sect, and of successive nets of a brutal soldiery into the flames; of

acts of such inhuman atrocity and wanton infants snatched from their mothers 'bosoms,

cruelty. Other nations have had their sea- and torn limb from limb before their eyes ?

sons of political repose and peace ; for full Yet such were some of the scenes enacted

four thousand years Syria has bad scarcely in the recent massacres . We do not exag:

an hour. Other nations have long ago begun gerate ; that would be impossible, as the fol

10 feel the influence of advancing civilisation, lowing extracts from the letter of an eye,

-divesting war of some of its most appall- witness will show : - “ Little boys four and

ing features, and restraining to some extent five years old were not safe : these would be

the brutal passions of party, tribe, and sect . seized from the mother and dashed to the

Syria is an exception . Civilisation has been ground, or torn to pieces before her face;

powerless over ihe dominant party in that or, if her grasp was too tight, they would

a
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kill them on her lap ; and, in some cases, Iis to some extent implicated in the crimes

to save further trouble, mother and child of Turkey. England and France have, there

were cut down together . Many women have fore, a valid claim - nay, they are morally

assured me that the Turkish soldiers have boupd -- so far to interfere in the adminis

taken their children, one leg in each hand, and tration of the Turkish Empire as fully to in
torn them in two." This was at Hasbeya. quire into such gross abuses, and to insist

The details of the Deir-el-Kamr tragedy are on their entire abolition . No man will

still more horrible ; “ I have had a vivid de- venture to say that, while Christian nations

scription of the whole scene from some uphold Turkey and defend her against all

dozens of women who were there. They assailants, they are to stand calmıly by and

have told me how, before their very face, see thousands of human beings hunted down

they have seen husband , father, brothers , and and slaughtered like wild beasts, for no

children cut to pieces ; how, in trying to save other reason than that they bear the name

the life of a child , they have been knocked of Christian . We do not feel, therefore, that

down, and the child torn from them , and cut we lay ourselves open to the charge of un

to pieces, and the pieces thrown in their due interference when we attempt to give

face ! ” (Mr. C. Graham to Lord Dufferin .) plain answers to the above queries ; and

Why is Syria in such a state ? Why can when we venture to press upon our Gov

civilisation obtain no footing upon her ernment the necessity of acting accordingly.

shores ? Why do those feelings of brother- There is another question which, at the

hood , or even of political expediency, which present juncture, forces itself upon the atten.

bind other nations together, find no place in tion of England and of Europe. How is

the breasts of her people ? Why did the Syria to be pacified , and how are such out

vast body of the population approve of the rages to be prevented in future ? That the

recent massacres ? Why did the local status quo cannot be allowed to remain ,

authorities, from the highest to the lowest, every one will admit. But the changes to

overlook , encourage, and in many cases be effected, and the new administration to

take part in them ? Why did the central be established , are not so easily settled.

Government never put forth an effort to Differences of opinion can scarcely be avoid

repress the outbreak until driven to it by ed in the various Cabinets ; and yet these

the united demand of the Western Powers ? differences may involve the very gravest

These are questions in the solution of consequences — they may plunge Europe in
which universal Christendom is interested . war. France seems to aim at a military

The claims of humanity call for a searching occupation. Her soldiers have already gain .

inquiry . But the Western Powers, and ed a footing in the country, and it will be

especially England and France, have a contrary to her established policy if they

stronger claim to demand and require a full are ever removed . But the occupation of

explanation. The kingdom of which Syria Syria by the troops of France would open

forms a part, is not now what it once was . the way for Russia into the Danubian prov.

It was once strong and warlike — the scourge inces, and would thus be the first step to the

of Asia, and the terror of Europe. It could dismemberment of the Empire. This in it.

and did then act independently of external self would not be a subject of great regret .

influence. It alone was responsible. The The dismemberment of Turkey is ,we firmly

case is now different. The days of Turkey's believe, only a question of time; and , if judi

power and independence have long since ciously effected, it would serve materially to

gone . The Empire exists only upon suffer. advance the cause of civilisation , England,

ance. Nay, its tottering throue and rotten however, has good reason to contemplate

constitution are upheld by the united efforts any such step with serious alarm . The

or rather the united jealousies— of the safety of India depends to a great extent on

European monarchs. From the attacks of her ability to maintain open communication

enemies without, and rebels within , England by the shortest route with that country.

and France have been for years, and are at This could not be done with a French army

this moment, its only defence. Every Eng. in Syria ; and , therefore , England must re

lishman knows, that but for the unceasing sist to the utmost of her power any attempt

exertions of our Ambassadors at Constan- at a permanentFrench occupation .

tinople, and of our Consuls in the Paschalics, We shall now endeavour to trace the

the vast Empire would , long ere this, have causes of Syria's past progressive desolation

gone to pieces. We venture to affirm , that and present anarchy ; and having done so ,

were these influences wholly withdrawn , and we shall have prepared the way for an at

were Turkey left to her own unbiassed coun- tempt to solve the great question— " How

sels , it could not hold together for six is Syria to be pacified ?" or, in other words,

months. Such being the case, our country to indicate the means by which the country

-
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6

may be saved from utter ruin , and the peace and the only direct product of His power.

of Europe preserved . It has appeared on many occasions, and its

Even a cursory glance at the " Despatches last appearance was in the figure of Hamzah .

of the Consuls in the Levant,” is sufficient This Wisdom is the mediator between God

to show that one pregnant cause of Syria's and His creatures . 4. The number of men

present troubles is the number of the sects is always the same, and souls pass success

which compose its population, their mutual ively into different bodies. The principal

jealousies and feuds, and the spirit of intol . commands of their law are three - veracity

erant fanaticism by which they are animated. (to each other only) ; mutual protection and

A knowledge of the history, tenets, and assistance; and renunciation of all other re

political relationships of these sects, is neces- ligions (implying persecution even to utter

rary to a full understanding of the Syrian extermination ) . They endeavour to keep
Question . their religion a secret; but copies of their

The Druzes, it is now proved ( Despatches, sacred books have sometimes fallen into the

Mr. Graham to Lord Dufferin , p. 40) , com- hands of their enemies ; and from these we

menced the war ; and they have throughout find that they practise rites too gross even
been the chief actors. To them , therefore, to be hinted at in these pages. One striking

we give the first place in our sketch. There peculiarity of their law is, that it not only

is no evidence in the language, the physical permits, but enjoins external conformity to

aspect, or the manners and customsof the the established religion of the country . The

Druzes, that they are of foreign extraction, following question and answer is extracted

or that they are even a distinct tribe. Their from one of their catechisms : - “ Why do

language is Arabic, without foreign idiom or you deny all books but the Korân to those

accent ; and their few peculiarities of dress who ask you ? Necessity requires us to lean

and habits arise solely from the require on the religion of the Muslems, and therefore

ments of their faith. In the year A.D. 996 , we must confess the book of Mohammed.

El Hâkim bi-Amr. ) llah succeeded to . the Nor is this compliance in any respect sinful ;

government of Egypt as third khalif of the nor do we follow the Muslems in the mat

Fatimite dynasty . He soon declared him- ter of prayers over the dead for any other

self to be a prophet; but his conduct proved reason but because we are dependent, and

that he was a dangerous lunatic. In A.D. that true religion requires us to comply with

1017, a Persian, called Mohammed Ben- the prevailing authority. "

Ismail ed - Derazy, settled in Egypt, and be. The Druzes are divided into two classes,

came a devoted follower of Hâkim . He —the Okkal, “ Initiated ;" and the Juhhal,

even went further than his new master ; and " Ignorant.” With the former class, which ,

the religion which he attempted to found strange to say, includes many women, the

proved so obnoxious to the Muslems, that religious ceremonies remain secret. They

he was driven out of Egypt. He took assemble in their chapels every Thursday

refuge in a valley at the western base of evening, refusing admission to all others.

Mount Hermon, not far from the town of It has transpired , however, that these meet

Hasbeya, and being secretly supplied with ings are more for the purpose of keeping up

money by the Egyptian khalif, he propa- a system of private signs, and for collecting

gatedhis doctrines, and became the founder information, than for any acts of worship.
of the Druze sect. Their generic name is , in Their organization is most complete. The

Arabic, ed- Derůz ; the singular is Durzy, Okkal are the chief advisers in peace and
derived from the founder. Hâkim had war. The whole Druze country is divided

another disciple called Hamzah, who seems into districts ; each district has its council of

to have been a man of tact and talent. He Okkâl assembling weekly ; a delegate from

drew
up the creed of the new sect, and the each council attends each meeting of the

code of laws by which it has ever since been councils of all the bordering districts, to

regulated . He was the rival of ed-Derazy, hear and communicate everything affecting

and probably was mainly instrumental in the general interests. The rapidity and ac

getting bimbanished . He wrote against curacy with which news is thus propagated

him in terms of such bitterness and con- is surprising, and is of vast importance in

tempt, that the Druzes to this day hold up time of war. Thus united , and thus organ

ed-Derazy to scorn under the emblem of a ized, the Druzes form one of the strongest

calf, and deny that he had any part in found. parties in Syria. Every male is trained to

ing their sect. The principal articles of arms from childhood, and as the vast

their faith are-1 . The unity of God . 2.God majority are hardy mountaineers, they make
has shown Himself at different epochs in a admirable soldiers . When at peace, they

human form, the last being that of Håkim . are industrious and hospitable; but in war

3. Wisdom is the first of God's creatures, I they have ever been characterized by their
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unsparing ferocity, and , when prompted by prived of his government and banished . A

a spirit of revenge, they will not rest till ruinous policy was now adopted for the gov.
they have shed the blood of their foe, ernment of Lebanon , · It was divided into

The Druzes, soon after the establishment two sections ; over the one was placed a

of their sect, attained to considerable influ. Druze chief, and over the other a Christian,a

ence, both in Lebanon and also in Jebel el. both being subject to the Pasha of Sidon .

Ala,near Aleppo. This gradually increased, A fair field was thus opened for giving full

until , in the beginning of the seventeenth scope to jealousies, bitter hatred, and smoth

century, Fakhr ed -Din, the most celebrated ered feuds of centuries. Each sect, under

of all their chiefs, gained ascendency over its own leader, watched a favourable oppor

the Christian princes, and became ruler of tunity to assail the other. The Turkish

Lebanon . His descendants continued in Pasha, feeling his inability to control the

power for nearly a hundred years ; but dur- warlikemountaineers, stirred up their mu

ing that time the Druzes themselves were tua) jealousies, and in the wars of 1841 and

divided into factions, while their rivals, the 1845 succeeded in desolating a great part of
Maronites, became more energetic and in- Lebanon by fire and sword. When both

fluential. On the death of the last of Fakhr Maronitesand Druzes were sufficiently weak

ed -Din's line , the united aristocracy of the ened , the Turks tried to disarm them ; but

mountain resolved to elect a stranger to the this , so far as the Druzes were concerned,

vacant office. Their choice fell on an Emir was a failure. In one thing, however, the
of Hasbeya, a scion of the ancient house of Turks did not fail . They did not fail in de.

Shehab , which claims its descent from the stroying the roads constructed by the old

standard -bearer of Mohammed . For nearly Emir ; in ruining his beautiful palaces ; in

8 century and a half the government of Le- effectually checking that agricultural indus

banon was entrusted by the Porte to one try and commercial enterprise which he had

member or another of this princely family . originated , and which the Egyptians fos

The last who held it was the celebrated Emir tered ; in handing over life and property

Beshir. Policy led this prince to renounce throughout the whole mountain to the ten

Mohammedanism and embrace Christianity. der mercies of every armed vagabond ; and
This conciliated the Maronites, and greatly in kindling such deadly hatred in the breasts

strengthened his government. Though he of the rival sects as must eventually make

still continued to acknowledge the authority Lebanon a wilderness. It is greatly to be

of the Sultan, and to pay a small tribute, regretted that this plan of divided rule was

yet he ruled supreme as an independent adopted chiefly through the influence of Eng

monarch . By a stern, and sometimes a ter- land. No plan could be more fatal to the

rible exercise of his power, he at length suc- prosperity of the mountains, or the peace of

ceeded in crushing rebellion , and bringing its inhabitants. And so long as it is per
the various factions and sects into complete sisted in war and bloodshed must continue.

subjection. Murder and robbery, before so The total Druze population does not ex

common , were almost unknown ; person and ceed 80,000 souls . Of these, some 70,000

property were everywhere safe ; roads were are concentrated in the southern division of

constructed, and industry of every kind was Mount Lebanon, and round the base of Her
encouraged. The beautiful palaces of Bted- mon . In Haurân, the ancient Bashan, there

din , erected by the Emir, showed that his are 7000 or 8000 ; and in Jebel el-Ala a few

taste was equal to his talent. hundred families still remain . The most

When the troops of Mohammed Aly in- powerful of the Druze chiefs in Lebanon are

vaded Syria and captured Acre, the Emir the following : Sheikh Said Jimblat, called ,

welcomed them , and invited the commander, from his great wealth , the “ Purse of the

Ismail Pasha, to his palace. Ismail accepted Druzes.” He holds an influential post un

the invitation, and so arranged his plans, that der the Turkish Government, as Head of
on the evening of his arrival at Breddin, Police in the district of Mukhtarah. Но

15,000 of his soldiers occupied the sur- appears to have played an atrocious part in

rounding heights . The Pasha then demanded the late outbreak ,-openly professing a de

that the mountaineers should be disarmed . sire for peace, but secretly stirring up his

The Maronitos complied ; but the Druzes men to wholesale slaughter of the Chris

resisted , and, notwithstanding the power and tians. One of his principal officers was a

energy of their new masters, most of them leading man at the massacre of IIasbeya.

retained their weapons. This gave them a Ilis attempt at double-dealing, when visited

great advantage over the Christians, which officially by Mr. Cyril Graham , was base

they have ever since maintained. The Egyp- and cowardly in the extreme. Probably

tians were driven out by the English forces the next in influence to Said Jimblat, is

in 1840 ; and the aged Emir Beshir was de Sheikh Hussein Talhûk, called , from his

.
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great wisdom, or rather cunning, the “ Head the fleeing Christians, though others took

of the Druzes.” Though one of the princi- part in the massacres. A more powerful

pal leaders in the war,he appears to have section of them reside in villages of Anti

taken no part in the massacres. Sheikh Lebanon , near Baalbek, and are led by the

Beshir Abu Neked is another nameof note, noble family of Harfûsh. The Harfûsh

and the head of a powerful clan , grouped Emirs have for ages been the pests of the

round Deir el-Kamr; and his followers, in country. Hitherto they have been the deadly

conjunction with the Turkish soldiers, mur- enemies of both the Druzes and the Govern

dered the whole male Christian population ment; but recently they joined both Turks

of that town. The Druzes of the Haurân and Druzes in the plunder and burning of

were led by Sheikh Ismail el-Atrash, of the Christian town of Zahleh !

Ary, near Bozrah , a chief who played a dis- The Nusairiyeh, or Ansarîyeh, are a wild

tinguished part against the Government in and lawless tribe, numbering about 60,000,

the rebellion of 1853. He was present at and inhabiting the chain of mountains which

the massacres of Hasbeya, and Rasheya, , extends from the great valley at the north

and at the burning of Zahleh. Some recent end of Lebanonto the banks ofthe Orontes

apologists for the Druzes have urged in their at Antioch. It is not easy to tell whether

favour the fact, that the lives and properties these people approach in faith more nearly

of English merchants, missionaries,and oth- to Christians, Mohammedans, or Pagans.

ers connected with this country, were every- Their religion still remains a secret, not

where respected by them . This is true ; withstanding all attempts made to dive into

but there are two good reasons for it . First, its mysteries. They have taken no part in

There is scarcely a leading man among the the recent massacres; but they have contri.

Druzes at the present moment who does not buted materially, by their turbulence and

owe his life to English influence. Several disorder, to bring about the existing state of

years ago, when in rebellion against the Sul- anarchy.

tan , eighty of their chiefs were decoyed to The Kurds have also attained to consid .

Damascus; and there, to a man, they would erable notoriety, from the part they took in

have been seized and executed, had it not the attack upon Zahleh , and in the massa

been for Mr. Wood , the late consul. He cres in and around Damascus. They are all

gave them an asylum in his house ; kept foreigners, and were brought from their na

them there for four months, in defiance of tive mountains of Kurdistan to act as irreg

the Pasha ; and finally obtained from Con- ular troops. They are almost all in the

stantinople an order for their release. Sec- employment of the Government, forming

ond, The Druzes are wise and far-seeing the main part of the notorious Bashi Ba
They know that England has been hitherto zouks. Between them and the Druzes

their friend and protector, and they rely up- bloody feud has long existed ; yet they laid

on our country still. They therefore try , aside their mutual enmity that they might

by shielding a few scattered Englishmen, unite in the plunder and murder of Chris

and a few of their agents and personal tians.

friends , to gain their good will , and, through The history and tenets of the MARONITES

them , thatof their Government. It is to be are too well known in England to require

hoped, however, that in this instance their any notice in this place. We shall confine

cunning policy will not be successful; and our remarks to their political and geograph:

that no personal considerations will ever in- ical position . Lebanon is at once their

duce any Englishman to defend or excuse home and their stronghold. They inhabit

the perpetrators of such atrocities as those exclusively the northern section of themoun

committed at Deir el-Kamr, Ilasbeya, and tains from Tripoli to Beyrout. The border

Rasheya. land between their country and that of the

The Metawileh are the followers of Aly, Druzes lies along the banks of the Beyrout

son - in -law of Mohammed. They reject his river, and is called El -Metn. They have,

three predecessors in the Khalifite, and af: however, many scattered villages south of

firm that he alone is the lawful Imâm , and this, extending through the whole of the

that supreme authority , in things temporal Druze country ; and here they are mixed

and spiritual, belongs to him and his de with a number of Christians of other sects,

scendants. They reject the Sonna, or tradi- -Greeks and Greek Catholics. The dis

tional law, and are, therefore, regarded as trict of El-Metn is bounded on the north by

heretics by other Muslems. They number a wild , deep glen ,—so deep that it looks like

about 25,000 . Nearly one-half of them à huge fissure in the mountain side. Down

occupy Belâd Besharah, on the southern bor- it rushes the Dog River - Lycus flumen

der of the Druze country ; and there, one or leaping madly from rock to rock , and from

two of their Sheikhs afforded an asylum to precipice to precipice . Onits northern bank
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and peace,

begins the province of Kesrawan, the citadel were waylaid and murdered on the road ;

of theMaronites. Its surface is steep, rocky, and in the beginning of May a poor monk

and rugged ; but every spot where earth can was killed in his convent. These repeated

be found or scraped together, is carefully acts of cowardly assassination stung the

tilled . The cultivation , in fact, is wonder. Christians to madness. A large body of

ful ,—terraces hewn out along the sides of those inhabiting the Metn flew to arms.

cliffs, and planted with vines and mulberries, The Druzes appeared to be unprepared for

-miniature corn fields, cleared at enormous this; their Sheikhs professed to call out for

cost of time and labour. Villages dot the peace. Yet in an incredibly short time they

whole mountain side. Their houses are not proved that they were but too well pre
huddled together, like those farther south ; pared for war. The first serious conflict

each stands in the midst of its own garden . took place in the Metn , on May 28th . The

This gives them a look of comfort, cleanli- Christians were driven back ; and the

ness,and cheerful prosperity ; and it shows Druzes immediately began a systematic

that here these Maronites dwell in security attack upon all the Christian villages in

far from hostile Druzes and wan- their territory. On the evening of thatday

dering Arabs. no less than thirty-two were seen from Bey.

During the last few years a variety of rout in flames ; and before a month had

circumstances have contributed to keep the passed, 150 Christian villages were in ashes,

Maronites in a state of discontent and semi . 6000 Christians were massacred ,and 75,000

rebellion . That they should be under the more, chiefly widows and orphans, were left

immediate rule of one of their own native houseless and destitute wanderers. The

princes was never satisfactory to the Porte. Druzes did not adopt the bold and manly

It has been already stated how Lebanon was plan of marching northwards, and attacking

divided into two sections, a Christian and a the main body of the Maronites in their

Druze, and each placed under the imme own territory ; they were satisfied with the

diate rule of a native prince, called kuim- dastardly policy of plundering those at their

akam ( literally “ Lieutenant" ). This 'ar- mercy, and of murdering in cold blood all

rangement was never pleasing to the Turks. within their reach who had either no means

The Government has, therefore, watched of defence, or had laid down their arms.

every opportunity to have it abolished . On the other hand, it must be admitted that

The Pasha of Sidon has latterly forced upon the Maronites also exhibited a great want

the Christians an unpopular , and, as it ap- of courage and decision. They far out

pears, a venal governor. The people re- number the Druzes ; and by a rapid move

fused to submit to his authority, or to pay ment they might have casily sent such a

him their taxes ; but being the head of a force southwards to Deir el-Kamr as would

large and powerful clan, and having the have relieved their suffering brethren . Why

support of the Pasha, he attempted to estab- did they not do so ? Why did they seem

lish his authority by force. The Druzes paralysed after the first few days' fighting ?

saw a good opportunity for weakening the Why did the Turkish troops, who were en

Maronites by dividing them into parties, camped in the neighbourhood, not interfere ,

and , therefore, took the side of the gov. at the outset, to separate the combatants

French agents meantime stirred up and preserve peace ? Above all, why did

the people ; and thus the whole province these troops permit the Druzes to burn the

was in a state of the most intense excite- large village of Hadeth , within musket-shot

ment, and ready, on the least pretext, to of their camp; and why did they themselves
take to arms. The Druzes had observed , assist in the work, and fire upon the flying

besides , that the Christian element in Leba- Christians ? The reply to these questions

non and on the coast has been steadily ad- brings in another element. It doesmore ,

vancing in enterprise, wealth , and number, it lays bare the root of the whole matter.
whilst they have been on the decline. The The MUSLEMS have now for twelve centu

Turks observed this also ; and they saw ries been the rulers of Syria ; and at the

that a spirit of independence was propor- present moment they constitute four - fifths

tionally springing up among the Christians. of its whole population . Several distinct

Neither Druzes nor Turks could conceal dynasties and races have during that period

their jealousy. They understood each other ; risen and fallen ; but the laws laid down by

and, as it will appear in the sequel, they re. Mohammed, and embodied in the Koran,

solved to act in concert to crush a common have been uniformly followed by them all.
foe .

Itwas of vast importance, however, to To understand Syria's mournful history, we

throw the odium and responsibility of com- must understand these laws. To discover

mencing hostilities upon the Maronites. the causes of the country's decay, of its pro

This was easily done. Christian muleteers gressive depopulation, and of the recent fear

ernor.
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ful massacres, wemust study the principles working and effects are the same now in the

of morality and legislation upon which the nineteenth as they were in the ninth cen

Mohammedan Government is based . The tury ; they are the same under the dynasty

time has fully come for the politicians of of Othman and the supremacy of the Turks,
Western Europe, and especially of Eng. as they were under the line of the Abassides

land, to examine with care the genius of and the rule of the Arabs. They are aslit

Islâm . The day has passed and gone for tle influenced by the civilisation and refine

ever when Christian Europe trembled at ment of Western Europe, as they were by

that name, and the period has arrived when, the luxury and superstitions of the Byzan

by the exercise of an enlightened policy, one tine Empire. Islâm is incapable of advance

of the fairest portions of the world may be ment ; and so long as it remains the sole

saved from its withering influence. The source of a nation's laws, and the sole regu

lessons learned from history are among the lator of a nation's morals, that nation must

statesman's best instructors and safest continue morally and physically enervated .

guides. The history of the past twelve Such language may be distasteful to some

centuries shows but too plainly the effects in this country. A few good and great men

of Islâm on both individuals and nations— have recently been in the habit of stating

itsmoral effects, its physical effects, and its that, after all, Mohammedanism has much

political effects. In the consideration of that is good in it, and that it might even be

this subject, we must carefully distinguish regarded as a kind of blessing, because it is

between the Mohammedan Empire and the better than some other conceivable formsof

Turkish Empire. The former is the em religion or superstition . To this we reply,

pire established by Mohammed, and which Was it a blessing to destroy all the great

has ever received the Koran as its guide in old cities of Syria ? Was it a blessing to

all things, civil and religious. The latter is depopulate the rich_plains of Bashan ,

only one of its dynasties. The latter might Hamath, Sharon , and Esdraelon ? Was it

still remain in power though it departed a blessing to destroy , by wantonness or

from the other. This act of separation neglect, every road in the country, every

might be effected at any time by the will of harbour on the coast, every monument of

the sovereign and his advisers ; and we taste, genius, and utility - to sweep away

firmly believe that such a separation is an extensive commerce and a prosperous

absolutely necessary, not merely to the agriculture ? Was it a blessing to degrade

prosperity, but to the very existence of the and enslave a noble race of people ? If

Empire. It will tend very materially to these were blessings, then is Mohammedan

aid us in forming a true estimate of the ism a blessing. No man , with Syria's dark

genius of Mohammedanism , if we keep this history before him , can say that Moham

fact in mind, that it has been adopted in medanism is productive of aught but evil .

succession by nations and tribes widely dif- We must look on that land and its present

ferent in their origin, habits, and mental faith in a scriptural light, for thus only can

characteristics ; and yet its effects upon all we comprehend the philosophy of its sad

have been invariably the same. It has run history. A curse was pronounced on every

a uniform course among all the people that province, and on almost every town, because

have embraced it, and the dynasties that of national sin. Mohammedanism has been,

have filled the throne of the Prophet. and is still , the instrument in God's hand

There has been in every case a rapid at- for the execution of these curses .

tainment of power by devastating wars, and But some say Mohammedanism is chang

then a progressive decline commencing from ing; it is advancing with the spirit of the

the moment when conquests were checked, age ; it is setting aside its
intolerant

and the “ Faithful” sat down to reap the laws, and adopting the sentiments and pol.

fruits of their victories. Islâm has always icy of the liberal nations of Europe. This

prospered in the camp and in the field ; but is all sophistry. Mohammedanism cannot

when the excitement of war has passed , its change. Intolerance and mental and po

life and vigour have disappeared, and its litical slavery are inalienably linked to the

votaries have sunk into that state of moral system . The Turkish Government may

degradation and physical debasement which abolish it piecemeal. Every liberal princi

are the necessary results of unrestrained ple they adopt must be at the sacrifice of 8

licentiousness. Had Islâm survived only dogma of the Koran. The Turkish Govern

during a few centuries of themiddle ages, ment have manifested the greatest reluctance

it might have been supposed that to the even to attempt this. Every concession

state of those times was due much of the hitherto made has not been granted ; ithas

ruin andmiserythatwere entailed on the been wrung from them bystrangers. Wit

countries overwhich it spread. But its ness the repeated attempts made by Eng..
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land and France to obtain a repeal of the ſand putting to death of the Christian who is

inhuman statute which condemned every an apostate .”

apostate from Islamism to death . For this In like manner, every concession since

so-called crime a young man was beheaded made has been extorted from a reluctant

in Constantinople in 1843. The whole of Government, and has only been adopted

the Christian powers entered a strong pro- when the choice given was adoption or an

test against such an act of barbarity, and nihilation . The language, too, in which all

united in a demand for the abrogation of the liberal statutes are expressed is so ob

the law. Lord Aberdeen , in his despatch scure and indefinite, that it leaves the pain

to the ambassador, even went so far as to ful impression upon every mind of lurking

menace the integrity of the Empire : “ Your dishonesty and intentional deception. These

Excellency will therefore press upon the facts prove that, though the Turkish Empire

Turkish Government, that if the Porte has has been seriously weakened, and has been

any regard to the friendship of England forced to yield in a few points to foreign

if it has any hope that in the hour of peril pressure in order to prevent utter ruin, yet

or of adversity, that protection which has ihe spirit of the Faith which its rulers still

more than once saved it from destruction , profess, and to which the vast body of its

will be extended to it again , it must renounce people still cling, remains unchangeable and

absolutely, and without equivocation , the intolerant as ever.

barbarous practice which has called forth Of late the Muslems have begun to see

the remonstrance now addressed to it . that their power is fast waning , while the

Her Majesty's Government are so anxious numbers, wealth , and influence of the Chris

for the continuance of a good understanding tians in the empire have been steadily ad.

with Turkey, and that the Porte should en- vancing. Then, they could not rob Chris.

title itself to their good offices in the hour of tians, beat them , or kill them with impu

need, that they wish to leave no expedient nity, as in the good old times . Christians

untried before they shall be compelled to could now venture to ride on horses through

admit the conviction , that all their interest the streets of Muslem towns; they could

and friendship is misplaced , and that nothing walk with Muslems on the same pavement,

remains for them but to look forward to, if sit with them in the same café, deliberate

not to promote the arrival of, the day when with thein in the same Divan. If a Muslem

the force of circumstances shall bring about cursed the religion of a Christian , or called

a change which they will have vainly hoped him an infidel, or a dog, the latter could

to procure from the prudence and humanity even venture to resent the indignity . For

of the Porte itself." This was noble lan- eign consuls, too ,who in former years dared

guage, and worthy of a great English states- not set foot on the soil, could now success

man, and the representative of a Christian fully interfere on behalf of the oppressed .

people. The Ottoman Minister of Foreign All these changes had, within the last few

Affairs quailed at the threat it contained ; years, made a deep impression on the minds

but his sentiments as a Muslem remained of a fanatical and exciteable populace. The

unchanged . After reading.it, “ he pro. attempts made by Christians to throw off the

ceeded, " writes Sir Stratford Canning, “ to heavy chains by which they had been bound

draw a strong line of distinction between for centuries, and to claim the rights of free

custom and divine law , intimating that a men ,roused the slumbering tyranny of Islâm .

practice derived from the former source The influence acquired by foreign agents in

might be abandoned to meet the wishes of the country , and the consciousness that that

Europe, or even of Great Britain alone ; influence was exerted for the development

but that a law prescribed by God Himself was of liberty , gave rise to feelings of jealousy

not to be set aside by any human power, and and bitter , hatred . At first murmurs and

that the Sultan, in attempting it, might be complaints only were heard of changed
exposed to a heavy, perhaps even to a dan- times. Then threats were uttered, and

gerous responsibility .” ( Despatch, Febru- meetings began to be held and conspiracies

ary 10th, 1844.) After vexatious delays, to be formed . Their Sheikhs and fanatical

and not a few attempts to deceive by vague dervishes reminded them of the promise of

verbal promises, the matter was eventually their Prophet, that “ all nations were the
settled by compromise,--England not re- enemies of God, and were to be subdued by

quiring any formal repcal of the law which the armies of the faithful .” They made in

the Porte termed “ Divine” ( ! ) ; and the flammatory harangues, choosing for their

Porte making the following not very defi- texts such passages from the Koran as the
nite engagement— " To take effectual meas- following : - “ I will put fear in the hearts of

ures to prevent henceforward the execution ) the infidels .... Wherefore strike offtheir

&
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heads, and the ends of their fingers. This tinople. It was observed by the foreign

shall be their punishment because they have merchants resident in Syria, that the Otto

resisted God and his apostle . .... Fight man policy was openly becoming not only

against them until they cease to oppose you, anti-European, but anti-Christian ; and that

and until the religion of God be everywhere the prejudices and antipathies of the Mus

triumphant. . Prophet ofGod, stir up lems were being encouraged and fostered by

the faithful to war ! If twenty of you be the authorities. Alarmed at these things,

courageous, ye shall conquer two hundred ; they drew up a strong letter of remon

and if a hundred fight, a thousand infidels strance, and forwarded it to the ambassadors

shall fall before them . God has not permit- at Constantinople and the home Govern

ted any prophet to lead off captives until he ments.

has made a great slaughter ofinfidels in the A decided and most dangerous reaction

earth. ”—(Koran, ch. viii.) On hearing these had thus taken place. There is evidence

terrible injunctions from their “ divine law ,” sufficient to prove that a conspiracy was

what wonder if they proceeded to execute formed for the total extermination of the

them !. They commenced by isolated as Christian population . Even the lazy Turk.

saults on native Christians and on Frank ish Pashas could not shut their eyes to

residents and travellers , as if to try their these things, or their ears to the warnings

strength. In 1850 the Christian quarter of of the consuls and influential Rayahs. Yet

Aleppo was partially sacked , and a number they acted in such a way as if they were

of its inhabitants murdered . In 1851 an privy to the plot, and prepared to facilitate

attempt was made at a similar deed in Da- its execution . Towards the close of 1859,

mascus ; the English consul detected the plot, when the whole countrywas in such a state

but the Turkish troops sent to quell the of excitement, the great body of the regular

outbreak plundered the Christian village of troops were removed to Constantinople;

Malüla, and committed most brutal out and early in the present year the remainder

rages on the women, who had taken refuge were so quartered as to leave the Christians

in a church . During the whole of 1853-4 at the mercyof wild fanatics. During the

the Christians of Syria were kept in a state same period the Pasha of Beyrout was

of alarm , in consequenceof the threats and using his best endeavours to break up the

menacing attitude of the Muslems. In 1856 Maronite community into rival factions,

a British agent and his family were burned and to foster the old enmity and strife

to ashes in Marash. In the same year the between them and the Drụzes. How en

Protestant chapel and school , and the English tirely successful he was in both these efforts

consulate at Nablous, were plundered, the is shown by the consular despatches. The

consul's father was killed, and a number of commencement of a mountain war was evi.

others were severely beaten . In 1857 the dently intended to be the signal for a gen

fanatics of Gaza tore down the consular flags, eral rising against the Christians .

and refused to allow a single agent of a for- Here, then, were the circumstances which

eign power to reside within their ruinous prepared the way for the recent outbreak.

walls. In the beginning of 1858 an Ameri- It was no sudden or unexpected ebullition

can mission family was attacked at Jafra : of popular fury ; it had been long pre

one man was murdered, another severely meditated and skilfully planned. The Dru

wounded ; and the female members of the zes were not its originators ; they were the

family were exposed to brutal violence such mere tools of others. The real source of

as recalled the horrors of Cawnpore. In the all Syria's troubles and calamities is the

summer of the same year the Jeddah massa- spirit of that faith which excites and mad

cre took place ; and in theautumn an Eng, dens the vast body of its inhabitants. The

lish lady was murdered in Jerusalem . Dur. Muslems were the chief projectors of the

ing this and the two preceding years, Frank recent massacre ; and we shall see that they

travellers were insulted and robbed in al- were the chief actors in all its bloodiest

most every part of the country . The Turk- scenes. The Turkish officials encouraged

ish authorities scarcely noticed these out- and fostered the fanatical spirit ; and we

rages. The complaints and grave charges shall also see that they materially aided in

laid before them were treated with indiffer- the terrible work of butchery.

ence ; and in some cases the complainants At the commencement of the war between

were driven from their tribunals with curses. the Christians and the Druzes, a consider

The European consuls, too, lost much of their able force of Turkish troops, including

prestige and power. The Pashas paid no re- artillery,re- artillery, regular infantry, and a few

gard to their remonstrances, which, strange squadrons of Bashi-Bazouks,were encamp

to say, were not as vigorously supported as ed at the base of Lebanon, under the com .

heretofore by the ambassadors at Constan-mand of Khursheed Pasha of Beyrout .
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The following extract of a despatch from bers, and fled to the palace , begging the pro

Consul-General Moore, dated May 31st, will tection of the garrison. The Colonel offered

show how they acted , and by what spirit them a written guarantee, pledging the faith

they were animated : of the Sultan for their personal safety, on

" It is reported that yesterday the Turk- condition they delivered up their arms.
ish troops fired upon the Christians of Hadat This they did; and immediately their arms

and Baabda, and burnt their villages, as were handed over to the Druzes. They

well as Wady Shahroor and Aaria, and were now kept for seven days in the palace,

some hamlets in the plain. Artillery was and suffered severely from hunger and
used by command of Khursheed Pasha , but thirst. On the 11th an officer of Sheikh

under what circumstances, and against whom Said Jemblat arrived with 300 Druzes ;

directed , is not positively known. After and at the same time another Druze chief,
the attack the Christians fed, panic struck. called Kinj , who was also an employé of the

On their departure their houses were burnt Government. The latter was accompanied

and pillaged. The irregulars ( Bashi -Bazouks) by an aide-de-camp of the Commander-in

are reported to have taken an active part in chief at Damascus. These had an interview

committing every sort of depradation and with Osman Bey ; immediately after which

violence against the Christians, on their the gate of the palace was thrown open , the
person and property. The residences of Druzes rushed in , “ and murdered the peo .

the Emirs of the Shehab family were also ple within, the soldiers preventing any from
burnt.

escaping or concealing themselves, pushing

“ Emir Beshir el-Kassim, ex -Governor of them forward to be massacred." - (Des

Mount Lebanon, a man 85 years of age and patches. Consul Brant to Sir H. Bulwer. )

quite blind, whilst being led away from his The number of victims was about 1000 !

house at Baabda by his servants, was at- After the fall of Hasbeya, the Druzes, now

tacked , it is stated, by Bashi -Bazouks, when about 4000 strong, marched northward up

his servants fled and left the Emir to his the valley to Rasheya, a large village at the

fate . The body , on being recovered , was base of Hermon, containing a considerable

found wounded by sword - cuts, and the Christian population. Here also there was
throat cut. a Turkish garrison under a colonel, stationed

“ A body of Christians, who had collected in a strong palace of the Emir Shehab.

from different hamlets since the outbreak | About 800 men of the Christian population

of disturbances, at the Christian village of took refuge there, and were massacred in

Damour, had, in their apprehension of being cold blood — the soldiers looking on and

attacked there, left that village to come to aiding in the carnage.

Beyrout for greater safety. On their way The Druze army continued its march up

during last night, they were fallen upon by the great plain of 'Bukaa ( the ancient Cæle.

a body of Ďruzes, Metualis, and " Bashi- Syria) to attack the town of Zahleh.

Bazouks, who plundered , killed, and wound Zahleh is the largest town of Lebanon, and

ed many of them , irrespective of sex and contained a population of 11,000 souls, ex

age. The number of killed is not yet clusively Christian. It is situated in a wild

positively ascertained, but it is computed glen , on the eastern side of the mountain

to exceed fifty." - ( Papers relating to Dis- range, about a mile above the plain . In
turbances in Syria, p. 6.) addition to its ordinary inhabitants , a large

On the 2d of June, about 300 men , with number of refugees from exposed villages in

a large body of women and children , fled the Bukaa had congregated here. Its peo

from the neighbouring mountains towards ple are warlike and well armed, and they

Sidon for refuge. On approaching the gates made preparations for an obstinate defence.

the Turkish regular troops drove them back The Druzes were joined by Arabs from the

with their bayonets ; they were then at- desert, Kurds from Damascus, and Meta

tacked by hordes of Druzes, Muslems from wileh from Baalbeck. When this news

the city, and Bashi-Bazouks,who massacred reached Beyrout, the consular body urged

all the men and many of the women and Khursheed Pasha to send troops for the

protection of the Christians. He according
On the 3d of June the town of Hasbeya ly despatched a body of 500 regulars, with

was attacked by the Druzes . A garrison one field -piece. This sealed the doom of

of 200 regular troops occupied the palace- Zahleh. These troops were joined by a

a place of sufficientstrength to resist any large force of Druzes from Lebanon, with

assault of Druzes . The garrison was under whom they at once fraternized. On the

the command of Colonel Osman Bey. The 19th they reached the heights commanding

Christians defended themselves for a time. Zahleh, and opened fire with the field-piece

On the 4th they were overpowered by num . upon the town . On seeing this , the other
D_13

children .
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Druze army rushed up the glen from the highest to the lowest, encouraged and aided

plain. The Christians were panic-stricken , in the fearful carnage. It is enough to state

and took to flight through the defiles of the that Freld -Marshal Ahmet Pasha, Com .

mountains; their town was immediately mander -in - Chief of the Syrian Army, and

plundered and burnt. Governor - General of the Pashalic, three

The Druzes next marched on Deir el- Colonels, two Chiefs of Police, and above

Kamr, the capital of the southern division one hundred and fifty inferior officers and

of Lebanon, and one of the most prosperous privates, have been since tried , condemned

and beautiful towns in the mountains. Its and executed !

inhabitants were all Christians, and number. On Monday morning, the 9th of July ,

ed about 7000. They had been previously Damascus contained a Christian population

attacked, and , after an obstinate fight, had of about 20,000 souls, and probably 6000

been forced to surrender unconditionally . or 7000 refugees who had fled bither for

Their houses were then plundered . The protection . They occupied one quarter of

wretched people hearing the Druzes were the old city, extending from the East Gate,

again approaching, resolved to defend their on both sides of the “ street called Straight."

lives to the last . “ But the Governor, who Many of their houses, from their size and

had 400 troops in the Serai (palace) , while the richness of their decorations, might be

at Bteddin , half a-mile off, there were 300 called palaces. In wealth, intelligence, and

more, told them they had nothing to fear if commercial enterprise, some of the Chris

they would give him up their arms,and he tian merchants were not surpassed by any

insisted on their doing so . They applied in Syria. The whole body of the people

for an escort to come to Beyrout ; this he were peaceful and industrious. .. : . On

would in no wise permit. Their valuables the evening of that day the Muslem mob rose

he made them place in the Serai, and then upon them, without provocation and with

ordered a great part of the population there . out cause. They were joined by the local

So men , women, anda children were all police, and many of the regular troops. Be

crowded together in the Serai, under his fore the 15th the whole Christian quarter

protection, on the night of the 20th . On was burned to ashes ; upwards of 5000

the morning of the 21st , the Druzes collect. Christians were slaughtered, and nearly 1000

ed round the town ; one of their leaders others wounded ; while many hundreds of

cameto the Serai and desired to speak with widows and poor orphan girls were in the

the Governor. A conversation was carried hands of the brutal murderers, subjected to

on in a low voice . At last a a fate worse than death itself ! To some

question was asked , to which the Governor this may appear almost incredible. It is

gave the answer, “ Hepsi " ( ** all ” ). There- nevertheless strictly true, as the following

upon the Druze disappeared, but in a few extract of a private letter from the Rev.

moments the gate was thrown open , and in Smylie Robson proves . Mr. Robson, from

rushed the fiends, cutting down and slaugh- his long residence in the city, from his ex

tering every male, the soldiers co -operat- tensive acquaintance with the people, and

ing." – ( Despatches. Mr. Graham to Lord from his having been an eye-witness of that

Dufferin .) About 1200 males perished in awful tragedy, had perhaps a better oppor
that one day ! tunity of obtaining correct information than

These facts prove beyond question the any other man . The letter, 100, was net

incomparable perfidy and cruelty of those written in a time of great excitement and

men to whom the Sultan bad committed the uncertainty . It is dated “ Damascus, 25th

government of Syria . But these , alas ! are August :"

not all the facts. The most terrible act in " It is estimated that more than 3000, say

the whole tragedy has yet to come. about 3400, Damascenes, and about 2000

The great city of Damascus lies at the of the strangers, refugees in the city, per

eastern base of Anti-Lebanon, far removed ished . Nearly all of these were adultmoles.

from the seat of war. Its governor is the Many women and girls were carried off by

Commander-in-Chief of the whole army of the ruffians, and a great number grossly out

Syria. It contains a large garrison, a strong raged . A good many who were left as

castle, and a g. od park of artillery. During dead by themurderers were only wounded,

the whole war no Druze furce ever ap- and in many cases they finally made their

proached within thirty miles of it. Yet escape. Some of these are very badly
from the first outbreak' its fanatical inhabit. wounded. One whom I have known for

ants never ceased to threaten and abuse the some years has eight cuts in his head,his

Christians. No steps were taken to check right arm broken with clubs, a gun -shut

them . It would be needless labour now to wound in his left, and sundry other blows,

show how the Turkish officials, from the bruises, and wounds in different parts of his

1
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body . The youngest of the Maluks is much committed on Christians in many villages

worse than even that man . His skull was where no Christians live. Thus there were

broken . Hegot a ball in the thigh, besides about forty Christians from the mountains,

a great number of other wounds. Mesha- working at the harvest in Duma—which,

kah is very badly wounded ; I fear he has you know , has no Christian inhabitants. The

lost the use of his right arm. Others seem Sheikb of Duma and his people compelled

to have been stunned by oneor two blows them all to become Muslems, and to be cir
of an axe or a sword, and to have been left cumcised, except one man who refused , and

for dead . ... him they killed . .... In fact, with the ex

" The massacre in_Damascus was the ception of one small district (Kara ), in

work of Muslems. Damascus was never every village inhabited by Moslems and

surrounded, never attacked, never threat. Christians, from the north end of Anti-Leb

ened by Druzes. No Druze force ever ap-anon to the Huleh, and in the plains east of

proached it. The plunder, conflagration, the mountain range, the Christians had three

massacre, and other crimes, were the work choices, — flight, Islâm , or death .

of the Muslems of the city . Every quarter Christianity in these regions of Syria has

of the city contributed to it. Every class sustained a terrible blow . As you know ,

united in the insurrection ; rich and poor,the Muslems have always been killing

merchants and Beys, Sheikhs and Effendis, Christians in this region , and also compell

as well as the rabble , police, and Bashi ing them to apostatize. But during the six
Bazouks. The police were very bad , and weeks, from 1st June to 15th July, more

so were the Kurdish Horse (Government have been murdered , and more have been

“ Irregulars ').” made renegades, than during all the seven

The work of outrage and slaughter was preceding centuries."

by no means confined to the places already With these facts before him , no man will

mentioned ; it extended over the whole of be at a loss to discover the true source of

central Syria, from the Mediterranean to Syria's miseries, and the real origin and

the desert. Mr. Robson's clear summary cause of the recent massacres. Islâm is at

of these minor massacres in the Pashalic of the root of the whole . Its spirit, foul and

Damascus is most instructive : fierce, animates alike its stranger rulers and

"The great massacres of unresisting un- the great body of its native population. It

armed men in cold blood, were those of will permit no change, it will tolerate no

Rasheya, Hasbeya, Deir el - Kamr, and Dam- reform . It will exercise unlimited , irrespon

Next to them came the slaughter of sible control over the properties and lives

Sidon , and that below Shuweifat. Besides of all subject to its sway, or it will exter.

these, the Druzes committed a great many minate them . It will use all agencies, it

massacres on a small scale, where no resist will take advantage of all circumstances,

ance was offered to thein. Thus in Kena- and it will employ all means to effect its

kir, in the Haurân, they killed some fifty or purposes. It allows no feelings of gratitude ,

sixty people - half the Christian population. honour, or humanity to restrain or set aside

In the village of Kufeir, near Rasheya, they its designs. It is the determined and deadly

killed about fifty men . In short, in other enemy of civil and religious liberty. So

villages of the Haurân - though not in every long, therefore, as Islâm is paramount in

village-and in most of the villages about Syria, the case of the country is hopeless,

Hermon, in Wady-et- Teim , and the lower because reform is impossible. Islâm has

part of the Bukaa, wherever Christians hitherto opposed every theory of reform

were found, the Druzes killed in cold blood forced upon the attention and acceptance of

a greater or less proportion of their num- the Turkish Government ; and it has effect

bers. The example of the Druzes was fol- ually prevented the reduction of any accept

lowed by the Muslems in a great number of ed theory into practice. The language used

villages on the eastern slopes of Anti-Leb. by Lord Stratford de Redcliffe in a recent

anon, and the plains along the base of it. speech in the House of Lords, is striking

Thus, at Sunamein , the Muslems killed five and most important : “ It is true the Sultan

or six out of twelve or fifteen who happened has accepted , and has even proclaimed to his

to be in the village. First and last, they people, a system of reform , which, if it had

have killed about half the Christians of been properly carried out, might have pre

Arbain (nearly one hundred ). If, however, vented these disasters, and probably would

a Christian became a Muslem , the Muslems have done so, and placed the empire on a

generally spared him ; and the numbers who totally different footing from what it is now

became Muslems very greatly exceeds that on. Indeed, I must say with confidence,

of those whom the Muslems killed in the vil- that had this been so, the empire would have

Jages. . ... Outrages, I must add , were been in a much better condition than at the

ascus .
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a

present moment,-a condition of which the replenish his purse. His subordinates are

disasters which have occurred in Syria ex- forced to contribute ; and such local chiefs

hibit so prominent and striking an example. as can afford the largest bribes are placed

It must occur to your Lordships, as well as over the districts , towns, and villages. What

to myself, that a heavy responsibility rests system could be invented more admirably

upon the Porte, in consequence of this state fitted to in poverish the country , promote

of things. If we look into the question of party strife, and create rebellion! Each

Syria, it is impossible not to observe, in im- new governor,moreover, is to a great ex

mediate connection with it, that the great tent ignorant of the country, the people , and

Eastern question is involved ; and I don't the very language ; and he has neither the

hesitate to say that that question is at this time nor the inclination to learn . He is at

moment absolutely brought home to our such a distance from Constantinople, and the

doors by what has occurred in Syria. You central Government have so many other

will in vain put down what has taken place things to occupy their attention , that no

there ; in vain you will staunch the blood watchful control can be exercised over his

which has flowed ; in vain you will take acts . All these facts make it plain , that if

measures to prevent the renewal of those Syria is to be saved from anarchy and ruin ,

atrocities , unless you find the means of en- the status quo must be abolished .

gaging the Turkish Government to redeem There was one brief period in modern

their pledges, and give effectual execution to times during which Syria visibly revived ,

those reforms which have been so often and appeared to give fair promise of future

urged upon them . Unless that is done, it is prosperity . That was during the rule of

my firm conviction that you will only patch Mohammed Aly . His rule was stern , in

up the difficulty for the moment; and you many cases severe, and in some instances

will leave the seeds of fresh disturbances perhaps cruel ; but it was effectual. In the

and fresh difficulties of a still more disas- eight short years of his power,notwithstand

trous and dangerous character .” ing all the opposition he encountered from

The first step towards the permanent paci- Turkey, he reduced the various warlike

fication of Syria must be the virtual renun. tribes to almost complete subjection, and to

ciation .by its rulers of that faith which we a great extent disarmed them . He rendered

have proved to be the enemy of all reform . life and property everywhere secure. He

The various sectsmust be placed on an equal gave a blow to Muslem fanaticism , from the

political footing. Their rights as men and effects of which it never revived until within

citizens must be securely guaranteed to the last few months. He compelled several

every sect, tribe, and class. When this is of the wandering tribes of the desert to

done, the resources of the country and the settle down into peaceful cultivators of the

energies of the people will begin gradually soil , and he made them all tremble at his

to develop themselves . But the accomplish- name. He opened a wide door for the in

ment of this will require a wise head and a flux of European industry , commerce, and

strong hand . It will require more, it will civilisation . Mohammed Aly was nominally

require unity of purpose and of action over a Muslem ; but his whole policy tended

the whole land , from Mount Taurus to the gradually to set aside the spirit and prin

Sinai Peninsula, during a succession of years. ciples of Islâm from the civil government of

To attempt it with the present system of the country,

divided authority would be vain . To at- Taking all these facts and circumstances

tempt it under the leadership of any of the into consideration, we believe that Syria re

ordinary Turkish Pashas would also be vain . quires, for its permanent pacification and

Turkish Pashas are generally indolent, and future prosperity, a separate government,

they are universally venal. A temporary somewhat similar to that of Egypt. Should

governor has, besides, no permanent inter it be found impossible to obtain the Porte's

est in the prosperity of the province ; and consent to an independent government,its

hewould, therefore ,have no inducementto rulermightacknowledge the suzerainty of

undertake the arduous and responsible task the Sultan , and pay a fixed tribute ; yethe

of remodelling Syrian society,and reducing oughttopossess independentadministrative

its distracted and discordant elements to power, and an army of his own. His inde.

order and harmony. It is a fact patent to pendence, in this sense , ought to be guar:

every man who knows anything of the East, anteed by the European powers; and is

that every Pasha sent to Syria, or elsewhere, mixed commission might be appointed to

paysfor his post,and can seldom calculate aid in the devisingand carrying outof
on more than a year's term of office. His needed reforms. The resources of the

first and grand object on reaching his seat of country are amply sufficient to maintain

governmentis to amass sufficient money to sucha government; they only require de

9
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Beat your
velopment. Both soil and climate are well | away with the effects of war.

adapted for the production of silk , cotton , sword into a pruning -hook as you may, and

olive-oil, and wine, in addition to an abund. you will not heal the scars it once inflicted ,

ant supply of grain . The population con- nor restore the limbs it has lopped off. We

tain in themselves the elements of industrial fear that the literary enmities of the last

and political greatness. The Western generation form no exception to the general

Powers have now a fair opportunity of rule. In some respects at least, they may

making a noble experiment; and it is to be serve, as well as any other text, to illustrate

hoped that mutual jealousies and fears will the terrible tenacity of life which there is in

not be permitted to interfere. There are the evil that men do. Professor Wilson ,

surely enough of inducements to this work , and Leigh Hunt, could well afford to forget

altogether apart from the gratification of the feuds they had outlived ; the one could

petty national vanity , or the gaining of mere welcome with exuberant applause, works

territorial aggrandizement. There is the which , twenty years earlier, he would prob

preservation of the most interesting country ably have assailed with invective as unmeas

in the world from utter ruin , the salvation ured ,—the other could receive the kindly

of half a million of human beings from criticism of his ancient opponent, with all

massacre or exile, and the relieving of the greater pleasure because of the quarter

Europe from the almost certain prospect of from which it came : but the united gener

a general war. Prompted by a pure desire osity of both could not altogether obliterate

to accomplish such great and good objects, the effects of the old hostility . We have no

let our own country faithfully discharge her wish to take up forgotten quarrels. But,
Eastern mission ,

since we believe that Leigh Hunt's admira

ble genius is far less generally appreciated

than that of any other writer of his own age,

and of equal mark, we are bound to say
that

we trace his exclusion from his rightful place

in the estimation of his contemporaries,

Arr. III .-1 . Autobiography of Leigh Hunt; mainly to the implacable pertinacity of abuse

with Reminiscences of Friends and Con- with which his political opponents assailed

temporaries. 3 Vols. London, 1850 . him ; nor does it seem to us at all unlikely ,

2. The Indicator . By Leigh Hunt. Lon- that the same cause should continue to oper

don , 1822. ate, though in a different way , even in the

3. The Seer ; or, Common Places Refreshed. minds of the present generation .

London , 1850. We are far from saying, in the teeth of
4. The Old Court Suburb. 2 Vols. Lon- Bentley , that a man can be permanently

don , 1855. ".written down,” except by himself. Still

5. The Town. By Leigh Hunt. London , less do we mean to imply the existence any.
1858.

where of the old personal bitterness of

6. A Jar of Honey from Mount Hybla. By hatred , which the outspoken politics of the

Leigh Hunt. London, 1848 . Eraminer newspaper, brought upon its luck

7. Imagination and Fancy ; or, Selections less editor . Hardly a remaining partisan of

from the English Poets. Third Edition . those days, we should imagine, would wish

London, 1846. to be greatly outdone in charity even by the

8. Wit and Humour, selected from the Eng- large-hearted leader whose magnificent de
lish Poets ; with an Illustrative Essay and claration of peace we have quoted. All

Critical Comments. By LEIGH HUNT. malicious and angry feelings have been as

London, 1848. fugitive, we doubt not, as the wretched con.

9. Stories from the Italian Poets, with Lives troversy which provoked them . But the

of the Writers. 2 Vols. London, 1846. wrong done, we say again , has been far more

10. The Poetical Works of Leigh Hunt. durable. Leigh Hunt was so long and so

Now finally Collected, Revised by him- shamefully misrepresented, that people came

self, and Edited by his Son, Thornton almost of necessity to share in the antipathy,

Hunt. London, 1860. who had no share whatever in the original

dissensions which gave rise to it . To the

“ The animosities are mortal , but the hu- great body of the public his name was made

manities live for ever." So says Christo- familiar only in connection with accents of

pher North, very finely ; and no one was contempt, and indignation , and reproach.

more ready to concur in that generous senti- And even when, under the gentle influence

ment, than the old enemy of whom he was of time, people who had heard nothing of

thinking when he uttered it, But it is sel- him but slander, came to think somewhat

dom that the heartiest reconciliation can do better of the man, it would have been
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was some

strange if the old prejudice had not retained with it had been as dull as it was the reverse,

vitality enough to make them undervalue the charge in itself was almost fatalto the
the writings. reception of such a writer. This is the

Mr. Hunt's early writings, moreover, as foible of all others which we are the readiest

it seems to us, were of a class which must to believe against an author, and the slowest

suffer most from prejudice, if they happen to pardon . Can the Life of Johnson bribe

to be exposed to it . Their claims to recog . us, to forgive James Boswell ? Leigh Hunt,

nition were more apt to be defeated by ridi. in those days, had shown no such delightful

cule and harsh criticism than those of far cause why sentence should not be pro

less valuable works . Truly original as they nounced against him . And the worst of it

were, they were not such as produce an im- all was, as wehave hinted , that the accusa

mediately powerful effect on the general tion not without colourable

mind. They excited both delight and ad- ground. All the vanity he had lay in one

miration in those to whose sympathies they direction ; and in that direction , it had been

appealed, and who were at all willing to so encouraged and pampered, that the mar

surrender themselves to the charm ; but vel is, not ihat some fine and noble traits of

this was by means of such quiet beauties as the young author should at first have been

force their way into no mind that is prepos- concealed under such a fantastical growth,

sessed against them . “ You must love them but that the real modesty and natural

ere to you they will seem worthy of your strength of the inan should ever have broken

love ;' and it is obvious how greatly the through it .

likelihood of their seeming so will be dimin- It must have been a wonderfully consti.

ished , if all the power, and wit, and sarcasm tuted nature indeed, that could have resisted

of the prevailing criticism of the day are the early triumphs which, long before his

exerted to convince you that they are wor- name was heard of in the great world , it was

thy of yourcontempt. This was their un- his misfortune to achieve . He had a boyish

Jucky fate with the generation of readers to turn for writing verses ; and by the time he

whom they were first offered. They pos- was sixteen , his father had collected and
sessed , also, certain peculiarities, which it published certain juvenile scraps ,-worthless

was easy to distort into really offensive de imitations, the poet afterwards thought

formities ; peculiarities which , judiciously them , of Akenside, and Collins, and Gray,

handled, were made to excite feelings much but which both father and son at that time
more nearly resembling personal antipathy sufficiently admired. This indiscretion had

than literary disapprobation. Mr. Hunt be the natural result. In the family circle, of

gan very early , as he expresses it in his au- course, the young author was assured-nor

tobiography, “ to talk to the reader in his was it at all difficult to convince him — that
own person,and compare notes with him on he was a prodigy of gepius. The fame of

all sorts of personal subjects ;" and while he his writings extended even to Oxford , and

discoursed on personal tastes, and feelings, to the scholarly precincts of the Charter

and experiences, he fairly owns that there House. The very critics were kind ; and

was in his mode of doing so, an occasional though one friend, more sagacious than the

self-complacency, to which neither his ma rest, gently warned him that “ the shelves

turer self nor his antagonists of the moment were full,” he resolved, in the plenitude of

hesitate to apply a much harsher name. conscious power, that for him at least the

We, at this time of day , can see no reason world should be forced " to make another."

why the veteran man of letters should con- His very industry left no time for those

ceal his conviction that he has been “ the swellings of self-glorification to subside.

means of circulating some knowledge and Before he was out of his teens, he had writ
entertainment in society.” There is nothing ten too many poems, and essays, and plays,

ungraceful, or unbecoming, in the satisfac- to leave much chance of his becoming con.

tion, with which the Leigh Hunt of 1850 scious of his own youth and presumption.

looks back upon the work of a lifetime . His first publications that happened to at
But when the hebdomadal author of the tract much notice - certain theatrical criti

Eraminer, and the Indicator, allowed such cisms which he contributed to a newspaper

self-congratulations to escape him , he offered —except among his immediate friends,were

a hardle to the wicked wit of his Tory an- not of a kind, nor was the reception they

tagonists which it was not in humanity to met with such as at all to diminish his sense

neglect. What they called the “ egregious of importance, or his notions of his own

vanity ” of the man, was ridiculed with won- ability . We have no doubt they possessed

derful cleverness : it was made to yield end- considerable merit, though their author, in

less merriment to the readers of certain later life, does not seem to have thought so.

publications ; but if the mode of dealing They were the first of their kind, since the

6
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days of the Rosciad , that made any pre- with me, sometimes expressed their surprise

tence of independence or candour, to sayat finding me no other than I was in face,

nothing of discrimination ; and, good or dress,manners, and very walk ; to say noth

bad , they were so successful with the play- ing of the conjugality which they found at

ers and playgoing people, to whom chiefly my fireside, and the affection which I had the

they were addressed, that Master Betty him- happiness of enjoying among my friends in

self- who, by the way, met with little ad general.” It became an axiom of criticism ,

miration or respect from the young critic, that Hunt should be vituperated in all these

his brother prodigy — was never more laud . particulars. We have heard , for example,

ed , and flattered , and marvelled at than he. that an able writer, who now knows how to

Who can wonder, then , that a youth who derive no small enjoyment from Leigh Hunt's

had lived all his life among books — who works, thought it in those early days the natu

thought belles lettres the most important ral climax of an angry paragraph, to call the

thing in the world--who had been puffed, unfortunate object of his censure “ a man

and petted, and praised from sixteen to who could read Leigh Hunt himself without

twenty - who can wonder that when Leigh disgust. "

Hunt began to talk to the world in his own It is little to say of so long a course of

person , he should be little inclined to under- unscrupulous abuse — it is all we shall say
of

rate his claims to be heard , or the import- it here, however--that it necessarily placed

ance of his opinions. It is for us, however, its victim at a sad disadvantage with the

at the distance of half a century, to make world. Very many of Leigh Hunt's readers

such allowances . The Tory partisans of the used to come to him on their guard against

day were not very likely to do so. They whatever evidence of wit,or sense, or thought
did not. When the young editor began to fulness his writings might chance to contain .

expound his political opinions, as he owns, Such a posture of mind is not the most fa

after rather an oracular fashion-when he vourable for appreciating any man's merits ;

ventured to attack , not the Prince Regent and of all men and writers, Hunt is the one

only, but the good old King, and even Sir that must suffer from it the most. If, at the

Walter, the Master himself — the bitterness very time we are opening his book , we are

of wrath with which they assailed him was deeply impressed with a sense of an author's

unparalleled even in those times. It was personal demerits, we shall probably find

nothing to revile his opinions, his writings, little difficulty in shutting our eyes to the

his public conduct. Every weapon of con- keenest wit, or the soundest judgment that

troversy was directed against these,—The ever expressed themselves with the pen of

bitterest sarcasm — the broadest ridicule the writer. But delicate sensibility , and im

the fiercest abuse - the most reckless mis- aginativeness, conceal themselves far more

representation. But his assailants never readily than those more direct and obvious

dreamed of restricting themselves within excellencies , from a hostile critic. And the

such limits as these . No ground was too matter becomes hopeless, indeed , when the

sacred : his private life, his dearest relation- obnoxious author's individuality pervades all

ships, his very person and habits, were made his writings, when his character and habits,

subjects of attack ; and under the wildest his own modes of thinking and feeling, are

misconception with regard to them all . prominent in every page. With Leigh Hunt's
This beautiful poet , this exquisite critic and best writings this is notably the case. Self

essayist, this most amiable, accomplished , portraiture, consciously or unconsciously,

and high -minded man, was denounced to our formsso large a part of his most character.
fathers in he most influential publications istic Indicators and Seers, that it is impossi.

of their day, not merely as an ignorant ble to have a prejudice against the manwith.

democrat, who was for pulling down every- out almost as heartily disliking the book.

thing that other men revered — not merely Egotism in writing may be very delightful,

as an irreligious and bad writer — but as the or very much the reverse. Leigh Hunt's

most hateful , contemptible, nay , loathsome is so kindly, so simple and manly - 90 full

of human beings. of all love, and hope, and cheerfulness — it

A great deal of this abuse, no doubt, was has its roots in so hearty and general a sense

showered upon him in a half-conscious spirit of fellowship with all mankind — in so genu

of exaggeration. Its authors,probably, neith- ine and diffusive a sympathy with all things

er meant nor expected this kind of language animate and inanimate, with whatever is good

to be received as a literal exposition of the and beautiful in nature, great or small; in

truth. If so, they gave the world credit for short, to use a favourite word of hisown and

inore wit than it possessed . Almost every . Lord Bacon's, there is so much " universal

body believed them . * Persons,” he tells ity ” in his very egotism , that we should no

us, “ in subsequently becoming acquainted more dream of applying the term in its of.
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are

fensive sense to him , than to Montaigne, or “ His undoubting mind

Isaac Bickerstaff, or to his own and all men's Believed the magic wonders which be sung ."

well -beloved Charles Lamb. But the merit The magic wonders in which he believed ,

of this kind of writing, even when it is that however, were those which had been sung

of a man of true genius, is apt to lie, like for him by the poets whom he loved . Spen.
" a jest's prosperity," " in the ear of him ser and the Italians had bestowed upon him

that hears it. ” Only convince yourself that a territory, in which he lived , far more than

the pleasantest egotist is a person you ought either at Hampstead or Pisa ; and filled it

to dislike or to despise, and you will see with noble and graceful shapes. This imag

nothing but puerile folly in every graceful inary world was as vivid a reality to him as

play of his imagination ; in his most catho that which was visibly and tangibly present

lic spirit of humanity, nothing but the nar- to his senses . He laments, on one occasion,
rowest selfishness. his " inconsiderate habits of taking books for

Leigh Hunt's egotism , whether for praise the only erd in life. ” He did so, because

or blame, seems to us something more than books were not only the object of life, but

a mere literary characteristic. He appears life itself to him . The actual Italy, with its
constantly in his books, chiefly because books vineyards and olive grounds , was neither so

the haunt and the main region ” of his real nor so beautiful a country to him as the

life. He never attempts to make that sort Italy of the poets, which he had learned to

of separation, which , according to Goethe, know among the oaks and elms of England, -

everyman that aims at perfect culture must the pleasant land which he could create for

accomplish in himself." Whether an ob- himself, at a wish. In short, he possessed in

servance of this dictum of the great artist, be marvellous perfection the old , familiar, admi.

or be not necessary for artistic perfection , rable gift of castle-building ; but it was castle

we do not pretend to say. Leigh Hunt was building of a very rare and ethereal descrip

certainly less capable of obeying it than far tion . The slenderest links of association

inferior workmen. He could not live, as it brought before him something beautiful which

were, in many independent worlds, or in he had read in a book. In all the miseries of a

more than one ; and, as he did not part with wretched sea voyage, he consoled himself by

his own conscious individuality in looking at thinking of the wanderings of Ulysses, and

a beautiful picture or landscape, in reading a Circe's Island , and Calypso’s, or of Venus

poem that pleased him , in contemplating a rising from the lucid waters, or of Shakspere

noble action, or in writing about the action, and “ the still - vext Bermoothes." When

the picture , or the poem ,--so also , he carried he was receiving sentence for a libel on the

into every other sphere of activity in which he Prince Regent, it was comfort enough to have

happened to be engaged, the same nature with in his pocket the Comus of Erycius Platea

which he had enjoyed such things as these , nus ; " a satire on Bacchuses and their revel.

and the recollection of the emotions with lers." And who, that has read it, can forget

which they had effected him . All his joys, the delight, with which he screens the barred

his sorrows, his emotions, and his medita- windows of his room in prison with venetian

tions, were linked together in one entire sen- blinds, and papers the walls with a trellis of

sitive and enthusiastic nature. He could not roses, and colors the ceiling with clouds and

look at one thing like a poet, and at another sky ? The best regulated mind must envy

like a practical man of the world . His im- the enchanter who fills his storm-tost cabin

aginative power was not so. lofty as that of with beautiful goddesses and ancient heroes,

some of his contemporaries ; but it pervaded brings summer into barred chambers, and

his whole life and being more thoroughly . the country into Horsemonger Lane. These

It was not a talent which he applied , when pleasures of the imagination were delightful
it pleased him , to the production of a lite realities to Hunt . He might fairly say with

rary work . It mingled with all he suffered Wordsworth, that he found in these things,.

and all he did . It was innate, and inextrica- “ A substantial world both pure and good .

bly interwoven with his whole intelligent, Round these, with tendrils strong as flesh and

and sentient nature ; as much at work when blood,

he was engaged in the merest drudgery of
Our pastime and our happiness will grow.

his profession of letters, or the most prosaic Matter, wherein rightvoluble I am,
There fiod I personal themes, a plenteous store,

business of daily life, as when he was writing To which I listen with a ready ear."

the Story of Rimini, or reading the Faery And no careful reader of his Autobiography

Queen. " In the one occupation, or theother, willbe disposed to question his right to con

he was equally " delighted to rove through tinue the quotation, and to say ,

the meanders of enchantment,” as Johnson

says about one of his poets; and as that “ Hence bave I genial seasons, hence have !

poet himself says about another, --
Smooth passions, smooth disconrse, and joyous

thought.”

à
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This tone of mind, however, like others, a ruinous fine and two years in a jail . He,

has its characteristic defects . One of these too, could wander, when it pleased him, in

we have glanced at . He lived so much in the realms of imagination ,and by the shores

the world of books, that he could find no of old romance ; but he was just as much

other standard for judging of things and men . perplexed and irritated , nevertheless, as any
To him, also, it was a nischievous conse - Other London dandy would have been , by

quence , that more prosaic people, as well as this singular phenomenon of a poet, who

some who were very far from prosaic, were never could be forgetful of his high calling ;

apt to mistake for fantastic foppery and who was always living in an ideal world ;

affectation, what was really on his part the always seeking for the sacred haunts of

most simple and natural manner of speaking Spenser and Milton , looking at the sweet

and acting. When a gentleman, for exam- and solemn visions which had inspired their

ple, come to years of discretion, proposes to genius — listening to the endless whisper of

keep Shakspere's birth-day by wandering the laurels “ on the ledges of their hill." " I

about all day with the plays under his arm ; think Hunt a good principled and able man,”

by a dinner party, after which Shakspere's writes Lord Byron. “ I'do not know what

volumes are to come on the table, “ lying world he has lived in. I have lived in three

among the dessert like laurels ; " where, in- or four, but none of them like his Keats, and

stead of songs, the persons present are to kangaroo terra incognita.” Even serious

be called upon for scenes ; where the ladies matters, in the eyes of many , had a certain

are to be crowned with violets, because it air of absurdity thrown round them in this

was his favourite flower ; where the poet's way . It is easy to understand with what con .

bust, by way of præsens Divus, is to occupy temptuous impatience , many a thorough-go

the principal place, and everybody in turn ing matter-of-fact politician must have looked

to lay before it a sacrifice of quotations; we upon the sentimental prisoner and the bower

cannot imagine the possibility of his finding of roses ; how difficult “ a man of plain un

another Englishman to regard this “enthu- derstanding” might find it, to persuade him .
siasm in high taste ” as anything but the self that such a person was anything but a

most childish silliness. Leigh Hunt, how. trifler and a coxcomb, " a delicate -handed

ever, makes such a suggestion in perfect dilettante, priest ” of liberty , at the best.

good faith ; he would have found a genuine Those who so judged him were wrong.

expression of his real feelings in such pretty Neither his literary nor his political career

play : laurels and crowns of violets had a deserved such a censure. His newspaper

real and affecting meaning to him , which may have been arrogant enough , perhaps,

they convey no longer to other minds ; and both in plan and conduct. That shows itself

as, in the spirit, a great part of his life was to the knowing, in the very title. It was

spent in such innocent Arcadian scenes, he Swift's famous paper he was thinking of,

could see nothing unnatural or absurd in when he called his the Examiner ; fully re

proposing to transact for once in the flesh, solving, at the same time, that its wit and

the daily business of his dreams. He re- fine writing, though not its politics, should

membered how Filicaia, and less illustrious be worthy of that great predecessor. It

Italian gentlemen and ladies of grave years, was only in later life that he came to under

had “ literally played at Arcadians , in gar- stand how hopelessly beyond the reach of

dens made for the purpose," and respected Mr. Leigh Hunt, anno ætatis 24 , were the

those " poetical grown children ," and sym- statesmanlike familiarity with life and the

pathized with them entirely. No one can world , the masculine grasp and knowledge

wonder, however, if the most imaginative of of public affairs, even the clear and nervous

Englishmen were puzzled by such fancies as eloquence, which made Swift the prop of a

these in an Englishman's mouth , and little Ministry. The qualities he did bring to his

disposed to regard them with respect. We task were not precisely those which “ Lord

have little doubt that the unlucky failure of Treasurer ” and “ Mr. Secretary ” looked for

his connection with Lord Byron had more from their Examiner. They would hardly

to do with this characteristic of Hunt's, than have thanked him for liberality of opinion,

with any other uncongoniality of disposition . or an honest desire to do right ; nor would

“ I hate an author who's all author,” says they have cared much more, we fancy, for

his splenetic Lordship. A man of fashion , another characteristic inseparable from any

a man of the world , with all the blood of work in which Hunt had a share— " a fusion

all the Byrons in his veins, the most famous of literary taste into all subjects whatsoever.”

poet of his time, placed poetical genius far He tells us that his specially political know

lower in the scale of things to be admired,ledge was slender. His opinions came to

than the writer whose prose and verse to him through his feelings ; but they were

gether had brought him nothing better than generally sound , because his feelings were

>
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good and elevated . He was able to say, down another road ; and Iremember, when

ten years ago, that his old views were the we lived near the Park , she would take me

same, as those now swaying the destinies a long circuit out of the way, rather than

of the country ;" and obtain them how he hazard the spectacle of the soldiers .” Some

might, he held them seriously , earnestly , thing of this poor lady's nervous apprehen

like a man .
He was not playing with those sion remained with her son , infused into all

questions. He was no sham martyr. When, his writings an abhorrence of all strife and

in his old age, he gave the world the story of discord, and, above all , of war. Suffering

his life, he showed that he had not passed shocked and horrified him . In the very con

through its many troubles without learning templation of it, he shared it. When, for

to acknowledge frankly his own foibles and example, he expresses his indignation at the

vanities, as well as to smile very kindly at cruelty and brutality of angling, and , asking

those of others. But one merit, amid many why people will seek amusement in suffer

confessions and regrets, he felt fairly en.ings that are unnecessary and avoidable, en

titled to claim , viz., that, as a public politi- treats mankind to abandon a selfish pleasure

tical writer, animated by a single -hearted -he is not arguing a matter of opinion so

zeal for the public good, he was ready to much as he is feeling pain , -telling us how

shrink from no sacrifice, or suffering, that much he feels it, and begging us not to in

might lie between him and his object. Our flict it. Other humane men discourse schol.

readers know how soon and how thoroughly arly, and wisely, on the cruelty of the

his willingness to make sacrifices for prin. “ gentle craft ;" and we turn away from

ciple, was put to the test. The story is told them, with Sir Roger de Coverley's convic

in his own modestand touching narrative of tion that there is a great deal to be said on

his life ; and so told , that no reader of any both sides of the question. But not Mr.

party — Tros Tyriusve, what does it matter Wyndham himself, who found a great deal

now ? we have left the prejudices of both to sily for bull-baiting ; not Roger Ascham ,

far behind-can help feeling how genuine who, if he had completed his meditated

was the honesty, how real the suffering, treatise on that exeellent sport, would no

which he had to endure. Perhaps some doubt have found a great deal to say for

such discipline may have been necessary to cock fighting ; no one can pretend to meet

awaken the hardier virtues in his sanguine, Leigh Ilunt's complaint with an answer in

buoyant, tropical temperament. He him- words. The hook is tearing his own jaws,

self seems to have thought so. He congra- while he thinks of the obnoxious pastime ;

tulates himself, with amusing naïveté, on he is gasping his own life out, in some fatal

his discovery, by an accident, that he is not foreign atmosphere. The sensibility may

without personal courage. This is in his be overstrained, that suffers so much with

carly manhood ; in later life, tha rarer kind the suffering of “ the meanest things that

of courage which we call patience, fortitude, breathe ; " but, at least, it does not leave

endurance, was required of him ; and in no him without feeling, for the greater agonies

evil hour was he found wanting. His Auto- that men inflict upon one another.
He

biography is delightful for many things : never can say enough of the horror,and aston

for its graceful sketches of old times and ishment, with which he thinks about war; he

manners; for its happyand life -like pictures , writes a poem about it, shuddering at the

of all sorts of interesting people ; but, frightful scenes he is trying to paint ; half

most of all , for the invincible gallantry of maddened by the pangs he ascribes to the

his long struggle with a hard fate. wounded ; marvelling what had given him

Early training had hardly prepared him courage to approach such a subject.

to meet pain , except with timidity . His But this keenness of sensibility, with

mother's first lessons, and the influence of which wanton and unnecessary pain affects
her life, had given him “ an ultra- sympathy him , vanishes when the inevitable evils of

with the least show of suffering. ” This lady his own life are to be met. The first of his

was living at Philadelphia when the Amer- serious mishaps, he might have avoided by

ican Revolution broke out ; her husband a sacrifice of integrity .
Before sentence

had taken the unpopular side , and was was pronounced on the libeller ofthePrince

roughly treated by the mob. “ My father's Regent, he was made to understand that, by
‘

danger," says Mr. Tunt," andthe war-whoops making certain concessions, he might escape

of the Indians, which she heard in Phila- imprisonment if he pleased. He preferred

delphia, had shaken her soul as well as to carry his self respect with him to jail.

frame. She looked at the bustle and dis- The calamity which this sentence inflicted

cord of the present state of society with was formidable enough in itself ; it was

frightened aversion . The sight of two men double to him by ill health, and the results

fighting in thestreets woulddriveherin tears of ill health -melancholy and hypochondria.
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ance .

His physicians had recommended exercise inseparable from the unlucky profession he

on horseback , and the fresh sea breezes of adopted, " the trade of authorship.”. From

Brighton, and the painfulness of the dişor a hundred hints scattered through the Life,

der was not likely to be lessened when ten we may gather enough, to form another

or eleven locked doors lay between the suf striking warning against that sad mistake.
ferer and his cure. “ The first night I slept It seems to us to have been a more fatal

there, ” he tells us, “ I listened to them , one mistake in Leigh Hunt's case, than in almost

after another, till the weaker part of my any other we remember. One defect in his

heart died within me. Every fresh turning education was enough to make it so . By a

of the key seemed a malignant insult to my singular mischance, he never received in

love of liberty .” But since those accumů struction in the commonest grounds of arith

lated evils could not be avoided , the force metic. We have his own word for it, that

of them must be broken by a brave resist. This produced the worst practical effect on
The dreaded fits of nervousness he his circumstances in life. The business part

resolved to meet by taking such violent ex- of his innumerable projects seems to have

ercise as was possible, “ pacing backwards been almost always a failure ; henever could

and forwards for the space of three hours." | " make his faculties profitable in the mar

Those who know anything of hypochondriacal ket. ” When the Examiner was established,

anxieties, will not underrate this evidence of and he abandoned a clerkship in the War

vigour; and the energy with which he threw Office to become its editor, he says " he was

off all of calamity that could be thrown off, not abandoning a certainty for an uncertain

was equalled by that, with which he endeav- ty ;" but we hear of no pecuniary results

oured to neutralize its inevitable effects, by from the Examiner, as a speculation . The

some counterbalancing enjoyment. He Reflector was a failure ; the Liberal, all the

reckons up the blessings which he owes to world knows, was a failure ; the Tatler was

his imprisonment: friends that never might a failure ;-why should we enumerate them

have come to him otherwise— experiences all ? Till Lord John Russell bestowed on

of love and sympathy which a lifetime him his well-merited pension, he had to live

might not otherwise have brought him . He from hand to mouth, on the mostprecarious,

finds an inexhaustible interest in the new unremunerative labour. We cannot pretend

characters, with whom adversity makes him to imagine the cares and anxieties of many

acquainted ; the absurd dignity , cunning, trying years, nor the patience and fortitude

and vulgar acuteness of one jailor ; the good with which he bore them . The passages of

heart and rough outside of another ; the the Autobiography in which he recalls his

strange delicacy of a turnkey's wife, going sorest troubles, are as radiant with hopeful

through the most unpleasant duties with the ness, as every other page of his writings.

nerves of a fine lady and the patience of a He recalls them , only in the spirit in which

martyr ; the debtors roaring out old ballads Burns speaks of his misfortunes, and “ is

with obstreperous jollity ; the felons sing. thankful for them yet,” proclaiming in no

ing just as merrily , while they beat their low or feeble strain his experience of their

hemp. A hundred little dramas are revolv . softening, strengthening, and elevating in

ing themselves perpetually before him : the fluence. One lesson he is anxious to derive

mass of men pass such things by , with from them , and to inculcate on all who will

out suspecting their interest or their exist- listen, is charity ; the most universal, all-em

ence ; he makes himself a delighted specta bracing charity is the prevailing spirit of his

tor (and now at length us also ), and forgets writings. He had suffered so much from
his own troubles while he does so. Even animosities, founded on misconception of his

the poor little bower of roses, which we own character, and conduct, that he became

were much inclined to laugh at before, be- nervously alive to the danger, and cruelty ,

comes admirable when we look at it in this of exhibiting to the world, even what he felt

light . It is a noble ingenuity, which is bent to be wrong in the character of others. But

on extracting comfort and consolation from charity with him goes further even than this,
trivial sources.

and utterly proscribes severe views of any

The same intrepid and cheerful spirit shows thing or person . If there be any virtue on

itself throughout. In all his griefs—and he which he prides himself, and with perfect

might have said with poor Goldsmith , " God justice, it is on speaking well of every body ;

has given my share”-he has the same forti- and when he comes, in his Autobiography,

tude to endure, the same inexhaustible re- to put himself in the confessional , he looks

sources of happiness, to neutralize them . on nothing with so much self-condemnation

The autobiographer makes no parade of his and regret, as on certain early levities, which

misfortunes ; but he does not conceal his ex- seem to him to be infringements of that rule.

perience of all the actual miseries which are We cannot pretend to sympathize with him .

a
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No man, surely, engaged in the daily storms These manly and touching words, it seems

ütid controversits of political writing, ever to us, ought to atone for whatever degree of

expressed so much remorse, for transgres- blame, great or small, may have been attri.

sions so little blameable. It may be quite butable to the author of the unlucky publi
right , that he should make the amende hon- cation they so honestly condemn. We

orable to such a man as Sir Walter Scott, should not have quoted them if we had not

whom , on absurd enough grounds, he had thought them more likely to conciliate " the

treated with unwarrantable flippancy. But good -will of the sincere" than any remarks

one really might have thought that the fine, of ours could be; and those who are best

and the imprisonment, and the troubles of a acquainted with Leigh Hunt's writings will

lifetime that followed upon them , had pretty probably be of opinion , that in spite of this

well eleared all scores between him and the particular offence against his favourite prin

Prince Regent. Even if he had come un ciple , his claim to the virtue on which he so

hurt and prosperous out of the conflict, the much wished to pride himself continues ir

most zealous admirers of George IV. could resistible. His worst enemy cannot even

hardly look back to 1812, and blame a lib- call him one of those who " love to talk

eral politician either for bantering, or grave- against others.” In spite of all his own

ly and bitterly censuring that “ corpulent hardships and disasters,he retains so ardent

Sardanapalus of fifty ;" but, as things really a belief in the good and the beautiful every

befell, for the so -called libeller in his old where, and even in human nature, that no

age to remember his feat with remorse, is contact, in the real world or the world of

surely the very Quixotism of charity. Our books , with the opposite qualities, can shake

readers may think there is no great stretch that conviction. There are indeed crimes,

of generosity or candour, in confessing what cruelties, which arouse his indignation ; but

there is so little to be ashamed of. But few think as badly as he may of the offence, he

of his literary transgressions, we should will not heartily condemn the delinquent.

think, were much more serious. One such Dr. Johnson could never have tolerated so

error there was indeed , for which he had to bad a hater. He manages so ingeniously to

endure harsh and not very unjust rebuke ; throw the guilt of all that is amiss in a

and none but a very generous man could man's character on circumstances, on nature;
talk of that transaction as Hunt does . We and satisfies himself with so comfortable a

allude to the publication of his Recollections philosophy, that no individual is really

of Lord Byron . We have already suggest- blameworthy for what springs from those

ed what seems to us the likely origin of that fruitful sources of wickedness, that he per

dispute : all that any one need care to know suades himself, under the most trying cir.

of it now, we tellin Leigh Hunt's own cumstances, to remain in charity with all
words: However bad a man's actions may

be, he will not allow you to denounce him

" I am sorry,” says Mr. Hunt, “ I ever wrote as a bad man , without weighing the circum

a syllable respecting Lord Byron which might stances that may have brought him to that

have been spared. .. .. Pride, it is said , will pass ; his nurture, his education, and even

have a fall; and I must own, that on this subject his natural character, for which he thinks

I have experienced the truth of the saying him as little responsible as for anything ex

had prided myself — I should pride myself now if

I had not been thus rebuked - on pot being one of
ternal to himself. Even those who differ

those who talk against others. I went counter most widely from him in this estimate of

to this feeling in a book ; and , to crown the ab. human nature, who hold him to have left en :

surdity of the contradiction ,I was foolish enough tirely out of view elements of the highest

to suppose that the very fact of my doing so importance, and who can only smile at the
would show that I had done it in no other in- sentimental conclusions of one whose opin.

stance !-that having been thug public in the ions, as he tells us,

error, credit would begiven me for never having his feelings,” will admit that there is some
came to him through

been privately so ! Such are the delusions in.
flicted on us by self-love. Whenthe consequence thing very touching in the love and tender

was represented to me, as characterized by my ness which lies at the root of all this. And

enemies , I felt, enemies though they were,as if 1 yet, if it were not relieved by some occa

blushedfrom bead to foot. It is true I had been sional Alings of indignation at persons whom

goaded to the task by misrepresentations ; I had he thinks more censorious than himself, we
resisted every other species of temptation to do must own we could find it in our bearts to
it ; and , after all , I said more in his excase, and
less to his disadvantage, than many of those who weary of it. Occasionally, however, the

reproved me. But enough. I owed the acknow
most estimable people are made scapegoats

ledgmentto himandtomyself; and Ishallpro- for the most disreputable. Mr. Wilber

ceed on my course with asigh for both, and a force, for example, with whose religious

trust in the good will of the sincere. " views it may readily be gathered that Hunt

men ,
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had little sympathy, is made the object of and we are fortunate in being able to lay

some sharp enough sarcasms ; and since before our readers the terms in which the

Evelyn permits himself to speak in terms writer who differs the most widely from

of reprehension of Colonel Blood, above Leigh Hunt in his manner of regarding all

mentioned, and of the Duchess of Ports- human affairs, expresses his admiration and

mouth , neither the books and gardens in respect. Many years ago, Mr. Carlyle had

which he took “ his noble innocent delight," occasion to put on record his estimate of

nor the fine verses in which Hunt's favour- Leigh Ilunt : we extract the following pas

ite, Cowley, celebratesthese congenial tastes, sages for the instruction of our readers :

can protect him from a treatment much less
“ Mr. Hunt is a man of the most indisputable

ceremonious than either the beautiful Duch- superior wortb ; a Man of Genius, in a very strict

ess or the gallant Colonel receive at the sense of that word , and in all the senses which
same gentle hands. There is a poetical jus- it bears or implies ; of brilliant, varied gifts; of
tice about this, not entirely displeasing to graceful fertility ; of clearness, lovingness, truth.
us. It reconciles us to human nature to find fulness ; of childlike open character ; also of most

Leigh Hunt treating any one with severity. pure, and even exemplary private deportment :&
Undiversified with more masculine diet, the man who can be other than loved only by those

who bave not seen bim , or seen bim from a dis

milk even of human kindness becomes some- tance through a false medium .

what cloying : we begin to long for stronger “ Well seen into , he has dope much for the

meat, and ungratefully rebel against that world ; as every man possessed of such qualities,

sustenance for babes. and freely speaking them forth in the abundance

This absence of rigour in his views of of his beart for thirty years long,must deeds do :

men and things implies no moral indiffer- bow much, they that could judge best would per

ence on his ownpart to right or wrong. Ifbaps estimate highest.”

the testimony of others, or the evidence of We extract these two paragraphs from a

his own writings, be worth anything, no paper of some length, both because testi

more scrupulously conscientious, upright mony from such a quarter will have weight

man ever lived. But the correlate ideas of with the whole world , and because, with

duty and sin are by no means prominent in characteristic vigour and insight, they paint

his philosophy. As he reasons the matter, for us the whole character of the man.

all evil is mere defect ; and every one ought Every word tells ; and our readers who

to approach his fellow-creatures on the sym- may have perseveringly attained with the

pathetic side , and try what good is to be vaguest notions of what our author was like

found in them . To take cheerfuland happy -to this stage of the present paper, will at

views in religion ; to see beauty and a prin- least thank us for giving them an opportu

ciple of improvement in the world around nity of knowing the man as he was, by read

us ; to answer the suspiria de profundis with ing and re-reading his character, byMr. Car

talk about flowers and shining stars ;-this lyle. We wish we were warranted in pub

is his philosophy of the universe, and he ex- lishing also what now lies before us ,--Mr.

pounds it with a vague and hazy rhetoric, Carlyle's opinion of the book in which, in

through which it is difficult to see anything the evening of his days, Leigh Hunt gave to

but his own generous nature. That, how the world a completer portrait of himself

ever, is all that interests us in these views, than was possible even for him , in any other

and gives them a beauty and meaning inde- work - the Autobiography. Neither party

pendent of their philosophic value. A warm- would be dishonoured by the widest publica

hearted kindness and sympathy for all happy tion of these tender and beautiful words ;

or sufferingmen and women is the pervad- but we must not trespass on the private

ing spirit of his writings ; and as in these correspondence even of so great a man as

" he pours out all himself” so freely that Mr. Carlyle. We think weare guilty of no

criticism in his case became personal dislike, indiscretion, however, in recording that he

it seems to us equally inevitable now , when finds chiefly in that good book — what the

foolish misconceptions are forgotten, for the reader may find there also if he please

readers who come to him in good humour, “ the image of a gifted, gentle, patient, and

to merge all literary admiration in some. valiant human soul, as it buffets its way

thing like affection for so beautifuland love through the billows of time, and will not

able a character. And if such an impression drown though often in danger: cannot be

must be strengthened by testimony, we have drowned , butconquers and leaves a track of

it, in his case, of the rarest and warmest radiance behind it.”

kind. No man's friends are more enthusi- We are inclined to think that the most

astic in his praise. Hazzlit, who in the reck- popular, at present, of Leigh Hunt's writings,

lessness of his spleen spares neither friend are those which were published long after

nor foe, has none but kind words for Hunt; the old prejudices had died away . The
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charming book called “ The Town," and The great kings, we must say, meet with lit

" The Old Court Suburb ," took their place tle fine appreciation from him. The satur

at once as altogether unapproachable in their nine reserve, and dryness of William III . ;

kind; and many readers who know nothing Oliver Cromwell, now improving an occa

else of Hunt have been delighted with his sion in a tedious sermon , now pelting the

sprightly and graceful gossip about London ladies of his court, with sweetmeats at a ban.

and Kensington. You open the pleasant quet ; -— these things, attract his notice : bat

pages at some stray moment, and find your- the insignificant wars, and changes of party

self much in the position of that imaginary governinent, that occupied so much of these

butcher boy in Dr. Johnson's famous Eu- men's lives, form an insurmountable obsta.

logy of Burke . You have come into some cle to Leigh Hunt's hearty regard. On the
old familiar

scene, in company
with an ex . other hand, he not only does full justice to

traordinary man," and a new and delightful Queen Elizabeth's greatness; but long before

interest is given to the well-known streets it had become the fashion for the 19th cen

and buildings, by the rich talk of a most ac- tury to adore " the divine perfectionsof that

complished literary antiquary. Leigh Ilunt princess," as extravagantly as ever did Lei

is one of the rare men who always have the cester or Raleigh, he had pointed out in a

right association in the right place. Even few remarkable sentences the true nature of

in Fleet Street we do not always think of the sentiment which dictated the enthusiastic

Dr. Johnson ; and few people can remember raptures of her courtiers, and made them ,

not to forget Lord Russel in Lincoln's Inn in her very “ age and crookedness,” truth,
Fields. But IIunt's mind is so rich and and not flattery. Where sentiment, indeed,

overflowing with curious knowledge, that is concerned , it is seldom that his delicate

localities the most obscure teem for him tact goes astray. But he is most at his

with illustrious memories ; and as he points ease,-his very style begins to flow with a

out to you — while you are strolling with sprightlier grace, when he finds himself

him through the wonderful city — the most among wits and fine ladies, talking of cour

unpoetical quarter, it is odd that he does not tesy, and beauty, and love, while Lady Mary

tell you, that Spenser was born here ; or Wortley Montague, and the fair maids of

Gray ; or that there Ben Jonson quaffed honour, the Lepels, and Bellendens andGun

Canaries; or Beaumont and Fletcher shared nings, make the Courts of the Georges de .

one lodging and one wardrobe. Those who, lightful to him , in spite of ungenial kings,

with Dr. Johnson, are famished for literary and queens, and princes ; or the brilliant

anecdote, will find the richest stores of it, blackguard fine gentlemen, and beautiful

old and new, in these two books. Nowhere flaunting women , of the Court of Charles

is it possible to become more agreeably II . , and the good humour and easy manners

acquainted with celebrated people, or to of their master, half reconcile him, as well

wander more pleasantly in the bye.pathsofas much severer moralists, to themost like

history. History, indeed , is no favourite able scoundrels that ever lived . If he could

study with our author, who underrates the bring himself to express hatred for anything,

importance of " wars and changes of govern- it would be for the ingratitude, meanness,

ments " as absurdly as certain historians used selfishness, heartlessness, of that King and

to undervalue anecdote and manners. But his followers; but he never tires of their

no one deals better with those parts of the society. The Sedleys, and Ethereges, and

subject which attract him ; and he can relate Killigrews,and Careys, never lose their fus

some well-known story ,— the Conspiracy cination. He lingers nowhere so fondly as

of Essex ,or the Rye House Plot, and the in their deserted haunts ; the playhouse

Death of Russel, with a narrative skill , and where Knipp and Nell Gwyn are acting, and

a delicate discrimination of character and Lady Castlemaine and Mrs. Stewart look

motives, that we donot know where to find ing on ; the Banquet House, and the Mall ,

surpassed by more pretentious historians. and the Hampton Labyrinth,

His sketches of the History of Manners,

are still more interesting ; and we know no
“ Whence all, alas, has vauished from the ring,

Wits and black eyes, the skittles and the King."
better account of the Courts that have

brightened or saddened Whitehall and Ken . But the prose writings which , to our mind ,

sington from Henry the Eighth's day to contain the best andfullest expression of his

those of George III. Not the least amusing genius, are the Essays in the Indicator , the

part of the chapters that deal with this last Companion, and the Seer. It is bare justice

subject, is the appearance of the author him to say of these, that they place their author

self in the varivus royal drawing rooms, in the first rank of English Essayists ; the

his own likes and dislikes, (which he will equal companion ofAddison and Steele.

not own to) , his tastes and predilections. His merit is different, but not lower than

ܪ
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theirs . We do not, indeed, find in the Indi. ( example, a letter of Sheridan's, in which

cator, or in its brethren, so courtly a scholar that rather insensible wit complains of the

and man of the world as Mr. Spectator; impossibility of writing poetry about a

we have not to admire the same “ learned candlestick , a hundred pleasant topics and

spirit of human dealings; " we cannot even graceful allusions pour upon his mind,

claim for Hunt, in any equal degree , the bees and their wax, and Apollo, and light,

polished wit, the humour, or the pathos and love, and the Greek Anthology , and

either of Steele or of Addison. But he is the Merchant of Venice, and Romeo and

neither equalled nor approached in his own Juliet ; and he charmingly illustrates, in

peculiar excellencies, -in exuberant fancy ; the very act of laying down the position ,

in the imagination which invests with poetry that, except to the conventional mind, no

the most trivial common places ; in the subject whatever is prosaic. We are per

delicate sensibility with which he feels, and petually reminded, while he is giving to the

teaches his readers also to understand the most insignificant things new importance

inner spirit and beauty of every object of and interest of the well -known boast of

his contemplation . If, indeed , the *** mis- Stella, that her Dean could write admirably

sion ” of the poct be to feel and express the even about a broomstick : though it is not,

beauty of the universe, many of the Essays assuredly , by having recourse to the irony

are poems, in every sense of that word of that famous meditation, that Leigh Hunt

which does not involve the idea of metrical works his charm. His eyes light upon a

rhythm . We do not know-to take a sin. common pebble; and he straightway be

gle instance—to what piece of writing that gins to think of the murmurs of the brooks,

term could be more fitly applied than to the and what the poets have said about brooks

Essay in the Indicator, on the Realities of and their murmurs ; of that beautiful verse

the Imagination, in which he describes how in the Ancient Mariner which is in all our

the faculty that solaced so much that was memories ; of a line of Spenser, where he

troubled in his own daily life, enriches its talks of a “cærule stream ” rumbling in

happy possessor in the most literal sense, pebble stones ; and this gives occasion for

and creates for him images and shapes of a very excellent piece of criticism on the

beauty. use of that particular word . And see, he

“ It is not mere words to say" —80 he makes adds, " how one pleasant thing reminds

his boast— " that hewho goes through a rich people of another ! A pebble reminded us

man's park, and sees things in it, which never of the brooks, and the brooks of the poets,

bless the mental eyesight of ibe possessor, is richer and the poets reminded us of the beauty

than he. He is ricber. More results of pleasure and comprehensiveness of their words,

come bome to bim . The ground is actually more whether belonging to the subject in hand or

fertile to him : the place baunted with finer shapes. not. ” But having got to the poets, what

He bas in ore servanıs to come at his call , and
an inexhaustible treasure is opened for us

mipister to bim with full hands. ..

poet go throogh the grounds,andbe will heighten byMr. Hunt and the pebble !–Green, who

and increase all these sounds and images. He Aings a stone to slay the giant Hypochon

will bring the colours from heaven , and put an dria ; Shakspeare's “ weariness that snores

upeastbly meaning into the voice. He will bave upon the flint; " Keats' “ Greyhaired Saturn ,

stories of the sylvan inhabitants ; will shift the quiet as a stone ;" Marlowe's splendid cata

population through infinite varieties; will put a logue of the precious stones, of which our

sentiment upon every sight and sound ; will be stone is “ the humble relation . ” In the

human, romantic, supernatural; will make all same pleasant way, also — though it is hardly
nature send tribute to that spot."

fair to turn a charming paper into a dry in

We quote this passage, because, when we dex—he will talk about a stick ,-tracing it

have added that the most extensive know - to the remotest Eastern origin , seeing it,

ledge of books opens for him one more in- like the Dean's broomstick ," alive with sap

exhaustible treasury, it expresses better and flourishing with foliage.”

than we could hope to do in any other rather inclined at this stage, in the cnjoy.

words, what the Indicator seems to us to ment of a supplementary pleasure of asso
accomplish for his readers. It must not be ciation , to revert to the reflection of the

supposed, however, that anything, so obvi . immortal original , is not man also a stick ?

ously beautiful as a rich man's grounds, is But the Essay, avoiding those profounder

-to Leigh Hunt at least—at all essential regions, dilates on the antiquity of the use

for the enjoyment of such pleasures as these. of sticks,and on certain anecdotes connected

He asks only the commonest materials to with them : how Socrates, meeting with

work upon ; and, by the magical power of Xenophon in a narrow passage, barred up

association, elicits from them inexhaustible the way with his stick ; and how Agesilaus

stores of beauty and delight. ' Quoting, for rode upon one, for the amusement of his

Let a
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little boy ; and how Charles I. , at his trial , These are very pleasant reading, but de

held out his stick , to forbid the Attorney serve no higher commendation. The best

General's proceeding ; and a touching little perhaps is " the Fair Revenge," which was

story, which we cannot extract, of the way Shelley's favourite paper ; and a very pretty

in which Andrew Marvell's father, who was and sentimental story it is . But they all

drowned, left his for a keepsake to a friend . turn on points of sentiment, perfectly true

And then we come to Sir Plume, in the and natural certainly, but too delicate to

Rape of the Lock ; and to Sir Richard affect us like the familiar joys and sorrows,

Steele, who jerked his stick against the with which Mr. Bickerstaff moves our tears

pavement as he walked ; and to Macklin , and our laughter. It is nothing to say that

the player, who poked a man's eye out with they fall far short of the humour, the life,

his ; and to Dr. Johnson ,who was told that and the wonderful pathos of that great mas

Foote intended to mimic him , and threat- ter. Inkle and Yarico will continue to draw

ened to chastise the dog ; and to Macpher- tears from thousands, who read the Fair

son , who threatened to chastise Dr. John- Revenge, with no other feeling but one, of

son ; and to the big stick with which the entertainment. But though we cannot think

great Lexicographer proposed to repel it very happily exhibited in his tales, the Indi.

Macpherson's assault ; and to the celebrated cator undoubtedly contains a great deal of

piece of timber which he lost in the Isle of observation of life, and a very remarkable
Mull. insight into delicate shades of character.

One great injustice, amongmany others, There are no better portraits of a class than

which we do to these Essays by describing his, of a sailor on shore, and of a naval

them , arises from the hopeless impossibility officer, of an old gentleman and an old lady ,

of conveying in our abstract any idea of the -singularly happy specimens, as it seems to

evanescent graces of style and manner ; or us, of the admirable graphic power which

of the natural spontaneous impulse, with in the Autobiography gives us so many

which every new topic is suggested. There striking and amusingsketches of actual men
is a provoking air of malice prepensein a and women. And if any one - anxious to

second-hand report of such things. It is give a clearer shape and meaning to the

like trying to describe a man's conversation, familiar words which convey to most of us

by telling what he talked about. The such vague ideas- would understand what
vivacity of the good talker evaporates, as is meant by insight into character, we know

much in the one case as in the other ; and no more illustrative specimen of that faculty,

the merits of the one are not more portable than the paper called “ A Human Animal

than those of the other, simply because they and the other Extreme.” He finds in an

are the same. The Indicator Essays, in old biographical dictionary , an account of a

short, are what we can imagine to have been certain Mr. Hastings, who lived in 1638,
their author's conversation. They are the such details of the man's personal habits,

natural outpourings of a mind, rich in lit- appearance, eccentricities, modes of life and
erary knowledge, overflowing with gaiety, conduct, as might come under the observa

fancy, and good feeling ; now chastened tion of his friends and neighbours; and,

with a touch of quiet, unpretending pathos ; having quoted those outward indications of
now rising into a thoughtful lay sermon, on character, traces them to their inner sources

the favourite theme- how to make life more in the heart and mind , with a subtle and

beautiful and happier. The wit, of which , penetrating sagacity , of which we wish our

in its kind , there is no lack , consists rather limits would allow us to give an idea, by

of a certain sprightly vivacity and exuber- quotation . It is a very commonplace charao

ance of animalspirits than of anything more ter,when we come to know it, and perfectly

quotable; noone enjoysa joke so thorough well described in the title of thepaper; but

ly as Hunt; no one pushes a favourite jest, its construction is so wonderfully laid open

to such a length of ludicrous exaggeration before us, as to make Mr. Leigh Hunt's not
There is a kind of fun about this,however,unkindly dissection as fascinating as we think
which requires the excitation of the humour- it instructive. We must say of this, as of

ist's bodily presence to be thoroughly en. all similar performances, that nothing but

joyed ; a consciousness of being absurd and their actual perusal can give any idea of
amusing - a perpetual reiteration, as it were, their style and manner : to break them up

of Mrs. Mowcher's “ Aint I volatile ?" into specimens, is as injurious as it is to

which the glance of an eye and the tone of describe them , and they are too long for

a voice make very delightful, but which be . quotation in their integrity. But we cannot

cume rather vapid in print. The Essays take leave of the subject, without noticing

are interspersed with tales, after the fashion another paper, in which the joys and sor

of the old race of Spectators and Tatlers. rows of the human heart are dealt with in a
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THE FANCY CONCERT.

at once.

different way, and far more successfully thing only we cannot leave unsaid , in justice

than when he attempts to embody them in to ourselves, our readers, and our author.

a tale . We allude to the Essay on the We must remonstrate with the editor of

Deaths of Little Children . Here, he is the what bears to be a “ complete and final edi

lay preacher, and a very touching, and tion of Leigh Ilunt's poetical works," on

gentle one ; but we must find room for the the exclusion of someof the poet's best and

fine strain of reflection with which he con most characteristic pieces. Leigh Hunt

cludes-Addison has said nothing so deep sometimes "wanted, or forgot; the last and

about the vanity of grieving :
greatest art, the art to blot.” There are,

for example, some quasi -laureate odes which

“ The liability to the loss of children seems to the world might lose without regret. But

be one of the necessary bitters thrown into the we are at a loss to conceive why sentence of

cup of humanity. We do not mean that every excision should have been pronounced on
body must lose one of his children in order to en

joy the rest ; or that every individual loss affects “ Abraham and the Fire Worshipper ;" and

us in the same proportion. We allude to the
“ Ronald of the Perfect IIand .” As far as

deaths of infants in general. These might be as our own readers are concererned, we do our

few as we could render them. But if pone at all best to repair another unintelligible omis

ever took place, we should regard every little sion, by transferring to our pages as much
child as the man or woman secured ; and it will

easily be conceived what a world of endearing

as we have space for, of the “ Fancy Con

cert :"

cares and hopes this security would endanger.

The very idea of infancy would lose its continuity

with us. Girls and boys would be future men
“ They talked of their concert, their singers , and

and women , not present children . They would
scores,

have attained their full growth in our imagina And pitied the fever that kept me in doors ;
tion , and might as well have been men and women

And I smiled in my thought, and said, O ye
On the other hand, those who have lost

sweet fancies,
an infant are never, as it were, without an infant

And animal spirits, that still in your dances

child . They are the only persons who, in one Come bringing me visions, to comfort my care
sense, retain it always ; and they furnish their

Now fetch me a concert - imparadise air .
pieghbours with the same idea. The other chil

Then a wind , like a storm out of Eden, came
dren grow up to manbood and womanhood , and

pouring

suffer all the changes of mortality. This one
alone is rendered an immortal child. Death has

Fierce into my room, and made tremble the

flooring,
arrested it with his kindly barshness, and blessed it

And filled , with a sudden impetuous trample
with an eternal image of youth and innocence . "

Of heaven , its corners : and swelled it to ample

We have left ourselves no room to say
Dimensions to breathe in , and space for all

what we had intended about Leigh Hunt's
power ;

criticism and his poetry. We must be con

Which , falling as suddenly, lo ! the sweet flower

Of an exquisite fairy voice opened its blessing ;

tent, in few words, to express our belief And ever and aye, to its constant addressing,

that, after Coleridge, there is no critic to There came falling in with it, each in the last,

whom the young student of poetry has so Flageolets, one by one, and flutes blowing

much reason to be grateful as to Leigh more fast,

Hunt. He has no pretensions to Coleridge's
And hautboys, and clarinets, acrid of reed ,

psychology, or power of philosophic ana
And the violip smoothlier, sustaining the speed,

As the rude tempest gathered , and buz ringing
lysis ; but his expositions of the beauties of

the great masters — for it is this, the best Of tambours, and hage basses, and giant bas

and most beneficial kird of criticism , that

he affects — are full of taste and feeling ; and And the golden trombone, that darteth its

bis manner of imparting his views is so tongue

ſelicitous and charming, that the dullest Like a bee of the gods : nor was absent the

reader, while he is in Leigh Hunt's company ,
gong,

is made to enjoy the coyest beauties of

Like a sudden fate bringing oracular sound

Of earth's iron genius, burst up from the
Chaucer and Spenser, and Keats and Cole ground ,

ridge, with something of the critic's own A terrible slave, come to wait on bis masters

discernment and delicacy of perception . As The gods, with exultings that clanged like

he says of Ariosto, “ instead of taking disasters ;

thought, he chooses to take pleasure with And then epoke the organs, the very gods they,

us ; and we are delighted that he does us so
Like thunders that roll on a wind -blowing day ;

much honour, and makes, as it were, Leigh
And, taking the rule of the roar in their hands,

Lo ! the Genii of Music came out of all lands ;

Hunts of us all . " And one of them said, Will my lord tell his

We may find some future opportunity of slave

expressing our opinion of the poems. For What concert 't would please bis Firesideship

the present, our limits are reached . One to have ? '
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Then I said, in a tone of immense will and farther remarks. We do our readers a

pleasure, greater service in enabling them to enjoy

Let orchestras rise to someexquisite measure ; the “ Fancy Concert.”
And let there be lights and be odours; and let

The lovers of music serenely be set ;

And then, with their singers in lily. wbite

stoles,

And themselves clad in rose colours, fetch me

the souls

Of all the composers accounted divinest, Art . IV.-1 . A Voyage to the South Sea,

And with their own hands, let them play me and along the Coasts of Chile and Peru,
their finest.

in the years 1712, 1713, and 1714. By

Monsieur FREZIER, Engineer in Ordinary

Ob! truly was Italy heard then, and Germany , to the French King. London : Jonah Bow.

Melody's heart, and the rich brain of harmony ;

Pure Paisiello, whose airs are as new,
2. El Mercurio Peruano. Lima, 1798 .

Though we know them by heart, as May blos

soms and dew ;
3. The Edinburgh Review . Vol. XIII . Jan

And nature's twin son , Pergolesi ; and Bach,

Oldfather of fugues, with bis endless fine talk ; 4. The United States Naval Astronomical

And Gluck, who saw gods; and the learned Expedition to the Southern Hemisphere,

sweet feeling during 1849, 1850, 1851 , 1852. Two

Of Haydn : and Winter, whose sorrows are Vols. Vol . I., Chile. Washington, 1855.
healing ;

5. Biography of General Miller . London,

And gentlest Corelli,whose bowing seems made

For , ,
1826.

In Olympian thunders, vast lord ofthe spheres, 6, La Dictadura de O'Higgins. By Miguel

Yet pious himself, with his blindness in tears, LUIS AMUNATEGUI. Santiago, 1853.

A lover withal, and a conqueror, whose marches 7. Memoria Historica . By Domingo SANTA

Bring demigods under victorious arches ; Maria. Santiago, 1858.

Then Arne, sweetand tricksome ; and masterly 8. Investigaciones sobre la Influencia Social

Purcell,
de la Conquista, y del Sistema Colonial

Lay-clerical soul ; and Mozart universal,

But chiefly with exquisite gallantries found,
de los Espanoles en Chile. By J. V. Las

With a grove in the distance, of holier sound ; TARRIA. Santiago, 1844.

Nor forgot was thy dulcitude, loving Sacchini; 9. Historia Constitucional del Medio Siglo.

Nor love, young and dying, in shape of Bellini ; By J. V. LASTARRIA . Vol. I. Valparaiso,

Nor Weber, nor Himmel, por Mirth's sweetest 1853.

name, 10. La Constitucion Politica 'de Chile, co

Cimarosa ; much less the great organ-voiced mentada . By J. V. LASTARRIA, Deputy for

fame

Copiapo and Caldora . Valparaiso, 1856.
of Marcello, that hushed the Venetian sea ;

Aod strange was the shout, when it wept, bear
11. Comentarios sobre la Constitucion Poli.

ing thee,
tica de 1833. By MANUEL CARRASCO Al

Thou soul full of grace as of grief, my heart- BANO. Valparaiso, 1858 .

cloven, 12. El Mercurio. Daily Newspaper, Val.

My poor, my most rich , my all-feeling Beet- paraiso.

boven.
13. La Revista Catolica . Santiago de Chile.

O'er all, like a passion, great Pasta was heard, 14. El Catolicismo, en presencia de sus
DisiAs high as her heart, that truth- uttering bird .

dentes. By Jose IGNACIO Victor Erza

GUIRRE, Presbitero. Two Vols. Paris,
And was it a voice ?-or what was it ?—say,

1855 .

Tbat, like a fallen angel , beginning to pray,
Wasthe soul of all tears,and celestialdespair: 15. Los Interesis Catolicos en America. By

Paganini it was, 'twixt his dark flowing hair . ”
Jose Ignacio Victor EYZAGUIRRE. Two

Vols. Paris, 1859.

We quote these fine verses, because they Perhaps no region of the world is so little

are characteristic in every way ; in the sym- known to Anglo-Saxons as the South Amer.

pathetic enjoyment, which inspires them ; in ican Continent. At the same time, there is

depth and delicacy of feeling ; in richness, none to whose physical characteristics 80

and power of expression ; in the musical fow much interests attaches. Its majestic rivers,

of the versification; and also, as it seems to the eternal snows and flaming volcanoes of

us, in certain little peculiarities of diction, its stupendous Cordillera, the luxuriant veg .

which are not quite so admirable. Since etation of its tropical division, the waving

the space at our disposal isinsufficient for plainsof its Argentine provinces,the myrtle

anything like adequate criticism , we leave groves and smiling valleys of its Chilian Re

Leigh Hunt's poetry for the present without public, present features of surpassing gran
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deur. Ignorant as most readers are of these, the arts, and in a rude civilization . The In

they know still less of the social condition, dian remains found in Peru -- their paintings,

the moral and religious aspect, the resources edifices, and household utensils — all attest

and commercial capabilities of its several this fact ; and, judging from the ruins of

states.

their works of irrigation, it seems pretty
It is well known that in the sixteenth cen- clear that the extent of ground they had un .

tury the bold and chivalrous adventurers of der cultivation at the time of the conquest,

Spain and Portugal possessed themselves of was greater than it is at the present moment.

the whole of this region , as well as of Mex. It seems the fate of the Indian races to

ico, and ofwhat is now called Central Amer- pass from the face of lands they once call

ica . Portugal contented herself with Brazil, ed their own , unheeded and forgotten.

leaving the rest to Spain, her powerful neigh- Yet the decline of the Indian population of

bor and rival. The Spaniard at that time the Spanish American provinces through

excelled all other men in enterprise and va- conquest, and the keen sense of degradation

lour, and nothing was too arduous or too and suffering, is a melancholy fact . At the

hazardous for him to undertake. Freedom time of the conquest, Mexico and Central

of thought had not yetbeen entirely crushed America must have contained fully 7,000,000

under the iron hoof of tyranny ; and so the Indian inhabitants. According to the Mer

days of Columbus, of Pizarro, and of Val curio Peruano , a literary magazine publish

divia were great and glorious days for old ed in Lima towards the close of last cen

Spain .

tury , the Indian population of Peru, SantaBut we are not now to deal with the stories Fe, and Buenos Ayres, by a census taken in

and legends of the Conquest, nor with the 1551 , amounted to 8,255,000. It is no doubt

more remote history of the Spanish Ameri- true that a portion of the Indian blood came

can independencies. Looking back , however, to be mixed with the Spanish element, form

for a moment through the vista of three cen ing the progenitors of the presentMestizo

turies , we see these Spanish dependencies races ; yet, when we consider that from up

inhabited almost exclusively by the Indian wards of 15,000,000 at the conquest,thepure

races . The Spanish conquerors had begun Indian races of Spanish America have de

to occupy the land in considerable numbers, clined to 5,500,000 (the proximate estimate

and it was beginning to yield up to them its at the present time), their speedy extinction
abundant stores. Its vast mineral wealth seems imminent. Of these 5,500,000,there

soon came to be disclosed ; and we fear that, are 4,500,000 in Mexico, leaving only 1,000,

in many instances , avarice was unscrupulous 000 of pure Indians for the whole of Central

in the modes of its extraction. The Indian America and the Spanish States of South

vassals , at a very early period after the con- America. Humboldt estimated the Indian

quest, were reduced to the most abject ser population of both Americas as 6,000,000 in

vitude. The exactions of the hacendados, or 1803, and he placed 4,500,000 of them to ac

landowners, on the Indians given them in count of Mexico ; adding, that he had no rea

commendam , and the sorrows of the poor son to suppose it had diminished since the con

downtrodden vassals who were drawn from quest. But according to all the accounts we

the Peruvian parishes, according to a custom have been able to examine , having any claims

called Mita, and sent to die in the dismal to correctness, it is obvious there has been a

mines of Potosi , must even yet awaken a very great diminution . In the Memorials

feeling of commiseration. The annual set- of General Miller (a brave Englishınan who

ting outof fresh levies on the feast of Corpus served some of the South American States

Christi — many of the men with wives and in the wars of their independence), his biog

children - is touchingly described by Frezier rapher incidentally mentions that Humboldt

( than whom , Humboldt excepted , a more ob. was deceived in the matter of population by

servant or accomplished traveller has never Padre Cisneros, wbo, in reference to South

visited the coasts of South America ); and a America, bad probably given the number of

bondage, the prospect of which, he tells us, men fit to carry arms at the first reckoning

filled their dull eyes with tears, and their bro- after the conquest, as this was a mode of

ken hearts with unavailing sorrow, may even telling the effective strength of the popula.

yet bring the tear to our eyes. And it must tion then very frequently adopted .

be borne in mind , that although some of the Time rolled on , and the colonists them

Indian races of South America were barbar- selves came at length to groan under chains

ous and degraded , these Peruvian Indians of vassalage cast around their necks by the
were not so ,

Whoever reads Prescott's mother country. Availing themselves ofthe
Historiesof the conquest of Peru and Mex- extremities to which Spain was reduced by
ico, will find that the Peruvians and Mexican the Napoleonic wars in the early part of this

Indians had made considerable advances in century, the colonists rose in rebellion, suc
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cessfully shook off the Spanish yoke, and attainment of their independence would open

attained their freedom ; forming themselves, up an almost inexhaustible field for British

in course of time, into separate States, or enterprise. A striking article in the number

Republics, detached from the Spanish mon of the Edinburgh Review for January 1809,

archy. With the wars of the independence is even yet worthy of perusal; though we

we are not now to deal . The colonists main are bound to add, the anticipations of the

tained a noble struggle, and in the end suc sanguine reviewer have been sadly disap

cess crowned their efforts. One fact, how- pointed .

ever, it is important not to lose sight of, in In the article we refer to, founded on the

order to reconcile these revolutionary strug. admirable letters of the Peruvian priest Juan

gles with what we know of the condition of Pablo Viscardodoy Guzman, addressed to his

the great mass of the population at the be- fellow -countrymen ,the reviewer remarks:
ginning of this century. " It must be borne

in mind that their stand for independencethe prosperity of the United States, how many
“ If such immense benefits have resulted from

was purely aristocratic, and that the mass oftimes greater will be those which must necessarily

the people were swayed andheaded by the fow from the prosperity of South America ? if

great colonial landlords. Wincing under the population of the Únited States, amounting

the slights and oppression of the mother perhaps to 6,000,000 souls, afford so very extra
country , which would admit no colonist to ordinary a demand for British commodities, what

any position of dignity or high trust, the may not the population of SouthAmerica, extend

colonial aristocracy determinedto break offingalready to no less than 16,000,000 , be expect

from their allegiance. In the words of the and intellectualbabits of the people of South
ed to afford ? It is no doubt true, that the moral

author of the Dictadura de O'Higgins, " the America are not so favourable to improvement

revolution in Chile ” (and so it was in the as were those of North America. Their indus

other states) was at first the work of a few try bas been cramped, their minds have been held

citizens, and had in its origin a tendency in igoorance by a bad government; bence they

purely aristocratic. Its promoters, its chiefs, are indolent and superstitious. But remove the
were the heads of the great families of the cause,and the effects will cease to flow. So sweet

are the fruits of labour wherever the labourer en

country , the Larraines, the Errazurizes, the joys them unimpaired ,that the motives to it are

Eyzaguirres." While they planned their irresistible, and his activity may be counted on

revolutionary movements, the rest of the with the certainty of a law of nature. With

inhabitants, he tells were tranquil, in- South America, then, under a free and beneficent

dolent , and far from thinking of such novel- government, we might laugh the destroyer (Napo

ties.” While the conflict was going on , the leon ) to scorn,and enjoya prosperity which the

colonists met with the sympathy of England, utmost efforts, of his power and bis ragecould

as well as of the United States. Both
never disturb.”

English nen and Americans fought and dis- That the expectations cheri ed have not

tinguished theinselves in the ranks of the been as yet fulfilled, we fear would be of

patriots during their struggles ; and it is a too easy demonstration; and our present

significant fact, that while through the efforts purpose is to indicate some of the more

of eminent British statesmen , such as the important obstructions which hitherto we

Marquis of Lansdowne and Sir James Mack. conceive have opposed and still stand in the

intosh, the English Government was led to way of the moral and material advancement

recognise the independence of these South of Spanish America. With a view to this ,

AmericanRepublics, at that very period their we shall begin by stating some statistics

spiritual Father, Pope Leo the 12th, hurled at relating to the increase and present condi

thein his famous encyclical, directed against tion of their population , and to their re

their rebellion and their assertion of the sources, which , as the facts are not within

undoubted rights of oppressed humanity. the reach of many, may not prove uninter

Spanish Americans are very apt to forget esting.

these facts ; and it is fitting that their mem- We have already spoken of the Indian

ories should occasionally be refreshed with population. Including that element, the

them , and they themselves led to reconsider lowest estimate we meet with of the popula

the warnings they carry with regard to the tion of the Spanish American States at the

despotic assumptions of the Papacy. The end of last century, is 16,000,000. Viscar

sympathy of English statesmen , critics, and do estimated it at 18,000,000 ; and accord

journalists, was none the less real , that there ing to the Revolutionary Commissioners

lay in the background sundry utilitarian who met General Miranda at Paris in i797,

calculations such as Englishmen are over. it was computed by them at 20,000,000.

fond of making. Spain had scrupulously We shall take the estimate of Viscardo, viz.,

shut the colonies against foreign intercourse 18,000,000, as the most probable. Now,

and commerce ; and it was thought that the at the present time, according to the most

us , a
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authentic data, the population, we believe, other Republics are in a much worse condi

does not exceed 20,000,000. The following tion. With regard to the question of deaths,

table we take to be as near an estimate as the Valparaiso Mercurio, from which we

can be formed, and weinclude in it the pure copy the above statistics, says, that the

Indian population : great mortality amongst infants " arises

without doubt, from the little care and the
Mexico, 7,000,000

bad system of rearing children common
Guatemala ,

Salvador, amongst the lower orders. ” The illegiti

Hondaras, 2,000,000 macy, no doubt, also swells the proportion

Nicaragua, of such deaths. Indeed, in a paper read

Costa Rica,
before the Faculty of Medical Science at

Ecuador, 750,000

Nueva Grenada,
2.000.000 Santiago de Chile, by Dr. Mackenna, and

Venezuela, 1,000,000 / published in the Annals of the University

Peru , 2,000.000 in 1850, the writer says, with reference to
:

Bolivia, 1,500,000

the proportion of deaths of illegitimate
Chile, 1,450,000

Argentine Republic,
children : “ It is not possible for them to

1,000,000

Paraguay, 500.000 live under the indifference with which they

Uruguay, 300,000 are regarded , and it would seem that the

authors of their lives are public executioners

Total, 19,500,000 rather than parents. The frightful pre

It thus appears that the population of the
valence of diseases resulting from immor

Spanish American Republics hasremained ality, throughout the Spanish American

almost stationary during more than half a Dr.Mackenna, in reference mainly to that
States, brings also its harvest of death.

century. Intestine wars have done their
cruel work froin time to timein cutting off fact, goes on tosay: " Looking round the

whole horizon (of Chile ), we do not find a
large numbers. Want of maternal care for
their offspring, on the part of the lower single spot that casts the germs of epidemic

miasma towards our blue sky ; nor can weorders, has done the rest. With a climate

find on the soil any of the venomous rep

so genial, the population ought to haveaugmented rapidly, especially as thewomen tiles infesting other countries. Yet, in the

more than ordinarily prolific ; butmidst of this bountiful land, we perceive

whilst poor ignorant mothers look on their death cutting down the tender plants of the

dead infants as " little angels,” and deem generation, leaving only the dried limbs in

them farhappier removed to another world, society.” A very baneful influence is also
whose veins flow the poisons that afflict

we need not be astonished to find tables of

exerted throughout these countries by the
mortality, such as the following, even in

Valparaiso, one of the most enlightened is no question that such institutions, planted
existence of Foundling Hospitals. There

cities :
with the most humane and benevolent in

Interments in one of the Cemeteries of Valparaiso. tentions, are a fruitful source of the very

evil they are intended to alleviate ; and

199 , of which 156 were children under seven years. that they tend to affect injuriously the in

crease of population, by offering a premium

July , to that very illegitimacy which brings in its

September, 192,
train so much of death . Whoever has

studied the very interesting statistics of M.

Quetelet on this subject, in his able work

So that out of 1050 deaths, 745 were L'Homme, will have seen the large per

children under seven years of age. The centage of illegitimacy wherever Foundling

source whence we have extracted the above, Hospitals abound, and also the great pro

supplies the following statistics of births in portion of death in such institutions. With

the parish of Salvador, Valparaiso, during respect to the Foundling Hospital of San

the year from October 1855 to September tiago de Chile, Lieut. Gilliss makes the fol

1856 inclusive : lowing observations, in his Narrative of the

U. S. Naval Expedition ;

of these, there were legitimate,

illegitimate , " A Foundling Hospital ( Casa de Espositos ),

or rather ap establishment wbere any one may

showing the illegitimacy to be 27 per cent. darkness, to be broughtup at the expense of the
leave an infant in open daylight as well as in the

In the district of Concepcion, in the south public, was founded about the middle of last

of Chile, it is 30 per cent.; and if this be century. At the time it was instituted it was

about the average for Chile, some of the perbaps intended, in good faith , for orphans and

are

1856 .

April,

May,

June,

99 19

99

111 ,

144 ,

155 ,

157 ,

119

89

124

134

124

August,

97

1050 745

The total births during thatyear were 1282

920

362

1292
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those whose unnatural parents had literally that Republic. In the year 1855, we learn

thrown them on the charity of the world .” from these returns, there were attending all

“ But the passions of a people taught to be- schools, public and private, throughout the
lieve that no crime is remembered by their Maker,
after confession to a priest,bas actually converted country, 28,900 scholars; and in the year
the Casa de Espositos into an institution for the 1858 the number had increased to about

encouragement of vice . Not only may the 32,000, of whom from 23,000 to 24,000

mother (or other) take her child to a revolving were boys, and from 8000 to 3000 were

box, fitted into the wall, and tarn it within the girls. As that shows only 1 in 45 at school ,
Asylum , tapping a farewell knock to call the instead of 1 in 7, as would be the case were

porter, as its face is perbaps for ever removed, education sufficiently diffused, it will be seen
from her sight,but she may also avail berself of thatmuch has yet to bedone even in the
the same institution to lie in , and be known only
to the partera who assists her . Tbere is no most advanced of the Spanish American

novelty in an event occurring three times every Republics. Werewe to estimate the pro
two days ; and the motber may perhaps pass from portion at school, in most of the other Re.

the turnstile to the door, and, offering herself as publics, as 1 in 100, we are sure we would

a purse, receive her child again, but now she be putting their position , with regard to

obtains pay for the pourishment which pature bad popular education, in the most favourable
actually provided.”

light possible. The predominant, or rather

Such a picture, if near the truth ,needs the only existing Church (the Roman Ca

no comment. In the year 1851 , according tholic), does almost nothing in the way of

to the statistical information afforded us by diffusing education, or aiding to erect and

Lieut. Gilliss , 531 infants entered the insti- maintain schools. While utterly lethargic

tution, being one for every two marriages in these matters, she would grasp at super

in a city of 90,000 inhabitants, and one out vision and interference ; but as to planting

of every ten births. Of these 531 infants , and maintaining schools, or impressing upon

260 died during that year, being a mortality the public mind the great advantage of

of nearly 50 per cent., a ratio, as M. popular education, she does not move one

Quetelet tells us, not uncommon in such in- footstep.

stitutions even on the continent of Europe. It will not be surprising, after the ex

It is necessary for us to guard here against amination of such facts as we have given

conveying the impression that such a state with regard to the condition of the popula

of matters exists amongst the upper classes tion and the state of popular education, to
of Chillian society . Such an impression hear that the Spanish American Republics

would be entirely unfounded . Weventurehave not made rapid progress in the develop

to affirm , that in no community are the ment oftheir resources, and in alļ that tends

paths of virtue more strictly followed by to the refinement and material comfort of

the unmarried ladies of the upper classes the mass of their inhabitants. But other

than in Chile. With comparatively few causes, somewhat allied to the above, have

exceptions, they make faithful wives and also intervened, bearing unfavourably on

good mothers. But the contrast between their progress ; these we propose to refer

the women of the upper and lower classes to afterwards. Suffice it here to say, these

of society is most marked in Chile; and we countries have come lamentably short of

presume the same observation will, with the ideal future depicted for them by the

more or less force, hold good with respect Reviewer of 1809. To attempt a compari

to all the other Spanish American Republics. son with the United States now, would only

As intimately connected with the moral be ludicrous; and it will be better to give

condition of a people, the state of education a few general facts regarding the commerce

amongst them will naturally fall to be in- and resources of Spanish America,— facts

quired into. We need scarcely say that which we shall endeavour to present in as

popular education in Spanish America has succinct a form as practicable.

been wofully neglected . In Chile, of late Mexico, with her vast territory and large

years, more has been done by the Govern- population, without reckoning the produce

ment for diffusing the benefits of education, ofher silver mines (which yield about 25,

than by any of the other states. Probably 000,000 dols. per annum ), exports annually

the city of Buenos Ayres, in regard to edu. the miserable amount of about 1,500,000

cation, occupies the highest position amongst dols., chiefly in cochineal and dye-woods.

the large towns of the Spanish American The silver mines at the beginning of the

States ; yetthe Argentine Republic is con- century yielded as much as they now do.

siderably behind Chile. The statistics an . In 1804 ihe yield was 28,000,000 dols. lu

nually presented to Government by the 1827 it had fallen as low as 10,000,000 dols.;

Chilian Minister of Public Instruction are but of late years it had increased greatly ,

very complete, and reflect great credit on and has nearly reached its former maximum .

a
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From Mr. Ward's book on Mexico, we actually decreased since the year 1785 .

learn that the yield of the silver mines, for According to the Mercurio Peruano, we

many years before 1810, averaged 24,000- learn that the average annual imports of
000 dols. Mexico, therefore, is stationary, Peru from 1785 to 1789 were as fol

it it be not retrograding ; and who can look lows:

for any other result in a country so demor From Spain, 8,420,000 dols .

alized and so misgoverned ?-& country in

which nearly three-fourths of the population
Other Colonies in the Pacific,

Potosi and River Plate Provinces, 800,000

are pure Indians, in a state even yet morally
11,120,000 dols.

and intellectually as low as that of their an

cestors of the time of the conquest ? Her exports being as follow :

CENTRAL AMERICA, NUEVA GRENADA, and
To Spain - chiefly silver and gold, 6,800,000 dols.

VENEZUELA, export annually a few millions Chile,

of dollars in tobacco, dyewoods, coffee, and
Other Colonies in the Pacific, :

Potosi and River Plate Provinces , 2,000,000

minor articles ; and import a similar value
9,850,000 dols.

the measure of progression being ex

tremely small. Nueva Grenada extracted We learn also from the same authority ,

from her mines in the end of last century that in 1790 Peru owned 41 ships, averag.

the value of 3,000,000 dols . per annum , and ing 400 tons, and manned by 1460 seamen ;
they now yield almost nothing, though the and we question whether at the presentmo

sources of supply are well-nigh inexhausti- ment her mercantile marine can boast of so
ble . The coinage of Bogota was 2,000,000 much tonnage , or so large a number of na.

dols. per annum , and that of the mint of tive mariners. The far - famed riches of

Popayan ( also in New Grenada) was 1,000- Peru are now like the legends of the past ,

000 dols . early in this century . Now these and with an immoral , degenerate, and indo

mints are idle, or nearly so.
lent population , the result is not strange.

Ecuador exports annually cacao, straw Bolivia, like Paraguay, has little inter

hats, tobacco, bark , timber, and minor ar course with foreigners. Her total exports

ticles, to the value of 3,000,000 dols ., being ( if we exclude a little silver which is ex

nearly the same as her imports amount to. ported , though there exists a Government

Iler trade is restricted , and does not in- prohibition ) do not exceed 500,000 dols.

Her once famous silver mines of Potosi,

Peru, which comes next in order, has re- from which it may well be said the glory

sources which come under two distinct has departed , now yield only about 2,000

heads : 1st, The Government monopoly of 000 dols. per annum. During the long-

the article of guano, which yields annually period from 1556 to 1780, nearly 224

about 8,000,000 dols ., after paying the in - years, their yield , according to the royal,
,

terest of her exterior debt. Her general duties paid , was 2,400,000,000 dols.; but

exports do not exceed 8,000,000 dols. per seeing that for a long period not above a
annum , and are made up as follows :

third paid duties, it doubtless amounted to

Silver, 2,800,000 dols. 3,000,000,000 dols., or equal to 13,000,000
Cochinesland Coiton ,

300,000 dols. per annum . The yield in 1791 had
Nitrate ofSoda (55,000 tons ), 2,500,000

Alpaca and common wool , 1,200,000 fallen to 5,000,000 dols.; and now, as we

1,000,000

Gold , Copper, hides, and minor articles, 700,000
have said , it does notexceed 2,000,000 dols .

per annum . Perhaps there is no modern
8,500,000 dols.

instance of such decay in either hemisphere

The produce of her silver mines has fallen as Potosi presents . Its population has de
off very materially since the end of last creased as follows:

century. Her coinage in 1791 was 5,000

000 dols . , in 1795 it was 5,590,000 dols.; According to Frezier,in 1712 it had
According to the Mercurio Peruano, it had, in 1611 , 160,000

and the value extracted from her silver According to the Mercurio Peruano, in 1792it had 18,000

(of whom 256 were ecclesiastics.)

mines in 1803 was nearly 6,000,000 dols. According to Miller's Memoirs, in 1825 it had 8,000

In 1855 the yield of her silver mines was

as follows : Whether the decrease in the yield of

silver has been the cause or the effect of the
Cerro Pasco - 963 bars, 251,928 marcs

Hualgayoc, diminution of population , we cannot posi45,000

tively assert ; but we have no doubt there
In all, 296,928 or 3,000,000 dols.

are still great riches in the Cerro of Potosi,

Since then the production has consider- needing only energy and industry to develop
ably diminished . "It will appear strange, them. Bolivia, with a population in which

but it is nevertheless true, that the general the Indian element greatly preponderates,

commerce of Peru (excluding guano) has and for whose intellectual and moral ad

crease.

.

Sugar and rice ,

70,000

99
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vancement scarcely anything has been done, the commercial movement for the years we
makes no perceptible progress. have named :

URUGUAY is one of the smallest of the

South American Republics. The pastoral
Imports for Home

Consumption.
Exports.

resources are very great, but civil wars and 1844, 8596,000 dols. 6,087,000 dols.

misrule have seriously retarded their de- 1845, 9,104,000 7,600,000

' velopment. Of late, however, there has 1846, 10,149,000 8,115.000

been improvement; and it is pleasing to
1847 , 10,068,000 8,442,000

1848, 8,600,000 8,350 000

learn that a colony of Protestant Vaudois
1849, 10.720,000 10,603.000

has been recently established in Uruguay, 1850, 11,780,000 12,426,000

and is now beginning to flourish - although, 1851 , 15,884,000 12,146,000

at first, the poor emigrants were beset with 1852 , 15,347,000 14,087,000

difficulties, and with persecution at the in
1853 , 11,553,000 12,138,000

1854, 17,428 000 14,627,000

stigation of a fanatical priesthood . The ex 1855, 18,430,000 19,180,000

ports of Uruguay consist of hides, tallow ,

and wool, and amount to about 6,000,000 The country is possessed of great resources,

dols, annually, which is likewise the annual both mineral and agricultural; and there is

value of her imports. ample scope for their extensive develop

THE ARGENTINE CONFEDERATION next ment. Its prosperity would go on advanc

claimsourattention, and is, perhaps, ofallthe ing were all the obstacles to immigration

Spanish American Republics, the one destin. removed, and the internal peace of the

ed to makemost progress in material wealth . country thoroughly established .

It is painful to consider how so magnificent

a country has been misgoverned. Either Ilaving completed our view of the com

embroiled in contentions with neighbouring merce and resources of these vast regions,

Republics, or disturbed by intestine feuds, let us now for a moment glance at the re

this vast territory has scarcely begun to de- sults. Our estimate of the aggregate com

velop her resources. Her legislation is now merce of the Spanish American Republics

most fortunately proceeding in a liberal, is that in round numbers, they annually ex

tolerant, and right direction ;and, did the port to all quarters about L.17,000,000

prospect of peace and security exist, the sterling, and that they now annually import

stream of emigration would certainly now a similar amount. We apprehend the Ed

towards the River Plate provinces . The inburgh Reviewer, were he alive, would be

exports of the Argentine Republic, like sadly disappointed at these results of Span

those of Uruguay , consist of hides, tallow, ish -American independence. Not to speak

wool, and a few minor articles. Their an . now of the United States, he would discover

nual value is about 15,000,000 dols., and that even Australia — a region almost un.

the annual value of her imports is of a like known when he wrote—with a population at

amount. In 1796, the value of the exports present ofone million, actually imports an an

from Buenos Ayres was 1,320,000 dols.; nual amount in sterling value equalto the to

a comparison ofthis with the present ex- tal imports ofthe whole of the Spanish Amer

ports, will show that at least some progress ican Republics, and that she exports in a simi

has been made in material wealth by the lar ratio. He would find , moreover,that the

Argentine Republic. Australian exports are not now chiefly made

CHILE will complete our enumeration. up of gold, profusely scattered on the sur.

Compared with nearly all the other Repub- face and easily collected, but of gold the

lics, she has made rapid progress in almost produce of regularly systematized mining

every department of national industry. For operations,added to the pastoral and other

the twelve years from 1844 to 1855 inclu- products of the country. With a rapidly

sive, she made very great progress in the increasing population, he would find large

development of her resources. During the provision for the moral, religious, and edu

last few yearsher exports have not increased , cational necessities of the colonists . The

owing to the great diminution in the yield conviction is irresistible, that where the

of her silver mines, and to the restricted Protestant faith prevails with its freedom

demand since 1855 for her agricultural pro- of thought and liberty of conscience, pro

duce. To counterbalance this falling off, the gress may be counted upon “ with the cer

extraction and export of copper have rapidly tainty of a law of nature ;" while common

increased , and this may now be reckoned as wealihs deprived of intellectual and spirit

the staple branch of industry of the country. ual freedom either languish and wither, or

The following table, compiled with care advance with a stunted and uncertain growth.

from the Custom House statistics, will show But it must not be thought that this con
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clusion obtains the acceptance of all classes / only panacea for the evils which exist ; and ,

in these settlements. On the contrary, we no doubt, his utmost efforts will be exerted

find in them the elements of the same an- in Chile to arrange a concordat with that

tagonist parties as have long been contend . Government, on behalf of the Roman Pon

ing in the older Catholic countries of Eu- tiff. That South Americans would have all

rope: a priestly party, jealous of all liberty, to lose and nothing to gain through the ope

hating England with bitter hatred , magnify- ration of concordats, will be sufficiently ob

ing and parading her social evils as the vious to themselves. We have, therefore,

natural result of her religion , and striving no apprehensions as to the ultimate result

to bring the community more than ever of Eyzaguirre's efforts.

under the influence of Rome; and , on the One would think that, considering the in

other hand , a party struggling for freedom , tellectual and moral state of their country ,

giving utterance to noble sentiments, that the various Governments of Spanish Amer

shine the brighter for the dark firmament ica, instead of exalting the Church to higher

on which they gleam , and encouraging hope power, would be forward to arraign her,

for a better day than those Republics have either on a charge of gross incompetency or

as yet seen . of failure. She has exclusively enjoyed the

At the head of the Church or priestly favours and blandishments of these Govern

party may be ranked EYZAGUIRRE, a Chil- ments ; and now the more meekly she com

lian ecclesiastic, two of whose books we ports herself, the better, we conceive, would
have placed in the list of works prefixed to it be for her interests. But the question is

this article. Connected with one of the old not, Shall the State call the Church to ac

and influential families of the country, and count for inefficiency, and for the deplorable

occupying a position, both through the force scandals which confessedly exist ? for we

of characterand attainments, above the ordi- have actually, in the last production of this

narily low level of the South American ecclesiastic, Eyzaguirre, an arraignment of

priesthood, he has come to be no mean the various Spanish American Governments,

authority , both in the field of religion and at least so far as the strongest language of
of politics. He has made two journeys to expostulation and of threatening can affect

Europe. In 1856 he returned to South them . Addressing the Government of

America, after his first visit, as Papal agent, Chile, he proclaims that it “ begins the very

with the view of inducing its various Gov. conflicts which weaken its power, and volun
ernments to pay more dutiful allegiance tarily brings itself to the verge of the abyss

than formerly to the Roman See ; to relin- into which it must sink,” unless it pays
heed

quish their claims of jurisdiction over theto his warnings, retraces its steps, seeks for a

Church, and those rights of patronage which concordat, prevents the erection or use of

former Popes ceded or acknowledged as Protestant places ofWorship, the education of

pertaining to the Spanish monarch, and to children in schools directed by Protestants,

which the Spanish American Governments and the circulation of the Scriptures and other

consider that they became heirs when they religious works through Protestant agency .

assumed the various powers and preroga- Whether, in the event of the Government

tives of the Spanish monarchy. His mis- of Chile not heeding his suggestions, he

sion signally failed. A few months ago, means that the clergy will lend their influ

after a second visit to Europe, he again left ence to whatever retrograde party may seek

for Chile as Papal agent (it is saidas Car- to revolutionize the country, we are not

dinal), to meet, we trust, with a measure of aware. His language certainly insinuates

success not greater than that which attended this, and the example of such men as Eyza

his previous efforts. His last book, Los guirre is not without its influence. We

Intereses Catolicos en America, published in have an illustration of this in the most

Paris , for transmission to South America, recent intelligence which has come to us
on the eve of his setting out , is meant, we from Chile . We see in the Valparaiso

presume, as a plausible introduction or Mercurio, a daily newspaper, of the 14th

apology for the mission on which he is now April, an energetic protest against the irri
sent. He complains, in the most bitter tating and revolutionary language of what

terms, of all the South American Govern- it designates as the “ religious press” of the

ments for keeping the Church in thraldom, country. That paper deemed it necessary

and for the little sympathy with which they to call public attention to an article in the

regard her claims of domination over the Revista Catolica of Santiago, in the follow
minds of men. He lays the blame of all ing terms :- “ We hear the writers of the

the existing prostration and ignorance at the Revistu proclaim the blasphemous proposi

door of these Governments. He then pro- tion , that " reproach and insult are always

claims the necessity for concordats as the lawful when they are merited .' Applying

6
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this shameful theory , and abusing with element in the investigation, he informs us,

temerity their sacerdotal character and was the Reformation of the sixteenth century .

habit, the editors of the Revista Catolica of Atthat period, when all Europe was shaken

Santiago have discharged a veritable broad . to its foundations, and when men began to

side, in one of its late numbers, against the breathe more freely the air of civil and reli

writers and the Governments of South gious freedom , Spain ,which till then had

America,maintaining that the innumerable been comparatively liberal, resolutely for

evils under which Spanish America groans bade an entrance to the reformed opinions.

have no other origin than the systematically “ The BENEFITS of the Revolution, then,"

hostile course they have alwayspursued with says Lastarria, " did not penetrate into the

reference to the Catholic Church ;' and they land of our fathers ; on the contrary, they

finish by declaring that it does not belong were rejected with scorn , and the monstrous

to the mission of the clergy, nor is it for dictatorship of the throne and of the church

Catholic interests, to aid the Governments -a mixed absolutism which, from that mo.

which do such things, in consolidating public ment, began to work the ruin of that un

peace, or to co-operate in showing respect to happy country - was preferred instead. "

the public authorities . Never did we be “ Under the protection of the pow .

lieve," adds the Mercurio, “ that the so-called erful monarch, Charles V. , the monstrous

religious press would use such language and tribunal of the Inquisition , persecuting and

evince such audacity, nor that the prudent trampling under its poisonous foot every

moderation ofGovernment should be obliged thing opposed to its dictum , prostrated and

to tolerate their conduct.” When we see rendered lethargic the once active faculties

such a spirit animating the religious teach- of Spain , and left only to her sons the igno

ers of the people of Spanish America, their rance and finaticism needful to sustain its

sunken and backward condition, morally as domination, and the power of the kings, its

well as materially, cannot cause us much protectors. From this, it is easy to con
astonishment. ceive how the Spaniard then only served

God and his monarch according to the man

It is matter of great satisfaction , amidst ner in which the Inquisition served them.

such darkness, to discern the first faint The cause of civilisation was, according to

streaks of light appearing. There are en- his idea, the cause of the reprobate ; his

lightened statesmen and writers amongst heart and his conscience were trained only

the South American laity, who regard the to despise and to combat infidels, to perse

condition of these Republics in a very dif- cute heretics, who were composed of all

ferent light from such men as Eyzaguirre such as had any truth to proclaim not sanc

and the ultramontanists of the Revista tioned by the holy office ; and to bear the

Catolica. In the front ranks of these more standard of fanaticism (not the cross of the

enlightened and patriotic writers may be Redeemer) wheresoever he was commanded.

found a countryman of Eyzaguirre, Don Thus his passion and the power of the

J. Y. LASTARRIA, an able Chillian lawyer throne conspired together to deceive him ,

and statesman . He is author of several and to corrupt in his heart the purity of the

works of considerable merit . In his first, truths of the Gospel , inspiring him with

entitled Investigations on the Social Influ- gross superstition, and taking advantage of

ence of the Conquest, he seeks to set forth his implicit faith for the promotion and per

some of the germs of present evils . After petuation of the cause of despotism ." For

discussing the origin and influence of human ihese reasons, he adds, “ I believe that when

laws, he goes on to speak of the influence on we examine the political and civil laws which

the character of the colonists produced by shaped the existence of our colonial society,

the social and political condition of Spain we ought to consider them as a logical result

itself about the time of the conquest. Deep of that fanatical description of civilisation

interest attaches to the discussion, and the with which Spain — the fanatical and con:

candour with which the question is discussed quest loving Spain - laid the foundation of

entitles M. Lastarria to a high place amongst our social edifice .”.

the able anddispassionate Spanish American In his next work, the Constitutional His

writers of the day. He tells us that it is tory of the Past Half-century, we find some

quite necessary to weigh the influence of a very interesting observations so intimately

great antecedent eventon the Spanish nation connected withwhat has preceded, that we

and character, before minutely investigating are tempted to give a further brief extract,

the effectson thecolonists of the corrupt Considering that Lastarria is a Spanish
and oppressive administration of which he American, and professedly a member of the
had traced the various lineaments. The Roman Catholic Church, a deep interest

important event forming so necessary an attaches to sentiments uttered so fearlessly

>
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under such circumstances. To us, it may the State imposes, under the veil of dissim

be, they are not new ; but there is always a ulation, a strict obligation on society to have

satisfaction in finding that truth advances, only one helief. And what matters it that

and can take root in unlikely and unfavour. the individual is not persecuted for his be

able soil . “ In America ,” he says, “ at the lief, when he is hindered from publicly ren

beginning of this century , there were two dering his tribute of worship to the Divine

races of different extraction , and different in Being ,-an essential part of liberty ? To

their antecedents ; two societies holding allow a man the right to believe as he

principles opposed to each other, different chooses, and to hinder him from manifest

in their customs and in their faith . Spain ing what he believes, is to attack this liber

had given origin to one of these races, ty; and such a restriction is the negation of

bestowing on it, with its life, the germ of a the thing conceded .”
vast corruption, England bad formed the Another young Chillian lawyer, Manuel

other, by the vivifying breath of her inde- Carrasco Albano, published in 1858 , Com

pendentand regenerating spirit. Ore queen , mentaries on the Political Constitution of

Isabel the Catholic, had contributed to raise 1833 ; and his observations on the 5th Ar

the new Spanish American society on the ticle are to the same effect as those of Las

basis of the conquest, and of the absolute tarria, perhaps even in advance of them .

sovereignty of the monarch. A century He speaks of liberty of worship as an ina

afterwards, another queen ( Elizabeth of lienable right, and concludes by urging the

England ) granted a charter to the first colo- entire separation of Church and State, in the

nial settlements in the northern continent, following terms : “ The constitution estab

guaranteeing to them , under certain reserva- lishes an odious difference betwixt Catholic

tions, the sovereignty and the right of gov- citizens and dissenting citizens or foreigners.

erning themselves. In North America, Let us be just, let us extend the constitu

religious liberty , liberty of the individual, tional principle, and let us add that, as there

of the tribune, and of the press, as well as is no privileged class, there ought not to be

industrial and commercial freedom , were a privileged form of religion. It is a some

consecrated as the bases and guarantees what significant fact that this work had

natural to society. In the Spanish colonies, awarded to it the premium offered by the

on the other hand, the life , the property, the National University of Chile for the ablest

very honour of the man , belonged to the production on the present political constitu

king. The liberty of the subject had no tion of the country.*
existence. An exclusive religious belief If it be urged that the question of pro

was dogmatically imposed, without looking gress is a question of race, and that the

for support in the intelligence or the heart Spanish American being inferior to the An

of the man, but only in the terror system- glo-Saxon, the same development is not to be

atically maintained by the Inquisition , and expected, we will not deny the importa

by the civil authority.” bearing of difference of race ; but we can

It must be peculiarly galling to liberal not accept that fact as a sufficient explana

minded men like Lastarria , to find at this
* In Valparaiso there are now two Protestant

very day the political constitution of Chile
places of worship, -yet it is undeniable they remain

(the most advanced of the South American only on sufferance, and that their existence in Chile

Republics) provide as follows, in its 5th is contrary to the letter and spirit of the constitu

Article : tion , which still stands unaltered. The Archbishop

“ The religion of the state is the Roman of Santiago officially announced the erection of the

Catholic Apostolic, and the public exercise and called for prompt and efficacious measures. The
first of them to the Government, in December 1855,

of any other worship is excluded. " Minister of Public Worship replied to his Grace,that

In his “ Commentary on the Political Government had sent for information ,and ended his

Constitution of Chile, ” he makes the follow . despatch in the following felicitous terms:

ing observations on that obnoxious article : Government is animated with the most ardent zeal

“ The article under examination not only ac- of the State; but it believes that the most effica
for the preservation and propagation of the religion

knowledges a fact, but it also contains a leg. cious method of preserving it from harm , arethe
islative precept, viz, that of making it zealous efforts of the regular and secular clergy to

incumbent on the State to recognise only diffuse sound doctrines, and to combatthe errors of

the Roman Catholic religion. The words of Word and the example ofgood works.” Weare
Dissenters by means of the preaching of the Divine

the article signify that the State can only not aware of the natureof the information obtained

protect the Roman Catholic religion . Any by the Government. All we know is, that Govern .

other form is consequently beyond the sphere ment has notput in force the provisionsof their in

of the law, and cannot expect the protection have dec ared hewould not make himself thelaugh.
tolerant constitution . President Montt is said to

of the State. Refusing protection to any ing-stock of the civilised world by any overt act of

other, and thus limiting her national duties, intolerance.

16
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tion of the enormous chasm betwixt Anglo-frant as the most malignant of her councils

Saxon and Spanish American national at- would rejoice to see, and yet not fill us with

tainments. Dr. Arnold, in his Modern His apprehension. Her dreadful power has ever

tory, observes, “ It is a question of some been the arm of the Siate on which she has

interest, whether history justifies the belief leaned , and which she has learned to wield

of an inherent superiority in some races of with most baneful effect . Separate and dis

men over others, or whether all such differ- tinct from the civil government, she would

ences are only accidental and temporary ; be powerless for evil, except so far as her

and we are to acquiesce in the judgment of own peculiar dogmas might tellprejudicially

King Archidamus, that one man naturally on her own special votaries . It is clear,

differs little from another, but that culture therefore, that were the union betwixt the

and training make the distinction . There Romish Church and the State dissevered in

are some satisfactory examples to show that all these Republics, the result would be of

a nation must not, at any rate, assume light- the greatest importance. Bolivar foresaw

ly that it is superior to another ; and, judg- the difficulty and the danger of establishing

ing calmly, we would not surely wish that the Roman Catholic Church. His address

one nation should be uniformly and inevita- at the inauguration of the first Constituent

bly superior to another. I do not know Assembly of Bolivia reads even yet like the

what national virtue could safely be sub- declamations of a Roman senator; but we

jected to so severe a temptation . If there regret to say his counsels and his warnings

be, as perhaps there are, some physical and were unheeded. “ Legislators !” said he,

moral qualities enjoyed by some nations in “ I will allude to one article which, accord

a higher degree than by others (and this, so ing to my conscientious conviction, I have

far as we can see, constitutionally ), yet the felt bound to omit. In a political constitu

superiority is not so great, but that too tion, a religious profession ought not to be

much presumption and carelessness on the prescribed ; because, according to the best

one side, or increased activity and more care- authorities on fundamental laws, these are

ful discipline on the other, may restore the the guarantees of civil rights ; and as reli

balance, or even turn it the other way . ” gion touches none of these, it is of its na

We have indicated the untoward influ . ture indefinable in the social order, and

ences which have acted so prejudicially on belongs rather to the moral and intellectual .

the Spanish American populations - igno. Religion governs a man in the house, in the

rance and vice superinduced and perpetu- cabinet, within himself . It only has right to

ated through priestcraft, superstition , and examine his inmost conscience. Laws, on

intolerance; added to which, (so far as the the other hand, look upon the surface of

mass of the population is concerned), there things, and only govern outside of the citi

has been the engrafting of the Spanish ele- zen's house. Applying these considerations,

ment on the inferior Indian race . In this can a State rule the conscience of its sub

amalgamation , the latter and inferior ele- jects, watch over the observance of re

ment having predominated, the result is , a ligious laws, and give the reward or the pun.

people at a very low point in the social ishment, when the tribunal is in heaven, and

scale. In order to have reconstructed from God Ilimself the Judge ? The Inquisition

such elements the edifice of a moral, indus- only is fit to supplant these. Shall the In

trious, and intelligent society, much more quisition be brought back with its fiery

earnest and energetic culture and training faggots ? Religion is the law of the con

would have been needeå than have been put science . Every law above it annuls it ; for,

in exercise . The present religious system imposing necessity instead of duty, it takes

which overspreads these states, we have away all that is valuable from faith, which

proved, according to the evidence which itself is the basis of religion . ”

affords, to have failed most miserably in the We think we have rendered it apparent

construction of an enlightened or moral so- that the Spanish American Republics have

ciety. While its influence has been so pow- made comparatively small progress in ma

erless for good, it has always sought, and terial, moral, and socialimprovement; and

still seeks, by a monopoly of the consciences we have endeavoured to set forth some of

of its votaries, to exclude and prevent the the causes conducing to such results. Were

exercise of such other and more health- the Argentine provinces, where religious

ful agencies as all modern history and all toleration is now accorded , to become set

modern experience prove, are exerted with tled, and all fear of intestine wars and com

so beneficent effect throughout the nations motions in the future to be removed, we

that embraced the opinions and principles of would urge Anglo Saxons desirous of emi

the Reformation. grating, to betake themselves to the pam

The Church of Rome might be as intole. pas, and there enrich themselves in flocks

a

2
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and herds. The time, however, has not Eastern and Western Schools, when crowds

arrived for rendering such counsel safe. were drawn to the logical lectures of Abe

With respect to emigration to the other lard, and when it educated into unparalleled

Republics, which still retain intolerant con- acuteness successive generations of students

stitutions, we would say that, so long as in Bagdad and Cordova, in Paris and Ox

Protestant emigrants can have ample pro-ford — the fundamental study in all the older

tection and toleration in our great and European universities, and especially in those

prosperous colonies of Australia and Can- of Scotland, and which, in one of its branch

ada, there is no ground for their renouncing es, is the interpretation of the great modern

so much as they must be prepared to give scientific reform ;-this science ,after a period

up if they should make their homein an in- ofdecay,is , in all its branches, showing signs

tolerant Spanish American Republic. of returning life . A new and vigorous logi

cal literature is rising around us in Great

Britain , in which especially the names of

Whately , Thomson, De Morgan , Mill , Man

sel , and IIamilton are familiar. Chairs of

Logic have a conspicuous place in our new

ART. V.-1 . Lectures on Logic. By Sir Wil- academical institutions, and are added , where

LIAM Hamilton,Bart. Edited by the Rev. formerly wanting, to our old ones, —this very

H. L. Mansel, B.D., LL.D., Waynflete year having witnessed the foundation of a

Professor of Moral and Metaphysical Phi- logical professorship in the University of

Josophy, Oxford, andJoan Veitch, M.A., Aberdeen, by which a fourth is added to the

Professor of Logic, Rhetoric, and Meta three that haveexisted for generations in the

physics, St. Andrews. 2 Vols . Edin other Scottish Universities. Logic is proba

burgh and London, 1860. bly at present more employed as an organ

2. A System of Logic, Ratiocinative and In-and test of liberal education, and a know

ductive: being a Connected View of the ledge of it is more generally required from

Principles of Evidence and the Methods of candidates from the liberal professions, than

Scientific Investigation. By John STUART at any period since the decline of scholastic

Mill. Fourth Edition. 2 Vols . Lon- studies in the 17th century .

don, 1859. The works placed at the head of this

3. Elements of Logic. By Richard WHATE- article exemplify the chief phases of Logic

LT, D.D., Archbishop of Dublin . Re - in Great Britain during the last thirty -five

printed from the Ninth (octavo) Edition . years. The restoration of the study, after

London, 1851 . an interval of comparative neglect, may be

4. Prolegomena Logica: an Inquiry into the associated with the third ; its subsequent de

Psychological Character of Logical Pro- velopment, in two different directions , is re

cesses . By the Rev. IIENRY LONGUEVILLE presented by the first and second ; the last

MANSEL, B.D., LL.D., Waynflete Profes discusses, with more subtilty than any other

sor ot' Moral and Metaphysical Philoso- British treatise, some of the philosophical

phy , Oxford . Second Edition. London, principles, by means ofwhich Logic with us
1860 . is now in a course of transformation from

an aggregate of traditional rules and techni

Great Britain, according to Sir William calities to a consistent system . The well

Hamilton, is the country in which the nature known “ Elements ” of Archbishop Whately,

of Logic has been most completely and gen- published in 1825, is already in a measure

erally misunderstood. Whatever may now superseded , through the progress of the sci

be said about the misunderstanding, the re- ence, to which, notwithstanding its deficiency

proach of indifference to the study , which in learning and speculative power, that work

fell with justice upon some former genera-more than any other attracted even popular

tions in this island, cannot with equal justice attention in this country and America . The

be directed against the present. The most numerous logical treatises published in Brit

venerable of the sciences, which for ages, as ain in the intervening period, have presented

the “ ars artium ” and “ scientia scientiarum ,” two forms of advance upon the doctrine of

held the central place in the system of hu- the “ Elements.” One ofthese, exemplified

man knowledge and in academical study, by the majority , culminates in the lately

after a temporary decline, is renewing its published “ Lectures " and other logical trea

claim to regulate knowledge, and afford the tises of Sir William IIamilton ; the other

highest kind of mental culture. The science, is most conspicuously presented in the two

at least in its full comprehension, alike of volumes of Mr. Mill,which have been before

the Academy and the Lyceum,—which dur. the world for nearly twenty years .

ing the middle ages was the chief glory of the The “ Lectures " of Sir William Hamilton ,
6
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and the “System " of Mr. Mill, are among the uted to this new edition ) of great interest to

most notable logical treatises which Great advanced students. What we now need , is

Britain has given to the world. At first a philosophical organization of all that has

sight they appear to have hardly a conclu- hitherto been included under the name of

sion or a principle in common . With Ham - Logic, so far as it is capable of being brought

ilton, Logic is a study of thoughts ornotions,under a common regulating principle. We

purified from their connection with things, must try, in short, to find a basis for an

and regarded exclusively as subject to cer- eclectic comprehension of the science, or

tain necessary and formal laws of their own . group of sciences, with which the name of

With Mill, Logic is a study of things in the Logic has been associated. In the present

theory of their natural order, with a view age, sciences hitherto separated, tend to

to the discovery of systematic methods for unite, as, in a more analytical time, their

bringing our thoughts into harmony with tendency was to diverge . Issuing in a single

that order. Withthe former it is the ra . stream , in the distant past of history , the

tionale of the conditions under which we waters of knowledge, parted into separate

must think about anything ; with the latter channels in their subsequent course, seem

it is the rationale of the conditions for ex- once again to draw together.

tracting real science from the things about

which we may think. The Logic of the one From Plato to Hegel, Logic has been

is the most abstract of the sciences ; it be-| (often dimly and half consciously , it is true)

gins and ends with necessary truths, the in- recognised as INTELLECTUAL SCIENCE,or, more

terval being filled by a series of demonstra- definitely , as the SCIENCE OF SCIENCE. The

tions. The Logic of the other is an analysis successive attempts to confine it to a nar

of the general characteristics of the universe rower province have invariably induced dis

as it appears in space and time, with a view satisfaction and occasioned a reaction . In

to the formation of a code of Physical Dis- the dialectic or Plato the mind is raised

covery ; it begins and ends with what is con- above the details of the different sciences, to

tingent and probable . The dissent and con- the idea of science as an organic whole , and

troversy to which these opposite theories intellectual culture for its own sake. There

give rise serve Logic, as dissent and contro- the relations and methods of the parts of

versy may be expected to serve those parts knowledge, with their respective functions

of science which are in a state of growth .in education , are systematically contem
In the imperfection of human knowledge, it plated ; and the lofty doctrine thus produced

is through mutual antagonism that our par- has, in name, if not in reality , in some of

tial and one-sided speculations approach to its parts, although not in its organic unity,
wards catholic truth . maintained a central place in the academical

But are these two opposite tendencies in education of the world . Liberal education

Logic absolutely in conflict? If not, under involves systematic reflection — upon the na

what common principle may they be recon- ture of science, its necessary laws, and the

ciled ? Do Hamilton and Mill represent conditions of its growth ; and this, hitherto

contradictory or complementary systems ? accomplished in parts or fragments, and by

If the latter,doesthe complement constitute means of apparently conflicting struggles, is

a complete logical system ? what we understand by logical study. Logi

It is time for those who desire to restore cians are those who have engaged in investi

the beneficial power of a study , now once gating ,-either in its fulness, or in respect

more on the ascendant in our literature and to some one of its elements,—and for pur

in the universities, to determine the answers poses of speculation , or for the practical di

to these questions. Logic declined in a for: rection of the understanding, -that kind of

mer generation, partly owing to the failure knowledge which may be called reasoned or

of attempts to form a satisfactory eclectic scientific,

system , so long as the formal part of the But what is science ? what its elements ?

science was confusedly blended with the what the points at which it may be viewed ?

physical or material. Dr. Whately helped We cannot find a better answer to this ques.

10 rescue us in this country from that con- tion than one supplied by Sir William Ham

fusion, and his vigorous performance has, in ilton in these Lectures :

the formal part of Logic, opened the way to
the more rigidly scientific system elaborated “ A science,” he says, “ is a complement of cog.

by Dr. Mansel and Sir William Hamilton. nitions, having, in point of Form, the character

The Prolegomena of Dr. Mansel contains a character of Real Truth . ".
of Logical Perfection ; in point of Matter, the

The end of

psychological theory of the formal part of thought is truth — knowledge - science,-—espres

Logic, which alone he recognises, with cor- sions which may bere he regarded as convertible.
relative Discussions ( some of them contrib- Science may, therefore,be regarded as the perfec
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are the

tion of thought. . . . . But science supposes two , which Logic is merged in Metaphysics or
conditions. Of these, the first has a relation to Ontology . The Dialectic of Plato is one
the knowing subject, and supposes that what is specimen, and the Logic of Hegel is an
known, is known clearly and distinctly,complete other.
ly and in coppection. The second has a relation

to the objects known, and supposes that what is
II. The analytical logical systems com

koown has a true or realexistence. The former mence properly with Aristotle. They have

of these constitutes the Formal Perfection of Sci- assumed one of two phases, as the formal or

ence, the latter is the Material. ” — (Vol. ii. , 2 , 4. ) the material perfection of Science has occu

pied the front place. ( In Aristotle, Science

Scientific knowledge, in a word , is general- is analysed both formally and materially, --

ized truth-a knowledge of the many as one as to its form , chiefly in the treatise on

-knowledge through notions or ( io adopt Enunciation, and in the Prior Analytics ; as

the more technical term ) CONCEPTS,—the to its matter, chiefly in the remaining trea

sort of knowledge that is expressed by means tises of the Organon . )

of Common Terms. A Science is a system ( 1.) Does the logician aim at the analysis

of Concepts, in harmony with reality , relat- of all or some of the elements which con

ing to a special province of truth , and organ- stitute Formal Perfection ? The system of

ized , by means of (deductive or inductive) Pure and Verbal Logic is the result, and that

reasonings, on a common principle . “ The system, originally developed in the Greek

sciences separate masses of know- Analytics, has been further purified, extend

ledge , thus reasoned, which constitute the in- ed, and simplified in the Lectures of Sir

tellectual property of mankind, and which William Hamilton.

are embodied in language. This same scien- (2. ) Is the Material Perfection of Science

tific knowledge is the characteristic produc- the ideal of the logician, and the exclusive

tion of Thought or Understanding,-of our or principal object of his analysis ? Logic

Elaborative and Regulative Faculties, ap- becomes the theory and art of the interpre .

plied to the material of our knowledge. It tation of Nature, when the English names

is by attention to the common relation they of Bacon , Locke, Mill , and Whewell suggest
bear to this distinctive formation of man's themselves.

highest mental faculties, that the apparently The “ Lectures” of Sir William Hamilton

conflicting tendencies of logicians may be constitute a treatise mainly in Pure or For
seen to conspire, and that the best concep- mal part of Logic, which, although the

tion of the study is attained . foundation of all logical science, has for two

All Science — all general knowledge in- centuries been little cultivated in Scotland.

volves two elements, and may be viewed in Scotland is now, for the first time, repre

two aspects — a Formal and a Real. What sented in this part of the literature of Logic.

thinking or understanding produces, may be The Aristotelian and Ramist doctrine was

formally perfect without being really true. indeed prominent in the instruction of our

Clearness, distinctness, precision, conclusive- Universities in the sixteenth and seventeenth

ness, method, are some of the qualities of centuries, but these Lectures are the first

Formal Perfection ; harmony between our properly Scottish treatise of any moment in

thoughts and the order of things, between Formal Logic. Syllogistic analysis was dis

the ideas in the mind of man and the Di- paraged by what is called the “ Scottish

vine Ideas expressed in the universe — in a School” of Philosophy, as represented by

word Truth -- constitutes Material Perfec- Reid, Campbell, Stewart, and Brown, and in

tion. Now , logicians may attempt to an- its place we have the aspirations of Stewart
alyse Science in either or both these aspects after a rational and “ philosophical "

of it ; and they may examine each separate- Logic.

ly , or both in combination . The “ Lectures," at the same time, contain
In the actual history of Logic, Science, expositions, avowedly only supplementary,

sometimes at one and then again exclusively in what Sir William Hamilton calls Modi

at the other of these two points of view, fied Logic. Twenty -two lectures are devoted

has been accepted as the appropriate object to Formal , and nine to Modified Logic. The

of analysis. 'Logic, in different hands, has definition adopted in the Lectures -- the

accordingly assumed different types. Two science of pure thought— is applicable exclu

of these, broadly distinct, are apparent in sively to the formal part of Logic. The

its history. The one is single and syntheti. Appendix, which occupies almost a half of
cal ; the other broken and analytical. the second volume, in which the most sug .

I. When the two modes of viewing gestive and original part of the book may be

Science are treated as one, in obedience to found, and in which we may watch the

the aspiration after Absolute Science, we Science in the process of formation in the

have logical systems of theformertype, in author's mind, is almost entirely devotedto
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the discussion of doctrines regarding logical form a part of its essence , or only its scien

forms.
tific accident, perhaps appears a question of

A conspectus of the course is given in the arbitrary definition verbal question,

fourth lecture (pp. 64–68 ), to which we re- which relates to the extension, not of the

fer our readers. The following passage de- science, but of the name. But the definition

scribes the principle on which Pure and of a word which signifies a science, is more

Modified Logic are distinguished by Sir than merely arbitrary. It refers to laws

William Hamilton :
and phenomena which are independent of

" Pure Logic considers Thought Proper simply human will ; and it may be advantageous or

and in itself, andapart from the various circum- the reverse, as, on the one hand, it precisely

stances by wbich it may be affected in its exhausts a class of objects which in them.

actual application . Human thought , it is selves invite us to associate them in the

evident, is not exerted except by men and in same science, or, on the other, errs either

dividual men. By men thought is not exerted
out of connection with the other constituents through deficiency or excess. The objects

of their intellectual and moral character, and ,in presented to us for scientific treatment have

each individual , this character is variously modi- real relations to one another that are inde

fied by various contingent conditions of different pendent of our arbitrary nomenclature.

original genius, and of different circumstances These relations, and the province which they

contributing to develop different faculties and represent, demand obedience on the part of

habits. Now, theremay be conceiveda science, definitions, if our factitious generalizations are
wbich considers thought notmerely as determinedbyits necessary or universal laws, but as contid-to interpret the realities that arepresented

gently affected by the empirical conditions under to us ,
which thought is actually exerted ;,which shows " The meaning of a term actually in use,"

what these conditions are, how they impede, and says Mr. Mill , " is not an arbitrary quantity

in general, modify the act of thinking, and bow , to be fixed, but an unknown quantity to be

in fine, their influence may be counteracted. This sought.” And it is to be sought, partly by

science is Modified or Concrete Logic. reference to the real relations of dependence

It can be questioned whether Modified or Concrete Logic be entitled to the dignity of an essen- among the objects to which it points, partly

tial partof Logic in general, fur less of a co or- also by the usage of our predecessors in the

dinate species as opposed to Pure or Abstractapplication of the name. " Do the relations

Logic. You are aware, from what I have pre- of the Form, to Nature and Man—the ob

viously stated under the first introductory ques- ject and efficient cause of Science — make it

tion, that Logic, as conversant about a certain necessary or expedient that all the three

class of mental phenomena, is only a part of the should be investigated in turn within the

general Pbilosophy of Mind ; but that, as exclu same intellectual province ? If so, this fact
sively conversant about what is necessary in thephenomena of thought,thatis, the lawsof think must regulate our definition of Logic. And

ing, it is contradistinguished from Empirical Psy- has the term Logic hitherto been applied by

chology, or that Philosophy of Mind which is all (or at least by many) logicians to the

merely observant and inductive of the mental philosophical analysis of the matter and the

phenomena as facts. But if Modified or Concrete manufacturer, as well as of the mere form

Logicbe considered either as a part or as a species of reasoned knowledge ? If it has, weare

of General Logic, this discrimination of Logic,as bound, in the construction of our definition,
the Nomology of thougbt, from Psychology, asthe Phænomenology of Mind, will not bold. For to recognise all the three, unless it can be

Modified Logic, presupposing a knowledge of the proved that they are incapable of advan

general and the contingent phenomena of mind, tageous scientific association.

will thus either comprise (Phenomenal) Psychol- Sir William Hamilton acknowledges that

ogy within its sphere,or be itself comprised with . “ the example of most logicians” is a prece.

in thesphere of Psychology. But, wbichever al- dent for the introduction of Modified Logic

ternative maybe preferred, thetwo sciences are into his course, while he protests against its
no longer distinct. It is on this ground that I

hold , that, in reality, Modified Logic is neither an

recognition as a part of the science. His

essential part por an independent species of Gen- definition of Logic, which confines the logi

eral Logic, but that it is a mere mixture of Logic cian exclusively to" what is necessary” in

and (Empirical) Psychology, and may, therefore, the phenomena of thought, forbids any other

be called either Logical Psychology, or Psychol- treatment of what is only contingent and

ogical Logic. Thereis thus, in truth ,only one circumstantial . The consequent anomaly of

Logic, —that is, Pure or Abstract Logic.Pure Logic is the only science of Logic,Modified a Modified Logic is justified, notbyscientific

Logic beingonlyascientific accident, ambigu. principle, but on the groundof its utility

ously belonging either to LogicortoPsychology." andofexample.“ As all sciences," he says,
"

”

-(Vol . j . , 60–63.)

are only organized for human ends, and as

Whether we are so to describe Logic, as that a general consideration of the modifying cir.

either the object to which thought is applied, cumstances which affect the abstract l1908 of
or the subject by which it is employed , shall I thought in their actual manifestations is of
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great practical utility, I trust I shall not be than any other visited by men of original

regarded as deforming the simplicity of the genius. Some of the most eminent philoso

science, if I follow the example of most phers have, in fact , been satisfied to remain

modern logicians, and add (be it under pro- in ignorance ofwhat they have disparagingly

test) to Pure or Abstract Logic, a part, or described as “ the logic of the schools,",

an appendix, under the name of Modified which has thus been very much consigned to

Logic” (vol. i . , p. 63) . the pedantry of a lower order of minds.

The definition of Logic which accepts These Lectures show how great a trans

science , and not merely pure thought, as formation may take place in even the most

within the range of logical investigation, re. conservative regions of the intellectual globe,

ceives Modified Logic on scientific, as well when they are placed under the government

as on utilitarian grounds, while it reserves of a powerful intellect .

for the Theory of Logical Forms the first But we must offer some illustrations of

place in the order of investigation, and the the tendency to change and progress now

regulating power in the organization of the manifested in the China of the philosophical

whole system . This definition alone satis- world. Compare the Pure Logic offered in

fies the traditional associations of the word, these Lectures, with the Pure Logic, for ex

and the utilitarian aspirations of logicians , ample, of Dr. Whately, whose “ Elements "

while it may be made the basis of a consis- may be taken as a specimen of the best

tent intellectual structure. doctrine current in Great Britain in the last

generation. Coleridge speaks of his " ina

But we pass on , in the meantime, to one bility to conceive how any one can, by any

of the parts into which the logical province spinning, make out more than ten or a dozen

is divided ,—Pure or Formal Logic, in which pages about syllogistic logic,” adding, that

Science is analysed merely as thought, or in all these absurd forms of syllogism are

reference exclusively tó its formal per one half pure sophisms, and the other half

fection . forms of rhetoric.” Dr. Whately does not

“ That Logic,” says Kant (and by Logic attempt any spinning. He takes what had

hemeans Pure or Formal Logic exclusively ) , been done to his hands, and associates it with

" that Logic has proceeded in a sure course examples more felicitous and amusing than

from the earliest timesis manifest from this , those of any British logician . He assumes

that since Aristotle it has not needed to re- the four logical forms of proposition (A. E.

trace a step, unless in the way of clearing off I. O.), as given in the schools of Greece,

useless subtilties, or developing with more and through these, developes, in the usual

precision what had been previously suggest- manner, the theory of Syllogism , by the

changes which belong rather to the help of the canons and rules, thereby de

scientific beauty than to the certainty of its ducing the nineteen Forms of Categoricals,

teaching. This much, however, is specially and displaying, as he proceeds, the capacity

interesting in regard to Logic — since the of Propositions for Conversion, and of Syi.

days of Aristotle, it has not been able to take logisms for Reduction.

any step in advance, and thus , to appearance, While the formal science of the “ Ele

it has attained its perfect development. ments” is condensed within a few pages,

The only considerable exception to the that of the “ Lectures” is expanded over a

truth of these last words is to be found in large volume. Almost for the first time

the history of the science since they were since Aristotle, Formal Logic, abandoned in

written, and especially in its history as in- general to the secondary order of minds, has

fluenced by Kant himself. The labours of received the full strength of a great philo

the German logical analysts of the present sophical intellect . By what process of “ spin

century have introduced a new epoch in the ning” has the science been transformed ?

history of logical forms, converting what, in We shall try to explain very shortly the

this country at least, had become a chaos of nature of the change , the means by which it

technical rules, into a system of unequalled has been produced , and some of its conse

symmetry and scientific beauty . quences.

The post-Kantian reform , vigorously pur

sued in Germany, has attained its most ad- The intellectual units of which every

yanced point in Sir William Hamilton, who, Science is composed may assume either of

by his discoveries, has done more than any two forms,-Concepts, and Judgments or

modern logician to illustrate the capacity Reasonings. We think, understand, exercise

for progress with which ,notwithstanding its our elaborative faculty, either, on the one

traditional immobility, the science of logicalhand, through Concepts, or, on the other,

forms is endowed. It may be granted that through Judgments, i.e. , immediate analyses

this part of Philosophy has been seldomer of what is latent in conception, and reason

D-15
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ings, i.e., mediate analyses of what we con. These lectures are perhaps the most valua

ceive. The creations of understanding, when ble and interesting in the series. They are

in the state of Notions or Concepts, are un- the key to the logical system of which they

analysed. Judgments and Reasoningsare form a part. Along with Dr. Mansel's Pro

analysed Concepts. Propositions and Syl- legomena, they are by far the clearest and

logisms, inthe view of Formal Logic, are most satisfactory exposition (with correc

simply explications of what is already latenttions and additions)that has appeared of

in the meaning of the Common Terms of what the German logicians, since Kant, have

which they are constituted. Its judgments been struggling to express. The fifth and

and reasonings are what Kant calls analyti- sixth lectures contain a statement,with copi.

cal, —in contrast to a priori and a posteriori ous historical and critical commentary, of

synthetical judgments. The principle of the Axioms and Postulates of Logic. In

the Concept or Common Term, is thus the the remainder of the first volume, as well

fundamental principle of all formal analysis . as in the suggestive and curious appendix to

The logical forms of Proposition and Syllo- the second, we have the scientific conclusions

gism are the modes in which the meanings respecting the forms of Proposition, and

of Common Terms may be immediately or of immediate and mediate Inference, which

mediately analysed , without a contradiction have been reached, by a more searching for

in termsbeing involved in the analysis. mal analysis of the results of our generaliz

Now, the ordinary British manuals of the ing faculty, and a more consistent application

old school , including Dr. Whately's, in their to them of the conditions to which every act

treatment of Formal Logic, are chiefly oc- of Understanding must conform , than has

cupied in the display of certain forms of ever been attempted in this country.

Proposition and Syllogism . Notions or Con- Formal Logic, by this means, is trans

cepts, which Propositions and Syllogisms formed, from a mass of empirical rules of

immediately and mediately analyse, are al- reasoning, into a science of the necessary re.

most forgotten. No previous review of the lations, not merely of reasoning in particular,

logical constituents of Concepts is made, and but of thought in general. And it becomes

in consequence no estimate can be formed a body of demonstrations like those of Ma

of the sufficiency of the formal analysis of thematics. The system unfolded in these

judgments and reasonings that is offered . lectures, for example, might be given, after

The syllogistic structure is reared on the the fashion of Geometry,in a series of Theo

basis of the four Forms of Proposition. rems, mutually related, and all dependent

But the question, whether these four are all on the Axioms and Postulates. The strictly

the Forms of proposition that are logically demonstrative character of the science could

possible, is not asked nor are the materials be represented by a translation ,more explicit

for an answer to it supplied. The materials than has been attempted in these Lectures,

must be gathered from a logical examina- of its ductrines into this form , and by a

tion of the concept, or intellectual result more immediate application to them of the

common to every act of generalization . fundamental Axioms. Indeed, the two lec

Again. In the older British manuals, the tures in which the Axioms of the science are

Axioms and Postulates of Logic are (often stated and explained, are, for the purpose

imperfectly) acted on without being stated. now referred to ,too much isolated from the

A kind of necessity is roughly recognised in body of the science that rests upon them .

fact, and as a matter of common sense, The appeal to them in the progress of the

which is not expressly acknowledged in any science is virtual rather than ostensible.
form of words. The unity and complete- Pure Logic and Pure Mathematics — the

ness of the science is thus marred , in the two most ancient of the sciences — are both

same way as Geometry would be, if its alike sciences of QUANTITY. They are both

Axioms and Postulates were not displayed , systems of demonstrations concerning the

and the science of mathematical quantity relation of Whole and Parts. Concepts are

were reduced to incoherent fragments of its really, if not ostensibly, treated by the for

present mass, resting on no express basis of mal logician as quantities, which stand, in

Axioins or Postulates at all . any and every science, in fixed quantitative

relations to other Concepts. The element

The discovery and application of a remedy ary doctrines of Logic are the quantitative
to these twodefectsconstitutes the Hamil. relations ofConcepts to oneanother, in Pro
tonian Revolution in the formal part of position and Syllogism , which can be de
Logic. duced , by means of the Axioms, from the

T'he seventh and five following lectures essential elements of the Concept or Com

contain an analysis partly psychological and mon Term . That the Formal part of Logię

partly formal, of Notions or Concepts. is a science of quantitative relations, and

а
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that in this respect it stands in exclusive as- / which they represent. But of these special

sociation with Mathematics, while in other meanings-distinct from meaning as such,

respects they are mutually opposed , is well or as an abstract quantity,--the forms of

stated by Sir William Hamilton in the fol. Logic cannot render an account. In order

lowing passage :
to appreciate the science as a body of ab.

“ Logic (Formal) is exclusively conversant stract and necessary truth, as well as to

about thought strictly so denominated , and escape from the confusion occasioned by the

thought proper is the cognition of one object of introduction of words significant by usage

thought by another,in or under which it is men- of much more than the merely formal or

tally included ; in other words , thought is the quantitative relations of notions, logicians

koowledge of a thing through a concept, or gene- must försake ordinary verbal signs, and be
ral potion , or of one notion tbrough another . In

take themselves to sensuous representations,
thought, all that we think about is coosidered
eitheras something containing,or as something cyphers, and a notation of abstract symbols

contained. In other words, every process of constructed for their own purposes.

thought is only a cognition of the necessary re

lations of our concepts. This being the case, it Two vital points, connected with the con

need not move our wonder that Logic, within its ception and method of the science of logical

proper sphere (i.e.,aspare or formal), is of such forms, may here be alluded to. A distinct

irrefragable certainty, that, in themidst of allthe apprehension of them is necessary to an in
revolutions of philosopbical doctrines, it has stood

dot only uoshattered, but unshaken. In this re .
telligent study of the system . We refer to

spect, Logic and Mathematics stand alone among
the kind of quantity which the formal logi

the sciences, and their peculiar certainty flows cian measures, and to the mode in which he

from the same source. Both are conversant about may estimate it.

the relations of certain a priori forms of intelli- With regard to the former of these points,

gence : -Mathematics about the necessary forms we have only to recollect the common char

of IMAGINATION ; Logic about the necessary formsacter of all generalizations or formations of

of UNDERSTANDING ; Mathematics about the re- the elaborative faculty. They all involve a

lations of our Representations of objects as out of
each other in space and time ; Logic about the knowledge of the many as one. They all

relations of our Concepts of objects, as in or under illustrate the power of the mind to conceive,

each other,—that is, as indifferent relations, re- i. e, to know, by means of common attributes ,

spectively containing and contained. Both are the many as one — to know in concept.

thus demonstrative or absolutely certain sciences Now, a conversion of the many into one,

only as each developes what is given,--- what is by means of common attributes, implies, in

given as necessary in the mind itself.” — (i. 42 , the mental product of every such conversion,
43 )

objects converted, and the attributes by which

The pages of a modern book of Formal the conversion is effected. Every Conceptа

Logic, even on a cursory glance, are seen to may, accordingly, be viewed either as a

resemble the pages of a treatise in Algebra. Class, or as a bundle of Attributes. As a

Symbols and symbolic notation take the class it is conceived as extending to a plu

place of common words and concrete exam. rality of objects; as a collection of attributes

ples. This is a consequence of the essential it contains a meaning. The logician may

nature, and, also in part, of the recent pro- provide formulas for measuring Concepts, in
gress of the science. Wewitness the same respect of either or both of these two ele

phenomenon in the Prior Analytics of Aris ments. Notions may be logically compared
totle — the earliest systematic treatise on either as extensive or comprehensive,—as
Logical Forms. The modern progress of endowed with extent, and also with content.

the formal view of the science has, however, The earlier logicians, with few exceptions,

renderedthis characteristic more obtrusive. recognised only those relations of notions
Formal Logic treats of abstractions more which arise out of their extent—as classes.

remote from reality than any other science Sir William Hamilton puts forward , as en
does . It may employ concrete examples in titled to equal logical prominence, those

its demonstrations, but in so doing it elimi- logical relations which emerge from the con
nates the distinctive meaning of each term , tent of notions, —thus rendering the logical

regarding each as significant only of notional system more complete scientifically, and at
quantity in the abstract. A symbolic nota- the same time placing it in a relation of

tion is thus convenient in Logic, for the closer sympathy with modern science. The
same reason that it is convenient in Algebra. recognition of the twofold possible relation

In the words of ordinary language we have of the Concept—as extensive and intensive
ready -made symbols of notional quantities ; -is one of the foundations of a system

but then they are at the same time the sym- which aims at an exhaustive development, in

bols of a great deal more, i.e. , of all the special Proposition and Syllogism , of the formal
meaning proper to the separate notions relations that are latent in the Concept.
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The application of the correlation between logically express inferences depend upon a

the extent and content of Concepts to the previous determination of the formulas

formal theory of judgment and reasoning, which are necessary for a full logical expres

suggested by Sir William Hamilton, is one sion of the varieties of proposition . The

of themost remarkable features of the new four propositional forms of the old Logic

analytic. It yields, in the first place , the distinguish propositions as Affirmations or

division of propositions offered in the thir- Negations, relating to subjects which may be

teenth, and of syllogisms in the sixteenth either Universal or Particular. On this

and seventeenth lectures. Propositions and principle any categorical proposition must,

syllogisms may be interpreted in reference when viewed formally, be a Universal Af

either to the extent or to the content of the firmative, a Universal Negative,a Particular

notions that are analysed in them . “ Man Affirmative, or a Particular Negative. Is

is mortal,” signifies, in a proposition of ex- this classification exhaustive ? We have

tension , “ man is contained under the class already found that it may be virtually exten

mortal;" it means, “ man contains (among ded by the capacity, latent in every proposi

the attributes which form the logical essence tion, for being read either extensively or

of the notion) the attribute mortality ,” when intensively. But is that the only direction in

the proposition is read intensively , or in re which this part of Logic may be expanded ?
lation to its content. We may suppose an addition to the num

The recognition, in the formulas of Logic, ber of propositional forms to be made in

so far as it can be scientifically worked out, two ways :-byan express measurement or

of the content as well as the extent of Con- quantification of both terms, instead ofthe

cepts, not merely adds to the completeness subject term only as in the scholastic for

of the theory of logical forms, but also mulas ;-or by a more detailed measurement

adapts, as we have said , the propositional of our notions than the old logical language

and syllogistic system better to the modern for quantification (" all,” and “ some” ) per

idea of science. In ancient science words mits. The former of these two modes of

were primarily significant of classes ; in expansion is the one proposed by Sir Wil

modern science they are more immediately liam Ilamilton as the organ of logical re

significant of attributes. Aristotle, indeed, form ; the latter is rejected by him as logi. .

recognises both, in his rules for predication cally incompetent and cumbrous .

in each kind , and in the contrast between The second of these means for adding to

generic and attributive predication ; and sub- and modifying the formulas of propositions

sequent logicians have distinguished the ex- --and, consequently, of syllogism - has been

tent and content of notions; but, from over- advocated by some eminent logicians,—espe

sight, or because the deficiency was less felt cially in recent times by Mr. DeMorgan,

in the ancient habit of thought, or through who virtually proposed to introduce the ma

inability to develop the forms of thought thematical whole and mathematicalmeasure

when science is regarded as a system of cor- ment into logic. Sir William Hamilton com

related attributes, the principle has not plains of the vastevolution of logical forms

hitherto germinated in their hands. Even in which must follow from the introduction of

those of Sir William Hamilton it is only par- any quantification between the absolutely uni.

tially applied , and much yet remains to test versal (all , every ) and the merely particular

its practical importance, as an organ for ex- (some) pre-designations; and objects thatthe

pressing science, on the side that is most cog- inevitable complication of the system , by an

nate to the modern mind. Nevertheless, his express quantification of the comparative ex

alternative interpretation of the formulas of tension of notions, is really of little use in

Logic, as significant alike of the extent or con- relation to science, which is conversant with

tent of Concepts, while it illustrates the elasti- perfect and not with merely approximate

city and expansive power ofthe science, has al- generalizations, while its recognition in Logię

ready added to the facilities it affords for test- introduces a cumbrous load of propositional

ing the varieties of meaning of which thefor- and syllogistic forms. Universal and Parti

mal perfection of science isthe complement. cular, or,as he terms them , Definite and In

definite quantification, is alone recognised by

So much for the pure intellectual material , him . Ile has, indeed , suggested some refined

as it were, which the logician has to measure modifications, inthe signification of the sym

and represent in formulas. Now for the bols of each kind of quantity ,and in particu

number and arrangement of the formulas lar a notation of some,”according as it is sig:
which that material requires for its measure nificant of“ someonly , some at most,

ment, in all the varieties of statement and “ some at least ” (see vol . ii ., pp. 278-81).

inference which scientific knowledge does or The express quantification of the Predi

may assume. The formulas in which we cate, and notthe expression of comparative

a

" and
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quantity, is, as it is well known to students | logism is susceptible, and especially those

of Logic, the principle applied by Sir Wil . which it actually receives in the reasonings

liam Hamilton for the expansion and simpli- and sciences of men.

fication of the logical system . To discuss The long list of Forms, under each of

that principle in its theory, to exhibit its these heads, which may be deduced from the

consequences in detail , and to announce and Concept viewed as a Quantity , when it is

classify the formulas of which it is the explicated into Propositions, Immediate In

parent, would be to write a treatise in For- ferences, and Reasonings or Mediate Infer

mal Logic. A reorganization of the whole ences with their accidental variations, con

scheme oflogical forms is the natural conse - stitutes Formal Logic, and may be set forth

quence of this doctrine : a movement which by means of the symbolic notation which
has been carried out only in part by Sir the science adınits . Even with the two

William Hamilton , The next step in ad . modes of Quantity ( Definite and Indefinite)

vance in this part of Logic is a more com- which the new Analytic offers to express,

plete and methodical development of the and without the introduction of mathemati

New Analytic, the adjustment of doubtful cal quantity at all, students of Logic have

forms of proposition and inference , and the sufficient scope for discovery, in finding new

arrangement of the collective mass on the forms, or in reducing to greater simplicity

most convenient principle, as the logical and scientific beauty those which their cal

calculus of the Formal Perfection of all culus already possesses. In this part of

scientific knowledge, and also as the practical Logic, too, they find a model of the formal

instrument for the analysis of the actual perfection of science, worthy of being con

masses of reasoned knowledge which men templated merely as such, and apart from

are forming and storing up in language. any ulterior uses to which it might be put .

Those volumes presenta remarkable ad

vance in the scientific beauty and symmetry But what of these “ ulterior uses ?” Is

of the system of logical forms. To make there no other reason for recommending a

good that advance, the new doctrine must be diligent study of logical forms and their sci

worked on its practical, as well as contem- entific phraseology than the intellectual ex

plated on the speculative side. It has still ercise which it offers, and a prospect of the

to overcome the repugnance of the forms of symmetry which they may be made to yield

ordinary language, when they are required for the contemplation of the student? Of

to express what the new analytic has dis- themselves, these reasons are good ones.

covered in the form of thought. We do not know an exercise more fitted to

educate the idea of science and the feeling

The Categorical Syllogism is the one per- of scientific certainty, in the mind of a mod

fect formula of Reasoning or Mediate Infer- ern reader, than a thorough intellectual as

ence. In it all the forms of immediate, similation of the System of Pure Logic

tentative, and preparatory inference ought contained in the first volume of these Lec

to culminate ; from it all the varieties of tures.

which it is susceptible, and which, in the But, apart from the aliment which it thus

proe · sses by which scientific knowledge is affords to the scientific taste, a wise study of

produced, it actually receives , should be the forms of logical expression thatare latent

made to emerge. The system of Logical in the Concept may be attended by many
Formulas may be evolved one by one from important advantages. Of these we have

the principle of the Concept, under the regu- only room to indicate two : -- its tendency to

lation of the Axioms of Logic, in some such correct an abuse of language, and its tenden

order as the following : cy to keep before the mind a valuable general

1. Propositional Formulas ; i . e., possible truth in human nature. A word on each.

forms of statement or proposition -- hypothe- It is impossible for any one to think infor

tical or tentative, and categorical or abso- mally. Illogical reasoning may appear in
lute. oral and written language, but it cannot be

2. Formulas of Immediate Inference, i. e. , a part of our consciousexperience. When the

possible forms into which the evolution of Axioms of Logic are violated, in any set of

propositions without a medium from other spoken or written words, the speaker or wri .

propositions must be resolved, including all ter cannot be conscious of what the words

inferences (hypothetical, disjunctive, etc. ) mean , as thus related . He cannot produce

that are not categorical or absolute. in consciousness what is contradictory in

3. Formula of Mediate Inference, or the terms. He must be using words, while he

essential form of Categorical Syllogism . is not fully awake to their proposed rela

4. The accidental variations of Forin of | tions to one another. A contradiction, latent

which Mediate Inference or Categorical Syl- in the words, is, through confusion of thought,

.
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concealed by the words from him who uses templation of the model which this part of

(or rather abuses) them . The essential am- Logic offers to him ,-who is habitually, with—who

biguity of language accounts for the factthat its aid, eliminating confusion from his no

words are frequently the vehicle of contra- tions, as propounded and reasoned in lan

dictions which cannot be experienced in con- guage, -- and who is deepening his conviction

sciousness, and cannot find a place in anyof that no manipulation with terms, in the way

those forms to which all thought that is really of defining, dividing, and reasoning out what

such must be conformed . Informal reason they mean, can possibly add to that mean

ings are due to the confusion induced by the ing, or render it truer ihan it was before,

imperfection of language. The logical cal- is gaining some of the most important ad .

culus of science, if not an organ for the dis- vantages which Logic, merely as a formal

covery of truth, may at least be employed science, is fitted to yield. But he is reaping

in the discovery of this kind of error. It all the benefits of Logic, according to the best

does not put meaning into words, but it helps conception of it ? Must Logic, as the science

us to discover an inconsistent relation among of science, be confined to the analysis of the

words, after meaning has been put into them . formal perfection of our scientific know.

The study of Language naturally culminates ledge, and excluded from any effort to analyse

in the study of Logic. Grammar is an ap- the matter which may be introduced into

propriate path to the forms of Dialectic. scientific forms, and the elements in human

These cannot conquer for us fresh fields of consciousness which promote or impede the

knowledge, but they are a powerful and information of Real Science ? Can science be

dispensable auxiliary to language in main treated scientifically only in the way of an

taining our dominion over what we have, or analysis of the various non-contradictory

believe that we have already conquered. forms which thought is able to offer for its

But the philosophical study of the formal reception ? Must the “ Logic ” of our univer

or fundamental part of Logic, while it aids sities and public examinations be confined to

in the discovery of the informality, in our a symbolical calculation of the propositional

scientific or general knowledge, of which and syllogistic relations of Concepts ? Does

language is the cover, and thus determines Logic merely supply the forms, in which we

for uswhat within our universe of thought clearly and distinctly manifest, what was

or hypothesis, we are logically bound to think, previously held obscurely or by implication ?

is also a standing memorandum of the lim . Is it only the Art of showing forth what is

ited results which are competent to thinking. already contained in Premises -- of explicat

As Locke and Kant have emphatically pro- ing what is latent in Hypotheses ? Does the

claimed, mere thinking is not, and cannot be, formal part of the science, which , according

physical discovery ; it cannot add to, and to Dr. Vansel, “ from the days of Kant has

can only elaborate into new forms,by pro- been gradually advancing to perfection, "

position and reasoning, division and defini- comprehend all that can be included in the

tion, the matter that has been given to it to logical system ? Is the ideal of a Logical

propound , reason about, divide, and define. System proposed at the commencement of

By familiarity with the necessary forms of this article incapable of being further real

scientific perfection, and by a systematic ap- ized ?

plication of these forms to professed speci.

mens of science, we may decide whether our An affirmative answer to these questions,

previous hypothetical knowledge must , on whether or not it is the just answer, at any

pain of a contradiction in terms, yield the rate assigns to the logician of the 19th cel

specimens ; but we cannot, by the same tury a narrower and less influential position ,

means, the real truth of the hy- in relation to the sciences and to human life ,

potheses themselves, nor by any logical man than that occupied by his predecessors in

ipulation with these hypotheses can we render former periods of the restored activity of the

them more true. Men are subject to the illu- science. The prevailing modern conception

sion that a merely elaborative activity may of the limits of human understanding, and

extend the area of their intellectual insight. of the dependence of science on the success

But on the formal side of logical science we ful interpretation of Nature, has attenuated

are taught, that this sort of activity , while the “ logic of the schools,” in the very act

it may improve the intellectual quality of of rendering it, in the hands of Kant and

our Concepts, cannot,in itself, promote their Hamilton and Dr. Mansel, more purely sci

harmony with reality — a wholesome and entific and demonstrative. It has wholly

much needed lesson regarding the limitation removed Logic, as formal, from its ancient

of the mere understanding. basis of Realisin, and placed it on that of

One who has thus purified and elevated Nominalism . The Baconian revolution in

his ideal of the form of science, by a con- the methods of scientific research has, in

decide upon

a
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short, precipitated the Kantian and Hamil. object of logical analysis, is plain from vari

tonian reform , in what has now become in ous symptoms. What has been called the

consequence merely the Science of Scientific Baconian Logic is a protest against the re

Expression. straint ; and Mr. Mill, at the other extreme,

The formal unfolding of the logical conse- can hardly be said to entertain Logic for .

quences latent in hypotheses, and especially mally at all . Many of those who insist on

in the received meanings of ordinary words, the narrower view of the logical system , do

was relatively of greater importance in an- not themselves keep within its bounds.

cient than in modern science . Ancient me. Some of the most valuable parts of Dr.

diæval science was essentially a development Whately's Elements are, on his own view ,

of what is contained in vulgar premises-- an extra-logical . Even Dr. Mansel acknow

explication, in definitions,divisions, and syl- ledges that “ the compass of Formal Logic ”

logisms, of what was assumed in current is “ small ;" and that its " contents, though

words and maxims. Science was then, more clear and definite, are, taken by themselves,

than it now is, an unpacking of the meanings too meagre to be an adequate substitute for

that were circulating, under cover, in the the miscellaneous reading which is at present

words of ordinary language. The Catego misnamed logical.” He proposes to sup

ries and the Syllogistic Analytics were the plement the defect by combining with the

two main branches of the mediæval Logic. study of logical forms a study of the psycho

The Categories were artificial titles under logical data which they assume. Material

which knowledge was to be arranged . Syl- Logic he rejects, along with some recentGer

logisms were forms in which the truths as- man analysts, on the ground that " it has no

sumed to be contained under the Categories alternative between an impossible univer

were to be evolved. The whole mechanism sality and an arbitrary exclusiveness, and

was fitted to an age apt to look for the ex. can only be employed as a bad means of

tension of its knowledge to a mere unfold- collecting desultory information on many

ing, in definitions, divisions and reasonings, subjects." The contributions already made

of Notions accepted without a previous into the analysis of Science, as governed by

ductive criticism of their contents . Truth physical law, while limited by the finitude

was looked for through an orderly dissection of intelligence , prove that a logical theory

of the meaning of Words, more than in the of what we think about need neither be a

critical formation of that meaning, by a com- system of universal knowledge, nor a mere

parative examination of what happens in miscellaneous aggregate of “ useful ” truths.

Nature. By his example, and in some measure by

It is easy to see that , in this condition of his precepts, Sir William Hamilton counte

mind, forms of classification , proposition, and nances an extension of logical study beyond

inference hold a place in science (and accord- the Axioms and their immediate application

ingly in the science of science) different from to pure thought. Not to speak of the second,

that which the modern British mind assigns the first volumeof these Lectures, which

to them . In a past age, they were a neces- professedly is confined to Formal Logic, con

sary framework, on which Truth , already tainsmuch psychological, metaphysical , and

latent, might be displayed, the act of dis historical matter interspersed ." But the fol

playing them being the act of forming science. lowing reasonsare offered for at least putting

The logician was not so much the formal in a subordinate place the theory of science

analyst of thought, as the creator of the only on its objective side :

perfect apparatus for the deductive explica- " Of the two branches into which it (Logic

tion of what was believed to be true . From falls, Formal Logic, or Logic Proper, demands

Plato to Bacon , the prevailing habit was to the principal share of our attention , and this for

resolve science into Ideas, and to overlook various reasons.

Facts, as unworthy of the philosopher.
" In the first place, considered in reference to

From Bacon to Hume we mark an extreme the quantity of their contents, Formal Logic is a

reactionary inclination to resolve science ex- Material. For, to speak first of the latter : -if
far more comprehensive and complex science than

clusively into Facts or objects of Experience. we abstract from the specialities of particular

Since the sceptical criticism of Hume has objects and sciences, and consider only the rules

occasioned a comprehensive survey of the which ought to govern our procedure in reference

nature and origin of science, the prevailing to the object matter of the sciences in general

tendency has been to a recognition of each and this is all that a Universal Logic can propose

element, — with a divorce of the theory of these rules are few in number, and their appli

logical forms from both .
cations simple and evident. A Material or Ob .

That the analysts of science are dissatisfied the circumstances of particular sciences) is , there
jective Logic ( except in special subordination to

with the merely formal side of what is given fore, of very varrow limits,and all that it can

to them , when it is given as the exclusive I tell us is soon told . Of the former, on the other
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band, the reverse is true. For though the high.it may be less prolific of discoveries, when

est laws of thought be few in number, and though we pass from the Formal to the Material

Logic Proper be only an articulate exposition of

the universal necessity of these, stillthesteps real world , in its relations to Proposition
part of the System - when we analyse the

through which this exposition must be accom

plished, are both many and multiform .
and Syllogism -- the objective cohesion of na .

“ In the second place, the doctrines of Material tural order, and the natural means for un

Logic are not only far fewer and simpler than ravelling it, instead of the subjective cohesion

those of Formal Logic, they are also less inde- of verbal order, and the self -evident laws

pendent ; for the principles of the latter, once es for its consistent expression --- the limits of

tablished, those oftheoiber are either implicitly thought, and therefore of statement and

'confirmed, or the foundation laid on which they reasoning, in a word,of science, regardir.g

can be easily rested .

“ In the third place, the studyof Formal Logic this same orderly universe of ours,—and,
is a more improving exercise ; for, as exclusively finally, the ultimate Premises, on which all

conversant with the laws of thought, it necessi- reasoning, and therefore all science, depends.

tates a turning back of the intellect upon itself, The Order of Nature, in its mediate and

which is a less easy ,and therefore a more invig- ultimate relations to the Understanding

orating, energy, than the mere contemplation ofthe physical and metaphysical limits to our

the objects directly presented to our observa. power of scientifically interpreting the or
tion .

" In the fourth place, the doctrines of Formal derly world that is offered to us in Space

Logic are possessed of an intrinsic and necessary
and Time-- and the basis, speculative or

evidence ; tbey sbine out by their native light, practical, on which all our interpretations of

and do not require any proof or corroboration be it ultimately rest, and by which all our

yond that which consciousness itself supplies. Premises are supported ,—these are what

They do not, therefore, require , as a preliminary the analyst of logical matter has to deal

condition, any apparatus of acquired knowledge. with, in any system of Mixed Logic which

Formal Logic is, therefore, better fitted tban

Material , for the purposes of academical instruc
aims at a scientific analysis of the matter,

tion ; for the latter, primarily conversant with the as rigorous and penetrating as the counter

conditions of the external world, is in itself a less part analysis of the form of thought.

invigorating exercise, as determining the mind to Take any part of this wide and difficult

a feebler and more ordinary exertion , and, at the field of research - the order of Nature, for

same time, cannot adequately be understood example, and the method of interpreting it
without the previous possession of such a com that must be common to all the sciences of

plement of information as it would be unreason Nature. Those who recollect the modern
able to count upon , in the case of those who are

only commencing their pbilosophical studies.”
logical analysis of Nature, viewed as an ob

( ii. , 232-33 . ) ject of scientific procedure, which pervades

the philosophical writings of Bacon, Berke

Sir William Hamilton has given so large ley , Hume, Brown, and Mill,—the conse

a share of his attention to the analysis of quent modification of the old meaning of the

logical Forms, that the correlative analysis word " experience ” in the modern scientific

of logical Matter — the conditions of the as- mind, with the many unsolved and now

sumption of Premises as distinguished from debated questions suggested by the relations

the conditions of the deduction of conclusions between the observed order of nature and

from Premises — has received scanty justice religious belief, may well imagine that in
at his hands. When Mixed or Material | few parts of his science is the logician more

Logic is represented by an aggregate of em- importuned for answers which demand, on

pirical rules for the discovery of true Pro- his part, the “ invigorating energy ” of a re

positions — a useful supplement in its own flex action of the intellect. And if some of

way, and so far as it goes, to the demon- the answers sought for are beyond the reach
strative science of Syllogism--the estimate of any human science, the discovery, through

of the comparative merits of the two sides reflection , of our inability to supply them , is

of Logic, given in the preceding passage, a discovery of ignorance not less precious

may be accepted . But those analysts of than positive knowledge. But neither the

logical matter who have formed the most positive answers nor the ignorance can be

advanced conception of this part of the discovered by “ a mere contemplation of the

science, aim at something more than a few objects directly presented to our observa

vague and general rules. The analysis of tion.”

the formal perfection of science, to which Further. It may be granted that a scien

the elaborate system of logical forms is due, tific analysis of the matter of human science,

has been thorough -going, and because it has with a view to ascertain the implied condi

been so its doctrines are numerous. We find tions of scientific procedure, is unable to

ourselves at work in a part of the Science produce a numerous body of demonstra

of Science which is more profound, although tions, akin to those which have given us the
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necessary forms of scientific thought and ex - tic spirit, we regard him as in that respect

pression. This is only to acknowledge that ministering to the partial and one-sided

the sphere of the probable and the contin “ cultivation of the powers of Observation

gent is not that of the demonstrative and to the neglect of the higher faculties " with

necessary , and that the most thorough -going which, in the following passage, Sir William

analysis of the former does not conduct us Hamilton charges the exclusive votaries of

nearer to those necessities of pure thought, physical science at the present day :
into which alone the necessities of concrete

" In this department of knowledge there is

belief can never be resolved . The sphere chiefly demanded a patient habit of attention 10

of Material Logic, as less demonstrative, is details, in order to detect phenomena ; and , these

more human than that of Pure Logic. This discovered, their generalization is usually so easy
last, as the most abstract of the sciences, that there is little exercise offered to the higher

and , in its most advanced conception , more faculties of Judgment and Reasoning. It was

than ever a science of symbolic notation, is Bacon's boast that Induction, as applied to na

open to some (not all) of the objections bedoneby the force of individual intellect. This
ture, would equalize all talents, and leave little to

which Sir William Hamilton has elsewhere boast has been fulfilled ; Science bas, by the In

so powerfully presented against an educa- ductive Process, been broughtdown to minds,

tional discipline that is chiefly mathemat. who previously have been incompetent for its

ical . cultivation , and physical knowledge now usefully

Again. It is true that " Material Logic” occupies many who would otherwise have been

is " less independent” than Formal Logic, devotion to such studies, if not combinedwithwithout any rational porsuit. But the exclusive

in as far as material truth is subordinate to higher or graver speculations, tends to wean the

formal truth . Nothing which contradicts student from the more vigorous efforts of mind,

the axioms that constitute the formal per- which, thougb unamusing and even irksome at

fection of science can be really true ; but, the commencement, tend , however, to invigorate

on the other hand, whatever conforms to his nobler powers, and to prepare him for the

these axioms is not, for that reason alone, final fruition of the highest happiness of his in

true in reality . Formal Logic, as the most tellectual nature.” — (Vol. ii. , 138.)

abstract, is the most independent part of The physical interpretation of Nature is

science. But, in this sense, the special founded on our conception of Physical

sciences are less independent than either Order, and on our faith its permanence.

Formal or Material Logic, because (philo- The modern scientific habit may readily

sophically ) dependent on both . The depend - render this the exclusive and dominant con

ence of the logical analysis of the material ception of the mind , which then converts

which is presented for admission into scien- the final meaning of the universe and of life

tific forms, upon a previous analysis of the with the laws of the natural system , absorb

formsthemselves, is one among several rea- ing all in a narrow and rigid scientific Fa

sons for placing the material analysis second talism . But we find, when we turn from

in order, in the development of the science Science in its relations to Nature, to Science

of science, and for regulating Logic as in its relations to Man in the fulness of his

mixed or material, by a reference to Logic being, that the trust in Cosmical Order, of

as formal, not the latter by reference to the which Physical Logic is the theory , is not

former. But it is not a reason for giving a the only fundamental belief,—that it must

monopoly of attention to Formal Logic . be interpreted by a reference to deeper

Material or Mixed Logic, as understood faiths, and to an Ordermore comprehensive
by us, is , in short , Cosmology and Ontology, and absolute than its own . We thus cor

introduced into Logic — so far as is necessary rect the partial sciolism of those who are

for determining the nature of the real rela- blind to all that cannot be resolved into cos

tions which connect together the things mological proof, by pointing to modifying

thought about, in the propositions and rea- Beliefs which are found , in the light of con

sonings of which science is made up,—the sciousness and of the whole history ofman,

limits of the propoundable,—what must to be not less worthy of trust and reverence

ultimately be propounded ,-- and the rules than those which are formed by an inductive

for the legitimate assumption of Premises. generalization of the events of the universe

We regret, on philosophical aswell as on presented to us in space and time.

educational grounds, that Mr. Mill , in his It is the comparative imperfection of what

attempt to found a system of Material may be called the Cosmological and Onto.

Logic on the observed order of nature, has logical part of Logic, at least in a being of

evaded what he calls the “ metaphysical ” |limited faculties like man , which demands,

questions which pervade the whole tissue of in a comprehensive logical system , an ana

his argument. With all our admiration of lysis of Science in its relations to Humanity,

his general talent, and his liberal and eclec- as well as in its relations to Thought and
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to Nature. In this, which we may term the Logic, founded on the results of the sepa

Psychological and Historical part of Logic, rate analysis in the past of the Formal and

the constitution of man in its catholic integ- Material Elements of Science, will thus na

rity , as revealed in consciousness and in his- turally occupy three points of view. As

tory , the human occasions of error, and the the science of science , it may attempt to

human foundations of science, are sought analyse its object ,--

for. The investigation embraces the influ- 1. In respect to its Formal Perfection .

ences, proceeding from man , by which the 2. In respect to the Theory of its Physi.

understanding is modified,and either carried cal or Cosmological Development, as

away from Truth, or conducted to an in- the interpretation of cosmical order .

sight which mere physical interpretation 3. In respect to the forces in Man, by

cannot give. The logician learns to correct which thought is or may be affected,

and expand his previous theory , by the fa- in its efforts to elaborate true Science

miliarity which he here gains with faith, and from the material that is offered to it

with the facts of Moral, as well as those of in Nature.

Physical causation and order. Logic, when working at the first of these

May we not anticipate in the Logic of the points of view, may be called Pure, Formal,

Future a further advance in the analysis of and Verbal ; at the second, Physical, Cos

Science, as formal and also as physical, - mological, and Ontological ; at the third,
conjoined with a more philosophical appre . Modified , Psychological,and Historical *

hension of the relation of each to the other, In a final definition, we may, accordingly,

of the nature and limits of physical science decribe Logict as “ the science of human

in the finite mind, and of the many occa- science," and the three parts into which its

sions of error to which man is exposed in teaching is in consequence resolved may be
his endeavours to form it . A system of | thus exhibited :

I. Pure or Formal Logic.

1. Physical , Cosmological, and Ontological,

II . Mixed or Material Logic. conducting to

2. Modified , Psychological, and Historical.

This ideal thus summons the logical student in any of its three phases, received the

to three departments of labour, of three de breath of human life, without reacting upon

grees of difficulty , each related to the other, life in many direct and indirect ways.

and all casting a reflex light on Science, by The present article is purposely confined

disclosing the formal laws of its formation, to some of those discussions regarding the

the physical and metaphysical limits within Province of Logic, which arise when a sci

which it is possible, and its dependence on ence so comprehensive in its idea, and em

the human being by whom it is formed . bracing elements which in the past have

often been conflicting instead of conspiring,

This is not the occasion for illustrating

the past influence upon the progress of the We have just lighted upon a passage in the Ap

sciences, and also a principal organ in liberal pendix to his Lectures ( p. 213) in which a threefold

education,of the occasional and more sys- seeme, to that implied throughout this article, is thus
division of Logic, somewhat similar in principle, as it

tematic efforts which have been made to hivted at by Sir William Hamilton :

analyse logically the Form and Matter of " Perhaps, Ist, Formal Logic (from the laws of

Science. The marvellous power of intel- thought proper)should be distinguished from , 2d,

lectual digestion manifested in the philoso- Abstract Logic (material, but of abstractgeneral
matter ; and then 3d, A Psychological Logic might

phy and theology of the middle agesmust be added as a third part, considering how Reasoning,

be referred to the medicinal properties of etc, is affected by the constitution of our minds."

the formal Analytic of the Schools; the + Metaphysics, on the view given above of the

gradual purification and rectification of the Logical System ,is partly involved in that system ;

modern code of physical discovery cannot of view . In the current meaning of the term, Meta
but it may also be treated at an independent point

be separated from the growth of juster logi- physics isvaguely convertible with the Philosophy

cal views regarding physical causation, the of Mind, or Psychology ; in its stricter meaning it cor
order of nature, and the natural limits to responds to Ontology, or the science which pretends

our power of interpreting, either physically manifestations in experience. As Ontology in parti
to treat of Substance and Cause, apart from their

.or metaphysically, the mysterious universe cular, or Psychology in general, it may beapproached
which is presented to us in space and time. (1) through Formal Logic,—when it becomes part of

These are two among many examples of the Logic,or (2) irrespectively of Logic - either on its

past and possible future influence of a study, own account, or je.g.) through Ethica, and for pur;

which, more than any other, appeals to the poses of Ethical Science - in relation to the theory of

higher mental faculties, and which has never, and the True .
Duty and the Good, instead of the theory of Science
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is recovering its prominence . We do not be determined by what we already possess.

enter on the details of logical doctrine which His “ Biography," it is true, has yet to be

the books before us present or suggest . written. From that source, however, we

We are, moreover, reluctantly compelled to can hope to hear nothing more of the writer ;

keep back weighty passages contained in and it may even be doubted whether any

the Lectures which we had marked for quo- very valuable addition will thereby be made

tation, including illustrations of the extracts to our knowledge of the man . The lives of

from books far out of the reach of common most public men reveal their characters,

readers, of which these volumes must and this was, in an especial degree, true of

always be regarded as an invaluable reper- Lord Macaulay. Without being in any

tory. But they are of course in the hands sense an egotist, he yet felt so warmly on

of all students of philosophy, who will find public affairs, that in writing and speaking

several of the most interesting extracts to on them he unconsciously revealed himself.

which we have now referred in the Lectures No one can handle themes of which his

on the nature and occasions of error. They heart is full, without affording glimpses of

will also turn to the closing Lecture, on his real nature. Lord Macaulay never wrote

“ Books as a means of Intellectual Improve- or spoke except on themes ofwhich his heart

ment,” by one whose personal intercourse was full ; and hence in his writings and

with books,as the organ of information and speeches the character of the man is more

speculative excitement, was probably more truly, because less intentionally, portrayed

exclusive and intense than that of any other than in the writings of professed egotists
among his fellow.countrymen . like Byron or Rousseau . Nor should it be

It is almost unnecessary to add , that these forgotten , that in political life, although the

“ Lectures” are, in their present form , a highest offices were denied him , he played

model of editorial ability. We may inferno undistinguished part. He shared in the

this from the deserved reputation of the great Reform battles, in the storms which

editors for speculative acuteness and accu- preceded the fall of the Melbourne Minis

racy. Oxford and the Scottish Universities try, and in the bitterness of the opposition

have been centres of logical study in Great which arrayed itself against Peel. In these

Britain ; and the most important British contests, and in the results which they en

treatise in Formal Logic is appropriately tailed, ample opportunities were afforded

introduced into the world by a representa- for displaying all the qualities which dignity

tive of each . Dr. Mansel is everywhere or discredit the career of a politician. No

known as one of the foremost among living portraiture has yet been given to the public

psychologists and logicians : and in the re- of Lord Macaulay's social and domestic

cent appointment of Mr.Veitch to the Chair characteristics, and on these, therefore, a

of Logic at St. Andrews, the Universities of stranger must be silent. But we know

Scotland have an additional security for the enough to enable us to assign him his place

transmission of their characteristic glory as in the republic of letters , and to ascertain

lights of mental science in Europe. how far, in the great game of politics, his

opinions were worthy to be accepted , and

his example to be followed .

It is not, we confess, without hesitation

that we attempt this subject. Lord Macau

lay's death is still so recent, his loss is so

Art. IV.- Lord Macaulay's Place in English irreparable to that most important branch
Literature. of literature, the historical literature of our

country, that we find it no easy matter to

All the writings of Lord Macaulay, discharge, with fitting composure, the duty

which, in his own judgment and in the judg- of critic. It is hard to be impartial in the

ment of his his friends , seem worthy of midst of regret. When the feeling is strong

a permanent place in English literature, upon us that the place which has been left

have now been given to the world. His vacant can never be supplied — that the task

whole literary career, from an epitaph on which has been left unaccomplished will

Henry Martyn, written at the age of twelve, never be completed --we are hardly able to

to the biography of William Pitt, the work be coldly impartial . So much, too, has been

of mature fifty-nine, is before us. Unfortu- written on Macaulay, that it is impossible

nately we have nothing more to look for. to write anything better than has been writ

It is well known that but little of the His- ten already. But it is possible to write

tory has been left in a state which will allow something more. His works have been re.

of its publication ; and Lord Macaulay's viewed as they have variously appeared ;

place in the world of letters must therefore but, until the present time, all his writings
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have never been brought together. It is spite of the heaviness of Mill, the prolixity

now in our power to regard his labours as of Orme, and the common -placeness of

a whole, to notice the gradual development Elphinstone, Englishmen are at last begin.

of style, to remark the growth of his ideas, ning to know something of the “ annals of

and to admire the stability of his convic- that marvellous empire which valour with.

tions. Such a study cannot be unimport- out parallel has annexed to the throne of

ant or uninstructive; and we shall endea. the Isles.”

vour to pursue it with as much impartiality But Lord Macaulay, great though he was

as our fervent admiration for the great his- as an essayist, has won for himself a more

torian whom we have lately lost will allow . enduring title to fame. His genius was es.

When Lord Macaulay's contributions to sentially historical . His first essays were

the Edinburgh Review first appeared in a historical ; his best essays were historical;

collected form, the popularity which they and, last of all , we have the History itself

obtained was quite unprecedented ; nor has by which his reputation will be finally de

it been approached since by any of the com- termined.

pilations of a similar nature which have All of us remember the manner in which

become so common . Sydney Smith's ar- the first two volumes of the History were

ticles alone, from the humour, the sound received. No book, not even the best of

sense, and the knowledge of the world which the Waverley series , ever experienced such

they display, are worthy to be placed be- popularity. The Times devoted not only

side them . But Lord Macaulay took a articles, but leaders, to its praise. Every

wider sweep than the accomplished church- Review in the country went into ecstasies.

man, and lent to a more varied range of One notorious exception indeed there was ;

subject the charm of a more brilliant style . but that exception only sufficed to bring out

Any detailed criticism of these essays now- more forcibly the otherwise universal con

a-days would be absurd. Everybody has cord . Such harmony was too beautiful to

read them ,and the verdict of public opinion last. Gradually faint murmurs of disappro

has been definitely pronounced. They are bation made themselves heard . As years

a perfect mine of information. We have went on , these increased in number and

criticism on poetry , on essay writing, and deepened in tone, until the reaction reached

on novel writing, in the articles on Byron, a height on the appearance of volumes III .

on Addison, and on Madame D'Arblay . and IV. The greeting accorded to them

We have elaborate portraitures ofthe great- differed markedly from that which had wel.

est English statesmen - of Burleigh, of Wal . comed their more fortunate predecessors.

pole, and of Chatham . We have solutions Faults before unnoticed were pointed out;

of the most vexed questions of English his- blemishes before hinted at were enlarged

tory , as in the article on Sir William Temple. upon ; beauties before brought into strong

We have the great difficulty of Church and relief, were passed over or denied .
The

State connection discussed upon rational whirligig of time brought round revenges

principles. And , above all , we have the which might have satisfied even the soul of

magnificent Indian disquisitions. It is not Mr. Croker. The Edinburgh Revier itself .

too much to say, that an effect equal to the bound to render all suit and service to its

effect produced by “ Lord Clive," and great contributor, began to falter in its al

“ Warren Hastings,” was never produced legiance. This was no more than might

by any two articles since article writing have been expected. Such changes from

began . In the paper on Clive, surprise was one extreme of opinion to the opposite es

expressed at the general ignorance of Indian treme, are as common in literature as in

affairs, even among educated Englishmen. anything else. But the reactionary spirit

The publication of these two essays went leads into as great error as the original en .

far to dispel that ignorance. They could thusiasm . Every part of Lord Macaulay's

not , indeed, narrate the whole. Yet, any history possesses peculiar and appropriate

one who studies them attentively will at merits ; but were a choice forced upon us,

least have laid a good foundation for further we should give the preference to the third

inquiry. He will find that he has acquired and fourth volumes over the other two,

not a little knowledge of the rise of ourIn. The first part of the work, indeed, possessed

dian empire, and of what may be called the the charm of novelty . All the more prom

Constitutional IIistory of our rule in the inent characters were brought on the stage ;

East. And, what is of greater importance, and the celebrated second chapter, from the

he will find excited within him a very nature of its subject, stands alone. The

strong desire to learn more. India has brilliant circle which surrounded Charles II.

been unhappy in her historians; but to is painted with the pencil of Watteau, in

these essays belongs the triumph that, in colours rendered brighterby contrast with

1
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the sombre court of his successor . The fall of religion and the struggle for liberty

of James from the height of almost absolute had left deep scars , The empire was torn

power to the long exile at St. Germains, is with religous dissensions ; all constitutional
traced in a manner hardly less dramatic forms were unsettled. From this chaos

than that in which Thucydides traces the William had to evoke order ; those scars it

fate of the Sicilian expedition from the was his to heal. His reign was the new

bright midsummer morning on which it birth of our constitution — the real beginning

sailed, to its end in the quarries of Syracuse of the modern history of England. How

Yet it is not too much to say that the varied he accomplished his arduous task, how , un

powers of the historian are more displayed der his wise guidance, the constitution re- ,

in the latter portion of his narrative. The covered the shocks it had undergone, and ,

siege of Derry is the most exciting thing in renewing its youth, gave promise of a strong

the book . The battle of Landen will bear a and lasting existence,—this is the theme,

comparison even with the battle-pieces of than which no theme can be nobler, of the

Sir William Napier. The passage of the concluding volumes of Lord Macaulay's

Boyne is finer than the rout of Sedgemoor. History. The position and influence of the

In these volumes, too, we have evidence of monarchy weredefined by the Bill for Set

an ability, for the exercise of which the tling the Coronation Oath, and the Bills for

earlier volumes afforded no scope — we Settling the Oaths of Allegiance and Su

mean, the power of carrying on , without premacy. The clergy and the Tories re

confusion , acomplex story. From the be- tained sufficient power to defeat the Com

ginning of the work down to the abdication prehension Bill, and to maintain the test.

of James we are seldom out of Britain , and But by the Toleration Act, religious differ

the action is simple and continuous. After ences were, in part at least, composed ; and

the accession of William , the plot deepens Dissenters experienced the strange freedom

and widens. The subject changes, the scene of being allowed to follow , without molesta

shifts, and yet every transition is managed tion , the dictates of their consciences. The

without effort and without abruptness. The ecclesiastical constitution of Scotland was

historian passes easily from the campaigns fixed, and fixed upon such principles, that,

in Ireland to the intrigues of St. James', had it not been wantonly altered by the ad

from the battle-fields of the Low Countries visers of Anne, it would have been spared

to the mountains of Scotland,,-never con- the shock of so many secessions. TheBank

fusing his readers,-never unequal to his of England was founded ; the national debt

theme. Few qualities are rarer than this, began ; the whole financial system of the

and none is more important. Students of country had its origin. English polities ac

the fifth and sixth volumes of Mr. Froude's quired the characteristics which they retain

history will best appreciate its value, by to the present day, by the formation of the

having had most occasion to lament its ab- first regular Ministry under Sunderland.

sence. That gentleman's guidance is like Party warfare lost the violence and cruelty

the magic carpet in the Arabian Nights. which had before disgraced it, and became

It whisks us about from country to country, animated by a comparative moderation of

sea and over land, with a rapidity spirit ever after that Act of Grace , the

which takes our breath away, and disturbs granting of which constitutes one of Wil.

all our ideas of space and time. Above all , liam's purest titles to fame. The scandal

the last part of Lord Macaulay's work is of our State trials was swept away by the

valuable, as telling us so much which it be. law which secured to the judges their seats

hoves us to know. Less picturesque it may during life or good behaviour, and by the

be than what went before ; but we are cer- law for regulating trials in cases oftreason ;

tain that it is more instructive. Volumes and, above all, the liberty of the press was

I. and II. tell of an overthrow ; volumes III . established.

and IV . tell of a reconstruction — a work far All these great changes—changes which

greater in itself, immeasurably greater, in made the England of 1697 hardly recog.
that it has been enduring. nisable by the statesmen of 1637 - are nar.

In the progress of its development, the rated in the historian's best manner. They

political constitution of England has been are the topics of which Lord Macaulay is

exposed to two great shocks, arising out of most thoroughly master, and in the hand

two great convulsions in the minds of the ling of which he is most perfectly at home.

people : one , the change of the national Brilliant as are his pictures of courts, stir

faith at the Reformation ; the other, the ring as are his scenes of battle, it is in de

long struggle of the Commons against the scribing social ameliorations and parliament

Crown. When William of Orange appeared ary struggles that his genius has achieved

on the stage, both convulsions — the change its most signal triumphs.

1 .

over

-
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runners ,

Yet, in spite of all this, these volumes place to transcribe here Lord Macaulay's

never enjoyed the popularity of their fore- arguments ; and, indeed , our space prevents

Enemies soon found this out. us from entering into the depths of the

The mere caprice of reaction had dictated Penn controversy . The more fully this is

the general judgment, but hostile critics done, the more will the trustworthiness of

readily set themselves to justify that judg- the historian be brought out ; but to accom

ment. At first they had, for the most part, plish the task thoroughly, would in itself

been frightened into silence ; butnow they afford material for an article, and that not a

took heart of grace and spoke. To a cer- very short one.

tain extent this is a compliment--qui n'a The most hostile critics have failed, in our

pas de lecteurs, n'a pas d'adversaires — but it opinion , to convict Lord Macaulay of misin

has gone on too long. Even death put no terpreting his authorities. But some assail.

period to detraction. Especially vehement ants have occupied a different ground, and

have been the assaults contained in a series have accused him of a different fault, —the

of articles in Blackwood's Magazine, com- fault of carelessness in selecting his authori.

mencing with praises of Presbyterianism in ties. This is an error to which French his

August, 1856, and ending with praises of torians are especially prone. M. Thierry,

Dundee in September 1860. The ruling for example, is a conspicuous offender.

motive of these articles has not been to vin - With him , one authority — so that it be

dicate the reputation of the departed great, quotable — is as good as another. Nothing

but to diminish the just fame of the his- tends so much to mislead . The reader is

torian . To accomplish this end, positions thrown off his guard. An imposing array

the most contradictory have been taken up, of names , formally cited, allays any sus.

pleas the most inconsistent have been urged . picion. He never thinks of inquiring fur

Covenanters and Claverhouse, Highlanders ther. He is lulled into a false sense of se

and Western Hillmen, Marlborough and curity, and accepts the assertions of the his

Penn, are all to be defended with equal torian as all resting upon equally good foun

zeal , if so only Lord Macaulay may be dations. This charge has been particularly

abused. Foolish jesting does not deserve, urged against the description of the social

random assertion doesnot admit of, a reply . position of the clergy, in the celebrated

Such opponents are, like the opponents of second chapter of the History . Now it can

Gibbon, " men over whom victory was a be easily shown-indeed , Macaulay's assail.

sufficient humiliation ." ants have themselves succeeded in showing

The defence of Penn, however, has been that his sketch is true to his authorities --

differently conducted . Mr. Hepworth Dixon that it is, in every particular, corroborated

first took up the case ; his arguments were by the literature of the period. But then

condensed by a Mr. Paget ; and their joint the question remains, What was that litera

advocacy has been so plausible, that on one ture, and who were those authorities ? Mr.

or two points Lord Macaulay has seen fit to Churchill Babington , in his “ Character of

answer. He has reiterated his belief, that the Clergy, etc., Considered," exults greatly

it was the Quaker himself,and not a lowly in the fact that one of them — Oldham - was

namesake, who negotiated that scandalous an Atheist ; and another -- T. Wood — was

business of the little girls of Taunton for a Deist. The inference that both were on

the maids of honour, and he has given his that account liars, is, perhaps, rather rapid.

reasons for that belief. He has justified the And even if we ascribe to them an irresisti

language he employed with regard to Penn's ble tendency to falsehood, we must not for

advances to Alderman Kiffin ; and he has get that, like Captain Absolute's invaluable

maintained the correctness of his account of servant, they were bound to lie so as to be

Penn's conduct in the affair of Magdalen believed. The question simply is, how far

College. Those answers, in our judgment the satirical and popular literature of the

altogether convincing, appear only in the day may be relied upon as being true ?

small seven volume edition of 1858. This Now the first object of a satirist is to be

is not as it should be. The notes contain. read, the next is to produce an effect; but

ing those replies should be incorporated in in order that he may do either, it is requi

every future edition of the History . The

publishers will culpably neglect the duty never seen the small edition. One of the latest

which they owe to Lord Macaulay's reputa- critics, for example, calmly assumes, as a matter

tion unless they look to this. On no point, beyond dispute, the confusion between William

however trivial, can it be unimportant to and exultingly referstoitas an instance of Macao
Penn and George Penne in the Taunton business,

establish his accuracy." It would be out of lay'sinaccuracy . The critic , when he wrote,had

evidently never seen Macaulay's arguments in sup

* As a matter of fact, the majority of readers have port of his original statement.

*
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site that he keep within the bounds of prob-, admits of being definitely settled by argu
ability . A gross caricature can never be a ment . It is of no avail to be true to your

powerful satire. While, therefore, the sati . authorities, when the value of those authori

rist must exaggerate in order to attract, he ties is denied. And as no more valid au

must yet,in all his exaggeration, preserve a thorities than those rejected satirists can be

certain measure of truth . If satirists repre- cited , the question must be left to every

sent a class of the community as being man to determine for himself, or to leave

exclusively composed of men of low origin, alone, as he likes best.

we may safely assume that high birth among Lord Macaulay's account of the High

that class is rare. If the comedians of a lands and of the Highlanders is very
much

whole century agree in making themembersin the same position as his sketch of the

of a certain profession invariably marry clergy. Here also, it is urged contemptu

servants, we may conclude that the alliances ously, his chief authorities are satirists and

contracted by that profession were not, as a Cockneys. Now it is perfectly true that

general rule, exalted . * Take the literature the opinions expressed by the satirists and

of our own day . Punch is our professed entertained by the Cockneys of that day ,

satirist ; the Times habitually indulges in with regard to Highlanders or anything

exaggerated writing. Yet we suspect that else , are of historical value, and well wor.

a discerning historian could draw a very thy to be preserved . For though it be the

fair picture of the manners and customs offashion to sneer at Cockneys now, at that

the period from the pages of these two peri- time the inhabitants of London were, in

odicals. Any one, however, who attempts wealth , power, and intelligence, greatly in

such a task has a reasonable claim upon our advance of any other part of the kingdom .

indulgence ; for it is only by the greatest But the fact that such opinions were enter

industry and the most unerring tact that tained is one thing ; the truth of such opin .

success can be approached . At best there ions is a very different thing. The difficulty

will always be many who refuse to accept of presenting a fair picture of the High

the results . Such refusal, however, should landers of 1689 is indeed extreme. At that

be courteously conveyed. In the case we date they were absurdly caricatured ; in our

are supposing, the author should not hastily own day they have been not less absurdly

be reproached with carelessness or with exalted into heroes of romance.

wilful inaccuracy. He may, indeed , have
“ Thus it bas chanced," says the historian ,

blundered . He may have trusted too much " that the old Gaelic institutions and manners

to one satirist ; he may have mistaken the bave pever been exbibited in the simple light of

spirit of another, But if past conditions oftruth. Up to the middle of the last century they

society are to be reproduced at all , this risk were seen through one false medium ; they have

must be run . Lord Macaulay has faced it, since been seen through another. Once they

and has been bitterly abused in conse- loomed dimly through an obscuring and distort
quence. He is able, indeed , to quote au . ing haze of prejudice ; and no sooner had that
thorities more imposing than those to whom fog dispersed,thanthey appeared bright with all

we have referred." The GrandDuke Cosmo, fectly fairpicture could have been painted has
the richest tints of poetry. The time when a per

Lord Clarendon , and even the Injunctions of now passed away. The original bas long dis

Queen Elizabeth, corroborate, in various appeared ; no authentic effigy exists ; and all

minute points, the view he has taken . But, that is possible is to produce an imperfect like

as a whole, the case is undoubtedly rested ness by the belp of two portraits, one of which is

on the representations of satirists and popu.
a coarse caricature, and the other a masterpiece

lar writers. The matter is not one which
of flattery ."

The “imperfect likeness” thus produced

* Lord Macaulay has given deep offence by his
is not a very attractive one.* It mightily

remarks on this subject. That those remarksare offended all the victims of that Celtic mania,

unpleasant however, is more obvious than that they which, for some years past, has been making

are unfounded. A century later , a novelist, who Scotland ridiculous. Foolish men who like

had no dislike to the Church, describes his most per- to wear kilts, foolish young ladies who cry

fect heroine as allowing a marriage between her
wating maidand a " young Levite" attached to her over ballads about Prince Charlie, andfool

establishment. And, considering that she belonged ish writers who affect a sentimental and

to the household of the virtuous Pamela,Miss Polly unreal Jacobitism in order to move such

Barlow had been very near those frailties which,

according to Swift, make it prudential to give up

hopes of the steward , and fall back upon the chap- * Its untruthfulness, however, is not so clear.

lain . A waiting-maid of uncertain virtue, even Among other arguments in its favour, it recommends

though the waiting -maid of a Pamela , would hardly itself to our acceptance by agreeing, in all essentials,

be considered a very appropriate alliance for a cler- with the picture drawn by an historian so unpreju

gyman now -a -days. diced and so painstaking as Mr. Burton .
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tears, cannot endure that their fond delu- / work, and the details upon which it enters,

sions should be swept away. Loudly, it is astonishing that those mistakes have

therefore, has Lord Macaulay been accused been so few, and upon matters so unimpor.

of cherishing a bitter hatred towards Scot. tant. And, on the other hand, the severe

land. This absurd cry has been echoed by scrutiny to which the book has been subject

many who bear no love to the Celts, but ed , fairly entitles us to assume that no inac

who think that the historian has borne too curacies have escaped notice. Guizot tells

hardly on Scottish statesmen . Both grounds us that he read the “ Decline and Fall ” care

of accusation are equally unfounded . Lord fully three times over. After the first read

Macaulay, it is true, has invested the High- ing, he thought the historian superficial and

landers with no false romantic attractions ; untrue. A second perusal modified this

and he has spoken of men like Perth and hasty judgment; and, at the close of the

Melfort in no very gentle terms. But he third, the belief was forced upon him , that

did not, therefore, undervalue the Scottish Gibbon's trustworthiness and research were

character, or fail to appreciate duly the true alike admirable. Candid readers who do

glories of Scottish history. He only judged the same justice to Lord Macaulay, will ar

more wisely than his critics where these rive, we think , at the same conclusion.

glories are to be found. He would not The charge of partiality has been urged

seek them in the annals of an aristocracy , with not less vehemence than the charge of

at their best never very faithful to the cause inaccuracy. Now, whatever may be thought

of their country's freedom ; and, at the times of his delineations of individual character,

of which he wrote, hopelessly degraded into it must, we should imagine, be conceded that

a tribe of unprincipled place-hunters. Nor this historic vice is not apparent in his treat

would he seek them in the exploits of half. ment of parties. He does not, indeed , con

naked savages, whose love of independence ceal which of the opposing interests com

was but an impatience of law, whose loyalty mands his sympathies. It would have been

was but a longing to quarrel and a lust to impossible to have done so ; it would have

plunder. It is amongthe middle classes of been foolish to have made the attempt; for,

the Lowlands that the best characteristics of in truth, it was no vulgar conflict which then

Scotchmen have ever been displayed . Those raged , and on the event depended no slight

characteristics — love of freedom , zeal for re- or ignoble issues. In the struggle of the

ligion, attachment to order — are virtues of Great Rebellion we can imagine doubts as to

which any nation may be justly proud ; and where the right was to be found — fears that

they arevirtues which Lord Macaulay was the triumph of neither party would be at

the last man to esteem lightly. A more tended with unmixed good. In the political

eulogistic estimate of the Scotch character strifes subsequent to 1688, principles less

is nowhere to be found than in the article important have been involved; Oromasdes
on Burleigh and his Times. and Arimanes have hardly entered the lists.

The inaccuracy of the history , therefore, But, at the Revolution, we can conceive no

often as it has been asserted , has not been doubts as to the merits of the dispute: we

satisfactorily proved .* Perhaps no history can sympathize with no fears for the result

has ever been exposed to such searching of William's victory over James ; and the

criticism . Some few mistakes have been stake was the future destiny of England.

detected, which the author has not been slow Freedom and Protestantism against tyranny

to correct. Considering the extent of the and Popery- " the side of loyalty, preroga.

tive, church, and king, against the side of

A late critic in the Saturday Review ( August 4, right, truth, civil and religious freedom"

1860 ), allows himself such license of expression as to that was the contest which then fell to be de

talk of “ Macaulay's perversions and inventions," termined , and the result of such a contest 10

and " his violations of nature and distortions of his- man can deem a matter of small account.

tory.” Stronger language cannot well be imagined .Butwhile Macaulaymakes no pretence of an
It would require some modification if applied to

Mitford's Greece. Now, it will hardly be believed unreal and undesirable indifference, he is not

that this condemnation is totally unsupported by therefore unjust. He rejoices that victory

facts. Throughout the article in which it appears,rested where she did ; he appreciates the

not a single instance is given even of inaccuracy , efforts and the sacrifices by which she was

there is no attempt made to bring one forward . We

take no exception to the strengih of the language, won ; but he does not the less see clearly

had it been justified. First prove that an historian and condemn strongly the errors and the

perverts and invents, and then condemn him as crimes by which victory was stained . The

severely as you please. But to pronounce sentence excesses ofcontending factions are visited

with this violence, withoutproof, or any attempt at with rigid justice. An evenbalance is held
proof - thus to sneer down the work of a lifetime

thus to prejudice readers without once appealing to between them ; we have the one weight and

their reason , admits of no excuse. The unscrupulousness ofthe one measure.

1
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the Whigs during the madness of the Popish partial, because the plan which they adopt

Plot and the Exclusion Bill ; the unscrupu- affords no scope for the exercise of the vir

luisness of the Tories when reaction and tue Of English historians, the most im

prudent tactics had brought round the day partial, perhaps , is Gibbon . In him this

of their revenge, are denounced with equal arises from a sarcastic disregard of the

severity . The murder of Stafford meets whole matter ; his narrative sweeps along

with no milder sentence than the murders far beyond the reach of agitation from the

of Russell or of Sidney. The boots and struggles and passions ofwhich it treats. Of

thumbscrews which delighted James in the a different stamp, again , is the impartiality

torture-chamber at Edinburgh, are not al. of Mr. Hallam, which consists in abusing

lowed to gain a forgiveness for the assassina every body ; and different from any is the

tion of Sharpe or the rabbling of the west impartiality of Sir James Mackintosh, which

ern clergy . To few passages that we know consists in abusing nobody .

of in history would we point, as animated Now, properly speaking, none of these

by a spirit of more perfect fairness, than the tendencies constitutes true impartiality . An

sketch of the origin and characteristics of the historian is not bound to abstain either from

two great parties which have so long strug. forming opinions or from expressing them .

gled for ascendency in the State. He is under no obligation either to relin

But with individuals the case is said to be quish his right of judgment or to preserve

different. Here, it is alleged , the historian silence as to what his judgments are, On

indulges whims and fancies, forms likings the contrary, it is his duty to form an esti

and dislikings without ground , and expresses mate of the characters whose actions he

them without moderation . Now, impar. records, and to present that estimate to his

tiality in history assumes various forms. readers. If he neglects to do this, he fails

Among the possessors of this virtue many in the chief part of his undertaking . For,

would unhesitatingly assign to Thucydides after all , the real use of studying the annals

the foremost place. But a little reflection of past times is to acquire a knowledge of

will convince us that, in the proper sense of the men of past times. History, in its best

the term , he does not possess it at all . He aspect, is but biography on a large scale .

seems impartial because he never judges . The old idea of the past interpreting the fu

Nothing is more extraordinary in literature ture - of philosophy teaching by examples

than the calın ness *-amounting to indiffer- - is very much exploded. It sounds im

ence -- with which he contemplates the ex. posing ; yet it contains little real meaning.

tremes of wickedness and the extremes of Events so seldom repeat themselves, that

goodness. The most exalted patriotism the experience is at best of doubtful utility ;

warms him into admiration ; the and the philosophy is but the chance reflec
blackest treason calls forth no censure. Ontions of the writer. The philosophy of his .

two occasions alone, so far as we can re- tory in the hands of Sir A. Alison is but a

member, are his feelings with regard to his sorry affair. History , like metaphysics, is

characters permitted to appear : one, when daily becoming more esteemed for its true

the mention of Cleon excites his personal advantages,—the light which it throws on

animosity ; the other when he wastes his human nature- showing how powerfully it

sympathy over the incompetent respectabilis modified by circumstances— what there is

ity of Nicias. It is easy to trace in this in it which no circumstances have strength

unnatural calmness of the moral nature the to alter,-in a word , for the assistance which

sceptical influences of the Sophists, and the it lends to “ the proper studyof mankind."

confusing influences of the state of warfare But in order to afford us this light, in order

into which the Greece of his day was thrown . to teach us how to distinguish what is trans

In another age, similar causes, in an exag. itory from what is permanent in morality ,

gerated form , produced kindred though historians must state their views of charac

worse results. In mediæval Italy, the moral ter, and display impartiality , not by conceal .

indifference of Thucydides deepened into ing these views, but in forming them . Si .

the moral obliquity of Machiavelli. Some lence is not required , but caution before

French writers -- as Mignet and M.Comte speaking. The charge of partiality can

- share in this quality of the great Grecian , then only be justly brought, when, from a

deriving it possibly from similar causes. knowledge of the principles professed by

Such writers cannot be properly called im- any statesman, we can certainly foretell
what will be the estimate formed of that

* This peculiarity is well brought out in a very statesman's character. A writer who al

able and interesting article on the Characteristics
of Thucydides," by Professor Sellar of St. Andrewe ways favours Whigs ; a writer who always

which appeared in the last volume of the series of favours Tories ; a writer who never has a

good word for a Catholic ; a writer who

D-16
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never shows a generous appreciation of Pro- out our hearing how long and how bitterly

testants ;-all these are equally partial and he regretted his lost money ; Edward Sey

misleading narrators of past events. But mour never steps on the stage without his

such leanings must be shown uniformly and pride, his licentiousness, and his meanness

deliberately. An historian may be keenly being made present to our minds. All this

alive to demerits in some instances ; he may we are free to think not merely defensible,

be too blind to faults in others ; he may but a necessary result of the life which Lord

sometimes even take up false conceptions Macaulay has given to his narrative. His

altogether ; but unless he can be proved to characters are not allegories of the virtues

do so wilfully and on wrong grounds, he is or the vices, but beings of flesh and blood,

not fairly open to the reproach of partial- who act in a manner deserving of praise or

ity . blame, and who must be praised or blamed

If we adopt this test, to call Macaulay accordingly, if we are to breathe the atmos
partial is absurd , With him , no man's phere of a moral world at all . In the se.

politics are a protection or a cause of offence. verity of his judgments wecan find no good

If he speaks in language justly severe of ground of complaint. The statesmen of the

Tories like Lauderdale and Sunderland, Revolution deserve no gentle handling. Peo

does he use language at all milder when he ple are fond of crying out, in a sort of feeble

speaks of Whigs like Marlborough or wonderment, Can the men to whom England

Breadalbane ? Are the Church and State owes her freedom have really been such a

virtues of Hyde less commended than the set of knaves ? Can an evil tree bring forth

democratic virtues of Sidney ? An unruly good fruit, etc. ? Somewhat in the same

prater like Sir Patrick Hume, or a wild way , Mr. Froude assumes that all the known

fanatic like Ferguson, meet with no more virtues adorned Henry VIII . , because the

mercy than the apostate Melfort or the Reformation was hurried on by the matri

savage L'Estrange. Can it be maintained monial proceedings of that prince : an in

that he bears too hardly on the mixed char- genious style of argument, according to the

acter of Danby, or fails to mark the faults principle of which ,wise commercial legisla

which marred the gentle nature of Shrews- tion will suffice to canonize Richard III., and

bury ? The accomplishments of Somers the Edict of Nantes prove incontestably the

move him to po warmer admiration than ascetic morality of Henri Quatre.

the integrity of Nottingham ; and he speaks The fact is that the men of that time were

in language of unfeigned reverence of the not good men,-in a sense, evil trees did

almost ideal perfection of Ken. The list bring forth good fruit. The task of govern

might be indefinitely extended. In truth , ing England in the middle of the 17th cen

had he been less partial,he would have been tury was the very thing which imparted to

less blamed . The vehemence of his assail. them a peculiar stamp. They were bred in

ants, and the opposite quarters from which times of trouble, their public life was :

the assaults have come, afford the strongest series of dark and dangerous intrigues, in

proof that he has exposed the misrepresent. which men shared at the risk of their necks.

ations and offended the prejudices of all par. Statesmen who spend their existence in sud

ties alike. Had he taken a side, writers on den and violent political changes, ending

that side would have supported him . As it with a revolution and the overthrow of a

is , the zealots of every faction have been dynasty, do not escape unmarked with the

hót against him , while no passions have been scars of battle . They will rarely be men of

roused in his defence. From the first he high principle and steadfast adherence to

has been hated by the extremes of all sects, truth ; but they will be subtle in counsel,

and this, in our opinion, constitutes his best prompt in action, regardless of pledges,

claim upon our confidence. One innocent skilful in deceit , keen -sighted to discern the

critic cannot get over his condemnation of signs of change, swift to avert its conse

the Whig Marlborough. We would sug- quences by a timely treason. Such men

gesta very simple explanation . It is were the statesmen of the times of the later

merely that he doesnot apportion his praise Stuarts. Lord Macaulay has himself com

or blame according to political considerations. pared them to the French statesmen of the
Undoubtedly it behoved Lord Macaulay last generation, when the same man was a

to form his views of character with fairness servant of the Republic, of Bonaparte, of

and with care, for he has not been slack in Louis XVIII., of Bonaparte again after his
impressing those views on his readers. return from Elba, of Louis again after his

They are reiterated with a persistency and a return from Ghent." Lord Wharton, an

strength of language only to be justified by old Puritan, in the debate on the A bjuration

a profound conviction of their truth. Mari- Bill , declared with amusing simplicity, that

borough can'tbe robbed at St. Albans, with he had spent his political life in taking oaths
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which he had not kept, and that he would |In every -day life nothing is more irritating
not be a party to laying any more such or more tiresome; and it is too bad that the

snares for the consciences of his neighbours. same folly should be imported into history.

Human nature is always the same. In times We greatly prefer the severity of Mr. Hal.

far distant , the same causes produced the lam to the overstrained lenity of Sir James

same mental phenomena among the states- Mackintosh .

men of the Grecian Republics. The pre- We have mentioned Marlborough. Upon

science and the treacheries of Themistocles what grounds the manifold perfidies of this

may be compared to the prescience and the man have been defended, we are wholly at

treacheries of Shaftesbury ; Alcibiades, a loss to conceive. Wewould not try him

under whom the Athenians were never de by a high standard. We would give him

feated by sea or land , and who so cruelly the full benefit of the principle, that men

betrayed his country to her bitterest foe, are to be judged according to the sentiments

presents a striking parallel to Marlborough , of their own time. Wethink, indeed , that

always victorious and never faithful. this principle is at present carrying us rather

How great soever may be the obligations too far. In general , it is doubtless sound ;

which we owe to men of this stamp, to for- but its indefinite extension may be danger

give them everything on that account is ous. Circumstances produce an almost

surely to forget a very old rule of morality. boundless effect upon opinion ; but there is

But, in truth, our debt to most of the lead. something permanent in morality over which

ing statesmen of that period is very small. circumstances have no effect. It is not good

What they did was to serve James until that the power of circumstance should be

James's tyranny began to reach themselves , strengthened — that the changeful element in

to squabble for places under William when morality should be magnified, and the abid
William ascended the throne, and as soon as ing element overlooked that historians

they had got those places to commence in should suffer right and wrong to melt into

triguing with St. Germains. The lump was each other, as if no real distinction could be

indeed leavened with material of a different maintained . The present style of “ making

sort. We owe the perfected success of the allowance” savours too much of the easy in

Revolution not to these men, but to the few difference of Lucio. It tends to excuse all

conscientious Whigs who opposed James vice, and to obscure all virtue ,-degrading

from the first, and the few upright Tories the latter into an accident, exalting the

who served William faithfully when the former into a discreet, almost an unavoid

kingly power had been transferred. We able conformity to the spirit of the age . It

owe it to the zeal of such men as Burnet , to is the duty of history to oppose that moral .

the integrity of such men as Nottingham , to ity which forgives everything which con

the ability of Somers, to the serene intellect temporaries did not condemn, which would

of Halifax. Above all, we owe it to the palliate the crimes of Cæsar Borgia, which

steadiness of the bulk of the people hating can see nothing very revolting in the atro

Popery and despotism , to the sagacity and cities of the Black Prince at Limoges. But

tolerance of the Prince who won , to the even if we strain this principle to the ut

bigotry , folly, and obstinacy of the Prince most, it cannot avail Marlborough. To

who lost. We owe little to a body of un- him was assigned by his contemporaries an

scrupulous though experienced statesmen, easy pre -eminence in treason over all the

who served and deserted both princes with traitors who surrounded the last Stuart.

an edifying impartiality, who condescended In the bitterest extremity of despair,James

occasionally to guide the fortunes of the declared that Churchill could never be for

Revolution, and who did not betray the given. When he sought forgiveness by

cause of the Revolution more than half a acts as base as those by which he had in

dozen times. It is not services like these curred hatred , even the desperate Jacobites

which can win the gratitude of posterity for would not trust him .
In their greatest

looser principles and not greater abilities extremity they gave up the most feasible .

than those of Fouché or Talleyrand. His- plot ever formed against William , simply

tory has another duty to discharge than to because it had been suggested and was to

whine over such offenders a plaintive "surely be carried out by Marlborough. Yet the

they can't have been so very bad. ” There men who thus judged him did notknow his

is nothing praiseworthy in that affected worst. Among his compeers his character

amiability which persists in devising excuses alone was darkened with military dishonour,

for what is inexcusable, which shrinks from as well as by political treason . Even Rus

an expression of honest indignation . It has sell fought honestly at La Hogue. “ Under

its origin in mere cowardice-in a reluct- stand this,” said he to Lloyd, “ if I meet

ance to look at things as they really are. Ithem I fight them ; ay , even if his Majesty

>
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were on board." Marlborough fought too , What have we to set against all this ?

when it was for his own interest, and he That he was a man of surpassing ability,

never failed to fight successfully , But when and very fond of his wife . As to the latter

he wanted to " hedge” politically, he was plea, we can only say that nothing else was

restrained by no professional feeling . He to be expected from his singular prudence.

was faithless to his colours as readily as to It was even more important to be on good
his promises. Desertion was as easy to terms with his imperious spouse, than with

him as lying. Even this was not all . Few the Dutch deputies. But, though his wife

soldiers, however depraved, will wish to may have been beholden to him for his love

bring about the defeat and death of their and obedience, we cannot see that his coun.

fellow - soldiers. Marlborough, without a try was. Let us cheerfully award him all

pang, betrayed Talmash and eleven hundred praise as a complaisant husband. Yet me

Englishmen to destruction. The infamy of ditations on the domestic happiness of

having revealed to James the intended at- Duchess Sarah would have afforded but

tack on Brest exceeds, to our thinking, al . insufficient consolation to the dying Talmash.

most any infamy recorded in history. Lord This plea is simply childish , but the former

Macaulay's estimate of Marlborough is opens up a wide subject. As an adminis

much the same as that formed by a great trator, Marlborough might have rivalled

writer of our day , who, though not a pro- Richelieu ; as a warrior, he excelled Condé.

fessed historian, is, we suspect, as shrewd a Are all his crimes to be, on that account,

judge of the men of the past, as he has forgiven ? Is history thus to make intellect

shown himself to be of the men of the her god ? The question is not unworthy of

present. So, too, with regard to Claver- a little attention .

house, the similarity between the portrait- Our most popular living historian has

ure drawn by Macaulay and the portraiture announced the doctrine that force of charac

drawn by Scott is very striking. The judg. ter covers all sins. Completed success re

ments passed pon the character are widely quires unreserved honour; the energy
which

different; but the representations given of deserves , though it may fail to command

the character are verymuch the same. The success, obtains respectful admiration. A

historian considers no amount of courage man who achieved the heights of Cromwell

and ability should win forgiveness for wilful can have committed no fault ; our sym

oppression, for utter contempt for the rights, pathies are asked even for the imperfect

and utter callousness to the sufferings of career of Mirabeau. The greatest work of

others. The novelist, less judicial and more this new philosophy has been the glorifica
imaginative, forgets the bad citizen and the tion of Frederic Wilhelm . When that

cruel oppressor in the distinguished soldier, amiable monarch deserts his allies in a pe.

and the faithful adherent to a fallen dynasty. culiarly blackguard manner, he is described

Yet, as the historian admits the professional as “ advancing in circuits spirally, with his

ability, so the novelist does not conceal the own reasonable private aim sun - clear to

hardness of heart. Claverhouse paints his him all the time. ” When he shoots the

own character in a conversation with Morton companion of his son's flight , and is hardly

during the celebrated ride from Drumshin. restrained, by the outery of all Europe,

nel to Edinburgh . The total want of con- from shooting his son , we are told that we

science and the absolute indifference to hu- are not yet sufficiently enlightened to pass

man life which he there avows, is more a judgment on the proceeding. So, too,

than sufficient to justify any condemnation. when Cromwell sullies his fame by the

Every reader remembers the Malborough butcheries of Wexford and Drogheda, he is

of Esmond ; but some may have forgotten " precipitated out of eternities," and " bath

the following passage in the lecture on the ed in eternal splendours;" and we are
first George : ordered to suspend our opinion of Mira

“ We are pot the historic muse, but ber lads
beau until some new moralities have been

ship’s attendant, tale bearer, valet de chambre revealed to us, those which we have at pre

for whom no man is a bero ; and as yonder one sent being insufficient for the purpose.

steps from his carriage to the next handy con- Among Mr. Carlyle’s imitators, this ten
veyance, we take the number of the back ; we dency assumes shapes yet more fantastic.

look all over his stars, ribbons, embroidery ;we It lowers history into advocacy in the hands

think within ourselves, 0. you unfathomable of Mr. Froude; it elevates the use of red

schemer ! O you warrior invincible! O you
beautiful smiling Judas ! What master would paint by Queen Elizabeth into the dignity

you not kiss or betray? What traitor's head, of a duty in the hands of Mr. Kingsley; it

blackening on the spikes on yonder gate, ere drives Mr. Motley into unworthy sophistry

batched a tithe of the treason which has worked in the attempt to extenuate the equivoca.

under your periwig ?" tions by which William the Silent dimmed

C
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his uprightness, that he might win the ses of Oude were but measures of energetic

daughter of the Elector Maurice. This is administration, easily to be justified by the

not merely ridiculous, it is positively per- principles of the new morality. Such indis
nicious. It deprives us of any standard creet advocacy is twice mischievous — evil in

whereby to judge human actions. It is of its effect upon readers, unjust towards those

no great moment what opinions we may whom it endeavours to defend. It excites

form of historical characters ; but it is of a spirit of antagonism . A determination

the greatest moment that our ideas of right on the part of a writer to see no evil will

and wrong should not be confused. Asthe produce a tendency on the part of readers

new moralities necessary to justify Mr. Car-to see evils which do not really exist. We

lyle's strange enthusiasms are not likely to feel justly irritated when Mr. Carlyle de.

be speedily made manifest, we may as well nies that we can worthily admire Cromwell,

have the old moralities, which have so long so long as we condemn the execution of

served us, left undisturbed . To this Lord Charles; it is hard that Mr. Froude should

Macaulay's method presents a marked con- forbid us to feel akin with the gay and gal

trast. He never, indeed, fails to make due lant youth of Henry, unless we also sym

allowance for men endowed with dangerous pathize with his cruel and imperious old

gifts, or tried by severe temptations. He age. Not even in defence of 'William is

never bears harshly on crimes committed, Macaulay thus indiscriminating. He does

not from sordid or unworthy motives, but not excuse the massacre of Glencoe on the

in pursuit of a great public end, and under ground which would certainly have been

the influence of extremeor ill regulated zeal occupied by the author of the Latter-day

for the public interests. No writer has pamphlets,that the Macdonaldswereapack

done more to win for Cromwell his proper of unruly thieves. He argues that William

place in the regards of Englishmen . Car- was kept in ignorance of the real design :

lyle, in his “ Hero-worship,” declares that that is a question of fact, as to which he

" Cromwell is yet on the gibbet, and finds may or may not be mistaken . But he

no hearty apologist anywhere.” A “ hearty never palters with right or wrong in the at

apologist,” in the Carlylian sense, he cer- tempt to blind us as to the nature of the

tainly had not found. But twenty years deed ; he does not hesitate to denounce as a

before Carlyle's lecture was delivered, Ma- grave crime the forgiveness which William ,

caulay had sketched a flattering portrait of upon this as on another great occasion, ex

Cromwell, in the dialogue between Cowley tended to his guilty servants. It is thus

and Milton ; and eight years later, in his that history should be written, if history is

essay on Hallam , he filled up this sketch to instruct and to elevate .

into the most brilliant and most truthful Among the many excellencies which have

likeness of the great usurper which can be combined to render Lord Macaulay, on the

found in the language. But, on the other whole, the most popular writer of the day ,

hand, he does not disregard the plain rules his style is not the least deserving of atten.

of morality which are understood by plain tion. It is curious to remark how soon that

men . Rigid moralists will pronounce him style was formed , and how little it ever

even too yenerous in his estimate of Machia-changed. IIis early writings, indeed , are ,

velli ; too much inclined to what he calls as he himself admits, overlaid with a gaudy

the doctrine of set- off in his accounts of ornament which his mature taste rejected.

Clive and Hastings. Yet he never supports The ornate essay Milton contrasts

the teaching of the Prince , " because the strangely with the purity of the essay on

author of the Prince suffered exile, torture, Pitt. But the marked characteristics of the

and degradation, for the cause of his coun- style — the short sentences, the absence of

try's freedom ; he does not palliate forgery , pronouns, the use of antitheses - remained
because forgery was committed by the con- always the same. The last of these peculi

queror of Bengal; he does not excuse cruel- arities has been blamed , as tending to mis

ty and robbery, because there was no ex- lead. We question very much whether, in

treme of the one or the other which Hast. the hands of Macaulay, it ever misled any.

ings was not prepared to perpetrate for the body. Antitheses are pernicious, either
sake of the Indian revenue. We verily when they are so forced as to throw no

believe, that had Mr. Carlyle written the light on the subject, or when they are so
history of India he would have made out broadly expressed as to convey an erroneous
that for a British soldier to be guilty of the view. As employed by Macaulay, they

crime which deceived Omichund, was are guarded from both evils. He never

merely “ to advance spirally with his own employs them vaguely , from a mere love

aim sun -clear in view ;" that the horrors of of balancing sentences; and he never fails

Rohilcund , and the spoliation of the princes- so to limit them as to remove all danger of

on
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their carrying the reader too far. They are and easy, but it is impossible that the ex

useful as stimulants. By the powerful flow pression of it can be too clear. There must

of his narrative, readers are apt to be borne be no obscurity in the medium . The mat

along unthinkingly. An antithesis occasion . ter of the sentence may be difficult, but that

ally introduced , breaks the fascination, and is no reason why the form should be sloven

rouses the attention which had been charmed ly . No one, we suppose, would call Berke

into luxurious rest. They are to him what ley a shallow thinker; and yet no thinker

uncouth phraseologies and strange construc- ever conveyed his thoughts more distinctly

tions are to Carlyle. The use of them is to his readers . When any writer's language

undoubtedly an artifice ; but it is a very becomes cloudy, the reason simply is, that

agreeable artifice, and can only mislead the ideas of which it is the vehicle are
those who are determined to be misled in vague. To attain this clearness, Lord Mac

order to be censorious. But many, even aulay does not discard ornament, and con

among warm admirers, feel that the style is tent himself with inelegant simplicity. On

pitched in too high a key . Majestic as it is , the contrary, " brilliant” is the epithet

it wants repose. The finest passages, they which rises to the lips of every one in

say , lose much from a want of relief.relief. To a speaking of his style. He presents a strange

certain extent the objection is true. In contrast to the historian of the middle ages.

varying beauty, Lord Macaulay's style is His lucid narrative contrasts with Mr. Hal.

not equal to that of Mr. Froude, while it is lam's trick of hinting at a fact, of implying

far short of the magic with which Mr. New- what he should have clearly told ; his elo

man's language rises and falls, seemingly quence contrasts with Mr. Hallam’s abrupt
without effort, as if in necessary harmony and austere judgments ; his fervour con.

with the changing theme. But in this Mr. trasts with Mr. Hallam's total wantof en

Newman is, so far as we know , absolutely thusiasm . In a question of popularity, he

unrivalled ; and Mr. Froude has followed, is to Mr. Hallam what Mr. Hallam is to

though at a distance, the steps of the mas- Brady or Carte. His writings cannot fail to
ter. Like the goblin page in the Minstrel's recall the common remark, that history is

Lay , he has had one hasty glance into the like oratory. That poetic faculty which is

mystic book, and learned some imperfect the highest reach of the imagination he want

knowledge of the spell. On the other hand , ed . Even the vigorous and stirring “ Lays"

if we compare Macaulay with Gibbon, the do not establish a claim to rank as a poet.
result is different. A volume of Gibbon But the imagination of the orator — a thing

positively fatigues the reader ; while it quite distinct from the knack of the debater,

would take a good many volumes of Mac. and which may be manifested in writing as

aulay to commuricate any feeling of weari. well as in speaking — was his in large meas
ness. In this particular, Macaulay is to ure . A like power, and a greater defi

Gibbon as Thucydides is to Tacitus. The ciency, may be remarked in Mr. Gladstone.

historian of Greece, and the historian of That gentleman's want of poetic feeling, in

England , are perhaps deficient in the art of deed , is so extreme as to excite astonish

telling a simple story in simple words ; but ment. It seems impossible in any man of

both have far more of this art than the his. ordinary cultivation . Macaulay, on the

torian of the Empire, or the historian of the other hand, approached the heights ofpoetry.
Decline and Fall . He could never have written those wonder.

Beyond doubt, one of the greatest merits ful volumes in which Homer is almost made

of Lord Macaulay's style was its clearness. prosaic, could never have compared Athene

It has all the lucidity of Paley , with a bril- to the electric telegraph . But the oratori

liancy which Paley never reached. He can cal fervour of the great speaker often re

give expression to exact thinking, or conduct minds us of the oratorical fervour of the

subtie argument in a manner as easy to fol- great writer. No man ever possessed to a

low as the simplest narrative. In his dis greater degree than Lord Macaulay the real

quisition on the nature of the Papacy in the secret of an orator, - the power to enter

review of Ranke, in his refutation of Mr. into, and to rouse at will , the einotions

Gladstone's Church and State crotchets, and which sway masses of mankind . Rhetori

in the papers on the Utilitarian Theory , cal , in the proper sense of the word, he was

there is not a sentence hard to be under- not. The distinction is not easy to give

stood. Some very profound people object exactly ; but perhaps we may find it in this,

to this, but we confess to a weakness for that the strength of the orator lies in power

comprehending what we read . There is a and sincerity ; while the rhetorician is an

great distinction between thought, and the artist only, bent on temporary success, with

expression of thought. It is not desirable or without convictions, as the case may

that the thought should always be obvious By the former spirit Macaulay was always

1
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actuated ; to the latter he was always a wrote Niebuhr, “ if I could makethe Romans

stranger. Some wonderful critics have in- stand before my readers, distinct, intelligi

deed declared, that, wanting heart himself, ble, familiar as contemporaries, living and

he never reached the hearts of others — that moving." What Niebuhr longed to do,

he coloured his characters from a mere love Macaulay has been able to accomplish. His
of effeclive contrasts, heedless of the truth characters live and move before us. His

of his portraits. Astonished silence is the earliest writings show a constant endeavour

only answer to such criticism as this. The to realize and to represent the scenes and

heart of the man , even in the cool judgment the actors of other times. In the fragment

of Mr. Thackeray, beats in every sentence of a Roman tale, and the dialogue between

he has written . He is persuaded, somemay Milton and Cowley, we have the first

think too firmly persuaded, of the rectitude glimpses of that power which drew the vivid

of his views. His strong beliefs, and his picture of the “ club ” in the essay on John

warm , almost passionate expression of them, son , and which has given to these four vol

have done not a little towards his unparal- unes of history an interest surpassing all

leled popularity. It is by the power of his but the most perfect triumphs of dramatic

enthusiasm alone that he rises almost into the art . Not a few worthy people, indeed, re

regions of poetry when he tells of Crom- gard this interest with a vague alarm . They

well's charge at Naseby, or the fury of the consider it , as Plato long ago considered the

Huguenots who followed the white plume fact, “ as something sweet, and wonderful ,

at Ivry . and divine ;" but they accord it no hearty

Wehave already compared Macaulay to welcome; they had rather crown it with a

Thucydides. He resembles the Greek in crown of doubtful honour, and send it away

yet another point - his knowledge of what into another country. They don't under

he sometimes calls the laws of historical stand how a history can be as entertaining

perspective. No historian can be exhaus. as a novel . The phenomenon is strange: it.

tive. IIe cannot tell the whole truth , he frightens them ; and , not without some irri

must content himself with conveying an im . tation, they reject it as an imposture. In
pression of it. “ The perfect historian ," their judgment, the historian, like the phil

says the essay on History, “ is he in whose osopher, inust have the dry light, unming.

work the character and spirit of an age is led with any tincture of the affections.” Ile

exhibited in miniature.” But to accomplish must be a passionless machine, and his pro

this requires the utmost discretion in select . duction must have the unexciting merits of

ing leading points, and in rejecting what is an Almanack. As, in social intercourse,

incidental. Thucydides had this gift in per- many persons get credit for sincerity by

fection , and Macaulay does not fall short of being disagreeable, so, according to this

him . Both writers are sometimes minute, canon , history must win a reputation for

and sometimes general. Many things they trustworthiness by being dull. It is impos
narrate in the fullest detail, før many others sible to convince any who hold this belief

a cursory notice is sufficient; yet they are whose requisition from an historian is, sur

never prolix, and never jejune. It is this tout point de zèle . We can only wonder at

power, together with a faculty of orderly the peculiarity of their taste, and leave

arrangement, which makes Lord Macaulay's them , withoutargument, to their preference

narrative take such a hold on the mind. of the frigid virtues of Rollin over charac

His changes of scene are managed with such ters drawn with the accuracy of Clarendon,

method, that we are never confused ; and he and sustained with a force and consistency

assigns to each part so exactly its due share not unworthy of Scott. In this respect

of consideration, that we cannot fail to ap- Macaulay has rivalled Tacitus.

prehend distinctly the proportions of the trait of William is deserving to be placed

whole. All the innumerable touches which beside the portrait of Tiberius. These his

give reality never bewilder, never obscure torians possessed the power of giving indi

the clearness and consecutiveness of the viduality to their characters in a manner
record . only surpassed by the greatest masters of

An historian, to be really great, must fiction .

possess some of the qualities of a great It has been urged with more plausibility ,

dramatist. The highest condition of genius that this attraction is obtained by violations

-the creative faculty - may be wanting. of human nature,-that, in order to secure

But although he need not create, he must be it, contrasts are worked out with a sharp

endowed with that secondary power of the ness which results in the delineations not of

imagination, which disposes and arranges possible human beings, but of grotesque and

existing materials so as to animate them unnatural mousters. It is difficult to deter

with life. " It would be a great thing ,” | mine what inconsistencies in men's charac

The por
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ters transcend belief. Sir Walter Scott has He is but a copyist, and must represent

been accused of exceeding probability in his faithfully whatever nature brings before him .

attempt to reproduce in Buckingham the ori . It is not his business to make nature natural

gial of Zimri. But has Macaulay exceeded -to reconcile what is with our ideas of what

it in the instances most commonly brought ought to be. Hence his representations are

against him - Bacon and Marlborough ? The often strange and inexplicable. After all

grounds of the charge are curious . Because that has been written, even by such a

Marlborough married a woman without thinker as Carlyle, can any one say that

money, therefore he was not avaricious ; be- he comprehends men like Mahomet or Crom

cause he always loved his wife, therefore he well ? The inconsistencies and contradic

was not cold -hearted. As if conflict of tions of their lives lie before us ; but we

passions was a thing unknown ; as if calm cannot, save by an arbitrary exercise of

and unimpassionable natures were not the fancy, ascribe them to a common origin .

chosen abiding -places of one enduring emo- They are to us enigmas ; probably they were

tion . Again ,because a knot of young gen- enigmas to themselves. To go no further

tlemen at Cambridge, never much exposed than the pages before us , can anything be

to the seductions of place and power, have conceived more unaccountable than the pro

found intellectual culture strengthen their ceedings of Rochester in the intrigue which

unassailed virtue, therefore Bacon, in his dismissed Catherine Sealey from the palace ?

eager quest after the world's prizes, could We have a statesman who , in addition to

never have deserted Essex or fawned on the vices of drinking and swearing, approves

Buckingham . As if the long history of bimself an adept in the part of a procurer,

human frailty had never been written, -- as and who employs the agency of his own

if temptation had never lured men from wife in order to divert the jealousy of the

rectitude,-as if intellect had never stooped Queen in the direction of an innocentlady .

to sin . Yet this very man , in the midst of such an

Such criticism refuses to see any incon. intrigue, retires to his closet and composes a

gruities, will not allow of their existence. religious meditation so fervent and so devout

It prefers writers like the later classical his that it would not have misbecome the lips

torians, whose characters are impersonations of Ken. Hyocrisy cannot be imputed, for

of the virtues and the vices, acting always his prayers and his penitence were offered

after their kind . It argues after the fashion up in secret, and were known to no man till

of the gentle Cowper, who never would be the grave had closed over him for more than
lieve that Hastings had hanged Nuncomar, a century. The historian may well add ,

because Hastings had been a good-natured " So much is history stranger than fiction;
boy at Westminster. But, in truth, it is and so true it is, that nature has caprices
founded on a total mistake. W cannot which art dares not imitate.” Attempts to

arrive, as it were, at the centres of men's explain such things are vain . Man's analy.

dispositions, from which all their thoughts sis, like the syllogisin, is all unequal to the

and actions will radiate naturally . Charac- subtilty of nature.
ters are not circles . It is not thus that the A strong dramatic tendency bas one dan

great masters have portrayed human nature . ger, -it leads to exaggeration. The persons

Shakspere's men and women do not act in of the drama are so grouped ,their actions
unvarying obedience to any ruling passion ; are so narrated , their expressions so intro

they abound in inconsistencies, such as the duced , as to bring out peculiarities in the
existence of a love for Ophelia in the heart strongest ligbt. Great as is the attraction

of the depraved and guilty Queen. If this bestowed by this style of writing, it may

be true in the world of fiction, it is much give to some traits of character an undue

more true in the world of reality. For the prominence over others. Yet it may
be

hest artists obey a canon of propriety which doubted whether this leads to essential error.

forbids thein to run into extremes . Incon- The misrepresentation is in form rather than

sistencies and incongruities they indeed give in fact . Macaulay has supplied a half-de.

us ; but lest they shock by a too great im- fence of the method in his essay on Machia

probability, they soften what they know to velli : “ The best portraits," he says, “ are

exist . They wisely avoid what is so extra- perhaps those in wbich there is a slight mix

ordinary as to seem unnatural, though they ture of caricature ; and we are not certain

may be persuaded of its truth, as the dis- that the best histories are not those in

creet painter does not seek to represent which a little of the exaggeration of fictitious

startling and uncommon effects of sea ornarrative is judiciously employed . Some

sky, even such as he may have himself be thing is lost in accuracy; but much is guined

held. No such privilege is accorded to the in effect. The fainter linesare neglected;

historian . He may not select or tone down . but the great characteristic features are in
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printed on the mind for ever.” The theory merely show that they cannot understand it .

is rather a dangerous one, but we suspect it If they would use their eyes and look on

is right in the main . Attention is arrested what the nations are even now enduring all

by art in disposition, fertility of illustration , around them , they might learn to appreciate

and force of language. Taken literally, more justly wbat weowe to the founders of

these may express more than the real state English liberty . “ Laws themselves, " says

of matters, but a slight effort of reason will Carlyle truly enough , “ political institutions .

make the truth apparent. The question of are not our life ; but only the house in which

accuracy , however, has been already dis- our life is led ; nay , but the bare walls of

cussed . We would only now ask those who the house." Yet surely the house is some

complain of Macaulay's deceptive art this what ; and we do well to take good heed

one question : Have ihey themselves been that the walls be strong. If the tenement
ever really misled by it, or bave they repre- is insecure, the life wbich shelters will be

sented it as misleading merely because such uncertain and full of danger. A free consti

a charge seemed a plausible objection to an tution is not valuable for itself alone, but

historian whose principles they disliked ? If for the security, the peace, the justice, and

the charm employed has been in truth so the individual happiness which only a free

potent and so subtle, it is somewbat odd constitution can guarantee; and for the know

that so many should have escaped its action . ledge, the industry, and the elegant cultiva

As to the question of effect there can be no tion which a free constitution can best foster.

dispute. We know his characters, as we To learn how this priceless possession has

know the men and women with whom we been acquired , is the surest way to learn how

live. Danby, Halifax, Shaftesbury, Marl. it may be preserved . “ To us,” says the

borough , William, can never be forgotten. historian, “ nothing is so interesting and de.

The features of even his secondary persona- lightful as to contemplate the steps by which

ges are "impressed on the mind for ever.” the England of the Domesday Book, the“

If, going beyond the four volumes of the England of the Curfew and theForest laws,

History, we take the series of Historical the England of crusaders, monks, schoolmen,

Essays into consideration, we shall find our- astrologers, serfs, outlaws, became the Eng.

selves justified in calling Lord Macaulay an land which we know and love, the classic

historian of England in a very wide sense . ground of liberty and philosophy, the school

Of the feudal days, indeed,he tells us little ; of all knowledge, the mart of all trade.

but in his half dozen essays he has so illus- The history of England is the history

trated critical periods of our history as to of this great change in the moral, intellec

convey general views of surprising accuracy . tual, and physical state of the inhabitants of

Any dilligent student of those papers, and our own island .” We never could under

of the History, will have no slight acquaint- stand how the author who could thus feel

ance with at least the later acts of that great and thus write should have been so bitterly

drama, the growth of the English Constitu- disliked by Conservatives . Surely no his

tion. He will be able to give no superficial tory, as a whole, was ever conceived in a

answer to the question, What has made more truly Conservative spirit. We would

England what England is ? how comes it put Macaulay into the hands of every one
that her destinies have been so immeasura- whom we desired to educate in a healthy

bly bappier than those of nations whose po- pride of race. No writer ever taught more

litical condition she at no very distant date plainly that important though hard lesson,

nearly resembled ? how has it been her lot the rational and equitable relation of the

alone to " combine, beyond all example and various classes of society towardseach other;

all hope, the blessings of liberty with the ever inculcated more strongly an intelligent

blessings of order," escaping monarchical love of country, an enlightened understand

tyranny on the one hand, and the not less ing of the political privileges we enjoy . No

oppressive tyranny of democracy on the man ever obeyed better the injunction of the

other ? Such an enquiry must be interest. poet

ing to students of all countries, and assuredly
" Love thou thy land with love far brought

none can be more worthy the attention of From out the storied past. "

Englishmen . There are many now.a-days

who, imagining theniselves wiser than their “ He loved England as an Athenian loved
neighbours, deem such matters of small ac- the city of the violet crown, as a Roman

count, and look down on them as surface loved the city of the seven hills. ” He seems

questions. To such shallow thinkers the in . to cherish the devotion of a soldier for the

vigorating influences of an honest patriotism emblem of his country's greatness

must be ever unknown . They affect to des- “ The glorious SEMPER EADEM ; the banner of
pise the noble science of patriotism ; they our pride."
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His heart is stirred when he but alludes the bulwark of the Protestant faith ; and,

to the grand or pathetic scenes in English accordingly, the pious sailors and courtiers

story-Elizabeth at Tilbury, the agony and are duly exalted above the men of our de

relief of Derry ; the dying prayer of Sidney, generate days. Lord Macaulay has avoided

Russell's last parting from his wife ; and we, these kindred errors. He can appreciate

do not we thrill with a proud emotion as we past times without disparaging his own . He

read ? If Englishmen would have their can reverence Hampden and Somers without

patriotism deeply rooted ; if they would be sneering at Fox or Grey ; he does not see

made assured that the history of their own that the nobles who deserted Caroline of

land is rich in nobler associations, and bright Brunswick at the bidding ofGeorge IV. were

with the light of purer virtue, than the more servile than the nobles who found Anne

vaunted records of Greece or Rome; if they Boleyn guilty, and who voted for cutting off

would learn reverence for the laws which Cromweli's head without a trial, at the bid

have been handed down,would acquire firm- ding of Ilenry ; nor can he understand how

ness to preserve, or “ patient force ” to men who were half -way between Protestant

change them , let them study every fragment and Papist under Henry, good Catholics un.

which has been left by the most fervent der Mary,and good Protestants under Eliza

annalist of England. And, as he gloried beth, were more actuated by zeal for relig.

in his country's past,so he was pleased with ion than a generation which has sent mis

her present, and hopeful of her future. sionaries over all the world , and which has

The tendency of our popular writers is raised self -supporting churches in greater

rather the other way. There are among us numbers than the numbers of the Establish

many prophets of evil, of whom the fore- ment. Thinking thus of his own day , he con

most is Mr. Carlyle. To him , as to Hein . templated the future with a rational hope.

rich Heine, “ everything seems pushed un- He had passed through times which were

even .” Ilis eyes are sick for the sight not always times of pleasanıness ; he had

which they see. When he looks abroad , he shared in struggles which were no child's

beholds not a prosperous and happy nation ; play; yet he never lost faith in the destinies

but everywhere folly, mammon worship, of England. He has told us the grourds of

and misery- an aristocracy which cannot this faith in his noble address at Glasgow :

lead , a grubbing middle-class, a depressed " Ever since I began to make observations,

and degraded people under all. Lesser on the state of my country , I have been

lights cant like their leader, though in fee. seeing nothing but growth ,and hearing of
bler tones . nothing but decay.” In the annals of Eng.

In a late numberof Macmillan's Magazine , land he read a long story of advance and

Mr. Maurice tells his readers to discard the improvement, and he never discovered any

cheerfulness of Macaulay, exhorting them reason to believe that the advance would be

not to affect content with all around them , soon arrested , -that the improvement would

for they feel discontent.” Surely this is to speedily cease . The New Zealander may

be sad from mere wantonness. It is true, come at last ; but his celebrated sketch will

of course, that not be taken at an early date. We prefer,

“ We look before and after,
we own, the hopeful creed. Indeed , we con

And pine for what is not.”
fess to regarding with peculiar aversion these

unexplained denunciations of our present

But is this more true of us than it would condition. They owe, too frequently, their

have been ofallgenerations of men who have warmth, if not their origin , to an agreeable

passed away, than it will be of all genera- feeling in the mind of the denunciator, that

tions of men who are to come ? The admo- his deeper insight proves him wiser and bet

nition to “ clear the mind of cant” might be ter than his fellows. They can do no possi

well retorted . A close companion to this ble good , for they are never so definite as to

mourning over the present is a habit of tri- instruct. If we must rail at the world, let

umphing in some fancied past, which the us do so, with Jacques, in good set terms ,

Times has happily called " the high -flying in language which can be understood. Til

style of writing history.” Certain writers these dwellers in gloom tell us distinctly

have a favourite period during which all men what is wrong and how to mend it, we shall
were of a loftier stature than common , or, take leave to consider cheerful confidence

to use the approved expression, " walked in quite as rational as vague alarm , and a great

the light of an idea . ” Spanish galleons were deal more pleasant .

plundered only from hatred of the Spanish As a writer of history, Lord Macaulay

religion ; Elizabeth was approached with a possessed a great advantage in the fact that

servility and adulation which would have he had lived history. Familiarity with the

revolted Louis XIV., solely because she is conduct of affairs imparts a great power

2
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in the narration of them . Macaulay, indeed, nothing upon the doctrine, that the govern

never scaled the topmost heights of Olym- ment of a community should be entrusted

pus ; and it is sad to think thatthe claims only to the educated and enlightened portion

of a second - rate Cabinet office should have of it . From that doctrine may our states

hindered the completion of the work of his men never swerve , either from a restless

life. But, though we may regret the years craving for self-advancement, or from an ab.

devoted to such duties as the duties of Pay- ject deference to the passions of the crowd.

master of the Forces, we cannot regret any That great party to which Macaulay on his

time spent in Parliament, or in intercourse entrance into life elected to belong, com .

with leading statesmen . The greatest his- manded his adherence till the close . If there

torians of antiquity were conversant with be any prudence in moderation, if there be

the political world . The most brilliant his- any wisdom in timely reform , if veneration

torians of France owe much of their attract- for the past has any beauty , if a true under

iveness to the same cause. The want of this standing of the present atfords any safety ,

advantage gives a deadness to the most pro -lif, in a word , there be any glory in Whig

found historians of Germany. Gibbon tells gery, Macaulay was the man to set it forth .

us that the “ eight years he sat in Parliament His historical mind was naturally attached

were a school of civil prudence, the first and to that political creed which alone can trace

most essential virtue of an historian .” In its historical development, which alone can

the fragments of Fox and Sir James Mack boast great historical associations . He was,

intosh, questions of state policy are handled in the best sense of the word, a thorough

with an ease and freedom for which we look party -man . He understood , what now.a

vainly in the pages of Lingard or Hume. days so few appear to understand, that a

Mr. Grote's unsuccessful endeavours to be- member of a representative body must often

stow the ballot on the people of England yield on some point to the opinions of the

brought him a valuable if indirect return majority of those with whom he generally

when he came to discuss the reforms of agrees, if government is to be carried on at

Cleisthenes. It is not good that men who all. He never consented to sacrifice what

aspire to treat themes of great concernment he considered a vital question ; but, on the

should live apart from the spheres in it . other hand,he knew that capricious isolation

Such themes are agitated, estranged within is not statesmanship. His life was a protest,

a little circle of admirers. Some acquaint- and his writings abound in warnings against

ance with public life might have shaken Mr. that vain love of independent action which

Carlyle's preference for despotic rule ; a lit- afflicts a country with a succession of feeble

tle experience in drawing up statutes might administrations, and which brings about a

bave disturbed Mr. Froude's belief in the state of confusion and weakness such as no

reliability of preambles as historical author- lover of representative institutions can con
.ities. template without anxiety. He was the last

It is worthy of remark how little Lord of a long series of eminent Englishmen , in

Macaulay's opinions varied throughout life. cluding such names as the names of Addison,

Even his judgments of character remained Burke, and Mackintosh, whose allegiance has

unaltered . The Bunyan and the Johnson of been the chiefest honour of the Whig party ,

1830 reappear without change in the Ency- who have served their country in public life,

clopædia Essays of 1854–56. On disputed but have rendered to their country, and to

points of English history, on great questions mankind, services far more valuable and

of government, the same uniformity is pre- more enduring by the labours of their re

served . As youth did not hurry him into tirement.

extremes, so age did not frighten him into It has been often remarked that no great

reaction. In the dialogue between Milton power of humour, or play of irony, can be

and Cowley we have the same estimate of discovered in Macaulay's writings . His wit,

the Great Rebellion, and the actors in it, as on the other hand, is brilliant; and of the

in the introductory chapter of the History. sarcastic tone he was a master. There is con

The solution of the franchise difficulty pro siderable fun in the remarks on Dr. Nares'

posed in the review of Mitford's Greece is Life of Burleigh, and in the allusions to " the

maintained in the articles on the Utilitarian Sweet Queen ” in the article on Madame

Controversy, and was expressed at the very D'Arblay. The reviews of Montgomery's

last in the celebrated letter on the character Poems, and of Croker's edition of Johnson,

of Jefferson . Nor can it be said that his could hardly have been more biting ; and for

opinions, though formed early , show any a combination of sarcasm and crushing in

traces of being formed hastily. The right vective, we hardly know where the Sketch

of the people to the franchise has of late of Barere can find a parallel.
But he was

been much debated ; but we have improved not a humorist. On this subject a greatdeal
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of cant is talked now -a-days. “ A man's very unamiable feeling of superiority to oth

humour," says the author of Friends in ers, often cherished by merely clever men ,

Council, “ is the deepest part of his nature.” but to which genius is uniformly a stranger.

This saying, like most sayings which strive Wecan readily believe that these unpleasant

to be very fine, may be true or false accord- qualities characterize the highest as well as

ing as it is explained. If it mean that the the lowest order of Saturday Reviewers ;

humour of a character shows much of the but we shall be slow to think that they ex.

real nature of that character,—that a univer- isted in “ my gentle Shakspere," or that they

sal play of “ any man in his own humour ” marred the manliness of Sir Walter Scott.

would tell , us not a little ofmen's disposi- They are to be found only in second-rate

tions, then it may be true . But, if it mean men who wish to be esteemed geniuses, and

that a man of humours is a deeper or a when so found , are very heartily and very

clearer thinker than a man without them , justly disliked by all mortals.

then we suspect it is false. A humorist sees, Some historians, aware that great things

perhaps, more than other people, but he does have been done in their own day, write of

not see with greater distinctness or greater what they have seen and koown. Among

truth . Huniour is like the ointment of the the historians of the past, some write be

dervise in the Eastern tale : if partially ap- cause they are possessed by an idea which

plied, it reveals many hidden treasures ; but they long to enforce, as Ilume by his love

if it cover both eyes, the whole mental vis- for the Stuarts, Thierry by his theories of
ion is darkened . Men ardent in the search race. Others again, conscious of literary

of truth are impatient of its whims and va- power, devote that power to history because

garies. With regard to irony the case is history is a popular study, and elect to write

inuch the same. As an intellectual art , irony of a period because that period seems pictur

is a sort of yielding in order to gain at last , esque, to celebrate a character because that

- valuable as a weapon of controversy, of character seems imposing. Possibly the

no avail in the discovery of truth. Even as period they determine upon may be unsuited

wielded by its greatest master, it affords a to their powers ; the character they would

victory over an opponent, but it does not exalt may be unworthy ; but their choice is
advance an investigation. In those dialogues made, and by that choice they must abide.

in which Socrates employs it most, nothing Possibly experience may show that they have

strikes the reader so forcibly as the reflec- no aptitude for historical investigation, no

tion that no progress is ever made. And it faculty of discerning character, no power of

is precisely when Socrates desires to make weighing evidence ; but the discovery comes

progress, to teach something real, to incul- to late, and these defects are supplied by way.

cate somegreat lesson, that the ironical tone ward opinions and arbitrary judgments. To

disappears. It then gives place to earnest such an origin we may, without unfairness,

reasonings, or to the sublimity of his gorge- ascribe the “ historic fancies ” of Mr. Carlyle

ous myths. As habit of the moralnature,and Mr. Froude. But the true historian of

irony is even more questionable. It is often past times is he who selects some epoch be

an affectation ; and even when unconscious cause long familiarity has made that epoch
and sincere, it repels the generality. Plain present to him as his own . He does not read

men regard it as an impertinence; zealous that he may write ; he writes because he has

men regard it as an unwarrantable conceal- read. So only will he be able to rival the

ment, or as a cowardly reluctance to meet excellencies of an historian who writes of his

questions fairly . For an historian, especial- own times. Study will have given almost

ly , in whom simplicity of view is essential, as intimate an acquaintance with his subject;

humour and irony alike are dangerous and and his narrative will therefore be almost as

misleading gifts. They may impart a charm , vivid and as truthful . It was in this way

but it is a charm which will lure astray. An thatknowledge forced authorship on Gibbon.
ingenious critic in the Saturday Review has Ile had been long conversant with his great

summed up Lord Macaulay's imperfections theme before . “ At Rome, on the 15th of

by saying, that he wanted “ the fitful, re- October 1764, as I sat musing amidst the

served , and haughty temperament which ruins of the Capitol, while the barefooted

characterizes the highest order of genius." friars were singing vespers in the Temple of

A more absurd sentence was never written . Jupiter, the idea of writing the decline and

Every one of the qualities here so placidly fall of the city first started to my mind.".

ascribed to the highest natures is a weak- So too the history of England was no novel
ness. Fitfulness marks a want of strength subject to Macaulay. It had been his favour

and a want of balance ; reserve arises froin ite study from boyhood. The torinent

a fear lest frankness should betray deficien- devised for him by Sydney Smith was, that

cies ; and haughtiness is a sign simply of a he should constantly hear people making

a
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false statements about the reign of Queen 17. The Minister's Wooing. By HARRIET

Anne, without being able to set them right. BEECHER STOWE. London ; Low and

Much as he knewabout many things, he Son. 1859.

know most, and cared most,aboutthe andals 8. Nature and Human Nature. By the

of his country. We may learn some day Author of " Sam Slick." London : Hurst

when the idea of writing them first took and Blackett . 1859.

possession of his mind. Unhappily, though 9. Wise Saws'and Modern Instances. By
we may have a companion to the scene at the Author of “ Sam Slick ,” London :

Rome, we shall never have a companion to Hurst and Blackett. 1859.

that passage in which Gibbon describes a 10. The Old Judge, etc. Ly the Author

yet happier moment of his life, when “ on of " Sam Slick . ' London : Hurst and

the day, or rather night, of the 27th of June Blackett. 1859.

1787, between the hours of eleven and 11. The Season Ticket. London : Bentley.

twelve, I wrote the last lines of the last page 1859.

in a summer-house in my garden ." The 12. Fisher's River Scenes and Characters.

“ establishment of fame” has been indeed By “ Skit, who was raised thar. " Lon

accomplished even by the fragment ; but we don , Low and Son . 1859.

have had a painful illustration of the truth 13. Tales from the Norse. Edinburgh :

of the reflection which spread “ a sober Edmonston and Douglas. 1859.

melancholy " over the mind ofGibbon — the

reflection that “ whatsoever might be the The influence of healthy Wit and Humour

future date of the history , the life of the is a benign one, if it comes to us at times,

historian must be short and precarious.” and kindly makes us forget sad thoughts and

In spite of the incompleteness of his work , cankering cares ; makes the oldest feel young

the name of Macaulay will have no lowly and fresh , and turns the wrinkles of our

place even in the long roll of English sorrow into ripples of laughter. There have

worthies . His labours in literature have been great and wise men who have so felt

done more to spread abroad a true under the sins and sorrows of their kind as

standing of English history than those of individual burthen - Dante, for example,

any English writer, and his conduct in poli. whose lips were seldom seen to smile — and

tical life need not fearcomparison with theso they have walked our world very sadly ,

most upright of English statesmen. It is with no eye for the " gayest, happiest atti

perhaps too much to hope that another such tude of things,” no heart to rejoice in it .

historian will appear to tell of the past But not all great and good men have been

greatness of England ; but we may surely mirthless. Shakspere, who mirrored our

entertain the expectation , that the men to whole humanity, did not leave the laugh out
whom England's future may be confided in of its reflected face. He tells us your

times of trouble will have something of the merry heart goes all the day," and he knew

masculine sense, the lofty love of truth, the how much the merry heart may have to

unswerving adherence to principle, which carry. “ We may well be refreshed," says

ennobled the nature of Lord Macaulay. Jeremy Taylor, " by a clean and brisk dis

course, as by the air of Campanian wines,

and our faces and our heads may well be

anointed and look pleasant with wit, as with

the fat of the Balsam tree.” One man will

be struck with the difference between things

Art. VII.-1 . The Biglow Papers. By as they are, and as they ought to be, ur

James Russell LOWELL. London : Trüb- might be. It fills his spirit with sadness.

1859. Another cannot help laughing at many of

2. The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table. their incongruities. But the man who can

By OLIV &R WENDELL HOLMES. Edin laugh as well as weep is most a man . The

burgh : Strahan . 1859. greatest humorists have often been also the

3. The Professor at the Breakfast Table. most serious seers, and men of most earnest

By OLIVER WENDELL Holmes . Edin- heart. Hence their humour passes into

burgh ; Strahan . 1859. pathos at their will. And all those who

4. Mosses from an Old Manse. By Na- have inanifested the finest perfection of
THANIEL HAWTHORNE. London : 'Rout- spiritual health have enjoyed the merry sun

ledge . 1856. shine of life, and wrought their work with a

5. Poems. By R. W. Emerson. Boston : spirit of blithe bravery .

Munroe and Co. 1847 . Humour has a much earlier origin than

6. Dred. By HARRIET BEECHER Stowe . Wit, as we moderns interpret that word.
London : Low and Son , 1856. IIumour begins with the practical joke. It

ner .

:
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is supposed that the first perception of hu- reaches characteristics, and therefore it finds

mour among savages must have occurred to more food in a later time and more complex

the conquerors when they were torturing state of society. Humour deals with char

and slowly murdering their captured ene- acter. The more robust and striking the

mies, whose writhings and grimaces fur- character, the better for humour : hence the

nished them with fun that was fine, if the earlier times, being more fruitful in peculiar

humour was coarse . The humour of the character, aremost fruitful in humour. Wit

court fools and jesters consisted mostly of is more artificial, and a thing of culture;

the practical joke. It is the same with the humour lies nearer to nature . Wit is often

humour of boys. Humour not only has an est shown in the quality of the thought;

earlier beginning than Wit, but it has also a humour by the nature of the action. With

far wider range. It will reach the uneduca- wit, two opposite and combustible qualities

ted as well as the educated ; and among the of thought are brought into contact, and they

former may often be found very unctuous explode in the ludicrous. Humour shows us

humorists. , In the earlier history of nations two opposite personal characters which min

and literatures, when life is strong and gle, and dissimilitude is dovetailed in the

thought is unperplexed, we get writers full laughable. Wit may get the two persons,

enough in force, and direct enough in ex. as in the instance of Butler's Hudibras, but

pression , to touch nature at most points. it fails to make the most of them ; it deals

llence the earlier great writers reach the with the two characters in thougbt. It is

depths of tragedy, and the breadths of hu- for the great humorist, like Shakspere or

mour , In their times they see the full play Cervantes, to show us the two opposite

of strong passions ; the outward actions in characters in action .

which lite expresses itself, wh-n it lives up Wit, in its way of working, is akin to

to its limits ; and all those striking contrasts Fancy. The greatest wits in poetry are as

of life, those broad lights and bold shadows remarkable for their facility of fancy . But

of character which, as they cross and recross Humour is allied to the greatness and one

in the world's web, make rare and splendid ness of Imagination . Wit, like Faney, is a

patterns for the tragic poet and humorist. mosaic-worker. It loves sudden contrasts

By-and -bye we find less embodied strength and striking combinations; it will make the

in the outer life, and more subtlety and re- slightest link of analogy sufficient to hold

finement of the inner life. Our writers can. together its images and ornaments. It will

pot reach the boundaries of the master leap from point to point, like the squirrel

minds, and so are compelled to work more from bough to bough, bending them down
and more within the wide limits, circle for its purpose. Humour, like Imagination ,

within circle, and , the more limited the pours itself out, strong and splendid as flow

circle, the more they still try to be inner. ing gold, with oneness and continuity . Wit

most, and make up in fineness of point and twinkles and corruscates, gleams and glances

subtlety of touch for what they have lost in about the subject. Humour lighters right

larger sweep, broader handling, and simpler to the heart of the matter at once, without

strength. This, we think , is the literary ten- byplay. Wit will show you the live sparks

dency that leads, among other things, to our rushing red rustling from the chimney, and

modern wit, instead of the old English prettily dancing away in the dark, a
humour. It would have been perfectly im- ment bright, then gone for ever. " But

possible for the wit of Punch to have been Humour shall give you a pleasanter peep

produced in any other time than ours,or in through the lighted window , and show you

any other place and societary conditions, the fire glowing and ruddy — the smiling,

than those of London. No past time could heart of bome-- shining in the dear faces of

have given us Thomas Hood, who may here those you love, who are waiting to overflow

stand for “ Wit :" and the present time has in one warm embracing wave of love the
lost the secret of Old Chaucer's humour. moment the door is opened for your com

We cannot pretend to split the differ- ing. Wit teases, tickles, and titillates. But

ence ” betwixt Wit and IIumour. It would Ilumour floods you to the brim with mea

demand the most piercing keenness and deli- sureful content. Wit sends you a sharp,

cate discrimination, to analyse the workings sudden, electric shock, that leaves you ting.

of the mind, and allot the relative portions ling from without. Humour operates from

contributed by the various powers in pro- within , with its slow and prolonged excita

ducing wit or humour, and to subtly and tion of your risible soul. Wit gives you a
amply show their differences. We can only quick, bright cod, and is off. “ What's

here broadly state a few distinctions. going on ? " said a bore to Douglas Jerrold.

Wit deals more with thoughts, and Hu- " I am , ” said he . That is just what Wit

mour with outward things. Wit only does. You must be sharp, too, in taking the
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hit, or you may find yourself in a similarences in kind and in character, both indivi

situation to the poor fly that turns about dual and national .

er its head is off to find it out. One Chaucer's humour is the bright overflow

0. Vit's greatest elements of success is sur- of a merry heart's sunshine. The wit of

Indeed , sometimes when your sur . Hood is often the flash of a sad heart's sun

prise · over, you find nothing else ; you shine. That smile on the fond , fatherly face

have been cheated upon false pretences. of the old English poet is like sunlight sleep

Not so with Humour. He is in no hurry. ing there. And into what genial humour

He is for “ keeping it up. " He don't move and bright wisdom it wakes ! His humour

in straight lines, but flows in circles . He is broad as all out of doors ; liberal and

carries you irresistibly along with him . kind as the summer light. Hood's wit is

With Wit you are on the “ qui vive;" with often the heat-lightning that frolics about

Humour you grow glorious. If brevity be the gathering gloom of a coming night .

the soul of wit, the soul of humour is longe- Betwixt these two representatives of hu

vity . Wit loves to dress neatly, and is very iour and wit, who stand nearly five centu

fastidious as to a proper fit. It will inform ries apart, there lies a wide world of wit

you that Robert Boyle was the “father of and humour, running through all the grades

chemistry, and brother to the earl of Cork ." of difference ; from the bitterness of Swift,

Humour is not particular respecting its to the sweetness of Goldsmith ; the diamond

clothes, so long as they are large enough. It like point of Pope, to the sublime grotesque

don't care about making ends meet so pre- of Burns ; the pungency of Thackeray, to the

cisely. It will tell you a tale about seeing ringing mirth of Sydney Smith's working

bees as big as bull -dogs, and yet their hives day humour - Humour stripped to the shirt

were only of the usual size ; and if you ask sleeves, and toiling away at its purpose with;

how they managed to get in and out,“ Oh," the jollity of Mark Tapley; from the quaint,

says Humour, “ let them look to that.” Wit shy, and sly humour of Lamb,—who in his

dwarfs its subject to a Lilliputian size, and own nature seemed to unite the two oppo

bolds it up for laughter because of its little- sites necessary to humour and wit, and to

Humour makes as much of its sub- make them one at will , with the oddest

ject as possible. It revels in exaggeration ; twist in the world,-to the caustic wit of Jer

it reigns in Brobdignag. Wit is thinner ; rold, “ steeped in the very brine of conceit ,

it has a subtler spark of light in its eye, and and sparkling like salt in fire . ” Shakspere

a less carnal gush of jollity in its laugh. It himself might supply us with illustrations

is,as we often say, very dry. But Humour through all this range, if necessary ; for he

rejoices in ample physical health ; it has a includes both Chaucer and Hood, and fills

strong ruddy nature, a glow and glory of those five centuries between .

sensuous life, a playful over flow of animal Then there are many differences betwixt

spirits. As the word indicates, Humour the wit and humour of different nations.

has more moisture of the bodily tempera- German humour generally goes ponderously

ment. Its words drop fatness, its face oozes upon all fours. French esprit is intangible

with unctuousness, its eyes swim with dews to the English mind . Irish humour is often

of mirth. As stout people often make the so natural that its accidents look intentional.

best dancers and swimmers, su Humour re- The Scotch have been said not to understand

lies on size. It must have “ body," like a joke. Undoubtedly they have not the

good old wine. We may get Wit in the Cockney quickness necessary to catch some

person of poor, thin , diaphanous Hood, and kinds of word -wit. But where will you

irritable, little, pale Pope ; but for Humour find richer, pawkier humour ? Take, for

we require the splendid physique of Shak- example, that book of Dean Ramsey's on

spere, the ruddy health of Chaucer, the ap . Scottish life and character, which keeps over

lomb of Rabelais, or the portly nature of flowing from one edition into another, be

Christopher North. Humour has more com- cause its humour is uncontainable, uncon
mon human feeling than Wit ; it is wealthi. trollable .

est, wisest, kindliest. Lord Dudley, the ec- The most obvious characteristic of Amer

centric, said pleasantly to Sydney Smith , ican humour is its power of " pitching it

" You have been laughing at me constantly, strong," and drawing the long bow. It is

Sydney, for the last seven years, and yet, in the humour of exaggeration. This consists of

all that time, you have never said a single fattening up a joke until it is rotund and

thing to me that I wished unsaid .” rubicund, unctuous and irresistible as Fals

After all our attempts to define the differ- taff himself, who was created by Shakspere,

ences between wit and humour in the ab- and fed fat, so as to become for all time

stract, there yet remain a hundred differ- the very impersonation ofHumourin a state
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of corpulence. That place in the geogra- | 'ud stand , I heard suthin' scrambulatin' in the

phy of United States called “ Down East” leaves, and snortin' avery whip - stich, like be
has been most prolific in the monstrosities smelt sythin' he didn't adzactly like. I lay as still

of mirth . Only there would a tree'd as a salamander, and thougbt, maybe there's a

coon have cried to the marksman with his itmout be, kep ' inoseyin'round the bar'l
. Last

chance fur Stapley yit. So the crittur, whatever

gun pointed , “ Don't fire, Colonel , I'll come be cometo the bung-hole, put his nose in, smelt

down." Only in that region do they travel mighty pertic'ler, and gin a monstrous loud sport .

at such speed that the iron rails get hot I bolt what little breath I bead, to keep the crit

enough to serve the carriages with heat in . tor from smellin' the intarpuls av the bar'l. I

stead of hot-water bottles, and sometimes so
soop seen it was a bar — the big king bar of the

hot that on looking back ' you see the irons woods, who had lived thar from time immortal.

writhing aboutlike live snakes, trying to deadyit. 'Jist then be put his big black paw in jist
Thinks I, old feller, look out ; old Oliver ain't

wriggle off to the water to cool themselves. as faras he could,and scrabbled about to make

Only there do they travel so fast that the some 'scovery. The fust thought I bad was to

signal-whistle is of no use for their engines, vab at his paw ,as ' a drowndin' man will keteb at

because, on one occasion at least, the train a straw ; ' but I soon seen that wouldn't do, far,

was in, and smashed in a collision, long be you see , he couldn't theu travel So I jist wait

fore the sound of the whistle got there ! ed a spell with great flutterbation of mind. His

Only there can a blow be struck so “ slick "
next move was to put his tail in at the bung-hole

uy the bar'l to test its ippards. I seen that were

as to take an animal's ear off with such ease, my time to makemyJack ; so I ceized holt, and

that the animal does not know he is one ear shouted at the top uv my voice,

short until he puts his forefoot up to scratch
• Cbarge, Chester ! charge !

it . Only there, surely, are the thieves so
On , Stanley, on !'

' cute that- they drew a walnut log right out
of its bark , and Jeft five sleepy watchers all Andthe bar be put, and I knowed tail bolt were bet
nodding as they sat astride a tunnelofwal - ter than no holi; and so on wewent,bar'l and all,

the bar full speed . Now my hope were thatthebar
nut-wood rind. North Carolina, we suppose, would jump over some presserpiss, break the bar'

cannot be “ Down East," else some of the all to shiverations , and liberate me from my nasty,

stories that “ Skit ” tells in his “ Fisher's stinkin ', ily prison . And , sore 'noff, the bar at

River Scenes and Characters ” have the old fall speed leaped over a caterack fifty foot high.

family features as likeas two peas. Charles Down we went together in a pile, cowhollop, on a

"Lamb's idea of the worst possible incon- big rock, bustin 'the bar'l and nearly sbockin'my

venience of beingin a world of total dark gizzard out'n me.I let go my tail bolt--had no

ness was, that, after making a pun, you whirlygust uv woodpeckers were arter it. I've
more use fur it--and away went the bar like a

would have to put out your hand and grope nuther seen nur hearn from that bar since, but

over the listener's face, to feel if he was en be has my best wishes for bis present and future

joying it. It would require a broad grin welfare."
to be felt. Some of these stories are of the

A good deal of our old friend Sam Slick's

sort to produce a broad grin wbich might mother-wit may be fathered “ Down East.”

be felt in total darkness. One is of a man He is a great master of the humour of exag.

named “ Oliver Stanley," who was taken geration ; a brobdignagian of brag, more

prisoner by wild “ Injins.”. After some con successful in splitting sides than in splitting

sideration, they put him into an empty oil hairs. What the shepherd in the Noctes

barrel, and headed him up, leaving the bung- calls “ bamming ," that is Samuel's great

hole open , that he might be longer in dying . glory . He is rich in his own proverbial

They were of the savage kind of humour. philosophy, and peculiar quaint character.

ists before-mentioned, but did not require Half Yankee, half Englishman, but all him

to see the victim's grimaces ; belonging to self,as he would say, “ he’s all thar.” With

modern times, they could chuckle over the out any poetry, he can be sufficiently rich

joke “ subjectively .” The prisoner relates and droli. We said that humour began

a portion of his experience -
with the practical joke. This is the begin.

" I detarmined to git out'n that, ur bust the ning ofmuch of Sam Slick's humour. We

trace; and so I jist pounded away with my fist, find by his latest book that, in his own way,

till I beat it nearly into a jelly, at the eend up the he is delightful and incorrigible as ever.

bar?; but it were no go.ThenIbutted a spell Here is a sample from the “Season Tícket.”
with my noggin', but I had no purchase like old Mr. Peabody,an unmitigated Down -Easter,

rams havewhen they butt ; fur, you know , theyis describing the quality of some land in
back ever so far when they take a tilt. So Icaved British North America , and he gives :

in , made my last will and testerment and vartu .
ally gin up the ghost. It wur a mighty serious forcible illustration of the natural richness

uime with mefor sure. While I were lying thar, of the soil :

bulancin ' accounts with tother world , and afore “ I took a handful of guano, that ere elixir of

I bad all my figgers made out to see how things , vegetation , and I sowed a few cucumber seeds in
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it . Well, Sir, I was considerable tired when I so they enter. The house has one large

bad done it, and so I just took a stretch for it un: hall and a little closet. In the morning they

der a great pipe-tree ,and took a nap. Stranger !find this house is only the glove of a giant.

as true as I am talking to you this bere blessed The door wasthe glove-wrist, the little closet

minute, wheu I woke up, I was bound as tight as

asheep going to marketon a butcher's cart, and wasthe place for the thumb. Now, thistype
tied fast to the tree. I thought I should never of an idea, as we call it, has been printed

get out of that scrape, the cucumber vines bad so from a thousand times for humorous pur

grown and twisted round and round me and my poses . Sailors and soldiers, in telling their

legs while I was asleep ! Fortunately, one arm wonderful stories , still use it with as much
was free ; so I got out my jack -knife, opened it effect as ever .

with my teeth, and cut myself out, and off for

We shall give one more illustration of

Victoria again , hot-foot. When I cameinto the

town, says our Captain to me, Peabody, what our meaning from the “ Norse Tales, ” trans
in natur is that ere great yaller thing that's a lated with such tender beauty , and robust
stickin ' out of your pocket ? Nothin' sais I, vigour, by Mr. Dasent. In this story, the
lookin ' as mazed as a puppy nine days old, when stretching of it, the piling of it up , the going

he first opens his eyes, and takes his first stare. in for it, and resolute thoroughness, are alto

Well , I put in my hand to feel ; and I pulled out gether “ Down East ” in character and keep

a great big ripe cucumber, a foot long, that had

ing.
ripened and gone to seed there . "

“Once on a time there was a king who had aSam Slick does not, however, try to make daughter,and she was such a dreadful story-teller,

people grin, till they get the lockjaw , merely that the like of herwas notto be found far or

for the pleasure of seeing them “ fixed up." pear. So the kiug gave out, that if any one could

Nordoes he open their eyes to the widest, " That's a story,"he should have ber to wife, and
tell such a string of lies as would get lier to say

to show them nothing. His great object half the kingdom besides. Well, many came, as
has been to wake up the Britishers to a true you may fancy, to try their lack ; for every one

sense of the value of those great possessions would have been very glad to have the princess,

of ours in North America. He has given to say nothing of the kingdom. But they all cut

us many a poke in the ribs, and hearty a sorry figure ; for the princess was so given to

thump onthe back, by way of enlightening story-telling, that all their lieswent in at one ear
us in matters of great importance, whichwe brothers to try their lack,and thetwo elder went

and outof the other. Among the rest came three
have ignorantly neglected. His exaggera- first; but they fared no better than those who had

tions have often given weight to the blows gone before them . Last of all

, the third , Boots ,

which he has struck as with Thor's sledge- set off, and found the princess in the farmyard.

hammer. Mentioning Thor's hammer re- Good morning,' he said, “ and thank you for

minds us, also, that this humour of exaggera. nothing.'

tion, this vociferant laugh from “ Down
“ Good morning, ' said she, 'and the same to

East , " is a far new-world echo of the old, yon.'Then she went on
Norse humour. There really seemsto be I'll be bound ; for when two shepherdsstand one

" . You haven't such a fine farmyard as ours,
nothing new under the sun. In the Negro at each end of it, andblow theirram's horns, the
melodies imported from America we recog . one can't hear the other !"
nise the familiar tones that hint at an old. " Haven't we, though ?' answered Boots .

world pre-existence. Many Americanswould ' Ours is far bigger ; for when cow begins to

be surprised to find that even their favour- go with calf at one end of it, she don't get to the
ite word “slick ,” which is considered a

other before her time is come. 'Yankee " institution," is a good old English

“ I dare say,' said the princess. Well, but

you baven't such a big ox, after all , as ours yon

word. They may discover it in theSecond der ; for when two men sit one on eachhorn , thuy

Book of Chapman's translation of Homer's can't touch each other with a twenty-foot rule.'
Iliad. And this broad and boundless Yan- " Stuff !' said Boots ; is that all ? Why, we

kee humour, which overflows in illimitable bave an ox who is so big, that when two men sit
exaggerations, will be found to have its one on each horn,and each blows bis great moun

original springs in the broad humour of the tain -trumpet, they can't bear one another .'
blythe old Norsemen . Race, says Emer

“ I dare say,' said the princess ; but you
baven't so much milk as we, I'll be bound ; for we

! ;

son, works immortally to keep its own . milk our kine into great pails, and carry them in

And this humour, having once got into the doors, and empty them into great tubs,and so we

Anglo Saxon blood , keeps flashing out in make great,great cheeses !

many unexpected ways and places. As one “ Oh ! you do, do you ?' said Boote. Well ,

type of an idea which runs and reappears wemilk ours into great tubs, and then we put

again and again through all this kindof thein intocarts and drive them indoors, and then

humour, take that story told of Thor and weturothem out into great brewing -vats; and
his

companions on one of their expeditions too,a dan mare to tread the cheese well together,

so we make cheeses as big as houses. We had ,
to Utgard.

One night, when weary , they when it was making ; butonce she tumbled down
look round and see a house wide open, and into the cheese, and we lost her ; and after we
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bad eaten at this cheese seven years, we came It is not always that humour asks our

upon a great dun mare, aliveandkicking. Well, sympathy for the weaker vessel. It often

once after that, I was going to drive this mare to delights in the triumph of the strongest,
the mill, andher backbone snapped in two. But and makesus enjoy it inspite of ourselves

.
I wasn't put out, notI ; for I took a spruce sap . Therefore we are inclinedto make the most
ling , and put it into herfor a backbone, and she
bad no other backbone all the while we had her. of a chance like this. In the first place,

But the sapling took root, and grew up into such what right had the great big Mountain to

a tall tree, that I climbed right up to heaven by call the Squirrel a Prig ?” He commits

it ; and when I got there, I saw the Virgin Mary himself, and forfeits all our sympathy at

sitting and spinding the foam of the sea into pig's the beginning. After that, size goes for
bristle ropes ;but just then the spruce fir brokeshort off,and I couldn'tget down again ; and senothing in his favour ; it only servesto

the Virgin Mary let me down by one of the heighten our sense of the ludicrous. Bun

ropes ; and down I slipped straight into a fox's replied — as the celebrated Manager did to

bole ; and who should sit there but my mother Mr. Punch - His frisky philosophy corrus

and your father cobbliog shoes ! and just as 1 cates with humour. There is the proper

stepped in, my mother gave your father such a twinkle in his eye ; the archest of turns in
box on the ear, it made bis whiskers curl. '

the curling tail. His faith in himself is

6. That's a story !' said the princess ;father never did any such thingin all his boră enough to move a mountain .

days !' “ If I'm not so large as you,

* So Boots got the princess to wife, and half You are not so small as I. ”

the kingdom besides."
That puts things in a different light to what

This extract will not only serve to show the Mountain has been accustomed to. As

the kinship between Norse and Yankee hu- some one said to Sydney Smith, “ You have

mour, it also shows how such astounding such a way of putting things.” Then,while

audacity may reach its success through a
the Mountain ponders slowly in silence,

knowledge of human nature's weak points.
there follows that clenching

There is no doubt but what Boots might “ And not half so spry. "

have gone on lying for ever, in the abstract,
without producing the desired effect on the And before the total unanswerability of that

princess. He slyly throws her off guard by is half seen through, Bun walks over the old

that suggestion of royalty cobbling shoes. fellow , and scratches bis head for him with

Her Majesty is touched. That does it . a grave satiric gracea

This kind of audacity is a large element in " I'll pot deny you make

humour, especially if we get some small A very pretty equirrel track."

and weaker body, with a fine audacity of
self-assertiveness, that we can patronize in The conclusion is absolutely annihilating to

its contest with a much larger opponent.
all

gross
size and substance :

A little fable of Emerson's is a case in point. “ If I cannot carry forests op my back ,

Moreover, we again see the two opposite Neither can you crack a nut.”

personal characters here mingling in the

laughable, which we specified as necessary ton Irving's works inthis sketch of Ameri
We do not propose to include Washing

for the production of humour.
can humour. They were appraised , and

" The Mountain and the Squirrel
have taken their place, long ago. They

Had a quarrel ;
possess humour of the genial Addisonian

And the Mountain called the Squirrel ' Little kind, an airy grace, and fine-old-English

Prig. '
gentlemanliness , which will always delight

Bun replied, But America bas produced four other genu

You are doubtless very big ; ine and genial humourists in Hawthorne,

But all sorts of things and weather

Must be taken in together,

Mrs. Stowe, Holmes, and Lowell. These

To make up a year

have given to American literature a better

And a sphere.
right of challenging a comparison with other

And I think it no disgrace
literatures, in the department of humour,

To occupy my place.
than perhaps in any other. The humour of

Jf I'm not so large as you, Hawthorne is a singular flower to find on

You are not so small as I ! American soil . As Lowell sings of bini
And not half so spry.

I'll not deny you make “ There is Hawthorne,with genius so shrinking

A very pretty squirrel track ;

Talents differ ; all is wisely pat ; That yon bardly at first see the strength that

If I cannot carry forests on my back,
is there :

Neither can you crack a put.” A frame so robust, with a nature so sweet,

>

and rare,

&
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So earnest, so graceful, so solid, so fleet, is a humour that touches us into tears ; and

Is worth a descent from Olympus to meet.
great griefwill have its gaiety of expression .

'Tis as if a rough oak, that for ages had stood, Sir Thomas More and Sir Walter Raleigh

With his gnarled, bony branches, like ribs of

the wood,
on the scaffold will make their cheerful jest.

Should bloom , after cycles of struggle and We know that Cowper wrote his Johnny

scathe, Gilpin when in one of his melancholy

With a single anemone trembly and rathe." moods. So, often, with the rarest humour,

you are reading or listening with an eager

He is a humorist for the fastidious few , not delight and expectancy of laughter, and,

for the multitude. As a satirist, his weapon while the last smile has not yet done rip

does not make great gaping flesh -wounds; pling over the face, it seems as though the

it is too ethereal in temper. Nor does he humourist had by mistake struck the wrong

mockingly offer the sponge dipped in gall chord ; the tears are in the eyes at a touch

and vinegar. He is a kindly, smiling 'sati- like that long thrilling note of the night

rist . But his smile often goes deeper than ingale's which comes piercing through the

loud laughter. He is one of the tenderest midst of her merry ecstasy , with such a

hearted men that ever made humour more heart-cry of yearning pathos, you are sad

piquant with the pungency of satire. There dened in a moment; although the sadness

is à side of sombre shadow to his nature is a richer pleasure than the mirth . Thack

which sets forth the bright felicities of subtle eray at times produces this effect very art

insight with a more shining richness. He fully . Only, when he has produced it, he

has a weird imagination, which at will can seems to mock at your changed mood, as

visit the border-land of flesh and spirit, though he should say, "You were laughing-

whence breathe the creeping airs that thrill just now ; pray proceed ; don't let me inter

with fearful fascination . His mirth is grave rupt your merriment.”

with sweet thoughts ; the very poetry of Mrs. Stowe, in a simpler way, has reached
,

humour is to be found in his pages, with an to this depth of humour where itpasses into

aroma fine as the sweet-briar's fragrance. pathos. Nowhere more remarkably than in

How rare and delicate is his satire, may be that scene in “ Dred,” with “Tiff” and his

seen in the “ Celestial Railroad” of the dying mistress, where the faithful old fellow

“ Mosses from an Old Manse.” A modern sits at the bed -side with the big pair of spec

application of " Pilgrim's Progress, " show- tacles on his large up-turned nose, the red

ing how wehave altered all that now -a-days. handkerchief pinned round his shoulders ;

Where the little wicket-gate once stood, is a he busily darning a stocking, rocking a cra

station -house. No more need to carry the dle with one foot, singing to himself, and

burthen like poor Christian : that goes in talking to a little one, all at one time.

the luggage-van. The Slough of Despond “ I shall give up, " moans the poor dying

is bridged over . Instead of the antique roll woman. “ Bressde Lord, no, Missis,” says

of parchment given by Evangelist, you pro- the cheery old soul, taking all the fault on

cure a much more convenient small square himself, as though he were the cause of her

Ticket. The old feud and dispute between hopelessness. “ We'll be all right agin in a

Prince Beelzebub and the keeper of the few days. Work has been kinder pressin’

wicket-gate have been amicably arranged lately ; and chil'n's clothes an't quite so

on the principle of mutual compromise. 'spectable ; but den I's doin' heaps o

The Hill Difficulty has been tunnelied mendin '. See dat ar," said he, holding up

through , and the materials dug out of it a slip of red flannel, resplendent with a

bave served to fill up the Valley of Humil- black patch ; “ dat ar hole wont go no

iation. And, most delightful and satisfac- furder ; and it does well enough for Teddy

tory transformation of all, Apollyon , Chris- to wear, rollin' round de do' , and such like
tian's old enemy, instead of meeting poor times, to save de # bettermost," honest

pilgrims in mortal conflict, is now liberally fellow , he carefully ignores the fact that the

and laudably engaged to drive the engine. child has no bettermost, " and de way I's

The only drawbacks to this new and im . put de yarn in dese yar stockins' an't slow.

proved safe and speedy passage to the Celes- Den l's laid out to take a stitch in Teddy's

tial city is, that somehow few ever get be- shoes ; and dat ar hole in de kiverlet, dat

yond Vanity Fair ; and those that do,sink ar'll be stopped afore mornin '. O , letme

down in death’s deadly cold river, with no alone, he ! he ! he ! -ye didn't keep Tiff for

shining ones to help them from the other nothin', Missis, ho ! ho ! ho !" and the black

side . face became unctuous with the oil of glad.

The deepest humour and pathos will often ness as Tiff proceeded with his work of con

be found in twin relationship . They are the solation.

two sides of the same mental coin. There There are few comic creations more touch

>
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Dese yer little ways

ing than this ugly , faithful, self sacrificing knows, now, I'd be glad to get de chil'en through
dear old Tiff, left as father and mother to any gate ; and I could take 'em on my back and

the poor children. Tenderly as a hen he travel all day, if dere was any road ; and if dere

gathers them under his old wings of shelter,
was a do' , bress me if dey wouldn't hear old Tiff

a rappin' ! I 'spects de Lord would have fur to

and nurses and protects them . Mindful of open it - would so. But, arter all , when de

the old dignity, and anxious for the family preaching is done, dere don't ’pear to be nothing

honour, he tells Miss Fanny to order him to it. Dere a’nt po gate,dere an't no do', por no

round well “ afore folks.” “ Let folks hear way ; and dere an't no fighting, 'cept when Ben

ye ; 'cause what's de use of havin' a Nigger, Dakio and Jim Stokes get jawing about der

and nobody knowin ' it ? ” “ Keep a good dogs ; and every bodycomes back eating der din

look -out how Miss Nina walks, and how she per quite comptable,and 'pears like dere want no

holds her pocket-handkerchief, and, when she troubles me - does so — cause I wants far to get
such thing dey's been preaching ' bout . Dat ar

sits down, she gives a little flirt to her dese yer chil'enin de kingdom , some way or

clothes, so dey ail sit round her like ruffles. Other.”

ladies bave.” With

what å blithesome, never failing cheerful. Tiff does not consider that he has got hold

ness, he meets and conquers all difficulties ! of much religion, nor can he read much in

Ile has eyes that will make a bright side to the Bible ; he is “ 'mazin ' slow at dat ar ;

things with their own shining. When his but den l’se larned all de best words like

old rickety vehicle breaks down on a jour. Christ, and Lord , and God, and dem ar."

ney, it has “ broke in a strordinary good “ One touch of nature makes the whole

place this time.” The bag of corn bursts ; world kin ,” says the poet ; and poor old,

and as “ dat ar de last bag we's got," why , black, ungainly Tiff has a hundred such

he is ready to burst also with laughter at touches.

the “ curosity." His fire goes out as soon It is noticeable that Mrs. Stowe's richest

as lighted ;upon which he exults thus— and most affecting bumour should be Negro

“ Bress de Lord ! got all de wood left, any- humour. Is this intentional-ber wilier

way." Great wisdom often smiles through way of pleading their cause ? or is it a con

his humour. Here we have him philoso- fession that the dark people have lighter

phizing in a contemplative attitude : “ I hearts and merrier natures, in spite of sla

thought de Lord made room in every beast's very, than her Yankee white friends have,

head for some sense ; but ’pears like hens with all their freedom ? We consider ber

an't got de leastest grain . Puts me out power of differenciating the Negro charac

seein' them crawing and crawing on one leg,ter, by means of the individual humour, to

' cause dey an't sense enough to know where be one of her most remarkable gifts as a

to sit down with t'other. Dey never has no novelist. The bumour of “ Candace,” in the

idea what dey goin' to do, I believe; but “ Minister's Wooing ,” is very different from

den dar folks dat's just like 'em , dat de that of Tiff, and sufficient, of itself, to out

Lord has gin brains to, and dey wont use line the character . Hers has a more “ keek

'em . Dey's always settin' round, but dey ing ” shrewdness. That is an immortalizing

never lays no eggs -- so hens an't de worst observation of hers— “ Dogs knows a heap

critturs after all. " Most touching is old more than they likes to tell.” Of course
,

Tiff's solicitude about getting the children their difficulty isto get a publisher. 'Tis

into Canaan, fighting his way through the not often that such an interpreter as Burns

thorniest paths of this world - inquiring of comes to read their look ; although many of

everything and everybody the shortest way us must have felt that they ofien needed

to Canaan . He's bound to that place, and one. This, again, is very keen— " Some

the “ chil'en" must be with old Tiff; folks say,” said Candace, " that dreaming

couldn't do without him nohow . Ile hears about white horses is a certain sign. Jinny

the solemn sound of time pines at night, as Styles is very strong about that. Now, she

they keep “ whisper, whisper, never tellin'came down one morning crying, ' cause she
anybody what dey wants to know . ” had been dreaming about white horses, and

" What I's studdin' on lately is , how to get she was sure she should hear some friend

dese yer chil'en to Canaan ; and I bars fus with was dead. And sure enough a man came in

ope ear, and den with t'oder, but 'pears like a’nt that day, and told her that her son was

clar 'bout it, yet. Dere's a beap abont ’most drowned out in the harbour. And Jinny

everytbing el-e,and it's all very good ; but ’pears said , “ There, she was sure that sign never

like an't clar arter all about dat ar. Dey says, would fail.' But then , ye see, that night he

• Come to Christ ;' and I says , “ Whar is He , any

how ? ' Bress you , I want to come! Dey talks

came home. Jinny wasn't really disap.

'but going in de gate, and knocking at de do", pointed ; but she always insisted he was as

and 'bout marching on de road , and 'bout fighting good as drowned any way, 'cause he sank

and being soldiers of de cross ; and de Lord three times."

G
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The speciality of old Hundred's humour, sical chime of cups and saucers, fragrance

again , is different, as Topsy is from Tiff. of tea and toast within , and those flowers of

He has been making all sorts of excuses to frost fading on the windows without, as

his mistress to prevent the horses going though old Winter just looked in , but his

out . cold breath was melted, and so he passed

“ Now an't you ashamed of yourself, you by: A book to possess two copies of ; one

mean old Nigger ? ' said Aunt Rose, the wife of to be read and marked, thumbed and dog.

Old Hundred, who had been listening to the con - eared ; and one to stand up in its pride of

versation , talking about de creek , and de mud, place with the rest on the shelves,all ranged

andde critturs, and lor knows what all, when we in shining rows, as dear old friends, and not

all know its nothing but your laziness ? '... Well,' said Old Handred, and what would merely as nodding acquaintances. Not at

come o' the critturs if I wasn't luzy, I want to all like that ponderous and overbearing au

know ? Laziness ! it's the bery best thing for the tocrat, Dr. Jobnson , is our Yankee friend .

critturs, can be . Where'd dem bosses a been now , He has more of Goldsmith's sweetness and

if I had been one of your highfelutin' sort , always loveability. He is as true a lover of ele

drivin ' round ? Whowants to see hosses all skin gance and high -bred grace, dainty fancies and

and bone ? Lord ! if I had been like some o' de all pleasurable things, as was Leigh Hunt;

coachmen,debuzzards would bave bad de pickin' he has more worldly sense without the

of dem critturs long ago.'
“ ' I rally believe that you've told dem dar lies moral languor; but there is the same boy

till you begin to believe 'em yourself,' said Rose.beart, beating in a manly breast, beneath

• Telliu' our dear, sweet young lady about your poet's singing robe For he is a poet as

bein' up with Peter all night, when de Lord well as a humorist. Indeed , although this

knows you laid bere snorin' , fit to tar de roof off.' book is written in prose, it is full of poetry,

• • Well, must say something! Folks must be with the “ beaded bubbles” of humour danc

'spectful to de ladies. Course I couldn't tell her ing up through the true hippocrene, and

I wouldn't take de critturs out ; so I just trots

out ’scuse . Ab , lots o' dem 'scuses I keeps. I
winking at the brim ” with a winning look

tell you, now , 'scuses is excellent things ! Why, of invitation shining in their merry eyes,

'scuses is like dis yer grease dat keeps de wheels The humour and the poetry of the book

from scre:sking. Lord bless you, de whole world do not lie in tangible nuggets for extraction ,
turos on ' scuses. Whar de world be, if every. but they are there ; they pervade it from

body was snch fools to tell de saal reason for beginning to end. We cannot spoon out

everything they are gwine for to do, or an’t gwipe the sparkles of sunshine asthey shimmer on
for to do ? '”

the wavelets of water ; but they are there,

Oliver Wendell Helmes has been long moving in all their golden life, and evanes .

known in this country as the author of some cent grace.

poems, written in stately classic verse, Holmes may not be so recognisably na

abounding in happy thoughts, and bright tional as Lowell ; his prominent characteris

bird peeps of fancy , such as this, for ex- tics are not so exceptionably Yankee ; the

ample, traits are not so peculiar as those delineated

" The punchbowl's sounding depths were stirred , in the Biglow Papers. But he is national ,

Its silver cherubs smiling as they heard." One of the most hopeful literary signs of

And this first glint of spring
this book is its quiet nationality . The wri

ter has made no straining and grasping

“ The spendthrift Crocus, bursting through the efforts after that which is striking and pecu
mould,

liar ; which has always been the bane of
Naked and shivering, with bis cup of gold.” youth, whether in nations or individuals.

He is also known as the writer of many He has been content to take the common ,

pieces which wear a serious look until they home-spun, everyday humanity that be found

break out into a laugh at the end, perhaps ready to hand - people who do congregate

in the last line, as with those on “ Lending a around the breakfast table of an American

Punch Bowl” —a cunning way of the wri- boarding house ; and out of this material be

ter's ; just as the knot is tied in the whip has wrought with a vivid touch and truth of

cord at the end of the lash, to enhance the portraiture, and won the most legitimate
smack . But neither of these kindsofverze triumph of a genuine book. We presume

prepared us for anything so good, so sus- it to be a pleasant fiction of the author's

tnined , so national, and yet so akin to our that Americans ever talk at all at such a

finest humorists , as is the “ Autocrat of the time. But, perhaps, the Autocrat's example

Breakfast Table ;" a very delightful book- may be of service, and ultimately a chatty

a bandy book for the breakfast table . A meal may take the place of a most vora

book to conjure up a cozy winter picture of cious silence. If so, that may conduce to a

a ruddy fire, and singing kettle , soft hearth juicier, ruddier, plumper humanity than ex

rug, warm slippers, and easy chair ; a mu- lists in the States at present.

a
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It is very

Holmes has the pleasantest possible way and were waiting to be launched. I have con

of saying things that many people don't like trived a sort of ceremonial inclined plade forsuch

to hear. His tonics are bitter and bland. visitors, which, being lubricated with certain

He does not spare the various foibles and smooth phrases, I back them down,metaphori.

cally speaking, stern -foremost, into their native

But
vices of his countrymen and women. element of out -of-doors . "

it is done so good-naturedly, or with a sly
puff of diamond -dust in the eyes of the vic- Lucky dog ! to have bit upon such an in

tims, who don't see the joke which is so ap. vention ! Sad dog ! not to have communi

parent to us. As good old Isaac Walton cated it !

advises respecting the worm , he impales
We are not so sure that the “ Professor":

them tenderly, as though he loved them . is equal to the “ Autocrat,” but are not as

As we said,we can't spoon out the sparkles . familiar with him yet . If the first be a

It is more difficult to catch a smile than a book of the class in which we place it, it

tear. But we shall try to extract a few could not be repeated with the same success.

samples :
The first “ sprightly runnings " always have

an aroma that comes no more .

“ The company agreed that the last illustration readable, however, and full of good things.

was of superior excellence, or, in the phrase used Some of the old boarders re-appear in these

by them , “ Fustrate.' I acknowledged the com
pages.

pliment,but rebuked the expression. Fastrate, dividualized with homely humour, is one of

The " young man called John," in

prime,' ' a handsome garment,' ' a gent in a
these.

flowered vest'- all such expressions are final.
With all his external roughness, this

They blast the lineage of him or her who utters " young man John" has a refinement of

them, for generations up and down."
feeling ; such, we think , as seldom troubles

boarders :

“ Good Americans, when they die, go to Paris . "

" It a'n't the feed , said the young man Joho ,

" Give me the luxuries of life, and I will dis
--it's the old woman's looks when a fellah lays it

pense with its necessaries."
in too strong . The feed's well enough. After

geese have got tough, ' n ' turkeys have got strong,

" Talk about conceit as much as you like, it is ' n' lamb's got old, 'n veal's pretty night beef, 'n

to human character what salt is to the ocean ; it sparregrass's growin ' tall ’n’slim 'n' scattery

keeps it sweet, and renders it endurable. Say about the bead, 'n ' green peas are gettin' so big

rather, it is like the natural unguent of the sea 'n' bard they'd be dangerous if you fired 'em out

fowl's plumage, which enables him to shed the of a revolver, we get hold of all them delicacies

rain that falls on him, and the wave in which he of the season . But it's too much like feedin' on

dips."

live folks and devourin' widdah's substance, to lay

yourself out in the eatin' way, when a fellab's as

Insanity is often thelogic of an accurate mind hungry as the chap that said a turkey was too

overtasked . A weak mind does not accumulate much for one, ' n' not enough for two. I can't

force enough to burt itself. Stupidity often saves help lookin' at the old woman . Corned -beef-days

a man from going mad. Any decent person ought she's tolerable calm . Roastin '-days she worries

to go mad , if he really holds such and such opin. some, 'n ' keeps a sharp eye on the chap that

ions. It is very much to his discredit in every carves. But when there's anything in the poul

point of view, if he does not. I am very much try line, it seems to burt ber feelios so to see the

ashamed of some people for retaining their rea- knife goin' into the breast, and joints comin' to

son , when they know perfectly well that if they pieces, tbat there's no comfort in eatin '. When

were not the most stupid or the most selfish of I cut up an old fowland help the boarders, I al

human beings, they would become non compotes' ways feel as if I ought to say, Won't you have a

at once."
slice of Widdah ?-instead of chicken ."

“What a comfort a dull but kindly person is, The greatest of all American humorists is

to be sure, at times ! A ground-glass shade over James Russell Lowell ; and greatest of all

a gas-lamp does not bring more solace to ourdaz. American books of humour is the “ Biglow

zled eye than such a one to our minde. There are Papers. ” If Holmes can match the Queen

men of esprit whoare excessively exhausting to Anne men in theirgenial way, witha pleas
some people. They are the talkers that have

what may be called the jerky miods. Theysay

ant tincture of Montaigne, Lowell reminds

bright things on all possible subjects, but their us more of the lusty strength and boundless

zigzags rack you to death. After a jolting balf- humour of that great Elizabethan literature.

honr with these jerky companions, talking with a Not that be imitates them, or follows in their

dull friend affords great relief. It is like taking footsteps ; for if there be an American book

the cat in your lap after holding a squirrel.” that might have existed as an indigenous

Don't

growth, independently of an European lite

you know how hard it is for some peo.ple to get out of a room after their visit is over ?:rature, we feel that book to be the“ Biglow

We rather think we do. Theywantto be off, Papers.” The author might have been one

but they don't know how to inanage it. One of the men who met and made merry at the

would think they had been built in your room , " Mermaid ,” because of his thoroughly ori

a
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ginal genius, his mountain-mirth , his glorious ing a recruiting sergeant he grows gloricus

fulness of life, his pith and power . The hu- in his riotous way of poking fun :

mour of the “ Biglow Papers ” is “ audible,
“ Jest go home and ax our Nancy

and full of vent, " racy in hilarious hyperbole, Wether I'd be sech a goose

and it has that infusion of poetry necessary Ez to jide ye,-guess she'd fancy

to the richest and deepest humour. The book The etarnal bang waz loose ?

is a national birth , and it possesses that ele- She wants me for home consumption ;

ment of nationality which has been the most Let alone the hay's to mow,

enduring part of all the best and greatest
Ef you're arter folks o'gumption,

births in literature and art. In the instance You've a darned long row to hoe.”

of all the greatest poets and painters, they
We honour the heroic courage of the man

are the most enduring and universal who
have drawn most onthe national life. The who, when it was dangerous to do so, gave

life of art, poetry, humour, must be found
brave utterance to many unpalatable truths .
Το

at home or nowhere. And the crowning
quote his own words,

quality of Lowell's book is, that it was found “ Wehonour the man who is willing to eink

at home . It could not have been written in Half his present repute for the freedom to think .

any other country than America. The set- And, when he has thought, be his cause strong

ting is admirable, and most provocative to
or weak,

Will risk t'other half for the freedom to speak :
the sense of humour. Good old Parson Wil

Caring nought for what vengeance the mob has
bur - half Puritan , half Vicar of Wakefield, in store,

mixed in America—with his pleasant verbos- Let that mob be the upper ten thousand or

ity , his smiling superiority, supplies a capital lower."

background to thebroad and homely humour,
the novel and startling views, the quaint rus. And this is just what Lowell has done. But

tic expression of his talented young parish. we must return to our friend Hosea, who will

ioner. We know how it enhances the effect
tell us, among other things, " What Mr.

in art when the means chosen are of the Robinson thinks."

simplest, kind . We know also how much “ Parson Wilbur sez he never beerd in his life

more galling satire may be when it comes Thet th’ Apostles rigged out in their swallow

from those we have looked down upon as tail coats,

illiterate . This is the great success—and
An' marched round in front of a drum and a file,

sting in it — of Hosea Biglow's humour. To get some on 'em office, and some op 'em

votes :

Here is an uneducated Yankee provincial , But Jobn P.

smelling of the soil , speaking in a local dia
Robinson, he

lect, pitching into humbugs, literary and po- Sez they did'nt know everythin'down in Judee."

litical , with the most amazing confidence ;

striking blows with his sinewy strength and Hosea's report of the remarks made by In

gaunt arms like the passing sails of a wind- crease D. O'Phace, Esq. (i . e . , Dough-face ),

mill . He does not fight as a cultivated gen- at an extrumpery caucus, contains some sly

tleman, with revolver and bowie knife even , hits at the stump orators who appeal to the

but lays it on in vulgar fistic fashion, stripped mob for their suffrages. As for example :

to the naked nature, with such vigour that

the humbugs are “ nowhere ” before they
" A marciful Providence fashioned us boller

know where. The result is indeed most
O purposethat we might our principles swaller."

Jaughable ! And

At the time when the Biglow Papers were

written , the Northern States of America by " I'm willin a man should go tollable strong

nomeans stood in that free and fighting atti- Agin wrongin the abstract, fer thet kind o'

tude against slavery which they have since
wrong

Is ollers unpop'lar an' never gits pitied,
attained . Thus Hosea satirises them : --

Because its a crime no one ever committed :

But we musn't be hard op particklar sins,
" Aint it cate to see a Yankee

Take sech everlastin ' pains
Coz then we'll be kickin' the people's own shing.”

All to get the devil's thankee, The broadest grins , and most uproarious
Helpin' on 'em weld their chaios ?

We begin to think its natur laughter, will be provoked by the amusing

To take sarse an' pot be riled ;
letters of “ Birdofredom Sawin ,” - a lazy,

Who'd expect to see a tater cheerful rascal who enlists, thinking to make

All on eend at bein ' biled ?" his fortune in the Mexican war. He de

-scribes the difference between his expecta

Hosea went dead against popular feeling tions and the reality he has found since he

on the subject of the Mexicanwar. On see- “ wuz fool enuff to goe a trottin' inter Miss
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Chiff arter a drum and a fife ” as Hosea Agin' the chimbly crookdecke bong,

says, -

An' in amongst 'em rusted

The old queen's arm that gran’ther Young

" Its glory,—but, in spite o' all my tryin' to git Fetebed back frum Concord busted .

callous ,

I feel a kind o'in a cart, aridin to the gallug.
The wapnut logs shot sparkles out

But when it comes to bein' killed ,-Itell ye I
Towardsthe pootiest, bless ber !

felt streaked
An' leetle fires danced all about

The fust time ever I found out wy baggonets
The chiney on the dresser.

wuz peaked.” The very room , coz she wuz in ,

Looked warm from floor to ceilin ',

In another letter he describes the result
An ' sbe looked full ez rosy agin ,

of “ goin' whar glory waits ye
in his own

Ez the apples she wuz peelin '.
particular case. He has lost one leg. Still

there is comfort in the thought that the liquor
She heerd a foot and knowed it, to ,

won't get into the new wooden one ; so it
Araspin' on the scraper,

will save drink, and he will always have one
All ways to once her feelings flew

" sober peg :"
Like sparks in burnt-up paper.

He kin ' o' l'itered on the mat,

“ I've lost one eye, but thet's a loss its easy to Some doubtfie o'tbe seekle ;

supply His heart kep' goin' pitypat,

Oat o' the glory thet l've gut, fer thet is all my But bern wept pity Zekle . "

eye ;

And one is big enough, I guess, by diligentlyI We learn from the Parson that he was

usin' it,

To see all I shall ever git by way
“ not backward to recognise in the verses a

o' pay for

losin ' it,
certain wild , puckery , acidulous flavour, not

" Ware's my left hand ? O , darn it yes, I recollect wholly unpleasing, nor unwholesome to pal

wut's come on it ;
ates cloyed with the sugariness of tamed and

I baint no left arm but my right, and thet's gut cultivated fruit." And we find a delicious

jest a thumb on it." bit of simple worldly-wisdom in the dear

However, dilapidated as he is , and good world. As it is the custom to attach “ No
old fellow's way of ushering them into the

for nothing else,he thinks he may do as can- tices of the Press ” to the second edition of

didate for the Presidency . And certainlyhe shows great knowledge of American hư. a work, he conceived it would be of more

man naturein his instructions for issuing an them with the first edition ; for, as he very
service to prepare such notices and print

address, and tact in canvassing :
justly remarks, “ to delay attaching the bobs

“ Ef wile you're lectionearin' round, some curus until the second attempt at flying the kite ,
chaps should beg would indicate buta slender experience in

To know my views o' state affairs, jest answer that useful art." We could have wished

wooden leg !

Ef they aint satisfied with thet, an' kin'o' pry attached to the book, but,as it is not, this

that a portrait of “ Hosea Biglow " had been

an' doubt,
An’ax fer sathin' deffynit,jest say one eye put graphic etching by his father is of all the

out ! more interest. It is a remarkable glimpse

Then you can call me . Timbertoes '-'thet's wut of his remarkable son's remarkable mode of

the people likes ; composing his poetry .
“ Hosea he com home

Suthin' combinin' morril truth, with phrases sech considerabal riled , and arter I'd gone to bed
as strikes .

I hearn Him a thrashin round like a short

Its a good tangible idee, a suthin' to embody
Thet valooable class of men who look thro'bran- tailed Bull in fli-time. The old Woman ses

dy toddy."
she to me ses she, Zekle ses she, our Hosea's

gut the chollery or suthin anuther, ses she,

He's all right on the slavery question , as dont you Bee skeered , ses I, he's oney amak

he once found byspecial experience thatnig: in pottery , ses I, he's ollers on hand at

gers are not fit to be trusted . We regret that ere busynes like Da & martin , and sure

not being able to give it, for it is one of the enuf, cum mornin , Hosy he cum down

best things in the book, but are anxious to starés full drizzle, hare on eend and cote

quote this charming little poem , which is tales flyin , and sot right of to go reed his

perfect as a Dutch interior, and hasa richer varses to Parson Wilbur, bineby he cum
human glow : back and sed the parson wuz drefile tickled

THE COURTIN '. with 'em as I hoop you will Be, and sed they

wuz True grit.” It is too bad, we think,

"Zekle crep up, quite unbeknown

An' peeked in thru the winder,
that while there have been so many editions

An' there sot Huldy all alone,
of Longfellow's works in this country, there

'ith no one nigh to bender.
has never been a collected edition of Lowell's

4
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Poems. We thank the author of “ Tom no such humanized soil of the historic past,

Brown's School Days" for his hearty pre- which has for ages been enriched by the ripe

face to the “ Biglow Papers," and hope that droppings of a fertile national life, that fall

the success of this volume will lead to his and quicken the present, to bring forth new

editivg a perfect collection of Lowell's Poems. fruit in season . There is a noticeable lean

Having cursorily passed through various ness in American life, a " ' cuteness ” of

phases of American humour, we are not manners, that tell plainly enough of this
about to make comparisons which might be lack in the kindlier nurture. It wants the

differently “ odorous " on different sides of fatness and the flavour of the old -world

the Atlantic. The Americans themselves humanities. Their literature is bearing

are all too fond of measuring stature with fruit; but there has not been time for the

European prototypes. We consider their vintage to ripen down in the cellar, and ac

literature to have passed through a most in- quire the mellow spirit that sits i ’ the centre,

teresting condition, and to be doing quite as and the surrounding crust of richness that

well as Inight have been expected. If its comes with maturity, which are to be met

rootage in our literature was so much in its with in some of the old -world wines. So

favour, there are also disadvantages when much may be set off to the want of a past.

we come to estimate results. It has now Then follow the adverse influences of the

gone through the initiative phases, we take present, some of which are peculiarly hurt

it , and is very fertile in promise for the fu- ful in the States. We are acquainted with

ture . Ilomers, Dantes,and Shaksperes, the educated Americans who are glad to come.

greatest poets and humorists, cannot be to England whenever they can , just to real

fairly expected in the first century of a liter- ize all the meaning we find in “ Home ;" all

ature. The beauty and grandeur of exter- the rich heritage that we have in our “ Free

nal nature alone will never inspire the dom ;" and to live a little unconscious life,

highest and deepest writings ; but human where the evil eye of publicity cannot pene

life , with its manifold experiences, its glooms trate. Life with them has not sufficient

and glories, sorrows and rejoicings, pains, privacy , and is wanting in that repose which

pleasures, and aspirations. Nothing but a is necessary for the richer deposits of mind

future full of promise can compensate to settle in . How can the grapes ripen for

American writers for the lack of that rich the vintage if you pluck away the large

humanized soil of the past which belongs to green-sheltering leaves that shield the fruit,

us! Down into this soil the tree of our na- with their dewy coolness, from too much

tional life grasps with its thousand fibry sun ? More sanctity of the inner life is

fingers of rootage; and from this soil , made what American literature needs. The heal

of the dust of our noble dead , it draws up a ing springs will be found to rise in solitude,

sap of strength, and lifts it up toward heaven and secret baunts. That restless, outward

in the leaves and blossoms with which it hurrying, feverish, political life, is greatly

still laughs out exultantly atop. against the quiet operation of the creative

As Holmes tells us mind which needs a still resting-place, and

“ One balf our soil has walked the rest,
long, lonely broodings, to bring forth its

In Poets, Heroes, Martyrs, Sages ."
offspring of “ glorious great intent. ” The

political life leads to the developmentof ag .

With us every foot of ground grows food gressive force , instead of that assimilative

for Imagination, and is hallowed by memor. force requisite to feed a noble literature . It

able associations ; it has been ploughed and makes a thousand appeals to self-conscious

harrowed by some struggle for national life ness ; this brings a train of adverse influ.

and liberty ; ennobled by long toiling ; and ences in a sensitiveness which is always

watered by sweat, and tears, and blood. thinking the world's eyes are on it ; a defi

We have streams that run singing their ance of opinion which it fears, and a self
lyrical melodies ; mountains that lift up love which is most illiberal tó others. A

their great epics of freedom ; valleys full of love of privacy has been one of the most

traditionary tales ; mossy moors over which distinguishing characteristics of the English

the wind wails o’nights like a sighing mem- nature. Out of all the proud and loving

ory of “ old unhappy things and battles thoughts that fill our minds at the name of

long ago ;" and pastoral dales over which | Shakspere, there is none more endearing

there broods a refreshing mist of legendary than that which reminds us of his true Eng.

breathings. In a soil like this, we may look lish love of the old place where he was born

for poetry to strike its deepest roots, and bred, and of his desire to get back

humour to flower with its lustiest luxuri- there, and own his house and bit of land

ance, and generous humilities to spring from amid the scenes of his boyhood. Though

such a proud possession. But America has his domestic ties had been none of the near.
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est, and some of his home-memories were 11. The Ulster Revival a Strictly Natural

far from flattering, yet his heart was there ; and Strictly Spiritual Work of God.

and back to it he went, from all the allure- By STEPHEN GWYNN, Jun., A.B. Cole

ments and triumphs of his London life, to raine, 1859 .

have his wish and die . The bane of Ameri. 12. Evidences of the Work of the Holy Spirit.

can life and literature is the love of pub. By GEORGE SALMON, D.D. , Fellow of

licity . With small national capital as stock Trinity College, Dublin. Dublin, 1859 .

in trade, the individual wealth requires all 13. The Work and the Counterwork. By

the more hiving and hoarding. Long, slow EDWARD A. STOPFORD , Archdeacon of

ripening is necessary , instead of a sudden Meath. Dublin, 1859.

and continual rushing into print, for this 14, The History, Character, and Conse.

inevitably fritters away the power of growth . quences of Revivalism in Ireland . Ву

However, these unhelpful and hinder . P. W. PERFITT, Ph.D. London, N.D.

ing conditions that we have adverted to 15. The Welsh Revival. By the Rev. Tho

are mainly the result of surrounding cir- Mas Phillips. London, 1800.

cumstances, or such as belong naturally to 16. An Account of the Work of God at

the youth of a nation. They will be con- Ferryden . By Rev. W. Nixon, Mont-.

quered in time. Life must precede litera . London , 1860

ture ; and a noble, unconscious life will pro- 17. Revival Lessons. By James W. Alex.

duce a great and fruitful literature . In that ANDER , D.D., of New York. Edinburgh,

aspect of which we have been speaking, as 1859.

well as in others which speak for them . 18. Hecker's Epidemics of the Middle Ages.

selves , our American brethren are certainly Translated by B. G. BABINGTON. Syden

not poor. They have our hearty thanks for ham Society . London, 1844 .

what they have already accomplished , and 19. The Pastor of Kilsyth. By Rev. Islay
our best wishes for the future. Burns. Edinburgh, 1860.

rose .

We have placed at the head of this article

the titles of a few , and only a few , of the

publications called forth by recent religious

movements, and of a few works of a similar

Art. VIII.-1 . Nettleton and his Labours. kind of older date . The publications named

By Bennet TYLER, D.D. Remodelled are a very bare representation of a literature

by Rev. A. A. Bonar. 2d Edition . of considerable extent, eminently deserving

Edinburgh, 1860. to be sifted and studied more impartially

2. Historical Collections relating to Remark- than it has yet been. We propose in the

able Periods of the Success of the Gospel, present article to direct attention to some

and Eminent Instruments employed in of the leading points on which a fair con

promoting it. By Rev. John Gillies.sideration of " Revivals ” depends. It is no

Glasgow, 1754. disadvantage to the object we have in view,

3. Faithful Narrative of the Surprising that the commotion of opinions and articles

Work of God in Northampton ; and occasioned by the Irish movement has quiet

Thoughts on the Revival of Religion in ed down. Many of our contemporaries,.

New England. By Jonathan EDWARDS, quarterly and monthly , have already sketch

A.M. Reprinted at London, 1839. ed fromvarious points of view, the leading

4. Revivals of Religion in the British features of that movement, and have given

Isles, especially in Scotland. Edinburgh, judgment upon it, certainly in a sufficiently

1836. discordant manner. In consequence we

5. Theological Essays reprinted from the may hold ourselves relieved from the obli

Princeton Review. Edinburgh , 1856. gation to occupy much space with the

6. Lectures on Revivals of Religion. By scenery and historic details of the revivals

W. B. SPRAGUE, D.D. Reprinted, Glas- to which we shall refer ; and we may thus
find more room to discuss some of those

7. Power of Prayer. By S.I PRIME, D.D. principles, applicable to the subject of Re

London and Edinburgh, 1860: vivals, which are requisite to a fair apprecia

8. The Great American Revival. By John ' tion of such movements, and which are often

G. LORIMER, D.D. Glasgow , 1859. misapprehended. It is the more desirable

9. The Year of Grace. By the Rev. Wil- that attention should be fixed on this part

LIAM Gibson, · Professor of Christian of the subject, because it is highly probable,

Ethics at Belfast. Edinburgh, 1860. judging from various indications, that we

10. Authentic Records of Revival now in Pro- shall see more revivals in this country;

gress. London, 1860. and, however this prospect may be regard.

gow , 1832,
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ed , it is well, at all events, that the princi- concentrated, can be cited to complete the

ples which bear upon the subject should proof that there is no difference of kind or

be frankly discussed, and definitely appre- of principle, but merely of accessories and

hended . circumstantials .

The word " Revival ” is a vague one, and It is therefore an unreasonable disad

requires to have its meaning fixed . In the vantage under which those who take a

present article we shall be forced, unfor- favourable view of revivals are laid, when

tunately, to use it in a narrow and technical the discussion is confined to the more stir

sense, in order to confine our remarks to a ring movements of this kind, on the assump.

sufficiently manageable topic. Some expla- tion that they are generically peculiar. In

nation is therefore necessary. Revival may the present article we are compelled to lay

properly enough express the awakening or ourselves not only under this, but under a

rekindling of religious feeling in a com- still greater disadvantage. In order to con

munity ; and such revivals have occurred in fine our remarks to a manageable topic, re .

various countries, and under various forms vivals will be considered mainly as they are

of religion , heathen as well as Christian . alleged to be characterized by the conver.

Speaking only of the Christian religion , Re- sion of men heretofore living in formalism

vival will denote the quickened influence of or in sin . This is only half of what ought

Christian truth and Christian motives on the to be adverted to in speaking of revivals ;

minds and hearts of a community, as mani indeed it is conceivable, though not likely ,

fested in their devotions and their conduct. that there might be a real revival without

More particularly , however, and as used any conversions at all. The alleged fact of

now in the evangelical churches, the word remarkable and rapid conversions has, how

expresses that state of things in which the ever, naturally been the leading idea asso.

divine life appears to be deepened and made ciated with the name, and has been the

more energetic in believers, and in which topic usually discussed in connection with

the Church gains over to repentance a nota . it. And our remarks shall be mainly con

ble number of those who have been careless fined to revivals in this reference.

or hostile. As everything spiritually good It will be obvious that, when the term is

in man is ascribed, in evangelical churches, narrowed by the various restrictions now

to the Holy Spirit, the word Revival , as adverted to, the range of facts to which

used in them , carries a reference to His it is applicable must be correspondingly

agency . abridged. There have beenmany and various

Let it be observed that, as thus explained , important revivals in the Church ; but such

the word applies with full propriety to every revivals as are now commonly referred to

really advancing condition of the Christian under that generic name, may be expected

Church , as properly when that spiritual ad- to occur, for the most part, in some parti

vance is spread over a generation, as when cular circumstances which more naturally

it is or seems to be concentrated into the give occasion to them . Such revivals will

space of a month. Usually, no doubt, the occur only in some churches, not in all .

term is applied distinctively to religious They may occur in any church in which, ac

movements of a concentrated kind, in which cording to the prevailing teaching, the in

a strong influence seems to operate at once herent sinfulness of men is strongly pro

on a whole community, and to produce de-claimed ; in which the salvation of men is
finitive results within a short time. But represented as turning on their personal

great injustice is done to the views of those faith and repentance -- on their com

who think well of revivals, by this popular ing, adhering, trusting to the Saviour ;

restriction of the term . It is never to be and in which this union to Christ is re

forgotten that they maintain that every re- presented as initiating all holiness of life , as

vival, regarded by them as genuine, is in all well as securing actual forgiveness. Let a

substantial qualities similar to the more general impression be produced in negligent

gradual advances ( if these are genuine) minds with reference to these truths, and

which are also so important to the well their own concern in them , and the mate

being of the Church . The differences, it is rials of a revival may be said to be pro

maintained, are merely circumstantial, - vided. On the other hand, in churches

dependent on the greater concentration of where the sacramental theory prevails, re

feeling, and more rapid development of revivals are not to be expected. In them , the

sults. Every substantial quality for which elements of divine life are represented as

they value the one, they find also in the sacramentally communicated, antecedently
other. And intermediate instances of re- to consciousness ; and the improvement of

ligious revival , of every order, from the them is regarded as taking place by slow

most gradual to the most instantaneous and endeavours, and the continual ministration
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of fresh sacramental grace. The people in are to be found far beyond the borders of

such churches must reject the creed they Methodism and of England ; and also the

have been taught, and receive another, be- great series of American revivals, with their

fore revivals such as we are now dicussing singularly interesting and impressive les

can have place among them . Other kinds sons. Want of space makes it necessary

of revival, however, there may be in such to withhold these notices. This is the less

churches, as may be seen from the effects of to be regretted , inasmuch as some acquaint

missions conducted by the Romish predicant ance with these events, in outline at least ,

orders. The nature and worth of these, it is now pretty general in the community.

does not belong to our present subject to At all events, most persons are aware

consider. that in America, ever since the year 1791

In accordance with these views, we find ( when they recommenced after a long inter

that revivals, more or less frequent, and val ) , revivals have been frequent. They

more or less satisfactory, have occurred in have often been marred by mistakes and

all churches in which they were to be ex- abuses, but much oftener they have been

pected ; that is , in all the churches in which guided by the best and soundest heads in

men have been plainly taught their lost con- the Transatlantic churches, and attended

dition , and have had faith in Christ and re- with the happiest effects. It was, therefore,

pentance towards God pressed upon them . not the existence of a revival , but the char.

Unfortunately, the record of these reli- acter and extent of it, which were felt to be

gious awakenings is often very defective, so impressive in 1857–58. The extraordi.

too much so to be of much service to an in- nary commercial excitement of the preced

quirer who wishes to discriminate. Still , ing years, with an attendant increase of lux:

there does exist a very interesting body of ury and folly , had alarmed many Christians,

materials, quite capable of supplying to the and led them to endeavour to counteract

Church the resultsof a long and various ex- social influences which threatened to be

perience. Many of the narratives which ruinous. They were thus ready for their

compose it ( often the composition of humble work — that is, were impressed with the ne.

men, otherwise unknown to ecclesiastical cessity for ' prayer and effort — when the

literature ) are in the highest degree credit- commercial crash, unprecedented for its

able to the modesty, piety, and good sense severity, disposed even the most thoughtless

of the writers . Signally distinguished to reflection. The revival seems first to

among them are the “ Narratives," the have taken palpable form in the extraordi.

" Marks of a work of the True Spirit,” and nary attendance at midday meetings for busi

the “ Thoughts ” of Jonathan Edwards ; ness men , which became numerous, crowded.

divine distinguished in this department, full of life and interest , and were held daily.

alike by the remarkable influence he exer- Without adverting further to the details,

cised in carrying on the work, and the rigour which were made known at the time through

of the examination to which he subjected it. many channels , it may be enough to say

Some acquaintance with this literature may that the special characteristics of this re

reasonably be looked for at the hands of in- vival seem to have been these : its erten',

telligent religious people, and especially of spreading nearly over the whole Union;

the clerical body. Such an acquaintance its non -denominational character, no one

would prevent many mistakes, into which body having the lead ;-further, its non-con

zealous but rash persons are apt to fall. It gregational character; for, while former re

would also be extremely desirable, though vivals generally wentout,so to speak, from

it is quite hopeless to expect that thosewhothe congregations, this was propagated,

oppose all revivals would read a little of mainly by prayer-meetings, in which mem

what has been said about them by accredit- bers of different congregations joined ;-the

ed evangelical writers. manifestation it afforded of the doctrinal

We had prepared from these materials a unity of Protestant Churches in the United

sketch of the revival movements which have States ;—the respect accorded to the move

taken place during the last three centuries, ment by the whole nation , especially as re

chiefly with a view to point out the extent presented by the secular press ;-and, per

and variety of the experience which the haps most characteristic of all , the reliance

Church has acquired in this department. placed upon the power of prayer, and the ex.

Such a sketch , besides noticing various im- tent to which that reliance was justified.

portant movements which have occurred So much ignorance is still sometimes shown,

sporadically since the Reformation, ought to that it may be necessary to say that there

embrace in particular the whole early his- were no physical phenomena.***'

tory of the awakening in England under

Wesley and Whitefield , the fruits of which * An uvreasonable exception is taken to the gen

66
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The recent Irish Revival may be said to Mr. Phillips gives an interesting sketch of

have followed , although its earliest move it . The excitement at some of the meetings

ments somewhat preceded, that in America. seems to have been occasionally extreme.

The history of this remarkable set of events In Wales, as in Ireland , the moral improve

has been written by Professor Gibson with ment following on the revival has been most

great judgment and ability. He has happily marked .

combined a very cordial and reverent recog- A number of similar movements 'have

nition of the Divine agency in the awaken- taken place in Scotland , but are more local

ing and conversion of sinners, with much ly circumscribed than those in Ireland and

candour and fairness in reference to debate- Wales. They have occurred in several dis

able points . It is no blemish to such a work , tricts inhabited by a fishing population , in

.but, on the contrary, a great enhancement mining districts, and in sections both of town

to its value , that he allows so many of his and rural populations. The interesting little

brethren to tell their own story in their own work of Mr. Nixon will supply a specimen

way, and so exhibits the impression which of one of the most remarkable. In some

the movement made on a variety of eye. cases, as at Ferryden , mental eniotion pro

witnesses. Occasionally one may be dis- duced physical effects more or less analo.

posed to differ, on subordinate points, from gous to those which occurred in Ireland. In

one or two of those who speak through his other places, in which the appearance of a

pages ; so , it may be gathered , he would revolution in the feelings and character was

himself. Generally , however, the impres- equally great, effects of this kind scarcely

sion which this work gives, both of the de- occurred .

votedness and of the judgment of Irish min- We proceed now to examine the princi.

isters, is very favourable. Naturally , the ples on which we think these remarkable

information is chiefly drawn from Presby- appearances ought to be criticised and ap

terian sources, although the movement was preciated. Without being sanguine enough

by no means contined to Presbyterians. The to suppose that a vniversal agreement of

spirit of the book , however, is thoroughly opinion about them will soon be reached ,

unsectarian. We may instance in proof the we still think it far from difficult to point

remarks on Archdeacon Stopford's pamphlet, out the principles which ought to govern

in which we thoroughly concur, both as re- any discussions which take place .

gards the praiseworthy design of that pro- A preliminary position may first be laid

duction , and the defects of execution, which, down. It is freely conceded that somemove

in a great measure , neutralized its good ments, called revivals, have been little else

effects . than outbursts of fanaticism : it is further

About the same time with the Irish Re- conceded that many revivals, favourably

vival , a similar movement began in Wales, judged of by the evangelical churches, have

originated , apparently, so far as causes can borne marks of human error and infirmity,

be traced, by the tidings of the American sometimes in a serious degree. But it will
Revival . Wales has frequently been the not do, at this time of day, to rail at re

seat of extensive religious movements ; and vivals from a preconceived opinion, and to

that to which we now refer will probably ascribe them wholly, ex cathedra, to super

bear comparison with the most extensive. stition, excitability, nervous contagion , and

It appeared more or less in almost every hysteria. We have got a good way past

county in the Principality ; and is notable this . Whether they are to be opposed or

for the amount of co-operation on the part to be criticised , the grounds alleged on their

of various denominations, Established and behalf must be sifted and discussed . It can

non. Established , which it has brought about. not now be denied, that among those who

Union prayer-meetings of all the evangelical are the defenders, and indeed among those

bodies became frequent and frequented.* whose Christian experience is the product,

Less seems to be popularly known of this of revivals, are men whose intellectual and

movement than of the others ; the preva- moral stature excels that of any of their

lence of the Welsh language interposing an opponents. It cannot be denied , without

obstacle to communication. The work of effrontery, that nothing has been written

with a view to distinguish between true and
uineness of this revival , on the ground that no revo
lution is apparent in American life ,manners, and pola fanatical religivus feeling, so soberly , dis

icy . But supposing half a million of personsto have criminatingly, and usefully by any , as by

become earnest Christians, which is a very liberal those who have taken part in revivals. It

allowance, earnest Christians would still be in a cannot be denied that grounds are advanced

great minority.Atone of these the expression was used— “ We in behalf of revivals, suitably conducted,

thank Thee that the straw walls, which have long which at least deserve to be weighed. In

divided us, are now on fire . " consequence of this, a much greater disposi.
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tion is now generally shown than was usual quarrel ofmany with revivals is founded on

in former times, to look fairly at the facts, their quarrel with the whole teaching of the

and to let them weigh for what they are Reformation , and is to be appreciated ac

worth. A recent article in the Quarterly cordingly . Holding either sacramental sal

Review, very fair and candid in its tone, is vation with the Church of Rome, or a sal

an illustration. The line which has been vation of good behaviour with the Socinians

taken in some quarters is a mistake. On and Pelagians, they must declare war against

the other hand , it is equally imperative that revivals as a matter of course. We have

whatever can be made out on grounds of no intention , then , of wasting space in en

fact, reason , or Scripture, fitted to throw deavouring to recommend revivals to those

doubt or discredit on any revival proceed who deny the fundamental position refer

ings, should be candidly considered. Whole- red to .

sale defending of revivals, and all their cir. But we must still further tax the patience

cumstantials, is a great disservice to the of our readers in reference to this matter,

Church. All things in which imperfect men by reminding them that men are not left to

take part, need , at least, a great amount of their own fancies to decide what is and what

sifting; and revivals among the rest. is not conversion . There is a great body of

The fundamental position bearing on all scriptural principles bearing on the subject;

questions about revivals, is the possibility in reference to which the evangelical church

and necessity of conversion, and the obliga es, however they disagree on other subjects,

tion lying upon the Church to labour for con- are singularly unanimous. These principles

versions. By conversion is understood , in do not enable men to decide who are and

the evangelical churches, an intelligent and who are not converted. But , properly ap

willing change, under the influence of the plied , they do enable men to distinguish for

truth and Spirit of God, in which a man , themselves between the great change from

heretofore not saved from sin , passes into sin to God through Christ, and those delu

peace with God, and into godly living, by sive feelings which simulate it. They do

trust and love towards Christ , who is the enable intelligent Christians so far to under.

embodiment of all grace, and all goodness. stand the case of those who apply to them

Sin is here taken in its scriptural latitude, for advice as to warn them usefully . They

as including all alienation of heart from God do enable such Christians to form a fair

and indifference to His claims. It is admit . judgment as to those instances of spiritual

ted , that men may be truly converted, al- concern which may be regarded as hopeful,

though the precise character of their moral inasmuch as the concern is grounded on the

history has not been all along so clear as to very reasons which Scripture assigns as just

enable them to fix the time. But it is main- and proper. They do enable such Chris

tained that this change is necessary ; and tians, further, intelligently to form a proba

that it is a decisive change, which really ble judginent as to the cases in which they

places the subject of it in a new relation to are called upon to exercise a charitable and

sin upon the one hand , and to God and sympathising hope for persons who profess

Christ upon the other. The change thus seriously their faith in Christ. It is usual

effected is attributed to the agency of the in evangelical churches to inculcate earnest

Holy Spirit, in connection with the revealed ly the importance of a stringent application

truth of God. It is also maintained that un- of these principles by each one to his own

converted persons may usually know that case, and a reasonable and charitable regard

they are unconverted, or at least may usual to them in reference to others. There is,

ly be made to see it by a due use of their of course, the usual human shortcoming in

Bibles. We regret to have to introduce so making use of them . They are now refer

much of formal theological statement, but it red to, however, because there is in some

is really unavoidable ; forthis is the founda- quarters a disposition to represent it, as
tion of the whole matter. It is not implied though no tests of conversion were recog

by this, that all who admit the possibility nised in revivals but excitement, emotion,

and necessity of conversion , in the evangeli. expressions of joy and fervour, and so forth.

cal sense, and the Church's obligation to la- Professing our willingness to admit this

bour for it, must admit revivals as an in - charge wherever it is made out, we must

ference. It is conceivable that the first may take leave to stigmatize it, as a general re
be admitted, and the second denied . But it presentation, by the uncivil name of cant.

is meant that it is quite useless to discuss Ignorant people do, of course, think and talk

revivals with those who deny conversion in nonsense during revivals, because they do

the sense explained. Why discuss the real- so at all times. But the body of principles

ity of a harvest with him who denies the we speak of is so various, copious, and

reality of even one single ear of corn ? The touches human nature at so many points -

а
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bearing as it does on the views that ought to munities, rather than a collection of really

influence men , their experience under them , decisive changes, of which each holds its ap

and the fruits afterwards,-that it constitutes propriate place in a separate moral history?

a thoroughly effective guide in a region con- In alleviation of this difficulty it may be

fessedly difficult and dark. And probably no observed , that undoubtedly communities,

men of their respective periods ever made a under religious instruction , like other com

severer application of those principles to hu- munities, have a certain unity . They have

man professions, than these two, so great in a common moral history ; they frequently

revival work, Jonathan Edwards in the last have a common moral and spiritual condi

century , and Asahel Nettleton in the present. tion , which operates on the character of

Only one other step remains to be taken every member of the community . They

in order to set forth, positively, the theory are, besides, united in many providential

of revivals. It is asserted that, occasionally, circumstances which affect them all . While,

the impressions which issue in conversion therefore, there are great individual diversi

are made on many minds about the same ties , there is also a great deal in which all

time, or in connection with one movement share. They are accordingly liable to com

of the general mind and feeling of a commu- mon impulses ; and it is impossible to assert

nity : especially in communities where it has that those common impulsesmay not fall in

become known that some of their number fitly in the scheme of Providence for affect

have been impressed , or seem to be con- ing decisively the spiritual condition ofmany

verted . This is asserted as matter of expe- of them at once. It is impossible to main

rience ; and it is further maintained that tain that the individual diversities which sub

there is nothing unreasonable or unscriptu- sist must always preclude the propriety of

ral in it, but the contrary. the simultaneous conversion of a number of

In so far as this is asserted to be matter persons. Such an assertion , which would be

of experience, the proof cannot be adduced presumptuous in any case, is palpably pre
here . Whether or not there have been sumptuous when due regard is had to the

awakenings and apparent conversions which common influences which aresimultaneously

stand those scriptural tests that ought to moulding all the minds in question . More

direct charitable judgments, must be deter- over, it will be admitted, probably, that as

mined by the recorded evidence. So also in the case of individuals, so in the case of

must the question , whether the awakenings communities, critical periods arrive ; a time

and apparent conversions which stand that comes when a decision must be taken , and

test, have really formed the main charac- some new form of life assumed : there are

teristic and work of any revivals. We have growths of knowledge, training, experience,

no doubt about the answer which the evi- which necessitate a recrystallization, so to

dence supplies . We shall , however, only say, for good or evil . May not such a crisis

make one remark upon it ; viz., that though arrive in the experience of a community ?

the evidence is not of a kind which enables If it does, will it not necessarily raise indivi

us to judge absolutely in the case of every dual questions for individual minds ? And

individual man apparently awakened , it is may it not be sometimes entirely fit, reason

still evidence of that kind which does not de - able in the highest sense, that then many

ceive on the great scule, and in its application marked individual decisions should be had ?
to a great number of cases. It justifies a Independently, however, of these consid

general conclusion . erations, and in addition to them , much is

In regard to the assertion that there is due to the legitimate influence of sympathy .

nothing unreasonable or unscriptural in the When some persons in a congregation , for

idea just presented, one or two remarks may instance, are known to be awakened, and

be made. As to the evidence of Scripture, especially if they cannot help making their

we shall only say that it seems singular, feelings manifest by the natural signs, such

under a dispensation which began at Pente. as weeping, it is quite natural that others

cost, to dispute the possibility or propriety should be impressed. It is quite natural ,

of common movements of mind issuing, especially , that those should be visited with

under the Divine blessing, in a number of similar feelings whose consciences tell them

conversions. Probably, however, the more that there is ample ground for such feelings

usual prejudice is against the reasonableness in their own case : who have long known

of such events. Why should a great number that their want of such feeling is highly un

persons, of various circumstances and ages, reasonable. There is nothing fanatical in

be all converted together in the course of a this. We do not disclaim sympathy, as a

few weeks, instead of separately and succes- fanatical influence, when men are to be

sively ? Does it not look like oneof those roused to efforts of patriotism or benevo

transient waves of feeling which pass over com- lence. We hold it quite reasonable then ,

of
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that the fire should leap from heart to heart. undoubtedly a great deal in this field, in re

And why shall it be judged unfit that the gard to which the Church may profit by ex.

grace ofGod should sometimes make use of perience. We believe she has already done

this thoroughly reasonable influence to call so, more largely perhaps in America than in

up at once, in many bystanders, the slumber- this country: and there is still room for pro
ing convictions of years ? We shall therefore proceed to say

We have indicated the class of considera- something in regard to those points which

tions and the kind of evidence by which the may be regarded as more or less difficult,

scriptural and reasonable character of revi- on which the opponents of revivals have

vals may be defended. The outline which usually founded their attacks, and in regard

bas been traced , requires of course to be to which the promoters of them have not

filled up by specific evidence, which cannot been always wise —- sometimes extremely

be adduced here. On such grounds as have foolish.

been indicated , we hold it fully made out, A difficulty is by some persons felt to

that revivals have been, and may yet be ex- arise from the rapidity with which , in revi

pected to be, productive of great good to the vals, conversions seem to be accomplished.

Church and to mankind. There is nothing, People are suddenly awakened , and in a

however, in these considerations which would very little while seem to find peace, and to

dispose any intelligent Christian to shut his emerge into Christian life. This suddenness

eyes to the evils that may be connected raises a doubt as to the depth of the feelings

with ill-conducted revivals . We have kept that change so quickly. It has the aspect of

prominently in view , in our remarks, as a something inconsiderate. There is nothing

leading condition of our advocacy of revivals, here, it is said , like counting the cost, or

that they should be carried on by the full weighing well what is renounced and what

declaration of revealed truth, and with a full is embraced.

application of scriptural tests to human ex- Probably an exaggerated idea is often

perience and professions. We are perfectly entertained of the proportion of very rapid

aware, that there may be a great failure here, conversions under revivals. Those which

and if so, the consequences will always be take place with obvious rapidity, are the

unfortunate. There have been revivals, so striking incidents of a revival, which are

called, in which scarcely a trace of scriptural most likely to be reported . Those, usually

influence was to be seen . There have been much the greater number, in which days and

revivals (a much more common and more weeks of serious reflection precede the con

perplexing case), in which, with a good deal sciousness of Christian rest and hopeful

that was sound and wholesome, so much of Christian activity, are less capable of being

the foolish and misleading mingled, as to picturesquely conceived ; and very many of

raise a question whether the loss did not ex. them only become known by the gradual

ceed the gain . The more that any one is evidence of succeeding months and years.

convinced that real and beneficial revivals Still , undoubtedly, a rapid decisiveness in

may be expected, the more ready he ought the professed conversions is a feature which

to be to apply Scripture and common sense appears more largely in revivals than at or.

with a view to eliminate abuses. Wehave dinary times : as indeed may be expected if

no doubt, therefore, that the Church will gain it is reasonable at any time to look for such

a great deal from the unsparing criticism of conversions .

those opponents of revivals, who are also That it is reasonable, as well as scriptural,

opponents of everything evangelical. In- must be maintained . It is indeed most true

deed, our only regret in reference to them that a change, which , if real, is the greatest

is , that their criticism is usually character. event in a man's life, and involves the

ized by so much ignorance, and avoids so weightiest decision he can ever make, ought

cautiously a real grapple with the strength to be eminently rational , considerate , and

of the revival case, that much less benefit is deliberate. If really defective in these res

to be got from it than any one could wish pects, it cannot be genuine. Still , now as

to receive. On the same grounds, if any of in New Testament times, conversions rapidly

those who are not unfavourable to evangeli- accomplished , as to the time spent under

cal truth , see or think they see anything to serious impressions, are to be looked for;

object to in revival proceedings or principles, and looked for not only as preternatural

it is their privilege and their dutyto state it exceptions, but as a substantial element of

frankly : only let it be remembered, that the Church's experience . It is to be remem

there is a great deal in the nature of the bered , that in Christian countries, men , how

case, and in the lessons of past experience, ever careless, have usually a large amount

w show the importance of their doing so of preparative acquaintance with revealed

with gentleness and furbearance . There is truth, and have arrived, mentally, at a num .

gress.
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ber of practical admissions or concessions not under- estimated by such men as Ed.

about sin ,righteousness, and salvation, which wards or Nettleton. The Church is there

slumber in their minds, but may be awak- fore under obligations to those who remind

ened . Now , whatever may be said about the community, even if sometimes a little

conversion, it is past all question, that the roughly, of the danger which attends the

awakening of conscience may take place confident talk about conversions into which

with singular suddenness. It does not al. good people are apt to slide. It is under

ways take place so, indeed , but it often does. still greater obligations to all who endeavour

Almost at once, the facts and the admitted to supply to awakened persons a full minis

truths of a lifetime have started into lumi- tration of the truth. The various aspects

nous significance, and men have come to the of truth , striking on the various aspects of

assured conviction and very deep impression human nature and human experience , is the

of their own ungodliness, as the most impor. proper instrumental precaution against spu

tant fact about them—a conviction, be it rious conversions. One-sided preaching, or

observed , most rational and well grounded, the mere iteration of one set of truths, may

the previous absence of it being the only be instrumental in really converting a num

marvellous and irrational element in the ber of people. But, usually, such conver

case. If, then , this may be so, may not the sions will be accompanied with a lamentable

counterpart process sometimes be effected number that are spurious ; and of those that

with a rapidity equally decisive? Under the are really converted many will acquire an

agency of the Holy Spirit , may not that unhappy one-sidedness in the cast of their

which is central and essential in the Gospel experience, not easily remedied afterwards.

(long known in its form ) come out to the No consideration surely can evince more

oppressed mind of the sinner with luminous clearly the responsibilities of those who un
power — a power corresponding to the cer- dertake to deal with awakened consciences.

tainty and depth of the felt evil ? May not Another topic which usually creates a good

the goodness and purity of Christ come out deal of doubt in connection with revivals, is

in felt contrast to his own felt debasement that of the kind and degree of emotion felt

-the helpfulness of Christ in connection and manifested. Sometimes revivals are

with his urgent spiritual need ? And , if carried through with a singular combination

there be such a thing as conversion at all, of deep feeling on the one hand ,and solemn

may not the instant effect be a decisive self -control on the other . At other times

movement of the inner man , in which the there is an amount of passionate sorrow and

bondage of evil is broken , and the man joy, which to some seems extravagant, and

enters , with a conscious certainty which does which justifies in the eyes of others the

not deceive him , into a new mind , a quite condemnation of the whole affair as a mere

new moral atmosphere, and a new life, be whirlwind of fanaticism . It is not easy to

cause into the faith and love of Christ ? speak wisely on this subject, because the

There is nothing in this at all fanatical or matter itself is so little capable of precise

enthusiastic. There is always a decisive determination. It is to be remembered ,

moral crisis in conversion , though its charac- also, that a good deal depends on the habits

ter is not always instantly apparent to the and practice of different denominations. In

subject of it. But it may arrive with instant some denominations it is not unusual , in

conscious clearness. The immensity of the ordinary worship, for the worshippers to

contrast between evil and good , ungodliness express their feelings by spontaneous ejacu

and reconciliation, is such as to justify this lations and responses. This, of course, leads

position against all exception. And there is naturally, in times of greater movement, to

every reason to think that a certain appreci- manifestations of feeling that seem very

able proportion of such rapid conversions is strange to Episcopalian and Presbyterian

a healthful element in the Church's expe. eyes and ears. This has to be borne in

rience, requisite to the equipoise of her con- mind in reading some revival narratives.

victions and her activities. Nothing canbe more true, than that emo.

On the other hand, it is equally true, that, tion , when manifested, becomes contagious.
especially in times of religious excitement, It is not wonderful, therefore, that it should

people are in danger of being deceived be suspected sometimes that emotion is car

about conversions. Without conscious by- rying people where their intellect and con

pocrisy, people may be floated over into science do not keep them company. There
what they think conversion, without even is no doubt at all that this has largely char

the least intelligent apprehension of what acterized some revivals; and in some the

conversion is. The danger in this direction melancholy mistake has been made of trust

is generally under-estimated by active evan-ing to this blind process, as the means of

gelistic persons of one-sided views . It was leading sinners to God. It is a danger

D-18VOL. XXXIII.
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a

always to be guarded against with a vigilant instinctively strive to retain their self

sense of the weakness of human nature, and control . But manyof those who compose

the folly of exposing it to dangers which every public assembly are not reflecting

have proved, ere now, so real and fatal. persons, and are exposed in this way to
But here, as in other practical matters, deceive themselves to a most dangerous de

there are two sides to the question . All is gree. Further, frequent exposure to such

not settled , by any means, by pointing out influences creates in some persons a chronic

a danger on one side. liability to tumultuous agitation, which, if

In the first place, it is impossible to as they are not converted , is fitted to mislead

sign any limit of feeling in reference to them ; and if they are, exposes them to the

Divine truth and the interests of the soul , danger which Edwards has described with

which ought never to be passed . Any de- so much penetration, under the name of

gree of emotion, the deepest of which man " Degenerating of Experiences.” These con
is capable, is no more than may be justified siderations seem fitted to guide to a general

by the nature and amount of the interests conclusion ,-viz ., that such expression of

at stake, and the influences at work , under emotion in public assemblies as threatens to

the Gospel. In the second place, it is natu- interrupt the progress of properly spiritual
ral and reasonable that in a revival — i.e., exercises, common to the whole assembly,

when many are awakened at the same time is usually to be discouraged.

-both the consciousness of feeling and the It will be expected that an article on re

expression of it should be much livelier vivals should include a reference to the

than we ordinarily see. Ordinarily, the in- “ physical phenomena,” or “ prostrations."

dividual who may be awakened is under the We yield to the necessity with some regret,

controlling influence of finding perhaps every believing that our own and our readers'

person he knows or meets with, in a state ofattention might be more usefully occupied.

feeling diverse from his own . The repres It is important to observe that a variety

sive power of this influence is too obvious of cases, really different, are included under

to need to be stated . At a revival, on the the term prostration. In the first place,

other hand , each individual who is awakened there are cases which ought not to be class

is under the stimulating influence of feeling ed under this head at all . Such are those

that the conscious concern of a whole com- in which persons under extremedistress and

munity justifies his own. Thirdly, the con- concern on account of sin , finding them

tagious influence of emotion may produce selves no longer able to suppress their feel.

effects that are entirely reasonable and jus- ings, throw themselves on their knees and

tifiable. This is so, when the contagious agita- cry to God for mercy. It is certainly un

tion of the feelings calls up and brings vividly usual to see this in any public place ; but it

to consciousness facts and truthswhich justify may be nothing more than the natural ex

those feelings--facts and truthswhich ought to pression of every unusual distress, more or

have excited those feelings before,and which less intelligent, with reference to the soul

were intentionally and guiltily neglected. and eternity . In such cases, there may be

Still the expression of feeling in public something spasmodic in the gestures and

assemblies must be subjected to some re- expressions ; this, however, does not justify
straint. It must be so, in order that the the search after any recondite cause. All

proper work of such assemblies may go on . the tokens of emotion tend to be somewhat

It must be so also in order to guard against spasmodic, as we see in the common case of

dangers. And experience shows, that by sobbing ; and when very deep emotion,

duly helping those who are under the influ- after a long effort to master it, bursts forth

ence of deep feeling, they may be enabled into expression, it is nothing more than

to exercise a reasonable self-control. When may be expected, if this characteristic be

expressions of feeling interrupt the services, comes more than ordinarily developed.

and take the lead in a congregation, obvious Another class of cases, more properly

dangers are at hand . In the first place, an ranked as prostrations, is composed ofthose

element of agitation is created of a pecu- which may be best conceived as cases of

liarly uncontrollable kind , the surges of which swooning .' It is well known that the pre

may not prove amenable to reason. In the sentation of intelligence which intensely

next place, the influence upon individuals (a interests the mind and moves the feelings,

very strong and peculiar kind of influence) has often caused swooning. It is as if the

exerted by the contagion of a commotion of news presented laid hold of the man so

this kind, isnot at all regulated by truth or vigorously through his mind and feelings,

reason, but is proportioned to the suscepti- as to appropriateand enchainall his powers.

bility of their nervous system . Intelligent The sudden and exorbitant demand on the

and reflecting persons are aware of this, and nervous energy, through the intellect and
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affections, leaves too little to carry on the accompanied with a most oppressive feeling

other functions in their usual vigour ; and of distress, which manifested itself in an un

hence fainting, or perhaps some still more controllable disposition to pray, often in the

serious nervous crisis . An analogous expe- very loudest tones. Meanwhile their minds,

rience in the case of a man under unusually little conscious of anything going on around

deep religious concern is perfectly intelli- them , seemed to be filled with the liveliest

gible. Such a man is labouring under the apprehensions of sin , of the need of a

weight of important truths, which have laid Saviour, of His presence and power to help,

hold of a mind previously inattentive to and very often also of the presence and in

them ; he is conscious of a mental conflict fluence of the Enemy of souls . These im

of awful interest, in the course of which the pressions sometimes assumed the form of

extent of his own ungodliness becomes op- a most animated spiritual struggle with the

pressively clear to him . By and hy, per- Evil One, in whose power they apprehended

haps, he can scarcely eat or sleep : his whole themselves to be. Two or three well-marked

soul is filled with intense longing for deliver- stages could usually be traced in these at

ance ; and as the moral or spiritual crisis tacks. They ended with a sense of extraor

draws nearer, the demand upon his energies dinary liberation and relief, the mind being
becomes excessive, and he swoons away. usually impressed with a sense of the

We know that some of those who have Saviour's love and helpfulness. In some

been prostrated in one of the recent Scot- places these occurrences were very nume

tish revivals, intelligent and thoughtful per- rous ; in others few or none occurred. Phe

sons, though in humble life, considered nomena of this kind had been previously

their own case to be simply one of swoon- quite unknown in the district, and naturally
ing under some such experience as we have caused a great commotion. In a commu

indicated above . A similar explanation will nity thus taken by surprise, it was natural

apply to some cases in which there is no enough that many should at first regard

previous exhausting process. Some per- these affections as having a quasi -supernatu-.

sons, for instance, have been prostrated who ral character, particularly when they saw

were previously, sincerely pious, though not them concurring, as they sometimes did ,

very lively in religion ; and they have with the most remarkable moral changes in

proved afterwards to be remarkably quick- men's lives and characters. Fortunately the

ened, manifesting a new interest in religion, ministers and intelligent Christians generally

and a great readiness to every good work . took safe ground, and, without attempting

This is probably to be explained by suppos. to explain these affections, kept before the

ing that, under revival influences, such per- mind of the people objective truth, and the

sons had their minds somewhat suddenly essentials in which conversion consists.

occupied with views of Divine things of an consequence, the affections, instead of be

order transcending all their former experi. coming chronic, for the most part disap

ence. This, combined with a consciousness peared, and left the proper spiritual work of

of something blameworthy in their pre- a revival disencumbered of this element.

vious comparative blindness and insensibil. There were, however, instances of less intel

ity , might quite possibly go so far as to ligent and prudent guidance ; and an un

lead to swooning . We could cite cases of happy stimulus was given to everything

persons, young , healthy, of intelligent and eccentric by crowds of visitors from Eng.

investigative minds, removed from all re- land and Scotland , many of them more pious

vival scenes and influences not by space than enlightened , who beset the more noted

merely , but many years of time, who, in cases. Accordingly, a tendency to recur

course of solitary reflection , have had views rent prostration became chronic in some,

of the Divine character and majesty im- while in others trances, visions, prophesy

pressed on them with a force that nearly ings, and the like, were developed. These

bore down the physical energies ; and this peculiar appearances have been represented

when there was no special activity of con- as constituting the substance of the whole

science, and when no element of terror revival. Nothing can be more false. The

mingled with their impressions. cases of prostration undoubtedly exercised

The cases, however, which attracted the a great influence in awakening and sustaining

greatest attention in Ireland, are not to be attention throughout the country ; but they

referred to either of these classes. They are constituted only a small per centage of those

the cases, tolerably similar in their general who were awakened, and only some of those

character, in which persons seemed to come who were prostrated were ever regarded as

suddenly under a complex influence, partly converted. There was a disposition on the

mental and partly physical. They fell down part of many to lay too much stress on the

in a state of violent and convulsive agitation, extraordinary feeling of peace and happiness

In
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which usually arose at a certain stage of and voluntary movements of the body, gone

these affections; and this very likely gave through, as by a kind of destiny, by a great

rise to mistakes. But the ground always many diversepeople, who can have no com .

maintained by the great body of ministers mon reason for doing or feeling any such

and intelligent Christians was, that conver- things. The manner of the contagion is very

sion has its own proper evidences, which can obscure. It is probably not purely through

neither be dispensed with ,nor supplanted by the mind ; yet itdepends in a peculiar man

physical symptoms, however remarkable. ner upon seeing or hearing of the symptoms

On the other hand, it is quite clear that a of others , -- the knowledge thus acquired-

number of persons who experienced a re- seeming to excite a tendency to an elabo

markable change in their convictions, dispo- rately imitative train of similar perform
sitions, and character, and who still live ances. The circumstances, also, in which

entirely changed lives, experienced this such disorders tend to become contagious are
change in connection with prostrations. A very uncertain . Various conditions of race ,

great deal has been written about these af- of climate, possibly of subtle elemental in
fections. In the few remarks we have to fluence, may, for anything that is known,

make, we shall endeavour to avoid the snare create the tendency. But it appears, from

of knowing more than is really known, into various instances, that one of the conditions

which some of our predecessors, we fear, which favours it , is the occupation of the
have fallen . mind of a whole community by some one

The question simply is, whether the non- deeply-exciting subject. Hecker's " Epi

spiritual element in these cases - i.e., so demics of the Middle Ages” -a work trans.

much as does not consist in intelligent views lated for a medical society - has been fre.

of truth, and corresponding impressions, quently referred to as containing illustra

affections, and resolutions — can be referred tions . It is , in fact, a highly instructive and

to known natural causes, and classified with useful book for those whom it does not cause

known phenomena. Further, if it can , can to be wiser than Hecker himself. It requires,

the connection in certain cases between the like every book on such a subject, to be used
physical and the spiritual be accounted for ? with caution and discretion . It is clear,

It is to be observed that to the non -spiritual however, that such disorders as we have im

element, which is thus made matter of con- perfectly described have arisen and prevailed

sideration, some of the mental as well as of at various periods, sometimes taking a long

the bodily manifestations are to be reckoned. time to work themselves out.
The abnormal mental state common to all There is , we think, no reason to doubt

these cases, and the peculiar and uncontrolla- ! that the prostrations, with their train of pecu

ble form which the mental exercises and liar symptoms, are to be reckoned to this

manifestations took, are to be included in class of disorders. It is no fair objection to

the inquiry. this mode of accounting for them , that the

Now, there is a class of disorders, not symptoms are not precisely the same as

very thoroughly understood, and exceed- those of ordinary hysteria, or precisely par

ingly 'mutable and protean in their forms, allel to those of any established class of

which are called nervous disorders for want nervous disorders. The truth is , these disor

of a better name. They seem , at least, to ders are too mutable in character to be very

be convected with a disturbed condition of satisfactorily classified : no one is surprised

the nervous system . Of these disturbances, to find their symptoms varying unexpect

some manifest themselves by fits of agita- edly , in the ordinary experience of medical

tion of mind and body , -- the agitation being practice ; and when they have spread widely

more gentle or more severe, more regular in contagious forms, the form has always

or more convulsive in its character. Under been largely determined by the prevalent

such disturbances, long trains of bodily and feelings,opinions, and tendencies of the age.

mental manifestations, homogeneous or het- Still there are general characteristics which

erogeneous in their character,are sometimes justify the reference of them all to one cate

produced, the memory and the imagina. gory: Medical men seem generally to think

tion being laid largely under contribution to that the affinities of the prostration cases

make out the train . And, what is specially are best indicated by some such name as

pertinent here, sometimes these affections irregular or extraordinary hysteria ; and

become contagious, and spread to predis- there seems to be no fair reason, on ordinary

posed persons over large districts of coun- scientific grounds, for objecting to the nomen

try. In this case, the very odd phenomenon clature, or to the classification which it im

is presented , of mental and bodily manites- plies. The question, however, which con

tations, sometimes of a complex kind, includ- cerns the religious world more nearly is,

ing many mental experiences, and processes, whether on this hypothesis the apparent
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271connection of the physical with the spiritual, the spiritual impressions did not precede,

in many of the cases, can be accounted for. we yet admit that it may not have been so

We think enough can be done towards ac- in all cases,—that conversions may in some

counting for it to relieve the mind of any cases have been brought about by prostra

practical perplexity.
tions . In those days in Ireland,almost every

It is clear that, in all the earlier cases, member of the community had present to

deep impressions of the evil of sin, some his mind the facts of sin and salvation. Per

times for a considerable period , preceded sons who had got no further than this, and

the prostrations. Wehave already pointed had no wish to go further, were undoubtedly

out how this might lead to swooning. But prostrated in considerable numbers. In

it is obviously quite conceivable, that the some of these cases, the fact of being laid

same pressure, on the system might in cer. hold of personally in so agitating a manner,

tain cases bring on a nervous crisis , and so might awake the conviction of a personal

a fit of nervous disorder ; in which case the interest in long neglected truths : these

two elements — the intelligent and reflective might be fastened on the mind and heart

convictions, and the nervous disturbance during the progress of the symptoms; and

might mingle their manifestations,and react thus the prostration might be the means of

upon one another, How precisely this conversion, in the same way as any other

should come about we do not know ; for, in striking providential event .

spite of all the speculation that is so confi. Considered as providential events, the

dently vented , we very seldom do know prostrations had the effect of making many

how such disorders come about. This being more persons in Ireland attend to the Divine

assumed, it may be further supposed that message, and think of its bearing upon them

the community was in a condition in which selves, than would have done so otherwise.

the nervous disorder, once generated , would This was one of their features that most

spread to susceptible persons. Accordingly, speedily arrested attention ; and under the

it did spread to many, who neither before influence of this impression, an unwilling

nor after gave any satisfactory evidence of ness has been felt to admit, that they are to

being hopefully impressed ; and in then it be classed with a set of phenomena which

ran a course tolerably similar to that which have been often the associates of fanaticism

it held in the more promising cases . How , and delusion . On the other hand, the ill

then , are we to conceive of the cases of those repute of hysterical disorders, in this respect,

in whom , we hope, a higher and holier in- has seemed to many persons who looked at
fluence was also at work ? How shall we the matter chiefly in this relation, to estab

account for the apparent connection between lish a strong and fair presumption against

the two ? As to this, we answer that, as the whole Irish movement.

far as we are aware, there is no evidence it is found in bad company, and is therefore

that, in the case of those who appeared to justly suspected . Both impressions may be

be really converted, intelligent reflection and said to be natural, from the respective points

well-grounded impressions did not precede of view : both, however, are unfounded .

the nervous disturbance. If views and im- True religion, and true spiritual influence,

pressions, such as may reasonably prepare may be associated with a great many of the

the way for a change of heart and life , did manifestations of human infirmity ; how

take precedence, by however short an inter- much more with an innocent, and , in the

val, no real difficulty remains. It was to be circumstances, irresistible infirmity. There

expected , that of those who were operated are certain disturbances, it appears, which

upon by the truth, a certain number should occasionally befall the human system , es

be affected by the contagious influence, at pecially when the human mind is at work

the moment when mental agitation and de- about religion . They have often befallen it

pression laid them especially open to it ; under erroneous teaching, and have there

particularly as those conscious emotions fore been associated with fanaticism . They

would suggest to their minds in the strong will also occasionally befall it under scrip

est manner the possible approach of the tural teaching, and even simultaneously with

nervous disorder, which was looked upon in the most important Divine influences . True,

the community as mysteriously connected neither true religion nor Divine influences

with conviction of sin . We have already tend properly to produce them ; but a con

said that one peculiarity of the spread of currenceof causesmay produce them in this

such disorders is, that they often gain en- connection . So it was here . It was not from

trance by laying their fascination on the Christian religion, but from a startling con

mind.

sciousness of the want of it in the minds ofWhile not aware that it can be proved men, that these prostrations generally arose .

that, in the cases we have now referred to , When Christian truth had been consciously

In their eyes ,
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embraced, they generally disappeared, and consequence, that which is due to the agency
did not return . But it was not always so : of the Spirit, comes into consciousness, not

because even the influence of Christian truth pure but mixed ,-mixed with what is due

will not always guard men against nervous to the human being's own idiosyncracies.

affections, incidental to communities whọ Nay, it comes into consciousness mixed with

are strongly moved by religious or other in- more or less of infirmity and sin , which
fluences. Now, when such occurrences take every one confesses to attach to all his

place in this connection , they may serve im- thoughts. We have no reason to think

portant providentialpurposes, like any other setting aside the case of inspiration, with

events which fall out in Providence. But which we have here nothing to do) that

this is no reason for taking those events out there is, or ever was, such a thing since the

of the category to which they properly be- fall, as an experience of the working of the

long. Neither is it a reason for regarding Spirit of God in the minds of believers, free

nervous disorders of this kind as desirable. of this mixture. Hencs all experience is

The general rule for our guidance is plain, subject to the rule of the written word , by

that we should desire and endeavour to pre. which it is to be tested, and its imperfec

serve all sorts of people in the fullest and tions brought to light. If this is true ofthe

healthiest use of their faculties ; particularly experience of men under the influence of the

when they are dealing with the weightiest regenerating Spirit, it is true, of course, a

interests of their being. On this principle, fortiori, of every manifestation of that expe

we are to take reasonable means to guard rience which they make by word or deed.

against hysterical affections ; while, if they To decline to have inward experience, or

occur notwithstanding, and are overruled to outward manifestation of it , tried by the

be the occasion of any kind of good , we may rule of Scripture, and to have its defects ex

thankfully admire the Divine providence in posed in this certain light, is the testing

this arrangement. The whole difficulty felt characteristic of fanaticism .

in this matter, both by those who felt bound It results from this principle, that along

to advocate prostrations, because they be. with the influence of the Spirit, however

lieved a realwork of the Spirit to be going genuine and powerful , other influences of

on , and by those who could not admit a real various kinds may concur to give a peculiar

work of the Spirit, because they knew pros- character to the striking incidents of a re

tration to be hysterical, strikingly illustrates vival. If we can mark the proper evidence,

the confusion in many minds about the doc- or what in charity should be judged so, of

trine of spiritual influences. This confusion the agency of the Spirit, in such effects of it

is carried into other departments of the sub- as Scripture warrants us to expect, a thank

ject of revivals. We are so strongly im- ful confidence that He is graciously working

pressed with this conviction, that we must ought to be entertained upon that evidence.

endeavour to find space for a few remarks If other influences are also asserted to be

upon thereal view entertained by the Church present, the question, whether they are or

in regard to this matter. not, is open to decision also, upon appropri

That the Spirit's agency is the cause of ate evidence. The fruits of the Spirit stand

every spiritually good thing in man , from alone, and cannot be produced by any agency

conversion onwards, is a part of the Church's but His own. fail to discern them

faith in the Holy Ghost. That the agency aright, but where they exist they determine
of the Spirit may be discerned in its effects the fact of His saving power . But oicer in

by the subject of it, sometimes with an as- fluences may concur to determine the cir

surance which never will deceive him,--and cumstantials of the experience. They may

that it may be manifest to others, so as to modify the aspect of it to a very remark

impress upon their minds a very strong con- able degree. They may be, some of them ,

viction that it is indeed present and power- indifferent, some of them undesirable, some

ful ,-- these are positions subordinate to that of them positively blameworthy, and to be

first stated , and they may be amply justified instantly counteracted . Yet they may all

from Scripture. But yet there may be an concur to determine the aspects of the de

erroneous way of ascribing the experience of cisive experience of the moment of con

Christians, at and after their conversion, to version. For were the Holy Spirit towith

the Holy Spirit,which will lead to practical hold His grace until the experience of it
mistakes. should not be marred by human infirmity

What the believer is conscious of, is not, and sin , Ile would never grant it at all in this

directly and properly, the presence and world .' If, therefore, some things about the

working of the Spirit, but the effects and experience of converts be ascribed to im

results of His working, in experiences and agination, or peculiarities of temperament,

operations of the believer's own mind. In or to disease, as hysteria, or even to dufect

We
may
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a

ive dispositions, such as undue self-esteem , to excitement, combined with the imitative

--it is a question for evidence, which is not ness of boyhood . But it may take place

at all barred by the ascription of a work of under the influence of real love to God and

grace , in that instance, to the Holy Spirit. man, kindled in his heart by the Holy Spirit .

Still further, it is possible, nay, in some In the latter case, what he says may bear

circumstances even a likely thing, that dis remarkable evidence of Divine teaching.

positions which are the genuine fruits of the Yet the best thing that can be done for him

Spirit, may accidentally become the occasion self and for the Church is, that he should be

of mistake, or even sin , in the subject of stopped . It is of the Spirit's grace that he

them . The Spirit of God does not make loves God and man : but it is not right, nor

men impeccable or infallible , not even in of the Spirit, that he should go about and

the direct use of His own gifts. Conse- preach . In both of these cases, and in others

quently, a truly spiritual disposition , when less singular, it may be a new and powerful

in its highest fervour, may be ill directed sense of Divine things which prompts to the

in its particular determinations. The illus- irregularity. But the opponents of revivals

tration of this by Edwards, in his Thoughts, mistake the matter when they suppose that

leaves nothing to be added. It was a true the defence of the reality and even singular

and eminent influence of the Spirit which power of Divine influences, is embarrassed

wrought in the prophets of the Corinthian with a logical obligation to defend all that

Church ; but it was a mistaken following appears in close connection with them . On

out of that Divine impulse which led them the other hand , those are equally mistaken

to prophesy tumultuously. It was ormight who allow their calmer judgment to be

be a true zeal for the Lord's will which ac- overborne : and because they cannot resist

tuated those on both sides of the ancient the impression that a powerful influence of

question about meats : to the Lord they ate, the Spirit ofGod appears in certain proceed

or ate not; but it was a mistake and sin ings, infer that these have at least a tem

that they judged one another in their zeal . porary Divine sanction . Such a conclusion

Nay, genuine and remarkable spiritual at- is unsafe and ungrounded . If, however, there

tainments may become the occasion of sin , — is any reason to hope that the parties are

as, for instance, of pride ; for though the under spiritual teaching or impression, that

grace of theSpirit tends always to humility, may make it proper to use much brotherly

it would be a sadly sweeping position to gentleness in restraining their irregularities .

say, that where human corruption awakens There are various other topics which we

some workings of spiritual pride, the spirit- should have liked to indicate as deserving

ual attainments must be condemned, as de- of attention. Among these, the mode of

lusive and apparent only. All this being dealing with persons under concern holds

so, then it follows that there may be a real an important place. But our space is ex

and remarkable presence of the grace of hausted.

God in proceedings which are yet unwise There are, we believe, not a few persons

and censurable. Thus, for instance, it has sincerely desirous of seeing religion pro

happened in a time of excitement, that a moted and sinners converted, who regard

female shall begin to exhort or lead in revivals with apprehension and dislike.

prayer in the public congregation. Usually, They associate them with scenes of excite

when this takes place, the performance is ment in large assemblies, often uncon

due to hysterical excitement. But pos- trolled , and they apprehend self-deception

sibly it may be otherwise; and in spite of and fanaticism as the result . They asso

the unusual position she occupies , there ciate them with the opening of a door to all

may be every token of humility, fear of sorts of persons to lead in prayer and ex

God, loveto men, in the matter and manner hortation, and they are sure that often the

of what she utters. Every one who hears most forward are the least fit. They asso

her may be irresistibly carried to the con- ciate them with public exhibitions of a

clusion , that it is the utterance of her heart coarse and silly kind, and they know that

under the influence of uncommon spiritual from these the recoil will be certain , and

enlightenment and impression: and the con- that the Church will suffer deeply by it.
clusion may

be a true one . Yet she ought They shrink from movements that seem to

to be admonished, then or afterwards, to threaten the Church with disorder; and the
refrain . This is not the way in which she is statements often recklessly made as

to make use of what she knows and feels. Divine agency in the emotions displayed

So, also, a boy under religious impressions and the proceedings carried on, shock alike
may be strongly drawn to go about and their sense of reverence and of truth. We

preach, or address large companies ofpeople have not hesitated to admit that there have

about their souls. Usually this will be due been scenes and proceedings which counte

to
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dance such apprehensions. We admit, fur- men to entertain the light oftruth and good.

ther, that in all cases a time of revival has ness, must necessarily have the contrary

its dangers, just as a time of religious immo effect. Those who entertain apprehensions

bility is exposed to dangers of a different on this head , which we do not share, will

kind. In ordinary circumstances, whatever perhaps be reassured by the testimony of a

defects there may be otherwise, regularity witness so generally respected as Bishop

and decorum are easily preserved . Observ- M'Ilvaine, one of a “cloud of witnesses”

ances, duties, feelings, and so forth , are put who might be cited to the same effect. In

quietly, each into what is held to be its his interesting letter to Dr. Sprague, after

proper place. But the altered feelings and adverting to the best modes of dealing with

the sudden exigencies of a revival cail for revivals , and pointing out some dangers

new adaptations . A sudden strain is thus which had not been sufficiently guarded

thrown on the discretion of the guides of against, be concludes by saying :

the congregation, who must act in circum " I owe to it [the spirit of genuine re

stances in which precedents fail them . As vivals] too much of what I hope for as a)

always happens when general principles have Christian, and what I have been blessed

to be applied in a discretionary way , mis- with as a minister of the Gospel , not to

takes are made. Moreover, the pressure of think most highly of the eminent import

custom , which ordinarily lays so useful a ance of promoting this spirit, and, conse

restraint on crotchety persons, is to some quently, of guarding it against all abuses.

extent removed. All this being so, it is no Whatever I possess of religion began in a

wonder that great evils have sometimes revival. The most precious, sted fast, and
arisen. The extent to which they have vigorous fruits of my ministry, have been

arisen has been greatly , even ludicrously the fruits of revivals. I believe that the

exaggerated . But, whether more or less spirit of revivals, in the true sense, was the

extensive, they are not suitably met by simple spirit of the religion of apostolic

frowning down revivals. By all means let times, and will be more and more the cha

foolish and unscriptural proceedings be re- racteristic of these times as the Lord draws

buked ; but when ,under scriptural teaching, near. May the Lord bless us with it more

an awakening of consciences and minds takes abundantly and purely ."

place, it must not be checked - it must be

promoted. If the harvest ripens suddenly,

it must be gathered in . A lively sense of

the risks and dangers attendant on revivals,

such as animates some Christians, is of high Art. IX . - 1 . Une Conversation au Vatican .

importance as an element in the Church's Par J. B. Biot, Lu á L'Académie Fran

convictions, and may prove inexpressibly çaise dans sa séance particuliére du 3

useful. But in order that it may be of any Février 1858. Journal des Savants, Mars

use, it must not exist in a merely one-sided 1858, pp. 137–142.

and negative form ; it must be accompanied 2. La Vérité sur le Procés de Galilée. Par

with a cordial and co -operative appreciation J. B. Biot. Journal des Savants, Juillet

of all that is real and valuable in revival 1858, pp. 397–406 ; Aug. 1858 , PP.

work . 461-471; Septembre 1858, pp. 513-551;

To one who thoughtfully considers the Octobre 1858, pp. 607-615 .

spiritual condition of great masses of our 3. Galileo e Inquisizione, da M. Marino

population, it will probably appear,that lit- MARINI. Roma, 1850.

tle hope can be entertained of their being 4. Opere Complete di Galileo Galilei. M.

gathered into any Christian fold, except in EUGENIO ALBERI, 16 vol . , grº Firenze

connection with movements of common con- 1842-1856 .

viction and feeling , substantially of a revival 5. Vie de Galilée. Par J. B. Bior . Biog.

character. Should such movements take Universelle.

place, as we pray they may , they will be 6. Life of Galileo . By the late Mr. Drink

attended with obvious dangers ; and it will WATER BETHUNE. In the Library of Use

strain hard the energies of all the churches ful Knowledge.

to supply the enlightenment and instruction 7. Martyrs of Science, containing the Lives
without which awakened consciences will of Galileo, Kepler, and Tycho Brahe.

probably be led astray into one form or By Sir David BREWSTER, F.R.S. 4th

other of fanatical extravagance. But it Edition. London, 1859.

would chill sadly all one's hopes, were we 8. Note sur le Proces de Galilée. Par JEAN

compelled to believe that these dangers Plana. Lu dans la Seance de L'Acade

are unavoidable, and that the emotions mie de Sciences de Turin du 9 Novembre

a wakened in revivals, instead of disposing ! 1858.1858. Pp. 12. Turin , 1858 .
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9. Reflexions sur les objections soulevées par of sovereigns.* In a former age Galileo

Arago contre la Priorité de Galilée pour was an exile from its walls—chained to his

la double decouverte des taches Solaires own roof-tree, and , as a convict, chanting

noire, et de la Rotation uniforme du Globe the penitential psalms in his solitary home.

du Soleil. Par Jean Plana. Turin, 1860. He was prohibited from seeking medical
advice, and associating with his friends in

The romance of “ the Starry Galileo and the city which he honoured. He durst uot

his Woes ” has been so often written by the inhale the salutary breeze on the banks of

philosopher, and by the historian of science, the lovely Arno, por bathe his aching limbs

that nothing but the discovery of new inci- in its crystal stream . When those eyes

dents in his life, or the circulation of fresh which had descried new worlds in the bosom

calumnies against his name, could justify us of space were closed in darkness, he was

in now calling to it the attention of the pub- not allowed to grope his way among the

lic . The imprisonment and moral torture scenes which he had ballowed and immor.

of the greatest philosopher of his age, for talized . When bis powerful intellect could

publishing truths which the Almighty had no longer cope with error, the hatred of the

revealed to human reason, might have ex- priest pursued him beyond the tomb. His

cited little notice if inflicted by the civil mortal remainswere denied Christian burial ,

magistrate, or even by an ecclesiastical tri- and for a century they lay in a dishonouređ

bunal , in the exercise of their ordinary pow- grave. Even his right to make a will , the

ers ; but when the successor of St. Peter— last and the holiest privilege of our frail

the Infallible Pontiff – God's Vicar upon humanity, was denied to him as a prisoner

earth, who held in his hand the reason and of the Inquisition ; and when the friends

the conscience of the Catholic world ,-when whom he loved had provided a monument

he pronounced the motion of the earth and to his memory, the Pope would not allow

the stability of the sun to be a lie and a it to be reared.

heresy , and threatened with the torture the Time, however, which changes everything,

sagewho taught it, the attention of the civ- has changed even the faith which professes

ilized world was riveted on the daring and never to change. The fame of the martyr

hazardous decree. Philosophers were struck had achieved a lofty placein the Templeof

dumb by the presumptuous verdict, and Science, and the cities of his birth and his

humanity wept over the Martyr of Science. labours have striven to do him honour. In

Even Catholics of high intellect and gener- Florence, the scene of his deepest sorrow,

ous hearts shuddered at the deed, and con- his memory has been most affectionately

templated with fear an act of inquisitorial cherished. In the very church of Sta. Croce,

law wbich threatened with subversion the where his sentence and abjuration were

moral as well as the ecclesiastical power of ignominiously and insultingly published,

the Church which they loved. and in which his bones were denied a place,

In spite of the pontifical decree, the earth a magnificent monument now rises over his

continued to perform its annual round, and exhumed remains. The youth of Padua

year after year contributed new proofs of venerate his solitary vertebra, and those of

the great truths for which Galileo had been Florence bis purloined finger, with a more

condemned. The Jesuits themselves were affectionate admiration than the scented

at length compelled to illustrate them in relics of their saints and their sovereigns ;

their writings, and even instil them into while, what would be to him a nobler tri

their youth ; and the story of Galileo, and umph, the great truth for which he suf

the controversy of the earth and sun, were fered — the daily revolution of the earth

topics of painful recollection among the edu. has been exhibited to the eye by a Catholic

cated supporters of the Catholic faith. The philosopher as an indisputable fact which

successors of Urban VIII . ceased to defend , even Cardinals and Pontiff's could hardly

and doubtless to believe, the dogmas which venture to gainsay.t

he promulgated. The very cardinals, whose

predecessors sat in judgment on the philoso - ral History atFlorence, is one of the noblest monu
* The Tribune of Galileo, in the Museum of Natu

pher, have renounced the infallible decree, ments that a sovereign ever raised to a subject. It

and, as a dogma less amenable to science, was erected at great expense by the liberality of the

and more germane to the Catholic mind , the ex-Grand Duke of Tuscany. It is a richly decorated

Immaculate Conception has replaced, in the apartment, in which are preserved all thetelescopes
and other instruments of Galileo, together with the

pontifical creed, the Ptolemaic System of astrolabes of Alphonso,and the instruments which

the Universe. belonged to the celebrated Academy del Cimento.

This change of feeling bas been nowhere + We refer to the beautiful experiment of M.

more strongly exhibited than in the city of Foucault of Paris with a pendulum suspended from

Florence, when subject to the most Catholic motion,
a fixed point, which follows the earth in its daily

.
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" In short,"

It would have been well for the Catholic go frequently to the College of the Jesuits ;

faith , and well also for the interests of truth, and, his movements having been observed

had the trial of Galileo ceased to be the sub- by the authorities, his visits were believed

ject of controversy, and been permitted to to conceal some mystery which it was ne.

take its destined place in the page of histo- cessary to clear up before any further com

ry . But error never dies ; and the infallible munication was held with him .

Church has reappeared in the person of a he says, “ I had become a political charac

functionary of the Inquisition, with an emi- ter without knowing it. I conceived that it

nent philosopher as his interpreter, to give a was not necessary for me, a simple savant,

new aspect to the story of Galileo, and to fix to remain any longer enveloped in the toils

a calumny on his name. As the history of of diplomacy, and that the sincerity of my

this attempt is little known in this country, humble homage did not require so much ar

and possesses the highest interest in its re- rangement. I resolved, therefore, to open

lation to scientific history, as well as to the someless embarrassing way out of the official

character and claims of the Catholic Church , world , of which I could sooner avail myself.

we shall present it to our readers in its full . But in order to exercise the sagacity of the

est details. watchmen of the Embassy, I purposely paid

When engaged in an astronomical mission more frequent visits to Father Dumouchal.”

in 1824, M. Biot, one of the most distin- M. Biot was acquainted with M. Testa ,a

guished members of the Imperial Institute prelate of literary tastes, who had published

of France, and known throughout the civil. a learned dissertation on the zodiacal repre:

ised world by his writings and his discover- sentations discovered in Egypt a few years

ies in physical optics, had occasion to visit before. Having been himself occupied with

Rome with his son on their way to Naples. the same subject, he bad paid a visit to the

The morning after his arrival, which was in prelate a few days after his arrival in Rome.

the month of March 1825, M. Biot waited As he had been well received, he repeated

upon the Duke de Laval , the French ambas- his visit ,-related to hiin his misadventure,

sador, by whom he was received with the and expressed the regret he should feelwere
distinction due to his character and talents . he not admitted to an interview with his

Modern Rome thronged into the saloons of Holiness, along with his son , to whom, as

the ambassador, and through his means an- well as to himself , such an event would be s

cient Rome became more accessible to M. source of pleasure during the rest of their

Biot than it could otherwise have been . Af- lives. He had not known that the good Abbé
ter having enjoyed for some days the cour- Testa was, more than person,

in s

tesies of the Embassy, our traveller naturally position to obtain for him this favour ,to

desired to be presented to the Pope; and which he had attached so great a value. The

the Duke de Laval kindly promised to take Abbé held an office of trust in the pontifical

the earliest opportunity of introducing him court , and his excellent qualities had secured

to Leo XII . An ambassador, however, as to him the esteem of Pope Leo XII. The

M. Biot observes, restrained by certain pre . favour of a presentation was asked and grant

cautions, must follow certain rules in his offi-ed; and the Abbé and his friends repaired

cial relations. The expected opportuuity of to the Vatican a little before the appointed

being presented to his Holiness never arriv. hour. This was after the dinner of the Holy

ed ; and the most respectful attempts on M. Father, who had just retired into an inner

Biot's's part to bring it about seemed to place apartment; so that they remained in the

new difficulties in the way . The young at- waiting-room till they were summoned into
tachés of the Embassy gave our philosopher the presence-chamber. At this time there
the solution of this is enigma." When he entered into the salon a priest, who had

arrived at Rome he was anxious to write to come for an audience like themselves. He

Colonel Fallon, Director of the Topograph was clothed in a white robe, and was a tall

ical Bureau atVienna, in order to give him man with much dignity of manner. The

an account of the operations which he pro- Abbé presented to him M. Biot by hisname.
posed to make at Fiume, the eastern termi- which was not unknown to him ; and hein
nus of the portion of the 45th parallel of mediately entered into conversation on the

latitude which was measured by the Austrian zodiacs of Egypt, a subject which he knew

engineers. In order to do this, he required to be interesting both to the Abbé and his

certain numbers, which could only be ob- friend, who reviewed with much learning and

tained from the Observatory of the Collegio criticalacumenthenumerous conjecturesby
Romano, keptby the Jesuits, and under the which they had been explained. He then said

direction of Father Dumouchel, who had to M. Biot, without any other transiting,
been his friend and fellow -student in the “ We havereadhere your article ‘Galilée"
Ecole Polytechnique. He had therefore to in the Biographie Universelle. You there coul

any other
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demn the judgment pronounced against him Simplicio ; and in alluding to the passion

by the Holy Office. But, in fact, the tribu- which had been attributed to him , of com

nal had condemned orily his errors, for he posing verses, he did not scruple to say and

had committed very serious ones.” to write that he had a taste for composing

Embarrassed by this opinion, the philoso- an amorous sonnet.' Be assured that these

pher could not decide whether he should, in personal injuries contributed powerfully to

such a locality, disown his scientific fuith or his fall ."

oppose so severe a judgment. He deter- From the moment that it appeared to M.

mined, therefore, to veer between these two Biot that the enmities inspired by the man

extremes. “ It is possible,” he said , " that had been the decisive motive for the con

Galileo has committed errors. Every man demnation pronounced against the astrono

is fallible. But it required judges in ad- mer, scientific truth seemed to him no long

vance of the age to perceive them ; and , af- er the cause ; and therefore it was not neces

ter all , they could not charge him with a sary to defend it, which was the only right

great crime. The trial which he underwent which he could assume, as it was the only

does not seem to rest on the essence of his duty which he could not honourably abandon.

discoveries, but on their philosophical con- Finding his interlocutor so well informed,

sequences. The teachers of the day , who and agreeing to the only amicable arrange.

were ecclesiastics , arrayed themselves with ment which he could admit,M.Biot asked

a furious unanimity against the reformer, who permission to see the original documents of

spared neither their refutations nor their sar. the trial. “ They are not in our posses

casms. They attacked him from their pro- sion,” he replied. “ They were carried to

fessorial chairs, and even in their religious Paris with the whole of the pontifical ar

services ; being thus made his implacable chives. Louis XVIII. wishing to see them ,

enemies, they accused him of heresy at they were taken to the Tuileries ; but when

Rome, as the Protestants of Holland accused he fled from Paris, on the 20th of March,

Descartes of atheism — religion becoming they were not restored to the royal ar

everywhere an arm , and a most terrible one chives, and they disappeared in the succeed

when directed by the passions. Moreover, ing disturbances. Had we possessed them ,

in deploring this trial, and exposing the inter- there would have been no difficulty in com

ested motives which were the pretext for it, municating them to you.”

you may have noticed that I have not exagge- At this stage of the conversation, M. Biot

rated the facts . I believe I have made it and his party were summoned to the holy

clear that the physical rigours (the applica- presence ; and we believe it will interest

tion of torture) indicated by the termsof the our readers if we succeed in translating the

sentence were only formal expressions, with. lofty and eloquent expressions in which a

out any reality of application . Everything French philosopher has embalmed his con

concurs to prove this. Galileo had from the versation with the Holy Father. “ I will

first , for his prison, the house of the chief not attempt,” he says, to report the words

officer of the tribunal, with permission to which were addressed to us, nor to convey

walk in the palace. He was attended by his the impressions which they produced, by

own domestic servant; and afterwards, when the august character, with so many titles ,

he was tran - ferred to the palace of the Arch- of him who pronounced them . It was like

bishop of Sienna, whose superb garden serv- a chain of thoughts marked with an 'indul

ed him for a promenade, he was allowed to gent kindness, with a suavity and a charm

write freely every day to his friends ; and which seemed to descend from heaven to

he wrote to them very pleasant letters in earth, and to rise from earth to heaven, where

the report of those who interrogated him . we could not but feel the calm serenity of the

It is not in this way that an old man of sev- soul of an old man, allied to the dignity of

enty would jest who had been put to the a pontiff and a prince, still adorned and
torture . The moral sufferings which his heightened by a superior culture of mind,

trial had brought upon him , and the priva- which the princes of this world have seldom

tion of his liberty in the latter years of his an opportunity of acquiring. The marks of

life, were sufficiently painful to require any interest which his Holiness showed to my

aggravation .' self ,my young son, and my absent family,

* Assuredly not,” replied his interlocutor. reached to the very depths of my heart. "

" In everything your article is written with After quitting the Vatican , M. Biot ex

honesty and sincerity ; but , believe me, M, pressed to the Abbé how grateful he felt for

Galileo was verywrong in giving personal the “ adorable goodness with which the

offence to the Pope, who had shown him Pope had received him , and proceeded to

much kindness. He had ridiculed him in question him respecting the stranger whom

his · Dialogues, ' under the character of he had introduced to him , and with whose
6
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manners, erudition, and profound knowledge some influence in effecting this conversion .
he had been so much charmed . “ Though A Dominican monk , clad in white raiment,

you did not know his name,” replied the and with imposing mien, encounters the

Abbé, “ did you not recognize the white biographer of Galileo in the Vatican, compli.

habit of St. Dominique ? He is the Comments him on the rectitude and sincerity of

missary -General of the Holy Office, the per- his article, assures him that Galileo had per

son whom you in France call the Grand sonally affronted Pope Urban VIII. by ridi.

Inquisitor." * “ Ah !” cried M. Biot to culing him under the name of Simplicio,

himself , “ I hardly expected to appear here and dogmatically asserts that these personal

in his presence, and to find myself in such wrongs contributed powerfully to his fall!

close conversation with him . Iam no longer The philosopher of the Institute becomes

astonished that he insisted so much on the af the Simplicio of the Vatican ; and without

fair ofGalileo . He had the advantage of me. even asking for any proof of these asser

I could not refuse to converse with him on tions, he adopts them implicitly, retracts the

the subject ; but I did not go out of my judgment he had pronounced against the
way to choose it." Inquisition, rejoices over the reconciliation

M. Biot returned to his lodgings quite pen- of religion and science ; and in this desira

sive, as he says, and meditating on the re- ble result, finds “ a striking application of

sults of this remarkable rencontre. " Thus," the fine maxim of Cicero, ' Opinionum com

said he to himself , " after two centuries had menta delet Dies ; Nature judicia confir.

elapsed, in the same Vatican where Galileo mat,' '

was condemned, we have made a pacific This remarkable conversion of M. Biot

revision of his trial ; and with what mar- took place in March 1825. A new light

vellous changes both in the men and in their had burst upon him on one of the most

ideas ! On the one hand, one of the inheri. interesting points of scientific history, in

tors of his genius , charged with teaching which the characters of Galileo and of Pope
and professing publicly his doctrines, is ad. Urban and his cardinals were seriously com

mittedby a special favour into the presence promised, and in which the Catholic Church

ofthe Holy Father, who loads him with kind. itself was on its trial. M. Biot had taken

ness. On the other hand , the Commissary the wrong side in the controversy ; but,

of the Tribunal, resuming the consideration though the " pure light of truth had dispell

of the case with as much equity as intelli. ed the clouds which human passions had
gence, concurs with his disciples in separat- raised ,” he quietly placed the light under

ing from the scientific question all the acceso a bushel. He neither retracted his errors,

sories with which human passions had sur- nor enabled others whom he had misled to

rounded it ; so that truth , separated from retract them . He concealed for thirty three

these fleeting clouds, will henceforth shine long years that blessed light which recon.

with a pure lustre which offends neither sci- ciled science and religion ; and in place

ence nor religion ." * of shedding it upon his colleagues in the

The extraordinary opinion, that the trial of Academy of Sciences, who had doubtless

Galileo, and the sentence by which he was taken the part of Galileo, he dazzles with

condemned and imprisoned for life, offended it the French Academy,--the branch ofthe

neither science nor religion, might have Institute which is charged with the language

passed unnoticed had it been maintained by and literature of France, and which is

some frantic Jesuit, or some underling of honoured with the names of Guizot, Thiers,

the Inquisition , who, in defending the infalli- Villemain , Cousin, Remusat, and others,

bility of their Church, would sacrifice the who had never taken a deep interest either

highest interests of truth and justice ; but in the fate of Galileo or the infallibility of

when we view it as the ripe judgmentof one theChurch.

of the most distinguished writers and philo. Having thus given publicity to his “ Con

sophers of the age;-- the father too of the versation in the Vatican,” and rested his
French Academyof Sciences, who hadpub- conversion on the simple and unsupported

lished the opposite opinion ,—we are equally opinion of the Grand Inquisitor, a partisan

confounded by the boldness of its assertion whom no court of justice in Europe would

and the imbecility of its argument. The receive as a witness in such a cause, he found

air of the Vatican, and the adorable good - it necessary to study the proceedings in the

ness of the Holy Father, had doubtless trial of Galileo, and to obtain some colour

able pretext for the views he had promul

* The priest with whom M. Biot carried on this
gated. The results of this inquiry he has

remarkable conversation was Father Benedetto Mau
rizio Olivieri, Commissary-General of the Inquistion, published in four articles in the Journaldes

who passed for a very learned man, and who became Savants, which no Catholic can read with

General of the Dominican Order in 1834. satisfaction , and no Protestant with patience.

>
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Were we to admit all his facts, and adopt manded ; and when he promised to search

all his reasonings, we should strike a blow for them in the depôt of the Foreign office,

against the Catholic Church which the most and return them if found, he made it an ex

daring of Galileo's friends never ventured press condition that they should be given to

to inn . To assert that one of the high the public, as the Imperial Government had

priests of science had been imprisoned for even begun to translate them for publication .

life—we will not say put to the torture-- The papers having been found, the originals

from the personal vindictiveness of Pope of the text of the trial were taken to Rome

Urban VIII., a kind and benevolent Pontiff; in 1846 by Rossi , and were immediately re

-- that his College of Cardinals, men of turned to Pope Pius IX . , who, during the Re

high character and position, placed their volution of 1848, entrusted them to M.

reason and conscience in the hands of the Marino Marini , the Keeper of the Secret

Holy Father ; and that they did not regard Archives of the Holy Sce. When tran

the Copernican doctrines as contrary and in- quillity was restored they were again deliv

jurious to Scripture, is a calumny against the ered to the Pope, who made them a present

Church of Rome which no Protestant would to the Library of the Vatican ;but, strange

dare to circulate, and no Catholic could be- to relate --and M. Biot has related it with

lieve . The best and the only apology out any expression of surprise, or any con

for the condemnation of Galileo is, ihat in jecture respecting its motive- they were

the 16th century astronomical truth was afterwards restored to the Secret Archives.

equally unknown to the clergy and the Had the promise to print them been honestly

laity ;--that the motion of the earth and fulfilled, it was of no consequence where the

the stability of the sun were doctrines appa- orginals were deposited ; but as that promise

rently inconsistent with Scripture ; and that has been broken , and garbled extracts only

in those days the truths of religion were given to the world, their retention in the

guarded by a sternness of discipline and a Library of the Vatican was of high impor

severity of punishment which have disap- tance. The biographer and the historian

peared in more enlightened times. Even could have there tested the completeness

we Protestants cannot look back to that and fidelity of the extracts ; but, buried in

period of the Church's history without shed- the tomb of the Secret Archives, we can

ding burning tears over the unholy zeal of attach to them no other value than what is

our ancestors. due to the opinions and honesty of M. Ma

A correct account, therefore, of the trial rino Marini. What confidence is to be

and con demnation ofGalileo has now become placed in this functionary of the Pontificate,

as necessary to the character of Pope Urban M. Biot shall himself tell us.

VIII . as it is to that of Galileo ; and we are mise made to Rossi has been fulfilled very .

fortunately able, from the new documents incompletely indeed , by M. Marini in 1850,

recently given to the public, to make it one in a printed dissertation addressed to the

of the most interesting portions of scien- Archäological Academy of Rome, with the

tific and ecclesiastical history. Truth alone title of Galileo e Inquisizione. A friend pro

is the object at which we aim ; and though cured me this work . It is a pleading in

we cannot reconcile Science and Religion by favour of the tribunal of the Inquisition,

the strange process adopted by M. Biot, we rather than a book of history. We do not

hope to satisfy the most zealous Catholic find in it the entire text of the trial , but only

that, though apparent antagonists in the trial a small number of extracts, which by them

of Galileo, they may embrace each other in selves have always a great value.” The

the arms of Christian charity without sacri- importance of the “textual publication of

ficing the good names of a virtuous Pope the Process," as M. Biot calls it,is admitted
and an honest philosopher. by himself. Such a publication, he says,

It is a remarkable circumstance in the would promote the well-understood inter

history of this case , that the original docu- ests of the pontifical authority, being the

ments of the trial have never been given to most sure, if not the only means, of refuting

the world . They were carried to Paris in the supposition that corporeal torture had been
.

1812 and 1813, along with the treasure con- inflicted upon Gulileo, -a supposition which

quered from the Roman archives, after a we might be induced to believe from cer

list of them had been taken by M. Daunou, tain formal expressions contained in the

who went to Paris in 1811 for that purpose. sentence passed upon him , and promulgated
When the treasure was restored in 1814, the by the Holy Office .” The extracts, he af

documents were not to be found ; but the terwards adds, “ are far from sufficient to

pontifical court never ceased to reclaim them . throw a complete light on the important

When M. Rossi went on a diplomatic mis- question of the tortures." Notwithstanding

sion to Rome in 1845, they were again de- this suppressio veri, M. Biot thinks he can sup

6. The pro

>
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ply the defect from theseries of official letters moon, of the round disc of the planets, of

addressed by the Tuscan ambassador to his the crescent of Venus, of the spots and rota

court, from the commencement of Galileo's tion of the Sun , and the speculations to

trial to the day when he returned from it which · they led , excited the admiration of

after his condemnation. By combining the bis friends, and the jealousy of his enemies.

details in this correspondence with those In 1611 he had exhibited his principal dis

furnished by the work of M. Marini, M. Biot coveries, in the Quirinal gardens at Rome,

believes that we can now reproduce, in all to princes, cardinals, and prelates. The

their truth, and review in our presence, the solar spots, and the changes which they un

acts, and the scenes, and the personages in derwent, gave ocular demonstration of the

this philosophical drama, in which a man of rotation of the Sun, and overturned the

genius, who created other eyes than those Aristotelian dogma of the immutability of

which Nature has given us, was the first to di- the heavens. In a letter to Prince Cesi at

rect his views into the depths of space, and Rome, written in May 1612, he describes

having thus seen revealed the mysteries which the phenomena of the changes in the solar

are there accomplished, is punished for his spots as a death -blow to the pseudo-philo

audacity like another Prometheus.” “ Such ,” sophy of the Peripatetics, and wonders how

be adds, “ is the subject of the moral and they will evade it, seeing that the changes

scientitic studies with which we are about to are manifest to their own eyes. The sup

entertain our readers."
porters of the ancient philosophy had no

In order to form a correct judgment re. difficulty in finding a reply. They denied the

specting the causes which led to the trial accuracy of his observations ; and when

and condemnation of Galileo, we must turn they found this of no avail , they were driven

to that period of his life when he first sub to the last refuge of error, by denouncing

mitted his opinions to the public. The phi . The motion of the earth and the immobility

losophy of Aristotle was then prevalent of the sun as contrary to Scripture, and a

throughout Europe. It was taught in its heresy against the Catholic faith .

universities by professors lay and clerical ; Thus challenged to the discussion, Galileo

and every attempt to refute their doctrines wrote letters to several of his friends at

exposed its author to every variety of per- Rome in 1613, 1614 , and 1615, in order to

secution. Even in his eighteenth year prove that the Scriptures were not intended

Galileo had displayed a great antipathy to to teach us natural science ; and he address

the Aristotelians; and, in the discharge of ed an elaborate dissertation to Christina of

his duty as Professor of Mathematics at Lorraine, Grand Duchess of Tuscany, and

Pisa, he had attacked their mechanical doc . the mother of the reigning Duke, in which

trines with unnecessary asperity. He had he endeavoured to show that texts in the

refuted their theory of falling bodies by ex . Bible ought not to be quoted in questions

periments made from the falling tower of which observation and experience alone can

Pisa ; and so strong were the feelings which decide. Upwards of a year before this, in

they had roused against him , that he found 1613, he had written å letter to Father

it convenient to quit that city in 1592, and Castelli, one of his liberal friends, in which

accept of the mathematical chair in the Uni- he supported the Copernican system with a

versity of Padua. Having acquired a high force of argument which alarmed the priest

reputation by his writings, the Grand Duke hood.* The first of these productions seems

of Tuscany invited him to return to his to have been addressed to the mother of
former situation in Pisa. Galileo accepted Cosmo, in order to give the impress of

the offer ; but, before quitting Padua, he royal authority to the Copernican system ;

paid a visit to Venice, where he heard of and in this imposing form it seems to have

the discovery of the telescope. On his re- excited a warmer interest, as if it had ex.

turn to Padua he constructed one of these pressed the opinion of the Grand Ducal

instruments, which magnified three times ; family . This apparently high recommenda

and soon afterwards two larger ones, with tion was sustained by facts and arguments

magnifying powers, the one of eight and the which were felt to be irresistible. Galileo

other of thirty times. During the years states boldly to the Grand Duchess that the

1610 , 1611 , and 1612 , he applied these in- Scriptures were given to instruct us respect

struments to the heavens, and made those ing our salvation,and our reasoning faculties

great discoveries which exposed him to the for investigating the phenomena of Nature,

hostility of the Peripatetic philosophers, He regards Scripture and Nature as pro.

and subsequently to the persecution of the

Catholic Church. His discovery of the four
* In his first article, p. 400 , M. Biot says this

satellites of Jupiter, of the oblong figure of he substitutes for theword imprimée, the phrase, “ - of
letter was printed ; but in a subsequent one, p. 620,

Saturn , of the mountains and cavities of the which he took copies . "

>
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ceeding from the same Divine Author, and well sastain the conflict in which presumption

incapable of speaking a different language; and error are destined to fall. The public tribu
paland he ridicules the idea that astronomers may peither be sufficiently pure nor enlighten

will shut their eyes to the celestial pheno- ed to decideupon theissue ; but he can appeal
to posterity, and reckon upon its ' sure decree .'

mena which they discover, or reject those
“ The ardour of Galileo's mind , the keepness of

deductions of reason which appeal to their bis temper, his clear perception of truth , and his

faith with all the force of demonstration. inextinguishable love of it, combined to exasper

These views, so just in themselves , he sup- ate and prolong the hostility of his enemies.
ports with passages from the writings of When argument failedto enlighten their judg

the Fathers ; and he quotes the dedication ment, and reason to dispel their prejudices, he

of Copernicus's work to Pope PaulIII. to wielded against them the powerful weapons of
ridicule and sarcasm ; and, in this unrelenting

provethat the Holy Father himself did not warfare, he seems to have forgotten that Provi

regard the new astronomy as hostile to the dence had withbeld from his enemies the intellec

sacred writings. tual gifts which he had so liberally received . He

It was in vain to meet such arguments who is allowed to take the start of his species,

by any other weapon than the sword ; and and to penetrate the veil which conceals from

the priesthood had now to determine either common miods the mysteries of Nature, must

to yield to the reckless heresy, or crush it not expect that the world will be patiently

by the arm of power, Father Lorini, a Mind has its inertia as well as matter ; and
dragged at the chariot wheels of his pbilosopby.

Dominican monk, had already denounced its progress to truth can only be ensured by the

to the Inquisition Galileo's letter to Father gradual and patient removal of the difficulties

Castelli . Caccini, another priest of the which embarrass it.

same Order, attacked the philosopher in a “ Tbe boldness — may we not say the reckless

sermon preached at Florence, from a text ness ?—with which Galileo insisted upon making

in the Acts, “ Ye men of Galilee, why stand proselytes of his enemies, served but to alienate

them from the truth. Errors thus assailed speed
ye gazing up into heaven ?' * Ile attacked

ily entrench themselves in general feeling, and
Galileo personally; denounced mathematics become embalmed in the virulence of the passions.

“ as a diabolical art ; and declared that The various classes of his opponents marshalled

mathematicians, as the authors of every themselves for their mutual defence. The Aristo

heresy, should be banished from every telian professors, the temporizing, Jesuits, the

Christian land.” Luigi Maraffi, the General political churchmen, and that timid but respect

of the Order to which these monks belong- able bodywho at all times dread innovation,

ed , and to whom Galileo had sent a formal whether it be in legislation or in science, entered

into an alliance against the philosophical tyrant,
compl aint against Caccini , had the candour who threatened them with the penalties of know

to make an apology to the astronomer, and ledge.

expressed the regret with which he found “ The party of Galileo, though weak in number,

himself implicated in “ the brutal conduct was not without power and influence. He had
of thirty or forty thousand monks. ” trained around him a devoted band who cherished

Thus countenanced on one hand by sove- bis doctrives and idolized his genius. His pupils

reign authority , and even by someof the had been appointed to several of the principal

dignitaries of the Church, and assailed on
professorships in Italy. The enemies of religion

were, on this occasion, united with the Christian

the other by the great body of the priest- philosopher ; and there were, even in those days,

hood, Galileo found himself in a position many princes and nobles who had felt the incon

from which he must either advance or venience of ecclesiastical jurisdiction , and who

recede. secretly abetted Galileo in his crusade against

established errors .

“ The current of his life ," as Sir David Brewster

remarks,t “ had hitberto flowed in a smooth and dreading each other's power, and reconpoitring
Although these two parties bad been long

unobstructed channel . He had attained the each other's position ,yet we cannot exactly de

bigbest objects of earthly ambition. His dis

termine which of them first hoisted the signal for
coveries bad placed him at the head of the great

The Christian party , particularly its high

men of the age ; be possessed a professional in.

come far beyond his wants ; and, what is still the defensive. ' Flanked on one side by the logic
est dignitaries, were certainly disposed to rest on

dearer to a philosopher, he enjoyed the most of the schools, and on the other by the popular

ample leisure for carrying on and completing his interpretation of Scripture, and backed by the
discoveries. The opposition which these dis

coveries had encountered was to him more a sub.
strong arm of the civil power, they were not dis

ject for triumph than for sorrow. Ignorance and however much theymay bave dreaded its infla
posed to interfere with the prosecutionofscience,

prejudices were his only enemies ; and if they
The philosophers, on the contrary, united

succeeded for a while harassing, hiun on bis the zeal of innovators with that firmness of pur

march, it was only to conduct him to fresh
achievements. He who contends for truths which pose whichtruth alone can inspire. Victorious

he bas bimself been permitted to discover, may and they panted for a struggle in which they

war.

in every contest, they were flushed with success,

* Acts i . 11 . † Martyrs of Science, p. 45. knew they must triumph ."

ence .
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Such was the state of parties after the west, is contrary to Scripture, and camot

two Dominician monks had entered the field, be professed or defended."

the one with the weapon of personal scurril- Disappointed and chagrined at the result

ity , and the other by a direct appeal to the of this appeal to the Inquisition , Galileo did

Inquisition. The army of monks, however, not accommodate himself to the circum

described by Maraffi, were not satisfied with stances in which he was placed . Although he

these measures of defence and attack . Cac had visited Pope Paul V. soon after the

cini , bribed by the Mastership of the Con- issuing of the congregational decree, and

vent of St. Mary of Minerva, leagued him- was assured by his Holiness that while he

self with a multitude of monks of all orders, occupied the papal chair he would not listen

and went to Rome to embody the evidence to the calumnies of his enemies, yet be con

against Galileo, and to denounce to the In- tinued to maintain his opinion in every house

quisition the great work of Copernicus, which he visited, and thus to annoy his eccle

“ On the Revolution of the Heavenly Bo- siastical friends, and afford new grounds of
dies. " Although these machinations had persecution to his enemies.*

been carried on in secret, Galileo's suspi- This pertinacious obtrusion of his opin

cions were roused , and he obtained leave ions, after they had been denounced as her

from the Grand Duke Cosmo to go to etical and unscriptural by authorities which

Rome in December 1615 , in order to frus- he was bound to respect and obey, was no

trate the designs of his enemies. All his doubt encouraged by the mild proceedings

attempts, however, proved fruitless. The of the court itself, and by the continued

monks had obtained the ear of the Pope friendship of persons high in authority . In

and the cardinals ; and the Inquisition as the decree which so much offended him ,

sembled on the 25th February 1616, to neither his namenor his writings weremen

consider the grave questions which had tioned. He was simply informed of the de

been formally submitted to their judgment. cision of the Congregation, and that in the

The congregation of Prohibited Books issued most respectful manner, by his friend Car

their decree on the 4th March. They de- dinal Bellarmine. The Grand Duke of

clared that “ the false Pythagoric doctrine of Tuscany and his minister still remained

the motion of the earth and the immobility attached to their great astronomer ; and
of the sun was contrary to the text of among the cardinals themselves he had a

Scripture.” They ordered the correction in staunch friend in the person of CardinalOr

Copernicus's work of certain expressions sino, to whom he had been introduced by

and passages where this doctrine is main- the Grand Duke, and who took such a warm

tained, not as a mathematical hypothesis, part in his favour as to ruffle the temper of

but as a physical truth ; and, among these, the Pope bimselt i
a passage in which the earth is called a star.

They prohibited the pamphlet published by are well described in a letter from Querenghi to Car
* The conduct and temper of Galileo at this crisis

Paul Anthony Foscarini, a learned Car- dinal D'Este, and in another, given fully by Biot,

melite monk , in which he illustrates and from Pietro Guicciardini to Ferdinand II,Graud

defends the doctrine of the mobility of the Duke of Tuscany, whose ambassador he was at the

earth, and reconciles it with the texts in pointments will be found in a series of letters ad
Court of Rome. Galileo's own vexations and disap

Scripture which had been adduced to over- dressed to his intimate friend Curzio Picchena,secre

turn it ; and the same prohibition was ex- tary to the Grand Duke, and published in the last
tended to every work in which the new edition of Galileo's Works.

doctrine was taught. Although Galileo was
+ This is the account given by Biot : - “ Galilée

nevernamed in this decree, his enemies cir- la Declaration faite par le Pape, et publiée par la

ne fut pas nommé ... on lui a seulement annonce

culated the report that he had been cited Congregation de l'Index."

before the Inquisition ; that he had abjured * " Par suite de quoi (the Grand Duke's letter)

his opinions ; and that the Congregation of mercredi dernier dans le consistoire, ce Cardi:a!

the Index had condemned him . In refuta . ayant parlé au Pape en faveur de Galilée, je ne sai

si avec assez d'a propos et de prudence, le Pape lui

tion of these calumnies, Cardinal Bellar a dit que Galilée ferait bien d'abandonner cette

mine gave him a certificate, dated the 16th opinion . Sur quoi Orsino ayant repondu quelque

March 1616, that these imputations were chose trop pressant, le Pape coupa court a ses repre.

false, and that he had merely intimated to sentations, en luideclarant avoir renvoyé cette af

him the opinions of the Pope, published by lePapefitapeller le Cardinal Bellarmine, et apres
faire aux cardinaux du Sainte Office. Orsino partit,

the Congregation of the Index, “that the avoir discouru avec lui, tous deux s'accorderenta

doctrine attributed to Copernicus, that the conclure que cette opinion de Galilée est fausse et

earth moved round the sun, and that the heretique. J'apprends qu'avant hier ils ont assem

sun remained immovable in the centre of blés a ce sujet une congregation des t'ardinaux pour

the world without moving from east to Grand Duke, quoted by Biot, p. 402 .
la declarer telle.” -- Letter of Guicciardini to the

.
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In this account ofthe proceedings of the | liled,a Florentine, and70 years of age, was de
Congregation, and of the decree which they nounced in this Holy Office,because you hold as
issued, we have followed M. Biot, because true the false doctrine maintained by many, name

it is possible that the decree itself mayhave ! y, that thesunwasin the centre of theworld and
immoveable, and that the earth moved even with

been given by M. Marini, or in some other a diurnal motion ;-that you had certain disci

work which we cannot procure. If it bas ples to whom you taught the same doctrine ; --;

been published , we have no doubt that M. that you kept up a correspondence with several

Biot has given a correct account of its con- German mathematicians ;—thatyou published
teuts ; but it is remarkable that a totally certain letters entitled, On the Solar Spots (his

different account of the proceedings and of letters to Mark Velser in May and December
the decree has been given bySir David 1612*), in which you explained ihe same doctrine

as true ;--- that you replied to certain objections

Brewster in his Life of Galileo.*
against you , taken from Sacred Scripture, by

" Galileo was lodged ,” he says, “ in the palace glossing the same Scripture according to yourown

of the Grand Duke's ambassador, and kept up a interpretation of it," etc.

constant correspondence with the family of his After announcing in the most formal man
patron at Florence ; but in the midst of this ex
ternal splendour he was summoned before the In- ner the two great Catholic dogmas to be

quisition to answer for the beretical doctrine adopted by all qualified theologians, the

which he had published. He was charged with document thus proceeds :

maintaining the motion of the earth and the sta- |
“But when it pleased ne, in the meantimeto

bility of the sun, — with teaching this doctrineto proceed kindly against you, it was decreedin the

bis pupils,--with corresponding on the subject Holy Congregation, held in the presence of D.N.

withseveralGerman mathematicians,-—andwith (DominoNostro), on the 25th February 1616,
having publisbed it, and attempted to reconcile it that Cardinal Bellarmine should enjoin you to re

to Scripture, in his letters to Mark Velser in tract altogether the aforesaid false doctrine, and

1612 . The Inquisition assembled to consider that, in the event of your refusing, the Commis

these charges on the 25th of February 1615 ; and sary of the Holy Office should orderyou to aban
it was decreed that Galileo should be enjoined by don the said doctrine, and that you sbould neither

Cardinal Bellarmine to renounce the obnoxious teach it to others, nor defend it
, nor treat of it ;

doctrines, and to pledge bimself that he would and thatif you did not acquiesce in this com

neither teach, defend,nor publish them in future. mand, you should be thrown into prison ; and in

In the event of his refusing to acquiesce in this execution of this decree , on the following day, in

sentence , it was decreed that he should be thrown the above-mentioned place, in the presence of

into prison. Galileo did not hesitate to yield to Cardinal Bellarmine, you were kindly admonished

this injunction. On the following day, the 26th by him ,andcommanded by the Commissary of

of February, he appeared before CardinalBellar. theHolyOffice, before a notary and witnesses,

mide , to renounce bis heretical opinions; and thatyou would wholly abandon the said false

baving declared that he abandoned the doctrine opinion, and that in future you would not be al

of the earth's motion, and would peither defend lowed to defend it , or in any way teach it, either

nor teach it, in bis conversation or in his writings , orally or in your writings;-- and when you prom

he was dismissed from the court.” ised obedience you were discharged . ”

Sir David Brewster does not mention the
Here, then , we have what we must regard

authority upon which he has made this state- as the true account of the proceedings and

ment, so opposite to that given by M. Biot, decree of 1615, as signed by the seven Car

but we find that it is almost a translation of dinals in 1633, and to a certain extent con

the introductory portion of the sentence of firmed by Galileo himself in the abjuration

condemnation and imprisonment passed up which accompanies the decree of that year.

on Galileo in 1633 ; and therefore, unless The decree of 1615 exhibits the admitted

we suppose, which we cannot do, that the policy of the Court of Rome — the denunci

Pope and the Cardinals have knowinglyationas false and hereticalof great astrono

given a false account of their own decree of mical truths, and the punishment by impris

1615, for the purpose of aggravating the onment of the philosopher who should dare

conduct of Galileo , and justifying the sever. to teach or in any way maintain them . The

ity of his sentence,we must hold the state. policy of 1615, enjoined by Pope Paul III . ,

ment of M. Biot to be wholly erroneous. 'was carried out in 1633 in all its integrity

And this is the more remarkable, as he has and sternness by Pope Urban VIII . , as it

himself published , in his fourth articlef on would have been by any other Pope ; and

the subject, the original text of the Trial of to maintain, as M. Biot has done, that the

1633, in which the following correct account condemnation of astronomical truth, and the

is given of the proceedings and decree of punishment of Galileo in 1633, was owing
1615 :

solely to the personal insults which the as

is" Since you, Galileo, the son of Vincent Ga- tronomer had offered to the Holy Father,

one of the most extraordinary paralogisms

* Martyrs of Science, p. 51, 52 .

+ Journ. des Savants, p. 616. * See Martyrs of Science, p. 39, 40.
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that is to be found in the history of science. His health had given way in 1618, that in .

Admitting for the present, which is not true, teresting year in which three comets visited

and what we shall presently show is not our system ; and though he was not able to

true, that Galileo did insult the Pope, and observe them with his telescope,he yet con

that the Pope was actuated by a spirit of trived to involve himself in the controver

revenge, it is as clear as noonday that Pope sies to which they gave rise . In 1623 he

Urban VIII. could vot be impelled by any published his celebrated work , entitled Il

personal affront to sanction the decree of Saggiatore, or The Assayer, in reply to The

1633. He was bound to follow the policy Astronomical and Philosophical Balance, a

of his predecessors. The Inquisition had book in which a learned Jesuit, OratioGrassi,

laid down the law, and , unjust as it was, he under the name of Lotario Sarsi , attacked

wasbound to follow it . Galileo was warned Guiducci's Discourse on Comets, which was

before all Christendom , that if he in any supposed to be written by Galileo, in which

way maintained his opinions, he would be the author maintained the erroneous doc

thrown into prison ; and seeing that he did trine, that comets are nothing more than

maintain his opinions, he could expect no meteoric bodies, like halos and rainbows.

other result than the fulfilment of a threat In the same year, 1623, Cardinal Maffeo

sanctioned by the highest authorities both in Barberini, the particular friend of Galileo,

Church and State . The law was promul. succeeded to the Pontificate under the name

gated with all the solemnity of a Christian of Urban VIII. This event was hailed by

court, and Pope Urban VIII. would have ex- Galileo and his friends as favourable to the

posed himself to the contempt of his Church, advancement of science, and Galileo himself

and the ridicule of the friends of Galileo , regarded it with joy , and even exultation .

the band of sceptics that hounded him on to Maffeo was one of the few Cardinals who

his ruin . had opposed the inquisitorial decree of 1615.

But we go much further. The decree of He had shown to Galileo the warmest affee

1633 inflicted no greater punishment than tion . He had received him at his table,

was threatened in the decree of 1615, and and, on the 28th August 1620, had even

we do not scruple to ascribe this lenity to addressed to him a flattering letter, accom

the affection which Urban is known to have panied with a set of verses in honour of his
entertained for Galileo. The threat of im- astronomical discoveries. * The friends of

prisonment was directed against the simple Galileo, too, as well as himself, shared in

teaching of the heretical truths ; but Galileo the esteem and affection of the Cardinal. He

did much more . IIe broke a solemn pro- was on intimate terms with Prince Cesi, the

mise, made before witnesses, that he would founder of the Lyncæan Academy, and had

not in any way teach them ; and he taught been connected with that celebrated and lib

them in every possible way, and under cir- eral body . It was, therefore,of vast impor

cumstances wbich, as we shall presently see, tance to secure to Galileo the patronage of

greatly exaggerated the oflence, and involved the new Pope ; and seeing that PaulIII . had
his friends in the same condemnation . We a century before patronised Copernicus, and

must exonerate, therefore, Pope Urban VIII. accepted of the dedication of his great work,

from the heavy crime with which M. Biot it was not unreasonable to expect, in a more

has :ccused bim , of having been influenced enlightened age, that another Pontiff might

by the most unchristian of all motives in display the same love of science.
procuring the condemnation and imprison

ment of his friend . At this stage of our * Two stanzas of this poem have been given by

history, consequently, we may assert that Biot from Venturi's Memorie e Lettere creditedeGali

M. Biot has signally failed in giving even a leo Galilei, Vol . ii . , pp. 81 and 89:

show of probability to the strange thesis Non semper extra quod radiat Jabar

which he learned in the Vatican. There is Splendescit intra ; respicimus nigras

not one fact to support it, excepting his in- In sole ( quis credat ?) detectas

Arte tua Galilæei labes .

correct account of the proceedings and de

cree of 1615, which, had it been given by Seu Scorpii cor, sive canis facem

any other person than M. Biot, we should
Miratur alter, vel Jovis asseclas,

have regarded as a weak invention of the Patrisve Saturni repertos

enemies both of Urban and Galileo.
Docte tuo Galilae vitro .

During the rest of the Pontificate of Paul Nuper autem dilectus filius Galileus,æthereas plagas
V. , and that of his successor Gregory XV. , ingreseus, ignota ridera illuminavit, et planetarum
a period of eight years, Galileo continued tó penetralia reclusit. Quare dum beneficum Jovis as .

carry on his studies , unmolested by the trum micabat in cælo quatuor novis asseclis comita
tum , comitem ævi gui laudem Galilæi trahet. Nas

Church, because restrained by its decision tamen tantum virum ,cujus fama in cælo lucet,et erras

from obtruding his opinions on the public . peragrat, jamdiu paterna charitate complectimur.
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Although Galileo had not been able for from his Holiness a pension of an hundred

some years to travel, excepting in a litter, crowns ; and, what was peculiarly accept

yet he was urged by Prince Česi and his able to Galileo and his friends, the Abbé

other friends to repair to Rome to congratu- Castelli , to whom he had addressed the let

late the Pope on his elevation to the throne. ter that was pronounced heretical by the In

Galileo accordingly set out upon his jour- quisition , was appointed mathematician to
ney , and , after visiting Prince Cesi at Acqua the Pope.

Sparta, he arrived in Rome in the spring of Thus generously treated by Urban , Gali.

1624. The reception he experienced from leo might have spent the rest of his days in

the Pope was of the most flattering descrip- the calm pursuit of science , in the enjoyment

tion. In a letter, dated June 8, 1624, he of his high reputation, and in the free com

tells his friends that Urban received him munication of his discoveries to the world .

with every mark of kindness . “ I have had He was prohibited only from teaching a doc

six audiences," he says, " with the Pope, in trine which he had already amply taught.

each of which I have had long discussions His views were committed to imperishable

with him . He has presented me with a fine records, and there was no risk that the true

painting, two medals, one of silver, and the system of the universe would be superseded

other of gold , with a large quantity of Agnus by an astronomy that was false . He might

Dei.” These discussions, no doubt, related have allowed the priest to denounce what

to the denunciation of the Copernican sys- was true, as long as he could not establish

tem , and Galileo's prohibition to teach it ; what was erroneous. Galileo, however, did

but he soon perceived that the Court of Rome not thus reason .

was not disposed to reconsider its decision ,

and that men of moderate views were of " he made a narrow escape from the grasp of the
Although," as Sir David Brewster remarks ,*

opinion that the facts of astronomy ought Inquisition, he was never sufficiently sensible of

not to be placed even in apparent opposi- the lenity which he experienced. When he left

tion to the expressions of Seripture. “ With Rome in 1616 , under the solemn pledge of never

regard to deciding,” he adds, “ on what side teaching the obnoxious doctrine, it was with an

the truth lies , Father Mostro (le Pere Pro hostility against the Church, suppressed but deep

dige, Father Riccardi, so called, from bis y cherished ; and his resolution to propagate the

prodigious eloquence, about whom we shall by which herenouncedit . In the year 1618,
heresy seems to have been coeval with the vow

hear farther) adheres neither to the Coper. when he communicated his theory of the tides to

nican nor the Ptolemaic system , but satisfies the Archduke Leopold, he alludes in the most

himself with a system of his own, which is a sarcastic manner to the conduct of the Church .
very convenient one. It is , that angels, who The same hostile tone more or less pervaded all

trouble nobody, move the stars as they like, his writings, and, while he laboured to sharpen
and that we have nothing further to see in the edge of bis satire,he endeavoured to guard

them ."
himself against its effects by an affectation of the

humblest deference to the decisions of theology.

In addition to this generous reception , the Had Galileo stood alone, bis devotion to science

Pope promised Galileo a pension for his son might have withdrawn him from so hopeless a

Vincenzo ; and in order to promote his in - cootest ; but he was spurred on by the violence

terests in Tuscany, he wrote a letter to Fer. of a party. The Lyncean Academy never scru

dinand , the new Grand Duke, recommend- pled to summon bim from his researches. They

ing him to his special patronage. “ For we placed him in the forlorn hope of their combat,

find in him ," he says, “ not onlyliterary dis- and he at last fell a victim to the rashness of his
adventure.

tinction , but the love of piety ; and he is “ But, whatever allowance we may make for the

strong in those qualities by which Pontifical ardoar of Galileo's temper, and the peculiarity of

good-will is easily obtained . . . .. We have his position , and however we may justify and
lovingly embraced him, nor can we suffer even applaud his past conduct, bis visit to Urban

him to return to the country whither your VIII . in 1620 placed him in a new relation to the

liberality recalls him , without an ample pro- Church,which demanded, on his part, a new and

vision of Pontifical love. And that you may erous reception which be met with from Urban,
corresponding demeanour. The poble and gen

know how dear he is to us, we have willed and the liberal declaration of Cardinal Hobinzol

to give him this honourable testimonial of lern on the subject of the Copernican syster ,

piety and virtue. And we further signify, should have been regarded as expressions of re

that every benefit which you shall confer gret for the past, and offers of conciliation for

upon him , imitating or even surpassing your the future. Thus honoured by the head of the

father's liberality, will conduce to our grati- Church , and befriended by its dignitaries,Galileo

fication ." must have felt himself secare against the indigni.

To these acts of kindness thePope added ties of its lesser functionaries, and in theposses
sion of the fullest license to prosecute his re

others no less gratifying to Galileo. A few

years after his visit to Rome, he received * Martyrs of Science, p. 62.

a

a
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searches and publish bis discoveries,provided betaining a license to print it. Fortunately,

avoided that dogma of the Church, which even however, for its author, the Master of the
in the present day it has not ventured to re Sacred Palace, Father Nicolo Riccardi, a

voke.* But Galileo wasbound to theRoman Dominican , and censor ofnew publications,
hierarchy by even stronger ties.

himself were pensioners of the Church, and , bav- had been his pupil. Galileo, therefore, ap

ing accepted of its alms, they owed to it at least plied to him for the requisite license ; but

a decent and respectful allegiance. The pension learning that attempts had been made to

tbus given by Urban was not a remuneration frustrate his wishes, he set off for Rome,

which sovereigns sometimes award to the ser- and submitted his manuscript to the scru

vices of their subjects. Galileo was a foreigner attiny of the censor, who was, frommany
Rome. The Sovereign of the Papal States owed

Riccardihim no obligation, and hence wemust regard the causes, anxious to oblige him .

pension of Galileo as a donation from the Roman suggested several alterations, and returned

Pontiff to science itself, and as a declaration of the manuscript with a written approbation

the Christian world , that religion was not jealous to print it, provided the alterations were

of philosophy, and that the Church of Rome was made. The imprimatur thus obtained being

willing to respect and foster even the genius of good only for Rome, Galileo intended to
its enemies. "

have had it printed there, under the care of

Notwithstanding these acts of kindness on
Prince Cesi. The death, however, of this

the one hand , and on the other the obvious
eminent individual in August 1630, prevent.

danger of exposing himself to the terrible ed this from being done, and compelled

power of the Inquisition, he resolved to pub- Galileo to have itprinted at Florence . On

lish a work in order to demonstratethe applying to Riccardi for permission, he

truths of the Copernican system ;butin demanded another sight of the manuscript,

place of doing this openlyand boldly, he andafter inspecting the beginning and end of

discussed the subject in a dialogue between
it, he authorized it to be printed wherever

three speakers, in the hope ofthus eluding the license ofthe Inquisitor-General of Flo
Galileo chose, on the condition that it bore

the vigilance of the Church. The work was
completed in 1630, with the title of “ The rence, and some others. With these licenses ,

Systemof the World of Galileo Golilei, etc., first week of January 1633. Copies of itthe work was published at Florence in the

etc. , in which , in four dialogues concerning

the two principal systems of the world—the
were immediately presented to the Grand

Ptolemaic and theCopernican - he discusses Duke, and various persons at Florence, and

indeterminately and firmly the argument on
to the author's distinguished friends both in

both sides." It is dedicated to his patron, and astronomers it received the highestItaly and elsewhere. From mathematicians

Ferdinand, Grand Duke of Tuscany, and is

prefaced by an “ Address to the Prudentpraise ; but at Rome, to which thirty copies

Reader,” which is itself anything butpru. hurricane which nothing could assuage. Thehad been sent, it raised an ecclesiastical

dent. He refers to thedecree of the Inqui. Inquisition prohibited the circulationof the
sition in the most insulting and ironical lan

guage. By insinuations ascribed to others,copies ; and it was generally believed that

he attributes the decree to ignorance and to the sale of the work would be prohibited ,
passion; and he pretends to demonstrate the and its author punished . Alarmed at this

Copernican system purely as a mathemati- unexpected storm , Galileo implored the pro

cal hypothesis, and not as an opinion abso-tection of Ferdinand, who , through his

lutely more sound than that of Ptolemy. secretary, Cioli, and Niccolini, the Tuscan

Of the three persons by whom the dialogue favour of his mathematician. The letters
ambassador at Rome, exerted himself in

is carried on , Salviati is the true philosopher,
and principal speaker in the dialogue. Sa which passed on this occasion from Rometo

gredo , the name of another friend of the Florence, thirty-four in number,* contain

author, proposes doubts,suggests difficulties. the private history of this remarkablene

and enlivenswith his wit the gravity of thegotiation, and it is from them chiefly that

dialogue. Simplicio, astaunchPeripatetic, M. Biotfinds arguments in favour of his
,

and follower of Ptolemy, modestly ,pleadsspeculation.

the cause of the Ptolemaic system , but is
On the 27th August 1632, Niccolini ap

bafiled on every point by the philosophy and plied to Cardinal Barberino, the Pope's

wit of his friends.
nephew, for permission to publish the Dia

When this remarkable work was finished , logues, as they had been already printed

Galileo experienced much difficulty in ob with the approbation of the authorities; but

the only answer was, that he would commu

Though this dogma was never really revoked,

yet, about a century later, Benedict XIV . erased it * These letters occupy the appendix to the ninth

from the Registers of the Congregation of the Index. volume of the works of Galileo, already referred to .
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nicate the request to the Holy Father. On “ Strictly speaking, ” says Biot, “ the repro

the 5th September the Pope entered during duction of these might have been interrupt

the conference, “ He was," says Niccolini, ed and excused as necessary to the subject;

“ in a great rage, and said to me in an off- butGalileo had the misfortune, or the malice,

hand manner, • Your Galileo has again to attach to it a trait which too clearly

entered where he ought not, into questions revealed its origin . We find at the end of

the most grave and perilous that can be the fourth day of the Dialogues, in the last

raised in these days.?" After complaining argument used against the speakers, to dis'

that he had been deceived by Galileo and pense with accepting their conclusions as

Ciampoli, in obtaining the imprimatur of true, though they might seem to him proba
the authorities, Niccolini asked for permis- ble , the following remarks : - This argu

sion to Galileo to justify himself before the ment, after which we may take matters

Holy Office. The Pope replied that the quietly , I learned, said Simplicio, from a

ILoly Office in these matters only censured, person very learned and very eminent. It is,
and demanded a retraction . Niccolini that God, in His omnipotence and infinite

answered that it would be proper to acquaint wisdom , may confer on the element of water

Galileo with the difficulties in the way, and the motion of the tides which you see, in an

to mention the points that displeased the infinite number of ways incomprehensible
Iloly Office. " The Holy Office," replied to our intelligence, as you will no doubt

the Pope violently , “ I have already told grant. And, this being the case, I imme

you, never proceeds in this manner, and diately conclude from it, that it would be

never gives advice. It is not its practice, the height of audacity in any one to limit

and, besides, Galileo knows very well in and restrict the Divine power and wisdom

what these difficulties consist, if he wishes to to any particular fantasy of his own inven

know them ; because we have often discussed tion .' The person very learned and very

them with him , and he has learned them eminent, continues Biot, “ from whom the
from our own mouth ." In continuing the good Simplicio says that he learned this de

discussion, the Pope is led to say, “ that he cisive argument, could not be much flattered

had treated Galileo better than Galileo by the citation . Though Galileo was natu

treated him ;' and after another interview , rally averse to connect the Pope with the

Niccolini says that the Pope " obstinately personage of Simplicio, yet the striking evi.

declares that the affair is without remedy, dence of its application is confirmed by his

especially when he is contradicted or threat- contemporaries, who were in a position to

ened, in which case he is carried away to know the events of their day; and we shall

say hard things, without respect for any- presently find the munifest proof of this too
body." direct allusion .”

That the Pope showed much violence After Niccolini had attempted in vain to

during the interview cannot be denied ; but soothe the Pope and the Cardinals, the In

it is sufficiently accounted for by the cruel quisitor of Florence, on the 30th September

necessity which Galileo had now laid upon 1633, cited Galileo, in the presence of wit.

him , to punish one who had been his friend , nesses, to repair immediately to Rome, and

and thus to appear to the world as the present himself to the Commissary of the

enemy of astronomical truth. There is no Holy Office. Terrified by this summary

proof whatever, that the resolution to bring command, Galileo used every means he

thematter before the Inquisition was prompt- could devise to have the journey delayed.

ed by any vindictive feeling, and that Gal. He pleaded his threescore and ten years,

ileo had given him any other grounds of and his ill health. He produced , too, a

offence than one not easily forgotten, and medical certificate ; but all his efforts were

another not easily forgiven,--that he had in vain , and it was only through the affec

become insensible of his obligation to him , tionate importunities of Niccolini that some

and had broken the solemn pledge which he delay was conceded to him .

had made to the Commissary of the Iloly
“ I have represented,” says Niccolini, “ his age

Office,
of seventy years, his ill health, the danger to his

In order to convict the Pope of being in life of quitting bis emall chamber, and the pain

fluenced by personal feelings, M. Biot pro- ful quarantine he must perform (on account of

ceeds to investigate the charge against Gal . the plague at Florence); but as these personages

lileo, and one which no friend of the philos. (the Cardinals) listen and give no answer ( having

opher could have rashly made, -- that in the their tongue tied by the Holy Office), I have dis

person of Simplicio he had ridiculed and and after having assured him that Galileo was
cussed the matter this morning with the Pope,

refuted the very argumentsin favour of the ready to obey,and do everything that he was com

Ptolemaic system , which Urban had used manded, 1 explained to him, at great length; all

in their private discussion of the subject. the circomstances of the case, in order to excite
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his compassion for this poor old man, for whom I ring him to the Inquisition , as an exemption

entertain so much affection and respect. I asked was not granted even to princes, one of

bis Holiness if he had seen the suppliant letter whom, of the house of Gonzaga, was brought
which he had addressed to his nephew , the Car

dinalBarberino. He told mehe had read it,but to Rome by a guard ofthe Inquisition, and

that he could not dispense with his coming to taken to the Chateau, where he was long de

Rome. I replied that, considering bis age, bis tained , till his trial was over."

Holiness would run the risk of not trying bim On the 13th March, Niccolini visited the

either at Rome or Florence ; because that, after Pope , under the pretence of thanking him

suffering so much fatigue and anguish of mind, I for his kindness, but in reality to hasten the
believe I might assure bim that he would die on trial of Galileo.

the road.
The Pope repeated his

Very well,'said be, 'let him come former declaration,that he could notdo less

slowly, pian piano, in a litter, and quite at his
But it is absolutely necessary thathe than examine him at the Inquisition, and

be examined in person, and may God forgivehim begged " that God would forgive him (Gal.

for having got into such difficulties, after I,whep ileo ) for entering upon a subject where new
Cardinal, had on a former occasion extricated doctrine and Holy Scripture were concern
him .' ”

ed , as it was always better to follow the

After new attempts to mollify the Papal common
doctrine. May God also aid

authorities,' Niccolini, on the 4th December, Ciampoli for those new opinions; because

informs the Tuscan Court that Galileo must he has a taste for them , and shows an inclin

decide upon coming to Rome, and remain ation for the new philosophy. Signor Gal

in quarantine in some part of the territory ileo has been my friend. We have several

of Sienna at least twenty days ; because times conversed familiarly together, and ate

this ready obedience will be of great use to at the same table. I am sorry to give him
him . As the Congregation of the Holy pain ; but it is a matter of faith and reli

Office were proceeding with much secrecy , gion , Niccolini protested that Galileo

and threatening with the severest consures would give every satisfaction, with the re

every person that opened his mouth, Nic- spect which was due to the Holy Office.

colini could not say where Galileo was to " To what !” replied Urban . " He will be

reside, but he must in the first instance examined at his time. But there is an argu

come to him . Galileo having still remained ment which he and his adherents have never

at Arcetri, Niccolini wrote again on the been able to answer. It is, that God is om.

26th December and again on the 15th Jan. nipotent; and if He is omnipotent, why

uary 1633, to hasten his departure, lest the should we impose upon Him necessities ? "

Inquisition should take some step against “ Now ," says M. Biot, “ this is precisely

him of extreme violence. With this the peremptory and irrefutable argument

mary invitation Galileo instantly complied, which the Simplicio of the Dialogues pre.

and on the 13th February 1633" he arrived tends to have learnt from a very learned and

at the house of the ambassador. On the very eminent person, which could be no

following day he was presented to the As- other than Urban VIII." Niccolini, without

sessor, and to the Father Commissary of identifying these two personages, tried to

the Holy Office; and Cardinal Barberino excuse Galileo ; upon which the Pope get

granted the request of Niccolini, that Gal- ting warm , replied, “ We must not impose

ileo should remain in his house, without necessities upon God . ” Seeing that he was

quitting it or seeing any of his friends. irritated , Niccolini solicited his permission

Monsignore Serristori, one of the counsel of that Galileo should not leave the embassy.

the Inquisition, visited him twice, in order, To which the Pope made answer , that he

probably, to ascertain what would be the would make them assign him certain special

line of his defence, and in what way they apartments, which were the best and the most

ought to proceed against him . Under these commodious in the Holy Ofice.

circumstances, Niccolini recommended entire
When the Grand Duke had learnt the

obedience and submission , as the only way names of ten of the Cardinals who were to

of subduing the irritation of the person who try Galileo, he wrote to each of them and

was so violently excited, and who treated the recommended Galileo to their indulgence ;

offence as if it were his own concern .
but the answers which he received were, gs

In replying to Niccolini's letter of the might have been expected , vague and unsat

27th February, announcing the arrival of isfactory . The day of the trial at last ap

Galileo, and his entire submission to the proached , and in spite of Niccolini's inter

ecclesiastical authorities, the Pope remarks, cession , it was resolved that Galileo should

“ that (out of respect to the Grand Duke) remain in the apartments assigned to him

he has treated Galileo with unusual gentle till the conclusion of his trial, but that he

ness and clemency, in permitting him to should have a servant to attend him , and

remain at the embassy instead of transfer- every necessary convenience.

sum
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On the morning of the 12th April , Gal. 1633, Niccolini treated him with his usual

ileo was taken to the Commissary of the kindness. On the 21st of May, at an inter

Holy Office, by whom he was received in view with Urban and his nephew ,it was in
the kindest manner . It had always been timated to Niccolini that Galileo's Dialogues

the practice to place the accused , whether would be prohibited , and himself condemned

bishops, prelates, or titled persons, in theto some salutary penitence for having dis
Chateau , or in the Palace of the Inquisition , obeyed the prohibition to teach the mobility
and to keep them locked up with the great- of the earth. * At another interview with

est rigour; but Galileo was permitted to the Pope, his Holiness assured Niccolini
have three apartments in the house of the that, out of love for the accused , he had

Fiscal . His servant was allowed to sleep granted all possible facilities to Galileo

in the palace ; he had full liberty to walk that he could not do less than prohibit his

within its precincts, and his food was car. doctrine, as it was erroneous and contrary
ried to him from the house of the ambas- to Scripture, which was dictated ore Dei ;

sador. At this time Galileo enjoyed good that, according to the usual practice , he must

health, but on the 23d of April he was at- remain in prison for some time, on account

tacked with severe pains in his thigh , and of having contravened the orders given him

was confined to bed, when he was visited in 1616. But he added , When the sentence

both by the Fiscal and Commissary of the is published , I will revisit you , and we will

Holy Office, who encouraged him to be of examine together what will be the least

good cheer, and promised to liberatehimas afflicting to him , because he cannot be dis

soon as he was able to quit his bed . He charged without somedemonstration relative
was accordingly sent back to the embassy to his person . Upon Niccolini continuing to

on the 30th April , in better health than be- intercede for his friend , the Pope said that
fore. From these details M. Biot justly he could not do less than banish him for a

concludes, that during his first detention, while to some convent, because the Congre

which lasted nineteen days, from the 12th gation was unanimous in imposing upon him
to the 30th April 1633 , he could not have a penitence.

been put to the torture . *
On the 20th June, two days after this in

In consequence of these delays, Andrea terview, Galileo was cited to the Holy

Cioli, the administratorof the Grand Duke's Office ; and he went there on the 21st,

finances , reminds Niccolini that when he where he was kept till the following day,

authorized him to receive Galileo at the em- when he was taken to the Church of Min

bassy , he had mentioned a month as the erva in a penitential dress, and in presence

limit of the term , as also that his expenses of the cardinals and prelates of the Congre.

should be paid by himself. To this Nicco- gation , his sentence was read to him , and he

lini replied, that he could not speak on such was compelled to make a solemn abjuration

a subject to Galileo while he was his guest , of those great truths which he had demon

and that he would rather keep him at his strated and believed.f

own charge. “ His expenses, and that of The sentence and the abjuration of Gal

his servant,” he adds, " do not exceed four - ileo were immediately published, and have

teen or fifteen crowns a month ; and even if been the subject of severe comment in al

he should remain six months, the whole sum most all the Lives ofthe Philosophers. They

would not exceed ninety or a hundred were ordered to be read publicly at several

crowns."
universities . At Florence they were read

During the second period of Galileo's in the Churches of Sta . Croce, to which the

residence in the palace of the ambassador, friends of Galileo were summoned to wit

where he remained in a state of exile seven ness the degradation of their master. Tne

weeks, from the 1st May to the 20th June Inquisitor of Florence,who had licensed the

* The idea that Galileo was put to the torture in

his examination by the Inquisitors, was founded on * As Galileo suffered fron want of exercise, Nic

the expression Esame rigorosa , or Rigorous examina- colini was permitted to send him in a close carriage

tion, which is employed in the sentence published by into the gardens of the Villa Medici to enjoy a soli

Riccioli. In his History of the Council of Trent, tary promenade.

Pallavicini , who was a cardinal, and cousidered a li hasbeen said, but not upon any authority,
great writer, uses the phrase Esame rigorosa ti ex. that after Galileo had abjured on his knees the doc

pra:s examination under torture. Libri, and other trine of the earth's motion, he said in a whisper to

Italians, have adopted this meaning ; bus Lord one of his friends, E pur si muove, “ It does move

Brougham considers the supposition as completely though.” We are glad to find tbat M. Biot discred

disproved by Galileo's own account of the levity its this story, as Lord Brougham and Sir David

with which he was treated. See Lord Brougham's Brewster had previously done. What friend could

Analytical View of the Principia, Tiraboschi, Lett. he have among his judges, who were unanimous in

Ital., Tom VIII. Lib. 2 , p. 1107; and Brewster's their verdict, to whom he could address such a sed

Martyrs of Science, 4th Edit., pp. 75, 76 .
timent?

a
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printing of the Dialogues, was reprimanded rangements of the heavens and the ele

for his conduct ; and Riccardi, the Master ments.' Having been shown a book en.

of the Sacred Palace, and Ciampoli, the titled Dialogo di Galilei Linceo, and printed

secretary to the Pope, were both dismissed at Florence in 1632, he recognised it as bis
from their situations . own, which he had commenced ten or twelve

The sentence upon Galileo was no sooner years before, and which took him seven or

passed , than the Pope commuted the im- eight years to write. He speaks Dext of

prisonment into a detention in the Villa the intimation he received from Cardinal

Medici, the garden of the Trinita del Monte. Bellarmine in 1616, which he did not think

Niccolini took him there on the evening of it necessary to mention to the Master of the

the 24th June, and , after a few days' resi- Sacred Palace when he asked his authority

dence in that charming spot, the Pope gave to print the book, “ not having," he says,

him leave to reside in the palace of Ascanio “ in this book either maintained or refuted

Piccolomini, Archbishop of Sienna, whose the mobility of the earth and the stability

friendship he had long enjoyed. He accord of the sun, and laving even demonstrated

ingly quitted Romeon the 6th July 1633, the opposite opinion, and that the opinions

in excellent health ; and he wrote to Nic of Copernicus are without force and incon

colini from Viterbo, that he had been able clusive. ”

to walk four miles on foot without any This first interrogatory, copied word for

convenience. After remaining five months word, says M. Biot, is thus signed by Gal.

with the archbishop, he obtained leave to go ileo:

to his own house at Arcetri, near Florence, “ I , Galileo Galilei, have deponed as

where he arrived about the middle of De- above."

cember 1633, and where he remained , in As this is only an extract from the text

limited confinement, till his death, which of the interrogatory, Biot justly blames

took place on the 8th January 1642, in the Marini for suppressing what inay be of high

78th year of his age. importance, and thus raising prejudices

Before we return to the discussion of against the truth which it was the interest

Biot's theory of Galileo's trial , to which we of the Court of Rome to make public .

have already adverted, we must give our “ The whole of the book, " he continues, " is

readers some account of the examination marked with a feeling of malevolence so

itself - one of the most interesting though constant and severe against the unfortunate

painful portions of history. It forms the Galileo, that it seemsas if it had been writ

subject of Biot's fourth article, and we re- ten not to give a sincere exposition of the

gret that no other account of it is to be facts of his trial , as to exaggerate his col

found but in the garbled extracts from the duct; so that the ardour of Marini's passion

originals which have been published by makes him a suspicious witness, and we
Marini. might even believe that he had concealed

The examination of Galileo took place at the fact of the torture if it had been ap

four different times. It was conducted in plied .”

the usual form , so that the prisoner should The second examination took place on the

be self-convicted . The questions were put 30th April , and it would appear from Ma

in Latin, and the answers given in Italian. rini's statement that it led to a longdiscourse

M. Marini, most improperly, as M. Biot by Galileo, in which he confessed that he

says, translates the questions into Italian, so had not been strictly consistent in describ

that we are not able to form the same judg. ing the manner in which he had taught the

ment of their import as if they had been condemned doctrines. Ile refers to the

given in the original. natural tendency which a writer of dialogues

At the first examination, which took place has to make each speaker argue for his opin

on the 12th April 1633, Galileo was asked ion with all the ingenuity in his power.

if he knew why he was cited to Rome. To “ For instance,” says he, “ in now review :

this he replied , “ I suppose it is to give an ing my book , I find that I have sometimes

account of the book which I lately publish- allowed myself to be carried away by a sen

ed . I think so , because a few days before timent of vainglory, to put into the mouth

I was ordered to come to Rome, both the book of the adversary (the partisan of Coper

seller andmyself wereenjoined not to sell the nicus) , whom I wished to refute, arguments

book; and, besides, he was ordered to send so powerful that an ordinary reader might

the original to Rome, to the Holy Office . " not consider them so weak and easily refut

Being asked what the book was, he re- ed as I believed and still believe them to

plied, “ That it was a book in dialogues, be ; and if I had again to write the same

which treated of the constitution of the arguments, I am confident that I would

world , of the two great systems, the ar- weaken thein in such a manner that, I am

>
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tute."

sure, they would not appear to have the in his apartments in the Inquisition, and

force of which they are essentially desti- which he accounts for on the supposition

At thecluse of the examination , he " that Marini had given this slight turn to
made the humiliating statement, “ that if he the truth with the good intention of obtain

were allowed an opportunity and time to ing a decisive argument that Galileo had not

show that he had never held, and does not been put to the torture !
now hold as true, the mobility of the earth, This striking proof of the falsehood of

etc. , he could easily add to his Dialogues Marini's narrative throws a doubt upon
all

two more, in which he promises that he his statements, and would justify us in ques

would revise the argument in favour of that tioning the correctness even of his garbled

false and damnable opinion, in order to refute extracts. As the special and professional

it with all the force which God might give advocate of the Inquisition, and the virulent

him !”

enemy of Galileo, no confidence can be

The third examination took place on the placed in his work ; and wewould indulge

10th May , when he was asked to prepare the hope that the pledge made by the Pope

his defence in eight days , if he wished or to the Government of France topublish all

intended to make any . To this Galileo an- the documents of Galileo's trial may yet be

swered , “ I have heard what your reverence fulfilled. The present Emperor owes it to

has said, and in reply , for my defence — that France and to Christendom , to demand this

is , to show the sincerity and purity of my act of justice from the Pontiff whom he

intentions – I submit this writing, accon- sustains ; and were M. Biot, the father of

panied with a certificate signed by Cardinal the Imperial Academy of Sciences, to urge

Bellarmine ; and I throw myself, wholly that body to make the request, we have no

upon the kindness and clemency of this tri- doubt that the secret archives would yet

bunal.”

surrender the precious deposit.
The fourth and last interrogation of Gal . " In our day ,” says M. Biot, “ in the nine

ileo took place on the 21st June 1633. By teenth century, the Pontifical Court ought

a special degree, dated 16th June , the Pope deeply to regret that it confided the publi

ordered that Galileo should be examined on cation of the trial of Galileo to Mgr . Ma

his intention — Sanctissimus mandavit ipsum rini. His book is a compilation without

interrogandum esse super intentione, Marini order or method, written in an ardent po .

is very silent upon this important interrog. lemical spirit, which, in place of persuading

atory , and does not tell us what took place and convincing us, by a faithful exposition

between the Congregation of Cardinals and of facts and their causes, engages us im .

the qualified theologians, or commissaires prudently in hazardous recriminations, in

instructeurs. In another part of his work , which the ignorant partiality of the writer

however, he gives us more particulars of throws a suspicion over the fidelity of his

this examination, in which when threatened narrative. His caution in giving only ex

with the torture,* Galileo replies, “ I do not tracts of the interrogatories is an impru

hold , and I never held , the opinion of Co - dence ; for if we had not otherwise the cer

pernicus since I was ordered to abandon it . tainty that Galileo was not put to physical,

Besides, I am in your hands, do with me torture, we might reasonably have believed

what you please. I am here to make my that proofs of this atrocious act existed in

submission. I have not held this opinion facts which he has concealed from us; and

since it was condemned ." Here ,” says

the more so as the argument which he ad

Marini, “ended the fourth and last act of duces as decisive proof that no torture was

the trial, after which the commissaries add applied, rests on the allegation of a fact

that he was carried to his residence ( place ) , which we know to be substantially false.”

et cum nihil aliud posset haberi remissus fuit

Having thus submitted to our readers as

ad locum suum , —that is to say,” says Ma. full an account of the proceedings at Gal

rini, “to the palace of the Tuscan ambassa- ileo's trial as our limits will permit, and

dor, ” an interpretation which, as Biot has given due prominence to the facts upon

shown, is altogether false, as he was detained which M. Biot has rested his case against

Galileo, the Pope, and the Inquisition, we

* This threatof torture is expressed in two differ- must now inquire into the correctness of the

ent ways by Marini, and given in Latin , as from the inferences which he has drawn from them.

original text. Galileo was told that, if he did not We have already shown, that if all the alle

confess the truth, devenietur contra ipsum ad remedia gations of M. Biot were true—that Galileo

juris et facti opportuna; and according to another willingly insulted the Pope by ridiculing

version,alias devenietur ad torturam . M. Biot con him in the character of Simplicio, and that
siders these two different statements, when given astrauscribed from the original text, as compromising the Pope knew of the insult and wasdeeply

the veracity of Marini,

offended by it, there is not a shadow of

*
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proof that he was influenced by it in insist-|offensive in refuting it ; and if the Pope

ing upon the trial of Galileo, and still less really did believe that Galileo had him in

that his nephew , Cardinal Barberino, and his eye, we think that he must have been

others of the cardinals who were favourably pleased rather than offended . After the pub

inclined to him , could have been induced lication of the dialogues in 1632, the Pope

either to pass a sentence prompted by per- had read Simplicio's speech ,and the answer

sonal revenge, or deliberately to denounce to it by Salviati and Sagredi ;but, in place

as false the great truths of astronomy. of being ashamed of it,or taking offence at

The letters of Niccolini show that the the replies to it , he actually tells Niccolini,

Pope was irritated with Galileo ; and no on the 13th March 1633, that Galileo and his

wonder, when we recollect the affection and adherents had never been able, and never

liberality which he showed him . But Nic- would be able, to answer his argument !

colini, wethink ,may haveexaggerated the In defending his countryman against the

feelings of his Holiness. His object was to charge, that he had the misfortune or the

show the Archduke how well he succeeded malice of doing a great wrong to the Pope,

in calming the Pope, and what great privi- who had been hisfriend, ” Baron Plana, the

leges he obtained from himn for the prisoner Newton of Italy,and recently elected one of

of the Inquisition. But whatever truth there the eight Foreign Associates of the French

may be in his account of the Pope's expres- Academy of Sciences, has entered fully into

sions, the same letters prove that his Holi.the subject, and adduced strong arguments

ness treated Galileo with unexpected and in refutation of the calumny against Galileo.

even excessive lenity, except that of declin- " The argumentation,” he says, “ of M.Biot

ing to try him , — yielded to every applica- only proves that Pope Urban VIII . acted

tion in his favour and converted his impri- towards Galileo as if he had personally in

sonment into a delightful residence in the sulted him ; but it cannot prove that, in

palace of his friend the Archbishop of Sien- writing his Dialogues, Galileo availed him .

na,* and a peaceful detention under his own self of the fictitious name, Simplicio, to make

roof and in the bosom of his family. offensive allusions to the arguments which

If it is necessary to seek for any other the Pope used when conversing with him in

cause of the Pope's displeasure, we shall 1624." The Baron has supported this view

certainly not find it, as M. Biot has tried to of the case by referring to the publication,

do, by identifying the Pope with the Sim . in 1638,of Galileo's New Dialogues on Local

plicio in the Dialogues. The allegation, that Motion, in which the three interlocutors are

the very learned and very eminentperson was Salviati, Sagredi , and Simplicio, as in his

Urban VIII . , is not supported by a single former work. These dialogues were written
fact. Biot asserts that he has found a clear during his seclusion at Arcetri, which the

proof of their identity in the circumstance Pope granted to him as a signal favour at

that both of them used the same argument the intercession of the Grand Duke; and

in the same words in opposing the Coper. he certainly would not have used the name

nican system . Simplicio says that if God is of Simplicio had it recalled to the Pope and

all-powerful, why should we impose necessities the Church the personal offence with which

upon Him, and the Pope observed to Nico it is supposed to have been associated.

Jini thatwemust not impose necessities upon Baron Plano regards “ the reproduction of

God. That the two Peripatetics should use Simplicio in 1638 as a protestation of his

the same expression is not surprising, and is innocence on the part of Galileo."

no proof whatever that the Pope was the It is very probable that the Jesuits and

very eminent and learned person from whom Galileo's other enemies may have tried to

Simplicio got the argument. If the Pope persuade the Pope that he was ridiculed in

was really meant, and had used the very the person of Simplicio ; but it is evident,

argument which Galileo put into the mouth as Baron Plano has shown, from the letter

of Simplicio, there was nothing in the least of Father Castelli to Galileo, dated 12th
July 1636, and from a letter from Galileo

* The following is a letter, dated 12th June, with himself to his friend, Fulgenzio Micanzio,
which the good Archbishop welcomed his friend : that after the condemnation of Galileo the

“TheexperienceI have of the habitual slownessof Pope did not believe that he was the very
the court consoles me for the delay in having the

honour of receiving you in my house . But as the eminent and learned person referred to by

last arrangementsof bis Holiness procured you a Simplicio, and that Galileo himself dis.

prompt and favourable journey, ifby a litter or anyavowed the imputation as a wicked device of
other conveyance, you know so well my good dispo- his enemies. Venturi, the editor of the un
sition to serve you, that you may freely avail your

than thatof a true and sincere friend without any ofthe Peripatetics,and not to any individual;

self of it, for Iam not ambitious of any other title published letters of Galileo,believes that

the name Simplicio was applied to the body

ceremony whatever. '
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and Baron Plana has adopted his opinion. mer in his ingratitude to Maffeo Barberini,

When the French ambassador, in 1636, re- lis friend and benefactor, nor the Holy

presented to the Pope that Galileo had been Father and his Inquisitors in their condem .

in this matter traduced by his enemies, his nation of demonstrated truth, and their im

Holiness exclaimed, Lo crediamo, lo credi. prisonment of him who taught it ; and still

amo ! “ I believe it, I believe it." On the less have we found that, in the new aspect

same occasion, asCastelli tells Galileo , the so painfully given to the trial of Galileo,

Pope spoke of him with much benignity, " scientific truth has been separated from the

and said, “ I have always loved him , and had accessories of human passions which had

even given him a pension ." envenomed it," and that science and religion

The celebrated conversation in the Vati- have rushed into each other's arms. Reli

can, to which M. Biot has attached so much gion is never less divine than when virulent

importance, and which revealed to him such passion has been the impulse, and human

new and important information, turns out ends the achievement; and science can never

to be a mere repetition ofan old story which be honoured when its representative abjures

Olivieri bad read in Venturi's work, where the truths with which God has inspired him ,

it is even more fully detailed . “ I am sur- and casts away the crown of martyrdom in

prised ,” says Baron Plana , “ that M. Biot his grasp .

should have been ignorant of the particulars It is a grievous fact in the history of the

which he heard from Father Olivieri , for Ven- Catholic Church, that two of its functionaries

turi had published them more fully at Mo-- the Grand Inquisitor of Rome and the
dena in 1821." Even in the 18th century , Keeper of its Secret Archives — should have

Nelli in his life of Galileo, mentions the appeared in themiddle of the 19th century to

same story, and, long before Biot published defend the Inquisition of the 17th by at once

it, Mr. Drinkwater Bethune* referred to it slandering the high priest of science and the

in his life of Galileo, and Sir David Brews- High Priest of Rome ; and strange to relate,

terf treats it as an incredible imputation.I that this defence should consist in the plea
that it condemned truth and threatened tor

If we have succeeded in conveying to our ture to its apostle in order to gratify private

readers the impression made upon ourselves revenge ! The Commissary -General Olivieri

by - The Conversation in the Vatican, ” and must have been amused at the success with

the elaborate commentaries upon it by the which he served up as new to “ a simple

French Academician , himself a Catholic, we savant,” as M. Biot calls himself, the old

shall have done some service to truth and to slander from the pages of Venturi; and

science. We shall have absolved Galileo Monsignore Marino -Marini, the keeper and

from the odious charge of having ridiculed garbler of the sacred archives — may yet

and insulted Pope Urban VIII., who had have to answer to united Italy for the falsi

treated him with the most affectionate kind- fication of the documents of his Church ,and

ness, and the most unbounded generosity , his venomous slanderof Galileo. From the

and who had in 1616, rescued him from the metropolis of Italian Sardinia, Baron Plana

grasp of the Inquisition. We shall have de- has anticipated the feelings of his country.

fended the Holy Father from the still heavier men ; and the child of Pisa, the stripling of

charge of having, under the influence of Padua, the ornament of Florence, and the

personal revenge, compassed the ruin of his prisoner of Rome, will doubtless stand be

friend . And we shall have defended the fore his liberated country as the dauntless

congregation of the Index. who tried Galileo assertor of physical truth , the morning star

and unanimously condemned him, from hav- of Italian science, and the type of Italy

ing been influenced in the discharge of so stretching her dungeoned limbs and girding

solemn a duty by the ignoble motive of gra- herself for victory.

tifying, in the person of their chief, the We would willingly leave M. Biot to the

basest of the passions. judgment of others — his “ Conversation in

In thus repudiating the speculations of M. the Vatican," etc., to be appreciated by his

Biot, we have not defended the great astrono colleagues in the Institute -- and his heart
less commentaries to the dissection of Baron

* Library of Useful Knowledge - Life of Galileo, Plana and the philosophers of Italy. Great
chap. viii .

men are not the worshippers of the greatest.
† Martyrs of Science, pp. 67, 68.

In the passage in Venturi,which contains the Hewho is highest in the lists of famemay

whole story told by Olivieri, he refers to a particular be lowered to our own level, and the slan

page ( 146) which is expressly quoted by Biot. Baron derer may rejoice in his work ; but posterity,

Plana, therefore, cannot understand, and we cannot ever just to genius, will continue to assert

help him to explain, the silence of Biot respecting its rights and avenge the victim . He who

the passage in Venturi, vol. ii., p. 193, in which Oli

vieri's story is fully given . has not spared the sacred memory of New
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ton, with his “ white soul" and lofty intellect, I himself to be blinded by the actual position

might have been silent over the errors of of the game to the larger possibilities which

Galileo, and wept over his many woes . it involves. It may be that the fires now

running along the Italian valleys will burn

out ; but fires are not easily extinguished ,

and especially if the firemen feed the flames

with oil. Last year we had a mighty con

flagration in Northern Italy , which filled the

Art. X. - The Sicilian Game. coolest heads in Europe with alarm . This

year we have a smaller blaze in Southern

The Sicilian method of opening the ganie of Italy,which is scarcely less dangerous. On
chess is extremely irregular, and very little the Continent they are far more alarmed

practised. But the chess authorities tell us about it than we are in England; and there

that, in the hands of a good player, it is the is some reason to hope thatthe precautions

most brilliant and successful of all the open- dictated by this alarm will be the means of

ings. On the political chess -board of Eu- insuring peace for Europe and safety for

rope, a great gamehas now been commenced Italy. A few months will show ; a few

with the Sicilian move . As nothing can be weeks may decide . Meanwhile we invite

more irregular than the method of attack, our readers to a rapid survey of the Italian

so we hope that the final checkmate will be struggle as far as it has gone, and to a calm

rapid and brilliant, that those who deserve analysis of the results to which that struggle

to win will win gloriously, and that those is tending.

who deserve to lose will lose unmistakeably . It would be very pleasant if we could en

To understand this great game, however, we ter upon this investigation with a firm grasp

must remeinber that it is not confined to the of principles. Unhappily, at the present

Sicilies alone, nor even to Italy. Sicily is moment, the British Government, herein

but a distant square upon the board. The representing the British nation, has no defi

game is European. France is one of the nite principles of foreign policy. Broadly

prime movers in it ; Austria has large in- it may be stated , that we are so well satis

terests at stake; and what sincere Catholic fied with the actual results, as to be willing

does not feel concerned in whatever may to shut our eyes to the means by which the

happen to the chair of St. Peter ? More results have been attained. Wesympathize

over, as Lord John Russell pointed out in a with the aspirations of Italians, rejoice in

late despatch to our ambassador at Turin, their freedom , and fondly trust that the cre

Great Britain is to some extent implicated ation of a strong Italian kingdom is some

in the struggle, for we hold in the Adriatic thing more tangible than a dream . Eng.

the rebellious Ionian Islands by a tenure land is eager to accept what has been

precisely the same as that which Austria achieved in Italy as accomplished facts. And
can show for Venetia. Nor can Germany yet, at every step of the process by which

be indifferent, when she sees that the same these facts have been accomplished, she is

rule of thumb which has annexed Savoy to obliged to turn her head away in shame, to

France, and has all but succeeded in sub- hide her blushes in a pocket-handkerchief,

jecting the whole of Italy to the sceptre of and to pronounce the timid, feminine No,

Sardinia, may, with scarcely less reason, be when she loves nothing better than Yes.

applied to the rectification of the Rhenish The position is not a dignified one, and is

frontier, and made to prove the advantages the result of a compromise between our

of uniting the petty German states under a theories and our practical instincts. The

single ruler. What is more, the events now foreign policy of this country, in so far as it

occurring in Syria are an unpleasant diver- is capable of definition, resolves itself into

sion which , having thus far established the one word - Non- intervention. But we have

principle of a French intervention, may load really never been able to determine what
to we know not what results Our hands the word means . “ Non - intervention !" said

may be tied in the East, or they may be Talley rand— “ non -intervention ! I do not

tied in the West, so as to give to France or know what it means. It is a political word

to Russia the power of accomplishing, with a diplomatic word , which is very nearlyLa ,

out check, the worst designs. The forces equivalent to intervention .” Recognising

engaged are tremendous. The issues at the great principle of non -interference asthe

stake are of incalculable importance. It is corner-stone of international law,
the ques

for Italy , for Naples, for Garibaldi , and for tion arises, whether the law is of any
value

Victor Emmanuel, that we feel the more unless it be enforced . What is the nature

immediate interest. But no one who ex. of that man's virtue which prevents him

amines the situation thoroughly will permit from robbing his neighbour's cash-box, but

7
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permits him to see the robbery effected by and that Clive had , as commander of the

somebody else without raising an alarm ? British forces, obtained large sums which of

What are the professionsof that man worth , right belonged to the Government he served .

who, incapable of committing murder him- In the next resolution it appeared to be in

self, allows his friend to be murdered before evitable that the House of Commonswould

his eyes ? What is the meaning of non-in- pronounce the logical conclusion of these

tervention, if it is a principle binding upon two propositions. On the contrary, the

ourselves, so that while we religiously re- third decision at which it arrived was, that

fuse to interfere, we allow anybody else to Clive bad at the same time rendered great
do so ?

We saw France interfering in Italy. and meritorious services to his country.

We murmured at what we were powerless Spite of all delinquencies, and much that is

to prevent ; and when victory crowned the ambiguous, we could not condemn the hero

French arms,we presented our congratula- for whom, in our heart of hearts, we nursed

tions to the Emperor, and the right handofadmiration and gratitude. Andit is with

fellowship to King Victor Emmanuel . So similar inconsistency, that, in the face of

with regard to various other acts, such as the doubts and difficulties which rudely jostle

absorption of Tuscany and the Æmilia ,-we with our sense of moral right and interna
shook our heads and smiled. It was but the tional propriety , we refuse to condemn him

other day that our Foreign Secretary wrote who, by anticipation, may be styled the

to Turin, expressing an earnest hope that King of Italy, and we heartily wish him

Sardinia did not mean to attack Naples, and good speed. We cannot pretend to give

menacing Count Cavour with the displeasure our approval to all the doublings and wind

of England if he did not give up all idea of ings of the Cavour policy, to the interfer

assailing Austria in her Venetian province.ence of France, and to the settlement of

Yet, if Lord John Russell studies the popu- Sardinian claims at the point of the sword .

lar feeling, he must know that nothing gives But, on the other hand, how is it possible to

greater pleasure to the people of this coun- bave any sympathy with Austria, with the

try than to hear of Victor Emmanuel's ad- Papal Government, with Bomba or Bom

vance upon Naples—that nothing would be bino? There is the same wild justice in the

more applauded than a successful assault on Italian campaigns which the philosopher tells

Venetia . So we,who three years ago found us is the characteristic of revenge. It is

it harde enough to defend ourselves for per- well to recognise that Judge Lynch, with all

mitting Italian refugees to conspire in our his faults, may be a public benefactor ; and

island against the life of Napoleon, although our jealousy of French activity need not

neither the Government nor the peopleof urge us to a denial of the good which it has

Great Britain had the slightest cognizance of effected in Italy.

their plots, should find it difficultto charac- At last we have the prospect of seeing

terize the conduct of Victor Emmanuel in the entire Peninsula, with the exception of

not only permittingan expedition to be or Rome and of Venetia, united under one

ganized in his dominions against a neigh- head . If the Italian kingdom can be con

bouring state, with which hewason friendly solidated without Rome and Venetia, then

terms, but in himself invading that state at we may rest assured that the Eternal City

the head of his army. However difficult it and the famous Quadrilateral will soon fol

may be to characterize such a breach of in- low. But that is precisely the question

ternational usage, the position of our people which has to be solved ; and as yet wecan

with reference to it is so illogical, that they only count upon an Italian kingdom deprived

are all in favour of Garibaldi's filibustering of its metropolitan city, and with its most

and Victor Emmanuel's invasion . Britain, formidable fastnesses in the hands of the

on great occasions, has often been illogical, enemy. Quicker than we can write, the

and in the present emergency we are re- telegraph brings us the news of success af

minded of the manner in which the British ter success attending the patriot arms ; and

Parliament treated Clive. The readers of in all probability before these pages come

Macaulay's brilliant memoir will remember before the reader, some of the events to

how the House of Commons first of all laid which they refer will be stale and unprofita

down the major proposition, that it is illegal ble . We shall, therefore, leaving mere nar

for the servants of the State to appropriate rative to the correspondents of the daily

to themselves what the arms of the State papers, confine ourselves here to general

have acquired, and what belongs therefore remarks.

alone to the governing power. It next laid That which must first of all strike any

down the minor proposition, that the Eng- one who candidly examines the state of af

lish functionaries in Bengal had systemati- fairs in Italy , is the unanimity of sentiment

eally appropriated the monies of the State, and the moderation of conduct which the

a
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sense .

Italian people have displayed. Talk of the person of Victor Emmanuel. The differ.

great leaders as we may, admire Garibaldi, ences that exist among Italians will appear

criticise Cavour, and toast Victor Emman- by and bye, when they feel so sure of their

uel - still the great fact to which we must ground that they can afford to discuss minor

revert is the ripeness of the Italians for the points. Atthe present moment every feel.

present movement. We might have seen ing is absorbed in the hope of Italian unity

the pear plucked without being ripe, and and strength, and in devotion to Victor Em

might have applauded the dash of the fili- manuel as the personation of that hope. At

buster, the astuteness of the statesman, and the same time,wehave seen the moderation

the courage of the ardent king, as we ap of the people, their capacity of self-govern

plaud ability and courage wherever it is to ment, and the elasticity with which the Sar.

be found. It is the maturity of the Italian dinian constitution adapts itself to the exi .

mind that chiefly excites our astonishment, gencies of sudden war and enlarged domin:

awakens our interest, and satisfies our moral ions. We cannot be wrong in the belief

Here lies the vindication of all that that, if a people thus fit have but fair play,

has taken place. From the people comes we ought to see a sixth great power arise in

Victor Emmanuel's indemnity. We have Europe, to dominate as Italy did in the

nothing to say in favour of the farce of uni- olden time on the shores of that Midland

versal suffrage, such as we have seen it in Sea which it has long been the ambition of

Savoy and Nice ; nor could we, in full recol- our Gallic neighbours to regard as a little

lection of the Ionian Islands, of India, and French lake.

of Ireland some years ago, easily maintain But this great Italian nation would be

that the government of a country ought al- nothing without leaders ; and they have

ways to depend upon the popular voice. been magnificently led Latterly Garibaldi

But with regard to Italy the doubt has never has been the hero of the day, and he has

been expressed that the sentiment in favour indeed accomplished wonders . We must

of unity and Victor Emmanuel is real, spon- not overrate his achievements, however.

taneous, and all but unanimous; and wher- People have been too apt to attribute the

ever such a sentiment is real, we suspect success which attended his movements to

that the rule of right is the very rough one the extraordinary skili of the general. His

of success. Who would be free, themselves skill we do not deny. In the battle of the

must strike the blow . If they can acquire Volturno he proved his military qualities to

their freedom , they deserve it ,and we will be — what no one ever seriously doubted

not look too curiously into the process by of the very highest quality. His genius is

which they dispose of their tyrants. With- as noble as his character . He has a great

out approving of regicide, we may venerate faculty of organization, and his power over

Cromwell and Milton. Without admiring all who have anything to do with him is ex

filial impiety, we may be permitted to re- traordinary. But, admitting all this, it must

joice in the rebellion which led William and be observed, that those who attribute Gari

Mary to occupy the throne of James the baldi's success to his genius detract not a

Second . Without loving diplomatic deceit, little from the justice of his cause. For

or any breach of faith between allied gov- years it has been known in this country ,

ernments and monarchs that, like those of that the days of Neapolitan misrule were

Sardinia and Naples, were not only friends, numbered. The atrocious tyranny of Bomba
but relatives, we recognise in the wishes of could not last forever. * Yet forty days

the Italian people, and in the wisdom of and Nineveh shall be destroyed, cried

their conduct, a voice that raises rebellion Jonah, and he was astonished that his pro
into virtue, and a public necessity that ef phecy was unfulfilled. “ Yet a few short

fectually supersedes the influence of private months, and Naples must rise against her

ties and family affection . The unanimity tyrant," was the prophecy of every enlight

which we have witnessed is almost startling. ened Englishman, and we were astonished

The most prominent illustration of it is the when the prediction was accomplished.

acquiescence of Mazzini. He who has all We do not wrong Garibaldi in saying that

his life dreamed of a republic, consents to it was the justice of the cause, even more

abandon his dream in order to see Italy than the genius of the man, that triumphed

united under a king of her own choice. The in the Sicilian insurrection. There ought

apostle of revolution and conspiracy, who to be nothing to excite our surprise in his

has gone through Europe preaching a re- success. The only extraordinary thing is,
public as the grand political ultimatum , and that the Neapolitans endured the Bourboas

assassination as a justifiable political pro- so long. Thanks to Garibaldi's brilliant

cess, solemnly announces his adhesion to the defence of his position on the Volturno,

principle of monarchy as represented in the there is some reason to believe that we
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have now seen the last of this infatuated measure with his rock, glorying in his arti
race . Had the Bourbon troops been suc- chokes and cabbages, dallying fondly with

cessful on that occasion , they would not his donkeys, and enjoying nothing so much
indeed have averted the inevitable catastro- as the simple cares of a farmer . How

phie which is the due of King Francis, but would such a man feel, if , as the reward of

they night have postponed for some little his efforts for Italian liberty, bis home as

time the triumph of Italian liberty , and well as his birth place were lost to the Italy

given the agents of Victor Emmanuel a which he has done so much to create ?

good deal of trouble. Garibaldi has made Garibaldi has but reaped what others be

short work of them ; but his chief glory is, fore him bave sowed. Cavour is the sower.

that, being a ringleader of rebels , he is the If Garibaldi is the strong hand, Cavour is

servant of order. He has a simplicity of the informing mind of Italy . He is at the

character which makes him the very man head of this great movement. He conceived

for the time and for the place. Many a it ; he prepared the way for it in long years

general would have skill enough to do what of silent work ; he rendered it possible, and

he has done in organizing revolt, and lead then forced it into existence. To use a

ing on the rebels till they succeeded in the phrase of the leading journal which has

expulsion of their oppressors ; but how almost passed into a proverb — he was the

many would combine with that ability, per. Peel before he became the Palmerston of

fect unselfishness, devotion to a great idea, Italy. From a very early age the Count

and loyalty to the prince whom nominally Camillo di Cavour rendered himself obnox

he was defying ? Extreme moderation, ious to the Austrian Gevernment; and it

gentle treatment, and love of order, are not was only the other day that, in the archives

usually considered the attributes of guerilla of the Austrian police at Milan, documents

chiefs and filibustering captains ; and Gari- were discovered, which contained an order

baldi's noble simplicity of character has lent of the Government to prevent this doubtful

a dignity to the Italian struggle which no Cavalier from entering the Lombardo-Vene

other leader could have given. Future tian territory in 1836. Cavour spent some

generations of his countrymen may be sur- of his earlier years in England, and at the

prised to discover that,much as they are time when the mind is most open to perma

indebted to his genius, they owe still more nent impressions became well-nigh an Evg.

to his good and honest heart. It has been lishman. Here he studied and learned to

said that the Italians are apt to deify intel. admire our constitutional government; he

lect apart from conscience ; and that, for saw the sources of our greatness ; he felt

example, in the tragedy of Othello, whereas the pleasure of freedom ; and he returned

an English audience abhors lago and sym- to Piedmont imbued with a new life, which

pathizes entirely with the deluded Moor, an he speedily imparted to the people around

Italian audience would have no patience for him . Rightly appreciating the force of

the blindness of the latter, and would give public opinion and the value of discussion,

all its admiration to the craft of the former. he started the principal daily paper in

We dare say that this is an exaggeration ; Turin , which has exerted immense influence

and when we can point to such men as Gari- over the Italian middle classes. Keenly

baldi , who stands in the front rank of na- alive to the importance of otherorganisms,

tional heroes, it must never be said that, in he set on foot the Royal Agricultural Soci

the Italian cast of mind, intellect is , of neces- ety of Sardinia, and showed his countrymen

sity, divorced from heart or conscience. the advantages of high farming. Ile intro

The great hero is frank to a fault, as both duced guano into Piedmont, which now an

Count Cavour and the Emperor Napoleon nually imports about a million tons of that

know. A Nizzard by birth, he has seen his rich manure. He created the cork planta

native country appropriated by France, as tions of the island of Sardinia. He was the

the result of a discreditable intrigue with principal agent in procuring for the Pied

Count Cavour. What will he say, if, hav- montese a constitution from Charles Albert

ing thus seen his birth-place transferred to in 1848. Gradually he rose to power, and

France, he should ere long see his little islet worked with might and main for the mate

home in the Straits of Bonifacio made over rial prosperity of his country, looking for

by the same process, along with the islands ward to the time when, with the credit en

of Sardinia and Elba , to the Emperor Napo- gendered by free institutions and good

leon ? It is in this isle, with his sheep, and administration, the Sardinian state might

goats, and donkeys, that Garibaldi aspires take rank as an European power, and aspire

to spend his days when his work is done- to dominion over entire Italy. By doubling
another Cincinnatus. Ile is described by the silk manufacture, and quadrupling the

those who know him as delighted beyond cotton traffic of Piedmont , as well as by
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concluding commercial treaties with the of a universal conflagration. We shall

great trading communities of Europe, he examine directly the real position of Cavour,
gave elasticity to the finances of the little and exhibit the cards that are in his hands,

subalpine kingdom , and enabled it to assume content here only to remark, that, whereas

an honourable position among the Great but a very short time ago there was sup

Powers in the first war of importance with posed to be, and there really was, antago
which Europe was troubled after forty years nism between his views and those of Gari

of peace. The Italians, ever scheming for baldi, the wily statesman has put an end to

their liberty, soon saw that in the constitu. the difference, at least as far as words can

tional government of Victor Emmanuel, and do it, by knuckling down to the Dictator,
in the statesmanship of Cavour, they had by vowing to preserve the integrity of

surer grounds of hope than in the republi- Italy, and by openly proclaiming his designs

can dreams of Mazzini and in the secret upon the Eternal City and the Bride of the
plots of Carbonari. They rallied round the Adriatic.

Sardinian Parliament. T'urin speedily be- We now await without anxiety the news

came the hotbed of sedition, and the great of Victor Emmanuel's success in the south .

centre from which all free Italian thought He is a remarkable illustration of the au

emanated . What followed we need not thority which can be exerted by a sovereign

minutely describe. The storm which was who, without any pretensions to greatability,

gathering burst. The seed which had been is possessed of a generous nature, respects
silently sown and sedulously irrigated be- the wishes of his subjects, and frankly ac

came ripe. Count Cavour so raised the cepts the limitation of his power implied in

Piedmontese Government from insignifi. the forms of a constitutional government.

cance, and so formed a public opinion in its The Italians admire his free, impulsive na

favour, that every town and every village ture. They are devoted to a sovereign who

in Italy looked to Turin for deliverance. has kept faith with his subjects. If a doubt

He is in a fair way to achieve a complete arises as to the generosity of a prince who

deliverance for Italy . He is not less bent could part as he did with the cradle of his

than Garibaldi himself to secure even Rome race, it is remembered that he was driven

and Venetia for his sovereign, though the into a corner, it is known that he can never

process by which he thinks of attaining his think of that transaction without shame and

end may somewhat differ from that contem- indignation, and it is felt that Italy may for

plated by the victorious general when he give a loss which for her sake he endured .

talked of proclaiming the Italian kingdom Casuists will rigidly canvass his present
from the summit of the Quirinal. “ We move in the direction of Naples, and the

desire that the EternalCity should become French official journals, with some reason,

the capital of Italy," observed the shrewd proclaim that it does not belong to any

tactician in the speech in which he announced foreign state, any more to Sardinia than to

to the Sardinian Parliament the chief lines Austria, to interfere in the internal affairs of

of his future policy ; " but as regards the a neighbouring people. Had Garibaldi suf

means to that end , we shall be better able fered a reverse, indeed , on the Volturno

to say in what condition we shall be six and having lost 4500 men , he was near

months hence.” As for Venetia, one can enough to disaster - Victor Emmanuel would

not help admiring the boldness of the an- have found himself in a very awkward posi

nouncement, that although Europe does not tion , as the invader of a state which had not

wish Sardinia to provoke a war with Aus been abandoned by its king, and which had

tria, and though for a time it may
be some prospect of seeing that king reassert

sary to respect this wish , still in the end his authority. In following the Sardinian

Venetia must be liberated , Austria must be army to the Neapolitan frontier, we refrain
attacked ; and the only question which the from comment on the defeat of Lamoricière

Great Powers ought seriously to entertain and the fall of Ancona. In the dispersion of

is, whether the new kingdom of Italy is able the Papal mercenaries, and in the success of

to acquire the Austrian province, and brave the Sardinian arms, we indeed heartily re
the celebrated Quadrilateral unaided. “ Eu- joice ; but we do not yet know the history of

rope believes us incapable of delivering these affairs, and there is reason to believe
Venetia alone. We must bring about a that Lamoricière succumbed to treachery as

change in this opinion. Let us show our much as to a real superiority . He ought to

selves united , and that opinion will change.” have made a better stand ; and his defeat is
Such a bold speech is nearly equivalent to accounted for by the fact of his receiving a

a declaration of war, and it is extremely dif- despatch which informed him , " by command

ficult to calculate the consequences to which oftheEmperor ” that the Piedmontese would

it may lead . It may be the igniting spark ' not enter the Roman states, that 20,000

neces
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French troops would occupy the strong and , above all , the conviction that liberty is

places in these states, and that he oughtto favourable to religion, have accomplished

hasten his preparations against Garibaldi . their triumph, they will wait long enough ;

Lamoricière made his dispositions in con- and while they are waiting, we turn to look

formity with these instructions; and before into that part of Cavour'sprogramme which

he had time to look about him he discovered points to Venetia . What he says on this

that his information was false. The Sardi- head is more to the purpose. He evidently

nians were down upon him in force. If the does not anticipate that Austria will volun

report of this incident be correct, the only tarily cede Venetia for a sum of money.

criticism which we need make upon it is, The fact is , that Austria hopes to retrieve

that the manæuvre thus fatal to the great her finances, rotten as they are, by develop

African General is quite in keeping with ing her commerce ; that the development of

other manæuvres with which , in the progress her commerce depends upon her seaboard ;

of Italian events, we have been made fami- and that in consenting to sell Venetia, which

Tiar . It is one of many indications of a real people in this country recommend as the

complicity , in spite of an assumed antago- wisest thing for her to do, she would sell the

nism, between the Sardinian and French best part of her seaboard , weaken to the last

Governments . The Court of the Tuileries degree her connection with the great high

pretends that it can have nothing to say to way of trade, and become almost entirely

such unprincipled, treaty-breaking, aggres- an inland empire. Therefore she is not

sive statesmen as those of Turin ; but pro- likely to forego her Italian possessions un

bably the pretence is kept up only so long less upon compulsion. Neither moral force

as the statesmen of Turin solemnly swear nor hard cash will do here. Count Cavour

that they will not part with another inch of distinctly sees that if ever he is to offer up

Italian territory, since united Italy can afford a Te Deum in St Mark's, he must have a

to refuse such a sacrifice to whoever ven- stand-up fight with Austria. Not only so ,

tures to ask it, and so long as Victor Em- he must fight Austria single-handed. He

manuel, in his rough , irreverent fashion, de. cannot again invoke the French arms. The

clares— “ The French have had my daughter French have done quite enough ; they have

and the cradle of my house: but if the also cost him enough; and the very utmost

Eternal Father were to demand Sardinia of which the Emperor Napoleon could under

me, he should not have it .” This is all very take, would be to stand by and see that

fine. We have heard something like it be- Victor Emmanuel had a fair field, none of

fore : and we have only to consult the inexor. the other powers venturing to interfere.

able logic of facts, in order to see the true Count Cavour, in that audacious speech

bearing of France to the Government of from which we have already quoted, dis .

Turin . tinctly sees this beforehim,and accepts the

We may assume that in a very short responsibility of it. He will have to storm

time Naples will be rid of the Bourbon, and the Quadrilateral, before which the Emperor

Victor Emmanuel, who has already received Napoleon , with his well -appointed army,

the almost unanimous suffrages of the quailed ; and he expects to prevail upon the

people, will enter into peaceful possession of Great Powers to change their present opi
the abdicated sovereignty. He will then nions, and to permit him to measure swords

rule over the two Sicilies, the Pontifical with Austria, provided he goes into the

states, with the exception of Rome, the arena single-handed. For this end he says

duchies of Tuscany, Parma, and Modena, the first object of the Italian Government

the whole of Lombardy, together with the must be to make itself, and show itself,

present kingdom of Piedmont and Sardinia. strong enough. Consolidation is to be the

Very good; and what next ? The Count order of the day . Italy must present a solid

Cavour suggests that Romewill drop into front, must make the most of her resources,

his lap by a sort of moral influence. It will must exhibit all the advantages of that,

be discovered that Liberty is favourable to unity which has just been attained. In one

religion, and in the interest of religion Victor word the new Italian kingdom must be

Emmanuel will be invited to Rome to be organized.

embraced by the Pope. In slyly suggesting Now, here comes the rub. Any one who

this very pretty programme, Count Cavour carefully examines the resources and the

furgot to mention that there is a French position of the various petty states which in

army 40,000 strong in Rome, which is not the lump are supposed to form the strong

likely to be induced by moral considerations Italian kingdom , will see that the keystone

to give up the Eternal City to any body on of the arch — the one condition upon which

earth. If the Piedmontese statesmen mean the organization of Italy depends— is the

to wait for Rome till moral convictions, I possession of a metropolis, and that no

D-20VOL. XXXIII.
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metropolitan city is possible except that complain of Milan, if the capital of Lom

which is now in the hands of the French bardy were made the Italian metropolis, and

army. The first Napoleon hazarded the Naples would soon evince its discontent if

opinion, that Italy is too long for its breadth, its pretensions were despised . The siren of

and that, on account of its peculiar shape, it Naples would scoff at the lilies of the Tuscan

would be extremely difficult to organize it capital, as the lion of Venice would roar at

into a single homogeneous state. That the bull of Turin . Between the great cities

opinion , however, was hazarded before rail- of Italy there has always been extreme

ways, steamboats, and the electric telegraph jealousy, and the moment one were selected

had overturned all our ideas of relative dis- as pre eminent over the other, sedition

tance. It is not, therefore, from Napoleon's and reaction would commence their work.

point of view that we speak of Rome as the There is but one city which would be regard

natural and only possible centre of Italy ; it ed by all Italy as entitled to pre-eminence,

is in view of the fact that Italy has never and that is the city of the seven hills.

yet been united , has always been broken up Count Cavour knows quite well that Italian

into a number of separate states, each glory- unity and strength depend on the possession

ing in its traditions, jealous of its rights, of Rome, and that, if Victor Emmauuel is

developing its own institutions, and guarding to set his eyes on Venice, he must take his

anxiously its independence and its land- stand on the summit of the Quirinal. Rome

marks . The laws of Piedmont are quite is the key of the position , and Romeis in

distinct from the Neapolitan code , and are the hands of the French Emperor. Even

indeed on the whole inferior to it ; for we if it were possible to organize Italy without

must remember, that till within a very re- Rome, still, so long as the French army is

cent period Piedmont was perhaps the worst there, the Eternal City may become the

governed and most priestridden country in centre of reaction and disaffection.

Europe (always excepting the States of the What does Napoleon mean to do with

Church) , and that, as we know in this coun- the Eternal City is the question of questions

try too well, legal reform is not the work in this crisis. Why this collection of troops

of a day. Is Piedmont to absorb Naples, fast rising to theappointed number of 60,000 ?

or is Naples to absorb Piedmont ? We Is Napoleon such a devoted son oftheChurch

turn to Tuscany. Tuscany voted the sove- that he is willing to incur the prodigious ex

reignty of Victor Emmanuel, but clearly pense of maintaining an army of 60,000 in

not mere annexation to Sardinia ; and up to Rome merely for the sake of doing honour

this moment the independence of the duchy to the Holy Father ? The French Emperor

has been of necessity respected ; so that its values the sacred head of the Church not

position is very much what that of Ireland half so much as one of his cigarettes. His

was before the Union . It has a Lord -Lieu. first appearance in life was in the character

tenant in the person of Baron Ricasoli, of a Carbonaro at Bologna, in deadly hos

whose designation is that of Governor. tility to the Papal government; and in his

General. It has a Senate of its own, which personal feeling to the present Pope, it is

is as independent of the Piedmontese Parlia- probably not forgotten that Pio Nono, al

ment as the Irish Parliament used to be of though he owed his preservation in Rome to

the British . It has its independentministers the presence of French bayonets, refused to

under Ricasoli, who, however, hold office in pay a visit to Paris in order to perform

subordination to the superior authorities at the little ceremony of crowning the Eldest

Turin. It must be evident that this organi- Son of the Church. Louis Napoleon has

zation is only provisional . A cluster of repeatedly , although unofficially , expressed

petty states, each with its separate parlia- the opinion , that the Pope should be de.

mentand array of ministerial functionaries, prived of secular power, and his dominion
would not present a very solid front to confined to a garden . He is of the same

Europe, and could not be anything but a opinion as his uncle, who observed, in a

clumsy make-shitt. But how, then, is Italy private letter to Eugene Beauharnais, that

to be organized into unity, even if it be priests are not made to govern, and that the
nothing more than federal unity ? and where rights of the tiara consist only in humilia

is to be the visible centre of that union ? tion and prayer. The first Napoleon, in

Is the government to remain at Turin ? deed,wished to remove the Pope from Rome,

Milan, with all its venerable traditions, and give him a residence in Paris, the centre,
might complain of the choice of such an out as he esteemed it , of the civilised world ;

of the way city , whose only claim to be the and recently there has come to light other

capital of the new kingdom is the fact of its designs, which were never promulgated, and

having been hitherto the residence of the which seem to be more in accordance with

Sardinian Court. Florence might equally the views of the nephew. In the second

а
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a

edition of an exceedingly interesting and retire, is almost certain . Considering the

very able work on Italy, by an author who magnitude of his preparations, it is probable

has taken a high place in our literature,* we also that he would find a pretext for remain

find some documents that, now published ing there, even should the Pope carry out

for the first time in this country , prove to the intention which is ascribed to him , of

be singularly opportune. We refer to cer- refusing to be madea prisoner in Rome, and

tain drafts of decrees from the archives of of wiping from his feet the dust of a country

the first Napoleon, which have been lately which has not learned to appreciate himn .

given to the world by the Cavaliere Gen- The French Emperor will eitlier keep the

narelli, who was directed by Farini, the Holy Father in Rome, or pretend to keep

Dictator of Æmilia , to edit such documents Rome for the Holy Father. " In either case,

as might illustrate the sort of government there he is, a tremendous force in the Italian

under which the Pontifical States have territory , -- we may say,an insuperable force;

groaned for many years. As of some col- for, with all the resources of the French Em

lateral value, Gennarelli published, in a kin pire to fall back upon, it is impossible that

dred work , certain documents relating to the Italians should have a chance of dislodg

the French designs upon the Papacy, which ing him , even if the ministers of Victor Em

now see the light for the first time. They manuel were willing to incur, by doing so,

are drafts of decrees, in which Napoleon, the imputation of ingratitude. But if the

by the graceof God and by the constitution, great French army stationed in Rome can

Emperor of the French, King of Italy, and neither be dislodged by physical force, nor

Protector of the Confederation of the King.be induced to retire by the force of those

dom , ordained that the Pope should possess moral convictions upon which the simple

no territory but the Church and Square of hearted Count Cavour professes to rely ,

St. Peter's, and the two palaces of the Vati- what follows ? Either Napoleon must be

can and the Inquisition ; that the second bought out of Rome, or, remaining there, he

Papal residence, the Quirinal, should become means to look after his own interests. Either
an Imperial palace ; that the city , with a with or without the consent of the Sardinian

small strip of barren territory around it, Government, he must have guarantees for

and a few mountain towns, should be placed the security of French power in the Medi

under a government independent of the terranean . If he can come to terms with

Pope ; and that the Pope's revenue should Victor Emmanuel and Count Cavour, why ,
be a million of Italian lire, or about L.30,000 then, Victor Emmanuel shall be King of

a -year. Circumstances arose which urged Italy from north to south, and , as a counter

the French Emperor to still more stringent poise, the Emperor Napoleon will take pos

measures, insomuch that he removed the session of the island of Sardinia, together

Pope altogether ; and we need not doubt with, it may be, the great maritime province

that the nephew, who takes a pride in fol. of Liguria. If, on the other hand, he has

lowing the fuotsteps of his uncle, would not and cannot cometo terms with the Pied

have the slightest scruple about confining montese statesmen , then ,holding his ground
the Holy Father to the precincts of the at Rome, he has the power of preventing

Vatican, or sending him either to Jerusalem the organization of a strong Italian king
or to Jericho. dom : he has always in his hands the means

Why, then , does the Emperor affect an of exciting reaction at Naples ; and he can

anxiety, which cannot be real, that the Pope work either for the return of the Bourbons,

should remain supreme in the Eternal City ? or for the benefit of Prince Murat.

and why does hesend brigade after brigade It is firmly believed by many close ob

to strengthen the Roman garrison? We servers that Count Cavour and the Emperor

have given reason enough, in pointing out Napoleon understand each other, and are

that Rome is the key of the position . He bent on seeing accomplished the first of
who commands Rome is master ofthe situa- these alternatives. The French Emperor is,

tion . Whether Napoleon can long retain we have no doubt, perfectly sincere in fearing

such a mastery is another question. We the Frankenstein which he has helped to

are concerned here only with the fact that, create. A strong Italian Kingdom may be

for the moment, he “ has his knee upon the too much for him ; and especially he per

throat of Italy," and that his game is pretty ceives that, by the creation of this power,

cvident. That he is determined to hold the the relative superiority of France in the

Eternal City until it suits his purpose to Mediterranean will be prodigiously affected.

Ile knows that our English statesmen feel
* Italy in Transition : Public Scenes and Private

Opinions in 1860. By William Arthur, A.M., author
a great solicitude for the success of Victor

of " A Mission to the Mysore,"," " The SuccessfulMer Emmanuel, because of this, among other

chant," etc., etc. reasons, that, apart altogether from any

a
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question of Liberty, which is the chief point from the Alps to the Adriatic, we do not

of interest to the people of this country, it suppose that he contemplated the freedom

will sensibly affect the balance of power in and union of Italy from the Alps to the

the Mediterranean, where, what with mas- Maltese channel. On the contrary, it is well

sacres in Syria, a Canal at Suez, and the known that he was greatly disappointed in

probable extension of Algeria, the Napo. not obtaining Tuscany for his cousin, Prince

leonic policy is peculiarly active. It is not Napoleon. The only unity for which he

likely that he will calmly submit to such a was anxious, was such a federal unity as

diminution of French influence in the great might consist with much opposition and

Midland Sea. He cannot count upon the practical disunion between the separate

gratitude of Italy. Gratitude belongs to states, leaving him free to play off one party

individuals ; it is seldom exhibited by na- against the other, so as, at the very worst,

tions. We, in this country, know the gra to produce a neutral power, and to make

titude of the Spanish people, and the Span- Italy still but a geographical expression.

iards are in this respect not worse than But the Italian movement has been too

others. The Emperor, therefore , is only strong for him . He has not been able to

reasonable in regarding with distrust the secure the fulfilment of the stipulations of

organization of a strong Italian kingdom Villafranca, calmly ratified as they were at

upon the shores of the Mediterranean, and Zurich . He has not been able to secure

in providing as best he can for the prepon- the return of the Dukes. He has not been
derance of French power. Give him Genoa able to obtain Tuscany for his cousin. He

and the Island of Sardinia, and the balance has not been able to prevent the absorption

will be restored . Here we are stopt in our of the States of the Church by the insatiable

inquiries by the denials and protestations of Government of Turin. As the revolution

Count Cavour, who declares that no one can proceeded southwards, the Emperor affected

presume to ask a nation of 22,000,000 for to be so shocked that he removed his am

å further cession of territory, especially as bassador from Turin , and this removal is the

any such session would be opposed to the expression partly of a real, partly of an
principle of nationality -- a contradicti. n , affected disapprobation. Could he count

therefore, of the whole Italian policy . He upon obtaining Sardinia and Liguria, we

forgot to explain how the surrender of Sar. should hear very little of his scruples. As

dinia to France ' is one whit more opposed that event is extremely doublful, his right

to the principle of nationality than the eous feelings are offended by the invasion

retention of Corsica by the same power ; of Naples. The expedition of Garibaldi

and he admitted that the proposition of a was bad enough, but for the King of Sardi

surrender had actually been mooted. But nia to head his regular armyinto the Abruzzi

whatever may be the worth of Count Ca and narch upon Naples, the king of which

vour's denial, and whatever be his un- had not yet withdrawn from his territory,

derstanding with the Emperor, it so hap-and still accredited an ambassador at the
pens that, in spite of himself, the transfer of Court of Turin—the thing was detestable,

Sardinia and Liguria to France may be an it was a shameless violation of international

impossibility. Present appearances indicate law, it was an act of piracy which the pub

that it is an impossibility . A strong party lic opinion of Europe must condemn, and

in Italy , headed by Garibaldi, would vehe- against which France must protest in the

mently oppose such a cession , and might strongest terms. Accordingly, the official

effectually prevent it ; or, if they were un journals of Paris received the cue, and

successful, there can be little doubt that the wrote denunciatory articles in the most ap

Great Powers, and none more forcibly than proved style. France would not be a party

Great Britain , would exercise, in a form to such an act of spoliation . These protests

which it would be hazardous to resist, the were published in the nick of time, not only

right of veto . It is , therefore, extremely to assure the coalition of sovereigns, meet:

improbable that any further extension of ing at Warsaw on the 20th of October, of

French territory will take place, to the detri- the extreme sensibility of Napoleon's moral

ment of Italy. But, in that case, the Empe- nature, and his irrepressible abhorrence of

ror Napoleon knows perfectly well what he just acquisitions, but also to inform Victor

is about. He has two strings to his bow, Emmanuel that he must not count upon the

and by the presence of his army at Rome, possession ofNaples,for reasons that arequite

which he is continually strengthening, he irrespective of justice or morality. Victor

intimates plainly enough that he means it Emmanuel, as he read the denunciations of

he can to prevent the consolidation of Italy. his unprincipled conduct which appeared in

When he first set out upon his Italian the French official journals, would remem

campaign, and undertook to set Italy free ber that but a few months back Prince Mu
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race .

ratmadea bid for the sovereignty of Naples, and that he recommended his countrymen to

and that, in spite of a disavowal from the fortify their coasts as speedily as possible.

French Government, his proposition obtain . The fact is, that Napoleon found himself

ed complete publicity , and was likely to checked inhis designs, and he took the check

work all the more favourably in consequence as gracefully as he could, by giving up for a

of the French Government, with ostenta- time the particular designs which he then

tious disinterestedness, refusing to enforce cherished, and protesting that he never en

his claims. The Neapolitans are a fickle tertained them . He may also find that, in

The enervating influence of Campa. his designs upon Southern Italy , Europe is

pia is an historic fact. Capua is famous as too much for him , and that it will be better

the scene of a terrible defeat which signal. for him to save his character by beating a

ized a terrible reaction . If Victor Emma- retreat, than to insist upon carrying his point

nuel pitches his tent in Naples, he, too, may at all hazards. He has raised such a hor

have his Capua. The French , 60,000 strong, net's nest about his ears, that his doing so

upon the Tiber, can exercise some little in- is quite within the bounds of probability.

fluence upon Naples. Many are the re. But even if he did give this proof ofmodera

sources of a conspirator, and great is the tion to Europe, it does not follow that his

power of intrigue. While the French are power is less dangerous, and that he ought

at Rome, they are, as we have said ,masters to be regarded with less suspicion. It is

of the situation . Victor Emmanuel cannot characteristic of the man , that all his enter

count upon retaining his Sicilian acquisi- prises are of the nature of a coup - short and

tions. So far from being able to wrest Ve quick . He has been described as a con .

netia from the Austrian, he may find himself spirator, but there is something offensive in

compelled, after all that he has ventured, to the word , and we do not choose to adopt it.

forego Naples . In so far as it signifies merely that he pre

Napoleon has so thoroughly aroused the pares his plans carefully in secret, that he

apprehensions of Europe, that he may find obtains success by a surprise, and that he

it impossible to carry out his policy in the avoids a long contest, it does him no wrong.

Mediterranean . But the attitude which he Other men are apt to announce their designs

has assumed towards Italy is a suggestive from the moment of conceiving them ; make

comment on the plausible letter addressed elaborate preparations which show them to

in July last to Count Persigny. “ It was be in earnest; buckle on their armour to

difficult for me to come to an understanding fight a losing game through long years of

with England on the subject of Central doubt and peril; and finally conquer by the

Italy,” said the Emperor, " because I was greatness of their resolution and a tenacity

bound by the peace of Villafranca. As to openly displayed . The Emperor of the

Southern Italy , I am free from engagements, French conceals his tenacity of purpose as

and I ask no better than a concert with Eng- much as possible, and seldom stirs except
land on this point, as on others ; but in in the prospect of an immediate result. If

Heaven's name let the eminent men who aught occurs to prevent the fulfilment of his

are placed at the head of the English Gov- designs, he smiles benignly , as if nothing had

ernment, lay aside petty jealousies and un happened , and everything is exactly to his

just mistrusts.” Strange to say , mistrust wish . It he makes an attempt and the at

was not allayed in England by all the assur- tempt fails, he retires into his shell with a

ances of either the Emperor or his ambassa- good grace , baffled but not disheartened , cer

dor at our Court. The Emperor at Mar- tain that another opportunity will arise,and

seilles renewed , in the most earnest manner , that success will attend his banner. Many
the statement which he made at Bordeaux in years ago he made a little attempt upon the

1852, that the Empire meant peace, and his astonished inhabitants of Strasbourg with a

faithful friend, Persigny, ventured to assure live eagle, and failed. He retired to bide
all the world that this time Napoleon meant his time, and ere long repeated the attempt

what he said—there was no reservation — at Boulogne. Again he failed, but he was

there really was about to commence the not discouraged . One morning he offered

golden age of peace . Some people in this himself to France as President of its Repub

country began to think that the Emperor lic, and he was elected triumphantly .
He

had been very much calumniated, while by was successful at last. He works and attains

far the greater number were quite unmoved success in precisely the same way , now that

by it. The Volunteers recruited and drilled he is monarch of France. He has a number

as vigorously as ever, and Lord Palmerston, of designs on hand - an infinity of irons in

to whom the Emperor had referred every- the fire. If one is not hot enough, he tries

body for his character, could only say that another. If he cannot play his pawn , then

the conduct of France was very suspicious, he will play his rook or his bishop ,and if it
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would be dangerous to move any of his Emperor had indeed to apologise to his

pieces, he will quietly strengthen his posi- people, might allay any doubts as to the

tion at home by castling. It is on account manner in which such power would be

of a policy thus restless, thus full of re- enployed. The moderation of the Empe.

sources, thus never at fault, that Europe has ror was more alarming than the display of

at last become thoroughly alarmed, and the his power at Magenta and Solferino (bat

Great Powers have seen the necessity of tles, by the way, which were won by :

joining in what is essentially a new coalition hair's - breadth ),because it indicated a

against the sovereign of France. In this further design . Why should he thus cur

view the Sicilian affair is but a momentary tail his programme of rendering Italy free

diversion in a much more extensive game; to the Adriatic, bitterly disappoint the hopes

and it may be worth while to run our eye of Italians, and curry favour with his and

over the map of Europe, in order to see the their enemy , except he had ulterior designs,

precise import of much that is now occur- which time would speedily bring to light?

ring in Southern Italy . It is stated that he actually proposed to

Francis Joseph to cede Lombardy, provided

The first suspicious act committed by the the Austrian Emperor would favour his

Emperor Napoleon in his foreign policy, views upon the Rhine, and that the offer
was his making a merit with Russia of was indignantly declined. Be this as it

having compelled England to close the may, Napoleon had his views upon the

Crimean war abruptly. Perhaps in thus Rhine ; and the Peace of Villafranca, in

courting the alliance of Russia at the ex. stead of enabling Frenchmen to turn their

pense of England, he had no very definite swords into ploughshares and their spears
notions of what was to follow . He saw into pruning - hooks, was the signal for

that Russia might be of use to him ; and as greater activity than ever in all the French

Fiance and Russia had before coalesced dockyards and arsenals, an activity to which

against England, they might coalesce again . we in this country replied by multiplying

It soon appeared that France was develop- our Volunteers, by building ship after ship,
ing her military resources with great vigour, and by looking to our fortifications. Then

and the people of this country began to get came rumours of a proposed cession of

alarmed. They imagined that as France Savoy and Nice to France. It was denied,

had attacked the great military Colossus, asserted , denied again, reasserted , and at

and took her revenge in the fall of Sebasto- last accomplished. In the midst of these

pol for the burning of Moscow, so now she counter - assertions came the Commercial
meant to attack the great naval Colossus, Treaty with France, which lulled a good

and, by the occupation of London , atone many people in this country to sleep , led

for the door of Trafalgar and Waterloo. some to suppose that peace between Eng.

They feared this all the more,when , early land and France would be eternal , and in

in 1858, the French Foreign Office demand duced the Government to postpone for sev

ed in too peremptory terms that we should eral months the proposal of a loan to ex

alter our laws for the protection of the tend our fortifications. The ink was scarce.
Emperor ; and Lord Derby's Government ly dry which ratified the Commercial Trea

instantly set about the improvement of our ty, when the annexation of Savoy and Nice
defences. We were wrong, however. It was announced to the world . The deed

was not upon England, but upon Austria, was ugly in itself, for it proved that, in

that the Emperor had his eye; and what. spite of the Milan proclamation, and subse

ever preparations he had made against this quent state papers equally explicit, the Em
country, were less for the purpose of attack peror had interfered in the affairs of Italy

than to keep us in check. The Italian war for something better than an idea, and

followed, in which, at least after the Milan something more tangible than moral influ

proclamation, that announced moral , not ence ; but it was still worse, as establishing

material, influence to be the ambition of a precedent for a similar transfer of terri

Napoleon, we had the utmost desire to tory on the Rhine ; and by the use of cer
judge the Emperor fairly. The hasty Peace tain unhappy phrases in the official an

of Villafranca was patched up, and instead nouncement of the annexation, it was indi
of that treaty being accepted as a proof cf cated that France claimed as a right the old

imperial moderation, it gave the alarm to frontiers of which she was deprived in 1814.

Europe. What was it that thus alarmed Minute observers even discovered in the

every European Cabinet? If the enormous Commercial Treaty, which had stilled Eng.

power displayed at Solferino might excite land into passive acceptance of the annexa

fear, surely the modesty displayed in the tion of Savoy, provisions which would

stipulations of Villafranca, for which the materially help to produce further annexa
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tion on the northern frontier of France. I approximated to each other at the Baden

The Treaty showed great favour to English conference, where Napoleon got nothing for

iron and coal. Hitherto the Belgian coal his pains. Besides this, the coolness and

and iron had been greatly favoured in the jealousy which existed between the Courts

French tariff. These were now to endure of Berlin and Vienna, and upon which the

the competition of the English minerals, French Emperor to a large extentreckoned,

which had previously been all but excluded gave way to more friendly feelings, and

from the French market; and the conse- Europe had the satisfaction of seeing

quence of this competition would be to Francis Joseph and the Prince Regent

depress the Belgian articles, and to produce embrace each other at Töplitz. To crown

not a little distress in the mining districts— all, the Belgians made a grand demonstra

a distress that might go far to create a tion in favour of their nationality and theira

public opinion in favour of annexation to independence, which fairly gave the lie to all

France. Over and above this, the Parisian the boasts of the Parisian journals. The

journals began to assert — in their usual situation was too much for Napoleon. He

way, now asserting , and now contradicting, must evidently wait for 4 more favourable

but always keeping the statement before opportunity. Precisely at the moment

the public, and so attempting to develop when affairs begin to look brighter on the

that species of prophecy which works its Rhine, a mine is sprung in the East, the

own fulfilment — that the Rhenish provinces Christians are massacred, and the French

and Belgium were anxious for union to Emperor as the eldest son of the Church , is
France. French emissaries in Belgian so transported with indignation, that he

newspapers and Belgian workshops strove orders an army to Syria . It is like the

hard to familiarize the mind of the people flank march that won the battle of Magenta.

with the same idea. And for the means of The French legions are massed in the south,

accomplishing the scheme ? The means as if meditating an attack upon Piacenza,

were not far to seek. Napoleon cultivated and, thoroughly deceived , the Austrian army

the intimacy of all the discontented spirits is concentrated upon this point. Before the

belonging to every European sovereignty , Austrians have time to think, the French

and of none more than of the Hungarians. army is wbirled off by means of the rail

He had sought the assistance of Kossuth in way a hundred miles to the north, and

the late war, and a Hungarian insurrection crosses the Ticino by the bridge of Buffa

was one of the most formidable weapons lora, where the Austrians are weakest. So

with which he menaced Austria . He had here, all interest is concentrated upon the

that weapon still in his hands, and he might Rhine. We are certain it is the Rhine that

easily strike with it, while at the same time is threatened . Europe makes its disposi.

giving his friend Cavour permission to slip tions for the defence of the German river,

the dogs of war upon Venice. Austria thus and congratulates itself on its success, when

attacked in Aank and rear, would be very in a moment the enemy is off on a flank

helpless and would call aloud for aid from march to the East, to the famous tune of

Prussia. If Prussia lent her aid , Napoleon Partunt pour la Syrie. We have not yet

would have an excuse for a campaign upon got to the bottom of the Syrian affair, but,

the Rhine, and out of that campaign would from all that can be ascertained, it is daily

take care to obtain the Rhenish provinces of more and more evident that French intrigue

Prussia, the Palatinate, and Belgium ,-Eng- and French assistance have had not a little

land being kept out of the embroglio by to do with it. Certainly nothing could be

fear of an invasion . more opportune, and the Great Powers,

Thus, then, stood the game, when, presto ! only too delighted to feel reassured as to

in a moment everything was changed ; the the safety of the Rhine, gave their consent

question of the Rhine lost its interest, and to a French occupation of Syria, which will

we found ourselves intent upon other de- one day prove as great an embarrassment in

signs . Never was change more sudden, the East, as the French occupation of Rome

and in this change we signalize three great has proved in the West. It is a grand re

events. In the first place, Napoleon raised source in Napoleon's hands, which he will

so much opposition , that he discovered his take care to employ with a full remem

Rhenish designs to be for the moment im- brance of all that England has done at Acre

practicable. We had in this country ren- and elsewhere throughout the East in the.

dered our Volunteer force so strong as to teeth of France. Checkmated on the Rhine,

defy invasion, and to be almost able to dis- Napoleon , we have said, opened a new game

pense with the regular troops if they should in the East —a game, however, which might

be called to the Continent. The German require some little time for its development.

sovereigns felt the necessity of union, and Meanwhile a third great event had taken
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place, which led bim effectually to turn from This being the case, we stand front to front

all thought of conquest upon the Rhenish with two probable complications.

frontier, to objects of more immediate inter- That which is more obvious and more im .

est. Garibaldi had made the Sicilian move, mediate begins in Venice. Count Cavour

and it proved to be a success. Property in has announced in unmistakeable terms that

the south of Europe was about to change Italy must have Venetia, and that Italy is
hands. One thing at a time. Napoleon able to obtain it by wrestling with Austria

was content to let the Rhine flow bloodless in single combat. There appears at first

to the Low Countries, and to let his army sight to be nothing very dangerous in this

in the East smoke all the tobacco in programme. We may doubt whether Vic

Latakia, while he had the chance of doing tor Emmanuel will be able to conquer un

a good stroke of business in the Italian aided ; but if he can only convince us that

peninsula. Belgium is a nice morsel for he is equal to the contest, we should be glad

another day . But, in the meantime, what to hear of his going forth to the fight and

a triumph of skill if the Emperor could entering the palace of the Doges in triumph.

secure Genoa and Sardinia, in which his But when we look more narrowly into the

emissaries are at work stirring up the in- means at Count Cavour's disposal, we dis

habitants to cry for annexation ! How cover that, in talking of an attack upon Aus

glorious for France if she could thus be tria single-handed, he is not perfectly sin
made mistress of the Mediterranean ! Or cere. Single -handed, it would be utterly

should the Emperor fail of this design- impossible for him to effect his purpose

how necessary is it to put a drag upon against the Austrian legions; and it is niani .

Victor Emmanuel! How important it is test that he calculates on a Hungarian insur.

for the sake of international morality, that rection ,just as the Hungarians who are now

he should not obtain the kingdom of Naples ! fighting his battle in the Sicilies assuredly
And should it be advisable at last for the calculate on him . “ As for our brave Hun .

Holy Father and the French eagles to quit garian comrades, " said Garibaldi the other

Rome together, how very convenient it day, “we owe them a large debt of grati
would be, if, by carrying out the much tude. Their cause is ours, and to help them

mooted design of transporting the Pope to in their turn is our most sacred duty, which

Jerusalem , an excuse would be found for we will accomplish.” Cavour, therefore, in

the eldest son of the Church sending ad- announcing his intention of attacking Austria
ditional French bayonets and rifled cannon single-handed, keeps the word of promise to
to Syria ! the ear, but breaks it to the sense. It is

Thus it is that perplexes European diplo- the knowledge of the fact that Victor Em

macy . Strange events are occurring in the manuel cannot attack Austria without either

south of Italy , which are of themselves per- the assistance of France or the co -operation

plexing enough ; and how much more so of the Hungarians, that makes Lord John

when they inevitably lead the way or clear Russell so anxious to dissuade Count Cavour

the ground for further events of still greater from all attempts upon Venetia ; for the ob
moment ! It would be hazardous to say ject of the attempt is not merely the libera.

that Napoleon will succeed in increasing tion of Venice, but nothing less than the dis

French power in the Mediterranean to the ruption of the Austrian Empire. " I will not

extent he wishes, although it is not impossi- speak of Austria and of the Ottoman Em

ble that Europe may find itself powerless to pire, ” says Garibaldi, in a curious document

stop him in his career of acquisition. Of on the state of Europe. “ They are doom

this we may be certain, however, that French ed to perish for the welfare of the unfortu

influence will suffer no diminution on the nate populations which they have oppressed

great Midland Sea ; and we will suppose for centuries.” Whether, after the large

that France comes out of the present en concessions of Francis Joseph, Hungary

tanglement, if no better, yet not worse than would rise, may now be regarded as more

she was before. She may win, and she can than doubtful; but if the policy of the Ital

not lose . For, at the very worst, if Italy ian chiefs has a chance of being successful,

should become too strongand troublesome, we must point out the difficulty of the situa

or should affect the right of meeting on equal tion, as far as England is concerned . Eng.

terms with the Great Powers, it is possible land would be placed in a fearful dilemma.

for France to play off Spain against her ; She can neither keep the peace nor go to

Spain, which has latterly been awaking to a war without a dereliction of principle and a

sense of her responsibilities, and which has loss of prestige. A Hungarian insurrection

indeed seriously' contemplated admission to stimulated from Turin implies a European

any conference of the European powers. war. Not certainly, but most probably,

а
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both Russia and Prussia will defend Austria. ideas ; so could France ; but Great Britain

They may regard the Hungarian rebellion is almost helpless in presence of a dilemma

as likely to be the precedent of a Polish from which she sees no escape. On the one

one ; and at all events — however they may hand, there can be little doubt that the Em

allow changes in the South of Italy to pass peror Nicholas truly described Turkey as
--they are unwilling to sanction for a mo- the sick man. Turkey is doomed . We

ment any change in Central Europe, and have done all we could to secure the integ

they insist upon preserving the balance of rity of the Sultan's dominions ; we have

power as it exists. But if Prussia flies to striven hard to prop up Turkish credit in

the assistance of Austria, Napoleon has at the money market ; we have exerted all our

once an excuse for interfering on the Rhine, influence to procure reforms in the Turkish

and demanding territorial compensation for laws and administration . But to no pur

the fatigues and expenses of the campaign . pose. The whole Turkish system is so

What, in these circumstances, can Great rickety, owing to years of misrule and the
Britain do ? Can she venture to throw her spread of corruption, that foreign states

weight into the scale of the European des- have in numberless underhand ways the

pots ? Can she venture to range her forces power of sadly interfering with the action of
against the Italian and Hungarian patriots ? the machine. It is the interest of France

Would the people of this country permit and of Russia to interfere, and they do not

such a thing ? and , if they did permit it, what give the sick man fair play. One or the

position would Great Britain henceforth oc- other is continually creating disturbances :
cupy in the eyes of European Liberals, who and the result of the disturbances which

have looked to us as the guardians of popu- have been fomented in Syria, and of the

Jar rights and of the sacred flame of free- heavy expense which their repression has
dom ? On the other hand , how can we re- entailed upon the Porte , is , that at the pres

fuse assistance to those powers who, in the ent moment the Government is on the brink

cause of order , stand forth to resent the in- of a new financial crisis, and the State is

sidious encroachments of France ? Can we threatened with bankruptcy . This, ofcourse,

tamely witness an extension of the French will furnish a very good excuse for leaving
frontier to the Rhine ? Can we suffer the the defence of order in Syria entirely to the

absorption of Belgium ? Have we nothing French ; but the point to be observed is ,

but idle words to offer in order to preven : that disturbance afier disturbance, loan after

that design ? Shall we cast to the winds all loan, and crash after crash , -- all lead the way

our alliances, in order to make common to dismemberment
. England cannot alone

cause with France ? Are we willing to be. maintain the integrity and the credit of Tur

come the scorn and the mockery of every key. Sooner or later the system must col

Court in Europe, which, when our time lapse. But while England seems powerless
comes, as come it may, will laugh at our to avert the threatened doom , neither is she

calamity, and refuse us not only aid , but able to acquiesce in it. She desires no fur

even sympathy ? This horn of the dilem- ther increase of territory anywhere. Al
ma is as little to our liking as the other, ready the empire is overgrown, and we

and we seem ready to be fixed between two find it extremely difficult to provide for the

impossibilities. Where is the Minister that defence of our numerous and much -scattered

can contemplate undismayed the necessity dependencies. It was only the other day

of steering the vessel of the State between that the King of the Feejee Islands offered
such a Scylla and such a Charybdis ? to place his dominions under the British

The other complication to which we re- crown ; and although they form an import

ferred is to be found in the East. And here ant station in the Pacific Sea, wethought it

France reckons upon the co-operation of the proper to decline a proposition the effect of

Muscovite - reckons upon that co-operation , which would almost have been to render

indeed, so safely, that the hope is entertained our gracious sovereign the Queen of the

of being able to detach Russia from any Cannibal Islands. Additional territory in

European coalition for the defence of the the Mediterranean would be peculiarly bur

Rhine by meeting her views in the East. densome to us. All that we are particu

Many things may intervene in the next larly anxious for in the Mediterranean is a

twelve months to break up the coalition safe conduct for our enormous passenger and

which now threatens to stop Napoleon upon goods traffic by the overland route to India ;

his career; but the card upon which he and we prefer that the land through which

chiefly relies is that king of clubs, the we pass should be in the possession of such

Grand Turk . The Eastern question is one a neutral power as Turkey , than that it

of immense difficulty to England . Russia should belong to ourselves, to Russia, or to

could very quickly solve it according to her France. These latter powers, unfortunately,>
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have not yet our sense of satiety in the mat. Ibut just returned from a visit to Berlin ;

ter of territorial acquisition, and they have and there can be no doubt that the father

set covetous eyes on various portions of the in - law of the Princess-Royal was made fully

Turkish Empire. Their solution of the arquainted with the views of the English

Eastern question is a very simple one, for Court and Government, was entrusted with

they have no objection to dismemberment ; messages to his brother potentates, and was

and the only difficulty which they have to informed of all that the Queen, as a consti

encounter is jealousy of each other in the tutionalsovereign dependent on the support

division of the spoil . England, as we have of her Parliament, could undertake. Some

said, is placed in the dilemma of being un fears were entertained that the meeting of

able to sustain the Turkish Empire in its in- the monarchs thus assembled at Warsaw

tegrity , and equally unable to consent to a might degenerate into another Holy Al.

dismemberment; so that her only policy is liance ; but they were illusory. The days

that of procrastination. She puts off the of the Holy Alliance are past. The object

evil day ; hopes against hope ; bolsters up of the sovereigns at Warsaw was simply

a rotten system ; and would fain shut her what we have represented it to be - a coali

eyes to the consequences. The consequences tion in the interests of Central Europe.

may at any time be precipitated ; and the Probably Russia has ulterior views, and in

financial crisis which threatens to overtake return for any assistance rendered to Aus

the Turkish Government is of such vast im- tria in the present emergency , counts upon

port, that the Grand Vizier talks of a visit Viennese influence being exerted in her fa.

to London, in order to seewhat can be done vour to procure a revision of the Treaty of

to avert it. The Prime Minister of Turkey Paris, or even a settlement of the whole

to leave the country which he governs, to Eastern question in conformity with Mus.

travel across Europe, and to throw himself covite ideas. The assistance, however, which

at the feet of the English Ministry ! So it Russia would be inclined to render cannot

has been reported in all seriousness ; and involve active interference in Italy ,and would

whether the report prove to be well -founded be evoked only in case of a disturbance in

or not, yet the fact that it has been made Hungary, or any attempt to re-arrange the

sufficiently indicates the gravity of the oc- map of Central Europe. It is Central Eu
casion . rope, also, that Prussia regards. She is

That the Emperor Napoleon , who, for his anxious for her Rhenish provinces; and

own glory and the advantage of France, has jealous as she has always been of Austria,

seen fit to precipitate more than one crisis, she could not in her own interest consent to

should, by the restlessness of his grasping see her rival deprived of the Hungarian

policy, have awakened the terror of his crown. Austria herself has done that which

neighbours, cannot be wonderful. First, is most likely, without the assistance of any

we heard Lord John Russell announce, after coalition , topreserve Hungary, and to pro

the annexation of Savoy, that it would be mote peace in Central Europe. On the eve

necessary for this country no longer to trust of his visit to Warsaw, the Emperor re

in the French alliance , but to cultivate old stored-not wholly , but very nearly—the

friendships in other courts. Then we saw ancient constitution of Ilungary. How it

the German sovereigns meet in amity at will be accepted ,and what will be the effect

Baden -Baden, and conspire to tell Napoleon of it, we cannot know for some time. The

that he had better not count upon their dis- concession may be too late, and we may

union . Next we saw the Prince Regent of hear next spring of a Hungarian insurrection

Prussia go forth to meet the Emperor of concerted with the attack on Venice . It is

Austria, and effectually disperse any misun- doubtful whether such an insurrection would

derstanding that might have arisen out of be successful. It is doubtful, also, whether,

the Italian war in a frank and cordial inter- supposingit to be successful, the indepen

change of ideas. Soon the news reached us dence of Hungary would be confirmed, or

that the Emperors of Austria and Russia would be a benefit to the Continent ; and

had been reconciled, and that we might ex- at present the probabilities are that the

pect to hear of Russian and Austrian policy geography of Central Europe will remain

going hand in hand. Lastly, the rulers of as it is. We believe that the great mass of

Prussia, Austria, and Russia have met at our countrymen wish nothing better, and

Warsaw, for the purpose ofmore thoroughly that the anxiety which Lord John Russell

understanding one another, and concerting has expressed for the preservation of the

measures for the general safety in the event Austrian Empire, however it may incur the

At that interview, England also invective of some ofour liberals, is worthy

was present, if not officially, yet really of his position as Foreign Minister. Count

Her Majesty and her Foreign Minister have Cavour said not long ago that Lord John is

of war.
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the most liberal statesman in Europe; and the winner. The despots in Europe may

we are convinced that if he and Lord Pal. fly to Warsaw and try thee Varsovienne

merston are averse to a Hungarian revolu. dance as much as they please; but, sooner

tion , thoy hard reasons for it which the or later, Italy must be free, and shall be

Liberal party in this country will find it im- one, even as her poet-her Dante - dreamed.

possible to impugn. It is only a question of time. France can

With regard to Italy, the cry for unity not always hold Rome and dominate in the

has become so strong as to be almost irre. Peninsula. Austria cannot always hold

sistible ; and here, also, the question will Venetia. Events indicate that before long ,

probable be solved in accordance with the France will find herself helpless against the

wishes of British statesmen. Napoleon would popular voice of united Italy, and will be

gladly work his will if he could ; but both compelled to accept a settlement which she

Italy and Europe promise to be too much would not promote. Let us hope, also,

for him . Every day clears away a diffi- that united Italy will be as strong as Count

culty, makes the rough places smooth and Cavour anticipates, and able, single-handed,

the crooked paths straight. The game is like a young Lochinvar, to snatch the fair

fast drawing to a close. There is a check- Bride of the Adriatic from the arms of the

inate on the board, and we back Italy for Hapsburg.
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Edited , with a
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